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^^S. S. GEORGE WASHINGTON '

(2nd largest American Vessel)

in Todd Graving Dock
CThi- HE scope of Todd Service is

i graphically illustrated in the fact

that, for the first time in the history

of the Port of New York, a vessel of

this size has been able to drydock in

the Harbor.
With such outstandingdockingand

berthing facilities and unsurpassed

equipment in the Port of New York,

every phase of marine repair, conver-

sion, reconditioning and overhaul is

immediately available for either reg-

ular or emergency operations— and

all within the confines ofTodd Yards.

Such drydocking and repair facil-

ities for large vessels within New
York Harbor allow for resump-

tion of sailing schedules

much earlier than has

hitherto been possible.

PLANTS

Tietjen & Long Dry
Dock Co.

Hnhuken. N. J.

ToildShipbuilclinB&
Dry Doc-k Co.. Inc.

.\l„lnle. Ala.

Todd Dry Dock Eniri-

neerinK& Repair Corp.
Brouklyn, N. V.

Todd Engineering Dry
Dock & Repair Co.

New Orleans. La.

Todd. Dry Docks. Inc.

Harbor Island,

Seattle. Wash.

ToddOilBu
I.„„dun. England

Ltd,

24 Floating Dry Docks

2 Graving Docks 3 Shipways

UkRGEST
DRV DOCK

IS HARBOR

TODD SHIPYARDS CORPORATION
25 Broadway, New York
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Four "Earnin^^ Days^^ Saved

for the S. S. Fairfax

wHEN Inited agreed to recondition the Mercliants and Miners liner Fairfax in 45 days it expressed
also its determination to better the contract time if possible. Keeping in mind that a ship earns

no money in a repair yard. United exerted every effort to save time. As a result, the Fairfax
was returned to her owners four days ahead of schedule. Those four davs became

earning days, for they enabled the Fairfax to make a voyage that had not been
counted on. It is noteworthy also that United's bid was 15 days under

the next low bid. But that is the sort of service that is standard
at the Fletcher Plant—where the Fairfax was repaired

—

and at United's four other plants—Crane, Morse,
Shewan and Staten Island. The reason for

this policy of superior service is

obvious—the best customer is

a satisfied customer.

UNITED DRY DOCKS
11 Broadway

Incorporated

DIGbv 0500 New York
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I\ew n ard Liiw\Turbo\Elcctrie Express Steamer
Built by Newport I\ews Shipbuihiinf; and Dry
Dock\Company. Designed by Theodore E. Ferris.

Kearfott

Wintloifvs

on the

ORieXTE

Shelter Windows enclose the promenade and dance

deck. A new departure in an all-metal window with

mechanical device for raising and lowering of %"
thick plate glass.

Kearfott - Kawneer Bronze Casements provide

ample li.sjht and an attractiveness to social spaces.

Staterooms are fitted with bronze mechanically op-

erated windows. Those in exposed locations being

water-tight in construction and windows in shelter

spaces are wind and weather proof.

Bronze Rolling Ports of KEARFOTT design, are in-

stalled across the "B" Deck forward.

Permanent Windscoops of stainless steel that can

be folded back out of the way when not in use are a

fixture on many ports.

Kearfott Engineering Company^ Ine<
117 Liberty Street, New York

Berry E. Dunn, 832-38 Folsom Sir
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Giving
Excellent Service in all Types of Marine Work
The strength and rehabiUty of WASHINGTON
DIESEL Engines are well indicated by the excellent

service they are giving in all types of marine work.

Under the varying requirements the WASHINGTON
DIESEL has been called to meet, its performance has

been exceptionally good, and marked by a high degree

of economy.

In addition there are a number of constructional features

which appeal to every boat owner. Separate cylinder

liners, balanced fuel injectors, packingless pumps and an

open side main frame

construction which
permits removal of pis-

tons, rods, bearings and

even the crankshaft

without disturbing the

cylinder assembly.

Send for the catalog.

AGENTS
British Columbia Representative: Vancouver
Machinery Depot, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.,
Canada; Honolulu Representative: Ferine
Machinery Coninany, Inc., Alexander 8C

Baldwin BIdg., Honolulu, T.H.: California
Agents: W. H. Worden Co., Inc., San
Francisco, Calif.; Ward-Livesly Co., Los
Angeles, Calif. Southern Representative:
Fclipse Bngineering Co., 321 Chartres St.,

New Orleans, La.; Proctor Engineering Co.,
Baltimore, Md.;The Sterling Engine Works,

Ltd., foot of Water Street, Winnipeg,
Manitoba.

WASHINGTON IRON WORKS
Elxecutive Offices Seattle, Washington
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Editorial Comment » » »

Pacific American

Shipping

THAT wonderfully favored re-

gion—the Pacific Coast of the

United States—is naturally a ship-minded and a ship-

owning and operating center. For the first third of its

history as a part of the United States it was very lar-

gely a community depending on ocean transportation

for contact with its markets, domestic and foreign. Dur-

ing those early years it was a ship-built community

and as such attracted to itself and absorbed many of

the younger and more daring scions of shipowning fam-

ilies both from New England states and from many
of the maritime nations of Western Europe.

To-day the Pacific Coast states of Washington, Ore-

gon, and California are well up among the most im-

portant shipowning regions in the world; and as a

supplier of cargoes for the world's merchant fleets

this area seems to be attracting more attention than

any other.

As of November 1, 1930, the American flag mer-

chant fleet, privately owned and operated from ports

of the Pacific Coast, in seagoing vessels of 500 gross

tons and over, totals 575 vessels of 2,362,832 gross

tons. On the same date the entire American flag pri-

vately owned seagoing merchant fleet comprised 1911

vessels, with an aggregate of 7,863,195 gross tons. The
Pacific American fleet therefore contains a little over

30 per cent, of the entire privately owned merchant
fleet of the United States.

It will be noted that in the tonnage and in the num-
ber of vessels the percentage of Pacific Coast owned
and operated vessels is practically identical, showing
that the average size of Pacific Coast owned vessels

is equal to the average of the entire American fleet.

Included in this Pacific American fleet are 75 sea-

going steam and motor vessels of 1000 gross tons and
over inspected for passenger service. These 75 vessels

have a total tonnage of 510,108 gross. The entire Am-
erican fleet in this class totals 198 vessels of 1,348,731

gross tons; so that in passenger and combination liners

the Pacific Coast owns and operates 34 per cent, of

the American seagoing tonnage. If we eliminate the

Leviathan from the totals, we find that the average
size of Pacific Coast owned vessels is a little larger

than that for the entire fleet in this class.

As of January 1, 1931, there are under construction

in American shipyards 22 vessels of the passenger and
combination liner type, aggregating about 270,000

gross tons. Of this total 9 vessels, aggregating about
133,500 gross tons are for Pacific Coast ownership
and operation. Reduced to percentages, these figures

show that 49 per cent, of the passenger and combina-
tion liner tonnage now building in American shipyards

is on the order and under the direction of Pacific Coast
shipowners. These figures are for Pacific Coast own-
ership only and do not include such programs as that

of the United Fruit Company which has six vessels

building, three of which are for exclusive Pacific Coast
operation.

If we add to this seagoing Pacific American fleet

the Pacific Coast ownership in vessels of from 100 to

500 gross tons and the harbor and river craft, we
would bring the total well over three million gross

tons, which would place the Pacific Coast shipowning
and operating business about on a par with that of

such maritime nations as France, Italy, Norway, and
The Netherlands, and not very far behind Japan and
Germany, who have somewhat over four millions gross

tons each.

In addition to these Pacific Coast owned vessels,

there is a vast fleet of foreign flag ships serving Pa-
cific Coast ports in foreign trade and a considerable

group of Atlantic Coast owned American flag ships

serving these ports in the intercoastal trade. The ques-
tion then natuarlly arises. Where is the cargo to fill

all these ships?

At a recent convention of the National Rivers and
Harbors Congress, Captain S. S. Sandberg, United States
Shipping Board Commissioner, talked on the topic

"Water-borne Traffic on the Pacific Coast an Import-

ant Factor in the Nation's Commerce." Captain Sand-
berg is very familiar with conditions on the Pacific

Coast and presented some very interesting statistics
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and comparisons. The following is extracted from the

published report of his address.

"The total ocean-borne trade of United States ports

in 1929, both foreign and domestic, inbound and out-

bound combined, exceeded 316,000.000 cargo tons. Of

this total 27 per cent., or over 85,000,000 tons, moved

through Pacific Coast ports.

Comparison with corresponding data pertaining to

1925 discloses in that year the division of the total

ocean trade was identically the same as in 1929. thus

demonstrating that Pacific Coa.st ports are maintain-

ing the same ratio of increase as is shown by our total

ocean-borne commerce. This increase over the five year

period is approximately 17^2 per cent.

In the outbound traffic of 1929, foreign and domestic

combined. Pacific Coast ports handled nearly 46,000.-

000 cargo tons, or 29 per cent, of the entire outbound

ocean movement, as compared with 31 per cent, hand-

led by Gulf ports and 40 per cent, handled by Atlantic

Coast ports.

In the inbound ocean traffic of 1929, foreign and do-

mestic combined. Pacific Coast ports handled approx-

imately 38.500,000 tons, or 24 per cent, of the total.

Atlantic Coast ports and Gulf ports handled 68 per

cent, and 8 per cent., respectively, of the total inbound
traffic in 1929.

During the five-year period, 1925 to 1929, the total

ocean-borne foreign trade of the United States in-

creased from 80,000,000 cargo tons to 92,000,000 cargo

tons, an advance of 15 per cent.; but during this same
period the Pacific Coast foreign trade increased 54

per cent., or 5,900,000 tons. In other words, 48 per cent,

of the total increase in foreign trade of the United
States during the five year period 1925 to 1929, was
handled through Pacific Coast ports. This phenom-
enal advance by Pacific Coast ports was largely due
to the increase in export cargo tonnage from 8,300,000

tons in 1925 to 13,600,000 tons in 1929, nearly 64 per
cent. The Pacific Coast increase in import tonnage dur-

ing the same period was about 25 per cent., which per-

centage of increase also applied to the total ocean borne
import trade of the United States.

In the foreign export trade of 1929, it is noted that

seven ports handled a total of nearly 30,000,000 cargo

tons, or approximately 65 per cent, of the total ocean-

borne export cargo movement. Two Pacific Coast ports

included in this group handled more than 8,500,000

tons of export cargoes, or 29 per cent, of the total,

while the five Atlantic and Gulf ports handled 36 per

cent.

Further, it is noted that twenty-one leading ports in

foreign trade handled exports aggregating 46,000.000

tons, or more than 98 per cent, of the total, while five

Pacific Coast ports alone handled approximately 25

per cent, of the total.

The strategic position of the Pacific Coast with those

great potential markets in the Orient and South Am-
erica and the constantly increasing traffic between
the Pacific Coast and Europe holds forth exceptional

opportunities."

It would seem, from these figures, that the progress

of shipowning on the Pacific Coast is keeping pace

with the development of water-borne traffic at Pacific

Coast ports and that, notwithstanding present depres-

sion. Pacific Coast shipowners are to be congratulated

on their far-sighted vision in acquiring good tonnage

for future expansion.

Another matter wherein Pacific American shipown-

.lanuary

ers are to be congratulated is their demonstrated abil-

ity to cooperate with each other in developing certain

phases of the shipping business wherein common ac-

tion is necessary. The united action of the two Pacific

Coast shipowning associations at Washington during
the past five years has been resp(msible. more than any
other single factor, in bringing about the present fav-

orable attitude of Congress to the American merchant
marine.

The coastwise cooperative work of the Safety De-
partment of these associations is the most extensive
and most impressive effort of its kind ever undertaken
in the history of the world's shipping and is being
made a model for similar work in other districts of the
United States and in other maritime nations.

For all of these reasons, and many others too num-
erous to mention, we feel confident as we face 1931

—

confident as we express our New Year Wish for pros-
perity and happiness to all Pacific American Ship-
owners—that they will find very definite improvement
in 1931 and an increasing measure of complete return
to normal in the years to follow.

And we urge all ship-minded citizens who are inter-

e.sted in the growth of the American merchant marine
to keep their eyes on Pacific Coast Developments

American Shipping

in Foreign Trade

HE American ship, privately

owned and operated, is in for-

eign trade; and, backed by the sentiment of the people

and the sympathy and financial support of the Con-
gress of the United States, she has every intention of

staying on the job. We were therefore not a little sur-

prised to note the following in a release describing the

annual report of the Commissioner of Navigation:
"Statistics cited in Commissioner Tyrer's report strik-

ingly reveal the decline of American tonnage engaged
in Foreign Trade since the high water mark reached in

1921. On June 1, of the current year (1930) this ton-

nage amounted to only 3,319,000, a falling off of 7,480,-

000 gross tons."

These figures, to anyone familiar with the facts, are

obviously in error and were subsequently corrected

with an errata slip; so that, so far as the report is

concerned, those to whom that document was mailed

have the correction available. However, the figures

given in the release were published by the press; and
this particular item was prominently head-lined in

many important dailies.

The true figures show that on June 30, 1921, there

were 2559 American vessels with an aggregate gross

of 10,620,717 tons engaged in foreign trade. On June
1, 1930, there were 1159 American flag vessels with

an aggregate gross of 5,219,558 engaged in foreign

trade, showing a falling off of 5,400,000 gross tons.

Again, those who are familiar with the facts as they

are to-day and as they were in 1921 will see that even

this modified statement makes an unfair comparison.

1921 was a year of intense Shipping Board activity

in foreign trade. The total tonnage of cargoes in Uni-

ted States foreign trade, exclusive of Great Lakes, was
in round figures 80 million tons in the calendar year

of 1921. In the calendar year of 1929 (latest available)

it was 107 million tons.

In 1921 American vessels carried 51 per cent, of the
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tonnaKe. or 40,800,000 tons. In 1929 American ships

carried 40 per cent, of the tonnage, or 42,800,000 tons.

In other words, American ships in 1929 carried 5 per

cent, more cargo than in 1921, with 50 per cent less

tonnage.

Such an achievement should be called an increase

in transportation efficiency rather than a "decline in

American tonnage engaged in foreign trade."

A;

A New
White Flyer

T NOON on January 9 a gigan-

.tic snow-white liner, new and

yet strangely familiar, will clear from Pier 32, San

Francisco, and head for the Golden Gate. This new
white steamer will be the steamship Malolo, proud flag-

ship of the Matson fleet.

Through the process of sand blasting, the old coat-

ing was taken off, and with it all of the scales and
rust that accumulate under a ship's paint. The new
coat of white was built up from the clean steel sur-

face of the hull, and a dash of contrasting color effec-

ted by boot topping the ship in green.

In her new colors, the famous "Flying Fish" will

stand out as one of the handsomest ships on the Pac-

ific and will compare favorably with the long grace-

ful greyhounds that ply the North Atlantic.

On her first voyage in the new year, the Malolo will

sail from San Francisco January 9 en route to Hono-
lulu via Los Angeles. She will sail from the southern

California port January 10. From Honolulu the Mal-

olo will return direct to San Francisco and remain
in the San Francisco-Honolulu service until the boat

train schedules have been consummated, after which
she will begin an "open jaw" service with alternate

calls at Los Angeles harbor and San Francisco.

of "American Clipper Ships" by Howe and Matthews.
The present volume supplements and further completes
the history of the later American clippers and the Am-
erican sailing ships that followed them. It gives the

life history of each ship, when and where built, dim-
ensions, accounts of all recorded vessels, with exact
information on all fast passages, disasters, shipwrecks,
and other matters of interest.

This volume represents a large part of the life work
of a "San Francisco man engaged in the shipping
trade." A considerable portion of the contents were
gathered contemporaneously with the events they de-

scribe. No one who is acquainted with Mr. Matthews
needs to be assured that the text and illustrations

have been put through a most rigorous process of

"check and double check." The half-tone illustrations,

many of them made from rare and costly photographs
and paintings, are printed on calendered surface paper
and inserted in groups through the book. The colored

frontispiece is a replica of a beautiful painting by
Charles Robert Patterson. The illustrations include

pictures of 78 ships and portraits of 48 sea captains.

The 415 pages of text are packed full of the most
interesting information about the ships, their captains,

and their adventures, all narrated in clear, terse, eas-

ily read English, with no attempt at hyperbole or pad-

ding. The book, therefore, becomes almost an abstract

of logs and should be extremely valuable as a source of

reliable information on which to base sea tales or

through which to get a real close-up picture of life at

sea during the last half of the last century.

The edition of this book is small and, as is the cus-

tom of The Marine Research Society, it will not be re-

printed. A limited number of copies are being held in

San Francisco for sale; and Pacific Marine Review
will be glad to handle your order as long as the edit-

ion lasts.

Sailing Ship

History

ANY of our readers are deep-

.ly interested in accurate his-

torical data on American Sailing Ships. We are there-

fore glad to announce the publication of two excellent

books, each of which is the result of life-long personal

research in this rather difficult field. The halo of ro-

mance and the aura of wild adventure have too often

been allowed to obscure real data and important facts

when authors are dealing with sailing ships, and par-

ticularly with American clipper ships. Here are two
books that are full of authentic sailing ship history.

AMERICAN MERCHANT SHIPS, 1850-1900. By Fred-
erick C. Matthews. 415 (7x10) pages, printed with
12-point Caslon type on Warran's Olde Style wove
paper. 126 illustrations and a frontispiece in color.

Strongly bound in dark blue linen. Publication No.
21 of The Marine Research Society, Salem, Massa-
chusetts. Price $7.50 postpaid.

This is, in our judgment, the most important con-

tribution to sailing ship literature since the publication

THE BALTIMORE CLIPPER, ITS ORIGIN AND DE-
VELOPMENT. By Howard Irving Chapelle. 195

pages, 8 X 10, profusely illustrated. Publication of

Marine Research Society, Salem, Mass. Price $5 net.

A genuine piece of worth-while historical research,

this book traces the lines of development of the early

fast American sailing craft that were the inspiration

for the great American clipper ships. The illustrations

include a remarkable collection of profiles and line and
sail plans of fast schooners and brigs, many of them
supplied from the archives of the British Admiralty
whose draftsmen "lifted" the lines of all unusual or

fast types of captured craft. There are 49 such plans
and 36 pictures of these vessels in action.

The first chapter treats the "Origin of the Balti-

more Clipper." Then come chapters covering the part

played by these craft in the Revolutionary War, their

development from 1782 to 1812, their part in the War
of 1812, their part in the slave trade, and their disap-

pearance from the sea. The last two chapters give some
very interesting data on Rules for Masting and Sail

Plans and proportions of masts and spars.

"There is no type of vessel that has so much roman-
tic and historical interest to Americans as that com-
monly called the Baltimore Clipper." Howard Irving
Chapelle has incorporated in this book the material

gathered in pursuit of his personal hobby and has
thereby earned the thanks of all good lovers of the

sailing ship.



Foreign Trade in 1930
National Foreign Trade Council Presents Annual Analysis Sho'wing Decrease of

Eight Per Cent, in World's Exports in Past Tear

THE steady growth of international commerce was
interrupted in 1930 for the first time since 1921

by a net decrease of about 8 per cent, in the vol-

ume of the world's export trade. The fact remains,

however, that, in spite of the present downturn, inter-

national trade, as expressed in world exports, is still

about 16 per cent, greater in volume than it was in

1925. About two thirds of this gain in the tonnage of

world trade that had been made since 1925 up to the

end of 1929 was retained at the end of 1930, on the ba-

sis of present figures covering about half the world's

commerce.
World export trade in 1930, for the 101 nations of the

world approximates 22^2 billion dollars. The total ex-

ports of these 101 nations for 1929 were $24,427,000,-

000, both figures being reduced to the common index

of 1913 prices.

Europe

European export trade has been less affected by the

present depression than that of any other section of

the world. The actual volume of Europe's e.xport busi-

ness has remained very close to what it was in 1929,

though its trade is less in current dollar values. In

1930, France, Russia, Rumania, the Irish Free State,

and a number of other European nations have actually

gained ground in the volume of their exports. Germany
is within one or two per cent, of her 1929 export vol-

ume, w'hile British exports, in spite of heavy losses

early in the year, are only about 10 per cent, less than
1929. In fact, Europe as a whole took more than 90 per

cent, of the amount of American exports she bought in

1929, the best showing our products made in any market
during the year.

United States

Our own exports have fallen off from those of 1929

by approximately 15 per cent, during the first ten

months of 1930. They are still, however, 35 per cent,

greater in volume than before the war and about even
with our exports in 1926. An encouraging feature in

the United States, moreover, is that, with the omission

of the automotive industry, the export of our finished

manufactured goods for the first six months of the

year shows trade has been carried on at more than 92

per cent, of the volume of the same months of 1929.

In fact, many typical American products, such as el-

ectrical goods, tractors, construction machinery, min-

ing and quarrying machinery, accounting and calcul-

ating machines, and cameras and photographic goods
had larger foreign sales during the first six months
of 1930 than in 1929, and are apparently continuing

this record. With a few exceptions, manufactured goods
of all kinds continue to circulate in approximately the

same volume as previous years. This is particularly

notable as accounting for the steadiness in European
export trade, four-fifths of which, predominantly of

a manufactured character, is from the nations of wes-
tern Europe. Europe is once again carrying on practi-

cally half of the world's export trade and has achieved

an advance of more than 14 per cent, in export volume
since 1925.

Raw Material Decrease

The decreases in the world's export trade in 1930

have been almost entirely in the countries which chief-

ly produce raw materials. Both Canada and Japan,
second and third to the United States in the amount
of foreign trade gained since the war, have suffered

losses, as compared with 1929, in excess of ten per cent.

South American exports, notably those of Argentina
and Brazil, have decreased in volume by a like amount,
and the nations of Latin America in general continued
to see a diminution of exports which, with few ex-

ceptions, had already appeared in 1929. Latin Ameri-
ca, however, is still selling its products abroad in fully

20 per cent, greater volume than before the war and
in an amount about equal to its business in 1926.

Asia, which provides one and three-quarter times
the exports of Latin America, had increased the vol-

ume of its foreign sales since 1913 by 60 per cent, by
the end of 1929. Although Japan, China, India, and
the Dutch and British East Indies all sustained losses

in 1930, the total recession did not exceed 12 or 15

TOTftL EXPORT TRADE OF ICl K^TIONj BY CQN-ri;jE:trrS
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per cent. Australian foreign trade has likewise fallen

off fairly heavily, and the loss will about cut in half

the 25 per cent, gain which the Commonwealth has

made in her export volume since the war.

The present decrease in exports, among the coun-

tries producing large surpluses of raw materials has

followed a period of unusual expansion of production

which culminated in 1930 in a severe reduction of the

prices of many basic products. Taking the period from
1925 to 1929 as a standard, the normal growth of popu-

lation of about 5 per cent, and of general consumption

of about 15 per cent, for such a period has been sub-

stantially exceeded in a number of outstanding cases.

The world output of crude petroleum increased in this

interval by 35 per cent., that of copper by about 25

per cent., silk by about 21 per cent, (in addition to an
increase of 130 per cent., in the production of arti-

ficial silk), and that of wood pulp about 20 per cent.

The acreage under coffee has been increased by 50

per cent, in this period and the crop increased by 65

per cent, in a single year. Since 1922 the world's sugar
crop has increased by 45 per cent.; and since 1923 the

world's rubber crop has increased by 40 per cent. The
world wheat crop increased from the middle of 1925 to

the middle of 1929 by about 27 per cent.

Other Factors

Surpluses in these products have appeared not mere-

ly because of their increasing production, but because
of other factors of increasing influence. The wide use

of reclaimed rubber, for instance, and of iron and
steel scrap is one phase of economy in manufacturing
that has resulted from extensive experimentation. The
greater employment of rustless steel, the increasing

durability of road construction, and the longer life of

tires are factors of another phase of modern industry

tending to keep products in longer use. The discovery

of synthetic substitutes has caused modifications in

industries as widely divergent as the nitrate, leather,

and silk industries. There has been growing compe-
tition, tending in many cases to increase more selec-

tive buying habits in the general public.

The mere increase of production could not have
brought about the price recessions of last year had
not some or all of these additional factors operated.

The present condition in world trade is the effect of

these combined influences. It is reflected in an inevi-

table temporary slackening in consumption, until the

vast resources in buying power, steadily tapped since

the war, again resume their normal function in .stim-

ulation of trade activity and continued national pros-

perity.

World prices are lower, meanwhile, than at any time

since the war; even lower than in 1921. They have de-

creased in the last year by fully 15 per cent., approxi-

mating, as an index of present world export values,

a figure of less than $1.20 as related to current dollar

values in 1913. The fact that the greater part of this

year's loss in foreign trade is in raw materials, com-

bined with the relatively steady market for the pro-

ducts of manufacturing, indicates that the present sit-

uation is temporary and presages an improvement for

the near future.

Radio in the American Tropics

Inaugurating a new service of communication between Panama and

the world at large, the Tropical Radio Telegraph Company, for-

mally opened its service by sending a message of greeting from

President Arosemena of the Republic of Panama to President

Hoover.

The transmitting equipment was built by the General Electric

Company for the Radio Corporation of America which made the

installation.

The pictures above show the offices of the Tropical Radio Tele-

graph Company in Panama City; the public office where messages

are received; the operators' room in the main office; and the

teletype machines used between the main office and the new office

at Cristobal.



Methods Employed in the

Launching of the President Hoover
Largest American-Built Merchant Vessel Ever Launched Successfully Floated at Newport

Ne-ws, Virginia, for the Dollar Steamship Lines of San Francisco

ON December 9 the new passenger liner President
Hoover was christened by Mrs. Herbert Hoover
with a bottle of sea water gathered from wide-

ly separated points on the Dollar Round-the-World
routes and was successfully launched from the ways
at Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company,
Newport News, Virginia, before a large group of ship-

ping, business, and political notables.

The twin-screw, turbo-electric steamship President
Hoover will be the first of the new vessels to be ad-
ded to the service of the Dollar Steamship Lines Inc.,

Ltd., of San Francisco. This vessel has a length of 0.53

feet, beam of 81 feet, depth of 52 feet. She will measure
23,000 gross tons and will be the largest merchant ves-

sel ever built in the United States.

Modern accommodations of the finest type, in some
respects superior to those of the largest passenger
vessels afloat, are being provided for 307 first class,

133 special class, and 776 third class passengers. There
will be a crew of 324. There is a total of 643,000 cubic
feet of cargo space, of which 60.000 cubic feet is refrig-
erated. The ship will carry 100 automobiles.
The propelling machinery consists of twelve Bab-

cock & Wilcox high pressure, superheated steam boilers
and turbo-electric machinery by the General Electric
Company to develop in excess of 26,500 shaft horse-
power. The speed of the vessel in service will exceed
20' :- knots.

The steamship President Hoover will meet all re-

quirements of the International Convention for Safety
of Life at Sea and is fitted with all of the latest safety

Fore poppet of the President Hoover showing the plate saddles and
methods of shoring employed.

After poppet built up with 7^2 x 12 pine planks with two longi-

tudinal layers to each transverse layer. The propeller is designed to

transmit 13,250 horsepower at 125 revolutions per minute.

devices, including gravity davits for lifeboats, long

range wireless, radio direction finder, and Fathometer.
Steamship President Hoover was launched from one

of the twin semisubmerged ways, on which in recent

years most of the large vessels at the Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company have been built.

These ways have at their outboard ends large caissons

and are therefore virtually diy-docks. This permits ves-

sels to be built at considerably lower elevations than
is the case with the usual type of outboard ways, thus
greatly reducing the distance they have to slide before
being fully water-borne at launching. Another advan-
tage is that it permits all of the groundways being set

in the "dry," instead of having in the neighborhood
of 200 feet of their length under water. As a matter of

fact, the groundways on which the President Hoover
was launched have been kept permanently in place

since they were first placed for the launching of the
steamship California in October, 1927. This feature

mattrially facilitates launching preparations and les-

sens the cost as well. The fact that the after end of the
ship is below the water level makes it necessary to re-

place the keel blocks in that vicinity with trip shores

and to do some wedging up aft before the water is

fully admitted to the basin and the caissons removed,
which is generally about two hours before the actual

launching.

The releasing arrangement used in the launching of

all vessels at that yard is the hydraulic trigger type;
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and in the semisubmerged ways there are triggei- pits

provided for their insUillation. There is a trigger mech-

anism for each way; the ones used in this launching

each have a capacity of 610 tons. The hydraulic cyl-

inders are 14 feet in diameter; and the mechanisms

are installed between two sections of the groundways,

to which they are rigidly attached. The trigger bears

against a cast steel shoe fitted at the end of one of

the sections of the sliding ways. While the capacity

of these triggers is sufficient to hold a very large

vessel even after all its weight is being supported by

the packing of the sliding ways, as a matter of pre-

caution dog shores are fitted at some convenient lo-

cation aft of the triggers, and these are cut out just

before the hydraulic triggers are released.

Groundways

The groundways for this launching extended from

a short distance abaft the stem to the caisson, at which
point there was 18 feet 6 inches of water over them.

With this long extension of ways and depth of water
pivoting took place before the center of gravity passed

the end of the ways; consequently there was no tip-

l)ing moment at all about the latter, which is another

favorable feature of the submerged ways. The ways
are constructed of 12-inch by 12-inch yellow pine, they

are sheathed on the upper surface with 3-inch by 12-

inch oak, and have a 4-inch x 16-inch oak ribband ex-

tending about 4 inches above the sheathing. They are

made in seven sections, securely joined to each other

by means of steel buttstraps. Substantial shoring was
fitted at intervals throughout their entire length, to

prevent any displacement of ways prior to, or during
the launching process.

Sliding Ways

The sliding ways used are constructed the same as

the groundways, but without a ribband. They are in

five sections, joined together by steel buttstraps, with
through toggle pins. The thickness is 15 inches. Jog-

gled wedges spaced approximately every 20 feet were
us'^d to hold the sliding ways about 2 inches clear of

the ribbands on the groundways and were removed
shortly before the launching. To prevent pressure

coming on the greased ways before the proper time
"grease irons" approximately 5/8 inch thick. 7 inches
wide, and 9 feet long were placed between the sliding

and the ground ways at about 15-foot intervals. Those
aft in way of trip shores were removed the day before,

and the remainder on the morning of the launching.
The illustrations show the general type of the bow

and stern sections of the cradle. In order that the fore

poppets might be located within a reasonable distance

of the stern, three plate saddles with extension brack-

ets were fitted to provide a substantial support for

them. The No. 1 saddle was 36-pound plate, 78 inches
wide, fitted with three heavy brackets; No. 2 was 72
inches wide, also fitted with three brackets; and No.
3 was 26 inches wide, fitted with one bracket. Wood
packing was fitted between the saddles and the hull

up to about the bottom of the brackets and cement
was fitted where the brackets had considerable flare.

The fore poppets were built up in the usual manner,
and two rows of white pine crushing strips were fitted

for a distance of about 20 feet in order to distribute

the pivoting pressure over a greater area. Tie rods
only were used to hold the fore poppets together, in

conjunction with oak strongbacks at each saddle. The
main packing was in nine sections, each firmly lashed

Trigger pit of the seniisubmerged ways at Newport News. The
trigger bears against a cast steel shoe which is located at one end

of a section of the sliding ways.

at 5 foot intervals to prevent disassembling when they

are withdrawn. At each end of each section angle clips

were fitted on the inside of the packing to prevent its

being displaced oucboard during launching. Tie rods
and frapping at the forward and after ends wore also

fitted for that purpose. The after poppets were built

up with alternate longitudinal and transverse layers

of 7-^2 X 12-inch pine, there being two longitudinal

layers to each transverse one. The latter had alternate

open spaces where the height of the packing was suf-

ficient to permit such an arrangement.

Launching Lubricant

The launching lubricant was similar to that used in

the launching of other large vessels at the Newport
News yard. It consisted of an initial layer of stearine,

above which were applied generally three other layers
of tallow and grease. The initial layer of stearine

varied from one to four coats, increased by sections

from fonvard aft, the heaviest coats being applied in

the pivoting region. The wedging up was done by means
of tapered oak wedges located on frame and half frame
spaces throughout the length of the packing. All wed-
ges were 6 inches wide by 9 feet long and had a taper

of approximately 1 inch per foot. There were three

rallies on the wedges.

During the construction of the vessel it rested on
112 keel blocks spaced 5 feet apart; and A frames were
used under the stern. Alternate solid pine and collap-

sible oak blocks were used for about 60 per cent, of

the length from forward, and solid pine blocks aft, of

that point. About a week before the launching the al-

ternate solid blocks in way of the collapsible ones

were replaced by quick-releasing sand blocks. A few
days before the launching the 30 solid blocks aft were
replaced by 15 trip shores, this being done because

that part was below the water level. The use of col-

lapsible and sand blocks saves considerable time dur-

ing the launching period as it leaves a minimum of

solid blocks to be cut out. The cutting out of the latter

was started from aft coincident with the last rally on
the wedges. Removal of the collapsible blocks follow-

ed; and the sand blocks were the last to be released
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Scenes at the Launching of the Dollar Liner President Hoover
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Upper left: The bulbous bow of the

President Hoover.

Above: Being towed to the dock
after the launching.

Upper right: Stern view.

Lower left: Leaving the ways.

Lower: Mrs. Herbert Hoover and
party.

Lower right: Another view of the

The ves.sel when Isunched was in a fairly advanced
.state, particularly in the matter of propulsive machin-
ery and deck auxiliaries. The boilers were installed,

and the main motors with all shafting and propellers

were in place. All boiler and engine room auxiliaries

and the refrigerating machinery were also installed.

The principal items of launching data are as follows:

Inclination of keel per foot Vo inch

Inclination of groundways per foot 5/8 inch

Transverse inclination of groundways per foot

3/8 inch

Total length of groundways 770 feet

Width of groundways 84 inches

Distance between ribbands, forward 30 feet, 1 inch

Distance between ribbands, aft 30 feet, 6 inches

Length of sliding ways 560 feet

Width of sliding ways 72 inches

Bearing surface, square feet 6720

Width of packing 60 inches

Total launching weight, tons about 13,500

Unit pressure, tons per sq. ft about 2

Maximum pivoting pressure, tons 1600

Distance slid to pivoting 460 feet

Public Interest in Shipping.—Public interest in the

merchant marine has never been sufficiently strong.

We all believe in good roads on land. A merchant ship

is the only good road on the water. For the same reason

that the government builds highways and leaves them
to private operation it is justified in helping build ships

for private operation. Both national defense and com-

merce require ships.

(—Calvin Coolidge in New York Herald Tribune)



Two Modern Bulk Oil Tankers
Details of the Construction and Equipment on the Tankers G. Harrison Smith

and the JV. S. Farrish, Recently Delivered to the Standard Shipping Company

THE Federal Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company
of Kearny, New Jersey, has recently completed

for and delivered to the Standard Shipping Com-

pany of New York two single-screw, high pressure,

high superheat, steam turbine drive tankers that rep-

resent a distinct advance in marine propulsion econ-

omy and are excellent examples of modern improve-

ment in tanker design and construction. These ves-

sels, the G. Harrison Smith and the W. S. Farish, are

both now in regular service and are making very fine

records for dependable fuel economy.
Built on the Isherwood Bracketless System of longi-

tudinal framing, under special survey to the highest

class of the American Bureau of Shipping, these ves-

sels are fitted to meet all requirements of the United
States Steamboat Inspection Service and of the new
Load Line Act. The cost approximates $2,000,000 each.

The hulls are divided into seventeen compartments
by 16 water and oil-tight bulkheads. Starting forward,
these compartments include: Forepeak, forward hold,

coffer dam, eleven main cargo tanks, pump room, en-

gine room, after peak. Throughout the length of the

cargo oil tanks a center line longitudinal bulkhead is

fitted up to the shelter deck and two parallel longi-

tudinal bulkheads, port and starboard, from main to

shelter decks form expansion trunks. On the outboard
side of these longitudinal bulkheads the port and star-

board tween deck spaces are divided into five summer
tanks on each side.

The bridge erection amidships houses very comfort-
able quarters for captain, radio operator, and deck of-

ficers, and one or two passengers; and the steel house
aft provides convenient and comfortable quarters for

the engineer and petty officers and the balance of the

crew. The galley and messroom are located aft.

Cargo Pump Room.
A 12-inch suction line having a 10-inch branch to

each main cargo tank and a 6-inch shipping line with

6-inch branches are installed on each side of center line

bulkhead. Summer tanks are fitted with an 8-inch suc-

tion line port and starboard with 8-inch branches to

each tank. In the pump room located just forward of

engine room are installed three Northern horizontal

rotary geared main cargo pumps and one Northern
cargo stripping pump. Each of the main pumps is driv-

en by a 200-brake horsepower at 1150 revolutions per

minute Westinghouse motor. All these motors are in-

stalled in the engine room, the driving shafts and con-

trol shafts being taken through the bulkhead in suit-

able stuffing boxes. Even the lighting of this pump
room is external—through gas and vapor-tight ports

in the engine room bulkhead; so that no electric wir-

ing of any character is installed inside this space.

Each cargo pump has a rating of 2000 gallons per

minute and the stripping pump a rating of 600 gallons

per minute at 125 pounds pressure. Each main pump
has a separate 10-inch discharge line to the deck with

discharge outlets port and starboard, forward and amid-
ships.

The windlass is of the spur gear type driven by a

75-horsepower General Electric motor; and there are

three compound geared type cargo and warping
winches each driven by a 25-horsepower General Elec-

tric motor. These deck auxiliaries were built and sup-

plied by Allan Cunningham of Seattle.

The Oertz streamline rudder is operated by a Hyde
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Machinery arrangement used on the G. Harrison Smith and the W. S. Farrish.

2-cylinder, hydi-o-electric stearing gear actuated by

twin Waterbury hydraulic pumps and 20-horsepower

Westinghouse motors. Sperry electric telemotor con-

trol and gyro-pilot are used for automatic steering. For

safe navigation the pilot house is equipped with Sperry

gyro-compass, Kelvin and White standard compass,

R.C.A. radio direction finder, and the Submarine Sig-

nal Co.'s Fathometer.

Gas Freeing System.

One of the most novel and interesting installations

on this vessel is the equipment for gas-freeing and
cleaning of tanks by theButtei-worthSystem, which uses

heated water delivered by the fire pump through fire

main and hoses to washing machines which are pro-

jected into the tanks through openings in the deck pro-

vided for that purpose. Provision is made for heating

the water by steam in evaporators or jet type heaters.

This system was described in detail in the November
issue of Pacific Marine Review. After extensive ex-

periments the Standard Shipping Company has ad-

opted this system as standard equipment for its en-

tire fleet. By this method the ship's crew is able to

gas-free the entire vessel in from twenty to twenty-

four hours.

Propulsion Machinery

The propulsion plants of these two vessels are unique

in several respects. First, they carry the highest boiler

pressure of any American commercial marine plant.

Second, while at sea steam is used only in the main
turbine. Third, they are fitted with the first condensers

to go to sea with tubes rolled at both ends (no packing).

Steam at 400 pounds pressure per square inch and
a total temperature of 750 degrees Fahrenheit is sup-

plied by two Babcox & Wilcox, inter-deck superheater

type, water-tube boilers installed on a flat aft of the

turbine and over the shaft alley and entirely enclosed

by steel bulkheads. Horizontal type air preheaters are

fitted above the boilers. Diamond soot blowers are in-

stalled to take cari of boiler tubes, superheater tubes,

and air heater tubes. Each boiler has 5080 square feet

of boiler heating surface, 903 square feet of super-

heating surface, and 3460 square feet of air heating

surface. Each boiler is fitted with four Todd mech-
anical pressure atomizing oil burners and Todd air reg-

isters; and these burners are served by Todd dupli-

cate oil heating and straining equipment. Fuel oil is

served to these burners by a Northern rotary gear-

ed pump at 250 pounds pressure per square inch.

Air for combustion is preheated to 310 degrees Fah-

renheit and feed water to 300 degrees Fahrenheit. This

combination produces a boiler efficiency of better than

86 per cent.

Draft on the furnaces is maintained by a Sturtevant

silent-vane, forced-draft fan and a Sturtevant induced

draft fan, each motor driven and with controls inter-

connected. Suitable feed water is assured by the in-

stallation of a Davis Paracoil evaporator with a cap-

acity for 34 tons of feed per day evaporated from salt

water, the steam in coils at 125 pounds pressure and

the vapor in shell at 20 pounds pressure.

The main feed pump is of Worthington make, motor
driven, with a capacity of 71 to 110 gallons per minute

against a discharge pressure of 500 pounds per square

inch.

The boiler room is equipped with a Thwing stack

pyrometer, a Tagliabue recording steam gauge, a Ran-

arex continuous recording carbon dioxide indicator

and a Niagara disk-type fuel oil meter.

Both the pump room and the boiler room are pro-

tected by Lux fire extinguishing system. A 24-cylinder

installation is located in the steering gear compartment
aft, piped to suitable outlets in both spaces and control-

led either from the crew's quarters directly above the

cylinders or from the fore and aft walkways amidships.

Main Turbines

The steam from these boilers is figured to reach the

throttle of the turbine at 375 pounds pressure and 725

degrees total temperature. The turbine is a DeLaval

cross-compound unit with a normal rated capacity of

4000 shaft horsepower driving a single propeller
through DeLaval double reduction gearing. The nor-

mal propeller speed is 75 for a vessel speed of 11 knots.



The high pressure turbine unit operates at 5500

revolutions per minute. It is of the impulsive tyjie with

11 expansion stages. The low pressure unit oju-rates

at 4270 revolutions per minute and is of the impulse

type with seven stages. Steam for operating three stages

of Davis feed water heaters is bled from three points

in the high pressure turbine. An astern turbine of the

two-stage type is carried in the exhaust end of the low

pressure turbine casing. Kingsbury thrust bearings

are fitted at the forward end of each turbine casing

and of the low speed reduction gear casing. The low

speed gear on these jobs have a diameter of 128 inches

and a working face of 44 inches.

The low pressure and astern turbines exhaust
through the bottom of the casing directly into the

condenser which is hung athwartships on counterbal-

anced springs to allow for contraction. This condenser

is of the Foster-Wheeler new type, with tubes rolled

at both ends, as described and illustrated in the Oct-

ober issue of Pacific Marine Review. Two twin steam

jet air pumps maintain the vacuum.

The condenser is served by a Worthington centri-

fugal circulating pump with a capacity of 5400 gal-

lons per minute and a Worthington condensate pump.

A 175-kilow^att, 240-volt Westinghouse generator is

driven by an extension of one of the pinion shafts of

the low speed reduction gear. This set takes care of all

electrical requirements at sea. For port use, two 300-

kilowatt De Laval-Westinghouse steam turbo-generat-
ing sets are installed.

These turbo-generating sets are so arranged that one
of them is always ready to pick up the load automati-
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cally whenever the speed of the main propulsion tur-

bine falls below 70 per cent, of its rated full load speed.

In order that it may be ready to be automatically

thrown in. one of the generators is always connected

up to the power bus as a motor spinning the turbine in

a vacuum with closed throttle.

These turbines have an auxiliary condenser system

with Foster-Wheeler condensers with all rolled tube

ends, served by Worthington pumps.

Lubricating oil for the turbine, thrust, and reduc-

tion gear bearings and for the reduction gearing is

supplied by a gravity system. A drain tank of 1000 gal-

lons capacity is located directly under the main gear

case and is fitted with sump pots for withdrawing the

sludge. One settling tank and one gravity tank each of

900 gallons capacity are installed in the engine room
casing at the shelter deck level. The settling tank is

fitted with steam heating coils. Below these tanks there

are installed two Griscom-Russell straight-tube type oil

coolers each with a capacity of 75 per cent, of the full

flow of oil in the system. The lubricating oil purifier

is a Sharpies motor-driven open-type having a capacity

of 200 gallons an hour at 140 degrees Fahrenheit. A
Davis oil heater of suitable capacity serves this puri-

fier.

These tankers were built and engined on a guaranteed

fuel comsumption basis of 0.63 pound per shaft horse-

power hour and while no trial data have been pub-

lished it is understood that the G. Harrison Smith

and the W. S. Farish are obtaining a better than guar-

antee figure sea service.

Standardizing Marine Insulation

The Panel System Offers an Economical, Sanitary Method of Installation

and Minimizes Service and Maintenance Costs

FOR many years the Blue Star Line has operated
one of the world's largest fleets of refrigerated
cargo ships, hauling beef, mutton, and other fro-

zen freight from South America to the United King-
dom and, more recently, much fresh fruit and other re-

frigerated cargo from the Pacific Coast to United King-
dom.
About five years ago the superintending engineers

for this line, in collaboration with the technical staffs
of British manufacturers of refrigerating machinery
and insulation, worked out a panel system of lagging
for insulation in vessels' holds that has proved, under
severe service conditions, to be a simple and very ef-

fective .solution of their insulation problem. This sys-
tem now known as the Panel System has been stand-
ardized as to detail and is now offered to the Ameri-
can merchant marine by the Cork Insulation Company,
Inc.

Briefly stated, the Panel System of Marine Insula-
tion consists of standard fittings of wood and steel

to be attached to bulkheads, side framing, and stiff-

eners in the ship's holds or tween decks in such fash-

ion that they support wooden bars in which are cut
slots for the reception of standard length 1-inch ton-

gue and groove lagging. This lagging, when in place,

seals a space between itself and the steel member

Tween deck space with insulation in place before
installation of piping.
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Panel system of cork insulation showing panel removed
for inspection.

being insulated. This space may be of any thickness

desired, as regulated by the insulation requirements.

The space is filled with granulated cork. In standard

installations of this system, the lagging boards are

covered and protected by a smooth white enamel. This

insures sanitation and gives the installation a neat

and attractive appearance.

By this system the costs of both installation and
maintenance are claimed to be greatly reduced.

Because of the standardization of the system and its

fittings a small crew of well trained men can install

the panels and their fittings with great rapidity.

For the same reason one man can rapidly disassemble

any panel for regular inspection or for repair. One man
with a wrench and screw driver can examine and over-

haul a whole panel easily in half an hour.

On design work for insulation standardization again

saves time and money. All the details of this system
have been worked out and perfected for application

in any ordinary type of ship structure; and a few
minor changes will adapt these fittings to any con-

struction in any sort of space.

Granulated cork as used in the Panel System is one
of the cheapest and one of the most efficient insula-

tion materials known to the industry. It has also the
advantage of being portable; so that if the side of the
ship be damaged or there be a leak in piping behind
the lagging, the granulated cork can be scooped up
and dried and replaced as good as ever when the re-

pairs are finished.

Thus air pipes, sounding pipes, scupper pipes, brine
pipes, or any fittings imbedded in the insulation can
all be inspected and, if necessary, repaired almost as

easily as if there were no insulation. Taking down a
panel requires about five minutes of one man's time;

erecting the same panel takes about twenty minutes
With the decks floored with two layers of corkboard

laid in bitumen and lagged with 2-inch tongue and
groove flooi'ing nailed to wooden grounds set in the

upper layer and with the Panel System applied to all

bulkheads, skin plating, and ceiling, a marine refrig-

erated space is completely cork insulated more econom-
ically and more effectively than by any other known
method.
The Blue Star Line has had nine large capacity re-

frigerated cargo vessels insulated with this system
in service with good satisfaction for over three years.

One group of these, the Stuartstar, Africstar, Rodney-
star, and Raleighstar, each has a refrigerated capa-

city of 510,000 cubic feet. The other group, the Anda-
lusia, Almeda, Arandora, Avila, and Avlona, each has
a refrigerated capacity of 440,000 cubic feet. The Vul-

can Star of this Line has a refrigerated capacity of

600,000 cubic feet, the largest refrigerated capacity

afloat in any one vessel. She was delivered last June
and is completely insulated with the Panel System of

Marine Insulation.

This system, which, as described above, has been
found so effective in British refrigerated ships, is now
available, with standardized fittings following Amer-
ican practice and backed by the technical service of

the Cork Insulation Company, Inc. This firm main-
tains a large staff of skilled refrigeration engineers

whose expert advice and service are available to ship-

owners. There is also maintained a corps of experienced
marine installation men; so that the firm is equipped
to design and install complete insulation service with
guaranteed results.

Tween deck section with Panel System
of cork insulation and battens in place

ready for service on a frozen meat car-

rier of the Blue Star Line.

Ease of inspection and efficiency of ser-

vice have led to the standardization of this

type of insulation by many lines.



No Cure—No Pay

Great Ingenuity and Skill Shown by Salvon

of Stranded Tanker Tamiahua

By R. S. Gardiner*

THE successful floating of the

Richfield oil tanker Tamiahua
from her stranded position

near Pescadero Point, California,

on Tuesday, November 25, is a fur-

ther testimonial of the adequate

salvage facilities now maintained

on the Pacific Coast by Merritt-

Chapman & Scott Corporation, nat-

ionally known marine salvors

The tanker Tamiahua, while in

ballast bound from San Francisco

to Los Angeles Harbor, stranded

during a "pea soup" fog on Pesca-

dero Point about 4:00 p.m. on Thurs-

day, November 6. When the vessel

first stranded she was grounded
amidships on a submerged ledge

and lay broadside to the beach. Dur-

ing the night she shifted her posi-

tion, washed in on the rocky beach,

and finally, with practically all

*Marine Manager, Pacific Division, Mer-
ritt-Chapman & Scott Corporation.

tanks punctured, rested on the

rocks at right angles to the beach
line with her stern to seaward.
After several unsuccessful at-

tempts by the Coast Guard and tug

boats to float the vessel, a salvage

contract was entered into with Mer-
ritt-Chapman & Scott on a "No Cure
—No Pay" basis. When the salvors

boarded the Tamiahua they found
her with all fires out, the engine

room, fire room, and pump rooms
leaking, and all tanks including

fuel tank and cofferdams with the

exception of No. 5 cargo tank and
forepeak, either open to the sea or

leaking.

Soundings showed the vessel to

be resting on an uneven rocky bot-

tom with a ledge just awash about

a half a ship's length astern, just

clear of the starboard side, and a

second ledge a little over a ship's

length astern about four points off

the port quarter. It was evident

that in order to float the Tamiahua
most of the tanks would have to be

freed of water, together with the

machinery space aft, and the ves-

sel pulled clear of the beach be-

tween the two ledges. To accomplish

this it was necessary to install ade-

quate air compressors to force the

water out of the tanks and gasoline

pumping units to pump the engine

and fire rooms, which meant that

a vast amount of gear and equip-

ment would have to be transferred

from the salvage steamers to the

Tamiahua.

An attempt was made to load sal-

vage gear aboard the vessel from
the sea by transporting equipment
from the salvage steamers Peacock
and Homer anchored offshore, but

this was found impractical due to

heavy seas prevailing. On realizing

this condition, a high line was rig-

ged from the bluff to the foremast
on the Tamiahua, a distance of

about 900 feet; and practically all

the equipment was transferred from
the salvage steamers berthed in

San Francisco by motor trucks ov-

i
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Rough weather added to the other difficul-

ties eticountered in the salvaging of the oil

tanker.

erland to Pescadero Point and
thence over the high line. To fac-

ilitate communication between the

ship and shore a telephone was in-

stalled from the radio room on the

ship to the shore.

During the first two weeks that

the Tamiahua was ashore very

heavy seas prevailed practically all

the time. During one of these storms

the forward end of the tanker Ly-

man Stewart, which has withstood

the pounding of the seas for the

last eight years off the Cliff House,

broke in two and further settled in

her bed, and the stranded lumber
steamer Coos Bay, which has been

an eyesore to passing steamers in

the Golden Gate, rolled over and
practically disappeared.

It is needless to say that these

were trying days for the salvors

aboard the Tamiahua, but by keep-

ing her full of water they were able

to withstand this weather and to

carry aboard over the high line the

necessary equipment to finally float

her clear of the reef.

During this time there were in-

stalled 12 gasoline engine driven air

compressors, four 6-inch and one

12-inch gasoline engine driven cen-

trifugal pumps, two gasoline driven

lighting sets, four gasoline engine

driven Lidgerwood hoists, blocks,

falls, and other equipment.

Into this simple sentence there
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Diagrammatic sketch showing lines attached to the hull of the tanker and arrangement of rlr compressors installed on deck.

is packed a lot of complicated work
and service that deserves consider-

able elaboration. On board the sal-

vage steamers Peacock and Homer
when they left Los Angeles there

were three Ri.x Six air compressors,

each of 130 cubic feet displace-

ment and each driven by a 32-horse-

power LeRoi gasoline engine; one

Rix 220 cubic feet displacement
compressor; one 160 cubic feet dis-

placement Sullivan air compressor;

one 220 cubic feet displacement

Chicago air compressor; two elec-

tric generating sets, each driven by
a LeRoi gasoline engine; the gaso-

line engine drive hoists and the

gasoline engine drive pumps. These
were all taken over the high line,

installed in suitable locations on

board the tanker, and connected

up so as to be of most effective use.

The generating sets were connec-

ted in on the wiring of the vessel

and electric light was used wher-
ever it was safe to do so.

The air compressors were connec-

ted to the large cargo piping on

deck and leads from this piping

were taken to any point where com-
pressed air was needed.

Before air could be put on
the various tanks to free them of

water the vents had to be closed,

the hatches made tight and air

gauges installed to determine the

amount of pressure being applied
to the tanks. The compressors as

set up were so arranged that any
one tank could be blown at a time
or air admitted to all tanks at once.

Connections were also made to the

capstans forward and aft to operate
them with compressed air, and
when the vessel finally floated she
was steered to San Francisco oper-

ating the steam steering gear by
compressed air.

It soon became apparent on more
thorough inspection that additional

compressor capacity would be need-

ed. On Monday, November 17, two
more Rix Sixes were ordered and
were furnished immediately by the

Rix Company of San Francisco. On
November 24 at 11 a.m. an S.O.S.

call was received at San Francisco

for four more Rix Sixes. These were
shipped at once from stock and at

7:30 p.m. the same day were all in

operation installed aboard the ves-

sel. This is. we think, a remarkable

record for dispatch. A Rix service
engineer was on the job with these
compressors and rendered valuable
assistance in hooking up the com-
pressed air to the various items of
machinery.

The total capacity of compressors
in use on the Tamiahua was 1680
cubic feet perminutepistondisplace
ment and 1303 cubic feet per min-
ute delivered at 100 pounds pres-

sure. In operation the compressed
air was delivered to the deck pip-

ing at 100 pounds per square inch
pressure and was bled from these
pipes into the cargo tanks and to

the machines as required. Care was
necessary in this operation and
the valves had to be watched very
carefully as too heavy pressure in

the tank would either blow by the

water seal and waste the air or

strain the deck. To equalize the

water pressure in the tanks requir-

ed air pressure of from 7 to 16

pounds per square inch. Those who
are familiar with the use of com-
pressed air will realize that this

was "some job".This tanker is 500

feet long, with a beam of 71 feet

(Please turn to Page 26, Adv. Section)

ami.ilni.i in the surf near Pesc.idero Point aiid the high line whicli

sea, to convey materials for salvage to the stranded vessel.

account of llie luavy



Some MerchantMarine

Legislation Pending at Washington
Loans, Loadlines, Limited Liability, Ladders, and Longshoremen Represent Some of the

Interests Involved in Bills to be Considered by Congress in the Present Session

^y George H. Manning

THERE are nearly two score measures now pend-

ing before Congress and its various committees di-

rectly and, in some cases, vitally affecting the

American merchant marine. There are many others af-

fecting shipping indirectly in greater or lesser degree.

The only answer that can be given to a question about

any action Congress may be expected to take is a guess

based on former experience. No one can know exactly

what or how much Congress will do within a given

time. It is easy to formulate programs, but it is just

as easy to knock them down; and Congress is a notor-

ious offender when it comes to upsetting the apple

cart.

However, there are two bills out of the many affect-

ing shipping which seem reasonably sure of passage

at this session because of the pre-eminent position on

the legislative calendar. One of these is the bill (H.R.

7998) proposing to eliminate discriminations in the

provisions of the Merchant Marine Act governing con-

struction loans. The other is the bill (H.R. 9592) pro-

posing to give the Postmaster-General authority to

award mail-carrying contracts to lines operating ves-

sels sold to them by the Shipping Board, in preference

to privately operated lines. These two measures enjoy

a preferred status because both have been passed by

the House and favorably reported by the Senate Com-
mittee on Commerce. They are now on the Senate cal-

endar and may be reached any time.

H. R. 7998 would clarify the provisions of the Mer-
chant Marine Act by specifically providing that the

reduced rate of interest to be paid the government for

a construction loan shall be applied when a vessel is

under construction, repair, or remodeling. The Comp-
troller General has ruled that, under the present law,

a vessel is inactive during the period of construction.

This bill also seeks to remove discriminations against

borrowers and the government by fixing a minimum
rate of interest to be paid when the vessel is being op-

erated in foreign trade, in lieu of the indefinite sliding

scale now in use. The present law states that the in-

terest to be paid on loans during this "active" period

must be "at the lowest rate of yield of any government
obligation bearing date of issue subsequent to April 6,

1917. Because of the freciuent fluctuations of interest

rates on government bonds, shipowners borrowing one

month may pay a higher, or lower, rate of interest than

those borrowing in another month. This is manifestly

unfair, not only to the shipowners but to the govern-

ment. The bill would permit the Shipping Board to

determine the rate of interest to be charged in any
given case, but would set up a minimum of SVi per

cent, under which the board could not go.

H. R. 9592—The mail contract bill is strongly urg-

ed by the Shipping Board, the Postmaster-General, and
the Senate Committee on Commerce, which urged the

Senate to act promptly on the measure at the last ses-

sion of Congress. This advice, however, was ignored.

In urging favorable action on the bill, which would
permit the award of contracts without competitive bid-

ding, the Shipping Board said:

"In the view of the Shipping Board, not only is the

government under moral obligation to make available

to a company purchasing a Shipping Board line the

mail revenue already provided for such line by the

Jones-White Act and congressional appropriations, but

it would amount to a further and more serious breach

of faith for the government, which through one of its

agencies, the Shipping Board, has sold a service, to

proceed through another of its agencies (the authority

awarding mail contracts), to create a new and compet-

ing service by awarding to such service the very mail

pay which Congress contemplated would be extended

to the purchaser of the Shipping Board line. The gov-

ernment must find some way of being consistent with

itself or this plan for building up an American mer-

chant marine, so well started, will come to disaster."

H.R. 8361 is another bill which has a semi-preferred

status. Sponsored by Representative E. L. Davis of

Tennessee, the bill permits the Postmaster-General to

award mail contracts to citizens of the United States

to carry mail between ports between which it is law-

ful for a vessel not documented under the laws of the

United States to carry merchandise. The bill prohibits

the award of any of these contracts to any concern

operating or controlling any foreign-flag ships which
operate in competition with American-flag ships.

S. 3450 and H.R. 9591 are twin bills of major im-

portance to those engaged in the coastwise and Great

Lakes trade. These measures have been introduced by

Senator Hiram Johnson of California and Representa-

tive Wallace H. White, Jr., of Maine. Senator John-

son's bill is before the Senate Committee on Commerce
and Mr. White's bill is on the calendar of the House
Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries. The
bills propose to establish load lines for vessels in

the coastwise and Great Lakes trade. They would give

the Secretary of Commerce power to establish the lines.

All vessels would have to be marked with an appro-

priate line, and penalties would be provided for viola-

tion of the law.

S. 1272. Senator Wesley L. Jones of Washington has

before the Senate Commerce Committee a bill to codify
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all laws FL'IatinK to shipping and the merchant marine.

No action ha? been taken by the committee on this

proposal.

S. 1327, introduced by Senator Duncan U. Fletcher

of Florida, and now before the Senate Commerce Com-
mittee, would limit the liability of owners of vessels

for loss occasioned in any manner without the

knowledge or privity of the owner to "an

amount equal to !P40 for each ton of the ship's tonnage

in respect to loss of, or damage to, vessels, goods, mer-

chandise, or other things, whether there be in addition

loss of life or personal injury or not; or an amount
equal to $75 for each ton of the ship's tonnage in re-

spect of loss of life or personal injury, either alone or

together with the loss of, or damage to, vessels, goods,

merchandise, or other things." The measure also pro-

vides that the individual liability of a shipowner shall

be limited to the proportion of any or all debts and
liabilities that his individual share of the vessel bears

to the whole, and that the aggregate liabilities of all

the owners shall not exceed the amount provided by
section 4283 of the Revised Statutes.

S. 1574. Senator George W. Norris of Nebraska has
before the Senate Commerce Committee a bill which
lie calls the "Longshoremen's Ship Safety Act," which
would set up standards of safety for the maintenance
and operation of all tackle and equipment used in

loading and unloading vessels, including everything
aboard ship even remotely concerned with these opera-

tions. The bill would require yearly inspections of

certain equipment and inspection every two years of

other equipment by licensed inspectors deriving their

authority from the United States Employees' Compen-
sation Commission. It goes very minutely into the

equipment covered, even to mentioning gears, sprockets,

clutches, and other parts of motors and winches, valves

on compressed air feed lines, ladders, gangways, gang-
planks, and the amount of illumination required for

work aboard ship.

S. 314 and S. 306. Two bills designed to improve
working conditions and to increase the wages paid to

seamen, and containing many additional handicaps to

the American Merchant Marine, are sponsored by
Senator Robert M. LaFollette, of Wisconsin. Hearings
on these bills were held in April, 1930, by the Senate
Committee on Commerce. A bill similar to S. 306 is

sponsored in the House by Representative Richard J.

Welch of California (H. R. 10629). This bill is before
the House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisher-

ies.

The first LaFollette bill (S. 314) would extend to

seamen on foreign vessels the right to demand pay-
ments of advance wages and allotments, whether made
within or without the United States or territory sub-
ject to its jurisdiction. It also permits all seamen,
whether serving on a foreign or a United States ves-

sel, to enter suit in any United States court for pay-
ment of wages. Masters, owners, consignees, or agents
of any foreign vessel who violate the law would be
subject to the same penalties which would be assessed
against United States masters, owners, or agents.
The other LaFollette bill and the Welch bill go into

considerable detail as to the shipping and discharge of

seamen, one of these provisions prohibiting shipping
or discharge on board a vessel unless it is connected
with the shore by a gangplank. These bills also streng-
then present laws concerning unlawful performance
of duties of shipping commissioners; duties of ship-

ping commissioners; seamen's agreements; use of con-

tinuous discharge books for seamen. They also exempt
from the penal laws of the United States relating to

inciting revolt or mutiny seamen who "remain peac-

ably" aboard a ship without working "while awaiting

the payment of wages then earned and not paid," or

who leave a ship when it is moored or at anchor in a

safe harbor.

H. R. 3830. A very important bill "relating to the

carriage of goods by sea" is sponsored by Representa-

tive White and is now before the House Merchant
Marine and P^isheries Committee, of which he is chair-

man. The measure goes minutely into responsibilities

of carriers and their liabilities. Among the provisions

is one requiring the issuance of a bill of lading by the

carrier, showing in detail the character, weight, num-
ber of packages or pieces and marking of goods.

H.R. 11241. Representative Noble J. Johnson of In-

diana introduced this bill providing refunds to policy-

holders of insurance policies issued to masters, officers,

and crews of vessels during the World War of prem-
iums collected by the United States but not used in the

payment of claims for losses under the policies. The
amount of the refund in each case would be a sum
which shall bear the same ratio to the total premiums
paid by the policyholder as to the total amount re-

fundable bears to the total amount of premiums paid

by all policyholders.

H.R. 11431. A bill setting up a travel division

in the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce was
introduced by Representative Leonidas C. Dyer of

Missouri. The new division would be used to boost

travel by Americans to foreign countries. This bill, as

well as that of Mr. Johnson, is before the House Com-
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

S.J. Res. 64 and H.J. Res. 154. Joint resolutions di-

recting the Interstate Commerce Commission and the

Shipping Board to make a joint investigation "into the

practicability of equalizing rail rates and ocean rates

on export and import traffic between points in the

United States and points in foreign countries by way
of the several United States ports," have been intro-

duced by Senator Frederick H. Gillett and Representa-

tive Robert Luce, both of Massachusetts. The resolu-

tions would have the two regulatory bodies delve deep-

ly into the rail and ocean rate situations and questions

of export and import traffic. Senator Gillett's resolu-

tion is before the Senate Commerce Committee and
Mr. Luce's is before the House Committee on Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce.

Bills Before Senate Commerce Committee

S. Res. 130 Extension of the coastwise shipping laws
of the United States to the Philippines is the object of

this resolution sponsored by Senator Arthur H. Vanden-
berg of Michigan. Hearings on this measure were held

by the Senate Commerce Committee in October. 1929.

This question is so tied up with that of Philippine In-

dependence that it is doubtful if anything will be done
with the Vandenberg resolution until the major ques-
tion of independence is settled.

S. 4755.—Senator Royal S. Copeland of New York in-

ti'oduced a bill which would require "every seagoing
vessel" to be equipped with a life-saving apparatus for
each person on boaril which would be capable of con-
densing the water vapor of human breath.

S. 4504. Mr. Copeland also is the sponsor of a meas-
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ure to provide 24-hour quarantine inspection service

in all ports of the United States.

S. 4188. With an eye to the future when, according

to transportation prophets, the skies will be filled with

transoceanic airships, Senator Charles L. McNary of

Oregon has introduced a bill "to provide for the es-

tablishment and development of American air-trans-

port services overseas, to encourage construction in

the United States by American capital of American

airships, and other aircraft for use in foreign com-

merce." Government aid for airship lines would be

provided in the form of contracts for carrying mail. A
maximum of $20 per mile is set on the rate for this

service. An "airship construction loan and insurance

fund" would be created by the act, but the specific

amount of the fund is not mentioned.

S. 2446. Senator Jones also sponsored a bill which

would subject foreign vessels leaving American ports

to the inspection laws of this country.

S. 1549. Senator Morris Sheppard of Texas intro-

duced a bill permitting any seaman injured at his em-

ployment to maintain an action for damages at law,

with right of trial by jury. In such an action all stat-

utes modifying or extending the common law right or

remedy in" cases of personal injury to railway em-

ployes would apply. In the case of the death of a sea-

man, his personal representative would have the same

rights to sue.

S. 897. Another bill by Senator Jones would remit

the income taxes on sums received under the War

Claims Settlement Act for injury to or destruction of

any vessel, provided the money received would be set

aside in a trust or building fund to be used in construc-

tion of new vessels of a type to be approved by the

Shipping Board.

Pending Before the House Committee on Merchant

Marine and Fisheries.

H.J. Res. 272. Representative Frederick R. Lehlbach

of New Jersey introduced a resolution construing Sec-

tion 7 of the Merchant Marine Act, which relates to

preference to be given United States citizens in sale or

assignment of vessels by the Shipping Board. Mr. Lehl-

bach would have the section construed as follows:

"Whenever the Board shall offer for sale a steam-

ship line operated by the Board under the provisions

of this section and the person then operating the line

for the board shall make a bona fide offer to purchase

said line and the vessels operated thereon, the board

shall enter into negotiations with such operator to

determine the terms and conditions of such sale and

upon agreement the line shall be sold to such operator

if the board is satisfied of the ability of such operator

to maintain the service desired and proposed to be

maintained. In the event of failure to reach an agree-

ment upon the terms and conditions of such proposed

sale the board shall not thereafter sell said line and

the vessels operated thereon to any other person upon

any terms whatever until the operator shall have been

accorded the opportunity to purchase said line upon

like terms."

H.R. 121. A bill "fixing the liability of owners of

vessels" was introduced by Representative Fiorelo H.

La Guardia of New York. The measure goes quite ex-

tensively into the question of liability.

H.R. 164.5. An amendment to the La Follette Act

which would require all steamers, whether owned by

citizens of the United States or by foreigners, operat-

ing on the ocean or Great Lake.s, carrying 50 or more
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persons, to be equipped with one side ladder for each

lifeboat, was introduced by Mr. Welch of California.

H.R. 3.588. Prohibition of the discharge of oil into

all navigable waters is the object of a bill introduced

by Representative Joe Crail of California. The bill goes

into detail as to where and how oil and ballast water

may be discharged and oil may be taken aboard a ves-

sel. Penalties of fines or imprisonment are provided

for violation.

H.R. 3829. Representative White has a bill "to pro-

vide more adequately for the discharge, maintenance,
and repatriation of seamen in foreign ports." One of

the paragraphs of this bill makes consular officers of

the United States liable for the full amount of arrears

of wages and extra wages due any discharged seaman,
if the consul neglects to collect the money from the

master of the ship from which the seaman was dis-

charged.

H.R. 3828. Another bill by Mr. White provides that

when a seaman has been discharged for mutiny, in-

subordination, or misconduct so serious that the dis-

cipline or safety of the vessel was endangered, the

obligation of the vessel to maintain and transport the

seaman shall be terminated with the discharge.

H.R. 3827. Mr. White also has a bill which would
make final and binding, except upon review by the

courts, decisions and findings of American consular
officers pertaining to American vessels and seamen.

S. 2458. A bill which would provide for the inspec-

tion of vessels of 100 gross tons or over, propelled by
internal combustion engines, has passed the Senate
and is before the House Committee on Merchant Mar-
ine and Fisheries. Mr. Welch of California has intro-

duced a similar bill, but it is likely that the Senate bill

will be acted on by the House Committee, inasmuch as
it is already half way through the legislative mill. The
bill would exempt from inspection "vessels engaged
exclusively in the fisheries."

H.R. 10129.—Use of a "fighting ship," either separat-

ely or in conjunction with any other carrier, would be
prohibited under a bill introduced by Mr. White. A
fighting ship is described in the bill as "a vessel used
in a particular trade by a carrier or group of carriers

for the purpose of excluding, preventing, or reducing
competition by driving another carrier out of said

trade, or a vessel put into a particular trade by any
person beyond the reasonable requirements of the

trade so as knowingly to produce excessive competi-
tion, with the object or effect of driving out of the

trade the vessel or vessels of another carrier then
operating a regular service in the trade."

H.R. 10628.—Another bill aimed to preserve life at

sea was introduced by Representative Harry E. Row-
bottom of Indiana. It would require all vessels to

carry "at least one" life saving suit for every pas-

senger, officer, or member of the crew. In the discre-

tion of the Secretary of Commerce, vessels operating
on inland waterways, except the Great Lakes, could be
exempted from the provisions of the act.

H.R. 10740.—Dan A. Sutherland, delegate from Ha-
waii, introduced a bill which would extend the facilities

of the United States Public Health Service to seamen
who are not in the military or naval establishments

of the country or who are not otherwise entitled to

any medical relief by the Public Health Service.

H.R. 11788.—Mr. Free has a bill which would per-

mit agents or pursers of vessels to make entry or

clearance in customs collection districts in lieu of an
entry or clearance by masters.



Navigation on the Columbia River

Part I. Pioneer Days in the Northwest When River Craft Were the Only

Commercial Connection Between the Young Seaports and a Vast Hinterland

% Charles F. A. Mann

B:
EFORE the end of the present century America's

second largest river will be put to work, largely
' as a direct adjunct to Pacific Coast maritime com-

merce. This river is the wild Columbia, mighty river

of the Pacific Northwest, which, together with its

array of important tributary streams, drain one of the

potentially great regions of the world, as yet practic-

ally an undeveloped empire embracing parts of nine

northwestern states and the central part of the province

of British Columbia. Many millions of dollars will have
to be spent, and it will take the heroic effort of a size-

able army of men for a period of perhaps fifty years.

Full use of the now untamed Columbia, above its broad,

f|uiet tidal section from Portland and Vancouver to the

Pacific, will irrigate three million acres of land, gen-

erate twelve million horsepower of hydro-electric en-

ergy, supporting a million people, and provide a

river commerce for 1200 miles of canalized Columbia,
Snake, and Spokane river channels. This commerce
will be gathered from the hills and plains of the Great
Basin of the Columbia, that vast arid plain once the

bottom of the ancient lake Bonneville, and will be

carried to ships of the seven seas docking at Portland

and lower Columbia river ports.

Six million tons of ocean commerce now move down
the Columbia to the sea, through the 100-mile improved

section of the lower river where a fine 35-foot channel

is available the year round. Utilization of the un-

touched wealth lying in this great depressed saucer,

with its mineral-filled, timber covered hills above, ly-

ing between the Rockies and the Cascades will bring

cargoes on a scale a dozen times larger than at pres-

ent. No one can predict the exact future of the Colum-

bia River country, but it can be said with no uncertain

note that those splendid old gentlemen who first navi-

gated the unknown reaches of the middle and upper Co-
lumbia and the Snake rivers three-quarters of a century
ago in their snorting, wood-burning stern-wheelers,
hauling anxious and eager settlers and their belongings
to the farm and mining country inland and their freight

up and down, laid the foundation for one of the richest

sections of the world, and for the prosperity of Portland
and all the towns bordering the Columbia River below
the Cascade Locks.

Visualize if you can, the first impressions the vast
timber covered hills stretching away to the heavens,
lying west of the Cascades, and the endless arid, but
fertile plains on the east side of the mountains, visible

from the Columbia, created on the pioneers of that per-

iod. No roads or railroads, and not even trails, and
the country full of ho.stile Indians. It is natural that
the Columbia, gathering together its great family oi

rivers on the western slope of the Rockies and both
slopes of the Cascades, should be the first home of
white men in the Northwest; and it is natural that com-
merce of that early period, between 1830 and 1880,

should have followed the Columbia, Snake, and other
rivers of the system into the heart of the country,
reaping fortunes and winning fame for those pioneer
steamboat men who carried the freight and hauled
the frontier settlers to their destinations.

Not yet has the saga of the Columbia been recorded,
for the first dreams of those upper-river navigators have
yet to be brought to realization. Highways and railroads
have delayed the use of the Columbia as a canalized
river for a half century. Why? Because the Columbia
is a mighty stream that can be controlled only by huge
man-made work, and it cannot even be used for power
because of the tremendous widths of its canyons and
the volume of its flood. The annual run-off of the Col-
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O. W. R. St N. freighter Annie Faxon tied up to shore on the Snake
river during the early days.

unibia is equal to that of the Mississippi. And so it had

to be left untouched until an advancing civilization

could utilize its power and generate enough commerce

to pay for canalization, and enough foodstuff demand

to pay for irrigating the three million acres of land in

its basin.

During the hey-day of early upper Columbia naviga-

tion, countless pages of Pacific marine history were

written by the men and boats of the steamboat era. The

whole commerce of the central part of Oregon, Wash-

ington, and Idaho depended on the steamboat sched-

ules of the Snake and Columbia Rivers. Lewiston, long

known as "Idaho's Only Seaport," proved a natural

up-river terminus for the steamer lines, in search of

freight, mineral products, and grain, along with pas-

sengers. At the other end of the picture we find hec-

tic days and years of battle between rival steamboat

lines on the Willamette River, south of Portland, where

cut-throat competition wrecked ships, broke their own-

ers, and provided notorious series of fights for the

settlers to witness and cheaper and cheaper rates for

passengers and freight. The first great movements of

settlers into the Oregon Territory, now the three states

of Oregon, Washington, and Idaho, depended on these

boat lines, and they all centered near the base of the

great natural funnel at Portland, as the terminus of a

watergrade through the mountains to the sea and the

only one on tlie Pacific Coast of the United States save

San Francisco Bay. Men of finance made fortunes and

lost them in these boating ventures and the successful

ones left their heritage as a part of a group who found-

ed the city of Portland, and molded Oregon into a

state.

Pioneer Steamboats and Skippers.

From the date of discovery of the Columbia River,

May 11, 1792, by Captain Robert Gray, until 1850, navi-

gation was confined to the river below the Cascade

rapids, near the western end of Columbia River Gorge,

principally below Portland and Vancouver. In 1835

the famous steamer Beaver, a weird looking craft with

two huge paddle wheels and a tall, slim black stack,

was built in England and sent round Cape Horn to

do general coastwise work for the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany, fi-om Sitka, Alaska, to southern California. She

entered the Columbia river in 1836, but then only for a

few trips. The little 90-foot steamer Columbia, built

on the shores of the river which gave her a name, made
her trial trip on July 13, 1850, out of Astoria. Her life

was short, as she was dismantled in 1852 at Vancouver,

Washington. She was 90 by 16 by 4 feet dimensions, with
8 by 24-inch simple engines. The old Beaver was 101 by
20 by 11 feet, and did yeoman duty along the Pacific
Coast until she was wrecked in Burrard Inlet, Van-
couver, BritL-'h Columbia, in 1888. The Columbia was a
double-ender and ran between Astoria and Portland.
Next followed the Lot Whitcomb, a side-wheeler 160 by
24 feet, launched in December of 1850. Following her
the Jason P. Flint, a small propeller boat, reputed to

be the first of its kind on the Columbia, was built on
the river below the Cascades in 1851. She was hauled
over the Cascade Rapids and did service between the
Cascades and The Dalles as the first up-river boat to

ply the stretch of water between the two famed rapids
of the middle-Columbia, but later ran between the Cas-
cades and Portland, while the newer steamers Mary
and Hassalo were built in 1853 and 1857, respectively,

to run between the Cascades and The Dalles.

The steamer Wasco was built above the Cascades
in 1854 and also the Eagle, assembled from ready made
parts above the Cascades for service between there and
The Dalles. Portages of these two rapids were at first

made by teams and wagons, where all freight and pas-

sengers piled out and went around the rapids to boats

plying further upstream, to the next bad spot in the

channel. Next followed the Colonel Wright, built above
The Dalles in 1858-59 for service between the head of

The Dalles at Celilo, to Fort Walla Walla as a freight

boat, hauling settlers to the famed wheat belt on the

benches above the rivers. In 1861 the Colonel Wright

(Upper) Old portage railroad around i

from Big Eddy to Celilo and connecting uiili il

end. (Lower) Steamer Hassalo, first boat built

& N. coming up the Cascade Rapids of the C(

o Rapids.

V steamers
for the O.
>Iumbia in

running
at each
W. R.

1888.
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Famous old steamer Almota built for the middle Columbia-Snake

river run in 1876 at Celilo. She is shown here tied up to the bank
of the Snake river with a crowd of passengers bound for Lewiston.

ran up the Clearwater River above liewiston, Idaho,

to Orofino, at the head of navigation, near the foot-

hills of the Rockies, during the mining rush. The
Colonel Wright was the first boat to navigate the

Snake River from Pasco to Lewiston.

Daniel and Putnam Bradford, financed by Jason P.

Flint of San Francisco, built the first portage railroad

around the Cascades in 1851, laying a narrow-gauge

track wi+h 6 by (3-inch fir stringers faced with strap

iron. This was known as the Oregon Portage Rail-

road; and the first locomotive was a tiny engine built

at the Vulcan Works, San Francisco, and delivered by

boat. A rival line was built on the opposite side of

the river to aid rival steamer lines. Portage at The
Dalles was made by team until the portage railroad

was finished in 1862, later becoming a part of the Ore-

gon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company, a

subsidy of the Union Pacific System. Many years later,

in this varied, checkered and competitive era, the State

of Oregon attempted to revive transportation around

these rapids, which are about nine miles long, by con-

structing a portage railroad from Big Eddy to Celilo

and later, in 1910, extending it to The Dalles. This

railroad was opened with great pomp, governors of

three states attending, and much promise was held for

the future. Two small steamers were used in connec-
tion with the poi'tage railway.

Lewiston, Idaho, was founded about 1860; and in

1862 settlers had already begun flocking to the gold
mining area on the Salmon River, rec|uiring four new
steamers to be built to handle the traffic. In 1864 the
river fleet consisted of about a dozen steamers, gen-
erally around 160 feet in length, and about 30 foot
beam, carrying their maximum load on 3-foot draft.

These boats were all on the upper river.

In 1864 the boats carried thirty-six thousand pas-
sengers between Lewiston and Celilo. The trip be-

tween Portland and Lewiston was made in from three

to four days, while the down trip took from two to

three days. In 1911 competition and the new canal

at Cascades and the railroad at Celilo speeded up travel

so it was possible to make the trip down in about one
day.

Navigation above Celilo declined rapidly from 1866

to 1870, and most of the boats were taken to the lower

river. Between 1883 and 1885 a number of steamers

were built on the upper Columbia near the long chain

of lakes in British Columbia.
Meanwhile, in 1860, the famous Oregon Steam Navi-

gation Company was founded to master the river trans-

portation system, which it dominated for nineteen

years and eventually, by absorbing the various com-
peting lines, even got a grip on the Willamette River,

and control of the locks over the falls at Oregon City.

The Peoples Transportation Company, monopolizing the

river for a time after its organization in 1862, was later

absorbed by the Oregon Steamship Company, one of

Ben Holliday's many transportation ventures. Later,

however, in 1875, after countless battles back and forth,

the Oregon Steam Navigation Company, under Captain

J. C. Ainsworth, its first president, bought out the

Willamette River Transportation Company, capitalized

at $1,000,000, with most of the stock being held by the

parent company. This move gave the Oregon Steam
Navigation Company the dominating grip on the entire

upper Columbia River, Snake River, and the lucrative

short-haul on the Willamette River south of Portland,

and built this company to a fleet of twenty-seven fine

river steamers, operating over every lucrative route.

Such was the size of this famed company when it was
sold to Henry Villard and his interests in 1879, for $5,-

000,000.

Captain J. C. Ainsworth, first president of

the Oregon Steam Navigation Co.
. , uu.lt lor l-ugct Sound service in 1835 and shipped around the
Horn, made a few trips up the Columbia in 1836.



Putting Wireless to Its

Full Use in Navigation

Dealing with Methods of Utilizing Wireless Installations

to Their Full Possibilities and hicluding Concise,

Valuable Data for Mariners and Ship Owners

'By Hector MacDonald Hassell*

FEW mariners in the coastal and offshore routes

realize the extent to which the various radio serv-

ices can be utilized in the navigation of their

vessels. For too long radio has been looked upon as
a facility to be put to work only in times of emerg-
ency, whereas its best and highest use is in the pre-

vention of such an emergency. However, in the ex-

perience of a well handled ship, such emergencies sel-

dom arise, and still, by an intelligent use of the radio
equipment, operating costs can be lowered and sched-
ules expedited to a marked degree.

The great versatility and extreme accuracy of radio's

latest aids to navigation are daily being strikingly

demonstrated. Bearings taken with the radio com-
pass (or radio direction finder) during thick or foggy
weather are found to have the same degree of accuracy
as sight bearings in clear weather and, further, are
accurate for distances up to several hundred miles.

Stopping and starting a vessel costs money. Slowing
her down throws her off schedule and neutralizes the
value of costly advertising.

A familiar example is the H. F. Alexander on her
regular run on the Pacific coast, approaching the Yale
or Harvard, two other fast turbine steamers, the courses
of both vessels enveloped in dense fog but proceeding
without hesitation. The ships are approaching each
other at a combined speed of 42 knots.

Knowing the time the Harvard leaves Los Angeles
northbound, while the vessels are still some distance
apart, the master of the H. F. Alexander orders his

radio operator to get in touch with the Harvard and
prepare to exchange signals. As the two ships bear
down on each other radio bearings are taken in rapid
succession. The Harvard is obsei-ved to be dead
ahead. While still at a safe distance courses are
quickly changed, the Harvard hauling in as the H.
F. Alexander hauls out. With no slackening of speed
the two ships pass each other safely and are thus en-

abled to keep their rigorous schedules with ease.

On the author's desk at the present writing lies a
chart showing the course of the H. F. Alexander as

she approached San Francisco Bay on a recent trip.

Running southbound she encountered a dense fog just

below Point Reyes. Immediately cross radio bearings
were taken on the Farallon Islands station, simultan-

•Formerly Senior Radio Officer, Steamship H. F. Alexander.

eously with the beacon on the San Francisco lightship.

At this point soundings were also taken. Proceeding
on the same course a few miles farther, radio bearings
were again taken on the lightship and islands and
showed they were headed for a point too close inside

the lightship. The course was then changed, and fre-

quent bearings were taken on the lightship's beacon un-

til it was brought abeam and then several points abaft

the beam. The course was then changed for Point

Bonita, setting the ship by radio compass bearing di-

rectly over the stern 180 degrees with the lightship.

On proceeding a short distance farther the fog lifted

and revealed Point Bonita dead ahead, thus checking

the radio bearing.

Radio compass stations on shore are radio stations

equipped with apparatus which enables them to as-

certain the direction from which radio signals trans-

mitted from a ship emanate. Briefly stated, a ship

requiring a bearing calls up the radio station or sta-

tions from which it is desired to receive a bearing.

The station or stations reply directing the ship to send

a characteristic signal for a certain period of time.

on the conclusion of which the station or stations will

signal the bearings (true) of the ship from the sta-

tion.

The accuracy with which bearings can be taken de-

pends on various conditions, but in general the bear-

ings taken by a station within its sector of calibration

can generally be considered accurate to within two
degrees. It is. however, pointed out that if at least

three radio compass stations can be employed and if

they are so situated as to give intersecting bearings,

considerable reliance can be placed upon the result of

three simultaneous bearings thus obtained, provided

that the "triangle of error" formed by the intersection

of the bearings is small. This "triangle of error" is

formed when the bearings of three or more stations do
not meet at a fixed point. When this happens, the

geometric center of the triangle can be taken as the

position of the vessel.
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It must be borne in mind that it is impossible for

the majority of existing radio compass stations to dis-

tinguish between a beai-ing and its reciprocal; i.e.,

there is always a possible error of 180 degrees. Also,

in the case of bearings which cut the coastline at an

oblique angle, errors of from 4 to 5 degrees have been

reported. Bearings signaled as "Approximate"
"Second Class" should be treated with grave suspicion,

as considerable error may exist in such bearings.

The arc of calibration is the sector of a circle in

which the station is prepared to furnish hearings: the

bearings are true from the station (clockwise). Com-
pass bearings are reliable only when they fall within

the calibrated arcs.

The above facts apply to radio compass stations es-

tablished on shore for the purpose of taking bearings

on any vessel equipped with a radio telegraph set

tuned to the correct wavelength.

There are several tynes of radio comnasses afloat.

All ship board installations in common find the direc-

tion of an incoming wave by revolving a loop antenna

with respect to the direction of the wave. A pointer,

moving with the loop, is mounted over either a Sierry

gyro-repeater, a navigational compass, or a dummy
compass card; and bearings are read directly there-

from. The shipboard radio compass therefore func-

tions in a manner similar to the pelorus; in fact, it

has been called "the fog penetrating pelorus." as it

works entirely independent of conditions of visibility.

Although accurate and serviceable, particularly at

distances within a few hundred miles, a ship approach-

ing a coastline having traveled in foggy or overcast

weather for days can make a landfall frequently as far

as 1500 miles off shore.

It is to show the many kinds of uses to which both

these kinds of stations (land and ship), together with

other valuable radio services, can be put that this ar-

ticle is intended.

The United States navy maintains all the radio com-

pass stations ashore in this country. In order to keep

a high state of efficiency, all vessels are invited to

use them freely in obtaining radio compass bearings

at all times except the first ten minutes of each hour
in clear weather. There is no charge for the service.

Mariners are particularly urged to take bearings dur-

ing clear weather and when within sight of the sta-

tion. Visual bearings can be taken simultaneously. In

this way they will become familiar with the service

and the degree of accuracy and dependableness to be
expected at other times.

While these bearings should not lead a mariner to

neglect other precautions, such as the use of the lead,

they will greatly reduce the dangers to mariners who
are compelled for any reason to proceed during foggy
or misty weather.

Land radio compass stations are divided into two
classes: (a) Single stations operating independently

and furnishing a single bearing; (b) Harbor entrance
groups. All stations in harbor entrance groups are con-

nected to and controlled by the master station; all sta-

tions of the group take bearings simultaneously and
these bearings are transmitted to the ship requesting

them by the control station.

For the use of vessels possessing a ship board radio

compass the United States government has established

a vast cordon of radio beacons covering the entire

coastline of continental United States. This service is

now almost complete; and at date of writing prac-

tically every lightship and a large number of light sta-

tions on our coasts are broadcasting characteristic sig-

nals audible in any kind of weather over a distance of

100 to 200 miles. The radio beacon service has crept

in rapidly and silently and almost completely, all in the

space of the last four years. Other countries have

aso fallen In line in the matter of radio beacons with

the result that vessels can navigate in any kind of

weather with great facility, being enabled to fix their

positions accurately from time to time by taking bear-

ings on lightships and light stations which send a

characteristic signal and whose positions are known.
The radio beacon has great value in that hundreds

of vessels can take bearings on one beacon at the same
time. They are in constant operation during foggy

or overcast weather and perform an exceedingly use-

ful service at such times. Little can be learned as to

how much these beacons are used by reason of the fact

that each bearing taken on them is taken silently and
unknown to other vessels and even to the beacon station

itself.

A new departure in the radio beacon sei'vice is the

new Kolster mobile beacon designed for shipboard in-

stallation. The entire unit composing this beacon is

only 24 inches high, 15 inches wide, and 12 inches deep.

It is mounted on a bulkhead or can be placed on a

table. The front panel contains a power control knob
and a snap switch for starting the beacon. Once set,

:"^l

(Center) A well equipped radio room on a

modern pnssenger liner. (Right and left) In-

stallations in pilot house and chart room for

taking radio compass bearings.
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the power control knob is not aKain disturbinl. It is

then only necessary to turn the snap switch to start

the beacon operating.

Vessels finding themselves suddenly enveloped in

fog can switch on their beacons permitting Ijearings

to be taken on them, thus warning others of their pres-

ence.

The almost universal use of radio at sea has ren-

dered largely unnecessary the need for determining

from a single set of observations whether a storm ex-

ists that is likely to effect a vessel, and, if so. to lo-

cate its center and the direction in which it is moving.

This is particularly true of the coa.stal waters of the

North Atlantic and North Pacific oceans and the reg-

ions frequented by tropical cyclones. Through the

agency of various meteorological services the centers

of nearly all storms or depressions are promptly lo-

cated and information respecting their intensity and
probable future movement is broadca.st at short in-

tervals.

One of the best sources of this kind is the French
ship Jacques Cartier (call sign FTJ), belonging to the

Campagnie Generale Transatlantique. This vessel con-

ducts a weather forecast service during its voyages

across the North Atlantic between France and the

United States under the auspices of the Office Na-
tional Meteorologique of France. The following no-

tice has been issued regarding this undertaking:

A meteorological service, embracing the collection on

the high seas of observations from ships, the retrans-

mission of the latter to the continental meteorological

offices, the daily preparation of forecasts and their

dissemination by radio for the benefit of all vessels

cruising within the range of the Jacques Cartier, has

been organized by the Office National Meteorologique
and the Campagnie Generale Transatlantique.

This service has the official approval of the Inter-

national Meteorological Committee. Vessels should

endeavor to forward to the Jacques Cartier meteoro-

logical observations, either direct or by relaying. The
Jacques Cartier collects ships' weather reports; broad-

casts weather information, storm warnings, and fore-

casts for the main North Atlantic routes.

The shore stations of the United States Navy also

have a highly organized system of disseminating gen-

eral navigational Information. These stations are ap-

pointed at regular intervals on both coasts. They are

the most powerful of those possessed by the Navy and
are located in such a manner that all vessels running
copstwise or approaching the coast from any quarter

will be enabled to receive these warnings with ease.

On the East coast these stations are: Boston, New-
port, New York, Philadelphia, Washington, Norfolk,

Charleston, Colon, Panama.

On the West coast they are San Francisco, Eureka,

As*nria, Puget Sound Navy Yard at Bremerton.
The?e radio stations transmit important hydro-

graphic notices immediately upon their receipt at the

station, also at certain specified times, depending upon
their urgency, also upon request. Generally speaking,

the information includes particulars of derelicts and
wrecks dangerous to navigation, lights temporarily

extinguished, displacements of buoyage, beacons, and
other navigational aids.

The radio service furnished by the North Atlantic

International Ice Patrol is also very valuable indeed

and attention will be called to it here. Broadcasts are
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List of North American radio stations sending out information of

interest to mariners.

sent by the patrol at the following times. (G.M.T.)

1100, 2300, 0000, 1200, 0030. For the purpose of car-

rying on the international ice observations and ice pa-

trol service provided for by the International Conven-

tion for the Safety of Life at Sea, London, 1913-1914,

two United States Coast Guard cutters have been de-

tailed for this service. The object of the ice patrol is

to locate icebergs and field ice nearest to the North

Atlantic lane routes. These vessels determine the

southerly, easterly, and westerly limits of the ice and

keep in touch with these fields as they move to the
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southward. Broadcasts are sent five times daily at the

times indicated above. Each message is sent three

times with intervals of two minutes each to insure

certain and accurate reception.

And now, in conclusion, any one of the pieces of ra-

dio equipment named—the mobile radio beacon, the

radio compass, or the ship's regulation radio telegraph

apparatus—is worth its weight in gold when used in-

tensively solely on the score of saving in time and
consequently in operating costs which it makes pos-

sible. To this consideration is added that of the extra

insurance against loss of life and property.

Every year sees an increase in the number of radio

compasses and other modern radio aids to navigation

installed aboard ship; and every year we see a lessen-

ing in the costs of operation of vessels which use this

equipment to its full extent. The navigator who today
is abreast of the times^—and does not present an im-
pervious front to new ideas, but uses effectively the
radio apparatus that his ship possesses, will find the

efficiency of his vessel increased twofold.

Little has been said herein about time signals and
the ordinary service of message transmission to and
from vessels at sea. The latter is well used and effic-

ient. The former is now thoroughly familiar to all

mariners who daily check their chronometers by sig-

nals received from the United States naval observa-

tories and other government stations throughout the

world. No further comment on these is necessary. The
thought the author wishes to emphasize is that those

engaged in the navigation of vessels should make use

of all the radio services available to the mariner. Op-
erating costs will thereby be reduced a marked degree.

The Walking Payroll
Some Observations Intended to Assist Industrial Management

By Letson Balliet, Constructing Engineer

SELDOM does a manager or superintendent com-
pute the actual cost of his failure to have the tools

and materials in the right place at the right time.

Workmen do not plan or manage a job. They merely

meet the job as it is laid down to them. They work
with the materials, the tools, and the equipment sup-

plied. They work under the conditions and within the

time specified. Workmen are time salesmen, selling

eight hours of their time, or occasionally a little "over

time" at a higher price. The manager who merely buys
his workmen's time, gets his money's worth if the work-

men put in their full eight hours; but the equipment,

tools, materials, and conditions are the boss' job, and
no organization is any more efficient that its head.

There are 480 minutes in an 8-hour day. A workman
drawing 60 cents an hour ($4.80 a day) is being paid

one cent a minute. To send him to the toolroom or

storehouse with an order for a monkey wrench or a

piece of material takes one-half hour out of his day. It is

one sixteenth of his time, or a 6 per cent. loss. It costs

30 cents to get that monkey wrench to the place where
it should have been had the chief engineer or manager
done his part of the job rightly. Of course the man-
ager or engineer can "pass the buck" and lay the blame
on the foreman of the job. But who picks out the fore-

man, hires him, and keeps him on the job?

If he has a monkey wrench or a pipe wrench that
"slips" on its work, it is discarded. Why not discard
a foreman who "slips" on his work? The manager has
to supply the equipment, the tools, and the foreman

;

so the 6 per cent, loss is really the manager's fault.

Often a man will make more than one trip for tools

or material in a day. Sometimes other men are de-

layed by waiting till his return. These trips delay the
progress of plant output because other parts of the
work cannot progress until this part is finished and
ready.

In a busy factory or industrial plant, a count of the
number of men walking around the plant will show the
average part of the payroll that is performing with
shoe leather what the manager failed to do with his

brain. That is what is meant when we hear the expres-

sion that a manager has a "shoe leather brain." I

wouldn't be very proud to show visitors through a mine
or a plant with a quarter of my payroll walking around
to do something I had failed to do. Shoe-leather pay-

roll's a sign of inefficiency. If the whole line of Mr.

Ford's automobile plant were held up while one work-
man went to hunt up a nut or a wrench, the cost of that

walk would certainly be more than 30 cents.

Let us assume that a hypothetical plant would pro-

duce 100 units of its product daily at a cost of $5 per

unit. The daily operating costs would then be $500.

If each workman put in but 6 per cent, of his time on
the shoe leather job, the output of the plant would be

reduced to 94 units with the average cost increased to

$.5.31 per unit. Suppose the contract or sale price in

the market was $6 per unit. In that event the profit

would be reduced from one dollar to 69 cents, or a 3

per cent, loss in profit. If the job is figured at 20 per

cent, profit ($1 on a $5 cost), we find that the profit

is reduced to 13 per cent. (69 cents on $5.31 cost).

I stood one day in the gallery overlooking a factory

making steel automobile frames, where 2000 frames a

day were made and corded up like cordwood with
hardly a touch of human hands. More than four frames
were completed every minute of the 480 minutes in a

day; and by counting the number of men directing the

machinery and cranes in their motions I found that

there were 8 frames per hour per man on the payroll, or

71 2 man-minutes were required on each frame. The
manager of the plant said, "It is a good plant, but damn
poor engineering. There are too many men." However
there were no men walking around that plant. Materials

came into the plant on conveyors, they passed through
rolls, bulldozers, gang punches, and presses at exactly

the right second. Different members came together at

the right time and passed on. That's the story of

equipment and sequence of material and motions.

When a walking payroll is required to cover de-

ficiencies in sequence of materials and tools, the costs

are too high and contracts are lost.



Marine Refrigeration Simplified
A Series of Articles on the Handling of Perishable Products on

Shipboard from the Ship Operator's Standpoint

Part II—Fundamentals

By L. L Westling
(CopjTight 1931 by Jai

IX
the first installment

of this series on Ma-
rine Refri g e r a t i o n

Simplified, we followed
the development of the de-

mand for modern marine
refrigerative facilities and
showed the necessity for
a fundamental knowledge
of the subject on the part
of marine operatives. In
this section we deal with
some of the fundamentals
of the thermodynamic laws
underlying refrigeration,

particularly as applied
aboard ship.

Refrigera tion is a
branch of thermodynamics
or heat engineering and
deals with the transfer of
heat. In treating the sub-
ject, it is necessary to con-
sider the terms or units
around which the refrig-
eration plant is schemed,
designed, and applied. The
yard sticks of heat trans-
fer are the units of heat.
of time, of area, and of
temperature.

No definition is neces-
sary for units of area,
temperature, or time, but
the unit of heat should be
made clear as a quantita-
tive term. The unit of
heat with which the en-

Sling cyclometer for measuring
humidity (Courtesy Taylor

Instrument Co.)

gineering fraternity deal is called the British Thermal
Unit and is defined as that quantity of heat required
to raise one pound of water from 62 degrees to 63 de-
grees Fahrenheit. For all practical purposes it may
be stated as the heat quantity required to raise one
pound of water one degree Fahrenheit.

Sensible Heat

The term "heat" is loosely applied by the layman
and is often misunderstood, there being two very dis-

tinct meanings. There is "sensible heat," which is re-

presented by temperature and is a relative term, and is

analogous to pressure in heat transfer. It indicates

the direction in which the heat will flow. As an illus-

tration, if a piece of steel is placed in a flame it takes
on a condition which is said to be hot. This represents
a sensible heat, for if one touches it a sensation is

felt by the flow of heat to the body of the observer.

But if the hot piece were placed into surroundings of

colder temperature, a rise of temperature of the en-

closing medium would result with the absorption of

a quantity of the heat. To be more specific, let us

assume that the piece at a temperature of 300 degrees

Fahrenheit was immersed in a bath of 100 pounds of

water. The temperature of the water was raised from
60 to 80 degrees Fahrenheit. This provides the factors

in the definition of quantity heat, or the British

Thermal Unit, and is calculated thus:

100x(80'-60°)^2000 B.T.U.

Specific HiCat

It is quite within the understanding of all that were
the bath composed of oil, or mercury, or any liquid

other than water, the same degree of temperature rise

could not be expected. This obviously involves an-

other factor, which is called specific heat. The specific

heat of any material is the quantity of heat necessary

to raise the temperature of one pound of the substance

through one degree Fahrenheit. Reviewing the defini-

tion of the British Thermal Unit, it is obvious that the

specific heat of water is 1.00. Water is the arbitrary

basis accepted in science for specific heat values, and
all values determined for other substances are taken

as relative or comparative to water.

Specific Specific

Substance Heat Substance Heat
^•Air .2374 Ice Cream .78

Apples .92 Iron .109

Beef, lean .77 Lard .54

Beef, fat .72 Lead .032

Berries .42 Mutton .810

Butter .55 Milk .90

Cabbage .93 Mercury .0331

*Carbon Dioxide .2169 Oysters .84

Carrots .87 Petroleum .510

Cheese .64 Pork .510

Cream .90 Poultry .800

Eggs .76 Veal .70

Fish .82 Water 1.00

Ice .504 *Water Vapor .420

*at zero pressure gauge.

To illustrate further, if 100 pounds of the following
materials had a temperature change of 20 degrees, the
heat absorbed would be calculated by the formula:

Weight X specific heat x temperature change
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the answer being:

*Air
Beef
*Carbon dioxide

Ice

Iron

Lead
Mercury
Milk
Petroleum
Water
*Water vapor

474.8 B.T.U
1540. B.T.U.

433.8 B.T.U
1004. B.T.U
218. B.T.U
64. B.T.U.

66.2 B.T.U.

1800. B.T.U.

1020. B.T.U.

2000. B.T.U.

840. B.T.U.

The same calculations hold for either rise or fall of

temperature. In the example of the piece of steel, the

heat gained by the water equalled the heat given off

by the steel (neglecting radiation) and the process is

in reality a refrigeration of the steel, although the

change took place at a temperature range that we do

not usually associate with refrigeration.

Inverting the calculation, we can determine the

weight of the steel. Temperature equilibrium was es-

tablished between the water and the steel, hence a

temperature drop from 300 degrees to 80 degrees, or

220 degrees resulted.

W X SH. X (T,—T..)=B.T.U.
B.T.U.

then W=
S.H. X (T,—TJ

2000

or W=
.109 X (300—80)

2000

23.98

lbs. = 32.91 lbs.

Heat Transfer
The calculation of refrigeration loads involves the

removal of heat from two sources; first, from the ma-
terials being transported or preserved, and, secondly,

from outside sources or leakage. The heat that is

C0KIUCTI7ITY TABLES

B.T.U. per hour through
1 sq. ft. surface, 1 in.

thick per degree differ-

Insulator ence on opposite faces.

Air .175

Astestos fire felt ,444

Alotex .330

Oenent, Portland S.OSl

Cenent wood (cement and sawdust) .928

Charcoal .348

Corktoard, natural binder ,305

Corktoard, tituminous binder .3513

Cork, granulated .3235

Copper 2094.

Hair felt .246

Insulite .295

Kapok ,238

Magnesia(85 per cent.

)

,510

Mineral wool (slag) .2614

Oak, gross grain 1.016

Pine, cross grain .2555

Pine, yellow, cross grain 1.045

Peet (dry) .4074

Eice Hulls .667

"Bock Cork" (raineral wood and binder) .338

Wool felt .508

Sawdust .4063

Steel 322.4

Vacuum .004

Water 4.165

Frost on coils 3.130

given off by the cargo involves the specific heat
values, such as illustrated in the foregoing para-
graphs; but the heat that comes through the insula-

tion involves factors of heat transfer, which values are
peculiar to the materials enclosing the space.

The amount of heat transmitted through any ma-
terial varies with the area exposed; with the tem.pera-

ture difference on the two sides; with the period of

time; with a factor peculiar to the material used; and
inversely with the thickness of the transmitting ma-
terials. With these variables arbitrary figures may
be used in the establishment of a coefficient, or con-

stant, excepting that which represents the character-

istic of the substance. This constant, called the co-

efficient of conductivity, is based upon one inch of

thickness of the solid material, upon one square foot

of exposed surface, and one hour of time. (Some tables

are in terms of one day and care must be exercised to

avoid error.) The values have been experimentally de-

termined and the table reproduced, herewith illustrates

them.

Assume that an oak enclosure having two square
feet of surface and walls i^-inch thick separates spaces
of 200 degrees and 40 degrees, respectively, the tem-

peratures remaining constant. The amount of heat

transmitted in one hour would be:

Area x Temp, difference x time x a constant

thickness

2 X (200—40) X 1.0 X (c=1.016)

= B.T.U.

= 650 B.T.U.

The value of this formula is apparent in the calcula-

tion of refrigeration loads.

Heat and Energy

One of the most important of the laws of thermody-
namics that bear upon refrigeration is that "heat and
mechanical energy are mutually convertible." That
is to say, heat requires for its production, or produces
by its disappearance, mechanical energy to the pro-

portion of 778 foot-pounds for one B.T.U. This law
shows the bond between power and heat removal, or

mechanical refrigeration. This value has been de-

termined experimentally and is not an arbitrary one.

In the example of the steel in water, the 2000 B.T.U.,

as transferred, had an equivalent energy value of

2000 X 778, or 1,556,000 foot-pounds. In other words,
neglecting loss by radiation, the same results could

have been obtained by expending upon the water, say
by agitation, 1,556,000 foot-pounds of energy. If, how-
ever, in reversal of process, the same amount of energy
was to be removed from the water, the accompanying
temperature drop would have been 20 degrees. This
is a refrigeration process.

Latent Heats

In the changing of temperature of substances there

are points at which a change of state occurs, that is

from gas to liquid, liquid to solid, or vice versa. It

has been experimentally proved that in these changes
of state a wide variation of heat capacities takes place

without a change in temperature. These phenomena
are called "latent heats," and each substance has its

own characteristic values in terms of B.T.U. To
clarify, we will use the most familiar substance sub-

ject to such changes—water. Assume that 10 pounds



of water at atmospheric pressure and a temperature

of 42 degrees Fahrenheit was cooled to a temperature

of 32 degrees Fahrenheit. The heat extracted would be:

Weight X (T,—T.,) x specific heat=
10 X 10 X 1-100 B.T.U.

Should heat continue to be removed from the water it

would change to ice; and could we measure the heat

removed we would find it to be 1440 B.T.U. This

change of state without a change in temperature is

due to the factor known as the "Latent Heat of Fu-

sion" and its apparent value is 144 B.T.U. per pound.

To further illustrate, assume the 10 pounds of wa-

ter at atmospheric pressure stood at 180 degrees Fah-

renheit. Additional heat was applied until it had a

temperature of 212 degrees Fahrenheit. The quantity

of heat absorbed by the water (neglecting radiation)

was:
Weight X (Tj—T.) x specific heat=

10 x 32 X 1=320 B.T.U.

More heat is applied and all is evaporated. The heat

absorbed would be found to have been 9700 B.T.U. and

no temperature change would have resulted. This

was due to the factor known as the "Latent Heat of

Vaporization" and evidently has a value of 970 B.T.U.

per pound. This procedure is reversible and should

the vapor condense, it must give up its latent heat of

vaporization, and should the solid become liquid, it

must absorb its latent heat of fusion.

The condensing of steam in a pipe must accompany
latent heat loss, and the melting of ice must accom-

pany latent heat absorption.

Each substance has its own characteristic latent

heats, and it is immediately apparent that those having

a latent heat of evaporization, which appears at work-

able pressures and at low temperatures, will be of

greatest value in refrigeration processes.

Evaporization of liquids takes place at all tempera-
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tures, but the boiling point is the temperature of co-

pious evaporization. Any evaporization is accom-

panied by the gain in latent heat, regardless of tem-

perature. The following table illustrates these values

at atmospheric pressure:

Latent Heat Boiling

Substance of evaporization Temperature

Water 970 B.T.U. +212 degrees F.

Anhydrous ammonia 589 " — 28 "

Sulphur dioxide 172 " + 14

Ethyl chloride 168 " + 54

Carbon dioxide 158 " —108

Difference in DesTseE Fahrenheit 3etween Satura-
Air try iinci Wfet Bulb Tbormometers tion

Tetiipera-

ture

Drv Grains
3uib 1 2 3 4 6 10 IS 20 25 30 per

Cubic f9ot

67t 1,4% .48
4 72 44 nt .58
8 76 64 29 6? .7
li BO 60 40 20 .85
16 3i 65 48 30 14* 1.05
iO 3a 70 55 40 26 1.25
4:5 87 74 62 49 37 1.55
3J J9 76 67 56 47 2.

40 ik 83 75 68 60 22'j; 2.8
5 1 33 67 80 74 67 38 nt 4.

60 H 89 85 78 74 48 26 6< 6.

a

70 95 90 36 81 77 55 36 19 4« 8.

OJ »6 91 87 83 79 6L 44 29 15 3« 11.

90 i6 92 89 85 81 65 SO 36 24 13 15.

100 J7 9i 89 05 83 68 54 42 31 2i 19.5

Chart for the determination of relative humidities when using

a wet and dry bulb thermometer.

A study of this list would indicate which is the more
usable as a refrigerant.

It is well within the experience of all that the boil-

ing point will vary with the pressure. Water, for ex-

ample, at sea level will boil at 212 degrees Fahrenheit,

and on top of Pikes Peak it will boil at a tempera-

ture of 187 degrees Fahrenheit. In the other extreme,

if we were to boil water in a container standing at a

pressure of 200 pounds per square inch, a tempera-

ture of 366 degrees must be attained before boiling

begins. So it is with all liquids and refrigerants; and
these pressure effects must be known in the choosing

of a refrigerant.

The abstraction of heat from itself by the vaporizing

of a portion of the liquid is the basis of one of the

earliest forms of refrigeration. Porous vessels or bags
containing water were exposed to a circulation of air;

and the evaporization effected a drop in temperature.

Obviously the drier the air the more rapid the va-

porizing and the lower the temperature. It is said that

in India the practice is centuries old, and under prop-

er conditions ice crystals have formed. This phenome-
non is used in the wet and dry bulb thermometer, or

sling cyclometer. The dry thermometer bulb indi-

cates the true temperature, and the cloth enveloped

wet bulb shows a lower temperature caused by the

vaporizing of the water from its surface. The dryer

the air, the more rapid the vaporizing and lower the

indicated temperature. Air wajhing systems utilize

this effect, and a near wet bulb temperature is ob-

tained.

Patronize Your Own Ships.—Every one at all versed

in economic problems must realize, now as never be-

fore, that all of a nation's industries are interdepen-

dent, one upon the other, for general success. If the

farmer suffers, as he is now, all other industries are af-

fected adversely. If we spend our money in patronizing

foreign shipping when American ships are available

under equal terms, we must realize that 95 per cent,

of the money thus expended is taken from our midst
and cannot be used to help other interests. If we spend
our money for freight and passage on our own ships,

the 95 per cent, is circulated among our own people,

to the benefit of a greater variety of domestic indus-

tries, than money spent in any other known direction.

(—Bulletin, American Bureau of Shipping.)



European Shipbuilding in 1930
% R. C. W. Courtney

IX
THE future, 1930 will un-

doubtedly be regarded as mark-

ing a very important point in

the history of shipbuilding in Eu-

rope; in fact it is a difficult mat-

ter to find another similar period

in which so many outstanding ship-

ping contracts have been complet-

ed or begun by the leading mari-

time nations at the same time. Prec-

edence must, of course, be given to

the new Cunarder to be built by

John Brown and Company at Clyde-

bank, as this ship and the sister

vessel yet to be ordered will mark
the beginning of a new era in North

Atlantic passenger travel.

Among other noteworthy liners

to be completed in Great Britain

and Ireland during the past year,

special mention must be made of

the Fairfield-built Empress of Ja-

pan, the largest and fastest trans-

pacific ship, and the Britannic,

which has not only the distinction

of being the biggest British motor

liner, but is also equipped with

two of the highest powered diesels

yet to be built for marine purposes.

Particulars of the 42,000-ton Ca-

nadian-Pacific liner Empress of

Britain have already appeared in

these pages; and other ships of

special interest completed or un-

der construction include the 21,000-

ton Peninsular and Oriental liners

Strathaird and Strathnaver, each

of 28,000 shaft horsepower

with electric drive; two 14,-

000 - ton geared - turbine ships

for the same owners ; the 20,000-

ton diesel-driven Winchester Cas-

tle and Warwick Castle for the

South African service, the first of

which was completed in October;

and the 17,000-ton quadruple-screw

Reina del Pacifico.

The Furness-Bermuda Mid Ocean
and the Union of New Zealand

coastal liner will also be note-

worthy turbo-electric ships, whilst

the new Blue Star motor liner Tus-

can Star of 11,449 gross tons and
9000 brake horsepower for the

South American meat trade has
the distinction of having the larg-

est refrigerated space of any ship

so far completed, the total capacity

being 595,000 cubic feet.

Motorship Minerva built by Burmeister and Wain for the Pacific Coast-Australia service

of Wrangell-Pederson. With 2800 indicated horsepower on twin screws, the Minerva when
loaded will make a speed of 12 knots using ten tons of fuel per day, or a consumption of

0.32 pound per indicated horsepower for all purposes.

A considerable amount of tank-

er tonnage has been placed in serv-

ice; and work of this nature still

in hand includes three very large

whale oil refining ships, each of

about 20,000 tons dead 'weight,

which are being built for Norweg-
ian owners.

Since the commissioning of the

Europa high class liner construc-

tion has not been a preeminent fea-

ture of the German shipyards, as

the completion of the two most out-

standing post - war transatlantic

liners apparently satisfies immedi-

ate needs in that direction. At the

present time the only important

passenger ships still in the build-

er's hands are two Hamburg South
American intermediate vessels, the

first of which the Monte Pascoal,

has already been launched. The
length is 523 feet 9 inches, with a

beam of 65 feet 4 inches and a gross

register of 14.000 tons. Both the

hulls and machinery are being con-

structed by Blohm & Voss, the lat-

ter consisting of four sets of 6-

cylinder diesels driving twin screws

through a reduction gear, the total

power being 6000 brake horsepower
for a service speed of 13 to 14 knots.

Accommodations will be provided

for 2500 passengers in one class.

Another important contract has
been the re-engining of the four

Hamburg American ships of the

Albert Ballin class with high pres-

sure turbines and boilers, and the

construction of eight 460 foot 9800-

ton, deadweight, cargo steamers to

take the original machinery. One
of these latter, the Ockermark, is

of particular interest as the power
plant also includes an experiment-

al Benson type oil-fired boiler

which is capable of developing a

pressure of no less than 3270

pounds per square inch.

Other work in hand in Germany
includes a number of fishing ves-

sels for Russia, several large

Krupp-engined tankers for the

Standard Oil Company, and two or

three high class diesel yachts, also

for American owners.

French shipyards have launched
or completed several fine ships

during the past year, the largest

being I'Atlantique, built and en-

gined by the Chantiers et Ateliers

de Saint Nazaire Penhoet for the

Cie Sud Atlantique. This liner

will easily be the largest and fast-

est trading to South America and
is 738 feet in length, with a beam
of 91 feet and a displacement of

about 38,500 tons. The power plant

consists of a four - screw ar-

rangement of Parsons turbines

developing 60,000 shaft horse-

power, and the completion and
trials in the spring of 1931 will un-

doubtedly be awaited with interest.

Several big motor liners have also

recently been produced in France,
notable examples being the Com-
pagnie Generale Transatlantique
quardruple-screw Lafayette of 25,-

000 tons and 18,500 brake horse-

power for the Havre - New
York service, and the Mes-



sageries Maritimes Felix Rous-
sel for trading from Marseilles to

the Orient via Suez. This latter

ship has been built by the Ateliers

et Chantiers de la Loire with di-

mensions 566 feet by 68 feet by 46

feet 5 inches, and is powered with
twin 10-cylinder Sulzer diesels de-

veloping a total of 11,000 brake
horsepower at 110 revolutions per

minute for a service speed of leVo

knots. Four other large motor lin-

ers are still under construction for

the same owners, of which the
Georges Philippar of 21,500 tons
displacement is approaching com-
pletion.

The most important event in

French mercantile shipping, how-
ever, is the decision of the Com-
pagnie Generale Transatlantique to

proceed with the construction of a
very large liner for the New York
service which will be by far the
largest ship yet built in France.
This craft has been in the projected

stage for a considerable time but
it is understood a definite decision

has now been reached and that
work will shortly be put in hand.
A further Compagnie Generale
Transatlantic vessel of about 25,-

000 tons gross and similar type to

the Lafayette is on the stocks

at Penhoet for the North Atlantic
service, but propulsion in this case
will be effected by geared turbines
taking steam at 370 pounds from
high pressure water-tube boilers.

Considerable activity also pre-

vails in the various Italian ship-

yards; and here again very large

and high powered liner tonnage is

under construction. Two ships of

this description are on order, the
Rex of 50,000 tons for the Navi-
gazione Generale Italiana, and the

ihc greatest refrigerated space afloat.

Lloyd Sabaudo Conte di Savoia of

46 000 tons. The former is being

built by the Ansaldo Societa An-
onima of Genoa-Sestri and will be

approximately 870 feet in length.

The power plant will consist of sin-

gle reduction geared turbines and
high pressure water-tube boilers

developing upwards of 100 000 shaft

horsepower for a minimum speed of

27 knots. The Lloyd Sabando ship is

under construction at the San Mar-
co yard, Trieste, and will have di-

mensions of about 800 feet by 95
feet 9 inches by 63 feet, the gross
tonnage being 46,000. Propulsion
will also be effected by a four-

screw arrangement of geared tur-

bines and water-tube boilers, the
latter being of the Yarrow high
pressure t.vpe, and it is understood
that a speed in excess of 27 knots
is being aimed at. Completion of

both vessels should be effected by
the early summer of 1932 when
Italy will be in a position to make
a determined bid for the Atlantic
Blue Ribbon.

The other large Italian Ijners

now under construction or on or-

der will all be diesel driven, and
include two 22,000-ton quadruple-

screw passenger and cargo vessels

for the Cosulich service from
Trieste to South America, one of

which is to be engined by Fiat and
the other with Sulzer engines built

under license. The total power is

to be between 18,000 and 22,000

brake horsepower, and both ships are

to be built at Monfalcone yard. The
San Marco yard is also building an-
other interesting ship, the Cleopat-

ra, a 21-knotter for Mediterranean
service, in which four 4700-horse-
power 8-cylinder Sulzer diesels are
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;o be installed. Dimensions are
534 feet by 67 feet 4 inches by 42
feet 5 inches, and it is officially

announced that when completed the
new liner will be one of the most
luxurious afloat.

Cargo tonnage includes some im-
portant work for the Standard
Shipping Company of New York, of
which the 16,000 ton Fiat-engined
motor tanker J. A. Moninckel has
.iust been completed at Monfalcone
and three 16,200-tonners are on or-
der for the same owners.

The leading Dutch shipyards
have also produced some note -

worthy vessels, including the Jo-
han van Oldenbarnevelt and Mar-
nix van Sint Aldegarde for the
Netherland Steamship Company,
and the Baloeran and Dempo for
the Rotterdam Lloyd. These ships,
which are the largest and most im-
portant yet to be built in Holland,
were described and illustrated in
the October issue of Pacific Ma-
rine Review. Another outstanding
and distinctly novel vessel is the
9000-ton motor liner Colombia built
for the Royal Netherlands Steam-
ship Company's Caribbean service.
This ship has dimensions 457 feet
by 61 feet 6 inches by 39 feet 6
inches and has been built by the
P. Van Smit Junior shipyard at
Rotterdam on the Maierforni. The
propelling plant comprises two
Werkspoor pressure - charged, 4 -

stroke diesels developing a total of
8000 brake horsepower for 15
knots. Twin balanced rudders
are arranged, but the usual
Maier overhanging spoon bow
has been modified to an or-

thodox straight stem with the fore-

foot completely cut away.

The shipyards in Norway, Swed-
en and Denmark have mainly been
concerned with the production of

utilitarian freighters and tankers,

generally motor driven, the most
noteworthy of which from the point

of view of size is the East Asiatic

Company's India. Built in Den-
mark by the Nakskov yard, this ves-

sel has the distinction of being the

largest motorship yet built in any
Scandinavian yard, the dimensions

being 488 feet by 63 feet 6 inches

by 40 feet 3 inches. The dead
weight is 14,000 tons and twin Bur-

meister & Wain diesels, each of

3750 indicated horsepower, are to

be installed for a service speed of

13^ knots.
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REMOTE CONTROL c^^ AIR OSCILLATORS

TOW BOATS c^ C O 2 RECORDERS

An Unique Application of Remote Control

ANEW kind of electric tugboat
has recently been put in serv-

ice on the St. Lawrence River.

11 tows carfioats between the New
^"ork Central terminal at Ogdens-
burg, New York, and the Canadian
Pacific Railroad terminal at Pres-

cott, Ontario. When the float is

ready to leave, the tug noses up, the

two boats are tied together, an elec-

tric connection is made, and the

pilot leaves the tugboat and boards
the carfloat. The trip is then made
with the pilot on the bridge of the

towed boat, all the operations of the

machinery on the tug such as steer-

ing and engine maneuvering being

controlled from that point.

This remote control was essential

to the proper operation of the tow-

ing system. The tugboat is small

compared to the car float and, were
the pilot to remain on the tug, he

could not see well enough in all

directions to control the movements
of the two boats. A special remote
control scheme was therefore de-

signed and built by the General

Electric Company who also built the
propulsion equipment on the tug.

The tugboat is owned by the Can-
adian Pacific Car and Passenger
Transfer Company and was built by
the Canada Steamship Lines at

Levis, Quebec. It is of steel con-

struction. 120 feet long, and is pro-

pelled by diesel-electric drive. It is

not only the first example of this

special type of control for a tug-

boat, but is also the first electric

tugboat on the St. Lawrence River.

The carfloat, built by The American
Ship Building Company in Cleve-

land, is also of steel and has three

tracks with a capacity of 23 cars.

Electricity for propelling the tug-

boat is supplied by two electric gen-

erators rated 330 kilowatts, 2-50

volts, 245 revolutions per minute,

and driven by two Winton diesel

engines. Power for auxiliary pur-

poses is supplied by two generators

also driven by the diesel engines

and rated 50 kilowatts, 120 volts,

245 revolutions per minute. The pro-

peller is driven by a direct-con-

nected motor rated 800 horsepower,
105/135 revolutions per minute, and
of double-unit construction.

Control of the propulsion mach-
inery is of the variable voltage
(Ward Leonard) type. Three oper-
ating stations are provided, one in
the engine room, one in the pilot

house, and a third on the bridge of
the car float.

Diesel-electric tug Prcscotont which is arranged for remote control from the bridge

or from the tow.

Incorporating Art in

Mechanical Design

RECENTLY appointed Director
of Art for the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing

Company, Donald R. Dohner, for-

merly instructor in design at Carne-
gie Institute of Technology, assists

in carrying out the new plan of the
Westinghouse Company for incor-
porating principles making for fine

appearance as well as mechanical
perfection in the design of elec-

trical machinery. In his capacity of

Director of Art, Mr. Dohner will co-

operate with the engineering de-

partment in designing electrical ap-
paratus according to artistic prin-

ciples.

Under Mr. Dohner's direction, a
course for Westinghouse designers
and engineers has been planned to

assist their understanding and be-

coming conscious of the elements
and principles of design as applied

to improving the appearance of

industrial products. This course has
been instituted because, due to the
diversified and wide-spread activi-

ties of the company, it is impossible

to employ an artist-designer, stylist,

or consultant to assist in the de-

sign of all equipment; and it is ex-

pected to spread throughout the en-

gineering departments a conception
of art in its relation to industry.
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New Carbon Dioxide Ind-

icator and Recorder

THE Permutit Company has
placed on tho market a new
model of its Ranarex CO.. in-

dicator and recorder. The well es-

tablished Ranarex principle, based
on specific gravity, has been re-

tained, but the design has been sim-

plified and the machine made more
compact and rugged.

All working parts are easily ac-

cessible. The entire indicating and
recording mechanism is attached

to one plate, and the driving me-
chanism, including the motor, to

another. Both plates may be re-

moved without the use of tools by
loosening a few wing screws; their

removal opens all gas passages
over their entire length. Connec-
tion between the humidifier com-
partments and the measuring cham-
bers is established by channels of

ample cross section.

In most instances the time lag

will be less than a minute. This

is of great importance to the power
plant engineer and his assistants,

as it enables them to correct fir-

ing conditions just as soon as a

change is needed. Hence the prop-

er percentage of CO.^ can be main-
tained at all times.

Corrosion resistant materials
such as bakelite and special alloy

steels are used extensively for parts

in contact with flue gas. The ma-
chine is enclosed in a dust-proof

cast aluminum casing and is not

affected by heat, moisture or shock.

It is available for wall or panel
mounting.

The standard 9-inch scale and
circular chart 8 inches in diameter
are graduated from to 20 per cent.

CO.,, and accuracy within 0.3 per
cent. CO. is guaranteed. The re-

cording mechanism is driven in-

terchangeably by a spring clock or

an electric clock, as desired.

The Permutit Company is pre-

pared to furnish Ranarex machines
with any desired scale range for

special applications where the

specific gravity of a gas mixture
is a guide to efficient and satis-

factory operation.

New type of carbon dioxide indicator

and recorder.

New Alloy Cast Iron

EVELOPMENT of an alloyed

cast iron which makes for

simpler design of internal

combustion engines has been re-

ported to the American Society for

Steel Treating at its twelfth annual
convention in Chicago, September
22-26, by J. S. Vanick and P. D.

Merica of the International Nickel

Company in a paper which described

a nickel-copper-chromium alloy of

cast iron, the expansion coefficient

of which is said to approximate that

of the aluminum alloys used in the
construction of cylinder heads and
pistons. Thus, this alloyed cast iron

—known as Ni-Resist—permits the

construction of cylinder blocks
which will expand under heat condi-

tions at a rate more closely in ac-

cord with the expansion of the pis-

tons than ordinary cast iron will.

This iron is essentially a corrosion

and heat resisting material.

"Field service tests under a vari-

ety of conditions," according to the

paper, "have confirmed in general
the results of laboratory tests in es-

tablishing a greatly increased serv-

ice life for this material as com-
pared with plain iron, and a life

comparable in many cases with
bronze. It has been further demon-
strated that this material, except
for being considerably more corro-

sion and heat resistant than plain
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iron, is in general quite similar to it

in characteristics and fabricability.
Thus, it can be produced in the or-

dinary cupola, and can be molded,
cast, and handled in foundry and
machine shop under conditions sim-
ilar to those in practice for gray
rvon."

All-American Motor

Tankers

UR illustration shows the mo-
)tor tanker Tide Water Asso-

iated at the outfitting pier of

the Sun Shipbuilding & Drydock
Company, Chester, Pennsylvania.
This tanker and a sister, the Tide

Water, are being completed this

year for the Tidewater Associated
Transport Corporation and are part

of a large group of sister tankers

building at the Sun yard for sev-

eral American operating compan-
ies.

These vessels have a length be-

tween perpendiculars of 480 feet,

beam of 65 feet 9 inches, and a

depth of 37 feet. The displacement

is 19,308 tons on a draft of 27 feet

8-7/16 inches, giving a deadweight
carrying capacity for 13,738 tons

and a fuel capacity of 7700 barrels.

A Sun-Doxford opposed piston oil

engine of 2800 brake horsepower,

direct-connected to a single-screw

propeller, drives the tanker at 11

knots service speed with a fuel con-

sumption of 12.3 tons per day. This

engine is of the single-acting, 2-cy-

cle, solid injection type, with four

cylinders and attached scavage
pump driven from the engine shaft.

The cylinder bore is 23-5/8 inches

and the combined stroke is 91.3

inches. Normal power is generated

at 80 revolutions a minute, which
is an ideal speed for efficiency of

propulsion from the propeller de-

sign standpoint. Piston speed works
out at 608.9 feet per minute, which
is low enough to insure easy wear
on cylinders. The indicated horse-

power is 3256, showing a mechan-
ical efficiency for the engine of 86

per cent. The engine dimensions
are: Length over-all to after face of

thrust block, 56 feet 2 inches; width
over-all, 13 feet 5 inches; height

over-all, 32 feet 1 inch. The weight
of the engine as installed is 780,000

pounds, or 278 pounds per brake
horsepower. The total weight of ma-
chinery on each tanker is 1,456,000

pounds.

For cargo tank discharge, three

steam oil pumps are installed. Two
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The newly completed motor tanker Tidewater Associated, equipped with Sun-Doxford

opposed piston engines, tied up to the dock at the Sun Shipbuilding fit Drydock Company
where she was built.

are 20 by 16 by 24-inch horizontal

duplex National Transit Company,

separate chest piston steam pumps

of the group valve type for main

cargo. One is a 12 by 8 by 12-inch

vertical Duplex National Transit

Company, piston steam pump for

cargo stripping. To supply steam

for operating these pumps and for

heating coils, one Foster-Wheeler

water-tube boiler is used. This has

a heating surface of 4000 square

feet and works at 200 pounds pres-

sure, and is fitted with Todd oil

burners and Diamond soot blowers.

Eledric Air Oscillator for Three New
Lightvessel

IN
response to the demand for

more powerful electric fog sig-

nals to increase the safety of

navigation, the United States Light-

house Service has installed upon
the three new lightvessels, which
are to go into commission shortly,

a powerful type of electric air os-

cillator. These three new lightships

will replace three older ships which
have given many years of excellent

service at Nantucket Shoals, Fen-

wick Island Shoals, and Frying Pan
Shoals.

This electric air oscillator is sim-

ilar to those which have been in

operation at a number of shore sta-

tions and lighthouses in the Second,

Third, Fifth & Twelfth Lighthouse

Districts. A smaller and less pow-

erful type of electric air fog sig-

nal, known as the Nautophone, has

been in operation at several stat-

ions in the Second. Third, Fifth &
Eighteenth Districts. Installations

which are in operation as well as

those which are being made in Can-

ada are as follows:

Electric Air Oscillators

Second Lighthouse District: Cape

Cod at North Truro; Cape Cod Can-

al, Eastern Entrance Range, Cape

vessels

Cod Bay on outer end of Break-

water; and Chelsea, Nantucket
Shoals Lightship.

Third Lighthouse District: Ori

ent Point, Gardiners Bay, New
York; and Watch Hill, Entrance

to Fishers Island Sound.

Fifth Lighthouse District: Balti-

more, Fenwick Island Shoal Light-

ships; and Cape Henry, Virginia.

Sixth Lighthouse District: Char-

leston, Frying Pan Shoals Light-

ship.

Twelth Lighthouse District at

H- keKon, Michigan.

Canadian Lighthouse Department.

Port Weller Light Station at Port

Weller, Ontario.

Nautophones

Second Lighthouse District: Nan
tucket East Breakwater (on outer

end entrance to Nantucket Harbor
on conical pile of rip rap).

Third Lighthouse District: Old

Orchard Shoal, Gedney Channel,

New York Lower Bay approach;

West Bank, New York Lower Bay
approach; and Robbins Reef, New
York Upper Bay.

Fifth Lighthouse District: Cove

Point, Chesapeake Bay.

Eighteenth Lighthouse District:

Long Beach Harbor Light Station,
Ciilifornia.

Canadian Lighthouse Dept.
Kincardine Fog Alarm Station,

Perry Sound, Ontario.

The installation of these electric

air oscillators upon lightship.s and
at shore stations marks another ad-
vance in the use of electricity for

navigating purposes. The use of

double horns pointed in opposite di-

rections allows for a more uniform
distribution of sound throughout
the horizon than can be obtained
with a fog horn having but a single

throat. The pitch of the sound sig-

nals emitted by this latest type of
fog signal is musical. Maximum
intensity and uniform pitch of sig-

nals are maintained throughout the
duration of the blasts and for the
desired length of time adopted for

the code used. A marked reduction
in the cost of operation is a note-

worthy characteristic of the elec-

tr'" air oscillator.

This type of electric fog signal is

manufactured by the Submarine
Signal Company of Boston. The in-

creasing use of this type of "first-

class" fog signal, both in this coun-
try and abroad, indicates the pro-

gress being made by lighthouse

authorities in adopting the latest

and most efficient equipment for

increasing the safety of navigating
ships when approaching land.

Type of electric air oscillator installed on
the recently completed lightships.
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An Interesting Motor Lighter
\HE New York Cen-
tral No. 35, a diesel-

powered, covered
lighter, the speediest and
most efficient of its type
on New York Harbor, was
recently turned over to

theNewYoi-k Central Kail-

road by its builders. Uni-

ted Dry Docks, Inc.

The lighter is powered
with an Ingersoll - Rand,
6 - horsepower, marine
diesel engine, designed to

operate at 240 revolutions

per minute. On its trials

the Number 35 attained
better than 13 miles per
hour at 204 revolutions.

Built of steel, with the

superstructure of wood
reinforced by steel, this

lighter is 122 feet long,

32.6 feet beam, and 14 feet deep.

Cargo is carried on the main deck
under a deckhouse that extends al-

most the full length of the ship and
provides space for about 80 tons of

general cargo.

(Left) Engine room of the diesel lighter New York Central No. 35 equipped with the 600-horse-

power, Ingersoll-Rand diesel engine which is used for propulsion. (Right) Unidock electro-hydraulic

steering gear on the new diesel lighter.

sure by an electrically driven pump
running a t constant speed, and
which delivers through a pressure

tank to the valve chest on the en-

gine, with a relief valve in the line

through which the surplus oil is de-

Covered-cargo ti

A unique feature of the lighter

is its steering gear, which has been
named the Unidock ram steering

engine. It is an adaptation of the

steam ram type which was designed
several years ago by United's Stat-

en Island Plant and now is in gen-

eral use on New York harbor craft.

The new engine is of the electric

hydraulic type and consists of a

cylinder and piston operated by hy-

draulic pressure. The pressure is

applied through the medium of oil

admitted to either side of the piston

by a piston valve operated by drum
and wire rope from the pilot house
and equipped with a follow-up gear
attached to the crosshead. The oil

is kept at practically constant pres-

Ncw York harbor.

livered to the supply tank. The pres-

sure tank is kept about one half

full of air at working pressure, to

form an air cushion and reduce
fluctuations in pressure when the
engine is in operation. Oil dischar-

ged from the engine is led to a sup-

jily tank with a capacity sufficient

to hold all the oil in the system.

The pump takes its suction from
this tank.

At the Staten Island Plant of the

United Dry Docks, Inc., there is un-

der construction a ferryboat of the

largest type used in New York har-

bor, to be used in the New York
municipal ferry service to Staten
Island. This boat will be 267 feet

long, 66 feet wide over guards, 9

feet 9 inches deep, and will have
two decks with a total seating ca-

pacity of 1650 and a gangway capac-

Cargo space available on the new diesel lighter is 30 per cent, greater tha

steam-driven lighters.
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ity for 32 automobiles. She will have

a 4000-horsepow^r steam engine,

will make 18 miles an hour, and will

cost $941,000.

This same plant has on order a

Coast Guard cutter of the Chelan

type to co.st $8G5,000. These two

jobs will give employment to sev-

eral hundred men during this year.

Economical Cargo

Handling

TRAFFIC a n d transportation

men will be interested in a new
car or barge loading and un-

loading equipment which is said to

make remai'kablc reductions in the

cost of loading freight ca)'s with al-

most any type of packaged frpight

and comparable cost reduttion.-^ in

the unloading process.

This equipment consists of eight

short sections added to the end of

a standard Clark TwinVeyor. The
TwinVeyor itself consists of a ser-

ies of dual sections of spiral tubes

turned toward each other by a pow-
er head. It is used extensively in

conveying, elevating, and tiering

commodities in bags, bales bund-
les, crates, and cartons.

The operation of the loading as-

sembly is as follows: The standard
TwinVeyor extends to the car door.

The addition of four short dual

sections extends the line into the

car, makes the right angle turn to

ihe right, and, in operation, deliv-

ers the freight to the far end of the

car, waist high. As the end of the

car is filled, the end section of the

TwinVeyor is removed. The line is

successively shortened until one

end of the car is completely loaded.

Attachment of the four other sec-

tions of the car loading kit extends

the line to the left hand end of the

car and is similarly shortened as

loading proceeds. With both ends

loaded, the center section is loaded

from the end of the TwinVeyor.
Transposing the right and left

hand tubes in the assembly rever-

ses the flow of material, making the

unloading operation as easy as

loading. The dual tube sections are

easily handled. Attachment or re-

moval of a section takes one min-

ute. The speed of operation depends

to some degree upon the size,

weight, and shape of packages. The
bagged material shown in the illus-

tration is loaded or unloaded at

the rate of 30 bags per minute. The
TwinVeyor line will convey these

bags 90 feet per minute up a 15

per cent, grade.

New Automatic Light

and Power Unit

Towboats De Luxe
^HE towboats being placed in

service by the Mississippi Val-

ley Barge Line Company in its

newly established service between
New Orleans and Cincinnati are as

completely and modernly equipped

as many seagoing vessels. Four of

these boats have been built, two by
the Dravo Contracting Company of

Pittsburgh and two by the Chas.

Ward Engineering Works of Char-

leston, West Virginia.

These boats are 200 feet long and
40 feet wide, with a lower and two
super decks and a pilot house on the

fourth deck. On the third deck are

staterooms for the captain, owner,

chief engineer, and radio operator.

As indicative of the quality built

into these towboats, Plymetl, the

metal-faced structural plywood was
used for ceilings and doors, and
Haskelite was used for ceilings and
partitions in the crew's quarters.
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Clark TwinVeyor unloading bags. This equipment will move these bags at a rate of

90 feet per minute up a 15-degree slope.

The new Kohler H2-kilowatt autom.-itic set.

ELECTRICAL service making it

possible to burn for long peri-

ods a few lights on yachts or

other craft without stai-ting the el-

ectric plant is offered by the new
Kohler D-32, li^-kilowatt, 32-volt,

direct current unit which will be
shown January 16 to 24, at the New
York Motor Boat Show.

Designed to meet special needs
on yachts and other boats, a? well

as on railroads and in camps, re-

sorts and farm homes, the D-32 fur-

nishes small amounts of current
most economically and noiselessly,

from a small 2-tray rubber cell 32-

volt battery. A few lights can re-

main burning throughout the night
and still the plant remains silent.

However, when current is needed
for motors or heaters, or v;hen the

demand otherwise has reached 300
watts, the plant is started automat-
ically, the load is shifted from the
battery to the plant and power goes
directly from the generatm- to the

line. Likewise, when the load is re-

duced to aproximately 200 watts,

the engine stops and current for the

lights is again taken from the bat-

tery. The entire operation is auto-

matic. Lights, appliances, motors,

heaters, and other current consum-
ing devices are turned on as needed
and electricity up to a capacity of

fij-kilowatts is there. The battery

is charged automatically.

In addition, a model EP-36 (mar-
ine type) 1

' 2-kilowatt plant, used
as an auxiliary unit for battery

charging on yachts and other craft,

and a model D l'L>-kilowatt unit

will be shown in the Kohler exhibit.
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Gdited by H. C. McKinnon

Federal Yard to Build Panama-
Mail Liners. The Federal Ship-

building & Drydock Company,
Chester. Penn., has been awarded

contract by VV. R. Grace & Co., New
York, for four twin-screw combin-

ation mail, passenger, and cargo

steamers for the Panama Mail

Steamship Company, 2 Fine Street,

San Francisco, for operation be-

tween California ports and Puerto

Colombia, Colombia, via Central

American ports and the Panama
Canal. This yard was low bidder

for the work. The price is $3,850,-

000 for each vessel; hotel equip-

ment, furnishings, and decoration

will bring the total cost to over

$4,250,000 each. Time of delivery

is 20 month, 22 months, 24 months,

and 27 months, respectively. The

vessels are being built under the

terms of the Merchant Marine Act,

1928, and Ocean Mail Contract cov-

ering route No. 37.

The vessels were designed by

Gibbs & Co.x, Inc., naval architects,

1 Broadway, New York. The gener-

al characteristics are:

Length 508 ft.

Beam 72 ft.

Depth 39 ft.

Displacement, tons 16,800

Deadweight tonnage 7,500

Horsepower 14,000

Speed, knots 19

Fuel consumption per day, tons

90

Passengers:
First class • 222

Third class 64

Refrigerated cargo capacity,

tons 1000

The vessels are to be equipped

throughout with the latest type
General Electric Company machin-

ery, including steam turbines and

double reduction gears. The equip-

ment of these vessels will mark a

distinct forward step in marine

propulsion, following all the recent

improvements in land power instal-

lations. The power plants, genera-

ting steam at 400 pounds per
square inch pressure and at total

temperature of 750 degrees Fahr-

enheit, will have the highest pres-

sure and temperature of any Am-
erican passenger steamer.

The vesselswill be built in accord-

ance with all the latest require-

ments for safety of passengers and

their equipment will exceed the re-

quirements of the International

Convention for Safety of Life at

Sea, being what is known as two-

compartment ships, plus. In addi-

tion, they will have special water-

tight subdivisions between the boil-

er rooms and the machinery spaces.

The passenger accommodations
will be taken care of by public

rooms on the promenade deck, with

full size double-decked dining sa-

loon to be finished in California

Spanish type of architecture. The
location of the dining saloon on the

promenade deck is an innovation

in American ship design. Aft on

the promenade deck will be located

an open air night club with large

dance floor. Other rooms include

lounge and smoking room forward,

library and children's dining room
and play room, talking picture
equipment. The promenade over-

looks the open air sports deck,
which is equipped with a perman-

ent tiled swimming pool and gym-
nasium.

Every passenger room is a full

outside room, equipped through-

out with beds; and each room has

a private bath and toilet. There are

six suits de luxe, with trunk room
and special accommodations for
maids and chauffeurs. The vessels

will be equipped throughout with

especially designed ventilating and
cooling system for comfort of pas-

sengers in tropical waters.

These vessels represent a great

stride forward in design and ac-

commodation for vessels trading

between Pacific Coast ports and
ports of Central and South Amer-
ica and should be instrumental in

causing of great increase in travel

and commerce between North and
South America. The ports of call

are as follows: San Francisco, Los
Angeles Harbor, Mazatlan (Mexi-

co), Champerico and San Jose (Gua-

temala), Acajutla and La Libertad

(Salvador), Corinto (Nicaragua),

Punto Arenas (Costa Rica), Balboa

and Cristobal (Panama Canal),

Cartagena and Puerto Colombia

(Colombia), Havana (Cuba), and
New York. The transit time is 20

days eastbound and 19 days west-

bound.

Asks for New Lightship. The
Municipalities of Vancouver and
New Westminster, British Colum-
bia, have filed a request with the

Federal government at Ottawa for

the construction of a modern light-

ship to be equipped with diaphone
and radio beacon, to be stationed

at the end of the jetty.

Bids Opened for Lighthouse Ten-
der. Bids were opened December 17

at the San Francisco Office of the

Bureau of Lighthouses for the con-

struction of a twin-screw tender

for use on San Francisco Bay and
tributary territory.

Hull bids were submitted as fol-

lows:

Moore Dry Dock Co., $139,949 and
210 days;

General Engineering & Drydock Co.,

$141,455 and 285 days;

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp.,

$149,780 and 240 days;

Los Angeles Shipbuilding & Dry-
dock Corp., $155,000 and 300

days

;

Lake Washington Shipyards, $156,-

000.

Bids for supplying the d i e s e 1

power plant were:
Atlas-Imperial Diesel Engine Co.,

$40,288 and 120 days;

Winton Engine Corp., $42,2-50 and
165 days;

Superior Engine Co., $47,745 and
160 days;

King-Knight Co., $49,335 and 100

days.

The vessel will have a length over-

all of 121 ft. 4 in.; length at water
line of 111 ft. 8 in.; beam molded
25 ft.; minimum depth 9 ft.; and
draft of 6 ft. 8 in. She will be of

323 tons displacement.

The power plant will consist of

two 240-horsepower, 350 revolut-

ions per minute diesel engines to

give a speed of 9' 2 knots. Accom-
modations will be provided for a

crew of 16, including officers, and
the vessel will be equipped with the

most modern electrical appliances.
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New Type Log Barge Developed by

W. C. Nickum

From the office of W. C. Nick-

um, Seattle naval architect, comes
the announcement of a revolution-

ary type of steel log- barge designed

to replace ocean going rafts of the

types developed along the coast for

hauling logs from Nehalem and
Tillamook bays and the Columbia
River to Grays Harbor and as far

south as San Diego.

Contract for the construction was
awarded to the Marine Construc-

tion Company of Seattle on a low

bid of about $85,000.

The design is patented by Mr.
Nickum and calls for a steel barge

to be constructed on the Isherwood
combination system, with over-all

dimensions of 180 ft. length, 50 ft.

beam, and 15 ft. depth, with a load-

ed draft of 11 ft. The barge will

have a capacity of from 500,000 to

600,000 ft. of logs, depending on
sizes carried. The barge will have
five transverse water-tight bulk-

heads and a centerline water bal-

last tank. The deck will be sheath-

ed with 5-inch fir.

Double stockless anchors will be
carried forward, handled by a

steam winch. The entire space be-

tween the space for windlass on the
bow and the small deckhouse aft

will be given over to logstorage, ac-

commodating logs up to 140 ft. in

length, all carried as a deck load
and bound with the usual chain
and cable gear. A 25-ton Ohio Lo-
comotive Co. steam crane will tra-

vel along the center of the barge on
rails, for loading and be arranged
so it can be tied down on the aft

end of the track, which runs above
the deck. Flexible couplings be-

tween the donkey boiler of the

crane will supply steam to two cen-

trifugal ballast pumps and the

windlass for the anchor, and one
aft for handling the chain drag
gear used to steady the barge over
the bars. One hundred fathoms of

chain will be carried in the lower

part of the aft deckhouse for this

purpose. Two large rudders, oper-

ated by hand screw gear, will be

used for maneuvering in close
ciuarters. Accommodations for the

crew of six men are located on the

upper part of the aft deckhouse.

The chief saving of handling oc-

ean going log movements in this

type of a barge is shown to be in

the fact that an ordinary 500-600

horsepower diesel tug will tow more
than twice the number of logs at

twice the speed of an average sea-

going raft. Speed is given at from
5 to 7 knots, fully loaded, with the

average size tug operating from
Grays Harbor to Nehalem bay. Ap-

proximately 8 hours will be requir-

ed to load and four to unload the

barge.

The Allman Hubble Tug Co. of

Aberdeen has been given the con-

tract to tow this barge, and Grays
Harbor lumber mill has contracted

to use it, with the provision that

a duplicate barge of this type will

be constructed three months after

the first one is completed. A syn-

dicate of Grays Harbor shipping

and lumber firms has been formed

to build this and other barges of

this type, headed by Albert Schu-

bach.
'

Bids Called on Pilot Boat. Ten-

ders will be opened January 7 at

the office of the General Manager
of the Los Angeles Harbor Depart-

ment, 405 Branch City Hall, San
Pedro, Calif., for construction of a

diesel-powered pilot boat. The boat

is to be 58 ft. 6 in. length over-all,

15 ft. beam, 7 ft. 6 in. draft, and
powered with a 300-horsepower die-

sel engine to give a speed of 15

knots.

Bids Opened on Lighthouse Ten-

ders for East Coast. Tenders were
received at the office of the United

States Lighthouse Service, Wash-

ington, D. C. on December 10 and 16

for the construction of two light-

house tenders. One of these is to

be of the Violet class, 170 ft. over-

all, 32 ft. molded beam, 8 ft. 6 in.

draft; powered by two vertical,

triple expansion, surface-condens-

ing engines.

Hampton Roads Shipbuilding

Corp., was low bidder for the Vio-

let-class tender, submitting prices

of $344,975 and $343,975, respect-

ively. Other bids ranged from $360,-

000 to $471,968.

Low bid for the construction of

the tender Cherry was submitted by

Leathern D. Smith Dock Co., $84,900,

and $82,500 for an additional boat.

Low bid for the diesel engine in-

stallation was submitted by the At-

las-Imperial Diesel Engine Co. of

Oakland, Calif., at $16,247 for one
boat. Cummins Engine Company
submitted low bid of $4957 for one
boat for the auxiliarv machinery.

New Boatyard Planned. The Vic-

toria Motor Boat and Repair Works
has filed plans with the Dominion
Minister of Public Works and the

Victoria Land Registery office at

Victoria, British Columbia, for a

proposed marine railway to be built

in Victoria Harbor.

Steel log barse for ocean service designed by W. C. Nickum of Seattle.

Largest Repair Job Awarded.
Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., Un-
ion Plant, San Francisco, has been

awarded one of the largest repair

jobs ever let on the coast. This is

repairs to the Richfield Oil Com-
pany's tanker Tamiahua which
grounded near Pescadero on the

California Coast November 6 and
was floated by Merritt-Chapman &
Scott Corp. on November 25.

The contract calls for renewing
of 210 bottom plates, overhauling

the machinery, boilers, and pipe

lines, and other incidental repairs.

A crew of 300 additional men has

been put to work at the Potrero

Plant and Hunter's Point dry-dock;

and the estimated cost of the work
is $550,000 and 115 calendar days.

The work of floating this tanker

was ably performed by the salvage

company and is described on an-

other page of this issue. The tank-

er, which is 500 ft. long, 71.2 ft.

beam, and 31.2 ft. depth, is said to

have been insured for about
$1,600,000.



Refrijrerated Bait Boat Building.

—Harbor Boat Buildiny: Company,
Terminal Island, San Pedro, Cali-

fornia, recently started construc-

tion of a 125-foot refrigerated bait

boat for John Zuanich and Tony
Zankich, who fish for the Southern
California Fish Corporation. The
craft is to be powered with a 500-

horse-power Western - Enterprise
diesel engine, with two 80-horse-

power auxiliary engines. Two 15-

ton refrigerating units will be in-

stalled. The vessel is scheduled for
completion in April and will cost
about $100,000.

St. Helens Shipbuilding Com-
pan}% Portland, Oregon, was award-
ed contract for overhauling and re-

pairing the lighthouse tender Hea-
ther on a bid of $35,500.

Bids Called from Private Yards
for Naval Cruiser. — Secretary of
the Navy Charles Francis Adams on
December 22 issued specifications
for the construction of Light Cruis-
er No. 37 to private American ship-
yards, and bids will be opened at
the office of the Navy Department,
Washington, D.C., on Februarv 11,

1981.

Light Cruiser 37 will be a sister

ship of the New Orleans class. The
New Orleans is now under con-
struction at the New York Navy
Yard. Funds for the construction
are provided in the budget for the
fiscal year 1932 presented to Con-
gress. The limit of cost allowed for
these cruisers is $17,000,000. Plans
and specifications were prepared at
the New York Navy Yard.

Steel Barge Ordered. Bethlehem
Shipbuilding Corp., Union Plant,
San Francisco, has an order from
the Inter-Lsland Steam Navigation
Co., Honolulu, for an all-steel barge
of 1000 tons capacity, to cost about
$65,000.

Yard Busy on Seiners. Baibee
Drydock and Shipbuilding Co., Se-
attle is completing two purse sein-
ers with over-all dimensions 56 by
15.4 by 11 ft., to be powered with
diesel engines, reported to be of a
new type designed by A. C. Estep,
formerly with the Washington Iron
Works, and designer of their Wash-
ington diesel, formerly known as
the Washington-Estep diesel. One
of the purse seiners is being built
for Dome Moskovita of Bellingham
and Richard D. Suryan of Ana-
cortes.

This yard will also begin work

in January on a 76 by 18 by 12 ft.

cannery tender for Davis Bros, of
Alaska, also to be diesel powered.

Tacoma Yard Completes Freight-
er—Starts Yacht. Mojean and Eric-
son, Tacoma shipbuilders, have fin-

ished the second small Sound-type
freighter for Tacoma interests, this

one being a 65 by 25 ft. flat bottom
freight and passenger ship of 200
tons capacity for John Manson, op-
erator of the line between Tacoma
and Vashon Island. A compound
steam engine and a water-tube boil-

er give this boat 10 knots speed;
and she will be used for the winter
service of the company.

This yard also secured the con-
tract to build a pleasure schooner
50 by 13 ft. for Fred E. Clark of
Seattle. The ship will be built of
Alaska cedar and oak. with two
tall fir spars. A 100-horsepower
Hall-Scott gas engine with reduct-
ion gear will be her auxiliary pow-
er. She will have a speed of 10 knots.
Two cabins and a modern galley
with oil burning range will pro-
vide living accommodations.

New Purse Seiner. J. M. Martin-
ac Shipbuilding Co. of Tacoma com-
pleted hull 42 in December, a 74 by
18 by 8.9 ft., diesel-driven purse
seiner for Joe Alioto of Monterey,
California. A 135 -horsepower
Washington diesel gives the ship 10
knots speed.

Fishing Vessels Building. Camp-
b e 1 1 Machine Co., San Diego, is

building a 117-foot tuna fishing ves-

sel for Mariano Crivello of San Di-

ego. The craft will have a beam of
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22 feet and depth of 11 feet and
will cost about $95,000.
Another San Diego firm, the San

Diego Marine Construction Co., has
an order from Jose Januari for a
100-foot clipper bow tuna fishing
vessel which will cost about $75,000.

Al Larson, boat builder of San
Pedro, is building a 120-foot fish-
ing vessel for Captain Manuel Med-
ina, prominent fisherman of San
Diego. This yard has been very
busy for the past few months on
jobs for various fishing interests.
A 125-foot cruiser for the Southern
California Fish Corp., to cost $100,-
000 is under construction; also an
85-foot purse-seiner for John Brac-
ich and Nick Vojocich.

Orders in Prospect for Boatyards.
It is reported from Southern Cali-
fornia fishing centers that several
orders for modern, high speed fish-
ing craft will be let shortly, among
the orders under consideration are
one to be placed by W. E. Ash for a
90-foot vessel; one by Mr. Ozawa
for a 120 - foot, 480 - horsepower
fishing craft, which is reported to
be scheduled for the San Diego Mar-
ine Construction Co.

All-Steel Tugboat. The Manitowoc
Shipbuilding Corp., Manitowoc,
Wis., has an order for a 115-foot
steel tug to be powered with .steam
turbines connected to the propeller
through reduction gears and devel-
oping 850 horsepower. Babcock &
Wilcox boiler is to be installed. The
tug will have a beam of 26 feet and
depth of 15 feet.

Federal Quarantine Tug. General
Engineering & Dry Dock Co., Oak-

Steel oil barge recently completed by Lake Wiishington Shipyard for the Foss Tug and
Barge Company of Seaule and Tacoma. This barge will be used around Puget Sound,
transferring oil to the smaller ports, and is the first of its type to operate on the Sound.

It has a capacity of 7500 barrels and is equipped with Northern pumps.
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land. Calif., wa.s awarded contract

by the United States Public Health

Service, Quarantine Division, San
Francisco, for the construction of

a boarding tug for San Francisco

Bay service. The craft is to be 60 ft.

10 in. over-all length, 15 ft. beam,

7 ft. 2 in. depth; and will be power-

ed by a 120-horsepower Fairbanks-

Morse diesel engine.

Snagboat for Canadian Service.

The Prince Rupert Drydock & Ship-

yard, Prince Rupert, B. C, has an

order from the Dept. of Public
Works of Canada for a wooden,

stern-wheel river snagboat which
will take the engine from the snag-

boat Bobolink. The new hull will be

100 ft. length, 29 ft. beam.

Two Orders Entered. Charleston

Drydock & Machinery Co., Charles-

ton, South Carolina, has recently

entered an order for an all-welded

steel ferryboat for the Seaboard
Air Line, Seaboard Bldg., Norfolk,

Va., this yard is also building an
all-welded steel yacht, owner not

named.
The ferryboat is for operation on

the Savannah River in place of the

Summer Girl. It will be 64 ft. 6 in.

long, 22 ft. width, 8 ft. depth and
will be powered with a diesel engine
connected to a single screw.

Wharf Barge Building. The How-
ard Shipyards & Dock Company,
Jeffersonville, Ind., has an order
from the City of Peoria, Illinois,

for a terminal wharf barge to be
230 feet long, 45 ft. beam, and 8

ft. deep, with a steel deckhouse 205
ft. long. Cost 163,733.

Lake Washington Shipyards,
Houghton, Wash., recently complet-
ed the rebuildiing of the ferryboat
Quilcene (ex-City of Bellingham)
at a cost of about $35,000 for the
Paget Sound Navigation Company
for operation between Seattle and
Port Townsend. Her cabin has been
rebuilt and refurnished and her
engines rebuilt to give her a speed
of 14 knots. Accommodations for
45 automobiles have been arranged.
In fact, the vessel's appearance has
been totally changed and she is

practically like a new ship.

This yard is now engaged in cer-

tain changes and betterments to

the ferryboat Leschi, which include
the installation of new propeller
shaft, 800-horsepower Washington
diesel engine, and deepening of the
hull to accommodate the diesel en-
gine.

Will Sell Ships for Scrapping. The
offer of the Union Shipbuilding

Company of Baltimore received in

December for the purchase of 45

steel cargo steamers of the Board's
laid up fleet to be scrapped was
accepted by the Shipping Board.
The offer, which was the highest

received in response to the Board's

advertisement for bids, amounted
to $384,960. The 45 vessels aggre-

gate 357,560 deadweight tons. All

the vessels must be completely dis-

mantled and scrapped within a per-

iod of two years.

Diesel-Electric Oil Barye. Sun
Shipbuilding Company, Chester,

Penn., has an order from the Atlan-

tic Refining Co.. 260 South Broad
Street, Philadelphia, for a diesel-

electric, self-propelled barge to be
190 ft. between perpendiculars, 34

ft. beam. 12 ft. depth. The power
plant will consist of three 150-

horsepower Cooper-Bessemer diesel

engines connected to electric gen-

erators, supplying power to a 400-

horsepower main propulsion motor.
The hull will be welded and will

have capacity of 7000 gallons of oil.

Contract for Ferryboat. The Un-
ited Drv Docks, Inc., Staten Island

Plant. Staten Island, N. Y.. has re-

ceived contract from the Depart-
ment of Plant and Structure City

of New York, on a low bid of $941,-

000, for a ferryboat which is to be

similar to the Dongan Hills. The
craft will be 267 ft. over-all. 66 ft.

beam, 12 ft. 9 in. loaded draft. She
will be powered with double com-
pound engines developing 4000 in-

dicated horsepower and giving her

a speed of 12 knots. Four water-

tube boilers will supply steam. Keel

will be laid about the middle of Jan-

uary. Seating capacity for 1650 per-

sons is to be provided and the main
deck will carry 32 vehicles.

Bids Called on Combination
Steamship. Bids will be opened at

the office of Naval Architect Theo-

dore E. Ferris, 30 Church Street,

New York, on January 5 for the

construction of a twin-screw, com-
bination passenger and freight

steamer for the Red D Line (At-

lantic & Caribbean Steam Naviga-

tion Co.) 140 Wall Street, New
York.
The vessel is to be 348 ft. 10 in.

over-all, 336 ft. between perpendic-

ulars, 51 ft. beam, 18 ft. draft. She
is to be powered with single reduc-

t i o n geared turbines developing

3500 horsepower. Steam is to be
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sujiplied by oil-fired, water-tube
boilers at 275 pounds per square
inch pressure and 100 degrees Fah-
renheit superheat. The vessel will

have accommodations for 113 in

first-class and 24 in second-class

and will have a speed of about 13

knots. She is to be similar to the

steamship Caracas.

Two New Ferryboats for New
York. Todd Dry Dock, Engineering
& Repair Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., was
low bidder December 8 for con-

structing two double-end ferryboats

for the Department of Plant and
Structure of the City of New York.

The vessels are to be 151 ft. long,

53 ft. over guards, 36 ft. 7 in. mold-

ed beam, 14 ft. 3 in. molded depth,

with two vertical compound steam
engines developing 850 horsepower.

Three yards bid for this work as

follows: Todd, $774,620; John W.
Sullivan Co., $804,700; United Dry
Docks, Inc., $816,000.

Freight Vessels Planned. Accord-
ing to reports from the East Coast,,

Thomas D. Bowes, naval architect

with offices at Chestnut and Fifth

Streets, Philadelphia, is completing

plans and specifications for three

bulk freighters to be powered by
diesel engines. The freighters are

to be 335 feet long, 54 feet beam,
20 feet depth and with propulsion

plant of 1000 horsepower.

Bids Asked on Patrol Boats. The
office of the United States Coast

Guard, Treasury Department, Wash-
ington, D. C, will open bids Janu-
ary 5 for the construction of five,

si.x, or seven offshore patrol boats.

These craft are to be 165 feet long,

25 ft. 3 in. beam, and powered with
twin diesel engines developing 1300

shaft horsepower.

U. S. Navy Yard, Mare Island,

Calif., has received an appropria-

tion to repair the destroyers Clax-

ton and Jacob Jones which were
damaged in collision off San Diego
during recent maneuvers. The work
will total $82,000.

The Navy Yard is building four

target rafts at a total cost of
$70,000.

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp.,

Union Plant, San Pedro Works, re-

cently completed repairs to the
Grace Line steamer Charcas cost-

ing about $100,000. The vessel
grounded off point Firmin and was
extensively damaged.



The following Report Covers the Shipbuilding Work in Progress at the

Leading Shipyards of the United States as of December 1, 1930

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORP.. Ltd.

Union Plant, San Francisco

Hull 5347, steel barge for Young Bros.,

Ltd.. Honolulu, Hawaii; 17?x44xll ft.;

keel 2/20/31 est.

Hull 5348, same as above; keel 2/20/31
est.

Not named, hull 5349, steel tug for

Young Bros., Ltd.. Honolulu; 129'3"

L.O.A.: 28 beam: 15 draft; Fairbanks-Morse
750 I.H.P. dicscl cngs.; keel 2/25/31 est.

CRAIG SHIPBUILDING CO.,

Long Beach, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: F. W. Philpot.

Velero III, hull 153, twin-screw, all-steel

cruiser for G. Allan Hancock, Los Angeles;
193' L.O.A.; 190' L.W.L.; 30' beam; 11'9"

mean draft; two 6-cyl., 850-S.H.P. Winton
diesel engs.; I5|^ knots speed; 9500 mi.

cruising radius; keel June 16/30.

GENERAL ENGINEERING & DRY
DOCK CO.

Oakland, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: A. Wanner.
Saranac, No. 23, diesel - electric cutter

Pacific Coast
for U.S. Coast Guard; 250x42x15 ft.; West-
inghouse turbines and motors; 3000 S.H.P.;

keel 11/16/29; launched 4/12/30; deliv-

ered 9/20/30.
Shoshone, hull No. 24, same as above;

keel 3/15/30; launched 9/11/30.
Not named, boarding tug for Quaran-

tine Division, Public Health Service, San
Francisco; 60'10" over-all; 15 beam; 7'2"

depth; 120 H.P. Fairhanks-Morse diesel

eng.

JOHNSON SHIPBUILDING CO.
329 Willow Street, Seattle, Wash.

Purchasing Agent: Geo. H. McAteer.
Job 63, one heavy framed pile puller,

K.D,, for Alaska Pacific Salmon Corp.

PRINCE RUPERT DRYDOCK &
SHIPYARD

Prince Rupert, B.C.

Purchasing Agent: H. L. Taylor.

C.N. No. 109, hull 36, steel car barge for

Canadian National Railways; 279 L.B.P.;

42 beam; 12'3" depth; cap. 17 loaded
freight cars; 3 tracks; 2 st. capstans, anchor
windlass; keel 7/31/30; launch 12/9/30
est.; deliver 12/21/30 est.

Twelve wooden lifeboats for Canadian

National Steamships, Ltd.; 28x8'6"x3'6";
deliver Dec. -Jan.
Not named, vee-bottom wooden pleasure

cruiser for L. W. Kengin, Prince Rupert:
34 L.B.P.: 8 beam; 2'9" depth; 10 knots

speed; 34-B,H.P. Redwing eng.; keel

11/1/30.
Bobolink, hull 38, wooden stern-wheel

river snagboat hull for Dept. of Public

Works of Canada; 100 L.B.P.: 29 beam;
engs. from old Bobolink; keel 12/8/30; de-

hver 3/8/31 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Bremerton, Wash.

Louisville, hght cruiser CL-28 for Unit-
ed States Navy; 10,000 tons displacement;

keel July 4/28; launched 9/1/30; deliver

Mar. 13/31 est.

Astoria, light cruiser CL-34, same as

above; keel 9/1/30; deliver 4/1/33 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Mare Island, Calif.

Chicago, light cruiser CL-29 for United
States Navy; 10,000 tons displacement;

launched 4/10/30; deliver 3/13/31 est.

V-6, submarine SC-2 for U. S. Navy;
launched 3/15/30; deliver 9/10/30 est.

Repairs, Pacific Coast
BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,

LTD., Union Plant

Drydock. paint, misc. repairs: Oregon,
Silvermaple, Charcas. Nora, Brunswick,

Cathwood, Saramacca. Tashmoo. John
Bakke, Golden Cross, H. T. Harper, Vir-

ginia, President Grant. Caspar. Moctezuma,
Pennsylvania, barge Piru, Redline, tug Sea
Witch, ferryboat Coronado. Pipe repairs:

Pacific Grove. Japanese Prince, Saxon Star,

Harry Luckenbach. Repairs in chill room:
Covena. 100 valves, guards, studs, etc.:

Mojave, Lebec. Pump repairs: Warwick.
Boiler repairs: Shabonee. Telemotor re-

pairs: Antietam. Steering engine repairs:

Irisbank. One tailshaft: "Tashmoo. Repairs
to damaged std. LP. turbine: Maui. Dry-
docked for survey: Tamiahau. One man-
ganese bronze blade: Maunalei. Repair
damages to deck house: Golden Dawn,

Golden Coast. Misc. repairs: Caliche. Sil-

vercedar, Pacific Trader, Spondilus. Lio,

Mojave, Dio. Alamah. Tecumseh, John
Bakke, Ario, City of Vancouver, Silver

Maple, President Grant. San Mateo, Makua,
Sunname. Makura, Moctezuma, La Perla,

Irisbank, J. B. Stetson, Manukai, President

Monroe. H. F. Alexander.

JOHNSON SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Seattle, Wash.

Caulked, new deck and rail plank: Reed
Mill Scows Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4. Misc. re-

pairs on tugs, etc.

LAKE WASHINGTON SHIPYARDS,
Houghton, Wash.

Reconstruction of hull and house to ac-

commodate new diesel engines on ferry

Leschi. Power changed from steam, side-

wheel propelled to diesel. stern-wheel pro-

pelled; 800 H.P. Washington Diesel en-

gine installed in 180 ft. vessel, necessitating

increasing of depth.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK CO.,

Oakland, Calif.

Drydock, paint, misc. repairs: schr. May-
fair, Santa Fe Barge No. 3, Northern Light.

Drydock for survey: Eureka. Drydock,
clean, paint; Alaskan (also misc. caulking

and welding), American (also rewood rud-

der, gudgeons, misc. engine repairs). West-
ern Pac. Barge No. 1 (also renew hull

planking and fenders where necessary,

caulk hull). Edwin Christenson (also re-

pack stern gland, caulk misc. rivets in

shell). Maunalei (remove and fair misc.

damaged plates in way of No. 1 tank, caulk

and weld misc. rivets, seams, etc.; remove
propeller, drew tail shaft for examination,
rewood inboard and outboard bearing, re-

pack stern gland, overhaul sea valves, etc.)

Saginaw (also caulk misc. seams, renew
wood in rudder trunk, install misc. graving

pieces, draw tailshaft for examination and
remove and install new tailshaft), Tulsagas

The Richfield tanker Tamiahu.i. now undergoing repairs at the Union Pliint of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation, after stranding

near Pcscadero Point. Due to the rough weather encountered it was necess.-ry to rig a high line from the bow of the vessel to the shore

a distance of 900 feet. The illustration shows the tanker in the surf with the lines and the shear legs on the shore end.
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(also caulk and weld misc. rivets in shell,

overhaul sea valves, repack stern gland),

Pennsylvanian (install fairwatcr plates on

rudder post, caulk and weld misc. seamsin

rivets, remove propeller blade and renew

studs, repack stern jjl'ind, wedge wear down
of tail shaft). Willkcno (also caulk misc.

rivets and seam), Frank M. Coxe (also over-

haul sea valves, repack stern gland, tighten

up on propeller nuts). Golden Tide (also

repack stern gland, test propeller nuts, test

pintles, misc. caulking and welding of shell

rivets and seam, drew tail shaft for examina-

tion, rewood stern bearing). Marsodak (also

repack stern gland, overhaul sea valves and
boiler valves, recondition pintles, renew
zinc plates, recondition anchor chain).

Golden Dragon (also misc. engine repairs),

Kansan (misc. repairs), Hoquiam (also

misc. hull caulking and repairs), Oregonian
(also engine depth repairs). Drydock for

general hull repairs: Dauntless.

PRINCE RUPERT DRYDOCK &
SHIPYARD, Prince Rupert, B.C.

Minor repairs not requiring ducking: stmr.

Prince William. Docked, cleaned, painted,

and misc. hull and engine repairs: 7 fish-

ing boats. Misc. hull and engine repairs:

18 fishing boats.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Bremerton, Wash.

Misc. repairs and docking: Saratoga, Lex-
ington, Elliot, Twiggs, Neches. Misc. re-

pairs incident to operation as district craft:

Mahopac, Tatnuck, Swallow, Challenge,
Pawtucket, Sotoyomo.

Atlantic, Lakes, Rivers
AMERICAN BRIEM3E COMPANY

Pittsburgh, Penn.

Purchasing Agent: W. G. A. Millar.

Ten coal barges for own account, 175x
26x11 ft.; ? delivered JuIy/30.
AMERICAN SHIP BUILDING CO.

Cleveland, Ohio
Purchasing Agent: C. H. Hirsching.
Hull 808. dump scow for Great Lakes

Dredge fe? Dock Co.; 223 L.B.P.; 42'4"

beam; 15 depth; 1500 cu. yards cap.; keel

1/1/31 est.; deliver 3/31 est.

BATH IRON WORKS
Bath. Maine

Malaina, hull 128, steel yacht; B. T. Dob-
son, designer; owner not named: 168 L.B.P.:

26 beam; 9 draft; twin Winton diesel

engs.: 1600 I.H.P.
Trudione, hull 138, steel yacht, owner

not named; 190 L.O.A. 154 L.W.L.; 26
beam; two 800 B.H.P. Bessemer diescls;

keel 6/10/30.
Aras. hull 139, diesel yacht, Hugh J.

Chisholm, 243'9" L.O.A. 227'3" L.W.L.;
36 beam; 2r7" depth; 2 Winton 1100
B.HP. diesel engs; keel 3/19/30; launch
12/8/30 est.; deliver 12/23/30 est.

Helene, Hull 140, twin-screw diesel

yacht for Chas. E. Sorensen; 146 ft. length;

keel 8/1/30.
Caroline, hull 141, twin-screw diesel

yacht, owner not named, 286 ft. length; 3000
H.P. diesel eng.; keel 9/1/30.

Ilhnoi.s, hull 142. trawler for Red
Diamond Trawling Co.; 132' L.O.A.; 24
beam; 14 depth; 500 B.H.P. Fairbanks-
Morse diesel eng.; keel 10/15/30; launch
3/20/31 est.: deliver 4/25/3 1 est.

Maine, hull 143, sister to above; keel

10/18/30; launch 3/20/31 est.; deliver
4/25/31 est.

Not named hull 144, twin screw, diesel

yacht for Henry J. Gielow, Inc., 25 West
43rd St., New York; 155'2" L.O.A.; 150
L.W.L.; 26 beam; 8'6" draft; 2 Bessemer
diesel engs.: 550 B.H.P. ea.: keel 10/6/30.
Not named, hull 145, diesel-electric yacht

for Geo. M. Pynchon, New York; 140
LB. P.; 24'10" beam: 8'6" draft; 14 knots

speed; two 400- HP, dicsci engs.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION, FORE

RIVER PLANT,
Quincy, Ma^i.

Northampton, light cruiser CL-26, for

United States Navy; 10,000 tons displace-

ment; launch Sept. 7/29 est.

Portland, light cruiser CL-33, same
as above: deliver 8/15/32 est.

Borinquen, hull 1432, steel passenger
vessel for New York and Porto Rico Steam-
ship Co.; 7050 gross tons; keel 1/20/30;
launched 9/24/30; deliver Jan. 1/31 est.

Virginia Sinclair, hull 1438. steel tanker
for Sinclair Navigation Co.; 6400 gross tons;

launched 10/9/30.
Not named, hull 1439, sister to above.

Monterey, hull 1440. steel express pas-

senger steamer for Oceanic Steamship Co.
(Matson Nav. Co.) San Francisco; 17,500
gross tons.

Mariposa, hull 1441, sister to above.

Not named, hull 1447, sister to ,ibovc.

Not named, ferryboat for City of Boston;

172 ft. long; 172'4" over guards; 40'8"

beam; 16'10" depth; 2 comp. steam eng.;

Scotch boilers; 11' dia. x 13'; 150 lbs. work-
ing pressure.

Not named, hull 1444, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail
Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34

depth; 24 loaded draft; 171/2 knots speed;

10,940 tons displacement: 7200 gr. tons

turho-electric propulsion; 10.500 I.H.P.

Not named, hull 1445, sister to above.

Not named, hull 1446, sister to above.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,
LTD.,

Baltimore, Md.
Hulls 4268-4273, six steel oil barges for

Lake Transport Corp.: 4271 launched 5/22/-

30: 4270 launched 6/20/30; 4272 launched
6/27/30: 4268 launched 7/20/30; 4273
launched 9/10/30.

Hull 4274. steel carfloat for Central R R.

of New Jersey; launched 9/26/30.
Hulls 4275-4276, two steel barges for

Merchant &? Miners Transp. Co.; launched
7/24/30.

Hulls 4277-4278. two .steel barges for

Baltimore and Ohio R.R.; launched 9/19-

9/29/30.
Hull 4279. steel dredge for Elliott Ma-

chine Corp.: launched 10/20/30.
Not named, hull 4280, steel oil tanker for

Gulf Refining Co.

Not named, hull 4281, same as above.

CHARLESTON DRYDOCK &
MACHINERY CO.,

Charleston. S.C.

One all-wcldcd steel lighter for stock; 85x
26x6 ft.: keel JuIy/30.

One all-welded steel ferryboat for the

Seaboard Air Line.

One all-welded steel yacht, owner nut

named.
COLLINGWOOD SHIPYARDS, Ltd.

Collingwood, Ontario.

Purchasing Agent. E. Podmore.
Hull 86, lock gate lifter for Dept. of Rail-

ways and Canals of Canada (Welland
Canal); 90 by 66 by 26 ft.; designed to lift

pates weighing 500 short tons; keel 12/28/-
29: launched 10/7/30; deliver 11/5/30 e.st.

Repairs: Drydock. port and starboard bow
dam.TPe repairs, 10 ft. new stem fitted, one
propeller blade replaced: stmr. locolitc. Dry-
docked, bottom, port and starboard side

damage repairs: stmr. Canatco.

CONSOLIDATED SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION

Morris Heights, N. Y.

Hull 2962, 80ft. cruiser for J. T. Mc-

Millan, Detroit, 2 300 H.P. Speedway en-
gines.

Hull 2994, 81-foot commuter boat for N.
B. Woolworth; 2 300-H.P. Speedway en-
gines.

DEFOE BOAT & MOTOR WORKS,
Bay City. Mich.

Purchasing Agent: W. E. Whitehouse.
Not named, bull 145, steel yacht, owner

not named: 108 L.BP.: 19'6" beam; 6 loaded
draft: 15 mi. speed; 130 D.W.T.; 400 I.H.P.
diesel eng.; keel 10/1/30.
Not named, hull 146, steel yacht, owner

not named; 126 L.BP.; 18 beam 6 loaded
draft; 18 mi. speed; 120 D.W.T.; 900 I.H.P.
diesel eng.; keel 11/15/30 est.

Not named, hull 147, steel yacht for E.

S. Close, Toledo; 106 L.B.P.; 17'6" beam;
6 loaded dr.aft; 14 M.P.H.; 98 D.W.T.;
300 I.H.P. diesel eng.; keel 11/25/30 est.;

launch 4/15/31 est.: deliver 5/1/31 est.

DRAVO CONTRACTING COMPANY,
Pittsburg, Pa., and Wilmington, DeL
Hulls 995-997 incl . three diesel stern-

wheel towboats for stock; 2 delivered.

Hulls 1046 to 1055 incl., 10 standard
stock barges I00x26x6'6": 1 delivered.

Hulls 1064-1065, two 50-ton whirlcr der-

rick boats for New York Central Railroad.

Hulls 1067-1072 incl., six misc. cargo

barges for stock; 130x30x8'6".
Hull 1073, 15-ton derrick boat for U.S.

Engineers Office, Pittsburgh.

Hulls 1074-1083 incL, 10 hopper type

steel coal barges for stock.

DUBUQUE BOAT & BOILER WORKS,
Dubuque, Iowa

Herbert Hoover, twin tunnel screw river

towboat for U.S. Army Engineers; 215 ft.

long. 42 ft. beam; two Mcintosh ii Sey-

mour diesel engs.; 2600 HP.
FEDERAL SHIPBUILDING & DRY

DOCK COMPANY
Kearny, N. J.

Purchasing Agent. R. S. Page.

W. S. Parish, hull 114. steam tanker

for Standard Shipping Co., New York; 525
L.B.P.; 74 beam; 28'6" loaded draft; 10.5

knots loaded speed; 18,000 D.W.T.; tur-

bine propulsion; HP. water-tube boilers,

keel 2/24/30; launched 10/11/30; delivered

11/26/30.
Hull 119, steel harbor barge for stock;

175x36xl2'7-l/8": keel 5/19/30.

HOWARD SHIPYARDS & DOCK
COMPANY,

Jeffersonville, Ind.

Purchasing Agent, W. H. Dickey.

One steel wharf barge for City of Rock
Island. 111.; 230x45x7'9": launched 11/3/30.
One terminal wharf barge for Citv of

Peoria. Ill: 230 x 45 x 8 ft,: steel deck-

house 205 ft, lung,

MANITOWOC SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION
Manitowoc, Wis.

Purchasing Agent, H. Mever.

Hull 261, car ferry for Milwaukee Ferry

Co. (Grand Trunk R.R.): 343x56x21'6"; 14

mi. speed; 2200 D.W.T.; 2 recip. steam

engs.; 3600 S.H.P.; 4 Scotch boilers, 14'6"

X 12'; keel 7/12/30; launched 11/25/30;
deliver 1/15/31 est.

Not named, hull 268, steel tug, owner
not named: 115 x 26 x 15 ft.; one Babcock
6? Wilcox boiler; 850 H.P. turbine with

reduction gear; keel 1/31 est.; deliver 5/31
est.

MARIETTA MANUFACTURING CO..
Point Pleasant, W. Va.

Purchasing Agent: S. C. Wilhelm.
William Dickinson, one twin screw boat

for Marquette Cement Co., Chicago; 124x
26x7'; 750 H.P. diesel eng.

One steel, diesel powered tug for U. S.
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Engineering Office, New Orleans: 65'6"i
17'x7'71/2".

Hull 266, drodRc for McWilliams Dredg-
ing Co.. 136x')4x9 ft.

MIDLAND BARGE COMPANY
Midland, Pa.

All-welded steel hargc for Inland Water-
ways Corp., 1016 Munitions Bldg., Wash-
ington, D.C.; 230 length on deck; 45 ft.

molded beam; 11 ft. molded depth, keel

laid.

Steel oil tanker for Victor Lynn Trans-
portation Co.; 210 gro. tons; keel 12/30.
Two barges for E. T. Slider, 120x30x

7'6".

Ten barges for U. S. Engineers, Rock
Island. Ill,: n0.x:4x'; ft.

NASHVILLE BRIDGE COMPANY,
Nashville, Tenn.

Purchasing Agent, R. L. Baldwin.
Hull 240, deck barge for Bedford Nu-

gent Co.; 100x26x6'6"; keel 8/15/30;
launched 9/17/30.

Hull 241, same as above; keel 8/28/30;
launched 9/26/30.

Hull 242, same as above; keel 8/30/30;
launched 10/1/30.

Hull 243, same as above; keel 9/4/30;
launched 10/6/30.

Hull 244. deck barge for stock; 100x26
x6'6": keel 10/20/30.

Hull 245, same as above; keel 11/6/30.
Hull 246, same as above; keel H/13/30.
Hull 247, same as above; keel 11/16/30.
Hull 248. pile driver for U.S. Engineers,

Memphis; 80 L.B.P.; 27 beam: 4 depth;
1 horizontal type boiler, 46" dia.. 2S'0"
length; keel 12/15/30 est.; launch 1/10/31
est.

Hull 249, ."same as above.

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING &
DRYDOCK COMPANY

Newport News, Va.
Purchasing Agent: Jas. Plummer, 233

Broadway, New York City.

Augusta, hull 324, light cruiser CL-31
for United States Navy; 10,000 tons dis-

placement; keel July 2/28; launched 2/1-
30; deliver Mar. 13/31 est.

Oriente. hull 3 38, passenger liner for
A.G.W.L Nav. Co., New York; 508 x
70'9" X 39'; 15,380 tons displ.; 16.000
S.H.P.; 20 knots speed; turbo-elec. drive;
keel. July 8/29; launched 5/15/30; deliv-
ered 11/20/30.

President Hoover.hull 339. passenger and
freight liner for Dollar Steamship Co., San
Francisco; 65 3 L.O.A.; 81 beam; 52 depth;
turbo-electric drive; 20 knots speeed; keel
3/25/30; launched 12/9/30; deliver 8/31
est.

Not named, hull 340, sister to above; keel
4/22/30; launch 2/31 est.

Florida, hull 342, passenger steamer
for Peninsular & Occidental S.S. Co.;
386'6" L.O.A.; 56'6" beam; 26'6'' depth;
geared turbine drive; I9I/2 knots speed; keel
9/2/30; launch 3/31 est.; deliver June/31
est.

Not named, hull 344, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail
Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A. ; 60 beam; 34
depth; 24 loaded draft; 17J/2 knots speed;
10.940 tons displacement; turbo-electric pro-
pulsion; 10,500 I.H.P.; keel 2/31 est.;

launch 9/31 est. deliver 1/32 est.

Not named, hull 345, sister to above; keel

3/31 est.; launch 11/31 est.; deliver 4/32
est.

Not named, hull 346, sister to above; keel
5/31 est.: launch 12/31 est.; deliver 7/32
est.-

Not named, hull 3 53, Aircraft Carrier
No. 4 for U.S. Navy Dept.; deliver Mar./34
est.

NEW YORK SHIPBUILDING CO.
Camden, N. J.

Purchasing Agent: J. W. Meeker.
Excalibur, hull 394, passenger and

cargo steamers for Export Steamship Corp.,
New York; 450x61'6"x42'3"; keel 11/4/29;
launched 8/5/30; deliver 12/15/30 est.

Exochorda, hull 395, sister to above; keel

11/25/29, launched 10/18/30; deliver

1/15/31 est.

Exeter, hull 396, .sister to above; keel

8/11/30; launch 3/1/31 est.

Excambion. hull 397, sister to above;
keel 10/25/30; launch 8/1/31 est.

Indianapolis, hull 399. light cruiser No.
35 for United States Navy; 10,000 tons
displacement: keel Mar. 31/30.
Not named, hull 405, passenger and cargo

vessel for United States Lines, New York;
666 L.B.P.; 86' beam: 32' loaded draft max.;
20 knots speed: 12,000 D.W.T.; geared tur-

bines, 30,000 S.H.P.; 6 B. y W. boilers;

keel 12/6/30; launch 12/1/31 est; deliver

6/32 est.

Not named, hull 406, passenger and car-

go vessel, same as nbcivc: keel spring/31 est.

THE PUSEY & JONES CORP.,
Wilmington, Del.

Purchasing Agent: James Bradford.

Hull 1046, four diesel-clcctric. single-

screw, harbor tugs for Erie Railroad Co.; 96
LB. P.: 26 beam: 13'9'' molded depth; 1000
H.P. diesel-electric prop.; delivery 8 months;
keels 3/27/30; launched Cleveland (No. 1)
7/24/30; delivered 10/23/30; Rochester
(No. 2) 7/30/30; No. 3, Scranton,
launched 10/4/30; deliver 12/15/30 est.;

No. 4. Olean, launched 10/8/30; deliver
12/15/30 est.

Avalon, hull 1047, twin screw diesel

yacht for Ogdcn L. Mills. New York; 175'5"
L.O.A.; 24 beam: 13'6" molded depth; two
600 B.H.P. dicsel engs.: keel 8/28/30.

Onika, hull 1048. twin screw diesel

houseboat for Edsel B. Ford, Detroit; 125
L.O.A.; 22 beam; 4'6" draft; two 250-H.P.
diesel engs.: keel 6/21/30; launched 11/20
/30; deliver 12/15/30 est.

Not named, hull 1049, two steel, .single-

screw, harbor tugs for stock; 92 L.B.P.;

23 beam: 12'6" loaded draft; steam eng.
1 Scotch boiler.

SUN SHIPBUILDING COMPANY,
Chester, Penn.

Purchasing Agent: H. W. Scott.

Northern .Sun, hull 131, single-screw, die-

sel tanker for Motor Tankship Corp.; 13.400
D.W.T.; keel 7/15/30; launch 1/20/31
est.; deliver 1/10/31 est.

Not named, hull 132, sister to above;
keel 8/21/30; launch spring/31 est.

Not named, hull 13 3, sister to above;
keel 9/17/30; launch spring/31 est.

Not named, hull 134, sister to above.
Not named, hull 13 5, sister to above.
Not named, hull 136, sister to above.
Brilliant, hull 127, single screw diesel

oil tanker for Standard Transp. Co.; 480 x
65'9" x 37': Sun-Doxford diesel eng.; keel

4/28/30; launched 11/5/30; delivered
11/15/30.
Comet, hull 128, sister to above: keel

5/17/30; launch 12/9/30 est.; deliver

12/30/30 e.st.

Daylight, hull 137, sister to above; keel
11/13/30.

Hull 138, diesel-electric barge for Atlan-
tic Refining Co.: 190x34x12 ft,

UNITED DRY DOCKS Inc.

Mariner's Harbor. N.Y.
Purchasing Agent: R. C. Miller.

Tompkinsville, hull 795, ferryboat for City
of New York: 267 L.O.A.; 66 beam; 13'9"

loaded draft; 12 knots speed; dbl. comp. eng.
4000 I.H.P.: 4 W.T. boilers: keel 12/19/29;
launched 9/11/30: delivered 11/20/30.
Not named, hull 797, coast guard cutter

for U.S. Coast Guard Service; 250 L.O.A.;
42 beam; 16 mi. loaded speed; turbo-elec-

tric; 3220 I. HP.; 2 W.T, boilers; keel
3/2/31 est.; launch 10/1/31 est.; deliver

2/1/32 est.

Not named, ferryboat for City of New
York, Dept. of Plant and Structure; 267
L.O.A.; 66 beam; 13'9" loaded draft; 12
knots speed; double comp. engs.; 4000
I. HP.; 4 W.T. boilers; keel 1/15/31 est.;

launch 6/1/31 est.; deliver 10/1/31 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
New York, N.Y.

New Orleans, light cruiser CL-32, for U.S.
Navy; 10,000 tons displacement; deliver

12/1/32 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Minneapolis, light cruiser CL-36, for U. S.

Navy; 10,000 tons displacement; deliver

9/1/3 3 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Portsmouth, Va.

V-5, submarine SC-1 for U. S. Navy;
deliver 6/1/30 est.

THE CHARLES WARD ENGINEER.
ING WORKS

Charleston, W. Va.
Purchasing Agent: E. T. Jones.

Louisiana, hull 85, turbo-clcctric. twin-
screw, tunnel towboat for Mississippi Valley
Barge Line Co., St. Louis: 200x40xl0'6";
keel 11/28/29; launched 10/8/30; deliver

12/21/30 est

Scott, hull No. 85, diesel-electric stern-

wheel towboat for U. S. Army Engineers,
Rock Island B" Huntington Districts: 90x
20x4'6" molded dimensions: keel 5/26/30;
launched 9/6/30; deliver 12/7/30 est.

Fort Armstrong, hull 86, same as above;
keel 6/17/30; launched 10/2/30; delivered
at Keokuk, Iowa, 11/20/30.

Henry A. Laughlin, hull 88, twin-screw,
tunnel type, steam propelled towboat for

the Vesta Coal Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.;

160 x 29'6" X 8'9"; keel 9/13/30.
Vesta, hull 89, sister to above; keel

10/9/30.

TRADE LITERATURE
California—A Guide to Newcom-

ers. One of the outstanding guide-

boolis of the year ha.s recently been
published by the Panama Pacific

Line for use in connection with ad-

vertising its all-water route from
Coast to Coast. The Book is hand-
somely printed by the rotogravure
process, with many fine pictures,

and has a vivid cover in colors. In

style it has a literary flavor with
apt quotations in verse under many
of the pictures. The author is Win-
field M. Thompson, well known
field agent of the line, and every
section of the state of interest to

the tourist is clearly and impartial-

ly described. Topics of interest

cover historical highlights, agricul-

tural and industrial information,

and places and objects of general

interest. Copies may be had on re-

quest.

Lewis-Shepard Floor Trucks—
This is a new catalog issued by the

Lewis-Shepard Co. of Boston, cov-

ering its new and complete line of

standard and special floor trucks.



Marine Insurance
Edited by James A. Quinby

The Voyage Insured

Deviation and Substitution of Voyages Under Marine Policies

-||- X THE early d a y s
,

I
wlu'n both shipowners

JLaiul hull underwriters

were venturing into unex-

plored territory, it was
customary to insure hulls

under what were known
as "voyage policies." Such
policies covered the ves-

sel either "from" or "at

and from." a given port or

place (known technically

as the terminus a quo) to

a certain named destina-

tion, called the terminus

ad quern. Any variation

from the customary or de-

scribed route, after the
voyage started, was called a deviation, and the under-

writer was relieved of liability for loss suffered after

the occurrence of a deviation. If a ship departed from
her route without the intention of achieving her origi-

nal destination, even by another route, the maneuver
was called a "change of voyage," and the underwriter

was discharged from all liability as from the date of

change.

If the ship never sails from the named port of de-

parture or if, before sailing from such port, her master

determines to proceed to some port other than the

named port of destination, the risk under the policy

never attaches.

Deviation Now Unimportant

At the present time, hull policies are customarily

time policies. A ship is insured from a certain date

to a certain date, for a period which is usually one cal-

endar year. Under such a policy, voyages and devia-

tions become irrelevant. In certain exceptional cases,

voyage policies may still appear in our modern prac-

tice. For example, the obsolete cruiser Missoula, re-

cently brought out of retirement and designed for the

scrap-heap, was doubtless insured under a voyage pol-

icy for her trip in tow from Puget Sound to San Fran-
cisco.

We must not assume that the voyage policy is a

thing of the past, however. All cargo policies are, in

the last analysis, voyage policies. Even the familiar

open or contract policy, by which the importer covers

all goods consigned to him, is merely a binding agree-

ment to issue a number of voyage policies, each of

The River Pilot Speaks

Oh, I'm tired of hearin' praises for these decp-sea'sailor men

With tugs to nurse 'em into port and pull "em out again,

And all the wide blue ocean for to mis-maneuver in.

I'd like to jcc some ?alty off-shore hero of renown

A'navigatin' tule fog to Sacramento town

With unseen land ten feet away, starboard, port, and down.

When you're passin' out your tributes and encomiums galore

Don't overlook the river man whose oft-repeated chore

Consists of layin' courses by the echoes from the shore.

J A. Q.

which, embodied in a so-

called "declaration," in-

cludes the description of

a voyage and its terminii.

In these voyage policies,

however, the danger of

deviation has been obvi-

ated by a provision com-
mon in modern cargo cov-

erage, to the effect that

in case of deviation the

goods will be held covered

upon the payment of a

suitable additional prem-

ium. With this clause in

his contract, the cargo

owner need not worry if

the ship should deviate.

The shipowner still has cause to worry, however, if

his vessel deviates from the voyage described in the
bill of lading, for, in spite of numerous protective
clauses, our courts have consistently frowned upon a
vessel which wanders from the straight and narrow
path of her agreed voyage. But this, of course, has
nothing to do with deviation liability under a cargo
policy.

Failure to Sail on Described Voyage

The failure to sail on the voyage described in the
policy, however, is not a mere deviation, and renders
the policy void. As provided in the Marine Insurance
Act of Great Britain,

Sec. 43. Where the place of departure is specified

by the policy, and the ship, instead of sailing from that
place, sails from any other place, the risk does not at-

tach.

Sec. 44. Where the destination is specified in the
policy, and the ship, instead of sailing for that desti-

nation, sails for any other destination, the risk does
not attach.

The substitution of an entirely different voyage for

the one described is so great a variance that the courts
refuse to recognize that a contract to insure the sub-

stituted voyage was ever contemplated by the parties.

There is one notable example in the English reports of

a case where the policy was held void on a substituted

voyage even where it was provided that "deviation or
change of voyage" was to be held covered at a premium
to be arranged. (Simon, Israel & Co. vs. Sedgwick and
other, 1 Q.B. 303, VII Asp. 219).

In that case an open policy of insurance was writ-
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ten to cover goods "at or from the Mersey or London
to any port in Portugal or Spain this side of Gibral-

tar," thence to the interior. The bill of lading on the

shipment in question was to Cartagena, a port beyond

Gibraltar. While on that portion of the voyage com-

mon to both destinations (i.e., shortly after leaving

London) the ship was lost. The cargo owner offered

to pay the extra premium under the deviation clause

in his policy, but the court held that the voyage in-

sured had never commenced, and that the case was
not one of deviation or change of voyage en route.

"The ship," runs the opinion, "so far as these goods

are concerned, sailed on a different voyage, and one

for which the assured had no right under the policy

to declare them. Any different construction would
bring a voyage to Havre or Marseilles within the pol-

icy, and would entitle and bind the assured to declare

under the policy any goods forwarded to Spain via

those ports."

Care Necessary in Describing Voyage

A case recently brought to our attention on the Pa-

cific Coast has many points in common with the Eng-

lish decision above cited. In 1924, two Oregon lum-

ber companies, which we shall call A and B, had open

cargo contracts with the same insurer. A's policy

covered shipments "from Coos Bay or other Oregon
ports to any California port," while B's policy cov-

ered shipments similarly described but with the addi-

tion of the words "or vice versa." The companies were

consolidated, and the latter policy was cancelled, leav-

ing the A policy in force. This policy, of coui-se, cov-

ered southbound shipments only.

The underwriter's Oregon agent, upon being ques-

tioned by the assured, advised the latter that the pol-

icy covered north-bound shipments, and the assured

accordingly shipped a cargo of lumber from Crescent

City, California, to an Oregon port on a coastwise

lumber carrier that foundered at sea. The loss was
clearly not covered under the policy. The ageiit's

verbal statement, being made long after the policy was
written, could not vary the terms of the contract, which
covered only southbound lumber.

In this particular case the underwriter, being a de-

cent sort of chap, as most of them really are, decided to

pay the loss even if no technical liability existed under

his policy. The policy, of course, has been revised, and
Messrs. A. and their insurers expect no further diffi-

culty.

The cases cited herein are valuable as warnings to

both underwriters and their clients. The buyer of in-

surance, either through careful personal examination
or through the assistance of competent brokers,

should assure himself that his policy accurately des-

cribes the voyage that he wishes covered.

She Forgot To Duck
To our list of peculiar cases must be added Owen F.

Burke vs. Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.,

1930 A.M.C. 1830, which concerns the sad plight of a

river steamer which pursued her peaceful way up the

Alabama River. The telephone company had erected

poles on opposite sides of the river, and strung its

wires across the path of the innocent oncoming ves-

sel. The wires caught in the smokestacks and dam-
aged the vessel, whereupon the vessel owners sued the

telephone company in admiralty. The telephone com-

pany immediately filed exceptions questioning the ad-

miralty jurisdiction of the damage, which occurred,

they said, not in the water but in the air.

The District Court (Alabama), finds that the case is

properly cognizable in admiralty, and quotes from the

Plymouth (70 U.S. 20) and other cases as follows:

"The jurisdiction of the admiralty over maritime

torts does not depend upon the wrong having been com-

mitted upon the high seas, or other navigable waters. .

Every species of tort, however occurring, and whether
on board vessel or not, if upon the high seas or navi-

gable waters, is of admiralty cognizance

The negligence of itself furnishes no cause of ac-

tion; it is damnun absque injuria. . . . The whole, or at

least the substantial, cause of action arising out of the

wrong, must be complete within the locality upon
which the jurisdiction depends, on the high seas or

navigable waters.

Pursuing the same thought, it was said in Rundell

vs. La Compagnie Generale Transatlantique, 100 Fed.

657:

'The locus of the tort therefore which must always

be determined by the place where the injury and dam-
age ari.'^e, rather than where the negligent act is com-

mitted The damage is the substance and con-

summation of the injury, and from that alone springs

the right of recovery.

I conclude that in tort actions it is the place where
the injury was sustained that gives the court jurisdic-

tion regardless of where the negligent act was done,

and regardless also of whether the instrument or

structure used as an instrumentality to accomplish

the injury was located in the navigable waters or was
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II aid to navigation or maritime commerce."

The decision does not consider the William Eden-
arn (1926 A.M.C. 1475) or the Norfolk - Berkeley

ridge case (1928 A.M.C. 1636) in both of which ship-

A'ners were allowed to maintain suits in admiralty
gainst owners of bridges which obstructed navigable
aters, resulting in damage to vessels. It is interest-

ig to note that the telephone company could not have
led the shipowner in admiralty for damage to the
ires. (Kanagana Maru, 1927 A.M.C. 410).

One-Minote Interviews
Emmet J. Cashin, chief high mogul of the Shipown-

•s Claims Bureau, seemed perturbed. He ran ner-

)us fingers through his curly hair, and chewed sav-

jely on an ever-present cigar. (Some people claim he
5es the same cigar, year after year. And some people
aim that Wilfred Page never renews that derby. But
ve seen both these ornaments changed.)

"A P. & I. underwriter," sputtered Emmet, "doesn't
ind paying legitimate claims. We realize that if there

ere no claims the need for our services would cease
exist. But these crooks and tramp seamen that drift

om one ship to another, always getting suspicious
juries and threatening suit . Sometimes they're

peaters. We have to watch those babies. I've devel-

)ed an alphabetical file covering all the personal in-

iry cases we ever handled, and when a claim comes
, I check it to see if the claimant has a prior record
ith us.

Once in a while we get a tip on these repeaters from
1 outside source. For several months we've been sub-
ribing to a publication put out by the Railway Claims
gents Association. A couple of weeks ago a claim
ime into the office from a passenger named Carson,
ho was alleged to have slipped on a marble on the
oor of the dining saloon of one of our vessels and
riously injured his back. He had no prior record
ith us, but on checking through the railway maga-
ne, I found that on three separate occasions he had
It in claims against railway companies for back in-

ries due to slipping on a banana peel while on a
ain. The inference was that he carried an assortment
banana peels and marbles around with him to help

ly his travelling expenses. The funny thing about it

as that he didn't even use an assumed name, but
ive the same name and address in all the claims, in-

uding the one he made against us."

ss

Members of the Association of Marine Underwriters
of San Francisco, at their Study Class meeting of Nov-
ember 17 were addressed by Frank Tracey and J. A.
Lombard.

Mr. Tracey, who is the United States Surveyor of

Customs at San Francisco, described the difficulties

confronting customs officers in their attempt to frus-

trate the activities of smugglers at Pacific Coast ports.

He pointed out that while the customs inspectors are
anxious to prevent the smuggling of valuable goods
which the casual traveler often attempts as a sporting
proposition, the government is more concerned with
the importation of narcotics, which is a serious men-
ace to the health of our citizenry. Mr. Tracey told sev-

eral interesting anecdotes concerning the ingenious
hiding places which law-breakers devise aboard ship
and expressed the opinion that steamship companies
could be more stringent in their exclusion of drug ad-

dicts from service on transpacific vessels. He closed
with an appeal to underwriters to use their influence
with carriers to achieve a greater measure of success
in the prevention of narcotics importation by check-
ing the evil at its source in Oriental ports.

The second speaker of the evening. Mr. Lombard,
was formerly a coffee merchant and is now technical
adviser to the General Steamship Corporation in San
Francisco. In line with the Association's policy of
familiarizing its members with the origin and pecu-
liarities of various insurable commodities, the speaker
had for his subject "Coffee, Tea, and Spices." The
major portion of his remarks had to do with coffee,

its manner of preparation for shipment and its sus-

ceptibility to contamination. He expressed the opinion
that some form of policy should be worked out by
which the coffee owner could insure his shipment from
the plantation to the ultimate market and thus avoid
disputes with underwriters as to where the contamin-
ation occurred. It was noticeable that this suggestion
was not greeted with enthusiasm by the underwriting
members of the audience.

Mr. Lombard emphasized the fact that coffee will

pick up various odors without being in actual contact
with other commodities, and he cited instances where
shipments of coffee had been contaminated by other
shipments stowed in separate holds of the carrying
vessel. After discussing the shipping conditions in

various ports in Central and South America, and an-

swering numerous questions as to types of damage,
Mr. Lombard concluded his remarks by a brief discus-
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sion of the preparation and ship-

ment of tea and spices, pointing

out that while tea is very suscep-

tible to contamination, it is usually

packed in wooden, metal-lined cases

which offer a greater protection

than the bags in which coffee is

shipped. Spices, according to the

speaker, are excellent risks from
the insurer's viewpoint, since they

are not to any great degree sus-

ceptible to contamination from oth-

er goods.

The speakers at the meeting of

December 1 were C. A. Jones of

Parrott & Company, and Harry
Haviside of Haviside & Company.
Mr. Jones favored the Class with

a brief but carefully worded expo-

sition of total losses under marine
policies. He classified such losses

under the subjects of Hull, Cargo,

and Freight, and further disting-

uished between actual total loss,

based upon the complete destruc-

tion of the property, and construc-

tive total loss which arises under
English hull policieswhere the cost

3f repairing a vessel after an acci-

dent exceeds her value when re-

paired.

Harry Haviside, the genial presi-

dent of Haviside & Company, ship

chandlers and salvage experts, il-

lustrated his remarks on the sal-

vage of small vessels by showing
motion pictures of the work of his

wrecking barge, Haviside No. 4, in

salving the fishing vessels, Pala-

dini and the Lorenz, after these
:raft ran ashore on the Pacific
Coast. The Class received a clear

idea of the methods used in rais-

Geo. E. Billings
COMPANY

Pacific Coajt General Agent*

Standard Marine Insurance Co.

National Union Fire Ins. Co.

Mercantile Insurance Co.

of America

312 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO . - CALIFORNIA

Telephone GArfield 3646

Seattle Office: Colman BIdg.

Telephone SEneca 1478

ing and floating these vessels and
of the excellent equipment and ab-

ility of the Haviside No. 4.

Freights, Charters, Sales

December 27, 1930.

THE following steamers have
been reported fixed with grain

to U.K. : A steamer from San
Francisco to U.K./Cont. (reported),

25/-, Dec. 'Jan.; Japanese str. Cape
Town, Portland to U.K./Cont., Dec,
Balfour, Guthrie & Co.; British str.

Dalryan, San Francisco to U.K./
Cont., Dec, Strauss & Co.; British

str. Koranton, Vancouver, B.C., to

U.K./Cont., 22/6, prompt. F. J. Hey-
ward, Ltd.; British str. Silksworth,

Vancouver, B.C., to two ports U.K./
Cont., 23/9, Jan.; a Keardon Smith
str., Vancouver to Greece, 24/3,

Jan., Louis Dreyfus & Co.; German
str. Adalia, Vancouver, B.C., to

U.K./Cont., Dec, Kerr, Gifford &
Co.; a Reardon Smith str., Vancou-
ver, B.C., to U.K./Cont., 22/6, Jan.,

Canadian Cooperative Wheat Pro-

ducers' Assn.; Norwegian str. Rom-
ulus, North Pacific to U.K./Cont.,

Jan.; British str. Glenmoor, Van-
couver, B.C., to U.K./Cont., Dec-
Jan.; British str. Langleeford,
Vancouver, B.C., to U.K., 22/9, op-

tion Havre/Hamburg, range 22/-,

Jan./Feb., Louis Dreyfus & Co.;

British str. Langleegorse, Vancou-
ver, B.C., to U.K./Cont., 22/9, Jan./

Feb.; British str. Crown of Galicia,

Portland to U.K./Cont., 23 9, Jan.,

Kerr Gifford & Co.; British str.

Stonepool, Portland to U.K./Cont.,

22/6, Dec; British str. Holystone,

Portland to U.K./Cont., 22/6, Jan.;

British str. Orient City, Vancouver
to U.K./Cont., 23/6; Continental

Grain Co.; British str. Atlantic

City, Vancouver to U.K./Cont., 22/6,

Jan., Canadian Cooperative Wheat
Producers Assn.

The Japanese m.s. Kohwa Maru
has been fixed with wheat from Co-
lumbia River to Shanghai, $3.60,

Dec, by Mitsubishi Co.

The American str. Eureka has
been fixed with lumber from Tilla-

mook, Coos Bay and Eureka to Man-
zanillo and Guaymas, prompt, by
Hammond Lumber Co.

The following steamers have
been reported fixed with lumber to

the Atlantic: American m.s. Silver-
spruce, North Pacific to U.S. north of
Hatteras, January; Norwegian
m.s. Guldborg, British Columbia to

New York, Dec, Seaboard Lumber
Sales Co.

The following time charters have
been reported: British m.s. Bon-
nington Court, delivery North Pa-
cific redelivery U.K./Cont., lumber,
$1.75, prompt, H. R. MacMillan Ex-
port Co.; Norwegian m.s. Soloy, one
trip, delivery North Pacific redeliv-

ery U.S. north of Hatteras, Dec./
Jan.; Norwegian str. Somerville,
one trip delivery British Columbia,
redelivery Japan/China, Feb.; Brit-

ish m.s. Nordhval, one trip, delivery

British Columbia, redelivery U.S.
North of Hatteras, $1.60; Jan./-

Feb.; British str. Ousebridge, one
trip, delivery North Pacific, rede-
livery North of Hatteras, lumber,
$1.05, Dec, Seaboard Lumber Sales
Co.

The following sales have been re-

ported: American sc Forester and
American sc. Philippine from
Wolff, Kirchman & Co. to Captain
A. 0. Daweritz.

PAGE BROTHERS, Brokers.

COURSE IN STEAM TURBINE
AND POWER PLANT

OPERATION
Under the able instruction of J.

M. Dodds of the General Electric

Company of San Francisco, the
Technical Department of the Hum-
boldt Evening High School, San
Francisco, has started a class in

Steam Turbine and Power Plant
Operation. The class meets twice
a week, the opening lecture being
January 7. The subjects to be cov-
ered in the spring semester include:
Steam turbine drives. Turbine el-

ectric drives. Gears for large pow-
ers; Generators for high speeds;
Boilers; Chemistry of boiler water;
Fuels; Lubricating oils. The lec-

tures will be supplemented by slides

and films as well as some trips to

inspect practical installations and
applications.

TRADE LITERATURE
Industrial Control Catalog GEA-

606B. This is a reprint of Indus-
trial Control Section of General
Catalog 600A, pages 825 to 985, and
contains information on representa-

tive lines of industrial control
manufactured by the General Elec-

tric Company, also instructive mat-
ter on the care and operation of con-

trol devices, wiring diagrams, re-

ference tables, list of publications,

etc.
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TRADE NOTES
Marine Sales Assistant. The Sper-

I'v Gyroscope Company has announ-
ced from headiiuarters in Brooklyn,
New York, that 0. B. VVhitaker has
been made assistant manager of the
Marine Department with supervis-
ion over sales on the Great Lakes,
West Coast, and Canada. He is as-
sistant to Robert B. Lea, mana.^er
of the Marine Department in the
company. Mr. Whitaker has been

O. B. Whitak

with the company in various capa-
cities since 1913, and has a wide
acquaintance in the marine fratern-
ity.

Centralization o f Manufacture.
The Babcock & Wilcox Co. of New
York has announced that the man-
ufacturing operations of the Fuller
Lehigh Company, its subsidiary, are
to be transferred from Fullerton,
Penn.sylvania, t o t h e Barberton,
Ohio, works of the parent company
early in 1931. The management, en-
gineering, and sales departments
will be moved to New York. E. G.
Bailey, president of the Fuller Le-
high Company, has been elected a
vice-president of the Babcock &
Wilcox Company. According to the
announcement, the Fuller Lehigh
Company will continue to function
as a separate concern under its
present name.

New Officers Elected—The Amer-
ican Bauer Wach Corporation, or-
ganized some time ago to introduce
theBauerWachmethod of increasing
the power and reducing the fuel
consumption of vessels equipped
with reciprocating steam engines
by the installation of exhaust tur-
bines, has recently been reorganized
and announces the following offi-
cers elected:

Fills New Position—William E.
Colley has resigned his iiosition in
the Marine Sales Dei)artment of the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-
turing Company, South Philadelphia
Works, to accept a position as
Sales Engineer with the Kingsbury
Machine Works of Philadelphia.
Mr. Colley has had a long and varied
experience in marine work, having
gone to sea as both a licensed en-
gineer and in the navy. For the
past eleven years he has been con-
tinuously employed in marine ser-
vice and sales engineering work
with the Westinghouse company.

Changes in Pacific Coast Offices.
The Lincoln Electric Company of
Cleveland has announced the ap-
pointment of S. H. Taylor, Jr., to
succeed W. S. Stewart in charge
of the Pacific Coast affairs, with
headquarters at 812 Mateo Street,
Los Angeles. Mr. Stewart has been
appointed district manager of the
Cleveland territory.

L. P. Henderson has been appoin-
ted manager of the San Francisco
office.

The Ship A. J. Fuller. The arriv-
al of the Columbian Rope calendar
is always an interesting occasion
during the yearly routine, as it al-

ways carries with it a message from
the past in a picture by the well
known marine artist. Charles Rob-
ert Patterson, of another of Amer-

January

ica's famous ships of sail. The 1931
Columbian Calendar portravs the
ship A. J. Fuller built at" Bath,
Maine, in 1881. A history of her
thirty-seven years active service ac-
comtianies the calendar.

New Selling Agency. A firm has
recently been formed in Detroit for
the purpose of serving as agent for
marine products, including motors,
both outboard and inboard. H. L.'

Baldwin is vice-president and gener-
al manager of the firm, which plans
to organize a highly efficient staff
to service buyers of the company's
line of equipment.

A Thousand Round Trips

IT is seldom, indeed, that any
5=hip has the opportunitv to fly
the long, blue "1000" pennant,

signifying the sailing of the vessel
on her thousandth trip on the same
route. Usually they are transferred
or changed into some other tvpe of
service before that eventful date
rolls around. But when such an oc-
currence does transpire, it evolves
itself into a "'diamond wedding"
celebration for the line, the crew,
and the ship herself.
To give an idea of just what such

a record means, even to a ship on a
comparatively short run, the Los
Angeles Steamship Company has
prepared a set of figures for the
coastwise cruiser Yale which sailed
from Los Angeles harbor November
25 on the start of her thou.^andth
trip.

During her nine years in the ser-
vice, she has steamed more than
1 000 000 miles.

She has carried over 500,000 pas-
sengers.

She has served over 2 000.000
meals.

During the past year alone, 52,-

000 pounds of beef were served
fr'^nl her larders; 5000 gallons of
milk were used: 1952 gallons of
cream; and 10,760 pounds of butter.
Multiplied by the full nine years of
her 1000 voyages,—but why figure!
During the entire period, it is i-e-

ported that she has suffered no
serious mishap and has been laid
up only for ten to fifteen days an-
nually for a general overhauling.
On her thousandth sailing, as

the Yale backed from the wharf
where watchers had gathered, the
huge sixty-foot pennant hung list-

less until she turned in the stream,
when the breeze flung it out to its

full length to greet the boom of
whistles and sirens.



Pacific Marine Personals
AFLOAT AND ASHORE <r^ BY PAUL FAULKNER

It is interesting to n o t e the
lenjrth of service of some of our

American-Hawaiian friends. Here

we are: BERNARD MILLS, who
joined the company in October 1900,

has never been out of its employ

since that date and for the past fif-

teen years has been superintending

engineer; J. E. CALWAY, port
ste\7ard, 27 years; CAPT. N. J.

KA s^E, marine superintendent, 26

yei -s; R. D. LAPHAM, president,

2e .-ears; T. G. PLANT, operating

ni nager, 23 years; F. A. HOOFER,
district manager at Los Angeles, 23

years; W. J. MAHONEY, treasurer,

20 years; J. E. GUSHING, vice-pres-

ident, 14 years; W. D. CLARK, as-

sistant traffic manager, 11 years;

and J. R. FITZGERALD, San Fran-

cisco district manager, 10 years.

First officials of the company when
it was organized in 1900 were: Pres-

ident, Geoi-ge Dearborn; Manager,
Capt. W. D. Burnham: Traffic Man-
ager, H. E. D. Jackson; and Super-

intending Engineer, V. F. Lassoe,

co-designer with Erickson of the

"Monitor" of Merrimac and Moni-

tor fame. Of these, all but Jackson,

who resides in New York City, are

now dead.

FRED CORDES, partner in the

firm of Cordes Bros., has opened

offices in Wilmington, California,

where he will have charge of the

company's southern California af-

fairs. JOHN CORDES is directing

the northern California business,

with offices in San Francisco. Cor-

des Bros, are marine equipment
manufacturers' representatives. As
we go to press it is announced that

Cordes. Bros, have been appointed

Los Angeles harbor representatives

of the Hillcone Steamship Company,
Pacific coastwise tanker service.

The Cordes boys have a host of

friends in West Coast marine cir-

cles and their expansion in activity

comes as good news.

H. H. PIERSON, who has been

connected with the traffic depart-

ment of Williams, Dimond & Com-
pany at San Francisco, is now traf-

fic manager, succeeding the late

Warren Clark. Pierson, in West
Coast shipping for many years, was
formerly with the Dollar Lines in

the freight department.

A. E. STOW, assistant to the op-

erating manager of the American-

Frcd Cordes of Cordes Bros,

in charge of Southern Californin

affairs, noiv /orated at (I il-

mington, ivhere his firm is agent

for the Hillcone tanker line.

Hawaiian Steamship Company, re-

cently spoke on the importance of

Pacific Coast shipping at a meeting

of the San Francisco Chapter of

the California Safety Society. In

conjunction with Stow's address he

presented a moving picture titled

"Ocean Cargo," filmed to show Am-
erican-Hawaiian service.

.It the I'ropeller (jiuh Christinas party,

Co/nniercial (Uuh in San Francisco. Port

to starh'd ur have IF. F.dgar Martin.

U'caver Marston, Bryant O'Connor, and

Eduaril J. Krans. Looks like Eddie just

told one of his famous stories.
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Official News of the

PROPELLER CLUB o/Califomia

From Fo'c's'le to Footlights—Propellers Put on Pleasing Playlet

Talent recruited from membership entertain fellow

members at second annual Christmas banquet attended

by more than two hundred Propellers

The Cast Includes the Following Propellers:

1. Selections—Propeller Club Orchestra.

2. Vocal Selections—Charles Bulotti.

3. Wet Wash—An original version of a Chinese

Laundry up to date.

Cast of Characters in Order of Their Appearance:
Ah Sit, Chinese laundryman Louis Steiger

Hun Lo, his partner in crime... Bert Anderson
A customer Emmet Britton

Budda, God of Joy Frank Fo.\

Revenue Officer Mel Reed

4. Floradora Sextette.

Scintillating beauties and Gay Boys of the Gay
'90's, include the following Propellers:

Bern DeRochie Carl Lane
Emmet Britton Jack Dorward
Louis Siversen Edgar Martin

5. Dr. Alexander Schwartz
Master Mind and Prestidigitator Extraordinary.

Reading from left to right these relics of the gay '90s are: Jack

Dorward, Edd'e Mart'n. Lou's Siversen. Carl Lp.ne and Bern

DeRochie.

The crew of the U.S.S. Leakabit made a bold bid f^

, Watch Below (Aboard the USS LEAKABIT)
The boys aboard the USS. LEAKABIT are re-

hearsing for a Minstrel Show to be given

ashore and the action takes place during the

final rehearsal on board.

Interlocutor and Director—Bert Anderson
Ends

Dick Glissman, Bern DeRochie, Jack Dorward,
Hugh Brown

Soloists

Tom Short, Carl Lane, Leo Baldwin, Mel Reed

presentation of the Minstrel Show before the Propeller Club.

Members of the crew
Fred Kobely, Julian Theall, W. R. Muir.

M. Costello, W. E. Martin, Emmet Britton,

L. K. Siversen, Capt. B. Levitin, A. J. Boge
Pirate—Albert J. Porter

Accompanist—Joe Hollings

STAFF
Stage Manager Frank De Pue

Assistant Stage Manager . ...Pete Harding

Electrician Jerome Laloi-
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i:a
ISTHMIAN STEAMSHIP LINE

FAST RliGlJI.AR I RI IGUT SliRVICK
i^is Patunu Ciin.ii>

Weekly from Baltimore and New York.
Bi-H'eekl> Irom Norfolk and Portland, Me., to

Los Angeles, San Francisco, Oakland, Seattle, Tacoiua,
and Vancouver, B.C.

P^
(Oil IiiJm Offer )

ATLANTIC COAST TO HAWADAN ISLANDS
ReKuIor ienii-tnoDthly sailings from New York—monthly sailings direct

from U. S. Gulf, Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Boston to Hawaiian
Islands without transshipment.

ARGONAUT STEAMSHIP LINE

BALTIMORE and NEW YORK
— to

SAN DIEGO, LOS ANGELES (Wilmington),

SAN FRANCISCO, PORTLAND
(via Panama Canal.)

NORTON, LILLY & COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE PACIHC COAST

(Pier 35) Phone SUtter 3600
230 CALIFORNIA ST. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

SEATTLE—L. C. Smith BIdg. PORTLAND—Yeon BIdg.

LOS ANGELES—711 Van Nuys BIdg.

SAN DIEGO—Municipal Pier No. 1.

HONOLULU—312 Hawaiian Electric Building.
VANCOUVER Agents—B. W. Greer & Son, Ltd.,

Bank of Nova Scotia Building.

Fastest Passenger and Freight Service

N©"W Y®ipk
WITH DIRKCT CONNECTIONS FOR KUROPK

Sailing E'vtry other Saturday from San ^rt
Every other Monday from Los Angelex

PASSENGER OFFICES:
460 Market St. San Frradsco
713 West Seventh St Xo< Angelas
1333 Fourth Ave Seattle

FREIGHT OFFICES:
Pacific Steamship Compeny.

311 California St. . San Frencisco

Pacific S.S. Co.'a TerminaL SeUtle
204 Central BIdg. Loa Angeles

fanama facificQne
INTERNATIONAL MERCANTILE MARINE CO.

'

ISTHMIAN STEAMSHIP LINES

1^ ^PACIFIC-UNITED KINGDOM SERVICE
FROM PACinC COAST PORTS TO LONDON, LIVERPOOL,

AVONMOUTH, also GLASGOW, BELFAST, DUBLIN
For Rate* and Particulan Apply to

E. C. EVANS & SONS, Inc.
^ General Agents Pacific Coait

^ 260 California Street, San Francisco Phone—Douglas 8040-8041-8042 ^
^ B. W. GREER 6? SON, LTD., Agents, Vancouver ^
^ NORTON. LILLY i^ COMPANY, Agents, Portland, Seattle, Los Angeles and San Diego ^
tjunuuuHiunnuunuuHuniunnunnnnnnnnuununiunnniununnnnununuHMuuiHuiHiuii^

Canadian''Aastralasxan Royal Mail Line
TO

HONOLULU, T.H. SUVA, HJI.
AUCKLAND, N.Z. SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

By the new palatial Passenger Linere
R.M.M.S. AORANGI „ .. ^ ,.„.^.„.

(Motorehip) RMS NL\GARA
17,500 Tons Groee l'''"*' To" 9^-
23,000 Tons Die. 20,000 Ton. Die.

Sailing from VANCOUVER, B.C.
Every 28 days.

CARGO SERVICE
Monthly sailings from Vancouver to main New Zealand ports, also

to Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide, Australia, arc maintained by
the following up-to-date cargo steamer*:

M.S. HAURAKI S.S. WAIOTAPU
S.S. WAIRUNA S.S. WAIHEMO
For Fares, Rates and Sailings apply to any office of th«

CANADIAN PAanC RAILWAY CO. and eU
RAILWAY AND STEAMSHIP AGENTS, or to

Canadian-Australasian Royal Mail Line
999 West Hastings Street Vancouver, B.C.

HOTEL
SAVOY
SIXTH « GRAND
LOS ANGELES

Convenience,

Comfort, Hospitality

You will appreciate the excellent service

and moderate rates. The city's most
centrally located hotel. One block from
Pershing Square—convenient to all lead-

ing shops, theatres, financial institu-

tions and electric depots for all

resorts. Garage adjoining.

All Outside Rooms - Each with Bath

One Person - - $2.50, $3, $4

Two persons * > • • $4. $5

Unexcelled Pood — Friendly Prices

Frank Simpson, Jr., Direcloi
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Pertinent Propeller Club Paragraphs

Barney's constant grin txpliiinnl.

Good lurk to him 'ii liiz 'rii!

CAPTAIN BARNEY LEVITIN,

head man of ferries on the Bay of

San Francisco, is to be married to

Miss Francis Garfinkle. Barney

says this is a SECRET so we want
everyone to know about it right

away.

H. B. JONES and DARRELL DE
MARTINI assisted CAPTAIN WAL-
TER J. PETERSON of the Marine
Service Bureau, maintained by the

Pacific American Ship Owners As-

sociation, in making the annual

distribution of Christmas presents

to the patients of the San Francisco

Marine Hospital. C^igarettes, tobac-

co, and candy brought cheer to those

abed. The Propeller Club of Calif-

ornia committee brought along a

group of theatrical entertainers,

whose songs and acts meant a

great big lot to the success of the

visit. Propellers who joined in the

trip were: V. W. HOXIE, RALPH
MYERS, JAMES A. CRONIN, CAP-
TAIN STANLEY ALLEN, RUSS
PRATT, WILLIAM MUIR, BEN
HEDSTROM, FRANK FOX, CAP-
TAIN A. T. HUNTER, J. F. Mc-
CONKEY, HUGO PALADINI, RAY'
GUNZEL, R B E RT DORWOOD,
KARL EBER.

New members signed on the Pro-

peller Club roll are the following:

CAPTAIN CHRIS CHRISTIANSON,
FRED BURDEN, CAPTAIN W. W.
COUSINS of Eureka, and CAPTAIN
W. W. FLYNN.

—PC-
GEORGE ARMES secured a full-

sized ship wheel with brass mount-
ings to be the background for an
impressive clock which MAX ORR-
ISCH is providing for the clubrooms
of the Propeller Club. The ship

wheel is the seal of the organiza-

tion and. with the clock in place,

makes a beautiful appointment
for the rooms.

—PC—
With the new year the scope of

activities of the Propeller Club of

California will be enlarged. Em-
bodied in the program will be a ser-

ies of educational subjects pertain-

ing to the American merchant mar-
ine.

"H'ann Ye in Friendship"—appropriately

describes the spirit of the Propeller Club 0/

California's (Jhrist/iias Dinner, held at the

San Francisco (jomincrcial Club. Here U'c

have Joseph Dohui. Fred Hansen, and Luke
Bigi/ins Jiroi/hrd in holiday smiles.

JOHN E. RYAN, general passen-

ger manager of the Matson Navigat-

ion Company, returned to his San
F'rancisco headquarters last month
from a three-weeks tour of Matson
branch offices in the eastern states.

His trip was to make final prep-

arations for the operation of boat

trains starting in January and to

check the business outlook for the

coming Hawaiian season. Boat train

bookings are progressing satisfact-

orily, stated Ryan, and he announ-

ced that three of the all-Pullman

coast-to-coast specials will be

operated to San Francisco this sea-

son, connecting with the fast liner

Malolo on her sailings for January
24, February 7, and February 21.

Discussing Hawaiian travel, Ryan
said, "Although general travel bus-

iness has tended downward from

the peak of 1929, we anticipate a

very substantial volume of business

during 1931. Advance bookings at

the end of 1930 compare favorably

with a similar period a year ago.

In fact, all of the 1930 Hawaiian

traffic held well above the general

decline in passenger movement and

was very little behind the peak, of

1929."
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NORTHPACIFICCOASTLINE
Holland-America Line

Between
PACinC COAST PORTS
AND UNITED
KINGDOM AND
CONTINENTAL
PORTS

120 Market Street

JOIhTT SERVICE OF

' Royal Mail Steam Packet Company
ALL VESSELS

-U
i

The Pioneer '•^frigerator Service

HOLLAND-AMERICA LINE

ARE ESPECIALLY
RTTED WITH
REFRIGERATOR
SPACE FOR
CARRYING
PERISHABLES

San Francisco

DOLLAR STEAMSHIP LINES

EXPRESTFRErGt^J^E^R^V^IJAND REFRICERATdR SERVICES

Trans-Pacific
WEEKLY SAILINGS from Los Angelo Harbor and San Fr:

tc Honolulu, Yokohama. Kobe, Shanghai, Hongkong. ManiU^
FORTNIGHTLY to Singapore, Penang, Colombo.

Round-the-World
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS between Boston. New York, Havana.

Colon. Balboa, Los Angeles Harbor. San Francisco. Honolulu. Kobe.

Shanghai, Hongkong. Manila. Singapore. Penang. Colombo. Suel. Port

S.»id. Aleiandria. Naples. Genoa. Marseilles, thence New York.

Intercoastal Westbound
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS In

Angeles Harbor and San Franci

for Oakland. Portland. Seattle ar

Boston and New York to Los
Transhipment at San Francibco

ill northern destinations.

Philippine Direct Service
MONTHLY SAILINGS between Los Angeles Harbor. San Fran-

cisco. Honolulu. Manila. Singapore.

Trans-PaciSic Freight Service
BIMONTHLY SAILINGS between Los Angeles Harbor. San Fran-

cisco. Pearl Harbor. Guam. Manila. Cavite. Iloilo. and other ports

as inducement offers.

DollarSteamshipLines Inc.,Ltd.
BOSTON
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
DETROIT
LOS ANGELES

Robert DoIUr BIdg. SEATTLE
SAN FRANaSCO NEW YORK
DAvenpofT 6000 PORTLAND, ORE.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

E. K.WCX)D LUMBER CO.
EXPORT & DOMESTIC FIR CARGOES

CUT TO ORDER
1 Drumm Street San FrancUco, Cal.

MILLS AT
Anacortes. Washington. Hoquiam. Washington.

YARDS AT
Oakland. Cal. Los Angeles. Cal. Sao Pedro. Cal.

STEAMERS:
"El Capil^n" "Cascade" "Olympic"

"Siskiyou"

MOTORSHIP:
"Lassen"

Cable Addr.

"Shasta"

SCHOONER:
"Vigibnt"

'Ekaywood.'"

S.F.BAR PILOTS Station Inside

S.F. Light Ship

And Uy Still

ail a White Light is carried at Mast Head.
: under White; a Flare or Torch is also burned

frequently.

FURNESS LINE ^A
"THE UP-TO-DATE REFRIGERATOR SERVICE." \!^^^^^

Express, Freight and Passenger Service

Pacific Coast Ports to United Kingdom

FURNESS [Pacific], Ltd.
Pacific CoajC Agcnti

VANCOUVER SEATTLE PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES

PLEASE MENTION PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW
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REC;1NA1,1) BACK, head »( the

Union Steamship Company on the

Pacific Coast, welcomed CAPTAIN
A. T. TOTEX and his new command
—the liner Monowai— to San Fran-

cisco on December 19. The Monovvai

was from Sydney via New Zealand.

Rarotonga, and Tahiti. The new-

vessel for the West Coast trade is

500 feet lonjr and carries 225 first

cabin passengers. 100 second cabin,

and 100 in third. Her commander.
Captain Toten. was formerly mast-

er of the Union liner Tahiti, and it

was his excellent judgment and

seamanship which saved the lives

[)f 103 passengers and the crew of

150 when the Tahiti foundered in

)0 fathoms in the South Seas last

August.

"BILL" McSTAY. publicity direc-

;or for Dollar Steamship Lines. Inc.,

Ltd., (note this time the firm name
s correct), is telling the world

about the good ship President Hoov-

er, which took to the water Decem-
Der 9 at Newport News. McStay's

uresence "back East" is noted from
;he reams of space appearing in the

\merican press. It is interesting to

(now that one of "Bill's" first pub-

icity successes was visiting every

itate in the Union as advance man
'or the old-time play "Way Down
'last."

AL. S. GUNN, general manager
if the Union Plant. Bethlehem Ship-

luilding Corporation, presented the

^larineDeiuirtment of the SanFran-
isco Chamber of Commerce with a

hip bell, which is to be tolled when
ver there is a marine accident on
he West Coast. This is like the cus-

om at Lloyd's of London. The bell

las been appropriately inscribed
nd now hangs conspicuously at the
larine exchange. Beneath the bell

here is to be a register of infor-

lation on all vessels lost, covering
ffieers, crew, and the ship. HUGH
lALLAGHER, RALPH MYERS,
nd FRANK O'CONNOR, all mem-
ers of the marine committee of the
Ihamber of Commerce, supervised
fie installation of the bell

.1. R. FITZGERALD, gene r a 1

reight agent of the American-Haw-
iian Steamship Company of San
'rancisco, attended the National
/ool Growers Association meeting
1 Colorado Springs last month,
wo hundred and fifty delegates
rom all parts of the United States
?ere present.

// 1 liijiiit s till L'lii'jii lint r

Mrjiioiifii—Reginalii B a c k

.

head of the Union Stt/unship

(^o/npriny. hintlqitiirtirs S/ui

Fidniisio.

II. S. Scott, president of

(ienera/ Sle/iiiisli!f> (litrpord-

tion. Sun Ffdneiseo. Lines'

represented hy Harry Seott

serve "70(1 forts on the Ser'en

Seas."

ALBERT V. KASTNER has re-

cently been appointed manager of

the Marine Department of the Cork
Insulation Company of New York.

Just prior to his appointment he
had been serving in the office of

Director of Naval Communications.
Navy Department, Washington. D.C.

Lieutenant K a s t n e r graduated
from the United States Naval Aca-

Lt. .Uhert r. Knstne,

demy in 1922, and served four years

thereafter as engineer officer on

the U.S.S. Sturtevant, which opera-

ted with the Naval Detachment in

Turkish waters and with the Scout-

ing Fleet. His next duty took him to

Hawaii as aid to Commander of the

Mine Squadron. In 1928 he returned

to the Postgraduate School at the

Naval Academy to take a course in

engineering.

"Joe" (larleton of the Mat
son liner Sonoma, under that

flay for thirty years.

CAPTAIN WILLIAM FISHER, su-

pervising inspector of hulls and

boilers with headquarters in Seat-

tle, has appointed CAPTAIN SYD-
NEY M. HIGGINS as local inspec-

tor of hulls at Juneau, Alaska, suc-

ceeding Captain George Morgan,
transferred to Seattle as assistant

inspector of hulls. Captain Higgins

was graduated from the United
States nautical s c h o o 1 s h i p St.

Mary's in 1903. Until 1905 he sailed

before the mast in the four-masted

bark Juteopolis. From 1905 to 1917

he was officer in steam with var-

ious grades in service on Atlantic

and Pacific routes. In 1917 he was
hull inspector for the United States

Shipping Board and later served as

hull inspector at the Todd Dry Dock
& Shipbuilding plant in Tacoma. In

1918 Captain Higgins was master
of the Hyauvis, operated by W. R.

Grace & Company.
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Do They Sleep Soundly?

When your passengers get up in the

morning are they refreshed from a

good night's sleep? If they have been

sleeping on the boats equipped with

Sturtevant ventilating fan, the chances

are that the fresh cool sea air has filled

them with new zest and vigor.

Sturtevant Ventilating equipment has

been the standard by which all other

systems have been measured for over

fifty years. They are both quiet and ef-

ficient. We put into them the experience

gained from sixty-six years of building

air handling equipment.

A request will bring you complete infor-

mation on this very important subject

of marine ventilation.

B. F. STURTEVANT CO.
hydf; park, boston, mass.

Plants at: Bcikclcy. Cal. Camden. N.J. Framingham, Mass.

Gait, Ontario Hyde Park. Mast.

Offices in Principal Cities

Jiirievaii
1 REO- US- PAT- OFF )

MARINE EQUIPMENT

FAST
SERVICE

. . 7 Matson liners

to Hai^aii

M HERE'S never any waiting when
you want to go to Hawaii. Seven
Matson liners, including the luxuri-

ous 4-day Malolo, plow a continuous
wake from San Francisco to Hono-
lulu. You can always find a Matson
sailing that suits you.

Deck sports, movies, dancing, will

enliven your voyage. In your state-

room, you'll find the comforts of

home. You can have a great trip on
one of these Matson liners. All-

expense tours are offered in great

variety.

Gateway to the South Seas

From Honolulu it is not far to Sa-

moa. Beyond Samoa lie Fiji and Aus-
tralia. You can book on Matson ships

all the way—with generous stopovers

and everything arranged in advance.

£Si^ L

Ride the surf at JVaikiki!

Every day in the year, bronzed, happy
visitors ride the surf at Waikiki. The
average temperature of the water is 75 de-
grees—just what it should be for comfort.

MATSO^^ LINE
25 steamers. . fastest service

HAWAII - - SOUTH SEAS - - AUSTRALIA

San Francisco

Portland

Los Angeles

Seattle
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How rIKtb are

KILLED under the

Doiler Koom floor Plates

T'HE space under the boiler room floor plates is the

starting point of many a ship fire. Oil accumulations

or a broken fuel pipe may cause a blaze in this hard-

to-get-at spot that would threaten the destruction of

the entire ship.

The built-in LUX fire extinguishing system is ideally

suited to such a fire hazard. LUX gas, distributed

through piping under the floor plates kills the flames

in a few seconds. Boiler foundations, pipes, and struc-

tural members cannot prevent its penetration. Expand-

ing 450 times and acting in every direction, the gas

fills the entire volume, from tank top to above the

burners on the boilers.

In dry dock, at sea or in pon the LUX system is

always ready for operation. No steam, water or air

pressure is necessary— just a quick pull of the LUX

control handle and the fire is out.

Walter Kidde&Company Inc.
140 Cedar street

NewYork

The boiler rooms of Ihe "Duchess of Bedford", her three

sister ships and 9 other ships of the Canadian Pacific

S.S. are protected with LUX Systems.

FIRE PROTECTION for EVERY TYPE of SHIP
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(1) View along the deck of the Tanii.ihua showing; tlu In m% y seas breaking oyer the

stern. (2) and (3) The engine-driven air compressors which were used for filling the

cargo tanks and supplying air for the operation of the steam steering gear. (4) View from

the bow of the Tamiahua showing the lines to the bluff. (5) A view of the deck with

some more of the engine driven compressors in the foreground.

No Cure— No Pay
(Continued from Page 15)

and a depth of 39 feet, and her car-

go tanks have an enclosed volume
of 727,106 cubic feet. The volume
of air maintained at 7 to 16 pounds
pressure wasprobablyabout 400,000

cubic feet. However, these Rix com-
pressors with their LeRoi engines
were equal to the strain and not

only lifted the Tamiahua off the

beach, but kept her afloat until she

was safely in dry-dock at San Fran-

cisco.

The high line to the Tamiahua
was a very busy line. Although the

distance, as stated, was only 900

feet, a careful check of the number
of trips made by the trolley would
indicate that the total distance trav-

eled by that useful device was over

231 miles.

Monday, November 24, was the

first day that it was possible to

take accurate soundings around the

vessel or astern, and these sound-

ings revealed the fact that the Tam-
iahua had worked in over a reef

with 18 feet depth of water, which

was located about half the ship's

length astern, and had grounded

on the beach with about 18 feet of

water forward and about 25 feet

aft. It was therefore necessary to

drag the vessel over this reef avoid-

ing a 15-foot hump that lay directly

astern. The edges of this reef were
marked with flag buoys as was the

15-foot hump.

To guide the vessel over this reef

two heavy beach gears were placed

2500 feet off each quarter of the

Tamiahua and a 300-fathom 10-

inch manila line was led from the

bow to a deadman ashore; with a

2400-foot, 15-inch manila tow line

fast to the stern for the salvage

steamer Peacock and towboat Sea
Ranger.

To work the vessel clear of her

strand ideal weather was required.

In this the salvors were very fortu-

nate as on Tuesday, November 25,

the day the vessel floated, absolute

calm and a smooth sea prevailed.

Operations started the night before

in blowing out the forward tanks

and lightening as much as possible

the after end of the vessel; and as

soon as the tide started to rise the

pumps were started in the engine

room. About 8:30 in the morning,

with a heavy strain on the beach

gears and with the Peacock and

Sea Ranger towing, the Tamiahua
was gradually worked offshore un-

til the stern grounded on the 18-

foot ledge. To raise the vessel over

this ledge the air was vented in the

forward tanks which settled the

bow and raised the stern. With a

heavy strain maintained on the

beach gears and the Peacock and

Sea Ranger pulling to their utmost,

the vessel was raised over the ledge

until she grounded just forward

of amidships. The air was then
applied to the forward tanks and
the tanker literally boosted over

the ledge. By holding the head
line the stern was swung clear of

the 1.5-foot hump; and the vessel

finally pulled clear of the beach

about 10:20 a.m.

The salvage operations as carried

out on the Tam.iahua embodied

practically every point which tends

to enhance a salvage award. First

there was danger in several forms;

namely, the danger to which the

salved property was exposed—not

only was the vessel in danger of

breaking up by the elements but

there was an ever-present danger

of explosion as all tanks were full

uf gas which was mixed with air in

an explosive mixture by the com-

pressors used to force the water

out of the tanks, the danger of fire

and explosion due to the gasoline

equipment necessaiy on board for

salvage operations, and the danger

to the salvor's equipment and per-

sonnel which was always present

due to the high seas and possible

explosion. Second, there was the el-

ement of skill involved in several

ways; namely, the skill used in

floating the vessel over the reef;

the skill used in pumping out the

flooded compartments and the skill

used in guiding the vessel through

the only available channel.
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S. S. "Pastores" is

Reconditioned

"yTODD
^HE wide flicilities of Todd are

killy authenricated in- the recondi-

tioning ot the United Fruit Com-

pany's S.S.'Tastores" which began on

November 28, 1930andwasdeHvered

to the owners on January 19, 1931.

The scope and character of the

work, accomplished in record //d^.

time, covered practically every ^=^^

phase of inside and outside reconditionmg from

interior decoration, cabinet work and plumbing

to hull, deck and engine room renewals and

rehabilitations.

Every department of the self-contained Robins

Plant was brought into cooperation, and the en-

tire job was completed within the confines ot

this Yard . . .Todd Service and Todd equip-

ment and facilities are unexcelled in tiie

Port of New York.

TODD SHIPYARDS CORPORATION
25 Broadway, New York

PLANTS
Robins Dry Dotk & 'loiki Dry Dock Engi-

Rfpair Co. neering&RcpairCorp.
Eric Basin, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Ilroukhjn, N. Y.
Todd Engrineering Dry
Dock & Repair Co.
New Orleans, La,n & Lang Dry

Dock Co.
huken N J Todd Dry Docks. I

Harbor Island,

Srallle, Was/i.
'lodilSliipbuililini

Uiv Dock Co.. 1

,\l:jbile, Ala.

24 Floating Dry Docks

2 Graving Docks 3 Shipways

UnrleJ Fruil Lil

S.S/PASrOKES'
7241 gross torn

487 fttt liillR

Offtctil Or§9in
^ PACIFIC AMERrCAN
Steamship Association

,^y'
^ Officud Or^ioi
Shipowners Association
of the pacific coast
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HIGH DUTY STERLING ENGINES
in medium sizes, develop maximum power on a weight

of iVi pounds per horsepower. Larger engines aver-

age from 10 to 16 pounds. This weight includes an

adequate clutch and reverse gear, ample flywheel

effect, starters, generators and accessories. It is the

result of many years of concentration on engines of

this type. Usually the piston displacement is greater,

the engine is oversize. The bore and stroke ratio is

nearly square, keeping the centrifugal and inertia

forces within conservative limits. Intimate attention is

accorded the balancing of the mass elastic. Thus the

engines develop their power easily, operate more
quietly and contribute to the enjoyment of motor

boating. The scientific facts on which these practices

are based are largely developed in our own labora-

tory and from successful commercial applications of

Sterling engines. The technical data is available to

those selecting on engineering characteristics. The

non-technical buyer can select confidently on the known
success and long established reputation of Sterlings.

STERLING ENGINE CO. BUFFALO, N. Y., U. S. A.

^:pL^r.e ICMMO-ICMHOHT COMP;%MY
SEATTLE

3)22 Htnry Buildinc
LOS ANGLLES

401 Bradbury Buildinf
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^he Panel System
of Marine Insulation

P/ioto s/io«is how a 'fuieen deck section is insulated.

Ueve/opec/ and Proved by
one of the Worlds Largest
Fleets of Refrigerated Ships

NINE vessels on the California-London-

Argentine run, the pride of the Blue Star

Line, have given this revolutionary system

of insulation a five-year test. Now it is

installed in the new Vulcan Star which has

the largest refrigerated capacity (600,000 cu.

ft.) of any ship afloat.

The Blue Star Line has tested and tried insu-

lation systems of all sorts. The Panel system

is the product of expert engineering thought,

years of experience and millions of miles of

ocean travel. The Panel System is just

what its name implies—a sys-

tem of uniform, removable

panels filled with granulated

cork. It is easy to install and

easy to maintain, for it is

suited specifically to marine

purposes. The ship's struc-

ture and pipes behind the panels can easily

be examined with this system.

In new or old vessels, the Panel System will

give real insulating efficiency—real service

—

real profits. Our new catalog will bring you
complete information. Just mail the coupon.

Cork Insulation Co., Inc., General Offices,

Marine Division: 154 Nassau St., New York.

Branches in the principal cities. In Canada:

Cork Insulation Co. (Canada) Ltd., Montreal,

Que. and Vancouver, B. C.

CORK INSULATION CO.,inc.
PACIFIC

(
Scittlc

COAST \ 334 Skinner Bldg.

OFFICES ( Phone: Main 1094

San Francisco

354 Pine St.

Phone: Gar. 0184

Los Angeles
1031 So. Broadw.iy

Phone: Wcstmore 1948

Vancouver. B.C.

Dominion Bank Bldg.

Phone: Seymour 2424
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fe
U. S. Coast Ouiml Ctilter Smith" 110' Powered by thr

•' Explorer" redm^ion gear engines

Hall-Scott dependability again proven!
Convinced of the dependability of Hall-Scott Marine En-

gines, the U. S. Coast Guard has just repowered the "Smith"

with three Hall-Scott "Explorers." The selection of these

engines was prompted by the remarkable performance of the

sister ship "Tingard" over the past year—35,000 miles with

negligible engine maintenance cost.

Hall-Scott redud:ion geared engines deliver consi^ifent, eco-

nomical power. They are smooth running and quiet.

Tak.e advantage of the

experience of users and
power your boat with

Hall-Scott engines.

Write or visit your neareft Hall-Scott sales and service branch for further information.

HalL'Scott Motor Car Company
orthwestern Factory Branches

907 Western Avenue
SEATTLE, Wash.

270 Sixteenth Street

PORTLAND, Ore.

525 Burrard Street

VANCOUVr.R. B. C.

DIVISION OF American Car and Foundry Motors Co
Factory and General Offices

2850 SEVENTH STREET, BERKELEY, CALIF.

Eastern Factory Branches

217 West Fifty-Seventh Street

New York City

500 East Jefferson

DETROIT, Mich.

Southwestern Factory Brancht

210 East Tenth Street

Los ANGELES, Calif.

240 Avalon Blvd.

Wilmington. Calif.

R.V. Morris Co.
836 Columbia St.

San Diego. Calif.

I
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Editorial Comment » » »

The Load

Line Muddle

kN March 2, 1929, a Load Line Act

_ 'was passed by Congress. At the hear-

ings preliminary to the passage of this act, shipowners,

shipbuilders, and technical experts testified to the need

under such an act for time to set up the necessary

machinery. Congress therefore very wisely made the

Act effective 18 months after its passage, or Septem-

ber 2, 1930.

In Section 3 of this act the Secretary of Commerce

is directed to formulate regulations for its adminis-

tration. These regulations were finally approved by

the Secretary of Commerce, August 20, 1930, and there-

after printed and issued on September 1, 1930, to be-

come effective September 2, or the next day. Before

the regulations were in the hands of a single ship-

owner fines became due under the act and there was

immediate and mandatory imposition of those fines.

Now, these regulations are not simple. The techni-

cal aspects of many of the rules are absolutely unin-

telligible to the officials of the customs who are char-

ged with the duty of collecting the fine. The only phase

of the case upon which such officials can pass judg-

ment is the possession or nonpossession by the owner

or master of an official certificate showing that his

vessel has been surveyed, marked, and the marks cer-

tified under these Load Line Regulations.

The regulations appoint the American Bureau of

Shipping to make the surveys and assign load lines.

A very wise appointment. The American Bureau has

a number of experts well qualified to perform this

work. These experts, however, are all very busy men
on the regular work of the Bureau. Obviously, they

cannot at a moment's notice survey and mark load

lines on several hundred ships. That job, under the reg-

ulations, might easily be spread over eighteen months
to two years.

The situation as developed for the American mer-

chant marine by the dilatory red tape tactics of the

Bureau of Navigation of the Department of Commerce
is this:

Practically all American ships clearing in the for-

eign trade are outlaw ships, subject to a fine of $500
for each clearance from an American port;

The Collector of Customs at any American port may,
if he sees fit, refuse these vessels clearance until such
time as they are surveyed and marked.

Fines are now being assessed against most Ameri-
can vessels and many foreign flag vessels under these

regulations. The only recourse open to the shipowner
with respect to these fines is to enter what is known
as a "remittance procedure." Each such procedure costs

$2.5 and considerable time and worry.

Congress is being petitioned to postpone the appli-

cation of these regulations for twelve months to give

the American shipowner an opportunity to get his

vessels surveyed and marks affixed. This petition

should be granted promptly. American vessels in for-

eign trade have eiiough competition without being bur-

dened by such inept methods of applying regulations.

The Load Line Law is wise legislation; let's not spoil

it by impractical procedure.

Columbia

River Navigation

^H ERE is now before Congress a

measure for which everyone inter-

ested in Pacific Coast development should be boosting

100 per cent. We refer to the bill for the amendment
of the Inland Waterways Corporation Act permitting

that corporation to operate on the Columbia-Willa-

mette-Snake Rivers System just as it is doing on the

Mississippi and Warrior Rivers Systems.

The Inland Waterways Corporation has been operat-

ing ten years on the upper Mississippi, lower Mississ-

ippi, and the Warrior, and during that time has hand-

led a little less than 12 millon tons of revenue freight.

It has been constantly improving the equipment and
the service, and has recently been able to show a reas-

onable profit and at the same time save the shipper

a considerable percentage over other available meth-

ods of transportation.

Extension of this service to the Columbia River sys-

tem would be of great benefit to the producers of four

western states and would open up tremendous future

developments in agriculture, mineral wealth, and tim-

ber products. Incidentally it would bring much cargo

to seaboard for transshipment. Urge it on your Con-
gressman!
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c^. F. Haines

Recognized as an outstanding Pact\k Coast Foreign Trade and

Shipping Expert. A. F. Haines is vice-president and

general manager of the Admiral-Oriental

Line and President of the Pacific

Foreign Trade Council.
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Our California

Nautical Srhool

" CALIFORNIA'S Nautical School is

'now ready for action and as we go

to press, or more specifically beginning Thursday,

January 29, 1931, some hundreds of young Califor-

nians at ten educational centers are in the throes of

competitive examinations for the coveted prize of

completing their education on the school ship. The
young men who qualify will be among the best, since

it is required that they be:

1. of good repute,

2. legal residents of the State of California and citi-

zens of the United States,

3. not less than seventeen years of age,

4. sound in body and free from physical defects,

5. able to pass a competitive mental examination.

6. provided with entrance fee, not to exceed |150,

and such items of clothing as may be prescribed,

7. enter the school voluntarily with a fixed and
earnest purpose of completing the course, and becom-

ing officers of the United States Merchant Marine.

The physical tests are very comprehensive and, if

passed, would qualify the applicant for the very high-

est insurance rating. The mental examination, while

not difficult, would require a thorough grounding in

the subjects covered, such as simple mathematics.
United States History, grammar and rhetoric, gen-

eral information.

It is obvious that only those boys who are "of ex-

cellent character and rugged in physique" need apply
with the hope of passing these tests. But even if these

tests are passed there is the further barrier of adapt-
ability to life on shipboard where each boy must prove
himself "amenable to discipline and earnest in appli-

cation with an honest and sincere purpose.—No appli-

cant will be admitted to the school who, in the opinion
of the board of governors, is unfitted for a life at sea;

nor will any cadet be allowed to remain in the school

unless he promptly, consistently, and willingly obeys
all the rules and regulations for the government of

the school and makes consistent and satisfactory pro-
gress in his studies and training." Since all work con-
nected with the maintenance and operation of the
ship both at sea and in port is to be performed by the
cadets, it is plain that this two-year course will re-

quire lads of a resolute spirit who are willing to en-

dure "hard and consistent mental and physical work"
and the discomforts and privations incident to life at
sea.

The Board of Governors of the California Nautical
School are the type of men who will carry out the
spirit and letter of these regulations, and we predict
that the graduates of this school will be greatly in

demand as officers in the American merchant marine.

A Tremendous
Trade Opportunity

AMERICAN manufacturers and Am-
erican farmers are looking for new

customers. American ship operators are looking for

more cargo. There is much surplus production and not
a little surplus tonnage.

In a recent article (published in Nation's Business)

by Victor M. Cutter, president of the United Fruit

Company, greater development of trade with Latin
America is indicated as the most economic solution

of this problem.
This region, including Cuba, Mexico, and Central

and South America, has a population of 85,000,000.

Its land area is more than twice that of the United
States; and only a little over one-half of this area has

been even explored commercially. It is capable of sup-

plying the entire world with food and possesses trem-

endous natural resources in oil, in minerals, and in

timber, as well as tremendous present production in

coffee, sugar, grain, hides, meats, and tropical fruits.

The markets of this region are therefore ideally reci-

procal. They need our manufactures and our capital

for development. We need their raw materials and
much of their developed product.

To quote Mr. Cutter further:

International Trade

"A little less than a quarter of a century ago the

business done between the United States and Latin

America totalled about 500 million dollars a year.

In 1929 it was more than two billions of dollars; and
this year, in spite of world-wide economic depression,

it will be large. Yet it should be a great deal more.

In the Caribbean countries, at least, we have reached
less than 20 per cent, of the potential customers for

American goods. In some industries the percentage is

even less than that. We could be doing a business of

ten billion dollars with Latin America instead of

two billions.

Some time ago I made a casual list of opportunities

in Latin America. It included power and light for a

whole continent, the extension of railways and tram-
ways, the building of highways, the development of

agriculture—so far untouched on a large scale save
in bananas, coffee, and sugar—particularly in cot-

ton, tobacco, cocoa, fruits, wool, and rubber, mining,
oil, merchandising, and banking.

It should be noted that this list is not the result

of any survey or detailed study of the field. It is based
more on the actual record of things the United Fruit
Company has had to do to operate its railways and
plantations which are essentially of a public nature

—

harbors, railways, hospitals, radio communications,
bakeries, laundries, and modern sanitation programs.
Over a 30-year period we have found this to be an
excellent business investment, and we have never at

any time expressed a wish to be relieved of it.

Today the opportunity is greater for the big corp-

orations with adequate capital which can afford to

invest for the long pull, but the openings for small
businesses are increasing day by day.
Our country placed $42,419,960 in circulation in the

Caribbean countries last year—$28,420,060 for pay-
rolls and $13,999,900 for purchased fruit and sugar
cane. Payrolls of other large American corporations
are mounting annually. The customer is ready to be
served."

Index for 1930
PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW Index for 1930 is now

being prepared and will be ready for distribution by

March 1, 1931. All those wishing copies of the INDEX
for Vol. XXVII—1930—please send in requests prior

to March 1.



Navigation on the Columbia River
Part IL Development of Commerce on the River Led to the Consolidation of

the River Steamers and Later to Their Consolidation with the Railroad

% Charles F. A. Mann

THE consolidation of river steamers under the

Oregon Steam Navigation Company in 1800 re

suited almost immediately in higher rates for

freight and passengers. Under this regime freight from
Portland to Lewiston was $120 a ton.

Rates in 1854 had been as follows:

Portland—The Dalles, 110 miles—$15 per ton and
$6 per passenger.

Portland—Umatilla, 200 mile.s—$45 per ton and $10
per passenger.

Portland—Walla Walla, 2.50 mile.s—$50 per ton and
$12 per passenger.

Portland—Lewiston, 360 miles—$90 per ton and $22
per passenger.

At one time the fare to Lewiston was $80 per person.
A typical instance was a shipment of 120 shovels for
use in the mines. This shipment weighed about a third
of a ton. The freight was $120, or $1 per shovel! How-
ever, by 1887 competition with other boats and the
railroads had lowered the fares and it was possible
to get to The Dalles for $5 each way.
Many famous steamers were built on the upper Col-

umbia, and many famous individual exploits of skip-

pers whose names are now forgotten form a part of
the hectic history of that period. One of the most in-

teresting was the Colonel Wright, already mentioned.
She hauled supplies and men to Wallula then shipped

by bateau to Ft. Walla Walla. Originally her builders,

R. R. Thompson and E. F. Coe, made their money by
hauling freight on flat bottom bateaus at $100 per
ton, and invested their profits in the Colonel Wright,
built at the mouth of the Deschutes River, above Cas-
cades. They put her on the run from Celilo to Wallula
hauling freight at $80 per ton, making three trips per
week. When the O. S. N. was incorporated under the
laws of Washington in 1866, the Colonel Wright and
her owners joined that company and under Captain
J. C. Ainsworth, its first president, began to make
things hum on the river. Captain Coe purchased the
first rails and locomotives for The Dalles-Celilo por-
tage railroad in 1862, and the original Cascades Por-
tage Railroad downstream. In 1862 the Tenino and
Okanogan were built by the O. S. N. for use on the
Lewiston run.

Through The Seven Devils Canyon

The most famous run of the early period of naviga-
tion was made on the Snake River from Boise to Lewis-
ton through the treacherous Box Canyon of the Snake
above Lewiston, when the O.S.N, steamer Shoshone
was built to run between Olds Ferry and Boise. No
steamer was ever built in the Northwest under more
difficulties than the Shoshone. Hundreds of miles from
the nearest sawmill or machine shop, her parts were
assembled on the river at Boise at a cost sufficiently
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River front in Lewiston in 1905 witli to

high to build three steamers like her on the lower

river. She was finished in 1862 and her captain was
Josiah Myrick. Failure of the run to the gold mines
to materialize and discovery of a new and shorter route

to the mines left the Shoshone a white elephant on

the company's hands until 1870 when they finally de-

cided to run her through the Seven Devils Canyon of

the Snake, even at a risk of total loss, and find a place

for her on the Columbia. In 1870 Captain Cy Smith was
sent to bring her down. He succeeded in bringing her
from Boise to Huntington, near the entrance of the

canyon. She was refueled and started down to Lewis-
ton. But Smith abandoned her at Lime Point in the

canyon. Captain Sebastian Miller and Chief Engineer
Buchanan were finally prevailed upon to risk bring-

ing her down, a voyage which has never since been
duplicated by any boat in either direction.

Captain Miller and his engineer journeyed bv boat
and horseback from Portland to Lime Point, taking 22

days for the journey. After a hurried tour of inspection

they filled her with water to close her seams and when
she was tight and ready started down. The wild 130
mile ride stove her bow in and they were three days
getting to Lewiston. Part of her top hamper was knock-

ed off and floated past Lewiston two days before the

steamboat came in. Everyone gave her up for lost until

she limped in amid wild cheers from citizens along the

river bank. The channel was so narrow that its rocky

walls scraped the deck house frequently as she shot the

rapids. She made The Dalles and was used as a cattle

boat above there until Captain Ainsworth took her over

the rapids in 1873. She was wrecked on a small rock

in the Willamette River in 1874, and her deck house
ended its days in placid usefulness as a chicken house
for a rancher near Salem.

Captain Miller was so successful in this exploit that

the company sent him to Lake Pend Orielle to bring
the steamboats Missoula and Cabinet over Cabinet
Rapids, about 1874.

Two famous side wheelers were the crack boats of

the Oregon Steam Navigation Company's fleet. First

the Olympian, which was built in Delaware in 1883
and was operated on the lower river. She was 260 by 40

by 12.5 feet and was driven by 70xl44-inch steam en-

gines.. Later she became part of the Oregon Washing-
ton Railroad & Navigation Company's fleet and was
wrecked in Possession Bay in 1906. Second, the Alask-
an of the O.W.R. & N. fleet, which was built in Dela-

Three grain boats of the Oregon Railway and Navigation Company frozen in the Snake River al Lewiston dur
1900. (Right) Captain J. C. Aikens of the Lewiston which is still operating on the Snake Rivt
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ware in 1888 and was of 280 by 45 by 12.5 feet dim

ensions and driven by 73xl44-inch engines. She fin

ally went up on Puget Sound, and ended her days at

Cape Blanco in 1899.

The old Bailey Gatzert of the Columbia River and

Puget Sound Navigation Company was built at Ballard,

in 1890 and was a stern wheeler of 177.2 by 32.3 by

8 feet dimensions, and rebuilt in 1907 after many years

on the Columbia as a passenger boat. She finally be-

came part of the Puget Sound Navigation Company's
fleet and is now used as a floating dock for the Foss

Tug and Barge Company in Tacoma.

Out of the 300-odd ships built for Columbia River

Service between 1850 and 1917, few are left. Only 23

were ever rebuilt after 1900 for lower Columbia River

service.

The Cascade Locks were built around the Cascades
in 1896, by the United States Government. The locks

and 9-mile canal at The Dalles and Celilo, known as

The Dalles-Celilo canal were opened in 1915. These
two important links in the Columbia River channel

will be discussed in future chapters of this article

due to their important bearing on the future of upper

Columbia navigation. Their link with the past lies in

the fact that after sixty-five years of upper river nav-

igation we find completion of locks that eliminated

the two famed portage railroads; but they came at a

time when it was too late to save the river boats as

commercial links between Portland and the Columbia
Basin country.

When the O.W.R. & N. absorbed The Dalles portage

railway and made it a link in the main line from Rip-

raria to Portland, navigation on the Columbia above
Celilo practically ceased. Only a few steamers re-

mained on the upper river and these were taken to

the Snake river to operate between its confluence with
the Columbia at Pasco as feeders for the railroad,

mainly hauling wheat. This fleet, four in number, re-

mained as a part of river navigation at Lewiston until

the railroad was opened to Lewiston, when it dimin-

ished to one lone survivor, the new freighter Lewis-
ton, built in Portland and run up the river in 1923

by Captain S. V. Winslow, one of the two surviving pi-

lots of the upper Columbia. The Lewiston was built

after her predecessor ship of the same name, and her

sister ship the Spokane were destroyed by fire in 1922

at their Lewiston pier. She is 160 feet in length, 35 feet

beam and 5'2feet depth, and a sturdy freighter through-

out. She transfers grain from one side of the river

where rail facilities are not yet available and is in

Steamer Lytton taking on cord wood for fuel on the upper
Columbia in 1870.

command of Captain J. E. Aikens, veteran Snake River

Pilot.

During the years 1891 and 1894 an attempt was
made to revive navigation on the upper Columbia, when
a portage railroad was built from Maryhill, Wash-
ington (then Columbus), to a point below The Dalles,

before the Locks were opened by the government in

1896. The steamer Fred Billings was rebuilt at Pasco

to run in connection with the railroad, but was wrecked
on her first trip down. The company went into the

hands of a receiver after the wreck, and nothing fur-

ther was done toward navigating the river until the

State Portage Railroad at The Dalles was opened in

1905. The Open River Transportation Company fin

ished construction of two large river steamers in 1908

to run in connection with the railroad and these were
operated between Celilo and Lewiston and Celilo and
Priest Rapids on the Columbia until 1912, when ser

vice was suspended for lack of patronage. One steamer
line operated until recently to Hood River on a daily

schedule, hauling freight and passengers.

Thus 1912 ends a chapter in the history of the upper
Columbia as a highway of commerce to and from the
Columbia Basin country.

Almot.i. huili .it (

Columbi.i .ind cIl

-.l<. in IK-(,,

cd Ji 14,000

IS the largest freighter on the upper

one trip during the Nez Perce war.

A Good Sea Yarn
OCEAN PARADE. By Fritjoff Michelson and Leon

Byrne. Published by Robert M. McBride & Co., New-
York. Price $3. net.

A vivid, rip-snorting tale of a round voyage on a

United States Shipping Board freighter from Portland,

Oregon, to the Orient and return. The authors, two
Pacific Coast newspaper men in search of adventure,

shipped under false pretenses and found plenty of ex-

citement. In fact, where ordinary excitement was not

easily found they set their wits to work and man-
ufactured some new variety thereof. They tell of

their adventures in a rather novel fashion, each tak-

ing a chapter turnabout. Terse, vivid description of

men, of nature, of ports, and of actions is the mosi
outstanding characteristic of the book. Very readable,

although in some quarters it will be considered that

much of the text contains rather unjustifiable criti-

cism of the American merchant marine and of Oriental

port facilitie.s. Indeed, if this book were a true picture

of average conditions on American merchantmen and
their contact with the Orient, then we would have
small hope of operating in competition with our com-
mercial rivals on the Pacific.



Practical Hull Design
Some Observations Based on Recent Papers Read Before American and 'British

Technical Associations and on Recent Performance of Seagoing Vessels

THE primary object of operating merchant ships

is to transport freight and passengers overseas

economically. The merchant vessel is simply a link

in a world-wide system of transportation. The ship's

hull should always be designed with this primary

object emphasized in the mind of the naval architect.

The hull designed should be the one that can be built

for the least possible capital outlay and yet most per-

fectly meet the economical requirements of the particu-

lar trade and route for which the vessel is intended.

For any special route or service the expert best

qualified to specify the economical requirements would
naturally be the old experienced ship operator on

that route. He can best visualize and adapt both the

data of past experience and the outlook for future ex-

pansion. When requirements have been so specified,

these specifications should be turned over to a com-
petent naval architect who will, after careful study
and conference with the practical port engineers and
port superintendents of the line, design the vessel that
will most nearly meet the requirements of his client or
employer and at the same time be a seaworthy craft,

meeting all the governmental regulations for safety
and for measurement and the requirements of the
classification societies for structural strength.

This, as stated, would seem a comparatively simple
problem. In reality it is one of the most complex and
baffling of technical operations, and a satisfactory
solution in each particular case is obtained only
after a series of seemingly endless compromises.

In an excellent paper on "Ship Design from the
Operator's Viewpoint," read at the last meeting of the
Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers by
William H. Ferguson, Carl E. Petersen, and Harry E.
Stocker, the following are listed as the principal factors
influencing ship design:

General Design Features

(a) Capacity.—Cargo-nature and quantity of cargo
to be carried; whether or not any refrigeration is re-
quired for the preservation of cargo in transit; also
whether or not any particular ventilation is required,
and similar items.

Passengers—kind, class, and number of passengers
to be carried, which in turn determine the accom-
modations and facilities to be provided.

Seasonal factor—whether or not the passengers and
cargoes are subject to seasonal influences.

(b) Speed.—The economical speed is determined
from a study of the factors, the distance between
ports, the kind of cargoes and class of passengers (if

any) that are carried, and also the competitive re-
quirements of the trade.

(c) Propulsion Machinery.—The selection of the
kind of propulsion machinery for any particular vessel
depends upon a multitude of factors, principally those
of reliability, service of vessel, power required, kind,
availability, and cost of fuel, first and maintenance

costs of installation, fuel economy, availability of

skilled operating engineers, and similar factors.

(d) Safety Requirements.

(e) Governmental Regulations.

(f) Classification.

(g) Deadweight and Cubic Capacity.

(h) Port and Terminal Facilities.

(i) Harbor Limitations.

(j) Mail Contracts.

(k) Competition.

(1) Economic Trends of Traffic.

In this paper great emphasis is laid on the necessity

of designing modern vessels for economical cargo
handling, this stress being based on the fact that port

charges are by far the largest single item in ship

operation costs. Side ports, elevators, conveyors, and
greater rope speed on winches were urged as means
to this end.

The following points were brought out in discussion

by various authorities. First, that the point of con-

gestion in handling cargo, ship to pier, is usually at

the point where the sling load is dropped on the

;
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wharf. Second, that there is a safe rope speed for

hoisting through a series of hatches and that this

speed, established by long experience, can easily be

exceeded by most steam or electric winches. Third,

that side ports are much used in our coastwise ves-

sels, but present some serious safety problems partic-

ularly when used on deepsea ships. Fourth, that

there is a nice point in the economics of cargo hand-

ling as to the relative advantages of having the cargo

handling machinery on the ship where it is idle a large

part of the time or on the pier where it is constantly

available and might spread its standing charges over

a much larger volume of cargo.

The "fact remains that "better and faster cargo

handling facilities, properly used and supervised, re-

sult in greatly reduced costs" of operation, particularly

when "port speed" of the ship is taken into account.

The annual carrying capacity of a vessel is equal to

the capacity of her holds multiplied by the number of

round voyages per year. In designing a vessel, both

of these items are variable. Increased annual carry-

ing capacity may be obtained in any one of three ways

or in combination of these three methods.

First, Increasing size of vessel.

Second, Increasing speed of vessel at sea.

Third, Increasing speed of vessel in port.

The paper in review shows that of the three methods,

the third is usually the most economical. Increasing

the sea speed of a 10,000-ton deadweight freighter on

a 14,000-mile voyage from 12 knots to 16 knots, as

shown in the table herewith, greatly reduces the owner's

net returns on his investment. Keeping sea speed at

12 knots and increasing port speed 30 per cent., which

in many cases would be quite possible, gives the same

number of round voyages per annum as would be ob-

tained by increasing the sea speed to 16 knots and

nearly doubles the net profit.

These figures make very clear the advisability of

designing ships (and terminals) for greater "port

speed." It is also clear that the shipowner can get the

most economical combination only after a thorough

analysis of all the factors involved in his particular

trade route. On the route of any vessel there are mis-

Table 2.
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Per Annum Expenses and Revenues

10,000-ton deadweight cargo vessels, single screw. 26' dtalt

Vqyagts ptr annum

(A) IJ.knol ship, first cost Sl.SOO.OOO 4.03

(B) 16-knot ship, first cost 1.920.000 4.70

Basis used: 40 -lays in port pi-r voyage.

Expense item-

Ship "A" Ship"B"

Dollars

per annum .'"
Dollars

per annum %

Fixed Charges; DepTccialion at 3^i
(10%of ship cost) Insurance at 4^

jf'mlc'tesl'on H o( ship cost C2H) $150,000

25.000
50.000
25,000
40,000
45.000

40.000
130.000
10,000

40,000

25,000.

26

32

42

5192.00(1

'>6!ooo

42,000
58,000

80,000
1.50,000

15.000

47,000

30.000

Administration and overhead expense. .

.

Vanable Expenses; (a) Fuel {approximate, sec Tabic 3 below) .

.

Port dues 1

*

Pilotage and towage i

Commissions and brokerage/

Toul Expenses...

Uasid on numte o( voyagcsl jo^, Revenues .

.

at $160,000 per voyage /

Net Profit

1580,000

644,800

100 $717,000

752.000

\m

S64,800

12 92%
6.57%

SSOO.OOO

US.OOO

5.8.1%
4 07%

$600.0(HI

(including all interest on%noncy invested)

Approximate investment by Owner;

Yt cost of vessel plus working capital

ing lapital)

Comparison of expenses and revenues possible with a 10,000-ton

deadweight single screw vessel.
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cellaneous port conditions over which the owner has no

control, and allowance for these must be made in fig-

uring port speed. The paper calls attention to cargo

handling as a new "engineering field" and to the op-

portunities thcit lie therein for the marine mechanical

engineer.

Some Ship Shape Considerations

E. M. Bragg, professor of Naval Architecture and

Marine Engineering at the University of Michigan,

brought to the meeting of the Society of Naval Archi-

tects and Marine Engineers the "Results of Experiments

upon Bulbous Bows", a paper dealing with some model
towing tests done at the University of Michigan naval

tank for the United States Shipping Board under the

direction of Admiral D. W. Taylor. Professor Bragg
says of these experimental results that they do not

simplify but rather complicate the problem of "select-

ing the proper from of hull for a given set of con-

ditions." Apparently, judging from the text and the

discussion of this paper, the models were not self-

propelled but towed. We understand that the German
experiments on self-propelled models at the Hamburg
tank developed the result that much of the value of

the bulbous bow lay in its alteration of the wave for-

mation caused by the propulsion of the hull so as to

bring about a favorable position of the wave with re-

gard to the propeller.

Discussion brought out the fact that the bulbous
bow was proving itself objectionable in turbulent

water and that Maierform might produce better all-

around results.

Merchant ship designers are constantly meeting new-

problems in materials, in stresses, and in propulsion.

The formulas on which designs are based require much
judgment in application to any given hull. Judgment
can only be acquired by long experience. Many ex-

pedients in general use are fairly open to question.

For instance, it has been quite general practice on large

vessels with high superstructures to incorporate so-

called expansion joints with the idea of relieving the

superstructure from excessive strain. Certain recent

investigations tend to show that such joints introduce

excessive localization of stresses in the main hull

structure. Witness the recent troubles along this line

in both the Majestic and the Leviathan.

To-day in Great Britain, in France, and in the United
States, ship operators, aided by their respective gov-

ernments, are ready to build passenger liners much
larger than the Leviathan and to power these vessels

for operation at much greater sea speeds. Into these
hulls undoubtedly will be built all the experience gained
from the operation of former merchant and naval
ships; and we shall soon see great progress in hull

design exemplified in many fine new passenger liners.

Italy also is in the race for the transatlantic blue

ribbon with a steam liner of 45,000 gross tons to travel

28' 2 knots. In at least one announced detail this ves-

sel will be in advance of the others. She is to be

equipped with gyroscopic stabilizers—three of them,
weighing 100 tons each. Mussolini is a great advocate
of stabilization.

Meantime, let us not forget that the economics of

merchant shipping is concerned more with the thou-

sands of slow and medium speed cargo and combina-

tion vessels than with the half dozen giant speed burn-

ing liners only justifiable as publicity stunts on the

North Atlantic Ferry. A comprehensive engineering

investigation of all the problems involved in the de-

sign of merchant shipping of this character should be
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the primary objective of all naval architects and ship-

owners. To this end the United States should increase

her capacity in hydraulic laboratories and model test-

ing tanks and should adequately equip such institutions

to carry on theoretical scientific analysis of all factors

in ship design and propulsion.

While naval architects generally recognize the value

of model test data, there is considerable feeling being

expressed that the data made public are rather frag-

mentary. This leads John de Meo of New York to

suggest (in Shipbuilding and Shipping Record) the

formation of a "Technical Marine Association" of an
international character for the special purpose of "ac-

cumulating research data, of reducing such data to a

common denominator, of arriving at reasoned decisions

as to the aderiuacy of the accepted propulsion theory,

and of planning future research along lines having a

definite practical object.

"In the meantime and in fact until some such or-

ganization is actually in being, it seems desirable that

progressive naval architects, marine engineers, and
designers intimately concerned with ship propulsion

problems in the principal maritime countries should

leave on one side useless consideration of model-screw

data, with their accompanying requirements of intri-

cate mathematical investigations upon hypotheses

which lack complete confirmation, and rather confine

their efforts to practical research in open water and
possibly upon actual ships."

Practical research of this character is, of course, a

more or less continuous process; and it seems to us

that a technical marine association devoted to gather-

ing and correlating the results of such practical re-

search is more necessary and would be of more value
than one devoted to the results of scientific research
at the hydraulic laboratories. The results of practical

sea experience, when they have served the particular

object of the engineer, naval architect, or shipowner
who is carrying on the experiments, are very apt to be
lost in some private file or waste basket. Much dup-
lication of work and an enormous amount of mental
strain might be eliminated if the practical findings of
practical observers at sea were accumulated, correlated,
and indexed in form readily available to the ship-
owner, naval architect, and marine engineer.

We recall that a very great citizen of the United
States, one Matthew Fontaine Maury, did a splendid
service for the maritime world in the middle of the
last century when he instituted a system for gathering
from the logs of sailing ships the facts about ocean
winds and currents. That service, which cost the ship-
owners involved practically nothing, kept the operat-
ing personnel keyed up to a high level of efficiency
and enabled all ship operators to save much time and
money.

A similar world-wide service on the performance of
power vessels might produce information that would
greatly simplify some of the problems of the hull and
machinery designers and would have a tendency to
greatly enhance the efficiency of seagoing personnel.
Such a service would be easily possible through the
cooperation of shipowners and an international tech-
nical marine association. An association of this type
might well take the form of a naval architectural
council formed by qualified experts delegated from the
world's societies of naval architecture and marine en-
gineering, with suitable technical committees to cover
the various detail factors of modern hull design and
propulsion.
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Maritime Legislation at Washington

SINCE the convening of the present session of Con-
gress, December 1, a number of new bills affecting
maritime interests have been introduced in both the

House and Senate. It is doubtful, however, whether
any action will be taken on them at this session. Three
of these were introduced by Representative Wallace H.
White, Jr., of Maine. One of them (H.R. 14269) would
permit the Shipping Board to increase the amount it

may now set aside for the construction loan fund from
the revenues of sales and proceeds of securities taken
as evidences of debt from $125,000,000 to $250,000,000.

The other two bills are each designed to accomplish
the same purpose, namely, remove from the statute
books a "rider" placed in a recent appropriation bill

which apparently restricts the Shipping Board in mak-
ing loans from the revolving fund. These bills are H R
14583 and 14584.

Representative Albert Johnson of Washington intro-
duced a bill (H.R. 15429) to create a board of local in-

spectors of the Steamboat Inspection Service at Tacoma,
Washington.

Felix Cordova Davila, one of the delegates from the
Philippines, introduced a bill (H.R. 14050) empowering
consular officers at foreign ports to inspect vessels
bound for the United States to prevent the spread of
contagious diseases.

A bill (H.R. 14074) to require vessels carrying 50 or
more persons to carry "efficient apparatus for radio
communication" before leaving any port in the Canal
Zone, was introduced by Representative Edward E.
Denison of Illinois.

Senator Reed Smoot of Utah introduced a bill (S.

5380) which would prohibit any line operating under
an ocean mail contract from engaging in coastwise
trade. Mr. Smoot said that it was his earnest hope that
legislation of the kind would not be required, but that
he was introducing the bill because of the possibility
that it would be necessary to prevent unfair competi-
tion between lines which have mail contracts and other
coastal lines which do not have them.

Senator Wesley L. Jones of Washington has reintro-
duced his bill exempting from income taxes money re-

ceived in settlement of awards made by the Mixed
Claims Commission, United States and Germany. This
money would only be exempt, however, if it was set
aside in a trust fund for building ships.

Prospects for legislation proposing to tighten the
immigration laws to stop the infiltration of alien sea-
men into the United States do not seem particularly
bright at this time, nor is it likely that any law of this
soft will be enacted at the present session of Congress.
There is only one measure of importance now pending
before Congress w^hich seeks to accomplish this end,
and this bill, sponsored by Senator William H. King
of Utah has been in the limelight for some years. Dur-
ing its career on Capitol Hill it has passed the Senate
at least twice, the last time on April 14, 1930. It has
been held up, however, pending disposition of a motion
to reconsider made by Senator Arthur R. Gould of
Maine, chairman of the Senate Immigation Committee,
which favorably reported the bill to the Senate. Until
this motion to reconsider is acted upon, the bill will
lie dormant, so far as the Senate is concerned. There
is a similar bill pending before the House Committee
on Immigration and Naturalization.



The Dutch motor line Johan van Oldcnbarncvclt is equipped with Sulzer engines.

The Marine Diesel Situation

Oil and Gas Power Division of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers Reports Progress During ig^o

FROM a world standpoint, the marine diesel situ-

ation has never been better. World tonnage under

construction at the end of June, 1930, was 1,117,624

steam and 1,920,505 diesel-powered vessels—a decrease

in steam tonnage from last year and an increase in

diesel tonnage. The figures are more striking if taken

for one size range, that from 6000 to 15,000 tons. Here
we find 160 motorships under construction as compared
to only 39 .steamships.

The Britannic, the world's second largest motor-

ship, announced in last year's report, went into ser-

vice in May, 1930, and has since shown a highly satis-

factory performance. It is worth while repeating that

this ship is propelled by two Harland-Burmeister &
Wain 4-stroke, double-acting, air-injection engines of

10,000 shaft horsepower each. The largest French mot-
orship, next to the Britannic in the world line-up. the

Lafayette, with 18,000 shaft horsepower on four shafts,

made her maiden voyage from Le Havre to New York
in May, 1930. The main propulsion units in this ship

are M.A.N, engines of the double-acting, 2-stroke, air-

injectiiin type. These two large diesel ships bring the

total of passenger motor vessels of 20,000 gross tons

and over to nine.

The motorship Amerika, the first vessel to have
Burmeister & Wain, double-acting, 2-stroke, mechani-
cal-injection engines, has completed two long voy-

ages, one to the Far East and one to the west coast

of the United States. These engines are reported to

have shown an overall fuel consumption of 0.365 pound
per brake horsepower hour, thus setting a new mark for

motorships.

The gear-drive motorships St. Louis and Milwaukee,
also referred to in last year's report, have so operated
as to call attention to the merits of this method of con-

necting diesel engines to propellers. The combined
weight of engines and gearing is said to be but 125
pounds per shaft horsepower.
Another famous gear-drive installation—that on the

German cruiser Ersatz Preussen—once reported to

total only 17 pounds per shaft horsepower, has since
been more reliably announced to weigh 50 pounds
per shaft horsepower—still a very remarkable figure.

The Sulzer-engined Asama Maru, in service since

Ms. Amerika, first vessel

fitted with Burmeister and
Wain double-acting. 2-

cycie engines, set an o\'er-

all fuel consumption of

0.365 pound per brake
horsepower.
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the hoKiiininK <»f the year, established a new reeord

on lier fourth run between Yokohama and San Fran-

cisco, and is now the fastest motorship on the Pacific.

The Tatsuta Maru, built several months later, has

exactly similar Sulzei-design machinery constructed

at the Mitsubishi shipyard. Sulzer Brothers report

that there are now over 3,500,000 horsepower of Sulzer-

system engines in service and under construction.

The motor-passenger-ship status can be illustrated by

citing the figure of 58 motor passenger liners of 9000

tons (gross) and over—or a total of 855,000 tons

(gross)—in service at the end of June, 1930, with 24

passenger ships of this size range on order, aggre-

gating 335,000 tons (gross).

The marine situation in the United States does not

i'hoyf anything like the variety and progress of that

of Europe. In the list of motorships of all classes be-

tween 6000 and 15,000 tons under construction on

.June 30, the United States has only three as against

IGO for the world. The immediate reason for this sit-

uation is partly to be found in the present unfavor-

able price differential between boiler oil and diesel

oil in the eastern seaboard ports. Another factor in

the situation is the unwillingness of ship owners on

the one hand to order engines of sizes hitherto undev-
eloped, and the natural reluctance of diesel builders

on the other to bring out new and larger sizes with-
out some assurances of a continuing market. In Europe
what almost amounts to a quantity-production system
is made possible by the numerous building programs
of standard ships. During the year a move toward
ship standardization has been made by the National
Council of American Shipbuilders. It is too early to

say what the result of this will be. Should it be suc-

cessful, however, the diesel program would benefit

greatly.

The Jones-White shipping subsidy has been dis-

appointing from a diesel standpoint. Only one motor-
ship—the City of New York—has been built under
its provisions. The assumption is not made here that
all ships should be motorships. Experience has shown
that a careful study of individual trade routes should
be made before determining what type of power should
be used. However, in the opinion of eminent American
ship operators, Jones-White grants have been made for

steamships to operate on long trade routes where mot-
orships would be far more economical and successful
in competition with foreign-flag motorships. The res-

ponsibility lies with the operators, as the Shipping
Board has no authority to do more than assure itself

that a "modern" power plant is used.
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operates between SoutIi.iinpt>_ id Sontli .Afric.i

It has been reported that the next naval appi'opria-

tion bill will request $3,000,000 for the development
of diesels for scout cruisers. This is no doubt an out-

growth of the world-wide interest in the Ersatz Preus-
sen and the three German cruisers with cruising die-

sels.

It is not generally known that one domestic ship-

yard—the Sun Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company of

Chester, Pennsylvania—has launched during the past
year seven motor tankers of 13,500 tons deadweight
each, and one combination freight and passenger liner

(the City of New York) of 10,000 tons deadweight.
Each of these tankers has one engine of 2800 shaft
horsepower. The freighter-passenger ship has two eng-
gines of 2700 shaft horsepower each. The aggregate
horsepower of the eight ships was 26,000 and the ton-

nage 104,500 deadweight capacity. This plant has now
on order nine more motor tankers aggregating 25.200
shaft horsepower and 121,500 tons deadweight cap-
acity. All ships have been and will be powered with
Sun-Doxford, opposed-piston, 2-stroke, mechanical-
injection engines.

It is significant that the Sun company is the only
American shipbuilder operating an engine plant, or—if preferred—the only American diesel-engine manu-
facturer also operating a shipyard.

The Pusey & Jones shipyard at Wilmington com-
pleted four large yachts last fall with main power
plants aggregating 7600 shaft horsepower and later

secured the contract for four large diesel-electric tugs
aggregating 4000 shaft horsepower.

The world's largest towboat is being built at Du-
buque, Iowa, for the use of the Inland Waterways
Corporation. It will have two 1100-horsepower Mc-
intosh & Seymour engines on twin screws.

Completion of six diesel-electric lightships, each of

350 shaft horsepower, marked the entry of the Bur-
eau of Lighthouses into the diesel market.

The construction of steel trawlers for the Atlantic

coast—a good business a year ago—has suffered a

falling off. However, the Pacific Coast fishing pro-

gram is calling for bigger and faster boats because
of the fact that tuna fishermen must go farther out
than formerly to secure a good catch. A few years ago
a 70-foot boat holding 40 tons of fish and with a 100-

horsepower engine was considered a good-sized boat.

Last year quite a number of boats have been built

from 100 to 125 feet in length, with 150 tons fish

capacity and with 500-horsepower engines. One cor-

respondent states that next year he expects to see

200-ton boats with 1000-horsepower engines.
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Knirines and Kn<jine Design

Weight reduction is the present-day aim of engine

designers. To this end speeds are being increased.

Whereas piston speeds of around 900 feet per minute
were once the rule for heavy-duty units, now stand-

ard practice is approaching 1200 feet per minute. In-

creased knowledge in the construction and operation

of engines, improvements in combustion arrange-

ments, and new alloys and steels are making this dev-

elopment possible. Ueutz, for instance, call our atten-

tion to the fact that it manufactures 1000-horsepower

engines to turn at 375 revolutions per minute.

At the Marine Show in New York last winter,

twelve firms exhibited marine diesel engines. All were

mechanical-injection, many were rated between 600

and 1000 revolutions per minute, and weights ran as

low as 13 pounds per brake horsepower in one in-

stance, with several in the 30-pound class. Two of

the e.xhibited models were of V-construction—the Trei-

ber and Winton. The former is a 12-cylinder engine

rating 300 horsepower at 1000 revolutions per minute

and weighing but 3800 pounds; the latter is a 16-cyl-

inder unit rating 650 horsepower at 750 revolutions

per minute and weighing 18,500 pounds.

In this country the trend toward lighter weight is

progressing chiefly in the small- and medium-size

engine field. Mechanical injection is playing a part

here, and there is a tendency here as in Europe to

pass more and more to this type of injection as op-

posed to air injection.

There has been a tendency to turn the design and

construction of the mechanical-injection fuel pump
over to specialists in that field—such as Bosch, Deckel,

and R.E.F. One of these announces that he is pre-

pared to take care of the fuel-injection requirements

of the largest diesel built at the present time.

The use of aluminum and aluminum alloys has be-

come so commonplace that most correspondents neg-

lect to mention it. However, the nitriding of steel

is to the fore, and many consider it the most import-

ant metallurgical development of the past several

years from the diesel standpoint. It seems to quite

overshadow chromium plating—once regarded as high-

ly significant. The nitriding process is cionsidered

chiefly for pistons, rings, liners, crankshafts, and in-

jection-pump parts.

The United States Navy Yard, New York, can now
cast cylinder liners up to 24 inches by a centrifugal

process, and finds that it is possible to increase ten-

sile strength and hardness without increasing mach-
ining difficulties. This yard also reports that cor-

rosion and heat-resisting steels for valves result in

many more hours between grindings.

Burmeister & Wain favor "Perlit" for the castings

exposed to heat. Great experience is necessary, they

say, to make big castings of this material, but when
successful, "Perlit" castings are more resistant against

heat stresses and wear.

Dr. Sass reports that he has adapted a process for

making engine parts subjected to heat and pressure

stresses partly of cast steel and partly of wrought
iron, these two materials being copper-soldered in an

atmosphere of hydrogen.

The largest domestic builder of diesels, Fairbanks,

Morse & Co., brought out a new line of direct-mechani-

cal-injection engines during the year. These engines

have separate scavenging pumps instead of the fam-

iliar crankcase compression of previous models. The

result of the improved combustion system has been
an apjireciable reduction in fuel consumption.
The oldest domestic diesel manufacturer, Busch-

Sulzer Br()S.,-Diesel Engine Co., has announced the
acquisition of a licen.se under the patents of the A.E.G.,
of Germany, and K. J. E. Hesselman, of Sweden, and
also arrangements for technical cooperation with these
firms—including the well-known Dr. Sass—that will

enable them to build large and small mechanical-in-
jection engines, as well as double acting engines. The
company plans to combine the best that these arrange-
ments can afford with the best Busch-Sulzer construc-
tions.

Abroad we find the same tendency toward higher
speeds and similar metallurgical refinements. Mechani-
cal injection is gaining ground not only for small- and
medium-sized engines but for large engines as well.

The goal of less weight and space for more power is

being sought by two roads—one is the use of pressure
charging for 4-stroke machinery; the other is the em-
ployment of 2-stroke machinery. Both schools are re-

sorting to double-acting engines more and more.
Pressure charging of European marine engines is

no longer a theory but an every-day occurrence. There
are several well-defined methods—the Buchi, the Werk-
spoor, the Lorenzen, and the Rateau; these employ
exhaust-gas turbo-blowers, except the Werkspoor, which
uses the under sides of the pistons as compressors.
Practically all are agreed that engines can be designed
for pressure charging with a 40 per cent, increase in

horsepower per given unit of cylinder volume—some
claim 50 per cent, increase. Among the numerous in-

stances of pressure-charged engines the order of the

Anglo-Saxon Petroleum Corporation for 18 tankers,

each to have Werkspoor-system supercharged engines,
is noteworthy. The Werkspoor Company has 80,000

horsepower under construction with the Werkspoor
pressure-charging system.

Along with pressure charging, exhaust-heat recov-

ery is becoming characteristic of European marine
practice. The Britannic, for instance, has four exhaust-
gas boilers for 100 pounds steam pressure, with an
approximate generating capacity of 10,000 pounds of

steam per hour.

The healthy European marine situation is the mot-
ivation behind the pressure-charging progress and tha

2-cycle, double acting program. The logical outgrowth
is the tendency of European builders to develop larger

and larger sizes. The Hamburg 15,000-hcrsepower

M.A.N, engine has long stood out as the largest diesel

in the world. However, at least two builders announce
that they are ready to construct larger engines. Bur-

meister & Wain are prepared to undertake the con-

struction of 2-stroke double-acting engines, similar to

the design of the Amerika engines, as large as 12,500

kilowatt for stationary plants. Sulzer Brothers are

also branching out into larger sizes and state that they

are prepared to offer 2-stroke, double-acting engines

for land or marine use up to about 20,000 to 25,000

horsepower per unit. They are now building a double-

acting engine of 7000 horsepower for a Dutch motor-

ship, and an 11,000-horsepower engine for an electric

power plant. What the weights of these units will be

is not stated. However, Sulzer's single-acting, cross-

head design, made up to about 3000 horsepower, weighs
less than GO kg. (130 pounds) per brake horsepower.

Sulzers are also manufacturing mechanical-injection

engines of 4-stroke design.

I



Modem Geared Marine Turbines

% C R. Waller*

Chief Engineer, 'De Laval Steam Turbine Co.

THE steam turbine has been developed for land

power plant service to a high degree of perfec-

tion. Most of the land power plant practice has

been applied for use on ships, but the fact still holds

that the geared turbine to propel a ship mus;t be de-

signed to meet all the requirements peculiar to this

class of service. The problem of driving a propeller in

a ship that is being tossed about on the high seas is a

different problem from driving a generator or pump
installed on a permanent and solid foundation.

Outstanding general requirements which must be

considered when a turbine is to be applied to ship

propulsion are

:

1. Operation in either direction of rotation.

2. Efficient transmission of power from high speed

turbine to low speed propeller.

3. Ready installation on the ship's structure.

4. Reliability of service.

5. Simplicity of operation and maintenance.

6. Efficiency in performing the work.

Standardization

There has never been any attempt to standardize

sizes of propelling units in the same manner as has

been done with generating units. The specifications

issued for a new ship contains pages of definite require-

ments covering the construction of the hull and its

subdivisions; but usually only a relatively small part

is devoted to the propulsion machinery. Quite recently

the author read an inquiry from a shipyard calling for

a price on a complete propelling unit of 6000 shaft

horsepower. The unit was to be built as per specifica-

tions attached (the specifications referred to covered

less than one-half a typewritten page.)

The author has prepared a set of specifications based
on present-day practice and will present a line of ma-
chines of a uniform design to meet these specifications,

in the hope they will be used as a basis for a discus-

sion emphasizing such outstanding details as should
rightly belong in typical specifications fully protect-

ing the shipowner and in the desire to assist the ship-

builder and the manufacturer when preparing their

estimates.

These specifications cover marine turbines with
double reduction gearing, but are equally applicable if

compound turbines are used with single reduction
gearing or triple turbines with one single gear reduc-
tion.

When using single reduction gearing with two or
three pinions, it is always necessary to go to extremely
large gears in order to maintain as good a ratio as
possible between the turbine speed and propeller speed.

For propeller speeds below 150 revolutions per minute

*Abstract of paper read before the Thirty-Eighth General meeting
of The Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers in New
York, November 13, 1930.

it has been found that the three turbine arrangement,
single gear construction, costs appreciably more than

the compound turbine with double reduction gearing,

the weight being in favor of the double reduction gear-

ing and the economy is practically equal. If compound
turbines with single gear reductions are considered,

the weight and price would be nearly the same as the

compound turbine with double gear reduction, but the

economy would be about 3 to 4 per cent, in favor of the

compound turbine with double gear reduction.

The only case where single gears should be consid-

ered is in connection with specially designed ships

having high propeller speed and where the steam con-

ditions may be more favorable to lower turbine speeds.

Another difficulty in connection with the single gear
reduction is the location of the main thrust bearing.

This should preferably be built in the gear casing at

the forward end, an arrangement, however, which is

not always permissible due to interference with the

turbine casings or the condenser equipment, particu-

larly if the condenser is placed below the low-pressure

turbine.

This suggested line of geared marine turbines covers

units in sufficient number to take care of any require-

ment where the output falls within the range of 3500
to 15,000 shaft horsepower with propeller speed of 75

to 125 revolutions per minute. Each unit in the list must
be designed to meet the specifications and require-

ments set forth and should at the same time represent
a design embodying the ma.ximum commercial economy
with best present-day practice.

Specifications and Requirements for Double Geared
Compound Turbine Propulsion Unit

1. The propulsion unit shall be of the impulse type,

rugged, and of liberal construction throughout, ar-

ranged so as to be easily disassembled for inspection or

repairs, and so constructed that all parts subject to

wear are interchangeable and can be replaced without
fitting.

2. Each propelling unit shall consist of:

(a) One low-speed gear reduction.

(b) Two high-speed gear reductions entirely inde-

pendent of the low-speed reduction.

(c) One high-pressure turbine and one low-pres-

sure turbine supported from and attached to the
high-speed reductions.

(d) Connecting piping between high-pressure and
low-pressure turbine, including expansion joints.

(e) All pipes and fittings for oiling system on the
unit proper.

(f) One main thrust bearing located forward of

the slow-speed I'eduction.

3. The turbine and gears shall be arranged in rela-

tion to each other so as to allow the installation of a
condenser below the low-pressure turbine.

The ideal location of a condenser is as near to
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Characteristics of proposed standard marine geared turbines.

the last turbine wheel as practical in order to give

the shortest passage for the exhaust steam from the

last wheel to the condenser tubes. The old arrange-

ment of top exhaust with the condenser placed near

the hull of the ship requires a large cumbersome
exhaust connection to convey the steam from the

turbine to the condenser. The loss of vacuum in this

overhead exhaust system is in itself sufficient to

warrant its elimination. The average loss will be as

high as ^4-inch vacuum, which represents a direct

loss in economy of 1.8 per cent. Expressed in fuel,

this would amount to approximately five barrels of

oil every twenty-four hours for a ship wtih a 6000-

horsepower propelling unit.

The placing of the condenser below the low-pres-

sure turbine gives a direct drainage from the tur-

bine casings to the condenser and eliminates any
accumulation of water in the casings or piping sys-

tem between the high and low-pressure turbines.

4. A Kingsbury type of main thrust bearing shall

be provided forward of the low-speed gear reduc-

tion. When operating under normal rated condition,

the estimated thrust of this bearing shall not exceed

300 pounds per square inch of thrust shoe area.

The placing of the main Kingsbury thrust bearing
forward of the gear reduction is an important detail.

When designing a ship's structure to take care of

the thrust, it is always preferable to have the struc-

ture transmitting the thrust from the bearing to the

hull in compression rather than to have these mem-
bers in tension. The thrust bearing housing may be
cast integral with the slow-speed reduction but may
also be a separate housing. In either case it can be
given a correct support without structural difficul-

ties.

5. A reversing turbine shall be fitted in the low-
pressure casing and must develop not less than 80
per cent, of the normal ahead torque at 50 per cent, of

the normal speed, with normal rated ahead steam flow.

Referring to the torque needed for the reversing

turbine, the subject is practically always discussed

each time a new vessel is planned. With the old tj^pe

of reciprocating engine, it was not necessary to give

any particular thought to reversing torque avail-

able, as the engine would in most cases give as much

=RAME

A

DIMENSIONS APPROX
WEIGHT
RATIO XK L M N P R S* T" V

21-
8' 9-0' 9-11' 3- r 3-0' 5-10' 3-5' 2-6 5-3" 100 v.

B 23-2' 9-4' 10 - 8' 3- 1 3-0 5-10' 3-2' 3-0' 6 - 1" 120V.

C 25-7' 9- 5" \\-i 3- 1' 3-0' 5-10' 3-0' 2-8' 6-7" 140 y.

D 29-3' 9-10' 11-7' 3- 1
3-0' 5 -10 2-ir 1-6" 7-4" 170-/.

E 32-7' 10-5 13-0" 3-3' 3-4' 6-4' 3 -r 2-3' 7-n" 200 •/.

• DIMENSIONS - S - BASED ON LOW SPEED PINIONS OH SAME PLANE AS MAIN

GEAR SHAFT

" DIMENSIONS - r INDICATES MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE ELEVATION OF LOW
SPEED PINIONS ABOVE MAIN GEAR SHAFT

Approximate dimensions of proposed standard turbines and gears.
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torque reversing as it would ahead. In the case of the

steam turbine, however, the reversing turbine is add-

ed equipment, and as this added equipment is only to

be used for maneuvering purposes, it is important that

it be made sufficient for that service only, thus re-

ducing its size and consequently its cost. The reversing

characteristics of the propeller have also an important

bearing upon the reversing torque that can be utilized.

A number of marine equipments have been built

under the author's supervision where reversing power

has been provided as per item 5, and in no case has

there been any complaint of the ship not being pro-

vided with sufficient reversing power.

Steam Conditions

6. Steam pressure at the turbine throttle, 400 pounds

square inches absolute. Total steam pressure at the

turbine throttle, 700 degrees Fahrenheit. Vacuum at

the turbine exhaust, IV2 inches mercury absolute.

The above steam conditions represent pressure and

temperature that have been considered during the past

twelve months. It was deemed advisable to select the

steam condition high enough to cover practically any

condition that may be considered in connection with

any standard ship. Four hundred pounds pressure

with 700 degrees temperature constitute to-day con-

ditions that can be met with a standard boiler con-

struction and standard valve and pipe designs.

Rating

7. The normal rating shall be the shaft horsepower
for which maximum efficiency is expected when oper-

ating the ship at the designed speed.

8. The maximum shaft horsepower will be 20 per

cent, in excess of normal rating.

By specifying a maximum operating power the build-

er of the propelling unit is forced to provide a turbine
with sufficient nozzle capacity and also proportion his

gears for the larger horsepowers, thus insuring to the

owners that the ship can be operated at the additional

power wherever the occasion arises.

9. The best water rate must exist at the normal rat-

ing.

The water rate will refer only to the amount of

steam used per shaft horsepower of the main propell-

ing unit, the power being measured at the slow speed
coupling of the gear reduction.

10. The water rate curve must be as flat as practical

between 80 per cent, of the rated load and 120 per
cent, of rated load with not over 4 per cent, increase
for the 80 per cent, point.

Turbine Construction

11. The high-pressure turbine case complete with
steam chest and valves shall be of cast steel. The low-

pressure turbine case shall be of high grade cast iron

or semi-steel. The steam chest for the reversing turbine
shall be of cast steel.

Turbine casings must be designed so as to permit
bleeding steam for feed water heating.

12. All turbine casings are to be hydraulically tested

for not less than IV2 times the maximum working pres-

sure in the casing. All valves, fittings and steam chests
coming in contact with high-pressure steam to be hy-

draulically tested at 800 pounds per square inch.

13. The turbine rotors shall be so proportioned that

the critical speed of the rotors shall not be less than
40 per cent, above the speed for normal rating.

14 The turbine rotors must be tested in the maker's
shop and operated at 15 per cent, above the speed re-

quired for normal rating, and at such speeds the

stresses in discs and buckets shall not exceed one-

quarter of the elastic limit of the material used.

15. The material for revolving buckets shall prefer-

ably be made of monel metal or 5 per cent, nickel steel.

All stationary vanes, guide buckets and nozzles shall

be made of noncorrosive material.

16. All diaphragms for the high-pressure turbine

shall be of steel and may be solid or split. All diaph-

ragms for the low-pressure turbine shall be of semi-

steel. All diaphragms that are split must be of such
construction that the upper halves of the diaphragms
will remain intact with the lower halves of the dia-

phragms when the cover is lifted.

17. Turbine bearings supporting the weight of the

rotors must be proportioned to have not more than 50
pounds pressure per square inch projected area.

18. If the Kingsbury type of thrust bearings are

used for the main turbine thrust, such bearings must
be proportioned not to cause thrust load in excess of

200 pounds per square inch of thrust shoe area when
operating at maximum power.

It has been considered very important that some def-

inite limitations be specified as a guide to the designer
and as an added safeguard to the owner. Undoubtedly,
the troubles that were experienced with geared marine
turbines built some ten or fifteen years ago were prim-
arily due to the fact that designs were not conservative
enough to take care of the more or less abnormal con-

dition that sometimes takes place on board a ship.

Paragraph 16 also calls for the diaphragms of the
low-pressure turbine to remain with the lower halves
at the time the cover is removed. This stipulation was
added to facilitate handling the turbine case cover. If

the turbine is open for inspection or cleaning, it be-

comes a problem to handle the large low-pressure tur-

bine case cover when all the diaphragms are attached
to this cover. Where the diaphragms are attached to

the cover, it is necessary to turn the cover in order to

remove any one of the diaphragms that may have to

be repaired or cleaned. The space in the engine room
is invariably so cramped that it entails tremendous
difficulties when this cover has to be turned and dia-

phragms removed. With the upper halves of the dia-

phragms remaining with the lower halves, it becomes
a very easy matter to lift the cover, and each individ-

ual half of the diaphragm can be lifted separately.

Gear Reduction Construction

19. The low-speed gear casing and the two high-
speed gear casings must be entirely independent of

each other, each casing being suppoi'ted directly on
the foundation structure provided for it.

20. All gear casings must be made of cast iron with
rigid supports provided for all bearings supporting
pinions or gears. The construction must be of suffic-

ient rigidity to maintain all shafts in parallel relation

to each other under any condition of service. The upper
and lower covers may be of steel plate construction.

21. The high-speed gear casings shall be arranged
with the pinions on the vertical center line, and pre-

ferably these gears shall be of the two-pinion bearing
type.

22. The gear casings must be designed to provide
adequate support for the turbines. The pinions and
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TOTAL 5.HP 4500 3800 3300 6000 5800 7 100 5500 8000 6250 I30O0 22SOO

SKP PER PINION
HP

225 1900 1650 1650 3000 3O00 3550 3550 2750 2750 4000 400 3125
5500

11250LP 7500

RPM PINION
HP

1507 1990 3195 594 3612 698
2499

496 3102 588 3177 467 3240 623 1430
2988 25 03

1477L.P. ISI4 1776

RPM. GEAR 120 • \ 40 594 90 698 no 496 85 588 85 467 1 SO 623 90 120 436 366

PITCH DIA PINION (inches)
HP
LP 8.5 8.25 6.8 11.221 7.8 14254

10.6
18499 IQ20 ia«9 8.20 I8.4M 12.8 0499 11.75

9.916_
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14.6
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* WORKING FACE HP
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1.97 2.40
'^^ '° PITCH DIA PINION LP 1.20 1.17 1.42
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742
LP 839

PRESSURE PER INCH FACE HP
LP 54.3 52.0 54.1 57.9 50.6 47.2
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30003
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30017 00035

00080

00046
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HP
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00036
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00048
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HP
51600 50300 54000 55000 52300 49800

45600
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LP 40100 534O0 44100

rEAR WHEN PLACED IN SERVICE 1918 1923 1920 1921 1922 1924 1925 1928 1927 1919 1921

• FOR PINION WITH 3 PINION BEARINGS WORKING FACE = '^^'^^^ WORKING FACE ^ J"

FOR PINION WITH Z PINION BEARINGS WORKING FACE = TOTAL WORKING FACE + 2^'

Details of reduction gears on some of the geared turbine driven ships now in service.

gears must permit removal without disturbing the tur-

bine case mounting. All gear casings must be provided
with hand holes for inspection purposes.

23. All bearings must be proportioned so that under
maximum load and speed conditions the pressure on
projected areas shall not exceed 125 pounds per square
inch.

24. The gear wheels shall be made of cast iron or

east steel centers on which are shrunk seamless steel

bands.

25. The material in the gear bands shall be of a low
carbon steel, and the gear bands must be normalized
before being used.

26. All pinions must be integral with the pinion
shafts and be made of SVi per cent, nickel steel, double
annealed.

27. The gear must be accurately cut and no hand
work allowed on the gear teeth after completion of

the cutting process. The gear teeth shall be polished
to remove tool marks.
For some time it was thought that pinion material

should be chrome nickel steel, heat-treated to high
physical properties; however, this material is not sat-

isfactory. The presence of chromium has been found
to cause small invisible defects known as "ghost lines"

in the forgings, and these imperfections are most dan-
gerous after the teeth are cut in the pinion and have
been the cause of pinion teeth breaking. Heat-treat-

tnent does not appear to be of great benefit and in many

cases has caused internal strains that have resulted in

a sprung pinion after the teeth are cut.

The material used by the author's company is a Zy2.

per cent, nickel, 0.35 per cent, carbon steel, double an-

nealed. This material has, after many years of sei"-

vice, shown itself to be most satisfactory.

The material in the gear bands should be consider-

ably softer than the material in the pinions. The bands
must be made by a process that will produce them uni-

formly and free from hard spots. The material must
be normalized before being used, and utmost care must
be exercised not to set up excessive internal strains

in the bands when they are being shrunk on the bodies.

Steel with a carbon content of 0.20 per cent, to 0.30

per cent, has been found to meet all requirements.

The process of gear cutting is without doubt the

most important part of gear manufacturing. The out-

standing and most vital requirement is accuracy, ac-

curacy in the gear cutting machine itself as well as

accuracy in tools, fixtures, and methods needed
throughout the bobbing process. Extreme accuracy is

essential to avoid wear and noise.

28. The pitch line velocity of the gears shall not e.x-

ceed 15.000 feet per minute at normal rated speed.

29. The permissible tooth pressure per inch of axial

pinion contact shall not exceed 50 times the diameter
of the pinion in inches, when operating at normal
rated load.

30. The free axial length of tooth contact of pinion
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3
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Details of production gears for proposed standard marine geared turbines.

shall not exceed 2^2 times the pitch diameter of the

pinion in inches. (By free axial length is meant the

distance from end to end of supporting bearings. For

two pinion bearing construction, free length should

be figured = tooth contact both helixes + 2W', the
2I/2" allow 2" between right and left helix and W
from end of pinion teeth to end of adjacent bearings.

For three pinion bearing construction, free axial length

=tooth contact each helix + V^"-)

The author's company has built numerous gears with

pitch line velocities up to 13,000 feet per minute and

these gears have been especially quiet in their oper-

ation. The Aktiebolaget De Lavals Angturbin of Swe-

den has made and operated gears as high as 17,000 feet

per minute, and it has been reported that some gear

reductions have been built by the Ljungstrom Company
in Sweden where the normal speed has reached 20,000

feet per minute and that these gears have operated

in an extremely satisfactory manner—only possible

with highly accurate gears. It is sometimes advanta-

geous when designing gear reduction to use high pitch

speeds, and for that reason the suggested specifica-

tion placed the limit of the pitch line velocity as high

as could be done based upon present investigations.

Item 29 limits tooth pressure per lineal inch of pin-

ion to 50 times the pitch diameter of the pinion. This

value should be acceptable to even the most conserva-

tive. Specifications to allowable pressures vary con-

siderably. There has been considerable trouble with

reduction gears both in this country and abroad. In

many instances calculated tooth pressures have been

far above the limit in item 29. If the gears are not ac-

curately manufactured, the actual tooth pressure may
be exceeded by two or three times that calculated, due

to the inability of the gears to operate with such con-

tact condition as to properly distribute the pressure

over the estimated contact surfaces.

A number of double gear reduction units have been

in operation for several years where the pressure at

normal rating has been between 35 and 60 times the

pitch diameter, and the selection of 50 as given in item

29 was based upon the investigation and performance

of these double reduction gears.

31. Flexible couplings must be fitted between tur-

bine shafts and pinion shafts and between first re-

duction gear shafts and second reduction pinion shafts.

After giving careful consideration to all the details

outlined in the specifications, it is suggested that 5

units be considered to cover the range from 3500 shaft

horsepower to 15,000 shaft horsepower. The five units

are all of the same general design and vary only in

size. To reach the maximum commercial economy, it

was necessary to go to speeds that have been used in

connection with modern geared machines for land ser-

vice. The high-pressure turbines will have twelve rows

of revolving buckets and the low-pressure turbines

seven rows of revolving buckets for ahead and three

for astern operation. The sizes of wheels have been

selected to give the be.st ratio between the steam speed

and bucket speed.



Diesel Engine Lubrication

Part I. The Development of the Diesel Engine as an Economical Prime Mover

and its Special Demands for Quality Lubricants

By Arthur M. Tode
Diesel Engineer, Technical Department, The Texas Company

IT
is impossible to-day to hold back or even retard

the phenomenal progress of the diesel engine. The
present era of modern industrial machinery devel-

opment has seen the diesel engine (frequently termed
"oil engine") advance in the past decade to a place

of prominence in the generation of power. In its rapid

development it has not only covered the field of cen-

tral povi'er stations, where this type of engine offers

an ideal solution of many peak load and stand-by prob-

lems, but it has also shown itself to be a revolutionary

improvement for propelling the merchant fleets of the

world.

The diesel engine has emerged from a period of ex-

perimentation to a place among power producers as

a practical, efficient, and economical type of prime
mover. Diesel engines are being built to-day in sizes

and powers which were thought improbable but a few
years ago, and their adaptation covers practically ev-

ery field of industrial, municipal, and marine service.

On land, on sea, and in the air have its uses steadily

and quickly increased. To-day there is not one field

of power generation and use that has not been pene-

trated by the diesel—from the aeronautic engine to

the large stationary engine of 15,000 brake horsepower.

The diesel locomotive is making headway in capacities

up to 1000 brake horsepower; the diesel rail-car is

an established vehicle; the aeronautic diesel has been
perfected; and the automotive diesel is coming to the

fore. The rapidity with which the development of the

diesel engine has progressed is a tribute to the skill

and resource of modern engineering.

The development of the diesel engine first prog-
ressed along marine lines early in the present cent-

ury. At that time diesel engines of 100-150 shaft horse-

power were the outstanding achievement, although
ieven in those days large powers were being consid-

ered. Until recently the power of the diesel engine for

land purposes was comparatively small, and, generally

speaking, most units installed are not much in excess

of 1000 kilowatts. While the first cost per kilowatt

was high, due to the multiplicity of units, the advent
of the double-acting, 2-cycle engine has altered this

position.

Not only are larger powers available in this type
of engine but the first cost, weight, and space occu-

pied per kilowatt are all considerably less without in

any way reducing the reliability or longevity. Defects

sometimes cited against the older types of diesel eng-

ines, and ones which were fully exploited by its an-

tagonists, were the lack of reliability and the high

cost of maintenance. These defects are not inherent

in the pi-esent-day diesel and certainly cannot be lod-

ged against it in the face of its much greater simpli-

city and its lack of vulnerable parts, such as exhaust

valves, intricate cylinder covers, and high compressed
air plant.

The development of the high-powered diesel engine

has been almost entirely confined to marine service,

a field in which reliability is the first essential. It

must be assumed that engines which will satisfy the

arduous marine conditions cannot but be satisfactory

for land purposes on the score of either reliability or

its corollary, maintenance. There is, therefore, not

the necessity to-day to subdivide the units as in the

past; and the tendency in the future will probably be

toward a few large engines rather than a greater num-
ber of smaller engines. There are many who believe

that the limit in the size of diesel engines has not yet

been reached and that the rapid advance made in the

past is but an indication of what mechanical and en-

gineering skill will produce in the next decade.

The term "diesel engine," as generally used, is ap-

plied to internal combustion engines that burn heavy
liquid fuels correctly in their respective cylinders. The
distinguishing features of diesel oil engines are that

the fuel vapor is not absorbed by air before it is ad-

mitted to the cylinder and that no inflammable mix-

ture of vapor and air is compressed preceding its ig-

nition. Diesel engines compress air alone, and the heat

of compression is used to ignite the fuel which burns
by consuming the oxygen of the air in the cylinder,

the engine transforming the heat energy into work.

To facilitate and accelerate the burning of a liquid

fuel, it must be vaporized, atomized, or intimately mix-

ed with air immediately preceding its ignition. The
full diesel type of engine is capable of burning prac-

tically any grade of liquid fuel from kerosene to crude

oils, and it consumes about one-third as much fuel per

unit of power developed as does the average heat eng-

ine of corresponding rating.

The diesel engine differs essentially from practi-

cally all other devices working with gaseous or liquid

fuels. It is in reality an internal combustion engine
in contradistinction to other gas and oil engines which
are, strictly speaking, internal explosion engines.

The diesel engine requires no carburetor, hot points,

bulbs, heating torches, electric plugs, or any other de-

vice to aid ignition. No electricity is used in connec-

tion with its operation. The diesel principle is the ig-

nition of fuel by heat of compression only.

The chief point which distinguishes the diesel from
other forms of the internal combustion engine is the

injection of oil fuel into a charge of air, which has

been previously compressed by the rising of a pi.ston,
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correspondinK to a temperature sufficiently high to

insure immediate ignition of the fuel. The fuel is forced

into the cylinder by a blast of high pressure air

coming from an air compressor.

There are numerous oil engines manufactured here

and abroad which, while using a fairly high compres-

sion, sufficient to secure ignition of the fuel, do not

operate on the diesel cycle, but on what is a combina-

tion of combustion at constant volume (The Otto

Cycle) and at constant pressure (The Diesel Cycle).

These engines, familiarly known as "solid-injection"

engines, do not make use of an air blast as the means

of oil injection, but depend, instead, on a direct pump
action. Such engines, however, are commonly referred

to as solid-injection diesel engines. As yet, comjiara-

tively few large engines function with airless injection,

although their number is increasing. The all-import-

ant problem of causing the fuel spray to mix inti-

mately with the fuel air in this type of engine is dif-

ficult as combustion not only depends upon the effi-

cient atomization of the charge by the sprayer, but

also on its penetration and distribution throughout the

combustion space.

The features characteristic of the diesel engine are:

(1.) Compression sufficient to produce the tempera-

tures requisite for spontaneous combustion of

the fuel.

(2.) Injection of the fuel by an air blast or directly

by pump pressure.

(3.) Combustion with practically no change in pres-

sure with the maximum compression pressure;

an absence of explosive effect.

The diesel engine may be of either the 4-cycle type

or the 2-cycle type. Practically speaking, these terms

imply the number of times the piston must travel from
one end of the cylinder to the other in order to com-

plete the combustion of one charge of fuel. It would
be more exact, therefore, to refer to such engines as

4-stroke-cycle, or 2-stroke-cycIe respectively. Common
usage, however, has abbreviated them to the terms

4-cycle and 2-cycle, the matter of strokes being under-

stood as implied.

Such engines are built either as trunk-piston, or

as crosshead type. In a trunk-piston engine the con-

necting rod is connected directly to the wrist pin in

the piston and the side thrust, caused by the angularity

of the connecting rod, is taken by the piston bearing

against the cylinder wall. A crosshead type engine has

its connecting rod attached to a crosshead traveling in

guides, which crosshead in turn is connected to the

corresponding piston. The side thrust caused by the

angularity of the connecting rod is taken by the cross-

head and guides.

Diesel engines may be separated into stationary,

marine, and locomotive engines, according to the ser-

vice. While there are broad differences in these three

classes, yet a number of engines can be adapted for

these various services, with special alterations, in cer-

tain details, such as the governor arrangement, fly-

wheel, and fuel control. Such engines are also classi-

fied as to design; viz., horizontal and vertical; single-

acting, double-acting, and opposed-piston type; slow,

medium, and high speed.

E.ssential Lubrication Characteristics

Lubrication of diesel engines and its relation to the

development of maximum power with a minimum of

fuel consumption requires the careful attention of all

owners and operators. The fuel, of course, is essent-

ially the factor which makes the diesel engine run,

but the selection of the correct lubricants which must
be employed to keep it running is of equal, if not

greater, importance. Regardless of whether a lubricant

is to serve the engine cylinders or is to be used on

the air compressor or bearings, certain basic character-

istics are necessary; viz.,

1. It must be so carefully refined as to be able to

withstand the usual stresses and strains of in-

tensive service. Also it should be carefully frac-

tionated, or the lighter components so effectively

removed that it will not be so volatile as to re-

quire an undue quantity to maintain a suitable

lubricating film especially on the cylinder walls.

2. It should have as low an emulsification tendency

as possible due to the contact with water which
may occur. Filtration and very careful refinement

will overcome this tendency.

3. It must be suited to the engine and also to the

lubricating sy;;tem installed; for one can readily

appreciate that an oil might easily be an excel-

lent lubricant, yet refined in such a manner as

to be absolutely unsuitable for diesel engine ser-

vice.

4. Futhermore. it must be of such a viscosity or

body as to maintain a lubricating film of suitable

thickness between the wearing surfaces, under
the prevailing temperatures of operation. Yet it

should never be so heavy or viscous at these tem-

peratures as to give rise to abnormal internal

friction within itself, for this might readily dev-

elop excessive operating temperatures especially

on the engine bearings.

5. It should be sufficiently adhesive to resist being

squeezed out from between the wearing surfaces

when subjected to the normal pressures of op-

eration.

6. It should not congeal at any of the lower temper-

atures to which it might be subjected during

storage or operation. In this connection the pour

test should be low enough to avoid the necessity

for ever heating the storage tanks.

7. It should be capable of spreading readily over

the wearing surfaces in the case of cylinder walls,

not remaining in streaks or blotches whereby suit-

able sealing of the pistons might be impaired.

8. It must show as little carbon residue as possible,

inasmuch as the decomposition which will occur

when the oil is exposed to the intensive heat of

combustion will, in the case of many oils, develop

a large amount of objectionable carbonaceous
residuum. Furthermore, this latter should be cap-

able of easy removal.

It is fully appreciated that for an oil to meet all

the above requirements the most careful attention is

necessary, not only in refining but also in transpor-

tation, storage, and handling in the plant. The very

best judgment is necessary in the selection of the ulti-

mate oil, taking into account, of course, those require-

ments which in the particular case are most desired.

Lubricated Parts

In the absence of mechanical deficiencies, an engine
will perform more satisfactorily and for a longer per-

iod of time when it is effectively lubricated. Converse-
ly, the best of design will be of little avail in length-



eninir the life of an eiifrine if the (luality of a lubri-

cant and the method of its application are not prop-

erly studied. This subject has always been of great

importance to all diesel engine manufacturers. In order

to maintain efficient lubrication the operating fac-

tors which impose certain duties upon the oils, as well

as the various lubricated parts of the engine, must be

considered.

Cleanliness of design, simplicity, and ready access

to all parts are the fundamental requirements which

have to be met by the builders of modern diesel eng-

ines. These factors include a thorough, and yet as little

complicated as possible, system or systems of lubri-

cation to assure complete service of oil to the various

parts. On most diesels similar lubricating systems are

employed, different in detail according to construc-

tional conditions of the machine.

The trend in diesel design is to mechanically lubri-

cate every part and to obviate entirely the hand oil-can.

Some manufacturers are building engines which are

entirely automatic in their lubrication, while on those

engines where some hand oiling is required this has

been limited to such parts as the valve gear, cam rol-

lers, fulcrum levers, and governors.

For the purpose of analysis it is practical to classify
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the several parts of diesel engines requiring lubri-

cation into the following groups:

1. Power cylinders. Cylinders of small, high-si>i'.

d

diesel engines employing trunk pistons are .sometime-;

lubricated by the splash method whereby oil is thrown

from the bearing systems. The cross-head type, and the

larger trunk piston engines have their cylinders lub-

ricated by mechanical force feed lubricators which can

be ad.iusted to deliver a uniform quantity of oil at a

regular rate of feed.

2. Bearings. The connection rod bearings, crank pins,

piston pins, and main bearings are usually pressure-

lubricated by one grade of oil throughout. The main

bearings of some engines are ring-oiled, while on

smaller units the splash system may be employed.

3. Air Compressor Cylinders. The air compressors

of air injection diesels are lubricated by means of

mechanical force feed lubricators.

Diesel engine lubrication must be positive and cap-

able of functioning under sufficiently high pressures

to withstand the opposing operating pressures. For
example, in the air compressor of a full diesel engine

this would be very high, even though the oil may be

delivered at a time when the pressure exei-ted on the

piston is lowest.

(To be Continued )

The Chinese Merchant Marine and

Its Future Program

By Tsai Pei

Qh'ief of Nay'igation Department, Ministry of Communications, Republic of China

those

miles,

which

HE Republic of China has an extensive

coast line and many interior water-

ways. Amongst her principal rivers

we may mention the Amur, the Sun-
gari, the Yangtse, the Pearl, the Pei

Ho, the Yellow River, and the Huai
River, not forgetting that the Grand
Canal is the longest of its kind in the

world. Briefly speaking, the routes of

inland waters navigable for steam
vessels are 10,000 miles in length and

navigable for sailing junks are about 13,000

making a total length of more than 23,000 miles,

may be seen from the accompanying table.

Present Situation of Shipping

In former days, water transportation in China was
wholly dependent upon native junks. Steamers came
into employment only with the organization of the

China Merchant's Steam Navigation Company in 1872.

Owing to the traditional practice and geographical rea-

sons, transportation of passengers and cargoes by nat-

ive junks is still very prosperous. The total tonnage

of these vessels is about 1,000,000 tons, while that of

the steamers is about 500,000 tons. Facing internal un-

settled conditions on the one hand and keen foreign

competition on the other, the development of China's

modern shipping has been rather slow in the recent
years. The table herewith shows the number of ves-

sefls and total tonnage owned by the different steam
ship companies.

NAVIGABLE INLAND WATERS OF CHINA

N.nl of Rii

Z SsJS

Rivers of Hopei Province 40

Rivers of Manchuria 1,829

Rivers of Shangtung Prov-

ince 56

The Yellow River —
M.iin flow and tributaries

of the Yangtse River

and the Grand Canal.... 2,139

Rivers of Chekiang Prov-

ince 36

Rivers of Fukien Province 27

Rivers of Kwangtung and
Kwangsi Provinces "22

Total 4,829

68

214 1,063 1.517

1.144 2,153 5,126

139 297 472

— 456 436

5,030 6.057 11,206

183 421 640

5T 552 656

1.556 1.607 3.885

6.323 12.566 23,718
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FLEETS OF CHINESE VESSELS

Company's Name No. of vessels Tonnage

The Chin:! Merchants' Steam Navigation Co, 2? 42.634

San Pci Steam Navigation Co 23 41,344

Cheng Kee Steam Navigation Co 20 23.795

Bureau of Shipping and Navigation of Man-
chuiia 21 11.029

Chao Sing Steam Navigation Co 6 10.050

Ningpo Shacshing Steam Navigation Co 4 6.730

Ta Tah Steam Navigation Co 8 5,219

The South China Steam Navigation Co 4 7.807

Of the foreign steamship companies in China engaged
in inland and coastwise navigation may be mentioned

the Butterfield and Swire. Jardine Matheson and Co.,

Nisshin Kisen Kaisha, Diaren Kisen Kaisha, and Osaka
Shosen Kaisha. The number of vessels, together with

their tonnages, of these companies are listed in a tab-

ular statement herewith.

FLEETS OF FOREIGN VESSELS ENGAGED IN
CHINESE WATERS

Company's Sea-going Vessels

Name Number Tonnage
In

Number
and Vessels

Tonnage
Toi

Number Tonnage

Butterfield

a Swire 50 116.592 30 42.236 SO 158,828

Jardine Math-
eson 6? Co. 24 68.206 16 31.179 40 99.385

Nisshin Kisen

Kaisha 5 11.680 24 36.462 29 48.142

Diaren Kisen

Kaisha 4 12.108 4 12.108

Csaka Shosen
Kaisha 3 7.674

7'o

3
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7,674

Total 86 216,260 109,877 326,137

The causes that have retarded the progress of

China's merchant marine may thus be summarized as

follows

:

1. The existing unequal treaties allow foreign ves-

sels to ply along the coast and in inland waters with
no restriction.

2. The foreign steamship companies are better fin-

anced than the Chinese and are mostly subsidized by
their home governments.

3. Shipbuilding industry is not developed in China,

and it is rather expensive to purchase steam vessels

from foreign countries.

Plan for Future Development

The Chinese government is now endeavoring to pro-

mote the immediate development and extension of the

national merchant marine. Plans are being made to

MarititJ^priew

modify the right of foreign ships in inland and coa.st-

wise navigation. Different regulations have been pas-

sed by the Legislative Yuan to encourage shipping en-

terprise and .shipbuilding industry and to safeguard

investments therein.

For the sake of improving the main navigable waters

and thus giving greater facility to vessels, there have

been established various Conservancy Boards, the most

important of which are those of the Yangtse River, the

Pei Ho, the Huai Ho, and the Pearl River. Above all,

the government is making a detailed scheme to form

a National Merchant fleet with modern vessels to be

allotted to the following lines:

(1) The Yangtse River Line 50 vessels

a. Shanghai - Hankow 23 vessels

(2000 tons—4000 tons)

b. Hankow-Ichang via Hunan 13 vessels

(1000 tons—2000 tons)

c. Ichang-Szechwan 14 vessels

(.500 tons—1000 tons)

(2) The North China Line:

Shanghai-Tsingtao & Chefoo-Tientsin 11 vessels

(2.500 tons—4000 tons)

(3) The South China Line:

Shanghai-Fukien & Hongkong-Kwangtung.lG vessels

(2500 tons—4000 tons)

(4) China to East Indies, Japan, Europe, and

America Line 20 vessels

(6000 tons—10,000 tons)

Such an enormous scheme must of necessity be car-

ried out step by step. It is estimated that first of all

a sum of $50,000,000.00 (national currency) must be

raised in order to furnish the following lines with suf-

ficient ships to meet the most immediate need:

(1) The Yangtse River Line 12 vessels

a. Shanghai-Hankow 8

b. Hankow-Ichang via Hunan 2
"

c. Ichang-Szechwan 2
"

(2) The North China Line 6
"

(3) The South China Line 10
"

(4) China to East Indies, Japan, Europe
and American Line 2 "

To make this enterprise a success, the government is

ready to welcome investments from foreign countries,

for it believes that by fair play and square deal, for-

eign capital invested in Chinese shipping enterprise

will benefit not only China but the whole world as well.

Ri\cr stc.inicr passing throuj;li the gorges of the Wuigtse river.



Marine Refrigeration Simplified
A Series of Articles on the Handling of Perishable Products on

Shipboard from the Ship Operator's Standpoint

Part in— Refrigeration Systems

By L. L Westling
(Cop>Tight 19JI by Jai

IN Part I of this series we descri-

bed in outline the demand forand
the development of marine re-

frigeration and marine transport
of perishable cargoes. Part II de-
fined terms to be used and discus-
sed the fundamental thermodynam-
ics of refrigeration. In the present
section we begin the discussion of
the three practical mechanical re-

frigeration systems; namely, the
vacuum system, the absorption sys-
tem, and the pressure system. The
latter is the only one of the three
in extensive use on board shin; and
we will therefore simply outline the
underlying theories of the vacuum
and absorption systems and devote
the bulk of our space to the pres-
sure system.

Vacuum System
The phenomenon of evaporization

of water has been applied to mech-
anical refrigeration in the so-cal-
led Vacuum System in which the
low temperature is produced by water vaporizing into
a very high vacuum. It was first demonstrated in a
practical way in 1775, but because of its bulky pro-
portions and low efficiency it has never been accepted
commercially. However, mechanical means for produc-
ing high vacuum efficiently may be developed and the
vacuum system ultimately return to limited usage.

Absorption System

Another form of refrigeration that has proved more
practical than the vacuum .system is the so-called Ab-
sorption System. This system is never used aboard ship,
perhaps because of its extensive proportions, but it

represents an important .step in the development of re-

frigeration, using in part the same characteristics of
the refrigerant that the compression systems do. A
brief description of the cycle will be of value.

Water has a great affinity and capacity for ab.sorb-
ing certain vapors having low boiling points, and water
under easily obtained conditions readily releases these
vapors. The most generally used vapor is ammonia, and
the absorbing properties are shown in the following
table. At 20 pounds per square inch pressure, one cubic
foot of water will absorb the indicated quantities of

anhydrous ammonia vapor at the given temperatures.
This characteristic is well to remember in case of ser-

ious accident to ammonia systems aboard ship. A lib-

eral application of water from the fire line will clear

the atmosphere effectively.

Temperature 32 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Cubic foot of vapor 4600 2800 2150 1700 1190 850 600 370 170

Anhydrous ammonia (NH.) consists of one part nit-

rogen and three parts hydrogen in chemical combina-
tion, and when existing as a liquid it boils at a tem-

perature of 27.4 degrees Fahrenheit below zero at at-

mospheric pressure. When it is absorbed by water it

combines chemically to form ammonium hydroxide,
sometimes called ammonia water or aqua ammonia.
The combining action is accompanied by heat, thus:

NH, + H,0 = (NH), OH + Heat (926 B.T.U. per

pound of vapor). The process is reversible, and by the

application of energy in the form of heat the anhy-
drous ammonia is driven off leaving water, thus:

(NH), OH + Heat = NH, +H,0
The cycle starts in a vessel of ammonia water which

is heated. The anhydrous vapor leaving the liquid

builds up a predetermined pressure, say, 180 pounds
per square inch, and, due to its characteristic, this

takes place at a temperature of approximately 200 de-

grees Fahrenheit. The water is left in the vessel cal-

led the generator, the vapor passing into a condenser
where the latent heat of vaporization is removed by

I
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circulating water and the vapor becomes a liquid. The
liiiuid, which is at a pressure of 180 pounds per square

inch, is allowed to flow through a valve into a space

of lower pressure; i.e., the cooling coils, where the

liquid boils or vaporizes, the latent heat being sup-

plied by the surrounding media {air, brine, etc.) The
result is that the temperature of the media is lowered,

provided, of course, the same is insulated from outside

sources of heat. If the coil pressure is maintained at

27 pounds per square inch, the temperature of the

vapor as it rises from the boiling liquid would be 4

degrees below zero. This vapor is then drawn by its

affinity for water into a vessel containing water, thus
reforming aqua ammonia at a pressure of 27 pounds.
The second vessel is called the absorber. The absor-

ber becomes a generator by cross-connecting the sys-

tem and applying heat, and the former generator be-

comes an absorber.Thus the cycle is repeated. In act-

ual practice the cycle is continuous, the aqua ammonia
in the absorber being pumped into the generator.

Compression Systems

The fundamental principle underlying the compress-

ing type of refrigeration is simply that of a heat

"pump" in which heat at a lower potential is "pumped"
and discharged at a higher potential, the potential

represented in degrees of temperature. It is apparent

that it requires a vehicle or medium to accomplish this.

The medium, more specifically defined as the re-

frigerant, may be a gas or a liquid. When a gas is used

the refrigerant employs certain laws of compression
and expansion. When a liquid is used the process is a

continuous cycle of alternate liquefaction and evap-

orization, with the accompanying loss and gain of the

latent heat of evaporization.

There are an almost unlimited number of refriger-

ants, their individual characteristics governing our

choice. Water, liquid air, and gasoline are all refrig-

erants, and their boiling points, liquefaction pressures,

temperatures, and latent heat values vary widely. It

is evident that a large value for the latent heat at pres-

sures and temperatures easily attained by mechanical
methods is a prerequisite. Safety of the operating per-

sonnel and the corrosive properties of the refrigerant

are guiding factors that must be considered.

Air. The most abundant and perhaps the safest re-

frigerant in use to-day is air. Air can be liquified at

high pressures and very low temperatures; but it is a

very effective medium when used as a gas, following

closely what are known as the laws of perfect gases,

Charles Law and Boyles Law. In simplest language
these laws may be expressed in a sentence: "The com-
pression of a gas generates heat, and the subsequent
expansion thereof generates cold." That is to say, if

the gas is compressed and energy thus expended upon
it, the energy is stored up in the compressed gas; if

the compressor were so perfectly insulated that no
compression heat were lost to the outside, the com-
pressed gas would be permanently at a higher temper-
ature. By the use of the above laws, and knowing the
initial temperature, the resulting temperature can be
calculated mathematically. In the other extreme, if

the compression were slow enough in an uninsulated
cylinder the sensible heat would be dissipated and the
compressed gas would exist at the initial temperature.
In practice, the quicker the compression the higher
the temperature, approaching Charles Law as a limit.

In reversing the operation (that is, expanding the gas)
the same law holds true and the opposite condition

exists. If, in an insulated cylinder, the gas expands,

giving up its stored energy by doing work, the expand-
ed gas will be at a final lower temperature, which can
likewise be calculated. A so-called perfect gas will

follow the law exactly, each gas has its own corrective

factor, but air follows closely the basic law. There-
fore, air, owing to its safety and abundance, is espec-

ially adaptable as a refrigerant.

In practice, the air is generally compressed by a

steam engine; the air is raised to a predetermined
pressure and a correspondingly high temperature. It

is then cooled to as low a temperature as practicable

by passing air or water over cooling coils, and is then
passed through a chemical chamber where the moisture
is absorbed to prevent snow formation during expan-
sion. It is then led to a cylinder and expanded, where
it does work assisting the steam cylinder, thus expend-
ing its stored energy; and a drop in temperature re-

sults. The cold air is then discharged into coils or into

a chamber direct, absorbs heat, and is again drawn
back into the suction of the compressor. The so-called

dense air machine has been widely used. It was form-
erly especially popular with the British. Following is

a tabulation of data taken from an actual installation:

Steam cylinder 12" dia. x 15" stroke

Compressor cylinder 27" dia. x 18" stroke
Expansion cylmder 22" dia. x 18" stroke

Revolutions per minute 62
Air pressure, compressor discharge 65 lbs. per sq. inch
Air temperature, compressor suction 52 deg. Fahr.
Air temperature, compressor discharge 267 deg. Fahr.

Cooling water, in 57 deg. Fahr.

Cooling water, out 145 deg. Fahr.

Temperature of air into expander 70 deg. Fahr.

Temperature of air out of expander 82 deg. below zero F.

Work done on air by compressor 43.12 I.H.P.

Work done by expander 28.05 I.H.P.
Work done by steam cylinder 24.60 I.H.P.

Work equivalent lost in cooling water 19.00 I.H.P.

The more generally used modern pressure systems
employ a medium which changes its state; that is, a

vapor or gas to liquid, and from liquid to vapor or gas,

PROPERTIES OF SOLPHUS DIOXIDE (Arranged from Zeuner)

Gauge Latent Volume of one
Temperature Pressure Heat Pound of Vapor.

-22 18;6" vac. 172.6 18.76
-15 15.2" 172.0 10.07
- 4 11.1" 171.0 8.05

5 6.0" 169.7 6.48
14 0.0 Lbs 168.2 5.26
23 3.6 166.3 4.50

52 7.8 164.2 3.54
41 12.8- 161.7 2.93
50 18.6 158.9 2.44
f9 26.2 155.8 2.04
68 32.9 152.5 1.71
77 41.7- 148.3 1.45
86 51.7 144.8 1.22

PROPERTIES OF ETHYL CHLORIDE (Zeuner)

23.6" vac. 193 34.2
24.3" 192 26.5
^2.6" 191 20.9
20.5" 190 1617
18.8" 188.5 13. S

15.2" 187.5 11.0

11.6" 186 9.1
5.6" 184.5 7.6

2.3" 182.5 6.3

0.0 Lbs 181.5 5.6

1.40- 180.6 5.4

4.56 179.5 4.56
8.2 176.5 3.9

12.4 174 3.35



Properties of Anhydrous Ammonia
Arranged from U. S. Bureau of Standard's Tables
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Ga£;e Saturated

pressure Temperature

Lbs per Sq.in Degrees F

-28.0
-25.6
-2S.4
-21.2
-19.2

-17.2
-IS. 3
-13.5
-11.3
-10.1

- 8.4
- 6.9
- 6.5
- 3.8
- 2.4

- l.O

t .4
1.7

S.O

15.6

:16.6

17.6
13.6
19.5
20.5

21.4
22.5
23.2
24.1
25.0

25.3
iJ6.7

27.5
28.3
29.2

50.0
30.6
31.5
32.3
33.1

S3.

8

34.6
35.3
36.1
36.8

37.5
38.2
38.9
39.6
40.3

49.9
41.6
42.5
42.9
43.6

44.2
44.3
45.6
46.1
46.7

47.3

Volume Utant Heat

Cubic Feet 01 hsdporiaation Pressure Temperature Volume Latent Heat
per pound B.t.u.

76
76

50.5
50.9

3.28
3.24

527.0
526.5

18.0 589.3 77 51.5 3.21 526.9
16.9 567.6 78 552.0 3.17 626.

5

16.0 586.0 79 62.6 3.14 525.0
15.1 584.6
14.4 583.0 80 53.1 5.11 524.4

61 53.7 3.03 525.9
IS.

7

581.6 62 54.3 3.05 523.4
13.1 530.2 83 54.6 3.02 523.0
12.5 £78.9 84 56.3 2.99 522.6
12.0 577.6
li.S 676.3 85 56.9 2.96 522.0

86 56.4 2.94 521.5
11.1 675.2 37 57.0 2.91 621.0
10.7 574.0 83 67.6 2.33 £20.5
10.3 572.9 39 58.0 2.35 520.0
9.96 571.7
9.65 670.6 90 68.5 2.62 619.5

91 59.0 2.80 619.0
9.32 S69.S 92 59.6 2.77 513.6
9.04 668.5 93 60. L 2.75 613.0
8.78 567.5 94 60.6 2.72 517.6
8.53 666.5
8.28 668.5 95 61.1 2.70 517.1

96 61.6 2.68 516.6
6.06 £64.4 97 62.0 2.65 616.1
7.85 563.7 98 62.5 2.63 515.7
7.66 562.7 99 63.0 2.61 515.3
7.46 561.3
7.28 560.9 IQO 63.5 2.59 5^4.3

102 64.6 2.54 513.9
7.11 560.0 104 65.4 2.50 513.0
6.94 £59.1 106 66.4 ?.46 512.1
6.76 5S8.3 108 67.3 2.42 511.2
6.65 £67.4
6.49 566.6 110 66.2 2.39 510.3

112 69.1 2.35 509.4
6.36 655.8 114 70.0 2.31 508.6
6.ie 666.0 116 70.8 2.28 507.3
6.09 554.2 118 71.7 2.25 506.9
6.97 553.4
5.35 562.6 120 72.6 2.21 506.0
5.74 561.9 122 73.4 2.18 506.2
6.64 551.1 124 74.2 2.15 504.4
6.54 560.4 126 75.1 2.12 505.6
5.44 549.7 188 76.9 2.09 502.3
5.34 548.9

130 76.7 2.06 502.0
6. 25 648.;; 132 77.5 2.04 501.2
5.16 647.5 134 78.3 2.01 500.4
5.07 546.8

,136 79.1 1.98 499.6
4.99 646.1 "138 79 .9 L.96 498.9
4.9J. 545. f IW HTTB ngj 498.1

142 81.4 1.91 497.3

4.33 644.8 144 82.2 1.39 496.5

4.76 544.1 146 82.9 1.86 496.8
4.88 543.6 143 33.6 1.94 495.0
4.61 642.6
4.54 642.2 150 84.4 1.82 494.3

152 85.1 1.80 493.6

4.48 541.6 154 85.3 1.78 492.8
4.41 540.9 156 86.5 1.76 492.1

4,36 54-3.2 158 37.2 1.74 491.4

4.29 639.6
4.23 539.0 160 88.0 1.72 490.7

162 88.6 1.70 490.0
4.17 638.4 164 89.3 1.63 489.2

4.12 £37.7 166 90.0 1.66 483.5
4.06 £37.1 168 90.7 1.64 437.3
4.01 536.6
3.96 £36.0 170 91.4 1.62 437.0

172 92.0 1.61 436.4
3.91 535.4 174 92.7 1.59 486.7
3.86 554.3 176 93.4 1.67 485.0
3.81 534.2 178 94.0 1.56 484.3
3.77 553.7
3.72 6JJ. 1 180 94.7 1.54 433.6

132 96.3 1.63 482.9

3.67 532.5 184 96.9 1.61 432.2
5.63 £31.9 186 96.6 1.50 481.5
3.59 531.3 188 97.2 1.48 480.9
3.55 530.3
3.51 630.2 190 97.8 1.47 480.2

192 98.4 1.46 479.5
5.47 529.7 194 99.0 1.44 478.9
3.43 £29.2 196 99.7 1.43 478.2

3.39 528.6 193 100.3 1.41 477.5
3.35 528. 1

3.32 527.8 200 100.9 i.40 476.9
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and which involves the latent heat of evaporization.

Such refrigerants may be classified into three groups,

low pressure, medium pressure, and high pressure.

Low pressure refrigerants are those a part of whose
refrigerating cycle involves generally the use of pres-

sure of less than atmospheric pressure or partial vac-

uum and include sulphur dioxide, and ethyl chloride,

and Dichloromethane, or Carrene.

Jledium pressure refrigerants use pressures from

atmospheric up to 200 pounds per square inch. The
principal example in this range is anhydrous ammonia.
High pressure r^^frigerants operate at pressures of

200 pounds per square inch and above, as represented

by carbon dioxide.

Refrigerants of low pressure classifications, while

existing as a gas or vapor, are obviously highly rari-

fied; that is to say. their density is very low, and when
we calculate the heat capacity per pound we must re-

alize that larger volumes of the gas must be handled.

The reverse is also true. The high pressure refrig-

erant that has dense gas on the low pressure side

requires but small volumes. In consequence, large com-

pressors are required for low pressure refrigerants,

and compressors for the high pressure types are small.

This gives rise to the general statement that the effi-

ciencies of the various types of refrigerants are nearly

equal.

Anhydrous Ammonia. The most widely used refrig-

erant is anhydrous ammonia because of its high lat-

ent heat and its easily maintained working pressures.

To show clearly its refrigerating cycle we will des-

cribe the simplified form.

Assume a cylinder of anhydrous ammonia (herein-

after referred to a? ammonia) having a temperature
of, say, 77 degrees Fahrenheit and the corresponding

pressure of 132 pounds per square inch. This is a state

of equilibrium, the ammonia existing as a liquid, ex-

cept the portion at the top of the cylinder which holds

ammonia vapor at the same pressure and temperature.
From some external source of heat the ammonia is

raised in temperature to, say, 84.4 degrees Fahren-
heit. Evaporization takes place from the surface of the
liquid, making the vapor more dense and increasing

the pressure to 150 pounds per square inch. At this

pressure evaporization ceases, and equilibrium is once
more established.

Invert the cylinder and connect a coil of pipe to the

valve, the coil to be enclosed in an insulated chamber.

c /^ V'/? POR
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and then to discharge to the atmosphere. (See Fig. 6).
Open the valve slightly, allowing the pressure in the
cylinder to force the liquid into the coil. At the reduc-
tion in pressure the liquid boils within the coil. As
before shown, boiling must accompany the absorption
of heat (latent), hence the necessary heat is taken
from the air within the chamber and the walls of the
chamber. Should the coils be restricted at the atmos-
pheric outlet to produce a back pressure of, say, two
pounds per square inch, the ammonia in the coils will

attain a temperature of 23.4 degrees below zero Fah-
renheit. As long as a drop of the liquid remains in the
cylinder the pressure will remain at the figure cor-

responding to this temperature. If a temperature of

23.4 degrees below zero Fahrenheit could be reached
within the chamber, the boiling in the coils would
cease and the liquid could stand in the coils, equilib-

rium again having been found. With a means to col-

lect the expanded vapor and restore the ammonia to

the cylinder in liquid form, the complete cycle of re-

frigeration is supplied.

Fig. 6. Ammonia system simplified.

Fig. 7. Comparison of steam power cycle (upper) with
refrigeration cycle (lower).

The compression refrigeration cycle is merely the

reversed principle of the steam power cycle, as shown
in Fig. 7. In the steam power cycle an external supply

of heat is absorbed, vaporizing the liquid, which, upon
expanding to lower pressure and greater volume, does

work. The expanded vapor has its latent heat of evap-

orization removed by the condenser circulating water
restoring its liquid state. The latent heat is then re-

gained from the furnace fires. The external heat oro-

duces (1) work, and (2) the latent heat which is lost

to the condensing water. In the refrigeration cycle an
external supply of energy is absorbed raising the vapor

from low pressure and large volume to high pressure

and small volume. The latent heat is absorbed by the

condenser circulating water and liquefaction results.

The liquid then expands into vapor, absorbing an ex-

ternal supply of heat which is the latent heat of evap-

orization and which is supplied by the objects being

refrigerated. The power applied completes the cycle.

In the comparison, the boiler and the refrigerating

chamber coils are analogous, the condensers function

the same and the engine and compressor act oppos-

ingly, which reserves the direction of heat flow in the

cycles.

Carbon Dioxide. All compression systems have the

same component units. Carbon dioxide is growing rapid-

ly in favor as a refrigerant. It is composed of one
part carbon and two parts oxygen by weight (CO.,), and



Brunswick-Kroeschell motor-driven carbon dioxide compressor.

as a gas it is very dense as compared to air or am-

monia vapor. At 68 degrees Fahrenheit an equal weight

of ammonia vapor has 100 times the volume of carbon

dioxide. Its latent heat is approximately one-eighth

that of ammonia. Its density at working pressure is its

virtue, as it allows small sized compressor cylinders

and allied pressure equipment, which permits the nec-

essary strength of containers. Carbon dioxide at 68 de-

grees Fahrenheit has a vapor pressure of 840 pounds

per square inch. In the tropics, where water of 86

degrees and above is used as circulating water, it

builds up very high pressures. Carbon dioxide at 88

degrees Fahrenheit has a vapor pressure of 1085 pounds

per square inch. Because of these pressures carbon

dioxide has not been universally accepted; but, with

the modern tendencies in all things toward higher

pressures, objectionable features in equipment have

been eliminated and carbon dioxide is rapidly coming

into its own, even in small sized units. Carbon dioxide

has added advantages in that it is noncorrosive. and

normal amounts of it are not injurious to human life.

Carbon dioxide is often called carbonic acid.

Due to the high pressures involved, carbon dioxide

Pmpr.HTlFS OF CAMOU DIOXIDE.

Temperature Pressure Volume of Latent Heut

Deg. F. Lbs per sq. i One pound,

cubic feet.

of Evaporlzatlon

-25 218.1 0.4676 127.13

-20 255.7 .4173 126.26

-X5 £65.2 .3810 125.45

-ID 276.5 .5481 121.44

- 5 298.3 .3.135 L19.30

- 522.7 .2919 117.00

5 M8.9 .2672 114.70

10 377.2 .2460 112.36

15 405.7 .2244- 139.64

20 436.3 .2060 106.33

25 469.4 .io82 102.82

30 603/5 .1724 100.47

35 540.2 .UaO 97.26

40 679.2 .1444 93.39

45 620.7 .1323 B9.7a

50 664.7 . 1206 85.54

55 710.7 .1090 80.82

60 758.7 .0916 75.69

65 808.7 .0890 70.17

TO 861.7 .0816 63.33

75 920.7 .0706 65.40

89 979.7 .0614 46.00

85 1040.7 .0500 30.23

87 1066.7 .0440 23.82

88.43 1085.7 .0346 0.00
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refrigeration is seldom used as a direct expansion
system. The system is confined to a small section of

the vessel, and brine is cooled in a carbon dioxide

evaporator and the chilled brine is distributed by
l)umps to the various points of application.

Two Diesel Books
DIESEL ENGINE OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, and
REPAIR. By Charles H. Bushnell. 285 copiously illus-

trated pages; bound in red cloth with gold stamp-

ings. Published by John Wiley and Sons, New York.

Price $3.50 net.

Here is another San Francisco author who has pro-

duced a worth while book. He presents the operation

of the marine diesel engine from the standpoint of an
operating engineer; and does it in a very useful fashion.

As the author says of his own book, "In a sense it

is passed up from below rather than handed down
from above. I am not an authority on diesel engines. I

simply offer this as a result of my experiences, obser-

vation, and study. If this book gives the reader a new
point of view on some of the problems or a few hints

that will aid in operation and maintenance, it will have
served the purpose intended. It is not intended that

the reader should go into an engine room with this

book in one hand and a monkey wrench in the other.

The various methods of procedure are treated more
in principle than in detail and must be modified to

suit existing conditions."

We heartily recommend this book for students, me-
chanics, and operating diesel engineers. It contains

many practical hints and much operation information

not easily obtainable in other diesel literature.

DIESEL ENGINES, MARINE—LOCOMOTIVE—STAT-
IONARY. By David Louis Jones. 500 (6x9) pages, 280

illustrations. Printed by Norman W. Henley Pub-

lishing Co., New York. Price $5 net.

A practical book by a practical man. The author is a

commissioned chief machinist in the United States

Navy and instructor in the Diesel Engine Department,

United States Navy Submarine School. This volume

Vv-as written and compiled with the object of present-

ing in simple, direct fashion to the practical engineer

and mechanic the elementary principles, care, and op-

eration of the diesel engine.

Three chapters (41 pages) are devoted to elementary

principles and a comparison of advantages and dis-

advantages of the diesel. Next come five chapters

(123 pages) of details of construction and equipment.

Then two chapters (40 pages) on testing and operation.

A chapter of 152 pages describes in considerable de-

tail all the principal American makers of diesel en-

gines and then come six chapters with the following

titles: 1000 H.P. Submarine Diesel; Diesel Electric

Drive for Ships; Fuel and Lubricating Oils; Rules for

Diesel Motorships; Two Hundred Diesel Engine Point-

ers; and Diesel Engines for Railroad Service.

In short, here is a very complete diesel treatise for

any American engineer, mechanic, or layman who
wishes to become better acquainted with this very

economical prime mover.



Marine Equipment
SMOKE INDICATORS «^^ ELECTRIC GALLEYS

VENTILATING FANS c^ SIGNAL SYSTEMS

Photo-Electric Smoke Indicator and Recorder

^HE photo-electric cell is being

used in many spetacular and
some very useful applications

recently and is receiving comment
in the press, particularly in relat-

ion to its ability as a burglar alarm.

One of the most insidious burglars

of the operating profits of steam-

ships is Old Man Incomplete Com-
bustion, who works so silently and
effectively that he is discovered

only as he is vanishing into thin

air above the top of the stack. Now,
however, the photo-electric experts

of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company are on the

trail of this bold robber of heat

units and have prepared an effec-

tual alarm and recording device

which will nip in the bud all of

his schemes.

Application

The photo-electric smoke indica-

tor and recorder is a reliableandac-

curate instrument that gives to the

Dlierator a continuous indication of

the conditions of combustion in the

form of smoke density, and makes
a record of these indications

It is an accepted fact that smoke
results from improper combustion,

and this can almost always be rem-
edied. Therefore, the density of

smoke leaving the stack should be

continually indicated to the oper-

ator. Methods of smoke determina-
tion in the past have depended up-

on the human eye for judging the

density. Such a means of judging
is inaccurate, even during the day,

as weather conditions vary, and al-

together ineffective at night. Thus
the photo-electric smoke indicator

and recorder is a new instrument
to promote increased combustion ef-

ficiency.

In obtaining combustion efficien-

cy, the smoke indicator and record-
er will also prove helpful in com-

bination with the carbon dioxide

meter. If the operator is required

to maintain a maximum percentage
of carbon dioxide he will obviously

be crowding very close to the point

at which smoke will occur, due to

a deficiency of air. Therefore, it is

desirable to give the operator an
instrument which he can use with

the carbon dioxide meter in such

a way as to obtain a maximum of

carbon dioxide and at the same
time a minimum of smoke.

When smoke occurs it is gener-

ally an indication of serious losses,

not because of the soot, but on ac-

count of the unburned, invisible

combustible gases which are dis-

tilled from the coal and not burned
when insufficient air is present.

Operation

A beam of light projected through

the smoke onto the photo-electric

cell varies in intensity with the

density of the smoke. Variations in

the light striking the cell causes

like variations in the current flow

ing through the cell.This current

when amplified is measured by in-

dicating or recording instruments

calibrated in degrees of smoke den-

sity as read on a Ringelman Chart
If so desired a light or alarm bell

can be operated.

Construction

The device consists of two main

parts: first, the light-source unit,

and the photo-electric amplifierand
control unit, mounted on opposite
sides of the stack or breeching;
second, the indicating or recording
instruments, as well as the bell al-

arm or indicating lamp, located in

the boiler room or any other con-
venient location.

The method of mounting the ap-
paratus on the stack is shown in

the illustration. The pipes pass
through the walls of the smokestack
in semi-flexible packing joints. This
is necessary because it has been
found that at high ratings, parti-

cularly in large stacks, the walls of

the stack or breeching warp con-
siderably due to the high flu-gas

temperature. The pipes on which
the units are mounted are joined in-

side the stack by a spacer in which
is the smoke orifice. The spacer
forms a rigid connection between
the pipes, thus assuring mainten-

ance of alignment, but at the same
time permitting the flow of smoke
through the light beam which tra-

verses the pipes and orifice. By us-

ing an orifice of given length which
allows a definite portion of the

smoke to cross the beam of light,

the total diameter of the stack has

no influence on the calibration of

the device.

Smo/re Orifice
\

Slack or Breechm^ Wall u i

I r

Diagram of mounting of photo-electric smoke indicator on stack.
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Electric Galleys on Modem Ships

'ODERN ships are

E'Ciuipped througliout

with 1 a b o r-saving

devices, particularly in the

galleys, where electric

equipment has supplanted

the old style equipment
that required continuous

effort on the part of the

personnel to produce food

of fair quality. The adop-
tion of electric cooking

and baking equipment
aboard ship has materially

improved the quality of

food prepared, eliminated

fire hazard from the gal-

ley, made available more
deck area for other uses,

and reduced maintenance
costs in this department of

the vessel. A famous gen-
eral once said that an
army marches on its

stomach. While this is not true of

a ship, the popularity and accep-
tance by the public of any passen-
ger steamship is largely based on
the quality of food and the service
rendered. Electric equipment makes
possible the best preparation of
food and the most rapid service,

hence such leading steamship or-

ganizations as the Matson Naviga-
tion Company, the Panama Pacific
Line, the Dollar Steamship Com-
pany, and many others have se-

lected electric equipment for the
galleys of their new ships.

Electric galley equipment is di-

vided into two classes, one of which
is called high temperature appara-
tus, including ranges, broilers, grid-

dles, and fry kettles, and the other
is termed low temperature appara-
tus, taking in roasting and baking
ovens. The advancement of high
temperature equipment has been
most remarkable since the develop-
ment of the Calrod electric element
by the General Electric Company.
Calrod elements are used in the
cooking surfaces of heavy duty
ranges and in all pieces of Edison
equipment where high temperatures
are required.

Calrod consists of a resistor of

calorite, the finest grade of nickel
chromium wire, surrounded by pow-
dered magnesium oxide, the whole
being encased in a protective metal
tube. This type element eliminates

the two main reasons why electric

elements fail. First, being protected
by the magnesium oxide and the

Hourly demand chart of galley equipment on Malolo
which has a total connected load of 301 kilowatts.

metal tube, all air is kept away
from the calorite resistor, which na-
turally eliminates all possibility of
oxidation. Second, the protective
metal tube protects the delicate re-
sistance wire from all mechanical
hai-m and also from spilling, caking,
and burning of greases, sugars, or
other foods. In low temperature
apparatus, such as the electric bak-
ing and roasting ovens, open nich-
rome wire elements are used, with
the coils so spaced that the heat
generated is evenly distributed over
every square inch of deck area in
the oven chambers.

Modern electric galley equipment
can be termed "custom-built for the
galley" as there is a special piece
of equipment designed for each
cooking operation, such as cooking
tops for surface work; electric
roasting oven which is most efficient

for the roasting of meat; the fry
kettle for the preparation of deep
fat products, such as French fried
potatoes or chicken croquettes,
electric broilers for the production
of broiler products, griddles for
surface frying, toasters for the pre-
paration of breakfast and garnish-

ing toast, electric stock kettles for
the preparation of soups and stocks,

and electric bake ovens for the pro-
duction of all bread, pastries, and
sweet goods. By using pieces of

equipment adapted to special work,
much space can be saved in the
galley lay-out. This increases the
efficiency of the equipment installed

and the service rendered by the

steward's department, a prime fac-
tor in the minds of operating
stewards.

Demand Factors

It is interesting to divert from
the mechanical structure of galley
equipment and discuss the load
problems involved. A most inter-
esting test was made by Grant Call,

manager of the Hotel and Bakery
Division of the Edison General
Electric Appliance Company, upon
the electric galley equipment in-

stalled on the steamship Malolo.
This equipment consists of electri-
cal apparatus with a total con-
nected load of 301 kilowatts. At no
time during a twenty-four hour
period of her maiden voyage was
the maximum demand in excess of
185 kilowatts. This indicates a
splendid diversity. The peak de-
mand occurred between 6 and 8 a.m.
daily and tapered off gradually
during the afternoon period, with
an average demand of 46 kilowatts
at 8 p.m. when the lighting peak was
established. The maximum demand
of the total load on the generators
amounted to 538 kilowatts and oc-
curred regularly at 8 p.m. when the
galley demand was reduced to a
maximum of 46 kilowatts.

Chart No. 1 shows the combina-
tion curves of total galley and auxil-
iary demand. You will note that the
galley demand, which is the small
curve, is indeed a small portion of
the total auxiliary demand.

Operating Factors

The operation of the equipment in

general is as follows: All heavy
roasting and baking is done during
the early morning hours from 6

o'clock until noon. Practically all

of the heavy cooking is out of the
way by 4 p.m., but there is a slight
increase in demand for short order
cooking during the dinner hour.
This dinner hour peak is greatly re-

duced under the morning peak
period for heavy cooking. During
the night from 8 p.m. until 6 a.m.
all the range and broiler equipment
is turned off completely and only
the bake oven equipment is oper-
ated.

Energy Consumption

The daily kilowatt hour consump-
tion of the galley equipment
amounted to 2088 kilowatt hours
against a total load of 9774 kilowatt

hours. This record shows that the
galley consumption amounted to



Chart No. 1. Showing curves of demand on
galley and auxiliary installations and total

demand.

only 21 per cent, of the total con-

nected load.

Energy Fuel Cost

Records show that a total of 601

persons were fed an average of

three meals daily, making a total

average of 1755 daily meals, with a

total daily energy consumption of

2086 kilowatt hours. The watt hour

consumption per person per meal

amounted to 1188, which is re-

markably low for marine service.

With an estimated fuel cost of

seven mills per kilowatt, this makes
the electric energy cost .0083 cent

per person per meal.

It must be appreciated that the

equipment has a capacity for cook-

ing almost 100 per cent, more meals

per day than were served on the

maiden voyage. All the ranges and
ovens were in daily use and heated

the same as if the galley had been

operated at a maximum capacity.

No attempt was made to cut out cer-

tain units of equipment due to the

limited passenger list, and an in-

creased number of meals would
have greatly reduced the watt hour
consumption per meal.

The Edison General Electric Ap-
pliance Company division of the
General Electric Company has
equipped a number of ships with
electric galley equipment, including
the steamships Malolo, Matsonia,
California, Pennsylvania, Virginia,

Leviathan, Republican, George
Washington, U.S.S. Lexington,
U.S.S. Saratoga, Southern Pacific
ferryboats, and tankersof the Stand-
ard Oil Company.

An Efficient Ventilator

QUICK and efficient method
^for auxiliary ventilation of
ships has been recently intro-

duced. It is a new type of lii^ht

weight blower that can be used for
ventilation of holds, engine rooms,
tanks, and other confined spaces
where the air supply is below par.
The convenience of the unit is a

feature. It is mounted on a swivel
jointed tripod which allows the dif-

fuser outlet to be placed at any de-

sired angle so that the air supply is

directed where it is most needed. It

weighs less than a hundred pounds;
and because of its light weight is

readily portable so that it can be
quickly set up and put into opera-
tion by one man.

The fan is of the propeller type
and its construction is worth com-
ment. Stationary guide vanes of
special design are used beyond the
propeller. The air current leaving
the propeller is radially subdivided
by the individual guide vane blades
and taken up by them without
shock.

The guide vane blades, which
have a curvature increasing in the
direction of rotation of the propel-
ler, concentrate the air current and
give it a further acceleration inside

of the stationary guide vanes, so

that a considerable part of the pres-

sure is produced in the latter. A

•"""^

large part of the end thrust is thus
taken up by the .stationary guide
vane casing. The air streams into

which the flow of air has been sub-
divided by the guide vane blades,

leave the guide vane casing, on ac-

count of the kinetic energy, slightly

rotating and convergent toward the
axis so that the smallest section of

the air flow is reached beyond the
guide vane casing. This, in actual

operation, makes the blower ex-

tremely efficient for use with or

without duct extension, since its

power consumption stays constant
at constant speed irrespective of

length or diameter of duct exten-

sion.

The equipment is known as the
Coppus Portable Vano Ventilator,

and is manufactured by the Coppus
Engineering Corporation of Wor-
cester, Massachusetts, manufac-
turer of a complete line of blow-
ers and exhausters.

Swivel-mounted ventilating fan.
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Electric Heaters for

Staterooms

N keeping with the trend of the

marine industry toward electri-

fication, electric heating of

staterooms is becoming very popu-
lar both from the standpoint of the
passenger and the ship owner.
Two de luxe passenger vessels

for the Dollar Steamship Line, now
being built by the Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Com-
pany, are being equipped with el-

ectric heaters for staterooms and
bathrooms. This method of heating
staterooms has numerous advan-
tages inasmuch as it is easily regu-
lated by the individual passenger
and is much more economical from
the standpoint of the operating
company because of the lower in-

stallation cost and ease of servic-

ing.

The heaters furnished for the Dol-

lar liners were especially construc-

ted by the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company, meet-
ing requirements for making such
devices more adaptable to marine
construction which necessitates

some quite radical changes from
similar heaters which would be us-

ed in house heating. The heaters
are constructed for surface mount-
ing on either the bulkhead or inside

partitions and are arranged so that
the projection of the heater into

the room is cut to the minimum.
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serve space and allow proper ar-

rangement of stateroom furniture.

Each heater is controlled by a

switch which is a part of the heater;

and the heating element, which is

a radiant type, is adequately guard-

ed. The outside casing of the heat-

er is white enamel finish and has

a sloping top to prevent passengers

from draping wet towels or bathing

suits over the heater. These heat-

ers are of 100 watts capacity and
the distribution of the heating ele-

ment is such that the density of the

heat thrown out past the guard is

not sufficient to become dangerous.

In addition to the attention given

the marine electrical and construc-

tion requirements, special consid-

eration was given to developing a

general design which would harm-

onize with the fittings of the most
luxurious stateroom.

Automatic SOS for

Lifeboats

ALPH HEINTZ. radio engin-

eer and construction engineer

'for Heintz & Kaufman, San
Francisco commercial radio equip-

ment manufacturers, has invented

a very ingenious automatic trans-

mitting radio set for sending out

the international distress signal

from lifeboats at sea. The appar-

atus has been fully tested and dem-
onstrated and the lifeboats of the

new palatial Dollar Round-the-
World liner President Hoover will

be equipped with these sets.

The generator on the Heintz set

may be driven either by a hand
crank or by the special light weight
gasoline engine designed and manu-
factured by this firm for produc-

ing power for aiiplane radio trans-

mission.

This lifeboat radio set is fully

automatic. If the gasoline engine
is operative, pressing a button

starts the set, which will continue

to send out S.O.S. signals with a

sure range of about 500 miles by
day and a possible range of 2000
miles by night. If the gasoline en-

gine is inoperative, turning the

crank gives the same results. No
radio operator is needed, no ad-

justment and no care—just press
the button and immediately every
one equipped with radio within 1000
miles will hear the distress sig-

nal and every steamer equipped
with radio compass will be taking
bearings.

Interchange of these bearings be-

tween two or three steamers will

give approximate location of life-

boat, close enough to enable the

nearest steamer to proceed at once
to the spot and pick up the boat or

boats.

This light weight, comparatively
inexpensive, efficient equipment
should be in every lifeboat.

Press-the-Button Service is the

title of a bulletin issued by Kohler
Company, Kohler, Wisconsin, cover-

ing the convenience of electrical

power supplied by small self-con-

tained units, whether for farm,

home, pleasure craft, or emergency
at ?ea.
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Improved Pressure Gauge
ITH the advent of higher

pressures and temperatures
in steam power practice

afloat and ashore, there has been

developed a definite need for a

more durable and more accurate

pressure gauge. Working under
constant vibration and ])ulsations

in pressure, the movement mechan-
ism in the ordinary commercial
gauge soon began to wear and it

was evident that some better mat-
erial must be found for these parts

of gauges.

Various bronzes were tried out,

bushings of monel metal were test-

ed, but these although in many in-

stances showing remarkable im-

provement, were not entirely sat-

isfactory.

Radio set which operates automatically, sending out the international distress signal, and
which may be cranked by hand in case of damage to the gasoline engine which drives it.

An improved pressure gauge fo

marine service.

The Consolidated Ashcroft Han-
cock Company, Inc., set its labor-

atories on the task of solving this

problem; and after many experi-

ments a special movement of nit-

ralloy steel was developed. Severe
tests over a period of six months
on a number of sample movements
proved that this material would
outwear 100 ordinary bronze move-
ments.

Special springs were developed
for use with this new movement.
These were bored out of the solid

in a special steel alloy and were
so treated that their expansion and
contraction were absolutely uni-

form throughout the range of the

gauge. The use of these springs
made possible uniform graduations
on the dial and a guarantee of test

gauge accuracy to within ' ^ of 1

per cent.

The sockets are made of forged
steel ; cases are die cast and fin-

ished in black hard rubber abso-
lutely water-proof. The pointer is

e<iuipped with an integral microm-
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eter adjustment so that it is very

simple to compensate the gauge for

water leg.

Gauges manufactured with these

features by the Consolidated Ash-

croft Hancock Company, Inc., are

sold under the trade name Dura-

gauge. They will outlast several

ordinary commercial gauges and are

unconditionally guaranteed for five

years. Western Engineering Com-
pany of San Francisco is sales rep-

resentative for northern Califor-

nia and Charles Stepan is factory

representative at Los Angeles.

M&

Arc Welded Pipe Base for

Motor Generator Set

A pipe construction bed plate is

employed to advantage in the small

motor-generator set, illustrated

here. The tubular lengthwise mem-
bers especially resist tortional

strains, such as those due to uneven

and yielding foundations. Welded
tubular designs provide stronger

and more rigid structures at consid-

erable saving in weight with added

flexibility in design and reduced

manufacturing time.

This set was constructed by the

Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company for use on a

ship. The upward curving end saves

space in that it allows the set to fit

more closely to the curvature of the

side of the ship.

Consolidation in Electrical Field.

Tlie Delco Appliance Corporation

of Rochester. New York, has been

mergered with the North East Ap-

pliance Corporation, manufacturer

of automotive electrical equipment,

according to an announcement
made by E. A. Halbleib, president

and general manager. The Delco

Appliance Corporation manufac-
tures and distributes Delco-Light

individual electric plants, Delco el-

ectric water systems, and Delcogas

individual gas units.

The Janus System—An Automatic Electrical Signalling

System

THE Janus System is

an automatic electric

control of a steamer's

whistle or siren whereby
the vessel is enabled to

signal her course to an-

other passing in a fog,

thus eliminating the dan-

ger of collision through a

simple adherence to the

"Rule of the R o a d."

Courses in this system are

indicated by the frequency
of the recurrence of the

prolonged blast prescrib-

ed by international and
United States regulations.

This blast is released au-

tomatically and continu-

ously at intervals that are

completely under the con-

trol of the transmitting

apparatus in the pilot

house.

The formula used is

very simple and may be

stated precisely as fol-

lows: Any course is indi-

cated by the recurrence of

a signal at a frequency
equal to one minute plus

the number of seconds

equal to one-sixth of the

course expressed in de-

grees of angularity. Thus
a 45-degree or Northeast
course would be indicated by the

prolonged blast with intervals of

one minute and 7^2 seconds, or a

180-degree (South) course would be

indicated by intervals of one min-

ute and 30 seconds.

In actual practice, as the appar-

atus is developed, the navigator

does not have to think of frequen-

cies. He merely sets his magnetic

course on the transmitter dial,

closes the switch, and the appara-

tus takes charge of the whistle.

The receiving dials give the course

of any Janus-equipped ship in de-

grees.

This system is the co-invention

of two Russian navigators, Captain

Robert Kamdron and Captain Geo.

Stavrakov, formerly of Vladivos-

tock, now of Seattle. The Janus
System, Inc., of Seattle handles the

Janus whistle throughout the Am-
erican continent and also in Japan

and China. This corporation is

owned by well known American

ship owners and operators and is

under the management of Captain

(Upper) Transmitting and receiving set, for mounting
in chart room or pilot house, designed for sending and
receiving the Janus timed and variable toned whistle

signals. (Lower) Janus set mounted ready for connec-
tion with the whistle cord.

F. R. Nichols, former master of the

steamship President Jefferson.

A special variable tone whistle

has been developed for use with the

Janus system; and it is the testi-

mony of all experienced seamen
who have heard the Janus whistles

on installations in use on Puget

Sound waters that the sound sig-

nals from these whistles are easily

recognizable, have a superior fog-

penetrating quality, and are entire-

ly different in tone from other ship

whistles.

Although developed primarily

for sound signalling, the Janus
System may also be used to advan-

tage in connection with wireless,

radio telephone, or submarine sig-

nalling apparatus. By synchroniz-

ing the signals from any one of

these systems with the Janus whis-

tle there would be obtained a re-

liable measure of the distance to

the signalling vessel as well as an

accurate check on her bearings.
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United States Coast Guard Cutter Smith
INSPIRED bythe remarkable per-

formance of the cutter TinKanl,

the United States Coast Guard

has just outfitted a sister ship, the

Smith. With exactly the .same hull,

but with a cruising range of 4000

miles, the Smith will attempt to

surpass her forerunner as the pride

of the fleet.

The general characteristics of

the Smith are: Length. 110 feet;

beam, 14 feet 8^4 inches: draft. 5

feet 11 inches, displacement, 75

tons.

As with the Tingard, she is pro-

pelled by three Hall-Scott "Explor-

ers" rated at 175 brake horsepower

but with actual delivery over

190 horsepower each. These engines

develop their maximum horsepow-

er at approximately GOO revolutions

per minute of the propeller or 1800

revolutions per minute of the eng-

ine, as they are equipped with 3 to

1 reduction gears.

The fuel system on the Smith is

a duplicate of that on the Tingard
and has been especially designed
for this service. Two banks of six

Autopulse units normall.v supply

Engine room of U. S. Coast Guard cutter Smith.

the fuel. The capacity of each bank
is sufficient to feed the engines so

there is a factor of safety of 100

I'ulI Suppl) ,>.sicni of CutlL-r Smuli. (A) \h port tank shut-off valve; (B) Forward port

tank shut-off valve; (C) Forward starboard tank shut-off valve; (D) Port Autopulse pump
suction shut-off valve; (E) Port pump gasoline strainer; (F) Port pressure valve; (G) Port

engine shut-off; (H) Center engine shut-off; (I) Starboard engine shut-off valve; (J) Star-

board pressure valve; (K) Starboard pump gasoline strainer; (L) Starboard Autopulse
pump suction shut-off valve; (M) Gasoline suction m.inifold; and (N) Switches for

testing pumps.

per cent, as either bank may be

shut down for repairs.

The engine room ventilation sys-

tem has been carefully worked out.

A B. F. Sturtevant blower, mounted
directly on the center engine, pro-

vides a complete change of air in

the engine room every minute with
the engine at cruising speed.

For electric lighting and venti-

lating fans, a Kohler automatic gas
engine driven generator is instal-

led. The engine room is protected
against fire by a 4-cylinder Lux
installation supplied by Walter
Kidde & Company through Hough
& Egbert of San Francisco. The
necessary alterations to the hull

and the installation work were done
at The Moore Dry Dock Company.

The Tingard has become the

leader of the fleet due to her note-
worthy performance during the
past year. In that time she covered
35,000 miles with a total engine
maintenance cost (for three eng-
ines) of less than fifty dollars.

The United States Coast Guard
has recently granted a contract to

the Gibbs Gas Engine Works of

Jacksonville, Florida, for fifteen

38-foot picket boats. These are to

be powered by Hall-Scott "Invad-
ers." The "Invader" is a new model,
275-horsepower direct drive engine
which has been undergoing a gruel-

ling test on the dynamometer and
in the Hall-Scott test boat.

I
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New Lighthouse Tender Ordered.

The Moore Dry Dock Co.. Oakland.

Calif., was awarded contract for

the construction of the hull of the

new twin-screw liKhthouse tender

for the Bureau of Lighthouses at

San Francisco on a bid of $139,949.

Bids for the supplying the diesel

engines were rejected and new bids

are being requested to be opened
February 17 at 2 p.m. at the Bureau
of Lighthouses, Customs Building,

San Francisco. The specifications

call for two 240-horsepower, 350

r ;volutions per minute diesel eng-

ines to give the vessel a speed of

9'-j knots, with alternate bids re-

quested for pilot house control.

The tender is to be 121 ft. 4 in.

over-all length, 111 ft. 8 in. at wat-
er line, 25 ft. molded beam. 9 ft.

minimum depth, and 6 ft. 8 in.

draft. She will be of 323 tons dis-

placement. Accommodations will be

provided for a crew of 16. includ-

ing officers.

Bids Called on Cruiser CL-37.
Bids from private shipyards will

be opened by the Secretary of the
Navy February 11 at Washington,
D. C, for the construction of Light
Cruiser No. 37, which is to be simi-

lar to the New Orleans being built

by the New York Navy Yard. The
limit of cost is set at $17,000,000
and funds are to be made available

in the budget for the fiscal year
1932. Plans and specifications were
prepared bv the New York Navv
Yard.

Bids Asked on Coronado Ferry.
Bids have been asked by the Auto-
mobile Ferry Company of Coronado,
Calif., for a diesel-electric vehicu-
lar ferryboat for operation on San
Diego Bay between San Diego and
Coronado. Plans and specifications
were drawn up last spring by Lam-
bie & Mabr.v, naval architects with
offices in the Security First Nat-
ional Bank Building, Wilmington,
Calif, but the request for bids have
been held up pending settlement of
legal hindrances to the operation
of the ferry service.

The craft is to be of all-steel

construction, 200 feet long, 56 feet

width, 8 feet 6 inches draft, with

propellers at both ends. The pro-

pulsion power is to be supplied by

four diesel-electric generating sets

developing about 1500 horsepower

and giving a speed of 13 knots.

Tenders for the machinery have al-

ready been received.

All auxiliaries are to be electri-

cally operated; and it is reported

that Oertz streamline rudders have

been specified. The boat will have

capacity for 80 automobiles and

several hundred passengers.

Second Dollar Liner Named. The
second $8,000,000 turbo-electric lin-

er building for the Dollar Steam-

ship Lines of San Francisco by the

Newport News Shipbuildng & Dry-

dock Company will be known as the

President Coolidge. The vessel is

scheduled for launching about Feb-

ruary 21.

The vessel, which is a sister ship

to the President Hoover, launched

December 9 at the Newport yard, is

653 ft. in length, 81 ft. beam, 52 ft.

depth, and of 33,800 tons displace-

ment. She is to be powered with

Westinghouse turbo-electric propul-

sion plant.

THIRD ANNUAL PACIFIC
COAST BOAT SHOW is announced

for March 21-March 28 at San
F^rancisco. The show, which is con-

ducted under the auspices of the

Associated Boat Industries. Inc.,

of California, 417 Market Street,

San Francisco, will be held as us-

ual at the Civic Auditorium and
will be the only Boat Show held

on the Pacific Coast this year. It

is reported that 80 per cent, of the

floor space has already been reser-

ved by exhibitors of former vears

and new exhibitors—and it there-

fore behooves all manufacturers of

marine supplies and equipment, as

well as motor and sailing craft, to

make their plans for this Fxposi-

tion.

Another Large Tuna Clipper. Al

Larsen Boat Building Company,
Terminal Island, San Pedro, Calif.,

has an order for a 105-ft. raised-

deck type tuna fishing craft for the

Galapagos Fishing & Transport
Company to be named Margarita.

The vessel is to have a beam of 25

ft. and a depth of 11.5 ft. Propul-

sion power will be supplied by a

275-horsepower Atlas-Imperial dies-

el engine; auxiliary power will

be supplied by two 30-horsepower
Atlas engines, connected to West-
inghouse 17-kilowatt generators.

These units will furnish electrical

current for the refrigerating plant,

Byron Jackson bait pumps and gear.

San Diego Quarantine Tug Ord-
ered. The General Engineering &
Drydock Co., with plant at Oakland,
Calif., has been awarded contract

by the U. S. Dept. of Public Health

for an all-steel boat for use of the

Quarantine Bureau at San Diego,

Calif. The boat is to be 60.10 ft.

long, and powered with a Winton
diesel engine capable of propelling

the vessel at 10' ^ knots. The cost is

about $50,000 and construction will

require 60 days.

Pilot Boat Bids Opened. Harbor
Boat Building Co., Terminal Island.

San Pedro, Calif., was low bidder

for the construction of a diesel-

powered pilot boat for the Los Ang-
eles Harbor Department, San Pedro,

opened January 7. The low bid was
$51,780, but as a number of bids

were submitted by each firm, final

award of contract may take several

weeks. The boat is to be 58 ft. 6 in.

over-all length, 15 ft. beam, 7 ft.

6 in. draft, with 300-horsepower
diesel to give a guaranteed speed
of 15 knots.

Tunnel-Stern Vessel for Columbia
River. The Harkins Transportation
Company of Portland, Oregon, has
placed an order with the Albina
Marine Iron Works, Portland for

construction of a steel, tunnel-

stern, combination freight and pas-

senger boat powered with diesel

engine and equipped with an elec-

tric elevatoi for freight. The ves-
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.sel is to be operated between As-
toria and Portland. She will be 100
ft. long, 30 ft. beam, with a speed
of 14 miles an hour.

Ship Construction Loan Approv-
ed. Loans totaling more than .'i;i2.-

000,000 were authorized January 7

by the Shipping Board for construc-
tion of the four passenger-cargo
vessels for the Panama Mail Steam-
ship Co., and the Grace Steamship
Co., of San Francisco. These ships,

to be constructed by the Federal
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co. at

Kearney, N. J., will be placed in

service between San Francisco and
New York with calls at various
ports in Central and South Ameri-
ca and at Cuba. The four vessels
will be of 16,000 tons displacement,
will have a maximum speed of 18.5

knots, and will be 508 feet overall.

They will carry both passengers
and cargo.

of craft with several tyijes of power
plant.

Small Cruiser Ordered. The
Prince Rupert Drydock & Shipyard,
Prince Rupert, B. C. has received
an order from the Anglican Mis-
sion for a raised deck wooden crui-
ser for operation in northern Brit-
ish Columbia. The boat will be 47
ft. long, 8 ft. 6 in. depth and will

be powered with high speed Gard-
ner diesel engine of 54 horsepower
connected to a single screw through
2:1 reduction gear.

Plans not yet Ready on McCor-
mick Freighters. Angelo C o n t i .

naval architect of New York, New
York, paid a visit to the head of-
fice of the McCormick Steamship
Company, 215 Market Street, San
Francisco, the latter part of Dec-
ember relative to the plans for
seven freighters for the company's
extensive Pacific Coast-South Am-
erican service. The vessels are to
carry a limited number of passen-
gers. Shipyards are to submit ten-
ders on two sizes and two speeds

Launching of the steel car ferry City of
Milwaukee, built at the Manitowoc Ship-
building Co. for the Grand Trunk Western
Railroad; 360 ft. long, 56 ft. beam; 21 ft.

6 in. depth; capacity JO loaded freight cars
and 200 passengers. The ferry is powered
by two 1500-horsepowcr triple exp.iii<.ion

engines; and has a Kohler 5-kw., 110-volt.
D.C. generating plant for auxiliary light and

power.

O. & O. Plans Progressing. Ac-
cording to a recent statement by
John E. Gushing, vice-president of

the American-Hawaiian Steamship
Company, San Francisco, the Oce-
anic & Oriental Navigation Com-
pany hopes to have well started
during the year 1931 the building
of four freighters required under
the Post Office transpacific mail
contract.

Pacific Coast shipyards, which
have not been accorded the oppor-
tunity to bid on many of the new
vessels built under government
loans and favorable mail subven-
tions, are to be asked to submit
tenders for the construction of

these four vessels.

East Coast Yard to Build Red
"D" Liner. The Pusey & Jones
Corp., Wilmington, Delaware, was
low bidder for the construction of

a passenger and freight vessel for
the Atlantic & Caribbean Steam
Navieration Company (Red D Line),
140 Wall St., New York, under re-

vised specifications which were
submitted only to East Coast ship-

yards after the rejection of the ori-

ginal tenders for the building of

this vessel. Bids were received as
follows

:

Pusey & Jones Corp., $1,398,000
and 14-16 months: Sun Shipbuild-
ing & Dry Dock Co.. $1,479,000, 9

months; Tampa Shipbuilding &
Engineering Co., $1,484,000. 14
months; Newport News Shipbuild-
ing & Drydock Co., $1,600,000, 14
months; United Dry Docks, Inc.,

Staten Island Plant, $1,729,000, 18
months; New York Shipbuilding
Co., $1,763,000, 15 months; Bethle-
hem Shipbuilding Corp., $1,790.-

000, 20 months.
The vessel is to be 348 ft. 10 in.

long, 51 ft. beam, 22 ft. depth,
driven by turbines geared to twin
screws, giving the vessel a speed
of 13 knots. Theodore E. Ferris,

February

30 Church Street, New York, is the
designer.

Under the original call for bids
for the building of this vessel, the
low bid was submitted by the Gen-
eral Engineering & Drydock Com-
pany of San Francisco. This bid
was $1,095,000 and 10 months time,
which was lower than the nearest
competitor by $55,000 and 3 months
time. In explanation for the om-
ission of the West Coast yards
in its request for new bids the ship-
owners explained that "it would
be more convenient to have the ship
built nearbv."

Senate Passes Battleship Mod-
ernization Bill. By a vote of 72 to

13, the Senate on January 16 ap-
proved for the second time the bill

(S.4750) authorizing an appropri-
ation of $30,000,000 for the modern-
ization of the battleships New Me.x-

ico, Mississippi, and Idaho.
The Naval Affairs Committee of

the House of Representatives on
January 14 approved a bill for
naval construction in accordance
with recommendations of Chairman
Britten, with the exception of an
appropriation of $16,605,000 for a

7500-ton, 6-inch gun cruiser—a rad-
ically different type of cruiser from
the 10,000-ton type now a part of
the naval unit.

The new construction proposed
in the bill (H.R. 14688) include
the following:

One 6-inch gun fl.ving deck cruis-
er of 10,000 tons, to cost about $20,-

780,000 (and capable of carrying
from 25 to 40 planes)

;

Four submarines of 1100 tons
each to cost about $4,400,000 each;
Eleven destroyers, including one

destroyer leader, at a cost of $47,-

000,000 (already authorized but for
which the appropriation has to be
asked)

;

One plane carrier of 13,800 tons,

capacity of 114 planes, to cost
about $27,650,000.

Secretary of the Navy Charles
Francis Adams has reported to the
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House Committee on Naval Affairs

that the immediate appropriation of

funds for the modernization of at

least two of the above-mentioned
battleships is urgent. The work is

to be done at a navy yard, those at

Boston, New York, Norfolk, and
Philadelphia being considered.

Tenders for Canadian Survey Ves-

sel. The British Columbia Section

of the Canadian Hydrographic Sur-

vey, Victoria, B. C, received bids

January 22 for a new survey ves-

sel. She will be 214 ft. long. 37 ft.

beam, 13 ft. max. draft. She is to

be propelled by reciprocating eng-

ines driving twin screws to give a

speed of twelve knots. Her speci-

fications call for a complete survey
equipment including echo sounding
machine, Lucas sounding machines,

and radio acoustic position finder.

She will carry four gasoline
launches propelled by 25-horse-

power Thorneycroft engines, three

small outboard motors, two life-

boats, three dinghies for sweeping,

and six dories for surf landings.

All boats will be handled by Welin-
MacLachlan automatic type davits.

Navigating equipment specified in-

cludes wireless direction finder,

gyro-compass, and telemotor. She
will carry a complete wireless

equipment for navigating and sur-

vev work.

To Recondition 11 Vessels.—The
Moore & McCormack Co.. 5 Broad-
way, New York, (operator of the Am-
erican Scantic Line of freighters,

has prepared plans and specifica-

tions for the reconditioning of 11

vessels of this line for the accom-
modation of 50 passengers each.

Plans are now awaiting approval of

the Navy Department and the Post-

office Department, as the work will

be done under a government loan.

These vessels have a length of 390
ft., .53 ft. beam, and 27.6 ft. depth,
and are of 7840 tons deadweight
carrying capacity. The recondition-
ing for the addition of accommoda-
tions for passengers will entail the
filling in of the forward and after
wells and the raising of the fore-

castle. A new lounge and dining
room will be provided on the boat
deck, and the bridge deck houses
will be made continuous. The ves-
sels are propelled by General Elec-
tric steam turbines, steam being
supplied by Babcock & Wilcox boil-
ers.

Repair Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y., was
awarded contract by the New York
City Dept. of Plant and Structure
for two double-ended ferryboats to

cost $774,620. The vessels will be
duplicates of the steamer Melrose,
151 ft. long, 53 ft. breadth over
guards, 36 ft. 7 in. molded beam,
14 ft. 3 in. depth. Two 850-horse-
power vertical compound engines
will provide propulsion power.

This yard also was awarded con-

tract by the Fire Commissioner of

the Cit.v of New York for a fireboat

to cost $582,500. The craft will be
130 ft. long, 26 ft. beam. 7 ft. 6 in.

draft, and will be driven by five

gasoline engines developing 2750
horsepower. Plans were drawn up
by the firm of Henry J. Gielow, Inc.,

25 West 43rd Street. New York.

Repair Awards.—Todd Dry
Docks, Inc., Harbor Island, Seattle,

was recently awarded contract for

repairs to the Matson Line freight-

er Maliko, damaged by fire while
moored at the Union Pacific Dock,

Seattle, loading cargo. Todd sub-

mitted low bid of $44,600 for the

work, on which tenders were receiv-

ed from six Pacific Coast yards.

This plant has just completed
dry-docking and general overhaul
to the entire fleet of the Gulf Paci-

fic-Redwood Line at a cost of about
$100,000.

Todd Receives Two Contracts.

—

The Todd Dry Dock, Engineering &

Forty Barges Ordered. The In-

land Waterwaj's Corp., Washing-
ton, D. C, has placed contracts for

40 barges at a total cost of $2,548,-

800. The contracts were awarded
as follows:

Marie tta Manufacturing Co.,

Point Pleasant, W. Va.. 5 barges.

Midland Barge Co., Midland, Pa.,

5 barges.

Ingalls Manufacturing Co., Birm-
ingham, Ala., 5 barges.

Alabama Dry Dock Co., Mobile,

Ala., 5 barges.

All of the above are for Design
No. 1 at a price of $59,780 each.

They are to be 230 by 48 by 11 ft.

dimensions, with steel cargo houses.

McClintic Marshall Co., Pitts-

burgh, Pa., 10 barges.

American Bridge Co., Ambridge,
Pa., 10 barges.

The above two orders cover De-
sign No. 3 and are to cost $67,560

each. They are to be of dimensions
300 by 48 by 11 feet.

The Third Lurline.—The third

new $8,000,000 liner to be built for

the Matson Navigation Company
will be christened the steamship

Lurline, according to announce-
ment from the company's executive
offices at San Francisco. The new
steamer will be a sister ship of the
steamship Mariposa and the Mon-
terey, now nearing completion at
the Bethlehem plant at Fore River,
Mass. Regard for the historic past
and a desire to perpetuate the mem-
ory of San Francisco's early water-
front activities are seen in the
choice of the name Lurline. The
vessel will be the third of a noble
line of San Francisco ships to bear
that historic name.

Lurline, the third, like her sister

ships Mariposa and Monterey, will

be 632 feet long, 79 feet wide, and
displace 25,885 tons. Accommoda-
tions will be provided for approx-
imately 800 passengers. Work on
the Lurline will commence as soon
as the Mariposa is off the ways
the latter part of this year. She
is scheduled for completion earlv
in 1933.

Steam-Driven Towboat. Howard
Shipyards & Dock Company, Jef-

fersonville, Ind., has an order from
the Inland Waterways Corp., Wash-
ington, D. C. for a steam-driven,

oil-burning towboat to be 196 ft.

over-all, 42 ft. beam, 6 ft. molded
depth. She will have 1000-H.P. com-
pound condensing engine and will

cost $135,663 without propulsion

equipment

Steel Harbor Tugboat. The Pusey
& Jones Corp., Wilmington, Del.,

has recently been awarded contract

by The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway
Co. for a steel harbor tugboat to

be 102 ft. 6 in. between perpendic-

ulars, 10 ft. 6 in. loaded draft. The
craft is to have 1000 indicated

horsepower steam engine, steam
to be supplied by one Scotch boiler,

16 by 12 ft. dimensions and of 160

pounds working pressure.

Dredge and barges ordered.
Nashville Bridge Co., Nashville,

Tenn., has received an order from
the Sternberg Dredging Company
for a dredge, dimensions 150 by 50

by 7 ft. 10 in. This yard also has

an order from the Bedford-Nugent
Co. for two barges 100 by 28 by 7 ft.

3 in. Keels for all three craft will

be laid in March.

Steel Barges Ordered. Bethlehem
Shipbuilding Corp., Ltd., Baltimore,

Md., has an order from the Arundel
Corp. for a steel barge of 240 gross

tons; also an order for two steel

barges of 540 gross tons for the

Western Maryland Railway Co.
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Pacific Coast

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORP., Ltd.

Union Plant, San Francisco
Hull 5347, steel barge for Young Bros.,

Ltd., Honolulu, Hawaii; 175x44x11 ft.;

keel 2/20/31 est.

Hull 5348, same as above; keel 2/20/31
est.

Not named, hull 5349, steel tug for

Young Bros., Ltd., Honolulu; 129'3"

L.O.A.; 28 beam: 15 draft; Fairbanks-Morse
7 50 LH.P. diesel engs.; keel 2/25/31 est.

Hull 53 50, pineapple barge for Inter-

Island Steam Navigation Co., Honolulu;
175 X 44 X 11 ft.; keel 3/2/31 e.st.; launch
4/21/31 est.: deliver 5/1/31 est.

CRAIG SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Long Beach, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: F. W. Philpot.
Velero III, hull 153, twin-screw, all-steel

cruiser for G. Allan Hancock, Los Angeles;
193' L.O.A.; 190' L.W.L.; 30' beam: 11'9"

mean draft; two 6-cyl., 850-S.H.P. Winton
diesel engs.; 15J^ knots speed; 9500 mi.
cruising radius: keel June 16/30: launch
3/1/31 est.

GENERAL ENGINEERING & DRY
DOCK CO.

Oakland, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: A. Wanner.

Shoshone, No. 24, diesel - electric cutter

for U.S. Coast Guard; 250x42x15 ft.; West-
inghouse turbines and motors; 3000 S.H.P.;
keel 3/15/30; launched 9/11/30.
Not named, boarding tug for Quaran-

tine Division, Public Health Service, San
Francisco; 60'10" over-all; 15 beam; 7'2"

depth; 120 H.P. Fairbanks-Morse diesel

eng.

JOHNSON SHIPBUILDING CO.
329 Willow Street, Seattle, Wash.

Purchasing Agent: Geo. H. McAtecr.
Job 63, one heavy framed pile puller,

K.D., for Alaska Pacific Salmon Corp.

PRINCE RUPERT DRYDOCK dc

SHIPYARD
Prince Rupert, B.C.

Purchasing Agent: H. L. Taylor.

C.N. No. 109, hull 36, steel car barge for

Canadian National Railways; 279 L.B.P.;

42 beam; 12'3" depth; cap. 17 loaded
freight cars: 3 tracks; 2 st. capstans, anchor
windlass: keel 7/31/30; launched 12/9/30;
delivered 12/21/30.

Twelve wooden lifeboats for Canadian
National Steamships, Ltd.; 28x8'6"x3'6";
deliver Dec. -Jan.

Not named, vee-bottom wooden pleasure

cruiser for L. W. Kengin, Prince Rupert;
34 L.B.P.; 8 beam: 2'9" depth; 10 knots

speed: 34-B.H.P. Redwing eng.; keel

11/1/30.

Bobolink, hull 38, wooden stern-wheel

river snagboat hull for Dept. of Public

Works of Canada; 100 L.B.P.; 29 beam;
engs. from old Bobolink; keel 12/8/30; de-

liver 3/8/31 est.

Not named, hull 39, raised deck wooden
cruiser for Anglican Mission for northern
British Columbia Coast; 47 L.B.P.; 12 beam;
8'6" molded depth; 9 knots loaded speed;

high speed Gardner diesel engine, 2-1 re-

duction gear; 54 B.H.P.: keel 1/15/31 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Bremerton, Wash.

Louisville, light cruiser CL-28 for Unit-

ed States Navy; 10,000 tons displacement;

keel July 4/28; launched 9/1/30; deliver

Mar. 13/31 est.

Astoria, light cruiser CL-34, same as

above; keel 9/1/30; deliver 4/1/33 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Mare Island, Calif.

Chicago, light cruiser CL-29 for United

States Navy; 10,000 tons displacement;

launched 4/10/30; deliver 3/13/31 est.

V-6, submarine SC-2 for U. S. Navy;

launched 3/15/30; deliver 9/10/30 est.

I

Repairs, Pacific Coast
BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,

Ltd., Union Plant
Drydock, paint, misc. repairs: Silvcrfir.

City of Los Angeles, Lio. Tamaha, Camina,
Robert Luckenbach, Napa Valley. Tamia-
hua. El Segundo. H. T. Harper. California.
Idaho, Nyhorn. Sonoma. San Mateo, barge
Los Angeles, tug A. E. Williams, Governor
Stephens, dredge Major Tilden. str. E.sther

Johnson, W. S. Miller, H, T. Haper. Ma-
lolo, tug Standard No. 1, dredge Trojan
barge Mono. Misc. repairs: Otokai, J. C
Fitzsimmons, Charcas, Cathwood, Pau^
Shoup, Dilworth, Greenland. Ruth Alex
ander. President Harrison, Rainbow, Pat
riotic, Geneve, New Monterey, Caliche,
General Smuts, Medusa, San Leonardo, La
PurLsima, Susan V. Luckenbach, Nora, Som
merstad. Brilliant, Lansing, whaler Her
cules, Willapa, Golden Coast, San Jose
Bolivar, President Madison, H. T. Harper
Chehalis, Monowai. Suriname, dredges A
MacKenzie, San Pablo.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK CO.,

Oakland, Calif.

Drydock for survey, hull damage repairs:

Eureka. Drydock for general hull repairs:

Dauntless. Drydock, paint, misc. repairs:

Hoquiam, Oregonian (engine dept. repairs).

Vacuoline (voyage repairs), Hawaiian
(drew tailshaft, install spare shaft, rewood
stern bearing, renew gland bushing, caulk
rivets). Plow City (deck and engine
dept. repairs). Western Union Barge, ferry

Golden State (also hull repairs and caulk-
ing), Maunawili (caulk, weld, and renew
misc. rivets, overhaul sea valves). West

Ivis (misc. eng. fe? deck repairs), Lincoln
Ellsworth (caulking shell rivets, drew tail-

shaft for examination). Golden Sun. Calif-

ornia, Cahokia (rudder repairs), Jefferson

Myers (survey and repairs to damaged bow
and stern, misc. engine and deck repairs).

Sea Foam (renew hawse pipe, sections of

shoe, fenders: installed graving pieces in

hull), Willboro, Annie Christenson (change
propeller). Willpolo, (caulk shell rivets),

Stuart Dollar (caulk shell rivets and seams,
and renewal of rudder gudgeon bushings),
Monoa (rivets and seam caulked in shell,

overhaul sea valves, ranged anchor chains),

Arizonian (overhaul sea valves, caulk misc.

rivets and seam), Davenport (unshipped
rudder, caulked rudder trunk also other
seams and butts, installed graving pieces,

caulk deck, misc. eng. dept. repairs). Dry-
dock for survey: Redline. Drydock, forge

and machine and install new upper rudder
stock: W. P. Barge No. 3.

repairs: President Jackson. Misc. repairs:

Alamar, Coya. Dio. James Griffiths. Forbcst

Hauptman. Point Bonita, Sabotaway.

U. S. NAVY YARD, Bremerton, Wn.
Misc. repairs and docking: Lexington,

Twiggs, Greer, Neches. Misc. repairs not

requiring docking: Mahopac. Tatnuck,

Swallow, Challenge, Pawtucket, Sotoyomo.

PRINCE RUPERT DRYDOCK
SC SHIPYARD, Prince Rupert, B.C.

Overhaul and misc. repairs: Prince Wil-
liam. Port side scaled, misc. overhaul and
repairs: Canadian Winner. Overhaul ana
misc. minor repairs: Canadian Ranger.
Port and starboard sides amidships closca

in: Prince Charles. Docked for carpenter

repairs and renewals: barge Griff. Dock,
clean, paint, misc. repairs: 1 scow, 1 fish

boat. Misc. hull and engine repairs not re-

i.|u:nng docking: 29 fish boats.

TODD DRY DOCKS, Inc., Seattle, Wn.
Misc. overhauling: C.S.c. Chelan. Gen-

eral repairs: Contra Costa. New stern frame
and misc. repairs: Northwestern. Voyage

Atlantic, Lakes, Rivers
AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY

Pittsburgh, Pcnn.

Purchasing Agent: W. G. A. Millar.

Ten coal barges for own account, 175x

26x11 ft.; 5 delivered July/30.

AMERICAN SHIP BUILDING CO.
Cleveland, Ohio

Purchasing Agent: C. H. Hirsching.

Hull 808, dump scow for Great Lakes

Dredge & Dock Co.; 223 L.B.P.: 42'4"

beam; 15 depth; 1500 cu. yards cap.; keel

1/1/31 est.; deliver 3/31 est.

BATH IRON WORKS
Bath, Maine

Malaina, hull 128. steel yacht; B. T. Dob-
son, designer: owner not named: 168 L.B.P.;

26 beam; 9 draft; twin Winton dieiel

engs.: 1600 I. HP.
Trudione, hull 138. steel yacht, owner

not named: 190 L.O.A. 154 L.W.L.; 26

beam; two 800 B.H.P. Bessemer diesels;

keel 6/10/30; launch 4/10/31 est.

Aras. hull 139, diesel yacht, Hugh J.

Chisholm, 243'9" L.O.A. 227'3" L.W.L.;

36 beam: 2r7" depth: 2 Winton 1100
B.H.P. diesel engs.: keel 5/19/30: launched

12/8/30; deliver 1/15/31 est.
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Helene, Hull 140, twin-screw diesel

yacht for Chas. E. Sorcnsen; 146 ft. length;

keel 8/1/30; launch 4/15/31 est.; deliver

4/25/31 est.

Caroline, hull 141, twin-screw diesel

yacht, owner not named, 286 ft. length; 3000
H.P. diesel eng.; keel 9/1/30, launch 6/20/
31 est.; deliver 8/10/31 est.

Illinois, hull 142, trawler for Red
Di»mond Trawling Co.; 132' L.O.A.; 24
beam; 14 depth; 500 B.H.P. Fairbanks-
Morse diesel eng.; keel 10/15/30; launch
3/20/31 est.; deliver 4/25/31 est.

Maine, hull 143, sister to above; keel

10/18/30; launch 3/20/31 est.; deliver

4/25/31 est.

Seapine, hull 144, twin screw, diesel

yacht for Henry J. Gielow, Inc., 25 West
43rd St., New York; 155'2" L.O.A.; 150
L.W.L.; 26 beam: 8'6" draft; 2 Bessemer
diesel cngs.; 550 B.H.P. ca.: keel 10/6/30.

Delecta, hull 145, diesel-electric yacht
for Chas. E. Thorne, Chicago. 140 L.B.P.;
24'10" beam; 8'6" draft: 14 knots speed;
two 400-H.P. diesel engs.; keel 1/10/31 est.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION, FORE

RIVER PLANT,
Quincy, Mass.

Northampton, light cruiser CL-26, few-

United States Navy; 10,000 tons displace-
ment; launch Sept. 7/29 est.

Portland, light cruiser CL-3 3, same
as above; deliver 8/15/32 est.

Borinquen, hull 1432, steel passenger
vessel for New York and Porto Rico Steam-
ship Co.; 7050 gross tons; keel 1/20/30;
launched 9/24/30; deliver Jan. 1/31 est.

Virginia Sinclair, hull 1438, steel tanker
for Sinclair Navigation Co.; 6400 gross tons-
launched 10/9/30.

Harry F. Sinclair, hull 1439, sister to
above; launched 11/24/29.

Monterey, hull 1440, steel express pas-
senger steamer for Oceanic Steamship Co.
(Matson Nav. Co.) San Francisco; 17,500
gross tons.

Mariposa, hull 1441, sister to above.
Lurline, hull 1447, sister to above.
Not named, ferryboat for City of Boston;

172 ft. long; 172'4" over guards; 40'8"
beam; 16'10" depth; 2 comp. steam eng.;
Scotch boilers; 11' dia. x 13'; 150 lbs. work-
ing pressure.

Not named, hull 1444, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail
Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34
depth; 24 loaded draft; I71/2 knots speed;
10.940 tons displacement; 7200 gr. tons
turbo-electric propulsion; 10,500 I. H.P.
Not named, hull 1445, sister to above.
Not named, hull 1446, sister to above.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,
LTD.,

Baltimore, Md.
Hulls 4268-4273, six steel oil barges for

Lake Transport Corp.; 4271 launched 5/22/-
30; 4270 launched 6/20/30; 4272 launched
6/27/30; 4268 launched 7/20/30- 4273
launched 9/10/30.

Hull 4274, steel carfloat for Central R.R.
of New Jersey; launched 9/26/30.

Hulls 4275-4276, two steel barges for
Merchant 6? Miners Transp. Co.; launched
7/24/30.

Hulls 4277-4278, two .steel barges for
Baltimore and Ohio R.R.: launched 9/19-
9/29/30.
Not named, hull 4280, steel oil tanker for

Gulf Refining Co.
Not named, hull 4281, same as above.
Hull 4283, .steel barge for The Arundel

Corp.
Hull 4284, steel barges for Western

Maryland Railway Co.
Hull 4285, same as above.

CHARLESTON DRYDOCK &
MACHINERY CO.,

Charleston, S.C.
One all-welded steel ferryboat for the

Seaboard Air Line: 65 x 22 ft., 120 H.P.
Fairbanks-Morse eng.

One all-welded steel yacht, owner not
named.
COLLINGWOOD SHIPYARDS, Ltd.

Collingwood, Ontario.
Purchasing Agent. E. Podmore.
Hull 86, lock gate lifter for Dept. of Rail-

ways and Canals of Canada (Welland
Canal); 90 by 66 by 26 ft.; designed to lift

gates weighing 500 short tons: keel 12/28/-

29: launched 10/7/30; delivered 11/5/30.

CONSOLIDATED SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION

Morris Heights. N. Y.

Hull 2962, 80-ft. cruiser for J. T. Mc-
Millan, Detroit, 2 300 H.P. Speedway en-

gines.

Hull 2994. 81-foot commuter boat for N.
B. Woolworth; 2 300-H.P. Speedway en-

gines.

DEFOE BOAT & MOTOR WORKS,
Bay Citv. Mich.

Purchasing Agent: W. E. Whitchouse.
Not named, hull 145, steel yacht, owner

not named: 108 LB. P.: 19'6" beam: 6 loaded

draft: 15 mi. speed: 130 D.W.T.; 400 I.H.P.

die.sel eng.; keel 10/1/30.
Not named, hull 146, steel yacht, owner

not named: 126 L.B.P.: 18 beam 6 loaded

draft: 18 mi. speed: 120 D.W.T.; 900 I.H.P.

diesel eng.; keel 11/15/30 est.

Not named, hull 147. .steel yacht for E.

S. Close. Toledo: 106 L.B.P.; 17'6" beam;
6 loaded draft: 14 M.P.H.: 98 D.W.T.:
300 I.HP. diesel eng.: keel 11/25/30 est.;

launch 4/15/31 est.: deliver 5/1/31 est.

DRAVO CONTRACTING COMPANY.
Pittsburg. Pa., and Wilmington, Del.

Hulls 995-997 incl.. three diesel stern-

wheel towhoats for stock: 2 delivered.

Hulls 1046 to 1055 inrl.. 10 standard

stock barges 100x26x6'6": 8 delivered.

Hulls 1056-1057. 10,000-barrel oil barges

for stock.

Hulls 1064-1065, two 50-ton whirler der-

rick boats for New York Central Railroad.

Hulls 1067-1072 inch, six misc. cargo

barges for stock: 130x30x8'6".
Hull 1073. 15-ton derrick boat for U.S.

Eneinecrs Office. Pittsburgh.

Hulls 1074-1083 incl.. 10 hopper type

steel enal barges for .stock.

Hull 1084. 50-ton whirler derrick boat for

Erie Railroad Co.

DUBUQUE BOAT & BOILER WORKS,
DubuqUe, Iowa

Herbert Hoover, twin tunnel screw river

towboat for U.S. Army Engineers; 215 ft.

long, 42 ft. beam: two Mcintosh 6? Sey-

mour diesel cngs.; 2600 HP.

FEDERAL SHIPBUTl.DING & DRY
DOCK COMPANY

Kearnv. N. J.

Piircha'=ing Apent. R. S Paee

Hull 119. steel harbor barge for stock;

175x36xl2'7-l/8"; keel 5/19/30.

HOWARD SHIPYARDS &: DOCK
COMPANY,

Jeffersonville. Ind.

Purchasing Agent. W. H. Dickey.

One steel wharf barge for City of Rock
Island, III.: 230x45x7'9"; launched 11/3/30;
deliver 1/15/31 e.st.

One terminal wharf barge for City of

Peoria, 111.: 230 x 45 x 8 ft.: steel deck-

house 205 ft. long; keel 2/15/30 est.; launch
3/15/31 est.: deliver 4/15/31 est.

One towboat for Inland Waterways Corp.,

MarintJ^'iew

Washington, D.C.; 196 ft. L.O.A.; 42 mold-
ed beam; 6 molded depth; 1000 HP. comp.
condensing eng.

MANHOWOC SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION
Manitowoc, Wis.

Purchasing Agent. H. Mever.

Hull 261, car ferry for Milwaukee Ferry

Co. (Grand Trunk R.R); 343x56x21'6"; 14
mi. speed; 2200 D.W.T.; 2 recip. steam
engs.; 3600 S.H.P.; 4 Scotch boilers, 14'6"

X 12'; keel 7/12/30; launched 11/25/30;
deliver 1/15/31 est.

Not named, hull 268, steel tug, for Great
Lakes Dredge &? Dock Co.; 1 1 5 x 26 x 15
ft.; one Babcock ^ Wilcox boiler; 850 H.P.
turbine with reduction gear; keel 1/31 est.;

deliver 5/31 est.

MARIETTA MANUFACTURING CO..
Point Pleasant, W. Va.

Purchasing Agent: S. C. Wilhelm.
William Dickinson, one twin screw boat

for Marquette Cement Co., Chicago; 124x
26x7'; 750 H.P. diesel eng.

One steel, diesel powered tug for U. S.

Engineering Office, New Orleans: 65'6"x
17'y7'7!/2".

Hull 266, dredge for McWilliams Dredg-
ing Co., 136x54x9 ft.

MIDLAND BARGE COMPANY
Midland, Pa.

All-welded steel barge for Inland Water-
ways Corp., 1016 Munitions Bldg., Wash-
ington. D.C.; 230 length on deck; 45 ft.

molded beam; 11 ft. molded depth, keel

laid.

Steel oil tanker for Victor Lynn Trans-
portation Co.; 210 gro. tons; keel 12/30.
Two barges for E. T. Slider, 120x30x

7'6".

Ten barges for U. S. Engineers, Rock
Island, 111.; 110x24x5 ft.

NASHVILLE BRIDGE COMPANY,
Nashville, Tenn.

Purchasing Agent, R. L. Baldwin.
Hull 240, deck barge for Bedford Nu-

gent Co.; 100x26x6'6"; keel 8/15/30
launched 9/17/30.

Hull 241, same as above; keel 8/28/30
launched 9/26/30.

Hull 242, same as above: keel 8/30/30
launched 10/1/30.

Hull 243, same as above; keel 9/4/30
launched 10/6/30.

Hull 244, deck barge for stock; 100x26
x6'6"; keel 10/20/30; launched 12/4/30.

Hull 245, same as above; keel 11/6/30.
Hull 246, same as above; keel 11/13/30.
Hull 247, same as above; keel 11/16/30.
Hull 248, pile driver for U.S. Engineers,

Memphis; SO L.B.P.; 27 beam: 4 depth;

1 horizontal type boiler, 46" dia., 28'0"

length: keel 1/12/31.
Hull 249, same as above.

Hull 250, dredge for Sternberg Dredging
Co.; 150x50x7'10" depth; keel 3/12/31
est.; launch 4/7/31 est.

Hull 251, deck barge for Bedford-Nugent
Co.; 110x28x7'3" depth; keel 3/2/31 est.;

launch 3/16/31 est.

Hull 2 5 2, same as above; keel 3/9/31
est.: launch 3/23/31 c^t.

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING tL

DRYDOCK COMPANY
Newport News, Va.

Purchasing Agent: Jas. Plummer, 23J

Broadway, New York City.

Augusta, hull 324, light cruiser CL-Jl
for United States Navy; 10,000 tons dis-

placement: keel July 2/28; launched 2/1-

30: deliver Mar. 13/31 est.

President Hoover, hull 3 39, passenger and
freight liner for Dollar Steamship Co., San
Francisco: 653 L.O.A.: 81 beam; 52 depth;

turbo-electric drive; 20 knots speeed; keel
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3/25/30; launched 12/9/30; deliver 8/31
est.

Not named, hull 340, sister to above; keel

4/22/30; launch 2/21/31 est,

Florida, hull 342, passenger steamer
for Peninsular 6? Occidental S.S. Co.;
386'6" L.O.A.; 56'6" beam; 26'6" depth;

geared turbine drive; 19J/2 knots speed; keel

9/2/30; launch 3/31 est.; deliver June/31
est.

Not named, hull 344, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail
Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34
depth; 24 loaded draft; 17]/2 knots speed;

10.940 tons displacement; turho-elcctric pro-

pulsion; 10,500 I.H.P.; keel 2/31 est.;

launch 9/31 est. deliver 1/32 est.

Not named, hull 345, sister to above; keel

3/31 est.; launch 11/31 est.; deliver 4/32
est.

Not named, hull 346, sister to above; keel

5/31 est.; launch 12/31 est.; deliver 7/32
est.

Ranger, hull 353, Aircraft Carrier No.
4 for U. S. Navy Dcpt.; deliver Mar,/?4 est.

NEW YORK SHIPBUILDING CO.
Camden, N. J.

Purchasing Agent: J. W. Meeker.

Excalibur, hull 394, passenger and
cargo steamers for Export Steamship Corp.,
New York; 450x6r6"x42'3"; keel 11/4/29;
launched 8/5/30; delivered 12/15/30.

Exochorda. hull 395, sister to above; keel

11/25/29, launched 10/18/30; deliver

1/15/31 est.

Exeter, hull 396, sister to above; keel

8/11/30: launch 3/1/31 est.

Excambion. hull 397, sister to above;
keel 10/25/30; launch 8/1/31 est.

Indianapolis, hull 399. light cruiser No,
35 for United States Navy; 10,000 tons
displacement; keel Mar. 31/30.

Not named, hull 405, passenger and cargo
vessel for United States Lines, New York:
666 L.B.P.; 86' beam: 32' loaded draft max.;
20 knots speed: 12.000 D,W,T,; geared tur-

bines, 30,000 S,H,P,; 6 B. y W, boilers;

keel 12/6/30; launch 12/1/31 est.; deliver

6/32 est.

Not named, hull 406, passenger and car-

go vessel, same as above; keel spring/? 1 est,

THE PUSEY & JONES CORP.,
Wilmington, Del.

Purchasing Agent: James Bradford,

Hull 1046, four dicsel-elcctric. single-

screw, harbor tugs for Erie Railroad Co,; 96
L,B,P,: 26 beam; 13'9'' molded depth; 1000
H,P, diesel-electric prop,; delivery 8 months;
keels 3/27/30: launched Cleveland (No, 1)
7/24/30; delivered 10/23/30; Rochester
(No, 2) 7/30/30; No, 3, Scranton,
launched 10/4/30; delivered 12/15/30;
No, 4, Clean, launched 10/8/30; deliver

12/15/30.

Avalon, hull 1047, twin screw diesel

yacht for Ogden L, Mills, New York; 175'5"

L,0,A,: 24 beam: 13'6" molded depth; two
600 B.H,P, diesel cngs.; keel 8/28/30: de-

liver 3/15/31 est,

Onika, hull 1048, twin screw diesel

houseboat for Edsel B, Ford, Detroit; 125
L.CA,; 22 beam; 4'6" draft; two 250-H,P,
diesel engs.: keel 6/21/30; launched 11/20
/30: delivered 12/30/30.

Not named, hull 1049, two .steel, single-

screw, harbor tugs for stock; 92 L.B.P.;

23 beam: 12'6" loaded draft; steam eng.

1 Scotch boiler.

Not named, hull 1050, same as above.
Not named, hull 1051, steel harbor tug-

boat for The Chesapeake Ohio Railway Co.;
102'6" L.B.P.; 28 beam; 10'6" loaded draft;

1000 I.H.P. steam engs.: 1 Scotch boiler,

16x12 ft.: 160 lbs. wk. press.

SUN SHIPBUILDING COMPANY,
Chester, Penn.

Purchasing Agent: H. W. Scott.

Northern Sun, hull 131, singlc-scrcw, die-

sel tanker for Motor Tankship Corp,; 13,400

D,W,T,; keel 7/15/30; launch 1/20/31
est.: deliver 1/10/31 est.

Not named, hull 132, sister to above;

keel 8/21/30; launch spring/31 est.

Not named, hull 13 3, sister to above;

keel 9/17/30: launch spring/31 est.

Not named, hull 134, sister to above.

Not named, hull 13 5, sister to above.

Not named, hull 136, sister to above.

Comet, hull 128, single screw diesel

oil tanker for Standard Transp. Co.; 480 x
65'9" x 37': Sun-Doxford diesel eng.; keel

5/17/30; delivered 12/31/30.
Daylight, hull 137, sister to above; keel

11/13/30.
Hull 138, diesel-electric barge for Atlan-

tic Refining Co.; 190x34x12 ft.: keel

2/1/31 est.

UNITED DRY DOCKS. Inc.

Mariner's Harbor, N.Y.
Purchasing Agent: R. C. Miller.

Not named, hull 797, coast guard cutter

for U.S, Coast Guard Service; 250 L,0,A,;

42 beam; 16 mi, loaded speed; turbo-elec-

tric; 3220 I,H,P,: 2 W,T, boilers; keel

3/2/31 est,; launch 10/1/31 est,; deliver

2/1/32 est.

Not named, hull 798, ferryboat for New
York, Dept. of Plant and Structure; 267

L.O.A.; 66 beam; 13'9" loaded draft; 12

knots speed; double comp. engs,: 4000
I.H.P.; 4 W.T. boilers: keel 1/15/31 est.;

launch 6/1/31 est.: deliver 10/1/31 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
New York, N.Y.

New Orleans, light cruiser CL-32, for U.S.

Navy: 10.000 tons displacement; deliver

12/1/32 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Minneapolis, light cruiser CL-36, for U. S.

Navy; 10,000 tons displacement; deliver

9/1/3 3 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Portsmouth, Va.

V-5, submarine SC-1 for U. S. Navy;
deliver 6/1/30 est.

THE CHARLES WARD ENGINEER-
ING WORKS

Charleston, W. Va.

Purchasing Agent: E. T. Jones.

Louisiana, hull 85, turbo-electric, twin-

screw, tunnel towboat for Mississippi Valley

Barge Line Co.. St. Louis: 200x40x1 0'6":

keel 11/28/29; launch 10/8/30: delivered

12/19/30.
Scott, hull No. 85, diesel-electric stern-

wheel towboat for U. S. Army Engineers,

Rock Island 6? Huntington Districts: 90x
20x4'6" molded dimensions: keel 5/26/30;
launched 9/6/30; delivered 12/7/30.

Henry A. Laughlin, hull 88, twin-screw,

tunnel type, steam propelled towboat for

the Vesta Coal Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.;

160 x 29'6" X 8'9"; keel 9/13/30.
Vesta, hull 89, sister to above: keel

in/g.On

Yacht Building a Major

Industry

YACHT building in the United

States within the past few
year.s has assumed such pro-

portions that it can be classed as

one of the country's major indus-

tries, according to Joseph A. Mac-
Donald, president of Henry J. Gie-

low. Inc., naval architects, of New
York. There were $20,000,000 worth
of private, custom-built boats al-

ready in service last year and or-

dered from American shipyards.

In the city of Bath, Maine, the

Bath Iron Works, specialists in

yacht building, employ as high as

1400 men at one time and keep an

average of more than 1000 men busy

at all times. The population of Bath

is about 14,000 persons, and it is

estimated that every family in that

city and many in adjacent cities are

benefited by the e^mployment of

these men.
Orders amounting to $7,000,000

were placed in Bath in 1930 for the

construction of private yachts and

the next seven months will see an

equal sum sent there for completion

of yachts now under way or or-

dered. Of this co.st, nearly 80 per

cent, goes for labor.

It is further stated that every

state in the union participates in

yacht building. Some supply labor,

some materials, some technical

skill, and some man - power for

operation of the boats. There are

seventy-three trades employed in

assembling a single boat; and the

materials, labor, transportation,

machinery, and equipment are

drawn from Arizona, Mississippi,

Montana, Vermont, and forty-four

other states. Aside from the labor-

ers actually employed in the ship-

yards, there are a list of artisans

serving as contributing factors to-

ward the construction of yachts,

such as: Railroad employees, steel

workers, paint manufacturers, in-

strument designers, copper work-

ers, cabinet and furniture builders,

foundry employees in engine shops,

rug weavers, china molders, elec-

tricians, and even hemp beaters.

Once the yacht is placed in com-

mission, it draws a crew which is

clothed, fed, housed, and paid

throughout all or a greater part of

the year. The fleet of 5000 boats, at

the present time, employs nearly

25,000 men ; and those men continu-

ously draw upon various merchants

for supplies. The yacht itself re-

ceives periodic service in shipyards

and again gives employment to men
who i-epaint, dry-dock, overhaul,

and refit her whenever the occasion

arises.

The U. S. Navy Yard, Bremerton,

Wash., was low bidder at $24,312

for repairs to the lighthouse tender

Heather, connected with the Port-

land Lighthouse District. Todd Dry
Docks, Inc., Seattle, bid $39,667 for

the work.



Marine Insurance
Edited by James A. Quinby

The Fire Coverage

IVhat Fire Protection is Afforded by Your Marine Policy ?

f^ OVERAGE against fire is

found in the body of the ord-

^ii^ inary marine policy in the

illdwing words:

"Touching the adventures and
perils which the said companv
is content to bear and does

take upon itself: they are of

the seas, fires, pirates, rovers,"

From the earliest times, it has
een conceded that such coverage

icludes damage from fire caused

y lightning, action of the enemy,
r by negligence of the servants

f the assured. It does not. how-
ver, include damage from spon-

ineous combustion originating in

le goods insured, although the

wners of other and separate goods,

) which such a fire has spread,

lay recover under their policies.

The difficulty, in the case of spontaneous fires, is

ne of proof. Most of the evidence is usually destroy-

d and as a practical result, the underwriter is in-

lined to pay the loss. In some cases, however, the

pontaneous nature of the fire is so apparent, as where
full cargo of coal becomes heated and burns from the

enter outward, that the owner of the offending cargo

5 denied recovery under his policy and may even be
enied allowance in general average. (See Pirie vs.

liddle Dock Co., 4 Asp. 388 K As said by Lord Ellen-

orough in Boyd vs. Dubois, 3 Campbell 133, "If the

emp was put on board in a state liable to effervesce

nd generate the fire which consumed it, upon the

ommon principle of insurance law the assured can-

ot recover for a loss which he has himself occasion-

d."

Other Cau-ses Covered

With the single exception of inherent vice, all in-

entional as well as nonintentional fires are covered,

f we rule out deliberate arson by the assured. In an
arly case (Gordon vs. Rimmington, 1807, 1 Campbell
23) the commissions of a master of a merchant vessel

lad been insured under the ordinary marine policy. To
irevent capture by a French privateer, the master and
rew burned the ship. The loss was held to be covered
ly the policy.

Similarly, in Bush vs. Royal Exchange. 1818, 2 B.

Ud. 73, the loss arose from the negligence of the mate,
i'ho started a fire on board and failed to see that it

I'as properly extinguished. The court held the loss

Economy

When you get apologetic notes in place

of dividends

And the boys is sellin' apples and
a'livin' off their friends

—

When the spectre of depression trims

your margin mighty thin,

And you try to cut what's goin' out

to meet what's comin' in.

You can buy a cheaper grade of almost
anything you use

—

You can smoke a cheaper cigarette

and walk on cheaper shoes.

But if you wanta stay in business and
keep on sawin" wood,

You gotta have insurance and it's

gotta be good.

J. A. Q.

covered by the hull policy, since the

jjroximate cause was fire, one of

the perils expressly enumerated in

the contract, while the negligence

of the mate was merely a remote

cause.

In the modern case of The Com-
panion, 1929 A.M.C. 693. the captain

of a fishing vessel negligently used

a can of gasoline to start a fire in

the cabin heater, with the usual

result. An attempt was made by

the underwriters to escape liability

upon the theory that the vessel was
unseaworthy by reason of having
the can of gasoline on board, but

the loss was held covered by the

policy.

The determination of the proxi-

mate or controlling cause of loss is

not always easy. In Howard Fire Ins. Co. vs. Norwich
and New York Transportation Co., 79 U.S. 194. a vessel

suffered damage below the waterline by collision. If

no further casualty had resulted, the cargo enclosed

in her upper works would have kept her afloat. When
the water reached the firebox, however, steam scatter-

ed the fire, which was communicated to her super-

structure, consuming the latter and the cargo. The
vessel then sank. Certain underwriters had insured the

ship against fire only, the risk of collision remaining

with the owner. In a suit upon the policies, the Su-

preme Court held that the additional cost of raising

and repairing, over and above the amount which would
have been involved had no fire occurred, was recover-

able under the policies.

The inclusion of the specific word "fire" in the body
of the policy makes it necessary to inquire in any given

case whether the riders attached to the policy conflict

with or eliminate the fire coverage. In the case of the

Daniel v. Dugan, 1927 A.M.C. 133. the Institute Time
Clauses (which contain no specific fire coverage) were
affixed to an ordinary hull policy, with the clause:

"The terms and conditions of this form are to be re-

garded as substituted for those of the policy to which
it is attached, the latter being hereby waived."

The vessel was damaged by fire, and the underwriter

denied liability on the ground that the fire coverage

was waived by the above clause. The District Court

denied recovery to the assured, but the Circuit Court

of Appeals (See 1928 A.M.C. 492) reversed the decision

and allowed a reformation of the policy on the ground
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that the parties actually intended to cover the risk of

fire.

Smoke
While reported ca.ses on smoke or chemical damage

are few and far between, it would appear that an in-

surer against fire covers these natural results of fire

or attempts to extinguish fire. Winter, in his work on
Marine Insurance, p. 145, write?.:

"The underwriter is liable not only for the actual Cc.r-

go or particular part of the vessel destroyed by fire,

but is also liable for consequential losses resulting

from fire. Thus the underwriter assumes responsibility

for damage caused by water or steam used in the hold

of a vessel in an endeavor to smother the fire, or by
the action of smoke damaging cargo not touched by
the fire, or penetrating other holds not involved in

the fire. The underwriter is also liable for the action

of chemicals or gases used in an endeavor to smother
the fire, as in the case of some of the patent fire ex-

tinguishers with which vessels are equipped."
Gow on Marine Insurance, p. 105, remarks that "un-

derwriters have lately had some examples of claims

for damage done to delicate articles like flour by
smoke arising from accidental fires occurring on board
Atlantic steamers, or resulting from measures taken
to extinguish such fires .... It may be suggested that

.... the principle on which liability would be deter-

mined would be akin to that adopted in the decision

of Montoya vs. London Assurance."
The reader will doubtless recall that the Montoya

case held that hides tainted by the presence of sea

water in the vessel were covered by the sea perils

clause. It seems, therefore, that Gow and Winter agree
as to the coverage for smoke damage.

This phase of the subject is of peculiar interest to

Pacific Coast cargo owners and underwriters at the
present time. In the recent Malika fire at Seattle, num-
erous items of cargo were on the dock awaiting ship-

ment. Certain of this cargo suffered damage by smoke
from the fire on board the vessel. If the cargo policies

bore the Warehouse to Warehouse clause, and the

goods were within the geographical and chronological

transit limited by that clause, we have no doubt that

the damage is such as to base a liability under the
fire coverage of the cargo policy.

Crew Member Denied Salvage
SALVAGE awards are customarily made to persons

whose meritorious services result in saving prop-

erty at sea. Passengers and members of a crew,

however, are not entitled to reward for efforts made

to save their own vessel, the assumption in such cases
being that they merely acted in accord with their

contract of employment, or to save their own lives.

The recent case of Finch vs. steamship Tashmoo, de-

cided by the U. S. District Court for the Eastern Dist-

rict of New York, bears upon a peculiar angle of this

exception. The libelant Finch joined the ship as an as-

sistant steward and was performing the duti.es incident
to that rating at the time the Tashmoo became dis-

abled between San Pedro and the Canal. There was no
wireless operator aboard and the wireless apparatus
was not in working order.

Under direction of the master. Finch left his

duties and worked for two days and nights, at some
risk and danger to himself, and finally succeeded in

connecting up the radio. He then sent a message for

help, which was received by the tanker Hadnot. If he
had not, the Hadnot would not—Oh, well, anyway, he
did a good piece of work.

His libel for salvage was dismissed, the court hold-

ing that he was bound to obey the lawful orders of the

master and, further, that his relation to the vessel

precluded the making of a salvage award to him.

in Fire Case
THE decision of the Circuit Coui-t of Appeals for

the Fourth Circuit in the case of The Pinellas,

1930 A.M.C. 1875, indicates that the so-called

Fire Statute, relieving a shipowner from liability for

fire which does not result from his personal fault or

neglect, is not an infallible defense.

The suit arose out of a fire aboard the United States
Shipping Board Steamer Pinellas at Charleston in

1921, and, as is unfortunately customary in such mat-
ters, the litigation has been going on quite merrily
ever since. Some of the damage was due to fire and
some to water and steam used in extinguishing the
blaze. The owner claimed exemption under the Fire
Act (R. S. 4282) and also under the Harter Act, alleg-

ing that the improper filling of the fuel tanks, one of

the causes of the fire, constituted an error in man-
agement of the vessel. The shipowner further claimed
a right to contribution in general average by virtue

of the Jason Clause in his bills of lading.

The cargo owners charged that the loss was due to

the unseaworthiness of the vessel in her construction
and personnel, both of which were dii'ectly due to the

neglect of the owner, and not only claimed damages
for their loss of cargo, but denied liability for sal-

vage and general average contribution.

The trial court found that the vessel had been laid
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up before her disastrous voyage and. when her master
joined her, had no crew aboard. While loading at Sav-
annah for a voyage to Liverpool, a strike occurred, and
she was unable to ship a proper complement of engin-

eers. She was towed to Charleston and completed load-

ing her cargo. About three days before the fire, the

strike ended, and a chief engineer and three assis-

tants were hired. These engineers, however, did not

have the proper papers for their respective positions

and were negligent and incompetent in refueling the

ship. Too high a pressure was put on the tanks, caus-

ing an elbow in the fuel line to break. The oil came
into contact with a lantern or some hot machinery,

and the fire resulted. It also appeared that the vent-

pipes were not of the required size, and that this im-

proper construction was a contributing cause of the

fire.

Owners responsible for incompetent engineer

In affirming the District Court and holding for the

cargo owner on all counts, the appellate court dis-

cusses these facts in the following terms:

"The District Court was of the opinion that the ship

was unseaworthy both because of the defective con-

struction of the vents in the fueling system, and also

because of the incompetence of the engineers, and
held that in both respects, the owners were negligent

and, therefore, not entitled to the benefits of the fire

statute. The owners contend that even if the ship was
unseaworthy, the evidence does not show that they

were personally negligent in this respect, because the

ship was built by an experienced and competent
builder and was passed by official surveyors of the

American Bureau of Shipping as being seaworthy in

all respects; and it is pointed out that in such well

known cases as Walker vs. Transportation Co., 70 U.

S. 150, 153, and Strathdon, 89 Fed. 374. it was held

that the neglect which deprives the shipowner of the

protection of the fire statute is his personal neg-

lect and not merely the neglect of his officers or ag-

ents in charge of the ship. But in each of these cases,

there was no showing that the ship was unseaworthy
at the beginning. The negligent conduct complained of

took place during the course of the voyage. There is

authority for the rule that even if the owner is

not guilty of negligence personally, the statute does

not bar recovery against the ship if she was unsea-

worthy at the beginning of the voyage by reason

of the negligence of the owners' employees. It is said

that the implied warranty of seaworthiness applies

to every contract of affreightment and imposes upon
the owner the duty of furnishing a seaworthy ship

which may not be delegated by him to any one else.

See the Etna Maru, 1929 A.M.C. 1119. 33 F. (2d) 232
(5 CCA).

We are not disposed to criticize the rule laid down
in this case, but it is not necessary to go to this length

in order to find ample ground upon which to sus-

tain the decision of the District Court. The shipowner
does not contend, and indeed there is no basis for the
contention on the evidence in this case, that the em-
ployment of the engineering force was not the per-

sonal act of the owner of the ship. The Pinellas was
the property of the Shipping Board and was being
operated for the owner by the Carolina Company,
whose president employed the engineers in que.stion.

He was a managing officer of the operating agent,

and his neglect was the neglect of the owner under
the rule laid down in No. 75; Standard Wholesale Phos-
phate & Acid Works vs. Chesapeake Lighterage &
Towing Co., 1927 A.M.C. 225, 16 F. (2d) 765. It is a

sufficient answer to the shipowner's contention in

this case that it was personally negligent in the em-
ployment of an incompetent crew, and that this neg-
lect was a contributing cause to the fire which dam-
aged the cargo. See Poleric, Bank Line vs. Porter,

1928 A.M.C. 761, 25 F (2d) 843.

Harter Act No Defense

The conclusions announced also dispose of the de-

fense of the shipowner based upon Section 3 of the
Harter Act, 46 Mason's U.S. Code, 192, which provides,

amongst other things, that if a shipowner shall exer-

cise due diligence to make his vessel in all respects

seaworthy and properly manned, he will not be held

responsible for damages or loss resulting from faults

or errors in navigation or in the management of the
vessel. Such diligence was not exercised in this case

and the statute affords the shipowner no protection.

For a similar reason, the shipowner is not entitled

to general average contribution as claimed in the cross-

libel. The so-called Jason clause, found in the bills of

lading in this case, requires that the owner of the
ship shall have exercised due diligence to make the

ship in all respects seaworthy and properly manned
in order that the cargo shall contribute in general

average with the shipowner".
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UNDERWRITERS HEAR THESE
LECTURES

^Members of the Study Class of

the Association of Marine Under-
writers of San Francisco at their

meetinpr of December 15 were ad-

dressed by James Walsh of the

Fireman's Fund Insurance Com-
pany and Walter Hays of the Ad-
justing Department of iVIarsh &
McLennan-J. B. F. Davis & Sons.

Mr. Walsh, who joined the Loss

Department of the Fireman's Fund
from the New York office of the

Insurance Company of North Am-
erica, delivered a brief but com-
prehensive dissertation upon parti-

cular average losses under cargo

policies. He prefaced his remarks
by outlining the perils insured

against and gave a graphic des-

cription of the method of ascer-

taining the amount due for a par-

tial loss under a cargo policy, point-

ing out the distinction between the

so-called "salvage loss" method,
under which the underwriter pays

a total loss and takes over the dam-
aged property, and the particular

average method which consists in

comparing the cargo's sound and
damaged values to obtain the per-

centage of depreciation, and then

applying this percentage to the

insured value.

Mr. Hays, the second speaker of

the evening, was well known to the

members of the class, several of

whom have attended his lectures

on Marine Insurance given under
the auspices of the University of

California Extension Division. His

Geo. E. Billings
COMPANY

Pacific Coajt General Agcnti

Standard Marine Insurance Co.

National Union Fire Ins. Co.
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of America
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Telephone GArfield 3646

Seattle Office: Colman BIdg.
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subject was "The Riglits of Sal-

vors," and he handled the topic in

masterly fashion, first defining

salvage and then proceeding to dis-

cuss the requisites of a salvage op-

eration, parties who may be sal-

vors, the elements entering into the

amount of a salvage award, and
similar subheadings, laying partic-

ular stress upon the fact that no
award can be granted for life sal-

vage unless property is also saved.

The meeting of December 29 was
an evening devoted to various as-

pects of personal injury liability.

Byron O. Pickard. the Safety En-
gineer in charge of the Accident

Prevention Department of the con-

solidated shipowners associations

of the Pacific Coast, explained the

work which has been done by his

department in educating both the

shipowners and stevedores in acci-

dent prevention measures. The ser-

vice includes an inspection of the

various vessels, with recommenda-
tions for corrective measures where
faulty equipment or lack of equip-

ment presents an accident hazard.

It also includes actual education

of the various stevedore gangs,

which has resulted in a noticeable

diminution of the ratio of serious

accidents on the waterfront.

The second speaker was Albert

Michelson, a well known admiralty

attorney of San Francisco, who had
for his subject "The Shipowner's

Liability for Personal Injuries."

Mr. Michelson touched upon the

distinctions between liabilities un-

der the Jones Act, the Federal

Longshoremen's and Harbor Work-
ers Compensation Act, the various

State Compensation Acts, and the

general maritime law. He pointed

out that the extent of jurisdiction

under each of these fields depend-

ed upon the nature of the employ-

ment and the location of the acci-

dent, and expressed the opinion

that the seaman (which term for

certain purposes includes steve-

dores) is probably better protected

than any other class of workman
employed in a hazardous occupa-

tion.

Freights, Charters, Sales
January 17, 1931.

HE British steamer Janeta has
Ijeen fixed with wheat from
Vancouver, B. C to Hull at

22/6.

The following steamers have been
fixed with grain to the Orient: Jap-
anese steamer Ryujin Maru, Van-
couver, B. C, to Shanghai, |3, Jan-

uary, (sublet) ; an American steam-

er, Vancouver, B. C, to Shanghai,
$3, February.

The American steamer Onondaga
has been fixed with lumber from
Coos Bay to North of Hatteras,

January, by Krauss Brothers.

The following time charters have
been reported: British motorship
Nairnbank, one trip, delivery Van-
couver, B. C, redelivery Shanghai,

$1.30, January, Canadian American
Shipping Company; British motor-
ship Cressington Court, one trip,

delivery British Columbia, redeliv-

ei-y China, $1.75, Januar.v, Canad-
ian Transport Company.

The American steamer Vanguard
has been sold by Richardson Com-
pany to Captain Barker, of Oak-
land.

PAGE BROS., Brokc-rs.

Trade Extension Classes. Smith-
Hughes Trade Extension Classes of

the Technical Department of the

Humboldt Evening High School,

San Francisco, were started during
the week of January 5. These clas-

ses are free and are conducted for

the skilled workmen and appren-
tices engaged in the engineering
and building trades and include

i n s tr uction in mechanical and
building trades drafting, plan

reading, industrial applied science,

industrial applied mathematics, es-

timating, applied mechanism, ap-

plied electricity, diesel engine con-

struction and operation, turbine

construction and operation, power
house engineering, telephone en-

gineering, practical steel metallur-

gy, concrete and steel construction,

practical advanced surveying, oxy-

acetylene welding, and advanced
decorative painting, graining, and
varnishing.

Buyers' Guide—Fall Issue, 1930—
is a directory of manufacturers,
fabricators and distributors of

Nickel Alloy Steel Products. The
bulletin is available for distribu-

tion by its publishers, The Inter-

national Nickel Company. Inc., 67

Wall Street, New York.
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Trade Notes
Pacific Coast asiency. M. U. Pugh.

sales manager of the Illinois Test-

ing Laboratories. Inc.. of Chicago,

has appointed the James H. Knapp

Company of San Franci.sco and Los

Angeles as exclusive Pacific Coast

distributor for the "Alnor" and

"Price" lines of portable and stat-

ionary indicating pyrometers, res-

istance thermometers, and other

electrical and magnetic measuring

instruments for industrial use and

for power plant operation afloat

and ashore.

British Ships Adopting O e r t z

Rudders. A survey of British ship-

building and repair districts dur-

ing late November, 1930, revealed

a considerable application of Oertz

Rudders, both in conversion and on

new vessels.

On the Tyne. the steamers Brix-

ton and Selvistan were being fit-

ted with Oertz rudders by Smiths

Dock Co.

On the Clyde, four new vessels.

three for British and one for Chil-

ean owners, and each at a different

yard, were being equipped with

Oertz rudders.

At Southampton the Kenilworth

Castle was being docked for the

sole purpose of installing this mon-

ey-saving rudder.

At Birkenhead the steamer Tama-

rac was in dry-dock for convei-sion

to Oertz and at the Cammell Laird

yard every vessel in the outfitting

basin, one vessel on the stocks, and

one vessel in dry-dock were being

so equipped.

Pillsbury & Curtis of San Fran-

ci.sco are Pacific Coast representa-

tives of the Oertz Rudder.

Liner California Welcomed. An el-

aborate civic T)rogram of welcome

for the Italian liner C a 1 i f o r -

nia was staged at San Francisco,

January 9, inaugurating a new era

in the Pacific-European marine

passenger and freight trade. The
Italian Consul. General Alberto

Mellini Ponce de Leon and all the

leading municipal and civic organ-

izations took an active part. The

General Steamship Corporation is

Pacific Coast agents for the Libera

Line.

The steamship California is the

largest and fastest ever to ply di-

rectly between Pacific Coast ports

and Europe. She is of 22,700 tons

displacement, 14 knots sea speed,

carries 182 passengers, and has ev-

ery facility of the modern ocean

liner.

New Sales Manager Appointed.

The Tubbs Cordage Company of

San Francisco has announced the

appointment of Stuart T. Henshaw
as sales manager.

Stuart T. Henshaw.

Mr. Henshaw is well known to

all branches of the rope buying

trade on the Pacific Coast, having

served with the Tubbs Cordage

Company since 1917. His early ap-

prenticeship was served in the in-

land valleys. Later he devoted his

time to marine sales. Mr. Henshaw
plans to renew his many friend-

ships by making a trip through the

entire territory served by Tubbs
Cordage Company—from the Paci-

fic to the Mississippi—in the near

future. The trade will again hear

him extol the virtues of Tubbs
Rope and Twine.

Watch the Propeller Shaft. Alex

McNab well known manufacturer
of marine specialties, has perfec-

February

ted a propeller shaft clearance

gauge which, with the aid of Arens
remote control, indicates the exact

amount of wear at the stern bear-

ing. The Lalor Electric & Engin-
eering Co., of San Francisco is dis-

tributor for this device on the Pac-

ific Coast.

Pure Oil Assured. The three new
fast passenger liners now building

for the Matson Navigation Com-
pany (Oceanic Steamship Company
Line) of San Francisco at the Fore
River Plant of the Bethlehem Ship-

building Corporation, Ltd. are to

be propelled by the most modern
type geared turbines. Clean lubri-

cating oil for these turbines and
their gears will be assured by the

installations of two No. 6 Sharpies
Supercentrifuges especially adap-

ted for the handling of lubricating

oil. These centrifuges will be sup-

plied by The Sharpies Specialty

Company of California.

Large Shipping Merger. The mer-

ger of two of the largest American
shipping concerns on the Atlantic

Coast was accomplished last month
with the consolidation of the int-

erests of the International Mercan-
tile Marine Company and the Roose-

velt Steamship Company. Four di-

rectors of the latter concern were
elected to the board of directors

of the International Mercantile

Marine Company; namely, Kermit
Roosevelt, Vincent Astor, Basil
Harris, and John M. Franklin.

"The principal object of this con-

solidation," said P. A. S. Franklin,

president of the company, "is the

development and upbuilding of the

shipping in an important manner
under the American flag."

.,1,1..,,,,., o( the I ,h.

CuJbt pv

ilu- l.,rj;isi ,ind fastest liner plying

rls anj Luropc.



Pacific Marine Personals
AFLOAT AND ASHORE <r^ BY PAUL FAULKNER

Mi
ATT J. LINDSAY. retiriiiK

freight traffic manager of the

"Matson Line, wa.*; honored
last month at a luncheon at the

San Francisco Commercial Club, a

score of officials and department
heads of the Matson Navigation
Company, masking a tug at their

heart strings with frivolity and
banter.

Lindsay, one of the most popu-
lar and best known shipping men
on the West Coast, retired after

more than thirty years service in

the Matson organization. He work-
ed shoulder to shoulder with the

lateCAPTAIN WILLIAM MATSON
in the pioneer days when the bud-
ding fleet consisted of a few small
sailing vessels. His personality and
driving energy have played an im-

portant part in the development of

the present gigantic modern fleet.

Among those who attended the

luncheon in tribute to Lindsay were
several "old timers" in the Matson
organization who had been asso-

ciated intimately with the retiring

official for a quarter of a century

or more. They included A. C. DIE-
RICX and F. A. BAILEY, vice-

(jf)vcrntjr Jnines Rolph. Jr.. of

the Golden State presents a

bronze plaque hearing the seal

of (Jalifornia to Captain Angela

(lanepa. eommander of the

steamship California of the
Lihera Line. Harry S. Seott.

president of the General Steam-

ship Corporation. Pacifie Coast

agent for the Libera Line, and
.4ngelo Rossi, mayor of San

Franeiseo. joined in the

ceremony.

announcement. Lindsay came to the

Matson Line from the old Pacific

Coast Steamship Company and pri-

or to that service had been affili-

ated with the J. D. Spreckels &
Brothers' organization. He was a

foi-mer president of the Transpor-
tation (jlub of San Francisco and is

a member of the present director-

ate.

I > the ladder! Goes J/. F. Cropley
—noiv freight traffie manager for

the great Matson fleet.

presidents, and W. H. SELLANDER,
passenger traffic manager. Other
old friends, already retired, were
CAPTAIN C. W. SAUNDERS and
A. M. Mccarty.
M. F. cropley is now freight

traffic manager, replacing Matt
Lindsay. Cropley has been assist-

ant freight traffic manger for a

number of years, and for the time

being that position is abolished

accoi-ding to Matson management

CAPTAIN BION B. WHITNEY,
chief surveyor of the American
Bureau of Shipping and resident

at Seattle for forty years, was re-

cently retired. In honor of his long

service in the northwest he was ten-

dered a banquet by associates. Cap-
tain Whitney first arrived in Ta-

coma in 1888 as second mate of the

full-rigged ship State of Maine. He
commanded various steam vessels,

but in 1901 joined the United States

Steamboat Inspection Service as as-

sistant inspector of hulls. In 1903

he was appointed local inspector

at Seattle, in which capacity he

served until 1917 when he entered

the American Bureau of Shipping

as chief surveyor of the northwest.
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At JOHNSON LINE
Direct Freight and Passenger Service

To and From
J^

PACIFIC COAST PORTS — SCANDINAVIAN PORTS
Hamburg and Other European Ports as Inducements Offer

Through Bills of Lading Issued to All Scandinavian, Finnish 6? Baltic Peru

MONTHLY SAILINGS
Vessels Call at Antwerp Outward From Europe

GRACE LINE
EXPRESS FREIGHT AND PASSENGER SERVICE TO AND FROM

WEST COAST SOUTH AMERICA
Los Angeles—San Francisco—Puget Sound—British Columbia—Monthly Sailings.

FOR RATES, FREIGHT SPACE AND OTHER INFORMATION APPLY

W. R. GRACE 8C CO.
General Agents Pacific CottJt

332 PINE STREET -:- SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES
M F & H R McLAURIN

6]t Central Bldf

SEATTLE
W R GRACE (f CO , Agt.

Hojc Bldj

VANCOUVER, B. C.
C GARDNER JOHNSON. Ap



Official News of the

PROPELLER CLUB o/Califomia

A 'I" the annual meeting of the

I'lopeller Club of California,

held January 10 at the club

lunch room in San Francisco, the

main item on the order of business

was the election of officers.

RALPH W. MYERS was unani-

niouslv reelected president; VER-
NON "SHOWELL, J. E. BOLGER,
BERT ANDERSON, and HARRY
HAVISIDE were elected to serve

on the Board of Governors for three

year terms.

WILLIAM MACDONALD was el-

ected to fill the unexpired term of

HUGO PALADINI. who retired

from the board on account of busi-

ness rec}uiring absence from the

city on numerous occa-sions.

—PC—
A number of projects for Propel-

ler Club activity are under way
for 193L Our lunch room commit-
tee, namely BERT ANDERSON. E.

S.RAMEY.RUSS PRATT. GEORGE
SWETT, and JOHN T. GREANY.
are working on plans to make the

lunch room an attractive place for

the members to meet.

—PC—
That the Propeller Club Xmas

Show at the San Francisco Marine
Hospital had the de.sired effect of

cheering up the boys is shown in

this letter:

U. S. MARINE HOSPITAL,
December 24, 1930.

To Ihe Propeller Club,
My Dear Sirs;

Scene—Ward 3 of this hospital. Tiine—yesterday
in the afternoon. Audience—patients this ward sur-
rounded by the yassals of "Gloom," and disgusted
with things in general.
And then through the door, followed by his

disciples in thought and deed "Fellow Propelliano,"
came "Good Fellowship."
Then with his tail between his legs, followed by

his vassals, slunk "Old Man Gloom," and naturally
he was accompanied by "Disgust in General"—and
we have not been bothered by that pair of "False
Alarms" since!

Sirs—For the bit of simshine which you brought
into our lives we thank you! We wish you the "Best
of All That's Good" and may your Xmas Be Merry
and Ihe New Year Happy!

(Signed) WM. E. LENEHAN,
on behalf of the boys in Ward 3.

—PC—
Our entertainment committee is

outlining the program for the next

banquet and the date for this ev-

ent will be announced as soon as

the golf championship date is ar-

ranged.

yl / the u-hrrl ayiuii for 1*131—
Rall^h If. Myers, our energetic

President, ivho has slimcn iin-

eensinff interest in Propeller

(J/iib activities.

—PC—

(,'ijoil hu k. Fred! Ilaviny moved

to San Pedro Fred (Jordes has

resigned from the Board of

dovirniirs and Jose/>h deary
aftpomli d in his flia e.

—PC—
The Propeller golf committee is

developing plans for the Second An-

nual Spring Propeller Club champ-

ionship. Our Board of Governors

will have an announcement to make
ill this connection Ijefore long.

—PC—
The Board of Governors has in

mind the formation of several im-

portant committees so that the var-

ious members may more actively

participate in club affairs. New
committees to be formed will as-

semble data and arrange for inter-

esting programs to be presented to

the membership concentrating on

vital and timely subjects such as

American shipbuilding, port facili-

ties, safety aboard ship, marine

hospitals, and maritime legislation

affecting American shipping.

—PC—
Our Board of Governors, on be-

half of the Propeller Club of Cali-

fornia, has unanimously endorsed

the $2,500,000 bond issue for re-

lieving distress among San Fran-

cisco's unemployed. This measure
comes before the votors of San
Francisco on February 6. The club

feels that this is a most deserving

program and sincerely hopes that

the citizens will ratify the projjosal

for such a fund by a one hundred
per cent, majority!

—PC—
The Propeller lunch room, 442

Pine street, San Francisco, is func-

tioning on "a 1 I - s i x." Excellent

meals at popular prices make this

meeting place for our members an
enthusiastically accepted innova-

tion. The main thought of the place

is that it affords opportunity to

"get-together" and talk over mari-

time matters in congenial com|>any

and pleasant surroundings.

-PC-
Out in the Parkside district last

Sunday the editor noted quite a

commotion in front of a movie. On
investigating the jubilating crowd
proved to be half the youngsters of

the neighborhood congregating
around DAN MAHER, who was tak-

ing them to see a salt water pic-

ture. A good time was had by all!
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la
ISTHMIAN STEAMSHIP LINE

FAST REGULAR FRMGirr SERVICE
(vi. I'anama C«n.il)

Weekly (rom Ballimote and New York.
li.rlni>;lilly (rom Portljiid, M.„ lo

Lot Angelea, San Francisco, Oakland, Seattle, Tacoma,
and Vancouver, B.C.

(Other Ports a, Inducement, Offer )

ATLANTIC COAST TO FIAWAILAN ISIJ^NDS
Regular temj-monthly aailinga from New York—monthly railingj dir«

(rom U. S. Gull, Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Boaton lo Hawaii
IfUndj without tranasliipment.

n
ARGONAUT STEAMSHIP LINE

BALTIMORE and NEW YORK
— to

SAN DIEGO, LOS ANGELES (Wilmington),

SAN FRANCISCO, PORTLAND
(via Panama Canal.)

NORTON, LILLY & COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST

(Pier 35) Phone SUtter 3600
230 CALIFORNIA ST. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

SEATTLE—L. C. Smith BIdg. PORTLAND—Yeon BIdg.

LOS ANGELES—711 Van Nuya BIdg.
SAN DIEGO—Municipal Pier No. 1.

HONOLULU—312 Hawaiian Electric Building.
VANCOUVER Agenta—B. W. Greer & Son, Ud.,

Bank of Nova Scotia Building.

Fastest Passenger and Freight Service

WITH DIRKCT CONNECTIONS FOR KUROPK
Sailing E'very other Saturday from San yrancisc*

Every other Monday from Lot AngeU*

PASSENGER OFFICES:
460 Market St. S*n Fmciaco
7i; Weat Seventh St Xoa AngalM
1333 Fourth Ave S«.ttl«

FREIGHT OFFICES:
Paci(ic Steamahip Company.

311 Cali(ornia St. San Franciaco

Paci(ic S.S. Co.'a TartninaL Seattle

204 Central BIdg. Loa Aivalaa

fanama facificQne
INTERNATIONAL MERCANTILE MARINE CO.

j/uuuuuunnHnmuuumnnminnunnnnmnunimnunnnnnHnnnnununnnnnnmnnnnnnur^

\ ISTHMIAN STEAMSHIP LINES f

ISI pa
PACIFIC-UNITED KINGDOM SERVICE

FROM PACIFIC COAST PORTS TO LONDON, LIVERPOOL.
AVONMOUTH, also GLASGOW, BELFAST, DUBLIN

For Rate* and Paiticulan Apply to

Ee C. EVANS & SONS, Inc.
S General Agents Pacific Coa«t ^
^ 260 California Street, San Francisco Phone—Douglas 8040-8041-8042 ^
^ B. W. GREER ^ SON, LTD., Agents, Vancouver ^
^ NORTON. LILLY H COMPANY, Agents, Portland, Seattle, Los Angeles and San Diego ^
tj§MniinnnnninnuuuMiuunnnuninnnnnnnnnnnunnninunuuuunuiuuinnninnnninunnt^

Canadian'Australasian Royal Mail Line
TO

HONOLULU, T.H. SUVA, FIJI.
AUCKLAND, N.Z. SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

By the new palatial Paaacnger Liner*
R.M.M.S. AORANGI „„. ^j,,^.b.

(Motorrfjp) RM.S. NL\GARA
17,500 Ton. Groaa 'o^-'^T?" ^°"
23,000 Ton. Di.. 20,000 Tona Du.

SaiUng (rom VANCOUVER, B.C.
Every 28 days.

CARGO SERVICE
Monthly aailinK* (rotn Vancouver to maio New ZeiiUnd porta, alao

to Sytincy, Melbourne and Adelaide, Auatralia, arc maintained by
the (ollowing up-to-date cargo ateamera:

M.S. HAURAKI S.S. WAIOTAPU
S.S. WAIRUNA S.S. WAIHEMO
For Faref, Rate* and Sailing* apply to any office of th*

CANADIAN PACinC RAILWAY CO. and aU
RAILWAY AND STEAMSHIP AGENTS, or to

Canadian-Australasian Royal Mail Line
099 Weat Haatinga Street Vancouver, B.C.

I Conyenience,

f^^ Comfort, Hospitality

B^ wSm^ You will appreciate the excellent service
9 WSl WBM \ and moderate rates. The city's most
3 Ed pXks e centrally located hotel. One block from
\jL^^ij' 321 ff Pershing Square—convenient to all lead-

\b3S{^^ ing shops, theatres, financial institu-

xKlL^^ tions and electric depots for all
•cQassy^

resorts. Garage adjoining.

HOTEL All Outside Rooms - Each with Bath

One Person - • $2.50. $3. $4

SAVOY
SIXTH a GRAND

Two persons ... - $4. $5

Unexcelled Food — Friendly Prices

LOS ANGELES Frank Simpson, Jr., Dtrectoi
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WILLIAM E. "BILL" CURTIS,
veteran of Pacific Coast siiippiiijc

firms, passed away recently at his

homo, Ahimeda, California. Curtis

was born in Brooklyn in 1855 and

came to California around the Horn
in 1874, joined the firm of Goodall

& Perkins the same year. He serv-

ed as chief steward on various

ships of the Pacific Coast Steam-

ship Company, and in 1912 he was
transferred shoreside as port stew-

ard at Seattle, later coming to San
Francisco in a similar capacity,

where he served the line until the

Pacific Coast Steamship Company
was taken over by the Admiral Line

in 1916. At the time of the merger
Curtis was made purchasing agent,

and he held that position until re-

tiring on pension in 1923.

HUGH BRITTAN. general pas-

senger agent of the Pacific Steam-

ship Company, operator of the Ad-

miral Line, announces that the lin-

er H. F. Alexander will enter the

Seattle-San Francisco-Los Angeles

run on May 9, sailing northward

for Seattle from San Francisco. The
Dorothy Alexander, cruise ship,

now in the California-Puget Sound
service, will make ten cruises from

Seattle to Southeastern Alaska, be-

ginning June 6. Before entering the

Alaska run the vessel will make
cruises from Los Angeles to Ma-
zatlan, Mexico, sailing May 6 and
May 20. The Admiral Rogers enters

the Seattle-Alaska service on March
25.

The 1931 annual Steamship Din-

ner under the auspices of the Mari-

time Association of Seattle will be

held February 21 at the Olympic
Hotel. Five hundred was the at-

tendance record last year. C. H.

CARLANDERischairman of the as-

sociation dinner committee; and his

assistants are CAPTAIN LEWIS
J. HALL, JOHN CORMODE. W. M.

MINOR, JACKSON B. CORBET,
JR., and CAPTAIN J. R. JONES.

J. L. CONOVER, Pacific Coast

regional manager, announces that

the Frigidaire Sales Corporation

has established a Pacific Coast re-

gional office at 55 New Montgomery
street, San Francisco. This office

was formerly in Oakland. The ter-

ritory for electric refrigerator sales

under supervision covers the Paci-

fic Coast, Salt Lake City, and Spo-

kane.

Chiff Engineer Alfred Sandreezki

of the A-II liner lowan — thirty

yiarx engine room exferienee—
tnenly-lhree of them in the A mer-

it iin-l (miaiifin fleet.

('.iil'tain (Auules Nathaniel Ham-
forth, master of the Aineriean-

I laicaiitin freighter Pennsylvtmian

,

joined the line in 1915 as quarter-

master, shipping on the Montanan.

CAiief Engineer Herbert F. Bord-

man of the A meriean-I laivaiian

liner jMexiean has devoted thirty-

five years to marine engineering,

tirenty-five of them heini/ under

the A-II flag.

(Captain Eouis Eaverge. mtister of

the steamship loican. we?it to sea

at I I years and has spent .54 years

in the merehant marine. Born in

Saint I aast-la-llougue, Normandy

.

Franee.

CAPTAIN \V. O. KOHLMEISTER
brought the Dollar round-the-world
liner President Fillmore into San
Francisco Bay on January 6, and
this arrival marked the 168th
round-the-world cruise of the Dol-
lar fleet and the completion of

seven years globe-circling passen-
ger and freight service.

Back in 1924, Saturday afternoon
of January 5 to be exact, at Pier
42 in San Francisco, with whistles
from all ships in the harbor blow-
ing salute, the Dollar liner Presi-

dent Harrison sailed out for the
Golden Gate, inaugurating what
shipping men the world over called

an "impossible project." CAPTAIN
ROBERT DOLLARwent ahead with
this new service, dispatching fast

passenger-freight vessels on a fort-

nightly schedule, and before long
they'll turn up the 200th circuit

\ oyage. Dollar round-the-world
.'hips will soon have made five mil-
lion miles.

Under the recent Matson-Lassco
merger, the Matson Navigation
Company office at 723 West Sev-
enth street, Los Angeles, has been
closed and the staff moved to the
Los Angeles Steamship Company
passenger offices at 730 South
Broadway, where general passenger
business of the consolidated lines

is handled under the direction of

ROBERT F. CULLEN, genera! pas-
senger agent of Lassco.

J. B. BANNING. JR., who has
been in charge of Matson interests

in Southern California, is now lo-

cated in a suite of offices in the

Central building, Los Angeles, ad-

jacent to the headquarters of

RALPH J. CHANDLER, vice-presi-

dent and general manager of Lass-

co. Banning will work in close co-

operation with Chandler, particu-

larly concentrating on the devel-

opment of the freight business of

the O & O Line to the Antipodes

and of the combined Matson and
Lassco fleets to Hawaii.

The appointment of ANSON B.

WEEKS and DAVE R. CAMPBELL
as assistant managers is announced
by A. T. GIBSON, president of the

Lawrence Warehouse Company,
headquarters at San Francisco.

Weeks is a member of the Pacific

Traffic Association and the Oak-

land Traffic Club. Campbell was
formerly manager of the warehouse
department of the Merchants Ex-

press.
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NORTHPACIFICCOASTLINE
Holland-America Line

Between
PACinC COAST PORTS
AND UNITED
KINGDOM AND
CONTINENTAL
PORTS

120 Market Street

JOINT SERVICE OF

Royal Mail Steam Packet Company
ALL VESSELS
ARE ESPECIALLY
FITTED WITH
REFRIGERATOR
SPACE FOR
CARRYING
PERISHABLES

The Pioneer '^frigerator Serrice

HOLLAND-AMERICA LINE San Francisro

DOLLAR STEAMSHIP LINES

EXPRESS FREIGHT-PASSENCER(»Vg||]AND REFRICERAtdR SERVICES

Trani-PaciSic
WEEKLY SAILINGS trom Los Angcle. Harbor and Sa

to Honolulu. Yokohama. Kobe. Shanghai. Hongkong. Manila

FORTNIGHTLY to Singapore. Penang. Colombo.

Round-the-World
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS bttween Boston. New York. Havana,

Colon. Balboa. Los Angeles Harbor, San Francisco. Honolulu, Kobe.

Shanghai. Hongkong. Manila. Singapore. Penang. Colombo. Suej, Port

Slid. Alexandria. Naples. Genoa. Marseilles, thence New York.

Intercoastal Westbound
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS fri

Angeles Harbor and San Franci

lor Oakland. Portland. Seattle ar

Boston and New York to Los
Transhipment at San Fr;

ill northern destinatior

Philippine Direct Service
Angeles Harbor. San Fran-

Trans-Pacific Freight Service
BI-MONTHLY SAILINGS between Los Angeles Harbor. San Fran-

cisco. Pearl Harbor. Guam. Manila, Cavite. lloilo. and other ports

DollarSteamshipLines Inc.,Ltd.

BOSTON
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
DETROIT
LOS ANGELES

Robert DoIIat Bldg.

SAN FRANOSCO
DAvcnport 6000

SEATTLE
NEW YORK

PORTLAND, ORE.
WASmNGTON, D.C.

E. K.WOOD LUMBER CO.
EXPORT ac DOMESTIC FIR CARGOES

CUT TO ORDER
1 Drumin Street San Franciico, CaL

MILLS AT
Anacortes. Washington. Hoquiam. Washingtoa.

YARDS AT
Oakland. Cal. Los Angeles, Gal. San Pedro. Cal.

STEAMERS:
"El Capil,an" "Cascade" "Olympic"

"Siskiyou" "Shtsu"
MOTORSHIP: SCHOONER:

"Lassen" "Vigilant"

Cable Address: "Ekaywood."

S.F.BAR PILOTS Station Inside

S.F. Light Ship

Morse Signal

Four Flashes

Telephones:

Pilot Office from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m.: DAv. 6678-9

Chamber of Commerce
from 4 p.m. to 9 a.m.

Sundays and Holi-

days: DAv. 5000.

ecB ^ - SICMALS FOR PILOT- ~I*.; -;- - -'^

^:W^^ IN roG-BLOW rouR whistles .-^:^s^si
WHi'N CLtARBURN BLUE LiGHT OR JACKAT FOREMASTf.

And Lay Still

under Sail a White Light is car

Red one under White; a Flare c

FURNESS LINE 1|Bk
"THE UP-TO-DATE REFRIGERATOR SERVICE." \^^^^^^^

Express, Freight and Passenger Service

Pacific Coast Ports to United Kingdom

FURNESS [Pacific], Ltd.
Pacific C««jC Ag«ali

VANCOUVER SEATTLE PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES

PLKASF MFNTION PACIFIC MARINI- RIVIFW
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Aboard the Heian Maru of the

N.Y.K. Line, the twenty-first an-

nual banquet of the Board of Mar-

ine Underwriters of Seattle, was
held January 17, at Seattle. The
annual election of officers of the

board, held earlier in the week,

brought forth the following offi-

cials for 1931: JOHN C. COART.
Alexander & Baldwin, president;

B. B. PELLY. Balfour-Guthrie, vice-

president: and E. H. HUTCHISON,
^'angstze Insurance Company, sec-

retary-treasurer.

ROY S. WINTEMUTE is now a

director and vice-president in

charge of traffic for the General
Steamship Corporation. In announc-
ing the promotion of Wintemute,
HARRY S. SCOTT, president, also

announced the appointmentof CAP-
TAIN HARRY H. BIRKHOLM as

vice-president in charge of south-

ern California affairs, with head-

(luarters in Los Angeles. Both of

these experienced marine execu-
tives have been associated with
General Steamship Corporation ac-

tivities for many years. DREW CHI-
DESTER is the executive vice-pres-

ident and general manager. Winte-
mute joined the firm when it was
formed in 1920 and has since sup-
ervised the South American and
Australian business. Prior to this

he was for twelve years with the
Canadian Australian Line and
three years with the Canadian Pa-
cific at Vancouver.

Captain Birkholm is a ship com-
mander, operating manager, and
general steamship executive. He
first went to sea in sail and his

record shows ten years with the
old Pacific Mail Steamship Com-
Iiany as an officer. In 1914 he was
surveyor at Seattle for the Board
of Marine Underwriters. In 1918 he
became operating manager of the
Trans-Oceanic Company at Seattle
and when this company became
part of the General Steamship Cor-
poration in 1920 he was made dis-

trict manager at Seattle. Captain
Birkholm later came to San Fran-
cisco, was operating manager for
the house, and a few years ago was
transferred to Los Angeles as dis-

trict manager.

JAMES F. HENEGHAN, assist-

ant passenger traffic manager at
San Francisco, has been transfer-
red to Chicago with the title of
Western passenger agent for the
United Fruit Company. HARVEY
M. HUFF, general freight agent

//(' doesn't play golf or drive a

inr — BUI MrStay, publicity

director of Dollar Steamship
Lines. Inc., Ltd! Tuenty-cight
years netvspaper, publicity and
theatrical experience : cightiiii

years a theatrical, stage, and
prodnctian manager, advamt
agent ami ennipany manager.

Bill's played every place in the

I
'. S. but the Statue of Liberty

and .-llnmeda. He's been ivith

the Dollar organization for the

past six years.

llarry T. Abbott . chief enginec >

of the I\Iatson liner Malolo. is

nou- at the Fore River plant of

Ihthlehem. (Juincy. Mass..
standing by for installation of

machinery for the neu' Matson
.1 ustralian-Soutk Seas ships.

Chius Knudsen, chief engineer

of the Ventura, is ivith him at

/•'ore Rivir yard. 11. T. heine.

formerly chief of the Maui, sue-

eeeds .ibbott as chief of the

Malolo.

for the line at San Francisco, now
becomes general freight and pas-

senger agent.

At the annual meeting for elec-

tion of officers, January 10, the

Portland Steamship Operators As-
sociation elected STANLEY E.

SEMPLE, general manager in Port-

land for the Yamashita Shipping

Company, president of the organi-

zation for 1931. GEORGE EGGERS.
operating manager for the States
Steamship Co., is retiring presi-

dent. F. N. MILLS, district mana-
ger of the American - Hawaiian
Steamship Company, was elected

viL-e-president of the association,
and ALFRED R. FREY. general
freight agent of the Oregon Pacific

Company, as secretary of the asso-

ciation.

ROGER D. PENNEO, manager ot

the Seattle Marine Exchange since

June, 1927, is in charge of the re-

cently established Seattle office of
the Quaker Line. The appointment
of Pinneo as Northwest manager
was made by K. D. DAWSON, pres-

ident of the Pacific-Atlantic Steam-
ship Company, owners of the Quak-
er Line, with heathiuarters in Port-

land.

FRANK S A M P S N, who has
friends in every Pacific Coast port,

has returned to sea. Sampson went
out recently as second officer of

the United Fruit Company steamer
Saramacca. He has been engaged
in shoreside pursuits for several
years. Young in years, but old in

experience, Sampson received his

training under well-known masters
in the Old Pacific Mail fleet.

Los Angeles Steamship Associa-
tion officers have all been re-elec-

ted for 1931. The officers entering
their second term are: RALPH J.

CHANDLER, president; E. A.
MILLS, vice-president; and WIL-
LIAM F. MOORE, secretary and
treasurer. These officers are also

directors. Balance of the board re-

elected are: F. A. HOOPER. WIL-
LIAM GROUNDWATER, HAROLD
C. SMITH, and R. V. ROSS. All

of these men are prominent in West
Coast transportation circles and
have devoted much time to the asso-

ciation activity and development.

H. J. E. VAN OOSTEN, Califor-

nia passenger manager for the Hol-

land-America Line, announces that

advance travel bookings between

Pacific Coast Ports and Europe in

dicate that 1931 will be a strong

travel year. Van Oosten made a

trip to New York last month, to at-

tend conferences, and proceeded on

to the West Indies before returning

to the Pacific Coast.
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KOHLER ELECTRIC PLANTS

^i

• The Cil

GAVE UNFAILING CURRENT
TO THE BYRD EXPEDITION

FiVK Kohler Elcolrif Plants
arcoiiipanit-d Rear-Admiral
Bvrd's crew lo Little
Amprira and gave faithful

senioe under the most try-

ing conditions of tempera-
ture and weather. The City

of New York, Bvrd's flag-

ship, was equipped with a
Kohler Plant for light and
radio power.

BvTd chose Kohler Plants because they had been proved
reliable under exacting tests. On his expedition he found
:hem all that had been claimed rugged and sturdy—
liuilt to stand rough weather and boisterous seas, at tempera-
lures of fifty and sixty below. The Kohler Plants functioned
I)erfectly.

Your ships will be safer and more efficient when equipped
with Kohler Electric Plants, whether they are ocean-going
liners or fishing-smacks in inland lakes. This is the safe,

sure and economical electric installation.

Kohler Electric Plants generate current at 110 to 220
volts A. C. or D. (;. Capacities range from 800 watts to 10
K. W. There is also a special model— 1)-32— equipped! with
a Iwo-tray rubber-cell battery which delivers 32-volt direct

I'lirrent. This model is especially useful on smaller ships.

Mail the coupon for information regarding Kohler Elec-

tric Plants as applied lo the marine field.

Kohler Co. Founileil 1 87.S. Kohler, Wis.— Shipping
I'oinI, Sheboygan, Wis. — Branches in principal cities. . . .

iMaiiiifacturers of Kohler Plumbing Fixtures.

KOHLER ,,umKi'^r.T.\
KOHLER CO. Kohler, Wisconsin 1
Genllcmen: Please send catalog describing Kohler 1

Electric Plants F. M. It.. 2-31 1

Street 1
r.itY State 1
Use iti which t

FAST
SERVICE

. . 7 Matson liners

to nawsAi

1 HERE'S never any waiting when
you want to go to Hawaii. Seven
Matson liners, including the luxuri-

ous 4-day Malolo, plow a continuous

wake from San Francisco to Hono-
lulu. You can always find a Matson
sailing that suits you.

Deck sports, movies, dancing, will

enliven your voyage. In your state-

room, you'll find the comforts of

home. You can have a great trip on

one of these Matson liners. All-

expense tours are offered in great

variety.

Gateway to the South Seas

Frcm Honolulu it is not far to Sa-

moa. Beyond Samoa lie Fiji and Aus-

tI•.^Iia. You can book on Matson ships

all the w.-.y—with generous stopovers

r.nd everything arranged in advance.

Ride the surf at Waikiki!

Every day in the year, bronzed, happy
visitors ride the surf at Waikiki. The
nvcragc temperature of the water is 75 de-

grees—just what it should be for comfort.

MATSOX LINE
25 steamers, .fastest service

HAWAII - - SOUTH SEAS - - AUSTRALIA

S.nn Francisco

PorlLond

Los Angeles

Seattle
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THE facilities for servicing large and
small operations in marine repair,

conversion, overhaul, pulverized coal and
oil burning equipment, etc., are complete
and adequate at each individual Yard in

the Todd organization.

Owners and operators using Todd Ser-

vice along the three coast lines of the
United States are assured the individual

efficiency and workmanship that is pro-
verbial at each Todd Yard.

TODD SHIPYARDS CORPORATION
25 Broadtiay. Ketv York

LARGESTm^ Jrm. MM. ^Jl MJrf .^ M
DRV DOCK in

XEW VORK
HARBOR

^l-AMrs
'"''in, Drv r)„ ,

' Giving Oocl '^3^°^'^^

# 1^

• •

lenrcAN
ISOCIATION



y^5>EED^wProtection

GERMICIDE
Anti-Corrosive and Anti-Fouling Composition and Boot-topping specified for the

"President Coolidge" and the "President Hoover' owing to consistent quality

Life Preserver Brand Paints and

Varnishes— Performance has

proven their Superiority

m
i^iM%-}^'

A^iKRBCAN Marine Paixt Compa.xy
San Francisco New York
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More Earnings For Owners

of Cargo "Carrying Craft

TRUSSWELD— jii inimum investment

for maximum carrying capacity

WNERS of oil tankers, lighters, derricks, car

floats and barges are adopting the new TRUSSWELD
system of construction for craft carrying liquid cargo

in the hold or dry cargo on deck.

Owners approve the economy of craft so constructed

for first cost, maintenance and operation. For siioal

water use, equal carrying capacity is attained witii

less draft. Less power is required for propelling or

towing.

These advantages are secured by maximum carrying

capacity for minimum hull weight. The TRLTSS-
WELD system eliminates ail riveting and practically

all heavy mendicrs such as keels, ribs, beams and
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even frames. It produces a stronger and more rigid

craft of greater capacity for its dimensions.

The superiority of TRUSSWELD over all other

systems of steel construction is being demonstrated

in vessels operated by some of the world's largest

owners of tanks and barges. For certain tvpes of

craft, TRUSSWELD may often replace wood con-

struction where cost is a primary consideration.

The REVERSE CHANNEL system

lapwelded—no butt welds

For carrying dry cargo below decks, the new
RF^VERSE CHANNEL system assures great

strength and rigidity of hull construction: maxinuun
carrying capacity for minimum hull weight; economy
of first cost, maintenance and operation.

United Dry Docks, Inc.—exclusive Atlantic Coast

licensee of Kjekstad patented TRUSSWELD and

REVERSE CHANNEL Systems of tank and barge

construction—is ready to figure, build and guarantee.

THE REVERSE CHANNEL SYSTEM

BOTTOM

Midship section shtufinf* internal structnre of angje iron nirnihrrs

running,fore and aft, atincartship and vertical^ rlertricativ ivcldcd

to each other at intersections and to the skin of the hull. The

enlargement in the circle shows a tvpicaljunction of three members I'.nhir/iement in circle shous the l(ii>rcchlin'J. method

UNITED DRY DOCKS
11 BROADWAY

INCORPORATED

DIgby 4-0500 NEW YORK
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Strength and Durability Illustrated

A 2000 toil drydock section was towed from New York to the Todd Ship-

yards Corporation's New Orleans Dock—a distance of 1800 miles. During the

journey, heavy weather was encountered, making the tow more difficult.

The Columbian Towing line gave perfect service and although the tug and

tow were a little behind schedule, the tow was brought in safely.

Columbian Tow-Ro was built for this and any other types of towing. It may
also be used as a spring line. Its qualifications are :

—

Tow-Ro is a new, patented construction.

It possesses super-strength and durability.

It is guaranteed.

It is waterproofed.

It is flexible without distortion and remains flexible, wet or dry.

It may be easily spliced.

It is readily identified by its red, white, blue, white and red surface markers.

For your toughest job, try Columbian Tow-Ro Pure Manila.

Branches:

—

Columbia Rope Company
Auburn, N. Y., "The Cordage City"

New York Chicago Boston New Orlean Philadclphi

"'ksr-'
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Editorial Comment » »

»

Pacific Coast

Shipbuilding

nr,HE Jones-White Merchant Marine
JL Act of 1928 set up a very fine

framework on which to build up a merchant marine,
and its beneficial effects have already made them-
selves felt in practically every marine trade. This act
was passed almost unanimously and with no bickerings
along party political lines. It was backed by a very
united public sentiment.
The Jones-White Act predicated improvement in the

American merchant marine through assistance from
the federal government along two lines: first, reduc-
tion in the cost of building new and better ships by
government loans at low interest rates and, second,

reduction in the cost of operating such ships by favor-

able long-term postal contracts.

Under the impetus of this bill, a very considerable
program of new and better ships is now under way in

the shipyards located in a few states on the Atlantic

Coast; and the Pacific Coast states are raising very
seriously the question "Why do we not get a share in

this work?" This question is being raised not primar-
ily by the shipbuilders, but by the people of the Pacific

Coast who, in these times of general depression and
unemployment, are very properly interested in any pos-

sible increase in local pay rolls.

Pacific Coast representatives in Congress have heard
this question from the electorate; and as a result a

bill is now pending in Congress which, if passed, will

grant to American shipowners building ships in Pa-

cific Coast shipyards ^ 2 of 1 per cent, differential in

the interest rate on Shipping Board loans. This would
mean that in the case of any ship destined for the

foreign trade, the Shipping Board would loan 75 per

cent, of the cost at 3 per cent, interest if built in a

Pacific Coast yard, or at 3' 2 per cent, interest if built

in an Atlantic Coast yard. In the case of any ship in-

tended for coastwise or intercoastal trade the interest

rates would be 5 per cent, and SVo per cent, respective-

ly. The loans in either case to amortize in twenty
years.

It is figured that this ' 2 of 1 per cent, differential

will enable ship owners to build on the Pacific Coast
at no greater cost than on the Atlantic Coast. For ex-

ample, in a recent contract for four ships, the work
was taken by an eastern yard at $15,920,000, the low
Pacific Coast bid being $16,241,000, a difference of

$321,000. Allowing 3 per cent, for Shipping Board por-

tion of the financing and 6 per cent, for the owner's

portion, these vessels, built at the Pacific Coast fig-

ures and considering interest charges alone, would
show an advantage sufficient to more than offset the

higher cost. Interest, however, is not the only stand-

ing charge made against the cost or book value of a

ship; and our impression is that the apparent advan-

tage gained from '2 of 1 per cent, differential in the

interest rate would not enable the shipowner to con-

sider very much differential in the cost of his vessel.

It would therefore be incumbent on the Pacific Coast

shipbuilder who desires ship-building contracts to

sharpen his pencil just as carefully, or even more
carefully, after the passage of this act.

The American shipowner, in the last analysis, is the

man to make the final decision as to what shipyard

will build his ship or what bid will take the contract.

The United States Shipping Board is not making any

presents to shipowners. The moneys put up by the

Shipping Board are loans that must be repaid; and any
American shipowner who is going into world trade at

the present time ought to be given the greatest free-

dom in getting his ships at the lowest possible cost.

When an American shipowner gets 75 per cent, of the

cost of his vessel at 3' 2 per cent, he is paying not

much, if any, less than the rate at which many of his

foreign competitors can borrow funds; and these com-

petitors can get new ships built at from 40 per cent,

to 50 per cent, lower costs.

Pacific Marine Review would like to see every ship-

building way on the Pacific Coast full, and would love

to feel the air of our Pacific Coast ports surcharged

with the music of riveting hammers. We know that

our yards can produce good ships and that the execu-

tives and department heads of our shipbuilding plants

are second to none. In these respects the fifty-year rec-

ord of steel shipbuilding on the Pacific Coast has pro-

duced results in every type of naval and merchant
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vessel that will bear comparison with those of any
shipbuilding region. The chief handicap at present is

that none of the Pacific Coast yards are ready to build

large ships. On the contract already referred to, the

Pacific Coast yard whose bid was within $321,000 of the

low Atlantic Coast bid expected to have to spend $500,-

000 on plant to properly handle the order. It is obvious

that under such conditions. Atlantic Coast yards that

are ready and that already have considerable work on
hand have a tremendous advantage in the spread of

overhead and in smoothly functioning plant and organ-
ization.

It has occurred to us in this connection that the

civic bodies of the San Francisco Bay region (where
are situated the mo.st of the Pacific Coast shipbuilding
plants that are even approximately ready to handle
ship building) might greatly help the local shipyards
and other industries by establishing a revolving fund
for the purpose of loaning capital at low rates of in-

terest for necessary plant improvement in any industry
where the loan would bring proportional benefits to the
community in payrolls and prestige. In other words
let the community open to local industries the same
beneficial opportunity that was opened to the ship-

owner by the Merchant Marine Act, 1928.

In the meantime we can all get whole-heartedly be-

hind Mr. Carter's bill for ^i; of 1 per cent, differential

in interest rate on Shipping Board loans for all ships

built in Pacific Coast yards.

It will not put any greater burden on the shipowner.
It will certainly induce every American shipowner

who is considering new vessels to get bids from Pa-
cific Coast shipbuilders.

It will undoubtedly result in some Pacific Coast
built ships.

The Marine

Steam Generator

THE success of the geared turbine
in marine propulsion has re-

sulted in great changes in marine fireroom practice
and in marine boiler design.

By geared turbine we mean a turbine connected to the
propeller shaft by some means of speed reduction
which may be either mechanical, electrical, or hydrau-
lic. The success of these gear systems in transmitting
large powers effectively and efficiently has enabled
the turbine designer to compress very large powers into

very small space and comparatively low weight, both
prime economical considerations on shipboard. This
saving of space and weight in engine rooms has focus-
ed the attention of marine engineers on boiler and
fireroom design for new vessels as a field for further
savings of weight and space.

Modern metallurgy has met the demand for commer-
cial materials capable of safely withstanding the

stresses due to high pressures and temperatures; and
considerable success has already attended the efforts
of marine boiler designers and manufacturers to dis-

pose these materials to the best advantage for the com-
mercial success of the marine power plant. The pro-

gress in this direction is well exemplified in a compari-
son between the boiler installation on the Leviathan
and that on the Bremen. The Leviathan has 43 water-
tube boilers to generate steam for 65,000 horsepower.
On the Bremen there are only 20 water-tube boilers to
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generate steam for 100,000 normal horsepower and
these boilers on sea runs have already generated up
to 120,000 horsepower.
Nine of the Bremen's boilers are designed for 3300

horsepower each, and 11 of these boilers each take a
normal load of 6600 horsepower.
The ordinary Scotch double-end marine boiler, with

250 pounds pressure and with 2000 horsepower output,

has a weight (boiler and water) of about 390 pounds per
horsepower. The double-end water-tube boilers of the

Bremen work on 370 pounds pressure, develop 6600
horsepower, and have a weight (boiler and water) of

about Gl^i; pounds per horsepower.
As a result of this saving and that effected through

the use of geared turbines instead of direct connected
turbines, the Bremen uses slightly less space and
weight to generate and apply 100,000 horsepower than
the Leviathan requires to generate 70,000 horsepower.
Within the weight and space limitations imposed on

the marine engineers by the naval architect, it is pos-

sible to get excellent over-all efficiencies for marine
boilers; and these efficiencies are available in commer-
cial design. The steamship Statendam, for example, is

getting 84 per cent, efficiency out of her boilers in

regular service. On shore, efficiencies as high as 93
per cent, are being obtained, but these involve use of

types of air heaters, economizers, and other equip-
ment that require weight and space impractical in

marine power plants.

In present practice, large boiler plants ashore are
going to pressures above 1000 pounds per square inch,

with occasional plants in the United States and Eu-
rope operating at 1500 pounds and over. There are
now several plants at sea operating on 400 pounds
boiler pressure, and undoubtedly marine plants will,

before long, be operating at 500-600 pounds, with sup-

erheats up to 800 degrees Fahrenheit total tempera-
ture.

American marine engineers and marine boiler de-

signers are taking advantage of these modern improve-
ments on many of the vessels built in recent years. The
following comparison between two well known sister

ships is taken from a paper on "Increased Economy in

Marine Steam Machinery," by J. H. King, read before
the 1929 meeting of the Society of Naval Architects
and Marine Engineers, and shows markedly improved
operating conditions due to better boiler plant.

The Panama Pacific Line turbo-electric liner Cali-

fornia is slightly less in displacement than her later

sister, the Virginia. Both ships are fitted with Gen-
eral-Electric propulsion machinery developing 17,000

shaft horsepower at 120 revolutions a minute and 18
knots speed. The California has 12 Babcock & Wilcox
boilers, with a total of 55,176 square feet heating sur-

face, working pressure 275 pounds, and 100 degrees
Fahrenheit superheat. The Virginia has eight Bab-
cock & Wilcox boilers, with a total of 43,688 square
feet heating surface, 300 pounds working pressure, and
200 degrees Fahrenheit superheat. The Virginia's tur-

bines have a lower water rate because of higher pres-

sure and temperature; hence less heating surface is

needed. The Virginia's boiler installation cost 15

per cent, less than that of the California and she has
a better fireroom layout and saves considerable weight.
During her first year of operation, the Virginia av-

eraged 16,012 shaft horsepower and 0.738 pound of

fuel per shaft horsepower for all purposes. During the

same time on the same run. the (California averaged
15,320 shaft horsepower and 0.793 pound per shaft

horsepower for all purposes. Under full power con-

ditions, the fuel consumption per shaft horsepower for
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all purposes is, for the Virginia, 0.70 pound; for the

California, 0.76 pound.

The Virginia, on exactly the .same route, with slight-

ly larger displacement and developing more horse-

power, uses 110 tons less fuel per round voyage.

On a substantially lower initial machinery investment,

the Virginia shows a saving in fuel costs of approxi-

mately $650 per round voyage. It would, of course, be

possible to greatly improve this comparative showing

by adopting higher pressures and superheats.

While the designing marine engineer is developing

new and improved steam generators and steam engines,

the bulk of the merchant marine fleets of this old world

are still operating on the old reliable Scotch boiler,

triple expansion engine combination, and it is probably

possible by the exercise of intelligent cooperation be-

tween the shore and the ship, the deck and the engine

room, and the engineer and his plant to effect tremen-

dous savings in fuel and other operating expense.

Operators' carelessness and lack of attention to ap-

parently trivial details will spoil the economy record of

the most modern and efficient power plant, while in-

telligent nursing of an obsolete plant will often bring

surprising results. A little investment by the man-
agement in testing or measuring equipment often en-

courages the operator to take more interest in check-

ing up the plant and eliminating losses. In these days

of oil burning, the fireroom should be kept as clean as

any part of the vessel, and an excellent method of en-

couraging the fireroom crew toward clean, safe work-

ing quarters is to paint the interior of the space a light,

serviceable color and to provide ample ligh+ing. Dark
corners are generally dirty corners, and dirty corners

breed careless operation.

Mi

Some Windjamming Skippers

Permanent Public Committee

on Marine Shipping Problems

jURING the Third National Confer-

'ence on the Merchant Marine, held

in Washington in 1930, there was advanced the neces-

sity for providing means whereby a common meeting

ground could be provided for shippers, shipowners,

and underwriters for the better understanding of ma-
rine insurance questions, as a medium for the use of

shippers, shipowners, and underwriters who might
have misunderstandings difficult of solution between

themselves, and to provide an opportunity for shippers

to be heard in all matters of mutual interest. A com-
mittee to be known as a Permanent Public Committee
for the Consideration of Marine Insurance and Ship-

ping Problems has been appointed and has been or-

ganized as follows:

Representing the Public: The Honorable E. C. Plum-
mer, Commissioner U. S. Shipping Board, Washington,
D. C, chairman; Laurens N. Prior, Bureau of Naviga-

tion, Department of Commerce, secretary; A. Lane
Critcher, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
Department of Commerce.
Representing the Vessel Owners: H. B. Walker, pres-

ident of the American Steamship Owners' Association;

J. D. Tomlinson, vice-president of the American-Ha-
waiian Steamship Company.

Representing the Underwriters: W. R. Hedge, presi-

dent of the Boston Insurance Company of Boston; Wm.
D. Winter, vice-president of the Atlantic Mutual Insur-

ance Company of New York.

IV. Captain David Qilmore

By F. C. Matthews.

APTAIN DAVID GILMORE was one of the most
prominent American merchant sailing-ship mas-

ters, and ranked very high in his profession.

Although of a quiet and unassuming disposition, he

was smart and active, and successful in the manage-
ment of the property confided to his trust. A thorough

seaman and strict disciplinarian, he was yet just to

subordinates and never in trouble with his crews.

Captain Gilmore was born in Woolwich, Maine, in

1840, the eldest son of a family of ten children. His

first venture at sea was made when he was 19 years

of age, in the ship Assyria, of which his uncle. Cap-

tain John P. Delano, was commander.

In 1874 he became master of the ship Austria, leav-

ing her eight years later to take the Samaria. In 1884

his employers, Houghton Brothers, of Bath, had the

ship Servia built for him to command. It was the cus-

tom for a ship owner to look around for a first-class

commander before starting construction of a new ship,

and it was an honor to a captain to be appointed mas-
ter of a vessel before her keel was laid.

Captain Gilmore was in command of the Servia on

three occasions, and was subsequently in the bark Guy
C. Goss and ships Parthia and St. Paul, the latter in

1905, about which time he retired from sea life to

make his home with his brother, Irving Gilmore, at Au-
burn, Washington. He died in August 1916 from a

heart shock superinduced by an automobile accident,

and his remains were sent East for interment, accom-
panied by a nephew, George F. Trott, of Auburn.

Captain Gilmore had rounded Cape Horn thirty-nine

times; the Cape of Good Hope four times; passed

through the Straits of Gibraltar eight times; and made
four voyages completely around the world. After his

death all his maps, charts, and records were burned.

The great-grandfather of Captain Gilmore had come
to this country from England in 1699.



A Well Lighted

Ship

% A. L. Powell,

Manager, Ea^ern Office, Nela Park Engineering

Department, General Eledric Company

A FEW weeks ago the very well known and most
progressive architect, Raymond Hood, in discuss-

ing the question of lighting and interior dec-

oration of ships, made a statement somewhat as fol-

lows, "when the average American goes abroad it is a

great event in his life. He has saved for this for a long
while and has made very careful plans. He is likely to

be somewhat more e.xtravagant than in his normal af-

fairs and wants to be sure that he is making his trip

under conditions representative of the best that can
be had. He likes to feel that the boat he travels on is

the last word in design, decoration, and comfort."

This is, indeed, quiet true, and some of the European
lines have been quick to sense this state of mind. They
have incorporated in their recent liners very advanced
and even radical ideas on decoration and lighting. This
policy has proved sound, for there is no doubt that
some of these boats which are the most elaborately

equipped have yielded returns even in a time of depres-
sion. There is no doubt that on a competitive basis the

American lines must "spruce up," otherwise the great
travelling public will desert them. The element of pa-

triotism is not so strong as to cause one to favor a ship

which is obviously much less up to date than some
other.

In general, the decoration of American boats has
been planned along quite conservative lines. The light-

ing is reasonably adequate, though quite prosaic and
by no means up to modern standards. Tradition seems
to have governed the selection of lighting equipment.
If a fixture was good enough twenty five years ago
in the days of the carbon lamp, those responsible ap-

parently feel that it is still just as good today. In other
words, there has been a tendency to stick in a rut and
continue to specify the same sort of fixture year after

year. There has been a great advance in the art of

lighting diirinK' the la<t df-cade. Efficient Mazda lamps

are universally used and new methods of applying
these have been developed. In American commercial
buildings there has been a whole-hearted adoption of

modern lighting and on shore we are, generally speak-

ing, ahead of Europe in illumination. On shipboard,

however, as mentioned above, the conditions are re-

versed. The latest European boats are especially note-

worthy in their lighting. Some of this is radical and
scarcely appeals to our taste. In other instances ex-

tremely delicate decorative effects have been secured.

The steamship Excalibur is a combination freight

and passenger vessel and has accommodations for ap-

proximately 150 passengers. Every effort has been
made to install the finest appointments for a given
service that could be obtained and a series of most
pleasing public spaces and staterooms has been pro-

duced. In the early stages of the design, George G.

Sharp of New York, the naval architect, gave consid-

eration to the question of lighting. He desired as far

as practical to eliminate direct overhead lighting with-

out adopting indirect lighting, and therefore specified

for dining room, foyer, corridors, and the larger state-

rooms a semi-indirect type of wall bowl or urn, elim-

inating exposed metal work.

Special Wall Luminaire
On shipboard there is comparatively little head room

in many areas and certain types of fixtures are there-

fore out of the question. Much of the lighting must be
accomplished from side wall rather than ceiling out-

lets. The ordinary type of side wall bracket is not a
very satisfactory lighting fixture. It is placed rela-

tively low, directly in the line of vision and, if the

socket is equipped with a lamp large enough to give

adequate illumination, considerable glare is created.

If, however, we equip a side wall outlet with a sort

of device which directs the light up and out toward the

ceiling, producing indirect or semi-indirect illumina-



Beauty, Variety,

and Illuminating

Efficiency in

Marine Lighting

Fixtures

The enclosed forward end of the promenade deck is used as a

veranda cafe and is lighted by water-tight, holophane, prismatic

globe fittings.

Upper left shows private veranda for

group of staterooms with decorative

bronze side-wall lanterns and drum-
shaped ceiling fixtures. Upper right

shows the library with ceiling candela-

bra, table lamps, and concealed lamps
back of the clerestory windows. At
left is shown the main foyer with large

central luminaire housing four 100-

watt Mazda lamps. The molding around
this fixture houses also four loud-speak-

ers for broadcasting radio programs.
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tion, much better results can be obtained.
Working on this principle, the interior architects,

Maust & Hoffmann, in cooperation with Lenox, Incor-
porated, of Trenton, New .Jersey, and the writer, de-
veloped a luminaire which has many points in its fa-
vor. For these side wall semi-indirect units the famous
Lenox china is used instead of the customary glass.
This material has the property of reflecting the light
very well and transmitting but a small amount. The
whole unit becomes softly luminous in a most pleasing
dark cream tone and is of low brightness. For general
illumination in the lower portions of the foyer, dining
room, and certain .staterooms, two types of side wall
urns are used on the Excalibur. These are approxi-
mately 9 inches wide, 9 inches deep, and extend from
the wall 6 inches. The socket is in a flush bronze fit-
ting and the chinaware mechanically supported.

In addition to this novel type of fixture, many more
conventional forms are, of course, used, so a brief de-
scription of the lighting of the various parts of the
ship is of interest in indicating how new and old de-
signs may be coordinated to produce a very pleasing
ensemble effect. Suppose we take a trip through the
ship, entering the library on the promenade deck.

Promenade Deck
The library is approximately 40 feet square, with a

vaulted ceiling rising to a height of 12 feet. It is treated
in the Georgian style and finished in tones of very
light green with a carpet of gray-brown, drapes of
blue-green, and furniture in various colors. For gen-
eral illumination there are three 8-light candlestick
fixtures with 2.5-watt Mazda lamps and light buff silk
shades lined with white. This equipment was supplied
by the Sterling Bronze Company. A number of small
single-light silk shaded table lamps are scattered about
the room at strategic points. In the low ceiling side
areas there is a total of 8 shallow glass ceiling hemis-
pheres with 40-watt Mazda lamps. Behind each window
of the clerestory is placed a weather-proof outlet with
25-watt Mazda lamp, the light from which renders
the stippled glass luminous and gives an additional
touch of decoration. A unique touch is provided by the
reading lamp in the shape of a globe, which is shown
in the close-up view. This is mounted on a base which
has cast in it the signs of the Zodiac. The spherical
portion is about one foot in diameter. In this is mount-
ed a lamp, the light from which escapes through a cir-
cular opening. This is a product of the Crest Lamp
Company of Chicago.

On our way aft we glance into one of the typical
double staterooms. The provision for lighting state-

rooms on board ship means much to the comfort of the
passengers and the success of the voyage. This ques-
tion has been given careful attention in the case of the
Excalibur. In this type stateroom general illumination
is furnished from a close ceiling hemisphere with 40-

watt Mazda lamp controlled by wall switch near the
entrance doorway. At each mirror are two delicate silk-

.shaded wall brackets which provide illumination for
one's toilet as well as for reading in bed.

The smoking room is similar in construction to the
library, although somewhat smaller. The ceiling is

treated in light buff, the walls and moldings are in

antique chestnut, with leather covered furniture har-
monizing. General illumination is provided by a cen-
tral ceiling luminaire in the form of an octagonal box
of metal and glass containing four 50-watt Mazda
lamp.s. In the lower side sections there are six similar
luminaires, though smaller fittings, with three 25-watt
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lamps each. Scattered around the side walls are a total

of 28 2-light candlestick brackets with 25-watt Mazda
lamps and mica shades. These fixtures were made by
the Sterling Bronze Company. The small side windows
are lighted as described in connection with those in

the library.

The glass enclosed deck space forward is furnished
as a verandah cafe and is pleasingly finished in light

cream with panels outlined in stripes of dark tone. The
furnishings are of wicker. For artificial illumination

outlets are regularly spaced on 10-foot centei's. Water-
tight holophane prismatic globe fittings with GO-watt
Mazda lamps are placed seven feet above the deck.

A Deck

The main foyer is located amidships on A Deck above
the dining room. It is 40 feet long and extends the

width of the ship. It has a central well, surrounded by
a wrought metal balustrade. Above the center of the
well on the underside of the promenade deck is a lumin-
aire by Sterling Bronze Company. This gives some gen-
eral illumination as well as provides light for the

center of the dining room. It consists of a mitered, rec-

tangular, closed ceiling box of metal and glass and
contains four lOO-watt Mazda lamps. An interesting

feature is the placement in the molding which sur-

rounds the luminous portion of four loud speakers
for broadcasting radio and phonograph music to the

foyer and dining room. On the ceiling above the floor

space are eight shallow glass hemispheres, with 60-

watt lamps. At 9-foot centers along the side wall, 5

feet 9 inches above the floor, Lenox semi-indirect wall

urns. Type A, are placed with lOO-watt Mazda lamps.
There are numerous silk-shaded wall units at the writ-

ing desks.

A novel feature of the lay-out on this ship is the
grouping of six staterooms around a private veranda.
Four such suites are provided on A Deck. The veranda
itself is most artistically arranged. Rather modern
metal work is used on the adjoining windows. A drum-
shaped ceiling fitting and two side-wall lanterns fur-

nish the illumination. These are of bronze finished in

verde with inset glass panels. The staterooms in these

suites are beautifully furnished with metal furniture
finished in grained mahogany. General lighting of each
is provided by three semi-indirect side-wall fittings by
Lenox, Incorporated, with GO-watt Mazda lamps. These
are similar in shape to those used in the foyer but are
of Type B design. On the dresser are placed two silk-

shaded stand lamps, and a third unit is placed by the
sofa. By each bed is a reading lamp of a new type. This
consists of a cubical box of stamped metal in the sides

of which are cut rectangular openings. The light from
a 25-watt Mazda lamp within shines through the open-

ing and serves as a bedside night lamp. In each are

two lamps separately controlled so that this unit may
be used for single or twin beds without annoying other
passengers. These fittings were produced by Walter
Johnson, Inc.

B Deck

The dining room is on B Deck immediately beneath
the foyer and is approximately 40 x 75 feet. As men-
tioned above, the ceiling is broken by a well 15 x 25

feet. The height at the sides of the room is 9 feet. The
ceiling, walls, and columns are light green in finish,

the floor is covered with brown and tan Selbolith, the
furniture is brown mahogany, upholstered in blue. In

the side bays the same type of wall urn as used in the

(Plca,sc turn to Page 130)



A naval architect's concept!' of a quartering view of the new Cunarder as she will appear at full speed. Drawn
especially for Pacific Marine Review.

Cunard Super-Liner

A Few Details of the Design which Great Britain Hopes will Bring Back

the Blue Ribbon of the Atlantic

"By R. C W. Courtney

DEFINITE information is now available concern-
ing the new North Atlantic express liners for

both the Cunard Steam Ship Company and the

Compagnie General Transatlantique. Construction of

the first ship is now actively proceeding at the Clyde-
bank shipyard of John Brown & Company, and it is

stated that completion will be effected during the early

fall of 1933. From the information which the owners
have released for publication it is possible to obtain a
fairly good idea as to the vessel's ultimate appearance,
and there is little doubt but that the reputation of the

Clydeside shipbuilders for producing many of the

world's finest ships, both as regards looks and effic-

iency, will be fully maintained. A very sharp contrast is

at once apparent between the general design and that
of the Bremen and Europa, as, whilst the German liners

embody many departures from the orthodox, the Cun-
arder will preserve the symmetry of her famous pre-

decessors. The length has already been given as 1018
feet, with a beam of about 118 feet, and a gross ton-

nage of 73,000. As the ship will have to accomplish
a round voyage from Southampton to New York and
be ready to sail again within the space of 14 days, a

sea speed in excess of 30 knots will have to be main-

tained.

Within the hull proper there will be four decks above
thewater line runningpractically over the entire length,

the location of the main saloon, which will be about

130 feet in length, being on the second deck down.
A raised forecastle 110 feeflong is arranged forward,

the distance at the stem head to the waterline scaling

60 feet or 16 feet more than the corresponding dimen-
sion for theBremen.Thethree superstructure decks are

continuous, the uppermost or boat deck being 610 feet

in length and the others slightly longer in proportion.

The promenade deck space is entirely glazed in. The
fore end of the superstructure and navigating bridges

is rounded on similar lines to that of the Mauretania;
and the distance from the top of the chart house to the

water line is 100 feet. The boat equipment includes 28

large and two smaller lifeboats arranged 15 a side in

conjunction with the latest pattern gravity davits. The
three stacks are about 36 feet across the widest part,

and the space between each is 110 feet. The caps of

the two masts are about 200 feet above the water,

this figure being somewhat below that of several of

the other large Atlantic liners.

An interesting feature of the design is the reten-

tion of the old pattern cowl ventilators on similar lines

to the new C. P. R. Empresses and other recent British-

built ships, this method of conveying air to the boiler

rooms having apparently been able to hold its own
against the various systems of trunks and intake ducts.



An artist's conception of the President Coolidge as she will appear when finished.

Launching of the President Coolidge
A New Queen of the Pacific Ocean Passenger Liners Slides into the Historic

James River at Newport News, Virginia

^->^ ovei

X February 21 promptly at 11:30 a.m., Mrs. Cal-

C. Coolidge expertly broke a bottle of water
over the prow of the largest turbo-electric pas-

senger vessel ever built in an American shipyard,
christening that vessel President Coolidge. Since only
last December we published almost the same words
concerning the S. S. President Hoover, we must ex-

plain that no two sister ships are identical in all

their measurements; and we are credibly informed
that the President Coolidge is at lea.st an inch or two
longer than the President Hoover, hence she is the

largest. Whereas the bottle smashed by Mrs. Hoover
on the nose of the steamship President Hoover con-

tained mixed sea water drawn from various parts of

the oceans to be traversed by that vessel, Mrs. Coolidge

wielded a bottle filled with water from the brook that
flows through the Coolidge farm in Vermont. Typical
this of the two men —- Hoover the international en-

gineer—Coolidge the silent statesman of New England.
We do not know whether New England brook water
was ever before used to christen a deepsea vessel, but
lest any old shell back sneer at the use of fresh water
for this purpose, we must add the incontestable state-

ment that this brook water has been used to christen

thousands of the best deepsea sailormen the world
has ever known.

President R. Stanley Dollar of the Dollar Lines,

together with Mrs. Dollar and Miss Diana Dollar,

journeyed from San Francisco to attend the launching.

Mrs. Coolidge was accompanied by her daughter-in-

OWNER AND SPONSOR
Mrs. Calvin Coolidge and a

party just before the christening.

Left to right: R. Stanley Dollar,

Mrs. R. Stanley Dollar, Mrs.
Coolidge, Mrs. John Coolidge.

and Miss Diana Dollar. Homer
L. Ferguson, president, Newport
News Shipbuilding & Drydock
Company, can be seen standing

directly in back of Mrs. Coolidge.

I
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law, Mrs. John Coolidge. Homer L. Ferguson, presi-

dent of the Newport News Shipbuilding & Drydock
Company, presided on the launching platform with his

usual genial dignity.

Immediately after launching, the President Coo-

lidge was towed to the outfitting dock alongside her

twin sister. President Hoover. The two vessels made
an imposing picture and an eloquent testimony to the

growth of American trade on the Pacific and the im-

portance of San Francisco as a world shipping port.

Si.xty-three thousand tons displacement, fifty-three

thousand shaft horsepower in two ships costing six-

teen million plus, as the beginning of e.xpansion for

a world round service that only seven years ago was
merely a dream in the mind of one rather elderly

gentleman.

The new Dollar liner President Coolidge is a steel,

twin-screw vessel with nine decks, a slight raked stem,

and semicruiser stern and with two stacks and masts.

Her length is 653 feet, depth 52 feet, beam 81 feet,

gross tonnage 23,000, and deadweight 15,800, with 67,-

000 cubic feet of refrigerated cargo space.

This palatial and latest addition to the fleet of

President liners will accommodate 350 first class

guests, 150 special class or intermediate passengers,

and has a total passenger capacity of 1260, with ac-

commodations for a crew of 300. Her sea speed will be

21 knots.

The President Coolidge is driven by twin screws each

direct-connected to a Westing'house 13.250-horsepower,

400-volt, 3-phase, 44.3-cycle, 133-revolutions per minute
synchronous motor. The niotors are supplied with

power from two Westinghouse 10,200-kilowatt, 2660

revolutions per minute turbine generator sets, the tur-

bines being designed for 275 pounds throttle pressure,

9acii

The two m.iin propulsion niotors for the President Coolidge on the
test floor of the Westinghouse shops at East Pittsburgh; 26,500

horsepower total at 133 revolutions per minute.
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200 degrees Fahrenheit superheat, and 28-1,2 inches
vacuum. The main control utilizes mechanically op-
erated air-break contactors and is arranged so that
all operations, including turbine speed control and
set-up connections for operating both motors from
either generator alone, are controlled from the sta-
tion in front of the instrument panel.
The main turbines are provided with the oil impeller

governor which is supplied with oil by a centrifugal
oil pump which also supplies the lubricating system.
These turbines also are fitted with solid forged rotors,
a construction which has been applied on several hun-
dred turbines in service ashore and which because of
its inherent sturdiness and stability of balance de-
serves to be universally adopted for marine service.

This ship is equipped with Westinghouse propeller
type blowers for main motor ventilation.

Power for excitation and auxiliaries is furnished by
four Westinghouse 500-kilowatt, 240/120 volt, direct-cur-
rent turbine generator sets of new high efficiency
light-weight design.

Except the turbine driven boiler feed pumps and
main lubricating oil pumps, all auxiliaries are West-
inghouse electrically driven. These include carbon
dioxide brine, main condensate, fuel oil service, fire
and sanitary pumps, compressors, forced draft fans,
cargo and boat winches, warping and automobile
capstans and steering gear. In addition to the 365
Westinghouse stateroom fans, there are 180 Westing-
house motors used in the operation of this ship, rang-
ing from 1/10 to 13,250 horsepower.

This ship is also equipped with electric heaters for
staterooms and bathrooms, especially constructed by
Westinghouse for marine service. These involve some
radical changes from similar heaters used in the home.
Steam for the main and auxiliary turbines is sup-

plied by twelve Babcock & Wilcox interdeck, super-
heater type, oil-burning, water-tube, marine boilers
arranged in two boiler rooms and equipped with Bab-
cock & Wilcox oil burners and with Babcock & Wilcox
soot blowers. Lubricating oil coolers, fuel oil heaters,
evaporators, distillers, and filters are of Griscom-Rus-
sell manufacture. Emergency generator sets are Buda.
The Warren Steam Pump Co. supplied the majority of
the pumps. Brun.swick-Kroeschell Co. is supplying the
complete refrigerating plant.

The American Engineering Company is supplying its

latest type electro-hydraulic steering gear and the
steam windlass. The warping capstans and gyp.sy were
made by the Hyde Windlass Company. Fire alarm .sys-

tem, fire detecting system, and fire extinguishing sys-

tem are by Walter Kidde & Co. The cargo winches are
by Lidgerwood. Henschel supplied the interior com-
munication telegraphs. Much of the navigation equip-
ment is supplied by the Sperry Gyroscope Company.
The interior decoration and the furnishings of the

public rooms and special suites are being designed and
constructed by the A. F. Marten Company of San Fran-
cisco. Kearfott Engineering Company supplied special

windows and transoms and operating gear for same.
Vehisote is used extensively for ceilings and partitions.

A clean hull is most essential in order that the ves-

sel maintain her express schedule of 21 knots. To in-

sure this requirement the vessel's underwater surface

has been coated with Germicide Composition manufac-
tured by the American Marine Paint Company.



Some Load Line Foresight

A Plea for the Use of Common Sense ^ased on American Experience in Establishing

Load Lines for American Coastwise and Intercoastal Shipping

% David W. Dickie

IN
the preparation of this article I wish to acknow-

ledge the assistance rendered by the San Francisco

offices of the American Bureau of Shipping and

Lloyd's Register of Shipping, C. H. Woodward, marine

superintendent of the Panama Canal, and William C.

Empey, president and manager of the Guide Publish-

ing Company.
Should a load line become applicable by law to coast-

wise and intercoastal shipping at some date in the

futui-e, that load line should be based on definite ex-

perience of safety in these trades. Such experience is

on I'ecord in great quantity; and, based on a careful

.study of the record, it is our intention herein to prove:

First—That not less than the so-called Tropical Tim-

ber Load Line should apply all the year round to the

vessels with a lumber deck load departing from the

Pacific Coast.

Second—That it should apply to the entire Pacific

Coast and not to San Pedro alone.

Third—That there is ample margin of safety over

and above the line to which experience has shown ves-

sels can be safely loaded.

Fourth—That by the time the vessels reach the Pan-

ama Canal they have decreased in draft sufficiently

to assure ample safety in hurricane weather.

It is probable that load line legislation will be en-

acted by the United States regulating the loading of

cargo ships in the coastwise and intercoastal trades,

as this is practically the only maritime nation that

is without such law. If shipping is to grow in keeping

with the intent of the Congress it can hardly be ex-

pected that large sums of public money will be lent

for the purpose of building up a merchant marine
without some safeguard being placed on the depth

to which such ships shall be loaded. In this country

legislation must apply to all ships; and a ship enjoy-

ing government aid cannot be required to have a load

line while another running in competition therewith

is permitted to load without restraint.

U. S. Experience Unique
There is no reason why the United States ships in

the intercoastal trade should be assigned a load line

that meets with the approval of, or is governed by,

the experience of other nations which are prohibited

by law from engaging in the trade, especially since

the United States is the only nation that has had any
experience in carrying lumber as a deck load in large

vessels. The load line of such vessels should be de-

termined from the experience gained in the home trade

and it would be very unwise to become tied to the ap-

ron strings of obsolescence in coastwise and inter-

coastal shipping.

Panama Canal Records
The studies in connection with the accompanying

table have been in progress since the early part of

1928 Vjy observers seeking in some cases to prove the

present practice in error and by others to find a suit-

able formula for determining the load line of vessels

having a lumber deck load. The table gives the dim-

ensions of a number of repre.sentative vessels east-

bound with lumber on deck with the drafts at the

Panama Canal as given by C. H. Woodward, the times

taken from The Guide and the Panama Canal Record,

and the calculated drafts at the place of departure

such as San Pedro, San Francisco, or Puget Sound.

The drafts at the Panama Canal are used for the rea-

son that the canal authorities can by no stretch of the

imagination be accused of being interested parties

one way or the other. The vessels average approxi-

mately 7/8 inch per day decrease in draft from the

use of fuel, water, and stores from the time they leave

the port of departure until they reach the canal. As
the Panama Canal drafts are taken in the smooth water
of the locks they should be accurate. A possible mis-

take of an even foot would be noticeable.

The deep loading with lumber deck loads, as shown
in the table, is not a recent development but repre-

sents years of experience. It started with the wood
sailing vessels and progressed by degrees on the wood
steam schooners until at one period the vessels loaded

with the main deck as much as 16 inches under water.

It was the loading of the steam schooners that promp-
ted the loading of the larger vessels in accordance
with the present practice.

The steel steam schooners load approximately two
feet deeper than the ordinary cargo vessels, as will

be seen by vessel No. 4 in the table. Only one or two
of the steel steam schooners load with the deck under
water when loaded with lumber and as the negative

freeboard is only 3 inches it is not startling.

Pacific Coast Loading Safe.

The important thing that was demonstrated by the

Pacific Coast method of loading the lumber vessels

having a deck load was that the old freeboard tables

were wrong. The number of accidents has been so

small as to be negligible. The records show that in

about 25,000 voyages of ships going foreign and inter-

coastal there were only twenty-three accidents to the

deck load as follows:

Jettisoned or discharged deck load due to

stranding 5
Lost deck load due to collision 1

Heavy weather deck load shifted at sea but
not lost 5

Heavy weather lost or jettisoned part of

deck load at sea 10

Discharged deck load in port due to list,

broken pipes to double bottom, etc 2

Total 23

The above record speaks for itself and certainly is

no cause for alarm insofar as insurance rates are con-
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cerned. In only ten instances or 4/100 of 1 per cent.

was any part of the deck load lost or jettisoned due

to the weather, and, so far as can be learned, there

has been no loss of life that could be remotely attri-

buted to the deeper loading with lumber deck loads.

Not all vessels can be loaded to the drafts nivcn in

the table, as they do not have sufficient stability to

remain upright with the high deck load, and some are

of web frame construction that makes proper stowage

below decks impossible.

Experience gained with the present vessels proves

quite clearly that with a properly designed vessel

having beam enough to carry the deck load and quarter

subdivision of the double bottom the timber deck load

difference for vessels leaving the Pacific Coast can

be taken with perfect safety at 50 per cent, of the

full superstructure allowance of the present United

States Regulations instead of 33.25 per cent, as these

and the International Rules provide where the super-

structures cover 50 per cent, of the length of the ship.

This would make the Summer Timber Allowance 21

inches instead of 14 inches, as allowed by the Inter-

national Load Line Conference on the 400-foot ship.

In other words, for a vessel having a poop, bridge, and
forecastle equal to .50 of the length of the ship the

superstructure allowance with a timber deck load

would be 86 per cent, instead of 69.25 per cent., as

given in the United States Regulations, and the differ-

ence in the percentage of wells would be 100 instead

of G6.5, as given in the table accompanying the art-

icle in the November issue of the Pacific Marine Re-
view. The above freeboard allowance is practically

the same as the present Tropical Timber Allowance.
The Tropical Timber Allowance should apply to the

whole Pacific Coast as far north as Puget Sound, as

no distinction has been made in the accompanying
table between vessels sailing from Puget Sound, Gray's

Harbor, San Francisco, or San Pedro. They have been
taken as they came in regular order throughout the

three years without regard to summer or tropical sea-

son.

At this point I wish to make clear that at the pres-

ent time the name "Tropical Timber Load Line" has
been given to a mark that Pacific Coast experience

has shown has nothing to do with "tropical" as ap-

plied to seasons. There is one external condition that

affects a ship loaded with a lumber deck load from a

practical point of view and that is the formation of

ice from freezing weather. Ice affects the problem
because it alters the position of the vital centers of

the ship. It is only necessary to provide stability for

the formation of ice on the Atlantic Coast in the

months that freezing weather occurs.

Stability versus Seasonal

No distinction has been made in the loading of ships

on account of seasons on the Pacific Coast because

stability is the governing factor. If the ship is too

stiff, that is too stable, the deck load cannot be held

in place. The ship must ride easy whether there is a

storm or not; and if she rides easy a storm will not

affect her provided it is not accompanied by freezing

weather. Hence there should be a Timber Load Line

and an Ice Timber Load Line.

The table shows:

First—That 74 per cent, of the vessels loaded deeper

than the Tropical Timber Load Line and that this

deeper loading averaged 3.932 inches.

Second—That 21 per cent, of the vessels loaded

lighter than the Tropical Timber Load Line and that

the lighter loading averaged 0.619 inch.

Third—That 4 per cent, loaded even with the Tropi-

cal Timber Load Line.

Fourth—That 1 per cent, is a steel steam schooner

and loaded 25-5/8 inches below the Tropical Timber
Load Line.

Fifth—That the average decrease in draft between
Pacific Coast ports and the Panama Canal is 11.8542

inches.

Sixth—The average decrease in draft per day is

0.8913 inch.

We know definitely that these vessels suffered no
damage when loaded to as much as 9-7/8 inches deeper
than the Tropical Timber mark throughout the year,

and that there is a known average safety margin of

3.932 inches in draft if the Tropical Timber Mark
is used. How much more of a margin is present will

probably never be known; but we can conclude from
the absence of injury to life and property with the

The American steamship Lewis Luck-

enbach of the Luckenbach intercoastal

line, with 8.012,000 board feet of lum-

ber cargo. This is said to be a world
record for lumber cargo in a single ship.
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present practice of loading that the Tropical Timber
Mark is amply safe.

The Caribbean Sea has a season of hurricanes dur-
ing which it can be argued that lighter loading might
be advisable. There is a decrease in draft of practi-

cally 11 '2 inches from Pacific Coast ports to the Canal
and another 2 inches before the hurricane area is

reached, which would bring the vessel up out of the
water about 13' ^ inches. A decrease in draft of 13'^

inches would obliterate all of the Tropical Timber
Freeboard allowance and 61 2 to 7' '> inches of the

Summer Timber allowance, thereby bringing the ves-

sel to a draft 6^2 to 7' 2 inches less than she is per-

mitted to load throughout the entire year from the
Panama Canal by the new rules. In other words, the
vessel can take fuel at the canal eastbound of such
an amount as would increase her draft Gi/i to IV2
inches and still be within the permissible loading
draft upon leaving there. Furthermore, the double
bottom can be filled with salt water to bring the ves-

sel down to the draft when she left the Pacific Coast
and thereby regulate the stability.

Should the use of the Tropical Timber Freeboard
allowance not be correct it can easily be changed;
but it will be very much more difficult to increase it

than to decrease it after it is once established.
No claim is made that the present ship will be econ-

om.v;al with respect to speed and power for the reason
that it is not designed to float at a draft 21 inches
deeper; but new ships with the underwater body prop-
erly shaped to suit the conditions would prove that
the development has real merit. Also this allowance
will bring the large vessels down to about the limit

of practical draft for Pacific Coast harbors at low
tide.

Best Intercoastal Types

The application of the new load lines raises a ques-
tion regarding the types of vessels applicable to the
intercoastal trade. For the Grade A cargoes westbound
(that is, light cargoes carrying a high freight rate)

the three-deck ship with the strength carried to the
upper deck seems to be the best. Such a ship should
be of light scantlings with a tonnage opening to the
upper tween deck and should be fitted with a fore-

castle. The steering gear should be placed on the upper
deck in a deck house to avoid taking up space below
deck. The hatches should be about 26 to 28 feet long
on the weather deck and about one-third of the beam
of the ship or less in width. The hatches to the first

deck below should be two frame spaces longer and on
the second deck below four frame spaces longer to
provide means for getting lumber below. The hatches
should be placed closer to one end of the hold and
should have a set of winches and booms at each end
of the hatch. The beam of the ship should be greater
than the present practice to provide stability, and the
double bottoms should be carefully designed to pro-
vide stability when needed and by means of free sur-
faces of oil and water to take away excess stability
when loaded with light cargoes. Such a vessel could
carry a fair deck load of lumber and, by consultation
with the assigning authority, may be permitted to
enjoy some of the benefits of the timber load lines.

The mast partners, ventilators, and derrick posts if

fitted should be housed in a casing within the line of
the hatches to leave the deck cleai' between the hatch
coamings and the ship's side. The wing stowage could
then be completed and lashed and the center stowage
over the hatches dropped in afterwards.

For the Grade "B" cargoes (that is, the heavy car-

goes) the three-island ship is probably the best having
two decks with hatches in the lower deck longer than
on the weather deck. Such a vessel would have erec-

tions covering 0.6 of the length of the ship as this

percentage gives a little more carrying capacity for

the ship, as will be seen by referring to the article in

the November, 1930, Pacific Marine Review.

A deck load 16 to 19 feet above the deck should be

used and the beam of the ship regulated to give suf-

ficient stability eastbound. Considerable care should

be used in the design of the new vessels to provide

against mistakes that would shake the faith of the

owners, shippers, and underwriters; and the ships

should be furnished with all necessary stability data

in such simple form as to be readily understood by

the masters. The lumber skippers have the knowledge

now but their knowledge is not easily communicated
to masters that have no experience carrying lumber

deck loads.

Overcoming Fog Hazards
NEW method of sending out fog warning sig-

nals has been devised by the United States

Lighthouse Service which permits fog-bound

vessels to determine their distance from the ligl. '-

houses or lightships whose signals they can heat

through the fog. After nearly two years of experiment-

ing, both at the Virginia Capes and on the Great Lakes,

the Lighthouse Service of the Department of Commerce
now plans to make such signal service a regular part

of the work of four additional lighthouses on the Lakes
when navigation opens in the spring.

The overcoming of the fog handicap, which fre-

quently disrupts the sailing schedules of hundreds of

vessels or introduces a serious hazard in their navi-

gation, has been attempted in many ways, the new dis-

tance-finding means serving as an additional aid. Its

method of operation is quite simple, requiring no in-

tricate calculations, merely the possession of an ordin-

ary radio receiving set or a radio-compass.

The lighthouse or lightship sending distance find-

ing signals is equipped both with a radio-beacon and
a fog signal which sounds in air, such as a siren

or diaphone. Both of these pieces of equipment are

in regular use at the more important stations. At reg-

ular intervals, while the radio-beacon is broadcasting
its usual code signal, a long dash is sent. The radio

operator or observer aboard ship listens for this long
dash, noting the exact second on which it terminates.

With the termination of the radio broadcast dash the
fog signal sounds a blast, but as sound signals travel

comparatively slowly through the air, it is usually a
few seconds before the signal is heard aboard the ob-
serving ship. By counting the number of seconds in

this interval, the distance between the ship and the
sending station is easily determined, for the speed
at which sound travels is known.
During the past summer three stations on the Great

Lakes were equipped to send such distance-finding
signals, and mariners who observed the working of
the signals during test periods commented very favor-
ably upon them. These stations were at Whitefish
Point in Lake Superior, near the entrance to the St.

Mary's River; Detour Light Station, Lake Huron, at
the opposite end of the St. Mary's River; and at Mani-
tou Island, Lake Superior. Plans are now being made
to begin the operation of such signals at as many as
four other stations with the opening of navigation in
the spring.
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Improving

Marine Boiler Tube Experience
Showing How Operating Co^s can be Reduced by the Installation of

^ality Tubes and by Careful Operation and Maintenance

By Lieutenant C. A. Griffiths, U. S. Navy

THE Technical report of the British Boiler and countered with low pressures and low temperatures
Electrical Insurance Company for 1928 lists a are negligible when compared to those encountered
total of 192 major casualties to marine boilers with the modern high pressure installation. Good op-

during the forty-five-year period from 1882 to 1927 erating practice not only includes safety of the appa-
inclusive. A total of 188 deaths resulted from these ratus in the ship but the efficient management of it

casualties. The causes for the boiler failures as given as well. By the better management of an inefficiently

in the report are as follows: operated plant, the safety of the plant as well as the
Causes of casuality Number Percentage fuel economv will be increased. Application of ap-
Def.c.ency of water 82 42.6 proved methods of operation and the practice of good
Deposits 44 22.8 . . ... ... , , , ,

Corrosion 34 17.7
engineering principles will reduce the hazards to

Excessive pressure 13 6.8 which a boiler is exposed. When this is accomplished
Structural weakness 5 2.6 the saving will be reflected both in the cost of main-

e:!;^i"de?:^ration ::;;::::::=::::::::::::::::;: : \l
tenance and the safety of the boHer.

Not ascertained 6 3.1 Tube Manufacture
"777

iTinT)
^^ ^ chain is strongest only in its weakest link, so

The foregoing is illuminating in that it shows the is a boiler safest only in so far as its weakest tube

three largest classes of failures, amounting to 83.1 '^ safe. Tubes, therefore, offer the first hazard to be

per cent, of the total, to be due to lack of water, ac- overcome in the design of high pressure, high tem-

cumulation of deposits, and corrosion, named in the Perature steam boilers. Advancements in the art of

order of their magnitude. As features of design and tube manufacture have developed the seamless tube,

construction account for only 4.8 per cent, of the total "°w t^e generally accepted tube for high-pressure,

boiler casualties, the majority of the failures must, water-tube boilers. These tubes are manufactured from

therefore, be attributed to the boiler operation or billets of homogeneous steel by either a hot rolling

maintenance. o*" a cold drawing process.

Boiler design has kept pace with modern high pres- I" the manufacture of the tubes the steel billets are

sures and temperatures required in the fight for bet- ^i^st pierced, then rolled down to size in the hot roll-

ter fuel economy. As the complexity of a boiler in- i"^ process or cold drawn down to size in the cold

creases so do the ill effects that attacicthefuelconsump- drawing process. When the tubes are cold worked

tion and the safety of the boiler. The difficulties en- strains develop in the metal, which, if not relieved,

will greatly shorten the life of the tube by reducing its

^^—-^p"" -ij '^^"y'''*^.^ resistance to pressure and permitting intercrystalline

^./<C^''tes^V <\.,^^l)-*r*"^s. corrosion. These strains are removed by annealing as

y^Cl^^~^ "^"^ *^ "
'?^L..''4''^<\ ^ final step in the process of manufacture, which final

y^'^^^^* -^'^[^'"^l.^J^j^^^^*)*'^'''^^^. anneal consists in heating the finished tube to about

/^S^ i'^Cy/* \**-*^/^' • - -^^ 1300-1400 degrees Fahrenheit and allowing it to cool

/ ^\.:^\t'''^^'^-*^ ' . -'- " ¥\ slowly in air.

/t: - <ll'"o- ViN; ^1i-^^ . _ .,
~

/. ^ .V ^ Heat Treatment
/ '

C •<^^~^~<-^ ^' -^ -^'v V. A An iron without carbon possesses a large degree of

/
"

\-^^^^^\^,':i>^'"'sC'ii^ T:\ ductility and can be easily worked, but it is compara-
/ •-.-/ - J>s l-J-; "^ V i

-^ * -^1 tively low in tensile strength. A small amount of car-

.-.T^>^~,^ ,i ,-^'^'?i.''^x;^^^ '
I bon added to this iron, and the metal given the proper

I . - V -, .fx "!'• -'K rK ^^y^'^:^x^ I
heat treatment, will effect a compromise and while

1 ^ \^ (\. \ -^^^ ( 7^ P~ '
I

greatly increasing the tensile strength will still leave

\^^^,
• ^_ \(»'yj;>;J'. ?-T.t"^^;v<- ,, / it considerable malleability. A boiler tube to with-

\^'''^fZ:''''^^* "^Jlt-.^"^^'' Kt^^^-' '
^

•^J stand high pressures must have a high tensile strength;

YJf--^^-^i^v^_^^ /^>;.Vy*-^^^.- ~ '.' .. 7 to permit securing it to the drum by rolling it must

\^P^^^^^i/^-t^^'^^~f< -^iy-r--.^
'^" + - ' -

**- / have ductility. The low carbon steel made by the open

^•^u !f/H-'>v^'y-<"'~>*^.^
,

/' ^-/ hearth process has so far proved suited to meet these

\^^ ^<_;^ "*-*'At>^^^^'
A- '*-,-- \* */ fundamental requirements.

NS.!> '( l'^\^'^ • 'i^-f-i^'^^^^ Different heat treatment results in different cry-

^\/''U > 'T'"'!^ \^/i_^^^ stalline structure of the tubes. A fine grained tube
—^-L____l^ijJI—

^-^^ structure as viewed under a high power microscope

lig. 1. is shown in Fig. 1. This tube is of good quality and
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has a niiiiinuim amount of shiR. dirt, and other non-

metallif inclusions in the metal which would tend

to weaken the tube. The structure is brought out by

first giving the sample a high polish, then etching the

polished surface with picric acid which eats into the

metal between the grains and discloses the grain

boundaries under high magnification. In this sample

the nonmetallic particles are small in quantity and

evenly distributed.

Fig. 2 shows a sample of polished tube which has

not been etched to bring out the grain boundaries.

In this tube there are excessive amounts of foreign

matter and nonmetallic inclusions. These nonmetallic

inclusions may be oxidized impurities in the metal from

the refining process or they may result from the re-

action products of deoxidizers. To a limited extent they

Fig. 2.

may also be due to small pieces of refractory mater-

ials becoming detached from the ladles or furnace.

Nonmetallic Inclusions

In most cast metal articles the center of the orig-

inal billet remains the center of the finished object

and to a certain extent the full effect of the segregated

inclusions is not felt. In boiler tubes, however, the

center of the billet becomes the inner wall of the tube

and the nature of the piercing process is such that

any serious quantity of nonmetallic inclusions will

form the starting point for pits, laps, tears, slivers,

and cracks. Consequently, in the manufacture of boiler

tubes all steps are equally important if the finished

product is to be satisfactory; from the original billet

to the final anneal each process must be expertly per-

formed.
When the finished tube has been inspected for sur-

face imperfections, the dimensions checked, and the

grain size determined from metallographic inspection,

the tube is subjected to certain physical tests, the ob-

ject of which is to verify the strength of the tube, its

ductility, and malleability under various condition-.

A test coupon cut from the end of a tube is flattened

between parallel plates until the distance between

the plates is not over three times the wall thickne.-.-!

of the tube. Another coupon is expanded cold to 1-1 6

times its original diameter. On another coupon a flanKe

is turned, eciual in width to 18 of the tube diameter.

All the tubes are subjected to a hydrostatic pressure

and under none of these tests can defects or weak-

nesses appear. The art of tube manufacture has pro-

gressed to such a degree that tubes are made which

can meet these stringent tests and recjuirements with

a corresponding lengthened tube life.

Operation Progress

As the process of tube manufacture has advanced

with newer design of boilers, so must operation and

upkeep likewise progress in order to protect these

more costly boiler parts. Guided by the previously

mentioned report of casualties, it is safe to say that

the one most important factor entering into boiler

safety and life of the boiler tubes is the quantity and

quality of the feed water. Were it not for the con-

tinual flow of water through the tubes the heat of

the furnace, 2400-3000 degrees, would quickly melt

the tube metal. The safety of the boiler, therefore,

depends on an uninterrupted passage of water through

the tubes.

Fig. 3 illustrates the effects of insufficient water;

a ruptured tube. An analysis of the scale on the inter-

ior of the tube showed it to be practically all iron

oxide. When water is passed over red hot iron, scale

of this character is formed. That the tube ruptured

in the locality shown is probably due to the tube wall

being slightly thinned at this spot by local corrosion.

What probably happened was a deficiency in water

for a short period of time; then water again entered

the tube, which had become red hot, and a heavy oxide

formed which further weakened the tube. Weakened
to this extent the tensile strength of the metal was in-

sufficient to withstand the pressure and the tube

carried away. That only this tube out of the large num-
ber in the nest ruptured may indicate a temporary ob-

struction in the tube. Tubes adjacent to the one shown
were not burned or warped as would probably be the

case had the water in the boiler been allowed to fall.

Fig. 4 shows two failed tubes, failure being due to

corrosion of the tubes on the water sides. As water
in the tubes is vaporized into steam impurities in the

feed are deposited on the tube walls. These impurities

build up gradually in layers of egg shell thinness

while at the same time oxidation of the tube metal
continues. As these products of corrosion increase in

thickness they increase the thermal resistance which
the heat of the furnace must overcome to reach the

water in the tube and thereby permit local hot spots

to develop. When by this continued action the thick-

ness of the tube wall has been reduced to the point

where its strength will not hold the pressure within

the boiler, the tube will blister or bulge or finally

rupture. In the figure the eating away of the tube is

plainly discernible.

Feed Water Conditioning

Boiler water conditioning is one of the most import-

ant problems of the marine chief engineer. The im-

purities found in boiler water received from sources
ashore vary with the localities from which they come.
In general these impurities consist of two classes;

those in suspension in the water and those in solution.

l.'-i ihe the chief engineer of a shore power station,

the marine engineer cannot study the local water con-

ditions and prepare suitable chemical reagents to off-

set the effects of the impurities. As the ship must
IrP.vel in many different waters and receive waters
from ;)orts throughout the world, the problem must
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Fig. 4.

be approached by attempting to combat only the lar-

ger impurities.

Suspended matter can be removed from boiler feed

by filtration and to remove these particles the feed

system is equipped with a filter tank in which luffa

sponges arrest the suspended particles while allow-

ing the water to pass. Luffa sponges do not entirely

remove all suspended particles but they will prevent

the admission of larger particles and will hold non-

emulsifying oils and greases. Foreign matter in solu-

tion in boiler feed is partially removed by treating

the boiler water with certain chemicals. These chemi-

cals, soda ash, tannin, caustic soda, etc., precipitate

certain scale forming salts which have been held in

solution. The precipitated impurities are light and

porous and can be removed by blowing down or, if the

boiler is dumped, will not adhere too firmly to be easily

removed from the metal surfaces.

Pure Feed Water must be Kept Pure
With boiler feed properly treated with compounds

and luffa sponges kept in a state of cleanliness, the

next step in the treatment of feed water is to attack

impurities at the points of admission. Corrosion of iron

and steel is due to the admission of sea water, the

Above, Fig. 3. Below, Fig. 5.

presence of acids, and the presence of air. Oil in the
feed water will coat the boiler tubes and allow the
formation of local hot spots. Certain oils will sludge
and others after working produce an acid reaction.

In his preventative measures, the chief engineer
must make sure that all possible sources for the en-
trance of sea water are effectively blocked. He must
see that the lubricating oil he is using has a neutral
reaction and must prevent the admission of acids into
the feed from other sources. The formation of iron
o.xides must be prevented by deaerating the feed water
either in open feed heaters or in the hot well.

When dry steam is generated in a boiler, all of the
dissolved impurities in the feed water remain in the
boiler. The purest feed water obtainable must there-
fore be used. To illustrate the rapidity with which
these solids accumulate, assume for example that a
10-knot 2000-shaft horsepower vessel filled her re.s-

erve feed tanks with water containing 4 grains of
scale forming impurities to the gallon. On a 30-day
trip, if the engines used 15 pounds of steam per shaft
horsepower per hour, the boilers would evaporate 30,-

000 pounds, or approximately 3800 gallons per hour.
With a tight plant, the make up feed would amount to

approximately 5 per cent of the water evaporated,
which in this case would amount to 190 gallons per
hour. During the thirty-day trip the total make-up feed
used would amount to 30 x 24 x 190 136,800 gallons.

With 4 grains of impurities to the gallon there would
be deposited in the steaming boilers, 136,800 x 4 =

547,200 grains. At 7000 grains per pound this would
amount to 78.2 pounds of scale forming impurities
which would have to be removed at the end of the trip.

Clean Fireside Important

Fig. 5 shows a failed tube which resulted from ex-

ternal scale deposits on the tube. A chemical analysis
of the scale which formed on the fireside of the tube
showed a large percentage of iron oxide and some
iron sulphate. The formation of iron oxide was prob-
ably due to dampness combining with the dirt on the

tubes. The iron sulphate indicated the presence of sul-

phur in the fuel oil. Corrosion ate into the metal of the

tube until the wall thickness was insufficient to with-

stand the pressure from within, and the tube carried

away. Had better care and greater attention been paid

to the cleaning of the boiler the probability is that the

life of this tube would have been greatly lengthened.

The importance of clean fire sides cannot be over

emphasized. Not only does
the heat of the fire en-

counter a greater thermal

_ resistance through the
dirt and scale which it

must overcome before it

reaches the water within
the tube, but local over-

heating of the tube, which
will alter the grain struc-

ture and reduce its

strength, will also result.

The important part play-

ed by boiler tubes in the
marine steam plant can-

not be undei-estimated.

They are the lungs of the

installation where the

steam is generated, and
they must be treated ac-

cordingly.



Marine Refrigeration Simplified

A Series of Articles on the Handling of Perishable Products on

Shipboard from the Ship Operator's Standpoint

Part IV— Choice of System

By L. L Westling
(Cop>Tight 1931 hy Jai

THE choice of a system for any
particular installation is of-

ten but a matter of opinion of

the ship's owner. There are, how-

ever, characteristics which make
the various refrigerants particu-

larly adaptable to certain applica-

tions. Size of apparatus is an im-

portant item. Space aboard ship is

at a premium and in consequence
the refrigerant requiring small un-

its is advisable. The size of the

compression equipment varies with

the density of the gas. For this

reason carbon dioxide systems meet
with much favor. This system, how-
ever, requires a brine circulating

system, which deducts from the

saving as compared with direct ex-

pansion systems.

The ammonia system ranks sec-

ond on space occupied, and if used
in direct expansion a saving of

space is effected over the carbon
dioxide-brine plant.

The other commonly known re-

frigerants mentioned in the former
chapter are not generally used in

large marine plants. The low pres-

sure types can, however, be reduced
in size because of the fact that ro-

tary and high speed compressors
may be used. Plants using less than atmospheric pres-

sure almost invariably have a concentrated grouping

to facilitate few and rigid connections as a measure
of preventing leakage of air into the system. This

grouping necessitates brine circulation.

Safety aboard ship, especially on lai-ge passenger
ships, favors the use of carbon dioxide. Ammonia and
many other refrigerants are injurious to human life,

and in case of accident liberation of a large quantity

of these gases may result in catastrophe. However,
a'mmonia brine systems are common on passenger car-

rying vessels, the ammonia plant being confined to a

small, protected portion of the machinery space. On
freight ships direct expansion ammonia systems are

becoming increasingly popular, firstly because of the

low cost, and secondly because of the higher efficiency.

Cost of installation and operation are important fac-

tors. Direct expansion systems eliminate the need 'A

brine coolers or evaporators, brine pumps, return sump
tanks, and large diameter iiipe lines and cooler coils.

Typical carbon-dioxide brine circulation system.

with the greater cost of pipe insulation. The elimina-

tion of an additional step in heat transfer—namely,
gas to brine, and brine to chambers—permits of higher
thermal efficiency. Likewise, a much higher suction

pressure can be used which gives denser gas and
higher efficiency in the compressor plant. The cost

of maintaining the brine system is avoided, thereby
reducing materially the operating costs.

For freight ship stores, the direct expansion am-
monia system is most adaptable, and the machinery
is usually located in close proximity to the chambers.
With small refrigeration requirements, such as are

found in ships' pantries and bars, it is becoming the

accepted method to install small automatic domestic
plants. This obviates the necessity of installing long
brine leads which subject the main brine plant to un-
necessarily high working pressures or else require-

an ;.,i'ependent brine circulator. In many cases the-

insulated brine leads have to be enclosed within panel
work, ".'hich is not desirable. In using the small auto-
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matie plant, it is good practice to have two units, one

as a stand-by.

Brine systems are higher in initial cost, lower in

operating efficiency, and have higher maintenance
costs, but there are other outstanding features that

make their use advisable. In case of a compressor
plant shutdown, the large quantity of cold brine in

the system will absorb great quantities of heat. The
continued circulation through the coils will result in

a very slow drop in chamber temperatures. In the di-

rect expansion system the liquid of the receiver is

soon dissipated, the pressures equalize, and all refrig-

eration ceases. Brine acts as a thermal "flywheel" in

refrigei'ation. In regular operation the flow of brine
is very easily regulated and abrupt changes are not
easily produced. The throttling of refrigerant liquids

or gasses is harder to control than brine and require

much closer supervision to prevent a greatly varying
chamber temperature.

Brine may be fmade of sodium chloride (common salt)

or of calcium chloride. The latter chemical, which is

less corrosive, is more rapidly dissolved and is gener-
ally used.

Calcium chloride is the brine usually used aboard
ship. The brine should not contain more calcium chlor-

ide than conditions require, as an excess might cause
a precipitation of the solid matter in pipes and coils

causing a sluggish or clogged system. Ammonia leaks

to calcium brine should be prevented as it causes a
sediment to precipitate in the system. Ammonia leaks
in calcium chloride brine may be detected by drawing
a sample and adding phenolphthalein indicator for the
pink color test. Litmus paper will show a blue color
test with either sodium or calcium brine. Herewith
is a table showing calcium chloride brine characteris-
tics.

Correction—In the second installment of this ar-

ticle, published in the January issue of Pacific Marine
Review, there appeared an illustration showing a typi-

cal wet and dry bulb thermometer. The caption under
this illustration was in error. It should have read
"Sling Psychrometer" and not "Sling Cyclometer."

Editorial Note
These articles by L. L. Westling are drawing

much attention and comment. We wish again
to impress on our readers the fact that Mr.
Westling is writing to SIMPLIFY the theory,

design, and application of refrigeration aboard
ship. All tables of properties of refrigerants,

insulating materials, and other factors are

made as simple as possible to cover practical

conditions in ship operation.

For instance, our attention has been directed
by an authority to the fact that the conduc-
tivity of insulating materials, and particularly

of granulated cork, changes very perceptibly
over a range of temperatures and that Mr.
Westling's table of this property, as published
in the January Pacific Marine Review, would
therefore be misleading. Mr. Westling, in com-
mon with every engineer who has had any
large experience with insulation, knows very
well that conductivity changes with tempera-
ture. He knows also that over the ordinary re-

frigeration range this change is very small and
he has therefore made the table for the mean
conductivity of this range of temperatures. As
a matter of fact, in the practical job of figur-

ing insulation, marine operating conditions
throw so many variables into the picture that
the application of the necessary safety factor
far more than absorbs any slight variation of

conductivity in the temperature range involved.

The figures and the facts set forth in this

series of articles are those which have been
found in operating experience to best meet
marine refrigeration problems. These figures

and facts are stated in simple language in the

manner which the author has found best adap-
ted for conveying his ideas and conclusions

to the minds of marine operating personnel.

Suggestions and constructive criticism will

be thankfully received.

Calcium Chloride (CaCl,)

Lbs. Lbs.

Degrees Specific Degrees 'oCaCl2
CaCb

per Gallon
of Solu-

fVeez-
Degrees Specific Degrees %CaCl2 CaCU

per Gallon

of Solu-

tion

Freez-

ing

1 Point

°F,

Baume
60°F.

Gravity
60760°F.

Salometer
60°F.

by
Weight

Point

°F.

Baume
60°F.

Gravity
60760°F

Salometer
60°F.

by
Weight

(Approx.) 1 (.\pprox.)

1.000 -1-32. 16.8 1.131 68 15 tV2 12.2

1. 1.007 4 1 31.1 17.8 1.140 72 16 10.

2.1 1.015 8 2 30.4 19. 1.151 76 17 7.5

3.4 1.024 12 3 H 29.5 20. 1.100 80 18 3 4,6

4.5 1.032 16 4 28.6 21. 1.169 84 19 -hl.7

5.7 1.041 22 5 27.7 22. 1.179 88 20 —1.4
6.8 1.049 20 6 26.6 23. 1.188 92 21 3H 4.9

8. 1.058 32 7 25.5 24. 1.198 96 22 8.6

9.1 1.067 30 8 24.3 25. 1.208 100 23 11.6

10.2 1.076 40 9 Wi 22.8 26. 1.218 104 24 4 17.1

11.4 1.085 44 10 21.3 27. 1.229 108 25 21.8

12.5 1.094 48 11 19.7 28. 1.239 112 20 27.

13.5 1.103 52 12 2 18.1 29. 1.250 116 27 i\i 32.6

14.6 1.112 58 13 16.3 30. 1.261 120 28 39.2

15.6 1.121 62 14 14.3 31. 1.272 124 29 46.2

32. 1.283 128 30 5 —54.4



Diesel Engine Lubrication

Part II. A Discussion of the Special Problems Inrolved in the Lubrication

of Diesel Power Cylinders

By Arthur M. Tode
Diesel Engineer, Technical Department, The Texas Company

IN
many diesel engine plants from two to four lub-

ricating oils of different viscosities are being used

to lubricate one type of engine. Recent tests have
indicated that this condition can be eliminated in

many cases, especially on small sized engines. Actual

experience has proved that a lubricating oil may be

suitable for the power cylinders, and yet not have a vis-

cosity so high as to preclude its use on bearings. The
same oil may also be suitable for air compressor use.

The selection of lubricants for a diesel engine plant

or a motorship should be strictly on the basis of qual-

ity, involving chemical characteristics to insure prop-

erly refined oils containing no impurities, and on vis-

cosity to insure proper grade. Neither oil color nor

density signify as special properties in the selection

of a lubricant. When light, medium, or heavy oils are

mentioned, it is the viscosity which is indicated. Light

means low viscosity and heavy means high viscosity.

Excessive friction may result from the use of an oil

of either too high or too low viscosity. Too high a vis-

cosity will give a good film but the friction in the oil

will be excessive. If the viscosity is too low the film

may be broken. The physical characteristic viscosity

is, therefore, of supreme importance in the selection

of a lubricant as it is a measure of the ability of the

oil to maintain the proper film under given conditions

of speed, pressure and temperature.

Successful diesel engine cylinder lubrication is de-

pendent on four factors; namely:

1. The use of properly refined oil.

2. Application of sufficient, though never exces-

sive, amounts.

3. Delivery through oil-ways so located that the pis-

ton and rings will receive the maximum of this

charge.

4. Application at exactly the right time.

Two-Cycle vs. Four-Cycle

Irrespective of whether a diesel is of the 4-cycle or

the 2-cycle type, there is little, if any, difference with
respect to the lubricating oil best suited for their

power cylinders. As some of the lubricant in a 2-cycle

engine cylinder is usually scraped off from the piston

and piston rings while passing the scavenging and
exhaust ports, the oil consumption is generally slight-

ly higher than that of a 4-cycle engine of equivalent

cylinder size. Too great an oil feed with 2-cycle eng-

ines is frequently a contributing cause of excessive

deposits in the scavenging air ports and the exhaust
ports.

In the 4-cycle engine there is not the heat devel-

oped during operation, nor is the lubricant on the

cylinder walls subjected to the high velocity and vap-

orizing action of the exhaust gases as in the 2-cycle

type. The difference in temperature is not, however,

great enough to require special consideration in con-

nection with cylinder lubrication. In the 4-cycle type

of diesel the pressure is relieved during the second

stroke. As a result the oil is more readily spread over

the cylinder liner and materially facilitates the slid-

ing action of the piston and rings during the subse-

quent strokes of the cycle.

The large double-acting, 2-cycle engine requires

special consideration as far as cylinder, piston, and
stuffing box are concerned because of the relatively

large heat flow. Four-cycle engines add the complica-

tion of an elaborate valve gear, though even when
double acting they do not have such severe heat con-

ditions.

Piston Seal and Oil Film

The high pressure gases above the piston of a diesel

engine are only prevented from leaking through be-

tween the piston and cylinder wall by properly fit-

ted rings in conjunction with the lubricating film.

The lubricating oil film must be maintained under
two distinct conditions of operation; i.e., high temper-

ature and high pressure. The higher the temperature

of the products of combustion the hotter are the ad-

jacent parts, and consequently the thinner the oil film

separating the metal surfaces. The greater the gas

pressure, the more difficult it is to maintain a lubri-

cating film between the rubbing surfaces. The upper

piston rings bear the brunt of these operating condi-

tions.

Effect of Temperalure on Oil Film

A large portion of the cylinder wall over which the

piston passes is swept by flame every stroke in a 2-

cycle engine, and every other stroke in a 4-cycle eng-

ine. This flame starts out with a temperature of at

least 2000 degrees Fahrenheit. The maximum temper-

atures of the gases in diesel engine cylinders range

in the neighborhood of 2700 degrees Fahrenheit, or

even higher. If a lubricating oil film were exposed to

such temperatures the lubricant would soon be burned
away completely no matter how carefully the oil had
been refined nor how high its flash point.

The gas temperature decreases as expansion of the

burning charge and exhaust takes place. It gradually

rises during the compression stroke. The minimum
temperature is in the neighborhood of 250 degrees

Fahrenheit, while the average during a complete cycle

is pi-obably about 950 degrees Fahrenheit.
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While experiments made with thermocouples placed

close to the inner surface of cylinder walls, as well as

in the heads of moving pistons, have revealed the tem-

peratures at these points yet it is practically impos-

sible to obtain the actual temperatures of the surfaces.

It is however, assumed that the cylinder walls have

a temperature of only about 30 degrees Fahrenheit

above that of the circulating water. So long as the circu-

lating water is not boiling it is safe to assume that

the cvlinder wall temperature is not above 250 de-

grees " Fahrenheit and the temperature of the piston

not many degrees higher. Therefore, with a proper

cylinder and piston circulating medium the high tem-

perature of the gases need cause no great concern.

Most oils used for diesel engine cylinder lubrication

have a flash point higher than 350 degrees Fahren-

heit. Lubricating oil does not burn readily and, furth-

ermore, the time in the cylinder is short. An engine

running at only 100 revolutions per minute would ex-

pose the lubricated surface of the cylinder to the ac-

tion of the flame for less than one-quarter of a sec-

ond At higher speeds the time allowed for the oil to

burn is so short that a flash point of 300 degrees

Fahrenheit would probably be sufficiently high for

usual operating conditions.

In single-acting diesels the highest cylinder wall

temperatures are, of course, at the top and the lowest

temperatures at the bottom. In double-acting engines

both ends of the cylinder have high temperatures,

while the lowest temperatures prevail in the center.

The operating factors on which the temperatures de-

pend include the temperature, the velocity, and the

quantity of cooling water, the quantity of heat nec-

es.sarv to be conducted per unit of area through the

cylinder walls, the diameter of the cylinder, the thick-

ness of the liners, and the load developed by the eng-

ine.

Effect of Pressure on Oil Film

With pressures rapidly increasing during the com-

pression stroke, until a maximum of about 500 pounds

per square inch is reached in the cylinders of a diesel

engine, it is the duty of the oil film to reduce leak-

age of the compressed gases to a minimum. The gases

will tend to escape past the split of each piston ring

as well as past the clearance between each ring and

its groove This causes pressure to build up behind

the rings. The highest pressure is, naturally, behind

the uppermost ring and is nearly as great as that on

the piston head itself; it decreases gradually behind

each succeeding ring until it is practically negligible

behind the lowest ring.

These pressures tend to force the rings, particu-

larly those nearest the top of the piston, against the

cylinder wall, producing a sqeezing action. The oil

film is therefore, depended upon to support the pres-

sure of the rings, while at the same time it must effec-

tively seal them against blowby during the compres-

sion and power strokes.

Effect of Cylinder Size on Oil Film

With two cylinders of different diameters but equal

mean effective pressures, the products of combustion

will lose their heat less rapidly in the cylinder having

the larger dimension.

Small bore cylinders are more easily lubricated. Al-

though the cviinder wall area increases only as the

bore, the amount of heat liberated increases as the

square of the diameter and the greatly increased heat

effect is probably due to radiant dissipation of heat.
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This has been shown experimentally to be a very im-

portant factor in heat loss from the burning charge

to the walls.

Combined with the unavoidably greater thickness

of cylinder liners in the larger engine, the tempera-

ture difference between the cooling water and the gases

in the cylinder will tend to increase. Furthermore, the

increased cylinder wall thickness tends to reduce the

heat ab.sorbed by the cooling water and. therefore,

augments the temperature of the oil film. As the tem-

perature of the oil film is greater with large cylinders

than with small ones the former require the use of a

somewhat higher viscosity oil for efficient lubrica-

tion.

Combined Effect of Temperature and Pressure

The high temperature of combustion in a diesel

cylinder occurs simultaneously with the high pressure.

Under such conditions the lubricant must be able to

spread rapidlv on cylinder walls and to replenish its

own lubricating film. It must have film strength even

when exposed to high combustion temperatures as

well as the pressures to which it is subjected through

the piston rings, and it must maintain a complete pis-

ton seal effectively under all conditions. Cylinder

liner wear is generally greatest at the combustion

ends of the cylinders where maximum temperatures

and pressures exist.

Oxidizing Influences

Regardless of the base of crude oil from which lub-

ricating oils are made or of the refining methods used,

oxidation takes place after a certain temperature is

Improper methods for application of lubricating oils

to the power cylinder may form undesirable products

in the new oil iDefore it reaches the pistons. These un-

desirable products formed by oxidation increase fric-

tion, which results in high cylinder liner and piston

ring wear.

The necessary details to be considered in the control

of oxidation are the arrangement of the lubricating

oil piping, the lubricating oil injection tubes in cyl-

inders, the size of lubricating oil ports in the cylinder

liner, and the design of the mechanical lubricator.

Points of Cylinder Oil Delivery

The number of points at which the lubricant should

be applied to the piston will depend on the type and

size of the engine. Two to four oil holes equidistantly

located in the cylinder wall will generally suffice

although this will, of course, depend on the bore ot

the cylinder. Thev are usually located between the

first two piston rings when the piston is at its lovyest

point, although in some engines the oil supply points

are found above such positions. In the 2-cycle eng-

ine care is taken that none of these oil holes are lo-

cated in line with the exhaust ports, for otherwise

the exhaust gases would tend to carry off a certain

amount of lubricant which would be wasted.

It is now more or less standard practice to use a

separate pump plunger of the mechanical lubricator

for each point of oil introduction. This is desirable

to insure positive lubrication at each point. The exact

location of the oil feed to the cylinders represents

the manufacturer's idea of how lubrication is best

accomplished. Some designers have even gone so far

as to synchronize the time of lubricating oil delivery

with the lowest position of the piston.
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Quantity of Cylinder Oil Feed

Few subjects are more frequently discussed in re-

lation to diesel engine operation than the amount of

lubricating oil necessary for efficient cylinder lubri-

cation. No general figure can be stated, as this is de-

pendent upon such factors as the type and construc-
tion of the engine, grade and quality of the oil, the
method of application, the number of oil feeds, and
the kind of lubricant employed. While certain figures

based on a definite number of drops per minut-^ could
be quoted, dependent upon ideal operating conditions,

it is still very desirable that a certain amount of ex-

perimentation be carried out for practically every oil

will vary in its lubricating ability, according to its

viscosity and manner of refinement.

Oil engine operators should always be guided by
the recommendations of the manufacturers of each
type of engine, and by their own close observation of

the condition of the engine cylinder walls, so they
can gradually reduce the amount of lubricating oil

to the most economical degree. Where a mechanical
force feed lubricator is used, capable of feeding oil

in synchronization with the strokes of the pistons it is

frequently possible to control the oil feed so accurately
as to approximate the theoretical requirements of the
engine for the particular oil in service.

While cylinder lubrication is often carried out sep-

arately, with engines of the enclosed crankcase splash-

oiled type a certain amount of lubrication will be der-

ived from the vaporous fog of lubricant which is pres-

ent in the crankcase during operation. Naturally this

should justify a certain amount of reduction in the
oil feed to the cylinders themselves.
Experience has also shown that lubrication should

be positive and uniform; otherwise rings will be worn
and may even become stuck, with an appreciable loss

in compression. The wristpin, for example, will also

be affected. This part on certain engines will be sub-
jected to relatively high temperatures, with but little

opportunity for reducing this heat, unless it is cooled
mechanically. More attention should be paid to the
condition of the oil film than to the quantity.

Using Heavy Fuels

When heavy fuels are burned the rate of lubrication

to the cylinders must be increased. While figures re-

garding the percentage increase above that specified

for normal diesel fuels cannot be definitely stated

because of the many factors involved yet they can
be expected to vary from 10 to 30 per cent, and higher
above the regular consumption. Even with satisfac-

tory combustion conditions trouble may arise with con-

tamination of the piston lubricant by unburnt fuel.

Immediate attention should be given to the fuel valve
as soon as any indication of dribbling or faulty atom-
ization becomes evident. Where a piston is in a very
dirty condition the addition of about 20 per cent, ker-

osene to the lubricating oil in the mechanical lubri-

cator will assist materially in keeping the piston clean

and avoiding piston grunting. Under such conditions
the rate of oil fed to the cylinders must be increased
to compensate for its reduced lubricating properties.

Over-Lubrication

It cannot be too strongly stressed that excessive lub-

rication of the cylinders is detrimental in the long run
to satisfactory diesel operation. In small high speed
engines where cylinders are lubricated by oil thrown
from the bearing system, operators have no control
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over the rate of feed. In such cases baffle plates and
scraper rings are depended upon to prevent excessive
quantities of the lubricant reaching the walls and over-
lubricating them.

Effect of Carbon Deposits

With fuel so regulated as to give a clear exhaust
and by using only sufficient oil to lubricate the cyl-

inder, carbon troubles will be reduced to the minimum.
An over-lubricated cylinder will always cause trouble
from carbon. Such deposits may restrict the area of
the exhaust, preventing proper scavenging. This will

lower the volumetric efficiency, with the result that
cylinder temperatures may rise, lubrication will be
impaired, wear will be increased, seizing of the pis-

tons and loss of power may occur and there will,

of course, be excessive lubricating oil consumption.
Excessive deposits in piston ring grooves are a com-
mon cause for improper functioning of the rings. Such
deposits result in blowby of the gases, the destruction
of the oil film, and excessive wear of both rings and
cylinder liners. Deposits collecting on valve seats and
spindles are directly responsible for leakage and loss

of power.

Importance of Piston Ring Fit

The effective distribution of a lubricant in a diesel

engine cylinder will depend to a certain extent on the
fit of the piston rings. Loose rings not only decrease
the effectiveness of a lubricating oil, but also cause
a loss of compression and of power. The loss of com-
pression and passage of hot gases which will result

naturally tends to cause overheating of the lower parts
of the cylinder and piston, the oil film being either

burned or dried up prematurely. Fortunately, however,
there is not the same opportunity for dilution of the

lubricating oil occurring as exists in the carburetor
type of engine, due to the fact that fuel charge is

burned to practical completeness as fast as it enters
the combustion chamber.
On the other hand, where the rings are too tight a

scraping action will be exerted over the cylinder walls,

the lubricating film often being broken or at least dan-
gerously reduced. To counteract this possibility cer-

tain authorities advise slight beveling of the upper
edges of the top piston rings in order to facilitate

their sliding over the oil film on the up stroke.

Tight, improperly set rings may also lead to the

seizure of pistons, especially where the lubricating

film is not perfect, where an excessive amount of oil

has been supplied or in case imperfect combustion is

occurring. With certain grades of oil an excess of this

latter will develop gummy residues due to their lack

of free-burning characteristics. While the engine is

hot, naturally these residues will be relatively pliable,

though in all probability extremely viscous. On shut-

ting down, however, they will often congeal to such
an extent as to practically seal or freeze the piston

to the cylinder, rendering subsequent starting a diffi-

cult proposition. The removal of the pistons from the

cylinders is made difficult by such conditions. Upon
removal the pistons may have the appearance of solid,

cylindrical plugs, owing to the ring's being embedded
in what appears to be hard carbon. Attempts to re-

move the rings by any of the usual means will un-

doubtedly cause breakage, but if the flame of a small

burner is played on the piston a few moments the

deposit will soften up and the rings will spring free,

permitting easy removal in the usual way.



Safety Work and Operating Profit

By Robert F. Hand

Vice-Preiidcnt and Assistant General Manager, Standard Shipping Company

TIIR majority of American shipowners are covered
by P. & I. Insurance. Some have this insurance
on a flat-rate basis and others are entered in

mutual P. & I. associations.

In determining the cost of flat-rate protection, it is

astonishing how many operators "wink" at safety work,

the very thing which, when wholeheartedly carried out,

can save them thousands of dollars annually. It is self-

evident that if one can reduce his accident frequency
rate this year he stands a clear-cut chance of having a

reduction effected in his P. & I. premium for the .suc-

ceeding year. By keeping statistics on his accident
frequency and knowing positively that the number of

accidents this year proportionately to the total num-
ber of employees has decreased, with a coincidental

decrease in cost of compensation, medical and hospi-

talization expenses to his underwrtiers, he will have
a convincing argument to submit to them for a lower

rate for next year.

Practically the same situation exists for those op-

erators who enter their ships in the mutual clubs, ex-

cepting that the reduction in accidents may not re-

flect as accurately in the lowering of the P. & I. rates

in the succeeding year for the reason that there is

always the possibility of there being one or more com-
panies in the membership of the mutual club that do

not religiously carry out accident prevention cam-
paigns, which deficiency naturally is reflected in the

cost to the club.

Not only in the premium rates, however, are the

ship operators' pocketbooks affected. Let us examine
the deductible franchises. Some P. & I. insurance un-

derwriters of late have increased the deductible fran-

chises for personal injury cases. During the year 1930,

in the Standard Shipping Company, the amount re-

maining uncollectible from the P. & I. club out of

the claims submitted for lost-time personal injury

expenditures, due to the $.50 deductible franchise
clause, equalled IT'o per cent, of these expenditures.
Adding to this uncollectible percentage other costs

such as doctors' fees, expenditures in lost-time cases
which amounted to less than $50, plus payments in

minor cases where no lost-time was involved, brought
the amount borne by the company to 25 per cent, of

the total disbursements for personal injuries. The
total expense in 37 per cent, of all of our lost-time

accidents was assumed by the company.

There are also indirect costs which are both tang-
ible and intangible. Tangible indirect costs include
such items as damage to ships' equipment in major
accidents which are usually covered by hull insur-
ance, with heavy premium expense and high deduc-
tible franchise. The intangible indirect costs are losses
not readily measured in dollars and cents, such as lost

time of injured seamen on board ship from time of
accident to time of pay-off and hospital. This often
runs into several days and may run to weeks, and al-

though the wages continue by reason of the Shipping

Agreement, these wages are not chargeable to P. & I.

insurance.

It is necessary sometimes to divert a ship and land
an injured man for immediate hospitalization. The
P. & I. club will stand the putting-in expenses, such
as extra fuel, provisions, and stores consumed, but
will not reimburse the shipowner for the extra wage
loss or for the delay to the ship. This delay, which
usually results in throwing a ship off schedule, may
also result in demurrage of other ships, due to the
vessel arriving behind time, and thus delaying dock-
ing, discharging, or loading.

The necessity for having some one employed within
the company's organization, also, to specialize in the
handling of personal injury claims, and the great
amount of paper work entailed are sources of further
costs.

While all personal injury accidents cannot be elim-
inated, nevertheless, with a large fleet such as the
Standard Shipping Company possesses there is a sharp
need for continuous safety education and work; other-
wise the accident frequency rate would become so

high that the regular office force would be unable to

handle all of the claims efficiently. Hence reduction
in the number of personal injury accidents tends to

hold down office expense, especially when claims arise
such as in our company, in practically all of the im-
portant ports of the world.
As only a very small percentage of accidents occur

in the home port of the company, there is a consider-
able amount of correspondence involved between the
main office and outports. This is true, not only in

reference to the injured person, but also in replacing
him; and, of course, the expense incurred in connec-
tion with this replacement is charged to the operating
account and not to the P. & I. club.

Tied up with the accident frequency rate is the
severity rate. Quite naturally, the longer a man's per-
iod of disability, the greater may be the cost of the
settlement which he may secure. First-aid treatment
administered as soon as possible after the accident
will cut down the period of disability and probably
result in a substantial reduction in the total cost of
the case.

Other points bearing on costs with respect to per-
sonal injury accidents include the presence on board
ship of an adequate medicine chest, periodic inspec-
tion to see that this chest is well supplied and to make
certain that the officer in charge of this chest and of
rendering first-aid treatment familiarizes himself, be-
fore an accident occurs, with the knowledge neces-
sary to dispense the remedies intelligently. This of-
ficer should also be instructed to render his treatment
immediately upon learning of an accident and to
promptly submit an official report to the management.

In conclusion, therefore, let me say simply this:
"Lower your accident frequency and severity rates,
and the saving attained will reduce your cost of oper-
ation."



Navigation on the Columbia River

Part III. Decline of River Navigation on the Upper Columbia and the Beginnings

of Modern Development for Ejfcient Canalization

^y Charles F. A. Mann

Bird's-eye \*ie\v of the

Godi in thi

ITH the coming of the

Union Pacific in 1882 and
later the Seattle, Portland

and Spokane Railroad, or the North
Bank Line, great bridges were
thrown across the Columbia at

many points. Some of the most mag-
nificent structures in America now
span the mighty Columbia at a doz-

en strategic points. Highways in

later years brought many small con-

necting links across the Columbia,

both state and privately operated.

It was not until 1916, however, that

the State of Oregon was connected

with an east-west highway through

the Columbia Gorge, above the

railroad on the south bank, that

drove away the river boats. It will

not be until 1931 that the state of

Washington finishes its new Ever-

green Highway on the north bank
above the other railroad.

Meanwhile time has brought still

a third method of transportation

that uses the Columbia River Gorge through the Cas-

cade Mountains. That is the airplane, which finds

steady winds and a lighted pair of banks above a

broad river to lead them from the Coast to Pasco. The
never failing and often strong west wind that blows

through the gorge aids airplanes today .iust as it did

the first navigator of the upper river when he ran a

light-draft schooner with a leg-of-mutton sail up to the

mouth of the Snake.

Throughout all this period of expansion and change,

the coming of highways and railroads, and even air-

planes, the produce of the Columbia Basin grew by

leaps and bounds and commerce increased rapidly.

Portland grew, and its pioneer capitalists invested

their fortunes in banks, land, and industries and built

a rich city on the Willamette,

Citizens of Portland interested in river transporta-

tion began advocating improvements and brought pres-

sure on their state government and on Congress as

early as 1870. In 1878 the first surveys of the Colum-

bia River were made below Portland; and a program
was at once laid before Congress for the deepening of

the lower Columbia Channel and the construction of

jetties at the wide mouth of the river at Astoria to

make it scour a deeper channel through its own bar.

This work began in 1884 and was finished a (|uarter

of a century later at a cost of $16,000,000. There are

two jetties; the South Jetty, seven miles long, and the

North Jetty, two and a half miles long. The hydraulic

nozzle formed by these jetties has effectively deepened

Cascade Rapids on the Columbia River with the Bridge ^i the

background and Cascade Locks and Canal at the left.

the channel to a maximum of 46 feet at low water.

Work on the Columbia River jetties was in charge of

G. B. Hegardt, then with the U. S. Army Engineers and

at the present time General Manager and Chief Engin-

eer of the Port of Oakland.
In 1878. work by the U. S. Army Engineers toward

surveying and establishing a channel in the Columbia

between Portland and Astoria had been started, with

a program of constructing contraction jetties in the

river and checking carefully the annual deposit of silt

at about 70 points in the river bed. This work has been

going on for half a century and a 35-foot channel has

now been practically stabilized, after a total expendi-

ture for new construction of about $11,000,000 and

another like amount for maintenance.

In 1891 the famous Port of Portland Commission was
organized and began hammering away with a fleet of

dredges on the shallow Willamette River to make a

deep harbor for Portland, straightening the crooked

channel and filling in great areas of muddy river flats.

This commission has expended about $15,000,000 on

this work since its organization, besides aiding the

Army Engineers each year, after the June flood in the

Columbia recedes, with the dredges for use in remov-

ing the fresh silt deposits in the river, amounting to

about 5,000.000 cubic yards each season.

Harljor and hydraulic experts the world over have re-

cognized the achievements of the engineers in charge;

and the names of Colonel G. R. Lukesh of the U. S. Army
(Please turn to Page 130)
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Scenes on

the Upper

Columbia

Above: Aerial view of irrigated

farms at Pasco. Oregon, at the junc-

tion of the Columbia and the Snake
Rivers. At left: Famous Columbia
River excursion steamer Bailey Gat-

zert entering Cascade Locks on
their official opening, 1913. Below:

Aerial view of the Celilo Rapids

showing locks and canal and Union
Pacific Railroad Bridge.



Some Observations on

Safety in Salvage Operations
IVith ItJterefling Examples from Pradical Experience Showing the Risks Involved

from Eire, Gas, Cables, and "Bends"

By Captain W. N. Davis,

Merritt-Chapman & Scott Corporation

IN
THE salvage of distressed vessels there are. of

course, many hazards to be encountered; and if

some salvage cases are to be brought to a success-

ful conclusion, the personnel must accept considerable
risks. As in all other hazardous occupations, how-
ever, a knowledge of the dangers to be met is one of

the most effective safeguards against them.
It must be recognized that there are many locations

where, for weeks at a time, more or less danger is in-

volved in every trip to or from a stranded vessel. The
proper kind of boats and, above all, experience and
care can lessen the danger; nothing can do away with
it entirely.

In the old days of wooden ships, terrible risks often

were necessary to take the crew off a stranded vessel

or for the salvage crew to get away with bad weather
coming on and the ship in imminent danger of break-
ing up. But today, with strong steel ships of large

size, the ship is very often safer than the best of life-

boats and one is wiser to remain aboard than to risk

life in getting off in a small boat.

I recall many instances where lives were lost in the

attempt to get off a stranded vessel, when later events
proved that the vessel itself would have been an en-

tirely safe refuge. It was about thirty years ago when
the British steamer Ariosto stranded on the coast of

North Carolina, near Hatteras Inlet. There was a
heavy swell prevailing at the time and the ship was
swung broadside on the outer bar that parallels the
beach at a distance of several hundred feet. The
steamer was loaded with a full cargo of wheat and
cotton and, as she rolled and pounded, beating up on
the bar, she commenced to leak badly and soon the

water in the engine room was rising fast. It was de-

cided to leave her. Rockets were sent up for assistance.

The night was so dark and cloudy that the beach
could not be seen. The captain thought they were on
the dreaded Hatteras Shoals and the order was given
to launch the lifeboats on the lee side. The two boats
were lowered and the entire crew, with the exception
of the captain, the chief engineer, and the third offi-

cer, got into them. Just then a Coast Guard patrol

discovered the ship and, standing on the beach abreast
of her, burned his red flare to show the ship that he
had seen her. The captain, realizing that help was
near, advised the men to come back on board and a

few of them did so from the second mate's boat, which
was leaking badly. But the sight of that red flare burn-
ing on the beach was too much for the others, and, with
a cheer, the boats started for the beach. No sooner
were the boats away from the shelter of the ship than

they both capsized and not a man reached the beach
alive. Thirty-one lives were lost. This happened on
Christmas Eve and, from the following day until the
end of March, a salvage crew lived on the ship, in

safety if not in comfort. The cargo of cotton was
saved, the wheat thrown overboard, the ship was
pumped and patched, and had it not been for bad luck
with the weather, the ship herself would have been
saved.

In 1917, a Coast Guard cutter lowered a lifeboat to

endeavor to take the crew off the stranded tanker
Louisiana, ashore near Ocean City, Maryland. The
first boat capsized, and a second boat sent to the res-

cue shared the same fate, with the loss of both boats'

crews. The shipwrecked crew of the Louisiana re-

mained on board until the weather improved, and a

few days later the ship was floated by salvage forces.

On the other hand, when a ship is on one of the out-

lying shoals, has water in her, and the weather threat-

ens, it is good practice to go while the going is good.

There have been numerous instances where nothing
but the masts of large steamers have been left showing
above water after a heavy storm. To sum up, when a

breeches buoy can be rigged to the shore, it is good
practice to rig it; but when one cannot have this "line

of retreat" to fall back on. e.xperience and judgment
must decide the best course.

Fire Hazards
The hazard of fire on shipboard is universally

feared and when a ship strands or partially sinks, with

the consequent relaxing of discipline, this danger be-

comes even more serious; especially is the hazard mul-

tiplied many fold should the vessel happen to be an oil

burner, and, maybe, has leaky tanktops or margin
plates which permit the fire room bilges to fill with oil.

When a stoke-hold fills with water under these condi-

tions and later is pumped out, a heavy coating of oil

covers everything, so that, when fires are started in

the furnaces and things get warmed up. a flareback is

apt to start a blaze. This, however, appears to be

rather an unavoidable risk as, in many cases, it is abso-

lutely necessary to have fire on a wrecked ship's boil-

ers if she is to be saved; about the only thing that can

be done, therefore, is to keep fire e.xtinguishers handy.
Before the day of the oxy-acetylene torch, it was a

mighty tough job to cut through bulkheads or decks

to install pumps; today, this work is done in a mere
fraction of the time formerly required, though a pru-

dent salvage officer will have hose rigged and chemi-

cal fire extinguishers ready if there is anything near

that can take fire.
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It is ofti=n necessary or desirable to cut holes for

drainage from one compartment to another, particularly

when holds are blocked by carpo that will take a long

time to handle. For example, one sometimes can remove
cargo down to the top of the shaft tunnel, cut through
the tunnel top, enter the tunnel and cut drain holes
through its side into each hold through which the tun-
nel passes. By using this method and putting suctions
into the tunnel, the whole after end of the ship can be
pumped; this, of course, refers to vessels having the

engines amidships.

But it is obviously impracticable to use an oxy-acct-

ylene torch where everything Is covered with fuel oil.

so we have worked out a method of our own for doing
such work safely. We make such drainage openings
while the place to be cut is under water, using a diver

and the underwater cutting torch. It is a wise precau-
tion, of course, when cutting a hole down through the

top of a tunnel, where explosive gases might possibly

be trapped, to drill a small vent hole before attempt-
ing use of the underwater cutting torch, using for that

purpose a ratchet or air drill. And sometimes, before
pumping, it is necessary, for stability's sake, to cut
holes through between-decks to allow water to drain
to lower holds and thus prevent listing or capsizing
when the ship is being pumped. In such cases, where
there is danger of the unburned gases from the torch

being trapped, the oxy-electric underwater cutting

torch, rather than the oxy-acetylene, must be used if

we are to avoid the danger of an explosion which prob-

ably would kill the diver using the torch, if it did no
other damage.

Gas Hazards

Perhaps the greatest danger to the ship salver, and
certainly the most insidious one, is that created by

gases generated by petroleum or by decaying vegetable

matter. There is an acute hazard of this kind in ves-

sels where holds are supplied with fresh air by wind
sails, as gas may accumulate very quickly should the

wind die out; this danger is present also if only the

ship's ventilators are being depended upon for the

fresh air supply.

Some years ago the steamship Boston City was
raised, after lying on the bottom of New York Bay for

several months. The holds were being cleaned out, pre-

paring the ship for drydock, and rotten grain was be-

ing discharged into scows. The wind died out during
the noon hour, and when the men returned to the hold,

they were immediately overcome. Captain Sharp, the

salvage officer, and his son gave their lives in a brave

but ill-considered attempt to rescue the men who al-

ready were down. In a few minutes, a man protected

by a diver's helmet went down and sent up the bodies.

Captain Sharp, who was a very powerful man, with
tremendous chest development, still breathed; in spite

of the best medical assistance, however, he died of

pneumonia within a few days. This accident might
have been avoided by keeping lighted lanterns in the

bottom of the hold, where the men were working; this,

in fact, had been done at the start of the job but noth-

ing had happened and everyone became careless. To-

day, when we discharge wet grain, we often take it

out with a suction, using a second pump to carry the

necessary water into the hold. The work below is done
by divers or by men in wading dress, who wear hose
masks.

So many vessels nowadays are oil burners that we
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are constantly on the alert for explosive gases. There
naturally will be a lot of fuel oil floating around when
tanks are leaky, and in hot w^eather petroleum gas
sometimes is generated in such quantities that ordi-
nary lanterns cannot be used for detection purposes
because of the explosive risk. Our salvage vessels,
therefore, are now all equipped with miner's .safety

lamps to avoid this hazard. The manner in which the
safety lamp burns will show the presence of explosive
gases and, if there is not enough oxygen present to

support human life, the lamp will go out.

Gas from grains or coffee is very irritating to the
mucous membranes. The first s.vmptom is a feeling
as of a bit of sand in the eye; this is followed by con-
junctivitis and, in a few hours, by photophobia and
the men are incapacitated for several da.vs. The best
preventive, and also the best cure that I know, is a
10 per cent, solution of argyrol dropped in the eye
morning and night. I have used gallons of boracic
acid solution on such cases but, while it helps, it is

not nearly as effective as the argyrol.

Of course, one will be on the lookout for gas when
there is decaying grain in a ship's hold, but it is some-
times very difficult to detect and it manifests itself

in strange ways. I was present on a ship some years
ago when a man was gassed while lowering a suction
into a hold filled with partly melted sugar and water.
He fell into the hold as if something had struck him
and floated there on his back. He was dead when tak-
en from the water a few minutes afterward, though no
water was found to have entered his lungs. The
weather at the time was extremely hot and dead calm.

The steamship Steel Inventor was ashore in the Car-
ibbean ; dry cargo had been discharged from one of
her holds and it was empty. The adjoining hold, load-

ed with steel and cotton, was flooded to sea level and
the ship's pumps could not pump it. To free the flood-

ed hold of water, salvage pumps were installed in the
empty one and rivets were cut out of the bulkhead,
near the bottom, so that water would flow from the
flooded hold to the empty one. Three men did this pre-

liminary work. The rivets were burned by oxy-acet-
.vlene torch, then punched out, wooden plugs were in-

serted until a sufficient number of rivets had been re-

moved. The salvage officer visited the hold and found
that the men had completed the rivet removal and
were beginning to pull out the plugs. An inspection
an hour later showed .several feet of water in the hold,

but the men were nowhere to be seen. After a fruit-

less search for them all over the ship the pumps were
started, the water was pumped out and there on the
bottom were the three bodies where the.v had fallen,

quickly overcome, it appeared, by gas. Thorough in-

vestigation of the case and consultation with the
United States Bureau of Mines established the fact

that the water in the flooded hold had been charged
with gas by decomposition of the cotton. The water
rushing through the rivet holes released this gas which
quickly took the place of the air in the lower part of

the empty hold.

Contrary to usual belief, the gas generated by grain

and other decaying vegetable matter is an irritant gas,

not a poison. It is deadly, however, in the sense that

it is an inert gas which displaces the air. One full

breath of this gas, without any oxygen, will cause a

man to lose consciousness, and unless he be moved to

a place where he can get oxygen death will ensue in



a little while. This danger can be jruarded against

by carefully watching safety lamps, which should be

kept constantly burning in the bottom of the hold, and

getting the men out immediately if the lamps should

cease to burn.

As most of the machinery used in modern salvage

work is gasoline-driven, steps must be taken to prevent

the accumulation of carbon monoxide gas below decks

by carrying the motor exhaust well up into the air.

Gasoline vapors, also, must be guarded against. Ama-
teur salvors had been carrying on protracted opera-

tions on a steel sailing ship; their pumps, driven by

old automobile engines, had been running intermit-

tently for some weeks in the between-decks of the

ship. After salvage operations had been completed and

repairs weve being made, a man was sent into the fresh

water tank to clean it out. He carried a candle and

an explosion followed v.'hich ripped the tank to shreds

and caused considerable other damage; and, of course,

the man was killed.

Other Hazards

It was -the custom in the old days, when salvage

operations were started on sailing ships, to send down
topgallant and royal yards and topgallant masts and,

sometimes, topsail yards and topmasts as well. The
object of this was twofold: to give the ship greater

stability and so that the yards and mast could not come
down on the heads of the salvage crew when the ship

pounded on the bottom. Now there are no sailing

ships, but the danger from falling gear still exists,

though to a very modified degree. It is necessary to

watch funnel guys and stays and shrouds of the masts

and slack them up, if necessary, to prevent them from
parting.

The hazard encountered by men working around
cables and holding turns is universally recognized, but

proper precautions are often neglected and, sometimes,

with very serious results. Men so engaged should

never be permitted to stand where they will be injured

by the carrying away of a rope or block. And they

should never be permitted to stand in the bight of a

rope. The momentum acquired by a hundred pound
snatch block in flight is little short of devastating,

and the blow from such an object literally crushes a

human body when it strikes. Despite the great experi-

ence and extreme care instinctively exercised by our

men, we ourselves have not wholly avoided such acci-

dents; one man lost his leg at the hip from the blow
of a snatch block; another lost an arm when a cable

parted. This parting-rope hazard has to be watched
with extreme care under certain conditions. For ex-

ample, when a stranded ship is being hove off by cables,

extremely heavy purchases are used and breaking

strains may easily result when a ship is swung around
by the surge of the sea or by heavy tides. These salv-

age cables are 15 inches in circumference so that,

should they let go, the men must be out of the way.

When a ship is straining heavily and the bottom is

being pushed up under the boilers, there is danger
from bursting steam pipes. When steam must be kept

on the boilers to save the ship, this danger has to be

faced. When portable boilers are placed on a wreck
by salvage men, no precaution is too great to make
tliem secure, as there is nothing more disconcerting

than a boiler with a full head of steam and a heavy
fire when it breaks its connections and starts sliding

around the deck of a pounding ship.
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Diver Hazards

Divers are first on the ground, the "eyes of the salv-

age officer," and must face conditions "in the raw."

Among the many risks the diver runs, perhaps the one

he dreads most is that of "getting foul." This can oc-

cur in innumerable ways but it happens much more
easily when diving on a wreck than when on construc-

tion work. Sometimes the current or the undertow
will carry a diver into a position from which he finds

it extremely difficult to extricate himself. I have in

mind cases where divers have crawled through open-

ings barely large enough to squeeze through and where
it took skill and determination to get out again; and
other cases where, in order to get clear, a diver has

had to cut his air hose, or his lifeline, or even both.

There used to be a saying: "There is a sweet little

Cherub that sits up aloft and takes care of the life of

poor Jack," and I think that the divers also must have
their "Sweet Little Cherub" when recalling how many
have been the narrow escapes and how few the fa-

talities.

One of the most dangerous of the diver's jobs is that

of breaking out cargo on a completely sunken ship. In

such a ship, sometimes, when breaking out such cargo

as cotton bales, the whole cargo floats as soon as a tier

is broken, thus jamming the diver up against the deck

or fouling his hose and lifeline. There is a like dan-

ger, too, when breaking out cargo in the far corner of

a hold for the cargo whip may cut off the diver's hose.

Some divers, when doing this work, make it a rule to

work the whip on the same side of the stanchions or

pillars as the hose and lifeline so that, in case these

are fouled by the whip, the diver will be dragged out

of the hold instead of having his hose and lifeline

parted.

It must be remembered that submarine lights are use-

less in the murky waters of most of our harbors or

even in the holds of ships when a diver stirs up the

water; he must work entirely by feeling his way
around. The high degree to which the best divers have
developed these senses of feeling and of direction is

marvelous as is their skill in taking measurements.
But the diver cannot see some piece of wreckage or

cargo which may be poised above his head, ready to

fall on him and foul or crush him.

Divers are hardy men and usually in good physical

condition but, occasionally, temporary illnesses lead

them into trouble. A diver should never go down when
feeling nauseated as, should he become violently ill,

there is danger of choking to death. A fine young
man, who was a skillful diver, lost his life in this way
not so long ago, and I am convinced that other unex-

plained deaths of divers have had a similar cause.

And now we come to the dreaded "Bends," or com-
pressed air sickness, of which we have all heard and
read so much. This disease has been the subject of ex-

haustive investigation by the United States Navy and
the United States Bureau of Mines, and we are indebt-

ed to them for much of our organized knowledgeof the

subject. It is an ever-present danger when men are

diving in water more than 50 feet deep. Some men
are more susceptible to it than are others and these

men should not attempt to dive in deep water. Even
those who seem to be almost immune to the bends
should decompress in accordance with the official

scientific "Tables."

(Paper read before the Nineteenth Annual Safety

Congress, at Pittsburgh, October 1, 1930.)
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FIRE ALARM SYSTEM
GENERATING SETS
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A New Marine Fire Alarm System

By Charles
J.

Henschel, President

Charles J. Henschel & Co., Incorporated

'lOR over twenty years, the Unit-

ed States Navy Department has
used exclusively a fire alarm

system, the heart of vv-hich is

an especially constructed thermom-
eter so designed by the insertion

of wires extending into the mer-
cury column that when a certain

temperature has been reached these
wires would be short circuited,

thereby closing the necessary cir-

cuits to function or to operate the
alarm system. This system was ad-
opted by the Navy after tests had
been made on every conceivable
device that would indicate a rise

in temperature. This is considered
to be one of the most important
systems on naval vessels, for a

failure to detect an overheated
condition, not necessarily a fire,

might result in an explosion and
consequent destruction of the ves-
sel.

With these facts before us some
three years ago, we put our eng-
ineers to work to develop a fire

alarm system, the important ele-

ment of which would be a mercur-
ical thermostat designed to meet
all the requirements of the Navy
specifications. It was important
that circuit arrangement be of a
simplified type so that no expert
service would be required to main-
tain the system in an operating
condition, thereby reducing the
maintenance cost to the ship oper-
ator. The result of these experi-
ments is the Henschel electrically
supervised automatic marine fire
alarm system, which has been test-

ed by the Bureau of Standards and
approved by the Steamboat Inspec-
tion Service of the Department of
Commerce as meeting all require-
ments.

Referring to the wiring diagram,

Fire alarm annu/vc/ator

Diagrammatic arrangement and wiring of the new Henschel fire alarm system.

it will be noted that the circuit

comprises a common wire through-

out the fire zone area with each

fire zone having its own circuit

or section wire. The thermostat

units are connected in parallel be-

tween the common wire and the

zone wire, and the unit is so ar-

ranged that the removal of any
unit or accident breakage or de-

rangement of the circuit auto-

matically indicates an open wire
condition resulting in a troubled

alarm signal at the fire system in-

dicator; and an excessive tempera-
ture rise causes a short circuit of

the common wire and zone circuit

wire, which results in a fire alarm
signal at the fire system indicatoi,

also setting in operation the fire

alarm gongs.
An automatic electrically super-

vised fire alarm system cannot be
operated without the use of relays.

In this system we have reduced
the number of relays required ap-
proximately 50 per cent., simpli-

fying the system to that extent.
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The United States Steamboat In-

spection rules allow the use of dry

batteries for the power failure cir-

cuit; should these batteries fail,

the entire system becomes inoper-

ative. This was not considered good

practice, and an ingenious method
of battery control was devised as

follows

:

Two 20-volt storage batteries are

provided, each of which has a 6-

volt tap. The fire alarm system is

operated by the 20-volt circuit, the

power off alarm is operated by the

6-volt circuit. The two storage bat-

teries are connected to the system
through a multipole Navy standard
rotary switch in such a manner
that when No. 1 battery is supply-

ing energy for the system. No. 2

battery is on charge and at the

same time the 6-volt tap of bat-

tery on charge is supplying energy

to the power off alarm circuit;

when the switch is thrown to No.

2 position the conditions are re-

versed, and this makes it possible

to always maintain the batteries

at their proper voltage and provide

a constant source of energy for

the entire system.

A voltmeter and switch arrange-

ment are provided, so that voltage

readings of the batteries can be

made, and also so that ground

and leakage tests on all circuit

wire can be accomplished.

All the material used is of the

best, and of Navy Standard type

and design, particularly fitting for

marine applications. The system

is fully covered by patent applica-

tions.

Economical Diesel Generating Sets for

Auxiliary and Emergency Power

^HE twin-screw, tun-

nel-stern river tow-

boat Herbert Hoover
now nearing completion

at the yard of the Dubu-
que Boat & Boiler Works,
Dubuque, Iowa, for the Un-
ited States Army Engin-

eerswill be thelargestand

most powerful craft of

her kind in the world. The
hull is 215 feet long by 42

feet beam and will be pro-

pelled by two Mcintosh &
,. , , ,^,., . , t' T 1

• The 3-cylindcr, 45-horsepower. 30-kilowatt Atlas-Im-
Seymour diesel engines

p^^.^, j.^^^, engine-Westinghouse generator electric

developing a total of 2600
ijgj^j ^^j power set which is becoming very popular

horsepower. as an emergency unit in American merchant vessels.

Lighting and auxiliary

power requirements will be taken

care of by an installation of three

Atlas Imperial-Westinghouse dies-

el generating sets. Two of these

are 6-cylinder, 8-inch bore, and 9^/2-

inch stroke diesels developing 150

horsepower at 500 revolutions a

minute and each direct-connected

to a 75-kilowatt Westinghouse gen-

erator. The other set is a 3-cylin-

der, 6y2-inch bore. 8V2-inch stroke

diesel developing 45 horsepower at

600 revolutions a minute and dir-

ect-connected to a 30-kilowatt West-

inghouse generator.

These sets have no difficulty

in meeting the stringent specifica-

tions as to economy of fuel and
, ^. - ,, . J,, A 6-i\lindir. 1 'iO-horsepowcr, Atliis-lmpc

speed regulation for the steady
i,ilow.Ht Westinghouse genemtor. Two of

voltage required for lighting and turcd above, are being installed on the

for electrically operated appliances. powerful craft of

Atlas Imperial generating sets

are very popular with ship opera-

tors. The new Matson passenger
liners are each to have a 3-cylin-

der, 45-horsepower, 30-kilowatt set

for emergency lighting use. The
Gulf Refining Company has pur-

chased six of the 60-horsepower,

45-kilowatt size for auxiliary use

on its new diesel tankers. These
units are built to meet fully the

requirements of the American Bur-
eau of Shipping and of the Steam-
boat Inspection Service for auxil-

iary and emergency electric gener-

ating sets for the American merch-
ant marine service.

A Remarkable Tanker

Record

HE eight tankers of the Asso-
ciated Oil Company's fleet dur-

ing 1929 transported 22,000,-

000 barrels of refined, crude, and
fuel oils in a total of 355 voyages
to points which included the west
coast of South America, New York,
Philadelphia, Honolulu, and Pacific

Coast ports, according to a recent
report made by H. T. Earl, manager
of transportation for the company.

Three of the vessels with a total

capacity of 186.000 barrels were
gasoline carriers. The remaining
five, with a total capacity of 381,000

barrels, transported crude and fuel

oils; the total capacity of the eight

ships being 567,000 barrels.

During the year none of these ves-

sels sustained any accidents of a

serious nature, the Associated Oil

Company marine department com-
ing up from third place in 1928 to

second place in 1929 in the safety

contest of the National Safety Coun-

•rr.,1 iIumI ingin.- clircvtlv c c.nn.clid to a 75-

these units and one of the 3-cyIindcr sets, pic-

new river towboat Herbert Hoover, the most
her type in the world.
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Lubricating the U. S. Navy
THKsamequalityof Cycol motoi-

uil that is familiar to hundreds
of thousands of western motor-

ists is providing lubrication pro-

tection to e(iuipment of twelve de-

partments of the United States

government, including the Pacific

fleet of the Navy, under the Asso-

ciated Oil Company's million-gal-

lon contract for 1931, recently

awarded on the basis of lowest ser-

vice cost.

This Navy contract, according to

P. E. Allan, domestic :iales mana-
ger for Associated, covers not only

the supplying of Cycol for the lu-

brication of machinery and motors
aboard battleships, submarines,
aircraft, and other naval vessels,

but also the filling of all lubrica-

tion needs of the Forestry Service,

the Coast Guard, the Lighthouse
Service, the Departments of Inter-

ior and Agriculture, the Indian Ir-

rigation Service, the Bureau of Rec-
lamation, the U. S. Army, the Bu-
reau of Public Roads, the Custom
House, the U. S. Marine Service,

and a number of other government
departments which take advantage
of the Navy's careful method of

purchasing lubrication on a ser-

vice cost basis.

"Under the Navy contract, Cycol

is supplied to fill every lubrication

need for which a motor oil is de-

sirable, including use in such ma-
chinery as automobiles, diesel en-

gines, and main motors in subma-

rines, turbines, motor boats, trucks,
tractors, launches, air compressors,
high compression gasoline engines,
patrol boats, airplanes, and motor-
cycles," Allan explained.

"The story of Cycol and its su-
perior (lualities, its famous Ede-
leanu treatment, and its unequalled
stability has been told many times,
but nowhere is found such convinc-
ing proof as in its selection by the
Navy on the basis of service cost
tests, in which it successfully com-
peted with most of the best known
and highest priced oils on the mar-
ket. In these tests its outstanding
stability under the most difficult

conditions of high temperatures,
heavy bearing pressures, and high
speed were definitely proved."

Marine Trade Notes

NEW LINES FOR PROMINENT MARINE DISTRIBUTORS

Alexander McNab has appointed
the Lalor Electric and Engineering
Co., Ltd., as his distributor for

Northern California, Oregon, and
Washington. Among the appliances
manufactured by Alexander McNab
are:

Concentration Indicator— giving
a continuous reading of the condi-

tion of water contained in hollow
feed lines, evaporators, condensers,
boilers, or feed tanks.

Vista System of shaft lubrica-

tion;

Propeller shaft clearance indica-

tor, a simple and convenient in-

board method for determining, to a
fine degree, the actual wear of the
propeller shaft liner and stern tube
bush

;

Dial-0-Meter. for indicating the
weight, height, and volume of liq-

uids;

Direction indicators— indicating
on the navigating bridge every
movement of the propelling engines
in the ahead and astern directions
and speed of propeller shaft.

Direction and revolutions indica-
tors, same as above and also giving
a record of the total revolutions
made by the propeller shaft in the
ahead direction

;

Pneumatic revolution counters
for engine room or bridge installa-

tion. No mechanical moving parts

J. M. I.ilor, pnsidint, I .ilor

Lk'ctric A; l:nginecriiigConip.iny.

between propelling unit and coun-

ter location;

Mechanical engine counters, a

better type instrument for engine

room installation;

Logometers—Simplex, for single

screw installation, with indicator in

front of the maneuvering valve of

turbine or diesel units; records
total amount of revolutions and in-

dicates the revolutions per minute
and direction of turning of shaft;

and Duplex type, for twin screw in-

stallation, enabling the engineer to

synchronize the speed of port and
starboard propelling units.

Electric boiler salinometers (con-
centration indicators) indicating by
visual and audible means the en-
trance of the least grain of salt into
feed water or other lines; it also
shows the amount of salt contained
in feed water before it enters the
boiler;

Maximum and minimum alarm in-

dicators, announcing by visual and
audible means the high and low
pressure points or high and low
temperature points in any system
under control

;

Frigidometers, for installation at

the navigation position, indicating
by a loud alarm and visual means
the proximity of ice bergs at sea

;

Automatic and At-Will electric

whistle controls;

Self-Draining Whistle Valves, for
hand lanyard operation, prevents
freezing of condensate, always as-

sures a dry, clear, crisp blast;

Cascade boiler circulators and
fuel economizers, equalizes tem-
peratures, prevents pitting and cor-

rosion and scale formation, and re-

duces fuel consumption in Scotch
marine boilers;

Propeller shaft lubricating sys-

tem, prevents the entry of sand,

grit, and water to the stern tube,

the tail shaft runs in a bath of lub-

ricant;

Catalogs of any of these devices
may be obtained through the Lalor
Electric and Engineering Co., Ltd.,

San Francisco, California.
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New Radio Compass.—The Air-

plane Marine Direction Finder
Corp., of Lindenhurst. Long Island,

New York, manufacturer of the

Kaes.s Radio Compas.s, has appoint-

ed the Lalor Electric & Engineering
Co., Ltd., of San Franci.sco, its Pa-
cific Coa.st repre.sentative.This com-
pany will .shortly have available for

distribution a catalog describing the

four models manufactured; namely,
Model C for pa.ssenger and freight

ships; Model D, for smaller freight

ships, sea-going tugs, and similar

craft; Model E, similar to above,
with Sperry gyro-repeater. There is

also in course of construction a

Kaess radio compass for yachts.

One of the exclusive and novel fea-

tures of the Kaess radio compass
is said to be the visible indicator

which is used in the instrument in

addition to the audible finder.

Sales Representative Appointed.
•—The Diamond Power Specialty

Corporation has announced the ap-

pointment of The Arthur E. Jones
Company, Syracuse, New York, as
sales representative for Diamond
soot blowers and Diamond water
gauge glasses and water columns
in the Syracuse district.

Cory Equipment for Navy.—The
U. S. Navy Department has recently

authorized orders approximating
$150,000 for naval equipment to be
manufactured by the Bendix Avia-
tion Corporation, Charles Cory Cor-
poration Division.

One order covers engine order
telegraphs, rudder angle indicators,

fireroom telegraphs, and other com-
munication apparatus, all to be
built on new design prepared for

exclusive naval use on the four 10,-

000-ton cruisers now building in

the Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Mare
Island, and Bremerton navy yards.
Another order received by the

manufacturer covers the interior

communication, electrical equip-
ment, and rudder angle indicators
for seven 165-foot Coast Guard pa-
trol boats now building at the Bath
Iron Works.
The Chas. Cory Corporation is

represented in San Francisco by the
Toumey Electric and Engineering
Company.

Distributor Appointed.—W. & J.

Tiebout, New York City, has been
appointed jobber and distributor to

handle the marine output of the Pi-

oneer Instrument Company of

Brooklyn, division of the Bendix
Aviation Corporation. Tiebout will

cover the Atlantic Coast territory,

handling, in addition to Pioneer,

the Consolidated marine products.

The Consolidated Instrument Com-
pany was recently merged with Pi-

oneer.

New Marine Manager. Fairbanks,

Morse & Company announces the

appointment of L. B. Jackson as

manager of the Marine Diesel Eng-
ine Sales with headquarters in Chi-

cago. Mr. Jackson's experience, aft-

er having been graduated with an
M. E. degree from Stevens Insti-

tute with the class of 1910. has in-

cluded various phases of marine
work. For twelve years he was ac-

tively engaged in the marine field

which included two years of deep-

sea experience, five years as plant

engineer of the Texas Company's
shipyard, and five years as Super-

intendent of the Technical Divis-

L. B. Jackson, manager
Diesel Sales, Fairbanks

a;Co.

Marine
, Morse

ion supervising maintenance and
repairs. From this work he came
to the Beloit factory of Fairbanks,

Morse & Company in 1925 where he

has acted in the capacity of chief

engineer for the past five years.

P-P Line to Establish New Paci-

fic Coast Department.—Announce-
ment was made February 5 by L.

E. Archer, Pacific Coast manager
of the International Mercantile Ma-
rine Company, that in view of the

development of the Panama Pacific

Line in the intercoastal passenger
and freight business, steps are be-

ing taken for the line to establish

its own operating and freight de-

partments on the Pacific Coast. An
agency agreement under which the

Pacific Steamship Company has
handled those departments will be

terminated at a mutually satisfac-

tory date. G. F. Ravenal, who has
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been manager for the International
Mercantile Marine Company at Bos-
ton for a number of years, is in San
Francisco to confer with Mr. Arch-
er on measures to be adopted for
carrying out the proposed changes'.

New Marine Department Head.

—

Crane Packing Company has an-
nounced that Harry W. Parsons has
assumed the management of its

Marine Department, with h e a d -

quarters in the company's new of-
fices at 75 West Street, New York
City.

Promotion Announced.—Word has
been received from D. W. Niven,
manager of the Federal and Marine
Department of the General Elec-
tric Company at Schenectady, that
W. A. Thorpe has been appointed
assistant to the manager of this de-
partment.

European Ship-owners Installing
Exhau.st Turbines.—The Message-
ries Maritimes have recently pla-

ced an order for the conversion of
five vessels, ranging in total out-
put from 3500 to 4000-indicated
horsepower each ; and the Compag-
nie Generale Transatlantique is to

install this type of machinery, to
develop altogether 7000 indicated
horsepower, in a new vessel, the
steamship San Pedro, now under
construction at Harland & Wolff's,
Belfast. Similarly, three vessels of
the Federal Steam Navigation Com-
pany, London, are being fitted with
exhaust turbines by Swan, Hunter
& Wigham Richardson, of New-
castle-on-Tvne.

Grace Lines Consolidate.— Mer-
ger has recently been effected of
four steamship lines all owned by
W. R. Grace & Co. coincident with
the signing of the contract with the
United States Shipping Board pro-
viding for a loan to enable con-
struction of the four passenger and
freight liners by the Federal Ship-
building & Drydock Company at a

total cost of $17,000,000. The lines

affected are the Grace Line, opera-
ting from New York to Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru, and Chile by way of

the Panama Canal; the Grace Line,

northern division, from Seattle and
San Francisco to Peru and Chile;
the Panama Mail Line from New
York to San Francisco by way
of Colombia and the west Coast of

Central America ; and the New Or-
leans and South American Steam-
ship Co., operating from New Or-
leans to the west coast of South
America.
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Alaska Supply Ship to be Built.

—

The United States Bureau of Edu-
cation Division for Alaska (Depart-

ment of the Interior) is planning

the construction of a new supply

ship to replace the famous schoon-

er Boxer. An appropriation for the

buildinR of the vessel, not to ex-

ceed $400,000, was made in the first

deficiency bill signed by the Pres-

ident February 7. The vessel will

be built under the supervision of

the Department of the Interior at

Seattle, for which J. R. Ummel is

purchasing agent and office mana-
ger.

While the architect had not been
appointed up to the time of going
to press, it is expected that plans

will be ready for the shipyards
sometime in April. The vessel is to

have the following approximate di-

mensions: Length, 217 ft.; beam.
40 ft.; depth, 14 ft. 6 in.; sheathed
wooden hull; 1500 horsepower die-

sel engines developing speed of 14

knots; accommodations for 30 pas-
sengers and refrigerator cargo
space for 2000 reindeer carcasses.

Bids Opened on Ferryboat.—Bids
were opened February 10 by Lam-
bie & Mabry, naval architects, with
offices in the Security First Nat-
ional Bank Building, Wilmington,
Calif., for the construction of a
steel hull, diesel-electric ferryboat
for the Coronado Ferry Company of

Coronado, Calif. The bids were as
follows:

Lake Washington Shipyards, Se-

attle, $199,635 and 6 months;

The Moore Dry Dock Co., Oakland,
$203,000 and 6-1/3 months;

Los Angeles Shipbuilding & Dry-
dockCorp.,$212,000and 7 months.

General Engineering & Drydock
Company, Oakland, $214,000 and
7 months.

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., Ltd.,

San Pedro Works, $225,350 and 5

months;
Craig Shipbuilding Co., Long Beach,

$247,000 and 7 months.
The above figures are exclusive

of the cost of the machinery, con-
tract for which has already been
awarded to the New London Ship
& Engine Company contingent on

building the hull.

The ferryboat is to be 210 ft.

long, 65 ft. beam, 9 ft. draft. Power
plant will consist of four 375-horse-

power Nelseco diesel engines, di-

rect connected to four 260-kilowatt

Westinghouse generators and four
30-kilowatt exciters. These will sup-

ply energv for two 1200-horsepower
electric propelling motors connect-
ed to a propeller at each end of the

vessel, and giving a speed to the
vessel of 13.25 knots.

The ferryboat will have capa-

city for 60 automobiles, with a 4-

lane driveway at each end.

Another Ferryboat Planned.

—

The Astoria-North Beach Ferry
Company of Astoria, Oregon, has
announced plans for building a new
automobile and passenger ferry-

boat for operation between Astoria
and Washington beach points on
the opposite side of the Columbia.
No particulars have been made pub-
lic.

Proposal to Convert Battleships

for Training Purposes.—The House
Committee on Naval Affairs on
February 11 reported favorably on
Bill H. R. 15139 authorizing the

President to convert two warships
into vessels for other use; the Wy-
oming to be converted into a train-

ing ship for the midshipmen at

Annapolis at a cost of $510,000;

the Utah to be made into a target

ship at a cost of $269,000 and to be

equipped for control by radio.

New Survey Vessel for Army En-
gineers.—The United States Army
Engineers, San Francisco office, is

planning the construction of a new
survey and inspection vessel for

use in Hawaii, bids for which are

being asked from shipyards. The
ship will be similar to the Suisun
and will be 65 ft. long, 16 ft. beam,

and of 40 tons displacement.

The boat will have twin screws
and will be powered by diesel en-

gines developing a total of 150-160

horsepower. Bids will be advertised

about March 10.

Low Bidder for Survey Vessel.

—

Collingwood Shipbuilding Company,
CoUingwood, Ont., is reported to be
the low bidder for construction of

a hydrographic survey vessel for

the Canadian Government Hydro-
graphic Survey Service, Victoria
B. C.

She will be 214 ft. long, 37 ft.

beam, 13 ft. maximum draft, and is

to be propelled by reciprocating en-

gines driving twin screws to give
a speed of 12 knots. She will be
equipped with four gasoline
launches, propelled by 25-horse-
power Thorneycroft engines, three
small outboard motors, two life-

boats, three dinghies for sweeping,
and six dories for surf landings.
All boats will be handled by Welin-
MacLachlan automatic type davits.

Complete navigating and surveying
equipment is specified.

A similar vessel is planned for

St. Lawrence Service.

Ford to Dleselize Ship Bought for

Scrap. Permission was given the
Ford Motor Company February 18
to convert the lake type steamship
Lake Shawano to a motor ship. The
vessel was one of 199 similar type
ships purchased from the Shipping
Board in 1925 with the understand-
ing that they be scrapped or, in the
case of ten of the ships, upon pay-
ment of an additional sum that they
be converted into barges. In the
case of the Lake Shawano, the
Board has agreed to permit the
Ford Company to convert the ves-

sel to a diesel ship upon payment of

this additional purchase price. The
vessel is a steel cargo steamer of

approximately 3 3 deadweight
tons.

Private Yards To Bid on Sub-
marine.—The Secretary of the Navy
will open bids at Washington, D.C.,

on April 16, 1931, for the construc-
tion of Submarine V-9. Bids have
been asked from private American
shipyards.

The Navy Department recently

awarded contract to the United
States Navy Yard, Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, for the construction of

Submarine V-8.
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Displacement of the V-8 and V-9
will be 1100 tons each. This repre-

sents a reduction of tonnage from
original designs, which called for

a surface displacement of 1550 tons.

Appropriations for the construction

of the two submarines during the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1931,

total $2,800,000; and the present
naval appropriations bill for the fis-

cal year 1932 provide for an addi-

tional $200,000.

The Navy Department now has
Submarine V-7 under construction

at the Portsmouth Navy Yard.

Vancouver, B.C., has approved a

money by-law for the con.struction

of a ferryboat to take care of the

increased automobile traffic be-

tween Vancouver and the North
Shore owing to the wreck of the

Second Narrows Bridge. Several

British Columbia shipyards have
prepared plans and estimates for

such a vessel.

Ferryboat Construction Approv-
ed. — The City Council of North

Dredges to be Ordered by Army
Engineers.—The U.S. Army Engin-
eers office at St. Louis, Missouri,

is planning the construction of

three 192-ft. steam dredges to have
steel hulls and 24-inch suction.

Some Recent Shipbuilding Orders
Large Steel Yacht Ordered.—The

Craig Shipbuilding Company of

Long Beach, California, has an
order from W. J. Hole of Los An-
geles for a fine new twin-screw,

steel yacht designed by the well

known naval architect Leslie E.

Geary of Seattle and Los Angeles.

The yacht is to be 146ft. long, 23.5

ft. beam, and 10.5 ft. draft. Her
power plant will consist of two 500-

horsepower Winton diesel engines

connected to the two screws. She
will have a cruising radius of 7000

miles at full 14 knots speed, or

10,000 miles at 12 knots. Her fuel

tanks will have a capacity of 20,000

gallons of oil and her water tanks

11,000 gallons.

The yacht will have five double

staterooms with baths between
each two and an owner's large

stateroom. She will carry a full

complement of fishing boats and
complete equipment for cruising in

out-of-the-way places. Delivery is

set for August of this year.

Mr. Hole is the present owner of

the yacht Samona and has made
some extensive cruises. Two years

ago he made a cruise of 12,500

miles, including a 350-mile trip up
the little-navigated Orinoco River.

Scow for Seattle Firm.—Johnson
Shipbuilding Company of Seattle

has an order for a 60-ft. scow for

the P. E. Harris & Co., Seattle.

Lighthouse Tender Ordered.—The
United States Bureau of Light-

houses of the Department of Com-
merce has recently placed an order
with The Moore Drydock Company
of Oakland, Calif., for a lighthouse
tender to be 112 ft. 2 in. between

perpendiculars, 25 ft. beam. 9'-j

nautical miles speed.

Bids for the propelling machinery
of this tender, the Columbine, were
opened at the office of the Superin-
tendent of Lighthouses, San Fran-
cisco, February 17, and covered die-

sel-electric equipment with and
without pilot house control. The
bids were as follows:

I. P. Morris & De La Vergne,
Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa., $54,700, 230
days, with G.-E. equipment; $56,800
for same with Ward-Leonard con-
trol.

Standard Motor Construction Co..

Jersey City, N.J., $42,059.25, 160
days, with G.-E. equipment; $44,-

159.25 for same with W.L. control.

Washington Iron Works, Seattle,

Wn., $40,957, 180 days, for West,
equipment, 400 R.P.M.; $43,192 /or
same with W.L. control; $44,330 for
same with 525 R.P.M.; $46,476 for
same at 525 R.P.M. and with W.L.
control.

Superior Engine Co., Springfield,
Ohio. $41,076, 180 days, and $41,126
for West, equipment at 500 and 450
R.P.M., respectively; $43,222 and
$43,316 with pilot house control at

500 and 450 R.P.M., respectively;

$300 addition for compressor.

Winton Engine Corp., Cleveland,
Ohio, $39,450, 165 days with G.-E.
equipment, rheostat control, 400
R.P.M.

; $41,200 for same with W.L.
control, 7'.. K.W. e.\.; $41,550 for

same, 15 K.W. ex.; $40,410 and $42,-

645 for West, equipment and rheo-
stat and W.L. control, respectively.

Worthington Company, Inc., Buf-
falo, N.Y., $40,780, 150 days with
G.-E. eciuipment; $43,085 for same
with W.L. control; $42,284 with
West, equipment; and $44,644 for

same with W.L. control.
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Atlas-Imperial Diesel Engine Co .

Oakland, Calif., $39,485, 170 days,

with G.-E. equipment; $41,843 for
same with W.L. control.

'i"he Cooper Bessemer Corp., Grove
City. Pa., $38,898 and 70 days with
Westinghouse equipment.

All prices are F.O.B. factory loca-

tions named.

Maine Yard Enters Large Orders.
The Bath Iron Works of Bath,

Maine, has received an order for

a yacht similar to the one now
under construction for Chas. E.

Thorne of Chicago. The owner of

the new yacht is unknown, but she

will be 140 ft. between perpendicu-
lars, 24 ft. 10 in. beam, 8 ft. 6 in.

draft. She will be powered by two
400-horsepower diesel engines and
will have a speed of 14 knots. KeeJ
will be laid about March 15 and
delivery is specified for July 15.

This yard has also recently re-

ceived an order from the United
States Coast Guard for ten twin-

screw, steel patrol boats for in-

shore patrol work. They will be 165

ft. long, powered with diesel en-

gines, and will cost $195,000 each.

Two Self-Propelled Canal Barges.
The Great Lakes Engineering
Works, River Rouge, Michigan, has
received an order from the Ford
Motor Company of Detroit for two
self-propelled canal barges to be

290 by 43 by 10 ft. dimensions. They
will be powered with geared tur-

bines of 1600 indicated horsepower,

driving them at a speed of 16 knots.

Steam will be supplied by two
water-tube boilers. The barges will

be of 2000 tons deadweight capa-

city. Keels are to be laid in March.

Several Scows Ordered.—Mani-
towoc Shipbuilding Company, Mani-
towoc, Wis., has recentl.v entered

orders for several scows. One, 124

ft. over-all, is for Ed. E. Gillen Co.,

of Milwaukee; one is for U. S. En-
gineers Office, Chicago; and two
are for the Great Lakes Dredge &
Dock Co., 130 ft. long.

Diesel Tug Ordered.—The Sped-
den Shipbuilding Co., Baltimore,

Md., has an order from the Atlantic

Gulf & Pacific Co., of New York,

for a 57-tt. steel hull, diesel tug

The tug will have a beam of 14 ft..

loaded draft of 5 ft. 6 in. and will

be powered with 120-horsepower
Fairbanks-Morse diesel engine.

Keel Laid for Passenger Boat.

—

Keel was laid the middle of Feb-
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ruary by the Albina Marine Iron

Works, Portland, Oregon, for a

steel hull, tunnel-stern, passenger

and freight vessel for the Harkins

Transportation Company for oper-

ation on the Columbia River be-

tween Astoria and Portland. The

vessel will be 160 ft. long, 30 ft.

beam, and powered by a 500-horse-

power Atlas-Imperial diesel engine.

She will be named J. P. Hosford.

San Pedro Boatyard Gets Stock

Order.—Fellows & Stewart, Termi-

nal Island, San Pedro, Calif., has

received an order from S. Clyde &
Kyle Co., New York, for the con-

struction of ten 38-ft. cruiser
yachts. The owners maintain sales

offices in New York, San Francis-

co, and Los Angeles. The cruisers

are to have a beam of 9 ft. 4 in.

and will be powered with a V-type

motor giving a speed of about 14

miles an hour. The main cabin will

have four berths with a seat in the

pilot house that may be converted

into a double bed.

Important Tuna Fisher Ordered-

The Campbell Machine Company,
San Diego, Calif., has announced

that a contract has been signed for

the construction of a 135-ft. tuna

fishing vessel for Joaquin O. Me-

dina, M. O. Medina, and Sabino J.

Inos.

The boat will have a beam of 28

ft. and a depth of 14 ft. She will be

of the raised forward deck type,

with accommodations for 16 men.

The main engine power will be

500-horsepower, 6-cylinder Union
diesel marine engine supplied by the

Union Diesel Engine Company of

Oakland, Calif. The auxiliary power
will be supplied by a 3-cylinder,

75-horsepower Union diesel engine

direct-connected to a 60-kilowatt,

direct-current generator. An emer-

gency 50-kilowatt generator will be

provided, to be driven by the main
engine or a 75-horsepower gas en-

gine.

The refrigeration system will be

a 15-ton York ammonia type sys-

tem, driven by a 20-horsepower di-

rect-current motor. Two bait pumps
will be provided, 10 inches suction,

10-inch discharge Byron Jackson
vertical pumps being specified.

Fuel tank capacity will be 25,000

gallons, providing a cruising range
of approximately 10,000 miles.

Campbell Machine Company manu-
facture cargo and anchor winches
will be installed, as well as Camp-
bell manufacture wireless set.

The vessel will cost about $125,-

000.

Abo'.'u arc- ihrt i- \ i ws taken at the launch-

ing of the twin-screw, steel towboat Mamo
.-t the Porr?ro Works of the Bethlehem
Shipbuilding Corp., Ltd., San Francisco, for

Young Brothers of Honolulu. The vessel

is 129.2 ft. long, powered by 750 H.P.
Fairbanks-Morse Diesel engines.

Contract Let for Navy Cruiser.

—

The New York Shipbuilding Com-
pany, Camden, New Jersey, was
awarded contract for Light Cruiser

No. 37 by the Secretary of the Navy
Charles Francis Adams. This yard

was low bidder among private Am-
erican shipyards for the construc-

tion of the cruiser, the bid being

$10,450,000 for hull and machinery.

Two other bids were received by

the Navy Department : one from the

Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry-

dock Company, $11,300,000; and one

from Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp.,

Ltd., Quincy, Mass., $10,695,000.

The limit cost of Cruiser No. 37

is set at $17,000,000, including ar-

mor and armament. This is the sev-

enth of the 15 10,000-ton cruisers

authorized by Congress in 1929.

The vessel will be 600 feet in

length, will have a mean draft of

17 ft. 7 in., and will be powered
with engines developing a total of

107.000 horsepower. The personnel

will comprise 49 officers and 553

enlisted men. She will carry nine

8-in. guns in three triple turrets.

This yard has a sister ship under
construction, keel having been laid

in March of last year—the Indian-

apolis, L. C. 35.

Order Placed for Lighthouse
Tender.— The Manitowoc Ship-
building Corp., Manitowoc, Wis.,
was awarded contract for construc-
tion of a lighthouse tender by the
U. S. Bureau of Lighthouses, for
which bids were opened December
10.

The tender, the Violet, will be
170 ft. over-all, 163 ft. 6 in. at water
line, 32 ft. molded beam, 8 ft. 6 in.

draft, of 770 tons displacement. She
will be powered by two vertical,

triple expansion, surface condens-
ing steam engines. The price bid
was $371,000, less $11,750 for de-
livery at Manitowoc.

Leathern D. Smith Dock Company,
Sturgeon Bay, Wis., was awarded
contract for the construction of

Lighthouse tender Cherry on a bid
of .$84,900.

Fish Patrol Boats Ordered.—Wal-
kem's Shipyard, Ltd., False Creek,
Vancouver, B. C, has been awarded
contract for the construction of

four patrol boats by the Canadian
Department of Fisheries. The boats
are to be 53 ft. long, and powered
with 75-horsepower diesel engines
supplied by the Tyee Machinery
Company of Vancouver. The ship-

yard's low bid was for $39,980 for

the four hulls. They will be for

British Columbia service.

Reconditioning Job on Ferryboat.
The Barbee Shipbuilding Com-

pany, Barbee, Wn., has been award-
ed contract by the Kitsap County
Transportation Co., Seattle, for re-

conditioning the ferryboat Liberty
at a cost of about $75,000. The up-

per structure of the vessel will be
widened and reconditioned to ac-

commodate 15 additional automo-
biles and the cabin for passengers
will be rebuilt and a lunchroom
installed.

Speed and efficiency of the fer-

I'yboat wil! be increased by the in-

stallation of an 8-cylinder, 600-

horsepower Washington diesel en-

gine manufactured by the Wash-
ington Iron Works of Seattle.

Portland, Maine, Fireboat Order-

ed.— Rice Brothers Corp., East
Boothbay, Maine, has received con-

tract from the City of Portland,

Maine, for the construction of a

fireboat to be 90 ft. length over-all,

22 ft. beam, 6 ft. maximum draft

and powered by Cummins diesel en-

gines. The boat was designed by
John G. Alden of Boston and will

cost $108,900.
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Westinghouse Awarded Impor-

tant Contract—FollowiriK opening
of bids at Navy Dept., Washington,
on January 27, Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Manufacturing Co. has been

awarded contract for the complete

geared turbine propelling machin-
ery for Scout Cruiser No. 38 to be

built by the United States Navy
Yard, Mare Island, Calif.

The Westinghouse company has
also had an order from the U. S.

Army Transport Service at San
Francisco for four 150-kilowatt tur-

bine generator sets, two each of

which will be installed on the trans-

ports Somme and Cambrai.

Pilot Boat Award.—Al. Larson,

boat builder of San Pedro, Cali-

fornia, has received contract from
the Harbor Commissioners for the
Harbor of Los Angeles, for the con-

struction of a new pilot boat to

cost $49,650. The boat will be 64

ft. long. 15 ft. beam, and powered
by a 210-horsepower Fairbanks-
Morse diesel engine, giving a speed
of 14 knots. Her equipment is to

include comfortable accommoda-
tions for crew, and electric galley

and electric refrigerator.

Shipyard News
Expansion at 3Ioore Yard.—Due

to the heavy volume of ship repair
work which has taxed the capacity
of the Oakland estuary yard of The
Moore Dry Dock Company, a pro-
gram of betterment is now being
undertaken, according to an an-
nouncement by William Harrower,
superintendent for the Yard. Two
wharves are being entirely rebuilt
and extended, and will have elec-

tric traveling cranes running their
full length. Plans are also being
made for an additional floating
drydock and other improvements
to take care of the increasing busi-
ness.

Cruiser Yacht Building.—Wilm-
ington Boat Works, Wilmington,
Calif., has an order for a 75-ft.,

twin-screw, cruiser yacht, the Joy-
ita, for Roland West. The cruiser
was designed by L. E. Geary of
Los Angeles and Seattle, and will
be powered by two 120-horsepower
Atlas-Imperial diesels. The hull
will be of Alaska cedar, the decks
of teak, with Spanish style inter-
ior finish. She will have a cruising
radius of 4000 miles.

Tuna Clipper Magellan Launch-

ed.—The San Diego Marine Con-
struction Company recently launch-
ed the 102-ft. tuna boat Magellan.
She was designed by Dean B. John-
son, manager of the boat works,
and has a modified clipper bow.
Power will be supplied by a 350-
horsepower Atlas-Imperial diesel
engine, giving her a speed of 12
knots. She has a cruising radius of
6000 miles and refrigerated hold
capacity of 115 tons of iced fish.

Tuna Vessel Launched.— The
Tuna clipper Europa was launched
last month by the Campbell Ma-
chine Company for Captain M. Cri-
vello, owner of the fishing vessel
G. Marconi. The Europa is of ad-
vanced design, a new method of
handling the raised-deck type of
hull being employed. She is powered
by a 350-horsepower 6-cylinder,
Union diesel engine.

New York-Caribbean Vessel Com-
pleted.— The steamer Borinquen
has just been completed by the
Fore River Plant of the Bethlehem
Shipbuilding Corporation, Ltd., for
the New York and Porto Rico Line,
subsidiary of the Atlantic, Gulf &
West Indies Steamship Lines of
New York, the vessel arriving in

New York on February 22, whence
she sailed on her maiden voyage
to San Juan and Santo Domingo.
The vessel was designed by The-

odore E. Ferris of New York and
is similar to the .steamship Coamo.
She is 414 ft. between perpendicu-
lars, 59 ft 3 in. beam, 23 ft 6 in.

loaded draft. She is of 7000 tons
gross, with deadweight carrying
capacity of 4500 tons. The Borin-
quen is powered by single reduc-
tion geared turbines, of the im-
pulse-reaction type, of about 6.500

horsepower. Steam is supplied by
oil-fired water-tube boilers at a
working pressure of 375 pounds
and with 650 degrees Fahrenheit
total temperature.

Honolulu by the Ballard Marine
Railway Company of Seattle.

Pioneer Shipbuilder Passes.—
Word has been received that Oscar
Sandahl, who was well known all

along the Pacific Coast as a ship-
yard superintendent of consider-
able ability, died in Seattle Febru-
ary 11 at the age of 73 years. San-
dahl was a native of Sweden and
came to Seattle 58 years ago. He
was engaged in shipyards in prac-
tically every port on the Pacific
during his career, one of his last

jobs being in charge of construc-
tion of the ocean-going tug Mahoe,
built for Young Brothers of

Tugboat with Geared Turbine
Drive Ordered.—An epochal ad-
vance in transportation machinery
on the Great Lakes is marked in

an order from the Great Lakes
Dredge and Dock Company of Chi-
cago for a large tug boat propelled
by a geared turbine drive from the
Manitowoc Shipbuilding Corp. The
turbine machinery, the first of this

type to be installed in a Great
Lakes vessel, will be manufactured
by the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, and will

use steam at the highest pressures
ever tried in a vessel of this type.

Innovations in rapid handling of
the turbine and steering for rapid
maneuvering will be among the
progressive features incorporated
in the tug, which is expected to be
placed in service by early summer.

Loans Authorized.— Loans of
$400,000 and $169,340 were granted
the Dollar Steamship Lines and the
Agwi Navigation Company, respec-
tively, by the Shipping Board Feb-
ruary 18 for use in the installation
of hotel equipment on vessels now
under construction for these com-
panies at the Newport News Ship-
building and Drydock Company,
Newport News, Va. The loans are
supplemental to loans previously
granted in aid of building these
vessels and, added to the previous
loans, represent three fourths the
total cost of the ships.

Dravo Submits Summary for 1930.

According to an announcement re-

ceived recently from the Dravo
Contracting Company of Pitts-
burgh. Pa., this company turned
out a total of 124 hulls, with a to-

tal gross tonnage of 39,076 during
the year 1930, and started the year
1931 with a total of 25 hulls of

12,246 gross tons under construc-
tion.

Out of the 124, 109 of the hulls

were barges for various types of

cargo ; there were five towboats
built during the year, one grain
elevator, one anchor boat, one
dredge, two car floats, and four
derrick boats.

New Engines for Chaser. — Bids
were opened by the U.S. Coast
Guard, San Francisco, for two 200-

H.P. gas engines for installation in

the patrol boat Imp stationed at San
Pedro. Low bid was by Hall-Scott
Co., $2637 for the two engines.

I



Progress of Construction

The follon'ing Report Covers the Shipbuilding Work in Progress at the Leading

Shipyards of the United States as of February i, i^^i

Pacific Coast

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORP., Ltd.

Union Plant, San Francisco

Hull ^347, steel barjjc for Young Bros.,

Ltd., Honolulu, Hawaii; 175x44x11 ft.;

keel 2/20/31 est.

Hull 5 348, same as above; keel 2/20/31
est.

Mamo, hull 5349, steel tug for Young
Bros., Ltd., Honolulu; 129'3" L.O.A.: 28
beam; 15 draft; Fairbanks-Morse 750 LH.P.
diesel cngs.; launched 2/14/30.

Hull 5350, pineapple barge for Inter-

Island Steam Navigation Co., Honolulu;
175 X 44 X 11 ft.; keel 3/2/31 est.; launch
4/21/31 est.: deliver 5/1/31 est.

CRAIG SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Long Beach, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: F. W. Philpot.
Velero III, hull 15 3, twin-screw, all-steel

cruiser for G. Allan Hancock, Los Angeles;
193' L.O.A.; 190' L.W.L.; 30' beam: 1 r9"
mean draft; two 6-cyl., 850-S.H.P. Winton
diesel engs.; 153^ knots speed; 9500 mi.
cruising radius; keel June 16/30; launch
3/1/31 est.

Not named, twin-screw, steel yacht for
W. J. Hole of Los Angeles; L E. Geary,
Seattle, designer; 146 ft. long: 23.5 beam:
10.5 draft; two 500 H.P. Winton diesel

engs.; deliver Aug./3 1 est.

GENERAL ENGINEERING &. DRY
DOCK CO.

Oakland, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: A. Wanner.
Shoshone, No. 24, diesel - electric cutter

for U.S. Coast Guard; 250x42x15 ft.; West-
inghouse turbines and motors; 3000 S H.P.;
keel 3/15/30; launched 9/11/30; delivered

1/3/31.
Not named, boarding tug for Quaran-

tine Division, Public Health Service, San
Francisco: 60'10" over-all; 15 beam; 7'2"

depth; 120 HP. Fairbanks-Morse diesel

eng.: keel 3/15/31 est.

JOHNSON SHIPBUILDING CO.
329 Willow Street, Seattle, Wash.

Purchasing Agent: Geo. H. McAteer.
Hull J 79, -scow for P. E. Harris & Co.;

60 X 16 X 4 ft.: keel 1/18/31; launch 2/31
est.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY,
Oakland, Calif.

Not named, hull 180. lighthouse tender
for U. S. Department of Commerce. Light-

house Bureau: 112'2" L.B.P.; 25 molded
beam; 9!/2 naut. mi. speed; diescl-clcctric

engs.

PRINCE RUPERT DRYDOCK &
SHIPYARD

Prince Rupert, B.C.
Purchasing Agent: H. L. Taylor.

Repairs, Pacific Coast
BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,

LTD., Union Plant
Drydock and misc. repairs: U.S.S. Cali-

fornia. Drydock, paint, misc. repairs: stmts.
Frank G. Drum. Manukai. Paul Shoup,
Richmond. Wilhelmina, D. G. Scofield,
President Monroe, Solana, Chetopa, Ban-
don. Alvarada, J. C. Fitzsimmons, Mericos
H. Whittier, Point Loma, Admiral Sebree,
Cascade, Marit, Harvard, m.s. Silverelm,

Silverhazel, Varangcr, Sveadrott, ferry Gol-
den West, U.S.S. New York. U.S.C.G. Gol-
den Gate, dredge Golden Gate, tug Gov.
Irwin, Restless, Shell Barge No. 9. launches
Rainbow, Panama. San Lucas, Standard No.
2. Columbus, yacht Talayha. One HP.
cylinder: Dorothy Alexander. Four C.I.

propellers: Argyll. One forged steel tail-

shaft: Manukai, Daisy, Gadsby. Cclilo (also

misc. repairs). New fire box: Petroleum No.
5. Repair deck steam line: La Purisima. Clean
out 16 fuel oil heater coils: Tamaha. Pipe
repairs: Satanta. Make and furnish 1 wildcat:

La Brea. Repair cargo winch: Scalaria. Caulk
rivets: Shabonee. Misc. repairs: stmrs. Bel-

genland, San Jose, Point Sur, Pennsylvania,
President Jefferson, Saramacca, Makura,
Esparta. Boliver. Point Arena. San Mateo,
.Admiral Rogers. City of San Rafael. Santa
Inez, Daisy Gray. Silvcrspruce, Trocas,

Nora. Tcjon, Point Breeze, Topila, Scalaria,

Standard No. 2. Otokia. Axel Johnson, Cu-
bore, Roman Star, Lin, ,San Salvador.

JOHNSON SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Seattle. Wn.

New trunk cabin over engine: Burnuida,

New engine bolts, lead sleeve, general over-

haul: Amelia. General overhaul, new shaft:

Trojan, Maryhovoi.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK CO.,
Oakland, Calif.

Drydock, clean, paint, misc. repairs: Dav-
enport (caulk seams and butts, unship rud-

der, caulk rudder trunk, fit graving piece

in planking, misc. engine and deck re-

pairs), Maunala (range anchor chains, caulk

seam and rivets in shell, misc. eng. and deck
repairs). Nelson Traveler (overhaul sea

valves, misc. engine repairs), Ohioan (also

caulk misc. shell rivets), Minnesotan (recon-

dition rudder pintles, recement propeller,

caulk misc. rivets and seam). W. P. Barge

No. 2 (also renew deck planking, fenders,

caulk hull etc.). Golden River (caulk misc.

rivets and seam, repack stern gland, over-

haul sea valves). Axel Johnson, Virginian

(also faired 2 propeller blades, misc. engine

and deck repairs), fire tug David Scanncll.

Iriquois, (also repair misc. fenders, plank-

ing, etc.), Philippine, Missourian (repair

anchor chains, caulk and welded rivets in

shell, overhaul sea valves). Roseville (draw

,sthd. tail shaft, repair damaged bulwark,

misc. engine and deck repairs), Willfaro

(also repair rudder by reconditioning pintle,

caulk rivets and seam in .shell and tank tops,

repack stern gland), Virgil G. Boguc (also

caulk seams, install graving pieces and hull

planking, renew iron bark stem and section

of keel: also misc. engine repairs), Mikiki

(also misc. eng. and deck repairs). Golden
Gate dredger (also caulk hull, renew sec-

tions of fenders, planking, etc.), Calif.

Hawaiian Sugar Ref. barge. Golden Peak,

Not named, vee-bottom wooden pleasure

cruiser for L. W. Kengin, Prince Rupert;

34 L.B.P.; 8 beam; 2'9" depth; 10 knots

speed; 34-B.H.P. Redwing eng.; keel

11/1/30.
Bobolink, hull 38, wooden stern-wheel

river snagboat hull for Dept. of Public

Works of Canada; 100 L.B.P.; 29 beam;
engs. from old Bobolink; keel 12/8/30; de-

liver 3/8/31 est.

Not named, hull 39, raised deck wooden
cruiser for Anglican Mission for northern
British Columbia Coast; 47 L.B.P.; 12 beam
,8'6" molded depth; 9 knots loaded speed
high speed Gardner diesel engine, 2-1 re

duction gear; 54 B.H.P.: keel 2/15/31 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Bremerton, Wash.

Louisville, light cruiser CL-28 for Unit-
ed States Navy; 10,000 tons displacement;
keel July 4/28; launched 9/1/30; deliver

Mar. 13/31 est.

Astoria, light cruiser CL-34, same as

above; keel 9/1/30; deliver 4/1/3 3 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Mare Island, Calif.

Chicago, light cruiser CL-29 for United
States Navy; 10,000 tons displacement;
launched 4/10/30; deliver 3/13/31 est.

V-6. submarine SC-2 for U. S. Navy;
launched 3/15/30; deliver 9/10/30 est.

Makawao, (also overhaul sea valves, caulk

misc. rivets and seam), Diana Dollar (also

drew tail shaft, replace shaft with a spare,

caulked and renewed misc. rivets, over-

hauled sea valves). Frank H. Buck (install

new blade on propeller hub, wedged wear
down of tail shaft; overhaul sea valves and
repack stern gland), Tulsagas (also caulk

rivets, seam, repack stern gland, overhaul
sea valves, misc. repairs), Buffalo Bridge
(also overhaul sea valves, repack stern gland,

caulk and renewed rivets in shell, other misc.

repairs), Nordangcr (also draw stbd. tail

shaft, removed propeller to shop, welded and
straightened blades, checked pitch, renewed
rivets in bilge keel, rewooded stern bearing,

misc. eng. repairs). Drydock for survey,

wa.shed off, and caulked hull: Cleone. Dry-
dock for renewal of shell and deck plating,

house, piping, overhaul engines due to fire,

clean and paint, misc. repairs: Rcdline.

PRINCE RUPERT DRYDOCK &
SHIPYARD, Prince Rupert, B.C.

Misc. repairs and overhaul: Prince Wil-

liam. Docked for bottom painting and gen-

eral overhaul; tailshaft drawn: Canadian
Winner. Docked, cleaned, painted, misc.

hull and engine repairs: 3 fishing boats.

Misc. hull and engine repairs not requiring

docking: 34 fishing boats. Docked, cleaned,

painted: Rupert Marine Products scow.

TODD DRY DOCKS, INC.,

Harbor Island. Seattle, Wn.
Drydock, clean, paint, etc.: stmrs. Capac.

Depere, Diamond Cement. Drydock for

.survey, cleaning, painting: stmr. Dochet.

General overhaul: U.S.C.G. Haida. Dry-
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dock, misc. repairs: tug Iroquois. Fire dam-
age repairs: Maliko. Drydock for survey,

misc. repairs account of grounding: Nava-
sota. Misc. grounding repairs: Northland.
Dry-dock for survey, misc. repairs: Point

San Pahlo, Point Sur. Voyage repairs: Presi-

dent Grant, President McKinley. Grounding
repairs: Tusaclusa City.

U. S. NAVY YARD, Bremerton, Wn.
Misc. repairs and docking: Lexington,

Tennessee, Twiggs. Greer, Buchanan, Culc-

bra. Misc. repairs incident to operation a."^

district craft: Mahopac, Tatnuck, Swallow,
Ch.illenge, Pawtucket, Sotoyomo.

Atlantic, Lakes, Rivers

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY
Pittsburgh, Penn,

Purchasing Agent: W. G. A. Millar.

Ten coal barges for own account, 175i
26x11 ft.; 5 delivered July/30.
Ten barges for Inland Waterways Corp.,

Washington. D.C.: 300 x 48 x 1 1 ft.; deliver

May 14 to Dec. 10. 1931.

AMERICAN SHIP BUILDING CO.
Cleveland, Ohio

Purchasing Agent; C. H. Hirsching.
Hull 808. dump scow for Great Lakes

Dredge &? Dock Co.; 223 L.B.P.; 42'4"

beam; 15 depth; 1 TOO cu. yards cap.; keel

1/1/31; dehvcr 3 31 est.

BATH IRON WORKS
Bath. Maine

Malaina, hull 128, steel yacht; B. T. Dob-
son, designer; owner not named; 168 L.B.P.;

26 brara, 9 draft; twin Winton dietej

er.;s.; 1600 I.H.P.

Trudione, hull 138, steel yacht, owner
net named; 190 L.O.A. 154 L.W.L.; 26
beam; two 800 B.H.P. Bessemer diesels;

keel 6/10/30; launch 4/10/31 est.

Aras, hull 139, diesel yacht, Hugh ].

Chisholm, 243'9" L.O.A. 227'3" L.W.L.;
36 beam; 21'7" depth; 2 Winton 1100
B.H.P. diescl cngs.; keel 5/19/30; launch
12/8/30; delivered 1/15/31.

Helene, Hull 140, twin-screw diesel

yacht for Chas. E. Sorensen; 146 ft. length;
keel 8/1/30; launch 4/15/31 est.; deliver

4/25/31 est.

Caroline, hull 141, twin-screw diesel

yacht, owner not named, 286 ft. length; 3000
H.P. diesel eng.; keel 9/1/30, launch 6/20/
31 est.; deliver 8/10/31 est.

Illinois, hull 142, trawler for Red
Diamond Trawling Co.; 132' L.O.A.; 24
beam; 14 depth; 500 B.H.P. Fairbanks-
Morse diesel eng.; keel 10/15/30; launch
3/20/31 est.; deliver 4/25/31 est.

Maine, hull 143, sister to above; keel

10/18/30; launch 3/20/31 est.; deliver
4/25/31 est.

Scapine, hull 144. twin screw, diesel

yacht for Henry J. Gielow, Inc., 25 West
43rd St., New York; 155'2" L.O.A.; 150
L.W.L.; 26 beam; 8'6" draft; 2 Bessemer
diesel engs.; 550 B.H.P. ca.: keel 10/6/30.

Delccta, hull 145, dicsel-electric yacht
for Chas. E. Thorne, Chicago, 140 L.B.P.;
24'10" beam; 8'6" draft; 14 knots speed;
two 400-H.P. diesel cngs.; keel 1/13/31.
Not named, hull 146. twin screw steel

yacht, owner not named; 140 LB. P.; 24'10"
beam; 8'6" draft; 14 knots speed; two 400
H.P. diesel engs.; keel 3/16/31 est.; deliver
7/16/31 est.

Hull 147, twin screw, steel patrol boat for

U.S. Coast Guard; 165 ft. long; diesel eng.;
keel 4/25/31 est.; deliver 11/29/31 est.

Hull 148. same as above; keel 4/25/31
est.; deliver 12/24/31 est.

Hull 149, same as above; keel 4/25/31
est.; deliver 1/18. 32 est.

Hull 150. same as above; keel 4/28/31
c;<t.; deliver 2/12/32 est.

Hull 151, .same as above; keel 4/28/31
est.; deliver 3/9/32 est.

Hull 152, same as above, keel 6/15/31
est.; deliver 4/3/32 est.

Hull 153, same as aiiove; keel 9/15/31
est,: deliver 4/28^32 c^t.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION, FORE

RIVER PLANT,
Quincy, Mass.

Northampton, light cruiser CL-26, for

United States Navy; 10,000 tons displace-

ment; launch Sept. 7/29 est.

Portland, light cruiser CL-33, same
as above; deliver 8/15/32 est.

Monterey, hull 1440, steel express pas-

senger steamer for Oceanic Steamship Co.
(Matson Nav. Co.) San Francisco; 17,500
gross tons.

Mariposa, hull 1441, sister to above.

Lurline, hull 1447, sister to above.

Not named, ferryboat for City of Boston;
172 ft. long; 172'4" over guards; 40'8"

beam; 16'10" depth; 2 comp. steam eng.;

Scotch boilers; 11' dia. x 13'; 150 lbs. work-
ing pressure.

Not named, hull 1444, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail
Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34
depth; 24 loaded draft; 171/2 knots speed;

10,940 tons displacement; 7200 gr. tons
turbo-electric propulsion; 10.500 I.H.P.
Not named, hull 1445, sister to above.

Not named, hull 1446, sister to above.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,
LTD.,

Baltimore, Md.
Hulls 4268-4273, six steel oil barges for

Lake Transport Corp.; 4271 launched 5/22/-
30: 4270 launched 6/20/30; 4272 launched
6/27/30; 4268 launched 7/20/30; 4273
launched 9/10/30.

Hull 4274, steel carfloat for Central R.R.
of New Jersey; launched 9/26/30.

Hulls 4277-4278, two steel barges for

Baltimore and Ohio R.R.; launched 9/19-
9/29/30.
Not named, hull 4280, steel oil tanker for

Gulf Refining Co.

Nut named, hull 4281. same as above:
launched 12 17/30.

Hull 4283, steel barge for The Arundel
Corp.

Hull 4284, steel barges for Western
Maryland Railway Co.

Hull 4285, same as above.
Hull 4286. steel barge for Bush Ter-

minal Co.. 792 gr. toiT;.

CHARLESTON DRYDOCK &
MACHINERY CO.,

Charleston. S.C.

One all-welded steel ferryboat for the

Seaboard Air Line: 65 x 22 ft., 120 H.P.
Fairbanks-Morse eng.

One all-welded steel yacht, owner not
named; 50 x 1 3 ft.; diesel eng,; keel 11/30.

CON.SOLIDATFD SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION

Morris Heights, N. Y.
Hull 2962, 80-ft. cruiser for J. T. Mc-

Millan, Detroit, 2 300 H.P. Speedway en-
gines.

Hull 2994, 81 -foot commuter boat for N.
B. Woolworth; 2 300-H.P. Speedway en-

gines.

DEFOE BOAT & MOTOR WORKS,
Bav Citv. Mich.

Purchasing Agent: W. E. Whitehouse.
Danora. hull 145, steel yacht, owner

not named: 108 LB P.; 19'6" beam: 6 loaded
draft: 15 mi. speed: 130 D.W.T.; 400 LHP.
diesel eng.: keel 10/1/30; launch 4/I5/3I
e.st,; deliver 5/1/31 est.
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Rosewill II, hull 146, steel yacht, owner
not named: 126 LB. P.; 18 beam 6 loaded
draft; 18 mi. speed; 120 D.W.T.; 900 I.H.P.
diesel eng,; keel 11/15/30.

Ber-clo III. hull 147, steeel yacht for E.

S. Close, Toledo; 106 LB. P.; 17'6" beam
6 loaded draft: 14 M.P.H.; 98 D.W.T
300 I. H. P. diescl eng,: keel 11/25/30
launch 4/15/31 est,; deliver 5/1/31 est,

DRAVO CONTRACTING COMPANY,
Pittsburg, Pa., and Wilmington, Del.
Hulls 995-997 incl . three diesel stern-

wheel towboats for stock; 2 delivered.

Hulls 1056-1057. 10.000-barrel oil barges
for stock.

Hulls 1064-1065, two 50-ton whirler der-

rick boats for New York Central Railroad.
Hulls 1067-1072 inch, six misc. cargo

barges for stock; 130x30x8'6".
Hulls 1074-1083 inch, 10 hopper type

steel coal barges for stock.

Hull 1084, 50-ton whirler derrick boat for

Erie Railroad Co.
Hull 1085, one steel derrick barge for

Atlantic. Gulf a Pacific Co.. 60x30x6 ft,

DUBUQUE BOAT & BOILER WORKS,
Dubuque, Iowa

Herbert Hoover, twin tunnel screw river

towboat for U.S. Army Engineers; 215 ft.

long, 42 ft. beam; two Mcintosh £# Sey-
mour diesel engs,; 2600 HP.
FEDERAL SHIPBUILDING a: DRY

DOCT< COMPANY
Kearny, N. J.

Purchasing Agent, R. S. Page.

Hull 119, steel harbor barge for stock;

175x36xl2'7-l/8"; keel 5/19/30.
Not named, hull 121, combination pas-

senger and freight steamer for Panama Mail
Steamship Company. San Francisco (W. R.
Grace & Co., subsidiary). 484 L.BP.; 72
beam; 26'1" loaded draft; 18.5 knots loaded
speed; 7150 D.W.T.; 12.600 I.H.P. tur-

bines; 2 boilers.

Not named, hull 122, sister to above.
Not named, hull 123, sister to above for

Grace Steamship Co., New York.
Not named, hull 124. sister to above.

GREAT LAKES ENGINEERING
WORKS,

River Rouge, Michigan
Hull 276. self-propelled canal barge for

Ford Motor Co.; 290 x 43 x 10 ft.; 12

knots loaded speed; 2000 D.W.T.; twin

screw, geared turbined 1600 I.H.P.; 2

water-tube boilers; keel 3/1/31 est.; launch

5/1/3! est.; dehver 6/15/31 est.

Hull 277, sister to above, keel 3/10/31
est.; launch 5/15/31 est.; deliver 7/1/31
LSt,

HOWARD SHIPYARDS & DOCK
COMPANY,

Jeffersonville, Ind.

Purchasing Agent. W. H. Dickey.

One steel wharf barge for City of Rock
Island. Ill,; 230x45x7'9": launched 11/3/30;
delivered at Cairo, III., 2/2/31.

One terminal wharf barge for City of

Peoria. 111.; 230 x 45 x 8 ft.; steel deck-

house 205 ft. long; keel 2/1 5/30 est.; launch

3/15/31 est.: deliver 4/15/31 est.

One towboat for Inland Waterways Corp.,

Washington. DC: 196 ft. L.OA,; 42 mold-
ed beam; 6 molded depth; 1000 HP. comp.
condensing eng,: keel 5 1/31 c^t,

MANITOWOC SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION
Manitowoc. Wis.

Purchasing Agent. H Mever.

Hull 261, car ferrv for Milwaukee Ferry

Co. (Grand Trunk R.R): 343x56x2r6": 14
mi. speed; 2200 D.W.T. ; 2 recip. steam
engs : 3600 S.H.P.; 4 Scotch boilers. 14'6"

X 12'; keel 7/12/30; launched 11/25/30:
delivered 1/15/31.
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Not named, hull 268. steel tug. for Great

Lakes Dredge 6? Dock Co.; 115 x 26 x 15

ft.; one Babcock 6? Wilcox boiler: 850 H.P.

turbine with reduction gear; keel 1/12/31;

deliver 5/31 est.

Hull 269, dump scow for Ed. E. Gillen

Co., Milwaukee; 124 L.O.A.; 30 beam;

ir6" depth.

Hull 270, deck scow for U. S. Engineers,

Chicago; 56 x 20 x 4'8".

Hull 271, deck .scow for Great Lakes

Dredge 6? Dock Co.; 130 x 40 x 9 It.

Hull 272, same as above.

MARIETTA MANUFACTURING CO..

Point Pleasant, W. Va.
Purchasine Agent: S. C. Wilhelm.

William Dickinson, one twin screw boat

for Marquette Cement Co., Chicago; 124x

26x7'; 750 H.P. diesel eng.

One steel, diesel powered tug for U. S.

Engineering Office, New Orleans: 65'6"x

17'x7'71/2".

Hull 266. dredge for McWilliams Dredg-

ing Co., 136x54.n9 ft.

MIDLAND BARGE COMPANY
Midland. Pa.

All-welded steel barge for Inland Water-

ways Corp., 1016 Munitions Bldg., Wash-
ington, D.C.; 230 length on deck; 45 ft.

molded beam; 11 ft. molded depth, keel

laid.

Steel oil tanker for Victor Lynn Trans-

portation Co.; 210 gro. tons; keel 12/30.

Two barges for E. T. Slider, 120x30x
7'6".

Ten barges tor U. S. Engineers, Rock
Island, 111.; 110x24x5 ft.

Five barges for Inland Waterways. Corp..

Washington, D.C.; 230 x 45 x 11 ft.

NASHVILLE BRIDGE COMPANY,
Nashville. Tenn.

Purchasing Agent, R. L. Baldwin.

Hull 240, deck barge for Bedford Nu-
gent Co.; 100x26x6'6"; keel 8/15/30;
launched 9/17/30.

Hull 241, same as above; keel 8/28/30;
launched 9/26/30.

Hull 242, same as above; keel 8/30/30;
launched 10/1/30.

Hull 243. same as above; keel 9/4/30;
launched 10/6/30.

Hull 244. deck barge for stock; 100x26
x6'6": keel 10/20/30: launched 12/4/30.

Hull 245, same as above; keel 11/6/30.
Hull 246, same as above; keel 11/13/30.
Hull 247, same as above; keel 11/16/30.
Hull 248, pile driver for U.S. Engineers,

Memphis; 80 L.B.P.; 27 beam; 4 depth;
t horizontal type boiler, 46" dia., 28'0"

length: keel 1/12/31.
Hull 249, same as above; keel 1/17/31.
Hull 250, dredge for Sternberg Dredging

Co.; 150x50x7'10" depth; keel 3/12/31
est.: launch 4/7/31 est.

Hull 251, deck barge for Bedford-Nugent
Co.; 110x28x7'3" depth: keel 3/2/31 est.-

launch 3^16/31 est.

Hull 252. same as above: keel 3/9/31
est.: launch 3/23/31 c^t.

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING &
DRYDOCK COMPANY

Newport News, Va.

Purchasing Agent: Jas. Plummer, 23 3

Broadway, New York City.

Augusta, hull 324, light cruiser CL-31
for United States Navy: 10.000 tons dis

placement: keel July 2/28; launched 2/1-

30; delivered 1/30/31.
President Hoover, hull 3 39. passenger and

freight liner for Dollar Steamship Co , San
Francisco: 653 L.O.A.: 81 beam: 52 depth:
turbo-electric drive; 20 knots speeed; keel

3/25/30; launched 12/9/30; deliver 8/31
est.

President Coolidge, hull 340, ss.ster to

above: keel 4/22/30; launched 2/21/31.
Florida, hull 342, passenger steamer

for Peninsular if Occidental S.S. Co.;
386'6" L.O.A.; 56'6" beam; 26'6" depth;
geared turbine drive; 19!/2 knots speed; keel

y/2/30; launch 3/7/31 est.; deliver June/31
est.

Not named, hull 344, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail
Steamship Co.: 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34

depth; 24 loaded draft; 171/2 knots speed;

10.940 tons displacement; turbo-electric pro-

pulsion; 10,500 I.H.P.: keel 2/2/31; launch

9/31 est. deliver 1/32 est.

Not named, hull 345, sister to above; keel

3/31 est.; launch 11/31 est.; deliver 4/32
est.

Not named, hull 346, sister to above; keel

5/31 est.; launch 12/31 est.; deliver 7/32
est.

Ranger, hull 353, Aircraft Carrier No.
4 for U. S. Navy Dept.; deliver Mar./34 est.

NEW YORK SHIPBUILDING CO.
Camden, N. J.

Purchasing Agent: J. W. Meeker.
Exochorda. hull 395, passenger and cargo

steamers for Export Steamship Corp., New
York: 450x61'6"x42'3"; keel 11/25/29;
launched 10/18/30: delivered 1/15/31.

Exeter, hull 396, sister to above; keel

8/11/30; launch 3/1/31 est.

Excambion. hull 397, sister to above;

keel 10/25/30; launch 8/1/31 est.

Indianapolis, hull 399. light cruiser No.
35 for United States Navy; 10,000 tons
displacement; keel Mar. 31/30.

Not named, hull 405, passenger and cargo
vessel for United States Lines, New York;
666 LB. P.: 86' beam: 32' loaded draft max.;

20 knots speed: 12.000 D.W.T.; geared tur-

bines, 30.000 S.H.P.; 6 B. y W. boilers;

keel 12/6/30; l.iunch 12/1/31 est.; deliver

6/32 est.

Not named, hull 406, passenger and car-

go vessel, same as above; keel spring/31 est.

THE PUSEY &. JONES CORP.,
Wilmington, Del.

Purchasing Agent: James Bradford.

Avalon, hull 1047, twin screw diesel

yacht for Ogden L. Mills, New York: 175'5"

LO.A.: 24 beam; 13'6" molded depth; two
600 B.H P. diesel engs.; keel 8/28/30;
launch and deliver 3/15/31 est.

Not named, hull 1049, two steel, .single-

.^crew, harbor tugs for stock; 92 L.B.P.;

2 3 beam: 12'6" loaded draft; steam eng.

1 Scotch boiler; keel 12/2/30.
Not named, hull 1050, same as above;

keel 12/2/30.
Not named, hull 1051, steel harbor tug-

boat for The Chesapeake Ohio Railway Co.;
102'6" L B P.; 28 beam: 10'6" loaded draft;

1000 I. H.P. .steam engs.; 1 Scotch boiler,

16x12 ft.: 160 lbs. wk. press; keel 2/12/31
est.

SPEDDEN SHIPBUILDING CO..
Baltimore, Maryland

Purchasing Agent: W. J. Colhson.

Not named, hull 269, steel hull diesel tug

for Atlantic. Gulf & Pacific Co., New York:
57 L.BP.: 14 beam; 5'6" loaded draft; 120
H.P. Fairbanks-Morse dies»>l eng.; keel

2/10/31 est.: launch 3/10/31 est.; deliver

4/1/31 est.

SUN SHIPBUILDING COMPANY,
Chester, Penn.

Purchasing Agent: H. W. Scott.

Northern Sun. hull 131, single-screw, die-

so] tanker for Motor Tankship Corp.; 13.400

D.W.T. ; keel 7/15/30; launched 1/31/31;
deliver 2/12/31 est.

N-^-t named, hull 132, sister to above;

keel 8/21/30:: launch 3/21/31 est.; deliver

4/1/31 est.

Not named, hull 133, sister to above;
keel 9/17/30; launch 6/13/31 est.; de-
liver 7/1/31 est.

Not named, hull 134, sister to above.
Not named, hull 13 5, sister to above.
Not named, hull 1 36, sister to above.
Daylight, hull 127, single screw diesel

oil tanker tor Standard Transp. Co.; 480 x
65'9" X 37'; Sun-Doxford diesel eng.; keel

11/13/30; launch 5/16/31 est.; deliver

6/1/31 est.

Hull I 38, diesel-electric barge for Atlan-

tic Refining Co.; 190x34x12 ft.: keel 2/9/-
31, launch 6/1/31 est., deliver 6/15/31 est.

TODD DRY DOCK, ENGINEERING
& REPAIR CORP.,

Brooklyn, N.Y.
Not named, hull 50, steam ferry for De-

partment of Plant 6? Structure, City of New
York; 151 LB. P.; 53 beam over guards;

8'4!/2" loaded draft; double comp. steam

engs.: 660 I. H.P.; 2 W.T. boilers: keel

Jan./31.
Not named, hull 51, sister to above: keel

Jan/31.
Not named, hull 52, fireboat for Fire

Dept., City of New York; 123 L.B.P.: 26

beam: 7'6" loaded draft: 18 mi. speed; 2130

I.H.P. gas-clcctnc engs.: keel Jan./31.

UNITED DRY DOCKS. Inc.

Mariner's Harbor, N.Y.
Purchasing Agent: R. C. Miller.

Not named, hull 797, coast guard cutter

for U.S. Coast Guard Service; 250 L.O.A.;

42 beam: 16 mi. loaded speed; turbo-elec-

tric: 3220 I.H.P.; 2 W.T. boilers; keel

3/2/31 est.; launch 10/1/31 est.; deliver

2/1/32 est.

Not named, hull 798, ferryboat for New
York, Dept. of Plant and Structure; 267

L.O.A.; 66 beam; 13'9" loaded draft: 12

knots speed: double comp. engs.: 4000

I.H.P.: 4 W.T. boilers; keel 1/31/31;

launch 6/1/31 est.: deliver 10/1/31 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
New York, N.Y.

New Orleans, light cruiser CL-32, for U.S.

Navy: 10,000 tons displacement; deliver

12/1/32 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Minneapolis, light cruiser CL-36, for U. S.

Navy; 10,000 tons displacement; deliver

9/1/3 3 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Portsmouth, Va.

V-5, submarine SC-1 for U. S. Navy;

deliver 6/1/30 est.

THE CHARLES WARD ENGINEER-
ING WORKS

Charleston. W. Va.

Purchasing Agent: E T Jones.

Henry A. Laughlin, hull 88. twin-screw,

tunnel type, steam propelled towboat for

the Vesta Coal Company, Pitt.sburgh, Pa.;

160 X 29'6" X 8'9"; keel 9/13/30; deliver

3,^15/31 est.

Vesta, hull 89, sister to above; keel

10/9/30.

Purse Seiner Launched.— The
Barbae Drvdock & Shipbuilding Co.,

Barbae, Wn., recently launched a

.56-ft. purse seiner for Richard Sur-

yan of Anacortes. The boat is pow-

ered with an 80-horsepower Wa.sh-

ington-Estep diesel.

This yard also is building a 76-

ft. tender for the Davis Brothers

of Juneau, Alaska, to be powered

with a 170-horsepower Atlas-Im-

perial diesel.
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Columbia River Na
((Aint)iuicd Irom P.i^jc 11 -1 (

vigation

Engineers, who was largely responsible for the success

of the channel work, and James H. Polhemus, engineer
of the Port of Portland Commission, have become well

known wherever men gather to discuss river improve-
ment.
Meanwhile plans were set up for construction locks

at the Cascade Rapids on the Columbia, where the en-

tire flood tumbles over the site of the mythical Bridge
of the Gods, 58 miles (by river) from Portland, and
for a canal and locks around The Dalles. 45 miles far-

ther upstream. At the former site the Columbia is par-

tially dammed up by a great lava flow which in bygone
ages crossed the river and solidified. This obstruction
has been eroded into numerous deep, narrow slots

through which the river runs with a fall of 81 feet

distance of about eight miles.

Citizens of both Washington and Oregon were de-

termined that a system of locks should be built at both
of these rapids so that under certain stages of water
clear navigation would extend to Lewiston and to

Priest Rapids, or about 710 miles, under certain stages
of watei-, clear to Rickey Rapids.

Congress was finally persuaded to build the locks at

Cascade Rapids, near the deepest part of the Columbia
River Gorge, where the river takes its last plunge to

tidewater, about 145 miles from the Pacific. These
locks were finished in November 1896. at a total cost
of $4,000,000. There are two locks, upper and lower
chambers. The upper chamber is 521 x 90 x 14 ft., while
the lower is 514 x 90 x 46 with a total lift of 24 ft.

and a low water draft of 8 ft.

Completion of the Cascade locks brought river boat
navigation up to The Dalles, 44 miles farther. In 1908

Waterfront Lewiston, Idaho, at the junctn

Clearwater rivers.

of the Snake

work was authorized by Congress toward the construc-

tion of The Dalles-Celilo canal. This canal is approxi-

mately nine miles long, with five locks with a total

maximum lift of 90 feet, and depth of 8 feet over the

sills. This improvement was finished in 1915 at a total

cost of approximately $6,000,000.

The World War closed these efforts temporarily, and
it is only very recently that, after spending considerable
money, time and effort in the work of fact-finding com-
missions, the states of Oregon, Washington, and Idaho
are again actively working with Congress to put
through the necessary appropriations to start work on
the larger scheme of canalizing the entire Columbia
and Snake River svstems.

A Well Lighted Ship
(Cuntinucd from Page 98)

foyer is installed with the same general placement.
On the center tables are placed portable lamps consist-
ing of a silver plated base and three imitation candle-
sticks with 25-watt Mazda lamps surrounded by shirred
silk shades of peach tint. Similar .single-light table
lamps are used on the side tables.

Adjoining the dining room is the all-electric galley
and pantries. Here the lighting equipment should be
of a distinctly utilitarian type. High level illumina-
tion is necessary, and the fixture used must be such
as to uniformly distribute this light, at the same time
not be affected by steam and other vapors. Vapor-proof
fittings close to the ceiling are used. In these are
placed holophane prismatic light directors. Those in
the galley are the 150-watt size and outlets are so
placed as to avoid ceiling obstructions and provide
maximum light where most needed. Special lighting is

provided beneath the overhanging hood of the range
by four 50-watt units. In the pantries 60-watt fittings
of the same type are utilized. Four outlets are placed
over the counters to minimize shadow effects.

As will be seen from this brief description, discretion
has been used throughout in cooperatively planning
the decorations and lighting of this ship. These two

elements must go hand in hand. Utility of lighting has
been given consideration and high level illumination
provided where it is essential for efficient working.
The installation does not represent the ultimate that
we may hope for in American ships, but it is a most
decided step in the right direction. If one may predict
our ships of the future will take advantage of the ex-

perience of the past and will combine this experience
with the dreams of the modernist.

Gulf Conference Stable
r~^ Y. ROBERTS, secretary, Gulf Intercoastal Con-
(I ference. New Orleans, Louisiana, announces^^ that while it is reported that rate conditions
in the North Atlantic intercoastal trade are becoming
somewhat unsettled due to recent disbanding of the
United States Intercoastal Conference, stable condi-
tions will continue to exist from United States Gulf
ports. The Gulf Intercoastal Conference is working in

complete harmony and will keep stable rates at the
disposal of its shippers and consignees.



Marine Insurance
Edited by James A. Quinby

Why Let 'Em Live?

A Diatribe Written Under the Influence of Indignation

N days of old, when profits

were entered in black ink

instead of red and under-
writers had not invented the

standard clause and stabilized

rate, a marine insurer was
forced to the possession and
daily use of a modicum of na-
ti\e intelligence. A portion, at

le ist, of this intelligence was
e^^ iployed in estimating and
' luing the measure of risk in-

Ived in the carriage of goods
by various types of vessels.

The older cases before English
courts are peopled by shadowy
figures, the leading Lloyd's
and company risk and rate men
of other days, who knew the
vessels which carried their
goods. If the so-called good ship Six Brothers was a
leaky, worm-eaten old rat-trap, the rate on cargo car-
ried by her went up accordingly.

In the present era of prohibition and competition,
things are different. Anything that floats even mo-
mentarily can set forth with a full cargo of refined
gentle, and high-bred merchandise which, even under
normal conditions, suffers from perennial nervous titil-

lation of value. Besides, things are so arranged that,
when some of it gets within smelling distance of sea
water, the salvage value is invariably reduced by a
falling market on the sound commodity. In spite of this
set-up, the innocent cargo insurer makes little or no
distinction in the wide range of quality represented
by the bottoms available to carry his client's goods.

Hull Risks Selected
This criticism does not apply with equal force to

hull and P. & I. underwriters, who have been taught
by bitter experience the necessity of selecting and
valuing their risks. If a broker wanders up and down
the street trying to peddle a hull policy on the an-
cient and honorable schooner Mary X, or some other
museum piece, he is very apt to wend his way home-
way at close of day with fallen arches and a renewed
concept of man's inhumanity to man.
But let the Aztec and Scandahoovian Novelty Com-

pany offer a ten thousand dollar consignment of lace-

trimmed silk flapper-gadgets for shipment by the
Mary X, and the underwriters on their open policy will

The ancient Phoenicians were sailors of note
From the purple-hued ramparts of Tyre.

To be known through the ages for handling a

boat
Is a fame which the English desire.

But out on the Coast in the lumbering trade

By the edge of the western sea,

Where corpses and widows and heroes are

made,
These are the names you see

—

These are the names that share in the fund
Of fame that seamen achieve,

Christofersen, Olson, Gustafson and Lund,
Johannsen, Knudsen, and Greve.

J. A. Q.

swallow the risk without blink-

ing an eye. There is, of course,

the usual polite chatter con-

cerning "full-powered steamer
and/or motor vessel," but the

boys in the huddle know that
this high-sounding phrase is

formidable but not loaded. In

the case of a great number of

the peripatetic dog-hole dodg-
ers that infest the Pacific

Coast, the most that could

really be warranted is that they

haven't sunk—yet.

An honest and responsible

steamship owner spends mil-

lions of dollars providing first-

class equipment, and what good
does it do him? Shippers who
don't know one ship from an-

other (which unfortunately describes the majority of

shippers) will accept a cigar and a rate from the

booking agent of the Sink or Swim Steamship Com-
pany; and their cargo insurers will say nothing and
take it on the chin.

This is written with absolute confidence that no

steamship owner who reads it will take exception. He
can't without admitting membership in an undesirable

classification. And no slur is intended for those out-

side that classification. It is a well known fact that

the best of ships may have collisions or tangle with

the shore-line every so often. If it were not for this

proclivity, marine insurance would be unnecessary.

The major casualties to efficient and seaworthy

vessels are normal in their expectancy. We read in the

text-book that such accidents are "fortuitous in na-

ture." But if a wooden steam schooner, designed for

the lumber trade in the first place, puts out to sea

with a cargo of general merchandise, and takes water

through her seams in ordinary weather, there is noth-

ing fortuitous about it. It would constitute an acci-

dent if the goods arrived sound. And yet our cargo

underwriter admits the seaworthiness of the vessel,

as between himself and his assured, and relies upon
the questionable right of recovery by subrogation from
the carrier. And the carrier, if all else fails, may rest

secure in his right to limit his liability to the value

of his vessel after the accident, which may well be

nothing at all.
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And Another Thing

—

Nor is the coastwise traffic the only field where
cargo interests have a blind spot. Our harbors and

inland waterways are filled with water-logged and
creaking wooden barges, a great number of which are

unfit to carry telegraph poles or pig-iron. One of these

out-worn hulks may be worth a few hundred dollars,

and yet we allow it to load and carry a thirty-thousand-

dollar cargo of sugar or some other valuable commodity
for transshipment at a deep-water port to a first-class

liner. There is something radically wrong with the

picture.

The layman is addicted to the naive assumption that

all craft are seaworthy or the government wouldn't

let them leave port. In justice to the U. S. Inspectors,

whose task is Herculean, it must be pointed out that

barges are not subject to classification, and even ocean-

going vessels may technically be entitled to operate,

provided their type of construction was satisfactory

as of the date they were built. The government inspec-

tion service cannot be expected to be too stringent,

especially as to vessels which do not carry passen-

gers. On the single point of age, however, it seems
not unreasonable to hope for some official standard

of obsolescence.

What To Do?
Cargo interests cannot, however, expect the federal

authorities to protect them against the unfit barge or

the leaky coasting vessel which turns up voyage after

voyage with cargo damaged by sea water. With the

unsavory records of these antediluvian wrecks at their

disposal—nay, in their very files—cargo underwriters
should establish an experience rating system and re-

fuse to write cargo carried on questionable vessels,

save at an adequate premium. If such a system were
instituted (and there is no reason why the machinery
of the Board of Marine Underwriters of San Francisco
should not operate as a cargo carrier's rating bureau)
the worst of these open-work packets would soon be

permanently tied up for lack of patronage.
Such a move would have the support of the better

class of carriers, for whom it would mean increased

traffic, and of all intelligent shippers, for no honest
shipper wishes his cargo damaged, even if it is insured.

Amending "Inchmaree Clause^'

THE so-called "Inchmaree Clause," (Clause 8 of

the English Institute Time Clauses—Hulls) has
for the past few years read as follows:

"This insurance also specially to cover (subject to

the free of average warranty) loss of or damage to hull

or machinery directly caused by accidents in loading,

discharging, or handling cargo, or caused through the
negligence of Master, Mariners, Engineers, or Pilots,

or through explosions, bursting of boilers, breakage
of shafts, or through any latent defect in the machin-
ery or hull, provided such loss or damage has not re-

sulted from want of due diligence by the owners of

the Ship, or any of them, or by the Manager, Masters.
Mates, Engineers, Pilots, or Crew not to be consid-

ered as part owners within the meaning of this clause

should they hold shares in the steamer."

Two of the governing bodies of the marine insurance
fraternity in London and New York have recently an-

nounced minor changes in the clause, which was orig-

inally adopted after the Investigator and Inchmaree
cases to protect vessel owners from damage arising

from explosions and breakage of machinery.

The Institute of London Underwriters, after the

words "discharging or handling cargo," have now in-

serted "or in bunkering or taking in fuel." This ap-

pears to be a minor extension of coverage, entirely

justified by the similarity between loading and bunk-
ering.

American hull underwriters, through their institute

committee on forms and clauses, have adopted the

same amendment and a further extension allowing
coverage for damage caused by "riots, explosions

(whether on board or elsewhere)." After the words
"latent defect in machinery or hull," however, the Am-
erican hull form will hereafter read "(excluding, how-
ever, the cost and expense of repairing or renewing
the defective part)."

The latter restriction clarifies a disputed point

which has arisen in numerous cases since the adop-

tion of the clause. These cases have decided that the

words "damage to hull or machinery .... caused ....
through any latent defect" do not cover a case where
the defective part is the only part affected. For ex-

ample, if an engine bed-plate develops a crack result-

ing from a hidden fault in casting and has to be re-

newed or replaced, there can be no recovery under the

policy, since there is no "damage to hull or machinery
caused through" the defect, but merely a development
of the defect itself. The new phrase merely sets forth

a restriction which the law had heretofore implied.

As the new phrase occurs only after the latent de-

fect section, however, can it not be argued that it ap-

plies only to that section, and consequently does not

apply to the bursting of boilers and breakage of shafts?

Is not the assured in a better position than before

to recover for replacement of a broken shaft? We do
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not know; but .•someone will cU)ubtle,sri try the point

out before long.

English Inchmaree Case

An interesting case on a special Inchmaree clause

recently decided in the English Kings Bench Division

throws light on the type of problem met bv the Ameri-
can amendment's. The case is McColl and Pollock, Ltd.,

vs. Indemnity Mutual Marine Assurance Co., Ltd.. and
concerns the interpretation of a hull policy clause

reading as follows:

"This insurance also specially to cover the cost of re-

pairs, and/or loss of and/or damage to the interest

through the negligence, incompetence, or culpabilitv

of superintendents, foremen, workmen, harbor, dock or

quay authorities, servants, and employees of the as-

sured or any other individuals in, near, or about the

thing insured or through theft, explosion, bursting,

or collapse of boilers, breakage of shafts or through
any latent defect in the thing insured or in the ma-
chinery, plant or gear in use."

In the course of fitting new cylinders in the steam-
ship Badjestan, a latent defect was discovered in one
cylinder. This cylinder was taken out and reolaced:
but the second cylinder also proved defective. The third

time proved a charm, but the cost of two replacements
amounted to a substantial sum. which the owners
sought to recover under the "cost of repairs" phrase
in their policy.

The court held that the loss was not recoverable,

since the discovery of the defective condition of suc-

cessive cylinders was not connected with any casu-
alty, without which a claim cannot succeed under a

marine policy.

Paying the Other Man^s Bills

VESSEL owners chartering vessels frequently be-

lieve that thereby they escape responsibility for

fuel and supply bills and pass it on to those

who hire and operate the vessel. It will surprise such

vessel owners to find that, notwithstanding they do not

operate their own vessels, they may nevertheless have
';o pay some of the operating expenses, even though
by the terms of the charter party the charterer has

agreed to discharge all bills.

The owners of the Norwegian steamer Golden Gate
have just had a judgment rendered against them for

$22,231.71 because of fuel bills incurred by the lumber

company who chartered the ve.s.sel, the lumber com-

pany later going into a receiver.ship.

It is an old fiction of the admiralty law that a ves-

sel is to be treated as a person. The vessel as such a

person is often deemed herself to be contracting bills

incurred on her account and the basis for libeling the

vessel in rem is often found in this theory. The theory

that the vessel itself may be seized for supplies fur-

nished it in effect means that the owner of the vessel

has to discharge the bills in order to get his ves.sel

back. To avoid the necessity of paying the charterer's

bills, vessel owners frequently insert in their charter

parties clauses requiring the charterer to provide and

pay for all fuel and supplies. This works out to the

owner's satisfaction with charterers financially re-

sponsible, but. when the latter are not, such a provi-

sion is of no avail.

By proper provisions in a charter party an owner

may escape responsibility for paying the charterer's

bills. Such a provision must expressly declare that the

charterer is deprived of any right or power to buv

supplies on the credit of the vessel or incur liens

against the vessel for such supplies.

This principle is followed by Judge James in the

suit just referred to, which was a libel brought by the

Associated Oil Company against the Norwegian
steamer Golden Gate. The judgment was rendered bv

Judge James in the Federal District Court, sitting in

Los Angeles. Messrs. Derby, Sharp, Quinby & Tweedt,

Daniel W. Hone, and Ray Howard represented the

libelant and Messrs. Young, Liilick, Olson, Graham and

Kelly representing Knut Knutsen, owner of the Golden

Gate.

It is expected that an appeal will be taken in this

case.

Mixed Cargo
The Pacific Marine Review acknowledges with ap-

preciation a copy of the annual report and chairman's

speech delivered at the forty-seventh general meetinir

of the Institute of London Underwriters, held in Lon-

don, January 13, 1931. Both the report and the speech

delivered by G. A. T. Darby, retiring chairman, reflect

the depressed condition of the market for the past

year, but sound a note of optimism for the future. G.

G. Sharman, underwriter for the World Marine and

General Insurance Co., Ltd., and E. L. Jacobs, under-

writer for the Alliance Insurance Co., Ltd., were elec-

ted Chairman and Deputy Chairman, respectively, of
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the Institute for the coming year.

Our readers will remember that

the cargo and life losses resulting

from the San Juan-S. C. T. Dodd
disaster of August, 1929, are being

proved before Federal Commission-
er Williams in San Francisco to

determine their respective shares

in a settlement limitation fund of

approximately $300,000. After hear-

ing some of the testimony of the

dependents regarding the value of

the deceased and their personal ef-

fects, we suggest that every passen-

ger who boards a seagoing vessel

should be required to sign a slip

reading somewhat as follows:

1. I am in perfect health and earn

the sum of $50,000:

(a) Annually
(b) Per week
(c) When I get it

2. My dependents would suffer/

benefit by my death to the extent

of $

3. I am carrying in my pockets on
this trip the following articles, va-

lued in the amounts shown below:
(a) Currency

Francisco celebrated in their cus-

tomary thorough and convivial fash-
ion at the annual banquet held in

the Commercial Club on the even-
ing of January 31. The banquet of

this year set a new high record
for attendance there being 136 ear-

nest eaters at the festive board.

At a business meeting held ear-
lier in the day, the following of-

ficers were elected to lead the As-
sociation for the year: President.
W. L. Dawes; Vice-President, R. A.
Mitchell ; Secretary-Treasurer, W.
J. Jansen.

(b) Jewelry

(c) Heirlooms

(d) Original Rembrandts

(e) Prewar liquor

Total $

The members of the Association
of Marine Underwriters of San

Geo. E. Billings
COMPANY

Pacific Coast GeneraJ Agentt

Standard Marine Insurance Co.

National Union Fire Ins. Co.

Mercantile Insurance Co.

of America

312 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO . - CALIFORNIA

Telephone GArfield 3646

Seattle Odice: Colman BIdg.

Trkphone SEncca 1478

INLAND MARINE BODY
FORMED

The Inland Marine Underwriters'
Association, recently organized in

New York, has appointed a Pacific
Coast advisory committee to handle
the association's affairs. The com-
mittee consists of W. B. Brandt,
chairman (W. B. Brandt & Co.) :

E. T. King of Rathbone, King &
Seeley; A. W. Follansbee of the
Fireman's Fund; A. B. Knowles of
the St. Paul Fire & Marine; H. J.

McCauley of the Insurance Com-
pany of North America; J. R. F.
Servaes of the Pacific Marine In-

surance Agency; and C. W. Jones
of the Home of New York. As there
are 149 companies holding member-
ship in the association, the work
devolving upon the committe will

prove extensive. G. Kirkham Smith
is secretary-manager for the asso-
ciation on the Pacific Coast.

New and standardized forms have
already been issued covering jew-
elry and floater ri.sks, and it is

hoped that concerted action by
member companies will correct the
wide variation in rates and con-
ditions which has hitherto marked
this comparatively new field of in-

surance.

The Study Class of the Associa-
tion of Marine Underwriters of San
Francisco at its meeting of Janu-
ary 12 was addressed by Captain
H. W. Rhodes, U. S. Superintendent
of Lighthouses, and by George E.

Dane of the law firm of McCutchen,
Olney, Mannon & Greene.

Freights, Charters, Sales

February 13, 1931.

TllK following steamers have
been fixed with grain to U.K./-
Continent: British str. Went-

worth, Vancouver, B.C., to Bordeaux
and Hamburg; British str. Nyanza,
Vancouver, B.C., to U.K./Continent,
23/9; British str. Trelawney, Col-
umbia River to U.K./Continent,
Jan.; British str. King City, Van-
couver, B.C., to Greece, 24/3, Jan.,
L. Dreyfuss and Co.; British m.s.
Jedmoor, Vancouver, B.C., to Por-
tugal, Mar., Continental Grain Co.
The Japanese str. Ryoka Maru

has been fixed with grain from
Vancouver, B.C., to Shanghai, Feb.,
by Mitsubishi Co.

The following steamers have
been fixed with lumber to the Or-
ient: French str. L. D. Emilie, Co-
lumbia River to Japan, $6.50, Feb.,
Douglas Fir Exploitation and Ex-
port Co.; Japanese str. Seisho
Maru, Puget Sound and British
Columbia to Yokohama/Moji Range,
one port $6.25, two ports $6.50, H.
R. MacMillan Export Co.

The following time charters have
been reported: Norwegian m.s. Gis-
la, delivery Philadelphia redelivery
North Hatteras via North Pacific.

$1; Norwegian m.s. Nome, 2 yeans,
delivery British Columbia redeliv-

ery world wide, $1.20. April,
Strange & Co.; Norwegian m.s.
Childer, delivery North Pacific re-

delivery U.K./Continent, prompt,
W. L. Comyn & Sons; Norwegian
m.s. Ravanas, 18 to 24 months, de-
livery Colon, June, Strange & Co.;
Norwegian m.s. Rigel, delivery Col-
on redelivery North of Hatteras,
Feb., Strange & Co.; British m.s.
Belra.v, 1 trip, delivery North Pa-
cific, redelivery U.K./Continent,
$1.75, Feb./Mar., Canadian Ameri-
can Shipping Co.; Danish m.s. Co-
lumbia, delivery North Pacific, re-

delivery China, $1.50, Feb., H. R.
MacMillan Export Co.; Norwegian
m..s. Cornewill, delivery British
Columbia redelivery India, April,
H. R. MacMillan Export Co.; Nor-
wegian m.s. Fordefjord, 4 to 5
months, delivery North Hatteras re-

delivery U.K. via North Pacific, 80
cents, H. R. MacMillan Export Co.

The following sales have been re-

ported: Panama m.s. Monterey,
United States Marshall to The
Moore Dry Dock Co., $1000; Ameri-
can steamers Point San Pedro and
Point San Pablo, Swayne and Hoyt
to McCormick Steamship Co.

PAGE BROTHERS, Brokers.



The Haviside

Derrick

and Barge

Salvage Fleet

March

ROWTH in commerce at the

r harbor of San Francisco is

continually calling for new
and better equipment to take care

of special requirements. Larger and
faster passenger and cargo liners

call for longer and wider piers and
naturally for improved facilities

ior handling special heavy cargo.

The Haviside Company of San
Francisco, owner and operator of

the greatest fleet of derrick and
salvage barges on the Pacific Coast,

has always kept its equipment im-

proved and augmented to a point

fully abreast of the demands made
ky this remarkable growth in sea-

borne commerce.

Holding to its policy, this firm

has recently built and equipped to

its own special design and specifi-

cations a new derrick barge, named
Haviside No. 5. The hull for this

craft consists of a special Kru.se

and Banks-built wooden barge, 120

The new derrick b.irge Haviside No. 5.

feet long. 46 feet beam, and 12 feet

depth. On this hull is erected a

steel A-frame 85 feet high, fabri-

cated by The Moore Dry Dock Com-
pany. The attachment of this steel

frame to the hull is designed to

spread the strains uniformly over
the wooden structure and provide
an ample safety factor under any
working position of the barge. The
boom, 110 feet in length, was built

of hollow steel by the Bethlehem
Shipbuilding Corp., Ltd.

An American Hoist & Derrick
Company steam hoisting winch
serves the derrick. Steam is sup-
plied from a return tubular, oil-

burning boiler installed on the deck
of the barge. Fuel oil tanks are
built into the hull. The wire cable
used was made to order by the Am-
erican Steel & Wire Company from
special plow steel wire laid to

Haviside specifications.

All blocks are made to special

specifications drawn up by Havi-

side. All shackles, straps, and other

attachments on these blocks are of

special heat-treated chrome vana-
dium steel, as is also the big hook
made by the American Forge Co.

Sheaves are of special steel and the

pins of stainless high carbon steel.

All metal work on the barge is

protected from corrosion by Amp-
colum, the special aluminum paint

manufactured by the American Ma-
rine Paint Company.

Haviside No. 5 will easily lift 90

tons and is a very useful addition

to the Haviside fleet and to the San
Francisco Bay equipment for spe-

cial lifting and salvage work.
The Haviside Company is cer-

tainly to be commended for having
the courage to build this new equip-

ment in the present time of depres-

sion. This action is characteristic

of that faith in San Francisco
which has been evidenced by this

California firm since the days of

the pioneers.

Hav isidi

dcr rick

h.,r^;cs

N . 1
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N 1.4



Pacific Marine Personals
AFLOAT AND ASHORE cr^ BY PAUL FAULKNER

CAPTAIN ANDREW G. TOWN-
SEND, commander of the Matson
liner Maui, in February won the

Pacific Merchant Skippers' Golf
Championship, according to a spe-

cial dispatch from Honolulu. Cap-
tain Townsend defeated CAPTAIN
SHUN,JI ITO of the N.Y.K. motor
liner Tat.suta Maru in a hotl.v con-

tested match over the beautiful

Royal Hawaiian championship lay-

out.

Seems the Pacific master's crown
is a mobile affair, for Captain Ito

had but recently lifted it from the
classic browofCAPTAIN GEORGE
W. YARDLEY of the Dollar liner

President Cleveland.

JOHN E. RYAN, general passen-

Captain Andrew G. Toivn-
send of the Matson liner

Alaui, one of the Pacific's

youngest masters.

ger manager of the Matson Line,

who chanced to be in Hawaii on
business, cabled the 'news of Cap-
tain Townsend's victory, proud
that the emblem of supremacy now
rests under the Matson House flag.

Here's the message: "Captain
Townsend invites a challenge from
any Pacific ocean merchant skip-

per who thinks he has mastered
the fine points of golf, the cham-
pionship match to be played in

either San Francisco or Honolulu."
Captain Townsend's home is in

Alameda, California.

HUGH MACKENZIE, passenger
traffic manager for Dollar Steam-
ship Lines, Inc., Ltd., releases this

Mi
ORE than 100 Propel-

lers inaugurated the new
• iveckty luncheon of the

Propeller Club of California,

gathering in the California Room
of the San Francisco Commercial
Club on Tuesday, February 24.

President Ralph JF. Myers pre-

sided.

We were entertained by the

presentation of an aerial motion
picture entitled "San Francisco

and Pacific Trade," this educa-

tional film coming before us

through courtesy of Ralph W.
Myers, Harry Haviside, and
Herbert Burns.

Each Tuesday it is planned to

have prominent visiting shipping

officials ivith us as guests of hon-
or, ivith informal discussions on
timely marine subjects.

These regular Tuesday lunch-

eon gatherings do not disturb the

daily noon-day meetings at 442
Pine Street. Through use of the

spacious and comfortable Califor-

nia room at the San Francisco

Commercial Club we have ample
seating arrangements for more
than 100 Propellers and their

guests.

Herbert J. Anderson, chairman

of the luncheon committee, ar-

ranged the Tuesday Propeller

luncheons ; and in the future we
may anticipate some mighty well
attended and instructive assem-
blies. (Captain Louie Black oflVil-

mington, California, was ivith us

at the first Tuesday gathering.

Norman Titus, chairman of

the United States Load Line
Committee, and H. B. Walker,
president of the American Steam-
ship Oivncrs' Association of New
York, Ifill address us on or about

March 20. Some time in April
the ii'orld-famous flier. Air Com-
modore (jharles Kingsford-Smith,
will be ivith us and describe his

transpacific and ivorld-circHng

flights. The Air Commodore is a

brother of Propeller R. //. A'.

Smith of the A merican-Hawaiian
Line, San Francisco.

interesting paragraph about the
new Dollar liner President Hoover:
"Drive your car aboard at point of
embarkation, drive it ashore when
your ship ties up at your destina-
tion will be the custom when the
new Dollar liner President Hoover
goes into service this summer with
a sailing from New York to Manila,
via California, Hawaii, Japanese,
and Chinese ports. Installation of
this ultra-modern aboardship gar-
age is nearing completion at New-
port News Shipbuilding and Dry
Dock Company where the President
Hoover is being made ready for
sea. This garage will be conveni-
ently located so that motoring tra-
velers can drive their cars aboard
through side ports without diffi-
culty. Close by will be a machine
shop, fully equipped for repair and
servicing of cars."

CAPTAIN OLE LEE of the
steamer Golden Star in the & O
Oriental service of the American-
Hawaiian Lines, was recently pre-
sented with the United States Naval
Reserve flag, the Golden Star being
the first vessel in this specific
trade to be so honored.

COMMODORE GEORGE W.
BAUER, who is the highest rank-
ing commodore in the United States,
COMMANDER R. L. REICHMUTH
and LIEUTENANT-COMMANDER
W. C. TOOZE, from the 12th Naval

(Continued on P.ige 21)

Matson's flagship, the Ma-
lolo, now has IL T. Keene as

chief engineer. He ivas for-

merly chief of the Maui.
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Mr JOHNSON LINE
Direct Freight, Passenger and Refrigerator Service

To and From
Mr

PACIFIC COAST PORTS — SCANDINAVIAN PORTS
The Pioneer Refrigerator Line to Scandinavia

Hamburg and Other European Ports as Inducements Offer
Through Bills of Ladini^ Issued to All Scanduia\i,in, Finnish £r Baltic Ports

MONTHLY SAILINGS
Vessels Call at Ant« erp Outv ard From Europe

GRACE LINE
Express. Freight. Passenger and Refrigerator Sorvtcc to and From

WEST COAST SOUTH AMERICA
Los Angeles—San Francisco—Portland—Puget Sound—British Colimibia—Monthly Sailings.

FOR RATHS. FREIGHT SPACE AND OTHER INFORMATION APPLY

W. R. GRACE & CO.
^ General Agents Pacific Coast

332 PINE STREET -:- SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELFS
M F. if H. R. McLAURIN, In

CIS Central Blde-

PORTLAND
LIDELL if CLARKE. Inc.

AKinis, Johnson Line

STATES STEAMSHIP CO-
Actnts Oraci Line

SEATTLE
W. R. CRACE y CO

H.ice BlJu

CQAST TO COAST SERVICE
PANAMA MAIL LEADS

'. LcM Angeli

Cliuklike reguhriry and frequent sailing:

provide shippers with an unsurpassed
York and a convenient additional local ser\-

Colombia. Despatch and efficiency have woi
ux freight and passenger transportation

Eastbonnd
Ship. Leave San Francisco Le^
-'S S- Ecuador Mar. 7

++M.S. City of Panama Mar. 12

Apr. 4 Apr. 6
Apr. 18 Apr. 20
IVestboand

Leave New York Leave Cristobal

Feb. H Feb. 24
Feb. 28 Mar. 10
Mar. 14 Mar. 24
Mar. 28 Apr. 7

tPorts of call—Ma:atlan. Manzanillo, Champcricc

La Libertad. La Union, Amapala. Corinto, San Juan del Sur
Buena Ventura and Cristobal. JRefrigcrator Space.

•Ports of call—Masatlan. Champcrico. San Jose de Guatemala
La Union, Corinto. Puntarenas, Costa Rica, Balboa, Cristobal. Puc:

Havana (Eastbound only), and New York.
Us of Lading lo cast and west cocst ports of South A

ports via New York.

;intained by a fleer of eight modern vessels

between San Francisco. Havana and New
e to Mexico, Central America. Panama and
for the Panama Mail undisputed leadership

stal service.

Arrive New York

PANAMA MAIL
Slearnship Company

New Yorfc

10 Hanover S<|UBr«
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Official News of the

PROPELLER CLUB o/Califomia

Third fairway and green

Club House and Swimming Pool at CastUwood Country Club.

PROPELLERS
to ^olfand ^ine

CASTLEWOOD
MARCH I2th.

Ninth and eighteenth greens (club house
in background)

The beautiful Ctis/leivood (Country Club has been selected for the Second Annual Spring Golf Tournament of the Pro-
peller CJub. Thursday afternoon, March 12//;, is the date and plans are being perfected by the committee to make this

a Day of Days for the maritime fraternity of the bay area. It takes about an hour and a quarter to drive to Castlcwood
from San Francisco via the Bay Shore Uii/hicay and San Alateo-Jlayjcard Bridge—and about 50 minutes from
Oakland via Foothill Boulevard and Dublin Canyon Road, so plan your time accordingly. An unusually
attractive rate has been secured by the committee—$5.00 will cover the cost of golf and dinner. For a day
of good felloivship—among the beautiful and historic surroundingsof thePleasanton hills i

—aicayfrom the salt

ivater and fogs of the bay—Come to Castlnvood, March \2th—Golf and dine zvith your felloiv Pro-
pellers. Rush in the required information and foruard your reservation card ivithout delay and
mail to Edgar Martin, Secretary, Propeller Golf Club Committee, 1200 Balfour Building, San Fran-

cisco. Members desiring to bring guests must notify the Secretary of the Committee
in advance. Reservations close Tuesday, March 10///.

COMMITTEE

Russ Pratt, chairman
Eddie Martin, secy.

Bill Empey
Tom Crowley
Cap January
Vem Showell
Dad Le Count
Bert Anderson

r ^ ^J OIkKL&MD

r^^T^ '\'\vr">""«'-«
\FI<kNCItC« i C\V
\ '/(^ ^\ >^vS»* ^„<,jfc,5aA'"—

—i::ii"~"'

)\
\nN(<uI~..o "3

\ CMTLtwoeo

^^^^^^^^ ^
\couNTHY ewe

fSV^T^
P^

Follow

the Chart and

You

Can't go

Wrong !
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la
ISTHMIAN STEAMSHIP LINE

FAST RLGULAR 1 RIIGHT SERVICE

n
al)

WtMv from Ballitnorr and New York.
Fonni^litly (rom Portland, Mc, lo

Lof Angele«, San Francisco, Oakland, Seattle, Tacoma,
and Vancouver, B.C.

(Othrr Miirf, a, Inducement. Offer )

ATLANTIC COAST TO HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
Regular aeini.monthly sailings from New York—monthly sailings direct
from U. S. GuU, Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Boston to Hawaiian

IsUnds without transshipment.

ARGONAUT STEAMSHIP LINE

BALTIMORE and NEW YORK
— to

SAN DIEGO, LOS ANGELES (Wilmington),

SAN FRANCISCO, PORTLAND
(via Panama Canal.)

NORTON, LILLY & COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST

(Pier 35) Phone SUtter 3600
230 CALIFORNIA ST. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

SEATTLE—L. C. Smith Bldg. PORTLAND—Yeon BIdg.

LOS ANGELES—711 Van Nuys Bldg.
SAN DIEGO—Municipal Pier No. I.

HONOLULU—312 Hawaiian Electric Building.
VANCOUVER Agent.—B. W. Greer Sc Son, Ltc

Bank of Nova Scotia Building.

Fastest Passenger and Freight Service

Ne'w YcDipk
WITH DIRECT CONNECTIONS rOR BUROPK

Sailing Every other Saturday from San yrancisc*
Every other Monday from Las Angetet

PASSENGER OFFICES:
460 Market St. S«a Frmcisco
715 Wert Seventh St l^ot Angslea
1333 Fourth Ave SaattU

FREIGHT OFFICES:
Pacific Steamship Company.

311 Califorfiia St. Sea Francisco
Pacific S.S. Co.'s TwininaL SeattU

204 Central Bldg. Los AnoUa

fanoma facificQne
INTERNATIONAL MERCANTILE MARINE CO.

ignHuuunuuuuunnnnHmuuunmnnunuuunnninuuiuiunHuninnnnnnminnnnnnnnuuu'A

ISTHMIAN STEAMSHIP LINES
PACinC-UNITED KINGDOM SERVICE

FROM PACIFIC COAST PORTS TO LONDON, LIVERPOOL,
AVONMOUTH, also GLASGOW, BELFAST, DUBLIN

For Rate* and Particulan Apply to

E. C. EVANS & SONS, Inc.
General Agenti Pacific Coait

260 California Street, San Francisco Phone—Douglas 8040-8041-8042

B. W. GREER &? SON, LTD., Agents, Vancouver

NORTON. LILLY H COMPANY, Agents, Portland, Seattle, Los Angeles and San Diego

la
fjiMniinuiutnnuiininuiuinnnunnuunnnnunniuuinnunHuununHuuuuuiuiuuHuuiuinuim

Canaiian,'Australasian Royal Mail Line
TO

HONOLULU, T.H. SUVA, njl.
AUCKLAND, N.Z. SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

By the new palatial Passenger Liners
R.M.M.S. AORANGI „ ,. ^ ,.„.^,„.

(Motorrfup) RMS^ NL\GARA
17,500 Tons GroM li'^ ^?°' ^"?"
23,000 Tons Dij. 20,000 Tons Du.

Sailing from VANCOUVER, B.C.
Every 28 days.

CARGO SERVICE
Monthly sailings from Vancouver to main New Zealand ports, also

to Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide, Australia, ore maintoiliad by
the following up-to-date cargo steamers;

M.S. HAURAKI S.S. WAIOTAPU
S.S. WAIRUNA S.S. WAIHBMO
For Fares, Rates and Sailings apply to any offic* of the

CANADIAN PACinC RAILWAY CO. and all

RAILWAY AND STEAMSHIP AGENTS, or to

Canadian-Australasian Royal Mail Line
999 West Hastings Street Vancouvor, B.C.

HOTEL
SAVOY
SIXTH * GRAND
LOS ANGELES

Convenience,

Comfort, Hospitality

You will appreciate the excellent service

and moderate rates. The city's most
centrally located hotel. One block from
Pershing Square—convenient to all lead-

ing shops, theatres, financial institu-

tions and electric depots for all

resorts. Garage adjoining.

All Outside Rooms • Each with Bath

One Person - • $2.50. $3. $4

Two persons . • • . $4, $5

Unexcelled Pood — Friendly Pricei

Frank Simpson, Jr., Directoi
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District, pi-esonted the warrant to

Captain Lee at San F'rancispo, after

whii-h the naval emblem was hoist-

ed to the Golden Star's masthead.

American-Hawaiian officials pres-

ent at the ceremony w-ere T. G.

PLANT, operatintj manager; N. J.

KANE, marine superintendent;

BERNARD MILLS, superintending

engineer; PORT CAPTAIN F. C.

5WICKER, and D. A. McPHERSON.

Officers of the Golden Star are:

CAPTAIN OLE LEE, J. E. BLAKE,
chief engineer; A. M. PETERSEN,
first officer; A. M. EVJENTH, sec-

ond officer; M. L. MORROW, third

officer; E. GRIFFIN, first assis-

tant engineer; and R. H. COLE-
MAN, second assistant engineer.

J. E. CALWAY, port steward at

San Francisco for American - Ha-

waiian Lines, and with that carrier

since 1903, was recently laid up

with illness. Calway's many friends

are glad to learn that he is recov-

ering and ready for duty again.

During his absence T. J. DOWD
handled this busy department of

supply for the great A-H fleets.

R. ROBERT LIDDELL, a veteran

of thirty-two years service at sea

and ashore, has been appointed su-

perintending engineer of the Can-

adian Pacific Steamships, Ltd. of

Vancouver, succeeding HARRY
BURGESS, who has retired. Going

to sea in 1898, Liddell served on

various lines until 1908 when he

joined the fast growing Canadian

Pacific fleet on the Atlantic as

junior engineer aboard the old Em-
press of Ireland. He was on this

ship when she was rammed in the

St. Lawrence by an oil tanker in

1914 and went to the bottom. He
later served on the Empress of

Britain and was granted the rank

of lieutenant when this ship was
assigned to wartime naval duty.

As assistant superintending engin-

eer he afterwards served the Can-
adian Pacific at Glasgow, where he

superintended the re-engining of

the Empress of Britain, the Em-
press of Australia, and Empress of

Canada. He later was transferred

to Hamburg, and in 1924 became
superintending engineer succes-

sively at Hamburg, Antwerp, South-

ampton, and Glasgow.

// //// the neiv year Captain

.1 . J . Holland became marine

sul>erintendent for the Cana-
dian Pacific's fleet of "Em-
presses" at f'ancouver. He
ivas recently staff captain of

the 26,000-/0?! Empress of

Japan.

PROPELLER GOLFERS, AHOY!
STRANGE, determined and grim

visage of late has come over 'Jim"
Cronin, chairman of the Propeller

Board of Governors. All of which
moves us to ivonder why and where-

fore. Investigation, however, proves that

"Jim" is deeply enmeshed in matters

of rhythm, timing, tceight-shift and the

"on-a-line" principle. {He's been care-

fully avoiding discussion of the handi-

caps of shipping.) Comes it noiv—
"Jim" is noiv in his 11//; of a series of

12 golf lessons. Has a putting green in

his living room, and a feiv light globes

left in the chandelier. Hafta icork fast

these days iiith the Propeller Club's

Second Annual Spring Championship
set to go at Castlewood Country Club
on March 12-

—

and a three-foot silver

trophy awaiting the ivinner.

CAPTAIN A. .1. HOLLAND, one
of the younger commanders of the
Canadian Pacific's white Empress
fleet on the Pacific, on .lanuary 1

succeeded the veteran CAPTAIN
F. L. DAVISON, retired, as ma-
rine superintendent at Vancouver.
Captain Holland, until his recent
appointment, was staff captain on
the new 26,000-ton liner Empress
of Japan, and has filled many im-
portant posts with the Canadian
Pacific. For a time during 1930 he
relieved Captain A. J. Hosken, R.N.-
R., as commander of the Empress
of Russia, and has spelled off the
commanders of the Empress of
Canada and Empress of Asia at
other times. For a number of years
he acted as superintendent of the
company's wharves and terminals
at Honk Kong.

(janadian Pacific Steamships.

l^td.'s nciv superintending en-

gineer—R. Robert Liddell, a

veteran of thirty-two years

sea and shore engineering ex-

perience.

New Pi-esident of Mcintosh &
Seymour.—A. E. Ballin, for many
years president and director of the
Mcintosh & Seymour Corporation,
retired February 1, 1931, and the
board of directors of the corpora-
tion elected R. B. McCoIl to fill the

position.

Mr. McColl was born in Kilmar-
nock, Scotland, in 1882. After grad-
uating from the local academy and
college he served a special appren-
ticeship, covering all departments,
with the Glasgow and Southwestern
Railroad; and then worked as drafts-

man with Robert Stephenson and
Sons, locomotive builders. From
1905 to 1917 he worked in various

capacities for the Montreal Locomo-
tive Works, finally becoming Works
Manager. In 1917 and until the Arm-
istice he acted as manager of the

Munitions Department of the Eddy-
stone Munitions Company. He then
returned to England as general

manager of Armstrong Whitworth's
locomotive department, and, in ad-

dition, was made general manager
of the Pneumatic Tool and the Gas
and Oil Engine Departments and di-

rector of the Works Board for all

plants of the company.

In January, 1922, Mr. McColl came
to the United States; and in June
of that year was appointed assis-

tant sales manager of the Schenec-
tady Works of the American Loco-

motive Company. In 192.5 he was ap-

pointed manager of that plant and
held that position until his present

election to be president and works
director of the Mcintosh & Seymour
Corporation.
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NORTHPACIFICCOASTLINE
Holland-America Line

Between
PACinC COAST PORTS
AND UNITED
KINGDOM AND
CONTINENTAL
PORTS

120 ^'-rW«•t Strppt

JOINT SERVICE OF

Royal Mail Steam Packet Company
ALL VESSELS

The Tioneer Refrigerator Service

HOI.I.AND-AMERICA LINE

ARE ESPECIALLY
HTTED WITH
REFRIGERATOR
SPACE FOR
CARRYING
PERISHABLES

San Francisco

DOLLAR STEAMSHIP LINES
^^^u.

EXPRESS FREIGHT-PASSENCERfi I REFRIGERATOR SERVICES

Angclea Harbor and San Fr:

I, Shanghai. Hongkong, Manila
g. Colombo.

Trans-PaciSic
WEEKLY SAILINGS from Lo«
to Honolulu. Yokohama. Kobi
FORTNIGHTLY to Singapore. Pel

Round-the-World
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS between Bo>ton. New York. Havana.
Colon. Balboa. Lo» Angi-lea Harbor. San Francuco. Honolulu. Kobe.
Shanghai. Hongkong. Manila. Singapore. Penang. Colombo. Sum, Port

Slid. Alexandria. Naples. Genoa. Maraeille.. thence New York.

Intercoastal Westbound
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS frc

Angele. Harbor and San Franci
for Oakland. Portland. Seattle ar

Boston and New 1

, Transhipment at S
all northern destinatit

Philippine Direct Service
MONTHLY SAILINGS between Loi Angeles Harbor, San Fran-
cisco, Honolulu, Manila. Singapore.

Trans-PaciSic Freight Service
BI-MONTHLY SAILINGS betii

Cisco. Pearl Harbor. Guam. Ma
as inducement offers.

:en Los Angeles Harbor. San Fran-

iila. Cavite. lloilo. and other ports

DollarSteamshipLines Inc., Ltd.

BOSTON
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
DETROIT
LOS ANGELES

Robert DoIUr Bld«. SEATTLE
SAN FRANaSCO NEW YORK
DAvenport 6000 PORTLAND, ORE.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

E. K.WOOD LUMBER CO.
EXPORT BC DOMESTIC FIR CARGOES

CUT TO ORDER
1 Driinun Street San Franciaco, CaL

MILLS AT
Anacortea, Washington. Hoquiam, Washington.

YARDS AT
Oakland, Cal. Los Angeles, Cal. San Pedro, Cal.

STEAMERS:
••El Capi^an"'

_
"Cascade'" "Olympic"

••Siskiyou" "Shasta"

MOTORSHIP: SCHOONER:
••Lassen^' ••Vigilant"

Cable Address: ••Ekaywood."

S.F.BAR PILOIS Station Inside

S.F. Light Ship

Morse Signal

Four Flashes

Telepho

Piloi Office from 9 a.m.

to 4 p.m.: DAv. 6678-9

Chamber of Commerce
from 4 p.m. to 9 a.m.

and on
Sundays and Holi-

days: DAv. 5000.

.And Lay Slill

When 9n Station under Sail a White Light is ca

When unde Power, a Red one under White; a Flare

frequently.

FURNESS LINE
"THE UP-TO-DATE REFRIGERATOR SERVICE." F

Express, Freight and Passenger Service

Pacific Coast Ports to United Kingdom

FURffESS [PaciHc], Ltd.
Pacific Co«j( Ag«ntf

VANCOUVER SEATTLE PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES

PLEASE MENTION PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW
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STANLEY E. SEMPLE, gonenil

manager in Portland for the Yama-
shita Shipping Company, is now
president of the Portland Steam-

ship Operators Association.
GEORGE EGGERS, operating man-
ager for the States Steamship Com-
pany, is retiring president. F. N.

MILLS, district manager of the

American-Hawaiian Steamship Com-
pany, is the new vice-president, and
ALFRED R. FREY, general agent

of the Oregon Pacific Company, is

the secretary.

Ilaiiiniii I'drlliiiiil S ltd /lis hi/'

() peralors Assucuition is Stanley

E. Se/nple, Yainnshita's Portland

nianayir.

In line with an historical custom
established by Lloyd's of London,
a bell to be rung only in memory
and honor of men lost at sea was
installed and dedicated with impres-
sive ceremonies on March 2 in the
Marine Exchange of the San Fran-
cisco Chamber of Commerce. The
famous bell of Lloyd's for ages has
tolled its clear note only when a

British ship and crew meet with dis-

aster.

To establish a like custom at San
Francisco A. S. GUNN, general
manager of the Union Plant of

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp.. pre-

sented a bell to the Exchange.
DEAN J. WILMER GRESHAM of

Grace Cathedral presided at the

dedicatory program. During the
time of the ceremony all operations
on the marine and grain floors of
the chamber were suspended by ar-

rangement of ABE MARKS, mana-
ger.

The first tolling of the bell ac-

companied the dedication, the clear
note sounded in memory of the offi-

cers and crew of the steamer South
Coast, sunk without trace on the
California coast in September of

1930. The second tolling was for the
officers and crew of the steamer
Brooklyn, which foundered off Eu-
reka, November 8, 1930.

RALPH W. MYERS, vice-presi-

dent of the Shipowners Association
of the Pacific Coast and president

of the Propeller Club of California,

took part in the ceremony.

As we go to press word is receiv-

ed indicating an improved condition
for W. A. "BILL" YOUNG, .JR.. gen-

eral passenger manager for the

(irace Lines and Panama Mai! Line,

recently injured in a landslide in

Lima, Peru. The news reporting that

Young had escaped leg amputation
and is on the road to recovery means
much to his host of friends in ship-

ping on both the Pacific and Atlan-
tic coasts. Mrs. Young met with
death in the accident and first re-

ports despaired of "Bill" Young's
life. It is expected that Mrs.
Young's body will be sent to San
Francisco and burial will be at

Petaluma. her mother's home. A
son, Howard Young, is a senior at

the University of California.

C. A. WARD, chief naval archi-

tect for GIBBS & COX of New York,

was recently in San Fi-ancisco for a

conference with EDWARD T.

FORD, president, and C. C. MAL-
LORY, general manager, of the

Panama Mail Steamship Company,
on subject of the four new passen-

ger and freight liners. The keel for

the first vessel is to be laid in July

at the Federal Shipbuilding and
Dry Dock Company, Kearny, New
Jersey.

In line with the International Sys-

tem policy of coordinating Mackay
Radio service with that of the asso-

ciated company. Postal Telegraph,

the Mackay Radio and Telegraph
Company has moved its San Fran-

cisco general offices to the fifth

and seventh floors of the Postal

Telegraph Building, corner of Bush
and Battery Streets. Personnel of

the marine department on the Paci-

fic Coast is as follows: H. E.

COYLE, marine superintendent,

San Francisco; C. H. CANNON, in-

spector and installer of radio tele-

graph equipment and Kolster radio

compass: A. W. SCHNEIDER, radio

service; F. L. DEWEY, district

manager, Los Angeles; E. H. PRICE,
district manager, Portland; and H.

R. SANDERSON, district manager,
Seattle.

Information c o n c e r n i n g the

whereabouts of Ole T. Torwick, a

shipwright, is sought by his daugh-
ter, Ethel Torwick, of 1010 Oregon
street, Bakersfield, Calif. Mr. Tor-
wick has not been seen by members
of his family, they say, since he left

his former home in Fruitvaie, where
he resided 25 years. He had been on
cannery vessels to Alaska prior to

his disappearance. Since he left, ac-

cording to relatives, Torwick has
been mentioned in connection with a

legacy. (Advt.)

D(j yrjii know himf-
Olc r. Toncirk.

Panama-Pacific's intercoastal lin-

er Pennsylvania has several
changes in the officers' staff. CAP-
TAIN H. A. T. CANDY remains as

commander. FRANK FENDER is a

new chief officer, returning to sea

duty after several years ashore as

assistant port captain of the Inter-

national Mercantile Marine Com-
pany in New York. Fender is the son

of a '49'er, and went to school in

Oakland. He received his early sea

training out of San Francisco. Dur-

ing the war he commanded a Ship-

ping Board freighter. JOHN IVER-
SON, whom Fender succeeded on

the Pennsylvania, goes to one of the

Roosevelt line ships in the East In-

dies trade as chief officer. JOHN
MOCKRISH remains as first officer

on the Pennsylvania, while JAMES
LEE is second, having been trans-

ferred from the California.

CHARLES TRAVERS, who has been

with the ship since her first voyage,

is third officer.
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Do They Sleep Soundly?

When your passengers get up in the

morning are they refreshed from a

good night's sleep? If they have been

sleeping on the boats equipped with

Sturtevant ventilating fan, the chances

are that the fresh cool sea air has filled

them with new zest and vigor.

Sturtevant Ventilating equipment has

been the standard by which all other

systems have been measured for over

fifty years. They are both quiet and ef-

ficient. We put into them the experience

gained from sixty-six years of building

air handling equipment.

A request will bring you complete infor-

mation on this very important subject

of marine ventilation.

B. F. STURTEVANT CO.
HYDE PARK, BOSTON, MASS.

Flams at: Berkeley. Cal. Camden. N.J. Fi

Gait. Ontario Hyde Park. Mass.

Jiuriewaii
* REO •

U S PAT- OFF-

>

MARINE EQUIPMENT

FAST
SERVICE

. . 7 Matson liners

to Hai^aii

1 HERE'S never any waiting when
you want to go to Hawaii. Seven
Matson liners, including the luxuri-

ous 4-day Malolo, plow a continuous

wake from San Francisco to Hono-
lulu. You can always find a Matson
sailing that suits you.

Deck sports, movies, dancing, will

enliven your voyage. In your state-

room, you'll find the comforts of

home. You can have a great trip on
one of these Matson liners. All-

expense tours are offered in great

variety.

Gateway to the South Seas

From Honolulu it is not far to Sa-

moa. Beyond Samoa lie Fiji and Aus-

tralia. You can book on Matson ships

all the way—with generous stopovers

and everything arranged in advance.

Ride the surf at JVaikiki!

Every day in the year, bronzed, happy
visitors ride the surf at Waikiki. The
average temperature of the water is 75 de-

grees—just what it should be for comfort.

MATSOX LII¥E
25 steamers . . fastest service

HAWAII - - SOUTH SEAS - - AUSTRALIA

San Francisco

Portland

Los Angeles

Seattle

PLEASE MENTION PACIFIC MARI>fE REVIEW
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TODD OIL BURNERS
AndAes.s.

"G. HARRISON SMITH"
We take pleasure in quoting from the statement of the Babcock &. Wilcox Company:

"The 'G. Harrison Smith,' latest and most efficient of all tankers, uses mod-
ern steam at 400 lbs. per square inch and a total temperature of 750° F.

"The boiler fuel consumption of this vessel is exceptionally lo>v ... so
low that the cost for fuel is by far the lowest per shaft horse power per
hour of any tanker afloat today."

This is an epoch in Tiiiiriiic engineering and ive are glad that
Todd Oil Burners have contributed to this gratifying residt.

Sland.ird .S)i,>pms Comranv's TjuU-r "O. Harrison St

Bu.lr by FcJcml Shit,hu,tdine & Dry Dock Can

TODD DRY DOCK
ENGINEERING AND
REPAIR CORPORATION

J

Plant of Todd Shipyards Corporation l^

Foot of 23rd Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Rubins Ury Dock & Tojd Ury Dock Erii

Repair Co. nMriniiiR<jpairC..i
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FOUR SIZES OF
STERLING ENGINES
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Four sizes of Sterling Engines during the past several years have been aiding the U. S.

Coast Guard in its life saving and patrol work. IThe Sterling Petrel model 100 hi. P., 1000

R.P.M., in life boats has served faithfully in heavy storms. IThe famous Sterling Coast

Guard 6 cylinder model, 225 H.P., 1200 R.P.M., powers a large fleet of 75 footers. Twin

engines are reported as averaging 30,000 miles annually for 6 years. IThe Sterling Dol-

phin 6 cylinder engine, a proven veteran of I 1 successful years, developing 300 hi. P., at

2000 R.P.M., is a motor unmatchable In engineering characteristics and ability. "jAnd now

the Viking II straight eight. IThese Sterling engines develop their power easily on com-

mercial gasoline. Those rated at 2000 R.P.M., have less than 95 lb. compression. "jWhere

consideration is given the moderate compression of Sterling engines, and their known higher

volumetric efficiency, the potentialities include the least cost of maintenance and the

greatest number of years of useful service.

STERLING ENGINE COMPANY
1270 NIAGARA STREET BUFFALO, N Y., U.S.A.

K-'-t. ICMnJO-lCMfMO^T €:OM«»;%M^
SEATTLE

3322 Henry Building
LOS ANGELES

401 Bradbury Building
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The Famous "YALE" has Covered
Nearly 2,000,000 Miles

AT TOP SPEED
with Fletcher - Parsons Turbines

,M
";; .TTT.^-riFriTrtyt
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Still Reliable and EFficient

After 23 Years of Constant Service

No other ship's turbines

have equalled the perform-

ance of the Yale's

—

Orig-

inal installation in service

23 years—Nearly 2,000,-

000 miles at top speed

—

Minimum depreciation

—

And still performing effi-

ciently at maximum power.

/

• • FLETCHER-PARSONS TURBINES could

have no finer endorsement than the splendid per-

formance of those of the S. S. Yale. Built by United's

Fletcher Plant in 1907, these direct-drive turbines

have given the Vale 23 years of continuous service

and d record of nearly 2,000,000 miles. Today,

they are as trustworthy as ever— still operating

efficiently, still producing maximum power.

% 9 Since the Los Angeles Steamship Com-

pany began operation of the sister ships Yale and

Harvard in 1921, the Yale has sailed approxi-

mately 1,000,000 miles. Although built to develop

11,000 horsepower, these turbines produce 12,000

horsepower, giving the Yale extra speed provided

for by redesigning of rudder and propellers. The

ship's year-round average is 20.5 knots and in fair

weather she easily maintains a 21-knot pace. This

has been accompanied by a main bearing wear-

down of only .0005 per year.

# # In the 23 years since the Yale and Harvard

installations were made, the Fletcher Plant has main-

tained its position as foremost builder of turbines.

With complete and modern equipment, it stands

ready to do any turbine job, and do it with the

knowledge and skill gained during a quarter cen-

tury of turbine building and repairing.

UNITED DRY DOCKS
INCORPORATED

1 1 Broadway DIgby 4-0500 New York
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KITCHENS iH'viT wcMit to sea! It's galley or starve!

Laiullul)l)('r cciuipiiu'iil on hoard sliip is just as inappropriate

as landluhhor laiiiiuiii;*'. Hruiiswick-Krocsclidl ri'f'riiit'ratioii

is iiijiriiu' tlirouuh .'iikI tliroiiiili. l-'or more than thirty years

our systems have cooled cargoes, preserved stores and made

ice on every type of vessel— more than ;5()00 of tliein.

Whetlier you're planning a cabin cruiser or an ocean liner,

we're i)repared to join your crew. JJrunswick-Kroescliell

Company, New Brunswick, New .Icrsey. A Division of

Carrier Corporation.

For yachts and craft under 100 foot,

we announce for the first time our

B-K Junior systems. We shall be glad

to furnish further information if you

will write our New Brunswick oflBces.

S. S. BolUNiJUEN, Tlw Xew York & Porto Rico Steamship Co.,

Brun.wicl--KTOcscheU equipped. One of more Oian 3000.

Brunswick-fc'oes cliel 1

REFRIGERATION
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Editorial Comment » » »

Shipbuilding for

Pacific Coast Owners

|UR lead editorial in the Mai'ch

issue dealt with Pacific Coast

shipbuilding, recording the fact that no ships building

under the Jones-White Act had been contracted for by
Pacific Coast shipyards and advocating some remedies
for that situation. We now emphasize the corollary fact

that a very large proportion of the shipbuilding pro-

gram now contracted for in Atlantic Coast yards is

being built by shipowning corporations whose head-
quarters and operating bases are on the Pacific Coast.

The Department of Commerce figures for "steel self-

propelled vessels, each of 1000 gross tons or over, under
construction in American shipyards for private owners
as of February 1, 1931," show a total of 27 vessels,

aggregating 341,972 gross tons. This includes five

tankers of 9000 gross tons each, the balance, or 22

vessels, of 296,972 gross tons being combination pas-

senger and cargo vessels. Of these combination car-

riers six vessels, with a total tonnage of 118,200 gross,

are owned by Pacific Coast operators, and 7 vessels,

with a total tonnage of 66,500 gross, are for Pacific

trade routes with operating headquarters at Pacific

Coast ports. This makes a grand total of 13 vessels

and 184,700 gross tons as the Pacific Coast's share in

the present American Shipbuilding Program.
In detail we have:
Matson-Oceanic Line—3 ships with a total tonnage

of 52,500 gross.

Dollar Line—3 ships with a total tonnage of 65,700

gross.

United Mail Steamship Co. (United Fruit Co.)—

3

ships with a total tonnage of 22,500 gross

Panama Mail Line—4 ships with a total tonnage of

44,000 gross.

This indicates that Pacific Coast commerce and Pa-
cific Coast shipowners must be credited with 59 per

cent, of the number of vessels and 62 per cent, of the

tonnage comprising the present program.
A very significant phase of the Pacific Coast por-

tion of this shipbuilding program, and one that should
be especially noted by students of maritime pi'ogress,

is indicated by the fact that the Pacific American
shipowners and operators who have undertaken to

build these vessels (a program aggregating more than
seventy million dollars) are rated among the oldest,

most experienced, and most adequately financed of
American firms in the shipping business.
The program outlined is already financed and the

vessels under construction. There is on paper an ad-
ditional program of projected shipbuilding for Pacific
Coast owners that will increase this aggregate by at

least 50 per cent, and may increase it by more than
100 per cent.

It is also worthy of note that with a large propor-
tion of the fast freight liner tonnage built in Europe
during the past five years, the reason for building
has been predicated wholly, or in part, on Pacific
Coast commerce. All of this activity is .just another
indication that the Pacific Coast of the United States
and of Canada is a rich commercial region with an
enterprising population, and a vast wealth of poten-
tial and developed natural resources capable of fur-
nishing tremendous aggregate tonnage for cargoes
and of absorbing tremendous quantities of raw mater-
ials and manufactured goods.

Keep your eye on the Pacific Coast, not only for the
solace of that organ with visions of natural beauty,
in variety and quality unexcelled on the face of the
globe, but also in a commercial and especially a mari-
time sense for participation in the greatest expansion
of overseas commerce that this old world has ever
witnessed.

"Ill the Paiific lies the future antcr of the

urji'ld's eoiiuiiere'tal development."

—Robert Dollar.

Eighty.Seven

Years Young

A;UNIQUE personality in the Ship-
.ping World is the "Dean of Am-

erican Shipping"—Robert Dollar, chairman of the
Board of Directors of the Dollar Steamship Lines, who
is now entering his 88th year and is as active as many
of his associates of half that age.

Every day, promptly at 8:35 a.m.. Captain Dollar
arrives at the Robert Dollar Building, San Francisco,



Captain Robert Dollar.

and proceeds to his office on the tenth floor overlook-

ing the harbor. Every day promptly at 3 o'clock his

secretary reminds him that it is time to go home.

Born in Falkirk, Scotland, in 1844, Robert Dollar

came to America at the age of 13 and took work as a

cook's boy in a Canadian logging camp. At 21 he was

boss foreman of a lumber camp. A few years later he

entered the lumber business for himself and promptly

went broke. Deciding that he needed a partner, he

married Miss Margaret Proudfoot, who has been his

'aithful companion for fifty-seven years and has been

•esponsible in no small measure for much of his suc-

;ess.

Captain Dollar was nearly sixty when he first en-

.ered the ship operating game and over eighty when he

entered the keen international competition of the

Round-the-World passenger and cargo liner services.

Hard work, keen vision, shrewd common sense have

won for Robert Dollar the esteem of his friends and

the respect of his competitors. His life is an inspira-

tion to all ambitious young men. His pithy advice to

all youth is: "In the Pacific lies the future center of

the world's commercial development; so take heart

young people, there is no end to what you can ac-

complish if you dig in."

The family of Captain and Mrs. Dollar consists of

R. Stanley Dollar, president of the Dollar Lines, J.

Harold Dollar, vice-president of the Dollar Lines, and

A. Melville Dollar, who has his own shipping organi-

zation in British Columbia, their families, and rela-

tives. They are all considered part of the "family"

and the San Rafael home is always the scene of family

gatherings on holidays and week-ends.

Another "family," of which there are more than

10,000 members, is the big Dollar-Line-family, which

extends to the four corners of the earth, and the Seven

Seas. It is with pride that Captain Robert Dollar calls

his organization his "family."

April

More INinal Kcrls for

Mare Islaiul W avs

ITH the cruiser Chicago
holding her trials and the

big submarine out of the way, the management of Mare
Island Navy Yard is naturally urging Washington to

allocate more naval construction to its ways.
This great plant on San Francisco Bay is excellently

equipped and well organized to take care of all classes
of naval construction and repair, both in hull and
machinery. It is no secret that in recent years Mare
Island construction costs have been substantially
lower than those at eastern navy yards. Their stand-
ard of workmanship is acknowledged to be unexcelled
by that of any yard.

Lower construction costs at Mare Island are due not
only to the able management of the official personnel
at the yard, but also to the lack of new construction
in California shipyards, which has made the employ-
ment of ship fitters and skilled marine mechanics so

casual that a large proportion of the best and most
skilled tradesmen have gone to the navy yard, attracted
by steady work and the privileges of government
service.

These two factors, together with the invigorating
year-round climate of the San Francisco Bay region,
make an ideal situation for efficient shipbuilding. All
the political forces of California should get solidly back
of the effort to have Congress and the Navy Depart-
ment allocate more new naval construction to Mare
Island.

To imrrnsr local payrolls, ich'ilc niliu'iny na-

tional costs, is certainly t/ood business.

Green Lights

on Buoys

AN example of automobile traffic

on shore causing confusion in

the navigation of vessels, and the solution of the prob-
lem, is found in the announcement that green lights

are being placed on certain harbor buoys in the Ha-
waiian Islands. According to the Lighthouse Service
of the Department of Commerce, new lighted buoys are
being established in Kahului Harbor, Island of Maui,
and are equipped with flashing green lights. The green
lights are easily distinguished from the red and white
lights on automobiles passing along the near-by gov-

ernment road.

Flashing green lights are coming into more general

use in the Lighthouse Service as they provide a dis-

tinctive color additional to the red and white lights

most frequently seen. The new buoys in Hawaii will

burn highly compressed acetylene gas, and will burn
for long periods without attention.

Eternal vit/ilancc on ship ami on shore

is the price of safe nai'ie/ation.

"Seest thou a man ililit/ent in his business, he

shall stand In fore kint/s."



California School Ship

A Chronological Log Showing the Progress to Date in

Developing the California State Nautical School

J
the

Rohlfs, manager of the Marine Department of

le Standard Oil Company (Calif.) and chairman
the California State Nautical School Board,

speaking at the Nautical School luncheon of the Pro-

peller Club reported the pi'ogress of the school ship

to date in the form of the following chronological log.

May 22, 1930. Steamship Henry County delivered by

Shipping Board to Navy at Norfolk Navy Yard to

undergo outfitting and some alterations to make the

vessel ready for its trip to the Pacific Coast.

July 12, 1930. Partial repairs completed at Norfolk
Navy Yard and vessel sailed with cargo of naval sup-

plies for delivery to San Pedro and Mare Island Navy
Yard.

August 18, 1930. Vessel arrived at Mare Island Navy
Yard to undergo general inspection and survey by

Navy Department and be decommissioned.

September 8, 1930. Board of Inspection and Survey
report submitted by local board to Navy Department
at Washington. They estimated sum of $244,360 neces-

sary to repair and rebuild interior of vessel. This

work necessary inasmuch as vessel was built as a cargo

ship and therefore had no accommodations for cadets

or suitable arrangements for schoolship purposes.

October 2, 1930. Board of Governors wrote Secre-

tary of Navy requesting that Navy approve expen-

diture of funds necessary for completion of work as

set forth in plans and specifications approved by

local Board of Inspection and Survey.

October 18, 1930. Secretary of Navy advised that al-

though they approved work as recommended no money
was available to carry out same.

October 29, 1930. J. C. Rohlfs, while in Washington.
made contact with naval authorities in touch with

schoolship situation and was again advised that no

money was available to do any work on the school-

ship due to the fact that the President had issued a

direct order to the Navy Department to economize.

He also talked to members of the Navy Department
and U. S. Shipping Board relative to securing Cali-

fornia City as a shore base for the California School-

ship, which idea was favorably received by the afore-

mentioned parties. They later advised that they were
waiting recommendations from Admiral W. C. Cole

of the 12th Naval District prior to granting the State

a license for the use of said property and equipment.

Arrangements were made with the Naval Appropria-

tion Committee to include the sum of $200,000 for the

California Nautical School in order to satisfactorily

fit the ship for active commission.

J. C. Rohlfs.

November 3, 1930. Rohlfs, on his return, contacted

the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce who sent

telegrams to the California Delegation at Washington,
D. C, urging them to give their active support by

wiring the Secretary of the Navy, requesting him to

approve the expenditure of sufficient funds to place

the schoolship in immediate operation. The Los An-
gele.s Chamber of Commerce also gave its support

and urged representatives at Washington to use their

best efforts.

January 13, 1931. General information and entrance

applications mailed out to applicants to California

Nautical School.

January 29, 1931. Entrance examinations held
throughout state, over one hundred boy.s taking the

test.

February 10, 1931. California City turned over to

State of California by Navy Department under tem-

porary license agreement, thereby providing an ad-

mirable shore base for schoolship purposes. Has
healthy climate, accessible to San Francisco, 50 acres

of ground, water (both salt and fresh), gasoline and
oil storage, rigging loft, splicing tools, complete ma-
chine, blacksmith, forge, boiler, and foundry shops,

electric light plant, wharf in good condition, necessary

buildings for housing cadets and shore staff.

February 12, 1931. House of Representatives ap-

proved $235,000 appropriation for California School-

ship including annual $25,000 reimbursement to State.

February 28, 1931. Senate approved $235,000 school-

ship appropriation.

February 28, 1931. President signed Naval Appro-

priation Bill. Inasmuch as these funds will not be

available until July 1st of this year no work can be un-

dertaken until that time. It is thought that all necessary

work on the schoolship will be completed (if started

July 1) so that the ship can take its first cruise in

October.

In the meantime the California State Nautical School

is in session at its shore base with a competent and

able staff or faculty and 56 cadets who are busily

engaged in absorbing the theoretical aspects of navi-

gation and marine engineering in preparation for their

first practical cruise this fall. California is now def-

initely launched on her school ship career with a fine

shore base actually operating and a modern up-to-date

school ship in the offing.



•Maritime

Legislation Passed and Pending

^y George H. Manning

nESPITE the shortness of the last session of Con-

Igress and the large amount of highly important

?gislation which was considered, the legisla-

tive branch of the government managed to devote some

of its attention to measures affecting the merchant

marine.

Congress passed finally two bills of this character:

the construction loan interest bill, introduced by Rep-

resentative Arthur M. Free of California, and backed

by the Hoover Administration; and the bill, introduced

by Representative David Hogg of Indiana, also ap-

proved by the Administration. Passage of both these

measures was predicted in the December issue of

Pacific Marine Review.
The Free Bill

As finally passed, the Free bill amends section 11,

subsection (d) of the Merchant Marine Act of 1920 to

provide that "during any period in which the vessel

is operated exclusively in coastwise trade, or is inactive,

the rate of interest shall be as fixed by the board, but

not less than 514 per centum per annum."
It further provides that "during the period in which

a vessel is being constructed, equipped, reconditioned,

remodeled, or improved and/or during any period in

which such a vessel is operated in foreign trade, the

rate shall be as fixed by the board, but provided, how-
ever, that on all contracts hereinafter entered into,

the interest rate shall be not less than 3^2 per centum
per annum. The lowest rate of interest shall not be

granted for the construction, equipment, recondition-

ing, remodeling, or improvement of any vessel for the

foreign trade unless it is contracted that such vessel

upon completion shall not be operated exclusively and
under enrollment in the coastwise and/or intercoastal

trade for more than three months in any calendar

year; and, if such vessel shall be operated exclusively

and under enrollment in such trades for more than

three months in any calendar year, the board shall

collect the difference between the low rate of interest

charged and 5% per centum per annum during the

period of construction, equipment, reconditioning, re-

modeling or improvement."
In addition, the Shipping Board is given authority

to prescribe rules for determining the amount of

interest payable under provisions of the new law.

The Hogg Bill

The Hogg bill simply clothes the Postmaster Gen-
eral with authority to "impose or remit fines on con-

tractors or carriers transporting the mails by air or

water on routes extending beyond the borders of the

United States for any unreasonable or unnecessary

delay to such mails and for other delinquencies in the

transportation of the mails."

Pending Bills

Senator LaFollette's bill concerning the payment
of advance wages and allotments to seamen on foreign

vessels (S. 314), passed the Senate February 26, 1931,

and was referred to the House Committee on Mer-

chant Marine and Fisheries. No action was taken there,

however, and the bill died in that committee.

The bill of Senator King of Utah, providing for the

deportation of alien seamen (S. 202), was favorably

reported to the House from the Committee on Immigra-
tion and Naturalization, after it had passed the Senate.

However, no action was taken in the House. Repre-

sentative Free submitted a di.«senting report contend-

ing that the bill was rushed through in the closing

days of Congress without an opportunity having been

given to interests vitally concerned to be heard. Mr.

Free said the bill would not close the door to seamen

who remain in the United States unlawfully, but that

it would permit ineligibles to come in on vessels of

their own country just as they do at present.

Hearings were held by the House Committee on

Merchant Marine and Fisheries on three bills intro-

duced by Representative Wallace H. White, Jr., of

Maine (now Senator White) extending the authority

of consular officers. No action was taken by the com-

mittee on these measures, the hearings being held

merely to get testimony from a State Department of-

ficial who had been ordered to a foreign country for

f'"*^y- Dead Bills

A great many bills died with the last session with-

out having any action on them of any kind. Among
these are:

A bill by Representative Ewin L. Davis of Tennes-

see, permitting the Postmaster General to award mail

contracts to citizens of the United States to carry mail

between ports between which it is lawful for a vessel

not documented under the laws of the United States

to carry merchandise. Bills of Senator Hiram John-

son of California and Representative White establish-

ing load lines for vessels in the coastwise and Great

Lakes Trade. Senator Wesley L. Jones' bill codifying

all laws relating to merchant marine and shipping.

A bill by Senator Duncan U. Fletcher of Florida,

limiting the liability of ship owners for loss or damage
to goods. Senator George W. Norris' bill setting up
standards of safety for maintenance and operation of

tackle and equipment used in loading and unloading
vessels. Another LaFollette bill and a similar bill by
Representative Richard J. Welch of California, relat-

ing to the shipping and discharge of seamen. A bill

fixing responsibilities of carriers by sea, sponsored by
Representative White.

A bill of Representative Noble J. Johnson of In-

diana, providing refunds to policyholders of insur-

ance policies issued to masters, officers, and crews
of vessels during the World War from the premiums
collected by the United States but not used in the pay-

ment of claims for losses under the policies. Repre-

sentative Dyer's bill setting up a travel division in the

Department of Commerce. Resolutions offered by Sen-

ator Frederick H. Gillett (now retired) and Repre-

sentative Robert Luce of Massachusetts, directing a

joint investigation by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and the Shipping Board into equalization of

rail and ocean rates on export and import traffic.



A Significant Keel Laying
Jones-White Act Attracting to American Shipyards Work that

Formerly Went to European Builders

AT the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
Company's yard in Newport News, Virginia,

the keel was recently laid for the first of three

steamships being built for the United Mail Steamship
Company, a subsidiary of the United Fruit Co. This
is another instance of the beneficent effect on the do-

mestic shipbuilding and shipowning industries of the

Merchant Marine Act, 1928, and the more liberal policy

of the government in the matter of mail contracts. Since

the passage of this law, a number of passenger and
freight steamships of good size and speed have been
built, but in the majority of cases these were additions
to wholly American-built fleets. The significance of

this keel-laying lies in the fact that it represents prac-

tically the first American-built addition to the largest

fleet of fruit carriers in the world and the first of six

sister ships, three of which are being built in Newport
News. Heretofore, all new vessels for The Great
White Fleet, as it is popularly known, have been built

in European yards.

In beam, depth, and speed the new vessels will ex-

ceed all other vessels of the fleet, and only two of the
latter are longer. Their dimensions will be about
447 feet length over-all, 4.30 feet length on waterline,

60 feet beam, and 34 feet 9 inches depth to upper deck.

The gross tonnage will be about 7200, and the displace-

ment at a draft of 24 feet 6 inches will be about 11,000

tons. It is expected that at normal service draft the
vessels will have a speed of about 18 knots. They will

have a net bin capacity of 180,000 cubic feet for ban-
anas, fuel oil capacity of 1400 tons, and fresh water
capacity of 600 tons.

The vessels will be twin screw, with four decks to

the hull, a combined forecastle and bridge, and a poop.
Eight water-tight bulkheads, all extending to the upper
deck or above, will divide the vessels into nine com-
partments, the subdivision being in execess of the re-

quirements of the International Conference on Safety
of Life at Sea and making them "two compartment"
vessels, able to keep afloat with any two compai'tments
flooded. Other structural features will be a duct keel
extending from No. 1 hold to the boiler room and
the fitting of the main fuel tanks entirely clear of the
shell and of the cargo holds in order to obviate the
possibility of oil leaks through the hull or into the
cargo space.

Fruit carrying, particularly bananas, is to be the

principal occupation of the vessels. All available

cargo spaces will, therefore, be completely insulated

and an elaborate refrigerating plant will be fitted in a

separate compartment aft of the engine room to pro-

vide the necessary brine circulation through the air

coolers which will be fitted in eleven of the fourteen
fruit-carrying compartments. Motor-driven fans will be

fitted in connection with the air coolers to circulate

cold air through ducts carried all around each com-
partment. The refrigerating plant will be capable of

maintaining a fruit temperature of 53 degrees Fahren-
heit and reducing the temperature of a full cargo of

bananas from 86 degrees Fahrenheit to 53 degrees Fah-
renheit in approximately twenty-eight hours, under
tropical conditions.

Accommodations for about 100 first class passen-

gers will be provided on the upper, bridge, and pro-

menade decks. These will comprise four suites with

sitting room, twin-bed room, and private bath, twelve

twin-bed rooms with private or connected bath, nine

single rooms with private shower and toilet, and regu-

lar staterooms with one or two beds. Public spaces will

comprise a library and writing room, entrance lobb.v,

lounge, smoking room, and an enclosed deck ballroom,

all on the promenade deck. The main entrance lobby
will be located on the bridge deck and the dining sa-

loon, with a seating capacity for 108 persons, will be
located forward on the upper deck. A special feature
will be a permanent out-door swimming pool at the
after end of the bridge deck; and there will be a glass

enclosed promenade forward on the promenade deck.

It will be seen, therefore, that the comfort and wel-
fare of the passengers are being carefully catered to

and that the well known high standard of The Great
White Fleet will be amply upheld. The accommodations
will be thoroughly modern and first class in every re-

spect.

In line with their other up-to-date features, the ves-
sels will have propulsive machinery of the most mod-
ern type. This will be turbo-electric, with two main
turbo-generators and two propulsion motors, one for
each of the two shafts, and four oil-burning Babcock
and Wilcox water-tube boilers. The main turbines,
generators, and motors are being built by the General
Electric Co. and will be capable of developing 10,500
shaft horsepower. The boilers will have a working pres-
sure of 350 pounds and will be fitted with superheaters
for about 230 degrees Fahrenheit superheat.

Electricity will play an important part in the opera-
tion of the vessels. In addition to the main engines,
many of the engine-room auxiliaries will be motor-
driven; also the refrigerating machinery, ventilation
fans, windlass, capstans, and winches. The steering
gear will be hydro-electric. The range and many of the
cooking utensils in the galley will also be electric.

These vessels are being built under special survey
of the American Bureau of Shipping for classification
with them. The design has also been approved by the
Navy Department in conjunction with the Shipping
Board whose loan fund has made their building pos-

sible. In order to make them eligible for participation
in the loan fund, all applicable requirements of the
International Convention will be complied with and
provision will be made for the future installation of

guns so that they may be available for service as aux-
iliaries in case of emergency. The contracts call for

delivery of the first vessel in January, 1932, the second

in April and the third in July. It is expected that all

three vessels will be launched before the end of this

year.



Air injection, 6-cyIinder, 4000-brake horsepower, Busch-Sulzer diesel. One of two installed in the

Tucson power station.

Development in an American Diesel

Remarkable Improvement in Specific Volume and Weight for Heavy Duty,

Medium Speed, Conservatively Designed, Diesel Engine

B:
USCH-SULZER Bros.-Diesel Engine Co. is now
building, on orders, several 2-cycle, single-acting

engines incorporating the A.E.G.-Hesselman Sys-

tem of mechanical injection and novel Busch-Sulzer
features of design. Among these engines, the most in-

teresting are a 3000 brake horsepower unit and a 4000
brake horsepower unit. The latter is a duplicate of two
Busch-Sulzer 6-cylinder, air-injection engines that have
been in operation for some time in the Tucson, Arizona,

power plant of the Federal Light & Traction Co., ex-

cepting that it has been modified by the substitution

of Hesselman mechanical injection and an improved
type of forged steel piston designed to avoid stuffing

boxes and packing rings for the water-cooling spaces.

In the upper portions of the cylinders and pistons of

both the air-injection and the mechanical-injection
engine much simplification has been accomplished.
The cylinders are 30 inches bore, which is believed to

be the largest diameter so far built, commercially, with
mechanical injection. The stroke is 42 inches.

This company, like all other diesel engine builders

in the United States (excepting only one that is also

a shipbuilder), has not on its books a single order for

a large marine engine; but, desiring to establish the

merits of a marine engine of this type, it is fitting

this 4000 brake horsepower engine with reversing gear,

and will demonstrate this in its shops, under full load;

thereafter stripping off the reversing gear before ship-

ping the engine for stationary installation in the same
Tucson plant.

The 3000 brake horsepower mechanical-injection en-

gine is being built for the Village of Freeport, New
York, in whose power station there are already in op-

eration 5665 brake horsepower in Busch-Sulzer air-

injection diesels. Thedesignof this new trunk-piston en-

gine enables the installation of 3000 brake horsepower
in the space that was originally intended to accom-
modate an additional 1500 brake horsepower Busch-
Sulzer cross-head type engine, without increase in dis-

mantling height. Excepting in size, frame construction,

and system of fuel injection, this new engine follows

closely the long established Busch-Sulzer smaller type
E, 2-cycle, air-injection, trunk-piston engines, which
have a rated capacity of 165 brake horsepower per

cylinder at 277 revolutions per minute.

Although not designed with special effort to reduce
weight, this 3000 horsepower engine, including its

scavenging blower, will weigh substantially under 100

pounds per net brake horsepower. It is intended for

services such as diesel-geared and diesel-electric ship
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At left, a cross-section of the upper end of cylinder of the standard 2-cycIc Biisch-Sulzer air-injection diesel engine. At right, a
cross-section of the upper end of the cylinder of the new 2-cycIe, airless-injection Busch-Sulzer diesel engine.

propulsion, as well a.s for stationary installation.^ and
direct-connection to propeller shafts. Utmost simplicity

and accessibility, as well as low head-room, are com-
bined to produce an engine that, in these respects, will

be more attractive than double-acting engines of me-
dium and small capacity. The company contemplates
extending this design to larger capacities, up to about
600 brake horsepower per cylinder, especially suitable

for services and locations in which low head-room is

of importance; as, for example, in cruisers.

The engine for Freeport is a 10-cylinder, 2-cycle,

trunk-piston, separately scavenged unit, with cylin-

ders lO'i inches bore by 27 inch stroke and it is rated
3300 gross brake horsepower at 240 revolutions per
minute; or 3000 net brake horsepower, after deduction
of the power consumed by the scavenging blower and
pumps. Several novel features are incorporated, a num-
ber of which have been patented by Busch-Sulzer or

are the subjects of pending patent applications.

The bedplate and cylinder block are each in two
lengths. The intermediate frames are of modified "A"
frame design. Tie rods from the top of the cylinder
block to the underside of the bearing bridges in the
bedplate bind the structure into a rigid unit. The ar-

rangement of the doors or covers of the frame, follow-
ing A.E.G., make a light and convenient assembly. The

doors or covers are of steel plate, made tight at their

tops and sides by return angles resting against soft

packing strips in grooves cast into the frame. The
bottom edges of the doors rest against the interior

sides of upwardly projecting flanges along the top
of the bedplate; which flanges are machined on their

interior faces and serve also to locate the intermediate
frames and hold them rigidly in the transverse direc-

tion.

Scavenging is according to the Sulzer system, with
Busch-Sulzer automatic blade valves controlling the
upper tier of ports; the ports being modified on the
lines developed by the A. E. G. The scavenging air

for this type of engine may be furnished by an at-

tached pump or by an independent blower.
The construction of the piston and connecting-rod

is interesting and follows regular Busch-Sulzer Type
E engine design. The cylindrical surface of the piston-
skirt is not punctured by holes for the wristpin; and
the entire skirt is a plain symmetrical body without
heavy bosses such as are required for the usual meth-
od of mounting the wristpin in the piston. The wrist-
pin, of case-hardened steel, is attached to the connect-
ing-rod and takes its bearing in an internal housing
over the whole length of the upper half of the pin,
the unit bearing pressure being about one-half of that

The diagrammatic sketch shows to the
same scale (above) a 1500-brake horse-
power, 180 R.P.M., single-acting, 2-cycle,

cross-head type, air-injection diesel with
compressor and scavenging pump integral.

Floor space 490 square feet; height to re-

move pistons 17 feet 3 inches, engine
weight 175 pounds per horsepower.
(Below) 3000-brake horsepower. 240
R.P.M.. single-acting. 2-cycle, trunk piston
type, with airless injection and separate
turbo-blower. Floor space 520 square feet;

height 18 feet 6 inches; weight under 100
pounds per hcrsepower.
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Section through piston showing the special piston, the construction

of upper end of connecting rod, and design of piston pin.

usually obtained with the conventional con.struction.

The wear of this bearing, which is pressure-lubri-

cated, is substantially nil. The absence of holes through

the wall of the skirt also avoids leakage of lubricating

oil to the outside of the skirt, which leakage occurs

in the ordinary construction, no matter how tightly

the wristpin is fitted in the bosses.

The piston-head is oil-cooled, the circulation of oil

being such that, after months of operation of similar

Busch-Sulzer type E engines, only a bare trace of car-

bon is found on the inside top surface. Lubricating

End elevation and transverse sections through new type Busch-

Sulzer airless injection diesel.

oil, from the same system as the pressure lubrication,

is used for piston-cooling. It is not discharged into the

bedplate, but is carried out of the engine to the sump
tank in a closed system, suitably vented, through dis-

charge chambers in the frames, where its flow and

temperature may be observed.

Between the bottom end of the cylinder liner proper

and the interior of the crank-case is a so-called "sludge

chamber," through which the piston passes. This

chamber is provided with wiper rings above and be-

low, and is open to the atmosphere. The upper wiper

ring strips off the lubricating oil that is carried down
by the piston, and the lower wiper ring strips off that

which is carried up from the crankcase. There is no

possibility of gases or flame from the cylinder enter-

ing the crankcase, or lubricating oil from the crank-

case passing up into the cylinder, and the piston is

visible from the outside, so that its condition and lu-

brication may be observed at all times.

The fuel injection system and combustion chambers
are of the A. E. G.-Hes.-ielman type. There is a separ-

Many splendid motorships attest the re-

liability of Sulzer marine diesel engines.

Our illustration shows the Dutch motor
passenger liner Johan van Oldenbarnevelt.

She is engined with two 7500-horscpowcr
Sulzer diesels and is giving a very good
account of herself on the Dutch East

Indies run.
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Tho Japanese motor tanker San Hcdro
Maru. This vessel is one of several recently
built and engined by Mitsui and Company

with Sulzer diesels.

ate fuel pump for each cylinder, all pumps being com-
bined in a common housing, with a single drive. The
fuel lead is constant for all loads; the quantity is

regulated by the governor control of the point of open-

ing of the spill valve. The arrangement of the fuel

pump and control mechanism is such that the engine
may be made directly reversible by the addition of

astern cams and a few simple parts, the starting, stop-

ping, reversing, and fuel-control being performed by
means of a single-handwheel. A 900 brake horsepower
6-cylinder reversing engine of this same type is now
nearly ready for tests in this company's works.

In connection with its adoption of the Hesselman
system of mechanical injection, this company, early

last year, built a small experimental 2-cycle engine
with two cylinders, 11 inches by 16 inches, fitted with

the Busch-Sulzer arrangement of cycloidal-impeller
scavenging blower, and rated 200 brake horsepower
at 500 revolutions per minute. The purpose of the ex-
periments was to determine, for engines of such small
dimensions, the suitability of the Hesselman .system,
the best conditions for scavenging and charging and
the adoption of light-weight materials for the pistons.
The results of the e.\periments have been most prom-
ising.

The big job that remains to be done to safely estab-
lish the American merchant marine on the world's
ocean trade routes is the replacement of many of our
obsolete cargo carriers with modern fast economical
ships. Unless all the rest of the world is wrong a large
proportion of this replacement cargo fleet will be diesel
engined ships.

In the Days of the Gold Rush

This interesting view of San Francisco takes one back eighty years to the days when San Francisco Harbor was fairly choked
with vessels deserted by their crews for the diggings. The view is from a shoulder of Telegraph Hill, looking south along
Sansome Street. The black vessel with plainly marked ports, lying across Sansome Street, is the Niantic. The present office of
Pacific Marine Review is directly over the location of her stern. All of the water shown in the bight is now filled-in land, occu-

pied by the down-town portion of San Francisco.



Cold Storage Construction
Some Notes on the Design and Erection of Refrigeration Chambers on Shipboard

^y George H. Freear

Fan tlcet-Frcear Company

Wi'HEN one is confronted with the necessity of

applying refrigerated space aboard ship the

prime factors for consideration are: space re-

quirements as to cubic area: where the refrigerated

compartment shall be built, taking into consideration

the value of the space available for general cargo; the

temperatures to be maintained; and the protection of

the steel in the way of the refrigerated spaces. The
requirements are generally established by the traffic

department and, if not too great, the most economical

space available is the upper tween decks, which, gen-

erally speaking, are somewhat inconvenient to load

with general cargo; and inasmuch as refrigerated

cargo must be trucked in most cases the upper tween

deck space has generally been found the most econ-

omical space. Where larger areas are required it be-

comes necessary to take in the lower tween decks.

Aboad ship it is always economical to prepare every

compartment so that it can be used for frozen products

if necessary. Therefore, in considering the thickness

of insulation it is always advisable to provide for the

lowest inside temperature that might be desired and

the maximum outside temperature that might be en-

countered. This means that an adequate thickness of

insulation must be used in the construction of the

refrigeration compartments.

In erecting cold storage rooms aboard ship we are

still using methods which have been in vogue for fifty

years or more. While on land we have made great pro-

gress in cold storage construction, ship plants remain

almost as they originally started. In many instances,

due to the insurance bureaus, the cold storage com-
partment has had to be built 18 to 24 inches away from
the ship's side in order that the hull may be inspected

and painted regularly. On the under side of the decks,

due to the low head room, we have not been quite so

careful and have insulated up to the under side of the

deck using various methods. In order to get more cubic

area for storage in the space available, recent con-

struction has allowed the outboard walls to be built

right up against the ship's channels and the space

between the outboard walls and the shell of the ship

has been filled with loose insulation.

The most up-to-date method of insulating ship spaces

is to use more insulation and no wood at all. By this

method the ship's side can be protected indefinitely;

the under side of the ship's decks can be protected in

the same manner; no steel is exposed to the air; no
rusting and corrosion goes on; no dry rotting of wood;
in short, by using this method of construction, a sur-

vival value has been placed on cold storage rooms
equal to that of the steel hull. The slight difference in

cost is easily offset in the added space given. If we
were to dig deep down into facts and find out the cost

per cubic foot of space in ship cold storage rooms
we would thoroughly realize that every inch gained
in the width, length, and height of these rooms adds

dollars and cents to the operating revenue.

To date nothing in the way of insulation material

has been prepared, manufactured, or shown to ship

owners that has the value of compressed corkboard.

One of the larger manufacturers of this material has

recently developed an especial lightweight corkboard

for this purpose. In 100,000 feet of cork used for in-

sulation purpose in the erection of cold storage rooms
on a ship, 30,000 pounds of weight have been elimi-

nated by the use of this new corkboard. Its insulation

value has been demonstrated and proved by the Amer-
ican Bureau of Standards at Washington.

Using this material in the new, up-to-date construc-

tion, wood has been eliminated entirely, the weight
of the construction material in cold storage rooms has
been cut almost in half, the insulation has been in-

creased, the value of the rooms increased from the

standpoint of use to the owners, and the actual cost

of construction very slightly increased. If, however,
the space gain, the insulation efficienc.v, and the long
life are taken into consideration, the real cost is found
to be greatly decreased. When we are considering the

requirements for refrigerated space, it could be well

to include all these in the analysis and erect the rooms
by a modern method. We know full well that the value
of insulation lies in just one thing; namely, keeping
out heat units. If the insulation allows heat units to

pass then we must face the costly expense of continu-

ous operation of the compressors, and we thoroughly
understand that power aboard ship costs money.

Commonsense Unemployment

Pension

EVERY employe of the General Electric Company
in Schenectady who has been out of work last win-

ter, or even on part-time employment, has been
cared for financially by the company's unemployment
pension plan.

The board of administrators of the plan stated that
682 employes, who have been entirely laid off, have
received a total of $69,987 in payments or loans thus
far, and that 1509 employes on part time employment
have received $38,610 under the plan, making a grand
total of 2191 employes assisted and $108,598.47 paid out
up to the end of February.

This plan provides for payments into the fund of one
per cent, of wages by employes, which is matched by
an equal contribution by the company during normal
periods of employment; and during any emergency,
such as has now been declared, all employes whose
earnings are 50 per cent, or more of normal, including
all salaried workers from president to office boy, con-

tribute one per cent, to the fund, which is also matched
dollar for dollar by the company.



Increasing

Patronage for American Lines

% H. T. Herr

Vice-President, Westinghousc Electric & Mdntifiduring Company

SHIPS are not only delivery wagons: they are trade

missionaries, advertisements, investigators, and
salesmen. It is natural to do business with those

whose ships visit your ports; and if our ships do not

visit certain ports, we may be sure that our business

interests there will suffer. Therefore, since in the

years that lie immediately before us, we must expand
our foreign trade, we must have ships of our ow-n to

do so. But to have ships of our own, we must build

them and keep them busy after they are built.

Some of the Problems Before Us
The problem of building American ships has been

partially solved. But, as I think all of us here realize,

there is still much to be done in this direction. We
must have super-liners and we must have plenty of

up-to-date, speedy, cargo vessels. Under present con-

ditions, it is not entirely clear how we are going to

get these requisites, but I hope that this Conference
will be helpful in this direction.

The problem of maintaining our ships in active op-

eration on the high seas is also as yet incompletely
solved. In the first place, we must find some way of

neutralizing the admittedly higher cost of operating
our ships; and, secondly, when this is done and our
ships can compete with those of other nations, our
business men must patronize them.
The responsibility of solving the first part of this

problem lies with the nation. Some form of legislative

action must be taken which will remove from our ships

certain handicaps of costs which they have to bear
simply because they are American. If this is not done,

our whole program of creating future prosperity for

the country will be jeopardized, no matter how many
ships we build.

As to the second part, this is solely a responsibility

of American business. If American business men do
not patronize our ships—if they favor foreign vessels

whenever they go abroad or have cargoes to despatch
•—then again our program is endangered. I think this

question of increasing the patronage of American ves-

sels can be reduced to two main elements: First, make
Amercan business men want to use our ships; and,
secondly, make it clear to them that the general pros-

perity of the country as a whole and of their own busi-

ness in particular is largely dependent upon the hand-
ling of at least 50 per cent, of our foreign trade by
our own vessels.

American Shipping Service
Here are a few constructive suggestions that will

help to increase the desire of American business men
to use American ships.

We must, first of all, match our foreign competitors
in the matter of ship speed. This is of vital impor-
tance. In a number of routes covered by both American
and foreign ships, the foreign ships are more modern
and of higher speeds, and inevitably they get the lion's

share of the business.

There is also some room for improvement in our

methods of selling shipping service. Better solicita-

tion and more sympathetic cooperation with shippers

would help in a number of cases. This, of course, is

largely a matter of training, and the system of send-

ing the employees of shipping companies abroad where
they can study shipping conditions in the various ports

of the world and give their customers the benefit of

their knowledge and experience is much to be com-
mended. It is especially desirable that shipping com-
panies at all of their important American ports main-
tain experienced and responsible representatives who
can give shippers information, handle complaints, un-

ravel troubles, and make essential rate adjustments.

Many an American shipper with a difficult shipping

problem on his hands has found himself baffled by

a clerical force that is poorly informed and can only

stand firmly on the absolute letter of every rule and
regulation.

With the exception of the matter of ship speed, which
is in part being remedied by our ship building pro-

gram, these criticisms are not serious and refer to

circumstances that can easily be remedied.
American shipping service is already of a suffici-

ently high quality to attract business for our ships

and will continue to improve. But those of us who are

directly interested in shipping must never forget that

if we are to keep our flag on the seas, American ship-

ping service in all of its phases must be second to

none.

American Ships Must have Passengers and Cargoes

Far more difficult is the task of bringing home to

Americans generally that if America is to have ships,

American ships must have passengers and cargoes.

From a shipping standpoint, we are somewhat un-

fortunate in having so large a country that only a very

small percentage of its inhabitants ever come directly

in contact with the shipping business. The average

American probably rarely thinks of ships in terms
of nationality. We must frankly concede our disadvan-

tages in this respect and take such steps as we can to

overcome them, always bearing in mind the magni-
tude of the task of reaching 130,000,000 people scat-

tered over an area of more than three million square
miles.

One of the reasons why we need super-liners is that

they will convey to everyone in the country the idea

that there is such a thing as an American merchant
marine and that it is a thing to be proud of and to

support. The Leviathan has already done a very great

deal in this direction, and much will be accomplished
by the splendid ships being built by the Dollar Lines,

the United States Lines, and others; but there is noth-

ing like the best and biggest thing in the world to cap-

ture popular interest. Congress, I hope, will recog-

nize this fact in considering legislation designed to

(Please turn to Page HI)



Echoes from the Conference

Short Extracts from the Principal Speeches Delivered at the Fourth National Merchant

Marine Conference Held at Washington, D. C.

THE National Conferences on the Merchant Marine

are held yearly with the thought of providing a

clearing house for discussion on national mer-

chant marine problems. The first meeting, held in Jan-

uary 1928. cleared the way for the Merchant Marine

Act of that year with its liberal shipbuilding loan and

po.stal contract provisions that have been so helpful in

building up the shipping industry.

A very fine program of speeches and discussion by

government officials and by shipping and shipbuilding

experts marked the progress of this fourth conference.

To reproduce the entire content of the agenda would

exceed any possible space allotment, however, here are

a few echoes conveying the gist of the principal

speeches.

T. V. O'Connor, Chairman, U. S. Shipping Board—
"This Fourth National Conference finds the Shipping

Board able to say with considerable pride that it has

succeeded in transferring by far the greater portion of

its vessel property to private interests. Its pioneering

work having thus been virtually completed, its future

efforts will be largely confined to developing and regu-

lating privately owned shipping in foreign and inter-

state trade. ... At present our ships transport only

about 40 per cent, of the total tonnage (in value about

33 per cent.) of our exports and imports." When this

has been increased to the volume proposed by the Mer-

chant Marine Act of 1920, which looked foi-ward to the

time when American ships should carry "the greater

proportion of our commerce we feel that we have

reached the goal for which we have been striving ever

since the Act went into effect."

Robert P. Lament, Secretary of Commerce— "Gov-

ernment operation with the United States Treasury as

a reserve fund in competition with private enterprises

totally dulls private initiative. We must get out of gov-

ernment operation as quickly as we can establish pri-

vate operation. . . . Our shipbuilding industry must

strive for the same economies and superiorities in de-

sign, engineering, and management that have been so

successfully applied by manufacturers in many other

lines. The same thing may be said about the manage-

ment and operation of our ships."

Ernest L. Jahncke, Assistant Secretary of the Navy

—

"Throughout our country's history its prosperity has

been greatly influenced by our water-borne trade, and

there has never been a time when that trade has been

so important as at present."

Arthur M. Free, Congressman from California, pre-

sented figures to show that there are many good rea-

sons for reducing Panama Canal tolls. "We should de-

vise some means by which we will get behind the sub-

stantial part of our merchant marine, the cargo ships.

I bring this matter of the canal tolls to your attention

with this thought in mind."

Royal S. Copeland, Senator from New York.—"With

our own bottoms we are secure; without them we are at

the mercy of the world."

W. Irving Glover, Assistant Postmaster General.—
"I do hope that out of this conference there will come
a plan whereby there will be established and put into

effect a most intensive educational project to sell the

American merchant marine to American people. A
small percentage of the advertising budget of the vari-

ous shipping companies of the country would place

before the people of America an educational campaign
that would I'eturn tenfold results."

Robert Dollar— (Though unable to attend due to ill-

ness, Mr. Dollar sent a long telegram to the conference.)

"Government departments should set example to private

citizens in patronizing American ships. . . . American
products favored by government loans should be ex-

ported exclusively in American ships. Tariff regula-

tions and treaties should be flexible enough to permit
favoring of American ships (cites Canadian and Aus-
tralian example.) Government should protect American
shipping."

H. G. Smith, President, National Council of American
Shipbuilders.—Mr. Smith submitted the rejjort of the

Committee on the Reduction of Differentials between
Shipbuilding Costs Here and Abroad. This committee
had reported fully at the 1930 conference and now de-

sired simply to "touch again upon a few of the high
spots in connection with this subject." The differential

in the case of cargo vessels was "55 to 60 per cent,

higher costs in United States yards." For tankers, this

differential was somewhat higher; and for combina-
tion liners a little lower. These figures assume a normal
capacity volume of work in shipyards and conditions

substantially equal as between yards here and abroad
and the ratio applied specifically to British costs, which
are higher than in other foreign shipbuilding plants.

Lowering costs here "can be obtained only through the

closest cooperation not only on the part of the ship-

builders and the shipowners, but on the part of the

government agencies concerned. Our ships must not

have requirements in excess of those of foreign nations

unless we are willing to pay the costs; they should not
have mutual requirements as between the government
and the owner beyond those absolutely necessary to se-

cui'e suitable ships for the service; and the shipbuilders

must build as economically as possible consistent with
these requirements."

There are too many government agencies involved in

ship design and building. "Our navigation laws, the

Steamboat Inspection Service, the Classification Socie-

ties, the Rules for Maintenance, the Shipping Act, the

Load Line Regulations, the Safety of Life at Sea, the

Bureau of Public Health, the Shipping Board, and the

Navy, the American Marine Standards Committee, and
occasionally the British Board of Trade" are all in-

volved; and it would certainly seem that some measure
of "consolidation would be of great value to the in-

dustry."

Captain H. B. Walker. President, American Steamship
Owners* Association.—Speaking for the committee on
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Government Aid to Merchant Shii^ping, Captain Walker
repeated the recommendation made in 1930 "providing
for the creation of a merchant reserve fleet consisting
of vessels divided into certain classes dependent upon
their size and speed; ui)()n due notice these vessels
would be subject to requisition at any time for service
in connection with naval maneuvers; the Shipping
Board to contract with owners of these vessels for en-
rollment in the merchant reserve fleet; and for com-
pensation to said owners in amounts not to exceed dif-

ferential existing between operating cost of such vessel

and operating cost of similar foreign vessel. Pay to be
on mileage basis, taking speed and size into considera-
tion."

Modernizing America's Merchant Marine

Homer L. Ferguson, President, Newport News Ship-
building & Drydock Company.—A very fine address,
touching up with a light, artistic brush, all the high
lights of the various problems affecting the moderniza-
tion of naval architecture and marin^ engineering. After
mentioning all the complications of a modern passenger
or combination liner, Mr. Ferguson says, "However, in

conclusion, perhaps the most important thing to think
about just now to help produce a really modern Ameri-
can merchant marine is some stimulus to the building
and operation of really modern American freighters.

These must be ships with modern lines, modern machin-
ery, and modern freight handling and stowing arrange-
ments. They must be capable of competing with any
service and are essential to the proper balance of any
merchant marine."

Mariasi

C. L. Bardu, President, New York Shipbuilding Com-
pany.—Points to railroad experience in America and
raises the question "Is the cargo ship the solution of
merchant marine problems?" Perhap.s fast combination
liners are a better means of moving sea-borne freight
and might be more economical. Not, how much does a
ship cost? but how much can she earn in a given period?
is the important question. "We must use engineering
methods and business efficiency and return to the
proved principles of speed, comfort, and frequent de-
I)artures."

Robert Haig, Vice-President, Sun Shipbuilding Com-
pany— After reviewing the history of shipbuilding, es-

l)ecially stressing the part of the United States Ship-
ping Board, Mr. Haig reviews the various types of
power plant available to modern ships. He concludes
that there is a "very satisfactory future for motor ships.

—In this country to-day diesel motors can be built and
guaranteed on the same footing as any other type of
marine power plant and with a very high degree of
economy.—The work that is now being done on the dev-
elopment of still larger and faster ships and on the
standard that will worthily represent the American
merchant marine at its best."

S. W. Wakeman, Vice-President, Bethlehem Shipbuild-
ing Corporation.—Reviews the modein requirements
in American ships; and concludes:

"Notwithstanding the fact that our shipyards have
made remarkable progress in reducing ship costs and
are better equipped, better manned, and more experi-

( Please turn to Page 151)

Two New Queens for the Pacific

This picture gives a very clear conception of the size of the two new Doll.ir liners. President Hoo\'er and President Coolidge. now
being completed at the Newport News Shipbuilding SC Dry Dock Company's y.ird. Newport News, Virginia. The photograph was

made following the launching of the President Coolidge and shows the two ships at the outfitting dock of the plant.



World Shipping Situation

d^y A. E. Sanderson

Transportation Division, U. S. Department of Commerce

THE shrinkage that has taken place in the world's

oversea trade is reflected in large measure by

the latest returns for idle tonnage. These are

striking in their contrast with the corresponding re-

turns of a year ago in that they represent increases

for individual countries of several hundred per cent., or

up to nearly 1,500,000 gross tons.

In the principal maritime countries, taken as a

whole, there were about 8,276.000 gross tons of ship-

ping laid up on January 1, 1931—an increase of 5,058,-

000 tons, or 150 per cent., over that of a year earlier.

Great Britain fared the worst, with approximately
1,445.000 tons, or 300 per cent, more, while the United

States was affected to the extent of about half a million

tons increased, traceable entirely to privately owned

Ch/trtrr rates on repre^entaiivc trade routes, July-Decemher,
1930

ronimodity and route

Coal:
United Kingdom to River Plate
United Kingdom to Genoa
United Kingdom to Port Said
United States to River Plate

Wheat:
River Plate to United Kingdom or Continent..
United States (.Atlantic) to United Kingdom.,
Australia to United Kingdom

Lumber:
United States (Gulf) to River Plate
United States (GulO to United Kingdom or
Continent

Rice: Burma to United Kingdom or Continent..
Sugar: Java to United Kingdom or Continent...
Nitrate: Chile to United Kingdom or Continent

i No record of fi.\tures found.

shipping. Another noteworthy feature is that German
shipping to the amount of nearly 500,000 tons was
laid up, as compared with practically none a year ago.

In considering these figures it should be borne in

mind, of course, that an altogether complete account

of the lack of employment would have to include the

increase in the unoccupied space of liners, many of

which have not been withdrawn from service despite

the falling off in trade. Data of this nature, however,

are not available at this time.

Freights Lower

The chronic weakness of the freight market indicates

that recovery from the present depression is not like-

ly to be more than gradual. Full-cargo rates, which are

representative in large measure of the market in gen-

eral, were consistently lower in 1930 than in any other
postwar year. The index numbers of these rates, as

compiled by the Transportation Division based on six

representative commodities over 12 leading world
trade routes, stood at 85 for the last quarter of 1930,

in contrast with 94 for the last quarter of 1929.

WORLD TREND °^ FULL-CARGO FREIGHT RATES
(Based on average of f?afes for 19// -/3 as /OOj
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The accompanying graph traces the fluctuations in

full-cargo rates since the beginning of 1923. There is

also a table of the actual high and low charter rates

for the third and fourth quarters of 1930.

Shipyards Less Active

A pronounced decline in total world shipbuilding is

evident from the latest returns. These show that there

were under construction only 2.316,000 gross tons of

merchant vessels at the end of 1930 as compared with
2,965,000 at the end of 1929. The decline, therefore,

amounted to 649,000 tons, or 22 per cent. Work in

British and Irish yards fell off by an amount exactly

equal to the total tonnage decline, but by a percen-

tage which reached as high as 42. This was the result

largely of the completion of many Norwegian orders

/(//p steam ami motor shipping of the principal maritime
countries on January 1

[In thousands of gross tons]

,

Country 1927 192S 1929 1930 1931

Idle in home country
Unito<i Bl.aTes—

r! 2,33ti

m
457

27

2,371
41

.144

22

2.978

2,160
31

003

22

2,816

1,531
6

447

22

2.006

1, 4.i2

I'l !'.
'';,';-;^';.;;',

\^ lied, other than United
11

Tot.il 2, S7S 2.574

1 Ireland... .129

128
37

539
276
93

4I!7

261
20

.'i21

ISO
12
8

90
4

87
91
90
3

22

Italy 6,1i

595
484

Jaifin 48
3

106
118
71
y

3.1

2«
14

100

85
16
77
80
93
35
43
26
1

65

03

74
132
41
2

22

343
324
223

.\ustralia 171

4
76

14

90Idle in foreign counti iesi 305

Oi,and tola!. . 4,094 4,407 3,968 3.218 8,270

iintries listed above.
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for tankers. Work in American yards, however, was
greater through the stimulus of the Merchant Marine
Act of 1928 which liberalized the government con-

struction loan facilities and provided a comprehensive
schedule of higher rates for the carriage of ocean

mails to foreign countries in American ships.

Motor ships still constitute appreciably more than
half of all the tonnage under construction—about 57

per cent, as compared with 55 per cent, a year ago.

Oversea Trade Unfavorable

The world's oversea trade in 1930 appears to have
been unfavorable on the whole. The extent of the de-

cline however, cannot be measured precisely at this

time as the available statistics are incomplete. Traf-
fic through Panama and Suez Canals may be taken
as an indication, and both these canals show a heavy
decline. E.xclusive of tanker cargoes, the Panama Can-
al handled 22,000,000 long tons of cargo in 1930, a

decline compared with 1929 of 3,361,000 tons or 13

per cent. Suez Canal, on the same basis, handled 20,-

343,000 metric tons during the first 10 months of

steel uteuiiiers aiitl motor ships under construction- in principal

shiphuildiiig countries' on Deccmher 31

Steamers Motor ships Totnl

1929 1930 1929 1930 1929 1930

Greit Britain and Ireland 788
128
167
IS
90
40
11

18

3
24
S
15
17

464
187
41
103
129
7
11

4

ii"

12

10

76S
43
86
63
77
192
87
90
166
36
19

440
43
177
70
44
153
135
104

86
59
10

1,653
171
253
78
167
232
98
105
184
39
43
5
15
22

904
230
218
179
173
160
146
lOS
86

Snain 59
21
12

s"

2
3

7
13

1,330 984 1,635 1 1,332 2,965 2,316

' Excluding Russia, tor which couutry iy30 returns urc not yei aviiilable.

1930, a decline of 5,186,000 tons, or 20 per cent., com-

pared with same period in 1929.

(Abstracted from Commerce Reports)

Echoes From the Conference
(Continued from Page 149)

enced than ever before, the requirements of the owners
and the government are more than offsetting the sav-

ings made by the shipbuilders. The trend of today is

unmistakably that modern ships are becoming larger,

faster, safer, and more palatial in their passenger ac-

commodations. Naturally such advantages must result in

increased cost, which the owner must justify by the in-

creased earning power. Shipbuilders take pride in en-

deavoring to produce efficient modern ships, and it is

hoped that these vessels now building will return max-
imum profits to their owners."

Increasing Patronage for American Lines
Kermit Roosevelt, President, Roosevelt Steamship

Company— Recommends hard, persistent work to over-

come apathy of the great American manufacturers and
producers toward giving American ships preference in

shipping their products.

Frank C. Munson, President, Munson Steamship
Lines.— Emphasized need of "constructive propaganda
being spread throughout the country in favor of Amer-
ican lines carrying passengers and freight. There are

more empty rooms and more empty space on American
flag ships than ever before in our history; and the

American steamship owner and operator need the sup-

port of the American traveler and the American ship-

per as never before."

Captain L. H. Porter, Superintendent of Ship Per-

sonnel, Munson Line.—"It is time that Americans awak-
en once more their sense of loyalty to American indus-

tries, and give not with the spirit of charity but of sin-

cere patriotism their whole-hearted support in travel

and freight to American operators."

Fred Brenckman, Washiagton Representative, Na-
tional Grange.—Suggests that the Division of Foreign
Agricultural Service set up by the Capper-Ketcham bill

during 1930 will be very helpful in encouraging the use

of American ships.

Thor Hultgren, Agricultural Economist, U. S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture.— Suggests that American opera-

tors should use to a greater extent the information
available in the United States Department of Agricul-

ture and in state agriculture experiment stations to

enable them to give better advice and better service to

shippers.

Malcolm Stewart, Middle West Foreign Trade Com-
mittee.—Suggests a department of publicity in connec-

tion with research department of Shipping Board to ar-

range for distribution of typical information of a re-

gional character to reach every chamber of commerce
or board of trade within the United States; and indi-

cates typical uses of this material for building up a

national urge to use American ships.

Patronage for American Lines
(Continued from Page 147)

make these great ships possible. A widespread "slo-

gan" campaign might be effective. If, for a while, some

such phrase as "Travel and ship on American ships"

were to be placed before the eyes of every American
citizen, patronage would almost certainly be consider-

ably increased.

Most important, however, is to educate our manu-
facturers, merchants, farmers, and all other business

men, and our workers as well, as to the fundamental

reasons why America needs ships.

It is the duty of all of us who are directly inter-

ested in shipping matters to lend our assistance in

carrying on this educational undertaking. Many of

you are doing this very thing—speaking before busi-

ness and civic organizations, printing articles in mag-
azines and newspapers, and spreading the gospel in

other ways. But much more is yet to be done.

Fortunately, this operation of educating our people

as to our merchant marine is cumulative in its effect.

The more of the better kind of ships we build, the

more people they carry, and the more goods we ship

in them, the better they will become known and the

more business they will get. In other words, the best

way to build up the American merchant marine is to

go ahead and build it up.

(Abstract of an address at the Fourth Annual Merchant Marine
Conference, Washington, D. C, January 21, 1931.)



The Electric Drive in Great Britain

% R. C W. Courtney

IT
is now twenty years since the experiments con-

ducted on the Clyde by Mavor and Coulson with

the launch Electric Arc demonstrated not only the

possibilities of electric propulsion but also that alter-

nating current was preferable for the large powers

generally associated with marine work. This little ves-

sel had a length of 50 feet and was equipped with a

45 brake horsepower gasoline motor directly coupled

to a generator. The engine turned at 800 and the pro-

peller 400 revolutions per minute, the average speed

in service being 8 miles per hour. The experience

gained led to a larger vessel, which was constructed

by Swan Hunter and Wigham Richardson in 1913.

This craft, the Tynemount was designed for service on

the Great Lakes to Canal dimensions, the length being

250 feet with a beam and depth of 42 feet 6 inches and
19 feet. The power plant comprised two 3-phase gen-

erators, each driven by a 6-cylinder Mittlees diesel at

400 revolutions per minute which supplied current

to a single 3-phase motor developing 500 shaft horse-

power at 800 revolutions per minute. Owing, however,
to a combination of circumstances the performance in

service unfortunately did not come up to expectations

and the plant was replaced by orthodox machinery,
the diesels themselves being utilized for land purposes.

A still larger vessel, the Wulsty Castle was com-
pleted at Sunderland in 1918 for the Castle Line in

which a novel system of turbo-electric drive was in-

stalled. This ship had dimensions 356 feet 3 inches

by 48 feet 9 inches by 25 feet 11 inches and carried

turbo-alternators developing 625 kilowatts apiece at

about 6000 tons deadweight Two Ljungstrom type
3600 revolutions per minute supplied current to two
main induction motors, together developing 1500 shaft
horsepower which were coupled to a single propeller

shaft through double reduction gearing.

The most important of the earlier British-built

electric ships is the San Benito, completed in 1921 by
Workman Clark & Co. for the United Fruit Co. and
powered by the British Thomson Houston Co. This
vessel is of the standard fruit-carrying type and is

325 feet long, 46 feet in breadth and 31 feet 9 inches

in depth, the gross tonnage being 3724. The machinery
embodied the extensive experience of the General Elec-

tric Company on electric drive and comprised a single

turbo-generator arranged amidships with three single-

ended, oil-fired Scotch boilers 15 feet 101-> inches diam.

by 12 feet 2 inches, the propelling motor being lo-

cated right aft in a separate compartment. The alter-

nator is rated for 2040 kilowatts at 3000 revolutions

per minute and is directly coupled to a 9-stage Curtis

turbine. The motor delivers 2500 shaft horsepower at

100 revolutions per minute with current at 1100 volts,

50 cycles, and maintains a service speed of 12^ '> knots.

Two similar vessels in which the generating medium
consisted of four Cammellaird Fullagar diesel sets

were commissioned in 1925; but in both cases it was
decided after a brief period of service to replace the

original oil engines, in one case by Fiat diesels and
in the other by steam machinery of greater power. The

conversion of the latter vessel, the La Marea, carried

out last year by Workman Clark, was of a very inter-

esting nature as it included lengthening the ship by
about 30 feet and entirely reconstructing the midship
portion. The new plant is of the high pressure type
with two Babcock and Wilcox boilers designed for

370 pounds working pressure and 264 degrees of super-

heat with oil firing in the Todd system. The generator
is of the British Thompson Houston-Curtis type of

2700 kilowatts at 3000 revolutions per minute and sup-
plies current at 1200 volts to a 3-phase, enclosed, syn-
chronous propelling motor, rated for 3300 shaft horse-

power at 120 revolutions per minute the designed speed
being 14^2 knots. The ship was renamed Darien, and
contemporary with her reconstruction two larger and
more powerful fruit carriers, the Platano and Musa,
were built by Cammel Laird and Workman Clark, re-

spectively. These ships were originally ordered by Eld-
ers & Fyffes, but were transferred to the United Fruit

Co. shortly after completion. Leading characteristics

are as follows: Length between perpendiculars 415
feet; breadth molded, 56 feet; and depth to upper deck
34 feet; the gross tonnage being 5833 and service

speed 16 knots. The turbo-electric machinery was sup-

plied by the British Thomson Houston Co. in both

cases and again consists of a Curtis turbine directly

coupled to a 3-phase alternator which supplies cur-

rent at 2600 volts to a propelling motor of 7000 shaft

horsepower. Five single-ended, oil-fired, cylindrical

boilers, with a working pressure of 275 pounds, are

provided, whilst an extensive equipment of independent
electrically operated auxiliaries is installed, the power
for which is supplied by two 500-kilowatt and one 175-

kilowatt turbo-generator.

The P. & 0. liner Viceroy of India has already been

fully described in Pacific Marine Review and refer-

ence has also been made to the new ships Strathnaver
and Strathaird now under construction for the same
owner's Australian service. The former was recently

launched at Vickers Armstrong's Barrow yard and
further details are now available.

The principal features are:

Length between perpendiculars 630' 0"

Length overall 664' 0"

Breadth 80' 0"

Depth to E deck 46' 6"

Draft 29' 0"

Passengers 1166

Crew 476

There are nine decks, and extensive refrigerated space-

is arranged in No. 2 and No. 3 holds and tween deck

spaces, the cooling medium being carbon dioxide plant

with brine piping. Provision is made for 498 first class

passengers, 262 in single berths, and the rest in double

berth cabins, whilst the remaining accommodation will

be entirely for the use of tourists; and apart from her-

electrical machinery the new liner will be one of the

152
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outstanding ships of 1931. The power plant is designed
for 28,000 shaft horsepower in two shafts for 22 knots
in service and is the highest powered of its type that
has so far been fitted in a merchant vessel. The gen-
erating medium consists of two British Thomson Hous-
ton-Curtis impulse-type turbo-alternators having a
maximum rating each of 10,700 kilowatts at 3000 revo-
lutions per minute, 3 phase, 3000 volts, which are lo-

cated amidships with the boilers. The propelling mo-
tors, each 14,000 shaft horsepower, 125 revolutions per
minute, 3000 volts, 3 phase, are located 125 feet abaft
the engine rooms so that a considerable amount of fric-

tion load due to intermediate shafting will be elimin-
ated. The steam generating installation comprises four
Yarrow-type, high-pressure, water-tube boilers of the
five-drum, side-fired type, fitted with air preheaters
and superheaters, the working pressure being 400
pounds and the superheat temperature 725 degrees Fah-
renheit. Two auxiliary boilers are also to be provided
of similar design to the main boilers. These ships will

have an imposing appearance with three large stacks

and are to be painted white, a distinct breakaway from
P. & 0. conventions.

Additional information is also available respecting

the new coastal liner for the Union Steamship Co. of

New Zealand for service between Wellington and
Lyttleton which is also being built at Vickers Arm-
strong's Barrow yard with British Thomson Houston
propelling plant. In this case a somewhat similar sys-

tem of operating at varying speeds to that followed out

by the Viceroy of India is being arranged. The vessel

will normally run a night service at 17 knots with one
turbo-alternator driving the two propelling motors
but in holiday seasons the double run will be made in

24 hours at 20 knots with both generating sets in op-

eration. The maximum output will be 13,000 shaft

horsepower on twin screws and not with a quadruple
screw arrangement as was at first reported.

Four propellers are, however, being given to the

Furness Bermuda Mid Ocean, which will also be a

notable ship in many ways. The approximate tonnage
is given as 22,000 and a high degree of luxury, includ-

ing two swimming baths, is being provided. The hull

is being built at Walker-on-Tyne and the turbo-elec-

tric machinery of 19,000 shaft horsepower by the Brit-

ish Genei-al Electric Co. Steam will be supplied by
eight Babcock & Wilcox water-tube boilers, and com-
pletion will probably be effected during the latter part
of the present year.

The two large tankers, Winkler and Permian, for the
Atlantic Refinery Co. of Philadelphia have now been
completed on the Clyde. Their diesel-electric instal-

lations differ from those of the preceding vessels in

that direct current is used, the generating plant con-
sisting of four 6-cylinder Ingersoll-Rand-Carel airless-

injection diesels each developing 750 brake horsepower
at 250 revolutions per minute and directly coupled to a
British Thomson Houston generator of GOO kilowatts
and 250 volts. These operate in series, and the propel-
ling motor is capable of 2800 shaft horsepower at 1000
volts, the revolutions per minute being 95.

Diesel-electric drive has also been seriously con-
sidered for several new cross-channel vessels which
have recently been ordered for service between the
British Isles and the Continent, and an interesting
contract has been placed with Wm. Denny and Sons,
Dumbarton, for a moderately sized vessel of this type
which will maintain communications between the is-

lands off the West Coast of Scotland and the main-
land.

Canadian Pacific Liner

Empress of Britain

The new 42,500-ton liner. Empress of Britain of the
Canadian-Pacific's Atlantic fleet, will go into service
between Southampton, Cherbourg, and Quebec a month
earlier than expected, her first sailing now being
scheduled for May 27, making the crossing in five
days. She will be commanded by Captain R. G. Latta,
well known in San Francisco circles as the commander
of the world-cruiser Empress of Australia.

On her round-the-world cruise in 1932, the Empress
of Britain will call at San Francisco, at daybreak, March
20, and stay two days in port, the largest passenger
liner ever to enter the Golden Gate.

Picture shows the Dollar Liner President
Jackson alongside the Taconia grain pier at

Tacoina, Washington, in December. She is

taking on the first cargo of wheat and flour
shipped from that terminal after completion
of its alterations and enlargements made dur-
ing 1930. The main line tracks are shown
running on fill where the old dock formerly
stood. Forty-five feet of water at the ship's

position.



Marine Refrigeration Simplified

A Series of Articles on the Handling of Perishable Products on

Shipboard from the Ship Operator's Standpoint

Part V— Refrigeration Machinery

By L. L Westling
(Copyright 1931 by J.il

THERE are volumes of printed matter on the sub-

ject of mechanical design of compressors and
auxiliaries, and it is not the intention of this

treatise to cover this phase of the subject. There is,

however, certain data which should be known in the

lay-out of a complete plant. Capacities of the com-
pre.ssor and evaporator (brine coolers) are spoken of

in terms of "tons of refrigeration". Tons of refrigera-

tion is one of the most misunderstood terms in en-

gineering. Contrary to the thought it seems to con-

vey, it does not represent the ice making capacity of

the plant. It represents, rather, the comparative re-

frigerating effect of one ton of ice in melting.

Ice making requires the cooling of the water to a

temperature of 32 degrees Fahrenheit from its initial

temperature which is, of course, a variable factor.

Mechanical and thermal losses in the process give a
rough or general ruling that the ice-making capacity
of a plant is approximately one-half its ice-melting ef-

fect. It has been established that one pound of ice

upon melting absorbs 144 B. T. U. ; hence, one ton of

ice-melting capacity or one ton of refrigeration rep-

resents a heat removal of 2000 x 144 or 288,000 B.T.U.,

and as a rate basis it is arbitrarily accepted as the
absorption per day of 24 hours.

In previous chapters it has been pointed out that
the pressure or corresponding density of gasses on
the suction and discharge sides of the compressors
affect the capacity of the plant. For example, take
the exaggerated condition of having suction and dis-

charge pressures the same. But little work can be
done on the gas and the refrigerating effect is nil. Or
assume a very high vacuum on the suction and a very
high discharge pressure. Due to the rarified suction
gas but little gas is handled; yet much work is done
by the high degree of compression on the discharge
side. In consequence, when we speak of the capacitv
of a compressor other conditions beside cylinder di-

mensions and speed must be considered. In specifying
compressor equipment one should always specify con-
ditions—preferably the rating as given by the Ameri-
can Society of Refrigerating Engineers. The standard
ton rating of ammonia systems requires a suction
pressure of 19.57 pounds per square inch and a tem-
perature of 5 degrees Fahrenheit; a discharge pres-
sure of 154.5 pounds per square inch and a tempera-
ture of 136.6 degrees Fahrenheit. The standard ton
with carbon dioxide gives a suction pressure of 319.7

pounds per sciuare inch and 9 degrees superheat, and a
discharge pressure of 1024.3 with 90 degrees super-
heat.

A coil-type condenser for a marine refrigerator plant, Brunswick-

Kroeschell manufacture.

Condensers

Condenser equipment is generally supplied by the

manufacturers of the compressors. Ammonia conden-

sers are usually of the double pipe design. Ammonia
is corrosive to copper alloys, hence black iron is al-

ways used. Carbon dioxide condensers, because of high

pressures used, are generally of seamless steel tub-

ing, although copper tubing may be used. The tubing

is usually in the form of spiral coils, through which

the gasses pass; and these coils are submerged in the

circulating water held by an outer casing of steel or

cast iron. Fitted joints in the gas cari-ying coils should

never be allowed inside of heat transfer equipment,

but the ends should always extend through the enclo-

sures to the outside for connections. Steel carbon di-

oxide coils are always joined by the electric welding

process, and coiiper connections are made by brazed
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cupped joints. HiRh pressure tests should be made be-
fore assembly. Condensers of the double pipe type
should have eight square feet of cooling suiface per
ton of i-efrigeration. Condensers of the shell and tube
type should have 18 square feet of cooling surface per
ton of refrigeration.

In designing a condenser plant, it is advisable to
have 100 per cent, reserve capacity and so piped that
either side or both sides may serve the compressors.
For highest efficiency the circulating water should
always flow in the opposite direction to the gas flow.
We have pointed out in earlier chapters how the rate
of heat transfer is increased with the increase of tem-
perature differences, and contraflow produces that
effect to advantage. In heat exchanging equipment
the final temperature difference is often not more
than five degrees. When the outgoing refrigerant in

a condenser is being cooled by sea temperature water,

a much lower temperature is attained by the liquor

passing to the receiver. This factor is especially nec-

essary to carbon dioxide systems operating in high

temperature sea water, as it removes the liquor farth-

Ml

A horizontal brine cooler as manufactured by the York Manufac-
turing Company.

er away from its critical temperature; i.e., 88.43 degrees

Fahrenheit, at which point there is no refrigerating

effect.

In specifying condenser conditions the highest ex-

pected temperature of circulating water should be

stated. Ships travelling through tropical seas may fre-

quently have 86 degree water.

The questions of proper amounts of circulating

water involving the circulator or other pumps is often

hard to answer, but a rough ruling supplying suffi-

cient flow is 31 2 to 4 gallons per minute per ton of

refrigeration.

Brine Coolers—Evaporators

Brine coolers or evaporators are built in several de-

signs, the two of widest acceptance are the brine sub-

merged gas coils or shell and coil type, and the shell

and straight tube type. The first type is most often
found aboard ship. The outer casing is circular or rec-

tangular and of cast iron or made of steel plates and
shapes. The cooling elements should be placed to

insure that they will always be flooded with the liquid

refrigerant because the heat transfer is much higher
between the boiling refrigerant and the brine than

A ISrunswick-Krocschell double-pipe, counter-current condenser

it is between the expanded gas and the brine. Carbon
dioxide plants always have the refrigerant within the
coils, while with ammonia the pressure is such that
it may be either inside or outside of the coils. The dis-

advantage of the brine-in-the-coils type is the excessive
amount of refrigerant required to flood the coils. The
manufacturers of such equipment have their own
standards for cooling surfaces of the.se coils, but a
satisfactory "rule of thumb" states that there should
be from 120 to 150 lineal feet of \Va, pipe (or eciuiva-
lent thereto) per ton of refrigeration. Brine coolers
can now be obtained with a guarantee of but 2 degrees
difference between refrigerant and brine.

Brine Pumps

Brine pumps may be of any type unit. Reciprocating
duplex pumps serve well, monel fitted. Simplex reci-
procators should be avoided because of water shock
in the system which often produces pipe noises that
are very disturbing to passengers and crew. Recipro-
cating units of any kind should have generous air
chambers at the pumps and at the ends of long dis-
charge pipe leads. Rotary and centrifugal pumps are
most desirable when electric motor driven. Small tur-
bine units are of too low efficiency to be acceptable.
All brine ends of pumps should be enclosed in casings
packed with granulated cork, and so designed to per-
mit frequent and easy access to the pump parts. With
a five degree rise of temperature of brine through the
coils there should be circulated from T'o to 8 gallons
of brine per minute per ton of refrigeration.

Brine Tanks

Brine return tanks are of various designs and their
detail is affected by the method of brine circulation.
They are usually made of plates and shapes and, if in

the open, are heavily insulated. If within an insulated

A motor-driven centrifugal brine pump, made by the Warren Steam
Pump Company.
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brine room a light insulation will prevent heavy frost-

ing of the tank sides. Closed brine systems drain to

an enclosed return tank, which is vented to prevent

air binding and to permit expansion or contraction.

The enclosed .system has an advantage in that the

brine room is always dry and ship shape. The open

system drains into the tank in open streams, and the

flow is always under observation, which is advan-

tageous. The open tank should have strainers above

the brine level to prevent the entrance of any foreign

matter that might injure the brine pumps or clog the

system.

Brine make-up tanks should be made in three com-

partments similar to a hot well. The fir.st compartment

should have a raised and perforated bottom, the com-

partment size to accommodate the desired amount of

calcium chloride. A water tap should be located over

this. The second compartment should extend under

the above strainer bottom and should also be sepa-

rated from the third compartment by a plate lower

than the tank rim. The third compartment bottom

should drain to the brine tank to the make-up brine

pump suction. This construction should give proper

density control and should prevent the solid chemical

from entering the brine system.

Brine Heater

Vessels whose chambers might be under refrigera-

tion for extended periods, and whose coils might gather

heavy frost should be equipped with a brine heater.

The heated brine should be circulated at proper in-

tervals to defrost the coils, as excessive frost will im-

pede the air circulation in the chamber. Frost is also

an effective insulator. Coil defro.sting may be effected

by cutting off the brine or gas until melting is com-

pleted, but warm brine is more rapid and the cargo is

not without refrigeration for any ciuestionable period

of time.

Pipes and Fittings

Ammonia piping or fittings are always of iron,

never galvanized. The sizes are determined by the size

of the plant and the branches by their connected load.

Ammonia flange unions or electric-welded connections

should be used whenever possible, although miter-weld

joints are not to be recommended. Threaded joints

where unavoidable should be made up with glycerin

and litharge. Compressor suctions should always con-

nect from the top of i-eturn header and loop down to

cylinder as an additional safeguard against liquor

being drawn in with the suction.

Carbon dioxide piping should be made up of seam-
less steel tubing with welded joints, and all fittings

should be of forged steel. The assembled plant should
be tested with air to 2000 pounds per square inch be-

fore charging with refrigerant.

Brine piping should be made of iron, preferably gal-

vanized after being cut and fit. Threads should be
avoided, and when necessary made short, exposing
as little of the thread to the air as possible. Long or

running threads should never be permitted, as exposed
threads are always the vulnerable point, and the chem-
ical action of the brine and air will rust threads very
rapidly. Plug valves or cocks should be avoided due
to their frosting up, gate valves being preferable.

Pipes carrying low temperature brine or gas should
be insulated with the best cork forms, bound with cop-

per or brass wire, and all seams well sealed from the
air. Where moisture can' gain access to the piping,

frost forms forcing away the insulation, rusting the

pipe, and causing loss in efficiency.

Pipe hangers should be on the outside of the insu-

lation, which should be protected from the hanger by
means of an iron plate saddle or cradle.

Spare Equipment
In designing a plant for marine service, reserve and

stand-by capacity in all units is desirable. At sea

where ready repairs and spare equipment is not avail-

able, an extended shut down is certain to bring heavy
loss of perishables. In smaller plants, spare parts,

such as are required by the Classification Societies,

are sufficient; but on larger plants a stand-by com-
pressor, condenser, evaporators, brine pumps, etc.

should be specified. Stand-by equipment for direct-ex-

Cuwc Ft-er or CoM^Anr-Mtn-r
Jaaa^ ASft, Wf^
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A convenient graph
for approximating am-
m o n i a coil re-

quirements for refrig-

erated compartments
with gravity air circu-

lation. The vertical

scale gives the cubic

feet of space that may
be taken care of per

lineal foot of 1-inch

ammonia pipe within

the temperature limits

marked on the curve
and for various sizes of

compartment listed on
the horizontal scale.
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pansion systems is more imperative than for the brine
operated plants, inasmuch as the low temperature
brine has reserve refrigeration capacity after the com-
pressor is shut down.

Spares Required by American Bureau of Shipping

cs, or 1 halfsh.'ift wIutc intcrcliant;cablc:th ccconti

npk-tc. of each patttrn for stc, cylinJc

I cranic j^haft. compl
I cover uf each r-^ttern for

1 piston and rod with nut

I shdc valve spindle and nuts of each pattern
1 pair main bearing bushes, complete
2 main bearing bolts

1 set of piston rod and connecting rod bolts and bushes
1 eccentric strap and rod, compfeie. of each pattern
Main and cut-off valves and valve face, with pins, for steam cylinder

1 brine pump bucket and rod
1 air pump bucket and rod
1 circulating pump bucket and rod
1 compressor gland and packing, complete
1 set compressor suction and delivery valves, with springs and boxes, complete
1 set of valves for air, circulating, and feed pumps
I set of valves and springs for brine pump
I crank shaft for fan engine
1 set of top and bottom end bushes and bolts for fan engine
I set piston rings for fan engine
1 of each pattern of ammonia or carbon dioxide valve and cock flange and fittings

Blocks for making all leather packing
6 tubes and 24 ferrules for condenser
1 of each kind of pressure guage

Assorted lengths of bends of piping, together witii flanges, couplings and screwing
appliances

A supply of assorted bolts, nuts, studs, packing, joint rings, compressor rings,

and leathers

Where one duplex or two single ammonia or car-

bonic-anhydride compression machines are fitted:

piston rod with nuts, complete, of each pattern, for steam cyHnder
slide valve and valve face, with pins, for high pressure steam cyhnder.
shdc valve spindle and nuts of each pattern
main-bearing bolts

set of piston rod and connecting rod boUs and bushes
set of piston rings, etc., for each steam cylinder, and for fan engine
eccentric strap of each pattern
air pump bucket and rod
circulating pump bucket and rod
brine pump bucket and rod
compressor gland and packing, complete
compressor suction and 1 delivery valve with springs and box, complete

set of valves for air, circulating, and feed pumps
set of valves and springs for brine pumps
crank shaft for fan engine
piston rod. complete for fan engine

set of top and bottom end bolts and bushes for fan engine

of each pattern of ammonia or carbon dioxide valve and cock, flange, and fittings

Blocks for making all leather packing
f. tubes and 24 ferrules for condenser
1 nf each kind of pressure gauge

Assorted lengths and bends of piping, together with flanges, couplings, and
screwing appliances

A supplv of assorted boks. nuts, studs, packings, joint rings, compressor rings.

and leathers

Refrigerating Coils

Room coils should be so proportioned that the cham-

ber can be used for any temperature from sharp freezer

to a banana carrier. This can be done by dividing the

--+
,1-

A diagrammatic representation of a simple rule that will help in

designing refrigeration chambers and the arrangement of coils

therein.

collage into two circuit.s of ratios of one-third and two-

thirds, and each circuit to make a complete belt about

the room. As a sharp freezer both circuits are used,

for freezer the 2/3rds circuit only, and for chill or

cooler the one-third circuit. The one-third belt should

be the upper coil when direct expansion or low tem-

perature brine is used as such an arrangement will

assist in preventing too severe conditions for chill

cargo stowed at the foot of the coils.

The total cooling surface for any space is based upon

the refrigerated load. Referring to the chapter on

Specific Heats (Chapter II) the method is clearly

shown for this calculation. The carrier is seldom called

upon to freeze cargo as such stowage is usually de-

livered to the ship's side in frozen condition. The
curves herewith indicate a safe schedule for room
coils with gravity air circulation. For bunker or coil

room systems and forced air circulation, from -50 per

cent, to 60 per cent, of these requirements may be used.

It is suggested that 25 per cent, additional cooling

surface be provided with brine coil systems.

The coils should be very carefully located. They
should cover all walls as far as is practical for even
distribution of refrigeration. If the "belt" of direct-

expansion coils contains more than 800 lineal feet of

1-inch pipe, the circuit should be split with 2 inlet

and outlet connections to prevent the inlet end doing
most of the refrigerating work or causing localized

refrigeration. One brine circuit should not have more
than 450 feet of pipe. Small diameter pipes give the

best results, the refrigerant liquid being distributed

through a greater length of coil and the higher ve-

locities increase the rate of heat transfer.

A New Development on the Washington Coast
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The port of Willapa Harbor showing new wharves, warehouse, and ship-side tracks. Willapa harbor lies between South Bend
and Raymond, Washington, and is served both by the Northern Pacific and the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railways and

excellent state hig'iway connections.



Diesel Engine Lubrication

Part III. The Special Problems Involved in the Efficient Lubrication of the

Bearings on Marine Diesels

% Arthur M. Tode
Diesel Engineer, Technical Department, The Texas Company

Wl'RIST pins, crank pins, main bearings, and
crosshead guides of diesel engines require

:'areful lubrication. With the possible excep-

tion of the wrist pins, which are contained in an en-

closed po.sition and may be subjected to considerable

unradiated heat, the above parts will, in general, in-

volve no difficult lubricating problems. Pressures are
usually high, clearances low. and operating speeds
frequently high; yet the circulating force feed oiling

system, the mechanical lubricator, or the principles of

splash lubrication (in the enclosed crankcase engine)
are all readily adaptable.

On large engines the first is preferred by many
authorities. In effect it is probably the most depend-
able system in that it furnishes a continuous stream
of oil to all the bearing parts in question, assures an
adequate oil wedge, assists materially in cooling, and
is capable of being put in series with a filtration or

purification system which will insure the delivery of

practically pure oil, thus eliminating the possibility

of clogged oil ways. Furthermore, the oil feed to each
part, in certain cases, can be independently controlled.

One oil is generally used for all bearings of a diesel

engine and should be selected to suit those bearings
subjected to severest operating conditions. With the
mechanical lubricator it is possible to make it serve

both cylinder and bearing lubrication by keeping the

requisite lubricants in separate compartments.

A variation exists in the pressures used on lubrica-

ting systems. While with some engines the pressure
will not exceed five pounds per square inch, in others

it is carried as high as twenty pounds. This pressure
will be influenced by bearing clearances, and a notice-

able drop in pressure may occur with a new engine
as the wearing in of the bearings progresses.

The quantity of oil circulated through the bearing
lubricating system varies widely in different engines.

being dependent on the size and speed of the units as

well as the method of lubricating system installation.

The chief requirement is that the amount circulated

shall be greatly in excess of what is actually required
for lubrication, so that the large amount of oil flowing
through the bearings may serve as a cooling medium
in addition to maintaining a film between the bearing
surfaces.

Oil Wedge Principle

Where shafts or journals such as the main and other

bearings are involved, effective lubrication can be
most dependably attained by providing for passage
of oil from the low pressure to the high pressure area.

As a general rule this will mean from the upper to

the lower part of the bearing.

For this reason oil holes are usually located in the

top part or cap of the average bearing, when lubri-

cation is to be maintained from an external source.

In addition, by suitable grooving of the top part or low
pressure area of such bearings, where practicable,

delivery of adequate oil to the point of entry of the

high pressure area can be more nearly obtained.

When a bearing which is at rest starts to revolve,

the lubricating oil adhering to the journal is drawn
in the form of a wedge into the pressure area. If the

velocity of the bearing is very low. and especially if

the oil be viscous, it is very possible that no oil film

will be formed. It is claimed, however, that with a

velocity as low as ten feet per minute oil is drawn into

the bearing of the journal and forms a wedge. This

wedge of oil forces the shaft over and raises it. com-
pletely separating it from the bearing. As the velocity

increases, the thickness of the oil film becomes more
uniform and the center of the shaft approaches more
closely to the center of the bearing. If the load be

now increased, as the speed is kept constant, the jour-

nal tends to approach a point on the bearing about
40 degrees from the vertical. If a further increase in

load be applied the oil film will be ruptured with re-

sultant friction, hot bearings, wear, and possible break-

down of the unit.

Oxidation

It has been explained how the lubricating oil in a

pressure circulation system enters the bearings and
assists in the formation of a wedge-shaped oil film.

Upon its escape from the ends of the bearings it is

thrown violently about in the crankcase and broken
up into fine spray due to the action of the revolving
crankshaft. This fine oil spray coming in contact with
the hot air in the crankcase is subjected to an oxi-

dizing effect, especially in the presence of water and
other impurities. This oxidation, accelerated by the

constant churning effect, promotes emulsion and has
a very detrimental effect on lubricating oil. Careful
selection of the crudes from which the oil is manufac-
tured and equal care and skill in its refining will

produce a high grade lubricating oil suitable for this

service.

Detrimental Factors

Impurities which may contaminate the lubricant may
be caused by water leakage from the cooling system
or deposits from lubricating oil, fuel oil. or dust con-

tained in intake air. These may reach the lubricating

oil in the crankcase in the form of cylinder drip.

In engines where lubricating oil is used for cooling

the pistons, the discharge from the piston head is

sometimes led directly to the crank pit, allowing the
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piston cooling oil to mix with the bearing oil. This oil,

in its circulation through the pistons, has naturally

come in contact with the very hot inner wall of the

piston head, The oil must be able to resist to the

greatest extent any tendency toward breakdown when
exposed to this high temperature. The formation of

carbon deposits on the inside of the pistons will re-

tard the transmission of heat from the piston to the

circulating oil whereby the setting up of excessive

heat stresses may result in cracked pistons.

It can be readily appreciated that the severe ser-

vice conditions of bearing oil in a diesel engine lub-

ricating system will result in breakdown of infei-ior

or unsuitable products. This is usually manifested in

the precipitation of gummy deposits, although these

are not always easily detected and the oil may still

appear to be in fairly good physical condition. These
gummy deposits^ are most dangerous when they lodge

within the oil pipes leading to the bearings, or the

oil ducts within the crankshaft, or the connecting rod.

The accumulation of such deposits may not be ob-

served until there is a sudden restriction or stoppage

of oil to some bearing or group of bearings with resul-

tant burned out bearings and possible serious con-

sequences.

Bearing Wear

The evil and undesirable consequences of excessive

bearing wear may be even more serious than those

of excessive cylinder wear. It is impossible for metal
surfaces under pressure, such as journals and bear-

ings, to rub one on another even for short periods

without generating heat which will quickly become
excessive and eventually destroy the material. Such
surfaces must be positively separated by a film of

lubricating oil. While cylinder wear, in extreme cases,

leads to loss in compression, and consequent loss in

power, excessive main bearing wear in addition to loss

in power may also lead to fracture of the crankshaft.

Bearing troubles are not always apparent or audible.

Where the load on a bearing is always in one direction.

quite a bit of wear may exist without any audible

signs.

The resistance of an oil film to squeezing action

is dependent on the body or viscosity of the lubricating

oil, the size of the engine bearings, the speed, the unit

pressure, and the temperature of the oil.

Under conditions of starting, or in the case of slow

movement as with piston pin oscillation or crosshead
bearings, the formation of an oil wedge and main-
tenance of an oil film are effected, and there is a ten-

dency of the oil film to be squeezed out of the pres-

sure area. Viscous or heavy oils are therefore used
where the bearing pressures are high, the clearances
large, or the temperature of operation high. Of course,

if too heavy an oil be selected for a certain service

the fluid friction and the consequent bearing tempera-
ture will become excessive, and the separation from
inevitable impurities within an oiling system is made
difficult.

It is necessary to use a thin oil where high speed
bearings are employed because it gjves the minimum
of friction, and because the friction generated by the
high rubbing speed of the journal would be abnormally
increased by the use of a heavy oil. In high speed
bearings the bearing pressure is usually light, which
permits a thin oil. However, if too light an oil is used,

the lubricating film is not sufficiently viscous to keep
the metal surfaces apart. This will readily cause rapid
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wear and result in burned-out bearings. As such an
oil is readily atomized on escaping from the bearings,
the spray thus formed in intimate contact with air
promotes oxidation. Excessive lubricating oil consump-
tion may also result from the use of too light an oil

according to the engine design, operating conditions,
and opportunities for oil leakage.

Frictional Resistance
Probably the principal reason why the lubrication

efficiency of oil is not given more general attention
is because a great proportion of the losses incurred
through faulty lubrication is hidden. As long as an
oil is not giving any unusual or flagrant trouble it is

often assumed that it is efficient, while as a matter
of fact the use of an improper lubricant may be caus-
ing a heavy power load factor.

A condition met with in lubrication that does not
seem to be fully apparent to the average user of oils

is that frequently there are chemical or physical im-
perfections in the metals of the bearings or journals,
or some mechanical defects in the fitting of these parts
that are not discernible by the naked eye. Yet tests
have clearly indicated that excess friction and cor-
respondingly high temperatures can be, and often
are, caused by variations in the smoothness of the
bearing or journal surfaces that cannot be easily
detected.

All surfaces are more or less rough; even surfaces
which are well machined and polished show under
the microscope small projections and depressions. It

is the interlocking of these m.inute projections which
causes solid friction when two surfaces are pressed
together and move relative to one another without
lubrication.

The object of all lubrication is that the lubricant

should attach itself to the rubbing surfaces and form
a film between them which, under the conditions of

speed, pressure, and temperature prevailing, will not
be squeezed out, but will keep the frictional surfaces
apart. In perfectly lubricated bearings the rubbing
surfaces never actually touch one another and the
friction is entirely dependent on the lubrication. The
frictional resistance with fluid friction is dependent
upon the speed and area of the rubbing surfaces and
the viscosity of the lubricant at the working temper-
ature of the oil film, but is independent of the pres-
sure between surfaces, the condition of the rubbing
surfaces, and the materials of which they are com-
posed.

When an engine has been idle for some time the oil

films on the various working parts have become more
or less completely dissipated. The sustained pressure,
due to the weight of the parts has caused the oil films
to be squeezed out, with the development of a certain
amount of metallic contact. This results in a consid-
erable starting effort of an engine and the static co-

efficient of friction approaches that of solid friction.

The starting effort will, of course, depend on the con-
ditions and nature of the surfaces in contact and the
pressure between them.

Just as the surfaces begin to move the kinetic co-

efficient of friction comes into play; but as the speed
increases an oil film is formed and the kinetic and
solid friction decreases until perfect film formation
is attained. The high values of the static coefficient

easily explain the great effort often required to start

an engine from rest; therefore, the introduction of
ball or roller bearings, where there is practically no
difference between the static and kinetic coefficients,

would be advantageous.
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The Evolution of

a Paget Sound Ferry

Three interior views showing the modern, comfortable furnishing and
equipment that are characteristic of Puget Sound ferries. Note the

beautiful effects obtained by the use of Goodyear Rubber Tiling for

deck coverings.
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Three views of the same ship. Top; Kitsap II, in 1906; middle:

City of Bellingham, 1920; lower: Quilcene, 1931.

ON January 1."

delivered to t

pany a trim.

15 the Lake Washington Shipyards
the Puget Sound Navigation Corn-

fast, de luxe passenger and auto

ferry, the Quilcene, ex-City of Bellingham, ex-Kitsap

II. She was built in 1906 as a passenger vessel, con-

verted to a pa.ssenger and auto ferry in 1920, and now
has been again enlarged in capacity and equipped to

meet modern Pacific Coast standards.

The Quilcene is 156 feet long, 43 feet beam, by 13

feet depth. She has space for 40 automobiles on the

main deck and is fitted with a turn-table aft for turn-

ing cars for head-on landings.

On the upper deck there is a large glassed-in ob-

servation room forward, a smoking and card room,
lavatories, a nice dining room, and a completely equip-

ped galley. Seating accommodation is provided for 225

persons in comfortable upholstered chairs, all facing

the water. Goodyear rubber tiling in pleasing combina-

tions of colors and patterns covers the deck. Bulkheads
and ceilings are in 3 and 5-ply laminated wood panel-

ing. Indirect lighting is used with a very pleasing ef-

fect. The galley is equipped with a new oil-burning

range and with a large capacity Frigidaire cabinet.

A new 15-kilowatt General-Electric generating set was
installed to carry the extra lighting and auxiliary

power load. A special radio receiving set serves loud

speakers in the observation and the smoking rooms.



Marine Equipment
EXHAUST TURBINES c^ DIESEL TRAWLER
PATROL BOATS c^ SEAM COMPOUND

More Speed and Less Fuel

Performance Data for FirU Year of Steamship Lena Luckenbacb

with Exhaust Turbine

THE steamer Lena Luck-
enbacb of the Lucken-
bach Steamship Com-

pany, Inc., New York,
which was fitted with an
American Bauer-Wach ex
hau.st turbine, ha.s now,
with entire satisfaction to

the owners, run for over a
year with the new equip-
ment, and the records of

two years' performance,
before and after conver-
sion, respectively, are now
available for comparison.

About one knot in speed
has been gained, which
works out as a saving of
3U days for a round trip;

and, as practically six

round trips are made per
year, totaling approxi-

mately 60,000 miles, twen-

ty sea days are saved,

leaving more time in port

for loading and unloading
cargo and in reducing or eliminat-

ing over-time work. There is also

an annual saving of 5400 barrels

of fuel oil.

This vessel, built in Japan in

1920, is of 10,600 deadweight tons,

and was originally equipped with
three Scotch boilers and a triple

expansion engine having 27'-; x 45

X 75-inch cylinders and 51-inch

stroke, and giving 2800 indicated
horsepower and 10^^ knots speed.

By the installation of a Contrapro-
peller and other improvements this

was subsequently, but prior to the
installation of the exhaust turbine,

brought up to about 11^2 knots at

74 revolutions per minute.

The exhaust turbines and gears
were supplied by the American
Bauer-Wach Corporation, 11 Broad-

Bauer-Wach exhaust turbine unit being hoisted aboard

the steamship Lena S. Luckenbach.

way. New York City, and were in-

stalled at the Boston plant of the

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., Ltd.,

the condensing plant being altered

and a new circulating pump being

installed at the same time to supply

higher vacuum. After successful

dock and sea trials the vessel made
a trip from Boston to Philadelphia,

and left New York on November
30, 1929, for the Pacific Coast,

since which time she has been en-

gaged in the intercoastal trade.

With approximately the same con-

ditions of draft as in the previous

year and with the average amount
of adverse weather, she has main-
tained an average speed of 12.6

knots on all of her long runs, us-

ing the same amount of steam as

formerly. On many of the long runs

in ordinary weather, the speed has
averaged over 13 knots and, at

times, as high as 13.9 knots. The
average consumption of fuel oil

lier knot is now 0.908 barrel as
against 0.927 barrel with engines
alone. The improvement of propul-
sive power in this vessel qualifies

her for a mail contract speed of 13

knots in ordinary weather.
The contract under "which the

turbine was installed stipulated

that the power would be increased
from 2800 to 3500 indicated horse-

power on the same steam consump-
tion. The estimates were fully prov-

ed in actual service. Indicator
cards taken off the reciprocating

engine with the turbine connected
show an average output of 2623
indicated horsepower at 81 revo-

lutions per minute, corresponding
to over 3500 combined equivalent

indicated horsepower.
Although the engine runs six or

seven revolutions faster when us-

ing the turbine, the maximum
torque variation on the propeller

shaft is actually less than form-

erly, due to the fly-wheel effect of

the turbine and because of the ab-

sorption of jars and shocks by the

fluid coupling between the engine
and the turbine gears. The absence
of vibration in the engine, and also

in the vessel, is very iioticeable,

and the wear on bearings and jour-

nals has been found to be less since

installing the turbine.

Marine Condenser Developments.
—Bulletin D.M.F. 5258—has been
issued by Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, East
Pittsburgh, P e n n s y 1 vania. The
equipment covers condensers, both

single and two-pass, propeller-type

circulating pumps, and air ejectors.



Patrol Boats for America and Europe
I IX years ago, when the U. S.

kCoast Guard was charged with

the enforcement of the Prohibi-

tion Act, a fleet of 75-foot patrol

boats was built and, while these

boats are frequently credited with
seizures of important rum runners,

they serve likewise to stop alien

smuggling and the smuggling of

narcotics; and these last duties are

not the least of their effort. The
75-footers have rescued many boats

at sea ; they have been a real bene-

fit to yachtsmen in many cases. It

is a tough life aboard these boats,

far out to sea on patrol duty in the

winter months. Yachts that are

hailed by a Coast Guard boat
should accept the command prompt-
ly, considering that the officer in

charge is on sworn duty and any
attempt at evasion must be met by
him with a determined effort to

capture.

In six years of service, these

Coast Guard 75-footers are said to

have averaged 30,000 miles per

year, which is equivalent to 180,000
miles per boat to date. Of course,

the machinery has been serviced

in this time, but it certainly was
entitled to attention.

The newest addition to the U. S.

Coast Guard fleet will be six patrol

boats, 78-footers, designed by Eld-
redge and Mclnnis. and now being
built at the Southern Shipyard
Corporation. These boats, like the
75-foot boats, carry a one pounder
forward and operate on similar

One of the United St.itcs Coast Gu.ird inslu.t. p,iii,.l h.Mts. designed by Hldred>;e-Mclnnis

and built by The Southern Shipyard Corporation, Newport News. N'irginia. TSft. long

and powered with two Sterling-Viking II 8-cyIinder engines, these boats make a speed of

25 miles an hour.

duties. While the 75-footers are

equipped with twin Sterling Coast
Guard 225-horsepower, 1200 revolu-

tions per minute engines, the new
78-foot boats are being furnished
with twin Sterling Viking II 8-cyl-

inder engines rated 565 horsepower
at 1200 revolutions, and, of course,

carrying this additional power, will

be considerably faster. The speed
is 25 miles per hour. These boats

have a long cruising radius in con-

sideration of their speed, and are

probably destined for duty in the

offshore patrol, which lies in wait
for the rum runners coming down
from the Canadian coast.

There are many Russian patrol

boats, usually built in Finland.
These 72-foot cutters are equipped
with twin Sterling Dolphin 8-cylin-

der engines of 225 horsepower,
1550 revolutions per minute, and
are rated at 29 miles an hour. Tur-
key has had built by Lurssen of

Germany, a number of 72-footers

equipped with twin Sterling Coast
Guard 225 horsepower engines, that

have a speed of 20 miles an hour.

These various boats are designed
with different characteristics, de-

pending on the waters in which
they operate, and necessarily these

conditions affect the speed. In some
cases the boats are light and verj'

fast, and in other cases they oper-

ate in rough water and speed is

sacrificed for the ability to cruise

at sea.

These boats usually employ their

engines at about 1200 revolutions

maximum. The Russian boats, how-
ever, use a top speed of 1500 revo-

lutions. Sterling engines are all

built with dual valves in the head
and with counter-weighted and
dynamically balanced crankshafts.
A patented Sterling piston is used
that has no split in the skirt and
no struts to connect with the piston
pin. Expansion is controlled with-
out affecting the contour of the
piston or its bearing upon the cylin-

der walls. The two smaller sizes of

Sterling engines mentioned herein
have been available for years; the
new Viking size is a more recent
development.

One of the new ~J ft. Co.isi Cju.ird cutters rinntly built by A. B. .'\bo IJatv.arf of Finland
for the Soviet government. These boats are driven by two Dolphin, 8-cylinder, Sterling

engines at a speed of 29 miles an hour.

Sturtevant Filticooler.—A book-
let dealing with its new Filticooler
has just been received from the B.
F. Sturtevant Company of Hyde
Park, Boston. This is a product for
washing, filtering, and cooling air;

it is manufactured in units.
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A Trawler That Never Turns Back
LITTLE more than two years

aRo, A. Paladini, Inc., pioneer

fishing and fish marketing
firm of San Francisco, took deliv-

ery from the General Engineering

and Dry Dock Company of a new,
modern trawler, the Catherine Pal-

adini. At that time Pacific Marine
Review published an illustrated de-

scription of this vessel under the

title "An Ideal Fishing Boat."

During the two years of her work-
ing history, the Catherine Paladini

has lived up to that title in every

respect.

The offshore trawler fleet out of

San Francisco Bay is operated by

the Northern California Fisheries,

a corporation owned jointly by A.

Paladini, Inc., the San Francisco

International Fish Company, F. E.

Booth Company, and the Western
California Fish Company. This cor-

poration operates 18 offshore trawl-

ers; and the Catherine Paladini is

the queen and leader of this fleet.

The fleet operates off the north-

ern California coast, basing at var-

ious ports, as the fishing demands,

from Monterey to Eureka. The op-

erations therefore cover about 500

miles of open sea off a rather

treacherous coast line. Under these

conditions, the Catherine Paladini,

as leader and largest of the fleet, is

constantly in demand for service

under all sorts of weather condi-

tions; and the statement of her
owners in this connection is "She
has never turned back yet."

To those familiar with the weath-
er and sea conditions involved, this

terse phrase will speak volumes for

the strength of the hull, the stam-

ina of the power plant, and the en-

durance of the officers and crew of

this stout craft.

The Catherine Paladini is 78 feet

long, 18 feet 6 inches beam, and 6

feet 6 inches molded depth. She has

comfortable accommodations for

crew and fishermen and is equip-

ped with all the necessary electric

light and electrically powered ap-

pliances to efficiently carry on her

trawling work. Her propulsion

plant consists of a 200-horsepower

Atlas Imperial diesel engine. This

engine has functioned perfectly in

practically continuous operation for

over two years. During that time

expense of maintenance and repair

has been nominal.

Year in and year out, idling over

the trawl or bucking a hard North-

wester to make port with a big car-

go of fish, Catherine Paladini and

her Atlas power plant have "never

laid down on the job."

A New Type of Oil Engine

FTER many laboratory and
practical tests, Murray and
kTregurtha, Inc., of North

Quincy, Massachusetts, have an-

nounced a new type oil engine. This

firm is a pioneer manufacturer of

gasoline engines and their product

in that line has been favorably

known since 1891.

The new M. O.-type Murray &
Tregurtha engine vaporizes the oil

and explodes the resultant vapor

in the cylinders in the same man-
ner as a gasoline engine. The fuel

(diesel oil or heavy distillate) is

mechanically processed by a Shore
"nebulizer," which delivers a prac-

tically dry mixture of vapor and
air to the engine cylinders. This

charge is drawn in on the suction

stroke and is ignited after the com-
pression stroke by an electric

spark.

Part of the exhaust heat is used
to prevent condensation of the va-

the

Op-
por in the manifold between
"nebulizer" and the cylinders,

eration conditions are obtained

equal to those prevailing under

the best standard carburetion in

gasoline engines; and the cost of
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operation is claimed to be about
one-half that for a good gasoline
engine. The exhaust is clear and
free from smoke, sparks, odor or
smudge.

The nebulizer is cylindrical in
shape, is mounted on the side of the
engine, and is driven by gears. It

has but three moving parts, none
of which requires adjustment. In
all other features the engine is a
conservatively designed marine gas
engine.

A 36-foot cruiser has for nearly
a year been successfully operating
with one of these oil engines. A
62-foot boat with an M. 0. engine
has recently been placed in service.
Another commercial installation
has been operating satisfactorily
for six months.

The M. 0. engine is now avail-
able in 4 cylinder, 65 horsepower,
and 6 cylinder, 110 horsepower
models that actually deliver 75 and
127 brake horsepower respectively
at 800 revolutions per minute.

Sales and service representatives
are being appointed throughout the
United States to handle this engine
in their respective districts.

Trade Literature

Power Pumps.—The Worthington
Pump and Machinery Corporation,
2 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.,

has recently published a very com-
prehensive bulletin covering Verti-
cal Triplex Power Pumps, single

acting. The catalog contains 43
pages and goes into considerable
detail in presenting the pump and
expounding on the superior quality
of its separate parts. There are nu-
merous photographs, diagrams, and
tables to illustrate the text matter.

The new M.O. 6 type of Murray and Tregurtha oil engine with the Shore Nebulizer.
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New Seam-Sealing Compound

NEW seam compound that is

reputed to be all that a good

seam seal should be makes its

bow to the boating industry and

public January 1931. L. W. Ferdin-

and Co., of Boston, is sponsor and

originator. Since 1871 this firm,

then an old ship chandlery con-

cern, has been the United States

representative of Jeffery's Marine

Glues. As specialists in marine pro-

ducts for the last sixty years, it has

had its finger on the pulse of the

boating industry at all times.

Boating has taken seven league

strides of progress during the last

few years, bringing new problems

in building and accessories. The

desire for speed has brought de-

mand for higher powered motors

installed on boats of lighter con-

struction. These demands bring

about a new set of problems for the

manufacturer of materials guaran-

teed to seal the seams of a wooden

boat tight against leakage. With

greater water pressure on the out-

side and less surface in the seam, a

super-sealing material was requir-

ed. This material had to maintain

its super-sealing qualities under

great variations of temperature,

moisture, and strain from weaving
of the structure. A product had to

be made that would be resilient

eternally, yet be tough. One that

had to be sticky, yet not adhere to

a knife blade in applying. It had to

harden on the surface so that its

oils and ingredients would not

bleed through paint, yet in its body

it must be tenacious, and never un-

der any conditions of climate or

weather or time harden to the brit-

tling point. In a word the perfect

seam compound had to be easy to

apply, resilient, tenacious, tough,

nonbleeding, long-lived, water-

proof, and last but not least, it had

to be economical.

L. W. Ferdinand & Co. is staking

its prestige as specialists in water-

proof adhesives on the absolutely

perfect score of its new-born seam

compound Ferdico Seamseal.

Alloy-Lined Steel Tubing

NEW method of lining steel

tubing with a variety of met-

Sils or alloys to accomplish re-

sults never heretofore possible has

just been announced by the Detroit

Seamless Steel Tubes Company,

which has secured exclusive pat-

ent rights to the process.

Of particular importance in the

application of this new process to

industrial uses is the fact that in

combining the inner lining metal

with the outer steel shell the two

are bonded by fusion so insepar-

ably that there is not only no evi-

dence of separation, but no man-

ual means of destroying the union.

In fact, turnings made from the

end of a tube so lined will curl

off the tool so integrally united

that the spiral formed shows both

textures of the bonded metals as

one continuous strip without frac-

ture at any point between the two.

Further demonstrations of the

completeness of fusion have been

obtained, in cases where the lin-

ings were of malleable metals, by

splitting and rolling the finished

tubes into flat sheets which still

retained their respective layers in

proper comparative thicknesses, in-

separably bonded together. In other

tests the combination has been

manipulated or worked into various

forms, even to the extent of turn-

ing it "wrong side out" without

destroying the union in any way.

The greatest industrial possibil-

ities of the process, according to

C. H. Hobbs, president of the De-

troit Seamless Steel Tubes Com-
pany, are undoubtedly to be realiz-

ed through its exceptional advan-

tages in the production of steel-

backed bearings. The fact that any

specified thickness of the bearing

metal can be accurately controlled,

and the further fact that tubes in

lengths as great as 16 feet, or even

longer, can be fabricated with max-

imum economy, particularly recom-

mends the process for quantity pro-

duction of bearings.

Manufacturers with proper shop

equipment can stock the lined

tubes in lengths ready for their

screw machine departments and

thus be enabled to readily produce

bearings of varying lengths bu\;

with the same outside and inside

diameters from one length of tub-
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ing. Through this manner of hand-
ling, manufacturers will be in a

position to cut down their finished

stock to the minimum.

One of the important advantages
accredited to this process is the

superiority of the texture of the

lining metal, obtainable because
it is cast into the tubing by a cen-

trifugal process. Bearing metal,

regardless of its composition, is

much superior when cast in this

manner.according to Walter Brown,
of the Brown Alloy Works, Toledo,

Ohio, inventor and patentee of the

process, because it possesses far

greater density and homogeneity
than when cast in sand molds.

Referring to still another phase
of its adaptation to bearing manu-
facture it is pointed out that num-
erous manufacturers of electric

motors have discontinued the use
of solid bronze bearings because
of the difference in expansion and
contraction between the bearing

metal and steel shaft under opera-

tion. Using a steel-backed bearing

produced by the Brown method,

this difficulty will be eliminated.

The shell being of steel and the

bearing metal a thinner layer of

bronze, the bushing will expand in

the same proportion as the steel

shaft and thus maintain at all tem-

peratures the proper bearing clear-

ance.

Among the lining materials al-

ready successfully used are bronze,

copper, tin—in fact almost any
nonferrous or alloy metal. Practi-

cally every kind of bearing bronze

can be used. This fact makes prac-

ticable many other uses, such as

tubes lined with noncorrosive met-

als for conveying liquids whose
chemical properties deteriorate

steel, tubes used in water-tube

boilers where a lining metal of

high heat conductivity is advan-

tageous, and water pipes to dis-

place tubes of copper or other ma-
terial where strength is a desirable

factor.

Trade Literature

Turbine-Generator Units.—West-
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, East Pittsburgh. Penn-

sylvannia, has ready for distribu-

tion Circular 1835-A, a 12-page bul-

letin, describing the 3600 revolu-

tions per minute, steam turbine-

generator units, with many illus-

trations showing the design and
construction of all parts of the tur-

bine and the generators.
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Oldest Builder—Newest Engines

p. Morris and De La
Vergne, Incorporated,
after careful study

and many experiments, are
now introducing to the
American diesel engine
market two new types of
diesel engines. One of
these is a directly revers-
ible marine engine, 17-inch
bore and 24-inch stroke,

developing 140 horsepower
per cylinder at 300 revolu-
tions per minute. The
other is a high-speed non-
reversible engine, 9-inch
bore and 11-inch stroke,

developing 50 horsepower
per cylinder at 750 revolu-
tions per minute. Both en-
gines are of the solid in-

jection, 4-cycle type, with
individual fuel pumps for
each cylinder.

Reversible Marine Type Engine
Although De La Vergne is the

oldest manufacturer of oil engines
in America, they have never, until

the development of this new unit,

made an engine especially designed
for marine service. Some marine
installations have been made, but
always with the De La Vergne sta-

tionary type operating either an
electric transmission to the pro-

peller shaft or a hydraulic trans-

mission. The new De La Vergne
heavy duty, marine engine is a fully

reversible type of a simple, sym-
metrical, pleasing design, entirely

6-cylinder Model V.H. De La Vergne diesel engine,

300 horsepower at 750 R.P.M.; net weight 10,000

pounds.

enclosed, no moving parts being ex-

posed except the fuel oil pumps and
the cylinder lubricators.

We illustrate herewith the first

of these' new engines which is a

6-cylinder model rated 850 brake

horsepower at 300 revolutions per

minute. The entire frame of the en-

gine, including cylinder block, cyl-

inder jackets and crank case, is cast

en bloc, forming a very rugged
girder. The bed plate is of deep box

section with strong cross girders

supporting each bearing. Through
tie rods of alloy steel take the

stresses and hold the cast iron

Front view of 6-cylinder. Model V. F. De La Vergne direct-reversing, marine diesel engine;

850 brake horsepower at 300 R.P.M.; net weight 90,000 pounds.

frame and the bed plate under com-
pression.

All the details of the operating

and controlling mechanism of this

engine are designed and manufac-
tured along conservative diesel en-

gineering lines with ample margins
of safety and with assurance of ef-

ficiency and low maintenance costs.

Pressure lubrication forces oil to

all working parts and oil is fed to

the cylinders by a Manzel force feed

lubricator. The patented De La
Vergne injection system is retained

with solid injection. This combina-
tion insures clean combustion and
Inirns boiler fuel without difficulty.

This 6-cylinder. 850-horsepower

unit is 17 feet 5' 2 inches long, 5

feet broad at the base, and 12 feet

4 inches high, requiring 14 feet 7

inches clear height above the base
for the drawing of pistons. It has
a net weight of 90,000 pounds. The
control—starting, stopping, revers-

ing—is all performed by a single

handwheel. The engine is compact,
sturdy, dependable, economical, and
remarkably smooth and silent in

operation.

The High Speed Model

There has also been tested and
put into production by this firm a
lightweight, highspeed, high capac-
ity diesel engine with 9 by 11 inch
cylinders rated 50 horsepower~at
750 revolutions per minute. We
illustrate the 6-c.vlinder, 800-horse-
power unit of this type, which has
a net weight of 10,000 pounds.

This engine is fitted with alumin-
um pistons, solid injection, with
Robert Bosch injection valves and
fuel pumps (individual). Cylinder
heads are each fitted with two in-

take and two exhaust valves. This
system, with carefully designed

combustion space and piston crown,
enables the manufacturers to quote

D.E.M.A fuel consumption rates of

0.40, 0.41, and 0.44 pound per

brake horsepower at full load, three-

quarters, and half load respectively.

The compression pressure is 420

pounds, the brake mean effective

75.5 pounds, and the piston speed

1375 feet per minute. Completely

enclosed with forced lubrication to

every bearing, the design gives a re-

markably compact unit with no sac-

rifice of conservative figurds in

bearing pressures or material stres-

ses. The 300-horsepower unit illus-

trated is 9 feet 4^- inches long, 68%
inches high, and 32'- inches wide.
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An Interesting Dock Capstan

THERE has recently

been installed on the

oil loading dock of the

Standard O i 1 Company
(Calif.) at Richmond, Cali-

fornia, a Hyde capstan

driven by a Pelton 15-

horsepower water - wheel.

This is a very good com-

bination in locations where

there is special fire haz-

ard and where water un

der pressure is available.

As shown in the illus-

tration, the capstan and
water-wheel are mounted
on a welded structural

steel base that ties them
together in a rigid com-

pact unit. The water-wheel

works directly off the fire

mains which are kept at 100 pounds

pressure. This gives the wheel a

speed of 800 revolutions a minute

and the cap.stan a rope speed of 25

feet per minute, with a rope pull

of 8000 pounds. The reduction gear-

ing, the worm and the worm-wheel

run in an oil bath.

This installation was designed by

C. V. Lane, California distributor

for the Hyde Windlass Company of

Bath, Maine, in cooperation with

Pelton w
designed

ater wheel driven Hyde dock capstan specially

for use on oil wharf at Richmond, California.

the engineers of the Pelton Water

Wheel Company of San Francisco,

and is available in sizes and capa-

cities to meet commercial require-

ments. The control for the wheel

nozzles and the stop valve on the

water supply are so located that

both are easily reached by a man
handling the rope of the capstan.

The unit is in satisfactory op-

eration, giving very good service

at a very busy dock.

Copper Tubing Aboard Ship

N shipboard, particularly on

I board modern steamers and

motor-ships, there is an in-

creasing demand for copper tubing

for various classes of pipe service.

For heat transfer apparatus it is in

a class by itself. It lends itself

readily to self-contained expansion

bends! It is very little affected by

corrosion.

The Parker Appliance Company of

Cleveland, Ohio, after long exper-

ience in the development of copper

tube plumbing and copper tube use

in power plants, developed the Par-

ker tube coupling, which is a fit-

ting of rugged construction and

balanced design that functions per-

fectly for tight joints in copper

tubing.

As will be noted in the illustra-

tion, this coupling permits full

flow—there is no restriction of pas-

sage. The nut serves as a die for

the flaring of the tube thus insur-

ing perfect seating and a tight

joint. The strongest part of the

tube is at the connection where

Cross-section of Parker tube coupling.

strength is most needed and that

portion of the tube adjacent to the

connection is entirely surrounded

and strongly supported by the nut.

These couplings are manufac-

tured to very close tolerances. The
design allows ample hexagons,

wrench pads, and beads, insuring

structural strength and long life.

It is claimed that this coupling is

only half the length of any other

giving equal tube support This, of

course, means half the bulk and

half the weight, two vei-y prime

considerations aboard ship, either

at sea or in the air.

Parker tube couplings give as-

surance of perfect metal-to-metal

joints, fuel- and oil-tight, and re-
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markably resistant to vibrational

and other strains.

Albert M. Schweitzer of San
Francisco distributes this product

to the marine trade.

Protection for High

Pressure Boilers

THE use of modern, high pres-

sure, high temperature, steam
propulsion machinery at sea

brings to the ship operator some
very welcome economies in fuel

used and in weight and space occu-

pied. It also brings to the operat-

ing engineer an added responsi-

bility for maintaining all machin-

ery, piping, valves, and particular-

ly all the water-tube boilers in

prime effective condition. It is es-

pecially important that detrimen-

tal impurities be kept out of the

boiler feed. One of the worst ene-

mies to the boiler tube under mod-
ern conditions is oil in the feed

water.

In order to guard against the

possibility of any quantity of oil

entering the steam side of the boil-

ers, the Matson Navigation Com-
pany has ordered six pressure type

Short alarm service tanks for in-

stallation in connection with the

fuel oil heaters on the steamers
Monterey, Mariposa, and Lurline,

the three passenger liners now
building for the San Francisco-

Australasia service of the Oceanic
Line at the Fore River Plant of the

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., Ltd.

The steam drain from the fuel

oil heaters will be led directly to

these tanks. Should there be any oil

leakage from the coils of the oil

heaters, it will immediately affect

the position of the float in the

alarm tank and close the electrical

control circuit, thereby ringing a

gong on the instrument board at

the operating engineer's station.

This gong will continue to ring un-

til the oil is discharged to the bilges

and the offending heater is cut out

for inspection and repair.

The Short alarm tanks used on

these ships are to be 22 inches in

diameter and 42 inches high and are

to be fitted with a 25-pound relief

valve and an air ejector valve. This
device has been thoroughly tested

in service and is giving an excel-

lent account of itself. It was de-

signed and patented by a San Fran-
ciscan and is manufactured in San
Francisco. C. V. Lane is Pacific

Coast distributor.
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Projjress oi the Ishlerwooc
»*! Diiirasioiis D.W.CARRY'NO

CAPACITY

"0, HARRISON "jMITH" 626'-0' x 74'-0" x 40'-6" 20,600 roBi

System •W. 8. PJRISH" - do -

"SIR JAMK3 CLARK H033" 5S6'-0" X 74'-0" x 48'-9"

"BRILLIAHT* 4B0'-0" x »6'-9' x 87'-0"

20,600

18,000

14,800

T»«r
Ihmb«r of Ships tmllt or

uniler Construction
Dtidwolght

Carryliw C«D«clty

CEB8TER Sim' - do -

•OOMEI" - do -

14,780

14,800

Sapt. 1907 to
1908 s 31,608 tona.

"DAYLIOHT" - do - 14,800

ieo« se 212,922 •
"EASTERN Sim' - do - 14,780

1«U 7« 484,762
PACIPIO aut' - do - 14,780

IWl 140 958,796 •
"TIDEWATKR" - do - 14,760

lau 240 1,777,548 •
tidewater ASSOCIATED* - do - 14,760

isu 270 1,993,054
"WKSTKRN Snil* . do - 14,760

1914 3U 2,551,522 •
•CAPELU" 4741-0" X »4'-0" X 37'-0* 15,800

1915 468 S,548,?21
"CHErW»E" 470'-0" x 03'-6* i S4'-9" 12,000 Toni

1016 620 4,666,000 •
appalachkk" - do - 12,000

1817 800 6,552,150 HARRY r, SHCLAIR" 4Sl'-0" x 67'-0" x S4i-0" 10,000

1916 1,080 8,707,700 "
VIROIHIA SINCLAIR^ - do - 10,000

191S 1,260 10,594,700 •
"PE0A3OS" 480'-0" x S4'-9" x 86'-8^ 13,600 "

19C0 1,396 11,962,400 •
HINISTfJR ITEDSL" 416'-0" x 67'-94" i 33'-0" 9,400 "

1981 1,418 12,052,400 IHA^ - do - 9,400 •

19tt 1,481 12,101,890 BETH" - do - 9,400 "

19SS 1,443 12,174,490 "
lATT" . do - 9,400 •

19S4 1,472 12,408,700 "
•PETKH HURLL^ »20'-0" X 70'-0* x 58'-9" 16,200

1928 1,602 12,649,750 "
•p. H, BEDFORD JR^ . do - 16,200 "

1926 1,661 13,096,480 • •HBIHRICH V. RKIDEHAini' - do - 16,200

1907 1,618 13,491,580 • "J. A. KOWmCKKL* - do . 16,200 "

1988 1,«&3 13,762,920 • j. H. SmiOR" - do - 18,200 •

1929 1,779 14,936,900 Tons "HARRY 0. SEIDKL" 812'-0" x «7'-ll" x 38'-5" 15,500

1930 1,887 15,367,460 • SELJE" 485'-0" i 69'-0" x 31'-6" 12,000 •

SIR Joseph W. Isherwood & Co.,

Ltd, as shown in tabulation on
this page, continues to main-

tain the position attained by the

merit of the "Isherwood" system of

construction ; and the combination
of expertness in design, practical

experience and good service have
earned for the company a large

clientele amongst shipbuilders and
shipowners. The more important of

the Isherwood ships completed in

1930 are listed herewith.

Referring to the list, the G. Har-
rison Smith and W. S. Parish,
built by the Federal Shipbuilding
& Dry Dock Co. of Kearny, New
Jersey, for the Standard Shipping
Company, are undoubtedly two of

the finest tankers of the year and
are fitted "with high-pressure,
double-reduction, De Laval tur-

bines developing 4400 shaft horse-
power at 75 revolutions per minute,
two water-tube boilers of 5080
square feet heating surface in each,
designed for 400 pounds working
pressure, steam superheated to

750 degrees Fahrenheit, and elec-

trically driven rotary cargo pump.

The nine 480-foot tankers includ-

ed in the list are built by the Sun

Shipbuilding Company of Chester,

Pennsylvania, all fitted with Sun-

Doxford type engines of 2800 shaft

horsepower built and installed by

the builders, and an interesting

fact worth recording is that these

vessels form part of a large pro-

gram of similar tankers ordered

from the same builders for the Mo-
tor Tankship Corporation, the Stan-

dard Transportation Co., and the

Tidewater Oil Co., respectively.

With the exception of the Selje,

which was built for the exception-

ally hard service of carrying iron

ore, the balance of these vessels are

tankers and all with the exception

of two, have been built on the

Bracketless-System, the two excep-

tions being the Cheyenne and Ap-
palachee, which were specially de-

signed.

Important amongst the 1930 Ish-

erwood contracts are five more 480-

foot oil tankers placed with Sun
Shipbuilding Company; one 10,000

and one 13,000-ton tanker with

Burmeister & Wain; a repeat order

to Kockums Mek. Verkstads of Mal-

mo, for a 12,500-ton tanker; a re-

peat order to the Cantieri Riuniti

Dell-Adriatico of Monfalcone for a

tanker of 11,000 tons for Norwegian
owners; nine large oil tankers each
of 16,200 tons deadweight carrying

capacity placed by the Standard
Shipping Company, three to be built

by Cantieri Riuniti Dell'Adriatico

of Monfalcone, two by Bremer Vul-

kan Schiffbau und Maschinenfab-
rik, of Vegesack, two by Fried

Krupp Germaniawerft of Kiel, and
two by Deutsche Werft of Ham-
burg, and a number of 10,000-ton

tankers for The British Tanker Co.

Ltd.

The Isherwood System is suitable

and advantageous for all types as

IS evidenced by the following ana-

lysis of the Isherwood ships now in

operation.

Oil Tankers—988 aggregating 9,-

219,960 tons deadweight carrying

capacity.

Passenger liners, general cargo

vessels, colliers, ore steamers,

Great Lakes freighters, passenger

and freight ferry vessels, and
barges, dredgers, etc.—839, aggre-

gating 6,137,500 tons deadweight
carrying capacity.
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New Type River Motorship

The Albina Engine & Machine
Works, Portland, Oregon, is build-

ing an interesting craft for service

on the Columbia River. This is the

L. P. Hosford, a shallow draft,

high speed, express passenger and
freight motorship for operation on

the Columbia and Williamette Riv-

ers for the Harkins Transportation
Company of Portland, Oregon, of

which L. P. Hosford is president

and manager.
The vessel is to be 160 ft. long,

30 ft. beam, and 10 ft. 6 in. depth
of hold midship. Because of the

shallow water at many of the river

ports of call, the vessel will be of

the full tunnel stern type, with a

light draft of 7 ft. She will have
two rudders, a main rudder aft of

the propeller and a monkey rudder
forward of the propeller and above
the shaft.

The vessel will be propelled by
an 8-cylinder,500-horsepower Atlas-
Imperial diesel engine, driving a

78-inch propeller. The estimated
speed is 15 miles an hour. For aux-
iliary power there will be a 60-

horsepower Atlas-Imperial diesel,

direct-connected to a 40-kilowatt
electric generator.

The freight capacity of the L. P.

Hosford is to be 350 tons. A Barlow
cargo elevator will be installed for-

ward of the house, as shown in the
outboard profile reproduced here-
with, capable of handling 5 tons
and with a platform travel of 27
ft. The elevator is being manufac-
tured by the Colby Steel & Engin-
eering Co. of Seattle. The entire
main deck, with the exception of

a small wash room aft, will bo used
as cargo space. All cargo will be
handled by electric lift truck.

Passenger accommodations will

be provided for about 250 persons.

There will be 19 staterooms on the

upper deck with sleeping accom-
modations for about 50 people, to-

gether with dining room, smoking
room, ladies lounge, purser's office,

galley, and wash rooms. Officers

will be quartered in staterooms aft

of the pilot house. Quarters for 8

men will be in the hold forward of

the engine room.

Fire pump, sanitary system, and
all auxiliaries will be electrically

driven and an electric range will

be installed in the galley.

Architect Appointed for Supply
Ship.—The U. S. Depai'tment of In-

terior, Bureau of Indian Affairs,

has appointed W. C. Nickum, Room
400, Poison Bldg., Seattle, Wash.,
as naval architect for the new
$400,000 Ala.ska Supply Ship to re-

place the famous old schooner Box-
er. J. R. Ummel of the Purchasing
and Shipping Unit of the Depart-
ment, with headquarters in Se-

attle, will be in charge of the con-

struction and of her operation

when completed.

The new supply ship will be 225
ft. length over-all, 42 ft. beam, 22

ft. depth, 16 ft. draft. She will be
powered with a 1500-horsepower
diesel engine and will have a speed
of 14 knots. Accommodations will

be provided for 50 passengers, in-

cluding fifteen 2-berth cabins, two
suites with private bath, and steer-

age accommodations for 20 in the

poop. All auxiliaries are to be oper-

ated by electricity. She will have
a cruising radius of about 10,000

miles. General cargo capacity will

be 1500 tons, with 16,000 cubic

feet of refrigerated holds.

It is expected that plans and spe-

cifications will be ready so that

bids may be asked from
early in April.

shipyards

Ferryboat Contract Let. — The
Moore Dry Dock Company, Oak-
land, Calif., has been awarded con-
tract for the diesel-electric power-
ed ferryboat for the Automobile
Ferry Company of Coronado. Calif.

Lambie & Mabry, Security First

National Bank Bldg., Wilmington,
Calif., are the naval architects. The
Moore Company bid |203,000 ex-

clusive of the cost of propulsion
machinery with building time 6-1 3

months.
The ferryboat is to be of steel

construction, 210 ft. long, 65 ft.

beam. 8 ft. draft. She will be power-
ed with four 350-horsepower, 4-

cycle, Atlas-Imperial diesel eng-
ines, direct-connected to four 260-

kilowatt Westinghouse generators
and four 30-kilowatt exciters. These
will supply energy for two 1200-

horsepower electric propelling mo-
tors, each connected to a propeller

at each end of the vessel. The fer-

ryboat will have a speed of 13.25

knots and will have capacity for
60 automobiles with a 4-lane drive-

way at each end. S. E. Mason is

general manager of the San Diego-
Coronado Ferry Co.

Oil Barges to be Built.—Federal
Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co.. Kear-
ny, N. J., has received contract
from the Oil Transfer Co. of New
York for a 10,000-barrel oil barge
to be 175 ft. long, 36 ft. beam, 13

ft. depth, to be built on the Fed-
eral welded channel system.

I

Steamboat Hull Ordered. — The
Nashville Bridge Co., Nashville,

Tenn., has received an order from
the Woods Lumber Co. for a 110 ft.

steamboat hull to have a beam of

26 ft. and depth of 4 ft. 8 in.;

also an order from the same com-
pany for a derrick hull to be 82 by
28 by 4 ft. dimensions.
The Sternberg Dredge Co. has

ordered a barge from the Nashville
Bridge Co. to have dimensions 100
by 26 by 6 ft. 6 in.

Contract for Propelling Plant
Awarded. — Contract has been

J
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awarded to the Atlas-Imperial En-
gine Co., Oakland Calif., for the

(liesel-electric machinery for in.stal-

iation in the lighthouse tender Col-

umbine, now under construction at

the Oakland yard of The Moore
Dry Dock Company. The engine
company's bid was $39,485, includ-

ing General-Electric generators and
motors and delivery promised in

170 days.

The tender is to be 121 ft. 4 in.

over-all length, 25 ft. molded beam,
9 ft. minimum depth, and C ft. 8 in.

draft. The power plant will con-

sist of two 240-horsepower Atlas-

Imperial diesel engines connected
to General-Electric generators. The
specified speed for the tender is

9'i. knots. Accommodations will be

provided for a crew of 16, includ-

ing officers. The cost of hull con
struction will be $139,949.

Bids to be Opened for Hawaiian
Survey Boat.—Bids will be opened
March 30 by the United States

Army Engineers, San Francisco,

for the construction of an inspec-

tion vessel for Hawaiian waters. The
boat will be similar to the Suisun
which is 65 ft. long, 16 ft. beam,
and of 40 tons displacement. The
boat will have twin screws, driven
by diesel engines developing a to-

tal of 150-160 horsepower.

$225,000 for North Vancouver
Ferryboat.—The City Council of

North Vancouver will build, in the

near future, a ferryboat to cost

$22S ,000 approval of which was
giv (1 by the voters recently. An
ei.o -t is being made to amalgamate
the ferry services of North Van-
couT er and West Vancouver as a

stej toward solution of the north
shore transportation problem. The
vessel mentioned above is to oper-

ate between North Vancouver and
Vancouver proper.

To Convert Vessel to Fishing
Boat.—A firm headed by Le Roy
Kuykendall of Los Angeles Harbor,
known a.5 Fishermen, Ltd., have
purchased the U.S.S. Eagle No. 8

for conversion into a seagoing tuna
fishing vessel. The Eagle No. 8 is

being brought from Honolulu to

San Pedro for rebuilding. It is re-

ported that the boat will be equip-
ped with York ice machines with a
total capacity of 60 tons, sufficient
to freeze and refrigerate 200 tons
of tuna in the cargo holds. The
Eagle No, 8 is steam powered and
the ice machinery will be driven by
steam from the main boilers. Large
bait tanks will be installed on deck,

Aho\c IS slu.un llu- Illj; Rtllif H.u m>; ,1 2lH)()-l>..i M>li..n of .1 llo.iliiiK tli%-d,Kk lo llu

plant ol till' lodd Shipyards Corporation at Algiers. New Orleans from hrool<iyn. New
York, a distance of 2000 miles. The section is 80 ft. long and 116-ft. wide. The addition
of this section will give the plant a dry-docking capacity of 10.000 tons, capable of handling

vessels up to 500 ft. in length.

and she will have a cruising ra-

dius of 8000 miles.

The Eagle No. 8 is to be renamed
Fortitude. She is 200 ft. in length,

25 ft. beam, and is driven by Poole
geared turbines of 2500 horsepow-
er, using steam generated by two
navy-type express boilers. Her
speed is rated 18.32 knots. It is re-

ported by her owners that she will

register more than 500 tons when
rebuilt and will be the largest and
fastest tuna fishing boat on the
Pacific. It is further reported that

the company plans tuna fishing

trips to equatorial waters near the
Galapagos Islands.

Contract Placed for Two Coast-

wise Liners.—The Newport News
Shipbuilding & Drydock Company,
Newport News, Va., has been
awarded contract by the Eastern
Steamship Lines, Inc..Boston, Mass.,

Eugene E. O'Donnell, president, for

two twin-screw, oil-burning, pas-

senger and cargo steamers to cost

about $3,500,000 each. The vessels

are intended for operation between
Boston and St. John and New York
and Yarmouth and are scheduled
for delivery in May and June, 1932.

The two steamers will be 402 ft.

9 in. long, 61 ft. beam, 29 ft. 9 in.

depth, and of 10,000 tons displace-

ment. The propulsion machinery
will consist of Newport News-Par-
sons type single-reduction, geared
turbines developing 11,400 shaft

horsepower. Steam will be supplied
by four Babcock & Wilcox water-
tube boilers at a working pressure
of 375 pounds and 210 degrees su-

perheat. Auxiliaries and galley will

be electrically operated. The ves-

sels will each have a speed of 20
to 22 knots.

These two vessels will have ac-

commodations for 756 passengers.
There will be 14 suites with pri-

vate bath, and 12 twin-bed and
Pullman berth rooms with private
bath. The dining rooms will accom-
modate 250 persons at one sitting.

A crew of 178 will be carried.

The cargo capacity of the ves-

sels will be 158,900 cubic feet. The
hull will be of steel construction,
with nine transverse, water-tight
bulkheads. Special fire prevention
equijiment will be installed, includ-

ing the Lux fire extinguishing sys-

tem and the Rich fire detection sys-

tem, with automatic fire alarms in

each compartment and stateroom.

Oil Tank Barges Ordered.—The
Sun Shipbuilding Comi)any, Ches-
ter, Pa., has received an order from
the Standard Transportation Com-
pany of New York for two steel

hull, oil tank, tow barges, each to

be 225 ft. long, 38 ft. beam, 10 ft.

depth, and to co.st about $85,000
each.

Bids Asked on Oil Tanker.—The
Standard Transportation Company,
26 Broadway, New York, subsidi-

ary of the Standard Oil Company
(N. Y.), has received bids March
2 for the construction of one or two
15,000-barrel, diesel-powered oil

tankers for coastwise service. The
vessels will have twin screws, and
will be propelled by diesel engines
developing a total of 1000 horse-

power. They will be 262 ft. long,

43 ft. 6 in. beam, and 25 ft. 6 in.

depth.
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Work on Superliners is Delayed.

—The Shipping Board stated oral-

ly March 11, through Commissioner
E. C. Plummer. vice-chairman, that

the two superliners which the Unit-
ed SLiites Lines expected to have
ready for the North Atlantic trade
by 19:53 are not expected to be
built in the near future. The board
has not yet given final approval
for the plans for the vessels and
has not granted a construction
loan. According to Mr. Plummer's
statement, the Board does not feel

that construction of such expensive
vessels at the present time is a
particularly practical venture. The
United States Lines has carried out
all the provisions of the contract
under which it bought its present
fleet from the Board, however; but
increases in the rates of mail pay
must be granted before such ships
can be undertaken.

Work on the two 666-ft. liners for

the United States Lines at the yard
of the New York Shipbuilding Com-
pany is progressing, with the
launching of the first liner sched-
uled for December.

Destroyers to be Built by Navy.

—

The Naval Appropriation Bill, re-

cently passed by both houses of

Congress and signed by the Presi-

dent, carries an appropriation of

$10,000,000 towards the construc-
tion of 11 new destroyers. The con
struction of twelve destroyers was
authorized by Act of August 2<i.

1916, but the funds are just being
made available. It is hoped that
orders for 10 destroyers and one
destroyer leader will be placed by
July. The appropriation is for the
fiscal year 1931-1932. Construction
of the 11 destroyers will require
an ultimate expenditure of $47.

000,000, according to the Navy De-
partment; the leader being esti-

mated at $5,000,000 and the other
10 at $4,200,000 each. In passing
the Appropriations Bill Congress
stipulated that as many as possible
of the destroyers shall be built in

navy yards. A strong effort is be-
ing made to bring some of this work
to Pacific Coast Navy Yards.

The same bill carried an appro-
priation of $10,000,000 for the fis-

cal year 1932-1933 for moderniza-
tion of the battleships New Mexico,
Mississippi, and Idaho. Work on
these ships will probably be done
entirely in East Coast navy yards.

that the Collingwood Shipyarils,

Ltd., Collingwood, Ontario, have
been awarded contract by the Do-
minion Government for the con-

struction of a survey vessel for the

Canadian Government Hydrograph-
ic Survey Service, and headquar-

ters of the vessel will be Victoria,

B. C. The reported cost will be

around $600,000.

The vessel is to be 214 ft. long,

37 ft. beam, 13 ft. maximum draft,

and is to be propelled by recipro-

cating engines driving twin screw
to give a speed of 12 knots. She
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will Ijc equipped with four gaso-

line launches, propelled by 25-

horsepower Thorneycroft engines,

three small outboard motorboats,

two lifeboats, three dinghies for

sweeping, and six dories for surf

landings. All boats will be handled
by Welin-MacLachlan automatic
type davits. Navigating and survey-

ing equipment will be the most
modern types and complete in ev-

ery respect.

A similar vessel is planned for

St. Lawrence service.

Cruiser Chicago Has Trials.—The
newest U. S. Navy Scout Cruiser

(CL29) Chicago, completed her

first test cruise on San Francisco
Bay, March 11, and was reported

to have a "100 per cent, perform-
ance." March 17 to March 20 she

had a three-day ocean test run out-

side the Golden Gate. The Chicago
was built by the Mare Island Navy
Yard, the same plant that turned

out the Submarine V-6. Another
cruiser, C.L. 38, is now under con-

struction and Rear Admiral G. W.
Laws, yard commandant, has for-

warded a request to the Navy De-
partment that one or more of the

destroyers whose construction was
authorized by the recent Naval Ap-
propriations bill, be assigned to

this yard for construction.

The Cruiser Louisville (C. L. 28)

was placed in commission at the

Puget Sound Navy Yard, Bremer-
ton, Washington, January 15, and
is now in service in Pacific waters.

The Bremerton yard has another
cruiser under construction, the As-
toria, (C. L. 34), keel for which
was laid September 1.

Rebuilt Ferry in Service.—The
ferryboat Leschi of the Lake Wash-
ington Ferry Service has been re-

built and equipped with a 560-

horsepower Washington diesel en-

gine and is again in service be-

tween Leschi Beach, Seattle, and
Medina on the opposite side of Lake
Washington. The work of rebuild-

ing was done by the Lake Washing-
ton Shipyards, Houghton, and the

cost of the work, including the new
engines, is said to be about $100,-

000. The engine was built by the

Washington Iron Works, Seattle.

Canadian Hydrographic Survey
Vessel Ordered. — It is reported

Launch of tin IVnijisijI.ir i Oriintal steam-

er FIorid.T In Newport Nfw s Shipbuilding
& Drvdock Co.. M.irch 7. 1931; 365 ft.

L.B.P.', 56 ft. 6 in. bc.ini; 28 ft. 6 in. depth.

She is powered by two sets of cross-com-

pound, geared turbines: steam supplied by
Babcock Al Wilcox boilers. Horsepower

rating is 8500: 19*2 knots speed.

Diesel Towboat Ordered. — The
Spedden Shipbuilding Co.. Balti-

more, Md., has an order from the

Atlantic, Gulf «& Pacific Co. of New
York for a diesel tug to be 35 ft.

between perpendiculars, 11 ft. 7 in.
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beam, and 4 ft. 1 in. loaded draft,

powered with Fairbanks - Morse
diest'l engine of 75 brake horse-

power.

Cannery Tender Launched.—The
Barbee Dry Dock & Shipbuilding
Corp., launched March 14 the can-

nery tender Roeda for James and
Lisle Davis of Juneau, Alaska. The
vessel is powered by a 170-horse-

power diesel engine.

New Boat Company.—The East-
bay Boat Company has been estab-

lished at 3026 East 14th Street,

Oakland, Calif., by C. F. Cooper and
H. E. Menkens. The firm has 2500
square feet of floor space which
will be used as a show room and for

manufacturing purposes. It is re-

ported that the firm will specialize

in the manufacture of a double
cock-pit runabout design for out-

board motors and will deal in new
and used boats and motors.

New Engine in Tug.—The tug-
boat John N. Stewart is having a
new 600-horsepower Winton diesel

engine installed, to be direct-con-

nected to the propeller shaft. The
tug is owned by the Wilmington
Transportation Company, Wilming-
ton, Calif.

Big Repair Job Completed.—The
tanker Tamiahua of the Richfield
Oil Company was released from the
plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuild-
ing Corp., San Francisco, early in

March, after extensive repairs. The
Tamiahua went aground on Novem-
ber 6 about five miles north of Pi-

geon Point on the California Coaist.

The vessel was floated on Novem-
ber 26 by Merritt-Chapman & Scott
Corp. and towed to the Hunter's
Point Dry Dock of the Union Plant,
where she remained for several
weeks having the bottom damage
repaired. Following the bottom re-

pairs, the tanker was moved to the
Potrero Works where her machinery
was overhauled. The total cost of
the repairs amounted to $543 000
and contract called for completion
in 115 days, although the company
did better than schedule.
The salvaging of the Tamiahua

was considered one of the finest
jobs of its kind executed on the
Coast in many years and was de-
scribed in detail in the January
issue of Pacific Marine Review.
Putting a new bottom on this
tanker was the biggest repair job
performed on the Coast in many
years.

Fishing Vessel Europa Launched.
—The fine new diesel-powercd fish-

ing vessel Europa was launched by
the Campbell Machine Works Com-
pany, San Diego, Calif, on Febru-
ary 21 for Captain M. Crivello. The
owner's young daughter Esther Cri-

^'

1.
4

w^>r;

vello was tlie sponsor. Mr. Crivello

is also the owner of the tuna fisher

G. Marconi and he has three sons

who work together as members of

the crew on their father's vessels.

Jack, the eldest, acts as engineer;

Sammy is a radio operator and fish-

erman ; and Vincent is also a fisher-

man. The launching was quite a

festive occasion. There were ap-

proximately 500 people in atten-

dance and a buffet luncheon was
served following the launching.

The Europa is 117 ft. long, 25 ft.

beam, 11 ft. 6 in. depth. She is

powered by a 350 horsepower, 6-

cylinder Union diesel engine. Aux-
iliary power is supplied by one 45-

horsepower, 3-cylinder Atlas-Im-

perial diesel engine, direct-connect-

ed to a 20-kilowatt Westinghouse
generator and an 8-in. Byron Jack-

son centrifugal bait pump. A 30-

horsepower, 2-cylinder Atlas-Imper-

ial diesel is direct-connected to a

20-kilowatt Westinghouse genera-
tor and an 8-inch Byron Jackson
bait pump. Other auxiliaries in-

clude Campbell Machine Co.'s own
manufacture cargo winch, deck
wincjh, and anchor windlass, all

driven by 5-horsepower direct-cur-

rent motor.

bert T. Church, U. S. N., in charge
of the post-graduate school at -An-

napolis, has been ordered to duty
as manager of the Puget Sound
Navy Yard, Bremerton, Wash, ef-

fective early in June.

Oil Barges to be Built.—The Sun
Shipliuilding Co., Chester, Pa., has

an order from the Standard Trans-
liortation Co. of New York for two
steel hull, oil tank tow barges to be

225 ft. long, 38 ft. beam, 10 ft.

draft.

Steamboat Hull Ordered. — The
Nashville Bridge Co., Nashville,

Tenn.,has an order from the Woods
Tjumber Co. for a 110 ft. steamboat
hull. The boat will be 26 ft. beam
and have a depth of 4 ft. 8 in. This
yard also has an order for a derrick

hull for the same firm to be 82 by
28 by 4 ft.

The Sternberg Dredging Co. has
placed an order with the Nashville

Bridge Co. for a barge 100 by 26
bv 6 ft. 6 in.

New Boatyard.—An application

has been filed with the Township
of Sausalito, Calif., by the Enter-

])rise Boat Building Co. of San
Francisco for permission to build

a $30,000 motor boat factory in Old
Town cove. It is reported that a

building 160-ft. long is contemplat-

ed.

Bids Opened for Battleship North
Dakota.—The Union Shipbuilding

Co., Baltimore, Md., was high bid-

der for the old battleship North
Dakota which is to be scrapped.

The bids of the Union Shipbuilding

Company was $87,206. Other bids

submitted by N. Block & Co., Nor-

folk, Va., $72,276; Boston Iron &
Metal Co., Baltimore, $82,000. It

is said that the North Dakota cost

$4,377,000 when she was built in

1907. She has been out of commis-
sion since 1923.

Will Manage Yard.—Captain Al-

Ship Sold for Dredge. Sale of the

steamship Brookline to the O'Brien
Brothers Dredging Corporation,

New York, for the sum of $12,500

with the understanding that the

vessel be converted into a self-pro-

pelled gravel dredge at a cost of

not less tlnin $150,000 was author-

ized by the Shipping Board, Janu-
ary 7. The Brookline is a steel cargo
vessel of 8550 deadweight tons,

equipped with reciprocating eng-

ines and Foster boilers, and has
been in lay-up since September,
1921.
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Progress of Construction

The following Report Covers the Shipbuilding Work in Progress at the Leading

Shipyards of the United States as of March i, ig^i

Pacific Coast

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORP.. Ltd.

Union Plant, San Francisco
Hull 5347. steel barge lor Young Bros.,

Ltd., Honolulu, Hawaii; 17?.\44xll ft.;

keel 1/2/31; launched 2/20/31; deliver

4/1/31 est.

Hull 5348. same as above: keel 1/12/31;
launch 3/12/31 est.; deliver 4/1/31 est.

Mamo, hull 5349. steel tug for Young
Bros., Ltd.. Honolulu; 129'3" L.O.A.: 28
beam; 15 draft; Fairbanks-Morse 750 I.H.P.
diesel engs.. launched 2/14/31: deliver 4/-

1/31 est.

Hull 5 350, pineapple barge for Inter-

Island Steam Navigation Co., Honolulu;
175 X 44 X II ft.; keel 3/2/31; launch
4/21/31 est.: deliver 5/1/31 est.

CRAIG SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Long Beach, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: F. W. Philpot.
Velero III, hull 153, twin-screw, all-steel

cruiser for G. Allan Hancock, Los Angeles;
193' L.O.A.; 190' L.W.L.; 30' beam; 11'9"

mean draft; two 6-cyl., 850-S.H.P. Winton
diesel engs.; 15J^ knots speed; 9500 mi.
cruising radius; keel June 16/30; launch
4/2/31 est.

Not named, hull 154, twin-screw, steel

yacht for W. J. Hole of Los Angeles: L. E.

Geary, Seattle, designer: 146 ft. long: 23.5

beam: 10.5 draft: two 500 H.P. Winton die-

sel engs.; keel Apr. /31 est.; deliver Aug./31
est.

GENERAL ENGINEERING a: DRY
DOCK CO.

Oakland, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: A. Wanner.
Not named, boarding tug for Quaran-

tine Division, Public Health Service, San
Francisco; 60' 10" over-all; 15 beam; 7'2"

depth; 120 H.P. Fairbanks-Morse diesel

eng.: keel 3/15/31 est.

JOHNSON SHIPBUILDING CO.
329 Willow Street, Seattle, Wash.

Purchasing Agent: Geo. H. McAteer.
Hull J 79, scow for P. E. Harris fe? Co.;

60 .X 16 X 4 ft.; keel 1/18/31; launch 2/31
est.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY.
Oakland, Calif.

Columbine, hull ISU, lighthouse tender
for U. S. Department of Commerce, Light-

house Bureau: 112'2" L.B.P.; 25 molded
beam; 9' 2 naut. mi. speed: dicscl-clcctric

engs.

PRINCE RUPERT DRYDOCK &
SHIPYARD

Prince Rupert, B.C.
Purchasing Agent: H. L. Taylor.

Not named, vec-bottom wooden pleasure
cruiser for L. W. Kengin, Prince Rupert;
34 LB. P.; 8 beam; 2'9" depth; 10 knots
speed; 34-B.H.P. Redwing eng.; keel
11/1/30: launch and deliver 3/14/31 est.

Bobolink, hull 38, wooden stern-wheel
river snagboat hull for Dept. of Public
Works of Canada; 100 L.B.P.; 29 beam;
engs. from old Bobolink; keel 12/8/30:
launch 4/31/3! est.

Not named, hull 39, raised deck wooden
cruiser for Anglican Mission for northern
British Columbia Coast: 47 L.B.P.: 12 beam;
8'6" molded depth; 9 knots loaded speed:
high speed Gardner diesel engine, 2-1 re-

duction gear: 54 BHP: keel 2/15/31.
U. S. NAVY YARD,
Bremerton, Wash.

Louisville, light cruiser CL-28 for Unit-
ed States Navy; 10,000 tons displacement;

keel July 4/28; launched 9/1/30; deliver

Mar. 13/31 est.

Astoria, light cruiser CL-34, same as

above; keel 9/1/30; deliver 4/1/33 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Mare Island, Calif.

Chicago, light cruiser CL-29 for United

States Navy; 10,000 tons displacement;

launched 4/10/30; deliver 3/13/31 est.

Repairs, Pacific Coast
BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,

Ltd.. Union Plant
Dock, clean, paint, misc. repairs: stmrs.

Argyll. La Brea. Illinois. Nora, Commis-
sioner. Barbara. Clemente, Lake Galewood.
Petroleum No. 3. Alaska Standard. District

of Columbia. Matsonia, La Perla, Chas. L.

Wheeler, Jr., Montezuma, Admiral Peary,
Charlie Watson. Horace Luckenbach, J. B.

Stetson. Sea Lion, Trimountain. launch
Asama. Barge No. 4, U.S.S. Mississippi.

Drydock for survey: barge Erskine M.
Phelps. Repair crankshaft: Brunswick. Pipe
repairs: D. G. Scofield, Montebello. Ruth
Alexander. Emma Alexander. Dock, clean,
paint, renew 1 piece defective shoe on keel
aft; launch Musketeer. Install generator and
make 11 cylinders: m.s. Lio. Drill, tap. and
cut oil grooves: m.s. William Penn. 1

forged steel tailshaft: Margaret Dollar,
Cathwood (also 1 C. I. Propeller hub). 1

manganese bronze propeller blade: Lucken-
bach S. S. Co. 2 Mag. bronze propeller
blades: General Engineering & D. D. Co.
Recondition tailshaft: Willapa. Misc. re-

pairs: Golden Way, Daisy Gadsby, Golden
Dawn, President Polk, City of Sacramento.
Esparta, Lubrico, Saramacca, President Jack-
son, Pennsylvania, Monowai, Willmoto,
Chas. L. Wheeler. Jr.. Petroleum No. 3.

Suriname. Santa. F. |. Luckenbach. Lebec.
CHARLESTON DRYDOCK &. MACHIN-

ERY CO., Charleston, S.C.
General overhauling: dredge Augusta.

Annual overhaul; tug Cecilia. Annual scrap-
ing and painting: vacht Sea King.
THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY,

Oakland, Calif.

Drydock, clean, paint: s.s. Buffalo Bridge
(also overhaul sea valves, repack stern

gland, caulk and renew rivets in shell and

other misc. repairs), m.s. Nordanger (drew
stbd. tail shaft, removed propeller to shop,

welded and strengthened blades, checked
pitch, renewed rivets in bilge keel, re-

wooded stern bearing, and other misc. en-

gine dept. repairs). Admiral Dewey (over-

haul sea valves, caulk and weld rivets in

shell), Betterton (also caulk miscl. shell

rivets and seam, repack stern gland, over-

haul sea valves), m.s. Lawrel (also over-

haul sea valves and strainers, repack stern

gland, caulk misc. shell rivets, remove and
replace cylinder heads of main engine, re-

new misc. copper pipe), s.s. Wisconsin (also

renew shell rivets, weld shell rivets, clean

tanks, misc. eng. work), schr. Louise (also

repair rudder), s.s. Tamalpais (fit graving
pieces in hull, repack stern gland, overhaul
sea valves, repair boilers and other misc.

work), s.s. Stanley Dollar (overhaul sea

valves, drew both tailshafts for examina-
tion, rewood inboard and outboard bearings,

replace one condemned shaft with spare

shaft), pilot boat Adventuress (also re-

wood stern bearing, misc. hull repairs),

s.s. Yarraville (misc. voyage repairs), ferry

San Lcandro (also rewood stern bearing,
drew tail shaft), barge St. Helena (also

caulk and repair leaks). Drydock. remove
broken propeller to shop, blank off .stern

tube: Golden Eagle. Drydock for renewal
of shell and deck plating, house, piping,

overhauling of engines due to fire damage,
cleaning, and painting: tanker Redline.

PRINCE RUPERT DRYDOCK a:

SHIPYARD, Prince Rupert, B.C.

Docked, clean, and paint, general over-

haul: s.s. Prince Charles. Dock, clean, paint,

alterations and repairs necessary for con-
version from fishing to passenger boat:

launch Katherine B. Docked, clean, paint,

misc. hull and engine repairs: 2 fish boats.

Misc. hull and engine repairs: 28 fish boats.

TODD DRY DOCKS. INC..

Harbor Island. Seattle. Wn.
Drydock for cleaning and painting:

stmrs. Alaska, Yukon, Border King, (also

misc. repairs), Kulshan, barge Nisqually.

launch Petroleum II. General repairs: U.S.

C.G. Snohomish. Voyage repairs: President

Pierce. Misc. repairs: stmrs. Abron, Man-
hattan Island, Narenta. Point San Pablo.

U. S. NAVY YARD, Bremerton, Wn.
Misc. repairs and docking: Tennessee,

Oklahoma, Buchanan, Waters. Minor re-

pairs: Eagle No. 47, Haida. Misc. repairs

incident to operation as district craft: Maho-
pac. Tatnuck. Swallow, Challenge, Paw-
tucket, Sotoyomo.

Atlantic, Lakes, Rivers

A,MERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY
Pittsburgh, Penn.

Purchasing Agent: W. G. A. Millar.

Ten coal barges for own account, 175i
26x11 ft.; 5 delivered July/30.
Ten barges for Inland Waterways Corp.,

Washington. D.C: 300 x 48 x 1 1 ft.: deliver

Mav 14 to Dec. In. ly.M: 1 keel 2/23/31.
AMERICAN SHIP BUILDING CO.

Cleveland, Ohio
Purchasing Agent: C. H. Hirsching.
Hull 808. dump scow for Great Lakes

Dredge &? Dock Co.: 223 L.B.P.; 42'4"

beam; 15 depth: 1500 cu. yards cap.; keel

1/1/31; deliver 3/25/31 est.

BATH IRON WORKS
Bath, Maine

Malaina, hull 128. steel yacht; B. T. Dob-
son, designer: owner not named; 168 L.B.P.;

26 beam; 9 draft; twin Winton dieiel

en:s.: 1600 I.H.P.
Trudione, hull 138, steel yacht, owner
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At right are shown t«o repair jobs

under way at plants of United Dry
Docks, Inc., New York. At left

is the stcimer Harry Bowen h.iving

the entire bottom renewed in 45

days at the Morse Plant. At right

is the steamer Santa Marta at the

Fletcher pl,-int, undergoing general

overhaul and reconditioning.

net named; 190 L.O.A. 154 L.W.L.; 26
beam; two 800 B.H.P, Bessemer diesels;

keel 6/10/30; launch 4/10/31 est.

Helene, Hull 140, twin-screw diesel

yacht for Chas. E. Sorensen; 146 ft. length;

keel 8/1/30; launch 4/15/31 est.; deliver

4/25/31 est.

Caroline, hull 141, twin-screw diesel

yacht, owner not named, 286 ft. length; 3000
HP. diesel eng.; keel 9/1/30, launch 6/20/
31 est.; deliver 8/10/31 est.

Illinois, hull 142, trawler for Red
Diamond Trawling Co.; 132' L O.A.; 24

beam; 14 depth; 500 B.H.P. Fairbanks-

Morse diesel eng.; keel 10/15/30; launch

3/19/31 est.; deliver 4/25/31 est.

Maine, hull 143, sister to above; keel

10/18/30; launch 4/4/31 est., deliver

4/25/31 est.

Seapine, hull 144, twin screw, diesel

yacht for Henry J. Gielow, Inc., 25 West
43rd St., New York; 155'2" L.O.A.; 150
L.W.L.; 26 beam; 8'6" draft; 2 Bessemer
diesel engs.; 550 BH.P. ea.; keel 10/6/30:
launch 4/7/31 est.; deliver 6/2/31 est.

Halonia. hull 145. diesel-elec. yacht

for Chas. E. Thorne, Chicago, 140 L.B.P.;
24'10" beam; 8'6" draft; 14 knots speed;

two 400-H.P. diesel engs.; keel 1/13/31.
Not named, hull 146, twin screw steel

yacht, owner not named; 140 L.B.P.; 24'10"

beam; 8'6" draft; 14 knots speed; two 400
H.P. diesel engs.; keel 3/16/31 est.; deliver

7/16/31 est.

Hull 147, twin screw, steel patrol boat for

U.S. Coast Guard; 165 ft. long; diesel eng.;

keel 4/25/31 est.; deliver 11/29/31 est.

Hull 148, same as above; keel 4/25/31
est.; deliver 12/24/31 est.

Hull 149, same as above; keel 4/25/31
est.; deliver 1/18,'32 est.

Hull 150. same as above; keel 4/28/31
est.; deliver 2/12/32 est.

Hull 151, same as above; keel 4/28/31

est.; deliver 3/9/32 est.

Hull 152, same as above; keel 6/15/31

est.; deliver 4/3/32 est.

Hull 153. same as above; keel 9'15/31

est.; deliver 4/28/32 e^t.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION, FORE

RIVER PLANT,
Quincy, Mass.

Northampton, light cruiser CL-26, for

United States Navy; 10,000 tons displace-

ment; launch Sept. 7/29 est.

Portland, light cruiser CL-33, same
as above; deliver 8/15/32 est.

Monterey, hull 1440, steel express pas-

senger steamer for Oceanic Steamship Co.

(Matson Nav. Co.) San Francisco; 17,500

gross tons.

Mariposa, hull 1441, sister to above.

Lurline, hull 1447, sister to above.

Not named, ferryboat for City of Boston;

172 ft. long; 172' 4" over guards; 40'8"

beam; 16'10" depth; 2 comp. steam eng.;

Scotch boilers; 11' dia. x 13'; 150 lbs. work-

ing pressure.

Not named, hull 1444, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail

Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34

depth; 24 loaded draft; XlYi knots speed;

10,940 tons displacement; 7200 gr. tons

turbo-electric propulsion; 10,500 I. H.P.

Not named, hull 1445, sister to above.

Not named, hull 1446. sister to above.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,
LTD.,

Baltimore, Md.
Hulls 4268-4273, six steel oil barges for

Lake Transport Corp.; 4271 launched 5/22/-

30; 4270 launched 6/20/30; 4272 launched

6/27/30; 4268 launched 7/20/30; 4273

launched 9/10/30.
Hull 4274, steel carfloat for Central R.R.

of New Jer.sey: launched 9/26/30.

Hulls 4277-4278, two steel barges for

Baltimore and Ohio R.R.; launched 9/19-

9/29/30.
Harmony, hull 4280, steel oil tanker for

Gulf Refining Co.; launched 1/26/31.

Not named, hull 4281, same as above;

launched 12/17/30.
Hull 4283. steel barge for The Arundel

Corp : launched 1/20/31.

Hull 4284. steel barges for Western

Maryland Railw'ay Co.
Hull 4285. same as above.

Hull 4286. steel barge fur Bush Ter-

minal C.-.,. 792 uM- t..n<

CHARLESTON DRYDOCK Se.

MACHINERY CO.,
Charleston, S.C.

One all-welded steel ferryboat for the

Seaboard Air Line; 65 x 22 ft., 120 H.P.
Fairbanks-Morse eng.; keel 3/31 est.; launch

5/31 est.

One all-welded steel yacht, owner not

named: 50 x 1 3 ft.: dicsel eng,: keel 11 '30.

CONSOLIDATED SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION

Morris Heights, N. Y.

Hull 2994, Sl-lodt commuter boat, own-

er not named; 2 300-H.P. Speedway en-

gines.

Hull 2996, 110-ft. cruiser for A. M. Dick;

3 3()0-H P. Speedway dicscls.

DEFOE BOAT & MOTOR WORKS,
Bay City, Mich.

Purchasing Agent: W. E. Whitehouse.

Danora. hull 145. steel yacht, owner

not named: 108 LB. P.; 19'6" beam: 6 loaded

draft; 15 mi. speed; 130 D.W.T.; 400 I.HP.
diesel eng.; keel 10/1/30; launch 4/15/31

est.; deliver 5/1/31 est.

Rosewill II. hull 146, steel yacht, owner

not named- 126 LB. P.: 18 beam 6 loaded

draft; 18 mi speed; 120 D.W.T.; 900 I.H.P.

diesel eng.: keel 11/15/30.

Ber-clo 111. hull 147. steeel yacht for E.

5 Close. Toledo; 106 L.B.P.; 17'6" beam;

6 loaded draft; 14 M.P.H.; 98 D.W.T.;

300 I. H. P. diesel eng.: keel 11/25/30:

launch 4/15/31 est.: deliver 5/1/31 est.

DRAVO CONTRACTING COMPANY,
Pittsburg, Pa., and Wilmington, Del.

Hulls 995-997 incl., three diesel stern-

wheel towboats for stock; 2 delivered.

Hulls 1056-1057, 10,000-barrel oil barges

for stock.

Hulls 1067-1072 incl., six misc. cargo

barges for stock; 130x30x8'6"; 4 delivered.

Hulls 1074-1083 incl., 10 hopper type

steel coal barges for stock; 2 delivered.

Hull 1084, 50-ton whirler derrick boat for

Erie Railroad Co.
Hull 1085, one steel derrick barge for

Atlantic, Gulf a Pacific Co., 60x30x6 ft.

Hulls 11186-1115 incl.. 30 hopper-type

steel Cfiai barges for stock: 175x26x11 It.

DUBUQUE BOAT & BOILER WORKS,
Dubuque, Iowa

Herbert Hoover, twin tunnel screw river

towboat for U.S. Army Engineers; 215 ft.

long, 42 ft. beam; two Mcintosh 6# Sey-

mour diesel engs.; 2600 HP.
FEDERAL SHIPBUILDING & DRY

DOCTC COMPANY
Kearny, N. J.

Purchasing Agent, R. S. Page.

Hull 119. steel harbor barge for Oil

Transfer Corp.; 175x36xl2'7-l/8"; keel

5/19/30.
Not named, hull 121, combination pas-

senger and freight steamer for Panama Mail

Steamship Company, San Francisco (W. R.

Grace 6? Co., subsidiary). 484 L.B.P.; 72

beam; 26'1" loaded draft; 18.5 knots loaded

speed; 7150 D.W.T.; 12,600 I.H.P. tur-

bines; 2 boilers.

Not named, hull 122, sister to above.

Not named, hull 123, sister to above for

Grace Steamship Co., New York.

Not named, hull 1 24. sister to above.

GREAT LAKES ENGINEERING
WORKS,

River Rouge, Michigan

Hull 276, self-propelled canal barge for

Ford Motor Co.; 290 x 43 x 10 ft.; 12

knots loaded speed; 2000 D.W.T.; twin

screw, geared turbined 1600 I.H.P.; 2

water-tube boilers: keel 3/15/31 est.; launch

5/1/31 est.; deliver 6/15/31 est.

Hull 277, sister to above, keel 3/25/31

est.; launch 5/15/31 est.; deliver 7/1/31

est.

HOWARD SHIPYARDS & DOCK
COMPANY,

Jeffersonville. Ind.

Purchasing Agent, W. H. Dickey.

One terminal wharf barge for City of

Peoria, 111.: 230 x 45 x 8 ft.; steel deck-

house 205 ft. long; keel 2/9/31; launch

3/15/31 est.; deliver 4/15/31 est.

One towboat for Inland Waterways Corp.,

Washington. D.C.: 196 ft. L.O.A. ; 42 mold-

ed beam: 6 molded depth; 1000 HP. comp.

condensing eng.; keel 5/1/31 e.st.

MANITOWOC SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION
Manitowoc, Wis.

Purchasing Agent, H. Meyer.

Not named, hull 268. steel tug. for Great

Lakes Dredge 6? Dock Co.; 115 x 26 x 15

ft.; one Babcock H Wilcox boiler; 850 H.P.
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turbine with reduction Rear; keel 1/12/31;
launch 3/20/31 est.; deliver 5/31 est.

Hull 269, dump scow for Ed. E. Gillen

Co.. Milwaukee; 124 L.O.A.; 30 beam;
W'b" depth; keel 1/21/31.
Hull 270, deck scow for U. S. Engineers,

ChicaRo; 56 x 20 x 4'8"; keel 2/12/31.

Hull 271, deck scow for Great Lakes

DrcdKc 6? Dock Co.; 130 x 40 x 9 ft.;

keel 2/25/31.
Hull 272, same as above; keel 2/27/31.

MARIETTA MANUFACTURING CO„
Point Pleasant. W. Va.

PurchasinR Agent: S. C. Wilhclm.
William Dickinson, one twin screw boat

for Marquette Cement Co., Chicago; 124x

26x7'; 750 HP. diesel eng.

One steel, diesel powered tug for U. S.

Engineering Office, New Orleans: 65'6"i

17'x7'7!/2".

Hull 266, drcdcc for McWilliam^ Dredg-

ing Co., 136x54x9 ft.

MIDLAND BARGE COMPANY
Midland. Pa.

Steel freighter for Victor Lynn Trans-

portation Co.; 210 gro. tons: keel 12/30.

Two barges for E, T, Slider, 120x30x
7'6".

Ten barges for U. S. Engineers, Rock
Island, 111.; 110x24x5 ft.

Five barges for Inland Waterways, Corp.,

Washington, D.C.; 230 x 45 x 11 ft.

NASHVILLE BRIDGE COMPANY,
Nashville, Tenn.

Purchasing Agent, R. L. Baldwin.

Hull 240, deck barge for Bedford Nu-
gent Co.: 100.x26x6'6"; keel 8/15/30
launched 9/17/30.

Hull 241, same as above; keel 8/28/30
I.-iunchcd 9/26/30.

Hull 242, same as above; keel 8/30/30
launched 10/1/30.

Hull 243, same as above; keel 9/4/30
launched 10/6/30.

Hull 244, deck barge for stock; 100x26
x6'6"; kcci 10/20/30; launched 12,/4/30.

Hull 245. same as above; keel 11/6/30;
launched 2/11/31.

Hull 246. same as above; keel U/13/30;
launched 2/26/31.

Hull 247, same as above; keel 11/16/30.
Hull 248, pile driver for U.S. Engineers,

Memphis; 80 L.B.P.: 27 beam; 4 depth;

1 horizontal type boiler, 46" dia., 28'0"

length: keel 1/12/31.
Hull 249, same as above; keel 1/17/31.
Hull 250, dredge for Sternberg Dredging

Co.; 150x50x7'10" depth; keel 3/12/31
est.; launch 4/7/31 est.

Hull 251, deck barge for Bedford-Nugent
Co.; 110x28x7'3" depth; keel 3/2/31 est.;

launch 3/16/31 est.

Hull 252, same as above; keel 3/9/31
est.; launch 3/23/31 est.

Not named, hull 253, steamboat hull for

Woods Lumber Co.: 110 L.B.P.; 26 beam;
4'8" depth; keel 4/6/31 est.; launch and
deliver 5/2/31 est.

Hull 254, derrick hull for Woods Lum-
ber Co.: 82 X 28 X 4 ft.: keel 4/13/31 est.;

launch and deliver 5/9/31 est.

Hull 255, barge for Sternberg Dredging
Co.: 100 X 26 X 6'6": keel 4/20/31 est.;

launch and deliver 5/16/31 est.

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING tc

DRYDOCK COMPANY
Newport News, Va,

Purchajing Agent: Jas. Plummer, 2J3

Broadway, New York City.

President Hoover, hull 3 39, passenger and
freight liner for Dollar Steamship Co., San
Francisco: 653 L.O A.: 81 beam; 52 depth;
turbo-electric drive; 20 knots speeed; keel

3/25/30; launched 12/9/30; deliver 7/31
est.

President Coolidge, hull 340, sister to

above; keel 4/22/30; launched 2/21/31;

deliver 10/31 est.

Florida, hull 342, passenger steamer

for Peninsular S Occidental S.S, Co.;
386'6" L.O.A.; 56'6" beam; 26'6" depth;

geared turbine drive: 19'/
'2 knots speed; keel

9/2/30; launch 3/7/31 est.; deliver 5/31
est.

Talamanca, hull 344, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail
Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34

depth; 24 loaded draft; 171/2 knots speed;

10,940 tons displacement; turbo-electric pro-

pulsion; 10,500 I.H.P.; keel 2/2/31; launch

9/31 est. deliver 1/32 est.

Segovia, hull 345, sister to above: keel

3/31 est.; launch 11/31 est.; deliver 4/32
est.

Chiriqui. hull 346, sister to above; keel

5/31 est.; launch 12/31 est.; deliver 7/32
est.

Ranger, hull 3 53, Aircraft Carrier No.
4 for U. S. Navy Dept.; dehver Mar./34 est.

Not named, hull 350. passenger and
freight vessel for Eastern Steamship Lines,

India Wharf, Boston, Mass.; 402'9" L.O.A.;

60 beam; 29'9" depth; 20-22 knots; single

reduction Newport News-Parsons geared

turbines; Babcock & Wilcox boilers; deliver

5/32 est.

Not named, hull 3 51, sister to above;

deliver 6/32 e.st.

NEW YORK SHIPBUILDING CO.
Camden, N. J.

Purchasing Agent: J. W. Meeker.
Exeter, hull 396, passenger and cargo

steamers for Export Steamship Corp., New
York; 450x6r6"x42'3"; keel 8/11/30;
launch 4/4/31 e.st.

Excambion. hull 397, sister to above;

keel 10/25/30; launch 5/16/31 est.

Indianapolis, hull 399. light cruiser No.
35 for United States Navy; 10,000 tons

displacement; keel Mar. 31/30.

Not named, hull 405, passenger and cargo

vessel for United States Lines, New York;

666 L.B.P.; 86' beam; 32' loaded draft max.;

20 knots speed; 12.000 D.W.T.; geared tur-

bines, 30.000 S.H.P.; 6 B. y W. boilers;

keel 12/6/30; launch 12/1/31 est.; deliver

6/32 est.

Not named, hull 406, passenger and car-

go vessel, same as above; keel spring/31 est.

Not named, hull 407, Scout Cruiser No.
37 for U. S. Navv Department, Washing-
ton, D.C.: 578 L.B.P.: kQ'Wi" molded
beam: 21'7" loaded draft: 10,000 tons

displ.; geared turbines; 107.000 I.H.P.; 8

sectional express boilers.

THE PUSEY & JONES CORP.,
Wilmington, Del,

Purchasing Agent: James Bradford.

Avalon. hull 1047, twin screw diesel

yacht for Ogden L. Mills, New York; 17 5' 5"

L.O.A. ; 24 beam; 13'6" molded depth; two
600 B.H P. diesel engs.; keel 8/28/30;
launch and deliver 3/15/31 est.

Locust Point, hull 1049, two steel, .single-

screw, harbor tugs for stock; 92 L.B.P.;

23 beam; 12'6" loaded draft: steam eng.

1 Scotch boiler; keel 12/2/30; launched

2/17/31.
Girard Point, hull 1050, same as above;

keel 12/2/30; launched 3/2/31.
Not named, hull 1051. steel harbor tug-

boat for The Chesapeake Ohio Railway Co.;
102'6" L.B.P.; 28 beam; 10'6" loaded draft:

1000 LHP. steam engs.; 1 Scotch boiler,

16x12 ft.; 160 lbs, uk. press: keel 2/12/31.

SPEDDEN SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Baltimore, Maryland

Purchasing Agent: W. J. Collison.

Not named, hull 269, steel hull diesel tug

for Atlantic, Gulf is) Pacific Co., New York;

57 L.B.P.; 14 beam; 5'6" loaded draft; 120

HP. Fairbanks-Morse diesel eng.; keel

2/10/31 est.; launch 3/10/31 est.; deliver

4/1/31 est.

Not named, hull 270, diesel tug for At-
lantic. Gulf a Pacific Co., New York; 3 5

LB. P.; 11'7" beam; 4'1" loaded draft; 75
B.H. P. Fairbanks-Mnrsc dicscl eng,

SUN SHIPBUILDING COMPANY,
Chester, Penn.

Purchasing Agent: H. W. Scott.

Northern Sun. hull 131. single-screw, die-

sel tanker for Motor Tankship Corp.; 13,400
D.W.T.: keel 7/15/30; launched 1/31/31;
delivered 2/12/31.

Southern Sun, hull 132, sister to above;
keel 8/21/30;; launch 3/21/31 est.; deliver

4/1/31 est.

Not named, hull 133, sister to above;

keel 9/17/30; launch 6/13/31 est.; de-

liver 7/1/31 est.

Not named, hull 134, sister to above.

Not named, hull 13 5, sister to above.

Not named, hull 136, sister to above.

Daylight, hull 1 27, single screw diesel

oil tanker for Standard Transp. Co.; 480 x
65'9" X 37'; Sun-Doxford diesel eng.; keel

11/13/30; launch 5/16/31 est.; deliver

6/1/31 est.

Hull 138, diesel-electric barge for Atlan-

tic Refining Co.; 190x34x12 ft.; keel 2/9/-

31. launch 6/1/31 est., deliver 6/15/31 est.

Hull 139, steel oil-tank towing barge for

Standard Transp. Co.; 225 x 38 x 10 ft.

Hull 140. sister to above.

TODD DRY DOCK, ENGINEERING
& REPAIR CORP.,

Brooklyn, N,Y.
Not named, hull 50, steam ferry for De-

partment of Plant if Structure, City of New
York: 151 L.B.P.: 5 3 beam over guards;

8'4!/2" loaded draft: double comp. steam

engs.; 660 I.H.P.; 2 W.T. boilers; keel

Jan./31.
Not named, hull 51, sister to above: keel

Jan./31.
Not named, hull 52, fireboat for Fire

Dept., City of New York; 123 L.B.P.: 26

beam; 7'6" loaded draft; 18 mi. speed; 2130

I.H.P. gas-electric engs.: keel Jan./31.

UNITED DRY DOCKS. Inc.

Mariner's Harbor, N,Y.
Purchasing Agent: R, C. Miller.

Not named, hull 797, coast guard cutter

for U.S. Coast Guard Serx-ice; 250 L.O.A.;

42 beam; 16 mi. loaded speed; turbo-elec-

tric; 3220 I.H.P.: 2 W.T. boilers: keel

2/17/31; launch 10/1/31 est.; dehver

2/1/32 est.

Not named, hull 798, ferryboat for New
York, Dept. of Plant and Structure: 267

L.O.A.; 66 beam; 13'9" loaded draft: 12

knots speed: double comp. engs.: 4000
IH P ; 4 W.T. boilers; keel 1/31/31;

launch 6/1/31 est.: deliver 10/1/31 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
New York, N.Y.

New Orleans, light cruiser CL-32, for U.S.

Navy; 10,000 tons displacement; dehver

12/1/32 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Philadelphia, Pa,

Minneapohs, light cruiser CL-36, for U. S.

Navy; 10,000 tons displacement; deliver

9/1/3 3 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Portsmouth, Va.

V-5, submarine SC-1 for U. S. Navy;

deliver 6/1/30 est,

THE CHARLES WARD ENGINEER-
ING WORKS

Charleston, W. Va.

Purchasing Agent: E. T. Jones.

Henry A. Laughlin, hull 88, twin-screw,

tunnel type, steam propelled towboat for

the Vesta Coal Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.;

160 X 29'6" X 8'9"; keel 9/13/30; deliver

3/15/31 est.

Vesta, hull 89, sister to above; keel

10/9/30; deliver 4/5/31 est.



Marine Insurance
Edited by James A. Quinby

Freight

The Relation of the Insurer and Cargo Owner to the Earnings of the Ship

IN
any technical discussion, the

use of the term "freight"
should be restricted to the

money to be paid for the carriage
of goods. This caution is made nec-
essary by the careless use of the
word, in some quarters, to denote
goods carried. Such goods, of
course, should always be spoken of
as cargo.

In the earlier days of organized
ocean transport, when contracts of
affreightment could be and were
jotted down on the backs of old en-
velopes, it was the custom to pay
freight out of the profits on the
cargo. The shipowner was thus
normally a partner in the venture.

Because of this custom, it was early established as a

principle of English and American maritime law that

a contract of affreightment was entire in nature, and
that no part of the freight money was earned until the

contract voyage was completed and the goods deliv-

ered.

This doctrine was not entirely pleasing to the ship-

owner, who began to amplify his bill of lading as a
means of self-protection. The most obvious means of

protection was to require the freight to be paid in ad-

vance. Such freight was classified as "prepaid." while
that depending upon delivery was known as "collect"

freight.
,

At this stage of development of the law, however,
even prepaid freight was not irrevocably saved to the
shipowner, for the courts held that in case of the fail-

ure of the voyage, such freight money had to be re-

turned to the cargo owner. This holding was based upon
the entirety of the voyage as a prerequisite to the
earning of freight. In the absence of a valid provision
to the contrary in the bill of lading, the shipowner
must, even today, complete his voyage and deliver his

cargo in order to earn and retain his freight, whether
that freight be prepaid or collect. Under such condi-
tions, the vessel, if disabled, may repair and carry
the cargo to destination, thus earning her freight, pro-
vided the delay in repairing is not so unreasonable in

length as to constitute an abandonment of the voyage.
There is no arbitrary standard by which to determine
whether or not a dela.y is unreasonable, but each case
must be governed by the nature of the cargo, the de-
mand of the market, and other factors. Furthermore,
under such conditions, the shipowner may forward the
cargo by another vessel, and thus become entitled to

Headlines

Time was wlien news of ocean wrecks

Could make my brow turn pale.

But now I know that make-up men
Produce the howling gale.

And so I read, without a qualm,

"Malolo Crashes Yale !

!"'

I'll learn tomorrow that she brushed

Some paint from off the rail.

J.A.Q.

his original freight. In the absence
of a contract provision to the con-
trary, however, he must bear the
expense of transshipping and for-

warding.

Development of Protective Freight
Clauses

It can easily be seen that the
basic law on the subject, if unaf-
fected by agreement, subjected the
shipowner to two very distinct

hazards:

(1) he might lose his prepaid
freight by a failure of the voyage,
and (2) if he forwarded the cargo,
the cost of such forwarding might
well eat up his profit on the orig-

inal freight.

To avoid the penalty of the first of these hazards,
the shipowner and his attorney have devised what is

known as the "lost or not lost clause," which usually
provides that "prepaid freight is to be considered as
earned and retained by the shipowner, vessel or cargo
lost or not lost at any stage of the voyage." This pro-
vision has consistently been held valid by the American
courts. (See Portland Flouring Mills vs. British and
Foreign Marine Insurance Co., 130 Fed. 860). In the
absence of such a provision, however, prepaid freight
is still returnable to the cargo owner. (See The Three
Marys, 1927 A.M.C. 783).

As soon as the "lost or not lost" clause was held
valid, it became quite easy to protect the forwarding
charges which form the basis of the second hazard men-
tioned above. If the shipowner could, by agreement,
arrange to retain his freight, even if not actually earn-
ed, he could certainly shift a mere forwarding charge to

the cargo owner. This he immediately proceeded to do
by the adoption of suitable clauses asserting the right

to transship or store goods on shore in the event of an
interruption of the voyage, at the cargo owner's risk

and e-xpense. Some of these clauses are more specific

than others, but all modern bills of lading contain one
or more paragraphs enabling the shipowner to collect

or retain his full freight upon an interrupted voyage,
and to saddle the cargo with an additional freight for

forwarding. These clauses have also been held valid by
our courts. Although this development of the law may
seem somewhat inequitable from the viewpoint of the
cargo owner, it must be admitted that the contrary doc-

trine would be just as hard on the shipowner. Some-
body has to pay the bill.
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The Insurance Angle

Ordinarily, a cargo owner insure.-^ his good.s at an
agreed advance over their invoice value, usually 10
per cent, plus prepaid or guaranteed freight. This is

because he stands to lose such freight under the "lost
or not lost" clause in the bill of lading if the vessel
suffers a casualty. Collect freight, in its narrowest
sense, is of course at the risk of the shipowner, and is

usually insured by him under a freight policy.

Because of guaranteed freight clauses and similar
provisions in the modern bill of lading, cargo-owners
have of late been adding freight to their declarations
under cargo policies, even where such freight was tech-
nically collectible at destination.

It would seem, then, that in the absence of oversight
or omission in the bill of lading, the shipowner of mod-
ern times is well protected as regards his freight
money. There are, however, one or two points where
the protective armor is so heavy as to constitute a po-
tential embarrassment. Under the so-called Limitation
Statute, for example, the shipowner may limit his lia-
bility for damage caused by or through his vessel to
the value of his interest in the vessel after the acci-
dent, plus the pending freight on the voyage. The more
successful he is in devising clauses transforming col-
lect freight into guaranteed freight, the more he will
have to surrender in limitation proceedings, for guar-
anteed freight should certainly be held to be pending
freight under the terms of the statute. And after the
freight is thus surrendered, the vessel owner is by no
means certain of collecting it from a multitude of ship-
pers, each of whom has a potential counter-claim for
loss of cargo.

Furthermore, it has never been definitely decided
whether the lost or not lost clause is valid when negli-
gent navigation is the cause of the loss. In fact, in
certain cases, notably the Willdomino, 300 Fed. 5, it is
held that freight under the clause is not due where
cargo has been so damaged by the carrier's negligence
as to be indeliverable in specie. If the "in specie" part
of this decision is controlling, all a master has to do
to earn his freight is to jettison the cargo as soon as it

becomes .so damaged as to lose its identity. If (which
is more likely) the negligent causation is the dominant
element, the freight, even if governed by a "lost or not
lost" clause, i.s not irrevocably saved to an owner whose
crew negligently causes loss or damage to cargo by
errors in navigation, management, or stowage.

Wahkeena Salvage Case Decided

ON Mar,
Seattle

Pacific

i-ch 4, Federal District Judge Cushman of
handed down a decision, interesting to

ic Coast underwriters and shipping men, in
a salvage case arising from the loss of the McCormick
steamer Wahkeena off Grays Harbor in August 1928.
After loading lumber at Aberdeen, the vessel sailed

for San Pedro. Outside the harbor, but before crossing
the bar, she grounded in a dense fog on the south jetty,
which is partly constructed of rock. She blew distre.s.s
signals, and the tug John Cudahy responded. As to the
assistance i-endered, the court says:

"There is a dispute in the testimony as to whether the
tug pulled the Wahkeena off the jetty or whether, with
the slackening of the tide, she was freed and the tug
merely towed her away from the jetty. The prepon-
derance of the evidence is to the effect that the John
Cudahy pulled the Wahkeena off the jetty and towed
her slowly back towards Aberdeen. After coming out of
the fog the tug Tussler and the tug Tyee, the latter a
tug also belonging to the libelant, assisted in towing
the Wahkeena back to the dock at Aberdeen, which was
reached between 9:00 and 9:30 P.M., August 29, 1928.
There was delay in pumping out the Wahkeena and she
submerged after 2:00 A.M., the next morning.

The Wahkeena had a crew of twenty-eight men
aboard. Under the circumstances disclosed, unless the
Wahkeena capsized, it appears that the members of the
crew were not in great and immediate danger but if
she had done so in the fog with the tide running out to
sea across the jetty, she being broadside to the slope of
the jetty with a considerable deck load, this danger was
by no means unlikely and it is not improbable there
would have been lives lost. Testimony was given that a
list of 15 degrees developed and the cargo shifted. Be-
fore the Wahkeena was pulled off the jetty the cover
was taken off of the available lifeboat and the crew-
brought their effects from below."

After a month, during which time the owners sought
purchasers, she was sold for $5000. The owners claimed
to deduct from this value the sum of $2600. represent-
ing bills incurred in pumping out the ship prior to sale.
The court finds, however, that $500 would have been a
reasonable allowance for pumping charges. It is further
held that the cargo of lumber, when landed, had a net
value of $11,325.

In regard to the element of danger to both vessels, the
court comments as follows:
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"The fact that a vessel insured for $125,000 was dam-
aged beyond justifiable repair in four hours pounding
on this jetty is alone sufficient, with the other circum-
stances already stated, to evidence the fact that she was
in great danger of—with her cargo—becoming a total

loss. After the damage to the vessel the insurance com-
pany paid the owner $75,000 and allowed it to I'etain

the vessel.

"The danger to the tug John Cudahy was likewise

great. Both at the time of pulling on the Wahkeena and
during the time the tug was standing by she was in

danger of being carried by the set of the tide upon the
jetty and the spur. She stood near for three hours in a

dense fog. All parts of the jetty were at all times sub-
merged, and the only aid she had in determining her
location with relation to the jetty was her compass and
the stranded Wahkeena which she could only keep in

view by remaining within a few hundred feet of the
jetty. That the situation was considered dangerous is

evidenced by the fact that although the stranding was
immediately reported at Aberdeen none other of the
numerous vessels on Grays Harbor ventured into the
fog near the stranded Wahkeena."

The court then concludes that the operation consti-

tuted a salvage service, and that the salvors should re-

ceive an award of half the saved value of the ship and
cargo, or a total of $8162.50.

In view of the facts, this is a generous award, and is

probably explained by two factors, (1) the desire of the
court to encourage salvors and (2) the high insured
value of the vessel. The first of these is always pres-
ent, and has been a constant element in American sal-

vage cases since the days of Justice Story. The second
item is peculiar to Pacific Coast underwriting method.
The Wahkeena was insured for $125,000, a sum far in

excess of her value. After the accident, the insurers
paid the owners $75,000 and allowed the owners to

keep the wreck. Although these elements are by no
means conclusive as to values, they cannot but have
some influence upon a salvage award.

Hubble Towing Co., the salvors, were represented in

the litigation by John C. Bowen of Seattle, while Lillick,

Olson and Graham appeared for the Wahkeena. It is

understood that an appeal will be taken.

cated by the following news story culled from the

columns of the Tokyo "Japan Times" of February 26,

1931:

"The Yokohama office of the Osaka Shosen Kaisha

was the scene of an extraordinary demonstration at

eleven o'clock Tuesday morning when over two hundred

angry fishermen representing the districts at Hommoku
and Kiminato arrived with a motor truck loaded with a

ton of clams which they dumped on the door .step of

the shipping office in protest against the nonrecogni-

tion of the claim for damage to their seaweed beds and
clam farms on the beaches at Hommoku through float-

ing oil from the O.S.K. steamer Arabia Maru which
was beached at Furo on the Chiba coast after her

accident.

"The fishermen arrived with their wives who carried

utensils for providing food for the members of the

Fishermens Guild, who fully intended taking up their

abode on the site of the Y.W.C.A. building until the

Osaka Shosen Kaisha would acknowledge their claims.

They allege that the damage done to their seaweed

and clams amounts to Yen 100,000. The shipping com-

pany are willing to pay Yen 2500."

New Method of Colleding Claims

At first blush, it seems a far cry from clams to

claims, but disgruntled claimants on the Pacific Coast

might do well to consider Oriental customs, as indi-

Insurance Class Activities

For the first time in history, the Study Class of

the Association of Marine Underwriters in San Fran-

cisco, at its meeting of February 9, was addressed by a

speaker of the feminine persuasion. The speaker in

question was Miss Bathie Stuart, of the Union Steam-

ship Company of New Zealand, who delivered a most

interesting address on the topography and sea ports

of the islands of the New Zealand group. Miss Stuart's

remarks were accompanied by slides showing the diver-

sified scenery of the Islands.

The Class was also addressed by Abraham (Abe)

Marks, the marine manager of the San Francisco

Chamber of Commerce, who had for his subject the

functions of the Marine Department of the Chamber of

Commerce. Mr. Marks traced the development of the

Marine Department from its early days when visual

observation was the only means of acquainting the

maritime fraternity with the arrival of vessels, down
to the present time when all the facilities of radio and

cable communications are employed to keep San Fran-

cisco shippers and owners in touch with the movements
of vessels all over the world.
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BROKERS FOR IHE ASSURED—AVERAGE ADJUSTERS

Freights, Charters, Sales

March 19, 1931.

THE following steamers have
been fixed with grain to U.K./-

Continent:British str.Madunda,

Vancouver, B.C., to Havre and Rot-

terdam, April, Canadian American
Shipping Company; a Reardon-

Smith steamer, Vancouver, B.C., to

U.K./Continent, 22/6, April, Cana-
dian Cooperative Wheat Producers
Association ; Norwegian str. Romu-
lus, Vancouver, B.C., to Greece,

25/-, March, Mitchel Grain Co.,

Ltd.; Swedish str. Roxen, Vancou-
ver, B.C., to U.K./Continent, 22/6,

option Portland, 23/9, March, Heat-

ley and Company; British str. Welsh
City, Vancouver, B.C., to U.K./Con-
tinent, 22/6, April, Canadian Co-

operative Wheat Producers Associa-

tion.

The following steamers have been
fixed with lumber to the Orient:
British str. Penybryn, Puget Sound
to Japan, March, Canadian Ameri-
can Shipping Co.; Norwegian mo-
torship Bronxville, Columbia River

to Japan, .$6.75, March, Douglas Fir

Exploitation and Export Company;
Danish motorship Stensby, Colum-
bia River to Nanking and Hankow,
March, Dant & Russell.

The following steamers have been

fixed with lumber to the Atlantic:

American steamer Lake Gorin,

Grays Harbor to North of Hatteras,

April; American steamer Onondaga,
North Pacific to North of Hatteras,

$9, April 1, Krauss Brothers Co.

The Danish motorship Stjerne-

borg has been fixed for time char-

ter one trip, delivery Boston, rede-

livery North Hatteras via North Pa-
cific, $1.00, by Seaboard Lumber
Sales Company.

The following sales have been re-

ported: American tank barge Ers-

kin M. Phelph, Union Oil Co. to

Crosby Marine Transportation Co.;

American barkentine Kate G. Ped-
erson. Northern Fisheries to Ala-

meda Airport (to be used as break-

water) .

PAGE BROTHERS, Brokers.

A Good Maintenance Record

THE twin-screw, passenger and
cargo motorship City of New
York, built by the Sun Ship-

building & Dry Dock Company,
Chester, Pennsylvania, for the Am-
erican South African Line, Inc., of

New York, has now been in service

constantly for over a year and has
given a very good account of her-

Geo. E. Billings
COMPANY

Pacific Coast General Agent*

Standard Marine Insurance Co.

National Union Fire Ins. Co,

Mercantile Insurance Co.

of America

312 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO . - CALIFORNIA

Telephone GArfield 3646

Seattle Office: Colman BIdg.

Telephone SEneca 1478

self, operating with entire satisfac-

tion to her owners.
This vessel is 470 feet long over-

all, 61 feet 6 inches beam, and 37

feet depth ; with a loaded draft of

26 feet. She is engined with two 4-

cylinder Sun-Doxford, opposed-pis-

ton, directly reversible, oil engines,

each of which develops 2700 shaft

horsepower at 100 revolutions a

minute. The cylinders of these en-

gines are 23.62 inches in diameter
with a combined stroke of 79.12

inches.

At the end of a year's service a

very thorough survey of the machin-
ery units and of the hull structure

of the vessel was made and every-

thing was found to be in very satis-

factory shape. Mici'ometer measure-
ments were taken both fore and aft

and athwartship at 15 points in the

length of each cylinder bore on

each engine. These measurements
show an average wear of 0.0051 fore

and aft and of 0.0062 athwartship.

These figures show very conclusive-

ly that the Sun-Doxford diesel is

constructed of very high quality

materials and that the design of

this engine takes care of lubrica-

tion very effectively. It is a well

known fact that the first year of

operation of a motorship usually

causes more wear on the cylinders

of the diesel engines than does the

next three to five years of opera-

tion.

Both the owners and the builders

are to be congratulated on this fine

ship and the owners should be en-

couraged in the long distance trade
which they are developing and for

which this ship was built. Complete,
illustrated description of the City of

New York and of her machinery
will be found in Pacific Marine Re-
view for March 1930.

Trade Literature
General Electric Company, Sche-

nectady, New York, has ready for

distribution the following loose-leaf

bulletins:

GEA-1117: Solid-shaft, vertical

induction motors.

GEA-1247: CR1026 Enclosed
starting rheostats for repulsion-in-

duction motors.

GEA-1236: G-E Fabroil gears,

strong, quiet, economical.

GEA-1157A: G-E Strip heaters—
and a few suggested uses.

GEA-556C: G-E Automatic weld-
ing head and control (automatic
electrode-feeding device—magnetic-
clutch type).

GEA-1202: Type RKS Capacitor
motors—single-phase; 60 cycle;

constant speed; high power-factor.

GEA-1242: G-E Textolite Gears.

New Worthington Catalogs.—Be-
low is a list of new catalogs, bulle-

tins, etc. released recently by the

Worthington Pump and Machinery
Corporation.

Diesel Engines, vertical 4-cycle,

direct-injection. Type B. Designed
for continuous, economical perform-
ance covering the 50 to 150 horse-

power range. Bulletin S-500-B5, 8

pages.

Horizontal Duplex Piston Pumps,
Type S.P., submerged piston side

pot pattern with Wompco or cast-

steel liquid ends for 450- and 600-

pound, respectively, maximum pres-

sure. Specification Sheet W-112-S6,
4 pages.

Horizontal Duplex Piston Pattern
Hot Oil Pumps, Type S.P. For hot

feed or hot flash service at temper-

atures up to 700 degrees Fahren-
heit. Specification Sheet W-112-S9,

4 pages.
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Trade Notes
Moves to Larger Quarters.—The

International Compositions Co.,
Inc., manufacturer of Holzapfel's
compositions for ships bottoms,
has announced the removal to larg-
er quarters at 21 West Street Build-
ing, New York. The new offices
are more spacious than those form-
erly occupied at 25 Broadway.
They are on the eleventh floor of
the building and overlook the
North River.

Acquires Rights to Truss-Weld
System.—United Dry Docks, Inc.,

with head offices at 11 Broadway,
New York, has announced the ac-
quisition of the exclusive right on
the Atlantic Coast to the Kjekstad
Patented Truss-Weld and Reverse
Channel systems of ship, barge, and
tank construction. It is further an-
nounced that J. Kjekstad, formerly
president of the Truss-Weld Barge
Company, joins the Truss-Weld Di-
vision of United Dry Docks as con-
sulting engineer. A. Hudson, form-
erly vice-president and sales man-
ager of The Truss -Weld Barge
Company, becomes sales manager
of the Truss-Weld Division.

Gear Company Changes Name.—
A fii-m name that has been familiar
in engineering and machinery
circles of the West for the past
twenty-six years was recently
changed to more accurately de-
scribe the expanded activities of
the organization, when the John-
son Gear Company, of Berkeley,
California, became the Johnson
Gear & Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Frank B. Drake, who has been

president of the Johnson Gear Com-
pany for many years, retains his
official position in the enlarged
firm. The expansion of the John-
son Gear & Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
may be indeed recorded as a for-
ward step in the march of western
engineering, indicative of the spir-
it of achievement.

Boilers and Stills. The Babcock
& Wilcox Co. has announced the
oi-ganization of The Lummus Com-
pany to take over the engineering
and contracting firm of Walter E.
Lummus Company of Boston. The
Superheater Company and the Bab-
cock & Wilcox Company hold sub-
stantial blocks of stock in the new
company and the facilities and ex-
perience of these two firms will be
of great benefit to the new organi-
zation. The Lummus Company will

engage in the design and manufac-
ture of distillation and refining
equipment for alcohol, chemical,
and petroleum industries. Walter
E. Lummus is president of the com-
pany.

Westinghouse Receives Electri-
cal Contract for Cruiser.—Receipt
of an order in excess of $500,000
from the U. S. Navy Department
for the main propelling machinery
and engine room auxiliaries for a
new 10,000-ton treaty cruiser is an-
nounced by the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Company.
The new vessel designated as No.
38, is yet unnamed and will be built
at the Mare Island yard, Califor-
nia. Her four main geared-turbines
will deliver a shaft horsepower of
107,000 giving the vessel a speed of
3.3 knots. The electrical equipment
will be a duplicate of that ordered
for Cruisers 37, 34, and 36 all being
for Westinghouse machinery The
cruiser will have a main armament
of nine 8-inch guns.

New Line of Lubrication Oils.—
Announcement was made March 9
by E. B. Montgomery, manager of
lubrication sales for the Associated
Oil Company, of the introduction
to the Pacific Coast market of a
new line of Cycol turbine, compres-
sor, ice machine, and dynamo oils
to replace the company's Avon line
of products of this nature. The new
Cycol products are exactly the same
as are now being furnished by
the company to the United States
Navy for these pui-poses under its

Pacific fleet lubrication contract.
This is said to be the first time
that any company on the coast has
offered for commercial sale the
same products of this type which
were furnished on a navy contract.
Associated is also said to be the
only Coast company offering for
sale an Edeleanu treated product
for these uses. With the marketing
of these new Cycol products, all

Associated products furnished the
navy are now identical with those
offered the public.

A Modern Radiator.—The Lalor
Electric and Engineering Company
of San Francisco has recently been
appointed Pacific Coa.st represen-
tative of the Vulcan Radiator Com-
pany of Hartford, Conn. The Vulcan
Steel Radiator is composed of Vul-
can e.xtended surface radiator tubes.

These tubes are fitted with radia-
tion fins so designed that whereas
six plain 1 14 -inch tubes would have
an aggregate heat radiating sur-
face of 2.60 square feet per linear
foot, a single Vulcan IVj-inch ra-
diator tube has a radiating surface
of 3.25 square feet per lineal foot.
This device is very efficient in hot
water or steam heating systems
on shipboard and commends itself
especially in those locations where
even distribution of heat is desir-
able.

De Luxe China Lighting Fixtures.
—The Lalor Electric & Engineering
Co. is recently in receipt of a sup-
ply of the latest Lenox, Incorpo-
rated, catalog describing and illus-
trating the beautiful Lenox china
creations for decorative electric
lighting fixtures, many of which
are especially adapted for marine
use.

J

American Locomotive Afloat.
Announcement has recentlv been
made by W. C. Dickinson," presi- j

dent, that the American Locomotive
\Company are now to manufacture
I

for direct American distribution
I

the marine specialties devised and
perfected by Messi's. J. Stone &
Company, Ltd., of Deptford, Eng-
land. These specialties include
ships' port lights and windows and
the famous Stone hydraulic and
slectro-hydraulic water-tight doors.
The manufacturing facilities and

experience of the American Loco-
motive Company will enable them
to place these devices on the Amer-
ican market at reasonable prices
and at the same time insure that
the .standard of workmanship and
material so long maintained under
the name of Stone will be identi-
cal in the American product.

H. D. Rohman is sales manager
in the marine department.

ERRATA
In the advertisement of The Texas

Company, opposite Page 136 of the
March issue of Pacific Marine Re-
view, there appears, in reference
to the U. S. Army Engineers dredge
A. MacKenzie. this statement: "The
last time her cylinders were in-

spected less than 50-thousands of
an inch wear was discernible."
This is, of course, in error. The
statement should have read "less
than 5 one-thousands of an inch
wear."



Pacific Marine Personals
AFLOAT AND ASHORE .t^k, BY PAUL FAULKNER

United States Loadline Commission Guests of Honor

in San Francisco

PACIFIC Coast shippiiiK officials and representa-

tives of allied industries, three hundred strong,

attended the luncheon in honor of the United
States Load Line Commission, on March 20 in the Rose
Room of the Palace Hotel in San Francisco.

Norman F. Titus, head of the commission, discussed

the application of the load line regulations for mer-
chant vessels of over 250 gross tons. H. B. Walker,
president of the American Shipowners' Association of

New York, presented a paper entitled "The American
Merchant Marine."

Ralph W. Myers, president of the Propeller Club of

California, w^hich sponsored the luncheon w-as chair-

man of the meeting. Captain Robert Dollar was hon-

orary chairman, but was unable to attend the session

on account of a recent illness. The day of the meeting
marked Captain Dollar's 87th birthday and all hands
stood a moment in felicitation, an impressive tribute

called by President Myers.

Under the efficient leadership of Captain Stanley

Allen, secretary of the Propeller Club, the general

committee on arrangements is to be congratulated

on the splendid attendance and entertaining program.

Will Crocket, of the San Francisco Junior Chamber of

Commerce, was secretary of the committee, which com-

prised Wilson Meyer, Senior Chamber of Commerce;
W. L. Montgomery, Senior Chamber of Commerce;
-lack Waddington, Board of Marine Underwriters;
Ross Bray, Transportation Club; Jerry Dundon. Junior

Chamber of Commerce; Chalmers Graham, Senior

Chamber of Commerce; J. P. Williams, secretary of

the Pacific American Steamship Association; Nat
Levin, secretary. Shipowners Association of the Pa-

cific Coast; D. C. Wilkins, Pacific Traffic Associa-

tion; Al Mattingly, Pacific Traffic Association and

George Williams, Pacific Traffic Association.

The Load Line Committee was headed by Norman
F. Titus, president of the American Institute of Ship-

ping of New York. Other members of the committee

are: H. B. Walker, president of the American Steam-

ship Owners' Association, vice-chairman; David Ar-

nott, chief surve.Nor of the American Bureau of Ship-

ping; Rear Admiral J. G. Tawresey, representing the

Shipping Board; Robert F. Hand, vice-president. Stan-

dard Shipping (Jo.; S. D. McComb, manager of the Ma-
rine Office of America; and Laurens Prior, technical

assistant to the Secretary of Navigation, secretary.

Other guests of honor to greet the Load Line Com-
mittee were:

D. C. Wilkens, president. Pacific Traffic Associa-

tion; Bert Anderson, secretary-manager. Pacific Coa.st

Dry Dock Ass'n; W. J. Walsh, commander, C. C.Thomas
Navy Post, American Legion; Chas. L. Wheeler, vice-

president and genei'al manager, McCormick Steamship
Co.; Hon. Wm. B. Hamilton, Collector of Customs for

San Francisco; Roger D. Lapham, president, Ameri-
can-Hawaiian Steamship Co.; Geo. A. Armes, president.

General Engineering & Dry Dock Co.; Rear Admiral
W. C. Cole, commandant, i2th Naval District; F. J.

O'Connor, president. Shipowners Association of the

Pacific Coast and member Maritime and Harbor Com-
mittee, San Francisco Chamber of Commerce; A. J.

Cleary, executive secretary of Mayor Angelo Rossi of

San Francisco; Chairman Ralph W. Myers, president.

Propeller Club of California; R. Stanley Dollar rep-

resenting his father. Captain Robert Dollar. Honorary
Chairman of the luncheon; J. C. Rohlfs, president. Pa-

cific American Shipowners' Association; Col. F. D.

Kilgore, chief of staff, representing General Logan
Freeland; Frank H. Evers, American Bureau of Ship-

ping; James A. Cronin, Propeller Club of California;

Alfred S. Gunn, general manager. Union Plant. Beth-

lehem Shipbuilding Corp.; Robert Newton Lynch. In-

ternational Trade Dept., San Francisco Chamber of

Commerce; Geo. S. Williams, Foreign Trade Club;

Captain B. McAllister, American Bureau of Shipping;

Hugh Gallagher, Matson Navigation Company; Ross
Bray, president, Transportation Club; Captain A. F.

Pillsbury, Tom Andrews, Col. Thos. B. Esty, A. W.
Hughes, Captain I. N. Hibberd, David W. Dickie. Cap-

tain H. W. Rhodes, Joseph Dolan, Abe Marks, Captain
John K. Bulger, Gerald O'Gara. and A. J. Dickie.

H. IWASAKI, son of BARON HI-

KOYATA IWASAKI, partner in

the ownership of the huge Mitsu-

bishi interests, and nephew of the

Mitsubishi president, recently left

San Francisco for Japan after com-
pleting a tour of the United States.

South America, and Europe. Iwa-
saki's six-months tour was for the

purpose of inspecting American
and European manufacturing and
merchandising methods and to visit

the far-flung Mitsubishi coffee

plantations in South America.

While in San Francisco he confer-

red with officials of the Associat-

ed Oil Company in connection with

the oil refinery now being con-

structed jointly by Mitsubishi and

Associated in Japan. This is the

first modern refinery in the Orient

in which American capital is in-

volved. The Mitsubishi executive

was extended "bon voyage" by
CHARLES R. BROWN assistant to

the president of Associated; B. I.

GRAVES, general sales manager;
RICHARD S. TURNER, export

manager; H. DENBIGH ELLIS, as-

sistant export manager; and K. E.

KNFJISS, assistant sales manager
of the fuel oil department. Mitsu-

bishi officials present were S. NO-
MURA, T. NASU, and CAPTAIN
N. HARA.
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Jst JOHNSON LINEJ^Direct Freight, Passenger and Refrigerator Service

To and From

PACIFIC COAST PORTS — SCANDINAVIAN PORTS
The Pioneer Refrigerator Line to Scandinavia

Hamburg and Other European Ports as Inducements Offer
Through Bills o( Liidiiig Issued to All Scandinavian, Finnish fe? Baltic Ports.

MONTHLY SAILINGS
Vessels Call at Antwerp Outward From Europe

GRACE LINE
Express. Freight, Passenger and Refrigerator Service to and From

WEST COAST SOUTH AMERICA
Los Angeles—San Francisco—Portland—Puget Sound—British Columbia—Monthly Sailings

FOR RATES, FREIGHT SPACE AND OTHER INFORMATION APPLY

W. R. GRACE 8C CO.
General Agents Pncifit Coast

332 PINE STREET -:- SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES
fe= H. R. McLAURIN. In

618 Central Bldg.

PORTLAND
LIDELL y CLARKE. Inc.

Agents. Johnson Line

ST.^TES STEAMSHIP CO.

SEATTLE
I. GRACE y CO.
Hogc Bldg.

VANCOUVER. B. C.
C GARDNER JOHNSON, Ltd.

COAST TO COAST SERVICE
PANAMA MAIL LEADS
Clocklike regularity and frequent sailings maintained by a fleet of eight modern vessels

provide shippers with an unsurpassed service between San Francisco. Havana and New
York and a convenient additional local service to Mexico. Central America, Panama and
Colombia. Despatch and efficiency have won for the Panama Mail undisputed leadership

in freight and passenger transportation in intercoastal service.

Eastbonnd
ShiD. Leave San Francisco Leave Los Angeles Arrive New York
*S.S. Guatemala Apr. 4 Apr, 6 May 4
*tM.S. City of San Francisco Apr. 9 Apr. 11

^S.S. EI Salvador Apr. 18 Apr. 20 May 18

*S.S. Colombia May 2 May 4 June 1

?tM.S. City of Panama May 7 May 9

Wcstboand
Ship. Leave New York Leave Cristobal Arrive San Francisco

4:tM.S. City of San Francisco Mar. 8 Apr. 4

-S.S. EI Salvador Mar. 14 Mar. 23 Apr. 10

*S.S. Colombia Mar. 28 Apr. 6 Apr. 24
-:S.S. Ecuador Apr. 11 Apr. 20 May 8

fPorts of call—Masatlan. Manzanillo. Champenco. San Jose de Guatemala, Acajutla.

La Libertad. La Union. Amapala. Corinto, San ' Juan del Sur, Puntarenas. Balboa.

Buena Ventura and Cristobal. JRefrigerator Space.

*Ports of call—Mazatlan. Champerico, San Jose de Guatemala, Acajutla. La Libertad,

La Union Corinto Puntarenas. Costa Rica. Balboa. Cristobal. Puerto Colombia, Cartagena,

Havana (Eastbound only), and New York.

Through Bills of Lading to cast and wrst coiist ports of South America and to European

rurts via New York.

PANAMA MAIL
Sltwn Jliip. Company

Los Angeles
«4S S. Spring St.

New York
lO Hanover Sqiii
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Official News of the

PROPELLER CLUB o/Califomia

2nd. Annual Propeller Club Championship Golf Tour-

nament—Castlewood Country Club, March 12, 193

1

Assembled at the beautiful Castlewood layout in the Pleasantoii Hills, on Thursday,

March 12, members of the Propeller ('lub of California and their guests enjoyed a wonder-

ful day. Under the able chairmanship of Russ Pratt, the committee composed of W. Edgar
Martin, secretary, Herbert J. Anderson, Bill Empey, Tom Crowley, C'aptain Gerrard Janu
ary, Vernon Showell, and C. M. Le Count, is to be congratulated on staging the most success-

ful outing event in the history of our rapidly growing organization

Although rain was falling in San Francisco, the spring sunshine was covering the Castle-

wood range. Many of the players found it comfortable to discard sweaters. The management
and staff at Castlewood left nothing undone that would make for the comfort and happiness

of the occasion. The golf committee made an excellent move in selecting Castlewood for the

event.

Our next golfing event is scheduled for the early fall and will undoubtedly be in the na

ture of a week-end trip to some country resort.

EVENT PRIZE PRESENTED B^ WON BY SCORE
Low Net
Low Gross
Runner Up, Low

Silver vase Niderost & Taber
Dee Furnace Co.
Associated Oil Co.

Russ Pratt

Trev Smith
B. L. Haviside

82-12-70
84- 4-80
86-11-75Net Silver vase

CLASS A—Undci 15 handicap

Low Net ..._

Low Gross
Silver vase

Electric clock

Sperry Gyroscope Co.
Marine Electric Co.

A. J. Glesener
Geo. Schirmer

87- 8-79
91-10-81

CLASS B—16 to IS handicap

Low Net
Low Gross

Silver vase

Electric clock

General Paint Corporation
Lalor Electric Si Eng. Co.

Jas. H. ^oung
H. J. Anderson

97-18-79
93-17-76

CLASS C—19 to 24 handicap

Low Net ..._

Low Gross
_ Silver vase

Electric Percolator

Brown Bros. Welding Co.
Standard Oil Co. (Calil.)

Vernon Showell
Ed. Harms

98-20-78
101-23-78

CLASS D—25 to 30 handicap

Silver vase
rchandise i

Tourney Elec. & Eng. Co.
rder American Marine Paint Co.

W. J. Edwards
C. C. Mallory

103-27-76
113-30-83Low Gross Sporting goods m

GUEST FLIGHT
Low Net
Low Gross

Silver vase
Electric percolator

Bird Archer Corp.
Edison General Electric Appliance

Capt. Fred Lemon
Co. Dr. R. F. Kile

84- 8-76
87-11-76

CLASS "A"— 15 and Under
Trev Smith .

A. J. Glesener
Geo. B. Schirmer
B. L. Haviside
Russ Pralt

W .C. Empey
D. H. Duncanson
John Parker .

CLASS "R"—16 to 18

J. F. McCone
J. B. Rodger
R. J. Sulhvan
H. J. Anderson
R. F. Monges
Jas. H. Young
Ed. B. Egbert
W. J. Ufrenz
Paul Faulkner
Geo. A. /^rmes

CLASS "C"— 19

F. P. Ritchie
John Greany
Vernon Showell
C. M. Le Count
R. W. Myers
F. C. Kobely
Ed. Harms
Harry Haviside

24

CLASS "D"—25 to

Graha n Smnh
W. E Mirtm
Geo. Swett
W. J Edwirds
Frank H. ro\
A. C Pierny
C. C. Mallory

J. A. Crotun

GUEST FLIGHT

Capt. Fred lemon
O. A Dunkel
Dr. I . F. Kile

Graha tn Snuth, Jr
Frank De Btnedetli
Harve V Hiitl

Jack Matth.ws
John A. Stun
Lewis Levin
Wm. Feathtrstone
Capt. Leb. Curtis
c. s. McDowell
Arthu r Foster
Geo. Kaulmin
L. C. Heller
Frank Cobbledicic
Glenn T. Hoffman
Ralph Newell
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|:a
ISTHMIAN STEAMSHIP LINE

FAST REGULAR FREIGHT SERVICE
(via Panamii Canal)

Weekly from Ballimore and New York.
Fortnijihtly from Porll.ind, Mc, to

Loa Angelea, San Francisco, Oakland, Seattle, Tacotna,
and Vancouver, B.C.

(Other Ports as I.uliiccnicnt. Offer.)
ATLANTIC COAST TO HAWAHAN ISLANDS

Regular aemi-tnonthly aailinfja from New York—monthly aailinga direct
from U. S. Gulf, Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Boaton to hUwaiiao

Itlanda without tranaahipmenl.

ARGONAUT STEAMSHIP LINE

BALTIMORE and NEW YORK
— to

SAN DIEGO, LOS ANGELES (Wilmington),

SAN FRANCISCO, PORTLAND
(via Panama Canal.)

NORTON, LILLY & COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST

(Pier 35) Phone SUtter 3600
230 CALIFORNIA ST. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

SEATTLE—L. C. Smith BIdg. PORTLAND—Yeon Bldg.

LOS ANGELES—711 Van Nuya Bldg.
SAN DIEGO—Municipal Pier No. 1.

HONOLULU—DillinBh.im Tr.insporIation Bnildini;

VANCOUVER Agent.—B. W. Greer 8C Son, Ltd..
Bank of Nova Scotia Building.

Fastest Passenger and Freight Service

Ne'w Y®ffk
WITH DIRECT CONNECTIONS FOR EUROPE

PASSENGER OFFICES:
460 Market St. San Ft«nciaca
713 Weat Seventh St Xoa Angalaa
1333 Fourth Ave SaattU

FREIGHT OFFICES:
Pacific Steamship Company.

311 California St. San Frmnciaco

Paciiic S.S. Co.'a TanninaL Saattla

204 Central Bldg. Loa Angalaa

fanoma facific fjne
INTERNATIONAL MERCANTILE MARINE CO.

i^nnninnnnnniunnnmnnumnnunnnnimimmnnniuunnunninunniminnnnniumnnnmr^

I ISTHMIAN STEAMSHIP LINES
|

PACIFIC-UNITED KINGDOM SERVICE
FROM PACIFIC COAST PORTS TO LONDON, LIVERPOOL,

AVONMOUTH, also GLASGOW, BELFAST, DUBLIN
For Rate* and Particular* Apply to

E. C. EVANS &. SONS, Inc.
General Agent* Pacific Coa«t

Street, San Fr.meiseo. I'honc DAvenport 8040-8041-8042

I B. W. GREER a SON, LTD., Agents, Vancouver gl

I NORTON, LILLY 6f' COMPANY, Agents, Portland, Seattle, Los Angeles and San Diego ^

^auiuinnnnnnuHnuitHMunuinnunnuinnunninuunuHunuuNinuHiHuiuinnuHHUHiiiiuuuih

isa ^
260 Californi,

CanaAxan-Australasian Royal Mail Line
TO

HONOLULU, T.H. SUVA, RJI.
AUCKLAND, N.Z. SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA

By the new palatial Paaaenger Lincra
R.M.M.S. AORANGI „ .. ^ ^„.^.^.

(Motorahip) RMS. NL\GARA
17,500 Tona Groaa 'I'^^T?"' 9^"
23,000 Tona Dia. 20,000 Tona Dij.

Sailing from VANCOUVER, B.C.
Every 28 days.

CARGO SERVICE
Monthly aailinea from Vancouver to main New Zealand porta, alao
to Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide, Australia, are maintain«d by

the following up-to-date cargo ateamera:
M.S. HAURAKI S.S. WAIOTAPU
S.S. WAIRUNA S.S. WAIHEMO
For Farea, Ratca and Sailinga apply to any offica of tha

CANADIAN PACinC RAILWAY CO. and aU
RAILWAY AND STEAMSHIP AGENTS, or to

Canadian-Australasian Royal Mail Line
999 Weat Haatinga Street Vancouvat, B.C.

I Convenience,

Comfort, Hospitality

® You will appreciate the excellent service
and moderate rates. The city's most
centrally located hotel. One block from
Pershing Square—convenient to all lead-

ing shops, theatres, financial institu-

tions and electric depots for all

resorts. Garage adjoining.

HOTEL
SAVOY
SIXTH « GRAND
LOS ANGELES

All Outside Rooms - Each with Bath

One Person • • $2.50. $3. $4

Two persons » » * ' $4, $5

UtitxctlUd Food — Friendly Pricti

Frank Simpson, Jr.. Directoi
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.Mori' than 200 Kuosts attt'iidcd

the Third Annual Raniiuet of the

Hil<re Club of Los Angeles on March
7 at the California Yacht Club in

Wilmington, The event was one of

the most successful affairs in the

history of southern California ma-

ritime activity.. The beautiful ball-

room of the club was brilliantly

adorned with house flags and nau-

tical trim.

J. C. MacQUIDDY, chairman of

the Board of Directors of the club,

was general chairman of the third

annual indoor cruise. The Bilge

Club board comprises H. J. SUM-
MERS, G. L. SKOEFIELD, S. A.

KENNEDY, JR., E. A. MILLS, H.

lien's Jack Y'jiiny. Jr.. of

Honolulu, groiving up to fol-

Inii' ill his famous dad's foot-

stifis. The great Young Ihos.

tug fleet in Uauaii holds all

of Jack's interest.

E. PICKERING, P. B. YOUNG. C.

A. BECKLEY, secretary, and
CHARLES H. BAYLY, treasurer.

For the dinner the special com-

mittees were as follows: Recep-

tion—J. C. MacQUIDDY, E. A.

MILLS, and G. L. SKOEFIELD;
Entertainment — HERBERT E.

PICKERING; Program — HARRY
SUMMERS; Refreshment — B. B.

LIPPMAN, A. T. FABEL, and WIL-
LIAM MAGGIO; Decoration—S. A.

KENNEDY, JR., and P. B.YOUNG;
and for the Dinner—E. R. BRUCK-
ER.
Assembling with the southern

California shipping leaders were
the following San Francisco offi-

cials: George A. Armes. president,

and Frank Fox, general manager
of the General Engineering & Dry-

dock Company; Millard Hickman,
superintending engineer, Matson
Navigation Company; James A.

Propeller

Club

Flashes

lioth interest and attendance

are grouing in the recently in-

augurated Tuesday luncheon
meetings of the Propeller (Jluli

of (California at the San Fran-

cisco (Commercial Club.

Harry ffai>iside entertaincil the

luncheon gathering on March 24

icith several reels shouing the

golfing form of Propellers in the

recent Spring Tournament at

(Castleu'ood Country Club. "A
camera doesn't lie" — ancient

(Chinese proverb—icas rightly in-

terpreted. Booming tee-shots anil

flubbed pokes—all appeared to

bring us aive and laughter. A real

treat for both the players and the

members iiJio icere unable to at-

tend. Truly an historical pic-

torial!

On March 31, the club was ad-

dressed by (Captain (C. IF. Fisher,

manager of the Mare Island

Navy Yard, on the subject of

"Deep Sea Diving."

April 7 //((' lieekly luncheon

event ivill be a film by Trans-

continental and Western Air de-

picting modern plane travel.

On April 14 there uill be an

address by a guest speaker on a

nautical subject; and on April

21, a motion picture uill be

shoun depicting a voyage from
San Francisco and Los Angeles

Harbor to Neu- York via ports of

(Central America and Mexico,
through the courtesy of the Pan-
ama Mail Steamship (Co.

Our dear old friend (Jharles

Pratt passed away March 19. He
ivas a wonderful felloiv and f.t-

tecined by everyone from one end

of the ivaterfront to the other.

II e anticipate the arrival of Air
(Commodore (Charles Kingsford-

Smith in San Francisco soon and
look fonvard to having this fa-

mous globe-circling pilot tell us

of transoceanic flights.

Four hundred and thirty-one

active members! That's the count

of the Propeller roster to dale.

Recent neic members are as fol-

loics: (J. (C. Mallory. Fred Dor-
ic ood, (Japtain I. B. Smith, John
If. Thies, Louis Levin, John F.

lilain, Jr.. and Glenn 1 1 offman.

Cronin, naval architect and super-
intending engineer. Standard Oil

Company (Calif.); George Zeh.

manager, marine department. Asso-
ciated Oil Company; Al S. Gunn,
general manager of the Union
Plant, Bethlehem Shipbuilding Cor-
poration, Ltd.; John Greany, sales

manager, Bethlehem Shipbuilding
("orporation, Ltd.; and Herbert J.

Anderson, secretary of the Pacific

Coast Dry Dock Association.

WILLIAM GROUNDWATER,
manager of transportation of the

Union Oil Company since 1923, last

month was appointed to the posi-

tion of director of transportation.

(Captain Francis ^LEduards.
formerly on the iMatson liner

Malolo. is now assistant to

Operating Manager Hugh
(Callagher. lie has served on

the .Matson vessels Manoa.
Ililhcmina. and Maui; and
li-as master of the Alaui tihen

she was serving as a transport

during the II orld II ar.

In his new post, he is charged with

responsibility for all operations of

pipe lines and storage, steamships

and marine equipment, and tank

cars.

As director of the Producers
Transportation Company, director

of the Outer Harbor Dock and
Wharf Company of San Pedro, di-

rector of the Pacific American
Steamship Ass'n, director of the

Los Angeles Steamship Ass'n, mem-
ber of the executive committee of

the Marine Service Bureau, and in

his affiliation with the American
Committee of Lloyd's Register of

Shipping, Groundwater has taken

an active interest in transportation

problems and has particularly con-

cerned himself with marine ship-

ping. Groundwater has come up

through the ranks during his

twenty years service with Union
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NORTHPACIFICCOASTLINE
Holland-America Line

Between
PACinC COAST PORTS
AND UNITED
KINGDOM AND
CONTINENTAL
PORTS

JOINT SERVICE OF
' Royal Mail Steam Packet Company

ALL VESSELS
ARE ESPECIALLY
FITTED WITH
REFRIGERATOR
SPACE FOR
CARRYING
PERISHABLES

120 Market Street

The 'Pioneer 1(efrigerator Serrice

HOLLAND-AMERICA LINE San Francisco

DOLLAR STEAMSHIP LINES

Trans-Pacific
WEEKLY SAILINGS from Lo. Angtle. Harbor and San Franciico
Co Honolulu, Yokohama, Kobe, Shanghai, Hongkong, Manila.
FORTNIGHTLY to Singapore, Penang. Colombo.

Round-tiie-World
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS between Boston, New York, Havana,
Colon, Balboa. Loa Angeles Harbor. San Francisco. Honolulu, Kobe.
Shanghai. Hongkong, Manila. Singapore. Penang. Colombo, Suej, Port
S/iid, Alexandria, Naples, Genoa, Marseille., thence New York.

Intercoastal Westbound
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS fn
Angeles Harbor and San Franci
for Oakland, Portland, Seattle ar

Boston and Ne^
Transhipment a

ill northern destii

Philippine Direct Service
MONTHLY SAILINGS between Los Angeles Harbor, San Fran-
cisco, Honolulu, Manila, Singapore.

Trans-Pacific Freiglit Service
BI-MONTHLY SAILINGS between Los Angeles Harbor, San Fran-
cisco, Pearl Harbor, Guam. Manila. Cavite. Iloilo, and other ports
as inducement offers.

DollarSteamshipLines Inc.,Ltd.
BOSTON
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
DETROIT
LOS ANGELES

Robert DoUat BIdg.

SAN FRANCISCO
DAvenport 6000

SEATTLE
NEW YORK

PORTLAND, ORB.
WASHINGTON, D.C.

E. K.WOOD LUMBER CO.
EXPORT & DOMESTIC FIR CARGOES

CUT TO ORDER
1 Drumm Street San Franciaco, CaL

MILLS AT
Anacortea. Washington. Hoquiam. Washington.

YARDS AT
Oakland. Cal. Los Angelei, Cal. San Pedro. Cal.

STEAMERS:
"El Capil.an" "Cascade" "Olympic "'

"Siskiyou" "Shasta"

MOTORSHIP: SCHOONER:
"Lassen" "Vigilant"

Cable Address: "Ekaywood."

S.F.BAR PILOTS

And Lay Still

When on Station under Sail a White Light is carricd at Mast Head.
When under Power, 2 Red one under White; a Flare

frequently.

or Torch ia alao burned

FURNESS LINE
"THE UP-TO-DATE REFRIGERATOR SERVICE." f»^

l^rf::^.... 1.-

Express, Freight and Passenger Service

Pacific Coaflt Ports to United Kingdom

FURNESS [Pacific}, Ltd.
Pacific Ceaat As*nii

VANCOUVER SEATTLE PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES

FLKASE MKNTION PAOFIC MARINE REVIEW
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Ihirnlil a. Dil/iiit/limii. lift,

of I Ifiniilitlti. prcsificnt of B.

F. Dillint/luun Conif>{iiiy-

II liltcr F. DiUinghiim. rit/lit.

of Honolulu, president of the

Onhu Railufiy Company anil

the iluiLniuin Drede/ine)
Conipdiiy of 1 1 onoliilii.

Oil Company, his first job beiiiR

construction work on the Producers

Pipe Line at Creston. He later

worked at the Creston station

pumping plant as engineer and was
then brought to San Luis Obispo

and placed in charge of the me-

chanical equipment and personnel

of the Producers Pipe Line. He was
elected to superintend the opera-

tions of the Producers Pipe Line

and the newly completed Lompoc
Pipe Line in 1913. In 1922 he was
chosen assistant manager of trans-

portation and assumed charge of

the department the following year.

This position he has held until his

appointment as Director of Trans-
portation last month.

ERIK KRAG. general manager

on the Pacific Coast for the Inter-

ocean Steamship Corporation, re-

cently announced the appointment

of LYNDON B. FITCH as traffic

manager of the line, effective

March 15. Fitch has had service

with several important Pacific

Coast Lines, his last position being

that of western traffic manager of

the Redwood Line, which was merg-

ed with the Gulf-Pacific Line. The
Interocean Line maintains offices

in Seattle, San Francisco,- and Los

Angeles. Watson S. Barr is Seattle

manager.

JOHN E. RYAN, general pas-

senger manager of the Matson Nav-

igation Company, is now in the

East for the purpose of amalgamat-
ing the interests of the recently

merged Matson Line and Los An-

geles Steamship Company. Ryan re-

cently returned from Honolulu

where he assisted in a similar con-

solidation of offices at the com-

panies' island terminus. On his re-

turn to San Francisco Ryan report-

ed that business sentiment was
rapidly improving in Hawaii as

evidenced by the Hawaii Tourist
Bureau's biennial campaign for the

raising of funds to promote travel

to the Islands.

Ilonard Oxsen, noted Propeller

Cluh artist, here depiets Professor

Meddle at ivork in his laboratory

.

this time figuring out matters for

the Silent Sabhath Soeiety. When
I loiiard isn't draiving he's selling

Fairbanks-AIorse marine equip-

ment in the San Frnneisco terri-

tory. Hope ice can get Ffoward to

to be a regular eontributor to this

part of-PMR!"
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AlMil

Just as

easy

as

lifting

a suit-

case

with

one
hand

McCormick has perfected the art— it may well

be called that—of loading and unloading the

most formidable type of cargo. Every ship and

dock can furnish every conceivable sort of gear

necessary to save time and—most important—

assure "good condition" deliveries.

The illustration shows an ingenious handling

of tractor parts consigned to Porto Rico. It is

well to remember that McCormick provides

the only direct steamship service from Pacific

Coast ports to the West Indies. Sailings every

fourteen days.

Eliminate worry . . . Ship via McCormick

^iMcCORMICK
ship Company

215 Market St. - - Phone DAvenport 3 500

SAN FRANCISCO

Oakland I.os AngcK s Portland T.iconia
Vancouver B.C. San Di»i;i Seattle Astoria

Wowwssa*

FAST
SERVICE

..8 Matson liners

to Hawaii

M HERE'S never any waiting when
you want to go to Hawaii. Eight
Matron liners, including the luxuri-

ous Malolo, plow a continuous wake
to and from Honolulu. You can al-

ways find a Matson sailing that suits

you.

Deck sports, movies, dancing, will

enliven your voyage. In your state-

room, you'll find the comforts of
home. You can have a great trip on
one of these Matson liners from San
Francisco's Golden Gate to Honolulu.
All-e.\pense tours are offered in great

variety.

Gateway to the South Seas

From Honolulu it is not far to Sa-
moa. Beyond Samoa lie Fiji and Aus-
tralia. You can book on Matson ships

all the way—with generous stopovers
and everything arranged in advance.

f^

Ride the surf at Waikiki!
Every day in the year, bronzed, happy
visitors ride the surf at Waikiki. The
average temperature of the water is 75 de-
grees—just what it should be for comfort.

MATSO]>^ LINE
25 steamers . .fastest service

HAWAII - - SOUTH SEAS - - AUSTRALIA
San Francisco

Portland

Los Angeles

Seattle
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Quips That Pass
in the Ni^ht

Voice on Phone: "Do you save young
lirls?"

"Salvation Army" Dean: "Why,
yes."

Voice on Phone: "Well save me a

pouple of red heads for tonight."

"Feed a cold and starve a fever,"

say the doctors. What we would like

to know is why every girl we take out

has a colli instead of a fever.

"How did you begin life?"the young
man asked the great man.

"I didn't begin it," truthfully re-

plied the great man. "It was here when
I got here."

.\ pretty girl wearing the very latest

in bathing suits was sitting on the

bench when a young man approached
her and took off his hat remarking
that it was a fine day.

"How dare you speak to me!" said

the girl indignantly, "I don't know
you from Adam."

"Well," returned the young man un-

concernedly, "I would hardly know
vou from Eve."

The minister's sermon had been on

"The Beautiful Features of Married
Life."

As two stout ladies waddled away
from church one said, "His rivirence

preached a foine sermon."
"Yis," said the other, "and I wish

I knew as little about the subject as

he does.''

Tourist (at a country hotel)—Can
my wife and I have a room with a

shower?
Proprietor—Waal, I can give you a

room that leaks, but I'm ding busted

if I can guarantee rain.

Teacher—"Can anyone tell me what
'hence' means?"

Little Abie—"Please, Miss, poul-

try."

The plumber rang the bell, and, as

it happened, both the Master and Mis-

tress of the house came to the door.

As they stood in the hall, the husband,
who was very methodical, said:

"I wish, before we go upstairs, to

acquaint you with the trouble."

"I'm very pleased to meet you,

mum," said the plumber.

"Statistics show," declared the be-

spectacled woman lecturer, "That the
modern, common-sense style of wo-
men's dress has reduced accidents on
the street cars by fifty percent."
"Why not do away with accidents

altogether," piped a masculine voice

from the rear of the hall.

("haiiKe.

Before Marriage—You're so differ-

ent from other men.
After—Why can't you be more like

other men?

"Where did you get those big, ten-

der, sympathetic eyes?"
"Oh." replied the sailor, "they came

with my face."

Judge—"What is the charge, offi-

Officer—"Driving while in a state

of extreme infatuation."

A schoolmaster was lecturing to a

class upon the circulation of the blood.

"If I stand upon my head,'' said

he, "the blood will run down to my
head, will it not?"

"Yes, sir," assented the boys.

"Then," said the master, "why does

the blood not run into my feet when
I stand on my feet?"

There was a pause for a few min-
utes, when a bright youth replied,

"Please, sir, it's because your feet ain't

empty."

Hostess (discussing wedding of ac-

quaintance who has married beneath
him): "Was the bridegroom's family

well represented at the ceremony?"
Visitor: "No. As a matter of fact, I

believe it was a great relief when he

himself turned up!"

Eloping Ciirl: "Papa will be un-

strung."
The Groom: "That's all right, dear-

est, we'll wire him."

A woman is said to have a capital

figure when it draws a lot of interest.

Joe, the American, and Sandy, the

Scot, were spending a holiday looking

at the sights of New York.

After a while they came to a tea-

shop and decided to go in and have

tea.

"Well" said the American, when the

tea was forthcoming, "you be mother

and pour out the tea, Sandy."

",\y mon," said the Scot, "if ye'll bo

father and pay for it."

.A .Simple I{eiiie<ly.

Billy
—

"I tell you what it is, Jimmy.
Life is a comple.x mixture of irrecon-

cilable contrariness."

Jimmy—"Just so. I've had it myself.

Take her a box of chocolates tonight,

and you'll be all right."

"Let nie tell you old man—when
you get home say quite calmly to your
wife exactly where you've been. That's

the best thing."

"Oh, is it? Well, what's the next

best?"

Yeah, Who is He?

The professor was delivering the

last lecture of the term. He told the

students with much emphasis that he

expected them to devote all their time

to preparing for the final examina-

tion.

"The examination papers are now in

the hands of the printer," he con-

cluded. "Now, is there any question

you would like answered?''

Silence prevailed for a moment, then

a voice piped up:

"Who is the printer?"

Contralto is a low kind of music
sung only by women.

He Should Be in Bonds

"You seem to be able-bodied and
healthy," she remarked coldly, "You
ought to be strong enough to work
for your meals."

"True enough, lady," he replied.

"And you seem beautiful enough to

be in the movies, but evidently you
prefer the simple life."

The dinner was delightful.

Feel Happier?
Conie-to-Grief Airman— I was try-

ing to make a record.

Farmer—Well, you've made it, sur;

you be the first man in these parts
who climbed down a tree without hav-
ing to climb up it first.

Lessee Yer License

Policeman (leaping out of the way)
—Do you know anything about traf-

fic rules?

Sweet Young Thing—Yes. What is

it you want to know?

An adult is a person who has stopped
growing at both ends and started grow-
ing in the mid<lle.
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BUYERS' GUIDE AND MARINE DIRECTORY
Mooring Fixtures and Engines.

I'.kc Ing.nc Company.
llvJc WinJIasj Company.

Motors
Oichl M.inufacturing Co.

Motors, Electric.
B. F. Sturtcvant Company
CL-ncr.,! la.anc Company.
W.-ft,nclio.isc El,c. tf Mfc, Co.

Multicoil Evaporators, Heaters,
Distillers.

Griscom-Russoll Company.

Multiwhirl Oil Coolers.
firiscom-RusscIl C.impany.

Nautical Instruments.
Fold y Gfutine. C. V. Lane.
The SjH rrv GyrasLOpc Company.

Naval Architects.
n \v. Uicki.

Nipples.
1 he Liinlcnheimcr Company.

Nitrogen, Gas.
The LmJe .-^ir Products Co.

Marine Repairs (Electrical).
KisHokm ii Galvan.

Metallic Packing.
I.Sec Packing.

I

Meters, Water and Oil.
U'orthington Pomp tf Machiner

{ lorporation.

Oakum.
Cfo Stratford Oakum Co
Wccks-Howe-Emerson Company.

Oil.
(See Lubricants.)

Oil Burners.
The Babcock W Wilcoi Co.

Coc

Ltd.

Bethlchf
Ford & Gl
W. S. Ray Mfg. Co.
Vaughn. G. E. Witt Co.

Oil Burning Installations.
The Babcock 6? Wilcoi Co.
Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp.

Ford 6> Geirrine. C. V. Lane.
W. S. Ray Mfg. Co
Vaughn. _G. E. Witt Co.

Oil Burning Control Systems.
Vaughn, G. E. Witt Co.

Oil Burning Pump and Heater
Sets.

Babcock y Wilcox Co.
Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., Ltd.
Havis Engineering Corporation.
Ford y Geirrine. C. V. Lane.
Chas. C. Moore (f Co.. EN-
GINEERS.

Western Engineering Company.
Vaughn. G. E. Witt Co.

Oil Coolers.
.y.^^''*J^"Sineenng Corporation." "

ell Company.

Oil Cups
Engir ring Company.

Lunkenhe

Oiling Devices.
Ford £!> Geirrine. C, V. Lane.
The Lunkcnheimer Company.

Oa Fuel.
Associated Oil Company.
Standard Oil Company.
Shell Oil Company.
The Texas Company.
Union Oil Company.

Oil Fuel Apparatus.
I'jbrock y Wilcoi Co.
(^le.i Company.
Chas. C. Moore (f Co.. EN-
GINEERS.

Ford y Geirrine. C, V. Lane.
VaiiEhn, G. E. Witt Co.

Oil Gauges
The Lunkenheimer Company.

Oil Purifiers.
De Laval Separator Company.
Sharpies Specially Company.

Oil Reliquification Systems.
Davis Engineering Corporation.
Western Engineering Company.

Oil Separators.
Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., Ltd.

De Laval Separator Company.
Ford ff Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

The Babcock if Wilcox Co.
Sharpies Specialty Company.
Western Engineering Company,

Oil, Steam Cylinder.
Associated Oil Company.
Shell Oil Co.
mdard Oil Co.

The Cob

Oil, Turbine.
Associated Oil Company.
Shell Oil Co.
Standard Oil Co.
The Texas Company.
Union Oil Co.

Oronite Paints.
Standard Oil Company.

Oxy-Acctylene Apparatus.
Ox eld Ac

Oxygen, Gas
Linde Air Products Company.

Packing
France Packing Co.
Plant Rubber 6? Asbestos Worki
C. E, Rhodes Co.
Thorkote Products Co., Inc.

Packing, Metallic Condenser
Crane Packing Company.

Packing, Metallic.
Crane Packing Company.

Paint.
Federal Comp. and Paint Co.. It

L. W, Ferdinand Company.
Fuller Company. W. P.
Hill-Hubbell Co.
International Compos

Paint, Stack.
Federal Comp. (f Paint Co., Inc.

L W. Ferdinand 6? Company.
Fuller Company. W. P.
Hill-Hubbcll Co

Pumps, Centrifugal.
Ingersoll-Rand Co,
Worthington Pump & Machinery

Corporation.

Pumps, Circulatmg.
IngersoIl'Rand Co.
Northern Pump Company.
Worthington Pump &> Machinery

Corporation.
Westinghouse Elec. &> Mfg. Co.

Pumps, Deck.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Northern Pump Company.
Worthington Pump d Machinery

Pumps, Electric.
Ford bf Geirrine, C. V. Lane.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Western Engineering Company.
Worthington Pump H Machinery

Pumps, Electric-driven.
Ford y Geirrine, C. V. Lane.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Northern Pump Company.
Worthington Pump 6? Machinery

Corporation.

Pumps, Fuel Oil.
Fairbanks, Morse 6? Co.
Ford 6? Geirrine, C. V. Lane.
Ingersoll-Rand Co,
Northern Pump Company.
Vaughn. G, E. Witt Co.
Western Engineering Company.
Worthington Pump 6? Machinery

Northern Pump Company.
Worthington Pump if Machinery

Pumps, Hand Oil.

I Compositions Company.
Paint, Waterproof.

Federal Comp. 6? Paint Co.. Inc.

L. W. Ferdinand 6? Company.
Fuller Company. W. P.
Hill-Hubbell Co.
International Compositions Company.

Paneling.
Haskelite Mfg. Corporation.
The Pantasote Company, Inc.

Pipe Unions.
The Lunkenheimer Company.

Plumbing, Marine
A. B. Sands &> Son Co.

Plumbing (Fixtures), Enameled,
Vitreous China, Brass.
A B Sands e Son Co.

Propellers.
Bethlehem S. B. Corp.. Ltd.
Ford 6? Geirrine. C. V. Lane.
Hvde Windlass Company.
Warman Steel Casting Co.

Presses.
(See Forging Presses.)

Propeller Shaft Sleeves.
The Paper feP Textile Machinery Co.

Pumps.
Davis Engineering Corporation.
Fairbanks, Morse &" Co.
Ford y Geirrine, C. V. Lane.
Griscom-Russell Company,
Hyde Windlass Company.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Kearfott Engineering Co.. Inc.
Northern Pump Company.
Western Engineering Company.
Worthington P. £, M. Corp.

Pumps, Ballast.
Ford y Geirrine, C. V. Lane.
Inger.<ollRand Co.
Northern Pump Company.
Western Engineering Company.
Worthington Pump 6? Machinery
Corporation.

Pumps, Bilge.
Ford y Geirrine, C. V. Lane.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Northern Pump Company.
Western Engineering Company.
Worthington Pump 6^ Machinery

Pumps, Boiler Feed.
Ford 6? Geirrine, C. V. Lane.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Western Engineering Company.
Worthington Pump if Machinery

Corporation.

Lane.

Lunkenheimer Company.
Pumps, Oil.

Ford 6? Geirrine,
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Northern Pump Company.
Worthington Pump &? Machinery

Corporation.

Pumps, Rotary.
Ford y Geirrine, C. V. Lane.
Northern Pump Company.
Vaughn, G. E. Witt Co.
Worthington Pump 6? Machinery
Company.

Pumps, Sanitary.
Fairbanks, Morse 6? Co.
Ford 6? Geirrine, C. V. Lane.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Northern Pump Company.
Western Engineering Company.
Worthington Pump ^ Machinery

Pumps (Vacuum).
Ford 6? Geirrine. C. V. Lane.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Northern Pump Company.
The Sperry Gyroscope Company.
Worthington Pump tf Machinery

Corporation.

Purse Seines.
Cunningham, Allan.

Purifiers.
Ford 6? Geirrine, C. V. Lane.

Radio Apparatus.
Radio Marine Corp.
Mackav Radio Tel. Co.
Ets-Hokin 6? Galvan.

Reducing Gears.
(Se.

Refined Oils.
Associated Oil Company,

d Oil Company.
The Tc: C>

Refrigerating Machinery.
(See Ice Machines.)

Regulators (Pressure).
Vaughn, G. E. Witt Co.

Riggers.

Rings, Piston.
Kearfott Eng. Co.. Inc.
Haviside Company.

Roofing Paints.
L. W. Ferdinand &> Company.

Rope.
(See also Wire Rope.)
Columbian Rope Company.
Durable Wire Rope Company.
Griscom-Russell Company.

Portland Cordage Co.
Ttihbs Cordage Co.

Rudder Angle—Indicator.
Chas. J. Henschel Co.
Laler Electric if Eng. Co.
The Sperry Gyroscope (!>).

Ruiming Light Panels.
General Electric Company.

Sails.

Haviside Company.

Scuttle Butts.
Brunswick-Kroeschell Co.
Frick Company.

Searchlight Control Gear.
The Sperry Gyroscope Company.

Searchlight, High Intensity.
General Electric Company.
The Sperry Gyroscope Company.

Searchlights (Low Intensity).
Ets-Hokin a Galvan.
General Electric Company.

Separators (Steam, Air & Oil).
Ford (f Geirrine, C. V. Lane.
Griscom-Russell Company.
The Babcock 6? Wilcox Co.

Ship Agents and Brokers.
Page Brothers.
Bethlehem S. B Corp., Ltd.

Ship and Boat Builders.
Bethlehem S. B. Corp . Ltd
Morse Dry Dock f Repair Co.
Sun Shipbuilding Co.
Todd Dry Docks Corporation.

Ship Bottom Paint.
Federal Comp. & Paint Co.. Inc.

al Co Co.
Ship Construction Systems.

J. W. Ish

Ship Lighting.
(Sec Electric Fit

_pl,es.)

Ship Chandlers.
(See Hardware a

lery.)

Soot Blowers.
Di_amond Power Sp

Springs

igs and Sup-

id Ship Chand-

ialty C3orp.

The Sii Con
Steam Engines.

(See Marine Engines.)

Steamship Companies.
(See Transportation.)

Steam Specialties.
Griscom-Russell Company.
Kearfott Engineering Company .

The Lunkenheimer Company.
Vaughn, G. E. Witt Co.

Steam Traps.
Davis Engineering Corporation.
Ford & Geirrine. C. V. Lane
Vaughn, G. E. Witt Co.

Steering Gears and Engines.
Bethlehem S. B. Corp., Ltd.
Cunningham. Allan.
Dake Engine Company.
Ford 6? Geirrine.
Hyde Windlass Company,

Steering Wheels.
Dake Engine Company.
Ford y Geirrine. C, V, Lane.
Hyde Windlass Company.

Storage Heaters.
Davis Engineering Corporation.
Western Engineering Company.

Superheaters
The Babcock (f Wilcoi Co.

Surface Condensers.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Westinghouse Elec. &> Mfg. Co.
Worthington Pump if Machinery

Switchboards.
Ets-Hokin ff Galvan.
General Electric Company,
Westinghouse Elec. if Mfg. Co.

Switches (Electric Snap).
General Electric Company.
Westinghouse Elec. if Mfg. Co.

Teakwood.
East Asiatic Company, Ltd.

Telegraphs, Electrical and Me-
chanical, Docking. Engine
Order, Engine Revolution, etc.
Chas. I. Henschel Co.
Laler Electric if Eng. Co.

PLEASE MENTION PACIHC MARINE REVIEW
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|S.S. PRESIDENT HAYES,2)o^ fi^
inTodd GravineDock
HE value ofTodd Ser-

vice in heavy tonnage jobs

lies in the facilities offered

of the only privately

owned graving dock in

the Port of New York
capable of docking ves-

sels up to 731 feet in

length.

Todd Service is com-
plete and self-contained.

All manner of marine re-

pair, conversion, recon-

ditioning and overhaul is

accomplished within the

confines of Todd Yards.

Todd facilities, equip-

ment and experienced

personnel along the At-

lantic, Gulf and Pacific

coast lines all contrib-

ute to the efficient, _^
prompt and economi
cal service so

characteristic

ofa Todd job.

PLANTS
.ins Dry Dock & To.fd Dry D...-k Kn
Ki'puirCo. ne«rinK&KcpiiirCo
A.ViV Batirt, Bmoklw, .V. }

ro„t.-l,m. N. Y.

To<lilRhipbuil(linK&

Dry DiK-k Co.. Inc.

Mobile. Ala.

Todd Enfrineehnff Dry
Dock S Rtpiiir Co.
Netv Orleans, La.

Todd Dry DockB, Inc.

Harbor Itland,
Seattle, Wath.

Todd Oil Burnc
London. Knaland.

Ltd.

24 Floating Dry Docks
2 Graving Docks 3 Shipways

1 l^^l^KLi. -J

TODD SHIPYARDS CORPORATION
2 5 Broadway, New York

DRY DOC
^EWYORK
I HARBOR-

X Vi/ry J

OffictAl Or^mn
^ PACIFIC American
Steamship Association

,-^-'
^ Offictid Or^doi
Shipowners AssociatioH
of the racific coast
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De Laval compound turbine

and double reduction geors

of the Standard Stripping

Company's bulk oil tanker

"G. HARRISON SMITH," built

by the Federal Shipbuilding &

Dry Dock Co.; 4400 h. p.

maximum at 77'2 r p.m.

propeller speed, using steom

at 375 lbs. gage and

750 deg. fohr.

LOW COST, RELIABLE POWER
from DE LAVAL GEARED TURBINES

De Laval compound turbines and double reduction
gears have been selected for the propulsion of

modern bulk oil carriers because of their

1— Reliability

2—Lower fuel cost (bbl. per trip and dollars per bl.)

3—Relatively low first cost, as compared with other
methods of propulsion

4— Relatively low weight and small amount of space
occupied

5— Great maneuvering ability.
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ijurned at

Proof that Armstrong's

Insulating Brick with-

stand temperatures to

2500° Fahrenheit in

marine boilers . . .

ARMSTRONG'S Insulating

X~\. Brick can withstand tempera-

tures to at least 2534° F.! This is

guaranteed by the pyronietric cone

shown at the right. One of these

cones accompanies every car of

Armstrong's Insulating Brick

through the kiln in which they are

burned, checking the burning tem-

peratures as recorded on pyrometers.

n Burning at these temperatures

insures Armstrong's Brick with-

standing 2500° F. in marine service.

At this temperature the insulating

brick will not fuse, crack, spall, or

deteriorate in any way. They give

you maximum insulation—with a

large margin of safety over the

temperatures to which they are

exposed ordinarily.

Prepared to Serve You

Armstrong Branches in Port Cities

Boston Cleveland Milwackek
Bdffalo Detroit Montreal
Chicago Hodstox New York

Armstrong Representatives

nALTiMORE Portland, Ore.
John R. Livczcy Gillcn-Cole Co.

Fra
Gay Engineering Corp. Van Fleet-Freear Co.

New Orleans Seattle
H. T. Stcffee D. E. Fryer 8t Co.

Philadelphia Spokane
.Inlm K. Livezey D. E. Fryer & Co.

Washington, D. C.
John H. Livczev

one
x^

Hdrned at 2.3!i4° F.

—

the cone abore i.i your

guarantee that Armstrong's Insulating Brick

will aland up under temperatures equally high.

Fuel is Saved

Many port and superintending

engineers have found that marine

boiler insulation saves its own cost

in just a few months. AVhen boilers

are insulated with Arm.strong's In-

sulating Brick there's a minimizing

of radiation losses. We suggest that

it will pay you to investigate fully

the fuel saving and efficiency that

can be obtained in your own

boiler equipment.

Machine Sized for Accuracy

Armstrong's Insulating Brick arc

machine sized—an added advan-

tage. \Miy? Because machine sizing

avoids waste due to off-sized brick.

And because labor costs are cut by

permitting much faster laying with

tighter joints.

Other Advantages

Because the l>rick are light,

weight is saved. This latter factor

is one important reason why Arm-

strong's Brick meet the require-

ments of the U. S. Navy. Because

this insulation really insulates,

lower temperatures are maintained

outside the boilers and consequently

working conditions are better.

AVhere temperatures are less severe

— 1600° F. or less—Nonpareil Insu-

lating Brick, companion to the Arm-

strong Brick, may be used safely.

We'll gladly send you complete

fuel-saving data and other infor-

mation. Write, also, for sample

brick. Armstrong Cork & Insula-

Arm^trong's tion Company, 947

(/V) (^oncord Street, Lan-

Prnduct caster, Pennsylvania.

Armstrong's
LINOTILE • LINOLEUM • CORKBOARD
CORK COVERING AND INSULATING BRICK
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Time to replace
"'"'TRUSS-WELD

X A L S E economy is keeping

worn-out floating equipment in

operation. Replacement with

T R TJ S S-W ELD construction

would lower operating cost, main-

tenance anil depreciation—at low

initial cost—and prove real

economy.

Less power is required for pro-

pelling or towing TRL SS-WELD
vessels because they have appre-

ciablv greater carrying capacity

for their displacement—a saving

immediately e\ident in operating

cost.

Strength and rigidity of hull- con-

struction reduce the necessity

for repairs and are establishing

low records for cost of mainte-

nance and depreciation.

The superiority of TRUSS-
WELD over other systems of

steel construction suggests that

ship operators survey units whose

operating, maintenance and de-

preciation costs are high and con-

sider replacing them at once with

TRUSS-WELD.

This small picture tells a hig stnry.

Here ue hare a typical I'H I SS-

WELD "cell." tested to dcstructiim

under an increasing load. Applied

in a diagonal direction, the load

amounted to ten tons before any de-

flection of the truss members uas

noteil. Thereafter, as the load icas

increased, the deflection cimtinued

until fractures occurred in the truss

members—but not a single fracture

occurred in the tcelds. In a barge

1 16' x 36' X 10' there are apjtroxi-

malelv 2.()0() such "cells" to resist hull

distortion.

Carries Liquid

Cargoes or Heavy
Deck Loads

The TRUSS-YiELD ship carries

liquid cargoes or heavy deck loads.

It is trussed and tcelded. and built to

stand hard usage. Angle iron truss

members run longitudinally,

athwartship and vertically and are

electrically welded to each other at

all intersections and to the skin of

the hull, making a single-acting

structural unit to absorb and dis-

sipate any shock applied to the hull.

The structure is composed of a great

number of ''cells," formed hv the

truss members. Pressure applied to

any "cell" is transmitted to ad-

jacent "cells" and from them to

their adjacent "cells" until the

pressure is dissipated. TRLSS-
\^'ELD is the strongest and most

rigid hull construction yet devised.

UNITED DRY DOCKS
11 BROADWAY

I N C O K P () H A T E D

DIgby 4-0500 NEW YORK
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Reviving the

Triple

t:
'HE good old triple expansion, reci-

procating steam engine has many
friends who are constantly devising ways and means
to keep that reliable prime mover up to date and on the

job in the world's merchant marine. The latest scheme

comes from Sweden, where the Lindholmen-Motala

Company, which has specialized in Lentz poppet valve

marine steam engines for several years, has now added

to its engine an exhaust turbo-generating set combined

with electric regenerative intermediate superheating.

This system is said to realize a fuel consumption as

low as one pound of ordinary steaming coal per indi-

cated horsepower hour for all purposes.

This system is now in operation in the Swedish steam-

er Trione, a 260-foot 2800-ton deadweight capacity ves-

sel powered with a triple expansion engine llVi inches

by 28-'?4 inches by 4514 inches, and Sl^^-inch stroke,

taking steam at 200 pounds pressure and 575 degrees

Fahrenheit from two Scotch boilers, and developing

1000 indicated horsepower at 100 revolutions per min-

ute. This engine exhausts at approximately 4.2 pounds

(abolute) back pressure through an oil separator into

a low pressure turbine which in turn exhausts into the

condenser. This turbine runs at 3070 revolutions a

minute, driving a generator through reducing gears at

1000 revolutions per minute. A small part of the gen-

erator load is used for electric auxiliaries, the bulk

of the generator output going to the electric super-

heater, which regenerates the steam between high and

intermediate pressure cylinders.

On trials, the Trione made the equivalent of lO^j

knots at a fuel consumption that seems to indicate a

performance of 7'- tons coal a day for all purposes.

The Trione is a new vessel with form carefully de-

signed for high propulsive efficiency and fitted with a

Simplex Balanced Rudder. Her performance at sea,

both as to fuel economy and as to maintenance of elec-

trical equipment will be observed with great interest.

American Shiphuihling

Position

d:
URING the last calendar year,

.'merchant vessels were launch-

ed in the world's shipyards representing a larger vol-

ume of tonnage than that launched during any year

since 1921. This was nearly 100,000 gross tons larger

than in 1929, but was almost 350,000 gross tons less

than in 1913. For the first time in world shipbuilding

history, the tonnage of motorships launched exceeded

the combined tonnage of all other types launched.

The total tonnage launched was 2,889,000 gross. Of

this total, Great Britain and Ireland accounted for

1 478 563, or a little over 50 per cent., which is 44,000

gross tons less than their total for 1929. The United

States launched 246,687 gross tons in 1930. which is

120,664 gross tons more than were launched by our

yards in 1929. This is a gain of almo.st 100 per cent,

and accounts for the fact that the United States moved

up from fifth to second place among the world's ship-

building nations. The balance of the world showed a

gain of about 20,000 gross tons, on a total of 1,164.222

gross, or less than 2 per cent.

The position of the United States among shipbuild-

ing nations will show continued improvement in 1931

and, with a little encouragement to shipowners for the

building of modern fast cargo carriers, that position

should become consolidated and be maintained for

many years to come.

A Ship

Repair Record

'HE Union Plant of the Beth-

lehem Shipbuilding Corp.

Ltd., is justly proud of the record recently made in

prompt and efficient repairs to the Richfield oil tanker

Tamiahua.

This vessel, stranded on the California Coast, was

salvaged by Merritt, Chapman & Scott Corporation on

Tl
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a "No Cure—No Pay" basis and contract for renewing
practically her entire bottom was awarded to the Beth-
lehem Union Plant at San Francisco. Such tasks are all

"part of the day's work" at the Hunter's Point Dry-
Dock of the Union plant; and when asked for particu-

lars the plant issued the following very simple state-

ment, or log, covering the detials of operations

:

On dry-dock for survey November 27, 1930.

Contract awarded (with guarantee to finish in 115
calendar days) December 3, 1930.

Work commenced December 4, 1930.

Left dry-dock, 6:30 A.M February 18, 1931.

Left yard, 1:30 P.M March 3, 1931.

This shows 90 calendar days to complete the woi-k.

effecting a saving of 25 days of the vessel's time for

the owners. During this period the following work was
performed

:

New shell plates 140

Plates cut, fair, and return 39

Plates faired in place 35

Total shell plates treated 214

Total number of rivets driven 196,661

Number of oil-tight or watei'-tight compartments
tested 48

Centerline bulkhead plates renewed 9

Athwartship bulkhead plates renewed 11

Longitudinals renewed, approximately 250

Transverse frames renewed 37

No night shift work and no work on Saturday after-
noons or Sundays was performed.

This job was one of the largest single ship repair
operations ever carried out on the Pacifc Coast.

May
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New Lightship

Rides Gale

IDING to one hundred and
^forty three fathoms of steel

chain in a sixty-five mile gale, broadside to heavy seas,
but duty bound to remain on station so long as that was
physically possible, Swiftsure Bank Lightship, one of
Uncle Sam's newest lightships on the Pacific Coast,
proved itself an excellent sea boat. Radiograms from
the ship indicated that she was withstanding the ter-
rific pounding exceptionally well, and gave an inkling
of life on board this guardian of the entrance to the
Strait of Juan De Fuca and Puget Sound.

At the height of the storm the captain of the light-
ship radioed "Wind southeast force nine (56 miles an
hour), rough, several seas breaking over the vessel
with minor damage, heavy rain and thick weather, dia-
phone and radiobeacon operating continually."
A later report read: "Wind southeast, force ten (65

miles), sea rough and heavy, rolling and pitching con-
siderably, cook sustained minor injury, dishes broken."

Still later: "Vessel riding broadside to seas, one sea
boarded vessel and went over the pilot house, water
filled diaphone horn, it took five minutes before horn
was cleared and again operating satisfactory."

Swiftsure Bank Lightship is one of six new light-

ships recently built. She is equipped with a diesel-
electric power plant, for operating all her signalling
devices and for propelling the ship.

A Trio of Old-time Deepwater Cronies

By F. C. Matthews

THE accompanying view, made from a photograph
something over forty years old, shows, from left

to right. Captains Peleg B. Nichols, George A.

Carver, and Andrew S. Pendleton. All belonged to

Searsport, Maine, were close friends, and never missed
an opportunity to get together.

Captain Nichols was born in 1836 and went to sea

at an early age in vessels owned and commanded by
Captain Jonathan C. Nickels, among which was the

Moonlight. When Captain Nickels retired from active

sea life to devote his whole time to his shipping inter-

ests, he made Captain Peleg Nichols master and in

1876 had the ship R. R. Thomas built for him to com-
mand. Except for two voyages when he remained ashore
for a vacation. Captain Nichols was in the R. R. Thom-
as 17 years. He was taken sick on board the ship dur-

ing a passage from Hong Kong to New York in 1893
and died the day after the ship put into Mauritius for

medical assistance.

Captain George A. Carver started life as a ship car-

penter in the yard of his father, John Carver, Searsport,
and in 1864 succeeded to the business. During the fol-

lowing 12 years he launched a number of barks and
brigs and the ship Clarissa B. Carver, which vessel was
his last production. He then took up seafaring and was
in command of the brig Amy A. Lane, which he. him-
self, had built, and the New^buryport-built bark Albert
Russell. Later on he retired from sea life to start a ship
chandlery business in New York as Baker, Carver &
Co. the firm also owning interests in different vessels.

It became a very important concern and still continues
as Baker, Carver & Morrill.

Captain Andrew S. Pendleton's early commands w^ere

the barks Thomas Fletcher, Trovatore. and Emma T.

Crowell. Later he had the ships Emily F. Whitney and
Aryan, the latter being the last full rigged wooden
vessel built in this countrv.

I



The diesel tug Mamo on her trials on San Francisco Bay.

The "Big Chief" of Towboats
The Diesel-engined Ocean-going Tug Mamo Delivered to Young ^ros. ofHonolulu

by the Union Plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., Ltd.

IN
tht soft, musical Hawaiian tongue there are many

words connected intimately with Polynesian Myth-
ology and tribal customs. Mamo is one of these

words, and its meaning is "Chief of Chiefs," the big
chief, the top man, a superior being, or what you will

along the line of being something or somebody that

stands out as being the best. This name is very aptly

chosen by Young Brothers, Ltd.. of Honolulu to des-

ignate the steel tug recently built for them at the Po-

trero Works of the Union Plant of the Bethlehem Ship-

building Corporation, Ltd., at San Francisco. Among
the tugs of the Pacific Coast certainly this craft stands

out as a "chief of chiefs" in power, in finish, in comfort,

in arrangement of towing gear, and in beauty.

For more than thirty years Young Brothers, Ltd.,

under the direction of J. A. Young, first vice-president

and general manager, have covered the Territory of

Hawaii in the following services: Towing, fireboat,

barge, customs, and immigration, territorial pilot,

freighting, and dredge tending. In these services they
maintain a fine fleet of seven ocean tugs, seven tow-
ing launches, one freight boat, one fireboat, and nu-

merous deepsea barges, both wood and steel.

The bulk of their towing work is open, deep-sea ser-

vice between the islands, and this work has developed

in their personnel and management a remarkably effi-

cient technique in handling heavy deep-sea tows. The
Mamo, built under the personal supervision of J. A.

(Jack) Young, incorporates in her arrangements for

handling towing gear all the acquired experience of

this long service.

This tug is the first steel hull tug that Young Broth-

ers have built, and the seventh of their fleet to be

powered with Fairbanks-Morse diesel engines.

Her principal dimensions are:

Length over-all 129'2"

Length between perpendiculars 120'0"

Beam molded 28'0"

Depth molded 15'2"

Depth lowest point sheer 14'7"

Draft light, forward 8'6"

Draft light, aft lO'lO"

Draft loaded, forward 11'6"

Draft loaded, aft 12'6"

Displacement, light, tons 413
Displacement, loaded, tons 575
Gross measurement, tons 3.32 73
Net measurement, tons 28.00
Forepeak fresh water tanks, tons 14.7

Forward fresh water tanks, tons 12.7

Fuel oil tanks, forward, barrels 572
Fuel oil tanks aft, barrels 413
Afterpeak ballast, tons 16.3

From the bronze roller chocks set neatly into the

teak rail at her bow to the Timken roller-bearing-

mounted hawser roller at her stern, every point of the

Mamo's hull, superstructure, and machinery installa-

tion is finished in that shipshape fashion for which
the Union Plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Cor-

poration has long been famous.
Propulsion I'lant

The Mamo is a twin-screw tug, and each propeller
shaft is directly driven by a 5-cylinder, 750-shaft h.p.

Fairbanks-Morse, Model 37, pump scavenging, diesel

engine. Each of these engines is equipped with built-

in auxiliary units, as follows: Air compressor, water
circulating pump, bilge pump, fuel transfer pump,
cylinder wiper oil transfer pump, and lubricating oil
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Some Views

on theNew Steel

Motor Tug

Mamo

One of the M.iiiio's 5-cylinder, 750-brake-horsepowcr, Fairbanks-Morse diesels ready to be

installed in the hull.

At left, forward deck of Mamo featur-

ing specially designed Cunningham electric

combmation windlass and capstan.

Above, 125 fathoms of Tubbs Super-

core 12-inch Towing Hawser laid out on

the after deck of the Mamo.

Below, after deck of the Mamo from the

top of deck house; the hawser roller is

equipped with Timken roller bearings.
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The Cunningham electric towing engine of the Mamo, claimed to

be the largest installed on any tug.

pump. Features of thi.s model engine are: Oil-cooled

pistons, high pressure fuel injection, single stage com-
bustion, and the use of wiper rings at the lower ends

of the cylinder liners to prevent carbon tainted piston

lubricating oil from entering the crank case.

In connection with this latter feature, this wiper oil

from the cylinder is transferred by a special built-in

pump to a separate tank, from which it is drawn at

intervals for purification by a Sharpies 5A centrifuge

operating in conjunction with a G-kilowatt Bayonne
type electric oil heater.

Lubricating oil sufficient for long periods of opera-

tion is carried in the engine crank case from which it

is force-pumped through a Schutte-Koerting oil cooler

and then back through the main bearing header,

through the drilled crank shaft and up to the piston

pins through drilled connecting rods; and so returns

to the crank case after passing through individual

thermometer wells.

The control board of each engine is equipped with

a Brown Instrument Company exhaust temperature in-

dicator and a Weston electric tachometer. A Kingsbury
thrust bearing is built into the frame of each engine.

The propellers are 92 inches diameter pitch, solid 4-

bladed bronze wheels of Coolidge design. For after

cooling and emergency use, a rotary lubricating oil

pump and a centrifugal circulating water pump, each
driven by a 7'i;-horsepower motor, are installed. These
pumps are interconnected to serve both engines.

Power for electrical engine room and deck auxilia-

ries is provided by two 45-horsepower, 3-cylinder, diesel

engines, each directly connected to a 30-kilowatt, 125-

volt, compound-wound Fairbanks-Morse direct-current

generator and clutch-connected to a 2-stage, 50-cubic

feet capacity Fairbanks-Morse air compressor. This

plant is supplemented by the installation of an Edison
100-cell storage battery unit, with 200-ampere-hour

rating.

All electric circuits are controlled from the main
switchl)oar(i, built by the Electrical Department of the

Union Plant of Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation
and equipped with Weston voltmeters and ammeters,
Roller-Smith circuit breakers, and Trumbull switches.

For general and fire service a 2' 2-inch, 2-stage, cen-

trifugal pump is provided, direct-connected to a 20-

horsepower motor; and for bilge service a 1 '/2-inch,

centrifugal pump, driven by a 2-horsepower motor,
thresh water pressure is maintained by a 600-gallons-

per-hour plunger pump, vee-belt driven by a '/l;-horse-

power motor. Both pumps and motors are Fairbanks-
Morse.
The care taken to make this machinery installation

and the sanitary and comfort arrangements on the

Mamo as complete and as permanent as possible is in-

dicated by the fact that all piping is in Toncan Iron,

the corrosion-resistant copper, molybdenum, iron alloy

manufactured by the Republic Steel Corporation. Over
fifteen tons of this pipe are used for the various ser-

vices aboard. All valves are Powell.

On trial runs over the navy measured mile on San
Francisco Bay this machinery functioned perfectly,

driving the hull at an average speed of 11.4 knots at

engine speed of 270 revolutions per minute.

As is well shown in the plans herewith, the engine
room of the Mamo allows ample space for all the ma-
chinery, which is so installed as to give maximum ac-

cessibility for attention and repairs and easy air pas-

sage for good ventilation.

Navigation Equipment

Cory mechanical engine room telegraphs are instal-

led with transmitters both in the pilot house and on the

after end of the deck house. Two Sperry 18-inch incan-

descent searchlights are installed, one on top of pilot

house with manual control inside the pilot house and
one at the after end of the top of the deck house. This
latter is of the spot type and is used for picking up
tows. These searchlights are each of 1,000,000 beam
candle power and are the same as will be installed

on the new Dollar, Matson, and Panama Mail liners,

and on practically all new construction in American
shipyards. Binnacles, compasses, and chronometers
were supplied by the Louis Weule Company of San
Francisco.

The steering gear, supplied by Allan Cunningham, is

arranged for hand steering from the pilot house or for

electric telemotor control of the electric steering en-

gine. The change to hand steering is effected simply
by removing a pin in the pilot house gear. The rudder
is of the balanced type, and a tiller indicator is ar-

ranged over the rudder stock on the deck aft, so that

the exact position of the rudder is indicated constantly.

As will be noted in the illustration showing the stern

of the Mamo in dry-dock, the rudder is of unusually
large area for a vessel of this size.

A Cunningham air whistle No. 2, specially designed
with long horn to give a low, penetrating note resemb-
ling that of the best steam whistles, is mounted on the

stack with control in the pilot house.

The combination electric capstan-windlass is of a

design made especially for Young Brothers by Cunning-
ham of Seattle. It is operated through a vertical shaft
by a 20-horsepower General-Electric motor located in

the forepeak below the deck. This design of windlass
has proved itself a very satisfactory machine on several

Young Brothers tugs.
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Towing Gear

The Mamo's towing hawsers are served by an Allan

Cunningham towing machine—the largest commercial

electric towing machine ever installed on any tug. As
will be noted from the illustration, this is housed in a

recess at the after end of the deck house. The drum of

cast steel has a capacity for IGOO feet of 1-5/8-inch

steel wire towing hawser. All shafts are of nickel

steel. All gears, frame, bed plate, and every part tak-

ing strain, with the exception of the gypsies, are of

high quality cast steel. This towing machine is oper-

ated by a specially wound General-Electric .50-horse-

power motor that is capable of taking fully 100 per

cent, overload for short periods without overheating.

In every detail the towing gear of the Mamo shows

care in design and installation. The roller chocks for-

ward are of cast bronze, highly finished in way of rope

wearing surfaces. The bitts are of Columbia cast steel,

designed with nicely rounded shoulders and large fillets

to reduce wear and internal strain on hawsers. The
cleats are also of cast steel, similarly designed. A beau-

tifully fitted pine deck is laid over the entire main deck.

Wire hawsers for the Mamo are Broderick & Bas-

combe, specially made "yellow strand power steel."

In addition to the wire, the Mamo carries Tubbs Man-
ila cordage as follows:

125 fathoms 12-inch Supercore tow line.

125 fathoms 9-inch Supercore tow line.

Several coils 6-inch Supercore hawser.

Running gear and small rope of Super Extra Manila.

Young Brothers, Ltd., have proved to their satisfac-

tion that the extra wear obtained by using Supercore

hawsers makes this equipment an economy.

Crew Accommodations
The comfort of officers and crew is well cared for on

the Mamo. Aft of the pilot house are two beautifully

fitted staterooms, one for the captain and the other for

the owner. In the forward end of the deck house on
the port side is a nice stateroom with two berths for the

mates; and on the starboard side, the officers' mess.

Aft of these rooms is a compartment housing the galley

on the starboard side and the crew's mess port side.

The galley is equipped with a Triktop oil-burning

range manufactured by the B. B. Buell & Company of

Seattle and with a Frigidaire refrigerator. Between
the after end of the engine room and the forward end

of the towing engine room there is a nice stateroom and
office for the chief engineer and crew and officers'

washrooms.
The crew has a large room below the main deck for-

ward, reached by passageway from the engine room or

by companion from the deck. This is fitted with eight

galvanized pipe standee berths, a table, and indi-

vidual steel lockers for each man, these latter furnished

by Worley & Company of Los Angeles. This room has

an air of spaciousness and good ventilation not usually

found in a tug's forecastle due to the construction of

the fuel and lubricating oil tanks, the tank tops of

which are about four feet below the deck and so leave

a clear space of that depth for the full width of the

hull and extending from the after end of the crew's

quarters to the forward bulkhead of the engine room.

The Mamo is using Shell diesel fuel and her lubri-

cating oil tanks are filled with the special diesel engine

oil refined by the Dearborn Chemical Company.
Along with this super-tug, the Union Plant of the

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation built for the same

Stern view of the Mamo on dry-dock showing the cU-.ni run of llic

counter, large rudder, and solid bronze propclkrs.

owners two steel barges, 175 feet long by 44 feet beam

by 11 feet depth. On March 28, the Mamo, with these

two barges in tow left for Honolulu in charge of Cap-

tain Robert Purdy, the ranking skipper of the Young
Brothers' fleet and one of the most efficient towboat

navigators on the Pacific. Edward P. (Ned) Green and

Howard Oxsen represented Fairbanks, Morse & Co. on

this trip as guarantee engineers. The Mamo arrived

safely in Honolulu with the two barges on April 8.

Her running time for the 2100 nautical miles was 10

days, 15 hours, 10 minutes, or an average speed of a

little over 8 knots. During this run both main engines

operated continuously without incident.

British Columbia Shipping Holidays

The Shipping Federation of British Columbia Ltd.,

with headquarters at Vancouver, has recently issued a

booklet of rules for "Working Conditions and Wage
Schedule," effective January 1, 1931, at British Col-

umbia ports. The principal item of information inter-

esting to the American ship operators is the list of

nine stated holidays. These, with their calendar dates,

are:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

New Year's Day
Good Friday
Empire Day—24th of May
King's Birthday—3rd of June
Dominion Day—1st of July

Labor Da.v—First Monday in September

Thanksgiving Day—Monday in week during

which 11th day of November shall occur.

(8) Christmas Day—25th of December

(9) Picnic Day—To be an agreed date in the month

of July, with two weeks' notice to be given.

Note: When any of the above holidays fall on Sun-

day, the holiday shall be observed on the following day.



Reporting Marine Accidents
Timely Suggestions on the Investigation and Classification of Avoidable Accidents

£By Byron O. Pickard

Safety Engineer in Charge, Accident Prevention Department of Pacific Shipowners

INJURIES to industrial workers are of two kiiul.s;

namely, those injuries that are intentionally brought
about by workers and those that result from what

are commonly and thoughtlessly termed "Accidents."
Intentional injuries are of infrequent occurrence,

representing only a fraction of 1 per cent, of the total

number of industrial injuries reported.
Injuries resulting from so-called "accidents" are

common; in fact are so common that the term accident
and injury have become almost synonymous; but it has
been discovered that it takes ten or more occurrences
of an accident to cause an injury to an employee; in

other words an injury represents ten or more occur-
rences of the same accident.
Are we consistent then when we use the term "Acci-

dent?" Certainly anything that occurs ten times should
not be unforeseen, if we permit ourselves to be consid-
ered thoughtful and successful executives.

Is it not more consistent with modern business meth-
ods to consider as a mistake or error any controllable
occurrence that damages or wastes property, equip-
ment, material, time, and human bodies?

It follows then that an avoidable "accident" is a
common mistake brought about through uncorrected
and tolerated conditions and practices. A manager may
not realize that he is having "accidents" from any par-
ticular cause until an injury occurs; but if he neglects
to take steps to definitely determine the cause of the
mistake which resulted in an injury and to apply the
remed.v, he is overlooking an opportunity to build up
or maintain an efficient organization.
The common mistakes resulting in injuries to per-

sonnel, hereafter termed "accidents," are caused by ex-

posing workmen to what is known as a "hazard." The
term "hazard" has many applications which may prob-
ably vary according to one's imagination, but as the
term is used by safety engineers it indicates any con-
dition and or practice which results in falls of persons,
in falling objects, in uncontrolled or unguarded moving
objects, flying objects, and the like. In many instances
the "hazard" can be controlled. In some instances the
exposure to the "hazard" can be limited by providing
such safeguards as proper lighting, proper ventilation,

proper clothing, mechanical guards, and correcting the
habits of the workmen.

Responsibility for Accidents
In a well organized, efficient organization the chief

executive assigns certain operating responsibilities to

staff members, who in turn trust others to carry on
efficiently, after working conditions and practices have
been standardized. It is fair then to conclude that when
an avoidable accident occurs in such an organization,
the manager has the right to assume that some staff

member or employee has failed. In other words, he con-
siders that unprevented accidents are mistakes, or fail-

ures, and that some one must be definitely responsible

for the mistakes. That is, responsible for failing to pre-

vent their occurrence, or let us say recurrence as all

man-made accidents are the result of repeated mis-

takes—mistakes that are occurring over and over again.
We have, then, in considering the responsibility

phase, accidents due to:

1. Failure of supervision.

2. Failure of injured employee.
3. Failure of a third party.

4. Unavoidable accidents (Acts of God).

Under Failure of Supervision we have:

a Improper selection of employee.

b Unsafe working conditions.

c Unsafe practices.

d Unsafe machinery, equipment, and tools.

e Improper or lack of foremen or other bosses.

f Toleration of known hazards.

g Lack of discipline.

h Lack of safety rules.

i Lack of safety instruction or education of em-
ployee.

Under Failure of Injured Employee, providing it is

the employee's first offense ( if he is permitted to do
it a second time it should be charged to failure of su-

pervision) we have:

a Disobedience.

b Inattention.

c Intemperance.

d Clothing.

e Intentionally subjecting fellow employee to haz-

ard.

f Repeater or malinger.
By Failure of a Third Party is meant some outside

organization other than the employer or employee such
as a commercial vehicle.

Under the Unavoidable Accidents there can be listed

only 2 per cent, of those resulting in injuries, and these

are due to wind, rain, heat, cold, ice, storms, suicide,

or murder, insect bites, and the like.

In determining responsibility for the lack of preven-

tion in the past and for the future prevention of acci-

dents definite consideration should be given as to

whether or not positive orders for prevention of acci-

dents have been issued by the chief executive and as to

the policy of the company in the past. What interest

has the company in the injured man and what contacts

are made with him before he returns to work? Is he
visited only by the claim agent, by a representative of

the insurance company, the attorney, or is he visited

by someone from the operating staff who has a defin-

ite human interest?

Reporting
The question naturally arises, why should injuries be

reported, and if they are rejiorted why does the man-
agement interest itself only in the extent of the injury,

rather than in what caused the chain of circumstances
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which resulted in the injury? In many companies only

those "accidents" that have resulted in injuries come
to the attention of the manager. They hear nothinK of

the many other mistakes or failures that are costing

them money.
Until the several states and the federal governmint

passed laws requiring the employer to compensate the

injured employee for injuries received, few injuries

were reported. However, the law now requires certain

forms to be filled out when an employee is injured.

Unfortunately, how^ever, the law does not go far enough,
as it does not require or, save in a few instances, does

it follow up or penalize for lack of information. This
leads to incomplete and inaccurate reporting, with ex-

cuses for, rather than causes of, accidents being fur-

nished. No foreman or superintendent wants the state

or federal government, or even his employer, to know
that he has failed in providing safe working conditions,

practices, or habits for workmen. Managers are in-

clined to accept these e.xcuses and thereby unintention-

ally tolerate the costly and inefficient conditions which
are resulting in accidents. When managers realize that

injury reports are indicators of waste, they will re-

quire complete reports on each and every injury that

occurs in their operations.

The report should include not only a complete de-

scription of the cause of the accident which i-esulted

in injury, but also the responsibility phase; that is.

Failure of Supervision, Failure of Injured Employee,
Failure of a Third Party, or Unavoidable, as described

previously, and why the accident was not prevented.

In considering why accidents were not prevented the

following major questions are recommended:
1. Was the accident nonpreventable, nonoccupation-

al, or was a third party at fault?

2. Was it due to mechanicaT failure?

3. Was it due to unguarded openings or unguarded
machines?

4. Was it due to working conditions established and
tolerated by the company?

5. Was it due to unsafe practices tolerated liy the

management?
G. Was it due to tolerated workmen's unsafe habits?

7. Was it due to the violation of printed safety rules

not included in any of the foregoing questions?

To arrive at complete reports each and every acci-

dent will have to be investigated.

It is my belief that (1) all accidents not causing per-

sonal injury should be investigated and reported to the

management by the foreman in charge of the operation;

(2) all non-lost-time injuries with any medical or other

expense should be investigated and completely reported

in writing by the boss immediately responsible for the

injured man; (3) all lost-time injuries of less than sev-

en days should be investigated and completely reported

upon jointly by the foreman and the immediate boss;

(4) all injuries causing a loss of time of more than
seven days should be considered as serious and should

be investigated and completely reported upon by
a board of inquiry, which will be described later;

(5) all permanent partial disabilities, all permanent
total disabilities and all fatalities should be investi-

gated jointly by a special board of inquiry and the

company's executive safety committee, which will also

be described later.

Investigation

The reason for investigating accidents are primarily

to interest the executives, the staff, and the personnel

in accident frequency, causations, and methods of pre-

vention, and to secure accurate intelligent reports

rather than excuses. The investigation will determine
the true cause (the physical and human hazards), why
it was not prevented (the contributary cause), the les-

sons learned (how to avoid recurrence), the true cost

of the accident, and to whom to assign' responsibility

for future prevention. It will discover and emphasize
the hazard and the unnecessary exposure to uncontrol-

lable hazards; also it will develop prevention through
organization, through safe practices, through safe

working places, and through safety education. It is true

that to properly investigate an accident will require

time and expense. In other words, it will add to the
cost of the accident, but if it will lead to prevention of

recurrence there should be no objection on the manage-
ment's part to providing time and funds for thorough
investigations.

The investigation should be started immediately
after the accident has occurred, while the details are
fresh in everyone's mind and the conditions are un-
changed. All serious accidents should be investigated

and completely reported upon by a special board of
inquiry; and all permanent disabilities and fatalities

should be investigated jointly by a special board of in-

quiry and the company'.s executive safety committee.
The latter should consist of not less than three men,
preferably the general manager, the superintendent of

operations, and such company staff man as handles
claims or insurance details or deals with the injured
man. The personnel of the special board of inquiry that
should be appointed to investigate each accident should
consist of the superintendent of operations, the fore-

man having the accident, and the safety engineer or
inspector.

Board of Inquiry

The title given to the investigating committee, namely,
Board of Inquiry, is selected intentionally, as it is pre-

sumed that the said board shall be empowered simply
to get at the facts with recommendatory responsibility

only and without executive or judicial powers. The term
"inquiry" has a psychological value in that it will not

give the witnesses ideas that they are being examined
by state or federal officials, lawyers, or claims agents.

The superintendent of operations should be the chair-

man. The Safety Engineer should, with the approval
of the chairman, act as the interrogator in carrying on
the investigation. It is advisable for the board to begin

with the injury and carry its investigation back step

by step until it comes to the real hazard, and the tol-

erated or uncontrolled exposure to the hazard. The pro-

cedure will include:

a A study of the physical conditions; gear, equip-

ment, tools; common practices; habits; safety

rules; organization; etc.

b A formal hearing or board meeting.

c Conference with the first-aid man, the doctor,

claims agent, and others.

d Preparation of the report.

The Board of Inquiry, accompanied by thft immediate

boss having the accident, should first vis't the place of

the accident and study the physical conditions above

outlined. If there is a possibility of third jiarty re-

sponsibility it would be well to include in the person-

nel visiting the place of the accident some responsible

representative of the third party in order to get his

version of the accident.

After all the physical conditions have been deter-

mined the board should retire to some quiet room. The

(Please turn to Page 192)
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Cork Applications on Motorship Tuscan Star
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Half midship section of world's largest refrigerated cargo carrier.
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Inboard profile of Blue Star refrigerated motorship Tuscan Star.

The Largest Insulation Job Afloat

THE Blue Star Line motorship Tuscan Star, finish-

ed about one year ago by Palmers Shipbuilding

and Iron Co., Ltd., of Hebburn-on-Tyne, England,

has the largest insulated hold capacity of any ship

afloat. She is 470 feet long, between perpendiculars,

68 feet molded beam, and has a gross measurement of

n,450 tons. She is powered with two single-acting Sul-

zer diesel engines. This plant gave the Tuscan Star

a trial speed of well over 16 knots. Auxiliary power is

provided by four 4-cycle, 5-cylinder, 500-brake horse-

power Sulzer diesel engines, each direct-connected to

a 340-kilowatt, 220-volt, direct-current, General-Elec-

tric generator.

This vessel has seven insulated cargo holds and four

continuous decks, as shown in the inboard profile here-

with. These holds are divided by decks and bulkheads

into 65 insulated cargo spaces with an aggregate ca-

pacity measured inside the insulation of 59.5,000 cubic

feet. The ship's provisions rooms add 2800 cubic feet

to this, making a grand total of 597,800 cubic feet.

These refrigerated spaces are equipped so that any of

them may be used to carry at the proper temperature

and air condition either chilled meat, frozen meat, or

various fruits.

J. and E. Hall, Ltd. of Dartford, England, supplied

the refrigerating machinery which is located on the

bridge deck and works on the carbon dioxide compres-

sion system. There are three independent compressors

of the vertical, enclosed, single-acting type, each hav-

ing four compressor cylinders, and each driven by a

145-brake horsepower, 220-volt, direct-current, vari-

able-speed motor. Normal speed at rated capacity is

280 revolutions per minute. This can be increased to

375 revolutions per minute by shunt regulation or de-

creased to 100 revolutions by use of a special motor

generator set which functions as a negative booster,

and, by means of a special switchboard, can be insert-

ed into the circuit of any one of the three compres.sor

motors without shutting down the compressor. Any
two of these compressors is capable of maintaining an
even temperature not exceeding 15 degrees Fahrenheit
throughout all of the refrigerated spaces on the ship.

The insulation is installed on the standardized Panel
System, which has been for six years the specified

method on all refrigerated carriers for the Blue Star
Line. This system consists of smooth, white panels of

tongue and groove lining secured to the frames of the
ship and holding in place granulated cork or other

loose insulating material such as silicate cotton.

A standard line of fittings and fastenings has been
developed for this system, so that it is applicable to

any part of a modern steel vessel. Any panel can be
dismantled at any time for the examination of piping

or of the ship's structure. It is the work of only a few
minutes to remove a cleat at one side of the panel and
lift out the tongue and groove boards. After examina-
tion has been complete and repairs, if any, effected,

the panel is replaced, board by board, the cork is shov-

eled or poured into the recess and the insulation is as

good as ever.

It is claimed that this system is the most economical

in specific installation, maintenance, and repair costs

of any yet devised for minimizing refrigeration leak-

age aboard ship. The information on which this ar-

ticle is based and the illustrations reproduced here-

with were furnished through the courtesy of the Cork
Insulation Company, Inc.

Cory Model Presentation

A WORKING model of a mechanical .steering order

telegraph as used on ships of the late nine-

tenth century has become part of the historical

marine collection of the Smith.sonian Institution at

Washington. The model, built in 1866, was recently

presented by the Chas. Cory Corporation, marine equip-

ment producers for ninety years, to Ernest Lee

Jahncke, assistant secretary of the navy, who turned

it over to the museum.

The model, made of wood and brass and operating

identically as the original telegraphs, is contained in

a glass case eight by twelve inches in size. It was
found several months ago in an out-of-the-way corner

of the Cory plant in New York after the Bendix Avia-

tion Corporation had acquired Cory as one of its di-

visions. Presentation of the model to the Navy was
arranged by George K. Perkins, Washington manager
for Cory, and A. P. Homer, general manager for the

same corporation.



Reporting Marine Accidents

(Continued from Page 189)

superintendent should read the accident lepor: that

has been sent in by the foreman or boss, and then ask

the safety engineer to question tho.^e men who have

been requested to furnish infoi-mation. The men to be

interrogated should include the injured man, his im-

mediate boss, the foreman having the accident, the

first-aid attendant, the time-keeper, all witnesses of

the accident, the equipment repair man. ;ind such others

as the board may decide to interview. Eacli man should

be questioned privately; that is, each should be alone

with the Board of Inquiry. It would not be fair to ques-

tion the injured man in the presence of his boss, nor

the boss in the presence of the injured man. It will be

noted that the foreman having the accident is included

in the personnel of the board. This is intentional, as

it is taken for granted that he is sufficiently broad-

minded to arrive at unprejudiced conclusions, and after

all one of the principal reasons for the investigation

is to interest foremen and superintendents in accident

prevention.

The safety engineer should carry on his examination

in a careful, quiet, patient, and sympathetic manner.
He should explain to each witness that any information
received is confidential to the company and that the

only purpose of the investigation is to devise ways and

means to prevent recurrence; that, so far as this board

is concerned, the responsibility for not preventing the

accident is determined only to serve as an example;

that no one will be censored or disciplined for furnish-

ing information; and that no facts disclosed will be

furnished lawyers, courts, state, or federal commis-
sions, insurance carriers, or any other public agencies.

No written record will be made of any information

given by any man ; that is, when the written report is

given to the company it will consist of conclusions and
recommendations only. In other words, the study of the

accident is made to prevent future accidents rather

than to determine the effect of past ones. The men be-

ing questioned should not be sworn in. but should be

asked to give all their information freely and truth-

fully for the good of the cause.

If the injured man is able to appear before the board
he should be the first one examined; if unable to at-

tend he should be examined at the earliest possible

date.

It is suggested that the Safety Engineer of each com-
pany be required by his manager to prepare and submit
for the management's approval a tentative list of ques-

tions which are to be asked the injured man, the imme-
diate boss, the foreman, and such other employees as

may be called before the Board. These questions, if

prepared in advance, will include the gradual or step by
step development of the responsibility for nonpreven-
tion; why the accident was not prevented; the hazard;
the unnecessary exposure; suggested methods of pre-

venting recurrence; and many other conditions which
should be of inestimable value to the management. My
department has such a questionnaire developed consist-

ing of more than 300 questions.

At the conclusion of the examination by the safety

engineer, he should turn the meeting over to the chair-

man for discussion. The board will then carefully con-

sider all of the things that they have heard from the
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several witnesses. The discussion, however, should be
limited to the determination of those things which I

have heretofore set forth. After the Board has arrived
at its conclusions, the safety engineer will, no doubt,
have to prepare the report. After it has been prepared
it should be signed by the superintendent, foreman, and
safety engineer, and two or more copies turned over
to the management. The nature of the report should be
along the lines previously discussed; no mention should
be made of any individual's testimony. The report
should be brief and limited to the conclusions arrived
at by the board, but should, of course, contain a com-
plete description of the conditions which brought about
the accident and recommendations for the prevention
of recurrences.

Conclusion

It is urged upon each industrial concern to look
upon every accident as a wasteful, inefficient occur-
rence which cannot be afforded in these days of in-
tense competition—to believe injuries are avoidable—that time taken out and expense contracted to inves-
tigate injuries will pay dividends—and to insist that
no one is too busy to make prevention of costly acci-
dents a part of his routine.

National Foreign Trade

Convention

SIGNS are apparent of a steady though gradual im-
provement in world trade, declares James A. Far-
ell, chairman of the National Foreign Trade Coun-

cil, in issuing the call for the Eighteenth National
Foreign Trade Convention, to meet in New York Citv
on the 27th, 28th, and 29th of this month.
World exports for 1930, as estimated by the Council,

amounted to about $27,000,000,000, almost six and a
half billion dollars less than the export trade of 1929.
In actual volume of export trade, however, figures now
available show that, accounting for reduction in prices,
the world in 1930 carried on 90 per cent, of the export
trade of 1929 and almost a billion dollars more in ex-
ports than before the war.

In urging American foreign traders to consider very
carefully the problems of the present year, Mr. Farrell
says

:

"There are indications that the world wide depres-
sion in business, with which we have been dealing for
several months, is subsiding and that the upturn is

beginning. Our commerce confronts a situation which
merits the consideration of all concerned in foreign
trade. It is a time for thorough examination of econ-
omic conditions and for practical demonstration of that
spirit and habit of cooperation that so signally marks
American foreign trade practice."

Among the speakers who will address the New York
meeting are Victor M. Cutter, president. United Fruit
Company, Boston, on "Our Relations with Latin Amer-
ica;" Wallace R. Farrington, publisher of the Hono-
lulu Star-Bulletin and ex-Governor of Hawaii, on "The
Pacific Area;" Dr. Max Winkler, vice-president, Ber-
tron, Griscom & Co., on "Underlying Economic Condi-
tions Affecting Credits;" James A. Farrell, president.
United States Steel Corporation, on "The World Trade
Outlook;" and several distinguished guests from Latin
America and Europe.

I



American Ships for American Goods

^y H. Gerrish Smith

'^'resident, National Council of American Shipbuilders

ONE of our greatest Americans has said that the

greatest subsidy our ships could have in the

overseas trade would be support by the Ameri-

can people, and that the greatest hardship under which

they are now laboring is the lack of such support. This

does not, of course, mean that American exports should

be confined entirely to American vessels. Such a prop-

osition is impracticable, as shipping is an international

problem, and what we export constitutes the imports

of other nations, and what we import is their exports.

It does mean, however, that Americans should always

have a favorable spirit toward the use of their own

vessels in the transportation of our goods to foreign

markets. Other nations have developed this spirit to a

high degree, and much of their success in shipping has

been due to this fact.

Let us consider briefly foreign trade and the relation

of shipping to it. Taking the trade of the world as a

whole, imports naturally equal the exports. In speaking

of our foreign trade we are apt to dwell upon our ex-

ports rather than our imports, as they constitute what

we sell. We must not overlook the fact, however, that

foreign nations cannot buy from us without the pur-

chasing power which is acquired, in turn, by the goods

they sell which are their exports, but our imports.

About 10 per cent, of the entire business of the United

States in the year 1929 was devoted to the production

and shipment "of goods to foreign markets, to the use

of imported goods in our industries, and for the every

needs of living. About 16 per cent, of the entire foreign

trade of the world in and out is United States trade,

mo.st of which is water borne. About 40 per cent, of the

foreign trade of the United States passes through the

port of Greater New York.

Our export trade is with all nations, and it has grown

enormously since the war. It is true that it has been

seriouslv "depressed during 1930 and up to date th:s

year, but the trend from 1922 to 1929 is indicative of

the natural growth of our foreign trade, which seems

to be normally at the rate of over four per cent, a year.

Because of the facilities for securing information as

to foreign markets that have been developed by the

Department of Commerce through its trade represen-

tatives, by the Department of State through its Consu-

lar Service, and by private agencies that are furnish-

ing similar information, and through the impetus and

protection that has been given to our foreign trade by

a re-establishment by the Shipping Board since the

World War of American vessels in this trade, hun-

dreds of the smaller industries of the United States

are now selling their products abroad where they never

thought of seeking markets before the war, all of which

emphasizes the importance of establishing and main-

taining uninterrupted channels of communication be-

tween the ports of the United States and the ports of

the world with which we conduct our trade.

There are obviously two ways of doing this; first, do

it ourselves; second, hire someone else to do it for us.

and this brings us back to the old adage, "If you want

something done well, you must do it yourself." All im-

portant maritime nations have appreciated the neces-

sity of owning and operating their own .ships in estab-

lishing and developing their foreign markets, and each

jealously watches the markets of the other, and all

records show that where a nation has established its

own ships in the trade routes of the world its trade has

grown, and this statement includes the United States,

whose foreign trade has grown .so enormously since the

World War when we have had a substantial part of

it carried in American ships. The sympathetic interest

in trade and the control over shipments and freight

rates can be best su.stained by having a substantial

portion of our goods in foreign trade carried in Amer-

ican vessels.

American ships are at a distinct handicap, however,

in foreign trade. They are private enterprises engaged

in competition with all the other vessels of the world.

American ships cost from 50 to GO per cent, more to

build than British vessels, and the pay of officers and

crews of American ships and their subsistence is alsD

higher; so that the American ship operator in foreign

trade is confronted with an operating differential

against him which cannot be eliminated. Because of

the national character of shipping, however, and the

benefit it gives to our industries in the transport of our

goods abroad and the uninterrupted maintenance of

our foreign markets it is important to the nation that

we should have our own shipping in the foreign trade,

and it is for this reason that Congress has granted aid

to overcome this cost differential by the Merchant Ma-

rine Act of 1928. If we are to have an American mer-

chant marine, it is incumbent upon the people to do

all they can to help shipping before aid is asked from

Congress. The greatest help that can be given to the

American ship operator is the patronage of his ships

by American shippers. Our American people are said

not to understand the importance of American ships

to their prosperity; that is, they are not sufficiently

"ship minded;" and this is undoubtedly true.

Our country is so great and its interests are so many
that those who seek foreign markets do not appreciate

why it is to their advantage to patronize American

ships in transporting their goods to these markets. In

this connection, we mu.st understand the difference in

the possible control over the shipment of exports as

distinguished from imports. The greatest opportunity

to patronize our own ships is in imports, because when

we buy our goods abroad we can specify how they are

to be "shipped. That is exactly what is done by the

foreigner when he buys from us, and it is the reason

a larger percentage of our exports than of our imports

are carried in foreign vessels. Shipping c.i.f., which

means cost, insurance, and freight included in the

price, permits the buyer to control the shipment and

to patronize the vessels of his own nationals if he

wishes to do so.

(Please turn to Page 196)



Standard Shipping Company's tanker G. Harrison Smith.

The Marine Steam Turbine

STEADY, persevering research and practical experi-

ment both in Europe and in America are produc-

ing wonderful progress in the technique and the

economics of steam prime movers, both afloat and
ashore. A recent paper on "Trends in Steam Turbine

Development" read by A. G. Christie, Professor of Me-
chanical Engineering, The Johns Hopkins University,

before the Fourth National Meeting of the Fuels Divi-

sion of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,

lists these trends as:

(a) Use of higher pressures and temperatures.

(b) Increase of capacities and output from single

casing.

(c) Use of better materials, particularly blading.

(d) Betterment of efficiency over wide range of load.

(e) Closer adjustment to requirements of service.

(f) Development of turbines for binary fluids

For marine purposes, particularly in the main pro-

pulsion units, the designer and the operator is at pres-

ent interested principally in items (a) and (c).

Higher Temperatures and Pressures

The possibilities in steam pressures up to the criti-

cal point of 3200 pounds per square inch have been

thoroughly investigated and the gains to be expected

are well known. The effects of higher steam tempera-

tures, however, present a more difficult problem. Met-

als formerly used in steam turbine construction develop

undesirable tendencies above 750 degrees Fahrenheit.

Tensile strength and fatigue and tendency to "creep"

increase rapidly at higher temperatures. Materials now
available commercially enable designers to guarantee

safe working at steam temperatures up to 900 degrees

Fahrenheit. A number of American central stations

ashore now use 1200 to 1400 pounds per square inch

at 750 degrees Fahrenheit. Using steam at 900 degrees

Fahrenheit temperature may make it economical to

raise the pressure to the 2000-2500 pound range.

Improved Materials

Manufacture of shafts and turbine disks has been

steadily improving through the use of:—Better steel

—foundry and forge practice; internal inspection by
bore holes; vibrating the disks before assembly; and
careful static and dynamic balancing of the rotor after

assembly.

Blade troubles require much study and research to

determine the best:—Location of lashing wires; meth-
od of silver soldering these wires; form of shroud; and
form, size, and angle of blade for the larger sizes of

turbines.

At present the materials most suitable for blading

are properly heat-treated, stainless steel (12 per cent,

chromium and 0.1 per cent, carbon recommended) and
some nickel alloys.

For high temperature work, a suggestion has been
made to use hollow stationary blades or hollow dia-

phragm partitions in which a hot medium can be cir-

culated and this heat be used to dry the low pressure

steam passing through, thus decreasing blade erosion

and increasing thermal efficiency.

Oxidation of blades has been largely overcome by
careful deaeration of feed water. Deposits on turbine

blading which causes much trouble in some central

stations may be largely eliminated by purer make-up
feed, tighter condensers, and drier steam from boiler

drum to superheater.

Marine Geared Turbines

In a paper read before the 1930 meeting of The So-

ciety of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers, and

fully abstracted in the February, 1931, issue of Pacific

Marine Review, C. R. Waller, chief engineer of the De
Laval Steam Turbine Company, presented basic data

and specifications for a line of standard geared tur-

bines to cover a range of 3500 to 15,000 brake horse-

power capacity at 400 pounds per square inch boiler
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pressure and 700 degrees Fahrenheit temperature.
Commenting on this paper, W. W. Smith, chief engineer
of the Federal Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company,
declares it to be one of the most important contribu-
tions to the literature of this subject. It is contributed
by an outstanding authority, contains a large amount
of specific and detailed information and should serve

as a ready reference for the preparation of designs
and specifications. Standardization is most important
in marine turbine development in order to realize both
high efficiency and low first cost. The standard units

proposed in Waller's paper are suitable for practically

all merchant vessels within the given power range.

W. W. Smith believes that the nozzle area of the
astern turbine should always be sufficient to pass 20
to 25 per cent, more steam than the normal flow so

that, when required, the astern turbine will deliver

full torque at half revolutions. He sees no reason to

limit the steam temperature to 700 degrees, but prefers

to use for this line of standard turbines the same con-

ditions as maintained on the G. Harrison Smith and
the W. S. Farish, two new Standard Shipping Company
tankers recently delivered by the Federal Shipbuilding

and Dry Dock Company and engined with DeLaval
geared turbine units taking steam from Babcock &
Wilcox water-tube boilers. These conditions are: At
superheater outlet, pressure 400 pounds, temperature
750 degrees Fahrenheit; at turbine inlet, pressure 375

pounds, temperature 725 degrees Fahrenheit.

"These pressures and temperatures," declares Mr.
Smith, "are not the present limits. We are now investi-

gating a new standard line which will have 900 pounds
pressure, and 900 degrees Fahrenheit temperature at

the superheater outlet. For these and the preceding

conditions, the estimated performances of a twin-screw
passenger ship of 20,000 shaft horsepower, with at-

tached generators and electrical auxiliaries, are as

follows:

Standard Line A B
Superheater outlet. Pressure, pounds 400 900

Superheater outlet. Temperature, deg. F 750 900

Turbine inlet. Pressure, pounds 375 875

Turbine inlet. Temperature, deg. F 725 875

Turbine outlet. Vacuum, inches 28.5 28.5

Ideal water rate. Lbs. per S.H.P. (a) 5.45 4.615

Fuel rate for all purposes. Lbs. per S.H.P.
(a) (b) 58 .49

(a) Based on power delivered to propeller shaft.

(b) Based on 19,000 B.T.U. oil.

"Thus, for line A, the fuel rate for all purposes is

0.58 as compared with 0.49 for line B; the former being

18 per cent, more than the latter.

"For line B, the conditions given, and a fuel rate for

all purposes of less than '
L' pound per shaft horse-

power are possible at present. How much further than

this it may be possible to go is not known ; but, in

general, the prospects of further progress in steam
machinery are excellent.

"Many have the idea that high efficiency installa-

tions are high in cost, which is not true. Due to the

great reduction in steam consumption, the boilers, con-

densers, auxiliaries, and other parts are much smaller.

In conseeiuence, the first cost is less than that of an old

style installation, in addition to the great reduction in

fuel consumption and operating cost. Thus, we have
the very rare case in financial economies where a small-

er investment produces a great reduction in operating

cost, resulting in a highly advantageous return on the

investment.

"An important feature on the G. Harrison Smith was
the use of an attached generator with electric auxil-

iaries. With this arrangement, power for the auxilia-

ries and other purposes is supplied at the high effi-

ciency of the main turbine. Without this feature a fuel

rate of 0.6 pound per shaft horsepower for all purposes
could not l)e attained in such an installation of 4000
shaft horsepower.

"There is no reason to hamper geared turbine devel-

opment by restricting the pitch line speed. In fact,

properly designed and built gears with high pitch line

speeds seem to run better and more quietly than those

with low speeds. This is true only of highly accurate
gears; and none other should be considered or used.

Accurately cut gears and moderate tooth pressures

insure quiet running and long life. In the final analy-

sis, they are the most economical.

"Modern developments in high pressure steam are

being much discussed. It may be surprising to know
how very old these supposedly new developments really

are. Practically all of the new ideas and features

which are being used in our so-called modern instal-

lations were pioneered by De Laval in Sweden 30 to 40

years ago.

"Modern high efficiency geared turbines offer to

the shipowner unusual possibilities of reducing cost

and increasing earnings. If he will take advantage of

these possibilities and make progress, he will be liber-

ally rewarded. And, there are excellent prospects for

still fui'ther progress, and for still greater reward in

the future. This is, indeed, a gratifying outlook."

An artist's conception of the profile ol i.> li.ur sn-.im turbine drive.



A Condenser Tube Experiment
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Hoard. Kureau of (" « li-

st niet ion. Enjrineeriiijr De-

velopment Depa r t ni e n t

has been carrying out a

very interesting experi-

ment with condenser tubes

rolled at both ends.

For some time this de-

partment has been study-

ing the matter of condens-

er troubles due to packing
and splitting of tubes and"
other causes. It was well

known that the condenser
tubes expanded into the

sheet at one end and pack- Sketch showing Shipping Board

, . ., ,, 111 method of rolling tubes into tube
ed at the other had been sh^t.
used extensively with good
results. Also tubes expanded into the tube sheet at both

ends provided with means for expansion, such as bow-

ing of tubes, had been tried both afloat and ashore

with good results. It has been the opinion for some time

of several prominent marine designers that there would

be very little trouble, if any. from the use in marine

condensers of straight tubes expanded into the tube

sheet at both ends. These designers considered that

the elasticity of the metal was ample to accommodate
the amount of expansion involved.

Early in 1930 the Shipping Board decided to make
an experiment of this method so that information

would be available to the American merchant marine
based on actual sea trials. The necessary funds were
therefore appropriated and the steamship Bakersfield

was selected for the trial installation.

This selection was made because the steamship Bak-

ersfield is operated in the trade between New York
and South American ports with a long round voyage
covering many stops and great differences in tempera-
ture of sea water, and also because the propelling ma-
chinery consists of Scotch boilers and reciprocating
engines. The Scotch boiler, of course, would be less

harmed than the water-tube boiler in case of failure

of the condenser tubes and salting of the boilers; and
the reciprocating engine provided a more severe test

of this method since, on account of operating at a com-
paratively low vacuum, there would be a higher tem-
perature difference between the sheet and the tubes.

The condenser on the steamship Bakersfield is of the
2-pass type, with 3500 square feet of cooling surface
in %-inch diameter tubes. The shell is of cast iron,

with circulating water entering at the bottom and dis-

charging at the top. The original tube layout was
retained. The tubes and the tube sheets were replaced
with new tube sheets of Muntz metal and with tubes
of Admiralty metal (Shipping Board specifications).

The tube sheet was decreased in thickness from one
inch to % inch and was faced down to ^i-inch thick-
ness in the way of the flange. The rolled joint was
made as in the illustration herewith.

This work was completed during March, 1930 at Phil-

adelphia; and on completion the vessel immediately
proceeded on her voyage of 13.625 miles, making in all

14 points of call and being away on this first voyage

for 56 days. The engineer in charge was provided w:th
accurate apparatus for testing water, and kept a log

on the salinity. The water showed no increase what-
ever in salinity until approaching Jacksonville home-
ward bound, when it suddenly began rising and reach-
ed a maximum of 15 grains. An inspection at Jackson-
ville showed that two tubes were split. These were
plugged and immediately the salinity decreased. No
joint failures were found and no reroUing of tubes
was necessary.

The log for this voyage shows that an average of

24.3 inches vacuum was maintained, the average sea
temperature being 76 degrees and the average dis-

charge temperature 102 degrees.

The foregoing information is taken from an article

by James S. Malsteed, published in the Journal of the
American Society of Naval Engineers for November,
1930. Later information to the Shipping Board is con-

tained in a letter dated January 23, 1931, from the

operators of the vessel, as follows:

"With reference to your letter of January 26, 1931,

please be advised that the Chief Engineer reports no
unusual conditions existing from the operation of the

main condenser; the chlorine content of the condensate
being normal at all times. The only difficulty experi-

enced with this apparatus was the splitting and/or
breaking of two tubes on the first voyage. These tubes
have not been removed from the condenser due to the

necessity of removing the main heads to accomplish
this work."

It would seem that the results so far obtained in this

experiment indicate that this is a practical method of

getting rid of many of the troubles incident to the use
of condensers at sea.

American Ship Cargoes
(Continued from Page 195)

Of course the American ship operator must give ser-

vice to expect patronage. We now have well estab-

lished trade routes with safe, regular service to most
of the ports of the world; and our goods can be deliv-

ered by American vessels not only in good condition

but in reasonable time; so that patronage of our own
ships is justified.

I am of the opinion that the most serviceable act that
could be performed to foster the patronage of Ameri-
can ships by American shippers would be a careful and
thorough research to ascertain what goods we ship in

American vessels and those that are not so shipped,

and if not, why not. Such a research will develop con-

structive information on which a definite program for a
better patronage of American ships can be brought
about.

From the standpoint of shipping and its future, I

believe the best thing that could be done to make the
American people more ship minded would be the es-

tablishment and maintenance of a strong transatlantic
line of ships equal to or greater in speed, comfort, and
safety than those of other nations. Such ships would
be known and talked about by every American as they
would be prize winners and would furnish the adver-
tisement, which is the forerunner of success in any
line of business.
(Abstract of an address before the New York Junior Board of Trade,

March 24, 1931.)



Marine Refrigeration Simplified

A Series of Articles on the Handling of Perishable Products on

Shipboard from the Ship Operator's Standpoint

Part VI.— Ventilation and Air Movement

By L. L Westling
(Copyright 1931 by Jai

A Kroy 4-unit ai

THE application of

refrigeration to an
insulated space and

its contents is more than

the circulation of brine or

a refrigerant through

coils. Means must be pro-

vided which will transfer

the heat of the cargo to

these coils. Obviously this

requires a movement of

the air of the room

through the cargo and

along the coils in succes-

sive cycles. Until quite re-

cently this link in the

chain has not had the at-

tention of the builders or

operators that it should

have had. In consequence

many installations have

been made that are ineffi-

cient and in some cases very defective.

The transfer of heat from the cargo to the coils by

air movement is accomplished by either one of three

well-known methods; namely, (1) by gravity or thermal

air movement; (2) by fans located within the space;

and (3) bv fans external to the space which draw the

air from the cargo space through a coil room and

thence back to the cargo space.

Each of these .svstems has applications particularly

adaptable in principle. Size of space and conditions of

service often dictate their choice.

Gravity Circulation

Gravity circulation is so called because the air

movement is dependent upon the change of weight ot

air due to temperature differences, as indicated m the

following table:

Temperature Wt. of 100 Cu. ft.

free dry air

Zero 8.G4 lbs.

12° 8.42 lbs.

22= 8.24 lbs.

32° 8.07 lbs.

42° 7.91 lbs..

112° S-Ol lbs-

In passing the refrigerating coil the air cools, con-

tracts, or increases in density and settles downward

toward the deck. This column of cold, heavy air dis-

places the column of warmer air in the room, which

finds its way back to the coils; and the cycle is re-

peated. This movement corresponds to, and responds

to, laws like those governing drafts in chimneys. The

necessary temperature difference required for good

velocities is large, and this violates the first rule of

perfect refrigeration; namely, uniform temperatures.

Howeve)', no heat tran.sfer can be effected without air

movement; hence the gravity system at its very best is

a poor compromise.
This system was once considered satisfactory for all

sizes of spaces, for all services, and for all conditions,

and some vessels are still employing it. It is now ac-

ceptable only in small spaces, such as ships' service

boxes.

There is a practical limit to the distances which coils

will refrigerate when installed with the gravity sys-

tem. It has been found to be ineffective at a distance

from the coils greater than l'- times the height of the

wall against which the coils stand.

Ceiling Coil Undesirable

Greater distances may be refrigerated with gravity

.systems by the installation of the very undesirable

ceiling coil. Overhead coils are cargo destroyers, par-

ticularly in vessels whose rooms are stowed with cargo

destined for more than one port of call. The collection

of frost on these coils will melt during the period of

discharging cargo, and the moisture will drop on the

remaining cargo and often will do serious damage.

Ceiling coils should never be installed without wooden

bunker pans into which the water can drip and be

carried off to the deck scuppers, though few steamers

have sufficient head room to allow such an installation

being made.

A diagrammatic reprasentation of a simple rule that will help in

designing refrigeration chambers and the arrangement of

coils therein.

There are designers of refrigerator spaces who would

ridicule the idea of a perforated smoke stack on the

boiler plant, but who would install open battens over re-

frigerator coils and expect an effective air movement

by gravity. The air about the coils should be confined

to that space or channel until it reaches near the deck.

This is accomplished by replacing the open batten or

the wire mesh screen with solid wooden baffles. These

baffles not only augment the "chimney" effect but ade-
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rue-vA-rion Diagrammntic sketch showing
sectional elevation of a refrig-

eration chamber fitted for

forced ventilation system with
short air path.

quately protect the cargo stowed close to the low tem-

perature coils. In sharp freezers the baffles are not

so necessary but they will improve the heat transfer

by increased velocities.

Care must be exercised in locating coils and baffles

or battens to insure air channels when the coils become
heavily frosted. Clearances of two inches from wall

and baffle has been found to be adequate. Solid baffles

are to be recommended for all methods of air move-
ment, for increased plant efficiency; and the construc-

tion of these will be treated in future chapters.

Gravity circulation may become very dangerous to

cargo with improper stowage. Cargo stowage, as will

be treated in following chapters, is often poorly super-
vised; and cargo improperly placed will effectively

block air movement at the base of the coils. Very low
temperatures at this zone may result and chill or cooler
cargo may become damaged from frosting or freezing.

Such impeding of air movement will probably result in

warm zones at the top of the same room where ther-

mometers are usually hung; and so bring on faulty con-
trol of brine or refrigerant and make injury to the
cargo all the more certain.

Forced Air Circulation

Gravity circulation of air could advisedly be dis-

placed in all types, sizes, and services of refrigerators
by some system of forced air movement. In small spaces,
the function of the usual coil systems can be taken by
the unit cooler, which apparatus is low in cost, easily
maintained, and economical of space. This unit is sim-
ilar to the well known unit heater and consists of a
cabinet containing coils and fans. The fan forces the
air through the coil compartment and out into the
space overhead, and the air returns to the fans through
openings near the deck. Coils with fins should be avoid-
ed where the temperature of the brine or refrigerant
is low enough to form frost on the surfaces as frost
will quickly fill the fin spaces, reduce the cooling sur-
face, and choke the air passages.

Large spaces would require too many unit coolers
to be practical, and other combinations of fans and
coils must be used. Methods for accomplishing this are
numerous; and opinions vary among designers as to
which is the most desirable. Each space requires indi-
vidual study and treatment. There are, however, four
conditions that mu.st be met for satisfactory results.

First, the air movement must be general and uniform
throughout the space. Second, the velocity through the
cargo must be no greater than that which will produce
this uniform condition. Third, the air path through the
cargo must be as short as practicable. Fourth, the sys-
tem should be designed to prevent inpedances by
cargo or construction.

A uniform temperature of the air throughout the

cargo is equivalent to a uniform application of refrig-

eration to that cargo. The rapidity with which the heat
is removed from the stowage is then alike in all parts

of the compartment, and uniformity of condition of

cargo is assured upon delivery.

While cycles of air movement through coils and cargo
affect a heat transfer, unfortunately each "revolution"
successively deposits additional moisture on the coils

in the form of frost, and this moisture comes princi-

pally from the cargo. Mechanical refrigeration is un-
deniably a dehydrating or drying process, to the detri-

ment of the cargo carried. In consequence there is a
practical limit to the frequency of these cycles of air

movement. They should be no more frequent than will

produce uniform temperatures, for exceeding this no
gain is made in the refrigeration and the drying out of

the cargo is augmented. Generally speaking, the velo-

cities and cycles may be reduced as the heat is drawn
from the cargo and means of regulating the fan capa-
cities should be provided.
Heat transfer, as has already been shown, requires

a temperature difference to produce that flow of heat.
Hence, to apply refrigeration, the cargo must be at a
higher temperature than the enveloping air. The move-
ment of a large quantity of air with a very small tem-
perature difference and rise is equivalent to a small
quantity of air with a large temperature difference and
rise. Likewise a long path of air through the cargo
must have a greater terminal temperature difference
than a short path with the same temperature differ-
ence between cargo and its enveloping air along the
whole path. That is to say, if there is a temperature
rise of the air of one degree per ten feet of air travel
the terminal temperature difference of a 10-foot path
would be but one degree. Were the path 100 feet with
the same rate of rise the terminal difference would
be 10 degrees. With a temperature rise of 0.10 degree
per foot, which might be had with a greater velocity,
the terminal temperature difference would be but one
degree in the lOO-foot travel. Keeping in mind the drj'-

ing effect of frequent cycles, it is evident that the ve-
locities should be reduced as the terminal temperatures
tend to equalize.

In systems with one-way flow of air, the outlet side
of the cargo space will always be at a higher tempera-
ture than the inlet side, reducing, of course, as the heat
is being removed from the cargo. This effect is mini-
mized by .systems in which the direction of the air flow
is changed at frequent intervals producing somewhat
of a regenerative cycle.

Ship structure, by its very nature, unfortunately
produces many irregular surfaces. Beams, girders, web-
frames, and such members frequently protrude into
spaces which are to be insulated for refrigerated cargo
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stowage. This oftentimes makes it very difficult to ob-

tain uniform oiterating conditions due to the tendency
of the air paths to form eddies or still-air spaces in

these recesses or corners. Special treatment of such en-

closures is necessary to insure good results.

To produce a general movement of air within the

space and yet prevent too frequent cycles of air travel

along the coils and through the cargo is a problem to

which the writer has given much study. The result has
been the development of a system that has proved suc-

cessful in some very difficult applications.

An electric fan unit of the pressure blower type is

located within the space, if possible near a point which
would otherwise tend to form a still-air zone. The fan
is secured to the deck head and a suction is lead down-
ward along the bulkhead to within 18 inches of the
deck. The fan discharges into a duct secured to the
ceiling and located in the center of the space. This duct
tapers in its length and has perforations on its ver-

tical faces, through which the air is forced. These ori-

fices direct the air horizontally into the space toward
the wall coils. A portion of the air is thrown against
the bulkhead, carrying with it much of the upper air

of the room. It is forced into the coil spaces behind
the baffles, thence through cargo and gratings, and
back to the suction duct of the fan. A portion of the air

from the orifices short-circuits through the cargo to

the suction of the fan.

This provides a thorough mixing of all air of the
room, resulting in a very uniform temperature condi-
tion. The air that passes the coils affects the refrigera-

tion ; and the air that by-passes through the cargo pro-

vides the mixing. The portion of the air not passing
the coils tends to build up in humidity and to reduce
its tendency to dry the cargo.

On certain installations of this type serving the Pa-
cific Northwest and Europe, excellent results have
been had in carrying apples with low temperature
brine and wire mesh coil screens. It is reported that

temperature variations in some very irregularly shaped
spaces have been not more than one degree, which con-

dition was attained shortly after closing of the cargo
doors.

In very small rooms it is suggested that in lieu of the

perforated duct a fan-shaped nozzle be fitted to the

discharge of the blowers, directing the air back over

the cargo.

This system has been effective in all services from

sharp freezer to cooler. It is recommended that a small

pipe connection be made to the discharge duct leading

to the outside so that a small quantity of the internal

air is constantly being bled off; and means should be

provided for the ingress of new, fresh air. This method
of renewing air is preferable to intermittent and lar-

ger exchanges which are not conducive to constant con-

ditions of temperature or humidity.

The above described system is more desirable than

the "finger duct" sy.stems, in which a temperature dif-

ference of approximately one-half degree per foot of

height is common, or the gravity system with which
temperature differences of from one to two degrees

per foot of height is usual. A space operating with

uniform conditions is very desirable, as the operating

personnel have assurance that the thermometer reading

is a true indication of what may be found in the space;

and, with intelligent use of this information, good de-

livery is certain.

Britain's Largest Graving Dock
Hv R. ('. W. Courtney

IN
order to provide facilities for cleaning and effect-

ing undei-water repairs to the new Cunard super-

liners and other large vessels likely to be built in

the near future, the Southern Railway Company of

England, which owns the Southampton Dock system,

has decided to proceed with the construction of what,
when completed, will be Britain's largest dry-dock. The
over-all length is to be 1200 feet, with an entrance
width of 135 feet and a depth of water over the tops
of blocks at ordinary neap tides of 45 feet. The work
of construction is being undertaken immediately; in

fact the erection of the enclosing banks around the site,

which at present consists mainly of tidal mud flats,

has already been finished. The work of excavation will

be carried out partly by dredging and partly by the
use of steam shovels, after which the work of erect-

ing the walls and pumping chambers will be com-
menced.

At present, however, it is not possible to publish any
definite details as to the equipment and ultimate ar-

rangement of the dock, as these matters are still under
consideration. In addition to the actual work of con-
structing the dock very extensive dredging operations
must be undertaken, as at present there is no depth of
water at the site and it will be necessary to make an
entirely new channel at least a mile in length with a
depth of 35 feet at low spring tides. This channel,
however, will also provide access to a further exten-
sion of the new quayage system now being constructed.

^i

Diagranunatic elevation sketch of

refrigeration chamber showing ar-

rangement of forced air circulation,

baffles, and coils as developed for

the protection of Pacific Coast per-

ishable products.



Diesel Engine Lubrication

Part IV. A Discussion of the Special Problems Involved in

Oiling the Air Compressor

By Arthur M. Tode
Diesel Engineer, Technical Department, The Texas Company

IN
the air injection type of diesel engine, the air

compressor can probably be regarded as the heart
of the system by virtue of the important part it

plays in bringing about combustion. To serve this
purpose, however, it is absolutely necessary that the
compressor be properly lubricated. It must" be served
with just the right amount of the most suitable grade
of oil. and its lubrication is regarded as the secret of
successful compressor operation.
The air compressor as usually installed in higher

powered diesel engines will generally have either three
or four stages, and will be equipped with suitable inter-
coolers. The exact quantity of air required for injec-

tion is difficult to determine; moreover, since it varies
with different fuels, and the compressor must also

provide air for starting purposes, ample margin is

usually allowed for in the design. The compression of

air to pressures in the neighborhood of 1000 pounds
will, of course, develop a considerable amount of heat;
it is the function of the intercoolers to reduce this

heat and thereby keep compressor cylinder tempera-
tures down to minimize the extent of oil vaporization.
This is, of course, in the interest of safety, for other-
wise accumulations of dust and carbonaceous matter
in the intercoolers might easily so restrict the air pas-
sages as to increase the velocity and consequentlv the
frictional temperature of the air to a dangerous ex-
tent.

Methods of Lubrication

To best effect air compressor cylinder lubrication,
each cylinder should be equipped for force feed or
pressure lubrication, whereby uniform and measured
quantities of oil can be fed regularly. Only a drop or
two a minute to the first one or two stages will be
necessary.

The third or last stage will usually be abundantly
served with oil carried up from the preceding. On the
other hand, no hard and fast rule can be laid down in
this regard; and the safest course to follow in deter-
mining upon the quantity of oil to use is to remove
the valves at periodic intervals and examine the cylin-
der walls. A properly lubricated wall should be coated
with a film of oil which will just barely dampen or
stain a cigarette paper.

Source and Effect of Moisture

The compression of air and its subsequent cooling
in the intercoolers results in the condensation of water
vapor which, to a greater or lesser extent, is always
present in the atmosphere. Although separators are
provided to remove the greater part of the water, yet
an appreciable amount is carried along with the high
velocity air leaving an intercooler and on into the

next stage cylinder. This free water, which has been
carried along with the air into the cylinder for final
compression, has a washing effect that impairs lubri-
cating oil film. The lack of a proper lubricating film
results in blowby of air and excessive wear, especially
toward the end of the compression stroke.

In addition, the presence of moisture and air causes
the rusting of valves, piston rings, and cylinder walls.
The development of moisture will frequently be re-
vealed upon inspecting high-pressure air compressor
c.vlinders after the unit has been shut down. The ru.st
formation which will inevitably follow causes pitting
of valves and forms a grinding substance between
piston rings and cylinder walls which results in fur-
ther wear.
To meet the above conditions, it is customary prac-

tice to compound many oils for diesel engine air com-
pressor service with a .small percentage of high grade
fatty oil, which produces a compressor oil capable of
developing and maintaining a tenacious water resist-
ing lubricating film while in service and also of pre-
venting rusting or corrosion of the cylinder walls as
well as the piston and rings during idle periods.

Overheating and Flash Point

The subject of the heat due to compression causes
some confusion in the minds of operators as to the
interpretation of the flash points of lubricating oils
for air compressors.

Flash point readings are of value onlv in indicating
the relative initial volatility of different oils, and are
not definite temperatures at which they "boil" or go
completelyintovapor corresponding to the boiling point
of water. Oils of the proper consistency which leave
unusually low carbon deposits are much to be preferred
to oils of high flash point. Certain engineers, however,
in their eagerness to secure oils of high flash point
will frequently overlook this matter of subsequent
carbon deposits. This is, of course, erroneous. Labora-
tory tests have been made with high quality, light
body lubricating oils having a flash point between 310
and 325 degrees Fahrenheit. These tests showed that
negligible quantities were distilled off up to a tem-
perature of about 615 degrees Fahrenheit, at atmos-
pheric pressure.

It appears that the rapidity of evaporation of an
oil, as well as its tendency to carry oil vapors from the
c.vlinder wall film over into the discharge pipes and
intercoolers is not governed by the flash point alone.
Moreover, it appears that even with such an oil of too
high a viscosity for compressor lubrication, a tempera-
ture of about 600 degrees Fahrenheit would not gen-
erate sufficient vapors to form an explosive mixture.
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The discharge temperatures in air compressors range

in the neighborhood of 325 degrees to 375 degrees

Fahrenheit; and, since the cylinder walls are always

jacketed, it is natural that the oil film on the wall

should have a temperature lower than the discharge

air.

Over-Lubrication

Even the best oil is at times carried over in liquid

form with the discharge air when compressor cylin-

ders are over-lubricated. The result will be an accumu-

lation of oil and carbon deposits on the discharge

valves which are directly in the path of the hot dis-

charged air. Not being separately cooled like the cyl-

inder walls, these valves have the highest temperature

of all compressor parts. This is further proof that high

flash point oil is unnecessary as these high valve tem-

peratures cannot condense oil vapors from the colder

cylinder walls. It must, therefore, be assumed that

carbon which is found on the discharge valves leave

the compressor along with the air.

Oils too heavy in body for compressor use will tend

to deposit more carbon, will distribute very slowly.

and will require excess feed to assure a complete lu-

bricating film being maintained. Over-lubrication, es-

pecially where a high carbon residue oil is used, pro-

motes carbon and may be the cause of air compressor

explosions. Consequently not only must an oil be most
carefully selected, but also, whatever its characteris-

tics, the utmost care should be taken to prevent the use

of more oil than is necessary.

Dirt and Carbon Deposits

While dirty air is perhaps one of the most general

causes of accumulations of foreign matter, yet, as has

been pointed out, an excessive amount of lubricant will

tend to develop carbonaceous matter which will mate-
rially increase the accumulation of deposits. In addi-

tion, an excess of oil fed to the compressor cylinders

may bring about leaky valves due to a certain amount
of the oil becoming carbonized on the latter. All this,

of course, leads to a decrease in operating efficiency,

for this carbonaceous matter will also tend to adhere

to the piston rings, thereby causing them to become
inoperative; furthermore, it will tend to destroy the
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lubricating film and result in scored cylinders.

Unfortunately there is no oil which will not deposit

some carbon. On the other hand, there is a sui-prising

difference in the nature and (luality of this carbon

deposit a? developed by different oils.

Air Compressor Explosions

The different stages of air compressors are designed

to compress that air at suitable ratios so as not to

overheat the valves in any of the stages and thereby

damage the valves and springs. This feature of design

minimizes the danger of lubricating oil vapors becom-

ing ignited with consequent explosion.

In cases of air compressor explosions, careful investi-

gation has indicated that the cause was excessive car-

bon deposit on discharge valves, piping, and inter-

coolers which have restricted the area of the passages.

Such accumulation may interfere with valve seating.

Leaking discharge valves may result in a rapid increase

of the compressed air temperature to a degree far

above the highest flash point of any lubricating oil. The

abnormally high temperatures of the air causes the

carbon deposits to become incandescent which, in turn,

will result in a rapid formation of oil vapors from

these deposits as well as from any excess lubricating

oil present in liquid form. An explosive mixture is thus

formed with the hot compressed air, which is eventu-

ally ignited by the incandescent deposits.

Cleanliness of Compressor
It is very desirable to clean out the air compres.sor

system at intervals and wash out the carbon deposits

befoi-e they grow to large proportions. Kerosene or any

similar light oil must under no circumstances be used

for this purpose because of the danger of explosive

mixtures due to their high volatility and the compara-

tively large quantity used. Some operators look with

favor on the use of soap suds for cleaning, the solu-

tion of soap and water being fed into the air intake

or through the lubricator about ten times as fast as

the usual oil supply. The quantity used must be judged

by the amount of carbon found on the valves when they

are inspected. After such an application all receivers

must be blown down to remove all the soapy water,

and oil used again for a time before shutting down, in

order to prevent rusting.

Artificial Sunlight Aboard Ship

General-Electric illumination gives daylight iffn nci p.mtry on the steamship Excalibur.



The Fouling of Ships' Bottoms

Pc7rt I. Some Notes on the Marine Growths Causing Fouling and

on the Effect of Fouling on Ships' Efficiencies

^y E. Perry

FOULING on ships' bottoms is an accumulation of

plant and animal organisms which attach them-
selves to and grow on both wooden and metal

ships. Among the workers at dry-docks one hears the
terms grass, moss, and corals as describing the types
of growths found on ships. It is quite evident that the
term "grass" is commonly applied to the stems of hy-
droids, and that the term "moss" is applied to the
various seaweeds—usually the green algae which are
found so commonly near the water line. The term
"shells" includes all shelly growths such as barnacles,
oysters, clams, mussels, and even certain Bryozoa; but
more commonly barnacles are recognized as distinct
from the other "shells," while the corals so frequently
mentioned as such are probably Bryozoa, because coral
itself has been found only rarely. These groups of
organism;;—barnacles, algae, hydroids, mollusks, Bry-
ozoa, and tunicates—make up the preponderance of
the growths that are found on the bottoms of ships.

It has been the goal all along to prevent the attach-
ment of these organisms, as evidenced by the fact that
more than 500 patents have been issued for antifoul-
ing materials. The problem is not a new one, for foul-
ing has occurred ever since ships first were used; and
it is a matter of history that as early as 200 B. C. the
ancients studded their boats below the water line with
copper bolts and lead plates, and some were completely
sheathed with lead.

Modern methods have centered around the idea of
poison paints, and, in reviewing the trend of compo-
sition of these paints, one cannot but be impressed
that the methods have been governed largely by hap-
hazard experiment and rule-of-thumb procedure, and
that apparently precedence has been relied upon more
than any analysis of the factors involved. Progress
under these conditions was slow. It was eventually re-
alized that a careful study of the organi.sms respon-
sible for the foul condition would be of considerable
value—if not absolutely essential; consequently, in an
attempt to obtain more efficient paints, the United
States Navy undertook in 1922 an extensive investi-
gation of the entire problem under the direction of
the United States Bureau of Fisheries.

The economic importance of the fouling of ships'
bottoms may be realized from the following statement
of the factors that contribute to the importance of
this problem

:

Speed diminished up to 50 per cent.;
Voyage delayed from 10 to 50 per cent, of total

time;

Increase in fuel consumption up to 40 per cent.;
Increase in wear and tear on the vessel's ma-

chinery;

Necessity for dry-docking, cleaning, and painting
after every six or eight months.

It has been estimated conservatively that more than
$100,000,000 is expended annually by shipping inter-

ests of the United States alone because of fouling.

When one realizes that fouling often increases the
resistance of a ship in water so that the fuel consump-
tion must be increased 30 per cent, in order to main-
tain a given speed, and that for more than half of the
time between dry-dockings for any vessel that oper-
ates at sea such costs probably are increased by a
minimum of 10 per cent, the expense due to increased
fuel consumption alone assumes large proportions. It

is the practice of most shipping concerns to clean the
bottoms of their vessels every six or eight months.
To do this completely and thoroughly, the bottoms are
exposed to view, either in dry-docks or marine rail-

ways. The cost of maintaining and operating such
equipment can be attributed largely to fouling.

In earlier times it was not uncommon for ships to
have their entire bottoms incrusted with organisms
to a thickness varying from 5 to 9 inches, the weight
estimated 300 tons or more. In recent years, due es-

pecially to more regular and frequent dry-docking,
such conditions are rarely experienced. However, after
vessels have been at sea for six or eight months, they
often accumulate growths from 2 to 3 inches in depth
and frequently carry from 50 to 100 tons of fouling.
Captain Henry Williams, C.C, U.S.N, in a recent paper
very aptly stated, "Considering the fact that frictional
resistance is the most important element in the resis-

tance to propulsion of practically all ships, it is sur-
prising that there has been little investigation of the
possibility of reducing skin friction to the minimum.
Shipowners seem satisfied that everything is accomp-
lished by the present custom of docking ships period-
ically for subsequent cleaning of their bottoms and
repainting with antifouling compositions. The effort
to drive fouled ships at full speed has burned many
extra tons of fuel; the normal fuel consumption of
ships is very much in excess of what this consumption
would be with clean bottoms. While probably it may
not be possible to prevent fouling and the consequent
increase in fuel consumption, there is room for def-
inite improvement over existing conditions."
Recent investigations by the Navy Department

showed a considerable increase in fuel consumption
for boats only eight weeks out of dry-dock and on
which only small amounts of fouling had accumu-
lated; as these trials were made early in spring-time
in the cold waters near Boston Harbor. The results
of tests with a new submarine off Provincetown, Mas-
sachusetts, showed that the speed attained with a low
propeller action was decreased from 9.85 to 9.25 knots;
and at high energy input (1050 kilowatts) this was
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reduced from 15 to 14.5 knots. If there is so great a

reduction in speed when the amount of fouling is

barely noticeable, the proportionate decrease in the

speed of vessels heavily fouled must be very groat

indeed.

Sir Archibald Denny says, "Found an increase in

resistance at the rate of nearly one-half of 1 per cent.

per day for periods as long as three months." This
would mean an increase in resistance of almost 50
per cent, by the end of this period. The factors that
determine the presence and the amount of fouling are

very numerous and variable: The season of the year,

the weather, and the temperature of the water consti-

tute one group of factors. The condition of the water
in harbors, as to salinity and pollution, is another fac-

tor. The contour of the shij), which is correlated with
the duty and speed of the vessel, and also the waters
cruised, all affect the amount of fouling. The length

of time between successive dry-dockings and the pro-

portion of this time spent in cruising or in port are
very important factors. The nature of the material of

which the ship's bottom is made, as well as the paints

or other protective coatings, also are of importance.

it is a firmly established belief among mariners that

"if a fouled vessel is run into fresh water the growths
on its bottom will be removed and the boat again be-

come clean." Unfortunately, there is no definite in-

formation on this subject. Among the organisms that

cause fouling, almost all are strictly marine forms with
but a small percentage able to survive in brackish
waters. There cannot be any doubt, then, that many
of these organisms are killed if the vessel to which
they are attached is transferred into fresh water for

a sufficient period of time. This, however, does not
imply in any way the natural conclusion that such
ships would then be clean. On the contrary, many ships

have been observed where the fouling growths were
very probably killed by the entrance of the ship into

a fresh water harbor, but the fouling material itself

on those ships remained secured to the hulls for a
considerable time thereafter. The shelly growths of

barnacles, oysters, Bryozoa, and the chitinous stems
of hydroids have been seen on ships that had been in

the fresh water harbor of Philadelphia for more than
12 months. The most notable example of this is the

specific case of the destroyers Parker and O'Brien
where many barnacle shells were scraped from their

bottoms after more than 20 months in polluted fresh
water. It is thus evident that although fresh water
kills the organisms that cause fouling, it does not re-

move them or clean the ships unless such growths are
succulent or very young. Inasmuch as the resistance

to a ship is caused by the shelly structures, whether
alive or dead, little benefit will accrue from boats
visiting fresh water except that these growths will no
longer increase in size.

In order to determine adequately the nature and
extent of fouling of ships on the Atlantic Coast, ex-

amination was made of more than 250 vessels at the

time of docking, and notations were made in each case
of the relative amount of fouling and its distribution

on the various parts of the hull. For determination
of the total amount of fouling present, known areas
were scraped carefully and the material collected,

measured, and weighed while wet; in some cases the
relative amounts of each of the fouling agencies were
determined.
The largest number of forms was found in the group

of barnacles. These organisms vary greatly in size and
shape, many kinds never growing more than one-fourth
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inch in diameter and often not so high. Some species,

however, notably those that attach on ships in tropi-

cal waters, grow to a very considerable size—4 inches
in diameter and 6 inches in height. Frequently they
are found growing one upon another, so that the height
of a cluster occasionally may reach 8 or even 10 inches.

Most barnacles are protected by means of hard cal-

careous plates which surround the animal, forming
a sort of shell, and two pair of plates that comprise
the top or covering of the shell and are arranged like

valves. It is between these valves that the animal ex-

tends its thoracic appendages when feeding, causing
the erroneous impression that the animal is stuck head-
first onto the hull or other surface and catches its

food with its hind legs. The young barnacles—resemb-
ling miniature clams—float and swim about for a long
time, often two or three months, and finally attach
by means of seemingly adhesive pads on the tips of
the two antennae. After attachment, they metamor-
phose into the adult stage, miniature at first but grow-
ing rapidly to full size.

The hydroids were the next most numerous animal
group found during the investigation of the 250 ships.

Hydroids usually are colonial in their growth; the
growth begins after attachment of a free-swimming
larva, which changes its form completely upon fixa-

tion and produces a stalked growth or stolon. In many
forms this stalk branches profusely and forms a tree-

like structure, often attaining a length of six or eight
inches. Here, too, the living animal is enclosed within
a chitinous sheath which persists for many months
after the death of the organism. Since these colonial

organisms obtain their food by means of feeding polyps
which are situated at the ends of the stalk, or its

branches, and since all other parts of their bodies are
protected by the chitinous covering, it becomes ob-
vious that after attachment, as in the case of barn-
acles, they are completely unaffected by any character
of paint film. Therefore the problem of prevention
of fouling resolves itself into one of prevention of

attachment of these forms.

Bryozoa are a group of organisms abundantly pres-

ent on all marine coasts. The great majority of them
form colonies of thousands of relatively small indi-

viduals, each of which is surrounded by a more or less

chitinous or calcareous shell. These growths frequently
vary greatly in their form and may produce "sea mats'
and coraline structures 6 to 8 inches in height and 12

inches in diameter. Each colony originates from a
single minute larva which has a free-swimming period
persisting from one to many hours.

The algae were the most ever-present form, with
the possible exception of the barnacles. They frequent-
ly formed heavy mats of growth, extending from the
water line to from 1 to 8 feet below. Although indi-

vidual growths might be of little consequence, the
large numbers made the mass appear much like a beau-
tiful lawn. In many cases the growths of algae woula
attain a length of 7 to 10 inches. It was interesting

to ascertain that many of this species were found in-

differently in both salt and fresh water.

Upon summarizing the results it was recorded that
of the 250 ships examined: 52 (21 per cent.) were
heavily fouled; 67 (27 per cent.) were moderately
fouled; 98 (39 per cent.) were lightly fouled; and 33
(13 per cent.) were not fouled. Further, of the 217
vessels that were fouled: 152 had barnacle growths;
105 were foul with algae; 91 with hydroids; 87 with
Bryozoa; 37 with moUusks; 39 with tunicates and
Protozoa.
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Transmission Gear for

Stern Wheelers

^y R. A. Beekman

Federal and Marine Department, General Eleetric Company

Arrangement of motor drive fo

craft.

stem-wheel river

RIVER men seem to be almost

unanimous in the opinion that

for average river conditions

the stern wheel is the most satis-

factory type of projiulsion; there-

fore, in considering the application

of modern propelling machinery to

such boats, we naturally accept the

stern wheel. When we attempt to

install modern machinery involving

either steam turbines or diesel en-

gines connected directly or by
means of electric transmission to

the stern wheel, we are confronted
with the problems as to how to ef-

fect the mechanical connection be-

tween the prime mover or the elec-

tric motor, and the wheel.

In small sizes this has been suc-

cessfully accomplished by means of

shafts and gears, or chains, but

these offer great difficulties when
applied to boats demanding 1000 to

2000 horsepower and above. When
one realizes the large torques in-

volved in consuming this horse-

power at speeds of 15 to 30 revolu-

tions per minute, it is not surpris-

ing that this feature has been a

cause for conern. After very care-

ful analysis, several groups study-

ing the problem independently have
arrived at the conclusion that the

use of connecting rods, or pitmans,

offers the most satisfactory solu-

tion. This type of connection has
been successfully used for many
years with the old "grasshopper"
type of steam engine and certainly

has demonstrated its merit.

However, difficulty arises with

the pitman type of connection when
we attempt to apply any type of

modern power which delivers prac-

tically a uniform torque through-

out a revolution of the wheel. In

the case of the "grasshopper" recip-

rocating engine, steam is cut off

before the end of the stroke and
the idle pitman is carried over the

dead center by the working one.

However, with any type of motive
power delivering practically con-

stant torque, there is grave danger
that during maneuvering the driv-

ing cranks on either side of the boat

will be in opposition to each other.

This is due to the clearances which
naturally develop in the bearings

and which will permit of a driving

crank, when near dead center, drop-

ping by and causing a cramping
action. This analysis is by no means
based on theory only, as actual ex-

perience has been had with electric

locomotive design incorporating

similar features.

The General Electric Company
has a solution for this problem
which it believes meets the require-

ments fully. It proposes to install

in the pitman a hydraulic connec-

tion, as shown by the drawing
wherein A is the forward end of the

pitman and B is, in effect, this for-

ward end made to surround and in-

clude the driving crank. The driv-

ing effort of the crank is delivered

through the connecting rod H, to

which is attached a piston D This
piston works in a cylinder C filled

with a hydraulic medium, such as

oil. Mounted on top of the cylinder

is a piston valve E, which is actu-

ated by the crank through the link-

age F. During the advantageous
working angle of the crank, the
two ends of the cylinder on either

side of the piston are sealed off

B H C D
Detail of the new General-Electric hydraulic connection between pilm,in and crank pin for stern-wheel drive.

20»
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from each other by the valve E, so

that a rigid connection is maintain-

ed; as the crank approaches dead

center, the two ends of the cylinder

on either side of the piston are in-

terconnected, so that the piston is

allowed to float freely, thereby per-

mitting the working pitman to car-

ry the other past dead center, much
as is the case with the "grass hop-

per" type steam engine. The por-

tions of the mechanism filled with

the hydraulic medium are all self-

contained; i.e., there is no piping

e.xternal to the device itself.

A reserve supply of oil is con-

tained in the valve chest, which is

used to keep the working passages

filled as any slight leakage may oc-

cur; this is accomplished through

the medium of a piston actuated by

spring K. For the purpose of indi-

cating the necessity for refilling

the system, the stem of the piston

upon which the spring K operates

is brought external. The makeup
medium may be supplied without
disassembling the mechanism,
through means of an ordinary hand
pump. As the forward end of the

pitman is made to surround the

crank, as illustrated at B, there is

no tendency for the pitman to

buckle due to the interposition of

the hydraulic link between the driv-

ing and the driven members.

This arrangement has the marked
additional advantage of setting a
definite limit to the stresses set up
in the crank pins, pitman, etc. This
is due to the ability to choose the
point at which the load is relieved

on side approaching dead center.

It should be understood that with
this arrangement the driving
cranks will be cross-connected; i.e.,

electric motors or other constant
torque motive power will not be in-

dependently connected to the driv-

ing cranks. If this cross-shaft were
not provided, its individual motor
would accelerate each crank a little

when it became idle and as each
dead center was passed, until all

the clearance provided for by the
hydraulic connection would disap-

pear and we would not have a solu-

tion to the original problem. This
cross-shaft may be placed at any
convenient point in the reduction
system between the motor and driv-

ing cranks, so that it may be placed
below the deck and remove the ob-

jection that it interferes with the
use of this space for stowing cargo
or other purposes.

Our illustration shows an ar-

rangement whereby the weight of

the motors and gearing is placed

well forward. This is understood

to be a very desirable feature for

this type of boat. As the ordinary

pitmans would be too long with

such an arrangement, they are

shown divided in two parts and

supported at approximately their

center points by means of sliding

Mi

cross heads.

The patent covering this device

is owned by the General Electric

Company, but it is not at present

the intention of that company to

manufacture it. However, the com-
pany will be pleased to cooperate in

the design and application for any
particular installation.

Special Design Launch for Public

Health Service

WE illustrate herewith launch

Ci 7 recently built for the

United States Public Health

Service to designs by P. W. Clark,

naval architect of Washington, D.C.

The principal characteristics of the

craft are

:

Length over-all 40' 11"

Length between perpendiculars
40' 0"

Beam, over guards 13' 9"

Beam, molded 13' 0"

Loaded draft 4' 10"

Horsepower 45

Revolutions per minute .... 754

Knots 8.85

Slip, per cent 27'
•;

The conditions of the design

limited length and draft and re-

quired that the launch should carry

on these limits the maximum of

passengers and freight, she being

intended for ferry service between
quarantine stations located on is-

lands and ashore.

The engine is a Fairbanks-Morse
diesel with four 6x6' 2-inch cylin-

ders and selective gear transmis-

sion and drives a Columbia Type
G, 3-blade, 34-inch diameter 20 inch

pitch propeller. This engine is in-

stalled in a light and airy engine

room with a removable hatch to

allow lifting out the engine or

other equipment. Ventilation is

amply provided by mushroom ven-

tilators and lattice doors in '.he

bulkheads. Under the stern deck is

a large cargo hold capable of carry-

ing several tons of cargo and cov-

ered with a water-tight hatch.

The Q-7 has proved unusually
seaworthy for her size. On a run
from Philadelphia to Charleston
during which she encountered very
heavy weathei', both hull and power
plant functioned 100 per cent. Tf

is noteworthy that though the Fair-

banks-Morse engine on the high
speed run was turning 100 revolu-

tions per minute above its rated

speed both engine and propeller

performed remarkably well and
there was practically no vibration.

TRADE LITERATURE
Revolution Indicator System —

Bound in a very striking stiff paper
cover, a four-page catalog has just

been published by the Sperry Gyro-

scope Company, Inc., Brooklyn, New
York, presenting in very readable

form the device that is such an im-

portant contribution to safety and
economy on seagoing vessels.

The United States Publi. Health Service launch Q-7, large capacity on small dimensions,

and fair speed at low power.



Marine Equipment
NEW FIRE BOAT ^ DIESEL GENERATOR

ELECTRIC TRUCKS c^ NEW STEAM ENGINE

Artist's sketch of new fireboat now building for the City of New York.

World's Most Powerful Fireboat

Toda Shipyards Building 2/^0-Horsepower into New Fire-Fighting

Craft for New York Harbor Protection

CONSTRUCTION work on New
York City's new fireboat, the

largest and most powerful of

its kind in the world, was started

January 31 in the yards of the Todd
Shipbuilding & Drydock Company
of Brooklyn.
The new fire fighter, designed

by Henry J. Gielow, Inc., will have
greater capacity than any craft of

her type ever built, according to

Joseph A. MacDonald, president of

the architect's organization. When
the boat goes into action, water
may be pumped through a battery
of 32 nozzles and hose connections
at a rate of 136,000 pounds per min-
ute with a pressure of 150 pounds
per square inch, or the pressure
may be doubled and the amount of

water cut to 8,000 gallons per min-
ute.

The boat will be 130 feet long
over-all, built to the American Bu-
reau of Shipping classification. It

will have a beam of 26 feet, a draft
of 8 feet, G inches, and a speed of

18 miles per hour, driven by Ster-

ling Viking motors with a total de-

velopment of 2130 horsepower. Al-

together, there will be five engines,

including auxiliaries, so that the

craft will carry 2750 horsepower.

The two main propulsion motors
will operate on 1165 horsepower
each. A single engine of 550 horse-

power will be used to hold the boat
against the terrific water pressure
which would tend to drive it away
from the fire.

The water will be drawn into the

boat through two intakes on either

side of the craft by means of four
centrifugal pumps which will dis-

charge it thi'ough a combination of

hose outlets and nozzles. On the

fire tower, three monitor nozzles

will have capacities of 3000 gallons

per minute each, while two units

on the pilot house, one on each of

two secondary fire towers amid-
ships, and one on the forward deck
will be able to throw 2000 gallons

per minute each. A battery of 24

outlets will serve as 3V2-inch hose
connections for inland fighting.

For this purpose, 2500 feet of hose
will be carried on one reel, 1500

feet of 2ii!-inch hose will be wound
on another, and 500 feet of 1 '.2-inch

line will be available on the third.

The light draft of the boat will

enable navigation into the shallow
creeks and inlets along the water-
front, while the length has been
fixed with the purpose of allowing
easy maneuverability between ves-

sels in slips. The height has been
limited to 23 feet above the water
to enable passage under bridges.

The hull is reinforced forward with
extra plates and stiffeners so that

the boat may ride upon ice and
crush it.

Fuel will be carried in two 3000
gallon tanks, one forward and one
aft. This amount will give the boat
full fire-fighting capacity for 24

hours. The tanks will be of a non-
explosive type, protected by an
Aqua system with no air space

aViove the gasoline level. In addi-

tion, baffle plates will be used to

check the swashing of fuel and the
containers will be guarded by en-

casements, which, in turn, will be

protected by a carbon dioxide fire-

fighting system. The gasoline com-
l)artments may be flooded with
water if necessary.
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To fight oil fires, 4000 pounds of

p'oiimite will be carried and may
be used at the rate of 500 gallons

per minute at a pressure of 100

pounds per square inch. For fight-

ing fires under wharves, a 14-foot

steel power boat equipped with a

centrifugal pump will be carried.

The designers have given con-

sideration to self-preservation of

the fireboat by arranging for a

spray system that will be capable

of casting a complete water cur-

tain over the entire craft. Fresh

air to the engine room and all

quarters will be filtered and wash-

ed and can be recirculated with-

out danger of drawing smoke and
flame into the hull. No woodwork
is to be used in the construction;

even the furniture will be of

metal.

The crew's quarters will be steam

heated, and special drying cabinets

will be installed. Cooking will be

done on an electric stove. The boat

will be equipped with wireless tele-

phone and will have sending and
receiving apparatus to keep in com-
munication with the municipal
broadcasting station, WNYC. The
total cost of the craft will be $582,-

500.

Eledric Skid-Handling Truck

AN, E W four - wheel
drive skid handling

truck has recently

been added to the line of

materials handling equip-

ment manufactured by the

Terminal Engineering

Company, New York.

This TEC machine is

small enough to work in

box cars, yet carries its

loads of 3000 pounds in an

overhung position. The
skids used with this new
elevated truck are the low-

est possible and hence the

mose economical. The skid

height need only be 2

inches below the platform. They
can be easily made from scrap lum-

ber, using 2- X 4-inch boards on

their flat sides for the legs. Hav-
ing these legs run the full length

of the skid gives a "web footed" ef-

fect so that the skid is more stable

when stacked than one having four

high legs at the corners. There is

also no tendency for the board skid

legs to damage the goods on the

underneath skid load when stacked,

as so often occurs with the four

corner type of skid leg.

Both the travel and elevating

speeds of the new truck enable it

to perform work unusually fast.

Having a four-wheel, four-motor

drive, the truck travels 10 miles an
hour empty and 7-9 miles an hour

with li-i-ton load. The elevating

speed varies from 25 to 40 feet per

minute with the standard motor,

but increases up to a maximum of

60 feet per minute if a special high

speed hoist motor is used.

The loads are all carried in an

New TEC 4-wheel drive, storage battery truck for

handling cargo on skids.

overhung position with no wheels

directly under the load. The over-

hung design enables tiering skids

without the aid of a helper, thus

speeding up the work and lowering

the operating costs.

The truck is operated from a

storage battery, which is in a steel

compartment, placed over the

wheels at the driver's end, to act

as a counterbalance. As with all

equipment made by the Terminal

Engineering Company, this elevat-

ing truck is designed for quickly

and easily interchanging batteries

for continuous operation, 24 hours

a day if desired.

Speeds with safety are obtained

on these trucks by using such de-

vices as: (1) an automatic stop on

the upstroke of the table; (2) two
independent sets of brakes, (a) me-

chanical on two wheels and (b)

electrical on four wheels; (3) con-

trols located within outer edges of

truck at all times.

Foster Wheeler

Enters Boiler-

Building Industry

THE Foster Wheeler Corpora-

tion announces that it has en-

tered the field of boiler manu-
facture and is prepared to furnish

all types in the entire range of

sizes and pressures. Acquisition of

the plant and business of the D.

Connelly Boiler Company of Cleve-

land, has placed the Foster Wheel-

er Corporation in a position to

cover the boiler field.

The Connelly Company has been

a progressive builder of boilers for

more than fifty years. In that time,

it has built uj) excellent shop fa-

cilities and organization. It 'has

made notable installations among
which may be cited both the largest

boiler unit and the boiler for high-

est pressure in public utility ser-

vice in the United States.

The Foster Wheeler Corporation

has been supplying complete steam

generators for some time, and has

produced the various parts in its

own works, with the exception of

the boiler proper. The combination

of an old established boiler shop

with the present Foster Wheeler
plants and engineering aggressive-

ness will be of special interest in

the industry.

The units to be produced include:

forged steel, sectional header cross

drum boilers; four drum and three

drum bent tube boilers; three drum
"low head" bent tube and two drum
bent tube boilers. For marine ser-

vice there will be offered, as in the

past, cross drum steam generators

of both box header and sectional

header designs; three drum "A"
type and two drum low head units.

With the addition of the boiler

to its products, the Corporation

can now undertake single contracts

with undivided responsibility as to

design, construction, and operation

for complete steam generators, in-

cluding pulverized fuel equipment,

water cooled furnaces, superheat-

ers, economizers, and air heaters.

The possession of a boiler shop

fully equipped for heavy work has

the further advantage of enabling

Foster Wheeler to meet all of its

requirements for heater and evap-

orator shells as well as for fraction-

ating and stabilizer towers used ex-

tensively in its petroleum refining

and gasoline recovery plants.
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Twin-Diesel

Installation on

Gasoline Tanker

THE Ciiilt' Ki'liiiiiv/ (Opipany,

Jiu-ksonvillo. Florida, ha* pur-

chased two 180-horsepo\ver, G-

cylinder. Buda-M.A.N. diesel eng-

ines, throujrh the Gibbs Gas Eng-
ine Co. at Jack.sonville.This is to be

a twin engine installation for elec-

tric propulsion of a pasoline tank-

er, intended for operation in Flori-

da waters. The tanker is 149 feet

over-all. 32 feet wide, with a capa-

city of 117,000 gallons.

The Buda diesel is a high-speed,

light-weight type, operating on the

4 stroke cycle principle and is man-
ufactured by the Buda Company,
Harvey, Illinois, under license from

Buda-M.A.N. diesel generating set of 1

gasolii

the M.A.N.
Germany.

Company, Aug.sberg,

A Unique Steam Engine

THE Hayden-Davis En-

gine Company of Oak
Park, Hlinois, has re-

cently developed, after

considerable research and
preliminary design, a very

simple, compact, 8-cylin-

der, poppet valve, high

speed, fully enclosed,

steam engine. As will be

noted from the illustra-

tion, this engine is an
adaptation to steam of the

V-type, multicylindei', in-

ternal combustion engine

that has proved its use-

fulness so widely in the

automotive field.

This engine can be in-

stalled and used anywhere
that a gasoline engine or

an electric motor can be operated.

It runs as smoothly as an electric

motor; and its weight is only 125

pounds per square foot of base. Thi>

piston travel speed is low, only 5.50

feet per minute at 600 revolutions

per minute, stroke being 5',2 inches

and boi'e 4' 2 inches. With steam at

125 pounds pressure, this motor
will generate 130 horsepower at

600 revolutions per minute. Its

weight is 1550 pounds. It is equip-

ped with a balanced valve metal
diaphragm governor that holds

speed variation within 2 per cent.

from quarter load to full load.

Force feed lubrication is applied to

all moving parts. Over-all dimen-

Hayden-Davis 8-cyIinder steam engine.

sions are: Length 54 inches; width.
31 inches; height, 31 inches.

The makers claim that this unit

will deliver power economically and
that its size and cost relative to

delivered pow-er are lower than
those of any other prime mover.

The Hayden - Davis 8-cylinder

steam motor is recommended in

condensing and noncondensing in-

stallations for the following appli-

cations:

Generators
Pumps
Comjjressors
Blowers
E.\hausters

Crushers
Pulverizers
Grinders
Hoists

Mixers

' horsepower for Gulf Refining Company
tanker.

Trade Literature

G-E Industrial Heating Devices
is a leaflet describing and illustra-

ting such devices as melting pots,

portable furnaces, soldering irons,

strip heaters, and cartridge units.

GEA-1252. DR9440-LS415 Hatch-
way limit switch for control cir-

cuits.

GEA-246B. General purpose syn-

chronous motors "7500 series."

GEA-973A. CR3100 Drum Con-
trollers for series, shunt, or com-
pound-wound, direct-current
motors.

GEA-818A. 16-page catalog on

Nonmetallic Gears and Blanks with

complete dimensions, prices, and in-

structions for ordering Fabroil and
Textolite gears.

G-E Vitreous-Enameled Resistors.

Finely illustrated catalog with com-
plete catalog of dimensions.

Arc Welding Supplies is the title

of Bulletin Section 3304 issued by
The Lincoln Electric Company and
which should be of interest to all

shop foremen and welders.

ERRATA
In the April issue, in the caption

at the top of Page 145, an inadver-

tent error gave the Japanese motor
tanker San Pedro Maru to a corpor-

ation having no interest in that

vessel.

This good tanker was built and en-

gined by the Nagasaki Works of the
Mitsubishi Shipbuilding Company
and is owned and operated by Mit-
subishi Shoji Kaisha. Ltd. Her en-

gines are Mitsubishi-Sulzer diesels.
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Telescoping, Electric, Tiering Truck

IN the waterfront ware-
house or the pier shed,

floor space is frequent-

ly at a premium, especial-

ly so since the modern
freighter with her huge
cargo capacity must in

many ports use the nar-

row piers designed for the

requirements of much
smaller average vessels of

20 or 30 years back.

Hence, there has sprung
up a demand for easily

maneuvered trucking, tier-

ing, and stacking mach-
ines to build up or break

down huge piles of general

cargo in these restricted

spaces.

The Elwell-Parker Elec-

tric Company of Cleveland
is continually developing
its line of materials hand-

ling machinery, and re-

cently has introduced a

new type (ELD-4) elec-

tric skid handling and
tiering truck with a num-
ber of remarkable features

that make it much more
adaptable to many condi-

tions than the ordinary
tiering truck.

In many pier sheds
there are numerous overhead ob-

structions that limit the height of

Elwell-Parker new telescoping, tiering truck,

normally and extended.

machines passing
through wall or

along aisles or

bulkhead open-

ings. To overcome this iiaiulicai)

engineers have developed telescop-
ing upright members for tiering, or
Hi-lo trucks. The machine illus-

trated has this feature incorporat-
ed in a very efficient manner.

This particular electric truck is

38 inches in width, 100 inches in

length, with a 26- .\ 24-inch plat-

form that tiers in the open to a
height of 10 feet yet will pick uii

the load of 4000 pounds at 7 inches
above the floor in an 83-inch high
railroad car. Likewise, it will
stack in a car to the roof for its

platform rises to 61 inches before
the secondary uprights begin to
rise. This truck steers on all four
rubber tired wheels and operates
in 70-inch aisles. It may be driven
through a 7-foot door 42 inches in
width.

Standard automatic safety con-
trol of travel and hoist motors,
cable lift, automatic elevating hoist
limit, cutouts, and accommodation
of Edison or Exide batteries or
Ready-Power gas-electric power is

provided. This machine is built in

3000-, 4000-, or 6000-pound capaci-
ties and with 7-inch or 11-inch
height platforms.

The Elwell-Parker Electric Com-
pany is represented on the Pacific
Coast by Ira G. Perin, San Fran-
cisco; and by the Colby Steel and
Engineering Company, Seattle, with
large stocks at both cities.

Eleven-foot gyro-stabilizer being tested at South Philadelphia.

209

Test of Gyro-Stabilizer

AN 1 1 - f o t gyro-stabilizer,

weighing 120 tons and design-
ed to prevent rolling of a ship

in a seaway, recently was tested

before prominent marine architects

and engineers at the South Phila-

delphia Works of the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany.

Weighing 110,000 pounds, the

huge "top" spins at a speed of 930

revolutions per minute within the

stabilizer casing, actuated by a
built-in 200-horsepower motor.

The stabilizer was built by the

Westinghouse company to the order

of the Sperry Gyroscope Company
of New York for a foreign ship-

builder.

Engineers at the test said the

gyro, processed by an external elec-

tric motor of 75-horsepower, would
keep a 450-foot ship within two de-

grees maximum roll.



Prcst-O-Wcid blowpipe and outfit Type W-105.

Two New Prest-O-Weld Blowpipes

THE Liiuie Air Protluets Com-
pany. 30 East 42nd Street, New-

York, has recently added two
new welding blowpipes to its line

of Prest-0-Weld medium pressure

apparatus, presenting an entirely

new idea in blowpipe design. A de-

tachable valve body, to which the

handle is secured by a simple and
convenient locking device, enables

the operator to change quickly from
the standard to different handles

without detaching hose or hose con-

nections and without the use of a

wrench.

Designated as the Prest-0-Weld

Type W-105 Welding Blowpipe and
Type W-106 Welding Blowpipe,

these two new additions to the line

have been designed to give Prest-

O-Weld users a medium pressure

blowpipe comparable in range to

the Oxweld Type W-17 Welding
Blowpipe.

Both blowpipes are designed for

use with new type, one-piece, hard

drawn copper welding tips. Al-

though regularly supplied with a

head angle of 60 degrees, this may
be changed by the user to any angle

desired. Ten different sizes of tips,

Nos. 4 to 13 inclusive, are available

for use with the Type W-105 han-

dle. The Type W-105 Blowpipe, as

furnished complete, includes tips

Nos. 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12. A stem

adaptor is available so that tips for

the Prest-O-Weld Type W-107 Air-

May

craft Welding Blowpipe may be

used with the Type W-105. This
makes the new blowpipe adaptable
for work ranging from the lightest

sheet metal welding to heavy weld-

ing work requiring a No. 13 weld-

ing tip. It is therefore well suited

to general ship welding.

The Prest-O-Weld Type W-106
Blowpipe is similar in design to the

Type \V-105, but smaller. It is sup-

plied with five sizes of tips. Nos.

3 to 7 inclusive, which cover a wide
range of usefulness. The Type W-
106 Blowpipe is particularly suited

to light welding and makes a very

effective tool in the shipyard or

aboard ship for bronze welding of

small parts, for soldering, and for

sheet metal work.

A stem adaptor is available so

that Type W-107 tips may be used

with the Type W-106 handle.

New Veedol Lubricant

WITH a 50-years' history of

operating the largest refin-

ery of 100 per cent. Pennsyl-

vania crude oils in the world, and

an investment of over |2,000,000 in

new and elaborate equipment, the

Tide Water-Associated Oil Company

recently announced a new 100 per

cent. Pennsylvania Veedol motor

oil whose unique qualities have

made it immediately a center of in-

terest to the entire oil industry.

"The statement that the new Vee-

dol is the finest lubricating oil ever

produced may seem like the con-

ventional claim made from time to

time by a number of motor oils too

eager for the spotlight," declared

Frank L. Wagar, Veedol sales man-
ager for the Associated Oil Com-
pany, Veedol distributors on the

Prest-O-WcId blowpipe and outfit, Type W-10^.

Pacific Coast. "But we car support

every statement made. In the first

place, the new Veedol has better

viscosity and stands up better un-

der motor heat than does any line

of 100 per cent. Pennsylvania motor

oils. Moreover, it has the greatest

fluidity at zero, lubricating perfect-

ly at 20 degrees below zero. These
two facts mean that in actual use

it will provide efficient lubrication

at any motor temperature, through-

out a heat range wider than that

which any other oil could cover ef-

fectively with perfect safety.

"Too, the new Veedol is 99.1 per
cent, free from carbon-forming
compounds, and also free from wax.
Thousands of miles of cruising will

leave the motor clean from carbon
deposits.

"Precision machinery, such as

has never before been used in mak-
ing any oil, controls absolutely the

quality of this new oil.

"And finally, the new Veedol

crude comes from the heart of the

Bradford field, 8000 barrels a day,

straight to the refineiy through

Tide Water's 288-mile pipe-line.

Thus, starting with the finest

Pennsylvania crude and passing

through the world's most modern
and largest refinery, the new
Veedol may justly claim the distinc-

tion of occupying a unique position

and setting new standards of lu-

brication."



American Shipbuilding

Sdited by H. C. McKinnon

Bids Called on Alaska Service

Vessel.—Bids were to be opened Ap-

ril 25 at the office of the U. S. De-

partment of the Interior, Consoli-

dated Purchasing and Shipping Un-

it, 422 Bell Street Terminal. Seattle,

Wash., for the construction of a

modern, wooden hull, motorship for

the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The
vessel is for the Bureau'.s service

among the natives of Alaska in

place of the steamer Boxer which

has been in use for many years.

The vessel has been designed by

W. C. Nickum, naval architect, with

offices Room 400, Poison Bldg., Se-

attle. She will have a single pro-

peller, will be of the heavy wood
construction necessary in the ice-

infested waters of the North, and
will be powered with a heavy duty,

medium speed, diesel engine of

from 1200 to 1500 brake horse-

power.

The dimensions of the vessel are:

Length over-all 225' 0"

Length between perpendiculars
210' 0"

Beam molded 41' 0"

Beam extreme 42' 0"

Depth molded 21' 6"

Loaded draft 16' 0"

The vessel is to have a speed of

about 14 knots. Accommodations are

to be provided for 22 passengers in

first class and 20 in steerage. All

auxiliaries are to be electrically

operated. Fuel capacity will be suf-

ficient for a cruising radius of 10,-

000 miles; and she will have gen-

eral cargo capacity for 1500 tons

and 16,000 cubic feet of refrigerat-

ed holds.

The vessel's construction and
her operation are under the super-

vision of the Seattle office of the

Department of Commerce of which
.1. R. Ummel is purchasing agent
and office manager.

Outboard orofilc of new Alaska Service Vessel.

The ferryboat is to be 130 ft.

long, 43 ft. 6 in. beam, and powered
with a 6-cyl., 250-horsepower Union
diesel engine. The engine will be

connected through clutches to a

propeller at each end of the hull

and will be equipped with two
Kingsbury sjiecial thrust bearings.

A Lister diesel generating unit will

supply electricity for auxiliary

power and lighting.

The new ferryboat will have ca-

pacity for 34 automobiles on the

main deck and accommodations for

100 passengers.

The North Vancouver City Coun-
cil received the approval of the vo-

tors a few weeks ago for the con-

struction of a ferryboat at a cost of

$225,000, but decided that, rather

than wait for the sale of bonds for

this amount, they would build a

smaller vessel out of funds imme-
diately available.

Contract Awarded for Vancouver
Ferryboat.—On a low bid of $40,-

275, the Boeing Aircraft Co. of Can-

ada, Ltd., Vancouver, B. C, was
awarded contract by the North Van-
couver City Council for construc-

tion of an automobile ferryboat for

operation between North Vancouver
and Vancouver.

Contract Awarded for Supply
Ship.—The Berg Shipbuilding Com-
pany, Seattle, Wash., has been
awarded contract for construction

of a new inspection vessel for the

U. S. Army Engineers, San Fran-
cisco Office, for service in Hawaii-
an waters. The boat will be similar

to the Suisun, 65 ft. long, 16 ft.

beam, and of 40 tons displacement.

She will be powered by an Atlas

Imperial diesel engine.

The bid submitted by the ship-

yard was $35,907.60 and delivery at

Honolulu in 115 days.

Ferry Rebuilt.—The Ballard Ma-
rine Railway Company, Seattle,

Wash., has just completed rebuild-

ing of the automobile ferryboat
Whidby for the Puget Sound Navi-
gation Company's Black Ball Line
operating between Bellingham, An-
acortes, and San Juan Islands. The
vessel was lengthened by 35 feet,

widened 8 feet, and equipped with
a new 6-cylinder, 600-horsepower
Washington diesel engine. Her ac-

commodations were completely ren-

ovated and she goes back into ser-

vice an up-to-date and virtually

new craft.

Hancock Yacht Launched.— Ve-
lero III, finest yacht yet to be con-

structed on the Pacific Coast, was
launched by the Craig Shipbuilding
Company, Long Beach, Calif., on
April 1. The Velero III was ordered
by G. Allan Hancock, Los Angeles
capitalist and was sponsored by
little Miss Patricia Anne Zeiser,

3-year old granddaughter of the

owner. The yacht is 195 ft. long, 30

ft. beam, and is to be propelled by
twin 6-cylinder Winton diesel en-

gines. Her accommodations and
equipment will represent the latest

and most efficient types for com-
fortable and safe sea travel.

United Gets Repairs on Army
Transport. — United Engineering

Co., San Francisco, was awarded
contract April 17 by the U. S. Army
for I'epairs, alterations, and better-

ments to the transport Cambrai on
a low bid of $58,738 and 16 days.
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New Double-End Auto Fern,'.

—

We illustrate herewith the outboard

profile of the new double-ended,

diesel-electric, automobile ferry for

the San Diego and Coronado Ferry

Company which is under construc-

tion at the yard of The Moore Dry
Dock Co., Oakland. Calif.

The general dimensions of the

vessel are: Length over-all, 204 ft.

10>4 in.; length between centers of

rudder pintles, 192 ft. 8 in.; breadth

of steel hull at deck, about 43 ft. 8

in.; breadth over guards, 60 ft. 2^4

in.; depth at sides, molded, about

14 ft. llin.; draft molded, light, 9

ft. 1 in.

The hull is to be of steel con-

struction, the sides of the super-

structure on the automobile deck

to be of open panel type. The main
deck will be able to carry about 58

automobiles. The upper deck will

carr.v about 200 passengers, accom-
modations including seating ar-

rangements and lavatories. The ves-

sel is to have a rudder at each end,

arranged for pilot house control.

The propulsion plant will consist

of three 4-cycle, 6-cylinder Atlas-

Imperial diesel engines, of 350

brake horsepower each at 275 revo-

lutions per minute. Each engine is

to be direct-connected to one 225-

kilowatt, 167-volt, Westinghouse di-

rect-current generator and one 30-

kilowatt, 125-volt, direct-current

overhung exciter. These three gen-

erators will be connected through
Ward Leonard control system to two
750-shaft horsepower, single arma-
ture, direct current, 180-R.P.M.,

Westinghouse propelling motors.

These will be installed, one at each
end of the vessel operating a pro-

peller at each end of the vessel.

Diesel Yacht Ordered.—The De-
foe Boat & Motor Works, Bay City,

Mich., has received an order for a

diesel-powered wooden yacht for S.

L. Avery of Chicago. The yacht
will be 91 ft. 6 in. between perpen-
diculars, 15 ft. 9 in. beam, and 4

ft. 6 in. loaded draft, with 1000 in-

dicated horsepower engines.

The Atlantic Refining Co., Phila-

delphia, has ordered a steel oil

barge 192 by 40 by 11 ft. 9 in. from
the Dravo Contracting Co., Pitts-

burgh. This shipbuilder also has a

recent order for two barges for the

U. S. Army Engineers Office, Pitts-

burgh, dimensions 100 by 26 by 7

ft. 3 in.

Barge Order Placed at Hoquiam.
—The Chilman Shipyards, Hoquiam,
Wash., has an order for a wooden
barge 100 by 40 by 10 ft. 6 in., to

have deadweight carrying capacity

of 800 tons and 1200 tons displace-

ment.
Ferrj- Being Reengined. — The

ferryboat Libert.v of the Kitsap

County Transportation Company is

undergoing reconditioning at the

yard of the Barbee Shipbuilding
Co., Ballard, Wash. She will have
a new 8-cylinder, 560-horsepower
Washington diesel installed, manu-
factured by the Washington Iron

Works, Seattle. When reconditioned

the ferryboat is to be operated on
the Ballard—Port Ludlow route.

The main deck has been consider-

ably enlarged for automobiles and
the new engine will materiall.v in-

crease the ferry's speed and opera-

ting efficienc.v.

Barges Ordered from Dravo.

Bids Called for Derrick Barges.

—

Bids were opened April 28 at the

office of Major Oscar O. Kuentz,

U. S. Army Engineers, Portland,

Ore., for the construction of four
steel-hull derrick barges. The di-

mensions of the barges are 50 ft.

long, 22 ft. beam, 3 ft. depth. They
are destined for use in pipe-line

dredging work on the Columbia
River Channel. Two are to be equip-

ped with steam hoisting engines
and fuel oil tanks already in pos-

session of the government. The
other two are to have gasoline

hoists.

New Ship Repair Plant.—It is re-

ported to us that L. K. Siverson,

formerly sales manager for the Un-
ion Plant of the Bethlehem Ship-

building Corp., Ltd., at San Fran-
cisco, has purchased the Columbia
Machine Works, 160 Spear Street,

May

Fourlctn feet longer th.in

her running m.ite shown
here the new Coronado
ferry will be identical in

design of hull.

and plans to engage in marine en-

gine repairs and general machine
work.

Bids Called for Quarantine Tug.
—The U. S. Public Health Service,

Rosebank, Staten Island, N. Y., has

called for bids for the construction

of a steel hull quarantine tug to be

100 ft. long, 23 ft. beam, and 11 ft.

depth. The tug is to have a diesel-

electric power plant developing
325-horsepower and controlled from
the pilot house.

Carfloat Contract Awarded

—

The McClintic-Marshall Co., Pitts-

burgh, Pa., has been awarded con-

tract by the Inland Waterways
Corp., Washington, D. C, for con-

struction of two carfloats to be 285

ft. long, 56 ft. beam, and 10.6 ft.

depth. The barges will each have
three railroad tracks on a depressed

deck with capacity for 15 cars. The
carfloats are intended for use by
the Federal Barge Line at Cairo, 111.

United Consolidates Crane and
Shewan Plants. — Consolidation of

the management and operation of

the Shewan and Crane Plants, both

in Brooklyn, of United Dry Docks,

Incorporated has been announced by
Joseph W. Powell, president. Effec-

tive April 1 the plants will be un-

der the management of Walter D.

Crane who has been manager of the

Crane Plant. His assistants will be

F. F. Potter who was manager of

the Shewan Plant, and Frank Crane
of the Crane Plant. The Shewan
Plant will henceforth be known as

"Crane Plant, 27th Street", and the

Crane Plant will be known as
"Crane Plant, Erie Basin".

In addition to general steamship
repairs, the Crane Plant has long
been noted for its work on railroad

floating equipment and the Shewan
Plant has specialized in both steam-
ship and yacht reconditioning. Ign-

ited Dry Docks operates also the
Staten Island Plant at Mariners
Harbor, Staten Island; the Fletcher
Plant at Hoboken, New Jersey, and
the Morse Plant at 56th Street,

Brooklyn.
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Northwest Yard Busy.— The
Prince Rupert Drydock & Shipyard,

Prince Rupert, B. C, recently fin-

ished a unique job for the Cana-

dian National Railway Company in

the form of a steel diesel tug and
steel car barge which was fabri-

cated at the Prince Rupert yard.

then shipped 1100 miles by railroad

to the shores of Okanagan Lake in

south central British ColumlMa and
assembled there for launching. The
tug and barge will transfer freight

cars from Kelowna to Penticton

near the southern end of the lake.

The tug has over-all dimensions
of 73 by 17 by 7 ft. and is powered
with a 300-horsepower Gardner
diesel engine and a Gardner unit

auxiliary-pumping and generator

auxiliaries and power on one base.

The main diesel is a heavy-duty,

6-cylinder, medium-speed type. The
towing winch is direct-driven off

the propeller shaft through a clutch

and gearing arrangement. She car-

ries roomy accommodation for both

barge and tug crew, with space for

10 men.

The barge is 185 ft. long, 40 ft.

in width, and 8 ft. depth with two
tracks carrying four cars each. She
has a gas-engine driven warping
winch. A special railroad wrecking
crane was erected to launch the two
craft and put the engines aboard.

Skilled employees were transferred

in special cars from Prince Rupert
to finish the job, and temporary
ways were built on the lake, with
side launching being employed.

This yard finished another car

barge last December, having over-

all dimensions of 279 by 42 by 12

ft. and equipped with three tracks

holding 17 cars, and housing for a

crew of six. Two steam capstans
and two steam windlasses, supplied

with steam from a coal-fired, fire-

tube Vulcan Boiler.

This busy yard, one of the most
nio(;lern on the Pacific Coast, and
located near the Alaska boundary,
delivered the last of 12 heavy wood-
en lifeboats for the Canadian Na-
tional steamship Prince George,
now undergoing complete moderni-
zation at the plant of Yarrows, Ltd.,

in Victoria. These lifeboats are 28
by 8.6 by 3.(5 ft. and are of heavy
fir and cedar construction, et[uip-

ped with water-tight bulkheads. De-
livery of the last two boats was
made on the southbound trip of the

Prince Rupert February 21.

Delivery of three other craft

made during March and April, are

a pleasure boat for L. W. Kengin
of Prince Rupert, having dimen-
sions of 34 by 8 by 2.9 ft. with a

speed of about 10 knots and power-
ed with a 34-horsepower Redwing
gas engine, and a wooden stern-

wheel river snagboat for the Skeena
River and other British Columbia
harbor work of the Canadian De-
partment of Public Works. She is

100 ft. long, 29 ft. beam and will be

powered with engines from her pre-

decessor, the Bobolink, now being
dismantled at the same yard. Hull

39 is a rather unique craft of crui-

ser design for the Anglican Mis-

sion, of Northern British Columbia
Coast, a sort of floating parsonage
for clergymen who must look after

their remote and almost inacessible

parishes along that wild coastline.

She is 47 ft. long, 12 ft. beam, and
8.6 ft. molded depth. A 54-horse-

power, high-speed, Gardner diesel

with a 2 to 1 reduction gear will

give her a speed of about 9'
-i knots.

Extensive repair work to half a

dozen of the Canadian National
Steamship fleet and annual repair

work on 40 or 50 of the local fish-

ing fleet has kept a force of over

200 skilled workers busy at this

plant thioughout the winter.

Canadian National Railw.iy tug N

Mi

REPAIRS
.Moore Yard Gets Contract.—The

Moore Dry Dock Co., Oakland,
Calif., has been awarded contract
for extensive overhauling to the

U.S. Army Engineers dredge A.
MacKenzie on a low bid of $31,234.

The dredge was damaged last De-
cember in collision with the steamer
Jefferson Myers off the Golden
Gate.

Contract for Steamer Repairs
Awarded.—The Los Angeles Ship-

building & Drydock Corp., San
Pedro, Calif., has been awarded
contract for repairs to the steamer
El Capitan, owned and operated by
the E. K. Wood Lumber Company of

San Francisco. Damage of sixty bot-

tom plates which will need repair-

ing or replacing was caused when
the vessel went aground 275 miles
south of San Pedro late in March.
She was refloated by Merritt, Chap-
man & Scott Corp.

Bids for the repairs were submit-
ted by Pacific Coast shipyards as
follows

:

Los Angeles Shipbuilding & Dry-
dock Corp., $54,465 and 24 days;
Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., $57,-

168 and 25 da.vs; Moore Dry Dock
Co.. $58,986 and 26 days; General
Engineering & Drydock Co., $59,750
and 26 days.

Lightship Repair Bids.—The Com-
mercial Iron Works, Portland, Ore-
gon, submitted low bid recently for

dry-docking and betterments to the
Columbia River lightship. The craft

is to have a new deck house and new
equipment, including new lights

and radio apparatus.
Bids submitted were: Commercial

Iron Works, $1680 and 15 days; St.

Helens Ship Company, $1924 and 16
days; Lake Washington Shipyards,
Seattle, $2645 and 30 days.

Large Repair Job to Yarrows.

—

Repairs to the Canadian National
steamship Prince Rupert, which
sank while at the dock at Esquimalt
while being overhauled, will be
performed under contract by Yar-
rows, Ltd., Esquimalt, B.C., and will

cost in the neighborhood of $110,-

000 and will require about 60 days.

Danish Motorship Repairs to Bur-
rard.—On a low l)id of $53,000, con-

tract for repairs to the Danish mo-
torship Guldberg has been awarded
to Burrard Drydock Co., Ltd., Van-
iduver, B. C. The Guldberg went
.1 shore on March 11 on Maude Is-

land and was floated by the Pacific
Salvage Company. Repair work will

consist of replacing 23 plates,

straightening several frames and
replacing others.
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Progress of Construction
The following Report Covers the Shipbuilding Work in Progress at the Leading

Shipyards of the United States as of April i, ig^^i

Pacific Coast
ALBINA ENGINE a: MACHINE

WORKS,
Portland, Oregon

Purchasing Agent: Jno. W. West.
L. P. Hosford. hull 34, tunnel-stern, pas-

senger and freight motorship for Harkins
Transportation Co., Portland, Ore.: 160
L.B.P.; 30 beam; 15 mi. speed: Atlas-Im-
perial diescl cng.; keel 2/10/31; launch
VI/31 est.; deliver 6/1/31 est.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORP.. Ltd.

Union Plant. .San Francisco
Hull 5347, steel barge for Young Bros.,

Ltd., Honolulu, Hawaii; 175x44x11 ft
•

keel 1/2/31; launched 2/20/31- delivered
3/26 31.

Hull 5348, same as above; keel 1/12/31;
launch 3/12/31; delivered 3/26/31.
Mamo, hull 5349. steel tug for Young

Bros., Ltd., Honolulu; 129'3" L.O.A.: 28
beam; 15 draft; Fairbanks-Morse 750 LH.P
diesel engs., launched 2/14/31; delivered
3 '26/31.

Hull 5350, pineapple barge for Inter-
Island Steam Navigation Co., Honolulu-
175 X 44 X II ft.; keel 3/2/31; launch
4/21/31 est.: deliver 5/1/31 est

CRAIG SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Long Beach, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: F. W. Philpot.
Velero III, hull 153, twin-screw, all-steel

cruiser for G. Allan Hancock, Los Angeles-
193' L.O.A.; 190' L.W.L.; 30' beam; 1 r9''

Repairs, Pacific Coast
ALBINA ENGINE & MACHINE

WORKS, Portland, Ore.
Cleaning and painting bottom; minor

repairs: Memnon.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,
Ltd., Union Plant

Drydock, clean, paint, misc. repairs:
ferry City of Sacramento, Morena, m s
Standard Service, New Zealand, Capella,
stmrs. Bolivar, Capt. A. F. Lucas. Ventura,
President Adams, F. S. Loop, Sierra, Yel-
lowstone, Golden Harvest. Kekoskee, Tilla-
mook, Watsonville, Oleum, Tejoni Mis-
soula. Admiral Watson, San Pedro, Top-
ila, launches Oakland, Cipango. San Sal-
vador, barges Richlube. Standard No 95
Shell No. 2, tug W. B. Storey. Warping
drum for windlass: stmr. Fredrick Ewing.
Retube starboard condenser: stmr. Presi-
dent McKinley. One manganese bronze
blade: stmr. Maunawili. Prepare boiler for
U.S. Inspectors: stmr. Duchess d'Aosta, Re-
new fore and aft decks: stmr. San Mateo.
Pipe repairs: stmrs. Lebec, J. L, Luckenbach,
Repair cover to companionway: m.s. Com-
missioner. Handle bait tanks: launch Rain-
bow. Burn out rivets, etc.: stmr. Tejon.
Handle turntable and skiff: launch Geneva.
Misc. repairs; stmrs. Esparta, President
Polk, California, San Mateo, Makura, Sur-
iname. Point Bonita, Virginia, La Perla,
San Jose, Trocas, Pacific Spruce.

CHARLESTON DRYDOCK &.

MACHINERY CO.,
Charleston, S.C.

Running repairs; stmrs. Tul.sa, Shick-
shinny, Sundance.

mean draft; two 6-cyl., 850-S.H.P. Winton
diesel engs,; 15% knots speed; 9500 mi.
cruising radius; keel June 16/30; launched
4/2/31.
Not named, hull 154, twin-screw, steel

yacht for W, J. Hole of Los Angeles; L. E.
Geary, Seattle, designer; 146 ft. long; 23.5
beam; 10.5 draft; two 500 H.P. Winton die-
sel engs., keel 3/15/31; delivery Aug./31
est.

GENERAL ENGINEERING & DRY
DOCK CO.

Oakland, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: A, Wanner.
Not named, boarding tug for Quaran-

tine Division, Public Health Service, San
Francisco; 60'10" over-all; 15 beam- 7'2"
depth; 120 H.P, Fairbanks-Morse diesel
eng.; keel 3/15/31 est.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY
Oakland, Calif.

Columbine, hull ISO, lighthouse tender
for U. S. Department of Commerce, Light-
house Bureau; 1I2'2" L.B.P.; 25 molded
beam; 9Yi naut, mi, speed; diesel-electric
engs.

Not named, hull 181, steel screw, double-
end, diesel-electric, automobile ferry for
San Diego-Coronado Ferry Co.; 204'H"
L.O.A.; 43'6" breadth at deck; Atlas-Im-
perial dlCKcI.

PRINCE RUPERT DRYDOCK a:

SHIPYARD

CRAIG SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Long Beach, Calif.

Drydock for new propellers: Richilieu.
Drydock, paint, 4 plates from hull damage:
Eldorado.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK CO,,
Oakland, Calif.

Drydock, clean, paint: barge St. Helena
(also caulk and repairs to leak), m.s. Mod-
jokerto (also misc. engine and deck re-
pairs), ferry Santa Rcsa (also change pro-
pellers, overhaul rudder pintles, overhaul
sea valves and strainers), Dorothy Winter-
mote (also change propellers, misc. caulk-
ing of shell rivets), Chas, Nelson (also
overhaul sea valves, misc. engine and deck
repairs), schr. Wm. H. Smith (also install
hawse pipe and other misc. repairs), Havi-
side Barge No. 5, tug Sea Salvor (also drew
tail shaft, overhaul sea valves), stmr, Ne-
braskan (also misc, deck and engine re-
pairs), American Dredging Barge No, 6
(also caulk and weld rivets and seam in
shell), Amer. Barge No. 5 (also misc. re-
pairs), yacht Northern Light (change pro-
peller), stmr. West Cactus (also repack
stern gland, caulk misc. rivets), barge Evans
(also renew sheathing and caulk). Western
Pacific Barge No. 3 (also caulk and weld
misc. rivets, renew rudder stock), U.S.A.T.
U.S. Grant (drew both tail shafts for ex-
amination, unship and repair rudder, over-
haul sea valves, caulk and weld misc. rivets,
and seam in hull, and misc. repairs), schr.
Tamalpais (also caulk and blanket off shaft
log and undock). stmr. Glymont (also misc.
engine and deck depth repairs), stmr. Mun-
leon (also drew tail shaft, install spare, also
installed new propeller, miisc. shell rivets
caulked).

Prince Rupert, B.C.
Purchasing Agent: H. L, Taylor,
Aledor, vee-bottom wooden pleasure

cruiser for L. W. Kengin, Prince Rupert-
34 L.B.P.: 8 beam; 2'9" depth; 10 knots
speed: 34-B.H.P. Redwing eng.: keel
11/1/30: launched and delivered 3/31/31.

Bobolink, hull 38, wooden stern-wheel"
river snagboat hull for Dept. of Public
Works of Canada; 100 L.B.P.; 29 beam;
engs. from old BoboHnk; keel 12/8/30-
launched 4/2/31.

Northern Cross, hull 39. raised deck
wooden cruiser for Anglican Mission for
northern British Columbia Coast; 47 L.B.P.;
12 beam; 8'6" molded depth; 9 knots load-
ed speed; high speed Gardner diesel en-
gine, 2-1 reduction gear; 54 B.H.P - keel
2/15/31.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Bremerton, Wash.

Louisville, light cruiser CL-28 for Unit-
ed States Navy; 10,000 tons displacement;
keel July 4/28; launched 9/1/30; commis-
sioned 1/15/31; completed 3/6/31.

Astoria, light cruiser CL-34, same a»
above; keel 9/1/30; deliver 4/1/33 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Mare Island, Calif.

Chicago, light cruiser CL-29 for United
States Navy; 10,000 tons displacement-
launched 4/10/30; deliver 3/13/31 est,

C.L. 38. same as above.

PRINCE RUPERT DRYDOCK &
SHIPYARD, Prince Rupert, B.C.

Minor stern repairs: stmr. Prince John.
Dock, clean, paint, also 3 wooden houses
and one 10,000-gaIlon steel tank being built
and erected on scow. Bilge pump supplied
and installed. Docked for examination; 1

fish boat. Misc. hull and engine repairs not
requiring docking: 36 fish boats. Dock,
clean, paint, carpenter repairs: 1 scow-.

TODD DRY DOCKS, INC.,
Harbor Island. Seattle, Wn.

Misc. repairs and drydocking: stmrs. Ad-
miral Farragut, Admiral Rogers, Admiral
Wiley, Drydock, clean, paint: stmrs. Ala-
meda, Mary D, North King. Grounding
repairs: stmr. James Griffiths. General re-
pairs: Stmr. Otsego. Drydock, renew lower
section stern frame: stmr. San Rafael. Voy-
age repairs, etc.: President Lincoln, Presi-
dent Jefferson, City of Bremerton, Iroquois.

U. S. NAVY YARD, Bremerton, Wn.
Dock and misc. repairs: Tennessee, Okla-

homa, Buchanan, Waters. Misc. repairs in-
cident to operation as district craft: Maho-
pac, Tatnuck, Swallow, Challenge, Paw-
tucket, Sotoyomo.

Atlantic, Lakes, Rivers
A.MERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY

Pittsburgh, Pcnn.

Purchasing Agent: W. G. A. Millar
Ten coal barges for own account, 175i

26x11 ft.; 5 delivered July/30.
Ten barges for Inland Watcrw-ays Corp.,

Washington. D.C.; 300 x 48 x II ft.: dehver
May 14 to Dec. 10, 1931; 3 keels laid.

I
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AMERICAN SHIP BUILDING CO.
Cleveland, Ohio

Purchasin;,' Agent: C. H. Hirsching.

Hull 808. dump scow for Great Lakes

Dredge 6? Dock Co.; 223 LB. P.; 42'4"

btam; 15 depth: 1500 cu. yards cap.; keel

1/1/31; deliver 3/:5/31 est.

BATH IRON WORKS
Bath, Maine

Malaina, hull 128, steel yacht; B. T. Dob-

son, designer; owner not named; 168 L.B.P.;

26 beam; 9 draft; twin Winton dietel

en;s.: 1600 LH.P.
Trudionc, hull 138, steel yacht, owner

net named; 190 L.O.A. 1T4 L.W.L.; 26
beam; two 800 B.H.P. Bessemer diesels;

keel 6/10/30; launch 4/10/31 est.

Helene, Hull 140, twin-screw diesel

yacht for Chas. E. Sorensen; 146 ft. length;

keel 8/1/30; launch 4/15/31 est.; deliver

4/25/31 est.

Caroline, hull 141, twin-screw diesel

yacht, owner not named, 286 ft. length; 3000

H. P. diesel eng.; keel 9/1/30, launch 6/20/
31 est.; deliver 8/10/31 est.

Illinois, hull 142, trawler for Red
Diamond Trawling Co.; 132' L.O.A.; 24

beam; 14 depth; 500 B.H.P. Fairbanks-

Morse diesel eng.; keel 10/15/30; launch

3/19/31 est.; deliver 4/25/31 est.

Maine, hull 143, sister to above; keel

10/18/30; launch 4/4/31 est., deliver

4/25/31 est.

Scapine, hull 144, twin screw, diesel

yacht for Henry J. Gielow, Inc., 25 West
43rd St., New York; 155'2" L.O.A.; 150

L.W.L.; 26 beam; 8'6" draft; 2 Bessemer
diesel engs.; 550 B.H.P. ea.; keel 10/6/30;

launch 4/7/31 est.; deliver 6/2/31 est.

Halonia. hull 145, diesel-elec. yacht

for Chas. E. Thornc, Chicago, 140 L.B.P.;
24'10" beam; 8'6" draft; 14 knots speed;

two 400-H.P. diesel engs.; keel 1/13/31.

Not named, hull 146, twin screw steel

yacht, owner not named; 140 L.B.P.; 24'10"

beam; 8'6" draft; 14 knots speed; two 400

H.P. diesel engs.; keel 3/16/31 est.; deHver

7/16/31 est.

Hull 147, twin screw, steel patrol boat for

U.S. Coast Guard; 165 ft. long; diesel eng.;

keel 4/25/31 est.; deliver 11/29/31 est.

Hull 148, same as above; keel 4/25/31

est.: deliver 12/24/31 est.

Hull 149, same as ahove; keel 4/25/31

est.: deliver 1/1 8. '3 2 est.

Hull 150, same as above; keel 4/28/31

est.; deliver 2/12/32 est.

Hull 151, same as above; keel 4/28/31

est.; deliver 3/9/32 est.

Hull 152, same as above; keel 6/15/31

est.; deliver 4/3/32 est.

Hull 153, same as above; keel 9/15/31

est.; deliver 4/28/32 e^t.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION, FORE

RTVER PLANT,
Quincy, Mass.

Northampton, light cruiser CL-26, for

United States Navy; 10,000 tons displace-

ment; launch Sept. 7/29 est.

Portland, light cruiser CL-3 3, same

as above; deliver 8/15/32 est.

Monterey, hull 1440, steel express pas-

senger steamer for Oceanic Steamship Co.

(Matson Nav. Co.) San Francisco; 17,500

gross tons.

Mariposa, hull 1441, sister to above.

Lurline, hull 1447, sister to above.

Not named, ferryboat for City of Boston;

172 ft. long; 172'4" over guards; 40'8"

beam; 16'10" depth; 2 comp. .steam eng.;

Scotch boilers; 11' dia. x 13'; 150 lbs. work-

ing pressure.

Not named, hull 1444, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail

Steamship Co.: 446 L.O.A. : 60 beam; 34

depth; 24 loaded draft; H'/a knots speed;

10,940 tons displacement; 7200 gr. tons

turbo-electric propulsion; 10,500 LHP.
Not named, hull 1445, sister to above.

Not named, hull 1446, sister to above.

One coastwise oil tanker for Standard
Transportation Co., New York; 262x45x15
ft.: Mcintosh ii Seymour diesel eng.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,
LTD.,

Baltimore, Md.
Harmony, hull 4280, steel oil tanker for

Gulf Refining Co.; hunch 1/26/31.
Supreme, hull 4281, same as above;

launched 2/12/31.
Hull 4284, steel barges for Western

Maryland Railway Co.
Hull 4285, same as above.
Hull 4286. steel barge for Bush Ter-

minal Co.. 792 gr. tons.

CHARLESTON DRYDOCK &
MACHINERY CO.,

Charleston, S.C.

One all-wcldcd stcol ferryboat for the

Seaboard Air Line; 65 x 22 ft., 120 H.P.
Fairbanks-Morse eng.; keel 3/7/31; launch

5/31 est.

One all-wclded steel yacht, owner not

named; 50 x 1 3 ft.; diesel eng.; keel 11/30,

CONSOLIDATED SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION

Morris Heights, N. Y.

Hull 2994, 81 -foot commuter boat, own-

er not named; 2 300-H.P. Speedway en-

gines.

Hull 2996. 1 10-ft. cruiser for A. M. Dick;

3 300-H.P. Speedway diesels.

DEFOE BOAT & MOTOR WORKS,
Bay City, Mich.

Purchasing Agent: W. E. Whitehouse.
Danora. hull 145, steel yacht, owner

not named: 108 L.B.P.; 19'6" beam; 6 loaded

draft; 15 mi. speed; 130 D.W.T.; 400 I.H.P.

diesel eng.; keel 10/1/30; launch 4/15/31

est.; deliver 5/1/31 est.

RosewiU II, hull 146, steel yacht, owner

not named; 126 L.B.P. : 18 beam 6 loaded

draft: 18 mi. speed: 120 D W.T.; 900 I H P.

diesel eng.: keel 11/15/30; I.iunch 5/1/31

est.; dehver 5/20/31 est.

Ber-clo III. hull 147, steel yacht for A.

S. Close, Toledo; 106 L.B.P.; 17'6" beam;
. 6 loaded draft: 14 M.P.H.; 98 D.W.T.;

300 I. H. P. diesel eng.; keel 11/25/30;

launch 4/20/31 est.; deliver 5/10/31 est.

Not named, hull 148, wood yacht, for

S. L. Averv. Chicago: 91'6" L.B.P.: 15'9"

beam- 4'6" loaded draft; 85 D.W.T.: 24

mi. per hour speed: 1000 I.H.P. dicscI

eng.; keel 4/1/31; launch 6/15/31 est.:

deliver 7'1 '31 est.

DRAVO CONTRACTING COMPANY,
Pittsburg, Pa., and Wilmington, Del.

Hulls 995-997 jncl.. three diesel stern-

wheel towboats for stock: 2 delivered.

Hulls 1056-1057, 10,000-barrcl oil barges

for stock.

Hulls 1074-1083 inch, 10 hopper type

steel coal barges for stock; 8 delivered.

Hull 1084. 50-ton whirler derrick boat for

Erie Railroad Co.

Hulls 1086-1115 inch, 30 hopper-type

steel coal barges for stock: 175x26x11 ft.

Hulls 1116-1117, two barges for U. S.

Eng. Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.; 100 x 26 x

7'3".

Hull 1118, steel oil barge for Atlantic

Refining Co., Philadelphia, Pa.: 192x40x

1 r9",

DUBUQUE BOAT & BOILER WORKS,
Dubuque, Iowa

Herbert Hoover, twin tunnel screw river

towboat for U.S. Army Engineers; 215 ft.

long, 42 ft. beam; two Mcintosh ii Sey-

mour diesel engs.; 2600 HP.

FEDERAL SHIPBUILDING Si DRY
DOCK COMPANY

Kearny, N. J.

Purchasing Agent, R. S. Page.

Hull 119, steel harbor barge for Oil

Transfer Corp.; 175x36xl2'7-l/8"; keel

5/19/30; launch 4/2/31 est.; deliver 4/15/
31 est.

Not named, hull 121, combination pas-

senger and freight steamer for Panama Mail

Steamship Company, San Francisco (W. R.

Grace ii Co., .subsidiary), 484 L.B.P.; 72

beam; 26'1" loaded draft; 18.5 knots loaded

speed; 7150 D.W.T.; 12,600 I.H.P. tur-

bines; 2 boilers.

Not named, hull 122, sister to above.

Not named, hull 123, sister to above for

Grace Steamship Co., New York.

Not named, hull 124, sister to above.

GREAT LAKES ENGINEERING
WORKS.

River Rouge, Michigan

Hull 276, self-propelled canal barge for

Ford Motor Co.; 290 x 43 x 10 ft.; 12

knots loaded speed; 2000 D.W.T.: twin

screw, geared turbincd 1600 I.H.P.; 2

watcrtube boilers; keel 3/15/31; launch

5/1/31 est.; deliver 6/15/31 est.

Hull 277, sister to above, keel 3/25/31;

launch 5/15/31 est.: deliver 7/1/31 est.

HOWARD SHIPYARDS a: DOCK
COMPANY,

Jeffersonville, Ind.

Purchasing Agent, W. H. Dickey.

One termin.-il wharf barge fur City of

Peoria, 111.; 230 x 45 x 8 ft.; steel deck-

house 205 ft. long: keel 2/9/31; launched

3/21/31; deliver 4/15/31 est.

Huckleberry Finn, hull 1691, river tow-

bo.1t for Inland Waterways Corp., Wash-

ington, DC: 196 ft. L.O.A.; 42 molded

beam; 6 molded depth; 1000 H.P. comp.

condensing eng.; keel 5/1/31 est.

MANITOWOC SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION
Manitowoc, Wis.

Purch^'sino Atrent. H Mever.

Harry B. Williams, hull 268. steel tug for

Great Lakes Dredge ii Dock Co.: 1 1 5 x 26

X 15 ft.: one Babcock (i Wilcox boiler:

850 HP turbine with reduction gear: keel

1/12/31; launched 3/21/31; deliver 5/31

est.

Hull 269, dump scow for Ed. E. Gillen

Co., Milwaukee: 124 L.O.A.; 30 beam;
11'6" depth; keel 1/21/31; launch 4/10/31

est.

Hull 270. deck .scow for U. S. Engineers,

Chicago; 56 X 20 X 4'8"; keel 2/12/31;

launched 3/21/31.
Hull 271. deck scow for Great Lakes

Dredge ii Dock Co.; 130 x 40 x 9 ft.;

keel 2/25/31; launch and deliver 4/15/31

est

Hull 272, same as above: keel 2/27/31.

MARIETTA MANUFACTURING CO.,

Point Pleasant, W. Va.

Purchasing Agent: S. C. Wilhelm.

William Dickinson, one twin screw boat

for Marquette Cement Co., Chicago; 124x

26x7'; 750 H.P. diesel eng.

One steel, diesel powered tug for U. S.

Engineering Office, New Orleans: 65'6"x

17'x7'7!/7".

Hull 266, dredge for McWilliams Dredg-

ing Co., 136x54x9 ft.

MIDLAND BARGE COMPANY
Midland. Pa.

Steel freighter for Victor Lynn Trans-

portation Co.; 210 gro. tons; keel 12/30;

launch 4/18/31 est.

Two barges for E. T. Slider, 120x30x
7'6"; launched 2/16 and 2/23/31.

Ten barges for U. S. Engineers, Rock

Island, 111.; 110x24x5 ft.

Five barges for Inland Waterways, Corp.,
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Washington. D.C; :50 x -Ci x 1 1 li

NASHVILLE BRIDGE COMPANY,
Najhville, Tenn.

Purchasing Agent, R. L, Baldwin.
Hull 240, deck barge for Bedford Nu-

gent Co.; I00x26x6'6"; keel 8/15/30;
launched 9/17/30; deliver 4/1/31.

Hull 241, same as above; keel 8/28/30;
launched 9/26/30; deliver 4/1/31.

Hull 242, same as above; keel 8/30/30;
launched 10/1/30; deliver 4/1/31.

Hull 243. same as above; keel 9/4/30;
launched 10/6/30; deliver 4/1/31.

Hull 244. deck barge for stock; 100x26
x6'6"; keel 10/20/30; launched 12/4/30;
deliver 4/1/31.

Hull 245, same as above; keel 11/6/30;
launched 2/11/3!. deliver 4/1/31.

Hull 246, same as above; keel 11/13/30;
launched 2/26/31; deliver 4/1/31.

Hull 247, same as above; keel 11/16/30;
4/1/31.

Hull 248, pile driver for U.S. Engineers.
Memphis; 80 L.B.P.; 27 beam; 4 depth;
1 horizontal type boiler, 46" dia., 28'0"

length; keel 1/12/31; launch and deliver
7/1/31 est.

Hull 249, same as above; keel 1/17/31.
Hull 250, dredge for Sternberg Dredging

Co.; 150x50x7'10" depth; keel 3/12/31;
launch 5/15/31 est.

Not named, hull 253, steamboat hull for
\Voods Lumber Co.; 110 L.B.P.; 26 beam;
4'8" depth; keel 4/6/31 est.; launch and
deliver 5/2/31 est.

Hull 254, derrick hull for Woods Lum-
ber Co.; 82 X 28 X 4 ft.; keel 4/13/31 est.;

launch and deliver 5/9/31 est.

Hull 255, barge for Sternberg Dredging
Co.; 100 X 26 X 6'6"; keel 4/20/31 est.;

launch and deliver 5/16/31 est

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING &
DRYDOOC COMPANY

Newport Newf, Va.
Purcha»ing Agent: Jai. Plummet, 2JJ

Broadway. New York Qty.
President Hoover.hull 3 39, passenger and

freight liner for Dollar Steamship Co., San
Francisco; 653 L.O.A.; 81 beam; 52 depth;
turbo-electric drive; 20 knots speeed- keej
3/25/30; launched 12/9/30; deliver 7/31
est.

President Coolidge, hull 340, sister to
above; keel 4/22/30; launched 2/21/31-
deliver 10/31 est.

Florida, hull 342, passenger steamer
for Peninsular Es" Occidental S.S. Co.;
386'6" L.O.A.; 56'6" beam; 26'6" depth;
geared turbine drive: I9'/2 knots speed; keel
9/2/30; launched 3/7/31; dehver 5/31 est.

Talamanca, hull 344, passenger and re-
frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail
Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34
depth; 24 loaded draft; W/i knots speed;
10.940 tons displarement; turbo-electric pro-
pulsion; 10,500 I.H.P.; keel 2/2/31; launch
8/31 est. deliver 1/32 est.

Segovia, hull 345. sister to above; keel
3/9/31; launch 8/31 est.; delivery 4/32 est.

Chiriqui, hull 346, sister to above; keel
5/31 est.; launch 12/31 est.; deliver 7/32
est.

Ranger, hull 353, Aircraft Carrier No.
4 for U. S. Navy Dcpt.; deliver Mar./34 est.

Not named, hull 3 50, passenger and
freight vessel for Eastern Steamship Lines,
India Wharf, Boston, Mass.; 402'9" L.O.A.;
60 beam; 29'9" depth; 20-22 knots: single
reduction Newport News-Parsons geared
turbines; Babcock 6? Wilcox boilers: deliver
5/32 est.

Not named, hull 351, sister to above:
deliver 6/32 est.

NEW YORK SHIPBUILDING CO.
Camden. N. J.

Purchasing Agent: J. W. Meeker.

Exeter, hull 396, passenger and cargo
.steamers for Export Steamship Corp., New
York; 450x61'6"x42'3"; keel 8/11/30;
launch 4/4/31 est.

Excambion. hull 397, sister to above;
keel 10/25/30; launch 5/16/31 est.

Indianapolis, hull 399. light cruiser No.
35 for United States Navy; 10,000 tons
displacement; keel Mar. 31/30.
Not named, hull 405, passenger and cargo

vessel for United States Lines, New York;
666 L.B.P.; 86' beam; 32' loaded draft max.;
20 knots speed: 12.000 D W.T.; geared tur-

bines, 30,000 S.H.P.; 6 B. 6? W. boilers;

keel 12/6/30; launch 12/1/31 est.; deliver

6/32 est.

Not named, hull 406, passenger and car-

go vessel, same as above: keel 1/20/31.
Not named, hull 407, Scout Cruiser No.

37 for U. S. Navv Department, Washing-
ton, D.C: 578 L.B.P.: m'XVi' molded
beam; 2r7" loaded draft; 10,000 tons
displ.: geared turbines; 107.000 LHP.: 8

sectional express boilers.

THE PUSEY & JONES CORP.,
Wilmington, Del.

Purchasing Agent: Jamea Bradford.

Avalon. hull 1047. twin screw diescl

yacht for Ogden L. Mills, New York; 175'5"

L.O.A.; 24 beam; 13'6" molded depth; two
600 B.HP. diescl cngs.: keel 8/28/30;
launched 3/14/31; complete 5/1/31 est.

Locust Point, hull 1049. two steel, single-

screw, harbor tugs for stock; 92 L.B.P.;
23 beam: I2'6" loaded draft: steam eng.
1 Scotch boiler; keel 12/2/30; launched
2/17/31; delivered 3/27/31.

Ch. Speddon, hull 1050, same as above:
keel 12/2/30; launched 3/2/31; delivered
3/30/31.

Richmond, hull 1051, steel harbor tug-
boat for The Chesapeake Ohio Railway Co ;

102'6" LB. P.; 28 beam: 10'6" loaded draft:

1000 I.H.P. .steam engs.; 1 Scotch boiler.

16x12 ft.; 160 lbs. wk. press; keel 2/12/31;
launch 5/1/31 est.: deliver 6/17/31.

SPEDDEN SHIPBUILDING CO..
Baltimore, Maryland

Purchasing Agent: W. J. Collison.
Gilbert, hull 269. steel hull diesel tug

for Atlantic. Gulf 6? Pacific Co.. New York-
57 L.B.P.: 14 beam: 5'6" loaded draft; 120
HP. Fairbanks-Morse diesel eng.; delivered
4/7/31.
Not named, hull 270. diesel tug for At-

lantic. Gulf y Pacific Co.. New York; 35
L.BP.: I1'7" beam: 4'1" loaded draft: 75
B.HP. Fairbanks-Morse diescl eng.; keel
4/1/31; launch 5/1/31 est.: deliver 5/15
/31 est.

SUN SHIPBUILDING COMPANY,
Chester. Penn.

Purchasing Agent: H W. Scott.

Southern Sun. hull 132. single-screw, die-

sel tanker for Motor Tankship Corp ; 13.400
D.W.T.: keel 8/21/30: launched 3/21/31;
delivered 4/2/31.
Not named, hull 133. sister to above;

keel 9/17/30; launch 6/13/31 est.; de-

liver 7/1/31 est.

Not named, hull 134, sister to above.
Not named, hull 135. sister to above.
Not named, hull 136, sister to above.
Daylight, hull 137. single screw diesel

oil tanker for Standard Transp. Co.; 480 x
65'9" X 37': Sun-Doxford diesel eng.: keel

11/13/30; launch 5/16/31 est.; deliver

6/1/31 est.

Hull 1 38. Hiesel-elertric barae for Atlan-
fc Refin.ng Co.: 190x34x12 ft.: keel 2/9/-
31 launch 6/1/31 est., dehver 6/15/31 est.

Hull I 39. steel oil-tank towing barge for
Standard Transp. Co.; 225 x 38 x 10 ft.:

kcrl 4/10'31 est.

Hull 140. sister to above; keel 4/10/31
c<t

Hulls 141-145 incl., five small barges for

Sun Oil Co.; 70 X 19 ft.

TODD DRY DOCK, ENGINEERING
& REPAIR CORP.,

Brooklyn, N.Y.
Not named, hull 50. steam ferry for De-

partment of Plant y Structure, City of New
York: 151 L.B.P.; 5 3 beam over guards;
8'4|/2" loaded draft; double comp. steam
cngs.; 660 I.H.P.; 2 W.T. boilers; keel

Jan./31.
Not named, hull 51, sister to above: keel

Jan./31.
Not named, hull 52, fireboat for Fire

Dept., City of New York; 123 L.B.P.; 26
beam; 7'6" loaded draft: 18 mi. speed; 2130
I.H.P. gas-electric engs.; keel Jan./31.

UNITED DRY DOCKS, Inc.

Mariner's Harbor, N.Y.
Purchasing Agent: R. C. Miller.

Not named, hull 797, coast guard cutter

for U.S. Coast Guard Service; 250 L.O.A.;
42 beam; 16 mi. loaded speed; turbo-elec-

tric: 3200 LH.P.: 2 W.T. boilers; keel

2/9/31; launch 10/1/31 est.; deliver

2/1/32 est.

Not named, hull 798, ferryboat for New
York, Dept. of Plant and Structure; 267
L.O.A.; 66 beam; 13'9" loaded draft; 12

knots speed; double comp. engs.; 4000
I.H.P.: 4 W.T. boilers- keel 2/9/31; launch
6/1/31 est.; deliver 10/1/31 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
New York, N.Y.

New Orleans, light cruiser CL-32, for U.S.
Navy; 10,000 tons displacement; deliver

12/1/32 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Minneapolis, light cruiser CL-36, for U. S.

Navy; 10,000 tons displacement; deliver

9/1/33 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Portsmouth, Va.

V-5, submarine SC-1 for U. S. Navy;
deliver 6/1/30 est.

THE CHARLES WARD ENGINEER-
ING WORKS

Charleston, W. Va.

Purchasing Agent: E. T. Jones.

Henry A. Laughlin. hull 88, twin-screw,

tunnel type, steam propelled towboat for

the Vesta Coal Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.;

160 X 29'6" x 8'9"; keel 9/13/30; deUvered
3/25/31.

Vesta, hull 89, sister to above; keel

10/9/30; launched 3/27 '31; deliver 4/5/31

Shipyards Corporation Execu-
tives Promoted.—At a recent meet-
ing of the Board of Directors of

Todd Shipyards Corporation, three

executives of subsidiarv companie.s

were appointed vice-presidents of

the parent corporation, effective

April 1. The executives appointed
in recognition of their long and ef-

ficient services are: J. Herbert
Todd, president of the Todd Dry
Dock, Engineering and Repair Cor-
poration, Brooklyn, George Dawe,
president of Robins Dry Dock and
Repair Company, Brooklyn, and
George G. Raymond, president of

Tietjen and Lang Dry Dock Com-
pany, Hoboken. John D. Reilly, As-
sistant to President William H.
Todd since the inception of the

Todd Shipyards Corporation in

June, 1916, was also appointed a

vice-president.



Marine Insurance
Edited by James A. Quinby

God Save the Mark
Not the German Mark—The Trade Mark

I
happened to be doing my loaf-

ing in the office of Bruce Jor-

dan, the marine loss man for

the Excelsior Underwriters, when
in walked Murphy, claims agent
of the Pink Funnel Line, and
Lathrop, traffic manager of Car-
ter & Howell, the big tobacco
people. You may not know Carter
and Howell, but you certainly

know their cigarettes. You'd have
to be blind to miss their glaring
"Toasted, Tested, and Tasted"
spread in red and green over ev-

ery bill board in the country.

It seems that a goodly shipment
of the wellknown smokes had been
damaged by seawater on board
one of the Pink Funnel boats. Lathrop wanted the ship-

ment destroyed, but Bruce and Murphy had other ideas.

I saw that there might be a battle, and started to leave,

but Bruce dragged in another chair and insisted that

I stay.

"We can't seem to get together on this," said he. "You
don't know anything about it, so maybe you can be

a sort of ex-officio arbitrator. We carry an open policy

for Carter & Howell. It's a darn good account. Lathrop,

here, isn't the type to pester his insurers with ten-cent

claims, and we get along fine. Lately, however, this

trade mark business has come up two or three times,

and it always results in a big argument. This case is

a typical example.

"Some three hundred cases of cigarettes came in on
the Nigelia, damaged by sea-water in various degrees.

Murphy, here, claims the damage was due to heavy
weather. Funny thing for Murphy to say, isn't it? Ha,
and again Haha! Of course, we say the damage was
caused by unseaworthiness of the vessel, and all that

sort of thing. At any rate, we're clearly liable to Car-
ter & Howell under our policy, and, if the goods are

a total loss, there'd be no argument at all. We'd pay the

face value of the declaration, take a loan receipt, and
start after the ship.

"But the goods aren't a total loss. Our surveyor, Rudy
Johnson, says they can be sold as they now stand for

a sizeable sum. He's even got one or two very fair bids

for them. Murphy and I are in favor of selling the

goods, and thus establishing the amount of liability

under the policy and, incidentally, the amount of the

ship's liability, if any is proved."

"That," broke in Murphy, "is, of course, without pre-

judice to any defenses which the ship may have under

Morituri te Salutamus
Wc are the damned and halting hosts

Of ships that should be dead.
Anachronistic living ghosts
On seas that our mates have fled.

Sisters and kin of the South Coast,
The Brooklyn's brothers in blood.

Stretching our travail the longer to boast

That we stand where the dead have stood-

We laugh at the Sea Foam's tardy fate,

But our laugh has a hollow tone
And spewing our oakum north of the Gate
We think of the old Cleone.

If decades of courage can merit our right

In peace and quiet to die.

Why must we lurch through the wintry night?

Why? Why? Why?
-J.A.Q.

the bill of lading or otherwise."
"Oh, sure," the underwriter

chuckled, "You've got that mem-
orized pretty well, haven't you?
Well, to get down to brass tacks,

we've insured the goods against
damage by seawater and we're
ready to pay the loss, but we want
credit for the actual salvage va-

lue as it now stands."

"But wait a minute," said Lath-
rop, "Didn't you just say the ship
was liable for this? What do you
care how much you pay me if you
can turn around and recover it

from the Pink Funnel?"
"That's just the point," counter-

ed Jordan, leaning forward over
his desk. "We can't be sure of recovering from the ship.

I'll submit the case to my attorney for an opinion, and
he'll write me about twenty pages, which, in Market
Street English will mean 'Maybe you can and then
again maybe not.' But assume that we do recover from
the ship. The measure of their liability will be the in-

voice value of the goods, less what we could have sold

them for in their damaged condition. If we throw away
goods that have some intrinsic value, no court in the
land is going to make Murphy pay us for them."

"That's right," said Murphy, smugly, "But all of this

discussion is, of course, entirely without prejudice to

"Oh sure," said Jordan, impatiently waving him
aside. "But don't you see, Lathrop, we insured the phy-
sical damage to your goods. Nothing was said in the
policy about protecting your trade-mark. If you want
to take our check for the actual damage, you are cer-

tainly welcome to take the cigarettes and dump 'em in

the bay, but why should we be the goats? We don't

make money on your advertising campaign."

"No?" queried Lathrop reflectively. "I'm not so sure

of that. If the billboards and the radio hadn't blared

our brands at the buying public for the past twenty
years, would our account have been built up into one
of the best in your office? The trade name on our pro-

ducts is worth as much as the goods themselves. Maybe
more. I'm not hiding the fact. Lots of cigarettes are

as good as ours, but who smokes 'em? The American
public buys through its eyes and ears, and pays through
the nose. The tongue doesn't get into the picture.

"Of course our product is a good one—an excellent

one. But we've spent a lot of money making people be-

lieve in it. If we allow these damaged goods to be
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thrown on the market they'll get into the hands of the
cut-i-ate dealers. People will buy 'em cheap, and then
criticize the brand when the goods are found to be ex-

tra-dry, or mildewed, or the wrapping soiled or torn."
Murphy suggested that the goods might be re-wrap-

ped.

"All that would do," snapped Lathrop, "would be to

add an additional item of expense to the deal. You
could do that with canned goods, and then sell 'em with-
out labels, or with a fake label. But each and evei-y one
of our cigarettes has our brand printed on it. We can't

afford to have that brand prostituted. Your company
has built up a reputation for square dealing, Jordan.
Would you like some second-rate outfit issuing policies

with your name on them? Or you. Murphy, would you
want some fly-by-night coasting vessel selling Pink
Funnel service? No, the goods will have to be destroyed,
and the policy will have to cover the loss. It's a real

loss to us, and it's caused by a sea peril. There are
other underwriters who will be glad to pay it if we give
them our business."

"When you make that argument," said Jordan quiet-
I. ', "you admit the weakness of your case. No, Lathrop,
\ e didn't get a premium for insuring your trade-mark,
V e didn't agree to turn over all salvage to you for dis-

position, and we can't pay you more than the actual
loss. To knuckle under to you now would make every
loss in the future a total loss."

Murphy turned to me. "Well," he said "what do vou
think?"

» * * *

Frankly, I don't know. I understand they straight-
ened out their difference in this instance by getting
Lathrop to accept the best of the goods, and splitting
the total loss of the remainder three ways, each of them
standing a third. But the problem remains for the next
case What do vou think?

Salvage and Language

THE recent opinion of Judge Neterer of the United
States District Court in Seattle (M. H. Curry, et

al, and Georgia Company v. the steamship Keko-
skee) is more than an interesting decision in a dram-
atic salvage case—it is living proof that judicial lan-

guage need not be technical and dry—that the days of
Story and Taney have not passed entirely into the limbo
of forgotten things --in short, that a Daniel (Webster)
has come to judgment.
The case itself arose from a fire on Pier 40 in Seattle

on February 3, 1930. The Kekoskee, a tanker, was fast
in the dock discharging gasoline and fuel oil from her

cargo tanks to shore tanks when the fire was dis-

covered. She was also discharging fuel oil to the U. S.

Coast & Geodetic Survey steamer Surveyor. The wooden
tug Georgia was at its berth at the shore dock between
Piers 40 and 41.

The fire on the dock immediately got out of control
and shot flames over and in close proximity to the Ke-
koskee to such an extent that the railing and masts
of the tanker either caught fire or were scorched. The
crew of the tanker, with the exception of four men, im-
mediately went elsewhere. The Surveyor also departed
hence, not even stopping to disengage her fuel line.

The Georgia left her berth, made fast to the stern of

the Kekoskee, and towed the tanker out into the harbor,

where the flames on the woodwork and awnings were
soon extinguished.

The court points out that the services rendered by
the Georgia and her crew were prompt, skillful, and of

a high order, and proceeds to award the tug and her
crew a total salvage of $11,000, divided $4750 to the
Georgia and $6250 to the crew. This unusual division

is based upon the degree of risk voluntarily undertaken
by the crew members.

It is in discussing this element of risk that the Court
rises to unusual heights of descriptive expression:

"If an oil tank had exploded," runs the opinion, "the
Kekoskee and many lives, no doubt, would have been
destroyed, especially those on board the tanker as well
as the dock, and the crew on the tug would have been
very seriously burned, if not killed. Shakespeare in

'Macbeth' said, 'Life is but a w-alking shadow;' and
Carlyle, 'a thawing iceberg on a sea with sunny shore.'

It has been likened to changing and shifting ocean
tides that ebb from shore to shore. Roswell D. Hitch-
cock said it is 'But the immediate breath we draw.' and
we are ever reminded that 'sorrow lends but weak re-

lief to him that bears affliction's cross.' And Bacon
said, '0, Life! an age to the miserable, a moment to the

happy.'

"It is obvious that the value of the five men and the
risk to incapacity for life and welfare was much great-

er than the value of the tug or danger to its damage or
destruction. The Court in The Llewelyn J. Morse, 30
Fed. (2) 402, at 406, awarded a seaman a total recov-
ery of $28,541 for injury. This has not been modified
by any court. This was not a salvage case, but is re-

ferred to only to show the value of unimpaired life. Of
course the tug is inanimate, and the seamen, animate,
and with Fielding in "Tom Thumb," Act 3, Part 1. we
may say, 'When I am not thanked at all I am thanked
enough. I've done my duty and I've done no more;' and
with George Eliot, 'Not liberty, but duty is the condi-

I
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tion of existence,' or 'The reward of one duty is the

power to fulfill another;' or, with Hazlitt, 'the last

pleasure of life is the sense of discharging our duty;'

or, with La Bruyere, 'They do well, or do their duty

who with alacrity do what they ought;' or, with Web-
ster, in the Knap murder trial, 1830, 'A sense of duty
pursues us ever. It is omnipresent like the Deity.'

"The purpose of salvage is compensatory, to inspire

the saving of property and inspire the assumption of

risk perhaps beyond the duty of life; and this service

must be voluntary, and the reward must be sufficiently

large to inspire salvors to take the required risks."

"Washed Overboard"

THERE has recently been brought to our atten-

tion (Fairplay, March 12, 1931) a case in which
a foreign court appears to have attained the ulti-

mate in the way of plain and fancy injustice.

It seems that the good ship Capri carried a cargo of

corkboard from Lisbon to Genoa, on deck at shipper's
risk, as duly provided in the bill of lading. The vessel

met with heavy weather during the voyage, and twenty-
three bundles of the cork were washed overboard. The
captain made the usual entry in his log and noted his

protest upon arrival at Genoa.

The protest was drawn in Italian, and the interpreter,

possibly due to his lack of familiarity with the verb,

used for "wash" an Italian word meaning "to cleanse
with water." The Tribunal before whom suit was
brought for the damage solemnly held that the ship
had been guilty of washing the cargo during the voy-
age, and must account for the loss of the twenty-three
parcels.

The case was of course appealed, and the Court of

Appeal confirmed the judgment, even after the log had
been introduced with an entry reading "Having shipped
heavy sea, some cork bales stowed on deck were washed
overboard." This entry was explained by the ingenious
assumption that the word "overboard" was added sub-

sequently at a time when the master realized the full

enormity of his offense in swabbing down the cargo.

Not content with the mere decision, the Tribunal

added insult to injury in computing the damages The
invoice value of the corkwood was about L2.0.0. per

bundle, but the bill of lading disclaimed liability for

any sum exceeding LIO.0.0 per package, so the trial

court gave judgment for £230. -for the loss of cargo
worth about £46.-and the Court of Appeal dismissed
the appeal and fined the shipowner 100 lire for having
made it.

Cargo Damage in Germany

WE note from Lloyd's Li.st of March 4 the report

of an interesting cargo damage case recently

decided by the German courts.

It seems that a shipment of 6854 bales of tobacco

outturned damaged from a steamer, due to stowage in

a hold from which the taint of coal-tar, received on a

prior voyage, had not been fully removed. The Hamburg
Landesgerieht (whatever that is) decided that the ship

was unseaworthy and accordingly liable. To our way of

thinking, accustomed as we are to the Harter Act and

the duty of proper stowage and fitness for cargo im-

posed on carriers in this country, the decision was cor-

rect. But the Oberlandesgericht (which, we gather, is

the appellate court) did not agree with the lower

court's decision and reversed the case.

The reversal was based upon a consideration of a

clause in the charter party whereby it was provided

that the ship and her owners should not be liable for

the negligence of the officers or crew. The following

reasoning, used by the appellate court to sustain the

reversal, seems to be based on the theory that "the poor

feller done his best."

"The responsibility of the owners for mistakes com-

mitted by the captain in the treatment and stowing

of the cargo had also been explicitly ruled out in the

charter-party by a negligence clause. If the owners

now appealed to this clause, the Court could see in their

appeal no breach of good manners, for the captain

could not be regarded as having anything to do with

the management of the firm, nor could his error be re-

garded as showing marked culpability. It must be re-

membered, too, that the captain previous to taking the

tobacco on board had had the hold thoroughly swabbed

out, freshly caulked and aired for three weeks. If these

measures had proved insufficient, the captain, in the

opinion of experts, could hardly be held very much to

blame. This being so, there was no reason for regard-

ing either the owners or the charterers as responsible

in the case."

The clause avoiding liability for improper stowage

or unseaworthiness would not be valid in the United

States.

j^jdzr̂
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ROV C. Vi'ARI) (.1 O n. niNSMORl WII FRLD PAGE

GEO. E. BILLINGS COMPANY
50.S.I2 CAinORNIA SIRM 1. SAN I R \NCIS( O GArli.IJ 3646

INSURANCE
BROKERS FOR THE ASSURED—AVERAGE ADJliSTERS

Fixtures, Charters, Sales

April IG, 1931

THE following steamers have
been fixed with grain to U.K./

Continent: British str. Janeta,

Vancouver, B. C, to Antwerp and
Rotterdam. Apr.. Canadian Amer-
ican Shipping Co.; British str. Ma-
briton, Vancouver, B. C, to U. K./

Con., Mar., Dale & Co. Ltd.; British

str. Troutpool (or substitute) Van-
couver, B. C, to U. K./Cont.. 22 6,

Apr., Canadian Cooperative Wheat
Producers Assn.; British str. Cape
Cornwall, British Columbia to Lon-

don and Middlesborough, May, Can-

adian American Shipping Co.; Brit-

ish str. Haxby, Vancouver, B. C, to

U. K.Cont., 22/6, Apr., Canadian
Cooperative Wheat Producers
Assn.; British str. Cragpool, Van-
couver. B. C, to U. K./Cont.. 22/6,

May, Canadian Cooperative Wheat
Producers Assn.; a steamer Vancou-

ver, B. C. to London, 21/3, Apr.;

British str. Peterton. Vancouver,

B. C. to U.K./Cont., Dale & Co.;

British str. Langleeford, Vancou-
ver, B. C. to Antwerp and Rotter-

dam, 20/9. May, Earle & Stoddart;

British str. Brighton, Vancouver,

B. C. to U.K./Cont. Apr., Dale &
Co.; British str. Frumenton, Van-
couver, B. C, to London. Dale &
Co.; British str. Goolistan, Van-
couver, B. C, to Antwerp, Apr.,

Dale & Co.; British str. Koranton,

Vancouver, B. C. to London. Apr.,

Dale & Co.; British str. Madras
City, Vancouver, B. C, to Antwerp,

Geo. E. Billings
COMPANY

Pacific Coaat General Agenii

Standard Marine Insurance Co.

National Union Fire Ins. Co.

Mercantile Insurance Co.

of America

312 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO - - CALIFORNIA

Telephone GAriicId 3646

Seattle Office: Colmao BIdg.

Tek-phone SEneca 1478

Rotterdam 21 -, option London,

Hamburg 21/6. Hull 21 9, Mitchell

Grain Co.

The following vessels have been

fixed with lumber to the Orient:

British m.s. Cape Horn. British

Columbia to .Japan. Apr., Canadian

American Shipping Co.; British str.

Chief Cap'lano, British Columbia to

Japan, 7. Mar. Apr., H. R. MacMil-

lan Export Co.; Danish m.s. Peru,

Grays Harbor to Shanghai, 7.25,

May, Grays Harbor Exportation

Co.; Japanese str. Yojin Maru. Bri-

tish Columbia to 3 ports Japan.

7.50, May, H. R. MacMillan Export

Co.; Norwegian m.s. Bonneville.

Coos Bay and Columbia River to

Yokohama and Osaka, May, rechart-

ered by Canadian American Ship-

ping Co.; Danish m.s. Tongking,

Puget Sound and Grays Harbor to

Shanghai, 7.25, May, Grays Harbor
Exportation Co.; Japanese m.s.

Fukko Maru. Columbia River to Ja-

pan. Apr. Mitsui & Co.; Japanese

str. Taigen Maru. Columbia River

to Japan, Apr.. Nakata & Co.; Bri-

tish m.s. Alynbank. Grays Harbor

to Yokohama and Osaka. May, Can-

adian American Shipping Co.; Nor-

wegian m.s. Slemmestad, British

Columbia to Yokohama. Apr.. Can-

adian American Shipping Co.; Jap-

anese str. Kohwa Maru, Columbia

River to 3 ports Japan, May, M. Na-

kata & Co.; Japanese str. Ayaha

Maru, Columbia River to Japan.

May. Douglas Fir Exploitation &
Export Co.

The American str. Missoula has

been fixed with lumber from Col-

umbia River and Puget Sound to

(kiaymas and Mazatlan, prompt, by

Hammond Lumber Co.

The British str. Bencleuch has

been fixed with lumber from British

Columbia, Grays Harbor, and Co-

lumbia River to Antwerp, Rotter-

dam, and Leith. Apr., by Canadian

American Shipping Co.

The following steamers have been

fixed with lumber to the Atlantic:

American m.s. Silveroak, Puget
Sound to New York. Hirsch Lumber
Co.; American str. Lake Ormoc. Co-

lumbia River to North of Hatteras.

May. Henry D. Davis Lumber Co.;

American str. Lake Benbow, North
Pacific to North of Hatteras, 8,

May, Kraus Brothers Lumber Co.

The following time charters have
been reported : Norwegian m.s. Ny-
haug, delivery North of Hatteras,

redelivery U.K. via North Pacific,

Apr.. Canadian Transport Co. ; Nor-

wegian m.s. Toronto, delivery New-
port News, redelivery U.K./Cont.,

Bordeaux Range via North Pacific,

Mar.. Canadian Transport Co.; Nor-

wegian m.s. Bonneville, delivery

North Hatteras. redelivery world-

wide. 4 to 7 months. 1. Apr.. Strange

& Co.; Norwegian m.s. Danwood, 2

years, delivery Colon, 1.05, June, J.

J. Moore & Co.; Norwegian motor-

ships Brand and Borgestad, 1 year,

(continuations) J. J. Moore & Co.;

Norwegian m.s. Brynje, 4 to 7

months, delivery and redelivery

U.K./Cont, Apr./May, Canadian

American Shipping Co.; British m.-

s. East Lynn, delivery San Pedro,

redelivery China and Japan, 1.65,

H. R. MacMillan Export Co.: Bri-

tish m.s. Elmbank, delivery North

Pacific redelivery China and Ja-

pan, 1.65 Strange & Co.

The following sales have been re-

ported: American str. Vanguard
Captain Barker to Chas. H. Hig-

gins; American str. Carmel, Grays

Harbor, and Raymond, Sudden &
Christenson to T. P. Whitelaw, (to

be dismantled) ; American str. Tam-
alpais, Hammond Lumber Co. to A.

C. Porter (to be dismantled) ; Am-
erican Schooners Commerce and

Samar, Henry Kirchmann Co. to

Oakland Barge and Towboat Co.

PAGE BROTHERS. Brokers

KOEHLER,

KEMP & KOEHLER

CARGO SURVEYORS AND
APPRAISERS

465 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
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MAINTAINING A PROGRESSIVE RECORD

OTORS that

Right—Main circulating water pump of the

vew Export Line steannhip Excalibur, power-

ed by a Westinghoiise Dual Motor Drive.

These motors are of 50 hp. each and are of

the drip-proof, semi-enclosed, self-ventilated

type, designed especially for marine service

andprincipally usedfor underdeck auxiliaries.

They provide complete protection of tlye elec-

tricalpartsfrom moisture and dripping water.

Left—Electrified steering gear of the Texas Com-

pany 17,000-ton tanker "Australia", powered by

two K'estinghouse Drip-proof Motors. All field

coils and armature windings of these motors are

treated with moisture resisting compound and

all parts subject to rust are sherardized. The envi-

able records established in marine circles by West-

inghouse Drip-proof Motors are due to the careful

attention to details in their design and construction.

Maintain American Shipping by Patronizing American Ships

WestinghouseW W ^9 T 31796

TUNE IN THE WESTINGHOUSE PROGRAM OVER KDKA, KVW, WBZ AND ASSOCIATED N. B. C. STATIONS SUNDAY EVENINGS.
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IN MARINE ENGINEERING

always "SHIP OVER"
Vo.OYAGE after voyage, year

after year, on the fo'cas'le or

below decks, Westinghouse

motors and control, powering

the auxiliary machinery of many

ships in our merchant fleet, are

"shipping over" with "good con-

duct" records.

Driving winches, steering gear,

pumps, compressors, and the

many auxiliaries necessary to a

ship's operation at sea or in

port, these permanent members

of the ship's company are serv-

ing faithfully, dependably, and

economically.

Back of these Westinghouse

motors that are finding ever-

increasing favor with marine men
for auxiliary machinery drive, are

years of study and research. For a score of years

Westinghouse marine engineers have worked

closely with those of the marine industry in seek-

ing higher standards of performance and economy

in the application of auxiliary power on board ship.

Among outstanding contributions by Westing-

house in this field is the high-speed motor with

control for cargo winches, which has eliminated

the slow speed of light hook lowering. Compared

with electrified winches previously installed, this

new equipment speeds up about 15 per cent the

handling of package freight and makes it possible

to move heavy loads as fast as they can be stowed

in the hold.

Illustrated on these pages are views of typical

Westinghouse auxiliary electric motor drives

above decks and below.

Electrified Cargo Winches of the new K',ird Liner Morro Castle, ec/tiipped with Westing-

house 25 and 35-hp. Waterproof Motors and Waterproof Cam Type Control. Westinghouse

Waterproof Motors for deck machinery are the most rugged type built especially designed

for hard usage in port and heavy weather at sea. They are noted for their reliability, quick

starting and stopping, water-tightness, low maintenance and long service.

CONTRIBUTIONS

Geared Turbine Drive

Turbine Electric Drive

Diesel Electric Drive

Low Pressure Turbine Geared to

Reciprocating Engine (o^Jgn')

Underneath Condenser

Improved Steam Jet Air Ejector

Improved Scoop Circulator

Propeller Type Pump

Propeller Type Blower

High Speed Cargo Winch Motor

and Control
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Trade Notes
Cutless Rubber Bearinjts on River

Motorship.—The interesting new
tunnel-stern, passenger and freiKht
motor vessel for operation on the
Columbia River by the Harkins
Transportation Company is now
Hearing launching date at the Al-
bina Engine & Machine Works,
Portland, Oregon. The vessel is to

be known as L. S. Hosford and was
described in the April i.ssue of Pa-
cific Marine Review. Among her
interesting items of equipment will
be Goodrich Cutless Rubber Bear-
ings installed on her 8' --inch dia-
meter propeller shafts.

Goodrich Cutless Rubber Bear-
ings have also been specified for
the new police boat for the City of
Boston, which is being built by the
George Lawley and Sons Corpora-
tion, Neponset, Mass. The propeller
shaft is to be O'- inches diameter.

Larger Quarters Acquired.—The
Lincoln Electric Compny, Cleve-
land, Ohio, manufacturer of Stable-
Arc welders and Line-Weld motors
announces the removal of its Chi-
cago office to a new building at
1455 West 37th Street, from 53 West
Jackson Blvd. This move is made
to provide additional space for the
sales and service of Lincoln Stable-
Arc welders, Line-Weld motors and
to provide additional storage space
for a complete stock of welders,
welding supplies, and accessories.

Extension of Busch-Sulzer Works.—The Board of Directors of Busch-
Sulzer Bros.-Diesel Engine Co. has
authorized the construction of a
new erecting shop, suitable for test-
ing diesel engines of large sizes up
to 25,000 horsepower per engine,
and an extension of the iron foun-
dry with a 75-ton craneway. W. J.

Knight & Company, Engineers,
have been retained to draw plans
and supervise the work.
The trend toward larger sizes is

indicated by recent orders for sev-
en Busch-Sulzer diesels all larger
than 1000 horsepower including
one 4000-horsepower engine for the
Tuscon plant of the Federal Light
and Traction Co., one 3000-horse-
power engine for the Public Ser-
vice Co. of Colorado, a Cities Ser-
vice Utility, and one 3000-horsepow-
er engine for Freeport, New York.
Several sales negotiations in hand
include large diesels of from 4000
to 8000 horsepower for public ucili-

ties.

Dieselization of American trans-
poi-tation—air, highway, rail, river,
and ocean—will be one of the "new
industries" contributing to the re-
vival of business during the next
major prosperity era, with substan-
tial replacement of inefficient
steam locomotives and obsolete
slow-speed steam passenger and
cargo vessels, according to Edward
B. Pollister, president.

New Agency for Marine Engines.—Thomas D. Andrews, for fifteen
.years specializing in the construc-
tion, installation, and maintenance
of marine diesel engines from Glas-
gow to Rangoon and way points, is

Thomas D. Andrews.

now located in San Francisco, hav-
ing recently opened offices at 16
California Street as Pacific Coast
representative for several of the
best known American and British
gasoline and diesel motors, compris-
ing a complete line of internal com-
bustion engines for marine use. In-
cluded in the list are: Scripps ma-
rine motors, sales and service;
Speedway marine engines; the
Glennifer diesel; and the complete
line of the Parsons Oil Engine
Company.

It is the intention of Mr. An-
drews to maintain a complete ser-
vice for workboat operators, includ-
ing expert installation and testing
service, full stock of spare parts,
and sound engineering advice.

Packing Company Acquires Addi-
tional Properties.— The France
Packing Company of Tacony, Phila-
delphia, manufacturer of metallic
packing for all conditions of ser-
vice, has purchased the business of

the Martell Packings Company of
Elyria, Ohio, and all records, draw-
ings, and everything pertaining to
Martell's packing business has been
transferred to Tacony. A. H. Krug-
man, w'ho has been connected with
Martell for the past twenty years,
is now in the employ of the France
Packing Company.

Preformed Wire Rope Progress.

—

The American Chain Company, Inc.,

has announced that one of its sub-
sidiaries, -"he American Cable Com-
pany, has concluded negotiations
with the American Steel and Wire
Company, a subsidiary of United
States Steel Corporation, to manu-
facture preformed wire rope under
a license agreement, the patents
covering this material being owned
by the American Cable Company.

In addition the company has con-
cluded license contracts for the
manufacture of this material with
the General Cable Company; five
leading rope manufacturers in Can-
ada

; British Ropes, Ltd. and its va-
rious subsidiaries, the largest man-
ufacturers of wire rope in the Uni-
ted Kingdom, together with four
other companies in Great Britain;
Australian Wire Rope Works, Ltd.;
and Felton & Guilleaume, the lar-

gest producers of these products in
Germany and Continental Europe.
Negotiations are also pending for
similar contracts with other wire
rope manufacturers.

Preformed wire rope is said to be
the first basic improvement in wire
rope construction in over eighty
years. In its manufacture, the wires
and strands are preformed and pre-
shaped to the exact helical "lay"
which they assume in the finished
rope. The result is freedom from
internal torsional stress. This fac-
tor, it is claimed, substantially in-

creases the length of services.

Honolulu Fuel Oil Station for
Sale.—The Shipping Board on Ap-
ril 6 authorized the Merchant Fleet
Corporation to sell the Board's fuel
oil station in Honolulu. The station,
which is located on land leased
from the Oahu Railway, consists
of two 55.000-barrel steel storage
tanks and two steam pumps. It was
first put into operation in July,
1930. The station is still in use,

but the reduction of the Shipping
Board operations in the Pacific has
practically eliminated the Board's
need for continuation of operation.
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AFLOAT AND ASHORE ^ B Y PAU L FAULKN E R

ff. II. lUskicr. nho heads

the neicly reorganized Pan-

aina-Pacifir Line aetivities

i,n the Pacific Coast.

The establishment of operating

offices on the Pacific Coast, with

headquarters at San Francisco has

been announced by A. J. McCAK-

THY, general manager of the Pan-

ama Pacific Line and of the Inter-

national Mercantile Marine Com-

pany of New York. The Pacfic Coast

manager will be W. H. HOSKIER.

G. F. RAVENAL has been on

the Coast for several weeks as

representative of the company to

perfect the plans and obtain berth-

ing space and office facilities. The

operating and cargo departments

for the Panama Pacific Line have

been handled by the Pacific Steam-

ship Company; and this agreement

comes to a close June 1, at which

time the new operating machinery

will be in good working order.

Mr. Hoskier has been traffic

manager of the Line at New York

for the past six years. He joined

the LM.M. company in 1919 as as-

sistant to A. J. McCarthy, manager,

later becoming assistant manager

of the company. His work at New

York will be absorbed by E. H.

COOKE, formerly assistant passen-

ger traffic manager, who has been

appointed assistant general mana-

ger of the LM.M. Co.

Mr Ravenal has announced the

appointment of R. J. RINGWOOD
as Pacific Coast freight traffic

manager for the line. Ringwood as

freight traffic manager for the Pa-

cific Steamship Company has been

handling the Panama-Pacific

freight business on the Pacific

Coast for many years. He is a very

popular and able shipping executive

and has been identified with Coast

shipping s'nce 1898.

KENKICHI KAGAML president

of the Nippon Yusen Kaisha, Ltd.,

was the guest of honor ata luncheon

at the Palace Hotel, San Francisco,

April 22, immediately on his arrival

from Japan aboard the N.Y.K.

Line's flagship Asama Maru. The

luncheon was attended by the lead-

ing shipping and commercial lead-

ers of the port. Mr. Kagami heads

a delegation of Japan's leading in-

dustrial executives to the Interna-

tional Chamber of Commerce con-

ference at Washington. Others of

the delegation are YUKINORI HO-

SHINO, president of the Kajima

Trust Company, and KUNIZO HA-

RA, president of the Aikoku Life

Insurance Company.

Jl'illiain Groundxvnter. neiv-

Iv appointed Director of

Transportation of the Union

Oil Company of California.

"nUl" Groundwater has

hcen ivith the Union Oil

Company for twenty years

and is a Icadinrj figure in the

shipping husiness of his home

p„rt—Los Angeles Harbor—
as ivell as a person of im-

portance in all ports served

hy his company's oil tank

ships.

Edivard P. Green, son of

George C. Green, San Fran-

eiseo manager for Fairbanks,

Morse & Co.. iient out on

the tug Marno, ivhen she

sailed on her maiden voyage

from San Francisco to Hon-

olulu, as assistant engineer.

Young Green graduated

from the University of Cali-

fornia in 1928 and entered

the diesel department of I air-

banks-Morse at Beloit.

The Annual Steamship Golf

Tournament of San Francisco will

be held this year on Tuesday, May

26 at the Menlo Country Club and

committees have been appointed to

make this The Best Yet! According

to present plans the players will

i,d.iourn to the Family Club Farm

following the tournament for a din-

ner, at which prizes will be award-

ed flight winners.

Roger D. Lapham, president of

the American-Hawaiian Steamship

Company and golf expert of nation-

al prominence, is honorary chair-

man of the tournament. Hugh Gal-

lagher, operating manager of the

Matson Navigation Company, is

chairman.

Course and entertainment com-

mittee: William J. Edwards. Paci-

fic Coast manager, Norton, Lilly &

Co • Hugh Gallagher; A. S. Gunn,

General Manager of Bethlehem

Shipbuilding Corp., Ltd., Union

Plant.
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JOHNSON LINE
Direct Frtij;lu, Passenger and Refrigerator Service

To and From

PACIFIC COAST PORTS — SCANDINAVIAN PORTS
The Pioneer Refrigerator Line to Scandinavia

Hamburg and Other European Ports as Inducements Offer
Thniugh Bills of Lading Lssucd to All Scandinavian, Finnish is' Baltic Ports

MONTHLY SAILINGS
Vessels Call at Antwerp Outward From Europe

/^

VlE^ GRACE LINE
V^^^^^^^^^ Express, Freight, Passenger and Refrigerator Service to and From

M WEST COAST SOUTH AMERICA
Los Angeles—San Francisco—Portland—Puget Sound—British Columbia—Monthly Sailings.

FOR RATES, FREIGHT SPACE AND OTHER INFORMATION APPL^i'

W. R. GRACE 8C CO.
General Agents Pacific Coast

332 PINE STREET -:- SAN FRANCISCO
PORTLAND

LIDELL y CLARKE. Inc.
Agents. Johnson Line

STATES STEAMSHIP CO.
Line

SEATTLE
W. R. GRACE y CO.

Hoge Bide.

VANCOUVER. B. C.
C GARDNER JOHNSON, Ltd.

T TO COAST SEPvVICE

hippcrs

PANAMA MAIL LEADS
betwe

cd by
nd Ne«

.^nd frequent sailings
h an unsurpassed ser\'

nt additional local seri-ice to Mexico, Central America. Panan... a.iu
Despatch and efficiency have won for the Panama Mail undisputed leadership
ind passenger transportation in intercoastal :

Eastbonnd
Snio.

_
Leave San Francisco

"'S.S. Colombia May "
-tfMS. City of Panama May 12
*??•

ff"^''°'-,- May 21S S Venezuela
J,

l^M.S. City of San Francisco
J,

WcMbeaad
Leave New York

'».!>. (juatcmala May
tM.S. City of San Francisco
*S S. El Salvador May 23
'•S.S. Colombia June II

ill—Ma:atlan. Manzanillo. Chami
-a Union, Amapala, Corinto, S;

and Cristobal. {Refrigerator Spi
H—Maiatlan, Champerico, San J
into, Puntarenas. Costa Rica. Balb.

(Eastbound only), and New York.
gh^Bills^of Lading to cast and west coast ports of South A

PANAMA MAIL
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Official News of the

PROPELLER CLUB o/Califomia

Captain Stanley "Cajistan" Allen,

our energetic secretary-treasurer,

kindly prepared for us the follow-

ing roster of thirteen new members.
Here they are

!

C. C. Mallory.

E. A. Williams,

L. E. Pringle,

Harvey Huff,

T. D. Andrews,

Captain Fred Lemon,

Captain J. D. Guthrie,

Glen Hoffman,

Captain John B. Blain,

Louis Levin,

John H. Thies,

Captain I. B. Smith,

Fred Dorward,

—PC—
The Propeller Club is enjoying

weekly luncheon meetings at the

San Francisco Commercial Club,

held on Tuesdays, where a special

effort is made to have an interest-

ing speaker or program of enter-

tainment for the members.

On March 31—the Propellers

were addressed by Captain C. W.
Fisher, U. S. N., on the subject of

"Deep Sea niving." Captain Fisher

Propeller

Banquet

'riiiitiiiitli <ij Miiy. 7 /I.//;.,

tluit's the tlii/c and time of the

Sccanil Annual Spririff Banquet of

llu four hundred and thirty-four

all active members of the Propel-

ler Club of California. We ivill

assemble for banquet feastinn and

extravaganza entertainment al

Ike sfiacious banquet hall of the

San Francisco Commercial (jlub.

The versatile and talented Pro-

l^eller Entertainment Committee

is noiv rehearsing an elaborate

shoic for the edification of the

Propellers and their friends.

has had many years of experience
in this branch of the work of the

Navy Department, with particular

reference to salvaging of subma-
rines which met with accidents and
settled to the ocean bottom. He is

at present manager of the Mare
Island Navy Yard; and his talk will

long be remembered by his interest-

ed listeners.

On April 7, through the courtesy
of the Transcontinental & Western
Air Line, Inc., a very interesting

motion picture was shown of a voy-

age from Winslow, Arizona, to Cali-

fornia, and showing the view from
the plane crossing the mountains
and desert.

On April 14 the Panama Mail
Steamship Company presented a

very interesting motion picture il-

lustrating a voyage of one of its

passenger liners from San Fran-
cisco to New York via the Panama
Canal, with stops at ports of Cen-
tral and South America and Ha-
vana. The film showed the mode of

landing passengers and freight at

out-ports and some of the inland

trips available to passengers.

On April 21 a surprise program
furnished a means of the members
becoming better acquainted. Each
member was given a ticket prior to

the luncheon and, after luncheon
was served, the corresponding num-
bers were placed in a bo.x and cer-

tain ones withdrawn. The holder of

each number withdrawn was then

obliged to present himself and give

the club a brief outline of his con-

nections in the marine activities of

the port.

—PC—

Janus Rolph. Jr. [al left) govirnor of

California, and Richard R. "Dick"

I.oynes. of Long Biach. vice-president

of lh< .hiurican I'oncr Boat Assoeia-

lioii. as /hey ivcrc seen at the Third

Annual Pacific Coast Boat Shoie. San

Franiis(0. last .March. Cov. Rolph is

scin SI a/id in l.oyncs' Cold Cup iLin-

ning spcidboat.
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*^i""i"iinnmnmNnnnmumummnnnnmmnmmunnumnnnumnnnmnmnimummmmne>

I ISTHMIAN STEAMSHIP LINES t

1^ ISI

PACIFIC-UNITED KINGDOM SERVICE
FROM PACIFIC COAST PORTS TO LONDON, LIVERPOOL.

AVONMOUTH, also CLASGOVV, BELFAST, DUBLIN
For Rates and Particulars Apply to

E. C. EVANS & SONS, Inc.
General Agents Pacific Coast ^

260 California Street, San Francisco. Phone—DAvenport 8040-8041-8042
B. W. GREER €r SON, LTD., Agents. Vancouver

^
NORTON, LILLY &? COMPANY, Agents, Portland, Seattle, Los Angeles and San Diego |

^^'ummmHHimnmHUHmmnmmmmnunnnmnnmmummmmmmmumnmmummimm^t

Fastest Passenger and Freight Service

WITH DIRKCT CONNKCTIONS FOR KUROPI
Sailmti Every other Saturday fri

Every other Monday fron

m San Franci:
Los Angeles

PASSENGER OFFICES:
460 Market St San Francisco
715 West Seventh St Los Angeles
1333 Fourth Ave Seattle

FRFFG HT OFFICES:
Pacific Steamship Company,

311 California St San Francisco
Pacihc S.S. Co.'s Terminal Seattle

:04 Central Bldg Los Angeles

fanama factfieQne

FURNESS LINE Ifik
"THE UP-TO-DATE REFRIGERATOR SERVICE." WwBIB^

Express, Freight and Passenger Service

Pacific Coast Ports to United Kingdom

FURNESS [Pacific], Ltd.
Pacific Couc Agcnti

VANCOUVER SEATTLE PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES

Canadian"Australasian Royal Mail Line
TO

HONOLULU, T.H. SUVA, FIJI
AUCKLAND, N.Z. SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

By the new palatial Passenger Liners
R.M.M.S. AORANGI r, ^ K MiArADA

(Motorship) K.M.b. NIAGARA
17,500 Tons Gross 13,500 Tons Gross
23,000 Tons Dis. 20,000 Tons Dis.

Sailing from VANCOUVER, B.C.
Every 28 days.

CARGO SERVICE
Monthly sailings from Vancouver to main New Zealand ports, also
to Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide, Australia, are maintained by

the following up-to-date cargo steamers:
M.S. HAURAKI S.S- WAIOTAPU
S.S. WAIRUNA S.S. WAIHEMO
For Fares, Rates and Sailings apply to any office of the

CANADIAN PAOFIC RAILWAY CO. and all
RAILWAY AND STEAMSHIP AGENTS, or to

Canadian-Australasian Royal Mail Line
999 West Hastings Street Vancouver, B-C.

Convenience,

Comfort, Hospitality

You will appreciate the excellent service
and moderate rates. The city's most
centrally located hotel. One block from
Pershing Square—convenient to all lead-

ing shops, theatres, financial institu-
tions and electric depots for all

resorts. Garage adjoining.

HOTEL
SAVOY
SIXTH < GRAND
LOS ANGELES

All Outside Roomj
One Person

Two persons -

Unexcelled Pood •

Each with Bath

J2.iO, $5. $4

• - $4. J5

• Friendly Pritet

Frani Siupson, Jr., Directoi
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ROY T. CROWDER, one of the

best known and most popular exe-

cutive passenger agents on the Pa-

cific Coast has left the Los Ange-
les Steamship Company to go to

New York to become passenger traf-

fic manager of the Panama Mail

Steamship Company, with head-
quarters in New York, effective

July 1.

Mr. Crowder was passenger traf-

fic manager of the Los Angeles
Steamship Company for eleven

years, and prior to that had exten-

sive experience in railroad travel

l)usiness. In 1910 he became gen-

eral agent of the Western Pacific

and Denver & Rio Grande Railroad

at San Francisco; leaving this po-

sition to go with the Toyo Kisen
Kaisha in 1918 as general passen-

ger agent. Backed by the extensive

experience in both railroad and
steamship travel Roy Crowder is

generally credited with being re-

sponsible for the successful devel-

opment of the coastwise and Ha-
waiian passenger services of the

Los Angeles Steamship Company.
His appointment to the Panama
Mail Steamship Company was an-

nounced by C. C. MALLORY, man-
ager.

R. STANLEY DOLLAR, vice-pres-

ident and general manager of the

Dollar Steamship Lines, has an-

nounced the appointment of the two
men who are to command the new
liners President Hoover and Presi-

dent Coolidge now nearing com-
pletion at Newport News.

CAPTAIN FRED E. ANDERSON,
now commander of the round-the-

world liner President Wilson, has
been honored by his company by the

appointment of master of the Presi-

dent Hoover, which goes into ser-

vice next August as the largest

liner ever to be built in an Ameri-
can shipyard.

To CAPTAIN K. A. AHLIN, now
master of the transpacific liner

President Taft, goes the honor of

appointment as master of the Presi-

dent Coolidge, sister ship to the
President Hoover, which will go
into service in October.

Captain Anderson has been in the
service of the Dollar Line for many
years and has served as master of

several vessels since 1930 and has
traveled about a million miles un-
der the Dollar house flag. He is a
resident of Oakland, California,

and he is one of the most popular
and efficient navigators operating
out of San Francisco.

Roy 'J'. Croiidir ulio gois

to \iu' York for the Pan-
ainn Mai/ Line and carries

liith him the experience of

many years of successful tour-

ist iLork on the Pacific (joast.

Captain Ahlin has also been in

the service of the Dollar line for

a number of years and was the mas-
ter of the first passenger liner to

operate on a scheduled round-the-
world service when he took out the

President Harrison from San Fran-
cisco westbound in 1924. Several
years later he was transferred to

the President Taft, his present com-
mand. His home is in Berkeley.

Recently deserting his post of

dean of marine bachelors of the
Pacific merchant marine, WALTER
LASCHELT, senior purser of The
Admiral Line in point of service,

went to Los Angeles and there mar-
ried Miss Ethel Neiman.

Laschelt, who joined the Pacific

Steamship Company in 1917, has
served on virtually every vessel of

1
Carl E. Nordling will direct

the pier activities of the Dol-
lar vessels at Los Angeles

1 1arbor, following his ap-

pointment as Dock Superin-

tendent.

the Admiral Line's large coastal
fleet. At the present time he is pur-
ser of the Dorothy Alexander. The
couple spent their honeymoon at
Santa Barbara, but Laschelt return-
ed to his ship at San Francisco on
April 24.

The "Dorothy" is scheduled to

make two Mexican excursions from
San Pedro before entering the sum-
mer tourist trade to Alaska, where
she has obtained fame as a cruise
ship.

C. E. NORDLING, who has been
dock agent at San Francisco for

the Dollar Steamship Lines since

1920, has been transferred to Los
Angeles harbor to the position of

terminal superintendent, to suc-
ceed GEORGE C. BANKSON, re-

signed. Mr. Nordling has been ac-

tive in San Francisco shipping for

twenty years. He was with the old

Pacific Mail Steamship Co. from
1910 to 1914; from 1914 to 1915
with the Luckenbach Line; from
1915 until the entry of the United
States into the World War with the

Panama Pacific Line; while during
the war he served in the Navy,
both on this coast and with the
Atlantic fleet destroyer squadrons.

Mr. Bankson has resigned from
the Dollar company to enter anoth-
er phase of the shipping industry,

it was announced.

The last voyage of the freighter

Golden Harvest, of the 0. & 0. Line,

from Australia to San Francisco
was a lively one, according to H. J.

DECKER, combination freight

clerk and radio man. "We have no
passengers to liven up the ship,

but on this last trip the Golden
Harvest was a veritable floating

zoo, with an assortment of kanga-
roos, parrakeets, bookabuttas, ru-

fous fantails, and many other birds

and animals." All of which kept the

crew busy and amused. The bois-

trous laugh of the bookabuttas (na-

tive to Australia and known as

"laughing jackasses") is very dis-

concerting at times, according to

members of the crew, "particularly

when you have slipped on deck or

bumped your head on a beam."

HENRY VORTMAN, chief engin-
eer of the tanker Deroche, was ten-

dered a luncheon aboard his ship

on April 2 at San Pedro in celebra-

tion of completion of 25 years in

the service of the Union Oil Com-
pany of California. He was pre-

sented a pin set with rubies, the
badge of twenty-five years' service.
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FAST
SERVICE

..8 Matson liners

to Ha^^ali

HERE'S never any waiting when
you want to go to Hawaii. Eight
Matson liners, including the luxuri-

ous Malolo, plow a continuous wake
to and from Honolulu. You can al-

ways find a Matson sailing that suits

you.

Deck sports, movies, dancing, will

enliven your voyage. In your state-

room, you'll find the comforts of
home. You can have a great trip on
one of these Matson liners from San
Francisco's Golden Gate to Honolulu.
All-expense tours are offered in great

variety.

Gateway to the South Seas

From Honolulu it is not far to Sa-
moa. Beyond Samoa lie Fiji and Aus-
tralia. You can book on Matson ships
all the way—with generous stopovers
and everything arranged in advance.

iSJ^S[^^2i__L

May

Ride the surf at JVaikiki!

Every day in the year, bronzed, happy
visitors ride the surf at Waikiki. The
average temperature of the water is 75 de-
grees—just what it should be for comfort.

MATSON LINE
25 steamers.

. fastest service

HAWAII . - SOUTH SEAS - - AUSTRALIA
San Francisco Los Angeles
Portland Seattle

DOLLAR STEAMSHIP LINES

EXPRESS miGHf^ASS£NCERS5™»

Trant-PaclSic
WEEKLY SAILINGS from Lo. Ang.k. Harbor and San Francco

TORTNIPHTI V ^^ '°"'
^°u''

Sbangba,, Hongkong. M«il^ruK I NIGHTLY to Singapore, Pfnang, Colombo.

Round-the-World
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS b«w«n Bo.ton. New York HavanaColon Balboa. Lo. Angele. Harbor, San Franci.co, Honolulu. Kobt'

SMaI: ""."B^-'i?-
M'";],". Singapore, Penang. Colombo. Sum. Port

S,nd, Alexandria, Naple,, Genoa, Mar.eille.. ebence New York.

Intercoastal Westbound
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS from Bo.ton and New York to Lo.

;^?'orHand''p' fr^A^"
F"—-Tran-hipment a. San Vanci^olor Oakland, Portland. Seattle and all northern de.tination..

Philippine Direct Service

^.?o'^ h"'-^,
,^^^^'^?^ c""'*""

L°' '^"8^'" ""b"'. San F,a„-CISCO. Honolulu. Manila, Singapore.

Trans-Pacific Freight Service
BIMONTHLY SAILINGS between Lo. Angele. Ha
ci.co. Pearl Harbor, Guam, Manila, Cavite, Iloilo
as inducement offer*.

DolIarSteamshipLinesInCjLtd.

San Fran-
other port.

BOSTON
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
DETROIT
LOS ANGELES

Robert Dotkr BIdg.

SAN FRANasCO
DA»ciiport 6000

SEATTLE
NEW YORK

PORTLAND, ORE.
WASHINGTON, D.C.

E. K.WOOD LUMBER CO.
EXPORT 8C DOMESTIC HR CARGOES

CUT TO ORDER
1 Drunun Street San Frandico, CaL

MILLS AT
Anacorte., Washington. Hoquiam. Wi.hinpon.

YARDS AT
Oakland. Gil. Lo. Atigele., Cal. Sm» Pedro, Cal.

STEAMERS:
••El Capijan" -Ca.cade" "Olrmpic-'

Si.kiyou ••Shj.u"
MOTORSHIP: SCHOONER-^""' ••Vigilant"

Cable Addre..: "Ekarwood."'

S.F.BAR PILOTS

Office:
North End of BuUdi

Pier No. 7

Station Inside
S.F. Light Ship

Morse Signal
Four Flajhes

Pilot Office from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m.: DAv. 6678-9

Chamber of Commerce
from -4 p.m. to 9 a.m.

W^^^i^'*' I^OC BLOWFOU/f WHISTLCS'- -----4^
WHENCLEAR-BURN BLUE LIGHT OR JACKAT FOR£MASf>

When on Station undei
When under Power, a Red

And Lay Stii

ail a \Khiie Light is car
? under White; a Flare

frequently.

ed at Mast Head.
' Torch is also bu
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From private correspondence it

is learned that CAPTAIN FRED C.

DUN'CAN passed away at his home
in Princeton, Illinois, on March 28,

1931, at the age of 84 years.

Captain Duncan was well known
in connection with his command the

ship Florence of which he was mas-

ter for fourteen years. Surviving

him are his wife, three sons and two
daughters. The captain was accom-

panied on most of his voyages by
his family; and his children were
raised in the cabin of the Florence,

two sons iiaving been on board the

ship when she was in port at San
Francisco. All were reared so care-

fully that on taking up shore life

in later years it was found that

the time they had spent at sea was
no handicap.

Captain Duncan was a native of

Bath and for many years sailed for

Charles Davenport, a prominent

shipowner of that city. He made his

first voyage as a boy in the ship

St. Helena in 1859; and at the age

of 17 was a third mate. He then

entered the United States Navy as

Acting Master's Mate, being the

youngest commissioned officer in

the service. He was on the Brook-

lyn in the Battle of Mobile Bay and
was mentioned for gallantry in ac-

tion.

After the close of the Civil War
he joined the new ship Kate Daven-
port and was in her as mate and
master for seven years. He was
then a deputy Shipping Commis-
sioner at New York, serving under
his father. Captain C. C. Duncan;
but the call of the sea was too great

to be resisted and he took command
of the Florence. He retired from
sea life when she was sold on the

Pacific Coast.

Captu'ti Riihcrt (Bob) Purdy (left), vcltrfin skipl^ir for Young Brothers'

loivbodt and launch fleet at Honolulu . tind John A. (Jiick) Young, manager

of the Young Brothers. Ltd. 'I'hiy are congratulating each other on the fine

perforniaua of the new tug Alamo.

WEAVER L. MARSTON. for some
time manager of the Pacific Coast
branches of the Sharpies Specialty

Company, last month was promoted
to the position of sales manager of

the entii'e Sharpies organization

and is now located at the main of-

fice at Philadelphia. Prior to com-
ing to the Pacific Coast, Marston
was assistant sales manager at the

Philadelphia headquarters. He join-

ed the company in 1926.

JAMES H. WILCOX, who ioined

the firm in 1924 and who has been

manager of the Sharpies branch in

Los Angeles for the past five years,

has been appointed general man-
ager of the Pacific Coast branches.

THOMAS J. GRIFFIN, formerly
assistant manager of the Pitts-

burgh branch, becomes manager of

the Los Angeles branch. The Shar-
pies Specialty Company manufac-
tures centrifugal oil purifiers.

served at one time in Seattle in the

traffic department of the old Pa-
cific Coast Steamship Company. He
was at one time in charge of the

Nome, Alaska, dock for the Alaska
Lighterage and Commercial Com-
pany.

Suffering from a fracture of the

skull and a broken nose WILLIAM
RAMSAY, assistant electrician of

the Panama Pacific liner Pennsyl-
vania, was taken ashore at San
Pedro on a recent voyage. The in-

juries were caused when Ramsay
plunged 28 feet down one of the

vessel's elevator shafts. He was
taken to Mercy Hospital and is now
on the road to recovery.

.fa/lies If. If ilcox, new Pacific Coast

Manager for Sharpies Specialty

Company.

CAPTAIN R. H. JOHNSON, who
has been head of the operating de-

partment of the Luckenbach Steam-
ship Company in Seattle for the

last three years and was formerly

commander of the Walter A. Luck-

enbach, sailed for Balboa, March
20, to become a government pilot

at the Panama Canal.

Captain Johnson has been suc-

ceeded at Seattle by JOHN J.

COUGHLIN, a veteran Pacific

Coast steamship man, going to Se-

attle from the San Francisco oper-

ating department. Mr. Coughlin has

been in the service of the Lucken-

bach company at different Pacific

Coast ports for many years and also

// . L. Marslon, nho leaves his post

as Pacific Coast Manager of Sharpies

Specialty Company to become sales

manager at the Philadelphia head-

quarters.
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Prominent Shipping Executives on

Merchant Marine Committee

On Monday, April 20, J. C.

ROHLFS. manager. Marine Uept.,

Standard Oil Company (Calif.) and
president of the Pacific American
Steamship Association, left San
Francisco to attend the meeting of

the standing committee appointed
by T. V. O'CONNOR, chairman of

the United States Shipping Board,

to study ways and means of putting

into effect the resolutions adopted
by the Fourth National Merchant
Marine Conference held at Wash-
ington on January 21 and 22, 1931.

This committee owes its origin to

the following resolution adopted
unanimously at the close of the

conference.

"Resolved. That to carry into ef-

fect the various actions taken by
the conference, the chairman is au-

thorized to appoint a standing com-
mittee, not less than five in num-
ber, to review the papers which
have been read at this meeting, and
whose further duty shall be to take

such initial steps as may be neces-

sary to carry into effect the various

resolutions adopted, to decide upon
the merit of the recommendations
contained in the various addresses

delivered at this conference, and to

follow up those that are deemed
meritorious and report the progre.ss

at the ne.xt annual conference."

Chairman O'Connor, after con-

siderable study and effort, secured
for this important committee the

following key men representing all

the great shipping regions and the

various shipping interests of the

United States:

ERNEST L. JANCKE, assi.stant

secretary of the Navy; H. B. WAL-
KER, president, American Steam-
ship Owner's Association; J. C.

ROHLFS, president. Pacific Amer-
ican Steamship Association; JOS-
EPH T. LYKES, president, Lykes
Brothers, Inc.; ROBERT C. TUT-
TLE. manager, Marine Department,
Atlantic Refining Company; COL-
ONEL BARBER, United States

Chamber of Commerce; and T. V.

O'CONNOR as ex-officio chairman.

Included in the program of this

committee are studies and research
covering: The strengthening of the

Merchant Marine Act of 1928; the

promotion of greater patronage for

the American merchant marine; the

training of American young men

for merchant marine officers; de-

vising some equitable form of na-

tional aid to cargo vessels; reduc-

tion of marine insurance costs; re-

duction of differential in shipbuild-

ing costs between America and
Europe; modernization of Ameri-
can merchant vessels; study and re-

search in marine engineering de-

velopments; safety for marine
workers; study of load line devel-

opments; and study of maritime
legislative needs. A broad, compre-
hensive program for a strong and
able committee.

After the meeting at Washington
on April 24 to 26, the members of

the committee attended the April

28 to May 1 meeting of the United
States Chamber of Commerce at At-

lantic City and the May 4 to 9 meet-
ing of the International Chamber of

Commerce at Washington. At both

of these meetings the committee
members will stress the merchant
marine message and it is hoped
that their contacts will "sell" the

American merchant marine idea to

the delegates at these important
meetings so that all over the United
States key men with leadership in

their respective communities will be

lined up solidly to strengthen the

Merchant Marine Act of 1928 and
urge further favorable legislation.

isvm
Anotter Fla^ in Parsons' Fleet

fc|^^^^^ The Luckenbach Steamship Co. is now added

\W^fl^V^|^ to the imposing list of Pacific fleet operators

iF^"^-^ who are capitalizing the superior wear re'

V ""^—--, sisting qualities oi Parsons' White Brass S. A.
Crankpin bearings in the S. S. Susan Lucken-

bach have been re-babbitted with this metal, with every assurance

that a record of service comparable to that in other Pacific ships

will be attained.

C. V. LANE, 1005 Balfour BIdg., San Francisco,

is our Pacific Coast representative. Complete stocks

maintained in San Francisco.

CRAMP BRASS 8C IRON
FOUNDRIES CO.

Richmond and Norris St. Philadelphia
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COMPRESSORS
Ultcnary and Portab

DIESEL ENGINES

GAS ENGINES
FEEOWATER HEATERS

WATER. OIL and
GASOLINE METERS

MLILTIVDRIVES

ROCK DRILLS

AUTOMATIC HEAT
TREATING MACHINES
FOR DRILL STEEL

FORGING FURNACES
FOR DRILL STEEL

DRILL STEEL

ACCESSORIES

CHROMIUM PLATING

Thi
type. I is built in 2,

25 horsepo

ne venical four-cycle uir»

tnd 6 cylinder combination

For the work boat
. . . « llif/ll ffWIIOHII/

WORTHINGTON
Dio^iel Engine

ffl

jfiivcia ^j tiuia^iJi/nv. per Cylinder.

Designed for marine service, it is ideally suited lo fishing boats

ind other work boats. Back of this unit is an experience of 30 years

n building internal combustion engines . . . plus the reputation and
esources of the Worthington organization.

WORTHINGTON PUMP AND MACHiNHRV CORPORATION

O/yiciaJOr^An
. PACIFIC AMERPCAN
Steamship Association

Shipowners Association
of the pacific coast
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Thi- Slerllng Pelrel S'-" b

THE WI1\1\ER
The 1931 model o[ llie Sterling Pelrel made ils debut ul Miami, winning ihe 200

liorsepower runaLoul race. Thus Ine stock model Petrel, wiin regular compression

and timing, driving a slock Hacker runabout, has maintained its aristocracy. < w hen

you choose a runabout consider that; the Petrel has 779 cubic inches of piston

displacement (comparative engines only 678); it is unnecessary to increase the

compression of the Petrel to obtain the required power: straight gasoline is used

(no doped fuels): the clutch and reverse gear is substantially oversize; the Petrel

is safely carbureted. < Sterling offers 15 /c more engine, with major and minor

mechanical details that challenge comparison. < The c:atalog is free to those

advising the size and type of boat contemplated. «» «• «» «» «» .»

STERLIIVG EI\GII\E COIMP/WY
\110 IMingsra Street Buffalo, l\. Y., U, S. A.

Pac.f.cCoa. i^MMO-ICMMO^T COMP^MYRepTtsentattve

SEATTLE
3322 H<iirv BuiltGof

LOS ANGELES
401 Bradbury Buildins
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Important Offer to Tugboat Owners
Would you like a Guarantee to Increase

Hawser Pull and Maneuverability if

UNITED GIVES IT TO YOU GRATIS

T T T

Nimble tugs that deliver full performance are more than ever essential these days—

a

condition which, ordinarily, costs money to bring about. UNITED SERVICE, however, now

offers to owners of harbor craft a new feature of its research facilities which involves neither

cost nor obligation yet has great value to fhe operator: a specifically guaranteed increase

in hawser pull and greater maneuverability. This guarantee is based upon exact tests with

precision instruments that record the tractive efficiency of the boat with your present

propeller and provide the data for an

Individually

Designed United Precision Propeller
Greater Pull

Quicker Handling

Tell US when you can spare a boat for a couple of hours, as many others already have done;

we'll try to suit your convenience. This does not mean that you must buy a wheel from us

now or ever; it simply means that, when next you need a wheel, you will decide whether

you want definitely increased pull and quicker handling, with no premium price. Mr.

Millard Moore Is arranging the schedules for these tests; why not phone him?

T T T

11 Broadway
New York UNITED DRY DOCKS Telephone

:

Digby 4-0500

INCORPORATED

Tug "K. WHITTELSEY" gains 15% more hawser

pull and 50 degrees lower exhaust temper-

ature with its United Precision Propeller



(Phuto by Bert G. Covdl, Honolulu)

A MARINE CHARACTER STUDY

The subject of this study. Captain William

R. (Boh) Purdy, is dean of the to-ivhoat

shippers of Y^oun^ Brothers deepsea to-wing

fleet operating out of Honolulu to all ports

in the Hatvaiian Islands. As a deepsea toiving

expert, it M^ould he hard to find his e<iual. He
has justly earned the title **Manio"

among HaM^aiian tug men
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FOR SAFETY
The New Dollar Liners

SS PRESIDENT HOOVER

SS PRESIDENT COOLIDGE
will each be equipped with 330
Fathoms (1980 Feet) of 31/4 inch

NACO" ANCHOR CHAINS
weighing approximately 98 tons and
proof tested to a load of 574,340 lbs.

Manufactured by

National Malleable And Steel Castings Co.
General Office— Cleveland, O.

NACOANCHOR CHAINS PROVIDE GREATER SAFETY
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Pacific Coast

Shipbuilding

'N an address at the annual meet-

ing of the National Council of

American Shipbuilders, held in New York, April 16,

1931, H. Gerrish Smith, the president of that Council,

called attention to the revival of shipbuilding as indi-

cated by the fact that for the first time since the close

of the Shipping Board shipbuilding program, the larger

American shipyards are able to operate continuously.

Notwithstanding this fact, the total available ship-

building capacity in the United States today is being

used to less than 50 per cent, capacity. Pacific Coast
shipyards are practically idle; but Mr. Smith, as re-

ported in current press, thinks that these yards should

be encouraged by the fact that more than a half of

the value in new construction in Atlantic Coast yards

is represented by vessels that will have their home
ports on the Pacific Coast and that these vessels will

require an annual expenditure for docking, painting,

surveys, overhauls, and other work—the inference be-

ing that since such work is usually done in a home port

the Pacific Coast yards will reap a harvest later.

There is, of course, little if any consolation for the

Pacific Coast shipbuilder in this possible future re-

ward thrown out as a sop to divert attention from the

present lack of new construction. It must be admitted

that if ships for West Coast owners were being built in

West Coast yards, then these yards would be in an even
better position both to secure and to perform future

maintenance work on these ships than is the case under
present conditions. The Atlantic Coast yards are build-

ing good ships and the Pacific Coast yards are certain-

ly not going to reap any great profits in the near fu-

ture on repair and maintenance accounts for these

vessels.

There are, however, some straws of evidence now in

view indicating that one or two sizeable shipbuilding

jobs are coming to Pacific Coast yards and some signs

of activity in the yards toward getting ready for these

jobs.

Shipbuilding under competitive bidding is by no
means a bed of roses. Among the world's industries, it

is perhaps the most difficult in which to make a rea-

sonable profit, and that mainly for the reason that so

large a proportion of the cost of a ship goes to labor.

For this reason it is the industry most worthy of pub-
lic promotion and it receives public recognition and
assistance in practically every maritime nation.

This may be illustrated by history of the old Union
Iron Works, founded in San Francisco as the first steel

shipbuilding yard on the Pacific Coast in 1881. In con-

sideration of this plant and of the public policy of

maintaining ship repair and ship building facilities

on the Pacific so far from basic materials supply, the
United States Congress granted a 4 per cent, differen-

tial to Pacific Coast yards in bidding for naval ves-

sels. The new construction work obtained by virtue

of this differential enabled the Union Iron Works to

maintain a fine organization, ready for any emergency
repairs, for the building of several commercial ves-

sels, and for a fair volume of general engineering work.
This plant produced some of the most noted vessels of

the United States Navy. It kept for fifteen years an
average force of 3600 men profitably employed, and dis-

tributed during that period over $47,000,000 in wages.
In other words, it was the direct support of 15,000

population. It operated on a capitalization of $1,000,-

000 and used most of the profits to build up the plant,

which was sold on appraisal value at $3,500,000 in

1903. During the 22 years corporate existence of this

plant a little over $1,000,000 was distributed in divi-

dends.

It seems to us that these figures show very eloquent-

ly the rather close margin on which the shipbuilding

industry operates, from the standpoint of the investor,

and at the same time its value as a community asset.

For these reasons the San Francisco Bay Region and
other Pacific Coast communities should use every pos-

sible influence to bring shipbuilding contracts to Pa-

cific Coast shipyards.

Cruiser

San Francisco

a;
NNOUNCEMENT that the new
light cruiser now being laid

down at the Mare Island Navy Yard is to be named
San Francisco has called forth much favorable com-
ment from Californians and has brought out among



old timers many reminders of the building of the first

lipht cruiser San Francisco, launched at the old Union
Iron Works in 1889.

This vessel was the second cruiser built at that

plant, and her success on government trials estab-

lished the Union Iron Works as worth.v builders of

I'niti'd States naval craft. Their first job, the cruiser

Charleston, was a success, but the critics of the At-

lantic seaboard were still very much opposed to spend-

ing government money so far away from "home." How-
ever, when the San Francisco showed a speed of 19%
knots on her sea trials and came back through the

Golden Gate with a broom at her masthead it was ad-

mitted by all concerned that the steel shipbuilders and
the marine engineers of San Francisco were equal to

the best and that the 4 per cent, differential for naval

building on the Pacific Coast had been justified.

The old cruiser San Francisco was first commis-
sioned November 15, 1890. and was placed out of com-
mission December 24, 1921. During the World War
she was fitted up as a second line mine layer and was
so classified when decommissioned. She saw active

service in the Spanish War as a cruiser. She was 324
feet 6 inches in length overall, 49 feet 2 inches beam,
18 feet 9 inches mean draft, and had a full load dis-

placement of 4583 tons. Her main propulsion plant
consisted of two horizontal triple expansion engines,

42 by 60 by 94-inch cylinders and 36-inch stroke, each
of which was directly connected to a propeller shaft.

The total indicated horsepower was 9761. Steam was
generated by eight Babcock & Wilcox water-tube boil-

ers.

This fine old veteran of two wars carried a fore and
aft suit of sails on three masts, and when spread to
the wind was a very neat, trim, shipshape craft.

Many graduates of the apprentice system of the Old
Union Iron Works are now working in the various de-
partments of Mare Island Navy Yard, either as me-
chanics or in executive positions. It would be very in-

teresting to know just how many men who helped build
the former San Francisco will be working on the new
cruiser.

The new cruiser San Francisco will bear almost as
little resemblance to the old ship as the modern sky-
line of San Francisco bears to the pictures of that
city in 1890. The U.S.S. San Francisco will be almost an
exact replica of the U.S.S. Chicago recently completed
at Mare Island and now on her shakedown cruise in
the South Pacific. She will be a fast, rakish craft of
10,000 tons displacement, fitted with every effective
modern device for navigation, maneuvering, and ac-
curacy of gunfire. From the naval architectural, ma-
rine engineering, and shipbuilding viewpoints she will
be a notable product of the California navy yard and
well worthy to bear the beautiful name of San Fran-
cisco.

Wind Power on Shipboard

T;
IME was when America led the
world in the application of wind

power to the propulsion of vessels at sea, when our
white winged argosies w-ere welcome in every port of
the world. After the Civil War, however, we soon found
that the exertion of wind power in politics and busi-
ness economies was a far more profitable application,
and so we forgot our heritage of Tyre and forsook the
sea until we were brought back to it bv a world war.
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Wind power is now only a memory in so far as it

conserves the propulsion of vessels for commercial
sea travel. Flettner sought to revive wind power with

his rotors, but though that "magnus effect" is theo-

retically a wonderful auxiliary power, yet its practi-

cal difficulties more than offset its theoretical advan-

tage. The Flettner rotor, however, has had a very practi-

cal stepchild in the S rotor of Dr. Savonius, a Finnish

physicist. This is being successfully and extensively

used as a wind motor or a tide or current motor for

many purposes.

From a marine standpoint its most interesting ap-

plication is in driving exhaust ventilating fans. The
S rotor works on a vertical shaft and is driven by wind
coming from any direction. Built with a centrifugal

exhaust turbine type blower runner attached to its

lower end plate, it is a very efficient and compact low

pressure air pump. This rotor and fan can be placed

on top of a ventilating duct and occupy little, if any,

more space than the standard wind cowl. The combina-
tion produces a powerful suction and, in conjunction

with suitable ducts for fresh air inlet, makes a very

valuable ventilating device.

In Europe, both afloat and ashore, this S rotor ven-

tilator is finding much application. It is manufactured
in a very wide range of sizes and capacities ranging
in application from the bilges of small motorboats to

the holds of large cargo liners.

Twenty-Five Years Ago

PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW of

June 1906 carried as a leading

article an illustrated descrintion of a new fireboat

patented by Lewis Nixon and named the Nixon Stan-

dard. Under the influence of the widespread alarm
resulting from the recent great San Francisco fire,

Tacoma had decided to build a public fireboat. Nixon
sent his chief engineer, A. C. Page, to sell his Nixon
Standard to Tacoma. This boat design had a steel tor-

pedo type hull, with overhung stern. She was to be 51

feet length over-all, 45 feet 6 inches between perpen-
diculars, 12 feet molded beam, and 5 feet draft. Power
was to be supplied by a 6-cylinder Standard, heavy duty,

gasoline engine driving a single-screw through clutch
connection and being direct-connected at its forward
end to a rotary pump with a capacity of 2000 gallons
per minute against 150 pounds pressure.

A circular deck erection at the center of this craft

carried a monitor nozzle and eight universal hose coup-
lings. This boat was to be built in quantity and was
priced at |30,000 delivered ready to fight fires.

Tacoma decided to build the then conventional steam
fireboat and no Nixon Standard fireboats were built,

so far as our records show. The idea, however, was
sound; and when Tacoma some twenty-one years later

decided to build another fireboat, gasoline engine drive

for boat and pumps had become practically standard
equipment for this type of craft.

Another item of June 1906 indicates that the "board-
ing house masters and crimps" were fairly powerful
in those days. A crimp who came aboard a vessel in

the open roadstead at Port Townsend and tried to per-

suade the crew to desert was killed by the mate. Our
editor advised the judge to find that this killing was
justifiable under the old admiralty rule "repelling of

boarders."
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Dollar Pacific Liners Nearing Completion

Top: The two new transpacific liners President Hoover and President Coolidge of the Dollar Steamship Company nearing completion
at the outfitting dock of the Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company. The President Hoover will have her trials early in
June and will leave New York on her maiden voyage August 6. The President Coolidge will be delivered during October.

Bottom: A view of the same ships from the opposite side show ing also the Steamship Florida, new passenger steamer for the
Peninsula ii. Occidental Steamship Company, which was delivered during May.



Artist's conception of the new South Seas liner Mariposa.

Progress on South Seas Liners

First of the Matson-Oceanic Steamers Building at the Fore River Plant,

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation, to be Launched July i8

ERALDING a new era of fast luxurious trans-

portation over the romantic South Sea travel

JL A. lane between California and Australia, the

steamship Mariposa, first of a trio of modern super-

liners now building for the Matson Navigation Com-
pany of San Francisco, will be launched July 18 at the

Fore River plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Cor-

poration, Quincy, Massachusetts.

Mrs. Wallace M. Alexander, whose husband is vice-

president of the Matson Line, chairman of the board
of Alexander & Baldwin, Ltd., and one of the best

known shipping executives in the Pacific area, will

act as sponsor for the new ship. Water from the pic-

turesque land-locked harbor at Sydney, Australia, will

be used in the christening ceremony.

Several months later, probably in November of this

year, the steamship Monterey, a sister ship, will be

launched. Plans for the second launching have not yet

been \vorked out. As soon as the Mariposa is off the

ways in July, work will commence on a third Matson
liner, Lurline, which will be a sister ship of the other
two.

Under present plans, the two first ships will go into

service over the historic Australia-South Seas route
next year, Mariposa in February and Monterey shortly
following. Lurline will not be available before 193.3.

This trio of new ships represents an investment of
approximately $25,000,000, each unit costing $8,500,000.
When completed, they will stand unsurpassed in the
first I'ank of the world's finest ocean carriers. Mari-
posa and Monterey are being equipped specially for ser-

vice in the tropics and will combine the latest scientific
devices that make for cool and comfortable transporta-
tion. The two ships to be launched this year will be

named in compliment to two of California's most fa-

mous counties. Mariposa County was the locale of the

historic gold rush in '49, being the heart of the rich

Mother Lode district. Montere.v, claiming California's

first state capital, is reminiscent of the days when gal-

lant Spanish grandees ruled the land.

With construction being carried on under the pro-

visions of the Jones-White Act of 1928, all three ves-

sels will be built to the rules and regulations of the

American Bureau of Shipping and the United States

Steamboat Inspection Service, and, for water-tight sub-

division, they will conform to the regulations of the

International Conference on Safety of Life at Sea.

General Particulars

The general particulars are as follows: length over-

all, 632 feet; length between perpendiculars, 605 feet;

beam, 79 feet; draft, 28 feet; displacement, 26,000 tons;

guaranteed trial trip speed, 20^2 knots. There w-ill be

nine decks, 16 water-tight compartments, and double

bottom throughout. The bulkheading arrangement is

such that with any two of the largest adjacent compart-
ments of the vessel flooded the ship would remain
afloat.

Capacity

Each of the new liners will accommodate approxi-

mately 750 passengers, 500 first class and 250 cabin

class. By using the same quality stateroom equipment
in the cabin as intended for the first class, certain pas-

sageway doors may be opened to make the vessel all

first class.

The cargo space will accommodate 5000 tons of dry
cargo and 850 tons refrigerated cargo in six chambers.
Special compartments have been arranged for mail and
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express, and a specie room for bullion. Fuel oil tanks

have a capacity of 40,000 barrels, and fresh water tanks

of 2800 tons.

Machinery

The vessels will be propelled by twin screws, and the

main propelling machinery will consist of three tur-

bines and a set of single reduction gears on each shaft.

The normal shaft horsepower is 22,000 with a maximum
of 25,000. Steam will be supplied by 12 water-tube boil-

ers. All of the auxiliary machinery will be electrically

operated, the current supplied by four 500 kilowatt

generating sets.

Accommodations
First class public spaces have been arranged on "A"

deck, with a library, writing room, lounge, theatre,

smoking room with men's club and card room adjacent.

On this deck also will be an exceptionally large ball

room veranda extending the width of the ship and en-

tirely closed in with adjustable low type glass win-

dows. On the dome over the social hall there is a new
feature in a game deck which provides a tennis court,

hand ball court, and space for other sports. The new
liners will provide more promenade deck space per pas-

senger than any other American-built ship. Enclosed

with adjustable glass windows, the spacious promen-

ades become available to passengers in any sort of

weather. Each ship will have two outdoor swimming
pools, built into the vessel, a delightful innovation for

travel in the tropics. Convenient to the swimming pools

will be dressing rooms, gymnasiums, and electric cabi-

net baths.

One large galley is provided between two spacious

dining salons which will accommodate practically the

ship's entire passenger list at one time. The modern
galley will be the last word in scientific culinary equip-

ment, with electric ranges, electric grill, and electric

bakery.

Ventilation for the entire ship will be provided by
the Thermotank system, arranged for circulation of

either natural or heated air. Forced ventilation will

change the air in enclosed spaces every three to five

minutes. The sides of the vessel will be protected
against outside heat by cork insulation.

Staterooms are unusually large and, with the ex-

ception of a few maids' rooms at the center of the

ship, all are arranged as outside staterooms. Every
first class room on the ship has either a private bath,

private shower, or connecting bath. Each bath has hot
and cold fresh water. All staterooms will be fitted with

wc/wc-^^
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extra large twin beds, and furnishings to match will be

on a par with the finest hotel or club. There are num-
erous de luxe staterooms with large private verandas.

Two special de luxe stateroom suites on "C" deck con-

sist of two double bedrooms, living room, maid's room,

dressing room, and trunk room.

A complete telephone system will be installed

throughout the ship, each and every room, cabin and
first class, being provided with a private telephone.

The new Matson liners, in short, will be veritable

floating cities in which the wizardry of modern marine
engineering will have installed every comfort and con-

venience to be found on shore. On each liner there will

be a complete newspaper plant, printing last minute
news and stock reports flashed from world centers by
radio; a theatre in which the latest talkie releases will

be shown; and a complete broadcasting system bring-

ing into private staterooms available shore programs
and such ship programs as are put on in the various
public rooms. Smart shops, beauty parlors, a fully

equipped laundry, children's playrooms, novelty shops,

barber and tailor shops, photographic studio, a night
club, a brokerage office, and skilled medical, dental,
and nursing services are some of the other features of

these distinctive sea-going palaces.

It is significant that these gigantic new American
flag vessels, like many others now building or contract-
ed for, are for service in the Pacific. Recent years have
seen the development of new world currents in foreign
trade and travel, indicating that the "Pacific Era" is

at hand. In American shipyards alone, upwards qf $60,-
000,000 worth of new tonnage is now building for this
trade. The Mariposa and Monterey, inaugurating fast
passenger and express service between the vigorous
young continents of Australia and America, will serve
one of the most picturesque and potentially lucrative
sections of the new world. Enroute to and from Aus-
tralia these new white Goliaths of the Pacific will call
at Honolulu, Hawaii; Pago Pago, American Samoa;
and Suva, Fiji. Steaming through the heart of the ro-
mantic South Seas, about which so much has been
written and filmed, these speedy de luxe liners will
open new vistas for jaded world travelers and thrill
seekers.

Incidentally, the Londoner who must keep a business
appointment in Sydney will find he can do it days
quicker, and with greater comfort and variety of scen-
ery, via America and one of the new Matson liners
from San Francisco or Los Angeles.

The massive steering gear of the
Mariposa is unique in its ar-

rangement. The four hydraulic
cylinders are arranged in the
form of a Vee, about 30 feet

long and 11 feet wide at its for-

ward end. Motors, pumps, and
controls are installed in the for-
ward end of the Vee, making a
compact arrangement. This elec-

tro-hydraulic gear is by the
American Engineering Company.



A California Tuna Fisher

Recently Completed, the Large Fishing Boat Reliance Uses Alternating Current

Exclusively for All Electric Drive on Auxiliaries

THE larpe tuna fishing boat

Reliance, ret-ontly completed

at the Al Larson boatyard,

San Pedro, California, for Paul
Verney, George Stakelin, Earl How-
ard, and associates, is unique in at

least two features of her design.

First, her machinery arrange-

ment and her piping layout were
definitely planned by expert mar-
ine engineers simultaneously with
the laying out of the hull lines by
her builders.

Second, she is claimed to be the

first fishing boat to have all auxi-

liary machinery operated by alter-

nating current motors.
To Fairbanks, Morse & Co. goes

the credit for both these unusual
features. Robert Woodworth was
the Fairbanks-Morse engineer in

charge of the machinery layout,

and the installation was performed
by the expert crew of the Fairbanks-Morse repair shop
at San Pedro, with H. Stagg in charge. All electric

wiring, switch board, and fixtures were installed by
Ets-Hokin and Galvan of San Francisco and Wilming-
ton.

The Reliance has the following general characteris-

tics:

Length over-all 126.0 feet

Length between perpendiculars 116.7 feet

Beam molded 27.2 feet

Depth, under deck at side to top of keel 10.5 feet

Gross tonnage 31.3

Net tonnage 208
Crew (including wireless operator) 14

Mean draft 11'6"

Shaft horsepower 450
Speed, knots lO^i
Fuel capacity, gallons, 20,000
Cruising radius, miles, 8,000

This vessel is sturdily built of Oregon pine with
heavy frame and planking, as will be seen in the half
inboard profile herewith, She has a raised deck for-

ward in way of the deck house and engine room, and
this, with her deck house, provides ample sleeping ac-

commodations for fourteen men, two in a cabin with
room for two additional in case of necessity. The ma-
chinery is located well forward, giving a clear deck
aft for fishing and for bait tanks and fish holds.

Machinery
The propulsion unit of the Reliance is a 5-cylinder,

14- X 17-inch, Model 37, pump scavenge type, Fair-

banks-Morse, 2-cycle diesel engine delivering 450 shaft

horsepower at 260 revolutions a minute and driving

an 80-inch diameter, 55'2-inch pitch, 3-bladed, solid

bronze propeller of Lambie design. This engine has the

of the new tuna fishing boat Reliance making 10^2 knots on her trials

off San Pedro.

new style open-head system of combustion. The Brown
Instrument Company of Philadelphia supplied the ex-

haust pyrometers with indicator mounted on the oper-

ating panel of this engine.

Auxiliary power is provided by two 4-cylinder. 6- x

61 2-inch, Fairbanks-Morse diesels rated 54 shaft horse-

power at 720 revolutions per minute and each direct-

connected to a 35-kilowatt generator and its exciter, de-

livering 3-phase, 60-cycle, alternating current at 220

volts. The alternators and exciters were supplied by
the Electric Machinery Mfg. Co. of Minneapolis. These
generating sets are located port and starboard of the

main engine on the working platform of the engine

room.
Clean lubricating oil for both auxiliary generating

sets and the main engine is assured by the installa-

tion of a Sharpies lubricating oil centrifuge.

All of the auxiliary machinery on the vessel is driven

by Fairbanks-Morse induction motors. This type of

electric motor is standard for many industrial appli-

cations. It is low in first cost, economical in opera-

tion, easy of maintenance, and permits the use of

simple, "fool proof" control.

One of the most unusual and interesting features

of this boat is the arrangement of the bait pumps.

These are located in a narrow thwartship compartment
at the after end of the deck house. They are vertical

shaft turbine type pumps, the motors being mounted
on top, so that they have practically the same appear-

ance as the typical deep well irrigation pump head,

the resemblence being heightened by the vertical 10-

inch casing suction and the 8-inch casing discharge.

The arrangement of pumps, motors, and casing is

clearly shown on the plan and the inboard profile and
(Please turn to Page 235)
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PLANS AND INTERIORS OF RELIANCE
Above, inboard profile of forward section of fisfiing boat Reliance showing heavy wooden
construction of hull and location of machinery. At right, bait pump room with Fairbanks-
Morse turbine type, vertical shaft pumps. Center, port and starboard views of Fairbanks-
Morse 450-shaft horsepower main propulsion diesels installed in engine room of Reliance.

Below, plan of after main deck of Reliance showing piping and connection for bait cir-

culating water.



Evolution ofthe

Electric Marine Cargo Winch
A Review of the Improvements in Electric Deck Machinery During

the Pa^ Ten Years of American Practice

^y W. Edgar Martin*

IT
was about ten years ago that electric deck winches

really came into their own. Up to that time nearly

all winches on American-built ships were of the

steam type, yet today few owners would consider using
anything but an electric winch. Electrical equipment
is available today that makes the winch absolutely
reliable, quick in operation, quiet, clean, and last, but
not least, a big fuel saver.

Some of the earlier electric winches built in the
United States were not as fast as could have been
built and were criticised for being slow, as were like-

wise the foreign installations of electric winches at

that time. This fault was quickly overcome, as the
owners were shown that with larger motors any speed
desired could be obtained. Progress from loaded rope
speeds of 200 feet per minute ten years ago to 600
feet per minute as is available today has brought the
speed question to a point where it would be impracti-
cable to handle cargo any faster.

The design of the deck winch motor of ten years ago
has proved itself. In designing the winch motors for

the United States Shipping Board's first motorship,
William Penn, Westinghouse engineers foresaw an era
of electrically operated winches and insisted on ultra-

conservatism of design to insure absolute reliability.

In designing these winch motors special attention was
given to water-proofing, mechanical strength, insula-
tion for high temperatures, and proper speed. Hun-
dreds of installations made since that time, all giving
satisfactory service, bear witness to the foresight of
these design engineers. The tendency with the motors
has been toward higher powers and rope speeds. The

Electric deck wind installed on the mote
in 1921.

hip Willi.ii
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Electric deck winches on the motorship Californian, installed

in 1922.

control has changed from the earlier completely water-

tight cams and resistors to the more practical arrange-

ment for magnetic control installations of mounting
open resistors in a deck house and using only a water-

tight master drum control with contactor panel mount-
ed in the deck house, and for manual control installa-

tions a water-tight cam controller with open resistors in

the deck house.

In 1921 the motorship William Penn was equipped
with a compound geared winch giving two gear re-

ductions, 12U to 1 for 5000 pounds, and 26^ 2 to 1 for

10,000 pounds. On these earlier installations, a foot

brake was believed to be necessary, but since the oper-

ator is generally remotely removed from the winch, a

mechanical brake is not needed with this type of elec-

tric winch.

In connection with this installation, the purchaser
believed that with the clutch in neutral, a dangerous
overspeed of the motor would result. For this purpose
a very light shunt field winding was specified. Actu-
ally, the series characteristics would have been satis-

factory, since after installation the shunt field was
reversed from its normal connection without detrimen-

tal overspeeding of the armature. Since that time our
experience indicates that, except for the particularly

hi-speed circuit developed recently by Claytor, and for

*Marine Representative, Westinghouse Electric £f Manufacturing
Co., San Francisco.
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The electric cargo winch as installed on the motorship Challenger

in 1924.

special cases of the friction drum type of winch, the

series motor is entirely satisfactory for cargo winch

service. The old type B solenoid brake, shunt wound,

originally used gave splendid service, although now it

is superseded by the newer type DW shunt brake.

The crane circuit giving dynamic braking in lower-

ing was employed with this first installation, and is

still used with success.

Since the shipyard could find no place for conveni-

ently housing the protective panel and resistors, or

even the controller, all these were provided with water-

proof housings. The protective panel was made a part

of the water-proof cam controller, and a special hous-

ing, to give ventilation of the resistors when in use,

was provided for the grids and shunt brake resistor

tubes. Resistors enclosed in this manner are inacces-

sible. Later owners and naval architects agreed that

deck houses and raised platforms around the base of

the cargo masts were a wise investment. In connection

with conversion work, the United States Shipping
Board cooperated most agreeably to offer adequate
protection for electric deck equipment.

Ma

Another splendid record for the earlier installations

is found in the motorship Californian (1922). On four-

teen of her 30-horsepower winches the crane circuit was
used, while two winches were fitted with the Shepard

load-brake type of winch, which reciuired the straight

reversing circuit. With this, for either direction or ro-

tation of this winch, with or without load on the hook,

positive power is drawn from the line. During lower-

ing, the absence of peaks is noticeable, which, of

course, is an advantage in reducing the abu.se at the

commutator and brushes, and also arcing at the con-

troller contacts.

On the motorship Seekonk (1923) the shipbuilders

cooperated with the electrical manufacturer in supply-

ing protected locations for the resistors for the

cargo winches.The protective panels were still retained

in the side of the cam controller casing, but the resis-

tors were located in a small room below the platform.

For this installation, the motor was of only 20 hor.se-

power at 400 revolutions per minute.

The motorship Challanger (1924) was the first case

Friction drum type electric cargo winch as installed on U. S. diesel-

electric hopper dredges of the A. MacKenzie class in 1924.

Electric worm drive gypsy as installed on the motor tanker

J. W. Van Dyke.

of a mixture of ratings for cargo winch service. Ten

20-horsepower motors and two 30-horsepower motors,

both at 400 revolutions per minute, were used on this

vessel. This motorship was also the last to have water-

tight resistor housings, which were in improved form,

having two compartments, one for the grid resistors

and one for the tube resistors and terminals, the lat-

ter being more accessible than in previous installa-

tions.

Winches of the friction drum type were first electri-

fied by the Westinghouse Company for the four Uni-

ted States hopper dredges of the A. Mackenzie class

(1924). This is the first extensive application of the

type CK motors to the marine field. The straight re-

versing circuit was employed.

The drums of these winches are seldom used, lines

on the nigger-heads being the means of moving hatch

covers, lifting machinery, or loading stores. Note that

this is a double drum winch, each drum being separ-

ately controlled by means of a friction clutch handle.

Although the 15-horsepower motor is installed, the time

rating is one hour, which is twice the time rating usu-

( Please turn to Page 251)



The Log of

A Pacific Ocean Tow
Notes on the Performance of Towboat Mamo, Towing Two

Barges 2100 Miles from San Francisco to Honolulu

^y Howard Oxsen
Howard Oxsen.

ON Saturday, March 28, in the face of threaten-

ing weather, the diesel tug Mamo put out of San
Francisco Bay on its record-breaking tow to

lloiKilulu. a distance of 2100 miles. Captain William
(Bob) Purdy, veteran towboat skipper of the fleet of

Young Brothers Limited, was in command. Chief En-
gineer Rudolph Nelson, transferred from the Miki-

miki, was exhibiting broad smiles of admiration over

the fine engine room equipment, especially the two
Fairbanks-Morse, 750-horsepower, Model 37's, his new
pets. H. W. Davenport of the Matson Navigation Com-
pany w'as all set for navigating the craft, which was
well done, as we found ten days later when Molokai
light appeared on schedule. The balance of the crew
consisted of three Fairbanks, Morse & Co. engineers
—J. Penberthy of Beloit, Wisconsin, E. P. (Ned) Green
and the writer of San Francisco—a first mate, three
quartermasters, two oilers, a cook, and one waiter,
making a total of fourteen. This was increased to fif-

teen when a stowaway came up for air the first night
out. He was subsequently assigned to galley duty.

The official starting time was logged as "Passed
San Francisco Lightship 6:37 P.M.," but before this

entry was made several fresh water sailors enjoyed a
taste of outside weather, which was only a sample of
what followed.

After passing the ferry lane in the bay, it was evi-

dent that the job of jireparing for a long distance tow
was in the hands of an e.xperienced crew. The side

canvasses were lashed in place and the long tow lines

were let out and securely fastened over the stern roller

without a false move. The tow line to the first barge

consists of a cable pendant fastened securely to the

tow bitt and extended past the stern roller where a

swivel joined it to an 800-foot length of Tubbs 12-inch

Supercore Manila line. The end of this rope was made
fast to a length of heavy chain and then to the barge
through a steel bridle, making a total distance to the

barge of approximately 850 feet. This barge was partly

loaded. The second barge was handled by the towing
machine; and approximately 1300 feet of 2^/-:>-'\nch. wire

rope was let out, the end of the cable being made fast

to this bai'ge's bridle through a swivel and a length of

heavy chain. Lights on the barges were supplied from
storage batteries.

Date Dlstaroe ••Av.oseed 2n.aPM HP» Fuel Con .#Wlnd Sea
o Llgrtshlp a- 6:37 m W.T. Uoderalo

Mar. aa 129 li les -.23 225 900 956 N.W.
Uar. 30 17S 7.33 228 9 20 1346 Light » 3=ootk
Bar. 3i 194 s.oo 236 975 1390 " SW "

Apr. i 196 " 8.08 238 998 1424 S.V. Moderate
Apr. 2 184 7. CI 231 944 1352 N.W. Rough
jipr. S 180 7.42 230 936 1340 H.W.
Apr. 4 172 7.U £29 928 1320 N.W.
Apr. S 213 " 8.79 245 1096 1525 N.W. Moderate
Apr. 6 228 " 9.4 253 1200 1630 S.W. "

Apr. 7 £34 " 9.63 262 1400 1905 N
t Apr. 8 182 " 9.6 260 1340 1454 Celm Smooth.

Crew and offiiirs of the Mamo. Standing, left to right: E. P. Green
and J. Penberthy of Fairbanks, Morse Si. Co.; Captain William R.
Purdy and Rudolph Nelson, master and chief engineer; the cook;
Howard Oxsen of F.iirbanks, Morse & Co.; and H. W. Davenport,

navigator. Crew sitting.

1 Pass Dla:;oi;d Head 7:17 AM.
9 Running tlcB each day 24 hours, 14 min. aptrox. Dlfferenoe In

time between San rranclsco and Honolulu, 2^ hours. Distance at
noon each day.

* Shaft horsepower, total both en^ncs.
Actual runr.lng time, 10 days, 15 hours, 10 nin.
Averaje speed 8.19 laiots.
Fuel oil capacity of vessel 40,000 gals, .approi,

§ Total fuel oil con::uiiied 15,000 gals., epproi. Including auxiliaries.
Uailmum ezh.auSt tomperuture , 500°.
iiaximUEl lubricating oil teicperaturo' from pistons 130O.
Displacement of tug, 575 tons (2240 It)

Length 129*, heam 28*, mean draft 12*.

Barges:
Length ISl', beam 47», depth 11*.

An abstract of the log of the Mamo and notes thereon.

No mechanical trouble of any kind was experienced
during the entire voyage of 10 days, 15 hours, and 10

minutes. The main engines, as well as all auxiliary
equipment, functioned perfectly. Good installation and
adequate preparation, based on experience, are the fac-

tors on which hinge the success or failure of a tow of

this distance with uncertain weather conditions. No
severe storms were encountered, although at times very
uncomfortable seas were rolling under us, seas which
persisted in coming from the port or starboard sides,

being kicked up by northwest or southeast winds.
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Daily mileage, weather conditions, engine speed, and
other data are shown on the abstract log reproduced
herewith. The normal engine speed rating of 260 revo-

lutions per minute could not safely be obtained until

the last two days on account of rough seas. At 262 rev-

olutions per minute, each engine developed 700 shaft
horsepower, with a speed of 9.6 knots, consuming a to-

tal of 76 gallons of fuel oil per hour for both engines,

or 44 barrels a day. Accurate fuel oil consumption tests

were made when weather conditions permitted weigh-
ing of fuel.

The expression "A sight for sore eyes" could aptly

be applied to the Island of Oahu as it loomed up in the

early morning of April 8. All hands were topside when
signals were exchanged with the lookout at Diamond
Head at 7:17 A.M. At 8 o'clock our tows were picked
up by other tugs ofYoung Brothers' fleet and the Mamo
entered Honolulu harbor with press repi-esentatives,

photographers, and friends aboard, with every avail-

able whistle and siren shrieking its Welcome to Mamo
—the "Big Chief" of Towboats.

Tuna Boat Reliance

(Continued from P^gc 230)

in the picture of the pumps installed. The motors are

15-horsepower.

A Baker ice machine, driven through Vee-belt by a

Fairbanks-Morse induction motor, is of ample capacity

to insure proper refrigeration of the stores for the

crew, the fish cargo, and the cooling of bait tanks if

necessary.

The deck auxiliaries are electric drive and include

a Western-Enterprise anchor windlass, with Cleveland

worm gear speed reduction unit, and an Allan Cun-
ningham cargo winch.

Practically perfect ventilation is provided for the

engine room through the installation of two blowers
supplied by the Western Blower Company of Seattle.

A powerful transmitting and receiving wireless set

was installed by the Radio Corporation of America.

Control of the circuits carrying power to all these

auxiliaries is centered in a switchboard in the engine
room. This board—a special deadfront type—was built

by the Diamond Electric Company of Los Angeles to

specifications of Fairbanks, Morse & Company. It

mounts starter switches especially designed to take

care of the induction motors on this ship.

Marshalltown gauges are used on pumps, and those

on the pumps for lubricating oil, for engine circulating

water, and for circulating water are equipped with
electric alarms so that the engineer is notified in ad-

vance of any impending failure of these vital func-

tions.

The galley is equipped with a "Flamo Gas" range
supplied by the Standard Oil Company (Calif.).

It will be noted from the illustrations that there is

ample space in the engine room to give easy accessi-

bility for, all inspection, adjustment, and repair opera-
tions on the main engine or auxiliaries. In fact there

is a generously proportioned work bench and too! rack
arranged on one side of this space on the working plat-

form level. Reliance is using General Petroleum diesel

fuel and Socony lubricating oil.

Rationalizing British

Shipbuilding
By R. C. W. Courtney

THE past two years have witnessed a determined
effort on the part of the British shipbuilding in-

dustry to adjust itself to present-day conditions
by a system of rationalization entailing the elimination
of obsolete or redundant shipyards. This is being
achieved through the medium of a corporation jointly

formed and supported by practically every firm en-

gaged in shipbuilding in Great Britain, Northern Ire-

land, and the Irish Free State. In order to fully appre-
ciate the events which have led up to the taking of

these somewhat drastic steps, it is necessary to com-
pare the present state of affairs with those just prior
to and immediately following the war period. Up to

1914 many of the principal firms were engaged almost
entirely in warship production, a class of work which
accounted for 25 per cent, of the value of the entire

output of British yards, whilst a considerable amount
of merchant tonnage was built for foreign account.
During the war and immediately afterwards numerous
extensions were made, new plants and berths were laid

down, and many entirely fresh yards came into being.

It is understood that various schemes to eliminate
redundancy were discussed from time to time, and even-
tually the National Shipbuilders Security Limited was
registered on February 27, 1930, with a nominal capi-

tal of £10,000, but with powers to borrow up to £3,000,-

000. This company is sponsored by 46 firms, who were
responsible for 93 per cent, of the tonnage produced
in 1929, and is managed by a board of 10 directors, all

of whom are prominent shipbuilders. The leading object
was stated to be the assistance of the shipbuilding in-

dustry by purchasing and dismantling those yards sur-

plus to present time requirements and the disposal of

their sites for purposes other than ship construction.

Provision was also made for reorganization schemes
to be effected if considered to advantage.
Up to the present the financing has been accom-

plished by an issue of £1,000,000 worth of 5 per cent,

first mortgage debenture stock at 95 per cent, which
has been guaranteed by each of the contributary ship-

building concerns agreeing to pay the company a levy

of 1 per cent, on the contract or sale price of all ves-

sels upwards of 3000 feet in length built by them after

November 1, 1930. Such a levy on the average value of

tonnage built by these firms over the seven years ended
December 31, 1930, would amount to £239.190 per an-

num, or about 4^2 times the sum required to meet the

interest and sinking fund. But it was pointed out that

owing to the general trade depression this figure may
not be maintained in the immediate future. The issue

was offered to the public on January 22, last, and the

requisite amount subscribed in a matter of hours.

The work already taken in hand includes the pur-

chase of the following concerns, all situated in the

Clyde area. The Dalmuir Yard of William Beardmore
& Co., the South Yard of the Ardrossan Dockyard Co.,

and Napier and Miller, Old Kilpatrick. A smaller yard
at Lowestoft on the east coast of England which in the

past has specialized mainly in fishing vessels has also

been acquired. The closing of the Dalmuir concern is

the most important undertaking so far, as this yard was
one of the largest on the Clyde and in the past had been
responsible for many important warships and liners.



Navigation on the Columbia River
Part IV. A Description of the Columbia and the Snake Rivers and of the Problems

Confronting Attempts to Reopen Navigation

^y Charles F. A. Mann

THE Columbia River rises in

north central British Colum-
bia and flows south and west

for approximately 1200 miles, to the
Pacific. Its headquarters are in the

little known Columbia Ice Fields in

the northern Canadian Rockies.
which act as a gigantic regulator
for the river, flowing most during
the early summer months, when its

numerous tributaries downstream
are drying up. Some of the tribu-

tary streams drain the eastern
slopes of the Cascades and a por-
tion of the southern and western
slopes of these same mountains in

the state of Washington, and also

part of the Rockies, where late

thawing snow and ice add to its

supply of water. Winter rains in

most of the areas near the head-
waters of its tributaries, together
with the glacial waters, give the
Columbia River a remarkably well
balanced water supply. Stream flow
averages approximately 200,000,000
acre feet of discharge into the Pa-
cific. Three fourths of this flows
through the Columbia River Gorge,
while 50,000,000 acre feet origin-
ates in tributaries west of the Cas-
cade mountains. The Snake River,
its chief tributary, discharges ap-
proximately 48,000,000 acre feet
where it joins the Columbia at
Pasco, Washington.

Figures of this nature do not
mean much unless reduced to com-
parative figures with America's
two other famous rivers, the Mis-
sissippi and the Colorado. The Mississippi has approxi-
mately 200,000,000 acre feet average discharge. The
Colorado has an average of only 16,000,000 acre feet,
with variations between dry and wet years of from 6 to
26 million acre feet, and with extremely variable dis-
charge from day to day over a year's time. The Colum-
bia drains about 300,000 square miles of territory; the
Mississippi about 1,250,000 square miles. It is easy to
deduce that enormous power potentialities arise in the
Columbia, which rises in the highest part of the con-
tinent, and drops steadily to the sea, and with an enor-
mous volume. Estimates on power available in the
Columbia are widely varying. Without storage or

ColumbiaCountry

Map showing the b.isin of the Columbia and Snake covering .ipproxiniately 250,000
square niiles.

flood control 12,000,000 horsepower is available, but
with storage to equalize the river flow, estimates run
as high as 21,000,000 horsepower. All of California,
Nevada, Utah, Arizona, including the much advertised
$165,000,000 Boulder Dam(n), and part of New Mexico
are only capable of generating about 17,750,000 horse-
power with full storage. All of the area we.st of the
Mississippi and east of the Rockies about 8.000,000 po-
tential horsepower, and all east of the Mississippi
about 20,000,000 horsepower, with full storage.
The Columbia, then, will easily be seen to be a river

of enormous size and potentialities. The diagram of its
fall from Flathead Lake, Montana, through all poten-
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View on tlie Columbia be-

low Umatilla Gap, taken ten

years ago and showing one of

the last of the upper river

fleet of the old O. W. R. &
N. boats headed down stream
on her last trip. Two rail-

roads, two highways, and the

airplane route all use this

gorge.

tial power sites, will give a comprehensive idea of the

numerous sites for power dams in the Columbia pro-

per. Twelve major sites exist on the Columbia and
Snake Rivers; and it takes no flight of imagination

to visualize that the lakes impounded by jiower dams
will ultimately form a main part of the navigable

channel of the upper river. Before this time comes, a

program of orderly development of the river must be

laid down, and in all probability navigation on the

Snake as far as Lewiston and on the Columbia as far

as Priest Rapids, near the centers of the present wheat
belt, will form the initial developments.

Channel Conditions in the Columbia

Channel conditions in the Columbia at present are

worthy of study. They supply the answer as to why the

great era of river navigation described in the three pre-

vious sections of this article ended and left the river

to flow unused to tidewater, and even left the Celilo

canal and Cascade locks to crumble. The tabulation

reproduced herewith shows channel conditions from
Portland to Priest Rapids, south of Wenatchee, on the

Columbia, and on the Snake from its confluence with

the Columbia to 30 miles above Lewiston, embracing the

great Palouse wheat country and the sections of the

rivers most likely to be improved and used.

Towboats or river stern-wheelers, in order to navi-

gate conditions such as these, would need to have at

least 2500 horsepower to haul 500 tons of freight up-

stream. Obviously this is too much power. Under pres-

ent conditions itwould require five days for five barges

and a tug to go 31 miles between The Dalles and Rock
Creek Rapids. Between rapids the Columbia presents

a great series of pools, dropping from the edge of one

lava sheet to another in wild dashes, only to broaden
out into a navigable stream, usually very deep and of



greatly retarded flow. This stream and the Snake have

cut deep pushes in the great lava sheets that underlie

the t\)luml)ia Basin country, so that the streams flow

through deep gorges in a great rolling plain.

The Snake River rises near the western end of

Yellowstone Park and flows north and west in a tor-

tuous course for about 1300 miles. It cuts a deep gorge,

in places 3000 feet deep, after leaving Huntington, in

its drop to Lewiston. Above its banks are high rolling

plains, rich in grain, sheep and cattle resources. The

same is true of the middle Columbia between Wenat-

chee and The Dalles. On the Snake, between Pasco

and Lewiston, there are 55 landing places, and on the

Columbia 59 between Vancouver, Washington, and

Priest Rapids. These landing places are as strategic-

ally located today as they were a quarter of a century

ago when the river boats stopped for cargo. Reopening

a navigable channel will start river traffic upstream

into the heart of this fertile land. It is the 19 miles

of rapids, averaging a fall of 4.5 feet per mile and a

velocity of stream of about 10 miles per hour, that have

limited tonnage on the river steamers, virtually closed

the entire upper Columbia and Snake to traffic, and

ended the golden era of the Columbia navigation of a

half century ago.

The annual flood of the Columbia, from melting ice

and snow, lasts about two months. It rises slowly and,

after remaining at its high level for a few days, slowly

recedes. Ice is troublesome in the river for about a

maximum of six weeks a year, but as far as upper river

barge navigation goes this season comes at a time when
no crops or rush cargoes have to be moved. On the

lower river, when this ice slows down and gums up

river traffic for the ocean liners and local craft, then

it becomes a serious matter.

During flood season, at about a 13- to 15-foot stage

of the river, the Columbia is navigable to above Wen-
atchee. From the head of Priest Rapids below Wenat-
chee to Arrowhead Landing (British Columbia) is 488

miles, of which 225 are navigable all the time; 113

more are navigable at favorable stages; 109 are classed

as strictly a sporting proposition for daring skippers;

and only the remaining 11 miles are impassable. Thus
the problem of constructing power dams on the favor-

able sites on the river above Priest Rapids is of great

importance and will eventually carry navigation right

into Canada.

Slackwater navigation behind power dams at stra-

tegically located rapids involves the construction of

seven dams between Cascade Rapids and Umatilla

Rapids averaging about 50 feet in height, with one at

Celilo about 105 feet high. These low dams would
flood little of the present townsites or railroad lines,

and would give several million primary horsepower

and much secondary, or flood stage horsepower, to be

used for irrigation purposes. At Umatilla, approxi-

mately 300 feet above sea level, a dam 50 feet high is

proposed, to cost $45,000,000. This dam site is located

adjacent to about 500,000 acres of irrigable land, and,

by utilizing the flood waters for power and pumping
it would irrigate that land, besides generating about

420,000 primary horsepower. Lockage through this dam
would involve a rise of 57 feet. The river here flows

72,000 .second feet for 90 per cent, of the time. Flow
here is twice the minimum and maximum flows of the

Mississippi at the famous Keokuk dam. Annual charges,

charged solely against power sales, amount to $3,240,-

000 per year, or $0.0012 per kilowatt. At $0,002 per kilo-
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1. Portland to mouth of Willas-.otte.

Diatance 12 milec.

Low water depth jO feet.

Low water velocity tidal.

High water velocity 3 to U miles per hour*

2. Mouth of Hillamette to Vancouver.

Distance U niles.
Low water depth 25 feet.

Low water velocity tidal.

High water velocity 3 miles per hour.

3. Vancouver to Bonneville.

Distance 38^ miles.

Low water depth 9 feet.

Low water velocity tidal.

Hieh water velocity 3 miles per hour.

U. Bonneville to Cascade Canal.

Distance U miles.
Low water depth 7 feet; on sill 8 feet.

Low water velocity 7 to 8j miles per hour.

High water velocity lit to 17 miles jer hour.

5, Cascade Canal to city of The Dalles.

Distance Ul miles.
Low water depth 12 feet.

Low water velocity 1 mile per hour. « foot fall in W miles.

High water velocity 3 miles je r hour.

6, The Dalles to loT -T entrance Dalles-Celilo Canal.

Distance 35 miles.
Low water depth 10 feet.

Low water velocity 1 to 2 nilos per hoar»

High water velocity 10 to 15 miles per hour at J mile rapids.

7, Dalles-Celllo Canal.
Distance or length of canal 8.6 miles.

Low water depth on lock sills 7 feet.

Low water depth in canal tnmic 8 feet,

8. Head of Celilo Canal to below Homly Bapids,

Distance 118 miles.
Low water depth of these several rapids 5 pl^^ feet.

Low water velocity 10 miles per hour.

High water velocity 10 miles JE r hour,

(Kote: In this part of the river, velocity Increases In

narrow gorges d'oring high water period. In wide shallow

portions of the river, where there is a narrow channel,

velocity increases in low water periods.)

(Homly Bapids. Low water depth UJ feet; this is control-

lins depth in river hetween the mouth of the Snake Hiver

and Portland.
Low water velocity 7 to 8 miles per hour.

High water velocity 6 nlloa por hour.)

9. Homly Bapids to mouth of Snake Hiver.
Distance 55 miles.

Low water depth 7 to 8 feet.

Low water velocity 2 to 6 miles per hour.

High nater velocity 2 to 6 miles far hour.

10. Mouth of Snake Hiver to Priest Hapids.
Distance 76 miles.

Low water depth 35 feet on several shoals.

Low water velocity 3 miles per hour.

High water velocity 5 miles per" hour.

11. Snake Hiver from mouth to Hiparia.
Distance 60 miles.
Low w^ter depth at Long Crossii^ Bar z\ feet; elsowhere U feet.
Low water velocity maximum 10 mile» per hour.
High uater velocity maximum 8 miles per hour,

12. Hiparia to mouth of Grande Honde Hiver, (3O miles above Lewiston)

Distance IO7 miles.
Low water depth 2^ feet at Log Cabin Hapids.
LoT7 water velocity 6 to 8 miles per hour.

High water velocity 6 miles per hour.

A tabular statement of river conditions at various parts of the Co-

lumbia and Snake Rivers.

watt rate of sale at the powerhouse, the cost of the

project providing free navigation would amortize

in 42 years. Current minimum charges in the nearest

power market in Portland are 2 cents, or ten times

this figure.

The chief question has been what to do and where to

sell such vast blocks of power in the Northwest, al-

ready well supplied. The answer is that the power de-

( Please turn to Page 241)



Diesel Engine Lubrication

Part V. Some Notes on the Purifying and Reconditioning of Lubricating Oil

% Arthur M. Tode
Diesel Engineer, Technical Department, The Texas Company

SUCCESSFUL lubrication depends first upon the

lubricant, second upon the way the lubricant is ap-

plied, and third upon the precaution taken, to not

only prevent its contamination before it is applied, but

also to keep it clean while it is used over and over

again.

The formerly believed theory that oil "wore out"

—

that in constant use day after day it broke down and
lost its lubricating qualities is now no longer accepted.

Lubricating oil does not wear out in diesel service, al-

though the color of oil which has been purified may
be slightly darker than the original oil. The oil may,
however, become so polluted from numerous sources

that it ceases to be an efficient lubricant. Dirt, water,

metallic particles, and sand from cast parts of the en-

gine form some of the contamination. From the break-

down of oil in the system various asphaltic sludges

and carbon are formed. Abrasive materials, if allowed

to remain in the oil, will cause excessive wear on lubri-

cated parts. Sludges and emulsions formed with water
and the carbonaceous residues from burnt oil frequent-

ly clog passages, causing failure of the supply of oil to

bearings, resulting either in quick shut-down or, if not

caught in time, extensive damage and expensive re-

pair.

Foreign Impurities

The lubricating systems of single-acting engines

whose power cylinders are open to the crankcase are

particularly liable to contamination by foreign impuri-

ties. Incombustible matter in the fuel, carbon particles,

and other impurities may mix with the cylinder oil, and
working past the pistons are drained to the crankcase.

Over a period of time such impurities may collect in

extensive quantities and become sources of real dan-

ger.

Contamination is also brought about where engines

operate in dusty surroundings and impurities are in-

troduced with the intake air. Such foreign particles,

together with mineral dust, may enter the bearings

with the lubricant and are apt to cause considerable

wear..

Emulsions

Lubricating oil predisposes to emulsify in the pres-

ence of impurities and water. Water caused by con-

densation or by leakage from the cooling system may
produce, in conjunction with carbon and dust, a per-

sistent emulsion. The natural sequences of such emul-

sions are deposits on cooling coils which will cause

their insulation, clogged oil ways restricting oil flow to

the bearings, and in some cases failure of the lubri-

cating oil film culminating in bearing troubles.

The presence of iron oxides, such as rust, cause an
increase in the rate at which all this may occur; es-

pecially will they hamper the separation of water from
the oil. The oil in service must, therefore, be kept clean

for it must not only lubricate effectively in order to

reduce wear, but also it must be capable of protecting

the wearing surfaces against rust or corrosion when
the engine is shut down.

Oil Oxidation

Lubricating oil being a complex mixture of hydro-
carbons may develop impurities by oxidation. This con-

dition is brought about by service in a circulation sys-

tem and is accelerated due to heat and the pulverizing

of the lubricant into a fine fog or mist.

Some hydrocarbons are soluble in oil while others

are insoluble. The former are not deposited at normal
operating temperatures. Where there is a sufficient

reducing in temperature, however, as on the cold sur-

faces of cooling coils and in some parts of the lubri-

cating system, they may be precipitated. When such
insoluble oxidized hydrocarbons are present in the
circulation system besides impairing the resistance of

oil to emulsion, they interfere with oil cooling, clog oil

piping, and may possibly prevent the lubricant reach-

ing the bearings.

Sludge and Carbon

Impurities which may be prevalent in a circulation

system will tend to be intimately mixed with the lubri-

cating oil, particularly under such favorable condi-

tions as pressure and heat when passing between bear-

ing surfaces. During idle periods of the machinery the

impurities tend to settle out from the oil, the free wa-
ter collecting readily at the bottom of the engine base
or crank case. Other impurities in suspension do not,

however, settle out so rapidly, and such sludge may even
be so light as to remain in suspension. Subsequently,
upon the next starting of the engine the impurities are
likely to be again drawn into circulation.

Carbon is also a sludge creator, tending in addition

to impair proper lubrication even when held in free

suspension in the oil. Furthermore, this suspension of

minute particles of carbon is claimed to render the
problem of purification considerably more complex
than it normally is in steam power plant service. In

general such carbon will not settle out readily from the

oil, rendering simple gravity separation a difficult mat-
ter. Filtration, centrifugal action, or agitation in the

presence of a coagulant throwing down the carbon,
however, are all effective methods of purification. In

addition these systems serve to remove water and other
contaminating foreign matter. It must be borne in mind,
however, that a certain amount of loss will accrue
which must be taken care of by the periodic addition of

a suitable amount of new or purified make-up oil.
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Olher ContaminalinK Factors
Theru are numerous contributory factors which de-

termine the rate at which impurities accumulate in a

circulation oil system. The particular type and design

of an engine together with the quality of lubricating

oil used are among the determining influences. The
mechanical condition of the unit is imiKirtant with ref-

erence to the condition of its pistons and rings, the

tightness of the cylinder liner and water jacket joints,

the water connections for piston cooling, as well as the

proper control of cooling water.
Incomplete combustion whereby fuel is left in the

cylinders in liciuid or carbon form, due to improper
atoniization, will result in contaminating the lubricat-

ing system. Other factors entering into this important
matter include: Engine operating temperatures; clean-

liness of the fuel burned; and extent to which the oil

in the lubricating system is effectively purified.

Continuous By-Pass System

On engines equipped with pressure circulating sys-

tems where a large quantity of oil is being circulated

at a very rapid rate, the continuous by-pass system is

without doubt the most practical way to connect the

purifier to the system.

The continuous by-pass system is arranged so that

a certain percentage of the total amount of oil is con-

tinuously passed through a purifier. The rate through
the purifier should be sufficient to handle the entire

volume of oil in the system once every two to six hours,

depending on the kind of engine and its average load

factor. With such a system the accumulation of water
and other insoluble impurities is retarded by provid-

ing for a definite withdrawal of a part of the oil in

circulation and its purification before it is returned to

the system.

It is desirable that the oil be taken from the lowest

point in the circulation system, usually the bottom of

the engine sump tank, from whence the oil is passed
through either a filter or centrifuge whereby water and
insoluble impurities are removed.

In one type of continuous by-pass system the feed
line is located at the bottom of the sump tank and close

to the drain line from the engine. The object is to de-

liver the dirtiest oil in the system to the purifier. Some
dirt will settle in the tank and the purifier will be elim-
inating this continuously. The location of a baffle in

the tank assures that the cleanest oil in the tank will go
to the engine. A heater may be provided so that the
used oil can be further thinned before going to the en-
gine. Sometimes a cooler is also installed so that clean
oil can be returned to the system at a proper tempera-
ture. However, if the amount of oil in a system is large,

oil coolers are frequently eliminated as the heat is dis-

sipated in the sump tank while awaiting purifying.
Where gravity oiling is employed on an engine the

used oil is pumped from the crank case to an overhead
supply tank. This tank has a conical bottom into which
the impurities contained in the oil settle by gravity.
A portion of the oil is drawn off continuously from the
bottom of the tank and diverted to the centrifuge after
which it again enters the system for recirculation.

Batch Purification

The batch system is generally used for the purifica-
tion of oil from smaller engines where the oil supply is

from gravity sight feed or mechanical force feed lubri-

cators. The oil passes once through the engine without
recirculation. This oil should not be discarded, as real

economies can be effected by saving it until sufficient
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volume has accumulated and then purifying it.

Even where the continuous purification system is

employed it may be desirable to periodically subject

oil to batch treatment to assure removal of all impuri-

ties, for by no other method is their accumulation in

an oiling system positively eliminated. The necessity

for batch purification and the frequency of this kind
of treatment depends on the facilities and the condi-

tions of operation. Where possible the entire charge of

lubricating oil should be withdrawn from service, puri-

fied by one of the several settling processes, and then
run into a clean tank. It is, of course, desirable that

such batch purification be arranged on a schedule so

as not to interfere with normal engine operation.

Filter Purification

While not adaptable with reference to large diesel

engines, where centrifugal purifiers are the only effec-

tive means of handling large quantities of lubricating

oil, filters are used in small plants and sometimes em-
ployed in conjunction with centrifugal machines. The
function of a filter is to pass the lubricating oil

through certain materials which serve to catch and
hold solid matter. Filters differ in a sense from the

strainers which are usually provided in the oil lines

of circulation systems to remove coarse particles. Fil-

ters vary widely in the methods used to effectively

cleanse the products; but the requirements of any suc-

cessful filter embody the following:

a.—A means for reducing Hf necessary) the viscos-

ity of the entering oil. Steam coils are frequently used

for this purpose, and in some cases electric heaters have
been used.

b.—Ample precipitation area for the deposit of sedi-

ment. The oil should come to rest for a sufficient time

to permit precipitation of foreign matter.

c.—Suitable facilities for the separation of water.

The water so separated must be readily trapped out.

d.—A suitable system, preferrably of cloth filtering

mediums for so-called "dry filtration." The ideal meth-

od of arranging a filtering cloth is to maintain it in a

vertical position without pleats or folds, so that accu-

mulated dirt will tend to slide vertically down from
the cloth or filtering medium and not retard the oil

flow through the cloth.

e.—In all but the smallest oiling systems a multiple

unit design. This involves more than one filter unit

so arranged that one unit at a time may be cut out

from the system for changing filter mediums without

interrupting the continuous flow of oil through the

system.

Settling Tanks

The simplest as well as the cheapest method of puri-

fying oil is by settling. To attain effective settling the

body of the oil must be in a state of complete rest or

quiet for a sufficient period of time. This is, further-

more, dependent on the relationship between the oil's

specific gravity and viscosity, as well as the character

and relative weight of the impurities involved.

Some impurities settle out from the' oil quite rapidly

while others settle slowly. Suspended impurities in low-

viscosity oils will settle more readily than in oils of

high viscosity. Some oils will be purified by allowing

them to stand for twelve hours or even less, while other

oils may have to be similarly treated for a week. In all

cases complete quiet within the body of the oil is abso-

lutely necessary.

It is possible for oils to become polluted with im-
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purities of so light a character that the oil can only

be cleansed by special means of hastening settling.

These methods for purifying include heating, blowing

with steam, boiling with hot water, and the addition

of coagulants. Of these special means the simplest is

I)robably an arrangement of steam or electrical heat-

ing coils in a vertical tank with conical bottom. After

heat is applied to a tank of dirty oil and the tempera-

ture raised to about 180 degrees Fahrenheit, the heat is

disconnected and the hot oil is allowed to stand undis-

turbed. The impurities should have settled out by the

time the oil is again cold.

Centrifugal Purification

Centrifugal purification is a mechanical process for

accelerating the separation of impurities from liquids

by rotating the liquids at high peripheral speeds. Cen-

trifugal pressure is easily capable of being developed

to a point several thousand times greater than the

force of gravity; and its application for separating,

purifying, or clarifying oils is. therefore, most desir-

able. Practically speaking, centrifugal purification is

gravity turned sidewise and brought under perfect con-

trol as to the degree of pressure exerted and the effec-

tiveness of its application.

The effectiveness of a centrifugal machine depends

not so much on the amount of centrifugal force gen-

erated as on the manner in which such force is applied

within the bowl. The amount of centrifugal force de-

veloped bv any machine varies directly with the dia-

meter of the bowl and the square of the speed of rota-

tion.
"

ImDur'ties are more easily and more completely sep-

arated bv centrifugal action when the film of oil acted

upon by the centrifuge is comparatively thin. The seo-

aration of impurities from the oil is improved if the oil

is warm, and proper means for heating the oil before

centrifuging should be provided in order to reduce its

viscosity. As the effectiveness of the centrifuging pro-

cess depends on the character and viscosity of the oil

and the amount and kind of contamination, the speed

at which the oil is fed through a centrifuge must be

carefully gauged, and the rate of flow properly ad-

justed by the operating engineer.
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Navigation on the Columbia
(Continued from Page 2J8)

mand is doubling about every six years. From a navi-

gation standpoint, the Umatilla dam backs water as far

as Priest Rapids, where a dam 90 feet high has been
projected by the Electric Bond and Share Company's
subsidiary to generate 500.000 primary horsepower.
Slackwater hack of this goes to the site of the Rock
Island Dam, below Wenatchee, the first power dam to

be built on the Columbia, started in 1929 and will gen-

erate 400,000 horsepower for the Paget Sound Power
and Light Company. Building of this dam during 1930

and 1931 is considered to be the biggest event on the

Columbia Rivei' since navigation ceased forty .vears

ago. Space is provided in the dam for building of locks

for ships when the time comes to use them. This dam
is 30 feet high, and navigation will be extended to

Beeble bridge above Wenatchee. A low dam above this

would extend navigation to 150 miles above Wenatchee.

At Foster Creek Rapids a dam 187 feet high would
generate 800,000 horsepower and extend slackwater to

the site of the famed Grand Coulee Dam—the giant of

all Columbia River dams—that would divert part of the

river back through its ancient channel, the famous
Grand Coulee, to the high plains above in the Colum-
bia Basin. This dam has been variously estimated in

height from 220 feet to 350 feet and even 600 feet high.

The 220-foot dam would generate 1,200,000 primary
horsepower and 1,000,000 secondary horsepower, while

the 350-foot dam would generate 2,000,000 primary and

a like amount of secondary power, and back water

clear to the Canadian boundary and within 30 miles

of Spokane. A 26-foot dam built on the Canadian boun-

dary would create slackwater navigation to Revelstoke,

150 miles further northward toward the Arctic circle!

Congress has appropriated $600,000 for use of the

United States Army Engineers, under Colonel Gustave

R. Lukesh, to survey in minute detail the whole Colum-

bia Basin area, for navigation, power, reclamation, and

flood control possibilities. His report will be delivered

to Congress in June, 1931 ; and upon it hinges the plan

of development of the Columbia River of to-morrow.

View taken from an elevation of 2460 feet looking up the CJolunibia River below the southern end of Grand Coulee, showing Priest

Rapids on the left. Saddle Gap in the distance, and lands of the Priest Rapids' Irrigation Project on the right bank. This is approxi-

mately 350 miles up the Columbia from Portland.



Marine Refrigeration Simplified

A Series of Articles on the Handling of Perishable Products on

Shipboard from the Ship Operator's Standpoint

Part VII. —Cold Air Systems

By L. L. Westling
(Copyriglu 193 1 by Jai

THE refrigeration of very large spaces such as

holds of vessels becomes a more complex problem

than the smaller spaces which have been describ-

ed in previous chapters. The use of direct expansion

becomes inadvisable because of the excessive amounts

of refrigerant, and the resulting long leads and cir-

cuits. When brine is used, there remains the problem

of great weights of piping, coils, and brine. In conse-

quence the most desirable method of refrigerating such

spaces is by the use of cold air systems, in which the

coils are located in a separate room, through which the

air is forced by means of fans. By this means the cold

air is conducted through a system of ducts and false

bulkheads to the cargo spaces. This system is particu-

larly well adapted to rooms operated at temperatures

above 32 degrees Fahrenheit, and can seldom be recom-

mended for lower temperatures. When freezer service

is required it is much more satisfactory to augment
the refrigeration with wall coils, in addition to the cold

air circulation, this combination effecting a very flex-

ible arrangement for a wide range of temperature
work.

The coil room may often be located and fitted into

spaces which, due to their inaccessibility, are of little

value for other purposes; they may be on the same
level as the refrigerated space, may be above or below,

and such flexibility of location often permits of very

efficient use of ship's space. This room is constructed

and insulated in the same manner as the cargo spaces,

except that it is advisable to lay stress upon the water-

proofing of all materials. Frequent defrosting of the
coils results in the draining of much water; and ade-

quate means of carrying this off must be supplied. It

is advisable in smaller coil rooms or boxes to line the

deck with a lead sheeting to insure protection of the
ship's structure against rusting and corrosion. Large
coil rooms should have deck coverings of bitumous
materials.

The coils, as has been shown in previous chapters,

should have approximately 50 to 60 per cent, of the

cooling surface that would be required for direct re-

Voluse of one Heat content per Heat content of on.s

Teaperature pouDd of &ir pound of dry elr pound cif Sbturoted .air
deKTcec Cubic Feet B.t.u. B.t.u.

U.£9 0.000 0.964
10 U.86 2. ill 4.019
20 12.1S 4. 823 7.446
10 12.41 7.«4 11.429
{2 12.47 7.716 11.785
u 12. S£ 8.44 15.02
40 12.70 9. 65 15.21
4S 12.65 10.86 17.59
SO 15.00 12.07 20.19
6t 1S.1£ 15.28 25.04
60 1S.S5 14.48 26.18

Properties of dry air at various temperatures.

frigeration. The coils may be installed in a vertical or

horizontal position, but to insure that they may not be-

come air bound, the horizontal position is generally

advisable.The coils may be staggered to provide a

longer path of air current through them; and it is ad-

visable to split the coils into two or more circuits for

flexibility of operation, for defrosting, and for repair

or conditioning.

The air passages leading to the cargo spaces due to

their size usually serve a duel purpose, that of a pas-

sage way, from which the attendant may have access

to the ports in the bulkheads, and for observation.

These ducts are generally constructed of wood, with

little or no insulation on the cargo faces, and the inner

surfaces should be as smoothly built as possible to re-

duce resistances to the air flow to and from the blow-

ers.

For reasons already given, the system should be re-

versible, and the direction of air flow should be chang-
ed at regular intervals; but on medium sized plants, in

which the passage-duct would be a great loss of revenue
space, the system is often built on the one-way flow
scheme.

In both systems, the opposite sides of the cargo space
is built up of false bulkheads in which are installed

at least three tiers of sliding ports, through which the

air is directed or controlled as it moves to and through
the cargo. These ports are of wood, with approximately
20 square inches of effective area, the opening being
made rat-proof with wire mesh or perforated plate.

Means should be provided for adjusting the size of

openings. One tier of ports should be located close to

the deck, one at half height, and one near the deck
head; and all false bulkheads should have battens se-

cured on each side of the vertical rows of poi-ts to pre-

vent cargo being stowed or shifting against the port

opening and thus shutting off the air supply.

In the nonreversible system where the ports are in-

accessible, they must be adjusted before the cargo is

stowed for the proper direction of the air through the

cargo. This requires a certain amount of guessing as

to the volume of cargo and what will be the effect of

loading and discharging in ports of call. Access to

these openings is to be preferred wherever it is pos-

sible to so arrange it. Careful adjustment of these ports

in the smaller one way flow systems should bring good
results, although the reversible flow system is more
acceptable in point of operation.

In all forced-air circulation systems, means should

be provided for the removal of foul air and the addition

of fresh air. This may easily be effected by a system

of dampers and/or outlets connected to the suction side

and the discharge side of the fans. The ingress of new
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moist air and the venting of dry foul air cause a vari-

ation of the moisture content of the air in the room,

and unless great care is exercised this change may be

too abrupt and may be great enough to bring unfavor-

able conditions within the space. The usual means of

providing this change is by the removal of plugs in the

ventilation ducts at regular intervals; but the more

satisfactory arrangement is to continuously "bleed off"

through a small connection from the discharge duct

and by the same means provide, continuously, the fresh

air.

The value of humidity control is coming to be more

appreciated by the marine fraternity. Ashore, it ranks

second only to the proper temperature in the successful

storage of perishables. When bunker coil room and fans

are used it is common marine practice to "bleed off"

approximately 5 per cent, of the air handled and, of

course, means for ingress of fresh air of like amount
must be provided.

Cold Air System
In designing the cold air system of refrigeration in

which the bunker or coil rooms are used, the following

method of calculation will determine the amount of

air reciuired for circulation. The refrigeration load for

the particular space to be cooled is first determined
in terms of tons of refrigeration and the calculation

is as follows:

(The specific heat of air is first determined by
inverting the formula for specific heat)

Capacity in B.T.U. = Weight X Specific Heat X Temperature Rise

Capacity in B.T.U.
or Specific Heat = •

Weight X Temperature Rise

For one pound of air the equation becomes:
Capacity in B.T.U.

Specific Heat =
Temperature Rise

We find from the following table that the capacities

of the air varies with the temperature, hence the mean
condition applied to the formula will give:

Capacity of air out — Capacity of air in

Specific Heat =
Temperature out — Temperature in

Then again turning to our specific heat formula:

Weight of air Total heat to be removed from the space

to be moved =
Specific Heat x Temperature rise of air

Assume a problem for clarifying these equations;

for instance. One ton of refrigeration is to be removed
from a space in one day with air temperature entering

the space at 40 degrees Fahrenheit and leaving the

space at 45 degrees Fahrenheit. How much air must

ifrE 5cf3=
'^r
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Diagrammatic plan of cold storage chamber arranged for reversible,

cold-air system.

be circulated through the cargo per minute to accom-

plish this?

1 ton of refrigeration = 288,000 B.T.U. per day
= 200 B.T.U. per minute

Referring to table

10.86 - 9.6r 1.21_
Specific heat of the air = = 0.242

45-40 5

Then, weight of air to be circulated per minute

- = 165 pounds
200

Weight =
0.242 X 5

By the table the specific volume of air at 40 degrees

Fahrenheit is 12.70 cubic feet per pound; hence,

—

165 X 12.70 = 2095 cubic feet per minute to be circulated through
the cargo.

Losses from various sources, friction head through

ducts, bunker rooms, and through cargo must be esti-

mated for the individual installation, and the size of

fan and motor must be determined accordingly. Mois-

ture in the air increases its heat carrying capacity per-

ceptibly; but the dry air formula will give a good mar-

gin of safety in design.

A rule of thumb for deter-

mining the volume of air to be

moved allows one cubic foot

per minute i( r every three

cubic feet of the space being

refrigerated.

Diagrammatic sectional elevation of

refrigeration chamber, arranged for

nonreversible, cold-air circulation,

showing discharge and suction ducts,

false bulkheads, and tiers of sliding

ports for controlling flow and direction

of air.



The Fouling of Ships' Bottoms

Part II.— So)}7C Notes on the Protective Coatings Used on

UnderWater Bodies of Merchant Vessels

^y E. Perry

IN
Part I of this article on Fouling of Ships' Bot-

toms, we covered, in a general way, the nature and

habits of vegetable and animal growths that attach

themselves to ships in sea water. In this second part

of the article we wish to present some general idea

with regard to the present practice in composing and

applying coatings for i)rotection against these growths.

The practice of painting ships' bottoms has been in

vogue so long that its value can hardly be questioned.

The paint coating has been utilized as much or even

more for the preservation of the wood or metal hull

than for the prevention of marine growths. Thus, on
steel vessels it is the custom to first cover the hull

with a coat of "anticorrosive" paint and subsequently
with a second coating of "antifouling" paint. The for-

mer is for the preservation of the metal, while the

latter is applied in the hope of preventing the growth
of fouling agencies, and so contains the various poi-

sons for that purpose. That copper poisons are es-

pecially efficacious in preventing the attachment of

the young larvae of marine borers is acknowledged
generally. Copper and mercury salts are extremely
toxic to most animal and plant organisms, and are con-

ceded to be the most effective poisons to be utilized

in antifouling compositions. That the efficacy of poi-

sons has been doubted by many is indicated by the
following quotation from the Eoyal Naval College of

Great Britain:

"On examining the conditions under which a vessel

is put when coated with a composition which relies

for its antifouling powers on metallic poisons alone,

we see at once the reasons which must make such a

coating of little or no avail. In its composition are
drastic mineral poisons—salts of copper, mercury, or
arsenic—which have been worked into a paint by mix-
ture with varnishes of varying kinds, and each particle

of poison is protected from the action of sea water
by being entirely coated with this mixture. As a rule,

care is taken to select fairly good varnishes to resist

the action of sea water, and it may be two or three
months before they become sufficiently disintegrated
to allow the sea water to dissolve any of the poison;
whilst even with the accidental or intentional use
of inferior varnishes three or four weeks will pass be-
fore any solution can take place and any poison liber-

ated to attack the germs. A ship is dry-docked, cleaned,
and her antifoulingcomposition having been put on she
goes probably into the basin to take on cargo. Here she
is at rest and, with no skin friction or other disturbing
causes to prevent it, a slimy deposit of dirt from the
water takes place and this, as a rule, is rich in the
ova and germs of all kinds of growth, whilst the poi-

sons in the coating are locked up in their restraining
varnish and thereby rendered inactive at the only per-
iod during which they could be of any effectiveness."

The U. S. Bureau of Fisheries learned this regard-

ing the fouling organisms: "That all growths attach-

ing to ships have a protective layer of material—fre-

quently of a composition similar to limestone—between
their bodies and the film of paint, and that in adult

form food is taken in from a very considerable dis-

tance from the sides of the ship. It is apparent then
that the only time a poison carried in a paint film

could possibly be effective must be at the time of

attachment. Barnacles (the most serious factor in foul-

ing) attach by means of long antennae and they do
not take any food or even have any functional mouth
during the period of attachment, until metamorphosis
has been completed. The effect of poison therefore
must be either as a direct irritant during this process
or else the poison must be in such concentration in

the surrounding water that the little organism, after

attachment and subsequent metamorphosis, is poisoned
by it with the food it takes from a distance of at least

1 millimeter from the surface of the paint. The amount
of poison necessary to build up a concentration suf-

ficient to be toxic at so great a distance when sub-
merged in an ocean of water that is usually in motion,
and to hold such a concentration for a period of weeks
or even months as is demanded, would probably need
to be much greater than the amount used."
The antifouling properties of the general run of

compositions is now usually limited to compounds of

copper and/or mercury. Recommendations of the Am-
erican Society for Testing Materials indicate that of

all the different toxic substances tried, the most ef-

fective are the mercuric and cuprous oxides. Dr. Henry
A. Gardner also reported that cuprous oxide (Cu„0)
is more efficient than cupric oxide (CuO), but that
it should consist of at least 96 per cent, cuprous ox-

ide. The quantity to be contained in each gallon of

paint for varying service of ship has been determined
per the following schedule:

unces
Service Copper Mercury

General 14 7

North temperate waters 25 1.5

South temperate waters 20 5

Tropical waters 14 14

The American Society for Testing Materials reports

that differences in fouling and corrosion are as ap-

preciable in under-water paints by varying the ve-

hicle as they are by varying the pigment. This fact

would indicate the relatively minor effect of the toxic

agents, and the major importance of the condition of

the paint coating. Essential requirements of bottom
compositions, in addition to their specific functions,

are that they may be applied rapidly and will dry

rapidly. In many cases a vessel will go into dry dock,
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have the bottom cleaned and painted, and be out again

the same day. It is desirable that the anticorrosive

paint differ somewhat in color from the antifouling

paint so that failure to properly coat any portions of

the surface may be readily detected. Antifouling paints

do not retain their protective properties indefinitely,

hence the need for periodical repainting. In this con-

nection, to obviate the piling up of paint coatings and

also to facilitate the scraping down of vessel bottoms,

a special form of paint was formulated termed "fri-

able-type" copper paint.

The government's manual "Instructions for Paint-

ing Vessels of the United States Navy" says that "Anti-

fauling paint deteriorates rapidly when exposed to air.

Anticorrosive paint likewise deteriorates, but in less

measure. Both, therefore, should be applied as late

as possible before undocking." Further, "No vessel

should be undocked without having been given a com-

plete coat of antifouling paint just prior to undock-

ing."

Good practice on steel ships is to apply one or two
coats of anticorrosive paint from the keel to the deep-

load line, one coat of antifouling paint from the keel

to the light water-line, and a coat of boottopping from
the light water-line to the deep-load line. On both

steel and wooden ships there should be a first coat

of priming paint. In the judgment of naval and marine
engineers no other priming paint in the marine field

has been as successful as a paint of pure red lead and
pure linseed oil. No other paint produces such a hard

tenacious coating. It stands high as regards imper-

meability, having a good thick coating with maximum
pigmentation. Red lead and pure linseed oil paint does

not contain anything soluble in water, and the paint

dries hard throughout the thickness of its coating.

Since the major importance of the problem of foul-

ing of ships' bottoms centers about the question of

frictional resistance of the surface of the ship in pass-

ing through the water, the nature of the film covering

this surface is of prime importance. One investigator

maintains that the most effective coating for ships'

bottoms so far as skin friction is concerned is a paint

that offers a permanently hard smooth surface. It has
been noted that fouling was most severe in regions

where the surface was not smooth. In cases where the

pigment of the paint had not been mixed properly

before applying, the resulting rough surface was foul-

ed more heavily than in regions where the paint of-

fered a smooth surface. These observations are con-

firmed by reference to the report of Adamson in which
he presented data to show that "the problem of foul-

ing covers physical properties as well as chemical

properties of the paint film."

It has been observed that fouling is most severe in

the region of the run and beneath the bilge keels. That
this increase in amount of fouling on lightly or mod-
erately fouled ships in all areas that might be con-

sidered "shaded" was one of the most outstanding
points noted during the whole of the Bureau of Fish-

eries investigation; more than 50 per cent, of all ex-

aminations showed such results very strikingly. The
effect of light on fouling is a phase that offered con-

siderable possibilities, and as no previous experimen-
tal data were available regarding it, considerable time

was immediately devoted to its study. Without going
into details on the various tests to determine the ulti-

mate results, let it suffice that the manner of con-

ducting those experiments was controlled along actual

practical conditions in different territorial locations

and by several reliable investigators already author-

ities on the general subject relating to the nature and

extent of fouling of ships' bottoms.

The summary of these tests showed very conclus-

ively that the darker the surface the more fouling

was prevalent. The clean areas were mo.st extensive

(65 per cent.) on the white and (40 per cent.) on the

yellow submerged plates. Bryozoa was most abundant

on red plates (not even one specimen on the white,

and only a few on the yellow plates) ; hydroids (grass)

were absent from all but the red, blue, and black plates

—abundant on the latter; barnacles were plentiful on

blue and black; of course abundant on the black. This

is in accord with the results found on the vessels them-

selves, the densest growths in regions least exposed

to light, verifying as fact that most organisms com-

monly attached to the bottoms of ships become at-

tached there because of the relative decrease in the

amount of light given off by such areas. The larvae

barnacles are sensitive to light and respond much
more vigorously to light in the blue-green portion of

the spectrum, than to light of other color (of course

white excepted). Therefore, it became evident that

paints varying from light blue to yellow would ac-

cumulate the least amount of fouling; and that a light

green paint probably would be the most efficient.

While a light surface is not by any means a cure-all,

it will be recognized that anything which reduces the

fouling 50 per cent.—as these extended tests seem to

have accomplished—is a very important factor.

It would seem plain from the foregoing evidence that

properly prepared paints of lighter colors than now
in general usage is urgent. There is, of course, the

matter of price to be considered, because practically

all of the antifouling ingredients largely utilized in

our present type paints are dark in color and less ex-

pensive than the materials available in limited var-

iety to light color antifouling paints. However, the

item of increased cost should not militate against

adoption of more efficient paints when considered

in comparison with the enormous losses to the ship-

ping industry from delays, excessive fuel consump-
tion, and other causes attributable to fouling.

(The End)

MINIATURE BOAT BUILDING. By Albert C. Leitch,

naval architect. 242 (6x9) pages, 500 illustrations,

and full size working plans in a pocket. Published by

Norman W. Henley Publishing Co., New York. Price

$3 net.

A concise but complete treatise in simple, direct

English and covering the history and practice of model

making, it gives the specific design and construction

directions for the models of eleven famous sail and

power racing boats. These directions are illustrated

with 500 progressive pictures of details.

HENLEY'S TWENTIETH CENTURY BOOK OF FOR-
MULAS, RECIPES, AND PROCESSES. Edited by

Bardner D. Hiscox. 870 octavo pages, with numerous
illustrations. Red cloth with gold stampings. Pub-

lished by Norman W. Henley Publishing Co., New
York. Price $4 net.

A most amazing and useful compilation covering the

whole range of the arts and industries and very care-

fully indexed for ready reference. Ten thousand, odd,

selected household, workshop, and laboratory form-

ulae. Trade secrets, chemical recipes, mechanical pro-

cess, and money-saving ideas.



Six French Cargo Steamers
HARLANl) ami WOLFF have now completed at

their Belfast shipyard the steamer San Pedro,

last of six ships built for the Compagnie Gener-

aloTransatlantique, which company durin^' the past few

years has embarked upon a very ambitious building

program resulting in the thorough modernization of

its fleet. Like her sister ships, the San Pedro is a

single-screw cargo vessel of open shelter-deck type

with propelling machinery amidships. Her principal

dimensions and particulars are:

Length between perpendiculars 430' 0"

Beam 57' 0"

Depth moulded 37' 6"

Gross tonnage 5990

Deadweight, metric tons 8420

Horsepower 4600

This vessel and her sister ships have a service speed

of about 13>o knots and a maximum trial trip speed of

over 14 knots.

They have been built to the requirements of the high-

est class of the Bureau Veritas and to comply with the

French, British, and International regulations regard-

ing safety and hygiene. There are eight water-tight

compartments, and the double bottom is arranged to

carry oil fuel and water ballast. The cargo carrying

arrangements are complete, there being five large

hatchways fitted with steel hatch covers and worked
by 22 steam winches. Arrangements are made for car-

rying grain in bulk. Accommodation of a superior type

is provided for the officers, engineers, and crew; and

a small number of passengers can also be carried.

There are two tiers of tween decks, and in addition to

carrying grain in bulk the ship is also able to carry

large quantities of general cargo.

The San Pedro differs in her propelling machinery
from the first five vessels, as an exhaust turbine of

Bauer Wach type is incorporated with the main engine.

This, it is anticipated, will result in a considerable in-

crease in the over-all efficiency of the installation.

The ijropelling machinery comprises a 4-cylinder,

Inboard profile and general arrangement plans of the six San Pedro class freighters of the Compagnie Generate Transatlantiqu
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One of the steamers of the

San Pedro class on her trials

at Belfast. One often hears

marine engineers remark that

the reciprocating steam en-

gine is a "back number."
Yet here are six first class

new and modern freighters

with 4-cyIinder triples and
Scotch marine boilers.

triple-expansion engine 31, 50. 60 and 60 inches cylinder

bore, with a stroke of 60 inches. At normal service

revolutions this engine will develop about 4600 indi-

cated horsepower. The air, hot well, sanitary, bilge, and

evaporator feed pumps are worked off the main engine

by a lever attached to the low pressure crosshead. The
remaining auxiliaries are separately driven and are of

the latest type. Steam is generated in six single-ended

cylindrical boilers designed for a working pressure of

205 pounds per square inch and burning oil fuel under
forced draught.

Although the deck auxiliary machinery and the steer-

ing gear are steam driven, a great many of the engine
room auxiliaries are electrically driven. Consequently
the electric generating equipment is quite large for a

ship of this type, and the load is taken care of by three

vertical steam engines, each direct-coupled to a V2'V-i-

kilowatt generator set.

There is a complete system of loud speaking tele-

phones and electric telegraphs from the navigating
bridge to various parts of the ship, a powerful radio

installation, a gyro compass of Brown type, and a Lux-
Rich fire detecting and extinguishing apparatus. Four
out of the six ships (the names of the others being San
Antonio, San Diego, San Francisco, San Jose, and San
Mateo) are fitted with refrigerated tween deck space
maintained at the correct temperature for the carriage
of fresh fruits by means of J. & E. Hall steam-driven
refrigerating plants.

International Shipping Through

the Dardanelles

By Francis M. Mansfield

AMERICAN shipping used the Dardanelles to the

extent of nearly 500,000 tons in 1930, according
to a report made by the Straits Commission to

the League of Nations. Dues collected from all ton-

nage amounted to $350,000 in the year. A recommenda-
tion was made that dues, or tolls, should be reduced in

all cases and abolished on vessels trading with Black
Sea ports.

It was recommended also that adjustment of salvage

dues for vessels in distress is likewise a matter for

regulation. These dues are at present three times what
they were in 1913 and "out of all proportion to the

services rendered by the Turkish salvaging services."

The celebrated Soviet five-year plan has brought
about increased traffic and dues unforeseen when the

scale of taxes was first outlined. Since the dues asses-

sed were never intended as a levy for profit but merely
to cover the costs of compiling statistical records, it is

obvious that a reduction is very much in order.

Traffic was 40 per cent, greater in 1930 than in 1929.

This tonnage was attributed as follows:

Italy 4,551,000 tons
Great Britain 3,699,000 tons
Greece 3,400,000 tons
Norway 1,108,000 tons
France 889,000 tons
Germany 806,000 tons
Russia 612,000 tons
Holland 551,000 tons
Roumania 547,000 tons
United States 468,000 tons

The report gave the first precise particulars on one
delicate point which had been a choice morsel for sea-

lawyers for some months past.

This referred to the composition of the Black Sea
fleet of the Union of Soviet Republics; viz., one capi-
tal ship belonging to the Baltic fleet, stationed in the
Black Sea since January, 1930, two cruisers (one of

which also came from the Baltic), five torpedo boats,

five submarines, four minesweepers, eleven patrol

boats, two auxiliary vessels, three training ships, and
twenty-one training hydroplanes.
With reference to the passing of two Russian naval

vessels through the Straits from the Black Sea en route

to the Baltic, the report states that it was "quite in

accordance with the provisions of the Convention re-

lating to the Straits regime."
The issue involved herein is that of freedom of the

Straits for merchant ships and civilian air craft in

times of peace. This was achieved as one of the items
in the bill presented to Turkey at Lausanne, and Tur-
key paid by opening Hellespont of the ancients, the
classic waterway from the Mediterranean to the Black
Sea, to the shipping of the world.
Furthermore in time of war the Treaty sets forth that

merchant ships might pass if belonging to a neutral

state, but only at their own "risks and peril".



Marine Equipment
LARGE PROPELLERS c^ ELECTRIC YACHT DRIVE
DIESEL POWERED CRUISER c^ CARGO WINCHES

Atlantic Coast Foundry

Busy on Large Propellers

DURING the past few months
the Cramp Brass and Iron

Foundries Company of Phila-

deli)hia has booked orders for more
than 1,800,000 pounds of Parsons
manganese bronze propeller wheels
to be used on vessels now under
construction in Atlantic Coast ship-

yards. These wheels are being or-

dered for practically all of the
merchant vessels now building with
the assistance of federal loans
under the Jones-White Act and also

on many United States Navy cruis-

ers and other government vessels.

The aggregate of these orders is

larger than any placed in America
since the close of the war-time ship-

building program.

Included in these wheels are the
propellers for three new liners for
the San Francisco-Australia ser-

vice of the Matson-Oceanic Line
now building at the Fore River
Plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuild-
ing Corporation, Ltd., and also the

order for the wheels for the two
new United States Lines steamers
building at the New York Ship-

building Company plant, Camden,
New Jersey. These latter are said to

One of the solid Parsons
manganese bronze propellers

for the Matson-Oceanic liner

Mariposa, 18 feet diameter,

19 feet 6 inches pitch, weight
31,800 pounds.

Parsons manganese bron/i propeller for

10,000-ton cruiser, 12 feet diameter, 11 feet

9 inches pitch, weight 15,800 pounds.

be the heaviest propellers ever cast

in the United States, the castings
weighing approximately 4 7,000
pounds each.

This foundry has also recently

completed an order for Parsons
manganese bronze valve castings

for the American Locomotive Com-
pany to be used in the construction

of a new water supply system for

the City of New York.

In addition to this large volume
of marine work, the Cramp Foun-
dries are furnishing a very con-

siderable tonnage of nonferrous
castings to the general industrial

trade. On the iron foundry side, the
plant is particularly adapted to the

production of high grade castings

for water turbines and other heavy
machinery. Two IVo-ton electro-

melt furnaces are employed in this

production of high grade electric

furnace iron and the Cramp copy-

righted Elfur metal.

The Cramp Brass and Iron Foun-
dries Company is American manu-

facturer and distributor of the fa-

mous Parsons bronzes and Parsons
white brass. It is represented on
the Pacific Coast by its affiliates,

the Pelton Water Wheel Company
of San Francisco, for whom C. V.

Lane of San Francisco is handling
marine sales.

Bronze evaporator shell for 10,000-ton

cruiser, 68 inches diameter and height,

5/8-inch walls.



Electric Auxiliary Drive for Yacht Mahdee
ADLMI NUTI VE ex-

ample of electric ship

propulsion, driven by

a 25-horsepower motor,

was launched April 4 by

G. Frank Lawson of Dor-

chester, Massachusetts,

and was maneuvered back

to the dock under her own
power. This was the 53-

foot auxiliary sailing

schooner yacht construct-

ed for Alexander W Mof-

fat, vice-president of Wal-

ter Baker & Company. The
yacht is equipped by the

General Electric Company
with gas-electric drive for

use when becalmed. Such
auxiliary propulsion is

usually of the direct or

geared gas engine type.

Although the gasoline
engine was not started at

the time of launching, and
although the storage bat-

teries with which the
yacht is equipped were al-

most exhausted, the batteries were
still able to deliver enough power
to run the propulsion motor. Mr.
Moffat was at the wheel at the time
of the launching and was able to

bring the craft to the dock satis-

factorily.

The yacht has a 1412-foot beam
and a 6-foot draft. The power plant

consists of two Winton model W2,
6-cylinder, 4-cycle, 1400-revolutions

Looking

powc

down through the hatchway at the 25-horse-

r General-Electric motor on the Mahdee.

per minute gasoline engines each

direct connected to a 10-kilowatt

electric generator which supplies

power for emergency propulsion,

lighting, and the operation of auxi-

liaries. The storage battery instal-

lation is of Exide manufacture and
is used as an additional source of

power for lighting, auxiliaries, and
starting the engines. These bat-

teries will be charged by the gaso-

line-electric power plant when nec-

essary.

The single propeller is direct-con-

nected to a 25-horsepower, 575-rev-

olutions per minute, shunt-wound,
direct-current motor. Armature
control is used, a drum controller

being located inside the steering

gear housing within easy reach of

the skipper of the craft.

in the engine room of the Mahdee showing one of the 10-kilowatt Winton-General
Electric generating sets and the switchboard.

American Insulation on

Japanese Liners

THE nine new motorships re-

cently built in Japan and add-
ed to the Nippon Yusen Kaisha

fleet are splendid examples of mod-
ern, efficient naval architecture
and marine engineering. The larg-

est and the best known of these
ships are the three beautiful pas-
senger liners Chichibu Maru, Tat-
suta Maru, and Asama Maru of the
Orient-California Line.

Four of the nine ships are power-
ed with Bui-meister & Wain diesels,

and five with Sulzer diesels.

The insulation of a diesel ex-

haust line calls for a materialwhich
has all the attributes of a good
pipe covering in addition to the
ability to withstand the intense
heat generated. It must be immune
to vibration, it must be highly effi-

cient with the minimum of thick-
ness, and it must be proof against
calcination.

The N. Y. K. engineers ordered,
through the Chitose Trading Co.,

of Tokyo, who represent Johns-
Manville in Japan, the necessary
J-M Superex Block, sponge felted

sheets and 450 and 302 cement to

insulate the main engine exhausts
on seven of the nine ships and the
auxiliary engine exhausts on six.

On every one of the nine ships some
J-M insulation is playing an im-

portant part. The 302 cement is

used as a finish over the Superex
Blocks, and the 450 cement is used
on the exhaust silencers. J-M
sponge felted sheets is used over
the Superex Block in certain

places.

There are hundreds of instances
of Johns-Manville insulation on
diesel engine exhaust and auxiliary

lines both afloat and ashore, but

the N. Y. K. installation, wherein
J-M insulation is used on everj' one
of nine new ships, is one of which
that firm is particularly proud.
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Diesel-Powered,

Eighty-Foot

Express Cruiser

OXK of the most remarkable of

the newer diesel yachts is the

All Alone, an 80-footer which

the Mathis Yacht Building t'om-

pany recently completed for Georjje

\V. Codrington. president, Winton
Engine Corporation. This handsome
boat, powered by twin Winton dies-

els, will do 20 miles an hour, and
has attracted much attention be-

cause of her lines, general arrange-

ment, and sea ability.

With diesel-powered boats turn-

ing up such a speed as this, it is

small wonder that diesel engines are

now being installed in a great many
boats heretofore considered unsuit-

able for diesel applications. All

Alone is a remarkable boat, too, be-

cause of her steadiness and easy

maneuverability. The yacht has an
over-all length of 80 feet; beam
over planking, 15 feet; draft, 4

feet, 6 inches. Construction of hull

follows the general practice of ex-

press cruiser construction, with
double planking, steam bent oak
framing, oak keel, stem and dead-
wood. Special attention was given

to engine girders and web frames
in engine room. Built-up steel fore

and aft girders 48 feet long were
run inboard and outboard of motors
in connection with four steel belt

frames in way of motors and steel

bulkheads at each end of engine
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Diesel cruiser All Alone.

room. This construction, in combin-

ation with the splendidly balanced

Winton diesel engines, give a result

never before obtained in a diesel-

powered express cruiser.

Her accommodations in owner's

quarters, which are located aft,

consist of two very large and well

ventilated staterooms and two bath-

rooms. The dining room with en-

trance from the bridge deck is also

exceptionally large, measuring 17

feet by 12 feet. The quarters aft

are finished in ivory white paneling
and mahogany furniture, and the
dining room is finished in Ameri-
can walnut. The galley and crew's

quarters are located forward, with
forecastle accommodating four men
and a large stateroom under the

dining room for the captain and
engineer.

The engine room is exceptionally

well laid out. The main engines are

two special 6-cylinder. 8 by 10-inch
airless-injection Winton diesels, de-

veloping 300 horsepower each. The

The two 6-cylinder. airless injection, 300-horsepower Winton diesel engines in the engine

room of the All Alone.

mechanical equipment, in addition

to the main engines, consists of two
5-kilowatt Winton generating sets,

two 3-horsepower electric-driven

air compressors, separate electric-

driven fire and bilge pump, pres-

sure water supply system, Frigi-

daire refrigerating plant, air tanks

for etarting and reversing main
motors, and all necessary fuel

transfer pumps and water circu-

lating pumps. The exhaust from
the main engines is carried to

the stern through water-jacket-

ed pipes in the engine room
and from there to the transom
through special rubber exhaust
pipes. Fuel oil capacity of 1000

gallons, carried in two welded steel

tanks located in forward end of

engine room, gives a cruising ra-

dius of 1000 miles.

A special feature is her excep-

tionally large bridge deck, measur-
ing 17 feet fore and aft and run-

ning the full width of raised deck.

The forward part of the bridge is

enclosed with plate glass windows
giving a protected observation deck.

On the after trunk cabin she car-

ries a 14 foot power launch and a

10 foot dinghy. Deckhouse, trunk
cabins, and all outside trim are

teak.

The performance of this cruiser

shows that you can get speed along
with the other advantages of diesel

power when your boat is compe-
tently built and powered.

The new type Winton diesel en-

gines and Winton gasoline engines

are very popular among American
yacht and motorboat owners be-

cause of their trim appearance,
sturdy dependableness, lightweight,

low fuel consumption, conservative

rating, and economy in mainten-
ance. These engines are available

for a wide range of capacities and
applications.
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Evolution of the Electric Winch
(Continued from Page 233)

ally assigned to winch equipment.

The tanker J. W. Van Dyke (1925)

has 4 worm geared winches on which

nigger-head operation only is pos-

sible, the winch being nonoverhaul-

ing and the motor non reversing.

Since the motor is in continuous

operation, hoisting of the load is

effected by means of several turns

of rope around the nigger-head, the

loo.se end of the rope being pulled

by the operator. In the reverse fash-

ion, the load can be lowered by a

slackening of the ten.sion at the

loose end of the rope. Cargo is gen-

erally handled by dock winches in

this way although not with the

same type of equipment; also the

Holland - America Line finds this

method of cargo handling advan-

tageous. Small fish hoists for traw-

lers are made in e.xactly this same

style. The J. W. Van Dyke installa-

tion is the last of this type that

Westinghouse has equipped.

The Clyde Line, although operat-

ing both steam and electric cargo

winches, has repeatedly purchased

equipment for five ships until now
they have fifty Westinghouse-

equipped winches in regular opera-

tion.

Four "blind" hatches and one

open hatch at tween decks are oper-

ated by 27 horsepower motors with

cam controllers, separately mount-

ed resistors, suspended from the

deck over the winches and separ-

Freight elevator for 'tween deck service,

side port delivery, on an Old Dominion
Line steamer.

ately mounted protective panels

located on partition at rear of space

allotted for the winches. The crane

circuit is used. In addition to the

ordinary overload protection, the

protective panels have the jamming
relays. This e.xtra step-back fea-

ture has never been used in connec-

tion with this sort of service subse-

quent to the Clyde Line installa-

tions.

Cargo winches on the motcrship City of Elwood, showing neat, elevated platform and
enclosed deckhouse for resistors and contacts.

The use of side ports in connec-
tion with the operation of tween
deck winches facilitates the hand-
ling of package freight. The Old
Dominion Steamship Co. is a believ-

er in this method of operation.
However, in 1924, two of its vessels,

the George Washington and the
Robert E. Lee, were equipped with
platform hoists.

The material is moved by hand
trucks from the wharf to the ves-

sel, or vice versa, through the side

ports. The rolling of the trucks
onto the platform and the piling of
the packages on same constitute the
first steps in the operation. The
platform is then lowered to the
deck intended for discharging, and
the gang below receives and stows
the material. The location of such
a hoist is tween decks at a "blind"
hatch. Protection from the weather
is assured both for the cargo and
the electric equipment used to drive
the winch.

The platform, which is support-
ed by four steel hoisting cables, has
no side protection. The hoisting
cables pass from the support of the
lift over "fleeting" sheaves to the
grooved winding drum on the
winch. The platform weighs about
1000 pounds, and the useful load

can be as great as 3 tons. The men,
who may or may not ride on the
platform, are cognizant of the con-

ditions under which they work, so

that this method of cargo handling
is entirely safe. Manual type con-
trol equipment of the simplest con-
struction is used. The protective
panel is mounted in a suitable cab-
inet. Open resistors are mounted
under the deck just above the winch
parts.

Over-travel limit switches are a
necessary part of hoisting equip-
ment of this kind, particularly for
the lower limits which the operator
cannot see, and which when reach-

ed cause slack cable with its atten-

dant troubles or uneven winding
on the drum. Excessive over-travel

in the upward direction, if not

cared for by the limit switch, would
cause the breaking of cable or

winch parts. A simple means for the

resetting of the limit switches,

when opened, is the temporary de-

pression of a push button until the

normal hoisting or lowering opera-

tion is again established.

On account of the extra labor in-

volved for hand trucking, the hand-
ling of cargo through side ports is

relatively more costly than that by
the fixed boom and burtoning meth-



Inslall.ttlon of friction drum Kinches on .1 Ward li

ods. However, on short runs hav-

ing intermediate stops, with special

sorting and stowing of the commo-
dities, conditions for which it is

best fitted, the cargo hoist has

found favor in the past. The Old

Dominion, the Atlantic Gulf and

West Indies, and the Eastern

Steamship Lines furnish examples

of cargo handling entirely or in

part by means of platform hoists.

The United States Shipping

Board has been a large purchaser

of electric cargo winches. The
Board cooperates with the West-

inghouse company extensively to

produce simple, fool-proof, electri-

cal equipment and to furnish ade-

quate protection of same, so that

electric parts, w-herever possible,

were removed from the direct ac-

tion of the elements.

The Shipping Board had two con-

version programs, the first of which
brought forth the snap-action type

of switch on Westinghouse cam
controllers (this represented devel-

opment along mechanical lines),

and the second of which furnished

the initiative for the development
of the so-called "hi-speed" circuit

by E. M. Claytor, sometimes known
as the "Claytor circuit." Consider-

able forethought was exercised in

furnishing a spacious deck house
for electrical equipment, also work
bench, and in the provision for plat-

forms extending outward as near
to the hatch openings as possible.

For these vessels 25-horsepower
motors were supplied throughout.
Two vessels were equipped with
magnetic type controllers and sev-

enteen vessels with manual type

cam operated controllers having re-

mote operation by means of levers

and operating stands. Of the manu-
ally operated controllers, eight

ships were equipped with standard

type "S" cam and the remainder

with the snap-action type.

Following the "hi-speed Claytor

circuit" installations on the Ship-

ping Board conversion program,

much favorable comment was made,

and similar equipments were pur-

chased by the Alaska Steamship

Company and the American South

African Lines. This "hi-speed" cir-

cuit is briefly described as follows:

When hoisting heavy loads, the

shunt winding is over-excited for

its force adds to the force of the

series winding with the result that

very great torque is produced.

When hoisting light loads, the

control system reduces the force of

the shunt winding to a small va-

lue, so that in fact the motor is
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changed into a series motor with

a higher speed rating. This actu-

ally causes the empty hook and
light loads to be lifted faster than

is possible with a standard series

motor of the same full load speed

and horsepower rating.

In lowering the empty hook the

motor is accelerated first with the

series winding active, until approx-

imately half speed is reached, then

the armature is brought up to full

speed as a shunt motor, the series

winding having been short-circuit-

ed.

It is well-known that a shunt
motor will not lose speed when
extra friction is encountered,

but will adjust its torque by draw-
ing more current from the line at

the same speed. Thus, we have

found a cure for the sluggish, lazy

action observed in cold weather for

conditions of lowering the empty
hook.

The lowering of the heavy loads

is accomplished by automatically

strengthening the force of the

shunt field winding. The motor is

turned into a shunt generator and
gives regenerative braking which
returns power to the supply line.

This performance is obtained on

the last point of the controller for

hoisting and lowering. Other points

give slower speeds.

It is important to note that the

"hi-speed" circuit can be offered

with either the manual or the mag-
netic type of control equipment.

Without the aid of any device.

other than the ordinary controller

handle, the "hi-speed" circuit will

give the following outstanding per-

formance.

nil .IS Installed on Shipping

232
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1. Acceleration of the motor at

no load to full load speed in either

direction of rotation in less than

four seconds.

2. The empty hook lowerinK

speed is at least equal to greater

than that for hoisting the empty

hook.

3. The speed of lowering the

empty hook is capable of adjust-

ment without affecting the hoist-

ing speed of same.

4. The speed of hoisting the

hook is capable of adjustment with-

out affecting the lowering speed of

same.
5. The hoisting or lowering

empty hook speed is not less than

2y2 times the full load hoisting

speed.

6. On the last lowering point of

the controller, current is returned

to the line for all loads in excess

of the winch, sheave, and line fric-

tion.

One of the more recent installa-

tions of the magnetic crane-type

circuit is the 24 winches on the

diesel-electric propelled freighters

Triumph and Defiance. These are

25-horsepower units, with a motor
speed of 520 revolutions per min-

ute.

In connection with the winch in-

stallation on the motorship City of

New York, the combination of the

snap-action cam-operated control-

lers with water-tight cabinets was
made for the first time. In addition

to this, the "hi-speed" circuit is em-
ployed. Two sizes of motors, 30 and
25 horsepower, respectively, are

used. The large double-geared

winches have load combinations of

4700 pounds at 170 feet per minute
and 10,000 pounds at 80 feet per

minute. The single geared smaller

equipments lift normally 4000

pounds at 185 feet per minute. Suit-

able protection is afforded in deck

houses at the base of the mast and
other locations on the upper decks

for the winch resistors and protec-

tive panels.

On the Alaska Steamship Co.'s

steamship Aleutian, 40-horsepower

slow speed motors are used in con-

nection with the magnetic type of

"hi-speed" control for the operation

of the heavy duty cargo winches.

On two of the Ward Line steam-

ers, "CK" slow-speed motors, at 25

and 35 horsepower, respectively,

are used in connection with water-

tight cam nonreversing controllers

and suitable solenoid brakes to

drive friction drum winches which
are in popular use on the "Agwi"
Lines.

Hoisting with this class of equip-

ment is accomplished (with the

clutch engaged) in the regular way
of all winches. However, after the

hoisting operation is finished, the

load is lowered by gravity, the

downward motion being checked by
means of a suitable mechanical
brake or slipping the clutch. In the

ordinary reversing "keyed drum"
type of winch, the safety of lower-

ing is inherent in the motor, the

controller, and the solenoid brake;

whereas for the friction drum type

of equipment, mechanical appli-

ances are used to control the load

or the empty hook in lowering.

Winches having a hook speed of

600 feet per minute with a sling

load of 1800 pounds, the fastest

ever built, are now being manufac-
tured for the three new palatial

liners for the Matson Navigation
Company. Westinghouse engineers

have worked out a magnetic crane
circuit for these 30 equipments in

conjunction with Allan Cunning-
ham of Seattle, who is building the

single-geared winches. Twenty
equipments of the same rating are

also building for Dollar Steam.ship

Line. These will be used with Lid-

gerwood single-geared winches hav-

ing a rope speed loaded of 350 feet

per minute.

For 8000- and 6'000-pound maxi-
mum winch duty on the steamship
Borinquen of the New York & Por-

to Rico Steamship Line, four 35-

horsepower motors, 355 revolutions

per minute, and six 25-horsepower
motors 675 revolutions per minute
are used. The winches on this ves-

sel require reversing control equip-

ment for the crane circuit. Cam
water-tight controllers are used
with suitable protection for the

drip-proof protective panels and
open type sherardized resistors.

Solenoid brakes for the motors are

also a part of this type of equip-

ment.

For the United States Lines, two
vessels, 40 motors, of 35 horsepow-
er are used to drive 3- and 4-ton

winches by means of the magnetic
"hi-speed" control circuit. The con-

trollers will be of the open type

mounted in a protected location, the

master switches being water-tight.

For the hoisting of provisions two
winches driven by 13-horsepower,

7-CK motors are operated under the

magnetic crane circuit and are

rated at one-ton capacity.

A very fine example of the CK
motor with the "hi-speed" circuit,

using the double-geared winch, is

found in the equipment now being

Ma---*

installed on Henry Ford's vessel

Osweya.
With the past ten years having

brought the electric deck winch to

its present almost perfect status, it

would be difficult to predict what
will be considered the last word in

this type of equipment, say in 1941.

Trade Literature

Pioneer & Consolidated Marine
Instruments.—The Pioneer Instru-

ment Comjiany, according to a re-

cent, very attractively printed book-

let and catalog, is a division of the
Bendix Aviation Corporation and is

the largest organization in the
world devoted exclusively to the

manufacture of marine and air-

craft instruments. The Pioneer In-

strument Company recently acquir-

ed by merger the Consolidated In-

strument Company of America. The
combined products of the new or-

ganization are effectively displayed

and described in this bulletin,

which we will gladly supply on re-

quests to the Editorial Department
of this magazine.

Worthington Pump & Machinery
Corp., Harrison, N. J., has available

for distribution a catalog describ-

ing and illustrating the Surface

Condenser, patented folded tube

layer type, for turbo-generator with

turbine-driven circulating pump,
steam-air ejector as air removal

apparatus, and motor-driven hot-

well pumps. (W-200-S10).

Buoyage System of the United

States is the title of a pamphlet re-

cently published by the Lighthouse

Service of the U. S. Department of

Commerce, describing the function

of the buoyage system of the United

States and its relation to safe navi-

gation.

Port of Seattle Yearbook, 1931,

has been published in its usual at-

tractive form by the Port of Seattle

Commission, with headquarters at

the Bell Street Terminal. The pub-

lication has a beautiful frontispiece

in colors entitled "The Spirit of

Transportation" depicting a mod-
ern air liner flying over the clouds,

with the peak of Mt. Rainier show-

ing above the floor of the clouds.

The port and the city are beauti-

fully illustrated in this booklet and
the harbor, its facilities, and its

back country and industries all re-

ceive their due share of attention,

in addition to the usual annual sta-

tistics.
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A New Cargo Light Fixture

ADEQUATE lighting of cargo
holds for stevedoring opera-
tions has long been a problem

in cargo handling. Captain N. J.

Kane, port superintendent for the

American - Hawaiian Steamship
Company at San Francisco, after

giving this problem considerable
thought, devised an adjustable ball

socket fixture and a plate for hold-

ing the same, and gave the new de-

vice a thorough try-out on one of

the company's intercoastal cargo
vessels.

The results of this test were so

gratifying that the American-Ha-
waiian vessels were all equipped
with these cargo reflector holders.

There ensued rather remarkable re-

duction in claims for damage, in

lamp breakage, and in lost time ac-

cidents. At the same time the steve-

doring operations were speeded up
and the efficiency increased.

The fixture and its record were
submitted to the committees of the

Accident Prevention Department of

the Pacific American Steamship As-
sociation, the Shipowners Associa-

tion of the Pacific Coast, and the
Waterfront Employers' Union at

San Francisco, who, after careful

consideration, gave the device their

unqualified approval.

As will be noted in the illustra-

tions, this fixture is a very rugged,
simple device, easily adjustable by
any one. The ball and socket are

so designed that when attached to

a column the reflector can be
swung through almost 360 degrees

Kane fixture for holding cargo flood lights.

and the light be applied to any cor-

ner of the hold from one position.

The plate for holding the socket is

a very simple and effective holder.

The socket is adaptable to any style

of reflector.

This fixture, on which applica-

tion has been made for patent

rights, is now being manufactured
and distributed by the United Ship-

smithing Company of San Francis-

co, for whom James J. Lankin is in

charge of sales.

The Kane d light

Protection Against Tank

Corrosion

PROTECTING the steel tanks of

tankers against the destruc-

tive action of certain crude
petroleums and of benzene, gaso-

line, and other light distillates of

petroleum has long been an inter-

esting and a baffling problem to the

operators of tankers and the chemi-
cal technicians of Europe and Am-
erica. It is now reported that the

chemical staff of the International

Paint and Compositions Company
of London have solved this problem
by the introduction of a new com-
pound which has been named Tanc-
tectol.

Experiments with this material
show results which have justified

the principal oil companies and
tank ship owners in Europe in the
final decision to use Tanctectol on
all surfaces exposed to oil cargoes
on vessels carrying the lighter dis-

tillates, gasoline, or benzene. Eight
new vessels now under con-

2^4

struction in England are being
painted with Tanctectol, as well as
a larger number on the Continent.
Many Norwegian owners have
adopted this new method of tanker
protection.

Tanctectol is in the form of a
paint with average paint consis-

tency. It has excellent adhesive
properties and dries in less than
one half hour; so that several coats
can be applied in one day. Care
should be taken to apply the first

coat of Tanctectol directly to the
true surface of the steel. In the
cargo tanks of vessels which al-

ready have carried oil cargoes, the
steel surface should be thoroughly
scaled or sand-blasted and cleaned
and dried before applying this new
paint. Two coats are recommended
as standard practice.

Tanctectol is insoluble in gaso-
line, benzene, benzol, or any other
hydrocarbon. It is not affected by
water, fresh or salt. It is proof
against sulphuric, sulphurous, or
any other acid naturally found in

crude oil or its distillates. It has
great resistance to electrolysis and
to the action of hydrogen sulphide
gas.

The protection of cargo tanks by
this impervious coating will elimi-

nate the necessity of the present
practice of using tankers alternate-
ly for light and heavy oils, since a
tanker so protected may carry light
oil cargoes year in and year out
without damage. It will also elimi-

nate the expense of periodic inter-

nal cleaning and frequent repairs
due to corrosion damage.
At the present time when con-

siderable tanker tonnage is laid up,
it would be possible to effect this

protection in a leisurely manner at
least expense for labor and for lost

time of vessels.

The International Compositions
Company of New York owns the
American manufacturing rights for
Tanctectol. This firm is represent-
ed in California by C. G. Clinch and
Company of San Francisco and San
Pedro; in Oregon by F. C. Hage-
mann of Portland ; and in Washing-
ton by W. H. Pierson Company of
Seattle.

Ni-Resist (Bulletin No. 208) is a
new booklet issued by The Interna-
tional Nickel Co., Inc., 67 Wall St.,

New York. Ni-Resist is a special

type of alloyed cast iron which is

serving many useful purposes in

the chemical and allied industries
and presents improved resistance
to many acid and alkaline solu-
tions.
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Gdited by H. C. McKinnon

Seattle Yard Gets Alaska Boat.—
The Berg Shipbuilding Co., 28th

Avenue, N. W., Seattle, Wash., has

been awarded contract for the con-

struction of the wooden service ves-

sel for the Bureau of Indian Af-

fairs, Department of Interior. The
vessel is intended for service to the

rnastal government stations in Alas-

ka to replace the steamer Boxer. J.

R. Ummei. office manager and pur-

chasing agent for the Department
of Interior, Seattle, Wash., will su-

pervise the construction. W. C.

Nickum of Seattle is the naval ar-

chitect who designed the vessel.

Of heavy wooden construction to

withstand ice conditions in the

northern waters, the new vessel

will be 225 ft. length over-all, 210
ft. between perpendiculars, 41 ft.

molded beam, 42 ft. e.xtreme beam,
21 ft. 6 in. molded depth, and 16 ft.

loaded draft. She will have one pro-

peller driven by a 1500 horsepower
Mcintosh & Seymour diesel engine.

Accommodations will be provided
for 22 passengers in first class and
20 in steerage.

All auxiliaries are to be elec-

trically operated. Fuel capacity will

be sufficient for a cruising radius

of 10,000 miles and she will have
general cargo capacity for 1500

tons and 16,000 cubic feet of refri-

gerated holds.

Eight Pacific Coast shipyards

submitted tenders on this vessel. Al-

ternate bids were asked on 1200

brake horsepower and 1500 brake
horsepower diesel power plants and
on 1200 and 1500 brake horsepower,
respectively, diesel-electric units.

This gave a wide range for the se-

lection of power units and bids in-

cluded practically every type of

American diesel. The Berg Ship-

building Company was low bidder
for the vessel equipped with a 1500

brake horsepower Mcintosh & Sey-

mour trunk piston type engine,

$383,390.60; and for 1200 brake
horsepower engines: Busch-Sulzer
cross-head type engine, $383,003;
De La Vergne trunk-piston type,

$379,909.60; Bessemer trunk-piston,

$375,100.50; Washington, trunk pis-

ton. $382,454.

Outboard profile and deck plan of boarding tug for Quarantine Division, U. S. He
Service, building by General Engineering S: Drydock Company.

Contract Awarded for Derrick
Barges.—The Willamette Iron &
Steel Works, Portland, Ore., has
been awarded contract by the U. S.

Army Engineers for the construc-

tion of four derrick barges for use
on the Columbia River. The bid for

the barges was $4525 each and they
will have dimensions of 50 bv 22
bv 3 ft.

Steam Tug Ordered.—The Great
Lakes Engineering Works, River
Rouge, Michigan, has an order from
the Dunbar & Sullivan Dredging
Co., for a steam engine powered tug-
boat to be 90 ft. between perpen-
diculars, 24 ft. 6 in. beam, and 13
ft. loaded draft. The engines will

develop 750 indicated horsepower
and the tug will have a speed of 12
miles an hour.

Two Self-Propelled Suction
Dredges Ordered.—Dravo Contract-

ing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has

been awarded contract on a low bid

of $904,864 for the construction of

two self-propelled, steel-hull, -steam-

powered suction dredges for the U.

S. Engineers' Office, Memphis,
Tenn. The dredges will be 214 ft.

long, 46 ft. beam, 9 ft. depth, 5 ft.

draft. Each dredge will be powered
by two triple expansion, vertical,

reciprocating engines developing a

total of 1200 horsepower and each

dredge is to be powered with geared
turbine dredge pumps of 1250 nor-

mal brake horsepower. They will be
equipped for 32-inch discharge.

This yard also has an order from
the American Dredging Co. of Phi-

ladelphia for ten steel dump scows.

Steel Hull Ferry Ordered.—The
Pusey & Jones Corp., Wilmington,
Del., has an order from the Wilson
Line, Inc., Wilmington, Del., for the

construction of steel hull and steel

superstructure for an automobile
carrying ferryboat. The owner will

supply the diesel machinery and do
other work. The craft is to be 206
ft. long, 58 ft. beam, 16 ft. depth,

with carrying capacity of 75 auto-

mobiles. The cost is said to be $350,-

000.

This yard also has an order from
the same owners for the practical

rebuilding of the ferryboat City of

Washington, damaged by fire. Work
will consist of entirely rebuilding

from the main deck up, three decks

to be added above the main deck.



I'niled to Huild Three Truss-

Wi'ld IJarKes.—Contracts for con-

struition of three all-welded Truss-

Weld hulls—an oil towin>r barRe

and two derrick barjres—have been

awarded to United Dry Docks. Inc.

by the Atlantic Gulf and Pacific

Company, engineers and contrac-

tors.

The oil barge already is under
construction at United's Staten Is-

land Plant, and will be launched

early in June.

Ferryboats to be Launched.—The
two as yet unnamed New York City

ferryboats being built by the Tebo
Yacht Basin of the Todd Shipyards

in Brooklyn were launched the lat-

ter part of May with steam up and
completely read.v for service. These

boats are of the 151-ft. type, and
will add inmeasurably to the faci-

lities of the Department of Plant

& Structures for handling the in-

creasing traffic.

They are 151 ft. in length. 53 ft.

breadth, and 14 ft. 3 in. in depth.

The hulls are divided into seven

water-tight compartments. The pro-

pelling machinery consists of two
vertical compound, surface con-

densing steam engines, built by the

Todd Dry Dock Engineering and Re-

pair Corporation, coupled together

on one shaft with a screw propeller

at each end. The vessels will also

be equipped with the Todd system
of oil burning under boilers.

Tuna Fisher Building at San
Francisco.—The Genoa Boat Build-

ing Co., located at Fisherman's
Wharf. San Francisco, has an order
from Gaetano Cresci and Nick Cola
for a tuna fishing vessel to be 91

ft. long. 23 ft. beam, and 10 ft.

draft. The boat is to be of wooden
construction and powered with a
300 horsepower Western-Enterprise
diesel engine supplied by the Wes-
tern Machinery Company. San Fran-
cisco. The boatyard is operated by
Joseph Baviacqua and the fisher-

men ordering the boat are well
known operators out of San Diego
and Monterey.

Repairs to Lighthouse Tender.

—

Commercial Iron Works. Portland.
Ore., has been awarded contract for

installing new fire boxes in the U.
S. Lighthouse tender Heather. This
yard also received contract for deck
structures, repairs, and dry-dock-
ing.

Tanker Reconditioned. — The
Craig Shipbuilding Comiiany, Long

beach, Calif., has completed recon-

ditioning of the American tank

steamer Edwin B. DeGolia, ex Wil-

liam Isom. owned by the Hillcome

Steamship Company. The vessel

was given a new after steel deck,

officers and crew quarters were re-

arranged, and other repairs totaled

$23,000.

Fire Damages Boatyard. — The
busy yard of the Barbee Drydock
and Shipbuilding Co.. 26th Ave., N.

W.. Seattle, Wash., was damaged to

the extent of $30,000 the latter part

of April. This yard is busily engaged
in building fishing craft for vari-

ous owners. The 56-ft., Washington
diesel engine powered, purse seiner,

Governor Hartley was launched
from the yard recently.

One of the most important jobs

turned out by this plant recently is

the rebuilt and equipped ferryboat
Ballard, formerly the Liberty, for

the new Ballard-Ludlow Ferry Com-
pany. Captain J. Howard Payne,
president. The vessel is equipped
with a new 650-horsepower Wash-
ington diesel engine. The hull was
rebuilt to provide capacity for 40
automobiles on the main deck and
accommodations for 400 passengers
on the upper deck, with dining room
and lunch counter.

The owners anticipate that the
Ballard-Port Ludlow route will nec-
essitate the construction of an addi-
tional ferryboat next fall.

Tuna Boat to be Launched.—The
Campbell Machine Company of San
Diego has scheduled the launching
of the fine new tuna clipper May-
flower for June 16. The Mayflower
is 135 ft. long and is to be powered
with a 500-horsepower Union diesel
engine. She is building for S. J. Inos
and J. and M. Medina.

Lighthouse Tender Ordered. —
Hampton Roads Shipbuilding Co.,

Portsmouth, Va., has received con-
tract from the U. S. Bureau of
Lighthouses for the construction of
a new tender of the Violet class on
its bid of $339,000 and delivery in

390 days. The new tender is to be
named Lilac and will be 170 ft.

length over-all, 32 ft. molded beam,
13 ft. molded depth, 8 ft. 6 in. draft.

Steel Carfloats Ordered—The Mc-
Clintic-Marshal Company, Pitts-
burgh. Pa., has an order from the
Inland Waterways Corp., Washing-
ton. D.C., for two new steel car-
floats, having submitted low bid of

$163,365.

June

Submits Low Bid for Quarantine
Tug. — Spedden Shipbuilding Co.,

Baltimore, Md., was low bidder

April 22 for the construction of a

diesel-electric powered quarantine
tug for the U. S. Public Health Serv-

ice, Staten Island, N.Y. The tug will

be 100 ft. length, 23 ft. beam, 11 ft.

depth. Under this bid the power
plant will consist of two 325-horse-

jjower Fairbanks-Morse diesel en-

gine propulsion units, with pilot

house control.

President Hoover Sea Trials June
16.—Sea trials of the new Dollar

liner President Hoover, now nearing
completion at the Newport News
Shipbuilding & Drydock Co.. will be
started June 16 and will last three

or four days. They will include runs
over the measured mile off Rock-
land. Me., for standardization of the
screws, and a 24-hour under way
trial at sea. The turbo-electric

power plant has been supplied by
the General Electric Company.
The President Hoover is sched-

uled to sail from New York August
6; and on August 24 will sail on her
maiden transpacific voyage from
San Francisco carrying a large

trade delegation to ports of Hawaii,
Japan. China and the Philippines.

In order to provide adequate home
port docking and cargo and pas-
senger facilities for the new steam-
ers, the Board of State Harbor Com-
missioners has instructed the har-
bor engineer, Frank G. White, to

prepare plans and specifications for

the extension of Piers 42 and 44 a
distance of 115 feet, making a new
pier length of 915 feet each. A con-
necting wharf will be built at the
shore end extending 160 feet into
the slip. This bulkhead wharf will

give more cargo space on the piers
and will provide additional office

and waiting room space for the ad-
ditional business which it is expect-
ed that the new liners will develop.

Bids Opened for Pipe Line Dredge
—Bids were called for May 28 by
the U.S. Engineers Office. 39 White-
hall Street, New York, for the con-
struction of a 20-inch pipe line

dredge to be 182 ft. 3 in. length
over-all.

Contract for Submarine Awarded.
—New York Shipbuilding Co.. New-
ark, N. J., has been awarded the
contract for the construction of
Cuttlefish, fleet submarine No. 171,

on a low bid of $3,150,000 and 30
months time. The Electric Boat Co.,

Groton, Conn., submitted three bids,
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ranging from $3,297,000 to $3 395,-

000.

The winning bid was under Class

2, providing that the submarine be

built by the design prepared by the

Navy Department and the machin-

ery to be provided by the Depart-

ment. This is the last of the nine

submarines authorized under the

Act of August 29, 1916.

Destroyer Bids in July.—Accord-

ing to reports from Washington,

the U. S. Navy Department will

have plans and specifications for

the 11 treaty destroyers ready to

submit to respective bidders in

.July. The last session of Congress
appropriated $10,000,000 for start-

ing this construction program.

New Ferryboat on I'ujret Sound.
—The Ballard Marine Railway Com-
pany of Seattle last month delivered

to the Puget Sound Navigation
Company, Seattle, the new automo-
bile and passenger ferry Rosario,

which is intended for regular serv-

ice between Bellingham, Anacortes,

San Juan Island, and Sidney. The
craft is 150 ft. long. 40 ft. beam,
and is powered by a 600-horsepower
Sumner diesel engine. The ferry is

very nicely fitted out, the cabins are
paneled with mahogany, she has a

large dining room and comfortable
observation room with uphols-
tered chairs. The galley is

equipped with an electric refrigera-

tor and an oil-burning range. Her
electrical auxiliaries are supplied
with power by a Fairbanks-Morse
diesel unit of 30-horsepower, sup-
plied and installed by the Bu.xham
Marine Electric Company of Seattle.

She has capacity for forty auto-
mobiles.

New Auxiliaries on Transports.—

•

One of the most important marine
engineering reconditioning jobs on
the Pacific Coast in 1931 is the in-

stallation of new auxiliary power
plant in the U. S. Army Transports
Cambrai and Somme. Complete new
Westinghouse equipment was pur-
chased by the United States Army
for each of thesevessels.This equip-
ment in each ship consists of:

Two 150-k,w. turbo-generating sets.

One switchboard
One auxiliary condenser (1500 sq.

ft. cooling surface)

One vertical propeller type circu-

lating pump and motor
Two condensate pumps and motors
One bank of ejectors

On the Cambrai the contract for
installation of this machinery was

carried out by the United Engineer-
ing Company.
The General Engineering & Dry

Dock Company was low bidder on
the Sommo and is now busy on that

vessel.

In each case the electric wiring
is being installed by the Lalor Elec-

tric & Engineering Co.

They are to be of 25 tons capacity,

operated by steam, with oil-burning

boilers.

Whittier Repairs. — Bethlehem
Shipbuilding Corp., Ltd., Union
Plant, San F'rancisco, was awarded
contract for damage repairs to the

Arrow Line freighter Helen Whit-
tier, which struck a rock off Cape
San Martin on May 14. The vessel

made San Francisco under own
power and a survey on the Hunter's

Point Drydock showed that in some
places the keel plates are punctured
and bent upward. The repairs will

cost about $C0,000.

Ferryboat Built at Vancouver.

—

The Burrard Drydock Company,
Vancouver, B. C, recently complet-

ed the ferryboat Agassiz for opera-

tion on the Fraser River above New
Westminster. The boat is 120 ft.

long, with capacity for 20 automo-
biles and cost about $90,000.

Barges Ordered. — The Midland
Barge Co., Midland, Pa., has an or-

der from the U. S. Engineering, Mo-
bile, Ala., for three barges 100 bv
24 by 7 ft.

This yard also has an order from
the West Virginia Sand & Gravel
Co., Charleston, West Va., for four
standard sand and gravel barges
to be 100 by 26 by 6 ft. 6 in. dimen-
sions and to cost $8000 each.

Canadian Patrol Boats—The Wal-
kems Shipyards, Ltd., Vancouver,
B. C, have recently completed for
the Dominion Fisheries Department
four patrol boats for operation on
the British Columbia coast. These
are 52 ft. long, 12 ft. molded
breadth, 6 ft. 2^2 in. molded depth;
4% ft. draft. Each boat is powered
by a 72 brake horsepower Gardner
full diesel engine operating at 400
revolutions per minute and develop-
ing a speed of 10 miles an hour.

Submit Bids for Derrick. — The
English Construction Company,
Washington, D. C, was reported to

be low bidder for the construction
of two floating steel derricks for
the Bureau of Yards and Docks,
Navy Department, Washington, D.
C. One derrick is for the Mare Is-

land Navy Yard and one for the
Naval Destroyer Base at San Diego.

.Another Electric Tanker for At-

lantic Refining.—The ninth electric

tanker and the thirteenth diesel-

clectric vessel to be built for the

Atlantic Refining Company is now
under construction by the Sun Ship-

building Company of Chester, Pa.

This vessel, to be completed late

this summer, has the distinction

also of being all electrically welded
in its hull construction.

Nine tankers and four tugs make
up the total of 13 diesel-electric ves-

sels owned by this company. Of this

number, the electric equipment was
supplied for eight (including the
new one) by the General Electric

Company, and for three more by the
British Thomson-Houston Company,
an affiliated company in Great Bri-

tain.

The power plant of the new tank-
er will consist of three Cooper-Bes-
semer diesel engines each driving

a 105-kilowatt, direct-current gen-
erator, two with direct-connecting

auxiliary generators of 25 kilowatts

capacity each. The main generators
will deliver current at 125 volts and
the auxiliary generators at 120
volts. The propulsion motor will be
rated 375 horsepower, 375 volts, 150
revolutions per minute, and will be
a shunt-wound, direct current ma-
chine.

New Equipment at Yard.—The
Todd Shipyards Corporation has re-

cently added to the equipment of
its Clinton Plant in Brooklyn faci-

lities for supplying vessels with
200-250 volt direct current. This
service is available 24 hours a day
and is of sufficient capacity to take
care of all "in port" operations.

Ship owners and operators will

find it a great convenience to be
able to shut down their vessel's

auxiliary generating plants during
overhaul or repair periods.

Berthing Tug Wanted for Vancou-
ver.— The Vancouver Chamber of

Shipping held a meeting April 29
for the purpose of considering the
recommendation of shipping inter-

ests that a berthing tug be placed in

service in the harbor to take care of

deep sea ships in berthing, relieving

pilots of that responsibility. It is

claimed that the cost of the tug
would be more than offset by the
annual saving of expense due to

damage to jetties and piers by the
larger ships seeking their docks.



Progress of Construction
The following Report Covers the Shipbuilding Work in Progress at the Leading

Shipyards of the United States as of May i, ig^i

Pacific Coast

ALBINA ENGINE & MACHINE
VCORKS.

Portland, Oregon
Purchasing Agent: Jno. \V. West.
L. P. Hosford. hull 34, tunnel-stern, pas-

senger and freight motorship for Harkins
Transportation Co., Portland, Ore.: 160
L.B.P.; 30 beam; 15 mi. speed; Atlas-Im-
perial dicsel cng.; keel 2/10/31; launch
5/7/31 est.: deliver 6 131 c^t.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORP., Ltd.

Union Plant. San Francisco
Hull 5350, pineapple barge for Intcr-

Island Steam Navigation Co., Honolulu-
175 X 44 X 11 ft: keel 3/2/31; launched
4/13/31; deliver 5/1/31 est.

CRAIG SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Long Beach, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: F. W. Philpot.
Velero III, hull 153, twin-screw, all-steel

cruiser for G. Allan Hancock, Los Angeles-
193' L.O.A.; 190' L.W.L.: 30' beam; 11'9''

mean draft; two 6-cyl., 850-S.H.P. Winton
diesel engs,; IV/4 knots speed; 9500 mi.
cruising radius: keel June 16/311. i.ninohed
4 2/31: deliver 7/15 '31 ct

Repairs, Pacific Coast

ALBINA ENGINE & MACHINE
WORKS,

Portland, Ore.

Cleaning and painting: Redwing. Engine
repairs: Lockgoil. New crank shaft: Robert
Young. General repairs: m.s. Pacific Ship-
per, Pacific Exporter, Stensby, s.s. Ipswich.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,
Ltd., Union Plant

Dock, clean, paint, misc. repairs: s.s.

Emma Alexander, Shell Barge No. 4, s.s.

Ruth Alexander, m.s. Silvercedar. s.s. Spen-
cer Kellogg, s.s. Tejon. s.s. Korrigan III,
s.s. Golden Harvest, m.s. Chile, m.s. Cali-
fornia Standard, s.s. Admiral Chase, barge
Maltha, barge Martinej. Pipe repairs- m s

Narragansett, s.s. Dorothy Luckenbach, s.s
Emidio, s.s. Point Sur. Caulk rivets and
seams and place anchor aboard: s.s. Lebec.
Furnish and install 2 lag screws; tug Sea
Prince. Remove lagging from cylinders:
s.s. Jane Nettleton. Repairs to deck steam
line: s.s. Marit. Repair generator: s.s. Sarita.
Drydock, propeller repairs: m.s. Edward
Luckenbach. Fish bolts in main cargo tanks:
s.s. Roanoke. Drydock. misc. repairs: m.s.
Vermar. Manganese bronze propeller blades:
s.s. W. S. Miller. Misc. repairs: Argyll, Dil-
worth, m.s. Lio, m.s. Trocas, Pennsylvania,
Point Montara, Saramacca, Montezuma,
Washington, Esparta, Maunalei, Dorothy
Luckenbach. California, President Pierce,
President Johnson, Surinamc, U.S.A.t"
Cambrai. pilot boat Gracie S., Union 6ii
barge 1922, 1923. Santa Fe Barge No. 6.

COLLINGWOOD SHIPYARDS,
Ltd., Collingwood, Ont.

Rudder repairs to S.S. Farrandoc.

Samona II. hull 154, twin-screw, .steel

yacht for W. J. Hole of Los Angeles; L. E.

Geary, Seattle, designer; 146 ft. long; 23.5
beam; 10.5 draft; two 500 H.P, Winton die-

sel engs.; keel 3/15/31; delivery Aug./31
est.

GENERAL ENGINEERING dc DRY
DOCK CO.

0.akland, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: A. Wanner.
Not named, boarding tug for Quaran-

tine Division, Public Health Service, San
Francisco; 60'10" over-all; 15 beam; 7'2"

depth; 120 H.P. Fairbanks-Morse diesel
eng.; keel 3/15/31 est.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY,
Oakland, Calif.

Columbine, hull 180, lighthouse tender
for U. S. Department of Commerce, Light-
house Bureau: 112'2" L.B.P.; 25 molded
beam; 91/2 naut. mi. speed; diesel-electric

engs.: keel 4/23/31; launch 7/1/31 est.

San Diego, hull 181, steel screw, double-
end, diescl-electiic, automobile ferry for
San Diego-Coronado Ferry Co.; 204'U"
L.O.A.; 43'6" breadth at deck; Atlas-Im-

perial diesel; keel 5 '25 31 est.

PRINCE RUPERT DRYDOCK &
SHIPYARD

Prince Rupert, B.C.

Purchasing Agent: H. L. Taylor.

Essington, hull 38, wooden stern-wheel
river snagboat hull for Dept. of Public

Works of Canada; 100 L.B.P.; 29 beam;
engs. from old Bobolink; keel 12/8/30;
launched 4/2/31; deliver 5/14/31 est.

Northern Cross, hull 39, raised deck
wooden cruiser for Anglican Mission for

northern British Columbia Coast; 47 L.B.P.;

12 beam: 8'6" molded depth; 9 knots load-

ed speed; high speed Gardner diesel en-

gine, 2-1 reduction gear; 54 B.H.P.; keel

2/15/31; launch and deliver 5/18/31 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Bremerton, Wash.

Astoria, light crui.-er (;L-34 for Unit-

ed States Navy; 10,000 tons displacement;

keel 9/1 '30; deliver 4 '1/33 c.^t.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Mare Island, Calif.

San Francisco, light cruiser CL-38 for

United States Navy; 10,000 tons displace-

ment.

CRAIG SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Long Beach, Calif.

Drydock and new propeller: s.s. Richi-
Icu. Drydock and annual inspection: s.s.

Eldorado. New steel deck in after quarters:
s.s. William Isom. New crank case, trunk,
and cylinder port engine: m.s. Camina.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY,
Oakland, Calif.

Drydock for survey, caulk and blank off
shaft log: s.s. Tamalpais. Drydock, clean,
paint: U.S.A.T. U.S. Grant (also drew
both tail shafts for examination, unship and
repair rudder, overhaul sea valves, caulk
and weld misc. rivets and seam in hull,
misc. repairs), s.s. Glymont (also misc. en-
gine and deck dept. repairs), s.s. Wilming-
ton (also overhaul sea valves), s.s. Silverado
(also caulk misc. rivets and seam, overhaul
sea valves, repack stern gland), s.s. Mar-
garet Dollar (also drew tail shaft for ex-
amination, overhaul sea valves, caulk misc.
rivets and seam, range anchor chains, re-

pair damaged shell plates on starboard),
s.s. Lake Frances (also caulk and renewed
misc. rivets), barge Fruto (also renew hull
planking and caulk), yacht Astrid, /Vlaska
packer Bering (also overhaul sea valves,
repack stern gland), s.s. Montanan, s.s. West
Notus (also caulk misc. rivets and seam),
s.s. Satanta (also drew tail shaft, rewood
stern bearing), s.s. Delta King (also misc.
repairs), ferry Golden Gate, s.s. Sacramento
(also overhaul sea valves, caulk misc. rivets
and seams, misc. repairs), s.s. Delta Queen
(also misc. repairs), s.s. Georgian (also
overhauled sea valves), Santa Fe barge
No. 5, s.s. Admiral Fiske (also drew tail

shaft, rewood lower half of stern bearing,
overhaul sea valves, fair propeller blades,
misc. repairs), ferry Feather River (ex Ed.

Jclfrey) (also misc. repairs), s.s. Mt. Baker,
barge Santa Paula (also caulk and cement),
Santa Fe Barge No. 1, m.s. Patterson (also

renewed sheathing), s.s. Washington (also

misc. repairs), schr. Beulah, fishing boat
Golden Gate, American Dredging Co.
Barges No. 5 and No. 6 (also furnish and
install by welding new knuckle strake plates
entire length of barge). Drydock for sur-

vey, clean, paint, misc. voyage repairs: s.s.

Fort Armstrong. Drydock, clean, removed
copper sheathing, caulked hull as directed:
ferry Thoroughfare.

PRINCE RUPERT DRYDOCK
& SHIPYARD,

Prince Rupert, B.C.

Docked, cleaned, painted: launch Lillian

D. Docked, cleaned, painted, misc. hull and
engine repairs to 6 fish boats. Misc. hull
and engine repairs not requiring docking:
61 fish boats. Docked, cleaned, painted,
misc. carpenter repairs: 3 scows.

TODD DRY DOCKS, INC.,

Harbor Island, Seattle, Wn.
General repairs: s.s. Admiral Evans, s.s.

General W. C. Gorgas. Drydocking and
general repairs: s.s. Catherine D, ferry City
of Angele.s, U.S.A.T. C.S. Dellwood. Gen-
eral overhauling: U.S. lighthouse tender
Cedar, s.s. Starr. Repairs to auxiliary motor:
m.s. Benj. Franklin. Misc. and voyage re-
pairs: schr. C, S. Holmes, m.s. Mount Ver-
non, ferry Olympic, ss. President Madison.

U. S. NAVY YARD, Bremerton. Wn.
Misc. repairs and docking: Nevada, Okla-

homa, Lea, Waters. Misc. repairs incident
to operation as di.strict craft: Mahopac, Tat-
nuck. Swallow, Challenge, Pavrtucket, Soto-
yomo.
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Atlantic, Lakes, Rivers

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY
Pittsburgh, Penn.

Purchasing Agent: W. G. A. Millar.

Ten coal barges for own account, 175i

26x11 ft.; 5 delivered July/30.

Ten barges for Inland Waterways Corp.,

Washington, D.C.; 300 x 48 x 11 ft.; deliver

May 14 to Dec. 10, 1931; 7 keels laid;

I launched.
AMERICAN SHIP BUILDING CO.

Cleveland, Ohio
Purchasing Agent: C. H. Hirsching.

Hull 808, dump scow for Great Lakes

Dredge 6? Dock Co.; 223 LB. P.; 42'4"

beam; 15 depth; 1500 cu. yards cap.; keel

1/1 31; launched 3/31/31.'

BATH IRON WORKS
Bath, Maine

Malaina, hull 128, steel yacht; B. T. Dob-
son, designer; owner not named; 168 L.B.P.;

26 beam; 9 draft; twin Winton diesel

en ;s.: 1600 LHP.
Trudionc, hull 138, steel yacht, owner

not named; 190 L.O.A. 154 L.W.L.; 26
beam; two 800 B.H.P. Bessemer diesels;

keel 6/10/30; launched 4/10/31.
Helene, Hull 140, twin-screw diesel

yacht for Chas. E. Sorenscn; 146 ft. length;

keel 8/1/30; launched 4/18/31; trials

4/25/31.
Caroline, hull 141, twin-screw diesel

yacht, owner not named, 286 ft. length; 3000

H.P. diesel eng.; keel 9/1/30; launch

6/20/31 est.; deliver 8/10/31 est.

Illinois, hull 142, trawler for Red
Diamond Trawling Co.; 132' L.O.A.; 24

beam; 14 depth; 500 B.H.P. Fairbanks-

Morse diesel eng.; keel 10/15/30; launched

3/19/31; delivered 3/25/31.
Maine, hull 143, sister to above; keel

10/18/30; delivered 4/25/31.
Scapine, hull 144. twin screw, diesel

yacht for Henry J. Gielow, Inc., 25 West
43rd St., New York; 155'2" L.O.A.; 150

L.W.L.; 26 beam; 8'6" draft; 2 Bessemer

diesel engs.; 550 B.H.P. ea.; keel 10/6/30;

launched 4/30/31; deliver 6/2/31 est.

Halonia. hull 146. diesel-elec. yacht

for Chas. E. Thorne, Chicago, 140 L.B.P.;

24'10" beam; 8'6" draft; 14 knots speed;

two 400-H.P. diesel engs.; keel 1/13/31.
Felicia, hull 145, twin screw steel

yacht, owner not named; 140 L.B.P.; 24'10"

beam; 8'6" draft; 14 knots speed; two 400
HP. diesel engs.; keel 3/30/31; deliver

8/16/31 est.

Hull 147, twin screw, steel patrol boat for

U.S. Coast Guard: 165 ft. long; diesel eng.;

keel 4/25/31; deliver 11/29/31 est.

Hull 148, same as above; keel 5/25/31

est.; deliver 12/24/31 est.

Hull 149, same as above; keel 5/25/31
est.; deliver 1/18/32 est.

Hull 150, same as above; keel 5/28/31

e.st.: deliver 2/12/32 est.

Hull 151, same as above; keel 5/28/31
est.; deliver 3/9/32 est.

Hull 152, same as above; keel 6/15/31
est.; deliver 4/3/32 est.

Hull 153, same as above; keel 9/15/31

est.; deliver 4/28/32 est.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION, FORE

RTVER PLANT,
Quincy, Mass.

Northampton, light cruiser CL-26, for

United States Navy; 10,000 tons displace-

ment; launch Sept. 7/29 est.

Portland, light cruiser CL-33, same
as above; deliver 8/15/32 est.

Monterey, hull 1440, steel express pas-

senger steamer for Oceanic Steamship Co.

(Matson Nav. Co.) San Francisco; 17,500

gross tons.

Mariposa, hull 1441, sister to above.

Lurline. hull 1447, sister to above.

Not named, ferryboat for City of Boston;

172 ft. long; 172'4" over guards; 40'8"

beam; 16'10" depth; 2 comp. steam eng.;

Scotch boilers; 11' dia. x 13'; 150 lbs. work-

ing pressure.

Not named, hull 1444, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail

Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34

depth; 24 loaded draft; I71/2 knots speed;

10,940 tons displacement; 7200 gr. tons

turbo-electric propulsion; 10,500 I.HP.
Not named, hull 1445, sister to above.

Not named, hull 1446, sister to above.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,
LTD.,

Baltimore, Md.
Hull 4284, steel barges for Western

Maryland Railway Co.; launched 3/25/31.

Hull 4285, same as above.

Hull 4286, steel barge for Bush Ter-

minal Co., 792 gr. tons.

Hull 4288. coastwise dicsc! oil tanker

for Standard Transportation Co.. 262x45x15
ft., Mcintosh y Seymour diesels.

CHARLESTON DRYDOCK a:

MACHINERY CO.,
Charleston, S.C.

One all-welded steel ferryboat for the

Seaboard Air Line; 65 x 22 ft., 120 H.P.
Fairbanks-Morse eng.; keel 3/7/31; launch

5/20/31 est.

One all-welded steel yacht, owner not

named: 50 x 13 ft.; diesel eng,; keel 11/30.

CONSOLIDATED SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION

Morris Heights, N. Y.

Hull 2994, 81-foot commuter boat, own-

er not named; 2 300-H.P. Speedway en-

gines.

Hull 2996, UO-ft. cruiser for A. M. Dick;

3 300-H.P. Spccdw.iy dic.scls.

DEFOE BOAT & MOTOR WORKS,
Bay City, Mich.

Purchasing Agent: W. E. Whitehouse.
Danora, hull 145, steel yacht, owner

not named: 108 L.B.P.; 19'6" beam; 6 loaded

draft; 15 mi. speed; 130 D.W.T.; 400 I.H.P.

diesel eng.; keel 10/1/30; launched 4/15/
31; delivered 5/1/31.

Rosewill II, hull 146, steel yacht, owner

not named; 126 LB P.: 18 beam 6 loaded

draft; 18 mi. speed; 120 D.W.T.; 900 I.H.P.

diesel eng.; keel 11/15/30; launch 5/16/31

est.; deliver 5/20/31 est.

Ber-clo III, hull 147. steel yacht for A.

S. Close, Toledo; 106 L.B.P.; 17'6" beam:

6 loaded draft: 14 M.P.H.; 98 D.W.T.

;

300 I. H. P. diesel eng.; keel U/25/30;
launched 5/2/31; deliver 5/15/31 est.

Not named, hull 148, wood yacht, for

S. L. Averv, Chicago; 91'6" L.B.P.: 15'9"

beam; 4'6"' loaded draft; 85 D.W.T.; 24

mi. per hour speed: 1000 I.HP. diesel

eng.; keel 4/1/31; launch 6/15/31 est.;

deliver 7/1/31 est.

DRAVO CONTRACTING COMPANY,
Pittsburg, Pa., and Wilmington, Del.

Hulls 995-997 inc!., three diesel stern-

wheel towboats for stock: 2 delivered.

Hulls 1056-1057, 10,000-barrel oil barges

for stock.

Hull 1084, 50-ton whirler derrick boat for

Erie Railroad Co.
Hulls 1086 to 1115, incl., 30 hopper-type

steel coal barges; for stock; 175 x 26 x 11

ft.: 4 delivered.

Hulls 1116-1117, two barges for U. S.

Eng. Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.; 100 x 26 x
7'3".

Hull 1118, .steel oil barge for Atlantic

Refining Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; 192x40x

ir9".
Hulls 1119-1128, incl., 10 steel dump

scows for ,^mcrlcan Drcd«in- C... Phila-

delphia

DUBUQUE BOAT it. BOILER WORKS,
Dubuque, Iowa

Herbert Hoover, twin tunnel screw river

towboat for U.S. Army Engineers; 215 ft.

long, 42 ft. beam; two Mcintosh H Sey-

mour diesel engs.; 2600 HP.
FEDERAL SHIPBUILDING & DRY

DOCX COMPANY
Kearny, N. J.

Purchasing Agent, R. S. Page.

Oil Transfer No. 22, hull 119, steel har-

bor barge for Oil Transfer Corp.; 175x36

xl2'7-l/8"; keel 5/19/30; launched 4/3/31.

Not named, hull 121, combination pas-

senger and freight steamer for Panama Mail

Steamship Company, San Francisco (W. R.

Grace ii Co., subsidiary), 484 L.B.P.; 72

beam; 26'1" loaded draft; 18.5 knots loaded

speed; 7150 D.W.T.; 12,600 I.H.P. tur-

bines; 2 boilers.

Not named, hull 122, sister to above.

Not named, hull 123. sister to above for

Grace Steamship Co., New York.

Not named, hull 124, sister to above.

GREAT LAKES ENGINEERING
WORKS,

River Rouge, Michigan

Hull 276, self-propelled canal barge for

Ford Motor Co.; 290 x 43 x 10 ft.; 12

knots loaded speed: 2000 D.W.T.; twin

screw, geared turbined 1600 I.H.P.; 2

watertubc boilers; keel 3/15/31; launch

5/9/31 est.: deliver 6/15/31 est.

Hull 277. sister to above, keel 3/25/31:

launch 5/16/31 est.: deliver 7/1/31 est.

Not named, hull 278, tug for Dunbar £#

Sullivan Dredging Co.; 90 L.B.P.; 24'6"

beam; 13 loaded draft; 12 loaded speed;

comp. steam eng. 750 I. HP.; 1 14-ft.

Scotch boiler: keel 6/1/31 est.; launch

7/15/31 e.st.; deliver 8/15/31 est.

HOWARD SHIPYARDS a: DOCK
COMPANY,

Jeffersonville, Ind.

Purchasing Agent, W. H. Dickey.

One terminal wharf barge for City of

Peoria, 111.; 230 x 45 x 8 ft.; steel deck-

house 205 ft. long; keel 2/9/31; launched

3/21/31: deliver 4/15/31 est.

Huckleberry Finn, hull 1691, river tow-

boat for Inland Waterways Corp., Wash-

ington, DC; 196 ft. L.O.A. ; 42 molded

beam; 6 molded depth; 1000 H.P. comp.

condensing eng ; keel 4/28/31.

MANITOWOC SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION
Manitowoc, Wis.

Purchasing Agent, H. Meyer.

Harry B. Williams, hull 268. steel tug for

Great Lakes Dredge 6? Dock Co.: 115 x 26

X 15 ft.; one Babcock &f Wilcox boiler;

850 HP. turbine with reduction gear; keel

1/12/31; launched 3/21/31; deliver 5/31

est.

Hull 269, dump scow for Ed. E. Gillen

Co.. Milwaukee: 124 L.O.A.; 30 beam;

ir6" depth: keel 1/21/31; launched 4/11

/31; delivered 4/14/31.
Hull 270. deck scow for U. S. Engineers,

Chicago; 56 X 20 X 4'8"; keel 2/12/31;

launched 3/21/31.
Hull 271, deck scow for Great Lakes

Dredge ii Dock Co.; 130 x 40 x 9 ft.;

keel 2/25/31; launched 4/15/31; delivered

Hull 272. same as above: keel 2/27/31;

launched and delivered 4 17/31.

MARIETTA MANUFACTURING CO..

Point Pleasant, W. Va.

Purchasing Agent: S. C. Wilhelm.

William Dickinson, one twin screw boat

for Marquette Cement Co., Chicago; 124x

26x7': 750 H.P. diesel eng.

One steel, diesel powered tug for U. S.



Engineering Office, New Orleans: 6?'6"x
I7'x7'7!/2".

Hull 266. drcdfic for McWilli.ims Dredg-
ing Co., 136x'>-)x'> ft.

MIDLAND BARGE COMPANY
Midland. Pa.

Steel freighter for Victor Lynn Tr.ins-

portation Co.: :10 gro. tons; keel 12/30;
launch 4/18/31 est.

Five barges for Inland Waterways. Corp.,
\\'.ishington, D.C.; 230 x 45 x II ft.; 2
keels laid.

Three barges for U.S.A. Engineers, Mo-
bile. Ala.: 100 x 24 x 7 ft.

Four barges for W. Virginia Sand t'

Gravel Co.: 100 x 26 x 6'7".

NASHVILLE BRIDGE COMPANY,
Nashville, Tcnn.

Purchasing Agent, R. L. Baldwin.
Hull 248. pile driver for U.S. Engineers,

Memphis: 80 LB.?.; 27 beam; 4 depth;
I horizontal type boiler, 46" dia., 28'0"

length; keel 1/12/31; launch and deliver
7/1/31 est.

Hull 249. same as above: keel 1/17/31.
Hull 250. dredge for Sternberg Dredging

Co.: 150x50x7'10" depth; keel 3/12/31;
launch 5/15/31 est.

Not named, hull 253. steamboat hull for

Woods Lumber Co.: 110 L.B.P.; 26 beam;
4'8" depth; keel 5/25/31 est.; launch
6/20/31 est.

Hull 254, derrick hull for Woods Lum-
ber Co.: 82 X 28 X 4 ft.; keel 5/5/31; launch
6/20/31 est.

Hull 255. barge for Sternberg Dredging
Co.: 100 X 26 X 6'6"; keel 6/22/31 est.;

launch 7/25/31 est.

Hull 256, oil barge for stock; 140 L.B.P.;

26 beam; 8 depth; keel 6/15/31 est; launch
7/10/31 est.

Hull 257, same as above; keel 6/15/31
est.: launch 7/20/31 est.

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING Si

DRYDOCK COMPANY
Newport News, Va.

Purchasing Agent: Jas. Plummer, 90
Broad Street. Kcw York City .

President Hoover, hull 3 39. passenger and
freight liner for Dollar Steamship Co., San
Francisco: 653 L.O.A.; 81 beam; 52 depth;
turbo-electric drive; 20 knots speeed; keel

3/25/30; launched 12/9/30; deliver 7/31
est.

President Coolidge, hull 340. sister to

above; keel 4/22/30; launched 2/21/31;
deliver 10/31 est.

Florida, hull 342, passenger steamer
for Peninsular 6? Occidental S.S. Co.;
386'6" L.O.A. ;

56'6" beam; 26'6" depth;
geared turbine drive: 19!/2 knots speed; keel

9/2/30: launched 3/7/31; deliver 5/31 est.

Talamanca, hull 344, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail
Steamship Co.: 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34
depth; 24 loaded draft; 17'/2 knots speed;
10,940 tons displacement; turbo-electric pro-

pulsion; 10.500 LH.P.; keel 2/2/31; launch
8/31 est. deliver 1/32 est.

Segovia, hull 345, sister to above; keel
3/9/31; launch 8/31 est.; delivery 4/32 est.

Chiriqui. hull 346, sister to above; keel

4/27/31; launch 12/31 est.; deliver 7/32
est.

Ranger, hull 353, Aircraft Carrier No.
4 for U. S. Navy Dept.; keel 12/31 est.;

deliver Mar./34 e,st.

Not named, hull 350. passenger and
freight vessel for Eastern Steamship Lines.

India Wharf. Boston, Mass.; 402'9" L.O.A.;
60 beam; 29'9" depth; 20-22 knots; .single

reduction Newport News-Parsons geared
turbines: Babcock d' Wilcox boilers; keel

7/31 est.; deliver 5/32 est.

Not named, hull 351, sister to above;
keel 9/31 est.; deliver 6/32 est.

NEW YORK SHIPBUILDING CO.
Camden, N. J.

Purchasing Agent: J. W. Meeker.
Exeter, hull 396, passenger and cargo

steamers for Export Steamship Corp., New
York; 450x6r6"x42'3"; keel 8/11/30;

launched 4/4/31.
Excambion. hull 397, sister to above;

keel 10/25/30; launch 5/16/31 est.

Indianapolis, hull 399. light cruiser No.
J 5 for United States Navy; 10,000 tons

displacement; keel Mar. 31/30.

Not named, hull 405, passenger and cargo

vessel for United States Lines, New York;
666 LB. P.; 86' beam; 32' loaded draft max.;

20 knots speed; 12.000 D.W.T.; geared tur-

bines. 30,000 S.H.P.; 6 B. &" W. boilers;

keel 12/6/30; launch 12/1/31 est.; deliver

6/32 est.

Not named, hull 406, passenger and car-

go vessel, same as above; keel 1/20/31.
Not named, hull 407, Scout Cruiser No.

37 for U. S. Navv Department, Washing-
ton, D.C.; 578 L.B.P.: eO'V/i" molded
beam; 21 '7" loaded draft; 10,000 tons

displ.; geared turbines: 107.000 I.H.P.; 8

sectional express boilers; keel 10/31 e.st.

THE PUSEY & JONES CORP.,
Wilmington, Del.

Purchasing Agent: James Bradford.

Avalon, hull 1047. twin screw diesel

yacht for Ogden L. MilLs, New York; 17 5' 5"

L.O.A.; 24 beam; 13'6" molded depth; two
600 B.HP. diesel cngs.: keel 8/28/30:
launched 3/14/31; complete 5/20/31 est.

Richmond, hull 1051. steel harbor tug-

boat for The Chesapeake Ohio Railway Co.;
102'6" LB. P.; 28 beam; 10'6" loaded draft;

1000 LHP. steam cngs.; 1 Scotch boiler,

16x12 ft.: 160 lbs. wk. press; keel 2/12/31:
launched 5/5/31; deliver 6/17/31.
Not named, hull 1053, steel hull and

steel superstructure for auto carrying ferry-

boat for Wilson Line, Inc., Wilmington,
Del.; 174'7" L.B.P.; 58 beam: 9'3" loaded
draft: diesel machinery and other work by
owners.

Repairs: City of Washington, hull 1052,
rebuilding from main deck up. To have
three decks above main deck and restored

to original condition. (Damaged by fire).

Wilson Line. Inc.

SPEDDEN SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Baltimore, Maryland

Purcha.sing Agent: W. J. Collison.

Not named, hull 270. diesel tug for At-
lantic. Gulf 6? Pacific Co., New York; 35
L.B.P.: 11'7" beam; 4'1" loaded draft; 75
B.HP. Fairbanks-Morse diesel eng.; keel

4/1/31; launched 5/6/31; deliver 5/15/31
est.

Not named, hull 271. tug for U, S. Public
Health Service; 100 LB P.: 22 beam: 11 ft.

loaded draft: 2 230-H.P. Fairbanks-Morse
diesel engs.; Westinghouse generators: 400
H.P. motor.

SUN SHIPBUILDING COMPANY,
Chester. Penn.

Purchasing Agent: H, W. Scott.

Not named, hull 133, single-screw, die-

sel tanker for Motor Tankship Corp.: 13.400
D.W.T,: keel 9/17/30; launch 7/13/31
est.: deliver 8/1/31 e.st.

Not named, hull 134. sister to above.

Not named, hull 135, sister to above.
Not named, hull 136. sister to above.
Daylight, hull 137, single screw diesel

oil tanker for Standard Transp. Co.; 480 x
65'9" X 37'; Sun-Doxford diesel eng.: keel

11/13/30; launch 5/16/31 est.; deliver

6/1/31 est.

Hull 138. diesel-electric barge for Atlan-

tic Refining Co.: 190x34x12 ft.; keel 2/9/-

31. launch 6/1/31 e.st.. deliver 6/15/31 est.

Hull 139, steel oil-tank towing barge for

Standard Transp. Co.: 225 x 38 x 10 ft.:

keel 3/30/31.

June

Hull 140, sister to above; keel 4/2/31.
Hulls 141-145 inch, five small barges for

Sun Oil Co.: 70 x 19 ft.

TODD DRY DOCK, ENGINEERING
& REPAIR CORP.,

Brooklyn, N.Y.
Not named, hull 50, steam ferry for De-

partment of Plant a Structure, City of New
York: 151 L.B.P.; 53 beam over guards;

8'4'V loaded draft: double comp. steam

cngs": 660 LHP.; 2 W.T. boilers; keel

Jan./31.
Not named, hull 51, sister to above: keel

Jan./31.
Not named, hull 52, fireboat for Fire

Dept., City of New York; 123 L.B.P.; 26

beam; 7'6" loaded draft: 18 mi. speed; 2130
LH.P, gas-electric cngs.; keel Jan./31.

UNITED DRY DOCKS, Inc.

Mariner's Harbor, N.Y.

Purchasing Agent: R. C. Miller.

Not named, hull 797, coast guard cutter

for U.S. Coast Guard Service: 250 L.O.A.;

42 beam; 16 mi. loaded speed; turbo-elec-

tric: 3200 LH.P.; 2 W. T. boilers: keel

2/9/31: launch 10/1/31 est.; deliver

2/1/32 est.

Not named, hull 798, ferryboat for New
York, Dept, of Plant and Structure; 267

L.O.A.; 66 beam; 13'9" loaded draft: 12

knots speed; double comp. engs.; 4000
I.H.P.: 4 W.T. hollers; keel 2/9/31; launch

6/1/31 est.: deliver 10/1/31 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
New York, N.Y.

New Orleans, light cruiser CL-32. for U.S.

Navy; 10,000 tons displacement; deliver

12/1/32 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Minneapolis, light cruiser CL-36, for U. S.

Navy; 10,000 tons displacement; deliver

9/1/33 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Portsmouth, Va.

V-5, submarine SC-1 for U. S. Navy;

deliver 6/1/30 est.

THE CHARLES WARD ENGINEER-
ING WORKS

Charleston, W. Va.

Purchasing Agent: E. T. Jones.

Henry A. Laughlin, hull 88, twin-screw,

tunnel type, steam propelled towboat for

the Vesta Coal Company. Pitt.sburgh, Pa.;

160 x 29'6" X 8'9"; keel 9/13/30; launched

3/25/31; delivered 4/27/31.
Vesta, hull 89, sister to above: keel

10/9/30; launched 3/27/31; deliver 5/15

/31 est.

Accept Bid for One Ship.—The
Shipping Board authorized .sale. Ap-

ril 22, of the steamship Lake Girth

to the Schu.vlkill Transportation

Company of Philadelphia for $10,-

000 cash, with the understanding

that the vessel be converted to a

barge. Bids for the purchase of nine

other vessels for scrapping were re-

jected. These were the offers of the

Boston Iron and Metal Company
and Union Shipbuilding Company,
both of Baltimore. The offers re-

jected averaged about 85 cents a

ton, a price considered inadequate

in view of recent sales of this char-

acter. The Lake Girth is a steel car-

go steamer of 4155 deadweight tons.



Marine Insurance
Edited by James A, Quinby

Claims Under Cargo Policies

Elementary Steps in Recovering Insurable Losses

onl

of

^aii) of c^'verages

"I can't renew the Sinking Sue."
The underwriter said.

"She sprung ten leaks in seven weeks

—

Her record's in the red."

"Have you, pray tell, aught else to sell?"

The underwriter sighed.

"A perfect risk, a beauteous risk,"

The hardy broker cried.

"You may renew the Mary Q
At half her former rate.

For all her years, no loss appears

Upon her card to date."

The risk and rate man rose to state,

"That is no proof at all.

Her Waterloo is overdue,

She's ridins; for a fall."

-J- A. Q

THE average cargo owner is

prone to consider that the

payment of a premium is the

prerequisite to the payment
loss. This state of mind re-

sults in numerous delays and mis-

understandings in eonne c t i o n

with losses. As a matter of cold

and actual fact, the underwriter is

entitled to certain specific docu-

ments and information before he

becomes liable for the payment of

cargo damage. Every cargo policy

provides that the assured shall

give prompt notice of his claim

and usually specifies that the

claim will be paid within a cer-

tain specified period, after due

proof is made.
For the assistance of cargo

owners whose experience and
knowledge of marine insurance
may be somewhat limited, we set forth below the var-

ious steps which should be taken to make certain the

proper collection of the cargo loss from an under-

writer :

I. The Preliminary Notice
As soon as a cargo owner has knowledge of damage

to his goods, he should promptly notify his under-

writer. This should be done by telephone and confirmed

by letter. The telephone communication is necessary to

give the underwriter immediate knowledge of the situ-

ation, and the confirmation by letter is advisable in

order that no dispute may later arise as to the fact of

such notification. Many cargo owners allow them-

selves to grow somewhat lax in giving preliminary ad-

vices, because their underwriters have protected them
from time immemorial even where such advices are

not given. It is quite true that underwriters do not

customarily rely upon technical defenses, but there is

always the possibility of a situation where a cancelled

policy is in the offing, or where some other circum-

stance will incline the insurer to be unusually techni-

cal.

2. Claim on Carrier

In every case of cargo damage, no matter what the

cause, the consignee should immediately file claim

upon the carrier, giving particulars of the shipment,

the name of the vessel, the date of its arrival, and stat-

ing

"We hereby file claim upon you for the

damage, the amount of which has not yet

been determined."

This should be followed by a for-

mal claim upon the carrier, stat-

ing the exact amount of the dam-

age as soon as the latter is deter-

mined. It is well to address to the

underwriter a copy of this pre-

liminary claim upon the carrier,

in order that the underwriter may
know that its subrogated rights

against the carrier are being pro-

tected.

Cargo owners are often tempted

to overlook filing claim upon the

carrier, due to a prevalent belief

that the underwriter will protect

them in any event. The filing of

a claim is important for two rea-

sons:

First, The underwriters' subro-

gated rights should be protected

in order that the insurance ac-

count may benefit by any possible

recovery, as in the long run the ratio of recovery to

loss has a definite and direct effect upon the rate of

premium;
Secondly, The damage may turn out to be due to a

cause for which the insurer is not liable, and the cargo

owner is then protecting his own interest by filing a

claim against the carrier in time to comply with the

requirements of the bill of lading.

3. Survey
A competent cargo surveyor should be immediately

retained to make an examination of the goods, followed

by a report of the nature, extent, and cause of damage.

This examination should be made, if possible, before

the goods are removed from the pier, in order that in-

tervening causes of damage may not be asserted and

relied upon to defeat the claim against the carrier or

the insurance company. Ordinarily, the insurer will

select and employ the surveyor. This should be ar-

ranged at the time of the preliminary telephone noti-

fication to the underwriter. If the claim is not one for

which the policy is liable, the surveyor fee is techni-

cally chargeable to the owner of the goods, although

underwriters customarily stand the charge even in

these circumstances in order to encourage the em-

ployment of surveyors.

4. Claim Documents
Having taken the precautions mentioned above, the

assured should then present his final claim upon his

underwriter, supported by originals or certified copies

of:

1. Bill of Lading
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3. included in
Invoices

Prepaid freight bills (if freight

the coverage)
4. Survey report

5. Correspondence with the carrier, including claim

and answer.

A general compliance with these recommendations
w-ill shorten the time in collecting claims and avoid

the necessity for numerous instructions and requests

for additional documents. Once the claim is presented

and supported as above, the only detail which the as-

sured need consider is the fact that most cargo poli-

cies provide that suit to enforce the claim must be

brought within one year after the damage occurs.

English Court Denies Demurrage

in General Average

IN Wetherall & Co. versus The London Assurance
XXXVI Commercial Cases 181, a steamer belonging

to the plaintiffs was insured under a hull policy

issued by the defendants. During the currency of the

policy, the vessel ran ashore and suffered certain par-

ticular and general average damage which, together

with particular average damage sustained on a prior

voyage was repaired in dry-dock. The vessel was under
repair from June 11 to June 20, 1929, and was not

otherwise occupied during repairs. The particular av-

erage and general average repairs were carried out

simultaneously. Had they been undertaken separately,

each would have occupied the entire nine-day period.

The owners were out of pocket the value of the ship's

use during the nine days in question, since she was
under a charter which allowed deduction for time spent

in repairs.

As no recovery could be had under the hull policy

w'hich would include this time as part of the particu-

lar average loss, the adjusters estimated the demurrage
value of the time and allowed half of it in general
average. The underwriters refused to pay, and litiga-

tion ensued.

The Commercial Court (Rowlatt, J.) held that the

loss of time, as distinct from actual expense, could

not be recovered in general average, and quoted the

following passage from the Leitrim (8 Com. Cas. 6, p.

256) as controlling:

"But it does not at all follow that the mere loss of

the profitable employment of the vessel as distinguish-

ed from actual expenses should in such a case be al-

lowed. In the first place, so far as I can ascertain, a

loss of this character has never been claimed in general

average. It is not introduced in the York-Antwerp
Rules, nor can I find any trace of it being allowed by
the laws of any foreign country, though many of them
contain provisions as to the allowance in general aver-

age of the wages and maintenance of the crew. It may
be said, why on principle should not the loss of time

be compensated for where that loss is due to the neces-

sity for repairing damage, itself the subject of general
average? I think the answer is that although possibly

there may be cases in which the loss of time is not

common to all concerned, at any rate in cases like the

present the loss of time is common to all the parties in-

terested and all suffer damage by the delay, so that the

damages by loss of time may be considered proportion-

ate to the interests, and may be left out of considera-

tion."

Only a Scrap of Paper

THE United States District Court for the South-
ern District of New York has recently used lan-

guage calculated to put a severe dent in the self-

esteem of the noble tribe of general average adjusters.

(The Nesco, 47 Fed. 2nd. 643; 1931 A.M.C. 657). The
case itself is still pending and involves the refusal of

cargo underwriters to pay amounts shown due from
them as contributions in a general average statement.

The present citation arises from rulings upon libel-

ants' exceptions to the respondents' answer. In order to

determine the fixing of the burden of proof, it became
necessary for the court to determine the nature and
status of the average adjustment, which the shipowner
naturally contended was a legal document establishing

a prima facie case in support of the contributions al-

leged to be due. As Judge Woolsey remarks in his

opinion:

"If such a statement is considered prima facie proof

against cargo owners of the amounts therein claimed

due from them, the position of a cargo owner sued in

general average would be quite different from his posi-

tion if the libellant in such a case is still at large on the

facts. For in the first alternative the cargo owner
would have to justify affirmatively his refusal to pay
his contribution but, in the second, could put the libel-

lant to his proof."

The court then goes on to distinguish those cases

involving fraud or estoppel, and concludes that the

average statement "is not prima facie or presumptive

evidence against a person claimed thereby to be liable
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for contribution, but that the facts are all open to in-

quiry." The opinion then cites at length the decision

of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in the

case of Wavertree Sailing Ship Co. vs. Love, 1897 App.

Gas. 3733, in which the following historical comment
appears:

"The profession or calling of an average stater, or

average adjuster as it is sometimes called, is of com-

paratively modern origin. The right to receive and the

obligation to make general average contribution existed

long before any class of persons devoted themselves

as their calling to the preparation of average state-

ments. It was formerly, according to Lord Tenterden,

the practice to employ an insurance broker for the

purpose. The shipowner was not bound to employ a

member of any particular class of persons or indeed

to employ any one at all. He might, if he pleased,

make out his own average statement; and he may do

the same at the present time if so minded. If he en-

gages the services of an average stater, it is merely

as a matter of business convenience on his part. The
average stater is not engaged by nor does he act on

behalf of any of the other parties concerned, nor does

his statement bind them. It is put forward by the ship-

owner as representing his view of the general average

rights and obligations, but the statement or adjustment

is open to question in every particular by any of the

parties who may be called on to contribute."

"This authority," says Judge Woolsey, "is the most
persuasive I have found, and wholly satisfies me."

"A statement of general average is, legally speaking,

therefore, entirely ex parte, although it may be based

in part on information furnished to the shipowner by
cargo owners as to the nature and value of their goods.

It may not be offered as prima facie proof, as may be

the statement of an auditor appointed by the Court in

an action at law to examine a long account or compli-

cated facts, and, of course, it has not the effect of an
arbitration, which is a voluntary agreed submission

by both parties to a named person or persons. (Cf.

Alpin, 23 Fed. 815, 819.)

"The fact that the shipowner may have employed a

general average adjuster as his agent to make up the

average statement is merely a question of the ship-

owner's convenience and does not add to the probative

value of the statement. A statement of general average,

therefore, although it has a somewhat elaborate back-

ground and necessarily is based on a multipartite and
complicated calculation, does not rise to any greater

legal dignity than does any other statement of account

by a shipowner for money claimed to be due from a

cargo owner."

Insurance Class Meetings

THE Association of Marine Underwriters of San

Francisco, at their Study Class meeting of April

20, were addressed by the Honorable E. Jack

Spaulding, member of the San Francisco Board of Su-

pervisors, and by A. Middleton Beckett, manager of

the Adjusting Department of Johnson & Higgins.

Mr. Spaulding discussed the future of airport and air

transit facilities in the San Francisco Bay district,

with particular reference to the situation now con-

fronting the city in connection with the development

of Mills Field. He was strongly of the opinion that the

city should pass the proposed bond issue and proceed

to make Mills Field one of the largest and best equip-

ped airports in the country.

Mr. Beckett had for his subject "Forwarding charges

and substituted expense in general average." He hand-

led this difficult subject in a very thorough manner,

first pointing out that substituted expenses were those

items Incurred by the shipowner in order to save larg-

er general average charges. The American courts have

held that such expenses were not true general average

charges and their allowance is therefore dependent

upon agreement, which agreement may be specifically

entered into in each separate case or may be embodied

in the bill of lading by inclusion of rule 10-d of the

York-Antwerp rules of 1890, or by rule 10-d and rule F

of the York Antwerp Rules of 1924.

Mr. Beckett asserted that the shipowner was en-

titled to recover substituted expenses as allowances,

since the purpose of such expenses was the same as

the purpose of general average expenditures or sacri-

fices; i.e., to substitute a lesser loss for a greater one.

The Study Class of the Association of Marine Under-

writers of San Francisco, at their meeting of May 4,

were addressed by Captain David E. Theleen of the

U. S. Navy, and Paul A. Pier of Cosgrove & Company.

Captain Theleen, who is in charge of the U. S. Hydro-

graphic Office in San Francisco, had for his subject

"Practical Navigation." After discussing the compass,

charts, log, radio compass, and other aids to naviga-

tion which science and invention have placed at the

disposal of the modern navigator, the speaker explained

and illustrated certain mathematical calculations by

which the mariner was able to locate his position on a

chart or determine his position in reference to known
points on shore.

Mr. Pier, who is well known as a member of the staff

of Cosgrove & Company, and is also the Pacific Coast

representative of Frank B. Hall & Company of New
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York, spoke on "Particular average

under hull policies". He touched

upon the distinction between total

and partial losses under hull poli-

cies, and outlined the method of

adjusting hull losses, with particu-

lar reference to the type and
amount of damage necessary to

open the franchise under the usual

modern hull policy.

Freights, Charters, Sales

May 14, 1931

THE following steamers have
been fixed with grain to U.K./

Continent: A steamer, Van-
couver/San Francisco Range (6

berths) to Antwerp /R otterdam

Middlesborough and Leith 22/6, 6d

less if 3 ports of discharge, April/

May; A steamer, Vancouver, B.C.

to Antwerp and Rotterdam, 20/9,

Canadian Cooperative Wheat Pro-

ducers Ass'n; A steamer, Vancou-
ver, B. C, to Antwerp and Rotter-

dam, 21/-, Canadian Cooperative

Wheat Producers Ass'n; A steamer,

(same) ; A steamer (same) ; Brit-

ish str. Indian City, Vancouver, B.

C, to Antwerp and Rotterdam, 21/-,

May, L. Dreyfus and Co.; British

str. Yearby, Vancouver, B.C., to

Antwerp and Rotterdam, 21/-, Lon-

don and Hamburg 21/6, Hull,

Havre, or Dunkirk 21/9, May, Cana-
dian Cooperative Wheat Producers
Ass'n; British str. Rudby, (same);

British str. York City, Vancouver,

B.C., to Antwerp or Rotterdam,

21/6, option London, Hull, Contin-

ent, Bordeaux, Hamburg Range,
22/-, May/June, Mitchell Grain Co.

Geo. E. Billings
COMPANY

Pacific Coast General Agents

Standard Marine Insurance Co.

National Union Fire Ins. Co.

Mercantile Insurance Co.

of America

312 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO . - CALIFORNIA

Telephone GArfield 3646

Seattle Office: Colman Bldg.

Tekphone SEn«ca 1478

Ltd.; British str. Clearton, Van-

couver, B. C, to London, May. Dale

& Co., Ltd.; British str. Holystone,

Vancouver, B.C., to U.K./Cont.,

May, Dale & Co., Ltd.; British str.

Kurdistan, (same) ; British str.

Trevethal, Vancouver, B.C., to Mar-
seilles and Genoa, May, Strauss &
Co.; British str. Langleetarn, Van-
couver, B.C., to U.K./Cont., 22'-, op-

tion Antwerp and Rotterdam, 21/6,

June, Canadian Cooperative Wheat
Producers Ass'n; British str. Som-
ersby, Vancouver, B.C., to U.K./

Cont., 21/6, May/June, Canadian
Cooperative Wheat Producers
Ass'n; British str. Hindpool Van-
couver, B.C., to Antwerp, Rotter-

dam, 20/9, both ports discharge,

21/3, May; British str pool,

Vancouver, B.C., to Antwerp, Rot-
terdam, 21/-, both ports discharge,
21,'6, May; British str. Riverton,

Vancouver, B.C., to Hamburg, May,
Dale & Co.; British m.s. Innesmoor,
Columbia River to U.K./Cont., June,
Dale & Co.; British str. Amberton,
Vancouver, B.C., to U.K./Cont., June,

Dale & Co.; British str. Grainton,
(same) ; British str. Paris City,

Vancouver to U.K./Cont, 22/6,

June, Mitchell Grain Co.; A Rop-
ner steamer, Vancouver, B.C., to

Antwerp / Rotterdam, 21/6, option
London/Hull / Hamburg / Dunkirk,
22 -, May/June; A Smith steamer,

Vancouver, B.C., to Antwerp/Rot-
terdam, 21/6, both ports, 22/- op-

tion London Hull/Bordeaux/Ham-
burg, 22/6, May/June; Norwegian
m.s. Ferneliff, British Columbia to

Newport and Avonmouth, May,
Canadian American Shipping Co.;

British str. Heronpool, Prince Ru-
pert, B.C., to U.K./Cont., May, Em-
pire Shipping Co. Ltd.; British str.

Invella British Columbia and Pu-
get Sound to London, May, Cana-

dian American Shipping Co.

The following steamers have been

fixed with lumber to the Orient:

British str. Antiope, Puget Sound
to Japan, April, Canadia American
Shipping Co.; Norwegian m.s. Fern-
glen, British Columbia to Japan,
April, Canadian American Ship-

ping Co.; British str. Cape Verde,
Puget Sound to Shanghai, May,
Canadian American Shipping Co.

The American str. S. A. Perkins,

has been fixed with lumber from
Puget Sound and Columbia River
to Guaymas, prompt, by Chas. R.

McCormick Co.

The French schr. Normandie has
been fixed with lumber from Brit-

ish Columbia to Fiji Islands, 12.

The following time charters have
been reported: British m.s. Comlie-
bank, delivery North Pacific rede-

livery Orient, 1.65. May, Strange
& Co.; British m.s. Westmore, de-

livery San Francisco/Vancouver/
Range, redelivery China/Japan,
1.60, April; Danish m.s. Nordpol,
delivery Charleston May 5, rede-

livery U.K. / Continent/Bordeaux /

Hamburg range via North Pacific,

1.05, Canadian Transport Co.

The following sales have been
reported: American schr. Minnie
A. Caine, Chas. Nelson Co. to Mali-
bri Maritime Corp. Ltd., Santa Mon-
ica; French schr. Normandie, L.

Ozanne to F. D. Harris; American
str. Brookdale, Geo. Walker Co. to

McCormick Steamship Co.; Ameri-
can str. John C. Kirkpatrick, R. S.

Kinbeck Trustee to John H. Mul-
key, $2110. American str. Trinidad,
Hammond Lumber Co. to Sudden &
Christenson; American str. Tiver-
ton, J. O. Davenport to Hammond
Lumber Company; American str.

Pheonix, Goodyear Redwood Lum-
ber Co. to Geo. H. Pitt, $100, sold

at public auction.

PAGE BROS., Brokers.

KOEHLER,

KEMP & KOEHLER

CARGO SURVEYORS AND
APPRAISERS

465 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
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Trade Notes
Diesels for Hoover Dam. — An-

noiiiu-i-ment has just been made by
the Six Companies. Inc., builders
of Hoover Dam, that the first pur-
chase order for major equipment
to be used in the construction was
issued to the Athis-lniperial Diesel
Kngine Co. of Oai<huui. California,
for portable Atlas diesels for oper-
ating air compressors. Under a
subcontract, J. L. LeTourneau is

already using Atlas diesel-powered
portable units and excavators on
the preliminary road work.

One of the most popular pro-
ducts now being built by the Atlas-
Imperial Diesel Engine Co. is the
portable power unit similar to the
type ordered by the Six Companies,
Inc. This unit is supplied in 4 and
6 cylinder sizes, self-contained and
completely equipped for use on
road crushers, concrete mixers, air
compressors, and similar equip-
ment.

Linoleum Plant for Pacific Coast.
—Announcement has been made by
The Paraffine Companies, Inc., of
the establishment of a linoleum
plant on the Pacific Coast. Work
has already progressed on the erec-
tion of a large modern manufactur-
ing unit at the 32 acre Pabco plant
at Emeryville, California. Herein
are to be manufactured plain,

jaspe, and battleship linoleums
with borders and ornaments. This
will be the first linoleum plant
west of Pennsylvania. It is said by
the Pabco officials that it will be
the most modern linoleum plant in

the world.

Of particular interest to western
architects and building trades is

the fact that this plant is advan-
tageously located not only for the
supplying of standard linoleums
but for the quick accomplishment
of the requirements of the so-call-
ed "tailor made" jobs. The archi-
tectural vogue for plain linoleums
with contrasting borders, corner
and center designs for installa-
tions typifying the type of business
using the space has brought aboi-t
the need for an extraordinarily
close contact between the archi-
tect, the contractor, the owner, and
the manufacturer of the linoleum.

Pabco products have for the past
many years had a mo.st favorable
acquaintance and standing with
architects, contractors, and build-
ing owners throughout the West.

And the exemplary service that has
been rendered in connection with
these products will be offered in

inten-sified form by the new lino-

leum division.

The sales and designing depart-
ment will be in the care of G. Mott,
well known to California archi-
tects and building owners due to

his several years in charge of the
contracting division of one of the
large western linoleum dealers.
Prior to that Mr. Mott was with
one of the eastern linoleum manu-
facturers. The plant operation will
be in charge of E. B. Grosh, former
general plant superintendent and
for fourteen years with one of the
country's oldest and largest manu-
facturers of linoleums.

Heads Pump Division. — Fair
banks, Morse & Co. has announced
the appointment of R. R. Bacon,
former advertising manager for the
company, as manager of the Pump
Sales Division with headquarters
in Chicago.

Mr. Bacon has been associated
with the company since 1925 when
he took charge of publicity for the
Diesel Engine Division. Shortly
thereafter he was placed in charge
of general publicity, and since 1929
has been manager of the Advertis-
ing and PublicityDepartment.From
1922 to 1925 he was associate edi-
tor of Power Plant Engineering.
Prior to that time he was assistant
engineering editor of Electrical
World and for three years had been
assistant electrical engineer for the
Copper R:inge Mining Co. He is a
graduate Electrical Engineer, Uni-
versity of Illinois, 1916.

The engineering, sales promo-
tion, and managerial experience ac-
quired through his past connec-
tions ably fit him for his new du-
ties in directing the marketing of
Fairbanks-Morse pumping equip-
ment.

Westinghouse Elects Officers.

—

At the organization meeting of the
board of directors of the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing
Company held April 29, the follow-
ing officials were elected. A. W.
Robertson, chairman of the board;
F. A. Merrick, president; J. S.
Tritle, vice-president in charge of
manufacturing ;S.M. Kintner, vice-
president in charge of engineering;

W. S. Rugg, vice-president in

charge of sales; L. A. Osborne, H.
P. Davis, H. D. Shute, J. S. Ben-
nett, H. T. Herr, Walter Gary, T. P.
Gaylord, and Harold Smith were re-

elected vice-presidents.

C. H. Terry was elected an hon-
orary vice president. E. M. Herr
was reelected vice-chairman.

Cory Moves Plant.—Announce-
ment was made May 9 by A. P.
Homer, general manager, of the
completion of plans for moving the
plant of Chas. Cory Corporation,
manufacturer of marine instru-
ments, telegraphs, and other inter-

communication equipment, from its

present building at 68 King Street,
New York, to the factory of Pio-
neer Instrument Company, 754-770
Lexington Ave., Brooklvn, New
York.

Chas. Cory Corporation and Pio-
neer Instrument Company are both
divisions of Bendix Aviation Cor-
poration. Pioneer manufactures
practically all the aircraft instru-
ments used in this country, all but
one airplane at the recent National
Aircraft Show having been equip-
ped with Pioneer products. Mr. Ho-
mer stated that the transfer of Cory
operations to the Pioneer plant
would give his company greatly in-

creased facilities, both for manu-
facture and for development. The
Pioneer experimental and research
laboratory will be utilized imme-
diately to expedite the present
Cory engineering program The
management of both organizations
will be under the direction of

Charles H. Colvin, president of Pio-

neer Instrument Company. The gen-
eral sales office of Cory will be lo-

cated at the new plant, while a dis-

trict sales office will be maintained
in Manhattan.

It is expected, Mr. Homer said,

that the move will be made about
July 1. the exact date depending
upon the completion of additions
now under construction at the

Brooklyn plant.

The San Francisco offices of the
Home of New York, Franklin Fire,

and City of New York insurance
companies have removed to the Pa-
cific National Bank Building, 333
Montgomery Street, San Francisco.
The metropolitan office, for broker-
age business only, remains at its

old location, 427 California Street.



Pacific Marine Personals
AFLOAT AND ASHORE <r>K> BY PAUL FAULKNER

THOMAS G. MUNRO is now
California representative for The
Wm. Powell Co., of Cincinnati,

manufacturer of Powell valves.

Munro will handle the California

territory from the headquarters of

the General Machinery & Supply

Company, San Francisco, of which
firm RUSS PRATT is general man-
ager.

That "Tom" Munro is at home in

California is shown by a brief re-

sume of his marine experience. Be-

fore joining the Powell organiza-

tion he was eastern manager for

the Crane Packing Company. He
entered marine work as a machin-
ist with the Union Iron Works, San
Francisco, now Bethlehem, and
started to sea on the Ascunsion of

the old Pacific Oil Company, now
Standard Oil Company (Calif.).

This was in 1902; and Charles
Grundell of the C. C. Moore & Com-
pany, San Francisco, was at that

time chief engineer of the vessel.

Munro later went out on the his-

toric PacificMail steamship China.
He served as assistant engineer on
the Siberia and Peru under the

same flag. He went to Australia on
the Sierra of the Oceanic Line.

For two and one-half years he was
first assistant on the Matson Liner
Wilhelmina when she first came

John L.Ryan, general passen-

ger manager for the Alatson

Navigation Company, reports

greater interest being shown
in Pacific tourist travel and
who has great expectations

for the coming summer.

Baik in California is "Tom"
Munro as representative of

the Jf'm. Foivell Co. of

Cincinnati.

out to San Francisco in 1910, mov-

ing up to the rank of chief engin-

eer. He served on the steamers Nav-

igator and W. S. Porter of the As-

sociated Oil Company, later going

to the Standard Oil Company (Cal-

if.) as a chief engineer. He was on

the Standard Arrow during the

war, with rating of lieutenant-com-

mander.

For ten years Munro was with

the Maintenance and Repair Divi-

sion of the United States Shipping

Board, part of this time working

out of New York. He was in charge

of the South Atlantic District, sta-

tioned at Jacksonville, for two and
one-half years. He was transferred

to the Pacific Coast in January,

1923, and remained here until that

office was closed in October, 1928.

At the time he was district Direc-

tor. Munro is the holder of unlimit-

ed license for steam and diesel en-

gines. His host of friends on the

West Coast welcome him back to

California ports.

CHARLES A. WINSLOW is now
general manager of the Standard

Gas Engine Company of Oakland,

California. Winslow was formerly

general manager of the Winslow
Manufacturing Company, makers of

Winslow carburetors, air cleaners,

and oil filters. He is further known
in marine engineering circles as

co-designer, with Colonel E. J. Hall,

of the Hall-Winslow line of oil fil-

ters and lubricating systems. He
was most recently development en-

gineer for the Hercules Motor

Corporation of Canton, Ohio.

At the helm of the Standard Gas
Engine Company, Winslow is build-

ing up an organization comprising

talent drawn from the heart of the

automotive industiy, and is taking

advantage of his wide experience

in automotive production methods,

design, and manufacture.

Standard Gas Engine Company
plans to continue manufacture of

the Frisco Standard marine en-

gine, and a program is under way
for the manufacture of a line of

diesel engines for the marine and
industrial field.

JOHN THYSSE, formerly design-

ing engineer for the Hercules Mo-
tor Corporation, is chief engineer

of the Standard Gas Engine Com-
pany. Thysse received his training

in Europe and was formerly with

the Worthington organization and
the Hill Diesel Engine Company.

Charles Winslow was one of the

organizers of the Marine Gas En-
gineers Association, No. 47, in San
Francisco, which later extended

its scope to diesel engineers and

which is now known as the Marine
Engineers Beneficial Association,

No. 49, Diesel Branch.

F. A. Bailey, vice-president

and secretary of the Matson
Navigation Company, home

port, San Francisco.
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J^ JOHNSON LINE
I),,.. I lr,,tl.c. l'.,s..,uMr ,„hI l(.(riK.r.it..r S.r^;., lo .,.,.1 1 r..in

PACIFIC COAST PORTS TO U.K. AND
SCANDINAVIAN PORTS

I l.irnhiirK 'nd Othrr El

OHoi

riirouKh Bills fl Udil

M̂ONTJ1LY SAILINGS
cl» Call al Antwerp Oulw.,

From Europe

GRACE LINE
Express, Freight, Passenger and Refrigerator Service to and From

WEST COAST SOUTH AMERICA
Los Angeles—San Francisco—Portland—Puget Sound—British Columbia—Monthly Sailings.

FOR RATES, FREIGHT SPACE AND OTHER INFORMATION APPLY

W. R. GRACE 8C CO.
General Agents Pacific Coast

332 PINE STREET -:- SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES
f H. R. McLAURIN. Inc

618 Central Bldg.

PORTLAND
LIDELL &? CLARKE. Inc.

Agents. Johnson Line

STATES STEAMSHIP CO.
Agents. Grace Line

SEATTLE
W. R. GRACE fe? CO.

Hoge Bldg.

VANCOUVER. B. C.
GARDNER lOHNSON. Ltd.

G. ECKDAHL (f SON
Gcn'l Passenger Agents
Southern California
104.1 So. Broadway
LOS ANGELES
lOHNSON LINE

PANAMA MAIL LEADS
Clocklike regularity and frequent sailings maintained by a fleet of eight modern vessels

provide shippers with an unsurpassed service between San Francisco. Havana and New
York and a convenient additional local service to Mexico. Central America. Panama and
Colombia. Despatch and efficiency have won for the Panama Mail undisputed leadership

in freight and passenger transportation in inrcrcoastal service.

Eaitbound
Ship. Leave San Francisco Leave Los Angeles Arrive New York
«S S. Venezuela June 4 June 6 J„Iy j

*-;M.S. City of San Francisco June 9 June II

«'S.S. Guatemala June 18 June 20 July 17
*S.S. El Salvador July 2 July 4 July 51
;+M.S. City of Panama July :• July 9

IVeitbonnd
Ship. Leave New York Leave Cristobal Arrive San Frandaco
*S.S. El Salvador May 2J June 1 June 19
*S.S. Colombia June 11 June 21 July 9
»S.S. Ecuador June 25 July 5 July 23
«S.S. Venezuela July 9 July 19 Aug. «
$tM.P. City of San Francisco July 11 Aug. 30

tPorts of call—Manjanillo, Champcrico. San lose dc Cluatemala. Acajutla. La Libcrtad,
L.i Union. Ampala. Corinto. San Juan del Sur. Puntarcnas, Balboa, Cristobal, Pt.
Colombia. Cartagena (Bucna Ventura via Balboa). {Refrigerator Space.

•Ports of call—Majatlan, Cbamperico. San Jose de Guatemala, Acajutla, La Libertad,
La Union. Corinto. Puntarcnas. Costa Rica. Balboa. Cristobal. Puerto Colombia, Cartagena,
Havana (Eastbound only), and New York.
Through Bills of Lading to cast and west co.ist ports of South America and to European

pnrts via New York.

PANAMA MAIL
SltronJ/iip Company



Official News of the

PROPELLER CLUB o/Califomia

Propellers "Get the Air'' at San Francisco as World

Ports Listen in for Spring Frolic of Salt

Water Thespians ....

'By Speck Tator, Chiefof Schooner "Foam"

Tl I F. virsti/i/f inlirliiiiiiiii 111 iiniiiiiitla- iij the Pniptlhr

Club of Ctdijoniia. hnu/nl hy II. J. (Bert) Anderson.

rang the bell again!

ll'ednesday night. May 13, thi ilah icint "on the air"—
liroadcasting 60 or more merry , melodious, mysterious min-

utes devoted to good-natured lampoons of popular radio aels.

The "mystery" element prevailed in some seetions of the

dudienee, until far into the niyht. Other sharp-shooters eon-

eluded earlier in the festivities that the broadeast ivas "for

internal use only"—but only after three-seore nniiibers had

phoned the folks at home to tune in on the fan. Bert and

his areh-eonspirators had reproduced most uuthentie studio

atmosphere and equipment : and. uith the help of Ralph

Brunton of KJBS. Jerry Lalor had created a microphone

anil loud-speaker combination iihich ivas as real tis real-

estate.

The banqueteers ivere regaled with a fast-tempo band

uhich lost its identity under the obvious "nom de mike" of

The Fortunate Bloiv Orchestra. Promptly at 7 :5') and %'i-

I'aeific Standard Time, the red-light flashed, silence icas ob-

served, and the station ivent on the air.

Dick Glissman and Edgar JMartin vied for honors in the

first sketch, appearing as Little Ophelia. 5 years old. and

Little Edna, 4^4^ in Aunt Fanny's Children's Hour. Bern

DcRochie gave a good demonstration of versatility by doub-

ling as a broadly feminine Aunt Fanny and a roughly mascu-

line Big Brother Spike. His bed-time story ivas a classic.

A riotous act followed, bringing Albert Porter. Bert An-
derson, and Louis Steiger before the microphone for an

interview uith Hon. Mo Hop. Chinese shipping magnate.

Al's dignified interviewer, Bert's clever Chinese-American

interpreter, and Louis' bland arid loquacious Chinaman icere

the laugh hit of the evening. The audience roared at Hon.
Il'o's comments on San Francisco maritime personalities and

aaterfront affairs. "Lord Bilgeuater," the guest-artist of

the evening, lias royally welcomed as became his rank and

this personal appearance of the famous radio character—
Monroe Upton away from the "mike"—was a pleasant

addition to the program.

Came next Mel Reed, looking dark and dangerous despite

his temporarily indispensable crutch; Enimett Britton as a

black-skinned fireman: Dick Glissman in dungarees and

soot: and Tom Short appearing as if he'd just come off

icatch— ///( Boiler Room Four—and how those boys har-

monized! At least three of them ivere very, very good,

and lihat more can you desire from a Black Gang Quartet.

Fhe boys got their laughs, too, uorking in topical words

to familiar barbershop melodies. Carl Lane was billed but

his throat kicked up a row ahead of the show: too much
rehearsal, no doubt. Carl ivas missed!

Amos 'n Andy in person, ivith Brother Crawford and
Kingfish Ralph Myers thrown in for gooil measure, made a
decided hit. The taxi-cab office, theme song, and make-up
of the boys were carefully planned and the atmosphere ivas

perfect.

The sensation of the evening came with the last number,
the Propeller Club's own hay-ivire symphony! Seldom has

this gray-haired reviewer witnessed such a spontaneous dem-
onstration on the part of an audience. To use the parlance

of the craft, "They had 'em in the aisles!"

Propellers will long remember Ilughie Brown's "Red
River Talley" and Pat Carney's "If'reck of Old 97. " .lim

Hines played a wicked banjo with such alacrity and abandon
that he ended up, unphased. on three strings. Ollie Langton
and Ed Martin were "fiddlin fools," and Ollie's enraptured

smile was the favored comment at the post-mortem.

Whether the audience or performers enjoyed the frolic

the most is debatable. The certainty is that a good time was
had by all and the radio "idea" was a worthy successor to

previous Propeller performances staged by the Club's talent-

discoverer, Bert Anderson.

The weekly luncheon get-togethers held in the refreshing

atmosphere of the Commercial Club are gaining in interest

and attendance. A record turn-out greeted (Captain Louder-
back von Emden, who presented a striking narrative of sea-

raiding covering his experiences during the World War.
President Ralph Myers was on deck for this gathering and
the audience included several maritime executives.

Other interesting luncheons during the month brought

worth while features to The Propellers. (Japtain C. IT.

Fisher, U.S.N., of Alare Island gave a comprehensive talk

on deepsea diving and submarine salvage work.

A number of extremely interesting movie films have en-

abled the membership to visit the A merican-11awaiian . Pan-
ama Jllail, and Alatson ports of call: and the Haviside

Company has projected excellent pictures of San Francisco

Bay interest.

The surprise meeting staged by (Chairman Bert Anderson

gave those present the opportunity of "ballyhoo-ing" their

own businesses : and on Alay 12 the club enjoyed an outline

of secret service opera/ions presented by Propeller Flynn.

The roll-call feature is a great "ice breaker." ivith Stan-

dard Oil vying ivith the Haviside organization for attend-

ance honors.
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\ ISTHMIAN STEAMSHIP LINES
% ^^ PACIFIC-UNITED KINGDOM SERVICE

\ Vlfepl^ IK^^M PACIFIC COAST PORTS TO LONDON, LIVERPOOL.

I W^T^^^ AVONMOUTH, aL-^o GLASGOW, BELFAST, DUBLIN
W ll^^l^^^^H ^'"' '^•'"^^ 3"'' Particulars Apply to

I ir^-^ E. C. EVANS & SONS, Inc.
j! Genera! Agents Pacific Coast $

^ 260 California Street, San Francisco. Phone—DAvenport 8040-8041-8042
J

^ B. W. GREER a SON, LTD., Agents, Vancouver g

^ NORTON, LILLY ii COMPANY, Agents, Portland, Seattle, Los Angeles and San Diego g
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pa

Fastest Passenger and Freight Service

New Y®ipk
WITH OIRBCT CONNECTIONS FOR KUROPB

PASSENGER OFFICES:
460 Market St San Francisco
715 West Seventh St Los Angeles
1333 Fourth Ave Seattle

FRFIGHT OFFICES:
Pacific Steamship Company,

311 California St San Francisco
Pacific S.S. Co.'s Terminal Seattle

204 Central Bldg Los Angeles

Manama facificUne
INTERNATIONAL MERCANTILE MARINE CO.

FURNESS LINE
"THE UP-TO-DATE REFRIGERATOR SERVICE." I*

xn xp^
Express, Freight and Passenger Service

Pacific Coast Ports to United Kingdom

FURNESS [Pacific], Ltd.
Pacific CoMC Agratt

VANCOUVER SEATTLE PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES

(Zanadiati"Australasian Royal Mail Line
TO

SUVA, FIJI
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

al Passenger Liners

R.M.S. NIAGARA

HONOLULU, T.H.
AUCKLAND, N.Z.

By ihe new palai

R.M.M.S. AORANGI
(Motorship)

17,500 Tons Gross
23,000 Tons Dis.

Sailing from VANCOUVER, B.C.
Every 28 days.

CARGO SERVICE
Monthly sailings from Vancouver to main New Zealand ports, ako
to Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide, Australia, are maintained by

the following up-to-date cargo steamers:

M.S. HAURAKI S.S. WAIOTAPU
S.S. WAIRUNA S.S. WAIHEMO
For Fares, Rates and Sailings apply to any office of the

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO. and all

RAII.W.'\Y AND STEAMSHIP AGENTS, or to

Canadian-Australasian Royal Mail Line
999 West Hastings Street Vancouver, B.C.

(
Convenience,

^ai Comfort, Hospitality

® You will appreciate the excellent service
and moderate rates. The city's most
centrally located hotel. One block from
Pershing Square—convenient to all lead

ing shops, theatres, financial institu-

tions and electric depots for all

resorts. Garage adjoining.

HOTEL
SAVOY
SIXTH a GRAND
LOS ANGELES

All Outside Rooms - Each with Bath

One Person - - $2.50. $3. $4

Two person. .... $4, J5

Unexcelled Food — Friendly Pricet

Frank Simpson, Jr., Directoi

PLEASE MENTION PACIFIC MARINE REVIEW
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(). C. Rochr. i/isl yr,ir's

rhairnian of the JMaritiini'

Coinnurti' Committee of the

Portland (Jhtimher of Com-
merce. Admiralty lawyer—he

is of the firm of Pendegrass,

Wiggins, Barzee & Roehr.

COLONEL J. CARLETON
BROWN was recently appointed

Pacific Coast Manager of the Can-

adian National Steamships, Ltd.,

succeeding B. C. KEELEY, at Van-
couver. Colonel Brown had been

assistant to SIR HENRY THORN-
TON, chairman of the Canadian
National Railway, specializing in

matters pertaining to trade deve-

lopment between Canada, Austra-

lia, New Zealand, and the East In-

dies. He comes to the Pacific Coast
from the East Coast, where he has

been working with the Atlantic ser-

vices of Canadian National Steam-
ships, Ltd. Colonel Brown is a

civil engineer. During the World
War he saw service in France, Sal-

onika, and Egypt.

HARRY S. EATON was recently
elected president of the Portland
Waterfront Employers Association
for 1931. Eaton is district manager
at Portland for the Luckenbach
Steamship Company, having been
with that line for nine years, six

of which were at the San Francisco
office. Prior to this he served se-

ven years in the Portland, Seattle,
and San Francisco offices of the
Pacific Steamship Company. At
one time he was with the Southern
Pacific Company.

J. B. LEVISON, president of the
Fireman's Fund group of fire and
indemnity companies, has been re-

elected president of the Insurance
Federation of California for the
term May 1931 to May 1932, an of-

fice he has held for eight years.

RICHARD FLETCHER, foreman

riveter of the Bethlehem Union

plant, San Francisco, joined Ollie

Langton in the hall of fame a short

while ago. Fletcher took careful

bearings on the 17th tee at Lincoln
Park course, relaxed, prayed, and
swung his trusty spoon. His hole-

in-one carried 217 yards. Bob
Jones, the old boy himself, couldn't

have made it look easier! Fletch-

er's foursome, when they came to,

proved to be PERCY COTTON. EU-
CENE ESSNER and "JIM" ROG-
ERS of General Paint. "Easy, when
you know how!" says "Fletch."

The personnel of the staff of the

Canadian Pacific Line's new 42,-

500-ton flagship Empress of Brit-

ain, under command of CAPTAIN

Master of Aiiicrua's largest

hoNic-hiiitt liner — (Japtain

Fred A nderson, who brings

out the President PI o over
under Dollar Line flag this

A uyust.

ROBERT GILLMORE (JOCK)

LATTA, is as follows, according

to an announcement by PRESI-

DENT E. W. BEATTY: CAPTAIN
A. H. HALL, formerly staff captain

of the Empress of Scotland, is staff

captain of the Empress of Britain

under Captain Latta; COMMAND-
ER W. G. BUSK-WOOD, D.S.C.,

R.N.R., is chief officer, previously

being chief officer of the Empress
of Australia; W. STANFIELD and
B. GRANT are first and second of-

ficers, respectively, having trans-

ferred from the Empress of Scot-

land; CHIEF ENGINEER H. DON-
ALD will control the destinies of

what the Canadian Pacific claims
as the world's most modern engine
room; W. S. PEARCH is purser;
DR. A. GARDNER is senior sur-

geon; and the chief steward is F.

MOSS, formerly of the Empress of

France.

The Empress of Britain is the
largest and fastest liner plying be-

tween any two British ports.

ROGER MURRAY of Fairbanks.
Morse & Company has been trans-

ferred from Salt Lake Citv to the

San Francisco office as manager of

the diesel engine department. Mur-
ray is directing the activities in the

stationary diesel field. HOWARD
OXSEN is supervising marine die-

sel work in the San Francisco Dis-

trict.

HOBART W. MEARS, purchasing
agent of the Matson Navigation
Company, recently returned to his

home port, San Francisco, from
Vancouver and Seattle. Mears is

president of the California Associa-
tion of Purchasing Agents, and at-

tended the district council session
in British Columbia.

CAPTAIN AMON ANDERSON,
commanding officer of the United
States Bureau of Fisheries boat
Penguin, died of heart failure May 4

at Unalaska. He was sixty years old.

Captain Anderson had commanded
the Penguin and her predecessor,
the Eider, for the past five years
in patrol and fisheries service from
Dutch Harbor to the Pribilof Is-

lands. Captain Anderson had fol-

lowed the sea for many years, and
in his earlier days was in the trans-
atlantic service.

Heading the Portland If'at-

erfront Employers Associa-

tion for 1931 — Harry S.

Eaton, veteran Pacific Coast

shipping expert.
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FAST
SERVICE

..8 Matson liners

to Hawaii
M. HERE'S never any waiting when
you want to go to Hawaii. Eight

Matbon liners, including the luxuri-

ous Malolo, plow a continuous wake
to and from Honolulu. You can al-

ways find a Matson sailing that suits

you.

Deck sports, movies, dancing, will

enliven your voyage. In your state-

room, you'll find the comforts of

home. You can have a great trip on

one of these Matson liners from San

Francisco's Golden Gate to Honolulu.

All-expense tours are offered in great

variety.

Gateway to the South Seas

From Honolulu it is not far to Sa-

moa. Beyond Samoa lie Fiji, New
'Zealand and Australia. You can

book on Matson ships all the way

—

with generous stopovers and every-

thing arranged in advance.

Ride the surf at Waikiki!

Every day in the year, bronzed, happy
visitors ride the surf at Waikiki. The
average temperature of the water is 75 de-
grees—just what it should be for comfort.

MATSOIV LI^E
25 steamers . .fastest service

SOUTH SHAS - NEW ZEALAND - AUSTRALIA
San Francisco Los Angeles

HAWAII

Portland Seattle

DOLLAR STEAMSHIP LINES

EXPRESS FREIGHT-PASSENGER
fi

iAND REFRIGERATOR SERVICES

Trans-Pacific
\V1:i:K1.Y sailings from Los Angflcs Harbor an
H,.n„l.,lu; Yokohama. Kobe. Shanghai, Hongkong. Ma
LY lo Singapore. Pcnang. Colombo, and round-lhc-world ports.
FORTNICHTLY SAILINGS from Manila, Hongkong. Shanghai. K. 1.

.

Y>,k,.han.a. and Honolulu to San Francisco, and Los Angeles Harbor

Atlantic Far Eait
WEliKLY SAILINGS from New York. FORTNIGHTLY from Boston to
Honolulu. Yokohama. Kobe. Shanghai, Hongkong, and Manila.
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS from Manila. Hongkong. Shanghai. Kobe,
Yokohama. Honolulu to New York and 'Boston.
•Transhipment New York.

Mediterranean • U. S. A.
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS from Alexandria. Naples. Genoa, and Mar-
?eille> to New York. Boston. Los Angeles Harbor, San Francisco. Cargo
destined Oakland, Portland, Seattle or Vancouver subject to San Francisco
Iran^hlpmem.

Ronnd'the-Werld
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS between Boston, New York, Havi
Balboa. Los Angeles Harbor, San Francji^sco. Honolulu. Kobe
Hongkong. Manila. Sing;*pore. Pen
andria, Naples. Genoa. Marseilles.

Trans Pacific Freight SerTice
TRIMONTHLY SAILINGS between Los Angeles Harbor. San Francisco.
Pearl Harbor, Guam. Manila, Cavite. Iloilo. Cebu and other ports as

inducement offers.

Intercoastal
WLEKLY SAILINGS from New York. FORTNIGHTLY from Boston
to L"s Angeles Harbor and San Francisco,

FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS from San Francisco and Los Angeles Harbor
to New York.

shipped from Oakland. Portland. Seattle or Vanc.iv.-r

Dollar Steamship Lines Inc., Ltd.
BOSTON Robert DolUt Bld«. SEATTLE

ct1v^£S«) SAN FRANQSCO NEW YORJC

DETROIT DA»«.port 6000 PORTLAND, ORE.
LOS ANGELES WASHINGTON. D.C.

Offices and .'Agencies Throughout the World

na. Color
Shanghai

no. Sue:. Port Said. Ale>
York.

E. K.WOOD LUMBER CO.
EXPORT & DOMESTIC FIR CARGOES

CUT TO ORDER
I Drunun Street San Franciaco, CaL

MILLS AT
Anacortei, Washington. Hoquiam, Waibington.

YARDS AT
Oakland, Cal. Loi Asgelu. Gil. San Pedro, Ctl

STEAMERS:
"El Capit^n" "Caicade" "Olympic"'

"Siikiyou" "Shasta"

MOTORSHIP: SCHOONER:
"Laiieo" "Vigilant"

Cable Addreii: "Ekaywood.'*

S.F.BAR PILOTS
S.F. Light Ship

Morse Signal

Four Flaahea

Telephonea:

Pilot Office from 9 a.tn.

to 4 p.m.: DAv. 6678-9

Chamber of Commerce
from 4 p.m. to 9 m.nx.

Sunday* and Holi-
day»: DAv. 5000.

- SIGNALS FOR PILOT- ~: .,
--- -^

^:"*^^ in FOG-BLOW FOUR WHISTLES - :*;=^5^
WHt>i CLEAR-BURN BLUE LiGHT OR JACKAT FOREMASTr

And Lay Still

When on Station under Sail a White Light Is carried at Mast Head.
\^'hen under Power, a Red one under White; a Flare or Torch it aUo burned

frequently.
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R. J. RINGWOOD, freight traffic

manager of the Panama Pacific

Line, announces the appointment of

two general freight agents for Cali-

fornia in the new Pacific Coast or-

ganization which on June 1 took

over the line's freight business from
agency management.

CHARLES W. HURST will handle

the Northern California district,

with headquarters in San Fran-

cisco; and HARRY G. ADAM will

be located in Los Angeles, caring

for the southern territory.

For the past two years Hurst has

been assistant to the Pacific Coast

representative of the Intercoastal

Conference, in charge of weighing
and inspection of cargo in transit

over conference lines. Prior to that

he was for eight years with the Am-
erican-Hawaiian Steamship Com-
pany in charge of rates and tariffs,

as assistant to the traffic manager.
Earlier he was for six years with
the Southern Pacific in various cap-

acities, the latter part of his service

being in the foreign freight depart-

ment. Hurst is a native of Mis-

souri and 33 years old. He served in

the navy during the World War.

Harry G. Adam has been in the

steamship business on the Pacific

Coast since 1917, when he entered
the employ of the Matson Naviga-
tion Company at San Francisco. He
served with that line in various
capacities until 1925, when he .join-

ed the staff of Swayne & Hoyt, Inc.,

in charge of billing. Promotion to

the position of assistant traffic

manager, and short service at Port-

land, Oregon, was followed by
transfer to Southern California as
district manager at Los Angeles. In

September of last year Adam was
transferred to San Francisco as
general agent. He is a native of

Cambridge, Mass., and is 31 years
old.

L. E. ARCHER, Pacific Coast
traffic manager of the International
Mercantile Marine Company, an-
nounces the appointment of A. G.
ALBERTSEN as general passenger
agent for northern California, with
headquarters in San Francisco, and
W. F. OHLSON as general passen-
ger agent for Southern California,
with headquarters at Los Angeles.
These designations conform to the
company's .system of titles in its

New York organization and else-

where. Albertsen has been assistant
to Archer for the past five years,
and Ohlson in charge of the Los An-
geles office.

CHARLES D. CLARKE, well-

known San Francisco shipping of-

ficial, passed away on May 21 in

San Francisco. Prior to retirement

in February of this year, Clarke had
been vice-president of the Califor-

nia Transportation Company, oper-

ating a fleet on the Sacramento and
San Joaquin rivers. He was an exe-

cutive of the California Navigation

and Improvement Company for

thirty years, until the company was
merged in 1927 with the California

Transportation fleet. Surviving

Clark is his widow, Mrs. Grace E.

Clarke, and two sisters, Gertrude
and Harriet Clarke, of White
Plains, New York.

Xoiv Pacific Coast inanat/e

for Canadian National
Steamships. Ltd.—Colonel J

.

Carlclon Brown — recently

promoted by his line.

PAUL CHANDLER, manager of

the Marine Department of the Los
Angeles Chamber of Commerce, re-

cently visited San Francisco and
broke bread with ABE MARKS,
manager of the Marine Department
of the San Francisco Chamber of

Commerce, aboard the launch Jerry
Daily on San Francisco Bay. What
the manager from the South said

to the official from the north is not
in the dispatch, but remarkable ton-

nage figures most certainly took
wings. Chandler is a former San
Franciscan. Ten years ago he was
with the Luckenbach organization.

JOHN CORDES, of the firm of

Cordes Brothers of San Francisco
and Los Angeles Harbor, has been
appointed owner's representative to

supervise construction of the San
Diego & Coronado Ferry Company's
new automobile ferry San Diego.

The keel for this job was laid Ma.v

27 at The Moore Dry Dock Company
vard in Oakland.

San Francisco's Third Annual

Steamship Golf Championship will

be held Tuesday, June 9, at the

Lakeside course of the Olympic

Club. A beautiful array of trophie.--

will be nn for the various flights.

Prizes will also be awarded for win-

ners of the gue.st's flight. The prizes

will be presented at a banquet at

the club house.

Here are the shipping officials

headini' the committees:

HUGH GALLAGHER, general

chairman

;

ROGER LAPHAM, honorary

chairman

;

Course and Entertainment, W. J.

EDWARDS, A. S. GUNN, THOMAS
CROWLEY. RALPH G. SULLIVAN.

Membership, W. C. EMPEY,
RALPH W. MYERS, JOHN T.

GREANY.
Prizes, FRANK O'CONNOR.
Treasurer, H. J. ANDERSON.
Secretary, AL PORTER.

JOHN ALSOP, formerly in

charge of the Royal Mail Steam
Packet Company offices in New
York, has been appointed Pacific

Coast agent, succeeding J. J. Mc-
Gowan. His headquarters will be in

Seattle.

FRED H. REESE, for the pa.st

years affiliated with the Pacific

Steamship Company, on May 15 be-

gan his new work as field represen-

tative of the marine department of

the Portland Chamber of Commerce.
Reese was appointed by L. W.
HARTMAN, newly elected president

of the organization. Reese's activi-

ties are similar to those of a freight

traffic agent for a steamship line,

his mission being to increase the

volume of cargo moving through
Portland. Hartman, the president-

elect of the Portland Chamber, is

vice-president and Portland mana-
ger for J. T. Steeb and Company,
customs brokers.

Carroll Single, until recently a

member of the firm of Single and
Single of New York, has returned
to San Francisco and opened offices

for the general practice of law at

465 California Street.

Rule & Sons, Inc., formerly a

coast-wide brokerage firm, has dis-

posed of its branch offices at San
Francisco, Portland, and Seattle,

and will confine its efforts to Los
Angeles. The branch offices were
sold to Cosgrove & Co. in San Fran-
cisco, Campbell & Hall in Portland,

and La Bow, Haynes & Ball in Se-

attle.
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Book Reviews

THE MODERN STEAM TURBINE.

By Dr. E. A. Kraft. 201 page.s,

7 x 10, with 250 illu.stration.s.

neatly bound in dark ^''t'en cloth

with gold .-itanipinK-'^
:

pul)li.shed

by VDI-Verla^r, Berlin, Germany.
"A critical survey, founded on

practical experience of the most im-

portant problems of the day in the

turbine industry," this book presents

the present practice and trends

of turbine design and construction

in America and in Europe. Dr.

Kraft is honorary professor of

steam engineering at the Charlot-

tenburg Technical University and
Director of the A. E. G. Turbine
Works at Berlin. The first German
edition of this book was published

in 192G. The present English edi-

tion is not a translation, but an orig-

inal English edition brought out in

Germany with all material and il-

lustrations brought up to date
(March, 1930), and all obsolete

ideas and details deleted. "Illustra-

tions of turbine sections and detail

drawings have been shown as clear-

ly as possible, for secret designing

is not the true way to progress "and
the purpose of this treatise on tur-

bines is that the reader, be he "de-

signer, purchaser, or scientist, may
ac(iuire a deeper knowledge of the

latest problems of steam turbine

construction and a clearer under-

standing of the practical values of

the new ideas."

BRITISH SHIPPING FINANCE,
19.'?1. 640 pages, with numerous
tables, neatly bound in red cloth;

published by Fairplay, London.
Price 15s 9d, net, including pos-

tage.

This is Fairplay's annual survey
of British shipping conditions. It

contains a summarized statement of

the balance sheets for the last four
years of more than 1000 British

ship operating companies; lists of

directors and shareholders of 650
British Companies, capitalized at

an aggregate of 274,500,000 pounds
Sterling; shipping sharequotations;

statistics on the British shipbuild-

ing, ship repairing, and marine en-

gineering situation; financial posi-

tion of British marine insurance
companies; ship sales of 1930; and
coal and oil bunker prices for sev-

eral years. In short, this book gives

a complete, up-to-date, statistical

picture of British shipping and
should therefore be of great inter-

est to anyone interested in world
commerce.

MODERN DIESELENGINE PRAC-
TICE. By Orville Adams. 650

(6x9) pages; over 400 engravings;
published by the Norman W. Hen-
ley Publishing Co., 9 West 45th

Street, New York. Price $6 net.

This book, one of the most com-
plete on the subject yet published,

was prepared to combine a text for

study and reference and a practi-

cal manual on operation and repair

in one volume. It includes instruc-

tions suitable for the owner, oper-

ator, repairman, and engine sales-

man, and is also valuable to all stu-

dents. Every fact requisite to a

complete knowledge of diesel engine

construction, operation, and main-

tenance is included, presented in

nontechnical language.

High speed oil engines of recent

design for all mobile applications,

such as shovels, dredges, draglines,

industrial and railroad locomotives,

and tractors are shown. Several

chapters with layout drawings con-

sider the stationary diesel engine.

All auxiliaries, air filters, pyro-

meters, exhaust silencers, and cen-

trifuges are described and illus-

trated. The instructions on lubri-

cation, maintenance, operation, and
repair of engines are unusually
complete.

PARSON'S WHITE BRASS MAKES BEARINGS THAT LAST"

THESE LEADING PACIFIC FLEET OPERATORS HAVE
CAPITALIZED THE WEAR-RESISTING QUALITIES OF

PARSON'S WHITE BRASS S.A.
(with name of ship and specific use of this superior bearing metal)

MATSON NAVIGATION CO.
S.S. Matsonia—niain journals and connecring rods.

PANAMA MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.
S.S. Ecuador—main journals.

S.S. El Salvador—main journals.

S.S. Columbia—connecting rods.

AMERICAN-HAWAIIAN STEAMSHIP CO.
M.S. Califo head bearings.

DOLL.4R STEAMSHIP LINES
S.S. Pres. Monroe—eccentric straps.

STANDARD OIL CO. OF CALIF.
S.S. Storey—eccentric straps.

ASSOCIATED OIL CO.
S.S. Bettcrton—main journals.

LUCKENBACH STEAMSHIP CO.
S.S. Susan Luckenbach—crank pin bearings.

Additional information from C. V. LANE, 1005 Balfour Bldg., San Francisco, marine

representative for the Pacific Coast. Complete stocks are maintained in San Francisco.

CRAMP BRASS & IRON
FOUNDRIES CO. la:

Richmond and Norris St. Philadelphia
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Hydraulic Telemotor for Yacht

Cox and STEVENS, architects

for yacht Avalon, gave con-

siderable thought to the best

means of controlling the steeror

from the pilot house. A hydraulic

telemotor was finally selected.

Previously, wire rope and shafting

had been considered. With wire

rope it was found necessary to in-

stall a number of sheaves of a size

large enough to carry the rope

without excessive wear at the

bends. The obligation of keeping

the rope taut, possibility of

breakage and lubrication were not

advantageous to this system. Shaft
control 'was next considered. To
avoid various obstructions, many
pairs of gears and universal joints

were needed between pilot house
and steerer. Other difficulties re-

alized were slack in the gearing
and the problem of bracing the

shafting in order to eliminate bind-

ing in the gears.

The initial cost of the hydraulic
telemotor was at first thought to be
a large factor against it. However,
it was found that 3/8-inch tubing
could be run from the wheel to the
after telemotor, eliminating not
only the gears, sheaves, brackets,

universals. and rope, but the ex-

jiense of installing them. The sav-

New yacht steering wheel and stand fitted

with .American Engineering Company hy-

draulic telemotor.

ing in the cost of installation more
than offset the added cost of the

telemotor.

Both forward and after tclemo-

tors are of a new design, developed
especially for yachts by the Ameri-
can Engineering Company. Both
are built on the same principles as

the larger A-E-CO units so success-

fully used by commercial craft, and,
with the Type "S" automatic equa-
lizing valve furnished by the manu-
facturers, are thoroughly reliable.

The plungers and cylinders of the

forward telemotor are concealed be-

hind a polished bronze column of

graceful lines. A new feature, an
indicator visible to the wheelsman,
travels across the driving head,
marking the position of the rudder
at any time.

Starboard and port views of the new Sterling Petrel rcduc
with idling clutch.

)4f.ir g.lsoline engine fitted

New Auxiliary

Propulsion Plant

ANEW development has been
added to the Sterling Petrel

reduction gear gasoline engine
for sailing craft.As shown in the il-

lustrations, this consists of an ex-

tension of the gear case and a sec-

ond lever. This lever operates a
sliding draw clutch which places
the main drive pinion of the reduc-
tion gear in a neutral position, thus
allowing the propeller and its shaft
to spin freely and so eliminate the
drag of the propeller blades.

The use of this clutch, in com-
bination with the Sterling plane-
tary reduction gear on Petrel en-

gines, makes an ideal auxiliary pro-
pulsion plant for sailing yachts or
allows efficient use of sail power
in a cruising yacht.

The Petrel reduction gear engine
has not been changed internally for
more than two years. Some of these
engines have been in practically

constant service during that period
and have demonstrated their ability

to produce their rated power capa-
city consistently, quietly, and with-
out strain.

The engine has six cylinder, 5'j-

inch bore, 6-inch stroke. Its rating
is 180 horsepower at 1800 revolu-

tions per minute. With the 3 to 1

reduction gear, it easily handles a

36-inch propeller at 600 revolutions
per minute and will drive a 90-foot

boat of reasonably fine lines at 15^2
miles an hour.

In some 60- to 75-foot cruisers,

twin installations of the Sterling
Petrel reduction gear motors have
operated at 1500 revolutions per
minute engine speed, equivalent to

13 miles per hour boat speed on a

fuel consumption of approximately
one gallon of gasoline an hour.
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BUYERS' GUIDE AND MARINE DIRECTORY
Marine Engines.

(Sm also Kns.nM. Oil )

Bcthlthcm S. B. Corp., Ltd.

Butch-Sulscr Bco«. Dic»el Engine

Company.
Inccrioll-Rand Company.
Newport New. SB. (f D.D. Co.

Union Gas Engine Co., Inc.

WaslimKton-E»tep—W. H. Worden
Western Machinery Company.
Woiihmelon Pump d Machinery

Cotpciration.

Marine Glue.
I \V. Ferdinand (f Company.

Marine Insurance.
(S.:e In

Marine Railways.

Marine Radio Sets.

Federal Telegraph Company.

Marine Repairs.
Bethlehem S. B. Corp.. Ltd.

{;,.mmerc,al Iron Work..

Marine Repairs (Electrical).

L.il.ir Eketric c" Enn. Co.. Ltd.

Chas, J. Henschcl tf Co.. Inc.

hts-Hokin fe> Galvan.

Metallic Packing.
(See Packing)

Meters, Water and Oil.

Worthington Pump (f Machinery

Mattresses.
I he Simmon. Company.

Mooring Fixtures and Engines.
Uakc tngine Company.
Hvde Windla.. Company.

Motors
Diehl Manufacturing Co.

Motors, Electric.

B. F. Sturtevant Compiny
Ceneral Electric Company.
Weslmghouse Ek-c. tf Mfa, Co.

Multicoil Evaporators, Heaters,

Distillers.

nriscomRussell Company.

Multiwhirl Oil Coolers.
f;tiscomRusscll Company.

Nautical Instruments.
Ford 6? Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

The Sperry Gyroscope Company.

Naval Architects.
I), W. Dickie.

Nipples.
I he Lunkcnheimer Company.

Nitrogen, Gas.
The Linde Air Products Co.

Oakum.
Geo Stratford Oakum Co
Week.-Howe-Emerson Company.

Oil.
(See Lubricants.)

Oil Burners.
The Babcock if Wilcoi Co.
\,oen Company.
Bethlehem S. B. Corp.. Ltd.

Ford tf Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

W. S. Ray Mfg- Co.
Vaughn. G, E. Witt Co.

Oil Burning Installations.

The Babcock (f Wilcoi Co.
Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp.. Ltd.

Coen Company.
Pord a Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

W. S. Ray Mfg. Co
Vaughn. G. E Witt Co.

Oil Burning Control Systems.
^/aughn. G E. Witt Co.

Oil Burning Pump and Heater

Sets.
Rahcock y WilcoT Co.
Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp.. Ltd.

Havis Engineering Corporjitiun.

Ford y Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

Cha.. C. Moore (f Co., EN-
GINEERS.

Western Engineering Company.
Vaughn. G. E. Witt Co.

Oil Coolers.
Davis Engineering Corporation.

The GriBcom-Russell Company.
We.iern Engineering Company.

Oil Cups
il,e Liinkenheimer Company.

Oiling Devices.
Ford y Geirrine. C, V. Lane.

The Lunkcnheimer Company.

Oil Fuel.
^«l•JClated Oil Company.
Standard Oil Company.
Shell Oil Company.
The Texas Company.
Union Oil Company.

Oil Fuel Apparatus.
I'abcock a Wilcoi Co.

C.ie.i Company.
Chas. C. Moore « Co .

EN-
GINEERS.

Ford if Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

Vaughn. G. E. Witt Co.

Oil Gauges
The Lunkcnheimer Company.

Oil Purifiers.
De Laval Separator Company.
Sharpies Specialty Company.

Oil Rcliquification Systems.

Davis Engineering Corporation.

Western Engineering Company.

Oil Separators.
Bethleliem Shipbuilding Corp., Ltd

De Laval Separator Company.
Ford if Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

The Babcock if Wilcoi Co.

S^arples Specialty Company.
Western Engineering Company.

Oil, Steam Cylinder.
Associated Oil Company.
Shell Oil Co.
Standard Oil Co.

The Texas Company.

Oil, Turbine.
Associated Oil Company.
Shell Oil Co.
Standard Oil Co.

The Texas Company.
Union Oil Co.

Oronite Paints.
Standard Oil Company.

Oxy-Acetylene Apparatus.
Osweld Acetylene Company.

Oxygen, Gas
Linde Air Products Company.

Packing
Crane Packing Company
France Packing Co.

Plant Rubber y Asbestos Work..

C. E. Rhodes Co.
Thorkote Products Co.. Inc.

Packing, Metallic Condenser
Crane Packing Company.

Packing, Metallic.
Crane Packing Company.

Paint.
Federal Comp. and Paint Co., Inc.

L W. Ferdinand Company.
Fuller Company, W. P.

HiU-Hubbell Co.
International Compositions Company

Paint, Stack.
Federal Comp. if Paint Co.. Inc.

L W. Ferdinand li Company.
Fuller Company, W. P.

HillHubbell Co,
International Compositions Company

Paint, Waterproof.
Federal Comp. 6" Paint Co., Inc.

L W. Ferdinand W Company.
Fuller Company, W. P.

HillHubbell Co.
International Compositions Comp.any.

Paneling.
Haskelite Mfg. Corporation.

The Pantasotc Company. Inc.

Pipe Covering, Cork
Arm'tr.jng Cork c? Insulation Co.

Pipe Unions.
The Lunkcnheimer Company.

Plumbing, Marine
A. B, Sands (i Son Co.

Plumbing (Fixtures), Enameled,

Vitreous China, Brass.

A H Sands fy Son Co.

Propellers.
Bethlehem S. B. Corp.. Ltd.

Ford y Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

Hyde Windlass Company.
War man Steel Casting Co.

Presses.
(See Forging Presses.)

Propeller Shaft Sleeves.
The Paper (f Textile Machinery Co

Pumps.
Davis Engineering Corporation.

Fairbanks, Morse &> Co-

Ford y Geininc, C. V. Lane.

Griscom-Russell Company.
Hyde Windlass Company.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Kcarfott Engineering Co., Inc.

Northern Pump Company.
Western Engineering Company.
Worthington P. if M. Corp.

Piimps, Ballast.

Ford y Ceirrine. C. V. Lane.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Northern Pump Company.
Western Engineering Company.
Worthington Pump y Machinery

Corporation.

Pumps, Bilge.
Ford y Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Northern Pump Company,
Western Engineering Company.
Worthington Pump if Machinery

Corporation.

Pumps, Boiler Feed.
Ford y Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Western Engineering Company.

Worthington Pump y Machinery

Corporation.

Pumps, Centrifugal.
Ingersoll-Rand Co,

Worthington Pump y Machinery

Corporation.

Pumps, Circulating.
Ingersoll-Rand Co,

Northern Pump Company.
Worthington Pump y Machinery

Corporation.
Westinghouse Elcc. if Mfg. Co.

Pumps, Heck..
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Northern Pump Company.
Worthington Pump y Machinery

Corporation,^

Pumps, Electric.

Ford y Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

Ingersoll-Rand Co,
Western Engineering Coinpany.

Worthington Pump y Machinery

Corporation.

Pumps, Electric-driven.

Ford y Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Northern Pump Company.
Worthington Pump y Machinery

Corporation

Pumps, Fuel Oil.
Fairbanks, Morse y Co.

Ford y Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Northern Pump Company.
Vaughn. G, E. Witt Co.
Western Engineering Company.
Worthington Pump (i Machinery

Corporation_

Pumps, Gasoline.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Northern Pump Company.
Worthington Pump y Machinery

Corporation,

Pumps, Hand Oil.
The Lunkcnheimer Company.

Pumps, Oil.
Ford y Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Northern Pump Company.
Worthington Pump if Machinery

Corporation.

Pumps, Rotary.
Ford y Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

Northern Pump Company.
Vaughn. G. E. Witt Co.
Worthington Pump y Machinery

Company.^

Pumps, Sanitary.
Fairbanks. Morse if Co.
Ford y Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Northern Pump Company.
Western Engineering Company.
Worthington Pump y Machinery

Corporation.

Pumps (Vacuum).
Ford y Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Northern Pump Company.
The Sperry Gyroscope Company.
Worthington Pump H Machinery

Corporation.

Purse Seines.
Cunningham. Allan.

Purifiers.
Ford y Geirrine. C. V, Lane,

Radio Apparatus.
Radio Marine Corp,
Mackay Radio Tel, Co.
Ets-Hokin y Galvan.

Reducing Gears.
(Sec Gear)

Refined Oils.
Associated Oil Company.
Standard Oil Cxjmpany.
The Texas Company.

Refrigerating Machinery.
(See Ice Machines.)

Regulators (Pressure).

Riggers.
Vaughn. G, E. Witt Co.

Ring Buoys
Armstrong Cork Company.

Rings, Piston.
Kcarfott Eng. Co.. Inc.

Haviside Company.

Roofing Paints.
L. W. Ferdinand if Company.

Rope.
(See also Wire Rope.)
Columbian Rope Company.
Durable Wire Rope Company.
Griscom-Russell Company.
Portland Cordage Co.
Tubbs Cordage Co.

Rudder Angle—Indicator.
Lalor Electric if Eng. Co.. Ltd.

Chas, J. Hrischel y Co.. Inc.

The Sperry Oyroscope Co.

Ruiming Light Panels.
Lslor 1- nc y Eng. Co.. Ltd.

Chas, I Henschel y Co,, Inc.

General Electric Company.

Sails.
Tlaviside Company.

Scuttle Butts.
Brunswick-Kroeschell Co.

Fnck Company.

Searchlight Control Gear.
Sperrv Gvroscope Company. Inc.

Searchlight, High Intensity.

General Electric Company.
Sperry Gyroscope Company. Inc.

Searchlights (Low Intensity).

Ets-Hokin y Galvan.

General Electric Company.

Separators (Steam, Air 8C Oil).

Ford y Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

Griscom-Russell Company.
The Babcock y Wilcox Co.

Ship Agents and Brokers.

Bethlehem .S. B, Corp . Ltd.

Ship and Boat Builders.
Bethlehem S. B. Corp., Ltd,

Morse Dry Dock y Repair Co.

Sun Shipbuilding Co.
Todd Dry Docks Corporation.

Ship Bottom Paint.
Federal Comp. if Paint Co., Int

International Compositions Co.

Ship Construaion Systems.

J. W Isherwood

Ship Lighting.
(See Electric Fittings and Sup-

plies.)

Ship Chandlers.
(See Hardware and Ship Chand

lery.1

Soot Blowers.
Diamond Power Specialty Corp.

Springs.
The Simmons Company.

Steam Engines.
(See Marine Engines.)

Steamship Companies.
(See Transportation.)

Steam Specialties.
Griscom-Russell Company.
Kcarfott Engineering Company
The Lunkcnheimer Company.
Vaughn. G. E. Witt Co.

Steam Traps.
Davis Engineering Corporation.

Ford y Geirrine. C. V. Lane.

Vaughn. G. E. Witt Co.
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S. S. IROQUOIS ihow,, Ualfng ^Vll• Yart harbo

Enters ^^Lassco^' Coa§twise Service

ONE of the country's finest express passenger liners was

added to Pacific Coast shipping on July first when the

luxurious "Iroquois" entered the Los Angeles Steamship

Company's Coastwise Service, San Francisco ... Los Angeles

...San Diego. <I The "Iroquois" is 408 ft. overall, beam of

62 ft., and a speed of approximately 19.8 knots. She has

maximum passenger accomodations of slightly less than

600, and is a de luxe liner in every sense of the word.

THE TEXAS COMPANY
Throughout her entire service on the Atlantic
Coast, from the time she was launched by the
Newport News Shipbuilding & Drydock Com-
pany in 1927, the 'Iroquois- hasbeen 100%
TEXACO LUBRICATED ..>,,' TEXACO
TEXACO MARINE FUEL AND LUBRICANTS

Official Or^an
_ PACIFIC American
Steamship Association

,-^''
^ Offtcud Orient
Shipowners Association
OF THE pacific COAST
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Willi Hill IMoM^ls on llio

21.000 Milvs
lit :i*'iO iPaifs iiinlvr t'oiri'r

The moderate speed type of dicscl has thoroughly

proved itself on the Round-The-World voyage of

Templeton Crocker's yacht "Zaca". This large

auxiliar>' schooner with twin-screw 120 HP Hi
Diesels makes eleven knots under power . . . and in

a 350-day voyage covering a total of 28,000 miles

the engines were used for 21,000 miles aside from

idling in numerous ports . . . running with clear

exhaust under all conditions.

HILL IIIESEL E^CilXE CO
'J.^l >IILLSTIIEET LAXSIX.. >lirillliiAX

King-Knight Company
Balboa Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.

Fellows and Stewart
Wilmington, Calif.
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S. S. Paul Shoup o£ the Associated Oil Co.
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One of the Many Ships Packed Recently
BELL THE
INFLOW

PACK THE
OUTFLOW JohnfCtatie

ELIMINATE
FERRULES

INCREASE
EFFICIENCY

Metallic Condenser Tube Packing
Lndloss rings of "John Cr.ine" packing make fer-

rules unnecessary, save money, speed installation. Flow

of cooling water is increased, turbulence decreased.

Tube ends are less li.nble to become stopped up and

are easier to clean. Not injured by impurities in cool-

ing water, or by extreme heat. This packing is perman-
ent. In use by leading navies and merchant fleets.

Estimates and recommendalit>ns submitted gladly.

Crane Packing Company
h Street, San Francisco.

UNdcrhill 1254
CHICAGO -5 West St., New York

108 Walnut St., Philadelphia

Pier 2, Seattle 524 Poydras St., New Orleans 306 Canton House, Baltimore.

Ttte Most Complete
Line ofElecrtric
Lift Trucks

W7HETHER you are making
your first lift truck installation

•—or rounding out a complete sys-

tem—you'll find in EUvell-Parker

a line complete enough to meet

every lift truck need.

And you'll find that the nearest

Elwell-Parker Field Engineer can

bring to you information on the

newest methods of handling now
in use. He will bring you informa-

tion you cannot gather yourself.

Call him in for help in planning the

most economical handling system

for your terminals.

Tlie Elwoll-I^arkoi- Eloc^trie Co.
STOCKS ON PACinC COAST

SAN FRANaSCO:
Ira G. Perin
200 Davij St.

Telephone SUtter 1476

Also Los Anueles

Cleveland, Ohio

SHIP ON SKIDS

STOCKS ON PACinC COAST
SEATTLE:

Colby Steel & Engineering Co.
456 Central Bide.

Telephone ElUoI 5722

Also PorlLind
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K-.-ii^im
Panama Pacific Liner—S.S. Pennsyl-
vania—coated with Federal Composi-
tions, at Robins Drydock, Erie Basin,

June 4, 1931.

Federal PalMitt(gdl'=

F®dl©ii^al Pi!f®t©ctt©dl'='

Magnificent ocean liners operating on the mar-

ine highways of the Atlantic and Pacific—re-

splendent and "shipshape"—painted and pro-

tected with Federal products, finding Federal

service at every principal maritime port!

What is true paint economy?
The Federal answer is Enduring Protection.

Anti-Fouling

Anti-Corrosive

Boottopping
Cabin Paints

Copper Paints

Deck Paints

Deck House Paints

Hold Paints

Red Lead (Mixed)
Smoke Stack Paints

Topside P.ints

Color Care on

request

A FEDERAL PRODUCT FOR EVERY MARINE NEED

The Foflersil roinpositloii & Paint
Coiiipaiiy. Ine.

33 Rector Strtel, New York, N. Y.

Seattle, Washington. 422 Colman Bldg A. T. B. SHIbLS
Portland, Ore., Board of Trade Bldg CHALMERS SHIPPING CO.
San Francisco, Cal., 127 Steuart St ALBERT MOUNT CHRISTIANER
Wilmington, Cal., 117 East B. Street R. B. SHEPPARD CO.

AGENTS AND STOCKS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL PORTS

Federal

Paints and

Federal

Service

at all

Pacific

Ports
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Tuning up the

Operating Staff

DURING the past twenty-five years

industry in Europe and America
has been learning much about the application of psy-

chology to personnel problems. Under widely varying

circumstances and in many instances, such application

has greatly improved the morale, comfort, safety, and
health of the worker and has increased the output at

decreased cost. More recently a few American and
European ship operators have been applying the same
methods to personnel management aboard ship, and
these operators likewise report astonishing results.

The operating manager of a line of vessels has the

same problems as the operating manager of a public

utility or transportation manager ashore, with some
added for good measure. Chief among the additional

problems of marine transport management is the large

proportion of time during which his operating plant

and personnel are removed from his direct contact,

inspection, or supervision. It is just because of this

factor that such astonishing results are obtainable by
the application of common sense psychological prin-

ciples to personnel management afloat.

In a recent speech delivered before the Propeller

Club of Boston, H. Harris Robson, manager of the cargo

and passenger fleet of the United Fruit Company, tells

of some very remarkable results obtained through in-

troducing some very simple principles of psychology
into the personnel management of his fleet. Prior to

the introduction of these principles, a thorough study

had been made covering all phases of operation and of

personal contacts aboard these ships. The resulting

scheme involved:

1. Careful training of the personnel in the best meth-

ods of utilizing the existing equipment on each ship.

2. A thorough impression on minds of crew and of-

ficers as to the kind and quantity of results expected

and their individual and collective responsibility there-

for.

3. Establishment of close personal contact between
the management and all grades of personnel aboard
ship.

4. Information to every ship of fleet at regular in-

tervals as to the performance of that ship and of all

the others.

5. Ability and results made the sole criterion of ad-

vancement.
This scheme was put into effect in 1924 for the deck

and engine room departments, and almost immediately

results began to show. In fuel economy the improve-

ment was progressive, in 1925 making a saving of 3.8

per cent, and in 1930 a saving of 34.2 per cent, as com-

pared with 1924. These percentages are as of quanti-

ties and do not take price into consideration. The fuel

quantities compared are for all purposes, including port

use. During the same period the maintenance and sup-

ply costs for deck, engine, and refrigerating depart-

ments showed a reduction of 9 per cent., while the aver-

age speed of the vessels showed a slight increase from
11.76 in 1924 to 11.80 in 1930.

On identical sister ships in 1924 there was a differ-

ence between the worst and the best ship of 14,392 bar-

rels of fuel oil per year. By 1930 this difference had

been reduced to 2425 barrels, and the ship that had

been the worst in 1924 was showing a .saving of 32,000

barrels a year as compared with her 1924 consumption.

With two sister ships on the same run, one making a

poor and the other a good record on fuel and speed, the

entire pei-sonnel of officers and crew was switched, and

almost immediately the records of the two ships were

reversed.

In 1929 these methods were applied also in the stew-

ard's department, and a similar decrease in cost and

improvement in morale is being demonstrated.

These are substantial cash savings in oiieratina

costs, but the indirect savings and added attractive-

ness of the service due to greater safety of operation

and better morale of crews are probably of equal im-

portance.

The Personal

Equation at Sea

T'
HE natural foundation for a ship

is sea water. Any well found,

shipshape, modern, seagoing steamer or motorship is

safe so long as she has plenty of water under her keel,

plenty of fuel in her bunkers, a competent navigator on

her bridge, and a well trained and disciplined crew at

their various stations. Naval architects have provided

a safe, commercial, seagoing hull. Marine engineers

have provided dependable and economical steam gener-



ators, prime movers, and auxiliary machinery. Metal-
lurgists have provided strong, corrosion-resisting
materials for every necessary purpose. Chemists have
provided protective coatings. Every branch of engineer-
ing and science has contributed to that composite mar-
vel—the modern i)assenger and cargo vessel—with the
net result that to-day sea transport of passengers and
cargo is the safest and most economical method known
to man. In fact the only real danger to a modern vessel
at sea is that uncertain quantity, the "Personal Ele-

ment."

Let a vessel be supplied with every effective equip-
ment for safeguarding the navigation of her hull or for

maintaining the economy of her propulsion plant, or for
aiding the comfort and peace of mind of her passengers
—and yet she will surely go ashore or be a hog for fuel,

or achieve a bad reputation among the traveling public
—unless her navigating officers, her engineers, and her
stewards are constantly on the alert to intelligently use
the equipment with which she is provided.

One of the worst phases of the personal element
factor is the almost universal tendency in the human
mind to get careless in the matter of simple I'outine.

This is particularly evident in comparatively short
coastwise runs where its results are most dangerous.
The crews of coastwise passenger vessels on fast sched-
ules, running up a record of one thou.sand—two thous-
and round trips without incident, should be watched
very carefully to see that they are alert and are con-
stantly using and gaining confidence in the equipment
that at any moment in an emergency may be the means
of saving not only the ship but all her passengers.

This is particularly true of navigation equipment. A
number of rather serious stranding disasters have
occurred because of lack of confidence in radio bear-
ings and/or the failure to use other automatic safety
devices. It seems to us that operating management
having provided these safe navigation devices should
formulate some plan for their constant use and devise
adequate checking systems to insure the application of
that plan. At sea, as everywhere else, we are being con-
tinually reminded of the truth of the old adage, "Eter-
nal vigilance is the price of success—and of safety."
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The World's Greatest Menace

By R. Caygill

I've tilled tha: the though frightful they have been,

I've ruined more lives and wrecked more homes than drink or plague has seen

I've spared no one, the rich, the poor, they're all alike to me.
The young, the old, the weak, the strong, whatever they may be.

I cast my shadow everywhere, in city, town, or farm;

You'll always find me lurking round where I can do most harm.
Even the hltlc tots at school, so innocent and gay,

I've stricken by my power, because they crossed my way.

In aeroplanes, in motor cars, or on the ships at sea.

At home, or in some foreign land—it's all the same to me.

Widows and orphans know me well. I've caused them many a pain.

And you can take my word for it. I'll do the same again.

Yet, strange to say, my strength is known, they've printed signs "BEWARE!'
"LOOK OUT!" for mc and other things, but no one seems to care.

So I go on my merry way. whilst others pay the cost.

And every day, and every hour, through me some lives are lost.

A prince of robbers too I am.

I steal more than three hundred mil

I give to none, I take from all. I C]

And do my work relentlessly and al

Millions of cripples have I made, tc

This is my daily work in life—my name is

CARELESSNESS.

fact I have no peer.

Ilion dollar.^ every yci

rush, 1 maim, I kill.

Iso with much skill,

o ALL I bring distrc

Pa<'i(i<' Foreijjn

Trade ('omeiilion

A;XXOUNCEMENT of the Eighth
..Annual Convention of the Pacific

Foreign Trade Council has been issued by its Presi-

dent, A. F. Haines, vice-president, American Mail Line
of Seattle. Oakland, California, is to be the hostess city

this year, and the dates will be September 17 and 18,

1931. These dates will form the nucleus of a Foreign
Trade and Transportation Week in the San Francisco
Bay district, as the Pacific Westbound Freight Confer-
ence has arranged to convene in San Francisco on Sep-
tember 14 and 15, and the Pacific Southwest Regional
Advisory Board of the American Railway Associa-
tion will call its members together on September 16 in

San Francisco.

Interest and participation in trade conferences of
this kind increase each year with the growth of Pacific

Coast commerce. Last year the Pacific Coast carried
on a billion dollars worth of foreign trade, which is one-
eighth of the amount credited to the entire country. Of
both foreign and domestic trade it handled 84 million

cargo tons, or one-seventh of the nation's waterborne
commerce. An industry of this size places responsibili-

ties on the business men of the section which can only
be handled through co-operation and discussion of the
problems confronting them.
The decrease in trade with China resulting from the

decline in silver exchange is of direct interest to the

Pacific Coast of North America as affecting one of its

principal markets. The Pacific Foreign Trade Council,

a confederation of Chambers of Commerce and Boards
of Trade of the Pacific Coasts of Canada, United States,

and Mexico, at its convention this fall will afford an
opportunity for analyzing the situation and making
plans for a rehabilitation of that trade.

Shipping interests are concerned with the present
surplus of ship tonnage, which will be a subject for dis-

cussion. Passenger travel will have more prominent at-

tention than heretofore. The pioneer stage of encourag-
ing travel up and down the Pacific Coast has passed,

and now is the time for laying plans to expand these

efforts to include transpacific travel.

The use of highways and air service in commercial
transportation will be of general interest. Agriculture
and mining are more or less affected by general trade

conditions and discussions will be held to take stock of

their situation. These are a few of the topics to be cov-

ered at the Pacific Foreign Trade Council convention
in Oakland, September 17 and 18.

The Pacific Foreign Trade Council functions through
foreign trade departments of Pacific Coast chambers
of commerce. Its convention information is made avail-

able through those organizations at Seattle, Portland,

San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles, San Diego, Hono-
lulu, Vancouver and Victoria, British Columbia.

(News Letter. Marine Section,

National Safety Council.)

American Bureau
for Pleasure Craft

THE American Bureau of Shipping,

the official classification society

for all vessels owned by the United States Government,
is considering the expansion of its technical staff to

include a division for the classification of pleasure
boats, according to Captain C. A. McAllister, president

of the Bureau.
Under the proposed plan, the American Bureau of

Shipping will extend its services to include the yacht-
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ing and motorboating fields and will offer the techni-

cal services of its representatives in building done by
those branches of the industry Heretofore, the Bureau
has confined its activities mainly to the commercial
marine division of shipping where it is now classify-

ing all of the larger vessels under construction in this

country.

It has, however, supervised the construction prin-

ciples of some major yachts, including J. P. Morgan's
new Corsair and Cyrus H. H. Curtis' Lyndonia. It also

has gained recognition from the New York Yacht Club
whose racing rules state that "for all yachts built in

accordance with the tables of scantlings provided by
the Club, the construction shall be certified to by
Lloyd's Register of Shipping or by the American Bu-
reau of Shipping."

The Bureau, organized in 1862, has a membership
composed of more than 100 shipowners, shipbuilders,

underwriters, and persons prominently identified with
maritime commerce in the United States. Altoj/ether,

there are 27 offices throughout the country, and there
are technical men available in all major cities.

As it has done in its main operations, the Bureau
proposes to examine plans, recommend practices, and
supervise tests as a neutral organization. For this pur-
pose, it has on its technical staff a number of gradu-
ates of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the
Webb Institute of Naval Architecture, and the School
of Architecture at the University of Michigan. Because
most of them have had actual experience in yacht de-

signing. Captain McAllister believes the Bureau can
make the necessary expansion very readily.

"We have considered such a division of the Ameri-
can Bureau of Shipping for the past ten years," Cap-
tain McAllister stated, "and we think that the experi-

ence gained in our previous work will be of great va-

lue to the stock boat builders and to the large number
of yachtsmen in this country. It is our proposal that

the regulations under which boats will be constructed
shall be agreed upon by the designers and builders, the
underwriters, and the technical experts of the bureau.
We are quite aware that most boats constructed
now are built according to the most acceptable prac-
tices, and we think that the manufacturers should be
given the benefit of classification so that the claims
they make might be established as against similar

claims made by builders of less experience."

"''
Pacificr^

Twenty-five Years Ago
One of the British Columbia deputy shipping masters

at the Port of Vancouver was HoraceSims,whowas also
apparently senior partner of Sims & Levy, sailors'

boarding house masters at Port Townsend, Washing-
ton. Sims secured his appointment at Vaucouver on
the promise that during his term in office his firm
would be "less active in securing desertions of crews on
vessels loading in Burrard Inlet, which crews would
afterward reappear on vessels outbound from Ports
on Puget Sound." .

A Sailors' Union strike at this time had tied up the
San Francisco waterfront and was extending to Port-

land and Puget Sound, although "we venture to say
that in no part of the world does maritime labor re-

ceive such large returns, in addition to which the
scale of victualling has risen very much the last few
years, the present cost of feeding a sailor in the man-
ner demanded by the walking delegate being about 66
cents a day as against 45 cents a year or two ago."

Stop Profitless Merchandising
(Final Declaration of the 18th National Foreign Trade Convention)

THE most significant fact in the
status of the international trade

of the world is that the volume of merchandise sales
about equals that of a few years ago when business
was enjoying substantial prosperity. But price levels

have fallen to the point where profit has been largely
eliminated. The chief factor of the present situation
is profitless merchandising.
An essential necessity of the present economic situa-

tion is an advance in commodity prices. When prices
are falling buyers tend to withdraw from the market.
It is rising prices that stimulate buying and consump-
tion and a return of prosperous times. Anything, there-

fore, which tends to postpone recovery in commodity
prices, more especially those influences which are un-
fair and uneconomic in character should be discounten-
anced.

The importance of fair prices cannot be overesti-

mated in influencing the restoration of trade. Sellers

cannot expect to obtain fair prices for their own prod-
ucts unless as buyers they are willing to pay fair prices

for the commodities and sei'vices necessary to their in-

dustry. Competition is unfair both to industry and to

the community when price cutting compels the sale of

goods at a loss. Basic commodities are being sold at

cost or less. Profitless merchandising retards pros-

perity, and affects the position of the wage earner.

Our foreign trade is susceptible to world conditions

but it should be possible to stabilize our domestic mar-
ket which would have a strong stabilizing influence in

other countries.

No one contemplating the vast resources of the United
States; the basic soundness of our institutions; our
financial and industrial integrity, which so powerfully
has sustained our country in the perplexing and trying

period through which we have been passing; our credi-

tor position in the world; our unimpaired efficiency

and economic strength; and the splendid morale of our
people can have any doubt that we possess in ourselves
the power to lead in world trade recovery.



The Pacific Area
Some Notes on the International Trade of the Pacifc Ocean that Should

Hearten the Pacific Coast Ship Operator

^y Wallace R. Farrington*

former Governor ofHawaii

THE Pacific Area offers us the largest potential

market in the world. This fact has been repeated

and demonstrated so frequently that it is almost
a platitude.

To gain the results we are seeking, we must know
the people of the area and foster among them higher
standards of living. Citizens of the United States in-

herit a friendly tradition in Polynesia and the Orient
going back to the days of the clipper ships and their

merchant captains. We are to-day heavy buyers in the

Oriental markets and enjoy the moral advantages that
can be commercialized by a buyer who also has some-
thing of real value to sell.

Reciprocity is the source of prosperity.

We have the men, the money, the lines of transpor-
tation, and the lines of communication. When, with all

of these, we get understanding as we should be able

to do through an increasing corps of private salesmen
and public representatives who are able to think in

terms of the Pacific Area customer, and to translate

those terms in their proper values to our own country-
men at home, we shall then dominate the market in

a manner that measures up with our exceptional op-

portunities.

Pacific Area Trade in 1930

We say that business has fallen off in 1930, but at

that our trade within the Pacific Area amounted to

more than $1,328,000,000.

Reviewing the Pacific trade area of to-day, the lat-

est figures obtainable show that in 1930 the United
States sold to China, including Hong Kong and Kwan-
tung, goods valued at $112,775,000, and bought values
totalling $113,281,000.

Japan in the same period bought from us a total

of $164,6.58,000, and our import trade from Japan came
to a total of $279,113,000.

We sold to Australia a total value of $76,082,000,
and bought $17,453,000 worth of goods.

To New Zealand we exported to a total value of

$29,827,000, and bought goods amounting to $11,621,-

000.

From British Malaya our imports amounted to $144,-

032,000, and we sold them goods worth $9,601,000.

The Dutch East Indies were purchasers to a total

of $30,398,000, and we bought from them a total of

$57,890,000.

We bought from the Philippines goods valued at

$109,390,000, and sold them $64,935,000.

*Abstract of an address delivered at the Eighteenth National Foreign
Trade Convention at New York, May 27, 1931.

We exported $1,055,000 worth of goods to British

Oceania and bought from them up to $2,047,000. We
bought from P'rench Oceania $1,671,000, and from
French Indo-China $1,549,000. Siam bought $2,365,000
of merchandise from us.

These figures make it clear to any who may be
doubtful that the American business man is in the
Pacific area today on a reasonably favorable basis.

He is a buyer. Therefore, he is a builder of prosperity

for the prospective customer-consumer. In some in-

stances we have reciprocity that laughs at tariffwalls.

Market is Varied

The market is big enough to intrigue the largest

operator in money and materials. It is varied enough
to offer ample scope for the buyer and seller of small
necessities or of luxuries. It is complicated enough
to challenge the ability of the expert adjuster. It is

dangerous enough, in the sense of taking chances in

new fields of endeavor, to supply a modern edition of

the era of discovery and romance universally asso-

ciated with the names of the European explorers and
the Yankee sea traders who drove ahead over unchart-
ed areas to barter with the natives in the terms of

civilization of those days. Though the trade in the
Pacific Area is now measured in billions of dollars,

our business men have hardly begun to touch the edge
of the rapidly developing certainties of this greatest

of America's modern trading fields. In spite of the
frequent reference to the period of depression, the
dreams and the predictions of the trade prophets of

yesterday are so rapidly coming true that we have to

use new yardsticks to adequately estimate the future.

Pacific Share in World Trade

In 1913 the total world commerce was 41 billions

of dollars. Six billions of this or 14 per cent, was
handled by countries of the Pacific Area. In 1929, the

total world commerce was 67 billions, and the Pacific

Area countries did 21 per cent., or nearly 14 billion

dollars.

The rate of increase in the sixteen-year period is

significant. World trade increased 61 per cent. The
commerce of Europe gained 36 per cent. The gains of

Pacific countries range from 75 per cent, in the Brit-

ish East Indies to 272 per cent, in Colombia where oil

development was the principal feature. Japan's gain
was 211 per cent., or a total trade in 1913 of $674,-

000,000, advancing to $2,110,000,000, in 1929.

Measuring the trade of this sixteen-year period in

terms of United States business, we find from 1913
to 1929 a gain for the United States of 125 per cent.

The Atlantic districts gained 90 per cent., the Gulf
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district 120 per cent. The Pacific Coast districts show-

ed a gain of 306 per cent., or, put in dollars, from

$275,752,000 in 1913 to $1,118,558,000 in 1929. Though

smaller in amount than the trade of the Atlantic dis-

tricts, the Pacific Coast portion of the total United

States trade rose from 6^2 P'^r cent, to 11^2 per cent,

and the Atlantic Coast proportion dropped from 65.3

per cent, to 51.4 per cent.

At Honolulu, the crossroads, you get a fair picture

of what is to be in the whole Pacific area. What has

been done there in a small or laboratory way is being

and will be repeated and expanded in other parts of

the Pacific, if people of the present day have an aver-

age amount of good sense. We believe in the mission

and the future of the Pacific. We believe those on this

side of the Continent should share in the adventure

of the American trade. Nowhere can the trends be ob-

served and visualized to better advantage and profit

than from this meeting ground of friendliness. In Ha-

waii as one unit of the Pacific area all peoples have

found a fair haven since the explorers and traders

first ventured on the new route to the wealth of the

Indies. Right now most everv-one is busy telling the

world what cannot be done. We do not need to attend

a meeting of the International Chamber of Commerce
to hear the doctrines of the defeatists. A good share

of our own people propose in effect that we adjourn

business and take to the woods, letting the govern-

ment hold the bag. It is in iust such situations that

traders of the United States have made their mark by

moving forward into action while others were talk-

ing about what might be done.

As a suggestion from the Pacific Area, I may sum-
marize lines of action that may build business and
make friends:

1. Correct the immigration law inequalities. Wipe
out exclusion except as controlled by the quota.

2. Support our government in every move to

strengthen, on typically American lines, the service

of the State department and the foreign services of

the Departments of Commerce and Agriculture.

3. Face the silver situation, and when requesting

our government to use its good offices for an inter-

national conference offer a platform that will be sup-

Marmtiifview

ported. Too often the government is asked to act and
then whatever the government does is wrong.

4. Foster the study of the languages of the peoples

of the Pacific in our schools and colleges. We cannot
fully understand a people until we speak their lan-

guage.

5. Vigorously support the extension of the Ameri-
can merchant marine. Let the farmer know that 50

per cent, of the exports of our country are agricul-

tural products.

6. Invest liberally with money and energy in public

and private enterprises for promoting travel to and
through the countries of the Pacific.

7. Make it evident to the press of the country and

the news gathering associations that the news of the

business of the Pacific is as interesting to a growing
number of readers as the news of the bandits And
under any circumstances that we support the organi-

zations that give the facts from the American view-

point, rather than foreign propaganda.

8. Aid the measures, public and private, for lower-

ing the costs and increasing the volume of message

transmission across the Pacific.

9. Offer a friendly interest toward conferences,

such as the Institute of Pacific Relations, that bring

together representative people of Pacific countries for

fact finding and discussion.

10. Require that courtesy shall be the distinguish-

ing characteristic of the agents of the government at

ports where foreign visitors enter.

11. Finally, by every means of individual initiative

and public policy, build up our volume of American

courage and energy, balanced by self-respect and res-

pect for others, qualities that weave the bands of good

will into a fabric of ever increasing business power.

Though some of my "hard-boiled" friends may re-

mark that this is too good to be true, I have only to

say that our United States of America is what we en-

joy today because of those, who, having heard of what

could not be done, have straightway heeded the chal-

lenge and have gone forth to do it.

The Pacific Area beckons to pioneers and business

leaders of this type.

Part of the towboat fleet of Young Brothers l.iiniiiHl ,u Hnnoiiilii
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Columbia River Motorship

Firft Steel-Hull, Single-Screw, Tunnel-Stern Passenger and Cargo

Shallow Draft Motor Vessel for Columbia River

NOTABLE anioiiK Columbia River craft built dur-

ing recent years is the motorship L. P. Hosford,
recently completed by the Albina Engine & Ma-

chine Works of Portland, Oregon, and delivered, after

successfully passing all trial trip tests to the Harkins
Transportation Company of Portland, of which L. P.

Hosford is the chief executive and manager. This ves-

sel is the first steel hull river steamer to be built on
the Columbia and the first with single-screw, tunnel-

stern construction. As will be noted from the illustra-

tions herewith, she is a neat, trim craft with a beauti-

fully modeled stern.

The L. P. Hosford is for express passenger and
freight service on the Columbia and Willamette Rivers
on the 24-hour round-trip route between Portland and
Astoria and way points. Because of the conditions pre-

vailing during low water at many of the river ports,

she is limited in full load draft to seven feet.

Her principal characteristics are:

Length 1600"
Beam 30'0"

Depth of hold 10'6"

Draft, normal full load 7'0"

Normal freight capacity, tons 350
Maximum freight capacity, tons 500
Passenger capacity, persons 250

The steel hull is, of course, lighter for the same
strength and gives much more clear space in the engine
room and all interiors than would be the case with
wooden construction.

Passenger Accommodations

On the upper deck of the L. P. Hosford there are 19

staterooms with sleeping accommodations for 50 per-

sons. A nice dining room, served by a modern electri-

cally equipped galley, provides regular restaurant ser-

vice. A large Frigidaire is installed in connection with
this galley. Lounge, smoking room, and deck promen-
ade provide ample day accommodations for the entire

passenger capacity.

Officer's quarters are in staterooms aft of the pilot

house on the Texas deck. Crew quarters are in the hold
forward of the engine room.

Freight Handling

Practically the entire main deck is for freight. For
greater facility of handling and to accommodate vari-

ations in river level, a Barlow elevator is built into the
hull just forward of the superstructure. This power
driven freight elevator has a platform travel of 28 feet
vertically and a capacity of 5 tons. The Colby Steel &
Engineering Company of Seattle builds the Barlow
elevator. For handling loads of freight on and off this

Upper: The L. P. Hosford r;.idy to start on her trials. Lower: A
close-up of the freight elevator with a loaded electric truck on

the platform.

elevator, the L. P. Hosford is equipped with Elwell-

Parker electric lift trucks. Ample side doors are pro-

vided for handling at main deck levels.

Machinery Plant

The L. P. Hosford is propelled by a single 3-bladed
screw, 79 inches diameter and 72 inches pitch, directly

driven by an 8-cylinder, 500-brake horsepower, 260-

revolutions per minute. Atlas-Imperial diesel engine.

This engine is of the 4-cycle, solid-injection type, di-

rectly reversible and very simple in its control, with
great flexibility. On her trials the vessel easily exceed-

ed 15 miles an hour over the measured mile.

The arrangement of propellers and rudders in the

tunnel construction of the stern is clearly shown in the

/



Two views in the engine room of the L. P. Hosford showing 500- horsepower Atlas-Imperial diescl propulsion unit and 60-horsepower

Atlas-General Electric generating set.

photograph. The outer bearing bo.s.s on the propellei'

.>^haft is carried on two well braced struts and is fitted

with a Goodrich Gutless Rubber Bearing installed by
the Portland branch of the B. F. Goodrich Rubber Com-
pany. Quick maneuvering in rapid currents is insured
by installing a large main rudder aft of the propeller

and a smaller monkey rudder forward of the wheel and
above the shaft. Both of these rudders are controlled

by the pneumatic steering gear.

Four large steel fuel tanks, two in the engine room
and two forward, carry sufficient fuel for seven round
trips.

All auxiliaries are electrically driven. Power for this

purpose and for lighting the boat is provided by a 60-

brake horsepower Atlas-Imperial diesel engine direct-

connected to a 40-kilowatt General-Electric direct-cur-

rent generator.

At its forward end the engine of this generating set

is clutch-connected to a shaft that drives the worm
gear of the winch operating the Barlow elevator. This
clutch is controlled from the forward main deck at the

elevator tower. Electrically driven auxiliaries include

a Rix auxiliary air compressor, a Bingham fire, deck,

and bilge pump, a Uniflo automatic fresh water circu-

lating system, and a fuel transfer pump.
A Cleanwell oil filter, supplied by the Oil Filter Com-

pany of Oakland, California, protects the lubricating

oil for this power plant. An American Radiator Com-
pany Ideal heating boiler supplies steam heat to the

passenger and crew quarters. A Wolton charging panel

is installed to take care of the storage battery require-

ments of the electric trucks.

The L. P. Hosford's engine room is well ventilated

and provides ample space for accessibility to all parts

of her main and auxiliary power plant and mechanism.
The steel hull below the main deck is divided by

water-tight bulkheads into four compartments. She has
a sharp, easily sloping bow for riding over river ice

with the hull lines flattening aft of the first bulkhead
to assume the conventional river boat sections. Extra
thick plating is laid over all portions of the hull that

(Cuntinucd on hist Page of Blue Section)

iews of the stern of the L. P. Hosford on the ways in the builder's yard showing lines of tunneling and arrangement of

rudders and outboard propeller shaft bearings.



Around the World

With an American

Diesel Power Plant

ZACA, the crack schooner-yacht owned by Temple-
ton Crocker of San Francisco, recently completed
a 28.000-mile cruise during which she circumnav-

igated the globe. This yacht, built by Nunes Brothers,

Sausalito. California, under the supervision of Captain
Garland Rotch, is said to be the largest wooden craft

of its type ever built on the Pacific Coast. She was com-
pletely described with illustrations in the June 1930

issue of Pacific Marine Review.
Zaca was designed primarily with the idea of winning

the San Francisco-Tahiti ocean sailing race, and sec-

ondarily with the idea of a world cruise following the

race. For the secondary purpose she was equipped with
a propulsion plant consisting of two 6-cylinder, 6-inch

bore and 10-inch stroke Hill diesel engine, each deve-

loping 125 horsepower at 800 revolutions per minute,
and each driving a propeller shaft through a reverse

gear and a hydraulic disconnecting clutch fitted with
remote control. Due to the primary purpose of the de-

sign, the engine room on the Zaca was very cramped
and literally filled with machinery. Auxiliary power
was provided by two 2i2-kilowatt Westinghouse gener-
ating sets driven off the shafts of the main engines and
by two single-cylinder, 5x7-inch, Hill diesel engines,

each driving a 4'2-kilowatt Westinghouse generator
and one driving, in addition, a clutch-connected Rix air

compressor.

The Hill diesels were furnished by and installed

under the supervision of King-Knight Company of San
Francisco, Pacific Coast distributor for the Hill Diesel

Engine Company.
During the world-circling cruise of the Zaca, the

main propulsion engines were used on 21,000 miles of

cruising during 3-50 days. The only forced stop during
that time was due to a broken oil line which was read-
ily repaired. Considering the crowded conditions in

the engine room and the lack of facilities and trained
personnel on the cruise, that is, we think, a rather re-

markable record.

The yacht 7,.

The auxiliary engines were in operation every day of

the cruise. Each engine ran 18 hours every other day,

or an average of 9 hours per engine a day.

Absolutely no trouble of any kind was had with these

small engines. The valves were ground and the lubri-

cating oil changed at intervals. Otherwise no attention

was necessary.

Through Oceania, the Dutch East Indies, the
Philippines, the Straits Settlements, on the Pacific,

the Indian Ocean, the Red Sea, the Mediterranean, the

Atlantic, the Gulf, Panama, and so home again to San
Francisco this dependable power plant was always on
the job and met every demand made upon it. All that
such a power plant asks from its attendant engineer
is that an adequate supply of good lubricant shall reach
all of its bearings and wearing surfaces and that the
fuel supplied to its injection nozzles be reasonably
clean and of suitable quality.

A Hill diesel engine has recently been purchased by
the University of California because in the judgment
of the engineers of the College of Agriculture it is es-

pecially adapted for demonstrating the economy that
would result through the use of diesel power for farm
purposes. Another recent sale made at San Francisco
by King-Knight Company will introduce several Hill

diesels into the electric lighting of oil fields in South
Persia, almost exactly half-way round the world from
the Golden Gate.

The 6-cylindcr, 125-horsepower, Hill mmm diiscl engine. Two of this type form the power
pl.int I ihe Zaca.



Steamship Iroquois—Running Mate

for Yale

As a companion ship to the fleet express liner Yale
in the Los Angeles Steamship Company's coast-

wise service between Los Angeles, San Francisco,

and San Diego, Ralph J. Chandler, vice-president and
general manager of LASSCO, has secured the modern
passenger liner Iroquois and will have her in operation
on the California coast about July 1.

Built at Newport News in 1927, the Iroquois has a

length of 407 feet 3 inches over-all, 62.2 feet beam and
19 feet depth. She has a net tonnage of 3405 and a

gross of 6209 tons. The liner is of twin screw propul-

sion with compound geared turbines. Steam is sup-

plied by six Babcock & Wilcox water-tube boilers with

topside superheaters and operating at 275 pounds
working pressure. The vessel has an operating speed of

close to 20 knots.

She is luxuriously appointed throughout, having op-

erated in the service of the Clyde-Mallory Lines be-

tween East Coast ports and Havana, and boasts a wide
choice of stateroom accommodations. Luxuriously

fitted public rooms—including a veranda cafe ballroom,

smoking room, lounge and writing room, and dining

room of somewhat greater capacity than that of the

Yale together with four private dining rooms—make the
Iroquois an ideal ship for use on Lassco's coastwise run.

The Iroquois has a passenger capacity of 470, two
passengers to a room. When necessary, settees in cer-

tain of the rooms may be employed as berths, and the
maximum capacity of the liner can be raised to approxi-

mately 600. Passenger quarters are so arranged with
regard to ventilation and size that this can be done when
necessary without discomfort to travelers.

Most of the staterooms on C deck and many of those

on D deck are furnished with beds. Suites consisting

of parlor, twin-bed stateroom, and private bath; suites

with twin beds and private bath; suites with twin beds

and private shower; suites with double bed and private

bath; rooms with private toilet and shower; rooms with
private toilet; outside rooms of preferred location and
size and a number of outside and inside average rooms
on various decks are available on the Iroquois to con-

form to individual requirements.

A special feature of interest to those travelers desir-

ing to check their automobiles like baggage is the pro-

vision of facilities for so carrying about eighty

machines.

Three interiors on the steamship Iroquois At left, dining saloon. At center, one corner of the smoking room.

At right, part of lounge.
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Competition from the Air ?

A Review of Recent Trends in Commercial Aviation

and Its Relation to Expansion in Overseas

Transportation

WHAT effect will transoceanic air travel have
upon the future trends in ship design, ship

propulsion, and shipping revenues? This ques-

tion has recently been the subject of much speculation

among interested groups representing shipping and
aeronautic industry.

No airplane has yet crossed the Atlantic with any
payload aboard. The pilots and gasoline for the long

hop are just about the limit that a good, modern plane

can lift. Head winds or engine trouble of any kind would
be almost sure to cause a forced landing short of the

goal. So, at the present state of the art, transoceanic
flights by heavier-than-air machines are not a commer-
cial proposition. There is, of course, the possibilit.v of

floating landing stages, but that also is largely a dream
of the future; and the maintenance of such landing
stages would add greatly to the overhead of such an
enterprise. There is also the possibility that some revo-

lutionary invention along the lines of condensed fuel,

improved motive power plant, or aerodynamic struc-

ture will produce a plane better able to cope with the

transoceanic flight.

On the other hand, the zeppelin, or rigid airship, has
crossed both the Atlantic and the Pacific with pa.v

load; has, in fact, circled the globe with a substantial

pay load of passengers, mail, and express freight. Since

P. W. Litchfield, president. The Good-
year Tire Sl Rubber Company and The

Goodyear-Zeppelin Corporation.

this event it has been quite the fashion to compare the

airship with the ocean liner.

Thus we see that the airship is reasonably safe when
in the air, just as the liner is reasonably safe if she
has plenty of sea room. The airship is unsafe when
approaching land unless she is provided with suitable

harbor or moorings, just as our great liners can safely

approach land only in a few major harbors that are
especially prepared for them. Airships and liners alike

must be carefully supported when in dock for repairs.

These facts are all stressed in a masterly paper on
"Transoceanic Air Travel," read by I. C.Hunsaker, vice-

president, Goodyear Zeppelin Corporation, before the
1930 National Aeronautic Meeting of The Society of

Automotive Engineers of New York. He deduces from
the facts that

:

Airplanes will offer a frequent service analagous to

I'ailway service or to short run coastwise steamers. Air-
ships will offer a long, nonstop, comparatively infre-

quent service analagous to that of ocean liners, the air-

plane and the airship each in its respective sphere giv-

ing "a fast de luxe service to a small percentage of the
traffic moving."

The Goodyear-Zeppelin Curpor.uion .nr>>iiip f.ictory and dock at Akron, Ohio. This building ins iht l.ir^t st uiiinurrupti J Hour space of

any yet constructed—364,000 square feet, or approximately eight acres. Its length is 1175 feet between center lines of door tracks; its

width is 325 feet; and its height from floor to the top is 211 feet. A similar dock is being built at Sunnyvale, California.
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ir»-
Dr. Karl Arnstcin, vice-president and
director of engineering for The Good-
year-Zcppelin Corporation, inspecting,

with an assistant, built-up Duralumin
struts for the frame for the Akron
(ZRS-4). (Dr. Arnstcin is at the left

in the photograph).

"The commercial air.ship will alwa.vs be a large unit

costing several million dollars and carrying a pay load

of many tons." That "many tons" sounds ominous to a

ship owner until he gets the specifications. "Fifty to

one hundred passengers and 10 to 20 tuns of mail and
express will be a reasonable pay load."

On land the airplane in mail and passenger service

is already well established. As of July 1, 1930, there

were 1655 established airports and landing fields in

the United States. During the year ending on that date,

25 privately operated air mail and passenger routes

flew 14.938,208 actual service miles and delivered 7,-

715,741 pounds of mail. The total air transport mileage

flown in the United States during the calender year

1929 was well over 20,000,000.

At the Fourth National Aeronautic Meeting of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, May 1930,

Carl B. Fritsche, vice-president, Detroit Aircraft Cor-

poration, read a paper on "Some Economic Aspects of

the Rigid Airship," in which he discusses the commer-
cial application of the airship and makes some inter-

Naval architicts .ind iii.irim- tn>;itu<rs u.ll In- iTiUristcd iti this

picture showing a portion of the parallel middle body of the airship

in frame on the ways in the airship factory. The outside diameter of

these frames is 132 feet. The arrangement of triangular girder

rings forming transverse passageways is plainly shown; also the

longitudinal heavy girders forming passageways at three points in

the circumference.

esting comparisons between a mythical 300-ton dis-

placement airship and the actual liner Leviathan. Just

why a comparison is made with the Leviathan and not

with the Bremen or Europa, or the Empress of Britain,

it is hard to see, since the airship will, of course, have

every advantage of modern improvements in stream-

lining and in power plant engineering. However, by giv-

ing the airship all the possible "breaks," it is shown that

she would require less energy to transport one ton of

cargo across the Atlantic than would the Leviathan.

This comparison is based largely on cost of fuel ; and
since the Leviathan is notoriously uneconomical, the

airship shows up well.

However, it is predicted "that in the present genei-a-

tion airships will encircle the globe in regular opera-

tion, supplementing present land and water transport

facilities, and that by shortening the line of communi-
cation, their use will expedite trade and thus increase

the volume of commerce."

These predictions are peculiarly interesting to Pa-

cific Coast operators because of the ZRS-4 now near-

ing completion at Akron (Ohio) Zeppelin Dock of the

Goodyear-Zeppelin Corporation, is to be stationed on

the Pacific Coast at the Zeppelin Dock to be built at

Sunnyvale, California.

A Zeppelin Dock

These zeppelin docks and the rigid airships for which
they supply safe haven are very interesting structures.

The airship factory and dock at Akron, the latter form-

ing the model for the dock to be built at Sunnyvale,

California, is of semiparaboloid cross section, and its

longitudinal section is formed of two semiparaboloids

with a straight line connecting their upper ends. In

general the structural design consists of eleven para-

boloid arches, spaced 80 feet on centers and connected

by a system of vertical and horizontal trusses. At each

end of this main shell are two diagonal arches meeting

the end arches at the pins. The open ends of the shell

thus formed are closed by huge doors built in the same
manner as the shell. Each leaf of these doors form one

quarter of a hemisphere and is 202 feet high and 214

feet wide at the base. The upper tip of each leaf is sup-

ported horizontally by a ball-and-socket-joint type

thrust bearing working on a 17-inch diameter steel pin.

The entire weight of the leaf, which is 600 tons (with-

out considering wind pressure or possible weight of

snow), is carried on 40 forged-steel, double-flanged

wheels, 27 inches in diameter, installed in pairs and
set radially so as not to bind on the circular track.
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The Akron (ZRS-4) repro-

duced as she will appear when
finished and superimposed to an
equivalent scale on an aerial

photograph of the capitol at

Washington. The position of the

four starhoard propellers is

plainly indicated.

Her over-all length of 785
feet, with a maximum heam of

132.9 feel, would give her ap-

proximately the same volumet-
ric displacement as the world's
largest ocean liners; and her
total useful lift will be 91 tons.

Each wheel is separately mounted under spring loaded

bearing boxes so that the load will be evenly distrib-

uted. Each half is opened or closed by a rack drive

operated by a 125-horsepower motor.

This building is the largest structure in the world,

without interior supports. It is 1175 feet long between

centers of door tracks, 325 feet wide, and 211 feet high

from platform floor to top of roof. Its interior floor

area is 364.000 square feet and it has a cubical content

of 45,000,000 cubic feet, said to be ample to house the

United States airplane carriers Lexington and Saratoga,

with a scout cruiser or two thrown in for good mea-

sure. In the shell and door framing 7200 tons of struc-

tural steel were used.

World's Largest Airship

The ZRS-4, now Tiearing completion in this dock at

Akron, wU be the largest airship of its type. The table

herewith gives a comparative idea of her dimensions.

(/k.s-t)A recent photograph of ilu

showing progress in securing the skin co\ering o\'or the frame-

work. This ship will soon be ready for her initial tests and for her
voyage out to her home port at Sunnyvale, California. After the

skin has been completely applied, the gas bags will be placed in the

interior and partially inflated to float the ship off of her ways.

Principal Characteristics of the Los Angeles, The Graf Zeppelin and The ZES-1

Kamc I.os Angeles Graf Zeppelin ZUS *

Kuniiiial Gas Volume, Cu. Ft 2,470,000 3,700,000 0,500,000

Length Overall, Vi. C58.3 770 785

Maxiniujn Diameter, Ft 90.7 100 132.1>

Height Overall, Ft. 104.4 113 140.5

Gross Lift, Lbs. 153,000 258,000 403,000

Useful Lift, Lbs. 00,000 182,000

Number of Engines 5 5 8
Total Horsepower 2,000 2,750 4,480

Maxiiuum Speed, Miles Per Hour 73.1 80 83.8

liango Without Refuelling at 50 Knots

Cruising Speed, Land Miles 4,000 0,125 10,550

The hulls of this vessel is built on "triple-layer prin-

ciple."

1. A rigid metal framework to withstand major
stresses

;

2. Gas cells within to retain lifting gas;

3. An outer cover of taut fabric to retain smooth
streamline and protect the frame and the gas cells from
weather.

The Duralumin framework is composed of transverse

rings or frames joined and braced by longitudinal

girders. In the main body of the ship the frames or

rings are 36-sided polygons. In the tail the number of

faces in these polygons is reduced to 24. There are two
types of transverse frame; namely, main and inter-

mediate.

The main frames take all the major stresses. They
are spaced about 74 feet apart and are built up with a

single inner ring and the two outer rings connected

by cross-girders, giving a stiff triangular section to

the frame. The space inside this triangle section forms
a foot walk clear around the ship at every main frame,

giving access for inspection and making easy cross

passages between the longitudinal galleries. The inter-

mediate frames, of which there are three between each
pair of main frames, are formed of inner and outer
annular rings joined by lattice girders. The chief func-

tion of the intermediate frames is to stiffen the longi-

tudinal girders. All of these ring frames are joined to-

gether by longitudinal girders at each of the 37 corners.

Three of the longitudinal girders are triangular in

section like the main frames. These three are located

at the top center and at 45 degrees each side of the bot-

tom center and form longitudinal galleries for the
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major part of the length of the ship. The ring frames
and their longitudinal girders form a series of flat

panels and they are thoroughly braced by steel piano
wii-e stretched diagonally across these panels.

There are 12 gas cells in the ZRS-4. These occupy
mainly the space between the main frames. A system
of wires and cord nettings transfers the gas pressure
to the metal framework. It is interesting to note how
this bag structure conforms to the water-tight bulkhead
idea of safety on seagoing vessels. The ZKS-4 is so

designed that with complete loss of buoyancy in two
compartments the ship will float safely in the air.

Over-pressure gas valves, which open automatically
under pressure to release any surplus, protect these
gas bags against expansion. One valve in each bag is

mechanically operated from the control car.

This control car is located forward and is built as

an integral part of the structure. This room will house
all of the latest devices for efficient navigation and
control. The radio cabin and commanding officers'

(|uarters are located in the hull directly over the con-

trol car. Near the middle of the ship and along each
side gallery are located rooms for officers and crew,
ample cooking facilities, mess rooms, and complete and
comfortable living compartments.

Power Plant

ZRS-4 will be powered with eight engines with a total

capacity of 4480 shaft horsepower, each of these en-

gines driving a propeller. Each engine is installed in a
separate engine room built within the ship's structure.

Only the propeller shaft housings and their bracings
extend beyond the streamline of the hull. This arrange-
ment is made possible by the use of noninflammable
helium gas as the lifting medium and should show great
gain in propulsive efficiency as compared with the old

arrangement of housing the power plants in gondolas
or cars outside the main structure. It is calculated that

the eight propellers at full speed will drive the ZRS-4
a 83.8 miles an hour in still air.

The engines are directly reversible so that the pro-

pellers can be used either for fore or aft thrust. The
propellers are driven through bevel gears and are ar-

PASSENGER QUARTERS
LAYOUT ON

LARGE AIRSHIP

This general arrangement

plan and inboard profiles show

how first-class accommodations
for 75 passengers would be in-

stalled on a passenger airship of

the same size as the ZRS-4. It

will be noted that each room is

for two passengers, that there is

a club, or smoking room, and a

large dining saloon, and a view

promenade. Ship operators will

note that the airship idea for

public rooms and public prom-
enade space is approximately
twenty-five years behind that of

the first-class ocean passenger

liner.
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ranged so that they can be tilted through 90 degrees
and used either to accelerate lift or to retard drop;
a very valuable feature in maneuvering.
Another interesting and unicjue feature of these

power units is the condensation of water vapor from
the exhaust. When fuel is used on an airship there is a
constant definite loss of weight for which compensation
must be provided. Helium gas is too valuable to be
released in order to balance this loss of weight, so the
United States Navy experts worked out a condensing
system for the exhaust from airship engines that gives
more than enough water ballast to compensate for the
loss of weight through use of fuel.

Airplane Compartment
In the ZRS-4 about (jne-third of the ship's length from

the bow, is arranged a comi)artment 75 feet long by 60
feet wide fitted for the storage of five completely as-
sembled airplanes. Collapsible doors in the bottom of
the ship cover a Tee-shaped opening through which an
airplane attached to a launching trapese may be low-
ered or raised.

Pasi-:enger Possibilities
A lay-out is shown herewith for comfortable quar-

ters to take care of 75 passengers on a transoceanic
flight. Another layout for 100 passengers that could
easily be accommodated in the hull of the ZRS-4 shows
12,000 square feet of deck area.
The contribution of the airship to transportation will

be supplementary rather than competitive. It will cater
to that part of passenger and merchandise transport
which demands higher speed with safety and is able
to meet the price. There is no indication in the present
status or trend of airship or airplane development that
any considerable proportion of the world's regular
transportation business will fly or float through the
atmosphere.

All history has shown that greater speed of transport
means greater volume to be transported. Sea surface
lines and overseas air lines will alike be beneficiaries
as this new vehicle takes its place in the field of trans-
oceanic international transport. Better communication
means better understanding and breeds mutual con-
fidence leading to greater trade.



Marine Refrigeration Simplified

A Series of Articles on the Handling of Perishable Products on

Shipboard from the Ship Operator's Standpoint

Part VIII.— Construction of Cold Storage Chambers

By L. L Westling
(Cop>Tiglil 1931 by Jai

THERE are nearly as many types of "reefer" con-

struction as there are men who design them.

There are, however certain fundamental facts that

make certain methods and certain materials most ac-

ceptable. Every manufacturer of insulating material

has reasons to believe his product is most suitable, and
the operators, basing their knowledge upon experience,

will have decided opinions on the subject. Aboard ship

conditions are very different from those ashore, and
construction peculiar to these conditions has been de-

veloped. The first requirement is to obtain the most
efficient, lasting construction for the least cost. Great

care to produce an efficient plant at the machinery
end can be largely cancelled in poorly insulated spaces.

The production of the "cold" is only half the story; it

must be effectively conserved.
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8. Suitable to ship board conditions—i.e., unaffect-

ed by intermittent refrigei'ation, movement of con-

struction in sea strain, or vibration.

9. Resistance to mechanical damage in loading and
unloading or carrying cargo.

10. Vermin proof.

(1) Low conductivity allows efficient insulation

and a minimum loss of space to revenue purposes. It

reduces the heat leakage which the machinery must ab-

sorb, and it will prevent rapid temperature rise in case

of shut-down.

(2) and (3) Widely varying conditions found in ship

service require a very resistant material. Chambers
used as a freezer one voyage, without refrigeration the

next voyage, and possibly as chill or cooler the next

are subject to alternate drying and dampness. Unless
provisions are properly made against moisture, rot-

ting and deterioration are sure to result. A water-

soaked insulation has little more value as an insulator
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Two suggested bulkhead constructions eliminating the use of wood.

A previous chapter has dealt with the subject of heat

transmission and need not be repeated here. Every
material has its own conductivity value and obviously

one of low conductivity or high insulating value will

conserve the "cold" or retard the heat flow into the

spaces. The accompanying table shows the relative

insulating values of various insulators.

Many contractors arbitrarily take the value of 4

B.T.U. per square foot of surface for calculation of re-

frigerating loads and heat leakage.

Insulator Requirements

A good insulator for ship use shoud be:

—

1. Of low conductivity.

2. Resistant to deterioration or decay.

3. Resistant to absorption of moisture.

4. Resistant to absorption of odors.

5. Light in weight.

6. Easy of handling in construction.

7. Of reasonable cost.
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Typical insulation construction for cold storage space aboard ship.
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than water itself.

(4) Odors left in or developed by the insulation will

taint certain commodities, and should be avoided. For
example, chambers carrying fish one voyage and eggs
another should have insulation impervious to odors to

prevent tainting the eggs.

(5) Like all ship construction, the insulation should
be as light in weight as possible without sacrificing
strength. Unnecessary weight deducts from the ship's

cargo carrying capacity.

(6) The cost of construction and of repairs or altera-

tion demands an insulation that is easily handled and
placed.

(7) Marine transportation business being conducted
for purposes of profit to the owners, the cost of insula-

tion should be as low as good practice will permit.
(8) Intermittent refrigeration produces a "breath-

ing" of the insulation with successive deposits of mois-
ture, and also causes successive expansion and con-

traction which will open seams and permit the ingress
of moisture and air. This, with the movement of the

Marim

A cuM sti.r.iyi ili.mil'ir illiisi i .it iii; how not to build. Battens arc

too close lo toils, too short, .iiid too open. Coil connections are un-

protected. And there are many other objectionable features, such as

ceiling coils, deep beams interrupting air circulation, absence of

lighting fixtures, and poor location of thermometer.

ship's structure in a seaway, requires a certain amount
of flexibility. Vibration may cause the settling, pack-

ing, or pulverizing of certain types of material with

the resulting loss of insulation in walls or ceilings.

(9) The frequent handling of cargo in and out of

the spaces sub.iects the insulation to severe strains.

The insulating material should be well protected from

damage by case goods, trucks, and improperly stowed

cargo. Shifting cargo in a seaway requires great

strength of partitions and walls to prevent damage.
(10) Vermin are a great problem aboard ship. No air

or open spaces should be allowed in the insulation, for

filled and sealed spaces will not harbor vermin. Open
spaces protect vermin during fumigation and provide

an effective brooding ground.

Some Construction Rules
All steel work should be galvanized, all deck bolts

should be grommeted. All hidden steel structure
should be thoroughly cleaned from mill scale, rust, or
paint and treated with coating of bituminous solution
and bituminous enamel. For ordinary service, 18 de-
grees Fahrenheit and above, 4 inches of cork board or
e(|ual is sufficient, except in way of boilers, boiler cas-
ings, etc., where at least six inches should be used. For
rooms carrying below 18 degrees Fahrenheit 6 inches
of cork board should be installed. All hidden wood-
work should be waterproofed after being cut and a
minimum amount of wood should be used, as wood has

A properly illuminated cold storage chamber showing correct con-
struction. Closed portable baffles, with proper clearance. No ceiling
coils. Portable gratings with bearers at right angles to wall coils.

And forces air circulation.

the shortest life of the materials used. A suggestion
for an all steel and cork board construction is illus-

trated.

Decks and all wall flashings should be made water-
tight to prevent admittance of moisture and should be
elastic under low temperature, and the flooring should
never contain wood of any description.

All interior surfaces should be sealed from moisture
by flexible coatings, or, if of wood, with not less than
two coats of shellac when new, and have not 'ess than
one coat each year in service. The practice of lining
the interior of refrigerated spaces with galvanized
sheeting is valueless. It always rusts away and pre-
vents drying out of insulation, with consequent rotting.
Being concealed, deterioration is not discovered until
serious.

Gratings. Floors should have gratings of great
strength and in sections of sufficient size to permit
easy removal for cleaning the chamber. The gratings
should be about one-third opening and two-thirds slat.

The bearers, to which the slats are secured, should not
be less than I'o inches deep—preferably deeper—and
should always be laid at right angles to the cold walls
to insure rapid movement of air from the base of the
coils.

Coil Battens. The cargo should be prevented from
touching the coils. Freezer rooms exclusively may have
open battens or wire mesh shields, but it is not good
practice to use open battens in chill or cooler spaces.
In these rooms the coils should be enclosed by an ef-

(Pleasc turn to Page 290)



Mackay Radio— International

FOR many years the Mackay Radio and Telegraph

Coniiiany has been an important factor in marine

communic.iiions service. When it became affiliated

with the International Telephone and Telegraph Cor^

poration in 1927 it automatically became the radio

communications unit of the International System; and

the International System is worldwide in scope. Mackay

Radio's position in the marine communications field in-

creased manifold at the moment of affiliation.

In the past three years an aggressive campaign of

expansion has added many stations to this radio net-

work and extended its scope to new regions and new

lands. Simultaneously technical research has greatly

improved Mackay equipment for installation aboard

ship and in all has enabled its engineering staff to have

much to do with the development of ship-to-shore radio-

telegraph service and equipment.

Mackay Radio operated as the Federal Radio and

Telegraph Company on the Pacific Coast from 1910 un-

til just prior to its affiliation in the International Sys-

tem. In this span it developed a high-speed communi-

cations service between most of the larger centers on

the Pacific Coast and with ships on the Pacific Ocean.

As the Radio Communications Unit of the Interna-

tional System. Mackay Radio took over in 1929 the fam-

ous Sayville, Long Island, radio station KYW. The sta-

tion at Sayville is well known for its World War feats

of maintaining communication with the German Empire

when all other agencies were rendered impotent. It is

one of the most powerful broadcasting plants in exist-

ence. Its associated receiving station at Southampton,

Long Island, has picked up signals and messages many
of which have been considered records.

With this great transmitting and receiving combina-

tion Mackay Radio inaugurated ship-to-shore radio-tele-

graph service on the Atlantic Ocean. Since then, the

Sayville and Southampton stations have been supple-

mented for the Atlantic Ocean ship-to-shore service

with thoroughly up-to-date plants at Rockland, Maine,

and West Palm Beach, Florida. This battery of power-

ful units covers all Atlantic Ocean ship lanes with ship-

to-shore facilities adequate in any exigency.

A station in New York City is concentrated upon

service to ships in the harbor or near the shores of

America's greatest seaport.

The Mackay Radio facilities on the Pacific Coast in-

cluded powerful marine radio stations at San Francisco,

Los Angeles, and Portland, and these stations provide

ships on the Pacific with radiotelegraph service with

land as inclusive in scope as do the stations on the At-

lantic Coast. This high speed service between the prin-

cipal cities of the Pacific Coast is maintained and has

been improved.

With the development of the Mackay Radio system in

the East, it was inevitable that the powerful hook-ups

on the two coasts should be linked. The circuit doing

this was inaugurated for commercial messages in 1929

and was engineered and is maintained to give transcon-

tinental record communications service of the swiftest

and most dependable order. In itself this Mackay Radio

system provides both reach and flexibility, constituting

a service of the utmost value to the American people

and to all marine interests. As a coordinated unit in the

International System it has become a vital part of the

most comprehensive and flexible American-ownci com-

munications system.

For the ship-to-shore services on both coasts the

Postal Telegraph jirovides thousands of pick-up and

delivery offices, and 70,000 points reached in the United

States. By arrangement with the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way Telegraphs inlet and outlet is assured between

ships at sea on the two oceans and all points of conse-

quence in a large part of the North American contin-

ent. All American Cables provides the high-speed link

with most Central American and South American
points. Commercial Cables covers the continent of Eu-
rope and Commercial Pacific Cables operates the only

cable between North America and the Orient. These
coordinated with the Mackay Radio system as described

comprise the International System. Traffic agreements
enable this system to deliver record communications
with reasonable speed to any point in the world and
confine the responsibility of handling the message to a

ship-at-sea or to any other point in one management,
that of the International System.

In addition to their marine responsibilities, the Mac-
kay Radio facilities have been employed to supplement
the International System's service to various remote
points and in several of the following cases to provide

direct radiotelegraph circuits rendering the service

even swifter.

Direct service "via Mackay Radio" is in operation

from San Francisco to Honolulu and Manila, and the

Sayville station makes possible reliable direct circuits

between New York and Buenos Aires, Lima, Camaguey,
a strategically situated point in the interior of Cuba,
and other points. The most recent inauguration was that

of the only direct radiotelegraph circuit between the

United States and Vienna, Austria.

The combined engineering talents of Mackay Radio
engineers with years of experience in the field and
those of the International Telephone & Telegraph Cor-

poration working in some of the finest electrical com-
munications laboratories have produced improved ship-

board transmitting and receiving units which have been
installed by several of the large lines. The results have
inspired the enthusiasm of their engineers and execu-
tives.

This new equipment is considered by many to be an
advance in economy as well as efficiency and profic-

iency of performance. Instead of requiring a separate
transmitter for short and for long wave operation, this

equipment operates on one panel, one vacuum tube, and
one set of power machinery for both long and short

wave communication. From the standpoint of compact-
ness as well as economy and facility and versatility of

operation, this is hailed by marine engineers as an out-

standing contribution to marine communication.

Seldom has any service so vital to marine interests

developed so rapidly in such a brief span. People en-

gaged in maritime affairs are now aware that the slo-

gan "via Mackay Radio" means the world wide scope of

the International System.



Preventing Accidents in the

Shipping Industry

% Robert F. Hand
Vice President and Assistant General Manager. Standard Shipping Company

THERE is still much to be doiU' in the way of re-

(lucinK the number of accidents among marine

workers generally, and particularly the seagoing

personnel. While all shipowners have a natural desire

to eliminate accidents and appreciate the need of pro-

viding a safe working place for their seagoing em
ployees to safeguard them from injuries which are

painful to the disabled ones—and costly to them, too, as

well as to their employers—many of the latter have

not yet realized the significant part which the institu-

tion of a safety campaign plays in the cause of prevent-

ing accidents, with its concurrent minimization of pain

and suffering, expense and trouble.

There has been a tendency on the part of many to

give but little credit to the safety motive, their stand

being that this is a detail of operation which can be

left to some minor employee, or which may be com-

bined with some other branch of the wca-k. Their maxi-

mum effort, therefore, consists of tacking up a few

safety bulletins or postors on board their ships. Other

shipowners have felt that they are doing all that is

necessary to guard themselves against loss when they

have taken out insurance as a precaution against claims

for personal injury or accidental death among members
of their crews. They fail to realize that there exists a

definite relation between the premiums paid for this

insurance and the losses collected from the insurance

carrier. It is inconceivable that employers who are

backward in their accident prevention work do not ap-

preciate the fact that a reduction in the frequency and
severity rates for their personnel accidents is bound
eventually to result in lower insurance costs.

This article will not go into a lengthy discourse on

the "whys and wherefores;" suffice it is to state that

if those shipping men to whom the writer alludes will

only sit down and figure out the expenses incurred in

connection with injuries among their seagoing per-

sonnel, they will be astounded when they learn the

amount which must be added to their i)remiums be-

cause of items uncollectible under their insurance pol-

icy. Reference is made to the deductible franchises, as

well as to expenditures in numerous small cases ex-

perienced by all owners, the amounts of which fall be-

low the franchise limit and must likewise be borne by
the insured. Add also the wages that must be paid to

incapacitated seamen during the unexpired period of

their shipping agreements. Think of the value of the

time lost by a vessel diverted from its course in order

to land a seaman in need of medical treatment and
hospitalization!

To all shipowners who have never made a compre-
hensive study of the indirect costs of the lost-time as

well as non-lost-time accidents among their seagoing

employees, I suggest that they initiate such a study im-

mediately, guiding themselves by the suggestions

aforementioned, and I venture to state that they will

Robert F. Hand.

be surprised at the amount of money they are spending

annually and for which no reimbursement is received

from their insurance underwriters. With these figure.s

before them, it is a foregone conclusion that they will

realize the need of executing a quick reversal in their

policy of passiveness respecting the cause of accident

prevention.

Then there is the other type of shipowner who has

been engaged for some time in the business of instilling

safety consciousness in the minds of his seamen and

who has been expending no inconsiderable amount of

money to minimize the number of accidents. Notwith-

standing his efforts, there are times when the number

of casualties shows a definite upward trend, and a feel-

ing of disappointment comes over the owner. The

writer can sympathize with this type. Yet the good work

must proceed; it is no different than any other venture.

Even in life itself we all know there are occasions when
the sun shines and occasions when it rains. The employ-

er who is undertaking to cut down his accidents will not

allow himself to become discouraged. He will exert

every means at his disposal to determine the cause of

the increase, make it as short-lived as possible, and

carry on his efforts with renewed vigor.

It has been found that in order to obtain real, sub-

stantial results for long periods one must instill in the

minds of the entire operating staff the thought that

this work is indispensable. Masters and other officers

must be made to realize that it is a reflection on their

vessels as well as on them personally if the frequency

rate is not reduced; and that it is impei-ative to warn
or dispense with the services of every employee who is

inattentive to his duties or the safety rules and there-

fore responsible for an accident befalling either him-

self or one of his shipmates.

The crux of the whole situation is the absolute nec-

essity for shipowners and their operating managers to

take a personal interest in the universal efforts being

made to eliminate personnel accidents and apply the

sound truths on shipboard.

Safety posters, pre-employment physical examina-

tions, adequate medicine chests, prompt and efficient

first-aid, detailed investigations of accidents, deter-

mination of causes, fixing of responsibility, and com-

piling of accident statistics—all have their place and

are essential in connection with the campaign to im-

prove the frequency and severity rates. The conclusion

is being reached by an ever-growing number of execu-

tives or organizations employing thousands of workers

that if lasting and positive results are to be attained,

these self-same executives must allow no laxity to pre-

vail and must themselves take an uninterrupted, active

interest, seeing to it that every member of the mana-
gerial saff cooperates wholeheartedly. Shipping com-

panies are no exception.



Training Burmese Boat

Builders

Some Experiences of a Stajf Engineer with

Asiatic Skilled Labor

M manager in an American or British doekyard,

and his life is generally a series of vexing prob-

lems even when surrounded by the most skilled labor

and working with the most up-to-date machinery and
most approved methods. Consider, then, the lot of such
a manager when he has to contend with customs, the

lack of training, and the peculiar jihilosophies of the

illiterate workmen of Asia of many different tribes

and nationalities.

The writer for many years was outside manager in

a large dockyard in British India, manned by some 800
Asiatics, largely Hindus, but with a fair sprinkling of

Chinese and Burmese. These natives were supervised
by four British staff engineers. This dockyard was
maintained to take care of routine repairs, overhaul,
and replacements for a fleet of 400 river craft
consisting of 150 steamers and 250 motor vessels. The
majority of these vessels had been built in the dock-
yard. The outside manager in this case had not only
the charge of keeping the work of the dockyard going,

but he had to be a sort of domestic magistrate, almost a
father and mother combined, to the 800 workmen and
was continually being called in to settle their family
disputes.

Hindus (or Indians) were represented among all the

skilled trades. These men worked under a native fore-

man called "Maistry." Each "skilled" tradesman had
his coolie helper, the tradesman's wages being about
double those of the coolie. The coolie of to-day became
the "skilled" tradesman of to-morrow, not by training
but by bribing the "Maistry." He would then draw
"skilled" wages until he was spotted making a bash of
a job by the white staff-engineer, then he would be
discharged. The "Maistry" told to get a better man
would do so, collecting another bribe in the process.
This seems to be an accepted custom among Indian
workmen and many of the "maistries" get compara-
tively rich off the system.
A maistry in charge of, say, 200 coolies getting 35

cents a day will collect 35 cents a month from each
coolie, in addition to the initiation fee for getting into
the gang. This graft may seem petty to American stan-
dards of racketeering, but 35 cents is more than the
average daily wage for coolies in India. On that wage,
working over a period of three years, a coolie will save
enough to take a four months vacation for himself and
family at his home town, perhaps 1000 miles from the
dockyard.

Touching on the ability of the Indian workman as a
useful unit in the dockyard personnel, some of them
are good workmen and do a little thinking for them-
selves, but generally speaking they are poor. Even at

repetition work they make the same mistakes time after
time. For instance, take the assembling of a small cen-
trifugal circulating pump. Nine times out of ten they

*SjT. D. Andrews

will put the impeller in the wrong way (when possible)

and not know why they cannot get any discharge, al-

though they had probably made the same mistake the

day before and been shown where they had made the

mistake. On the other hand, s(;me of them show marked
ability in dealing with a breakdown. I remember one

particular case in which I am of the opinion that the

average skilled engineer would have been stuck. This

incident happened in a motor boat that was on a hun-
dred-mile trip down the river. When about half way
down, the white metal in one of the crank pin bear-

ings ran out through lack of lubricating oil. Now it

seems to me that many an engineer would immediately

have stopped when this happened and waited until a

spare part had been obtained or the old parts remetal-

led. The Indian operator was more original and impro-

vised a method by which he made it possible for the

trip to be completed. He took a piece of leather, a little

bit thicker than the metal that had been in the bear-

ing, cut pieces off it and fitted them into the top and
bottom (after cleaning out the old metal) and was on

his way in an hour's time. When I saw the crankpin

after this run it was unscratched.

Another bright specimen of an operator that it was
my misfortune to come across was one who was so

clever that he kept his engine operating until it was al-

most ruined, This engine was a 6-cylinder job—cylin-

ders being cast in single units. His water circulating

pump started giving trouble and before he discovered

the source of the trouble he had cracked a cylinder

head which started to leak water into the combustion
chamber

—

killing the cylinder. When he made this dis-

covery he stationed his oilman at the seacock, instruc-

ting him to shut off the water supply until the heat of

the explosions in the good cylinder (now without water
circulation) had dried out all the water the faulty

cylinder and almost closing the crack in the cylinder

head. In this way he soon got the faulty cylinder fir-

ing, ordered the seacock to be opened, and the water
circulating again around the now almost red hot cyl-

inders. Needless to say, with this intermittent deluge of

cold river water on top of the hot cylinder heads, all

of the clyinder heads were soon cracked and had to be

scrapped. It was only after all the damage had been
done that he reported to the dockyard, expecting to be

praised for the way in which he had kept the engine
running. Incidents like these were almost a daily oc-

currence.

With regard to the Burmese and Chinese, the former
race are mentally brighter than the Indian and are as a

race more mechanically minded. The trouble with them
is that they will not work and cannot be depended
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upon. The Chinese are totally different to either the

Indian or the Burman and as carpenters and workers

compare favorably with any white race; that is, the

Chinaman I met in India— I have had no experience of

him in his own country.

With all the faults of the illiterate Indian there is

something in him that appeals to a white man. If they

take a liking to a white man they will follow him any-

where. While I was preparing to leave India I was
inundated with petitions asking me to take the petition-

er with me wherever I was yoing. Some of these let-

ters were pathetically funny. Below is a copy of one

—

verbatim:
Respected Sir

—

I most humble & respectfully beg to bring to your

kind notice.

That I am served under your honours controll as a

motor apprendick* since 2 years and 11 monts without

any mistak up to now in my work.

Ml

That I herd that your honour was going somewhere
from dockyard, the god knows and I am very sorry

about it and if your honour leave from dockyard no

any budy care and help me in department and I am
unwilling to work in the former place in other hands

.so I am willing to follow with your honour if go any-

where if not and I am will die.

I therefore request to your honour kindly call me
with your honour if go anywhere or grant me a good

certificate and I request your Poto.**

For which act of kindness and shall ever pray for

your honours long life

I beg to remain
Respected Sir

Your most obedient servant

Syad Ahmed.

*Appicnticc.
**Photograph.

European Experiments with Stabilizers

Some Interesting Nineteenth Century Efforts to Overcome Rolling and Pitching

"By R. C. W. Courtney

THE recent announcement that the new Italian 27-

knot liner, Conte di Savoia, building by the Can-
tieri Reunici del Adriatico, for the transatlantic

service of the Lloyd Sabaudo is to be equipped with

Sperry gyro-stabilizers is of very great importance, as,

if expectations are realized in service, a considerable

step forward will have been made with the develop-

ment of the nonroUing ship, an ideal which has been

sought for many years. In the past, various anti-roll-

ing devices have been tried with varying degrees of

success, and the following brief description of a few
of the examples which have appeared in European wa-
ters during the last sixty years gives an indication of

the thought and expenditure already devoted to this

serious problem of naval architecture.

The 21-mile passage across the English Channel
from Calais to Dover, apart from being the principal

line of communication between Great Britain and the

Continent has a world-wide reputation for sea sick-

ness; so it is not unnatural that attention was given to

providing a remedy as soon as regular services of

packet ships had been firmly established. Amongst the
advocates of comfortable travel in all weathers was
Sir Henry Bessemer, better known for his discoveries

in connection with the manufacture of iron and steel.

He had devoted a great deal of time to the possibilities

of suspending cabins and saloons on gymbals on simi-

lar lines to compasses and lamps, the idea being that

they would remain stationary no matter how badly the

ship behaved; and a vessel was accordingly built to his

suggestions in which the entire saloon was suspended
in this manner.

The Bessemer, as the craft was known, appeared in

1875, having been designed by Sir Edward Reed, form-
erly chief constructor of the British Navy. She certain-

ly embodied several novel features, having very low
freeboard forward and aft with two separate sets of

machinery, including four paddle wheels, at the ex-

treme ends to allow adequate room for the saloon. In

practice, however, it was found that the ship rolled

one way and the saloon the other the resultant motion

and effects on the passengers being indescribable, so

that she was quickly withdrawn.

In 1877 another unorthodox craft appeared in the

same service which was built with double hulls, the

The cross-channel packet Bessemer built in 1875. At the sugges-

tion of Sir Henry Bes.scmer, her passenger quarters and .saloon

amidships were suspended on gymbals. In the choppy seas of the

English Channel the saloon swung one way and the vessel another,

and the passengers in all directions.



prime mover in this case being a Captain Dicey, who
is stated to have been inspired by the native catamaran.
This vessel, the Castalia, was constructed by the

Thames Ironworks and certainly came up to expecta-

tions as to steadiness in a seaway but unfortunately

was far too slow for commercial purposes and soon

disappeared from active service, ending her days as a

floating isolation hospital.

Contemporary with the construction of these craft,

work had been commenced at Portsmouth on the Bri-

tish turret ironclad Inflexible, one of the most notable

warships ever built, which took seven years for com-
pletion and was filled with innumerable patents and
"last words" relating to naval eciuipment. The ship

had dimensions of 320 feet between perpendiculars by

75 feet beam by 2G feet. 4 inches draft, with a dis-

placement of 11,880 tons and a designed speed of IS^l'

knots on 8000 indicated horsepower. With her great

beam and draft in proportion to length, coupled to the

fact that the armor belt for 110 feet at the waterline

was no less than 24 inches thick, it was realized the

The catamaran steamer Castalia in the dock at Dover. This vessel

came up to specifications for steadiness but was too slow for coin-

use and was soon made into a floating hospital.

ship would have an inclination to excessive rolling on

account of the large metacentric height of 8.2 feet, and

many proposals were considered with a view to mini-

mizing an obvious drawback for a steady gun platform.

Eventually an arrangement officially termed "water

chambers" was devised to counteract the roll, those

mainly responsible for its inception being Mr. (after-

wards Sir) Philip Watts and the Captain of the ship

who later became Admiral of the fleet. Lord Fisher.

The water chambers comprised two tanks extending

across the vessel and partially filled with water which
ran to the lee side as the ship rolled. At small angles

of heel this was found to be more efficacious than bilge

keels but less so at large angles. It was also found that

the most suitable depth of water in the tank was that

which caused a side-to-side movement in equal time

to the period of the ship. The system, however, was not

adopted in succeeding craft probably because at that

time naval design was very much in the melting pot,

each successive production being different from its pre-

decessor.

Extensive experiments with bilge keels were also

conducted at about this time; and after numerous re-

ports and conclusions, some of which were controvert-

ed in practice, it was finally proved that fittings of

this description were a necessity for large vessels,

when the "Royal Sovereign" class of battleship ap-

peared in 1891-1892.
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Another early stabilizing device was a weight actu-

ated by hydraulic means and automatically moved from

side to side in time with the rolling of the ship. This

was tried by the late Sir John Thornycroft in the small

steam yacht Cecille and whilst satisfactory results

were obtained, the apparatus was not apparently fitted

in any other vessels probably on account of mechani-

cal difficulties likely to be encountered if applied to

larger craft.

In 1910 the water chamber idea of the old Inflexible

reappeared in a modified form in Germany as the anti-

i-olling tank and was installed in a number of prewar

liners including the Aquitania. one of the first being

the Hamburg-American Ypranga from which some very

interesting data were obtained. The general results,

however, appear to have been varied, especially in the

The famous British iron-clad turret warship Inflexible, the
vessel to use water chambers to compensate for roll.

case of two 24-knot Belgian cross-channel packets Ville

de Liege and Stadt Antwerpen. These vessels, which
operate close to the scenes of the earlier exploits

of the Bessemer and Castalia, are 300 feet in

length with 36 feet beam and had the tanks fitted on
the boat deck immediately aft of the bridge. The effect

was opposite to what was intended but it should be

noted that according to a report published in 1913 deal-

ing with the general effects of water chambers on the

rolling of ships, the action of the tank is useless and
disadvantageous among very short waves, a type of sea

which actually prevails in the Strait of Dover. The anti-

rolling tanks on Aquitania are now used as fuel oil

bunkers.

Post-war developments of the antirolling tank are em-

bodied in the Hamburg-American liners of the Albert

Ballin class, whilst the plans of the Bremen show two

fittings of this description each 65 feet, 6 inches long

located between the two groups of boilers. The appli-

cation of external bulges such as were fitted to the

North German Lloyd motor liner Fuloa of 1922 has

also received due consideration, but it would appear

that difficulties are likely to be encountered owing to

increased resistance.

Experiments were also carried out in Germany in

prewar days with gyroscopic stabilizers under the di-

rection of Herr Schlick, and excellent results are stated

to have been obtained with a small torpedo boat equip-

ped with apparatus of this description. In the Conte

di Savoia there are to be three 13-foot Sperry stabi-

lizers, the electrical equipment of which is to be sup-

plied by the Metropolitan Vickers Co. and the mechani-

cal portions by Vickers Armstrong.



A Unique Ferry Reconstruction

Fm Keel and Lung Outboard Propeller Shafts Transformed Shallow Draft Steel

Hull of Side-Wheeler to Diesel-Driven Double-End Propeller Ferry

% Charles F. A. Mann

ANOTHER of the Northwest ferry fleet has lieen

converted from steam to diesel power, and this

time a unique piece of hull design was used to

carry out the job, that of building a bulb fin into the

bottom of the hull, midships, to carry the engine, allow

full headroom, and get propeller submersion in a shal-

low draft boat. This ferry, the famous old side-wheeler

Leschi. built in 1913 by the King County Commission-

ers for inauguration of fast ferry service between Les-

chi Park, Seattle, and Medina, served for fifteen years

on a daily schedule, but was eating up her value in

fuel oil every two years and not developing sufficient

speed.

Captain J. L. Anderson, operator of the Lake Wash-
ington ferry system and president of the Kitsap County
Transportation Company, commissioned Walter I).

Lynch to prepare plans for conversion of the Leschi

last winter, and a contract was let to the Lake Wash-
ington Shipyards for this work. The Leschi is 169 feet

long, 52 feet beam overall, 33 feet molded, 4 feet 6

inches draft. Her former power was two 16 by 72-inch

inclined steam engines driving 16-foot paddle wheels.

Owing to excess layover losses and the shortness of the

run (2-1 8 miles) her fuel consumption was beyond all

reason, and it was decided to rebuild her shallow steel

hull for diesel drive

Installation of diesel in the old hull would not work

out, owing to insufficient submersion of propellers.

After studying the problem, Captain Anderson de-

cided to try installation of an elliptical bulb "fin" on

the bottom of the hull, and use an 8-cylinder Washing-

ton diesel engine, with a double clutch system, driv-

ing a propeller at each end, with long shafts carried

underneath the old hull on three lignum vitae bear-

ings.

This steel bulb, or fin, is 80 feet long, 10 feet wide,

and 4 feet 2 inches in depth, just big enough to accom-

modate the diesel enbine. Steel gratings are laid over

the space between the main engine and the old floor

level of the hull proper, and auxiliary power is car-

ried on the original floor level of the hull. Regular

stern frames are fitted into each end of the bulb, and

a wheel aperature is cut up into the old hull just for-

ward of the original stern post at each end. The space

freed by cutting down the width of the engine trunk

and by the elimination of the paddle boxes increases

the capacity of the ferry by 12 cars.

A 560-horsepower, 8-cylinder, Washington diesel en-

gine, with cylinders 14V2-inch bore and 18-inch stroke,

turning propellers 79 by 71 inches at 250 revolutions

per minute, drives the Leschi at 11 knots top speed, and

a working speed of lOio knots, which is sufficient

to maintain a round-trip schedule of 35 minutes. A
single control lever handles the oil fuel injection pres-

A NOTABLE HULL CONVERSION.

A partial inboard profile and the transverse section of the Puget
Sound motor ferry Leschi showing the fin bulb keel to take the
diesel engine and propeller shafting. Note the long outboard
shafting with bearings and struts and the longitudinal lattice truss for

strengthening the hull. Puget Sound ferries are rapidly becoming
one hundred per cent, motorized.



sui-e and the governor. One-way clutches at either end
of the engine, controlled by a single hand-wheel, allow
the engine to turn at mean operating speeds at all

times. One propeller always rides free, and the engine
is nonreversing.

Auxiliary power is provided by a 44-horsepower
Washington diesel directly connected to a 26-kilowatt
General-Electric generator, belt driven off the main
engine flywheel. A 56-cell, 240-ampere hour capacity
National storage battery installation jirovides emer-
gency lighting.

A 2-stage Moran centrifugal fire pump driven by a
20-horsepower Westinghouso motor with fire main out-

lets and hose reels protect all parts of the hull; and
batteries of Pyrene fire extinguishers insure against
spread of fire from automobiles.

Captain Lynch declares that the fuel bill of the new
Leschi will be less than one-tenth that of the old feiry
and that the cost of this new installation and recon-
struction will write itself off in a short time.
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A Revolving Beacon for United

States Lighthouses

ANEW type of revolving beacon, having two 36-
inch lenses, is being introduced into lighthouse
work, it having proved satisfactory for the

lighting of airways, according to the Lighthouse Service,
of the Department of Commerce. This new type of light
differs considerably in construction from the illumi-
nating apparatus which in the past has been used in
lighthouses.

The new beacons, of weather-proof construction,
lend themselves to installation on skeleton steel or sim-
ilar towers. The motor which revolves the beacon, pro-
ducing the flashes, is contained within the base, and
the entire beacon is so constructed that it will operate
for long periods without attention. Electric current is
used both as the illuminant ^nd for driving the motor.
The possibility of the light failing through the burning
out of a bulb is guarded against by a lamp changing
device: when one lamp burns out, another is instantly
swung into position.

With a 1000-watt lamp the new beacons send out a
beam of light of 1,200,000 candlepower, and with simple
alterations the light may be made alternating white
and red, white and green, or red and green. The speed
of revolution may also be varied between limits of 2
to 6 revolutions per minute.

Marine Refrijme Kerrigeration
(Continued from Pa^-c 285)

fective but portable baffle board which clears the coils
by at least two inches. The baffles are usually made
of two courses of tongue and grooved lumber, laid at
right angles to each other, with two layers of water-
proof paper between. The baffles should clear the
ceiling and floor by approximately 8 inches, and the
coils should be closed over their ends. This not only
protects cargo from contact with coils, but augments
the air movement past the coils due to the natural
down draft produced. The coil face of the baffles

should be water-proofed and the cargo face shellacked.

Openings. For doors and hatches, the best is none
too good. The frames should be of heavy construction

and the door heavily insulated. The minimum opening
width should be four feet wherever possible, and the

frame and sill should be lined with heavy galvanized

iron to protect them from damage by cargo movement.
The doors should be well gasketed to prevent air leak-

a g e. The hardware
should be e x tr a

heavy. Spring type
hinges will insure

close fitting of door,

and the latches or

hasps should permit
effective locking to

prevent the entrance
of unauthorized per-

sons.

Ilg Blower of a type often

used for positive circula-

tion of air in cold storage

chambers aboard ship.
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New Puget Sound

Motor Ferry Rosario

ONE of the latest of the new de luxe Puget Sound
motor ferries is the motorship Rosario, formerly
the old steam ferry VVhidhy Island of Seattle.

Her owners, the Puget Sound Navigation Company, de-

cided early this year to build a deluxe ferry for the

San Juan Island route and ordered plans prei)ared for

lengthening and widening the hull and installing a

600-horsepower diesel engine.

She was taken out of the water at the Seattle plant of

the Ballard Marine Railway Company, cut in half.

and 300-feet length and 8-feet beam were added amid
.ships. Of heavy wood construction, the keel is a lamin-

ated construction of long, clear fir timbers bolted to-

gether. This ferry is now 150 feet long, 40 feet beam,
and 8 feet draft, with a capacity for 40 automobiles.

She has a turn-table large enough for trucks on her

bow for making head-on landings in the deep coves of

the San Juan group, and for making landings in all

ranges of tides. Her mechanical equipment consists of

a 6-cylinder, 600-horsepower, Bolinder diesel engine,

with a Fairbanks-Morse auxiliary generating set, and
a layout of General-Electric motor-driven pumps. The
main engine turns at 185 revolutions per minute and
drives a 7-foot 8-inch diameter Simonds propeller.

The entire cabin was rebuilt and was eciuipped and
furnished in luxurious style to comfortably accommo-
date 200 passengers. All cabins are paneled in mahog-
any, finished light, ceiling illumination installed with
recessed light fixtures. Life preservers are carried in

concealed panels extending from the deck to ceiling.

Goodyear rubber tile flooring is laid in the three main
cabins and the dining saloon. The lavatories are fitted

with hard white tile floors, and Standard plumbing fix-

tures are installed. Galley equipment includes a large
Lang range, with Buell oil-burning system, and a
Frigidaire, as well as an automatic water system and a

rlarmejfeview

Exterior view of the motor ferry Rosario and interior of her
observation lounge.

special water heater.

The company's marine superintendent, J. E. Murphy,
was in general charge of the rebuilding of the Rosario,

which is estimated to have cost nearly $100,000. The
entire top deck has been enclosed and fitted with 300
collapsible seats for outdoor observation. Over 200 up-

holstered chairs, made by the Washington Furniture
Manufacturing Co., were used in the cabin. A radio re-

ceiving unit with three well located loud speakers fur-

nishes program and news service to passengers.

In the Days of Wooden Ships and Iron Men

r : I.K.J through ciiurti-v ..f M liLhiman, I1,ikl.iiul

This picture is reproduced from a copy of the oldest photograph of San Francisco in c.vistence. It shows the great fleet of de-
serted sailmg ships in San Francisco Bay in 1851. The present office of P.icific Marine Review is directly over the Figure 7,

which marks the corner of Clay and Sansome Streets.



Marine Equipment
QUARANTINE TUG ^ CLOG PROOF PUMPS

SPHERICAL COMPASS c^ PILOT HOUSE CONTROL

New Diesel-Electric Quarantine Boat

ANEW dit'-sel-electric boarding
tug is now being constructed
by the Spedden Shipbuilding

Co., Inc.. Baltimore, Maryland, for

the Foreign Quarantine Divi.sion of

the Public Health Service and will

be attached to the U. S. Quarantine
Station at Rossbank, Staten Island,

New York, where her chief func-
tion will be the transportation of

Public Health Service doctors from
quarantine to ships entering New
York from foreign ports.

The vessel was designed by P.

W. Clark, naval architect, Washing-
ton, D.C., and is 100 feet 8 inches in

length over-all, 22 feet molded
beam, and 11 feet loaded draft. She
will be propelled by two 325-horse-
power Fairbanks-Morse die.sel en-

gines, each driving a 205-kilowatt
Westinghouse generator which will

furnish current to the Westing-
house main electric propulsion mo-
tor developing 500 horsepower at

175 revolutions per minute. The
Columbian propeller will be de-

signed for a speed of 12 knots.

The heavy type of construction

Inboard profile of quarantine boat.

which characterizes the vessels of

the Quarantine fleet will be used on

this vessel. In addition to four

transverse bulkheads there will be
five web frames, each 10 inches

deep, and intermediate hull frames
will be 5-inch bulk angles. The
main deck is supported by five steel

pillars.

One of the interesting features of

this vessel is that the shell plates

and rivets used below the water-
line will be genuine wrought iron.

This material was adopted to com-
bat the excessive corrosion which
has been taking place in the under
bodies of steel vessels. Another
feature of interest is the absence of

interior sheathing in the steel

house; all framework will be visible

for easy maintenance to combat
corrosion. Considerable attention is

General arrangement plans.

2<)2
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paid to ample ventilation below

decks and other enclosed spaces

are provided with mushroom ven-

tilators to provide ample air supply

as a means of reducing sweating

and its attendant corrosion.

The house will be of wooden con-

struction. The pilot house will be

fitted for complete pilot house con-

trol, one-man operation, having

both port and starboard control

pedestals.

The auxiliary machinery will con-

sist of a Fairbanks-Morse auxiliary

air compressor generator unit con-

sisting of a 30-horsepower diesel

engine direct-connected to a 20-kilo-

watt, 110-volt generator and clutch

connected to a 50 cubic feet per

minute air compressor. Emergency
stalling air can be supplied by a 3-

horscpowfi- Mianus air compressor
if required. All pumps— fire, bilge,

and auxiliary oil and water—will

be Fairbanks, Morse & Co. make;
the heating system will be of the

hc)t water type, supplied by an oil-

burning Arco boiler. The electric

steering gear will be supplied by the

American Engineering Company.
The main switchboard will be for-

ward and for emergency use only.

Clog-Proof Centrifugal Pumps

THE Clogless p u m p
which is shown in the

accompanying illus-

tration has been developed

by the De Laval Steam
Turbine Company particu-

larly for handling sewage,

paper pulp, and similar

liijuids. The casing is split

in the plane of the shaft,

with the discharge con-

nection in the lower half,

or casing proper. The cas-

ing cover can, therefore,

be lifted off without dis-

turbing the discharge pipe

connection and after only

partial unbolting of the

suction pipe connection. A
large handhole, with easi-

ly removable cover, is lo-

cated on the cover half of the suc-

tion nozzle, to give quick access to

the suction side of the impeller for

inspection and cleaning. The suc-

tion nozzle is designed for a large

size suction pipe, insuring low pipe

velocities and low total suction

head, which is conducive to smooth
and efficient operation of the im-
peller.

The lower half, or pump casing
proper, has cast integral with it a

pedestal or supporting foot, which
is designed to be bolted directly to

the bedplate of motor or engine-

driven units. The pump volute or

body is overhung, making the pip-

ing connections easily accessible.

The seats for the bearings, the
packing gland, and the sealing ring

recesses are all bored at one set-

ting, insuring perfect alignment.

Passages through the impeller are
extra wide, both between the side

plates and between the vanes. Ordi-

narily only two vanes are used,

proper guiding of the liquid with-

out cavitation or shock being at-

Enclmcd impcllci

rnibiltty of in

ins ,m„, 'Uo U.st
ngi tp«Ccd well «p«r1 I

new De Laval Clogless Centrifugal pump

of the enclosed impeller type.

tained by suitable selection of the

speed and of the impeller diameter.

Because of these characteristics

the present pumps, which are op-

erated at slow speed, have been

made to compare favorably in ef-

ficiency with standard high-speed,

clear-water pumps.

At the joint between the impeller

and casing, the impeller is protect-

ed by a bronze ring threaded upon
it, while the casing is protected by

a stationary bronze ring seated

in recesses formed in the casing

and casing cover and, therefore, re-

movable when the cover and rotor

are lifted. A circumferential slot in

the stationary ring communicates
with a tapped opening through the

casing cover to provide for sealing

with clear water under a pressure

slightly higher than that generated

by the pump, in order to prevent

liquid and abrasive matter handled

by the pump from entering between
the rings.

In order to avoid too great over-

hang of the shaft, the stuffing box

is located over the impeller hub,
which is protected by a renewable
bronze sleeve. A tapped opening in

the casing cover provides for the
introduction of clear sealing water.

Hall bearings are used, the one
next to the impeller being of the
duplex type and arranged to take
all unbalanced thrust, including the
weight of the impeller and shaft
when the pump is installed with the
shaft vertical. A flexible coupling
which will not transmit end thrust
and which allows for unavoidable
misalignment is used to connect the
pump shaft to the driving shaft,

the pump half of the coupling being
mounted upon a taper fit to permit
easy removal.

For vertical shaft operation the
pedestal or foot of the pumj) can be
bolted to I-beams, or channels, in-

volving no change whatever from
the horizontal design; or a semi-
circular foot for supporting the
pump on the floor can be cast as
part of the casing.

This pump would be ideal for
handling sewage and bilge sludge
aboard ship.

New Flexible Steel

for Electric Conduits

RIGID conduit whose smaller
sizes can be bent across the
knee without tools is the new-

est improvement in wiring con-
struction materials announced by
the Merchandise Department of the
General Electric Company, Bridge-
port, Connecticut.

The easy-bending properties have
been obtained along with other de-

sirable characteristics. The new
conduit threads more easily, giving

a clear-cut, firm-holding thread.

The steel is fine-grained and of

uniform quality, so that the pick-

ling and galvanizing processes give

a smooth product. The new conduit

also is cut more easily.

The easy-bending quality of the

new rigid conduit is the result of

the development of a new kind of

flexible alloy steel, now used in all

General-Electric rigid conduit in

the sizes that are adapted to hand-
bending. Its flexibility also assures

freedom from breaks that occur

with more brittle types of conduit.

This new conduit should be espec-

ially interesting to marine elec-

trical contractors as its flexibility

enables easy adjustment to the

many curves of naval architecture.



The New Spherical Compass
KELVIN and Wilfred

O. White Company of

Boston have recently

pi'ifi'ited and are now dis-

tributinp the Kelvin-White
spherical c o m p a s s, a

unique design said to be

the most positive type of

magnetic compass yet de-

veloped. This compass has
three principal features,

as follows:

First the bowl is a per-

fect glass hollow sphere
completely filled with a

nonfreezing water and al-

cohol solution. The top

half of this bowl makes a

meniscus lens enabling the card to

be read from almost any angle and
at considerable distance.

Second the card is of a new de-

sign with inertia refined to such a

degree that if disturbed from the
meridian, the magnetic power of

the needle is ample to bring it back
quickly without the usual amount
of overswing.

Third the bowl damping device is

a separate chamber below the bowl
itself, partially filled with glycer-

ine. This dampens out very effec-

tively any oscillation imparted
from the movements of the vessel,

and thus provides the card with a

steady platform.

These compasses use the new
Kelvin-White copyrighted design
card which has a 360-degree gradu-
ated circle superimposed on the

Di.igraminatic elevation of the new Kelvin-White
spherical bowl compass.

"li-point" card in such fashion
that both are very legible.

The new compass is fitted to bin-

nacles in the same manner as stan-
dard compasses. A spun brass night
hood equipped with electric light
and a simple but very effective azi-

muth circle are available for use
with the spherical bowl. The new
compass is now available in 4-inch,
5-inch, 6-inch, and 7-inch sizes.

An enthusiastic California yachts-
man and marine engineer w^ho was
recently in Boston informs us that
this new compass is one of the
"slickest improvements I have seen
in many a long day. I was so in-

trigued that I spent three hours of
precious time playing with one and
could hardly tear myself away Ten
feet off from any angle I could read
the card plainly."

Clean" Lubrication

for Marine Engines

MODERN, high speed, inter-

nal combustion engines en-

tiiely enclosed and fitted

with pressure flow lubricating sys-

tems demand clean lubricating oil

for efficient service and have pre-
sented to engineers the problem of
designing a continuous-flow oil fil-

ter of light weight and compact
form that would be an integral part
of the engine assembly.

The requirements for such a fil-

ter are:

First—that it remove all grit,

dirt, carbon, water, and sludge
from lubricating oil without devel-
oping too much back pressure on
the system.

Second—that adequate means be
provided for easily removing from
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the filter all accumulation of these
impurities at periodic intervals.
Third—that the filter be built as

an integral part of the engine .so

that on the very first test run of the
engine its oil would be running
through the filter thus saving the
bearings from the abrasive and cut-
ting action of metallic particles,
sand, and grit which are loosened
from the various engine parts dur-
ing the running in test of the en-
gine.

In H-W Filters, the Michigan
Products Corporation of Detroit is

confident that this problem has
been solved. The design of H-W
Filters is the joint product of the
knowledge and skill of Colonel E.
J. Hall of Hall-Scott Motor fame
and of Charles A. Winslow.

This fitting consists of a cylin-
drical filter element surrounding a
tube and itself surrounded by a
metal shell, all supported on a
metal base that forms a flange for
attachment to the engine frame,
and is suitably drilled to control
the flow of oil into and out of the
filter element. In normal operation
the oil flows into the outer shell
and through the filter material
from the outer or larger diameter
of the cylinder to the inner or
smaller diameter.

Two types are manufactured, the
difference being that Type 2 has an
automatic reverse valve in the base
so that it may be cleaned by re-
versing the flow of oil. Both types
have a differential ball valve con-
necting the inlet and outlet so that
stoppage of filter unit will auto-
matically by-pass the oil flow.

At the top of the outer shell is

a knurled nut covering a nipple
connecting with a standard pneu-
matic valve. At the bottom of the
base is a large drain plug. For
cleaning the filter the operator re-
moves the drain plug and knurled
nut. applies an air hose, and blows
the impurities out of the filter ele-
ment and through the drain.

With Type 2 the removal of drain
plug automatically reverses the
flow of oil and the impurities are
carried off through the drain.

These filters are being adopted
as standard equipment on several
well known lines of marine engines,
both diesel and gasoline.

The illustration at left shows the Type 2
H-W lubricating oil filter as applied to

many marine and automotive engines.
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Eledric Control of Engine Throttle

IN
addition to the many novel

features of naval architecture

incorporated in the new vessels

building for the Ford Motor Com-
pany at the Great Lakes Engineer-

ing Works, it is understood that

these vessels, although a large part

of their operating time will be

through the New York State Barge
Canal, will be equipped with com-
plete Sperry gyro-compass systems.

It is also reported that Sperry is

manufacturing for these boats a

system of electrical control of the

main engine throttles which will

enable the engines to be handled
directly from the pilot house.

Because the wheelhouses of these

vessels are to be arranged .so that

they can be lowered when passing
under bridges, all controls between
the vessel proper and the wheel-

house must be flexible. The throttle

control system is electrical and will

connect directly to the same shaft

which is operated from the throttle

lever in the engine room. The con-

trol mechanism in the wheelhouse
will be similar to the standard
double faced engine telegraph. A
Sperry revolution indicator system
will keep those in the wheelhouse
informed as to just what the en-

gines are doing at all times.

Circulation in Scotch Marine Boilers

By C. A. Seley, Consulting Engineer

IN
the April, 1930, issue of this

magazine, an article covering

some research into Scotch boiler

water circulation was given, in the

form of an address made at Wash-
ington, to a conference meeting of

the Supervising Inspectors of the

U. S. Steamboat Inspection Service.

The tests of thermo-syphonic cir-

culation, as described, were made
on a thi-ee-furnace design of boil-

er, the two spaces between combus-
tion chambers affording the heat-

ing surface for two paths when
properly enclosed, providing for the

upward direction of a complete
cycle of circulation of the boiler

water.

Other three-furnace boilers have
since been similarly equipped and
thermometer tests corroborate the

results obtained from the initial

installation, thus proving the cor-

rectness of the theory and method
of its application.

Considerable theorizing was in-

dulged in as to whether this in-

duced complete circulation would
contribute tangible results of econ-

omies in operation. There was no

doubt of the elimination of the

stresses set up by the considerable

range of structural temperatures,

which seem to be inherent in Scotch

boiler design. Some arrangements
of feed-water piping were found

to be contributing to the making of

alternating stresses which are well

to guard against in steam boiler

structures.

Operation throughout eight
months to a year in some cases,

where fuel and mileage figures

were available showed a fuel econ-

omy of 7 per cent, and 9 per cent.,

respectively, and no maintenance
charges during the term of circu-

lator application.

While the four-furnace Scotch
boiler predominates in ocean-going
craft, this design affords an oppor-
tunity with individual combustion
chambers for three circulating pas-

sages, and the pronounced capacity
as demonstrated on three-furnace
boilers leaves no doubt of ability

to properly circulate four-furnace
boilers by this plan. There are, how-
ever, a great number of two-fur-
nace Scotch boilers which, of ne-

cessity, have but one space between
combustion chambers in which to

arrange for circulation.

The first opportunity for testing
out the capacity of such an ar-

rangement came to hand recently,

and a thermometer test showed
that, when starting from cold wa-
ter, 45 degrees Fahrenheit, and
with a very slow fire, after the top
water temperature passed 75 de-

grees, steam was raised to 160
pounds and with complete circula-
tion in less than five hours.
This was maintained through

several hours of lay-over, followed
by six hours of operation at the full

power of the ship, which was equip-
ped with two 13-foot by 11-foot 6-

inch, 180-pound Scotch boilers.

Cora S. Ill of West Palm Beach, designed by Henry C. Grebe St Co., and built by Great
Lakes Boat Building Corp.; 46 feet long and powered with twin Sterling Petrel 6-cyIinder
engines rated 200 horsepower. At 2000 revolutions per minute she makes a maximum
speed of 28 miles and a cruising speed of 25 miles per hour. At the right is shown the

very neat engine installation and the throttle control from the navigating bridge.
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An Interesting Steam Hydraulic Steerer

MANUFACTURERS of steer-

iiitr e(iuipnient are often call-

fit upon for special adapta-

tions of their products. The Am-
erican Engineering Company has

recently solved an interesting prob-

lem along this line.

The steam hydraulic steering geai-

illustrated is for installation on a

new tug being constructed for the

Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Com-

pany at the yard of the Manitowoc

Shipbuilding Company. This steer-

er is notable in that it adapts a

steam turbine drive to the hydrau-

lic pump. The steerer is of the well

known patented hydraulic sheave

type. The method pump control and

full follow-up, with high and low

speed governors on the turbine in-

sures a minimum of steam con-

The well-known patented A.E.G. hydrnulic, sheve-type steerer adapted to steam turbine

drive for the hydraulic pumps.

sumption and at the same time

gives all the flexibility and other

advantages of electro - hydraulic

gear.

The design of this steerer makes

a very compact, neat arrangement
for installation at engine room
bulkheads; and the structural steel

frame combines accessibility, rig-

idity, strength, and low weight.

The radio beacon chart reproduced above is published by the Airplane and M.irine Direction Finder Corporation for the convenience of

mariners. Copies in convenient chartrooin size mav be obtained through the Lalor Electric and Engineering Co., San Francisco.
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A New Insulating Firebrick

THE Babcock & Wilcox Com-
pany announces a new Insulat-

ing firebrick known as the B.&
W. No. 80 Insulating Firebrick. Al-

though this material has previ-

ously been made exiierimi'ntally, no

practical method of manufacturing
it in brick sizes has been developed

until recently. The company has

now installed the necessarv equip-

ment and is producing on a com-
mercial scale.

The No. 80 Insulating Firebrick

is an entirely new building mater-
ial for furnace work. Its insulating

properties are better than a num-
ber of high grade insulators, and
in addition it has refractory qua-
lities which compare favorably

with any high grade firebrick. The
accompanying curves show clearly

that the insulating qualities of this

new firebrick are superior to other

high temperature insulators. The
second curve shows No. 80 Insu-

lating Firebrick superior to all

others tested in point of resistance

to deformation under load at high
temperatures.

When used as linings for inter-

mittent furnaces, the No. 80 Insu-

lating Firebrick will result in very

great fuel savings during the heat-

ing up periods. As an example, a

furnace lined with No. 80 Insulat-

ing Firebrick and designed to have
the same heat flow through the

walls as one lined with firebrick

will have about one-sixteenth the
heat storage capacity. As the heat
storage cai)acity of any furnace de-

pends on the weight of the heated
furnace structure and the depth of

heat penetration, it is easily seen
that since a furnace built of 18
inches of firebrick backed with 2

inches of insulating block has the
same heat flow through the walla
as one built of 4'v inches of No.
80 Insulating Firebrick and 2

inches of insulating block that
there is a weight ratio alone of

one to sixteen, or, in other words,
the furnace lined with No. 80 Insu-

lating Firebrick has only GH per
cent, of the heat storage capacity
of the firebrick lined furnace.

A practical demonstration of this

has been made with a furnace
which has a wall nine inches thick

and operates with a wall tempera-
ture of 2850 degrees Fahrenheit.
After thermal equilibrium has been
reached a bare hand can be placed
on the outside of the wall without
discomfort, the surface tempera-
ture being about 100 degrees Fah-
renheit.

Curves showing the

results of tests of

the new Babcock 8C

Wilcox insulating
firebrick for struc-

tural strength and
for thermal conduc-

tivity.
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The brick may be used without
a facing of firebrick on the fur-

nace side, exposed to furnace tem-
peratures and gases and protected
only by a coating of No. 80 high
temperature or patching cements.
The brick is suitable for lining oil-

and gas-fired furnaces, electric

furnaces of the resistance type, and
for coal-fired equipment wherever
it may be used in protecting wall

areas not exposed to mechanical
abrasion and slag action. These
bricks are extremely easy to handle
and may be cut, drilled or shaped
with ordinary wood-working tools.

Book Review

THE MOTOR SHIP REFERENCE
BOOK FOR 1931. 2G3 pages,

neatly bound in cloth with num-
erous illustrations and tables.

Published by The Temple Press,

Ltd., London, England. Price 5/-

net.

This very useful compilation rep-

resents the seventh annual edition

of the work. In it is contained a
description of every important mar-
ine diesel engine now built for in-

stallation in large ships, together
with a photographic reproduction
or a sectional drawing, and in some
cases both. All the new engines
developed in 1930 are included.

There is a table giving particu-

lars regarding dimensions, machin-
ery, builders, and other information
relating to every motorship now on
order throughout the world, also

similar details of all motorships of

over 1000 tons gross built in 1930.

This is in addition to the list of

motorships already in service be-

fore 1930. The progress of marine
oil engines and motor shipbuilding
during the past .vear is dealt with
at some length and the new regu-
lations of Lloyd's Register of Ship-
ping concerning motorships are
added.

Electric Equipment for Zeppelin.

—The world's largest dirigible, the

Navy ZRS-4, being manufactur-
ed b.v the Goodyear-Zeppelin Cor-

jioration in Akron, and described

on another page of this issue, will

be completely electrified, the order

for all the electrical equipment hav-

ing been placed recently with the

Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company.



American Shipbuilding

Sdked by H. C, McKinnon

To Bid on Destroyers.—Accord-
ing to an announcement made by
George Armes, president and oper-

ator of the Los Angeles Shipbuild-

ing & Drydock Company of San
Pedro and the General Engineer-
ing & Drydock Company of San
Francisco and Oakland, it is his in-

tention to submit bids for the con-

struction of one or more navy de-

stroyers, plans and specifications

for which will be ready for the

shipyards this month. Either of

the shipyards operated by Armes
IS suitable for the building of de-

stroyers, and it is earnestly hoped
that some of the work may be

brought to a Californa yard.

Mr. Armes stated further, that

the passage of the Carter Bll at the

next session of Congress that would
give to Pacific Coast yards i > per

cent, preferential differential on

loans for naval construction would

be of considerable assistance to

Pacific Coast shipyards in obtain-

ing government contracts.

Let all Pacific Coast repre.=en-

tatives in Congress get behind the

Carter bill at the next session of

Congress!

Ownership Change in Marine Re-

pairs.—Marine Repairs, Inc., San
Francisco, is a company which was
formed several years ago jointly

by the Matson Navigation Com-
pany and the Bsthlehem Ship-

building Corp., Ltd., Union Plant,

for the purpose of performing
voyage repairs to Matson vessels

and other.s seeking such service.

The Bethlehem interests have
withdrawn from ownership in this

company, and it is now owned by
the Matson and G. K. Nichols,

manager of Engineering and Re-

pairs for the steamship line.

Bids on Pipe-Line Dredge.—
Nashville Bridge Company was
low bidder for the construction of

a 16-inch, self-propelled, pipe-line

dredge for the U. S. Engineers Of-

fice, Vicksburg, on a tender of

$293,700 and 360 days for construc-

tion.

attle, Washington, builder of the

Washington diesel engine, recent-

ly received an order for a 1000-

horsepower unit to be installed in

the new 206-foot steel vehicular
(erryboat for the Delaware-New
Jersey Ferry Company building at

the Wilmington yard of The Pusey
& Jones Corp.

Contract Signed for Survey Ves-
sel.—Formal contract was recent-

ly signed by the Canadian govern-
ment and the CoUingwood Ship-

yards, Ltd., CoUingwood, Ontario,

for the construction of a hydro-
graphic survey vessel to be 214 feet

between perpendiculars, 36 feet

beam. She will have twin screws
propelled by triple expansion
.'team engines developing 1200

indicated horsepower. Steam will

be supplied by two Scotch boilers.

The vessel will have a speed of 12

miles loaded.

Battleship to be Modernized.

—

The Norfolk Navy Yard will per-

form the work of modernization to

the U. S. S. Idaho beinning about
October 1. The work will include

installation of additional armored
deck protection for defense against
submarines and aircraft; increas-

ing elevation of turret guns from
15 to 30 degrees, installation of

Seattle Plant Supplies Diesel.—
The Washington Iron Works, Se-

Progress picture showing work on the steel

lighthouse tender Columbine, as of June 1,

under construction at the Oakland yard of

The Mocrj Dry Dock Co. The keel for the

Columbine was laid on April 23 and she

will be launched about July 27.

Keel of the San Diego ferryboat was laid

at this yard on May 28 and launching sched-

uled for August 20.

eight 5-inch anti-aircraft guns and
of latest type tripod ma.sts; late.st

type airplane handling and launch-
ing facilities; improvements in pro-
pulsion machinery and fire-control
systems. During its last session
Congress appropriated $10,000,000
for the start of the work of modern-
izing the battleships Idaho, Missis-
sippi, and New Mexico, which is

expected to total $30,000,000.

Bids have been opened by the
Department at Washington for the
furnishing of propulsion machin-
ery, ranging, on different classifi-

-^ation bids from $1,000,420 to
$2,128,266'. The companies submit-
ting tenders are: Bethlehem Ship-
building Corp., Ltd., Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co., New York
Shipbuilding Company, De Laval
Steam Turbine Company, Capstaff-
Hunter Turbine Works, and North-
ern Pump Company.

New Tenders Asked on School
Ship Reconditioning. — The U. S.

Navy Department, Washington, D.
C, which has donated the ex-Ship-
ping Board freighter, Henry Coun-
ty, to the State of California for
nautical school ship purposes, has
rejected all bids received for her
reconditioning by the Board of
Governors for the school ship, and
new tenders will be asked in ac-
cordance with specifications pre-
pared by the Navy Department.
Bids will be asked from the Mare
Island Navy Yard as well as com-
mercial yards prepared to handle
the work. Captain Emile Topp is

now in Washington in connection
with this matter.

On June 19 tenders submitted
under specifications prepared by
the California Board of Governors
were opened in the office of John
C. Rohlfs, chairman. They were as
follows

:

General Engineering & Drvdock
Cf.., $189,000 and 90 da.vs; Bethle-
hem Shipbuilding Corp., $210,042
and 90 days; The Moore Dry Dock
Co., $235,110 and 120 days; and e.s-

timate of $294,285 from the Mare
Island Navy Yard, with no time
siiecifiod. These tenders include
work of installation accommoda-
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lions for 120 officers and men and

other necessary work to put the

California State in a seaworthy

and practical condition for nauti-

cal school purposes.

Mare Island Manager Trans-

ferred.—Captain C. VV. Fisher. U. S.

N'., who has been industrial mana-

ger of the U. S. Navy Yard at Mare
Island, California, has been trans-

ferred to the Board of Inspection

and Survey at San Francisco. He
has been succeeded at Mare Island

by Captain Waldo P. Ruley, former-

Iv on the U.S.S. California.

Submarine Contract Placed.—The
Electric Boat Company, Groton

Conn., was awarded for the sub-

marine Cuttlefi-sh SC5 (ex V-9)

have been received by the Navy De-

partment.

One of the Electric Boat Com-
pany's tenders was of $3,297,000,

the submarine to be built on hull

and machinery designs of the de-

partment and to be delivered within

30 months. The second and third

bids were based on two different

hull designs drawn up by the com-
pany, the machinery design being

that of the department. They were
for $3,297,000 and $3,39.5,000.

Bid submitted by the New York
Shipbuilding Company was for $3.-

150,000; the craft to be built on the

department's hull design, but the

department to furnish the machin-
ery and delivery to be made within

30 months.

The new submarine will have a

displacement of 1100 tons, although
original designs provided for a sur-

face displacement of 15.50 tons.

San Francisco Plant Gets Equip-
ment Order.—Contract for making
26 combination feed check and stop

valves for the two steamers now
building for the United States Lines

by the New York Shipbuilding Com-
pany has been awarded to the Unit-

ed Engineering Company of San
Francisco. This particular type of

valve, for which Hough & Egbert
of San Francisco hold the patents,

is made of chrome nickel steel and
each valve weighs 500 pounds. They
are being shipped East as fast as

they are finished.

Another Ferry for New York. —
According to reports from the East
Coast, the Department of Plant and
Structure of the City of New York
plans the construction of another

fie picture at top, shows the dicsel cruiser Velcrc III ready for launching April 2 at
the yard of the Craig Shipbuilding Company, Long Beach, California. The cruiser is
engined by two 6-cylinder, 850 shaft horsepower Winton diesel engines. She was
designed by G. Bruce Newby of San Pedro.

The lower picture shows her owner. Captain G. Allan Hancock of Los Angeles, his
little granddaughter Patricia Anne Zeiser, who was the sponsor, and Captain Hancock's

daughter, Mrs. Zeiser.

ferryboat similar to the Murray
Hill recently completed by the Todd
Dry Dock. Engineering & Repair
Corp. at Brooklyn.

Dredgre Contract Awarded.—Du
buque Boat & Boiler Works. Du-
buque, Iowa, has received contract
from the U. S. Engineers Office,
Vicksburg, Miss., for the construc-
tion of a self-propelled, 16-inch
pipe line dredge to cost $295 000.

of specifications by the English
Construction Co., Inc., of Washing-
ton, D. C. Others submitting bids
were: R. W. Kaltenbach Corpora-
tion, Bedford, Ohio; Dravo Con-
tracting Co., Pittsburgh; and Beth-
lehem Shipbuilding Corp., San
Francisco. It is reported that the
call for bids has been indefinitely
postponed.

Steam Dredge to be Built.—It is

quite probable that the U. S. En-
gineers Office, St. Louis, Missouri,
will call for bids for the construc-
tion of one 192-ft. steel hull 24-
inch steam dredge instead of
three as originally planned.

Tenders Rejected on Floating
Derrick Construction. — According
to the news we have received, the
Bureau of Yards & Docks of the
U. S. Navy Department, Washing-
ton, D. C, has rejected all the ten-
ders for the construction of two
floating steel derricks of 25 tons
capacity, one for the Mare Island
Navy Yard and one for the Sub-
marine Base at San Diego. Low
bids were submitted on four sets

Mississippi Dredge to be Diesel
Powered.—The 150-ft. diesel-elec-
tric combination hydraulic and
clamshell dredge nearing comple-
tion for the Sternberg Dredging
Company at the plant of the Nash-
ville Bridge Company, is to be
powered by two Busch-Sulzer die-

sel engines, each driving a 1000-
kilowatt, alternating current, gen-
erator with direct-connected e.xcit-

ers. Two 300-horsepower, 600-revo-
lutions per minute motors will
drive the two tunnel-stern type
propellers. The dredging and aux-
iliary machinery will be electric
motor driven.

New Lighthouse Tender Planned.
—The U. S. Bureau of Lighthnises,
Washington, D. C, is said to be
planning the construction of a new
92-ft., twin-screw, diesel powei-ed,.



lighthouse tender for service in

the coastal waters of Texas and
Louisiana. The vessel will be of
the Aster class and will cost about
? 125,000 complete.

Diesel Yacht Huilding in Seattle.

—The Jensen Motorlioat Corp.. Se-

attle. Wash., has under consti'uc-

tion an 80-ft. diesol cruiser for A.
E. Griswold of Seattle. The craft

was designed by Ralph W. Hugg,
raval architect and marine engin-
eer of Seattle, and embodies every
feature for comfort and seaworthi-
ness. She has a beam of 16 ft. and
depth of 6 ft. and is to be powered
by a 4-cylinder, 180-horsepower
Johnson-Stroud diesel engine.

Bid.s on Motor Tug.—Bids were
opened on June 23 at the U. S. En-
gineers Office, Room 710 Army
Building, 39 Whitehall Street, New
York, for the construction of a

steel-hull, motor-driven tugboat for

New York harbor work, to be 50 by
14 by 7 ft. 3''4 in. and powered by
a 135-horsepower diesel engine.

Hoover's Electric 3Iachinery Has
Satisfactory Trials. — The electric

propulsion machinery on the

Steamship President Hoover, first

of two large passenger liners built

for the Dollar Line, performed

perfectly on the builders' trials

held by the Newport News Ship-

building Dry Dock Company from
June 16 to 20 off Rockland, Maine.

A maximum speed of 22.2 knots

was reached, exceeding the guar-

anteed speed by 1.7 knots.

The electric equipment, fur-

nished by theGeneral Electric Com-
pany, includes two 13,500-horse-

power turbines in the power plant,

driving two generators with a total

continuous rating of 20,200 kilo-

At right are shown two views at

the launching of the two ferryboats

Murray Hill and Washington
Square for the New York Depart-

ment of Plant &; Structure by the

Todd Shipyards Corp.'s Brooklyn
Plant. At left, the Washington
Square sliding down the ways. At
right. Miss Evelyn Wagner, spon-

sor of the Murray Hill, Commis-
sioner Albert E. Goldman of the

New York Department of Plant

and Structure, Senator Robert F.

Wagner, and William H. Todd,
president. Todd Shipyards

Corporation.

watts. The pro]ie!ler shafts are
driven by two 13,250-horsepower
motors at 132 revolutions per min-
ute.

Trials included various stand-
ardization speed runs over the mea-
sured milp course at Rockland, full

speed reversal from full speed
nhead, shifting the rudder from
"hard over" to "hard over" at full

speed, etc.

Navy to Test New Type Engine.—Bids on experimental types of
heavy oil engines, from which it is

hoped to find a satisfactory type
of power plant for installation on
cruisers as well as for perfection
of existing types used on submar-
ines were opened June 12 by the
Navy Department. These were sub-
mitted by the Electric Boat Co.,

$67,500; Mcintosh & Seymour Corp.,
$85,000; Washington Iron Works,
$95,693; Winton Engine Corp., $96,-
250.

The specifications limited the
weight to 22 pounds per horsepow-
er.but required the engines to have
600 horsepower and an engine speed
of 700 revolutions per minute. The
Navy Department intends to reen-
gine the oiler Maumee and to try
out a new type of heavy oil power
plant in a future submarine.

The Navy Department sought ap-
propriations from the last session
of Congress to carry on research
and experimental work and to buy
European engines for study in or-
der to ascertain the most modern
and reliable power plants for sub-
marines and other naval vessels.
The $3,000,000 requested for spe-
cial experimental work was not ap-
propriated by the last Congress.

Panama Mail Keel Laying. —
On Friday, June 26 was held the
keel laying of the first of the fine
new passenger and freight liners

July

for the Panama Mai! Steamship
Company and the Grace Lines, Inc.,

which are under construction by
the Federal Shipbuilding & Dry-
dock Company, Camden, New Jer-
sey. The keel of the second vessel
will be laid in August; and delivery
date is set for September, 1932.

Two Ships to be Remodeled.—The
Mississippi Shipping Company of
New Orleans has had plans approv-
ed by the Shipping Board for the
remodeling of the steamships Sal-
vation Lass and Schoodic at an ap-
proximate cost of $410,000.

The improvements contemplated
include the installation of passen-
ger accommodations in preparation
for the inauguration, early in Aug-
ust, of a regular passenger service
between New Orleans and ports on
the East Coast of South America;
rebuilding of engines to increase
the speed of the vessels from 10 to
13 knots.

N. O. Pedrick is general manager
of the company. Engineering speci-
fications were prepared bv J. F.
Paige, 17 Battery Place, New York,
and passenger accommodations spe-
cifications by George G. Sharp, 30
Church Street, New York. Jahncke
Dry Docks, Inc., New Orleans, is

said to have been the low bidder for
the work.

New Ferrj'boat Planned at Nor-
folk.—According to reports from
the East Coast, the Norfolk County
Ferries, Portsmouth. Virginia, of
which Charles U. Freund is super-
intendent, is contemplating the
building of a ferryboat similar to
the City of Norfolk for operation
between Norfolk and Berkeley. Mr.
Freund has submitted to the Nor-
folk County Supervisors and the
Portsmouth City Council tentative
plans covering the construction of
either one of two types of diesel-
driven boats.



Progress of Construction

The following Report Covers the Shipbuilding Work in Progress at the Leading

Shipyards of the United States as ofJune i, ig^i

Pacific Coast

ALBINA ENGINF Sc MACHINE
WORKS,

Portland, Oregon
Purchasing Agent: Jno, W. West.
L. P. Hosford, hull 34, tiinncl-stcrn, pas-

senger and freight motorship for Harkins
Transportation Co., Portland, Ore.; 160
LB. P.; 30 beam; 15 mi. speed: Atlas-Im-

perial diescl cng.; keel 2/10/31: launched

5/13/31; deliver 6/15/31 est.

CRAIG SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Long Beach, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: F. W. Philpot.

Velero III, hull 153, twin-screw, all-steel

cruiser for G. Allan Hancock, Los Angeles;
193' L.OA.; 190' L.W.L.; 30' beam; 11'9"

mean draft; two 6-cyl., 850-S.H.P. Winton
diesel engs.; I5J4 knots speed; 9500 mi.

ctirsmg radius: keel lunc 16/30, launched
4/2/31; deliver 7/15/31 est.

Sam-ina II. hull 154, twin-screw, steel

yacht for W. J. Hole of Los Angeles: L. E.

Geary, Seattle, designer; 146 ft. long; 23.5

beam: 10.5 draft: two 500 HP. Winton die-

sel engs.; keel 3/15/31; launch 6/27/31
est.; delivery Aug,/31 est.

Repairs, Pacific Coast
BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.

Ltd., Union Plant

Drydock. clean, paint, misc. repairs

stmrs. La Purisima, Thachec, Korrigan III

Tecumseh, Munami, Ranella, Peter Helms
Emidio, H, F. Alexander, San Jose, Ad
miral Halstead, Maunawili, Saramacca,
Helen Whittier, Lake Galewood, m.s. Fin

nanger, Pegasus, launch Asama, bark Thos
P. Em:gh, tug Pilot, Sea Scout, fireboat

David Scannel, Dennis T. Sullivan, ferry

Golden Bear, mud barge No. 8. Pipe re-

pairs; Albion Star, Teiyo Maru. Calibrate

pressure gauge, etc.; m.s. Cubore. Caulk
rivets and seams: Dixie Arrow. Weld lug on
winch cylinder: Emma Alexander. Over-
haul telemotor gear, etc.: Dorothy Alex-
ander. Misc. repairs: stmrs. Shabonce, Dor-
othy Alexander, Elizabeth Kellog, La
Perla, Washington, Makura, Pennsylvania,
Dio, West Ives, California, Delight, Suri-

name, m.s. Santa Clara Valley, Silverhajel,

Lio.

ALBINA ENGINE & MACHINE
WORKS, Portland, Oregon

General repairs to fireboat David Camp-
hell,

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY,
Oakland, Calif.

Drydock, clean, paint; Fort Armstrong
(also overhaul steam turbine and other
misc. repairs), schr. Beulah, gas schr. Gol-
den State, schr. Galilee, schr. City of Pa-
peete, dredge A. MacKenzie (also general
overhaul), stmr. Golden Star, ferry Thor-
oughfare (also remove copper sheathing,
caulk hull as directed, hull cemented,
scraped and painted), stmr. Crockett (also
misc. hull repairs), Hyades (also overhaul
sea valves, repack stern gland), stmr. Ad-
miral Schley (also overhaul sea valves, re-

pack stern gland, caulk misc. rivets), stmr.
West Mahwah (also overhaul sea valves,
repack stern gland), Santiam (also misc.

GENERAL ENGINEERING Sc DRY
DOCK CO

Oakland, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: A. Wanner.

W. M. Wightman, boarding tug for Quar-
antine Division, Public Health Service, San
Francisco; 60' 10" over-all; 15 beam; 7'2"

depth; 120 HP. Fairbanks-Morse diesel

eng.; launched 6 18/31; deliver 7/1/31 est.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY,
Oakland, Calif.

Columbine, hull 180, lighthouse tender
for U, S. Department of Commerce, Light-

house Bureau; 112'2" L.B.P.; 25 molded
beam; 9'/2 naut. mi. speed; diesel-clectric

engs.; keel 4/23/31; launch 7/27/31 est.

San Diego, hull 181, steel screw, double-

end, diesel-electric, automobile ferry for

San Diego-Coronado Ferry Co.; 204'11"

L.O.A.; 43'6" breadth at deck: Atlas-Im-

perial diesel: keel 5/28/31; launch 8/20/31
est.

PRINCE RUPERT DRYDOCK Sc

SHIPYARD
Prince Rupert, B.C.

Purchasing Agent: H. L. Taylor.

Essington, hull 38, wooden stern-wheel
river snagboat hull for Dept. of Public

Works of Canada; 100 L.B.P.; 29 beam;
engs. from old Bobolink; keel 12/8/30;
launched 4/2/31; delivered 5/14/31.

Northern Cross, hull 39, raised deck
wooden cruiser for Anglican Mission for

northern British Columbia Coast; 47 L.B.P.;

12 beam; 8'6" molded depth; 9 knots load-

ed speed: high speed Gardner diesel en-

gine, 2-1 reduction gear: 54 B.H.P.; keel

2/15/31; delivered 5/30/31.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Bremerton, Wash.

Astoria, light cruiser CL-34 for Unit-

ed States Navy; 10,000 tons displacement;

keel 9/1/30; dehver 4/1/33 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Mare Island, Calif.

San Francisco, light cruiser CL-38 for

United States Navy; 10,000 tons displace-

ment.

caulking and hull repairs), stmr. San Pedro
(also repairs to damaged shell plating),

stmr. Kentucky (also drew tail shaft, over-

hauled sea valves, rewooded stern bearing,

caulked and renewed misc. rivets in shell

and tank top), .stmr. Golden West (also

misc. engine repairs, caulk and renew misc.

rivets in shell), stmr. Columbian (also over-

hauled sea valves), Virgil G. Bogue (also

renewed rudder stock). Glacier (also drew
tail shaft for examination, overhauled sea

valves, misc. boiler repairs), stmr. Golden
Rod (also drew tail shaft, rewooded stern

bearings, misc. repairs to forepeak tank),

stmr. Kentuckian (also misc. engine repairs,

renewal and caulking of rivets in shell),

stmr. Nevadan (also caulked, welded misc.

rivets in shell and on tank top). Renew
knuckle strakc plates: Amer. Dredging
Barges Nos. 5 and 6.

PRINCE RUPERT DRY DOCK &
SHIPYARD, Prince Rupert, B.C.

Docked, cleaned, painted, damage repairs,

including renewal of keel: yacht Rio Bonita.
Dock, clean, paint, misc. hull and engine
repairs: launch Alpinefir, also 16 fishing
boats. Dock, clean, paint, annual overhaul,
misc. repairs; Birnie. Misc. hull and engine
repairs: 52 fishing boats.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Bremerton, Wash.

Misc. repairs and docking: Nevada, Okla-
homa, Lea, Aaron Ward, Eagle boats Nos.
11, 32, 38, 57. Misc. repairs incident to

operation as district craft; Mahopac, Tat-
nuck. Swallow, Challenge, Pawtucket, Soto-
yomo.

Atlantic, Lakes, Rivers
AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY

Pittsburgh, Penn.

Purchasing Agent: W. G. A. Millar.

Ten coal barges for own account. I75t
26x11 ft.; 5 delivered July/30; 3 delivered
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5/31.
Ten barges for Inland Waterways Corp.,

Washington, D.C.; 300 x 48 x 1! ft.; deliver

May 14 to Dec. 10, 1931; 7 keels laid;

4 launched.
AMERICAN SHIP BUILDING CO.

Cleveland, Ohio
Purchasing Agent: C. H. Hirsching.

Hull 808, dump scow for Great Lakes
Dredge &? Dock Co.; 223 LB. P.; 42'4"

beam: 15 depth; 1500 cu. yards cap.; keel

1/1/31; launched 3/31/31; delivered 4/
1/31.

BATH IRON WORKS
Bath. Maine

Trudione, hull 138, steel yacht, owner
n^t named; 190 L.OA. 154 L.W.L.; 26
beam; two 800 B.H.P. Bessemer diesels;

keel 6/10/30; launched 4/10/31.
Helene, Hull 140, twin-screw diesel

yacht for Chas E. Sorensen; 146 ft. length;

keel 8/1/30; launched 4/18/31; delivered

5/15/31.
Caroline, hull 141, twin-screw diesel

yacht, owner not named, 286 ft. length; 3000
HP. diesel eng.: keel 9/1/30; launch
7/18/31 est.: deliver 8/10/31 est.

Seapine, hull 144, twin screw, diesel

yacht for Henry J. Gielow, Inc., 25 West
43rd St., New York: 155'2" L.O.A.; 150
L W.L.: 26 beam: 8'6" draft: 2 Bessemer
diesel engs.: 550 B HP. ea.: keel 10/6/30;
launched 4/30/31; deliver 6/2/31 est.

Halonia. hull 146, diesel-elec. yacht
for Chas. E. Thorne, Chicago, 140 L.B.P.
24'10" beam: 8'6" draft; 14 knots speed
two 4n0-H.P. diesel engs.; keel 1/13/31
launched 5/2/31; sea trials 6/6/31; deliver

6/15/31 est.

Felicia, hull 145, twin screw .steel

yacht, owner not named: 140 L.B.P. ;
24'10"

beam; 8'6" draft; 14 knots speed; two 400
HP. diesel engs.; keel 3/30/31; launch
S/1/31 est.; deliver 8/16/31 est.

Hull 147, twin screw, steel patrol boat for

U.S. Cn.ist Guard; 165 ft. long; diesel eng.;

keel 5/1/31; deliver 11/29/31 est.
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Hull 148, same as above: keel 5/6/31;
deliver 12/24/31 est.

Hull 149. same as above; keel 5/9/31;
deliver 1/18/32 est.

Hull 150, same as above; keel 5/14/31;
deliver 2/12/32 est.

Hull 151, same as above; keel 5/20/31;
deliver 3/9/32 est.

Hull 152, same as above; keel 6/15/31
est.: deliver 4/3/32 est.

Hull 153. same as .ibovc; kcci <''1)/31

est.; deliver 4/2S/32 est.

bETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION, FORE

RIVER PLANT,
Quincy, Mass.

Noithampton, light cruiser CL-26, for
United States Navy; 10.000 tons displace-
ment; launch Sept. 7/29 est.

Portland, light cruiser CL-33, same
as above; deliver 8/15/32 est.

Mariposa, hull 1440. stccel express pas-
senger steamer for Oceanic Steamship Co.
(Matson Nav. Co.) San Francisco; 17,500
gross tors; launch 7/18/31 est.

Monterey, hull 1441, sister to above.
Lurlinc. hull 1447. sister to above.
Not named, ferryboat for City of Boston;

172 ft. bng; 172'4" over guards; 40'8"

beam; 16'10" depth; 2 comp. steam eng.;
Scotch boilers; 11' dia. x 13'; 150 lbs. work-
ing pressure.

Not named, hull 1444, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail
Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34
depth: 24 loaded draft; I7I/2 knots speed;
10.940 tons displacement; 7200 gr. tons
turbo-electric propulsion; 10,500 I.H.P.
Not named, hull 1445, sister to above.
Not named, hull 1446. sister to above

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,
LTD..

Baltimore, Md.
Hull 4284. steel barges for Western

Maryland Railway Co.: launched 3/25/31.
Hull 4285. same as above: launched

4/15/31.
Hull 4286. steel barge for Bush Ter-

minal Co., 792 gr. tons.

Hull 428S. coastwise diesel oil tanker
for Standard Transportation Co., 262x45x15
ft.. Mcintosh 6? Seymour dicscis

CHARLESTON DRYDOCK &
MACHINERY CO.,

Charleston. S.C.
Island Girl, all-welded steel ferryboat for

the Seaboard Air Line: 65 x 22 ft.. 120
H.P. Fairbanks-Morse eng.; keel 3/7/31;
launched 5/20/31.
One all-welded steel yacht, owner not

named: 50 x 13 ft.: diesel eng.; keel 11/30;
deliver at Savannah 6/15/31 est.

COLLINGWOOD SHIPYARDS, LTD.,
Collingwood, Ontario

Purchasing Agent: E. Podmore.
Not named, hull 87. hydrographic survey

vessel for Canadian Government: 214
L.B.P.; 36 beam; 12 mi. loaded speed: twin
screw, TE engs.; 1200 I.H.P.; 2 Scotch
boilers, 1 3'6 ' diam.

CONSOLIDATED SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION

Morris Heights. N. Y.
Hull 2994, 8 1 -foot commuter boat, own-

er not named; 2 300-H.P. Speedway en-
gines.

Hull 2996. 1 10-ft. cruiser for A. M. Dick-
3 300-H.P. Speedway diescls

DEFOE BOAT & MOTOR WORKS.
Bay CItv. Mich.

Purchasing Agent: W. E. Whitehouse.
Rosewill II. hull 146. steel yacht, owner

not named; 126 LB P : IS beam 6 loaded
draft: 18 mi. speed: 120 D W.T.; 900 I H P
diesel eng.; keel 11/15/30; launch 5/16/31
est.: deliver 5/20/31 est.

Ber-clo III, hull 147, steel yacht for A.
S. Close, Toledo; 106 L.B.P.; 17'6" beam;
6 loaded draft; 14 M.P.H.; 98 D.W.T.;
300 I. H. P. diesel eng.; keel 11/25/30;
launched 5/2/31; deliver 5/15/31 est.

Not named, hull 148, wood yacht, for

S. L. Averv, Chicago; 9r6" LB. P.; 15'9"

beam; 4'6" loaded draft; 85 D.W.T.; 24
mi. per hour speed: 1000 I.H.P. diesel

eng,; keel 4/1/31; launch 6/15/31 est.;

deliver 7'1 '31 est.

DkAVO CONTRACTING COMPANY,
Pittsburg, Pa., and Wilmington, Del.
Hulls 995-997 inch, three diesel stern-

wheel towboats for stock; 2 delivered.

Hulls 1056-1057, 10,000-barrcl oil barges
for stock.

Hull 1072, miscellaneous cargo barge for

stock: 130x30x8'6''.

Hulls 1086 to 1115, inch, 30 hopper-type
steel coal barges: for stock; 175 x 26 x 11

ft.: 18 delivered.

Hulls 1116-1117, two barges for U. S.

Eng. Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.; 100 x 26 x
7'3".

Hull 1118, steel oil barge for Atlantic
Refining Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; 192x40x
11'9".

Hulls 1119-1128, incl., 10 steel dump
scows tor American Dredging Co., Phila-

delphia.

Hulls 1129-1130 inch, two 32-inch .steel

sucfon dredges for U.S. Engineers Office.

Memphis, Tenn.; 214x46x9'5"; two TE
steam engs.; 1200 H.P.

Hulls 1131-1132, two steel cargo box
barges for stock, 120x30xS'6''.

DUBUQUE BOAT 8c BOILER WORKS,
Dubuque, Iowa

Herbert Hoover, twin tunnel screw river

towboat for U.S. Army Engineers; 215 ft.

long, 42 ft. beam; two Mcintosh 6? Sey-
mour diesel engs.; 2600 H.P.

FEDERAL SHIPBUILDING & DRY
DOCK COMPANY

Kearny, N, J.

Purchasing Apent. R S Paee
Oil Transfer No. 22, hull 119, steel har-

bor barge for Oil Transfer Corp.: 175x36
xl2'7-l/8'';keel 5/19/30; launched 4/3/3 1

;

delivered 5/23/31.
Not named, hull 121, combination pas-

senger and freight steamer for Panama Mail
Steamship Company, San Francisco (W. R
Grace & Co., subsidiary), 484 L.B P.; 72
beam: 26'1" loaded draft; 18.5 knots loaded
speed; 7150 D.W.T.; 12,600 I.H.P. tur-

bines: 2 boilers.

Not named, hull 122, sister to above.
Not named, hull 123. sister to above for

Grace Steamship Co., New York.
Not named, hull 124. sister to above,

GREAT LAKES ENGINEERING
WORKS,

River Rouge, Michigan
Hull 276. .self-propelled canal barge for

Ford Motor Co.; 290 x 43 x 10 ft.; 12

knots loaded speed: 2000 DWT,: twin
screw. geared turbined 1600 I H.P : 2

watertube boilers; keel 3/15/31; launched
5/9/31; deliver 6/15/31 est.

Hull 277. .sister to above, k-el 3/25/31;
launch 5/16/31 est.; deliver 7/1/31 est.

Not named, hull 278, tug for Ounhar £<?

Sullivan Dredging Co.; 90 L.B P.; 24'6"

beam: 13 loaded draft: 12 loaded speed;
comp. steam eng, 750 I HP : 1 H-ft,

Scotch boiler: keel 5/23/31; launch 6/27/
.1I e^t.

HOWARD SHIPYARDS & DOCK
COMPANY,

Jeffersonville. Ind.

P'irchasing Agent. W H Dickey.

One terminal wharf barge for City of

Peoria. III.: 230 x 45 x 8 ft.: steel deck-
house 205 ft. long: keel 2/9/31; launched

3/21/31; left yard 5/13/31; deliver 6/5/31
est.

Huckleberry Finn, hull 1691, river tow-

boat for Inland Waterways Corp., Wash-
ington, D.C.; 196 ft. L.O.A.; 42 molded
beam; 6 molded depth; 1000 H.P. comp.
condensing eng.; keel 4/28/31; launch
7/15/31 est.; deliver 12/21/31 est.

One steel maneuver boat hull for U. S.

Engineers Office, Cincinnati: complete with
derrick: 75 x 24 .\ 4V)",

MANITOWOC SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION
Manitowoc, Wis.

Purchasing Agent. H Meyer
Hairy B. Williams, hull 268. steel tug for

Great Lakes Dredge &? Dock Co.: 115 x 26
X 15 ft.; one Babcock &? Wilcox boiler;

850 HP. turbine with reduction gear; keel

1/12/31; launched 3/21/31; delivered

6/3/31.
Hull 270, deck scow for U. S. Engineers,

Chicago; 56 x 20 x 4'8"; keel 2/12/31;
launched 3/21/31; delivered 4/10/31.

MARIETTA MANUFACTURING CO..
Point Pleasant, W. Va.

Pnrrhasinc Agent: S. C, Wilhelm,
William Dickinson, one twin screw boat

for Marquette Cement Co., Chicago; 124x
26x7': 750 HP. diesel eng.

One steel, diesel powered tug for U. S.

Engineering Office, New Orleans: 65'6"x
M'xTV/i".

Hull 266. dredge for McWilliams Dredg-
ing Co., 136x54x9 ft.

MIDLAND BARGE COMPANY
Midland. Pa.

Five barges for Inland Waterways. Corp..

Washington, DC: 23U x 45 x 11 ft,; 4
keels laid; launched.

Three barges for US, .A, Engineers. Mo-
bile. Ala,: 100 X 24 x 7 ft,

NASHVILLE BRIDGE COMPANY,
Nashville, Tenn.

Purchasing Agent, R. L. Baldwin.

Hull 248. pile driver for U.S. Engineers,

Memphis; 80 L.B.P.; 27 beam; 4 depth:

1 horizontal type boiler, 46" dia.. 28'0"

length; keel 1/12/31: launched 3/5/31.
Hull 249, same as above; keel 1/17/31:

launched 3/16/31.
Hull 2 50. dredge for Sternberg Dredging

Co.; 150x50x7'10" depth; keef 3/12/31:
launched 6/3/31.

Not named, hull 253. steamboat hull for

Woods Lumber Co.; 110 LB.P.; 26 beam;
4'8" depth; keel 5/25/31 est.: launch
6/20/31 est.

Hull 254. derrick hull for Woods Lum-
ber Co.: 82 X 28 X 4 ft.; keel 5/5/31;
launched 6/5/31.

Hull 255, barge for Sternberg Dredging
Co.; 100 X 26 X 6'6"; keel 6/22/31 est.;

haunch 7/25/31 est.

Hull 256, oil barge for stock; 140 L.B.P.;

26 beam; 8 depth; keel 6/15/31 est; launch
7/10/31 est.

Hull 257, same as above: keel 6/15/31
est.: launch 7/20/31 est.

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING &
DRYDOCK COMPANY

Newport News, Va.

Purchasing Agent: Jas, PUimmcr, 90
Broad Street, New York City .

President Hoover, hull 3 39, passenger and
freight liner for Dollar Steamship Co., San
Francisco: 653 L.OA.: 81 beam: 52 depth;

turbo-electric drive; 20 knots speced; keel

3/25/30; launched 12/9/30; deliver 7/31
est.

President Coolidge, hull 340. sister to

above; keel 4/22/30; launched 2/21/31;
deliver 10/31 est.

Florida, hull 342. passenger steamer

for Peninsular y Occidental S.S. Co.;
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J86'6" L.O.A.; 5;6'6" beam; It'd' depth;

geared turbine drive; I9I/2 knots speed; keel

9/2/30; launched 3/7/31; delivered 5/
20/31.

Talamanca, hull 344, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail
Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34

depth; 24 loaded draft; MYi knots speed;

10.940 tons displacement; turbo-electric pro-

pulsion; 10,500 I.H.P.; keel 2/2/31; launch
8/31 est. deliver 1/3 2 est.

Segovia, hull 345, sister to above; keel

3/9/31; launch 8/31 est.: delivery 4/32 est

Chiriqui, hull 346, sister to above; keel

4/27/31; launch 12/31 est.; deliver 7/32
est.

Ranger, hull 353, Aircraft Carrier No.
4 for U. S. Navy Dept.; keel 12/31 est.;

deliver Mar./34 est.

Not named, hull 350, passenger and
freight vessel for Eastern Steamship Lines,

India Wharf. Boston, Mass.; 402'9" L.O.A.;
60 beam; 29'9" depth; 20-22 knots; single

reduction Newport News-Parsons geared
turbines; Babcock fe? Wilcox boilers; keel

7/31 est.; deliver 5/32 est.

Not named, hull 351, si.ster to above;
keel 9/31 est.; deliver 6/32 est.

NEW YORK SHIPBUILDING CO.
Camden, N, J.

Purchasing Agent: J. W. Meeker.
Exeter, hull 396, passenger and cargo

steamers for Export Steamship Corp., New
York; 450x61'6"x42'3"; keel 8/11/30;
launched 4/4/31: delivered 6/1/31.

Excambion. hull 397, sister to above;
keel 10/25/30; launched 5/28/31.

Indianapolis, hull 399. light cruiser No.
3 5 for United States Navy: 10,000 tons
displacement; keel Mar. 31/30.
Not named, hull 405, passenger and cargo

vessel for United States Lines, New York:
666 LB. P.: 86' beam: 32' loaded draft max.;
20 knots speed: 12.000 DW.T.; geared tur-

bines. 30.000 S.H.P.: 6 B. 6? W. boilers;

keel 12/6/30; launch 12/1/31 est.; deliver

6/32 est.

Not named, hull 406, passenger and car-

go vessel, same as above; keel 1/20/31.
Tuscaloosa, hull 407. Scout Cruiser No.

37 for U. S. Navy Department. Washing-
ton, D.C.: 578 L.B.P.: 60'Il/2" molded
beam; 2r7" loaded draft: 10,000 tons
displ.; geared turbines; 107.000 LH.P.; 8
sectional express boilers: keel 10/31 est.

THE PUSEY & JONES CORP.,
Wilmington, Del.

Purchasing Agent; James Bradford.

Avalon. hull 1047, twin screw diesel

yacht for Ogden L. Mills. New York; 175'5"

L.O.A.; 24 beam; 13'6" molded depth; two
600 B.H.P. diesel engs.; keel 8/28/30;
launched 3/14/31; completed 5 30/31.

Richmond, hull 1051. steel harbor tug-
boat for The Chesapeake Ohio Railway Co ;

102'6" L.B.P.; 28 beam; 10'6" loaded draft;

1000 I.H.P. steam engs.; 1 Scotch boiler,

16x12 ft.; 160 lbs. wk. press: keel 2/12/31;
launched 5/5/31: deliver 6/17/31.
Not named, hull 1053, steel hull and

steel superstructure for auto carrying ferry-

boat for Wilson Line. Inc., Wilmington,
Del.: 174'7" L.B.P.; 58 beam: 9'3" loaded
draft: diesel machinery and other work by
owners.

Repairs: City of Washington, hull 1052,
rebuilding from main deck up. To have
three decks above main deck and restored
to original condition. (Damaged by fire).

Wilson Line, Inc.

SPEDDEN SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Baltimore, Maryland

Purchasing Agent: W. J. Coll.son

Kennedy, hull 270, diesel tug for At-
lantic, Gulf &? Pacific Co., New York; 3 5

L.B.P.; 11'7" beam; 4'1" loaded draft; 75
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Above is shown a view of the cruiser Sazarac and one of her Model 120, 8-cylinder

Winton gasoline engines. The Sazarac was built for George H. Townsend by Henry B.

Nevins, Inc., City Island, N. Y., to designs by John H. Wells of New York. The craft

made a speed of 27.08 miles an hour on her trials. She is 81 ft. 6 in. length over-all; 13 ft.

6 in. beam; 4 ft. draft. The Sazarac is a combination commuter and cruiser and has ample
accommodations for extensive trips. Her two Winton engines develop 500 horsepower

each at 1300 revolutions per minute.

B.H.P. Fairbanks-Morse diesel eng.; keel

4/1/31; launched 5/6/31; delivered 5/
29/31.

Not named, hull 271, tug for U. S. Public

Health Service: 100 L.B.P.; 22 beam; 11 ft.

loaded draft: 2 230-H.P. Fairbanks-Morse
diesel engs.: Westinghouse generators; 400
H.P. motor.

SUN SHIPBUILDING COMPANY,
Chester, Penn.

Purchasing Agent: H. W. Scott.

Not named, hull 13 3, single-screw, die-

sel tanker for Motor Tankship Corp.; 13,400

D.W.T.: keel 9/17/30; launch 7/13/31
est.; deliver 8/1/31 est.

Not named, hull 134, sister to above.

Not named, hull 135, sister to above.

Not named, hull 136, sister to above.

Daylight, hull 137, single screw diesel

oil tanker tor Standard Transp. Co.; 480 x
65'9" X 37': Sun-Doxford diesel eng.; keel

11/13/30; launch 5/16/31 est.; deliver

6/1/31 est.

Hull 138. dicsel-electric barge for Atlan

tic Refining Co.: 190x34x12 ft.: keel 2/9/
31. launch 6/1/31 est., deliver 6/15/31 est

Hull 139, steel oil-tank towing barge for

Standard Transp. Co.; 225 x 38 x 10 ft.

keel 3/30/31; deliver 6/25/31 est.

Hull 140. sister to above: keel 4/2/31
deliver 6/25/31 est.

Hulls 141-145 incl.. five small barges for

Sun Oil Co.: 70 x 19 ft.

TODD DRY DOCK, ENGINEERING
& REPAIR CORP.,

Brooklyn, N.Y.
Murray H 11. hull 50, stem ferry for De-

partment of Pl.int 6? Structure, City of New
York: 151 LB P.; 53 beam over guards:
8'41-2" Ii-adcd draft; double comp. stc.im

engs.: 660 LHP: 2 W T. boilers; keel

Jan./31: launched 5/27/31.
Washington Square, hull 51, sister to

above: keel Jan /31; launched 5/27/31.
Not named, hull 52, fireboat for Fire

Dept., City of New York; 123 L.B.P.; 26
beam; 7'6" loaded draft; 18 mi. speed; 2130
I.H.P. gas-electric engs.; keel Jan./31.

UNITED DRY DOCKS. Inc.

Mariner's Harbor, N.Y.

Purchasing Agent: R. C. Miller.

Cayuga, hull 797, coast guard cutter

for U.S. Coast Guard Service; 250 L.O.A.;
42 beam: 16 mi. loaded speed; turbo-elec-

tric; 3 200 I.H.P.; 2 W. T. boilers: keel

2/9/31: launch 10/1/31 est.; deliver

2/1/32 est.

Not named, hull 798, ferryboat for New
York, Dept. of Plant and Structure; 267
LO.A.; v56 beam; 13'9" loaded draft: 12

knots speed: double comp. engs : 4000
IHP.; 4 W.T. bo'lers; keel 2/9/31;
launched 6/1/31; deliver 10/1/31 est.

A. G. ii P. Co. No. 10, truss-welded

barge for Atlantic Gulf S" Pacific Co.: 60
L.B.P.; 20 beam: 6 depth; keel 5/7/31;
launch and deliver 6/20/31 est.

A. G. 6? P. Co, No. 11, sister to above;

keel 5/7/31; launch and deliver 6/27/31
est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
New York, N.Y.

New Orleans, light cruiser CL-32, for U.S.
Navy; 10,000 tons displacement; deliver

12/1/32 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Minneapolis, light cruiser CL-36, for U. S.

Navy; 10,000 tons displacement; deliver

9/1/33 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Portsmouth, Va.

V-5, submarine SC-1 for U. S. Navy;
deliver 6/1/30 est.
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Finest

Transportation

Offices on the

Pacific Coast

GENERAL headquarters for

ll.e Pacific Coast passenger
and freight business of the

Panama Pacific Line are now lo-

cated in the Monadnock building,

687 Market Street, San Francisco.

The Pacific Steamship Company-
has in the past acted as freight

agent on the Pacific Coast for the
Panama Pacific Line, but this ar-

rangement has been terminated and
the company has set up its own
freight traffic department.

This department, as well as the
passenger traffic department of the
company, are now located in the
Monadnock building, where office

quarters have been fitted up in a

manner that make them the equal
of anything of the kind on the
Coast. Carefully chosen United
States rubber tiling on the floors of
the aisles and the use of Armstrong
linoleum for floor covering in the
office spaces add greatly to the at-

tractiveness of the interior.

The new line-up of the Pacific

Coast organization of the Panama
Pacific Line is as follows:

W. H. Hoskier, Pacific Coast man-
ager.

L. E. Archer, passenger traffic

manager.
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A. G. Albertson, general passen-

ger agent.

The freight traffic organization

is headed by R. J. Ringwood, with

C. H. Hurst as general freight agent

here; Hugh Middelton, assistant

general freight agent. Grove
Street Terminal, Oakland; H. G.

Adam, assistant general freight ag-

ent, 548 South Spring Street, Los

Angeles; W. K. Sempey, assistant

general freight agent, Municipal

Pier, San Diego; W. H. Holmes, as-

s'stant general freight aeent. Mc-
Cormick Line Terminal, Portland;

and John Mahoney, assistant gen-

eral freight agent. Pier 6, Seattle.

Captain Kirkwood Donavin, oper-

ating manager for the company,

makes his headquarters at Pier 39,

San Francisco, the company's new
terminal at this port, as will also

A. C. Jenkins, the line's claim

agent.

Book Review

STEAM TURRTNES. By T. M. Nay-
lor. 207 pages, .5 x 8, with 171

illustrations; bound in blue

cloth with gold stampings; pub-

lished by The Norman W. Henley
Publishing Co., New Yoi-k. Price

$4.50 net.

This book was written in 1929 to

provide an up-to-date text book for

engineering students in universi-

ties and technical schools. T. M.
Naylor is an engineer lieutenant-

commander in the British Roval
Navy and a lecturer in Mechanical
Engineering at the University of

Leeds, England. His book purposely

and wisely omits the usual chapters

on the theory of thermodynamics,
the properties of steam, and the

theory of lubrication. He is there-

fore able to present all the essen-

tial points on turbine design and
construction in a comparatively

brief treatment.

crs of the Panam.T Pacific Line at San Francisco. .At right is she

the passenger booking parlor.

n a view



Marine Insurance
Edited by James A. Quinby

Aviation Insurance

A Comparison of Aircraft and Marine Coverage

WITH the world-wide increase of interest and
development in aviation has naturally come
a need for adequate insurance of aircraft.

While the fire and casualty phases of aircraft under-

writing have little or no similarity to maritime risks,

insurance of an airplane while in flight against perils

of the air more nearly approaches marine insurance

than any other medium. The plane is to all intents and
purposes a ship, with its navigator, crew, passengers,

and in some cases freight. For this reason some inter-

esting observations may be made as to the historical

development of the two fields of underwriting.

We are indebted to United States Aviation Under-
writers, 80 John Street, New York, for the following

list of classes of insurance available through that or-

ganization :

A. On aircraft

1. Hull insurance covering such of the following

perils as may be agreed.

While not in flight:

(a) Fire, lightning, explosion (including trans-

portation).

(b) Windstorm, land damage, mooring, hail, and
theft.

While in flight:

(a) Perils of the air (i.e., crash or accidental
damage), including fire, lightning, explosion, and
hail.

2. Liability Insurance covering aircraft owner's le-

gal liability to such of the following as may be
agreed

:

(a) Injuries to or death of public.

(b) Injuries to or death of passengers.
(c) Damage to property of others.

B. On personnel and individuals

1. Workmen's compensation and employers' legal li-

ability covering flying and nonflying personnel
of:

(a) Air lines, flying services, aviation schools,

aircraft and engine manufacturers, airport own-
ers and operators, and aviation accessory con-

cerns who own and operate aircraft.

S.S. HARVARD
Born, 1906, at Chester .... Died, 1931, at Point Arguello

Disconsolate, the YALE broods at her berth and seems to know
The unbelieving sadness of your friends. So long

Were you a courtly, gracious comrade of our sunlit days,
We scarce can credit now that dancing feet

No more may tread your polished deck. It is

As if the sun had failed to rise. We look
Half hoping yet to see, at four o'clock.

Your trim and yacht'likc form speed out the Gate.

J.A.Q.
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(b) Aviation employees of corporations or indi-

viduals not specified under section (a), but who
operate aircraft for pleasure or in the conduct
of their business.

2. Personal accident insurance covering death, dis-

memberment (also indemnities as may be agreed)
in respect to:

(a) Qualified pilots and copilots, radio operators,

flying mechanics, stewards, etc.

(b) Student pilots under instruction.

(c) Passengers.

C. Airports and hangars

1. Airport owners' and operators' liabilit.v covering
their legal liability for injuries to or death ot

public and for damage to property of others as
provided under customary O.L.T. policy, but in-

cluding flying hazard.
2. Airmeet liability covering legal liability of air-

meet operators for death of or injuries to public

and damage to property of others caused by a

participating aircraft.

3. Hangar owners' liability covering their legal li-

ability for loss or damage to aircraft in their cus-

tody which is the property of others, due to fire

or other perils agreed upon.
D. Cargo, Cargo Liability, and Passenger Baggage
Liability

1. Cargo covering approved merchandise against
loss or damage from agreed upon perils for air

voyages for account of merchandise owners.
2. Cargo liability covering the liability of the air-

craft owner to shippers for loss or damage to

merchandise for which the air line may be legal-

ly liable.

3. Passenger baggage liability covering aircraft

owners' legal liability for loss or damage of pas-

sengers' baggage.
If we may imagine a similar outline put forth by a

marine insurance group, it might read something like

this:

A. On hull

1. While tied up in port:

(a) Fire.

(b) Port risks.

2. While at sea:

(a) Perils of the sea, including fire, stranding,

collision damage, etc.

(b) Collision liability.

B. On owner's liability

1. Protection and indemnity insurance, covering the

ship's liability for injury to persons or damage

to cargo or other property, exclusive of other ves-

.sels.

C. On cargo, baggage, etc.

1. Cargo insurance, covering the cargo owner
against certain specified perils, including perils

of the sea.

From the above comparison, it may be readily seen
that the air-borne or sea-borne risks are the most im-

portant in their respective fields. Due to the compara-
tively experimental nature of aircraft development,
the specific warranties embodied in an application

for air insurance are far mo)'e severe than warranties
customarilyfound in a marine policy.We note, however,
that a warranty of the legality of the venture is com-
mon to both forms of policy. In addition, the aircraft

coverage is usually suspended when the plane i?:

(a)—Operated by a person other than a pilot named
in the declaration

;

(b)—Used for instructional flying;

(c)—Transporting explosives;

(d)—Engaged in acrobatic flying, stunting, or rac-

ing;

(e)—Flying at night;

(f)—Being solely a land plane, flying over the sea

(or solely a sea plane, flying over land)

;

(g)—Operated while the Department of Commerce
license is revoked or suspended.

In the last provision above cited, we note a similar-

ity to marine hull underwriters' requirements that a

vessel shall be classified annually, or after accidents,

in a named bureau. There is no warranty of seaworthi-

ness in a marine hull time policy, however, and we
gather that there is no warranty of airworthiness in

an aviation policy, unless the Department of Com-
merce has already condemned the plane.

The Human Element
As the ratio of loss to flying craft while in the air

is directly dependent upon the ability and experience

of the pilot, it is not surprising to find that the rate

of premium for coverage against air perils varies

greatly with the individual pilot. In this particular,

marine underwriters could well take a lesson from
their newer brothers of the air.

Of course, it would be difficult for the navigating

officer of the Malolo or the Virginia to take the ves-

sel into an outside loop or a tail-spin, but the trage-

dies and near-tragedies of the Pacific Coast have not

as a general rule been due to storms or uncharted

rocks. Thev have been due to the failure of the human
element. Witness the Lyman Stewart, the San Juan,

and, more recently, the Harvard. The aircraft under-

writer takes a personal interest in his pilot, and bases
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his rate of premium upon the pilot's experience and
standing. The marine underwriter covers a vessel

whose value may well exceed that of a whole squadron
of aircraft, and yet the ocean insurance fraternity has
as yet perfected no rating system for navigation.

Of course, vessels above a certain size must be in

charge of licensed officers, but this does not mean that

licensed officers are equal in ability. Aircraft must
be piloted by licensed men, but this fact has not pre-

vented aviation underwriters from establishing an in-

dividual experience rating system.

Title Basis of Insurable Interest

OF unique interest to the cargo owner and under-
writer is the recent case of the Harlem, 1931

A.M.C. 911, in which the Circuit Court of Ap-
peals of the Second Circuit reverses a District Court
decision reported at 1930 A.M.C. 1532.

Perryman-Burns Coal Company made an oral con-

tract with Nelson Bros. Coal Company, confirmed by
a written memorandum, providing for the sale by the
fomer to the latter of 400 tons coal, f.o.b. the buyer's

barge Harlem at the Erie Railroad piers. The seller

was to take out marine insurance for account of the

buyer. The coal was duly loaded on the barge, which
thereafter proceeded to sink. The cost of salvaging
the coal was claimed by the seller under the marine
policy, in an action in the New York Supreme Court.

The court held that there could be no recovery under
the policy, first because the seller had no insurable
interest, title having passed to the buyer, and,

second, because the sinking was due to unseaworthi-
ness rather than to perils of the sea. Apparently the

policy did not admit seaworthiness as between the as-

sured and insurer, or the court overlooked this cus-

tomary admission.

In spite of the fact that the seller (Perryman-Burns
Co.) had made certain admissions of ownership, the

court, in the following language, found that they were
not the actual owners at the time of the loss:

"In general, where a sale is made f.o.b. the point of

shipment, title passes to the seller upon delivery to

the carrier and the goods sold are at the buyer's risk.

United States vs. Andrews, 207 U.S: 229; Standard
Casing Co. vs. California Casing Co., 233 N. Y. 418;

Rosenberg Bros. Co. vs. Buffum Co., 234 N. Y. 338.

This rule would seem to apply with special strength

where the coal was loaded into a barge belonging to

the purchaser. In the present case the buyer was to

pay both freight and insurance as well as trimming

and other expenses at Undercliff. A right to inspect

and reject the coal if it did not meet contract require-

ments would not prevent the passage of title.

In Louisville & Nashville R. R. vs. United States,

267 U. S. 39.5, where the United States reserved the

right to test coal after transportation and reject it if

it did not come up to specification, it was held that

such a right "was not inconsistent with transfer of title

... at the time of delivery of the coal on cars at the

mines", Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R. vs.

United States, 231 U. S. 363; Illinois Central R. R. vs.

United States, 265 U. S. 209.

The libellant makes the further point that because

the barge was sunk near the coal yards of the buver

and had not been towed to its final destination at the

buyer's dock there was a failure on the part of the

seller to complete its towing contract and the title

had not passed. But if the seller, by neglecting to

bring the barge up to the dock, failed in a slight de-

gree to complete the carriage of the coal, that circum-

stance had nothing to do with the passage of title in

a case of this kind.

In Louisville & Nashville R. R. vs. United States,

267 U. S., at p. 400, though the seller had contracted

to transfer the coal from the railroad cars to barges

it was held that the title passed when the coal was

placed on the cars.

We think that the statements by Perryman-Burns

Coal Co., Inc., which were made in connection with

the former litigation were no more than matters of

opinion and that it was clearly under a misapprehen-

sion as to when as a matter of law the title to the coal

passed. While the statement?, may have had some

prima facie significance in favor of the libellant. they

are far outweighed by the other circumstances which

show that the title to the coal passed to libellant when

it was loaded on its barge at Undercliff Piers. It sure-

ly can have no claim to a contribution in general av-

erage based on expenditures in respect to its own coal

and barge."

Those Andree Cases

Two interesting and somewhat revolutionary

cases, one in England and one in the United

States, have recently been decided in connection

with general avei-ages arising on a single voyage of

the British steamer Andree.

A fire broke out in the holds of the vessel while

loading in New York in April, 1922, which entailed

certain general average expenditures. She i-eloaded
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and sailed, and on May 22 she col-

lided with the H. F. Alexander and
sank near Philadelphia. The cargo

was salved and the vessel raised

and taken to Chester, where the

voyage was abandoned. General

average expenditures were also

undertaken by the shipowners as

a result of the collision.

By the law and practice prevail-

ing at Philadelphia, owners of pro-

perty were not liable in general

average for more than the salved

value of the property. The ship-

owner's general average expense

at New York was $63,000, and the

only cargo available to pay it

was that cargo landed at NewYork
after the first general average.

Such landed cargo had a value of

only $18,000, so the ship was out of

pocket some $45,000, since by Rule
17 of the Yoi'k-Antwerp Rules of

1890, the expenditure for the sec-

ond general average had to be de-

ducted from the values of ship and
cargo for the purposes of the first

general average. After making
such deduction, value of the ship

and the rest of the cargo were nil.

By reason of deficiency in salved

values on the second general aver-

age, the ship owners were out of

pocket a further sum of $150,000.

The ship's contribution to this loss

could, of course, be collected from
her hull underwriters, but the car-

go's proportion was not forthcom-
ing from cargo, due to the elimina-

tion of cargo value. In this dilem-

ma, the shipowners, in a British

court, sued their hull underwriters
and P. & I. underwriters, alleging

Geo. E. Billings
COMPANY

Pacific Coast Genera] Agents
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National Union Fire Ins. Co.
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of America
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either (a) that the former were li-

able since the arbitrary elimina-

tion of cargo as a contributing in-

terest automatically raised the con-

tribution due from hull, or (b)

that the latter were liable as for

cargo's proportion of general av-

erage not otherwise recoverable.

Justice Roche of the King's

Bench Division held that the hull

underwriters were liable, basing

his decision upon the necessity of

using values existing at the close

of the adventure.

"It seems to me," said the court,

"to be unnatural, if not impossible,

to adopt an act upon values esti-

mated or assessed at two differ-

ent dates—the termination of the

adventure and the incurring of the

expenditure. The intention of an
insurance contract in the present

form seems to me to be that, as re-

gards general average, the contract

of affreightment and the contract

of insurance shall proceed upon
the same basic principles.

"Accordingly, if a shipowner,

being the assured under a policy

in the present form, incurs expen-

diture for general average and the

cargo's contribution falls short of

what is hoped or expressed by rea-

son of the limitation of extinction

of its value before the adventure

ends, then I think that loss falls

into the category of the proportion

of the loss which falls upon the

assured shipowner, and is within

the meaning of the words in the

Marine Insurance Act, section 66,

subsection 4. I therefore hold that

the plaintiffs are entitled to recov-

er the balance of their claim

against the hull underwriters "

The American Decision

Shortly before the decision in

the above mentioned English case,

the Circuit Court of Appeals of the

Second Circuit handed down a rul-

ing reported as The Andree. 1931

A M C 634. reversing the lower

court's earlier finding set forth at

1930 A.M.C. 1233. The American
case does not concern recoveries

from alternate insurers, but deals

with the cargo's right to recover

general average allowances when
the vessel is lost subsequent to the

general average act.

In the fire at New York, much

cargo was damaged by water used
in extinguishing the blaze. If the

voyage had been completed, the

cargo owners would have been en-

titled to a contribution from the

shipowners of about $27,000. But
the voyage was not completed. The
.;hip was in collision at Philadel-

phia, and was sunk. The expense of

raising her was in excess of her
value when raised.

After the New York general av-

erage, and prior to the Philadel-

phia collision, the cargo had a lien

upon the ship for the cargo allow-

ances, or for the balance due cargo
as based upon such allowances.

After the collision, the cargo en-

deavored to collect such balance

out of the shipowner's collision re-

covery, but the District Court

ruled that the lien died with the

ship. Upon the present appeal, the

upper court reverses the original

ruling and holds that the general

average lien for benefit of sacri-

ficed cargo attaches to sums re-

ceived by the vessel owner as col-

lision damages, in the proportion

that the damages recovered bears

to the property loss.

The bills of lading provided for

the York-Antwerp Rules, Rule 17

of which reads "the contribution

to a general average shall be made
upon the actual value of the prop-

erty at the termination of the ad-

venture "

The shipowner contended that

the words "actual values of the

property" precluded any consider-

ation of the collision recovery, but

the court answered this contention

in the following language:
"In equity and good conscience

this lien should be paid. If the An-
dree had made the voyage, at the

end thereof it would have had to

pay the lien; and having obtained

sustantially the full value of the

vessel to which the lien attached,

may the owners retain that sum

KOEHLER,

KEMP & KOEHLER

CARGO SURVEYORS AND
APPRAISERS

465 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

R. G. JOHNSON
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without paying the lien? We think
not .... Because of the collision

damages awarded, the Andree has
not been lost, and the sum paid as

a recovery for collision damages
is the res to which the lien arising

by reason of the sacrifice made in

New York attaches."

While the two Andree decisions

are not contrary holdings on iden-

tical points, they are to a certain

extent opposed in theory, and we
are unpatriotic enough to favor
the British case, which is certain-

ly based upon a straightforward
and common-sense interpretation

of York-Antwerp Rule 17. It is all

very well to speak of equity, but
there should bo no equity in favor

of a lienor who has subscribed to

a written document providing for

a definite manner of adjustment.

Rule 17 mentions "actual values
of the property at the termination
of the adventure." It is difficult

to conceive of a stronger way of

indicating tangible, concrete va-

lues. General average has always
ignored the intangible things, such
as e.xpected profits. To allow this

strained interpretation of simple
language is to open the door to all

sorts of abuses. The adjuster may
be forced to consider profits, in-

surance recoveries, charter earn-

ings, and other intangible and hy-

pothetical values which will tend
to complicate the already devious
institution of general average. A
definite pronouncement of the point
will soon be made by our highest
tribunal, for certiorari has been
granted by the Supreme Court.

Freights, Charters, Sales

June 15, 1931.

THE following steamers have
been fixed with grain to U.K./
Cont. : A steamer, Portland or

Puget Sound to U.K. Cont., 23 9, op-
tion barley from San Francisco,
July, Strauss & Co.; Danish m.s.

Stjerneborg, British Columbia to

U.K./Cont., $1.10, prompt, Canadian
American Shipping Co.; British str.

Mabriton, Vancouver, B.C., to Lon-
don, berthed, June, Dale & Co.

The following steamers have been
fixed with lumber to the Orient:
British m.s. Cape Horn, Grays Har-
bor to Japan, June, Canadian Am-
erican Shipping Co.; British str.

Melmay, British Columbia to Japan,
June, Canadian American Shipping
Co.; Japanese str. Toyokawa Maru,
Grays Harbor and Willapa Harbor
to Osaka and Shimidzu, prompt,
Allen Shipping Co.

The following steamers have been
fixed with lumber to the Atlantic:
American m.s. Lake Osweya, North
Pacific to North of Hatteras, June,
Hirsch Lumber Co.; American str.

Onondaga. Columbia River and Coos
Bay to New York, July, Henry D.
Davis Lumber Co.

The Danish str. Lundby has been
fixed with lumber from British
Columbia to Port Pirie (relet) by
H. R. MacMillan Export Co.

The following time charters have
been repoi'ted: Norwegian m.s. Elg,
1 trip, delivei-y North Hatteras, re-

delivery U.K. Cont. via North Pa-
cific, 11.05, May/June; Danish str.

Lundby, Pacific Trade, delivery
British Columbia redelivery Au.s-

tralia, July, Canadian Trading Co.

The American barkentine Con-
queror has been sold by Hind, Rolph
& Co. to Captain James A. Kersey.

PAGE BROTHERS, Brokers.

Trade Notes

Packing Sales Organization.

—

The Rhodes Metallic Packing Com-
pany at Detroit, Michigan, has re-

cently published a booklet descnb-
''ng its patented resilient lubricated
metallic packing which is especial-

ly valuable for all conditions of
service where temperatures do not
exceed 500 degrees Fahrenheit. In
marine use, this packing has prt>v-

ed eminently satisfactory in pumps
for various services, such as boiler
feed, condensate, ammonia brine,
bilge water, and circulating water,
fuel oil. It is also in very success-
ful use in valve stuffing boxes and
for piston rods, valves, and stems
in reciprocating engines, on air
compressors and ammonia and car-
bon dioxide compres.sors.

L. R. Parker of Los Angeles is

general representative for Califor-
nia for the Rhodes Metallic Pack-
ing Company. He has appointed
the Marine Engi^ering & Supply
Co. of Wilmington 5*; marine sales
lepresentative for southern Califor-
nia and the C. E. Rhodes Co. of
San Francisco as marine sales rep-
resentatives for northern Califoi--

nia. The representative for the Pa-
cific Northwest will be appointed
in the near future.

New Sales Executive.—At a re-
cent meeting of the board of direc-
tors of the Mcintosh & Seymour
Corporation, John Thomas was ap-
pointed Vice-President in Charge
of Sales. Mr. Thomas is a native of
Alabama, a graduate engineer, and

John Thomns. Vice-President in

Charge of Sales, Mcintosh &.

Seymour Corporation.

was for ten years with General
Electric Company during the lat-

ter part of which period he was in

charge of the Marine Section. He
became General Sales Manager of
Mcintosh & Seymour Corporation
in October, 1930.

I. M. M. Annual Meeting. — At
the annual meeting of the Interna-
tional Mercantile Marine Company,
held at the principal office of the
company, 51 Newark Street, Hobo-
ken, New Jersey, on June 1, two
new directors were elected for the
coming year, John M. Perry and H.
G. Philips, who is treasurer of the
company. The other members of the
board of directors of the company
are Vincent Astor, Harry Bronner,
P. A. S. Franklin, John M. Frank-
lin, John W. Hanes, Basil Harris,
J. P. Morgan, John W. Flatten. Ker-
mit Roosevelt, Charles H. Sabin,
Frederick W. Scott, Charles Steele,
Charles A. Stone, and Elisha Wal-
ker.

The earnings of the American
companies for 1930 amounted to $1.-

252,284.95 or approximately $2 a
share which compares with $2,423,-
350.09 or approximately $4 per
share for the year 1929.

Rubber Bearings in Service. —
Gutless rubber bearings manufac-
tured by The B. F. Goodrich Rub-
ber Company played an important
part in the recent record run from
New Orleans to St. Louis of the
motor boat Greyhound, built by
Higgins Industries, Inc., New Or-
leans. "Everything perfect." A. J.

Higgins, president of the boat com-
pany, wired the Goodrich company
after examining the bearings and
the Monel metal shaft following the
treacherous 72-hour run of the 2.'''.-

foot sport cruiser.
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of tilt Third Annual San

Francisco Steamshif< Ciiilf

Tournament.

San Francisco Steamship Golf

Tournament Great Success

THE shipping offices of San Following are the winners of the

Francisco were noticeably various classes:

(luiet on June 9 while import-

ant business of playing off the Lew Net-H. J. Anderson 89 17 72

Third Annual Steamship Golf Low Gross—Thos. E. Cuffe 81

Tournament had to be attended to xt » r^i "A"/hji, „f io - „,? „^^»riLow Net Ulass A Indks.ot IV and under)
on the Olympic Clubs ocean course Howard Hays 82 9 73

at Lakeside. It was not possible to
,, , ^, ^. .. a-

A .„ „ii +v,« ^.,•.+•o;T^..r,f o fr,»- Runner Up, Low Net. Class A
round up all the participants for ^^ C Empey 86 13 73
photographic alibis, but we man-
aged to "shoot" a few. The per- Low Net Class "B" (Hdks. of 20 and over)

petual cup this year was won by ^-""d 1-'°-^'" ^^ 20 72

Herbert (Bert) J. Anderson, in Runner Up Low Net Class "B"

Class A. with a card of 89-17-72. George Zeh 95 22 73

Arnold Foster in Class B showed a Guest Flight

card of 92-20-72, but lost out on v/^n by Geo. J. Presley 88 14 74

the shake. RunnerUp—Wm.Wickersham 90 16 74

.// r'u/ht. from port to starh'd:

Dr. R. F. Toinlinsoii . Glenn

T. Hoffman, Harvey Huff.

Zae T. George. Monte H'r'u/ht.

If'illiam Denman. Phil Goxon.

George Zeh. C. C. Mallory.

mid Ralph G. Sullivan. This

hardy crew are at the first tee

of the Ocean Course. Lakeside.

San Francisco.

FJere ive have more marine

mashie manipulators. This gath-

ering includes R. IV. Sitnger-

land. If. J. Edwards, James

Eschen. IVilliani Empey. .fohn

Parker, Ernest L. McCormick.

Frank Fox. James H. Young,

and Millard Fliekman.
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JOHNSON LINEJ^
gU Bills of lading Is!

PACIFIC COAST PORTS TO U.K. AND
SCANDINAVIAN PORTS J^

MONTHLY SAILINGS
els Call nt Antwerp Oiu

M.S. Margaret John

GRACE LINE
Direct Freight, Passenger and Refrigerator Service to and From

WEST COAST SOUTH AMERICA
Los Angeles—San Francisco—Portland—Puget Sound—British Columbia—Monthly Sailings.

FOR RATES, FREIGHT SPACE AND OTHER INFORMATION APPLY

W. R. GRACE 8C CO.
General Agents Pacific Coast

332 PINE STREET -:- SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES
6? H. R. McLAURIN, In

618 Central Bldg.

PORTLAND
LIDELL y CLARKE, Inc.

Agents. Johnson Line

STATES STEAMSHIP CO.
Agents, Grace Line

SEATTLE
W. R. GRACE y CO.

Hoge Bldg.

VANCOUVER. B. C.
GARDNER JOHNSON, Ltd.

G. ECKDAHL y SON
Gcn'l Passenger Agents
Southern California
1043 So. Broadway
LOS ANGELES
lOHNSON LINE

OAST TO COAST SERVICE
PANAMA MAIL LEADS
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Sixty-eight Shipping Men Take

"Pencil Test"

iilud III' (

liiiil ./. >'. ('iiinn jiii-

Viii til ill, IS//;

I liipfiy siiiiles were the rule

1)1 the day. Above are shonn :

./';///( (',. Rnhlfs lining up his

apprr/iii h : lliii/h Cia/laz/licr

anil .Int'ilil Foster nailini/

thiir turn to "shoot." Frank

O'Connor "jollotvs thru."

CLASS "A"
Gross Hdk.

H J. Anderson 89 17

H C. Hays 82 9

W. C. Empcy 86 13

Thos. E. Cuffc 81 7

Oliver J. Olson 86 12

Geo. A. Armes 92 17

John Parker 97 19

Geo. B. Schirmer 85 8

Thos. B. Crowley 9J 16

W. J. Gray, ]r 95 18

J Botts 96 18

Sid LiviiiRston 89 10

H. M Huff 94 14

Jus. McKeon 96 16

James Foran 91 10

Ira S. Lillick 99 16

A. T. Gibson 101 18

.1. C. Strittmatter 98 14

Paul Faulkner 102 18

C.L.Moody 100 16

Hugh Gallagher 103 17

John T. Greany 105 19

R. C, Sullivan 104 16

Zac T. George 109 19

James H. Young No returns

CLASS "B"
Cross Hdk.

Arnold Foster 92 20

George D. Zeh 95 22

W. J. Mahoney 97 22

R. O. Houghton 101 26

M. C. Darr 102 27

George J. Yater 98 22

John C. Rohlfs 97 22

S. J. Sherwood 97 20

F. J. O'Connor 100 23

Ed. B. Egbert 99 20

W. J. Edwards 104 24

W. T. Hunter 106 26

Ernest L. McCormick .... 105 23

F. C. Kobely 104 20

J. H. Farmer 112 27

Dave Young 106 20

A. S. Gunn 108 22

H. T. Haviside 112 26

J. Eschen 109 22

Net
72
73
73
74
74
75

76
77
77
77
78
79
80
80
81

83
S3
84
84
84
86
86
88
90

Net
72
7 3

75

75

75
76
77
77
77
79
80
80
82
84
85
86
86
86
87

M.J. Wright 115 26 89

J. Wahcr Kelly 116 27 89

J. A. Peggs 120 27 93

L.E.Archer 12* 27 94

James P. Cribbin 126 27 101

Frank H. De Pue. Jr 125 27 102

Glenn T. Hoffman 140 27 113

Phil A. Coxon No returns

Wm. Denman No returns

M. R. Hickman No returns

C. C. Mallory No returns

Frank H. Fox No returns

GUEST FLIGHT
Gross Hdk. Net

Geo. J Presley 88 14 74
Wm. Wickersham 90 16 74

J. E. Lowden 92 17 75
\V. Edgar Martin 103 26 77
H. B. Mills - 87 9 78
Dr. R. F. Tomlinson 97 18 79
Albert B. Hood 99 18 81

J. McDonald 108 27 81

H. Kellcnbeck 109 25 84
C. M, LcCount 107 18 89
R. N. Slingerland 147 27 120

The marine fraternity of Los
.A.ngele.s harbor and many of their

friends from San Diego and a.s far

north as San Francisco gathered
at the Royal Palms, June 20, to

settle for the second time the an-

nual question as to who digs the

deepest divots. The tournament was
held under the auspices of the

Bilge Club W. H. WICKERSHAM
was general chairman and H. E.

PICKERING was secretary. BURT
EDWARDS headed the general ar-

rangements committee; E. R.

BRUCKER and R. S. SNODGRASS
took care of preparations for the

Barbecue and entertainment of the

nongolfers; GEO. NICHOLSON

//;,/// uiul /'-,-, han.lnahs in ihn :. v/,/. irilinini Wniju y. I:, I I'.oh.il. Hvinn

llavisuU. lloiianl Hays. I'aiil Fdulknu. ami (iionii S.hiiiiur.
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ISTHMIAN STEAMSHIP LINES
PACIFIC-UNITED KINGDOM SERVICE

MU1M pacific: coast FORTS TO LONDON, LIVERPOOL
AVONMOUTH, also GLASGt:)W, BELFAST, DUBLIN

For Rates and Particulars Apply to

E. C. EVANS & SONS, Inc.
^ General Agents Pacific Coast ^

260 California Street, San Francisco. Phone—DAvenport 8040-8041-8042 g
^ B. W. GREER 5? SON, LTD., Agents. Vancouver g
^ NORTON, LILLY ^ COMPANY, Agents, Portland, Seattle, Los Angeles and San Diego ^
tiiUunnuuuunuinnnnunninnHnunnunninnninnninnnuinnnnuununnunnuininiiinnitift

isa pa it

Fastest Passenger and Freight Service

WITH DIRECT CONNECTIONS FOR EUROPE
Snilmg Every other Saturday from San Francisco

Every other Monday from Los Angeles

PASSENGER OFFICES:
460 Market St. San Francisco
715 West Seventh St Los Angeles
1333 Fourth Ave Seattle

FRFIGHT OFFICES:
Pacific Steamship Company,

311 California St San Francisco
Pacific S.S. Co.'s Terminal Seattle

204 Central BIdg Los Angeles

fanama facitieQne
INTERNATIONAL MERCANTILE MARINE CO.

FURNESS LINE HGk
"THE UP-TO-DATE REFRIGERATOR SERVICE." v\^^^^^^

Express, Freight and Passenger Service

Pacific Coast Ports to United Kingdom

FURNESS [Pacific}, Ltd.
Pacific Ce«iC Ag«nti

VANCOUVER SEATTLE PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES

Canadian.'Australasian Royal Mail Line

SUVA, FIJI
SIDNEY, AUSTRALIA
PassenRer Liners

R.M.S. NIAGARA
15,500 Tons Gross
20,000 Tons Dis.

TO
HONOLULU. T.H.
AUCKLAND, N.Z.

By the new p
R.M.M.S. AORANGI

(Motorship)
17,500 Tons Gross
2i,000 Tons Dis.

Sailing from VANCOUVER, B.C.
Every 28 days.

CARGO SERVICE
Monthly sailings from Vancouver to main New Zealand ports, also

to Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide, Australia, are maintained by
the following up-to-date cargo steamers:

M.S. HAURAKI S.S. WAIOTAPU
S.S. WAIRUNA S.S. WAIHEMO
For Fares, Rates and Sailings apply to any office of the

CANADIAN PAOnC RAILWAY CO. and all

RAILWAY AND STEAMSHIP AGENTS, or to

Canadian-Australasian Royal Mail Line
999 West Hastings Street Vancouver, B.C.

Convenience,

Comfort, Hospitality

You will appreciate the excellent service

and moderate rates. The city's most
centrally located hotel. One block from
Pershing Square—convenient to all lead-

ing shops, theatres, financial institu-

tions and electric depots for all

resorts. Garage adjoining.

HOTEL
SAVOY
SIXTH « GRAND
LOS ANGELES

All Outside Ro

Two persons '

Unexcelled Food -

Each with Bath

$2.50, $5. $4

- - $4. $5

Frank Simpson, Jr., Directot

PLEASE MENTION PAOFIC MARINE REVIEW
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headed the handicaps committee

and JAMES H. DODSON, JR., ar-

ranged the schedule of players.

As we go to pre.ss we learn the

coveted perpetual cup presented

for the Bilge Club tournaments by

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corpora-

tion, was won by GEO.A.ARMES of

San Francisco, who is president

and manager of the Los Angeles
Shipbuilding & Drydock Corpora-

tion of San Pedro and the General

Engineering & Drydock Company
of Oakland. His low net score was
71, with handicap of 15.

Low gross score was turned in

by GEORGE BANKSON, general

manager of Marine Terminals Cor-

poration at San Pedro.

J. C. McQUISTON, general ad-

vertising manager of the Westing-

house Electric and Manufactur-
ing Company, has announced his

retirement effective June 1, 1931.

Gifted with a most pleasing and
dynamic personality, and combin-

ing the abilities of analyst, speak-

er, and writer, Mr. McQuiston is

probably the best known advertis-

ing executive in America. In his

decision to retire from Westing-
house he brings to an end a rec-

ord of continuous advertising ad-

ministration for one company un-

paralleled in American industry.

For twenty-nine years Mr. McQuis-
ton has been in charge of adver-

tising for Westinghouse, during
which time the status of advertis-

ing and sales promotion, distribu-

tion and other allied phases of his

profession have gone through as

many changes as the electrical in-

dustry itself. As president of the

Association of National Advertis-

ers and as a leader in associational

work in the electrical and allied

industries he is perhaps better

known personally to more members
of the electrical world than any
other man within it.

CAPTAIN JAMES E. ROBERTS
of the Panama Pacific liner Vir-

ginia was honored by the presen-

tation of a handsome testimonial

by the Fred Olsen Line at San

Francisco June 19 in recognition

of his promptness, seamanship, and
humanitarianism in turning back

on his course at sea and forcing

his ship at top speed 130 miles to

lender aid to a sick man on the

motorship Benjamin Franklin of

Oslo. The gift is in the form of a

Viking ship in silver on a bronze

base, and the presentation was
made in the Panama-Pacific of-

Jflir tiLcnty-nine ytttrs in

(ulvcrth'tnij and salts promo-

tion U'ork for tfestinyhoiisf

,

during nliirh time almost

fihcnomenal progress has been

made in electrical achieve-

ments, J. C. McQuiston has

derided to retire.

(Jhurl IS A. Il'inslow, recent-

ly of the Hercules Motor
Corp.. Canton, Ohio, has

been elected vice-president

and general manager of the

Standard Gas Engine Co. of

Oakland, California. Win-
slow supersedes E.H. Thresh.

fices at Pier 39 by F. W. KUTTER,
Pacific Coast manager for the Fred
Olsen Line. The man whose life

was saved by the prompt action of

Captain Roberts is NILS OLSEN,
a refrigerating engineer. The deed

was performed October 11 last.

CHARLES LONG, who has been

traveling passenger agent for the

United States Lines, with head-

quarters at San Francisco, has

been promoted to district passen-

ger agent of the company with

headquarters in Seattle, succeed-

ing Harry Brandt.

The appointment has been an-

nounced of MYRON (JEFF) HOL-
ZER, veteran purser of the Dollar

Steamship Lines, to the post of

purser of the company's new de

luxe liner President Hoover. The
announcement was by R. STAN-
LEY DOLLAR.Holzer has followed

the sea for the past 22 years, start-

ing his career in 1909 as freight

clerk on the steamer City of To-

peka of the Pacific Coast Steam-

ship Company. In 1914 he was made
a purser and since then has served

in that capacity on coastwise and

transpacific liners. Prior to his

appointment to the President

Hoover he had been serving on the

President Jackson. Purser Holzer

went East in time for the trial trip

of the new vessel.

GAILLARD F. RAVENEL, who
has been general manager for the

International Mercantile Marine

Company at Boston for the past

twelve years, has been appointed to

the post of vice-president and man-

ager of the Baltimore office of the

New Baltimore Mail Steamship

Line. Mr. Ravenel will be remem-
bered as the man who was sent to

the Pacific Coast this spring to

make arrangements for the trans-

fer of the freight department of

the Panama Pacific Line from the

Pacific Steamship Company to the

company's own offices and the es-

lablishment of new headquarters

in the leading Pacific Coast Ports.

John Thysse, shown above, is

chief engineer of the Stan-

dard Gas Engine Company

of Oakland, California.

ELGIN STODDARD, well known
engineer of San Francisco, has

been elected president of C. C.

Moore & Co. of San Francisco, ac-

cording to an announcement sent

out recently by CHAS. C. MOORE,
chairman of the board. Mr. Stod-

dard is to be congratulated on this

well merited promotion and his

friends wish him a long and suc-

cessful career.
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FAST
SERVICE

..S Matson liners

to Hawaii
1 HERE'S never any waiting when
you want to go to Hawaii. Eight

Matson liners, including the luxuri-

ous Malolo, plow a continuous wake

to and from Honolulu. You can al-

ways find a Matson sailing that suits

you.

Deck sports, movies, dancing, will

enliven your voyage. In your state-

room, you'll find the comforts of

home. You can have a great trip on

one of these Matson liners from San

Francisco's Golden Gate to Honolulu.

All-expense tours are offered in great

variety.

Gateway to the South Seas

From Honolulu it is not far to Sa-

moa. Beyond Samoa lie Fiji, New
Zealand and Australia. You can

book on Matson ships all the way

—

with generous stopovers and every-

thing arranged in advance.

Ride the surf at fVaikiki!

Every day in the year, bronzed, happy
visitors ride the surf at Waikiki. The
average temperature of the water is 75 de-
grees—just what it should be for comfort.

MATSOiV LINE
25 steamers . .fastest service

HAWAII - SOUTH SEAS - NEW ZEALAND - AUSTRALIA
San Francisco Los Angeles

Portland Seattle

Trans-Pacitic
UI-l-KLY SAILINGS from Los Angeles Harbor and San Francisco to
Honolulu; Yokohama. Kobe. Shanghai. Honelong. Manila. FORTNIGHT-
LV to Siniiapofi', Penann. Colombo, and round-the-world ports.
rclRTNIGHTLY SAILINGS from Manila, Hongkong. Shanghai. Kobe.
Yokoli.Tnirf. .HiJ Honolulu to San Frandsco, and Los Angeles Harbor.

Atlantic • Far East
WULKLY SAILINGS from Neiv York. FORTNIGHTLY from Boston to
Honolulu. Yokohama, Kobe. Shanghai. Hongkong, and Manila.
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS from Manila. Hongkong. Shanghai, Kobe.
Yokohama. Honolulu to New York and 'Boston.
•Transhirminl Nc^i- York.

Mediterranean • U. S. A.
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS from Alexandria. Naples. Genoa, and Mar-
..^ilii> to N,w York. Boston. Los Angeles Harbor. San Francisco. Cargo
JcstuiL-d Oakland. Portland. Seattle or Vancouver subject to San Francisco

Ronnd-the-World
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS between Boston. New York. Havana. Colon,
IS.ilboa. Los Angeles Harbor. San Francisco. Honolulu. Kobe. Shanghai.
Hongkong. Manila. Singapore. Penang. Colombo. Sues, Port Said, Alei-
andria, Naples. Genoa, Marseilles, thence New York.

Trans-Pacific Freight Service
TRI-MONTHLY SAILINGS binveen Los Angeles Harbor, San Francisco,
Pearl Harbor. Guam, Manila, Cavite, Iloilo. Cebu and other ports as

,:,m,ni .,i(l...

Interceastal
WEEKLY SAILINGS from New York, FORTNIGHTLY from Boston
I., Los Angeles Harbor and San Francisco.

FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS from San Francisco and Los Angeles Harbor
Ne York.

shipped from Oakland. Portland. Seattle oi

San Francisco transhipm.nl.

Dollar Steamship Lines Inc., Ltd.
BOSTON
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
DETROIT
LOS ANGELES

Offic

Robot DoUu BIdg.

SAN FRANOSCO
DAvenport 6000

and .Agencies Throughout

SEATTLE
NEW YORK

PORTLAND, ORB.
WASHINGTON, D.C.

he \Sorld

E. K.WOOD LUMBER CO.
EXPORT & DOMESTIC FIR CARGOES

CUT TO ORDER
I Drumm Street San Frandico, CaL

MILLS AT
Anacorte4, Washington. Hoquiam, Waibingtoo.

YARDS AT
Oakland, Cal. Loi Angelei. Cal. San Pedro, Cal.

STEAMERS:
"El Capi^an"

_
"Caicade" Olrmpic''

"Siskiyou" "Shasta"

MOTORSHIP: SCHOONER:
"LaiBcn" "Vigilant"

Cable Address: "Ekaywood.**

S.F.BAR PILOTS
S.F. Light SKlp

Signal

Flajhef

And Lay Still

itl a White Light is carried at Mast Head.
: iindpr W><!Te: 3 Flare or Torch is also buroed

trequent ly.



Official News of the

PROPELLER CLUB o/Califomia

The many angles to the indutitry

which is classed under the head of

"Shipping" are brought prominent-

ly to attention when one survt'ys

a list of the topics which are cov-

ered in the weekly luncheon meet-

ings of The Propeller Club of Cali-

fornia at its Tuesday noon-time
gatherings at the Commercial Club
at San Francisco. We list here-

with some of the recent talks and
a few notes on future activities of

the club:

May 19. Captain Julius Lauter-

bach von Emden, navigator of the

German battleship EMDEN and
later commander of the German
raider MOEWE gave us a very
interesting talk on "The German
Navy in action during the World
War."

May 26. Through the courtesy
of Hugh Brown a very fine moving
picture was shown entitled "Field

Construction of the longest gas
pipe in the world".

June 2. James Quinby, admir-
alty attorney, addressed us on the

subject "Marine Insurance"—very
interesting.

June 9. Everybody is interested

in the economies of Station "A",

the new h'gh economy plant of the

I'acific Gap & Electric Co. George
Rarr of the General Electric Co.

gave us a very complete descrip-

tion of the equipment installed in

this plant.

June IG. C. F. Gross, Professor

of Naval Architecture and Marine
Engineering at the University of

California, gave us a very inter-

esting talk on the subject "The
place of education in the shipping

industry."

June 23. Phil Williams, chemi-
cal engineer of the Standard Oil

Company (Calif.) explained in de-

tail and showed pictures of the

flue gas system which his company
has developed and installed on
their vessels to reduce explosion

hazards to a minimum.

June 30. Captain Leb Curtis

addressed us on the subject "Ship
Salvage".

July 7, 1931. Professor W. C.

Uurand, Stanford University, will

address us on the subject "Ships'

Propellers" on which he 's an
authority, having written several

books on this subject; he will also

dwell on the experiences which he

had while in charge of the ship's

model test basin at one of the east-

ern universities.

New members welcomed to the

[!lub include:

E. A. Williams

W. R. Chamberlain

J. F. Bond

Jos. M. Costello

Wm. D. Leahy

Capt. J. W. Jory

Fred G. Archbold

Capt. John J. O'Meara

S. J. Porter

H. Garvin Hornlein

Thomas G. Munro

GOLF
The Golf Committee, a very ef-

ficient and energetic branch of

our club is making plans for our
annual fall golf tournament which
will be held some week end in Aug-
ust at one of the out of town golf

courses—it will be a family out-

ing, dinner dance Saturday night,

irolf and banquet Sunday — we
know this will be good.

HARBOR DAY
The San Francisco Junior Cham-

ber of Commerce have again re-

quested that the Propeller Club

handle the merchant marine life

boat races which will be held on
Harbor Day. August 26, 1931. The
board of governors have ajjpointed

the following Committee to handle

this event:

Captain A. T. Hunter, chairman;

J. A. Rumsey, S. E. Allen, Harry
Haviside, and Vernon Showell.

Propeller Club Formed at Baltimore

The Port of Baltimore Chapter
of the Propeller Club of the United

States was formed June 11 at a

dinner held in the Alcazar restaur-

ant in Baltimore, and it is expect-

ed that within a short time a de-

termined, well planned and con-

certed movement will be underway
to push to the forefront the use-

fulness of this harbor. The name
of the parent organization of "Pro-

peller" was adopted, significant of

a "driving force" and the branches
might be likened to propeller

blades that circle around and do

the work.

About 71 representatives of the

marine interests of the Port — of

the shipyards, steamship lines,

towboats, chandlery, and all the

items that go to meet the require-

ments of the service—answered
the invitation of the committee.
After the dinner D. S. Brierly, who
has been a member of the New
York branch, gave an informal talk

about the object and purpose of

the work to be done by this fast

growing organization. A nominat-

ing committee brought in the fol-

lowing names which were unani-

mously elected to office:

President: J. Sonderman, mana-
ger, Moore & McCormick S.S. Co.

Vice-Pres.: D. Brierly, manager,

U. S. Salvage Co.;

Secretary: C. Schafer, manager.
United American Metals Co.;

Treasurer: T. Hughes, Baltimore

Copper Paint Co.

Board of Governors is made up
of:

C. Pattison, vice-pres., R. J. Tay-

lor Co.; G. French, vice-pres.,

Maryland Dry Dock Co.; W Stein,

marine surveyor; J. Mitchell, ma-
rine surveyor; J. Dotten, Marine
supt.. Consolidated Navigation Co.;

A. Dutten, manager, Norton, Lilly

Co.; J. Kuhn; manager, Arundel
Corp.; J. Johnson, manager, Sped-

den Shipbuilding Co.; T. Riley,

manager. Export Steamship Co.;

W. Hederick, U. S. Shipping Com-
missioner; C. Hastie, Lloyd's Sur-

veyor, Port of Baltimore; and J.

Ross, Principal Surveyor, Ameri-

can Bureau, Baltimore.
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PRICE VS.

EXPENSE
As Applied to Bearing Metal

Bearing metal in the connecting rods, eccentric straps

and main journals of a ship's mechanism has little

significance from the standpoint of cost. It becomes

highly important, however, when a ship must be taken

out of service for replacement of these vital parts.

The best bearing metal obtainable—at any reason-

able cost—is admittedly the least expensive. Psrsons'

White Brass S. A. sells at a price slightly more than

ordinary babbitt metals but has proven its economy

beyond question in both steam and motorships. Meas-

ured clearance after a period of service is the final

test of quality.

Secure detailed inlormalion from
C. V. LANE, 1005 Balfour Bide-,

San Francisco, Pacific Coast repre-

sentative for Parsons' Wliite Brass

S. A. Complete stocks maintained
in San Francisco.

CRAMP BRASS & IRON
FOUNDRIES CO.

New Type of River Motorship

(Ctintmvicd Irom Page 275)

will Ki-ind 1)11 the ice. All interior steel surface.s are

painted with three coat.s of black Aqua Proof compo-
sition.

The Portland-Astoria run is one of the oldest regu-

lar steamboat routes on the Pacific Coast and is now
nearing its century mark. Many a famous river craft

of by-gone days has made steamboat history on this

110-mile stretch. It is now paralleled by highway and
rail routes for bus, train, auto, and truck. The perfor-

mance of the L. P. Hosford will therefore be watched
with the keenest interest, as her owners figure that the

combined savings of fuel and labor costs due to diesel

operation and the more economical freight handling
will approximate $41,000 a year as compared with the
old wooden steamers.

Paschatl Station Philadelphia

Pacific Coast Shipbuilding Conference

PACIFIC Coast firms are seeking a share in the

shipbuilding made possible under the Jones-White
Act. Up to the present time, on account of the dif-

ferential in freight rates on certain materials to At-
lantic shipyards as compared with the same material
to Pacific Coast shipyards, none of the vessels built

under the provisions of the Ship Construcion Fund
has been constructed on the Pacific Coast.

In a recent resolution adopted by the Pacific Coast
commercial organizations and port authorities, it is

pointed out that ina.smuch as these loans are made from
the federal treasury "to which the Pacific Coast con-

tributes a considerable share," Pacific Coast firms are
entitled "to consideration for ship contracts under
reasonably competitive conditions." It is estimated that

55 per cent, of the total ship.'^ built under the Jones-

White Act are for use on the Pacific trade routes.

Under existing conditions, western steamship lines

have felt obliged to let their contracts to eastern firms
despite the record for efficient construction won by the

Pacific Coast shipyards, and despite the undeniably ad-

vantageous climatic conditions which result in greater

3fficiency and shorter time for construction.

To offset this advantage of eastern shipbuilders, due
to their proximity to steel centers, it has been proposed
to allow the Shipping Board to make a one-half of one
per cent, reduction in the interest rate on government
loans for ships built on the Pacific Coast. A bill to this

effect has been introduced in Congress by Albert E.

Carter, representative from California, and is receiv-

ing the support of the Pacific Coast.

A. F. Haines, president of the Pacific Foreign Trade
Council and vice-president and general manager of the

American Mail Line, together with the Pacific Coast
chambers of commerce invite shipbuilders, steamship
owners, and all others interested to attend a confer-

ence on this subject. This conference is in connection

with the Eighth Annual Meeting of the Pacific Foreign

Trade Council (an organization comprising the foreign

trade and maritime commerce committees of the cham-
bers of commerce of the Pacific Coast) and will be held

this year in Oakland, Cailfornia, on September 17 and
18. A session of the program will be devoted "to de-

vising such a plan as will permit the existing and now
idle shipyards on the Pacific Coast to share equitably

in the ship construction made possible through federal

aid." ( Pacific Foreign Trade Council.)
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Huckins 48' Fairform Flyer
Smartest of lines fiom bow to stern, luxurious in its appointments, and to accompany these,

Huckins Yacht Corp., Jacksonville, Flo., has wisely chosen two Sterling Petrel 200 horse-

power engines for propulsion.

Since its introduction to yachtsmen four years ago, the Sterling Petrel model has enjoyed

a reputation for reliability and stamina, and was unreservedly accepted; for the Sterling

Engine Company, as manufacturers of marine engines for 29 years, is recognized as a

leader in its field. Unlimited source of engineering and accuracy of workmanship, com-

bined with the finest of materials procurable has qualified this prestige.

Other models manufactured range from 12 to 600 horsepower.

A catalog will be forwarded to those advising the size and type of boat contemplated.

The Fairform Flyer, with a length of 48 feet and a breadth of 11 feet 3 inches, powered with twin screw

Sterling Petrel engines of 200 H.P. each, has a sustained cruising speed of 22 M.P.H,, with a top speed of

30 M.P.H., and a cruising radius at cruising speed, of 250 miles.

STERLING ENGINE COMPANY
BUFFALO, NEWYORK

SEATTLE 601 Balboa Building LOS ANGELES
}>22 Henry BuilcGni SAN FRANCISCO 401 Bradbury BuiWiic
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This typical Truss-Weld cell, after test, shews its great excess strength and
stiffness. Ten tons pressure, applied diagonally, caused the first sign of any
deflection, and, as pressure was increased and fractures finally did occur, not

a single one was in a weld.

UNITED, Stafen Island, Launches
ts First Truss-Weld ''Bottle-Tight'' Barge

T T T
Barge "N. A. D. CO. NO. I", eleventh of thirteen hulls laid down under Truss-Weld
patents though the first to be built by UNITED, was launched Tuesday, May 19th, at

the Staten Island Plant. It measures 60' x 20' x 6', has cargo capacity for 33,000
gallons of fuel oil, and was built for the Atlantic, Gulf & Pacific Co., New York, to be
used as a tender for the Dredge SCROD of Boston. Two more hulls, derrick barges
for the same company, are now under way and soon will be launched.

The permanent "bottle"-tightness of Truss-Weld construction is not its most important
virtue for oil carrying. Truss-Weld barges, by eliminating all the usual heavy internal

bracing members, simplify cleaning and avoid much of the tendency toward gas
pockets; thorough stripping is easily accomplished because there are no obstructing
frames to form pools. These barges carry more oil and draw less water than any
others of like dimension.

During the past three years, Truss-Weld barges, with capacities as great as 350,000
gallons, have demonstrated their unmatched strength and rigidity many times by
withstanding serious collisions, groundings while fully loaded and other strenuous tests,

without a single instance of hull fracture.

Truss-Weld replacements for many units in service today would prove amazingly
profitable. Wouldn't you like to know more about them?

T T T
11 Broadway, N. Y.

Telephone

Digby 4-0500 UNITED DRY DOCKS
INCORPORATED

Sole Licensee, Atlantic Seaboard, Kjekstad Patent Truss-Weld and Reverse-Channel Syste

Morse-Fletcher
Stolen Island
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Robert Dollar, Chairman of the Board.

Dollar Steamship Lines

Fulfillment and Realization

ROBERT DOLLAR, eighty-seven years young, the dean of American
shipowners, and the dominant figure in Pacific Ocean Shipping, is

seeing the partial fulfillment of his prophetic vision and the realiza-

tion of a large part of his life work. He has frequently proclaimed, when
speaking on foreign trade, that "The center of the world's future inter-

national commerce will be somewhere on the Pacific, and America's great

future expansion in foreign trade will be on the Pacific Coast." Believing

ardently in this idea, he has used it as a slogan and has worked for its

accomplishment with all of his great shrewdness and tremendous energy.

Steamship President Hoover is the beginning of fruition and fulfill-

ment for this endeavor and this prophesy. Here is the largest and finest

merchant vessel ever built in an American shipyard—and she was de-

signed and built to the ideas of this greatest of Pacific Coast shipowners
for his Pacific Ocean Services.

The life of Robert Dollar on the Pacific Coast began in 1888 when as

a fairly prosperous Canadian and Michigan lumberman, then 44 years old,

he moved to San Rafael, California, to avoid the effects of the rigor-

ous North Michigan climate. Shortly after settling he began lumbering operations in Sonoma County, and a

little later in Mendocino County, and in the Puget Sound country.

In 1895 (or thereabouts) he bought the Newsboy, a small wooden lumber schooner.

In 1901 he started in the transpacific trade with the steamer Arab, 6500 tons deadweight.

In 1902 Robert Dollar made his first trip to China.

It is noteworthy that this man started in his 57th year the work that was to make his name known through-

out the world, and that this work was started mainly with the idea of opening up the Chinese market to Pacific

Coast lumber.

To-day, Dollar Steamship Lines circles the globe with a first class passenger and express freight service that

is the first of its kind in the world's history. The Dollar house flag and the Dollar stack are known in every

great foreign port and are the most potent advertisements to the maritime nations that the United States of

America is once more an international competitor in maritime commerce.
The Dollar Steamship Lines, Inc., Ltd., is a

well managed organization, built upon the in-

telligent choice of competent executives in ev-

ery department. That this organization func-

tions smoothly and is in the hands of compe-
tent executives is very well illustrated in the

planning and building of the Steamship Presi-

dent Hoover and her sister ship the Steamship
President Coolidge. Although the home offices

of the steamship lines and the yard of the New-
port News Shipbuilding & Drydock Company
are 3000 miles apart, the shipbuilding and the

ship operating organizations were able to co

operate so thoroughly in design and construc-

tion, in alteration and equipment, that the

Steamship President Hoover was delivered

three months ahead of schedule date, and the

President Coolidge will be delivered five

months ahead.R. Stanley Dollar, President. Harold Dollar, 1st Vice President.



cAmericas Finest

For Transpacific Service

Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company Delivers to Dollar Steamship

Lines Largest American-built Merchant Vessel and the Most

Powerful Turbo-Electric Liner Afloat

SS.
PRESIDENT HOOVER, first of a pair of

splendid electric liners made possible by the wise

.provisions of the Jones-White Merchant Marine

Act and being built by the Newport News Shipbuild-

ing & Dry Dock Company for the transpacific and in-

tercoastai services of the Dollar Steamship Lines, Inc.,

Ltd.. of San Francisco, was delivered by the ship-

builders on July 11 and leaves New York August 6 on

her maiden voyage, arriving at Los Angeles August

22 and at San Francisco August 24.

The advent of this vessel in transpacific trade is of

unique and outstanding significance. She is the lar-

gest merchant vessel yet built in an American ship-

yard, the first electrically propelled vessel in trans-

pacific trade, and has the highest powered electrical

propulsion machinery yet installed in a commercial

liner. She is the first passenger liner to be designed

and built for the Dollar Lines. She bears the distin-

guished name of the present President of the United

States with which she was christened by the Presi-

dent's wife. No other vessel shares this honor.

For these and many other reasons, the marine frat-

ernity of the Pacific Coast is looking forward to an

inspection of the Steamship President Hoover with

possibly keener interest than has been the case with

any other vessel.

The general design embodies the ideas and the ex-

tensive experience of the owners in world wide cargo

and passenger service, and anticipates future needs.

Planned to meet specific requirements for speed, dead-

weight, cubic capacity, and passenger accommodation,

this design complies with the requirements of the Pos-

tal Service for Class II mail-carrying; the United

States Navy requirements for auxiliary service; the

United States Public Health Service requirements for

rat-proofing, fresh water piping, and general sanitary

regulations; the United States Steamboat Inspection

Service rules and regulations; the regulations of the

International Convention (1929) for Safety of Life at

Sea; and the Rules of the American Bureau of Ship-

ping, under whose special survey the President Hoover

was built.

The hull has a straight stem, slightly raked, and an

elliptical stern of the protected rudder, or semicruiser,

type. With these, and the two well placed masts and

two stacks, the profile presents a very symmetrical

appearance. She is of the complete superstructure

type, having a combined forecastle and bridge deck.

Above this bridge deck are three tiers of steel erec-

tions giving a promenade deck, a boat deck, and a sun

deck over 30 per cent, of the vessel's length. The deck

inside of the erections on the boat deck is 4 feet high-

er than on the outside in order to give greater head-

room in the public spaces on the promenade deck. The
promenade and boat decks overhang the sides of the

vessel 18 inches, and the navigating bridire, which is

at the level of the top of the boat deck house (95 feet

above the keel), extends 3 feet beyond the maximum
beam on each side in order to give an unobstructed

view of the entire length of the vessel.

Hull Construction

The steel hull is constructed with transverse fram-

ing, and all scantlings fully comply with the rules of

the American Bureau of Shipping. Side frames are all

channels and are joggled to avoid the use of shell lin-

ers. Except in way of oil-tight flats they are continu-

ous from tank top to the top deck in way of all side

plating. The frames, generally, are of three sizes, the

heavy section terminating at the main deck and the in-

termediate section at the shelter deck. These differ-

ent sections are welded together in way of the beam
brackets at those decks. Frames amidships are spaced
36 inches, and at the ends are reduced by steps to 24-

inch spacing in the peaks.

All deck beams up to and including the promenade
deck are channels fitted at every frame; above that

deck they are, in general, angle beams. Decks gener-

ally are supported by three rows of girders and widely
spaced pillars. Below the shelter deck these pillars

are tubular and have welded plate flanges stiffened

by welded brackets. There are seven fully plated decks
in the structure, which number includes the promen-
ade deck, the sun deck, and the boat deck inside the
superstructure. Two expansion joints are fitted in the

superstructure extending down to the promenade
deck.

Subdivision of the vessel by ten transverse bulk-

heads provides a forepeak and three cargo holds for-

ward, two boiler rooms, one engine room, three cargo
holds aft, and an after peak. Practically all these bulk-
heads extend water-tight to the shelter deck; the fore-

peak extends to the forecastle deck. Further subdivi-

sion is provided by the bulkheads bounding fuel oil

tanks forward of the boiler rooms, at the sides there-

of, and between the engine and boiler rooms, and by
those bounding fresh water tanks abreast the shaft
alleys.

Stem and Stern

The stem is built up of four sections, the upper two
being rolled steel bars and the lower two being steel

castings of a bulbous form. All sections are connected
by scarped joints. The forefoot is raised 3 feet 6 inches
at forward perpendicular, the cut-up starting about
63 feet aft thereof. The bulbous bow form is of a med-
ium type. Five sections of cast steel form the stera
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the three upper sections form the end of the semi-

cruiser stern. A cast steel frame enclosed by riveted

plates forms the semibalanced rudder of streamline

type. This frame is in three sections, the main section

carrying ribs to stiffen the side plates and for attach-

ment of the angle stiffeners on these plates. The two
gudgeons have bronze bushings with lignum-vitae bear-

ing surface and the wrought steel pintles have bronze

casings. A rudder stock of forged steel 22 inches in

diameter with a 3 '4-inch axial hole, is connected to

the rudder through a horizontal palm coupling by

twelve body-bound bolts, the palm being fitted with a

feather to relieve the shearing stress on these bolts.

The weight of the rudder and stock is entirely sup-

ported within the hull by a bearing of the collar type

located at the lower deck level.

Double Bottom

A complete double bottom extends from the colli-

sion bulkhead as far aft as the shape of the vessel

permits. It is 60 inches deep amidships and is increas-

ed in depth in No. 1 hold and also at the after end.

Longitudinally it is divided into eleven compartments
by water-tight and oil-tight floors, and all but No. 1

and No. 11 compartments are also divided transversely

by the water-tight vertical keel; in the two extreme

end compartments the latter is nonwater-tight. All

double bottom compartments forward of the engine

room are fitted for carrying either fuel oil or water
ballast, and those under the engine room and aft

thereof are fitted for carrying fresh water only. A cof-

ferdam is fitted between the oil and fresh water carry-

ing divisions, and all drainage wells are fitted in ac-

cordance with the regulations of the International Con-

vention for Safety of Life at Sea (1929). Solid floors,

with suitable lightening holes, are fitted on every
frame under the engine room, throughout the forward
one-fifth length, and also for a considerable distance

at the after end; in the boiler rooms solid floors are

fitted on alternate frames, and elsewhere at every

third frame with open bracketed floors between. Two
side girders are fitted on each side of the center-

line, intercostal between solid floors, and additional

stiffening is fitted at the forward end and under the

engine room. Frames in the double bottom are joggled,

but reverse frames are straight and tank top plating

is joggled.

Tanks

Athwartship fuel oil tanks are fitted entirely across

the ship forward of the boiler rooms and between the
boiler and engine rooms, and side tanks are fitted

abreast of each boiler room. All tanks extend to the

main deck, except that in way of the after athwartship
tanks a cofferdam is fitted under the deck to accom-
modate piping. The athwartship tanks are divided

transversely into four compartments and, in addition,

the after ones are divided longitudinally.

A pipe tunnel is fitted through the tanks at the for-

ward end of the boiler room and extends through No.
3 hold and part of No. 2 hold, with an escape trunk
extending to the shelter deck.

In addition to some of the double bottom compart-
ments aft which are used exclusively for carrying
fresh water for domestic service, there are a number
of built-in fresh water tanks. These tanks are located
outboard of the refrigerating machinery space and
abreast the shaft alleys and extend from the double
bottom to the orlop deck. There are also two tanks on
the centerline between the shaft alleys.

Homer L. Ferguson, president,

Newport News Shipbuilding and
Dry Dock Company.

An American Master Shipbuilder

and His Greatest Ship

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
S.S. PRESIDENT HOOVER

Dimensions:
Length overall 654 -3

Length on 32-foot water line 630'-0"

Length between perpendiculars (classification) ....615'-0"

Beam, molded 81 -0

Depth, molded, to Boat Deck, at side 79'-6"

Depth, molded, to Promenade Deck, at side 70'-0"

Depth, molded, to Bridge Deck, at side (>\'-Q"

Maximum draft, to bottom of bar keel 34'-0"

Displacement at maximum draft, tons 33,350

Tons per inch at maximum draft 94.9

Midship Section coefficient 979
Block Coefficient (on water line length) 675
Gross Tonnage 21,936

Net Tonnage 12,986

Capacities:

Fuel oil (all available tanks), tons 6240
Water ballast (all available tanks), tons 5670
Coconut oil (tanks available for fuel or coconut oil),

tons 1181

Fresh water, tons 2320
General cargo—bales, cu. ft 556,000

Refrigerated cargo, cu. ft 59,500

Power Plant:

Propellers 2

Shaft horsepower 26,500
Speed at rated power, knots 20.83

Cruising radius (full speed), nautical miles 14,500

Cruising radius (cruising speed), nautical miles 19,500

Passengers:

First class 307
Special class 1 33

Third class 1 70
Steerage 378

Total 988
Crew 324

The two masts are of riveted construction, with

doublers at partners and hounds, but without stiffen-

ers. Each mast heels on the shelter deck and is fitted

with a topmast of tubular construction. Masts are fit-

ted with stretchers to take the leads of the cargo boom
topping lifts. It is interesting in view of the many
arguments over necessary clearances for bridges over

navigable channels that the topmasts fitted on the
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President Hoover arc telescopic and can be lowered
about 28 feet.

Cargo Spaces

All cargo carrying spaces are located below the up-

per deck. Forward the three holds are divided into

twelve compartments, all of which are used for gen-
eral cargo, and in the three holds aft there are five

compartments for general cargo, one for mail in bulk,

and three for refrigerated cargo. The insulated cargo
compartments, which are all in No. 4 'tween decks, are
further subdivided into six rooms on each of the orlop

and lower decks, and on the main deck into three
rooms for refrigerated cargo and several for ship's

cold stores. There are thus 15 insulated compartments
for refrigerated cargo, each one of which may be loaded
or unloaded without in any way affecting the others.

This arrangement is particularly advantageous for the
service in which the vessel will be engaged since it per-

mits of diversified cargoes being loaded or discharged
at any port of call with a minimum amount of handling
and without in any way disturbing through freight of a

refrigerated nature. All refrigerated cargo is handled
through two trunked hatches extending through to the
bridge deck, located one on the port and one on the
starboard side of the ship. At each of the cargo deck
levels an athwartship passage 10 feet wide connects the
two hatches and provides a working space so that car-

go may be loaded from either side of the ship into
any compartment.

Sea Post Office

For the carriage of mail and postal matter there is

a fully equipped sea post office on the upper deck
with entrance from the special class lobby. A special
enclosure for registered mail is fitted therein. Mail in
bulk is carried in No. 5 orlop 'tween decks, and a spe-
cial mail trunk connects this space with the sorting
room. Mail is loaded through No. 6 hatch, the trunked
portion of which adjoins the post office with which
connection is made through sliding doors. Adjoining
the post office and No. 6 hatch there is a special steel-

enclosed compartment for the carriage of specie; and
a similar room for the same purpose is provided in the
No. 3 main 'tween decks.

Passenger Spaces

Accommodations are provided for four classes of
passengers; First, Special, Third, and Steerage. In the
regular first class spaces provision is made for 307
passengers, and this number can be increased to a
total of 440 by use of certain rooms which are inter-
changeable between first and special classes. The first
class accommodations are all located amidships, with
staterooms on five different decks. There are 108
staterooms and four de luxe suites, each suite consist-
ing of sitting room, veranda, stateroom, bath, and
trunk room. These suites are located on the bridge
deck in pairs, port and starboard. Of the 108 first-

class staterooms, 8 are located on the boat deck, 2 on
the promenade deck, 46 on the bridge deck, 38 on the
shelter deck, and 14 on the upper deck. With only one
exception all these rooms have private bath. There
are 69 private bath rooms and 11 private toilets with
showers, and, in addition, 17 public bathrooms and 11
shower baths for the exclusive use of regular first

class passengers. Probably no other passenger ship
afloat is equipped with so many baths in proportion to

the number of passengers carried.

Staterooms for 133 special class passengers are all

A no\cl construction feature in the superstructure of the Steamship
President Hoover and one that will be much enjoyed by the first

class passengers is a permanently buih-in tiled swimming pool on
the boat deck, equipped with sand beach.

located on the shelter deck adjoining the first class

quarters, and the 39 rooms provided are interchange-

able between the two classes. A smoking room and a

lounge on the bridge deck, two large lobbies and a

barber shop on the shelter deck, and a dining room on

the upper deck seating 120 persons are provided for

the exclusive use of special class. A portion of the

after end of the bridge deck is set aside for an open-
air promenade and an out-door swimming pool is pro-

vided for their use in the trunked hatch to No. 5 hold.

Six bathrooms and seven showers are provided for this

class.

Permanent accommodations for 170 third class pas-

sengers in 23 staterooms and a dining room seating
114 persons are located at the after end of the upper
deck. A social room is provided for them on the shelter

deck, and the exposed part at the after end of the lat-

ter and the after end of the bridge deck are set aside

for their use as open-air spaces. Toilet facilities in-

clude 11 shower baths and one Japanese bath.

At the after end of the main deck there are perm-
anent accommodations for 60 steerage passengers, and
portable berths are installed in No. 5 and No. 6 main
'tween decks for 318 additional, providing for a total

of 378. Permanent toilet facilities, including 14 shower
baths, are provided for steerage use.

A hospital containing a dispensary and operating
room, and men's ward, women's ward, and an isolation

ward, each having an attached bathroom, is provided
on the shelter deck aft.

Accommodations for a total ship's complement of
324 are installed. The captain, deck officers, and most
of the engineers are located on the boat deck, and the
crew at the forward end of the shelter and upper decks
and amidships on the main deck. For the different

departments seven messrooms have been provided, each
having its own pantry service. A crew's barber shop
and a crew's hospital with separate isolation ward,
each with its own toilet, are located on the shelter
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deck. Passageways forward and aft permit the crew to

go to either end of the ship without passing through

any passenger space.

A clean hull is very essential in order that the Steam-

ship President Hoover maintain her express speed of

21 knots. To insure a clean underwater body, the ves-

sel is coated below the water line with germicide com-
position manufactured by the American Marine P;iint

Company.
Propulsion Machinery

To propel this hull economically and efficiently the

owners selected the modern American electric drive as

designed and built by the General Electric Company.
Several features were uppermost in the minds of the

engineers when designing the powering equipment for

the Steamship President Hoover. First, the item of

modernity—the embodiment of the latest developments
in the art up to the time of launching—second, the

item of reliability— a power plant that could with-

stand any foreseen or adverse condition—third, mini-

mum upkeep—powering equipment to operate year in

and year out without one cent for repairs—and, fourth,

efficiency.

The main power plant consists of two turbine gen-

erators each rated 10,100 kilowatts, 4800 volts, 2660
revolutions per minute, 3 phase; two main propelling

motors of the synchronous-induction type, each rated

13,250 horsepower, 40 pole, 133 revolutions per minute.

3 phase, unity power factor; and one operating panel

and control group for maneuvering the vessel.

Steam Generating Plant

Steam is generated at 300 pounds pressure and 200
degrees Fahrenheit superheat in 12 water-tube boilers

of the well known Babcock & Wilcox interdeck super-

heater marine type. These boilers are located in two
boiler rooms, six boilers in each room arranged three

abreast with drums athwartship. The forward stack

takes the flues from all boilers, the after stack being
used solely for engine room ventilation. Steam drums
of the three forward and three after boilers are fitted

with desuperheating coils for furnishing steam to the

saturated steam auxiliaries. The total heating surface
of the 12 boilers is 57,600 square feet and the total

superheating surface 5700 square feet. Each boiler is

fitted with four Babcock & Wilcox Cuyama type burn-
ers for burning fuel oil under cold forced draft. Dia-
mond soot blowers and Babcock & Wilcox automatic
feed regulators are fitted.

In each boiler room are installed three Griscom-
Russell fuel oil heaters, two of which have sufficient

capacity to take care of the full load demand for six

boilers. One Quimby horizontal motor-driven fuel oil

pump in each fireroom supplies all 24 burners, and
two Warren steam-driven vertical simplex oil pumps
are installed as stand-by. Air is delivered to the burn-
er fronts through ducts on the open fireroom system
by four motor-driven Sturtevant Silentvane blowers.

Feed Heating System

The condensate is drawn from the main condensers
by the condensate pump which discharges through the
air ejector condensers to the feed tank. All the latent

heat of ejector steam is thus conserved, no raw water
pass being fitted. There are two Warren 3-stage centri-

fugal main feed pumps, each driven by a Terry tur-

bine. Each main feed pump has sufficient capacity to

supply all the boilers at full power. There are also

three Warren independent steam-driven vertical sim-

plex auxiliary feed pumps, one in the engine room and
one in each fire room. The feed pumps draw from the

feed tank and discharge through two Davis Engineer-
ing Company's heaters arranged in series and having
sufficient capacity to heat the feed water to 300 de-

grees Fahrenheit. The first stage heater utilizes the

exhaust from the steam-driven noncondensing auxi-

liaries, augmented by steam bled from the eighth

stage of the main turbines. Steam for the second stage

heater is bled from the third stage of the main tur-

bines.

Main Condensing Plant

Each main generator turbine is served by a 14,000-

square foot, 2-pass, surface condenser located imme-
diately below the turbine. The condensers are support-

Two views of the open and enclosed promenade deck spaces on the Steamship President Hoover. Note, at right, the box girder extension
of the Welin-MacLachlan gravity davits which combine the functions of a strength member in the structure of the ship and a run-way

for the boat cradles.
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ed on flexible beams so designed as to insure protec-

tion for the turbines from undue stresses due to the

weight or vertical expansion of the condensers. Cir-

culating water is supplied to each condenser by two-

motor-driven Warren single-stage centrifugal pumps
each having a capacity of 10,000 gallons per minute.

Each condenser is served ty two 2-stage sets of West-
inghouse air ejectors mounted on a combined inter-

and-after condenser. Each ejector set has sufficient ca-

pacity to remove the air from the condenser which it

serves when the propelling machinery is developing

full power, the other set being used for a spare or in

case of abnormal air leakage. Three Warren motor-

driven centrifugal main condensate pumps of 250 gal-

lons per minute capacity are fitted, one pump serving

each condenser and the third pump being used as a

stand-by.

Auxiliary Condensing Plant

The auxiliary condensing plant is in general similar

to the main plant. In order to insure uninterrupted
service for the auxiliary generators, which are of

course vital to the operation of the main machinery,

two condensers are provided, one serving the forwai'd

pair and one the after pair of the 500-kilowatt genera-

tor turbines. One 3600 gallons per minute Warren
single-stage centrifugal motor-driven circulating pump
of 3600 gallons per minute capacity serves each con-

denser. Twin Westinghouse air ejectors with inter-

and-after condensers are fitted, similar to the main
plant. Three 50-gallons per minute capacity Warren
motor-driven centrifugal condensate pumps are fitted,

one to serve each condenser, the third being a stand-

by.

Main Turbines
The main turbines are of the downward exhaust

type and are mounted directly above their respective

condensers. The steam conditions at the main throttle

valve are 275 pounds gauge and 200 degrees Fahrenheit
superheat, and the vacuum at turbine exhaust 28.5

inches. The primary consideration in the design of the

turbines was that of ruggedness. The rotors are milled

out of a solid steel forging, and all wheels except the

first are integral with the shaft. There are sixteen

wheels, all of which contain one row of blading, ex-

cept the first which has two. The blading is of excep-

tionally heavy construction, and the critical speed of

the completed rotors is well above the highest run-

ning speed.

Control of the steam flow is by means of the main
throttle valve and three subsidiary hand valves which
permit minor steam flow adjustment without the neces-

sity for throttling the pressure. The main throttle

valve is remotely controlled from the main operating

panel by means of a lever which actuates a hydraulic,

oil-operated mechanism. The hydraulic mechanism is

interconnected with the lubrication system and an
over-speed tripping device which cuts off the steam
supply automatically in case of overspeed or cessa-

tion of oil supply.

The turbine operates in but one direction of rota-

tion and has but two steam sealing glands, one at each

end of the turbine. There are two extraction openings

for bleeding steam for feed water heating. The high
pressure opening provides steam at 65 pounds gauge
pressure, thus permitting of the attainment of 300
degrees Fahrenheit feed water temperature. The low
pressure opening provides steam for the low pi'essure

feed water heater at slightly above atmospheric pres-

sure. As the turbine generators are electrically dis-

connected during warming up, this process is greatly

simplified. They may be allowed to idle at slow speeds

under their own steam with the certainty that there is

proper heat distribution.

Main Generators
The main generators which are directly connected

to the turbine shafts are of the totally enclosed, in-

ternally ventilated type, and are provided with extern-

al air coolers. Complete assurance against deposits of

oil or dust on the windings is thus assured and, there-

fore, long life of the insulation. The fan which circu-

lates the air through the windings and thence through
the air cooler is mounted on the end of the rotor shaft.

The tubes in the air cooler are supplied by circulating

water from the main circulating pump discharge. The
generator is of the two pole type.

The rotor is a solid steel forging and has slots mill-

«»;.?|M'
One of the firerooms of the

Steamship President Hoover
featuring four of the twelve

Babcock flC Wilcox water-tube
boilers. Note the neat and
workman-like installation of

steam piping. Fuel oil for
these boilers is measured by

Empire oil meters.

High pressure steam pipes are

covered with 85^o magnesia
and with Johns-Manville Su-
per-ex. Johns-Manville im-
proved **Asbestocer' is large-

ly used for low pressure steam
pipe insulation and for insu-

lating partitions and bulk-

heads.
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One of the General-Electric

turbo-generating sets of the

main propulsion plant of the

Steamship President Hoover
showing steam control which
may be arranged cither for

constant turbine speed or for

constatit steam flow.

ed in it.s face in which the field windings are imbedded.
The stator frame is of built-up steel plate construc-

tion. The core is made up of laminated plates in which
slots are provided for the reception of the windings.

Electric heating coils are located inside of the in-

ner shields for the prevention of moisture accumula-
tion on the windings during idle periods. The tempera-
ure is kept at just slightly above room temperature
(2 to 4 degrees Fahrenheit) in order to prevent con-
densation. Temperature coils are imbedded in the sta-

tor windings, and a testing device is situated on the
operating panel for determining the temperature of the
armature windings at any desired time. The generator
field temperature is constantly visible on a meter situ-

ated on the operating panel. This temperature is based
on a measurement of the field voltage and current and
the known resistance of the windings.

Main Propulsion Motors

The main propelling motors are of the highly effi-

cient synchronous-induction type operating at unity

power factor. The stator fi-ames are of built-up steel

plate construction, and the rotor spiders are of cast

steel. Like the generators they are supplied with sta-

tor temperature detectors and heating coils for the

prevention of condensation on the windings during
idle periods.

The induction motor windings, which are of the
squirrel cage type and are used only when starting,

are imbedded in the pole faces of the field cores and
short circuited by means of end rings to which the
copper bars are welded.

Control

The control panel has mounted on its face the va-
rious levers for maneuvering the ship, the rheostat
control wheels for adjustment of the generator and
motor fields, and the instruments for measurement of
power. In the upper center of the panel are situated
the steam and vacuum gauges and the clock.

View on the lower platform
of the engine room of the
Steamship President Hoover
featuring one of the main
condensers with its two Gen-
eral-Electric motor driven
Warren centrifugal circulat-

ing pumps.



Cross tie busses with switches are provided which

permit of the parallel operation of the two propelliriK

motors from either main generator. Under this condi-

tion of operation, the turbine generator not in use is

shut down with its attendant condenser and auxiliary

equipment.

The instruments on the panel are very complete and

give instantaneous readings of ampere, volts, and kilo-

watts. An innovation is a watt-hour meter which re-

cords the measured power expended over any given

length of time—hourly, daily, between ports, or for

the voyage. These records will permit extensive study

of the effect on propulsion of the factors which alter

hull resistance such as draft, trim, wind, and cleanli-

ness of hull.

The projiulsion motors turn outboard for driving the

vessel ahead, the starboard propeller being a right-

hand screw and the port propeller a left-hand screw.

Thrust is taken on independent Kingsbury two-collar

type bearings immediately aft of the motors. Propel-

lers are of the built-up type with three managanese
bi'onze blades and semi-steel hub. Blade sections are of

the standard ogival shape.

A De Laval No. 302, motor-driven centrifugal sep-

arator insures clean lubricating oil for the turbines

and the propulsion motors.

Trial Results

Steamship President Hoover was given a very thor-

ough workout on her trials, receiving practically the
equivalent of an official United States Navy stand-
ardization and economy test at the navy trial course
off Rockland, Maine. A series of runs was made over
the measured mile at five speeds, ranging from 15.5

knots to 20.5 knots. Then five runs were made at maxi-
mum power. Averages of the five high speed runs were
21.56, 141.5 revolutions per minute and 31,060 shaft
horsepower.

This was followed by continuous eight-hour econ-
omy run at full rated power. On this run fuel consum-
ed was measured in the same accurately calibrated
measuring tanks that were used on the United States
Navy penalty trials of the cruisers Houston and Au-
gusta. The result of this test of the Steamship Presi-
dent Hoover was very satisfactory, as the following
averages testify

:
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Propulsion control board at the operating stand in the engine room.
Maneuvering is accomplished by the movement of three levers for

each motor and turbine. These levers are so interlocked that it is

impossible to move them in wrong sequence.

Shaft horsepower 26',495

Propeller revolutions per minute . . 134.4

Corresponding speed, knots 20.83

Consumption of fuel for all purposes, in

pounds per shaft horsepower, correct-

ed to 18,500 B.T.U. per pound . . . 0.669

This fuel consumption figure compares very favor-

ably with the recent records of the most modern steam-
ships, particularly when we take into the account the

conservative steam temperature and pressure and the

absence of air preheaters and economizers.

On the run back to the yard the ship operated for

several hours using only the forward fireroom and the

starboard turbo-generator. In this condition she easily

made 16.5 knots with a fuel consumption of 0.78

pound. This satisfactory economy at cruising speed is

one of the most valuable features of the electric drive

for passenger vessels.

Mir.d mile off Rockland, Maine.



ANew Spirit in the

Architectural Treatment of Passenger

Accommodations

San Francisco Interior Architects and

Decorators Create a New Atmosphere

in the Public Rooms of America's

Greatest Transpacific Liner

WHEN the Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry
Dock Company had submitted satisfactory pre-

liminary general arrangement plans for the

Steamship President Hoover, the Dollar Steamship
Lines, Inc., turned these plans over to A. F. Marten
Co. of San Francisco, asking that firm of experienced

Interior Architects to collaborate with the owners and
builders in the development of an interior arrangement
and the creation of an interior atmosphere that would
satisfy the standards of living and the present and
future demands of the American traveling public.

Into this arrangement and atmosphere must be in-

corporated the most practical and up-to-date equipment
to meet the requirements of this vessel in the world-

round service for which she was designed, with its

varying climatic conditions and its comparatively long

ocean runs.

A general plan based upon the survey made by the

A. F. Marten Co. having been found acceptable, detail

deck plans were developed for the allotment of spaces

to public rooms, suites, staterooms, lobbies, and pas-

sageways. On the completion of this preliminary work
and in order to safeguard their future activities and
their purpose to attain the best result that could be

produced, A. F. Marten Co. made and set up in its

San Francisco shops miniature models of the several

types of stateroom. From full consultation of owner,
builder, and interior architect over these plans and
models, complete specifications for all materials and
complete interior architectural plans were developed.

Equipped with this "layout," an e.xecutive and expert
architect and designer of the A. F. Marten Co. went
to the shipyard to consult and cooperate with the naval
architects in fitting the scheme to the actual hull.

Upon his return to San Francisco detail design draw-
ings were made, and prints of these drawings, together
with full size samples of panelings, carvings, wood se-

lections, and finishes, were forwarded to the shipyard.

As a result of this thoughtful handling of every de-

tail, the A. F. Marten Co. has successfully planned, de-

signed, and supervised the entire interior scheme, pro-

duced in its San Francisco workshops practically all

of the furniture and furnishings, shipped these all to

the Atlantic seaboard, and installed them on the ves-

sel—without a single mishap. The genius and skill of

The first class lobbies on the Ste.imship President Hoover present

very beautiful effects in hardwood paneling and in specially de-

signed, many-colored patterns in rubber flooring.
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the interior architect are definitely evidenced in the

splendidly fine result attained, which in some measure
may be appreciated from the illusti'ations.

First Class Accommodations

In all modern passenger liners, the first class ac-

commodations are j?rouped amidships, and on the Pres-

ident Hoover these form a five-story, first class hotel,

the first floor being on the upper, or C, deck, the top

floor being the boat deck, and the roof, or sun deck,

being equipped for out-of-door games.

On C deck are located the main entrance lobby, the

dining rooms, the kitchens and pantries, and fourteen

first class staterooms. A large lobby, modernly equip-

ped purser's, doctor's, and chief steward's offices, and
thirty-eight staterooms are located on B deck. Deck A
has two spacious lobbies, a novelty shop, a barber shop,

a beauty shop, 45 staterooms, and four special suites.

The promenade deck, given over entirely to first class

passengers, contains enclosed and open deck promen-

ades, a library, a lounge, two lobbies, a smoking room,

a veranda cafe, a soda fountain room, and two single

staterooms. Eight staterooms, a gymnasium, a thera-

peutic room, a children's playroom, two lobbies, and
an outdoor tiled swimming pool occupy the boat deck.

Upper-C-Deck

A vestibuled port at each side of the ship gives ac-

cess to the spacious entrance lobby on C deck. On en-

tering, the first impression is that of spaciousness. A
deep and wide recess in the after bulkhead around the

beautifully molded center line main stairway gives

breadth, so that the room has effective dimensions of

22 feet by 80 feet. This effect is heightened by the light

tones of the framire paneling, with panel strips of

white birch and African mahogany trim. Ceiling and
walls are completely covered with this combination.

Deep fore and aft beams of the hull, with their large

bulkhead brackets, are encased in hardwood, thus

forming an interesting ai'ched effect.

Opening off the recess on each side of the main
stairway are coat rooms for dining room service and
entrances to the two passenger elevators. Both eleva-

tors serve C, B, A, and promenade decks, and the

port elevator serves also the boat deck.

At the center of the forward bulkhead, opposite the

stairway, there is installed a large fluted, gilt fernery

with a ceramic plaque insert. Surmounting this fernery

is a large, gilt-framed mirror set l)etween special tu-

Aftcr end of the central well in the first class dining saloon featuring

the grand stairway and the mural by Frank Bergman emblematic
of the Dollar round-the-world steamship service.
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bular lighting fixtures of white glass and polished

brass.

The Goodyear rul)ber flooring is in shadings of green

and tan especially developed to meet the ideas of the

interior architects. High back chairs in walnut with

unique hand decoration combine with interesting

groupings of upholstered pieces, tables, and floor

lamps to complete an entrance lobby that pleasingly

suggests comfort and harmony while preserving an
air of distinction.

Dinin,'4; Saloon. Opening off this lobby aft is the din-

ing room, a compartment which seats at small tables

272 persons. This majestic room is U shaped, the main
room being 80 feet wide and 50 feet long, and each of

the two wings 28 feet wide and 40 feet long. In the

center of the main room there is a large well extend-

ing through A deck, and over the sides and wings there

is a clear ceiling height of 10 feet G inches.

Built on a foundation of Goodyear rubber flooring

in varying tones of light green, the color scheme of this

room comprises an entirely new tonal value of pink-

ish-grey for the wall and ceiling panels, with applied

moldings in gold leaf and inset carved panels on all

columns and pilasters, also in gold leaf. Doors, stair-

case, and tables are in walnut. The chairs have satin-

wood frames with striped coverings in varying red

tones; and the draperies are in glacier green mohair.

The chief architectural features of this room are the

ceiling well and its grand staircase communicating
with first class passageways on B deck port and star-

board. Beautifully carved plate mirrors ornamented in

gold leaf and set between wide, slightly concave, paint-

ed pilasters adorn the sides of this well. On each side

two groups of three mirrors each, about half length,

are set in the sash so that they can be dropped into

pockets in the joiner work for ventilation. In the pas-

sage bulkheads openings are cut in way of these sash
and fitted with polished brass hinged grilles. A scollop-

ed cornice ornamented with carved composition is fit-

ted around the top of the well to form a trough for in-

direct lighting of the well ceiling.

The grand stairway is built of walnut with carved
walnut rail and newel posts with bronze balustrades.

It is truly artistic and beautiful in design and crafts-

manship. The center panel on the after bulkhead of

the dining I'oom above the stair landing is decorated
with a fine mural by Frank Bergman picturing the five

continents emblematic of Round-the-World steamship
service.

Air and light ports in way of the dining room are
arranged in groups of four. Each of these groups is re-

cessed and the recess is beautifully finished in panel-
ing with a narrow decorated mirror panel set between
the vertical pairs of ports. No attempt is made to mask
the ports with false windows. Utley patent swinging
ports, built under license by the shipbuilders, are used
in this space and in all staterooms.

A private dining saloon accommodating 18 persons
is provided aft of the first class dining saloon on the

port side of the ship. The finish of this room is simi-

lar to that of the main dining saloon, except that silver

leaf ornamentation has been used instead of gold, and
the paneling is decorated with murals of oriental de-

sign in tinted silver leaf, the general color scheme be-

ing salmon and blue.

China and silverware for these dining rooms were
sujiplied by the Dohrmann Hotel Supply Company ot

San Francisco. The china includes Hall, Scammell
Lamberton, and Svracuse. The silverware is by Gor-



spacious and Beautiful

Topped by an art glass dome in lovely pastel shades, the first class lounge presents an artistic blending of

green, gold, and mahogany with the subtle chartreuse tones of its wall and ceiling panels.
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ham and the glassware in thin blown old rose is by

Bryec Brothers.

The Shelter B Deck

In the way of the stairs in the first class loliby on K
deck and on all decks the walls are finished in full

heijrht panels of avoidire between iian'ow panel Ijands

of satinvvood with yellow poplar moldings. Elsewhere
the walls of this lobby are divided into a checkered

pattern of small square panels of framire with alter-

nate vertical and horizontal grain with narrow panel

strips of molded white birch and pilasters and trim of

African mahogany. Cornice and paneled ceilings are

in white enamel.

Goodyear rubber tiling, specially designed by the

interior architects, covers the floor with large modern
block patterns of red, gold, black, and green shades.

Lighting fixtures of harmoniously pleasing design en-

hance the decorative treatment. Comfortable chairs and
settees are covered with specially woven fabrics.

Staterooms. Adjoining this lobby at its forward side

is the purser's office. Its large opening with decora-

tive brass grillwork forms a pleasing panel opposite the

main stairway. Forward and aft of this lobby passage-

ways, port and starboard, lead to first class staterooms.

These passageways are paneled in plywood with rubbed
enamel finish in cream or light salmon shades.

The staterooms or bedrooms are similar in arrange
ment and dimensions to the bedrooms of a modern,
first class hotel. Each first class stateroom has two
single metal beds with the exception of two single

rooms on the promenade deck. Each first class state-

room has either private or communicating bath or

shower. Thirty-nine rooms have exclusive private bath,

and three have exclusive private shower, while 52 have
private bath communicating with two rooms. The
equipment and arrangement in these 52 rooms are prac-
tically standard throughout and strike a new note in

passenger comfort.

The door opens on small vestibule which communi-
cates through arched openings with a dressing room at

its side and with the bedroom at its end. This dressing
room is equipped with two large built-in wardrobes and
two lavatories, with a door giving access to the com-
municating bath. By this arrangement all plumbing
connections and all sanitary fittings are entirely re-
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moved from the room, allowing a much better arrange-
ment of furniture and fixtures to make a pleasing com-
bination bed and sitting room.
The furniture in all first class rooms consists of two

full size twin beds, in metal, built especially for this
ship by The Rome Company of San Francisco to the
design of the interior architects. The color combina-
tion for these beds is green and orange, and the design
is very pleasing. All these beds, and those of the spe-
cial class, are equipped with the I)e Luxe type coil bed
spring which was developed by the Rome Company.
It is claimed that this bed spring is unsurpassed for
restful repose, and passengers on the President Hoover
will obtain a new idea of sleeping comfort at sea.

The mattresses for these beds are Simon Pure hair
and inner spring type manufactured by The Simon
Mattress Manufacturing Company of San Francisco.
The inner springs of these mattresses are made of spe-
cial material and are especially heat treated and re-

tempered after coiling to make them rust-proof. The
mattress filling is of finest quality hair (grey draw-

A beautiful apartment is

the library and writing room,
shown at left. The walls are
finely paneled in African ma-
hogany with marquetry inlaid

decorations. In the center of

the after bulkhead is a large

mural depicting submarine
life. This painting, illustrated

above, is from the brush of

A, F. Marten.



Decorative and

Architectural Features

At left, after end of first class lounge featuring

carved glass and ebony console with antique

Sumatran silk mural and carved mirrors. Above,

one of the decorative wall consoles and mirror

of the lounge.

Lobby stairways fortn some of the most attractive

architectural features on the Steamship President

Hoover. This group of illustrations shows this fea-

ture in the forward lobbies of the first class section

running up from C deck to the boat deck.
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ings), the ticking is tufted by the patented Sanotuf

process, and all metal ventilators are rust-proofed. The
bed springs are covered with Simon Pure Spring covers

in matching color and quality with the mattress tick-

ing. Special "President" pillows are supplied to first

and special class.

Blankets for these beds were especially woven by the

Oregon City Woolen Mills of Oregon City, Oregon.

There are two blankets for each bed. The top blanket

is ocean blue on the face and gold on the reverse, with

an attractive woven-in scroll design (reproduced from
a decorative motif used in the ship's furnishings) ac-

ross its ends. At each end of these scrolls the words
"Dollai' Lines '31" are woven in. The make-up blanket

is a solid gold color with a modernistic weave effect,

especially created for the ship. The Oregon City Woolen
Mills, which is the pioneer woolen mill of the West,
supplied also the steamer rugs, which are woven in a

special shadow plaid design of beautiful brown and
tan shades and finished with felt-bound ends. This mill

is one of the few American mills equipped with the

Jacquard looms necessary to produce these special de-

signs.

In addition to the beds, each of these first class

staterooms contains a settee large enough to serve as a

day bed, two bedside tables, one mahogany combina-
tion dressing table and desk, chairs, and a collapsible

table.

All bath tubs have showers installed, the tub being

piped for hot and cold salt water and the shower for

hot and cold fresh water. All exposed metal fittings,

such as faucets and supply and drain pipes, are chrom-
ium plated.

Both the bedroom and the bathroom are supplied

with mechanical ventilation and are equipped with

Westinghouse surface-mounted heaters, 660-watt capa-

city in the bathrooms and 1000-watt in the bedrooms.
These heaters are enameled in colors to match the bulk-

heads upon which they are mounted.
The Bridge A Deck

On A deck the two first class lobbies are finished in

paneling of the same hardwoods as on B deck with

similar color scheme in the rubber flooring. The furni-

ture consists of a variety of chairs and settees in light
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primavera and walnut, with special fabric coverings in

nut brown, blue, and yellow, and a large center table

made of light finish mahogany with silver trim. Just

forward of the forward lobby is the novelty shop, and
the forward bulkhead of this lobby is formed into a

concave counter fitted with show cases in solid bronze
frames with interior trim of hardwood. At the after

end of the after lobby are the barber shop and the

beauty parlor. The two rooms, finished in light shad-
ings of green, with chromium silver trim, are complete-

ly equipped for their respective services.

De Luxe Suites. The four suites de luxe, located

amidships on A deck, are most completely equii)ped and
express the utmost in convenience, comfort, and lux-

ury. Each suite consists of a private veranda, a living

room, a bedroom, and a bath room. Two suites, one port

and one starboard, are splendid exemplifications of the

"art moderne," the other two are in conventional
French style.

In the two "suites moderne" the walls of the living

room and the veranda are paneled in padouk (aBurmese
wood of the mahogany family). Living room furniture

is made of zebra, macassar, and harewood, an outstand-

ingly clever piece of craftsmanship being a combina-
tion desk and chest of drawers with concealed lighting.

Golden brown, red, and black tones in draperies and
coverings combine with a specially developed carpeting

in blue to form a very effective and pleasing color

scheme for the living rooms. Rubber tile of a pattern
and coloring to harmonize with the treatment of the

suite is laid on the veranda decks, and these spaces are

furnished with gaily colored modern porch furniture
of a most comfortable type.

Bedroom walls are painted a light glacier blue, the
carpet is a darker blue. The bedroom furniture is of

flamed Jamo veneer trimmed in silver and consists of

tvi'in beds, bedside table, dressing table and mirror with
lighting fixtures, and chairs.

The two French suites have living room and veranda
paneled in primavera and bedroom painted in paste'

shades in keeping with the French influence.

Promenade Deck
Devoted entirely to first class passengers, the prom-

enade deck is completely occupied with open and clos-

Thrce views showing the attractive treatment of the large doorways connecting lobby and lounge, and lounge and library, on the prome
nade deck. The panels over the four doors of the lounge are beautiful placjues in relief depicting the four seasons.
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Suites de Luxe

The four suites on A Deck are in pairs, two decorated in Moderne motif and two in French style. Each of these suites has a veranda

with three outside Kearfott windows, a living room opening to the veranda with a door and three large windows, a bedroom, and a

bathroom. They are exquisitely finished in beautiful color schemes and furnished with many outstanding examples of master craftsmanship.
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ed promenade spaces and public rooms. It is approach-

ed by elevator or stairway through a splendid lobby

—

a room 54 feet long, 25 feet wide, and 23 feet high in

its central portion—completely paneled in avoidire

with satinwood strii)s designed to carry out a rei)eated

herringbone pattern over the entire room. This pat-

tern is accentuated by pilastei's and columns of ma-

hogany decorated with gold inset strips.

Over the entire enclosed space on the promenade

deck there is a four-foot elevation of the boat deck to

give more ceiling height in the public rooms.

Lounge. Forward of the lobby and connected by

large swinging doors port and starboard is the lounge,

a room of great spaciousness—52 feet by 54 feet—en-

tirely free from columns and with a 13-foot 6-inch

ceiling relieved by a large, full-height skylight dome
in its center. This room is lighted by six groups of un-

usually large Kearfott casement windows with drap-

eries of heavy silk bi'ocade in tones of gold and pale

green.

Paneled in plywood enameled a subtle shade of

chartreuse and set off by gold leaf applied moldings,

the walls of this room are finished with a baseboard

of primavera and a narrow carved cornice of the same

material faced with satinwood at the top and crowned

by a deep composition molding. Satinwood pilasters in a

striking design are decorated with inset carved panels

of primavera and have fluted capitals of the same

wood. Girder casings are of primavera faced with satin-

wood.

The ceiling is fitted flush, divided by narrow molded

panel strips and decorated with gold leaf composition

moldings. Each large ceiling panel has, at its center, an

indirect lighting fixture of the sunburst design finish-

ed in dull and polished gold and dull chromium plate.

A high pile Saxony wool carpet of special pattern in

green, dark grey, and mahogany shades covers the en-

tire floor, making a perfect base for a color scheme,

that is greatly enhanced by the carefully selected

stained glass of the central dome in which soft pastel

shades of amber, gold, and lavender filter sunlight by

day and reflect illumination at night.

The lounge is luxuriously furnished with large over-

stuffed chairs and settees upholstered in modern fab-

rics, and numerous occasional tables of various de-

signs, all inlaid in rare wood of many kinds and some

of them further ornamented with carving and gold

leaf. Outstanding pieces of cabinet work in the lounge
are: a large table with Tarsia top of satinwood and
base inlaid with satinwood, rosewood, and maccassar
ebony; four wall cabinets of Zebra veneer and ebony
with carved and gilded mirrors above; and a Chicker-
ing grand piano with frame of satinwood and ebony
esiiccially designed and built for this room.

Library and Writing Room. The lounge at its for-

ward end opens directly into the library through large

three-fold swinging doors, port and starboard. This
room, 28 by 52 feet, less the area taken up by the stage
recess of the lounge, has walls paneled full height in

large slabs of center-matched mottled African mahog-
any, with side margins decorated with marquetry in-

lays in many hardwoods, including American and Cir-

casian walnuts, curly maple, yellow poplar, harewood,
bubinga, tigerwood, zebra, and vermilion. Fluted pil-

asters, hand carved capitals, and narrow cornice, all

of African mahogany, are crowned by a deep cove mold-
ing of painted white pine.

A flush ceiling of enameled Vehisote is divided into

panels by carved composition decorative moldings and
is provided with polished brass grills for exhaust ven-
tilation. Completely covering the floor is an especially

designed rug of pleasing green base with patterns in

shades of terra cotta, lavender, light green, and gold.

Smoking Room. From the main lobby on the promen-
ade deck, wide passage lobbies, port and starboard,

lead aft to the smoking room. In these lobbies there are

large alcoves furnished with comfortable chairs and
settees, and in one of these alcoves on the starboard

side is fitted up a stock exchange board. Entering the

smoking room from these lobbies we find ourselves in

one of the largest and most impressive public spaces

on the ship—a room 50 feet by 50 feet—completely

paneled at sides and overhead in West African bubinga,

with a rich dark red mottled grain. The wall paneling

is flush except where it is set back in connection with
groups of recessed Tudor arches, apparently resting

on narrow molded pilasters between the panels, and
each recess is bounded by full-height carved corner

posts fitted with carved capitals. All structural col-

umns in this room have square paneled casings with
carved corner posts similar to those at the arch re-

cesses.

The group of public rooms
for special, or tourist, class oh
the Steamship President Hoo-
\'er is notably outstanding in

beauty and comfort. Our il-

lustration shows a corner in

the special class lounge.
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Smoking Room

Veranda Cafe

Soda Fountain

Completely paneled in bubinga of a rich dark red mottled grain, the smoking room
presents very original architectural treatment and an entirely new departure in lighting

fixtures. The deck beams are completely encased, and between each beam a coved
panel is fitted. In order to get adequate illumination for this dark hardwood interior,

twelve flood light, trough type fixtures, each 9 feet long, are installed in the cove
beam ceiling. The drapes are of hand-blocked linen with bright colored patterns.

At the after end of the promenade deck and ex-

tending for the full width of the ship is the
veranda cafe which can be easily converted
into an outdoor compartment by lowering the
Kcarfott windows which occupy both sides and
a large part of the after wall. This room opens
forward into the soda fountain room, shown at

the right, which is said to be the most complete
and elaborate equipment of its kind ever in-

stalled aboard ship.



Marine Tea Garden. At the after

end of the promenade deck the ma-
rine tea garden is enclosed at the

sides and most of the after end

with Kearfott sliding frameless

plate glass storm windows, which,

when opened in favorable weather,

make it practically an open air

space. In way of the windows, the

walls are paneled in teak, with win-

dow trim of the same material.

Elsewhere the walls are flush pan-

eled full height and painted an old

rose color, and the center panels

at each end are decorated in a con-

ventional stencil design done in

tinted silver leaf, the baseboard,

cornice, and panel strips being of

teak. The well over the middle of

the space is flush paneled at sides

and painted to match the walls. A
paneled ceiling, with white paint

finish, is fitted under the beams in

the well, and similar ceiling with

teak panel strips is fitted else-

where.

Soda Fountain Room. The soda
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Standard, first class passenger staterooms are notable for their roominess and comfort.

Beds are by Rome; mattresses by the Simon Mattress Manufacturing Company; blankets

by Oregon City Woolen Mills, all to special specifications. The result strikes a new note

in sleeping comfort for Pacific Ocean passengers.

Tin- John McC..rth> i Son fltit of trucks

delivering furniture from \. F. Marten Co.
factory to the Dollar Line piers, San

Francisco.

fountain room adjoining the marine
tea garden is invitingly finished in

color. The wall panels are decorat-

ed with conventionalized flower

and fruit, above a paneled wains-

cot with molded chair rail, and are

set off by wide full height pilasters

with applied moldings in modern
designs. The doors are of teak with
painted trim and applied decora-

tion above head casings, and win-
dows are of sliding type with
frameless glass arranged to drop
into pockets in the joiner work. A
flush paneled ceiling is fitted over-

head.

Gymnasia at sea. The gymnasiiun. pictured

at right, was planned and outfitted by the
Pacific Coast representative of the Gym-
nasium Department of A. G. Spaulding

a; Bros.



Outfitting

A Modern American Liner

Steamship President Hoover Auxiliaries and Equipment

Represent Every State in Union

EQUIPPING and outfitting a

large passenger and cargo
liner is always a matter of

great interest. Here is a great
structure of steel, designed and
shaped to float safely on the sea

in all conditions of wave and wind
and to drive through the sea with
the least practical resistance to its

onward motion. Here is a self-con-

tained power plant to generate and
apply energy sufficient to drive

this structure through the sea at

25 miles an hour and, in addition,

to perform all the functions neces-

sary for the comfort and health re-

quirements of some 1300 persons

and for the handling of some 20,-

000 tons of cargo, baggage, stores,

and fuel. It is obvious that the

problem of best equipping such a

structure to make the most econ-

omical and satisfactory use of its

functions, considered from the

viewpoints of both owner and pas-

senger, is a very complex problem.

In the case of the Steamship
President Hn,,\i.r, this problem was

settled by intelligent cooperation

between the various departments
of the Dollar Steamship Lines, Inc.,

Ltd., and the shipbuilders; and,

since this vessel is the first in many
years built in an American ship-

yard for American transpacific

trade, her eciuipment is of special

interest and is here described in

considerable detail.

Auxiliary Light

and Power

Generating Plant

FOUR General-Electric, marine-
type, turbo-generator sets are

installed in the port side of the

machinery flat in the engine room.
Each of these sets is of 500 kilo-

watts capacity, three being suffi-

cient to take care of all demands
and one acting as a stand-by. The
steam turbines are designed to op-

erate at 300 pounds steam pressure
and 200 degrees Fahrenheit of sup-

On the generator flat of the Steamship President Hoover's engine room are installed four
General-Electric 500-kilowatt turbo-generating sets.

erheat. One turbine is arranged al-

so to operate noncondensing at re-

duced load on 175 pounds steam
gauge pressure and 15 pounds back
pressure. These turbines are pro-

vided with overload capacity to

carry the load required for over-

excitation of main propulsion gen-

erators when starting up, super-

imposed on the normal rated gen-

erator load. There are five stages

of turbine blading operating at

4779 revolutions per minute and
connected through reduction gear-

ing to the generator shaft which
operates at 900 revolutions per

minute.

The generators are of the 120/

240-volt, 3-wire type, each having

a compensator for supplying the

excitation neutral bus. The neutral

bus for the 115/230-volt lighting

system is supplied through two
300-ampere rotary balancer sets

arranged for operation singly or

in parallel, the other for general

auxiliary power and for lighting.

All generator switches are double-

thi-ow to feed either bus. Any com-

bination of the four generators

can be run on the auxiliary power
bus but the switches are mechani-

cally interlocked to prevent paral-

leling any two generators on the

excitation bus, although any one of

the four may be used on this bus.

There are installed on the ship

a total of 187 motor-driven auxi-

liaries with an aggregate rating of

considerably more than 3000 horse-

power. The motors are, in general,

of the General-Electric enclosed

ventilated drip-proof type for und-

er-deck auxiliaries and the Gener-

al-Electric enclosed water-proof

type for deck auxiliaries. Practical-

ly all controllers are of the mag-
netic contactor type with drum
type master controllers for the

cargo winch and warping capstan

motors and push-button control for

others.

For auxiliaries in engine and fire

rooms the starters, push buttons.
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and also the field rheostats for ad-

justable speed motors are located

adjacent to the respective motors.

Elsewhere forconvenience of instal-

lation, operation, and maintenance
special compartments are provided
in which are installed the power
distribution panels and motor
starters. Master controllers for

winches and capstans are located

at the respective motors; push-but-
tons and field rheostats for ma-
chinery space and galley ventila-

tion fans are located in the spaces
served; other push-buttons and
field rheostats are, in general, in-

stalled in the electric control sta-

tions.

For propulsion auxiliary motors
special indicators are provided and
installed on the main operating

b;c-i::e Rooii ajid below-deck auxiliahit motobs .

Name Ko*

Kain circulating 4

Aiutiliary CirculatlriE £

Uain Condensate 5

Auxiliary Condensate 3

Sanitary Js Fire 2

Ballast pump 1

Ice water circulating 1

Forced draft blowers 4

Steering gear 2

Refrigerating Compressor 4

COo Condenser Circxilating 2

Bating Type

35/115 h. p. ,360/600 r.p. m. Bnc
Ven

20/30 h.p., 650/900 r.p.

15 h.p., 1200 r.p-m.

5 h.p., 1750 r.p.m.

30/40 h.p., 1400/1720 r p.m. "

25 h.p., 1150 r.p.m. "

1 1/2 h.p., 1750 r.p.m. "

2/20 h.p., 410/C90 r.p.n

75 h.p., 400 r.p.m. Enc.V

100 h.p., £50/320 r.p.m . Trip

5.3/10 h.p., 1030/1150

level. For each motor a shutter

marked "off" and "on" is set man-
ually to show which motors are in

use. For each motor there is also

provided a green bull's-eye light

which shows when it is lighted

that the corresponding motor is ac-

tually running. Interruption of

service is shown immediately by
the extinguishing of the bull's-eye

light, and the shutter shows which
motor has been running so that it

can be restarted without investi-

gation of the setting of the valves

of the piping system. There is also

a similar light indication on top

the motor starter.

Emergency Light & Power Plant.

The source of supply for the emer-
gency lighting and power system

At left, a complete list of

the auxiliary motors on
board the Steamship Pres-

ident Hoover.

Brine circulating 3 25 h.p. ,1650/1750 r.p.m. "

Small brine clrculating 1 7.5 h.p., 1750 r.p.o.

Shaft turning gear 2 10 h.p., SOO r.p.m. " "

Main motor ver tilatic n 2 20/40 h.p-, 420/740 r.p.m. " "

Fuel oil servi ce 2 65/11 h.p., 700/1500 r.p.m. " "

Air compressor 1 S5 h.p. " "

DECK AUXILIARY MOTORS

Name Ho. Rating Type

Tarping capstan 3 75 h.p. ,500 r.p.m.
Totally end. Waterproof

Auto handling capstan - 15 h.p. ,000 r.p.m.
Totally end. "

Cargo winch 20 35 h.p., 300 r.p.m.
Totally end. "

"argo winch 4 25 h.p. ,550 r.p.m.
Totally end. "

Boat winch 2 25 h.p. ,550 r.p 31-

To tally end.

Boat davit. 6 13.5 h.p. " " "

HULL ve:.'tilatii:c faii liOTO.HS

Fan Capacity No. Rating Type

3,000 C.F.M. 1 2 15 h.p ,665/995 r.p.m. Totally end. fan

4,000 C.F.II. 10 2 15 h.p ,665/890 r.p.m.

6,000 C.F.H. 9 2 15 h.p ,665/990 r.p.m. ' " "

6,000 C.F.!J. 1? 2 o5 h.p ,693.925 r.p.m. Totally end. fan
cooled

12,000 c.F.i;. 2 4 1 h.p. 610.745 r.p.m. " " " "

750 C.F.M. 1 35 h.p ,1700 r.p.m. Totally enclosed

3,200 C.F.K. 1 3 h.p. 1050 r.p.m. " "

30,000 C.F.H. 4 9 75 h.p 335/535 r.p.ra. Totally end.
waterproof

1,860 C.F.IS. 1 2 h.p. 1425 r.p.m. Totally enclosed

Below, the main switch-

board controlling the

power and lighting cir-

cuits. Fifty miles of con-

ductors are tributary to

this board.

consists of two 15-kilowatt, 120/-

240-volt, 3-wire, direct-current gen-
erators each directly connected to

a gasoline engine, also a 140-amp-
ere-hour, 24-volt, Type M.Y.A., Ex-
ide Iron-Clad storage battery. In

addition, there are two batteries

each consisting of 11 Type K.X.K.-
11 Exide cells and supplying the
telephone and call-bell systems,
and a 2-cell, Type K.X.K.-7, Exide
battery for the electrical thermo-
meter system.

All these batteries are located

in a specially designed and venti-

lated room on the boat deck adja-

cent to the emergency generator
room. In order to facilitate charg-

ing, the emergency battery is divid-

ed into two sections and charged
through resistance from the 230-

volt supply. The interior communi-
cation batteries and the electric

thermometer battery are charged
through resistance from the 115

volt supply.

The emergency battery is used
primarily as a final reserve for the

radio, but its capacity is sufficient

to supply also the emergency lights

for about one-half hour. Upon fail-

ure of the main supply the emer-
gency bus is immediately transfer-

red to the battery by an automatic
throw over switch and is automati-

cally returned to the generator
supply when the main service is re-

stored or when one or both of the

emergency generators are started.

A special manually operated switch
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is provided whereby the radio sys-

tem can be supplied directly from

the battery with the remainder of

the emergency system dead or sup-

plied from the generators.

Power from this emergency plant

is also available for the gyro-com-

pass, running lights, 1 8 - i n c h

searchlight, whistle operator, fire

alarm, and water-tight doors. Also

in case of necessity the emergency
generators may be used for supply-

ing the machine tools, galley equip-

ment, or any other service on the

ship up to the limit of their capa-

city.

There is a total of 50 miles of

electric lighting and power cable

ranging in size from % inch to 2

inches in diameter and containing

a total of 750 miles of copper wire.

Moving Picture

Radio Broadcast

Arrangements

AMOVING picture projection

room entirely enclosed in steel

is provided at the after end
of the first class lounge just for-

ward of the lounge lobby and part-

ly under the stairs to the boat
deck for the exhibition of motion
pictures in the lounge.

In order to raise the projectors

above the heads of the audience,

the room is fitted with a raised

steel floor, about 38 inches above
the steel deck and covered with cor-

rugated rubber flooring. An aper-

ture in the steel bulkhead is pro-

vided in front of each projector,

with a smaller aperture at one
side for the operators' use. These
openings are arranged to be auto-

matically closed in case of fire by
sliding steel shutters which are

normally suspended by a cotton

string and drop into place when the
string is burned away. When not
in use, these apertures are conceal-

ed behind sliding mirrors in the
after end of the lounge, which may
be raised or lowered, from inside

of the projection room by mechani-
cal operating gear and are arrang-
ed to drop into pockets behind the
joiner work.

Access to the projection room is

provided by means of a metal lined

wood door in the joiner paneling
and a folding steel step on the out-

side of the steel enclosure. The
room is equipped with two motion
picture projectors, photophone with
motor generator set; electric phon-
ograph with double turntable;
radio motor generator, amplifier,
and centralized control panel; and
a rewinding bench for motion pic-

ture films, thus serving the double
purpose of a radio reception and
transmission room and a moving
picture projection room.

Radio System. An R. C. A. centra-
lized radio system of the latest

type is located in the motion pic-

ture projection booth just aft of the
first class lounge. Provision is

made for transmitting radio broad-
cast reception program or phono-
graph records to forty loud speak-
ers located in all public spaces in-

cluding first class, special class,

and third class. Speaker- are also

provided in the suites de luxe, and
receptacles for plugging in loud

speakers are provided in twenty of

the first class staterooms at the

forward end of the bridge deck.

Speaker outlets are also provided

in certain officers' and crew's

messrooms and quarters. Orchestra
music from the main dining saloon

OPTICAL SYSTEM SOUND CME ASSEMBLY

CONSTANT SPEED SPROCKET-

TAKE-UP SPROCKET

PHOTO EXCITER
CELL LAMP
HOUSING RHEOSTAT

The R. C. A. photophone sound-movie apparatus as installed on the Steamship
President Hoover.

balcony can also be broadcast
through all speakers, and through
microphones located in the chart

room and projection room announce-
ments can be made through all

speakers covering every space

where passengers are assembled. A
special speaker is provided on the

sun deck for use at swimming pool

or on the games deck.

Steering Machinery

Control Apparatus

Navigation Equipment

EQUIPMENT for the navigation

and guidance of the Steamship
President Hoover is complete

and effective.

Steering Gear. An electro-hy-

draulic steering engine of Ameri-
can Engineering Company make is

installed just forward of the rud-

der stock on the lower, or No. E,

deck. It consists of two pairs of

hydraulic cylinders, each pair op-

erating one double plunger. At its

center each of these plungers car-

ries a wrist pin connected by steel

link rods to the cross head on the

rudder stock. These cylinders are

served by duplicate Hele-Shaw va-

riable stroke delivery pumps, each

capable of driving the hydraulic

steerer and each directly connect-

ed to a 75-horsepower 230-volt Gen-
eral Electric motor. Automatic fol-

low-up mechanism is installed. Pip-

ing between pumps and hydraulic

cylinders is all extra heavy steel

tubing with brazed flanges and all

high pressure valves are of Crane
make. Piping and valves are ar-

ranged so that either pumping set

can be used at will. This complete
steering gear is designed with

ample power to put the rudder
from hard over to hard over (total

angle 70 degrees) in 30 seconds

with the vessel running 21 knots

and with ample strength to stand

the pressures and stresses incident

to that performance. Five separate

controls of this steering engine are

arranged on the President Hoover.

1. By A.E.C. hydraulic telemotor

from wheel in wheel house on navi-

gating bridge forward.

2. By A.E.C. hydraulic telemotor

from wheel on top of wheel house
through shafting and gear connec-
tion to steering stand in wheel
house, arranged so that lower
wheel remains stationary while up-

per wheel is being used.
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The enclosed bridge on the Steamship President Hoover featuring magnetic compass,
steering stand, Sperry gyro-repeater and gyro-pilot, Rich smoke-detection cabinet, water-

tight door control, and engine room telegraph.

3. By hand or automatic steer-
ing by Sperry gyro-pilot in wheel
house.

4. By direct connection from
wheel in steering gear room.

5. By shafting and gears from
wheel in after steering station on
bridge deck.

For emergency steering an aux-
iliary tiller bolted to the after side
of cross-head is operated by man-
ila rope tackle through fairlead
sheaves and pipes from the electric

capstan on shelter deck aft.

A Sperry electrical, alternating
current, rudder indicator with
transmitter on the rudder head and
indicator in the wheel house keeps
the navigating officer informed of
the exact position of the rudder in

degrees port and starboard.
Magnetic Compasses installed in

binnacles of the Navy Standard
type and furnished by the John E.
Hand & Sons Co. are located at the
steering stations on top of and in

the wheel house. A binnacle is in-

stalled also inside the steering sta-

tion on the after bridge (A deck),
to which the magnetic spirit com-
pass from the wheel house can be
transferred for emergency steering
when necessary.

Gyroscopic Compass System. A
complete Sperry gyroscopic com-
pass system is provided operating
on 115-volt circuit, with duplicate
motor generators, switchboards,
controls, and storage batteries. The
master compass is installed in a
gyro-compass room conveniently

located in the officer's lobby on the
boat deck forward so as to be readi-

ly accessible from the wheel house.
This master compass connects with
five repeaters located as follows:
One in wheel house for steering,

one in chart room for radio direc-

tion finding, one on each bridge
wing, and one in the captain's
room. The master compass is also

connected to a pedestal in the after
steering station, on which the re-

peater compass from the wheel
house may be installed for emer-
gency steering from this station.

A Sperry gyro-pilot is also in-

stalled in the wheel house for au-
tomatic steering under control of
the gyroscopic compass system.
Gyro-pilot is of the double unit

type, with steering unit in the wheel
house connected by electric tele-

motor to the control unit in the
steering gear room on the lower
(E) deck aft, and operates on 230
volts circuit.

A Sperry course recorder is pro-
vided in the chart room in connec-
tion with the gyroscopic compass
system.

A Kolster radio direction finder
is installed in the chart room in

connection with the Sperry gyro-
repeater.

Fathometer. A Submarine Signal
Company Fathometer is provided,
which indicates and records the
depth of water below the keel of
the ship at all times. The indica-

tor cabinet is mounted in the chart
room.

Sounding Machine. A Louis
W'eule Company electric sounding
machine is installed on the boat
deck just aft of the lighthou.se, and
a portable sounding boom and
leadsman's platform are provided
for use with the sounding machine;
the boom is of Oergon pine 5
inches in diameter and 30 feet

long. The entire installation is ar-

ranged to be interchangeable port
and starboard.

Clear View Screens. Two Cory-
Kent clear view screens, pilot house
type, are installed, one port and
one starboard, at the forward side

of navigating bridge, in the center
of the lee window just outside of

the wheelhouse.
Searchlights. Two searchlights

are installed, one on the bridge ar-

ranged for mounting at either side,

and one for mounting on the fore-

castle. The first is an 18-inch Sper-

ry incandescent 1,500,000-candle-

power standard projector. The sec-

ond is a 24-inch Sperry incandes-

cent projector with a divided glass

mirror arranged to conform with
Suez Canal Regulations, so that the
beam may be split to give a 5-de-

gree dark sector. This gives suffi-

cient and safe illumination of both
canal banks and at the same time
prevents blinding the pilot of an
approaching vessel.

Wireless Equipment. The special

Dollar Line radio equipment, man-
ufactured by Heintz & Kaufman,
Ltd. of San Francisco, for the

Steamship President Hoover is in-

stalled in a room adjoining the

chart room and will keep the ves-

sel in touch with the main office

in San Francisco from any part of

the seven seas or in touch with any
other vessel.

Engine Room Telegraphs. Cory
mechanical engine room telegraphs

on the bridge transmit engine ord-

ers to the control stand in the en-

gine room. This system is in dupli-

cate and was supplied by the Chas.
Cory Corporation. There are also

mechanical telegraphs on the
bridge for docking and clearing

orders. There are two steam
whistles, one manually controlled,

the other fitted with electrical con-

trol.

Officers' Telephones. A Henschel
telephone system connects each na-

vigation station with the captain's

and the chief engineer's rooms, the
steering gear room, the engine
room, and the other navigation and
maneuvering stations. This system
was supplied by Chas. J. Henschel
Company.
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Equipment for

Preparation and

Service of Meals

THE galley cooking equipment is

generally electrical and of the

most modern type. All bulk

heads enclosing the galley and pan

try spaces are built of steel, ex-

cept that certain rooms adjoining

the galley are enclosed with ex-

panded metal on the side toward
the galley. No wooden ceiling has

been fitted at sides or overhead in

any of these spaces.

The galleys for first class and
special class passengers are both

located in the same room amidship
on the upper deck, each having its

own battery of electric ranges, with
the two batteries installed back to

back. A galley scullery, a glass,

silver, and china scullery, and a

coffee and beverage pantry are

provided for each class of service,

and the location of these spaces

has been carefully worked out so

that waiter traffic from each din-

ing saloon is direct and uninter-

rupted. A bakery, a butcher shop,

a grill and larder, a cold pantry, a

vegetable room, a bread room, and
a daily service meat refrigerator

are also provided, each serving
both classes of passengers.

In general, all dressers and work-
ing tables are of galvanized steel

with tops of ash or of rustless Al-
legheny metal. Space under dress-

ers and tables is fitted up with per-

forated metal shelves or with metal
shelves and lockers. Steam tables

have tinned copper pans and Monel

Main galley for first and special class service.

metal covers, and outside of steel

faced with Monel metal. Sinks are
of welded, rust-resisting, Armco
iron, galvanized.

Electric Ranges. The electric

range for the first class galley is

made up of six sections arranged in

one battery, and the range for the
special class galley is made up of

three sections, also in one battery.

A similar range, in two sections, is

provided in the steerage galley on
the shelter deck aft and single elec-

tric range sections are installed in

separate galleys on the upper deck
forward for American and Chinese
crew. All ranges are equipped with
hood and pan racks and are of ma-
rine type with sea rails around the

top and guard rails on the outside;

they were furnished by the Edison
General Electric Appliance Com-
pany.

Complete Electric Equipment.
The auxiliary electrical cooking
equipment includes an Edison elec-

tric griddle and an Edison electric

waffle baker in the first class gal-

ley, and an Edison electric griddle,

Edison electric egg boiler, two Edi-

son electric broilers, and a Hobart
electric mixer in the special class

galley. The first class galley scul-

lery is equipped with a Hobart elec-

tric food chopper, a Hobart electric

cake mixer, a 40-quart Emery
Thompson electric ice cream freez-

er, a Rheinhold electric ice cuber,

a Creasy electric ice breaker, and
a Davis Engineering Company Par-
acoil steam generator to supply
steam for cooking purposes.

Steam-jacketed, Wearever, alum-
inum kettles and Horn vegetable
steamers are also provided in both
the first class and special class gal-

ley sculleries and in the galleys

for steerage passengers and the
crew. The first class coffee and
beverage pantry is equipped with
Edison electric appliances, includ-

ing a broiler, egg boiler, griddle,

and waffle baker. Stills automatic
coffee and hot water urns furnish-

ed by the Dohrmann Hotel Supply
Company of San Francisco, as well

as a chocolate urn and a milk and
cream dispenser are also provided
for this pantry and for the corres-

ponding space for special class

service, which also has a Sunkist
juice extractor.

The glass, silver, and china
scullery spaces for both classes

are equipped with Victor electric

dish-washing machines and scrap-

ping tables. A Green Electric Com-
pany electric silver buffing ma-
chine is provided in the first class
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glass, silver, and cup pantry. The
cold pantry is fitted up with a Uni-
ted States electric meat slicer, a

Sunkist electric juice extractor, a

United States hand-power bread
slicing machine, and a brine-cooled

cold counter.

A large hotel type Edison elec-

tric broiler, with metal hood above,
and a "Home Comfort" charcoal
broiler are furnished for the grill

and larder. The bakery is fitted up
with two Edison electric bake ov-

ens, two steam-proofing ovens, a

Read electric dough mixer and oth-

er necessary equipment, including
a dough trough, marble slab, bak-
er's table, flour rack, and sink.

The butcher shop, which is lo-

cated adjacent to the daily service
meat refrigerator, is equipped with
a Hobart electric food-chopper with
meat-grinding attachment and a

Sharpies electric milk and cream
emulsifier, in addition to the usual
outfit of meat blocks and cutting
tables.

The vegetable room has a Hobart
electric paring machine, vegetable
rack, and cutting table; and the
bread room is furnished with a
hand-power bread slicer, bread
racks, and table. A roll warmer of
the Waters-Center Company's Ther-
motainer type is conveniently lo-

cated in the waiter's passage to

the first class dining saloon.

The galley and pantry spaces are

fully equipped with work tables,

dressers, and sinks with running

hot and cold water. Garbage chutes,

flushed with water from the sani-

tary system for overboard disposal

of waste, are provided in the but-

cher shop, first class galley scul-

lery, glass, silver, and china scul-

lery, and beverage pantry, special

class galley scullery, cold pantry,

and galleys for American and
Chinese crew. Steam rice boilers of

large capacity are provided in the

galleys for Chinese crew and steer-

age passengers.

Grill service in connection with

the first class smoking room is pro-

vided by a beverage room located

just forward of this space and
equipped with Duparquet combina-
tion electric toaster and griddle,

Edison electric combination coffee

and hot water urn, Sunkist electric

juice extractor, and a Frigidaire

electric refrigerator. The special

class beverage room is located at

the after end of the special class

smoking room and is provided with

a Frigidaire electric bottle cooler.

The mess pantry in connection
with the licensed officers' and en-

inneers' mess room on the boat deck
is electrically equipped with a Du-
par(iuet combination toaster and
griddle, an Edison combination cof-

fee and hot water urn, an Edison
(flectric egg boiler, an electric

steam table, and a Frigidaire elec-

tric refrigerator. The officers'

mess room itself is similarly fitted

out with an electric egg boiler,

combination urn, and steam table.

Each of the crew mess rooms, for

petty officers, seamen, and fire-

men, is equipped with coffee and
hot water urns of suitable capa-
city, and a steam table and similar

urns are also provided in the stew-
ard's mess room, junior engineers'
serving pantry, and fireman's
lunch.

Built-in refrigerators, each with
one to three compartments and all

brine-cooled by the ship's cold

storage refrigerating system, are
provided in the bakery, cold pantry,
first class and special class bever-
age pantries, and crew's serving
pantry on the main deck. Small
portable ice boxes, made by the
Main Manufacturing Company and
cooled with ice from the ship's ice-

making plant, are furnished for the
steerage canteen and the mess
rooms for licensed and petty offi-

cers, seamen, and firemen.

All steam tables, dressers, work-
ing tables, sinks, and built-in re-

frigerators were made by the ship-

builders in their own shops.

Buff quarry tile, with surface
raised in small squares, is laid on
cement in the first class and spe-

cial class galley and pantry spaces
on the upper deck and in galleys
for third class and steerage pas-
sengers and American and Chinese
crew.

Fire Detection and

Extinguishing Systems

FOR the purpose of preventing
fire from working fore and aft

in the passenger accommoda-
tions, light steel fire-screen bulk-

heads, provided with hinged metal
fireproof doors, are fitted at inter-

vals as required by the London
Convention for Safety of Life at

Sea.

The fire-screen doors opening

out of the first class dining saloon

are built with a hollow sheet steel

frame glazed with clear fire-resist-
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ing plate glass, and enameled to

match the finish of the adjoining
space. The fire-screen doors open-
ing out of the lobbies on the prom-
enade deck are built with hollow
sheet brass frame and panels insu-

lated with sheet asbestos between
brass plates, and have brass decor-
ative grille on lobby side. Door
frames are finished by the appli-

cation of a layer of metallic brass
sprayed on at welding heat, and
later rubbed to the desired texture
and lacquered. Grilles are of simi-
lar design to those fitted in ad-
joining passage and elevator doors
and are of rolled brass with cast
brass ornamentation. Fire screen
doors elsewhere are of the usual
type, of light steel plate with angle
bar frame, and fitted with forged
steel hinges and fastenings.

Fire Alarms. All passenger quar-
ters, linen lockers, adjoining store-
rooms, and similar spaces subject
to fires are protected by the Selex
thermo.static fire alarm system,
with automatic electric supervision,
arranged to indicate and give an
alarm-bell signal in the wheel
house of the presence of fire in

any section of the ship so protect-
ed. A fire alarm bell is also pro-
vided in the engine room. In public
spaces and crew's quarters, man-
ual fire alarm stations are provid-
ed for turning in an alarm to the
central fire detecting station in

the wheel house.

The Rich system for fire detec-
tion is installed in all cargo holds,

including those which are refriger-

ated, in accordance with the re-

quirements of the United States
Steamboat Inspection Service rules.

The detecting conduit lines are sc-

inch galvanized pipe, led to a de-

tecting cabinet in the wheel house.

Lux carbon dioxide fire-extin-

guishing system is installed in the

boiler room, with distributing pipes

below the floor plates and with

two hose stations suitably located

for fighting fires above the boiler

room floor. The distributing sys-

tem under the boiler room floor is

controlled from the engine room
near the access door to boiler

rooms. The system is of sufficient

capacity for properly flooding the

under floor space of either boiler

room and for supplying the hose

stations for a reasonable period

without recharging. These alarm,

detection, and extinguishing sys-

tems were furnished by Walter

Kidde & Company, Inc.
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Life Saving

and Emergency

Apparatus

STEAMSHIP President Hoover
is equipped throughout with

life-saving equipment built by

the Welin Davit and Boat Corpora-

tion.

The equipment comprises ten

life-boats, 32 feet 6 inches length,

with capacity for 92 persons each

;

four life-boats, 28 feet length, with

capacity for 60 persons each; two
26-foot lifeboats with capacity for

50 persons each ; two 26-foot work-

boats with capacity for 35 persons

each; and two 28-foot motor life-

boats. All are fitted with Steward
releasing gear.

The motor lifeboats are equip-

ped with 18-horsepower Palmer
gasoline motors fitted with hand
starters. All other boats are equip-

ped with masts and sails.

It is interesting to note that the

32-foot 6-inch, 92-person lifeboats

actually held 95 persons during the

test by the United States Steam-

boat Inspection Service. These life-

boats are the largest ship's life-

boats ever built in the United
States and they contain many
unique features. To provide
strength they are fitted with steel

bulkheads. All the lifeboats are

built of heavy gauge copper bear-

ing galvanized sheet steel with a

one-piece steel keel and transverse

steel floors, upon which the floor

boards are secured, and are fitted

with removable air tanks and stain-

less steel water breakers. The gar-

board strake and the sheer strake

are built 20 per cent, heavier than
is required by the rules of the Unit-
ed States Steamboat Inspection

Service.

The Welin-MacLachlan type of

gravity davit fitted on these two
steamships was especially design-

ed for them and is absolutely the

last word in efficiency. These da-
vits have many unusual features,
such as the ease of control. One
man alone is all that is required to

release the grips and lower any of
the lifeboats. As the lifeboats are
lowered by gravity, no mechanical
or manual force at all is used. The
trackways down which the cradle
carrying the lifeboat rolls extend
below the boat deck to the prom-
enade deck and thereby form very

efficient 'tween deck supports.

Therefore the gravity davit, instead

of setting up stresses as the ordi-

nary mechanical davit does, actu-

ally strengthens the ship's super-

structure.

Each set of davits is provided

with an electric winch, hand and
motor controlled, capable of hoist

ing an empty 92-person boat up
the ship's side at a speed of 14 feet

per minute, with 7/8-inch diameter,

nonspinning steel wire rope falls.

The forward winch on each side

has its own separate motor, and
the other winches are located in

pairs with motor between, operat-

ing each winch independently

through a clutch.

The clearance under these boats

is 7 feet, making the cool reaches

of the boat deck available as addi-

tional promenade space.

Each set of gravity davits is con-

tained within the length of the life-

boat handled, so that it is possible

to install a greater number of sets

in a given length than with ordi-

nary mechanical davits.

All boats other than the ten 92-

person lifeboats, are handled by We-
lin Quadrant davits. Those on the
after island are handled by Welin
Quadrant Type LP davits, which
are especially designed for hand-
ling large nested boats, and each
boat is returned to its stowed posi-

tion by a very efficient Hyde worm-
gear winch driven by an electric

motor. All motors, controllers, and

limit switches were supplied by the
General Electric Company.

The emergency lighting circuits

on this ship are very complete;
and two Buda 15-kilowatt gasoline
engine generating sets are ready
always to promptly pick up this

load and relieve the storage bat-

tery in case of failure on the part
of the auxiliary power plant.

A very useful and novel appli-

cation of emergency illumination
is the rugged flood light fixtures

installed on the underside of the
promenade deck overhang to light

up the ship's sides and the sea in

way of the lifeboats.

Even in the matter of cabin hard-

ware, safety in emergencies was a
very prominent factor in deciding

the choice of Schlage locks for all

stateroom doors. This lock, manu-
factured in San Francisco, assures

absolute privacy by the pressing

of a button in the center of the

knob on the stateroom side of the

door. This action automatically

sets an indicator on the outside

knob to warn the room maid or

steward that passenger is not to

be disturbed, and also shuts out the
use of the steward's master key.

At the same time this lock is panic-
proof, since the mere turning of the
inside knob, an almost purely in-

stinctive action, immediately re-

leases the lock and opens the door;
no misplaced keys or nervous fumb-
ling with keys such as has so often
in past emergencies at sea trapped
passengers in their rooms.

View on the boat deck showing 92-person Welin lifeboats mounted on Welin-MacLauchlan
gravity type davits equipped with winches for raising the boats.
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Ship's Laundry

IN order to cater to the needs of

approximately 900 passengers
and the crew (exclusive of steer-

age passengers), an exceptionally

complete equipment of laundry ap-

pliances, equal to that of the aver-

age commercial laundry on shore

and of the most modern character,

has been installed.

The laundry is conveniently lo-

cated on the main deck amidship.
between the starboard side of the

ship and the boiler casing with a

large storage space for soiled linen

adjoining forward and a similar
room aft for the storage of clean
linen. The laundry and linen
rooms are enclosed in steel with
white enamel finish above a buff
wainscott and, in addition to ample
light and air through airports in

the side of ship, are mechanically
ventilated by a complete supply
and exhaust system.
Access to the soiled linen room

is provided by a hinged steel door,

made in halves so that the upper
part may be left open for ventila-

tion, and located so that soiled

linen may be trucked directly from
the storage to the tubs and wash-
ing machine. Clean linen is trans-

ferred to storage from the ironers
and finishing tables through a ser-

vice window in the forward end of
the clean linen room.
The washing machine is of the

solid head, two compartment type
with monel tub and monel washing
cylinder about 36 inches diameter
and 64 inches long, and is motor
driven. A three-compartment stone
tub about 72 inches long, 24 inches
wide, and 16 inches deep, with run-
ning hot and cold fresh water sup-
ply, and a 30-gallon soap tank are
installed adjacent to the washer.
The drying equipment consists of
a 28-inch vertical, underdriven,
solid curb extractor and a steam
heated super-suction tumbler with
a 40x44-inch drying cylinder, both
machines being motor driven.

All flatwork is finished on a 75-

inch, motor-driven, return-apron
ironer, and pieces requiring hand-
work are ironed on a self-contained
ironing board with single electric
hand iron equipment. The laundry
is furnished with work tables and
shelves, and the linen rooms are
fitted up with shelving so as to
provide the maximum storage
space. All laundry appliances were
furnished by the American Laun-
dry Machinery Company of New
York.

In addition to the regular laun-

dry equiiiment, a Kny-Scheerer Co.,

steam disinfecting chamber, about
30x42x84 inches inside, is installed

on the bridge deck aft for use in

keeping the steerage bedding in a

sanitary condition.

Signalling and

Communication Systems

IN addition to the electrical sys-

tems already mentioned, there
are, on the Steamship President

Hoover, a number of highly import-
ant electrical systems of interior

signalling and communication for

safety and convenience, such as the
emergency alarm system, operated
by a contact maker in the wheel
house; the officers' stateroom tele-

phone s.vstem; the pyrometer sys-

tem in fire rooms; the salinity indi-

cator system for feed water and
condensate; the electric repeater
for indicating engine room orders
in fire rooms; the electric alarm
for lubricating oil system; the elec-

tric alarm for drainage tank; the
temperature indicating system for

the refrigerated cargo compart-
ments; the shaft revolution and di-

rection indicator system; the call

bell system for staterooms and pub-
lic rooms; the electric clock system;
the fire alarm systems; the wiring
of all staterooms for a telephone
system to be installed later; and
the radio broadcasting system.
The wiring for these systems is

of the very best quality, multiple
conductor, leaded and armored
cables, with single-braided conduc-
tor for individual leads, installed

to conform with the rules of the
United States Steamboat Inspection
Service and the various classifica-

tion societies. There are a total of

approximately 47^2 miles of single

conductor in these various systems.

Cold Storage Spaces

and Refrigeration

Machinery

THE refrigerating machinery is

of the carbon dioxide compres-
sion brine circulating type and

was furnished complete by the
Brunswick-Kroeschell Company. It

is installed on the tank top in No.
4 hold in the space between the

main shafts just aft of the engine
room and with direct access there-

to. There are four vertical 3-cylin-

der single-acting, carbon dioxide
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compressors of such capacity that
three of them can maintain during
tropical conditions (with sea wa-
ter at not less than 85 degrees Fah-
renheit) the required temperatures
in the various cold storage spaces.
The fourth machine will be held as
a spare unit. Each compressor is

direct-connected to a General-Elec-
tric motor developing 90 horsepow-
er at 320 revolutions per minute
and using direct-current at 230
volts.

Four carbon dio.xide condensers
are provided, each of sufficient ca-
pacity for condensing the gas from
one machine when running at full

power under normal conditions;
but reserve capacity has been pro-

vided so that three condensers are
capable of condensing the gas from
the four machines under emergen-
cy conditions. Condensers have cast

iron shells and extra heavy copper
coils.

There are four brine coolers, each
of sufficient capacity for the full

normal capacity of one compressor
and capable of cooling brine to a
temperature of minus 10 degrees
Fahrenheit.

All pumps are motor driven,
single-stage double-suction centri-

fugal pumps made by the Warren
Pump Company. There are provided
three 3-inch direct-connected, mo-
tor-driven brine circulating pumps
for circulating brine from the cool-

ers to and from the cooling coils of

the refrigerated spaces. Each pump
has sufficient capacity to carry
half the full refrigeration load

when three machines are working
at full power, the third pump act-

ing as a spare. Connections have
been provided so that any of the
pumps can be operated with any of

the brine coolers or circuits. A l^^-

inch brine circulating pump is in-

stalled for circulating brine in the
ship's cold storage boxes, with an
emergency connection to this sys-

tem from the main system for use
if the small pump should fail.

There have been installed two 5-

inch direct-connected, motor-driv-
en, cooling water circulating pumps
for the carbon dioxide condensers,
each of sufficient capacity for the
entire load of the four machines
when working at full power under
emergency conditions. A 1-inch ice

water circulating pump is provided
for the drinking water system.

In addition to cooling the various
refrigerated cargo and ship's cold

storage spaces to the temperatures
mentioned, the refrigerating plant

also performs the duty of making
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one ton of ice a day and of cooling

sufficient drinking water for the

passengers and crew in a 150-gal-

lon scuttle butt located in the re

frigerated machinery space. The ef-

ficiency of the plant is such that,

with cooling water at 70 degrees

Fahrenheit and the atmosphere at

80 degrees Fahrenheit, the empty
refrigerated spaces can be cooled

to the lowest range of temperature

stilted below in twelve hours.

Cold Storage Spaces. The refrig-

erated cargo spaces on the lower

and main decks are arranged for

air-cooling frozen or chilled cargo

to temperatures varying from 5 to

50 degrees Fahrenheit, and have a

total net capacity of about 40,000

cubic feet. The refrigerated cargo

space on the orlop deck and the

ship's cold storage rooms on

the main deck are arranged for

brine cooling. This orlop deck car-

go space has a total net capacity of

about 20,000 cubic feet and may be

cooled to temperatures varying

from 5 to 40 degrees Fahrenheit for

frozen or chilled cargo. The ship's

cold storage rooms, including the

butcher shop, meat box, and small

built-in pantry refrigerators, which
are also cooled by the same system,

have a total net capacity of about
21,000 cubic feet; and the various

rooms may be cooled to tempera-
tures ranging from 50 degrees Fah-
renheit for fruits and vegetables

down to 12 degrees Fahrenheit for

the ice-cream room, which provides

storage for 6000 quart bricks.

The air cooled refrigerated cargo

spaces are served by an American
Blower Company "Sirocco" fan in

each room, mounted overhead in an
air duct and driven by a Westing-
house motor installed under the
beams in the working passage. This
fan discharges air over cooling
coils in an overhead duct across
one end of the room and into a

longitudinal duct at the side of the
room, from which it is discharged
through openings in the sides and
bottom of a shallow apron duct
covering the entire wall of the
room. Exhaust air is drawn off

through a similar apron along the

opposite side of the room, and re-

turns through an overhead duct to

the fan.

The brine -cooled refrigerated
cargo space on the orlop deck is

arranged similarly to the air-cooled

space on the lower deck, but is not
equipped with fans, air ducts, or
aprons. Cooling coils are mounted
on the walls and overhead in all

brine-cooled cargo spaces and on

The refrigeration machinery .

Brunswick-Kroeschell carbon
onipartnient showing three of the four vertical 3-cylinder

dioxide compressors and their 90-horsepower General-
Electric motors.

the walls only in certain of the

ship's cold storage spaces.

It is worthy of note that in order
to provide for carrying either chill-

ed or frozen cargo, a widely differ-

ent temperature being required in

each case, two separate brine sys-

tems, complete with evaporators,
condensers, brine pumps, supply
headers, and return tanks, are pro-

vided, one for low temperature
brine and the other for brine at a
higher temperature, but so piped
that all the units may be thrown
into either system. The cooling
coils in the refrigerated cargo
spaces (both air-cooled and brine-

cooled) may be supplied with either

low or high temperature brine, de-

pending on whether frozen or chill-

ed cargo is being carried. The
ship's cold storage cooling coils

are supplied with low temperature
brine only.

All brine cooling coils were fur-

nished by the Brunswick-Kroeschell
Company; and more than hy-z miles
of galvanized pipe, of 1 to 1^2

inches in diameter, were used in

making up these coils. All air

ducts, aprons, ports, dampers, air

cooling chambers, insulation, and
woodwork generally, and all coil

supports, brine valves, fittings, and
piping were furnished by the New-
port News Shipbuilding & Dry
Dock Company. Brine thermometers
were supplied by the C. J. Taglia-

buc Co.; and the electric distant

reading thermometers for the cold

storage rooms were furnished by
Leeds and Northrup.

Coverings for

Steel Decks

THE steel decks throughout
passenger and crew's accommo-
dations on the Steamship Presi-

dent Hoover are covered generally
with Asbestolith flooring furnish-

ed and laid by the Asbestolith Man-
ufacturing Co. In first class and
special class passenger accommo-
dations, the flooring is laid with
an unfinished surface as a base for

rubber tile or carpet; elsewhere it

is laid with a smooth hard surface
to form the finished floor.

Finished Asbestolith is laid in

the following spaces: first class

and special class main entrance
vestibules; third class staterooms,
public spaces, and passages; per-
manent steerage quarters over aft-

er peak; officers' and crew's ac-

commodations, except the captain's
quarters; service spaces outside of
main galleys and pantries; all doc-
tor's spaces; special class and
crew's barber shops; special class
pursers' office, ship's office, sea
post office, and print shop and
dark room.

Rubber tiling furnished by The
Goodyear Tile & Rubber Company
is laid on unfinished Asbestolith
flooring and cemented in place, in

the following spaces: All first

class and special class lobbies,

passages, and alcoves; first class
dining saloon and smoking room;
all special class public spaces;
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verandas in de luxe suites; gym-

nasium, children's play room, soda

fountain room, first class barber

shop, beauty parlor, novelty shop,

first class purser's office, musi-

cian's gallery, and coat rooms. Sim

ilar rubber tile is laid on a hard-

wood finished floor over the sub-

floor in passenger elevator cars.

Rubber flooring furnished by the

same makers is laid on the treads,

risers, and landings of all inside

passenger stairs in first class and

special class accommodations (ex-

cept stairs to first class dining sa

loon), and of stairs to chart room.

Rubber tiling in public spaces is

laid in strikingly novel patterns,

using unusually large blocks of

rubber in modern designs in keep-

ing with the interior decoration of

the ship.

All rubber tiling was laid by J.

W. Davis of Newport News, Vir-

ginia.

Carpet is laid on unfinished As-

bestolith in the following spaces:

All first class and special class

staterooms and suites (except suite

verandas) ; first class library and

writing room; and captain's state-

room and office. The stairs to the

first class dining saloon are cover-

ed with carpet with the margins

left exposed so as to show the wal-

nut finish of the stairs.

A finished wooden floor is laid

over unfinished Asbestolith in the

first class lounge and covered with

carpet. The central portion of this

floor is finished for dancing and is

laid in parquet design of teak,

maple, walnut, and two shades of

oak; elsewhere the floor is of edge-

grained pine.

A caulked teak deck is laid

throughout the veranda cafe, with

its surface finished for dancing.

Ventilation

Equipment and

Air Conditioning

MECHANICAL ventilation by
means of supply and exhaust
pressure systems is provided

for each individual stateroom and
toilet space in accommodations for

all classes of passengers and in all

crew's quarters below the boat

deck; it is also provided for the

passenger public rooms, all gal-

leys, pantries, and messrooms, and

the machinery spaces. To facilitate

ventilation of the engine room, a

ventilating stack of similar size

and appearance to the smoke stack

is fitted above this space.

The first class library and the

first class lounge are provided with

exhaust ventilation by means of

propeller-type fans drawing viti-

ated air through the ceilings and
discharging it directly into the

open air above. The first class and
special class smoking rooms also

have exhaust ventilation by means
of multivane fans which remove
foul air through the ceilings. As all

of the above spaces have doors and
windows opening on the weather

decks, no other fresh air supply is

View on the sun dock showing ventilation

blowers grouped around after stack.

necessary. The first class dining sa-

loon, in addition to exhaust ventila-

tion from the top of the well over

this space, has a supply system fur-

nishing abundant fresh air which

may be warmed in cold weather by

means of Sturtevant steam venti-

lation heaters installed in the sup-

ply ducts under the upper deck.

The special class dining saloon also

has mechanical fresh air supply,

and the vitiated air is drawn off

into the galley exhaust system

through the service doors and ven-

tilating louvers in the partition

bulkhead at the forward side of the

dining room.

All passenger staterooms and
lobbies are ventilated by fresh air

supply systems, discharging into

staterooms through punkah louv-
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ers. Supply and exhaust openings
in passenger public spaces are fit-

ted with decorative grilles. All toi-

lets, baths, and showers for all pas-

sengers and crew are ventilated by
exhaust systems, and all quarters
for steerage passengers have com-
plete supply and exhaust systems.
All crew's quarters below the boat
decks are provided with fresh air

supply, with exhaust ventilation

from all crew's messrooms and
elsewhere, as necessary.

The engine room is supplied with
120,000 cubic feet of fresh air per
minute by four Silent-vane fans,

and the vitiated air is exhausted
into the ventilating stack by me-
chanical ventilation through the
main motor ventilating sets and by
natural ventilation through fidley

gratings in the sun deck inside

that stack.

The main galleys and pantries
are provided with fresh air supply
and are ventilated by two exhaust
systems which draw warm and
foul air through hoods over the
electric ranges and other cooking
equipment. The two Silent-vane
tralley exhaust fans are installed

in the ventilating stack and dis-

charge into it, thus forcing galley
odor to the top of the stack, well
clear of the passenger decks. One
of these galley exhaust systems is

so arranged that foul air can be
exhausted from refrigerated cargo
spaces when desired. The steerage
and crew galleys are also ventilat-

ed by supply and exhaust systems.

A total of 39 fans are provided
for hull ventilation, consisting of

15 of Silent-vane type, 3 of Multi-
vane type, and 3 of propeller type.

All fans are located on the weather
decks more than half being
on the sun deck and most of

the others on the bridge deck for-

ward and aft. All ventilation blow-
ers were supplied by B. F. Sturte-

vant & Company and are driven by
General-Electric motors.

In addition to this mechanical
exhaust and supply ventilation,

there are installed a large number
of bracket fans for keeping up air

circulation within the various pas-

senger accommodation spaces. Two
hundred and ninety-three 12-inch

bracket fans are fitted in state-

rooms and crew's rooms and 75 16-

inch fans are installed in public

spaces. Each fan and bracket is es-

])ecially enameled in color to match

the bulkhead to which it is fasten-

ed.
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Equipment for

Handling Cargo,

Baggage and Stores

IN the (lesiKn and installation of

cargo handling gear for the

Steamshij) President Hoover,
much thought was given to secur-

ing the best composite gear for

handling the great variety of cargo

that is encountered on the Dollar

transpacific and round-the-world

services; and, possibly as a direct

result of this careful thought, she

is the first American steamer on

the Pacific with all-electric cargo

winches. In all there are 24 cargo

winches, all of Lidgerwood manu-
facture, with General-Electric mo-
tors. Of these, 18 are single-geared,

single-drum type, with 35-horse-

power motors and rated for 3000

pounds at 340 feet a minute on a

single line; 4 are double-gear,

single-drum type, with a 25-horse-

power motor and rated for 3000

pounds at 175 feet a minute; and 2

are reversible, single-drum, com-
pound-geared type, with a high

speed rating the same as the 18

single geared type but with a low
speed pull of 11,000 pounds for ap-

plying purchase through an 8-i3art

tackle for the 30-ton boom topping

lift.

Hold No. 1 is served through a

central hatch 18 feet square and ex-

tending through all decks from or-

lop to bridge, inclusive. This hatch

CIosc-up of Lidgerwood single geared, single drum, heavy duty winch

is trunked between upper and

bridge deck and has a hinged, wa-

ter-tight, steel cover at the bridge

deck with wooden hatch boards at

all other deck levels. Three 5-ton

tubular steel booms on the forward

side of the foremast serve this

hatch and four single-geared,

single-drum winches. The two out-

side booms are 61 feet long and the

central boom is 35 feet long.

Hold No. 2 has a center-line

hatch, 20x30 feet, extending from
bridge to orlop decks and trunked

from bridge to shelter decks. This

hatch is served by one 30-ton capa-

city, 68-foot length, two 5-ton ca-

pacity, 36-foot length, and two 5-

View o{ the top of the house at the after end of bridge deck showing three of the four

cargo winches serving the after cargo hatch. Note power substation erection at the base

of the mast for housing control apparatus for winch motors.

ton capacity 61-foot 6-inch length

tubular or steel booms, all on the

after side of the foremast. Two
single-drum, single-gear winches

and two single-drum, compound
winches serve these booms. At this

station on the upper deck level

there are also installed two Hyde
electrical, vertical barrel automo-

bile handling capstans. Between
the upper and shelter deck at this

space there are four cargo ports,

two starboard and two port.

For access to No. 3 hold, two 18x

19-foot hatches, one port and one

starboard, are provided. These ex-

tend through orlop, lower, and main
decks and are served by four ports

(two port and two starboard) be-

tween main and upper decks, the

ports measuring 8 feet 1 inch by

7 feet l^i inches. Four I'j-ton car-

go cranes, two port and two star-

board, are operated by four rever-

sible, single-drum winches.

Hold No. 4 has two lOxlO-foot

hatches, one port, one starboard, ex-

tending through from lower to

bridge deck and trunked for their

entire heights. For each of these

hatches there are two 3-ton capa-

city booms on the forward side of a

king post on the bridge deck. These
booms are served by four single-

drum winches. Of these booms the

two outboard are 51 feet and the

two inboard 36 feet long.

The 21x30-foot center-line hatch

giving access to Hold No. 5 is fitted

with water-tight steel covers at

shelter deck level, forming the bot-

tom for the special class swimming
pool. At the shelter deck level this

hatch is reduced to 16 feet 8 inches

by 25 feet, and at bridge deck to 16

feet by 25 feet. Four 5-ton capacity
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booms on the forward side of the

mainmast service this hatch. The
outboard booms are 63 feet 6

inches and the inboard booms are

39 feet 6 inches long. Four single-

drum winches are installed here.

The gear for No. 6 hold is prac-

tically the same as for No. 5 except

that the hatch is larger, 19 feet 6

inches by 30 feet through lower,

main, upper, shelter, and bridge

decks.

There are two main groupings of

winches, one at the foremast and

one at the mainmast; and a power

substation is placed in a special

erection at the base of each mast
to house the power distributing and
control mechanisms for these
groups. Each winch motor is pro-

vided with full-automatic type con-

trol giving rheostatic control hoist-

ing, power lowering when driving

down the light line, and dynamic
braking when lowering a load. Sol-

enoid type of shoe brakes which
operate automatically when the

control handle is moved to the

"off" position are also provided for

holding the load. These brakes also

automatically function in case of

interruption of the circuit or line

disturbance. The acceleration of

the load is automatically accom-

plished in a definite time, which
limits the high peak currents, re-

gardless of the mannei in vv'iuch

the control handle may be operated

by the stevedore. The twenty cargo

winches located top-side are of the

very latest high speed type and are

provided with slow speed motors

for reducing the accelerating losses

to a minimum.

Wire rope for cargo handling

purposes and for guys and standing

rigging on masts and king posts

was supplied by the Wickwire
Spencer Steel Corporation.

Anchor Windlass and

Mooring Capstans

STEAMSHIP President Hoover
cai-ries two stockless bower an-

chors weighing 18,900 pounds

each, one spare stockless bower an-

chor of 16,065 pounds weight, and

one stockless stream anchor of 6825

pounds weight. These are all of

cast steel furnished by the General

Steel Castings Company.
Two lengths of 3' 2-inch stud-

link cast steel chain cable made by
the National Malleable & Steel

Castings Co. serve the bower an-

chors. Each length is 165 fathoms,

made up of eleven 15-fathom shots

joined by shackles. For the stream

anchor, 120 fathoms of special flex-

ible steel wire hawser is furnished.

This hawser, 5% inches in circum-

ference and composed of s i x

strands of 24 wires each laid on a

hemp center, is carried on a reel

at the after end of the bridge deck.

The windlass is of the steam-

driven spur-gear type, built by the

American Engineering Company
with 14xl4-inch double cylinder

steam engine, windlass and gears

mounted on a common bedplate. It

is capable of handling the two 18,-

900-pound bower anchors and their

chains at a 30-fathom depth of wa-

ter with 125 pounds of steam pres-

sure at the throttle. However, all

parts subject to steam pressure are

designed to take the full boiler

pressure of 300 pounds.

Two American Engineering Com-
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pany steam capstans are installed

on the bridge deck forward. These
capstans have a 25-inch diameter

head and are driven by ]0xl2-inch

reversible steam engines located

below on the shelter deck and con-

trolled from the bridge deck. They
are suitable for warping with 9'i;-

inch circumference manila hawsers
and will withstand the breaking
strain of a rope of that size. At
a throttle steam pressure of 125

pounds they will exert a pull of

25,000 pounds at 50 feet per min-
ute and at least 2500 pounds at

125 per minute. All parts of the

engines are designed to take full

boiler pressure.

On the shelter deck aft three

American Engineering Company
electric capstans are installed, each
with a 25-inch diameter head with
capstan shaft extending down to

its gear and motor on the upper
deck. The motor and gearing of

each capstan are mounted on one
bedplate, and each unit, together

with its control mechanism, is in-

stalled in a separate compartment.
The motors are 75-horsepower at

500 revolutions per minute, 230
volts of General-Electric make,
equipped with automatic, shoe-

type, solenoid brakes. These elec-

tric capstans have the same capa-
city as the steam capstans describ-

ed above.

Ample provision of mooring
chocks, mooring bitts, and fair

leads is made both forward and aft.

These are all of Newport News
standard pattern. Mooring chocks
are of cast steel on structural steel

foundation and are fitted with cast

iron rollers running on brass bush-

ed steel pins. Mooring bitts are of

cast iron, and the steel deck in way
of each bitt is heavily reinforced.

Summary

CIosc-up of the Hyde i-gear motor-driven winch for handling the four lifeboats on

the after i.sland.

From hawse hole to gudgeon and
from keel to truck. Steamship Pres-

ident Hoover, in her design, con-

struction, equipment, and decora-

tion, will present to the world the

foremost expression of modern
American merchant marine archi-

tecture and shipbuilding craft. She

represents practically every state

in the Union. She is made possible

by the will of the American people

expressed through Congress in the

liberal loan and mail subvention

clauses of the Merchant Marine

Act, 1928. She will carry the Amer-
ican flag into permanent, worthy
competition for the world's mari-

time transportation business.
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Sanitary Piping Systems on Steamship

President Hoover

THE Steamship President
Hoover is designed for trans-

pacific as well as round-the-

world freight and passenger ser-

vice, calling at ports in Europe,

Africa, Asia, the Philippine Is-

lands, and on the east and west

coasts of the United States. Such
an extended voyage, a large part of

it being in very warm climates, re-

quires that the systems shall be

capable of operating under wide

ranges of temperature for long pe-

riods of time, and makes it equally

important that the comfort of the

passengers should be constantly

considered by the designers. With
this in mind, particular attention

has been paid to the lay-out of all

piping systems, both for utilitarian

purposes and ease of repairs.

One of the many features of the

very extensive plumbing installa-

tion is the way in which concealed

piping is used without in any way
interfering with its accessibility

for repairs. A space sufficient for

installing supply and drain piping

has been left between the steel en-

closures of the bathrooms and the

surrounding joiner work, and port-

able panels have been fitted in in-

conspicuous places to permit of ac-

cess to the piping. With this ar-

rangement the pipes are led

through the sides of the toilet

spaces instead of through the floor.

The plumbing systems include

separate cold and hot fresh water
systems, separate cold and hot salt

water system,s, and an ice-water

circulating system. Branches in all

of these systems may be isolated

for repairs.

Fresh Water System. The cold

fresh water system is drawn from
the culinary fresh water tanks,

with no other supply connections,

by Warren reciprocating pumps
and discharged through a 2' 2-inch

Griscom-Russell multiscreen filt-

er and Loomis Manning fresh wa-
ter filters to a gravity tank located

in the ventilating stack. An over-

flow is kept up at all times from
this tank through a pipe led back
to the pump suctions and fitted

with a sight glass near the pump
so that the operators may see that

a continuous overflow is maintain-
ed. The pumps are also automati-
cally controlled by a governor
made by the Atlas Valve Company.

Cold fresh water is led through
supply mains from the gravity

tank to all lavatories and practi-

cally all showers (except a few for

steerage passengers); to sink fau-

cets, and such equipment as dough
mixers, dish-washing machines,
and potato peelers in galleys and
pantries; and to ice making tanks,

feed tank, and brine mixing tanks.

An ornamental fountain in the
first class lounge lobby is supplied
with cold fresh water from a res-

ervoir above, which is kept filled

by a special pump connected to the
regular cold fresh water system.

Fresh water is heated by coils in

a pressure tank in the engine room,
temperature being controlled by
Sarco temperature regulators fit-

ted in the steam line to the coils.

Hot fresh water is led from the
tank through mains with branches
on the different decks supplying all

lavatories in the passenger accom-
modations and in officers' wash-
rooms, all passengers' and officers'

showers, lavatories and other
equipment in barber shops, hospi-
tals, and dispensary; sinks in gal-

leys and pantries; and slop sinks

in passenger accommodations. Cir-

culation is provided through re-

turn lines led from the ends of the
mains down to a tank in the en-

gine room, the water level in this

tank being maintained by a chron-
ometer valve controlling the steam
supply to a Warren reciprocating

pump which returns the hot water
to the system.

Ice Water System. An ice water
circulating system is installed with
outlets in the various pantries,

service access spaces, and photo
graphic dark room, and a bubbling
fountain is provided in the engine
room. The ice water is circulated

by a motor-driven Warren centri-

fugal pump with its suction from
the scuttle butt which in turn is

fed by the cold fresh water system.
Salt Water Systems. Cold salt

water is supplied bv two motor-
driven Warren centrifugal fire and
sanitary pumps. A supply connec-
tion is also provided from the War-
ren reciprocating fire and general
service pump which may be used
in an emergency. These pumps dis-

charge through a common main,
fitted with relief valves to avoid
excessive pressure, which supplies

branches on the various decks.

This system is used for flushing
all water closets, urinals, slop

sinks, garbage chutes, and sup-

plies all bath tubs and both pas-

senger swimming pools.

A pressure tank fitted with
steam heating coils is installed in

the engine room to provide hot salt

water, the temperature of the wa-
ter being controlled by Sarco tem-
perature regulators fitted in the

steam line. The mains from this

tank feed branches to all bath tubs
and the wash-deck faucets in galley

and butcher shop.

Plumbing Drains. Plumbing
drains are united into mains which
discharge overboard above the load

water line except that drains from
plumbing and laundry fixtures on
the main deck amidships are led to

a 300-gallon tank in the boiler

room, fitted with two motor driven
Yeomans dry pit sewage pumps, op-

erated by float switches and dis-

charging just above the load water
line.

Bilge Drainage System. A drain-

age main is led through the engine,

boiler, and refrigerating machinery
rooms, shaft alley and forward pipe
tunnel, with connections to the suc-

tions of the Warren boiler room
bilge, fire and general service and
engine room bilge pumps. The
boiler room bilge and the bilge

and ballast pumps are so arrang-
ed that they may discharge over-

board direct or through a 45-

ton oil and water separator on the
main deck. In addition to the drain-

age system outlined above, one of

the main circulating pumps on each
side of the ship is fitted with a

bilge suction through a nonreturn
stop valve.

Ballast System. Provision is made
for water ballast in the forward
and after peak tanks, inner bot-

tom tanks Nos. 1 to 7, inclusive,

and the fuel oil or coconut oil deep
tanks and the after athwartship
fuel oil deep tanks. The piping is so

arranged that any ballast tank may
be flooded or pumped overboard
and water may be transferred from
any tank forward of the engine
room to the after peak tank or

vice versa. This extensive ballast

system permits proper trimming of

the ship under any usual service

conditions.



Los Angeles Furniture

Goes to Sea

Southern California Firm Creates Distinctive Interior

Decorative Effects on Seagoing Craft

JUST as the furnishing of every

home represents an individual

problem—so is it true in the

equipping and furnishing of a boat.

The same comfort that one enjoys

at home must be there—the same
distinctive personality must be as

apparent as it is in the successful

home anywhere. Yet the steps in

achieving this complete picture are

quite different and require the di-

rection of experts schooled in the

knowledge of this particular type

of interior decoration.

The Marine Department at Bark-

er Bros., Seventh St., Flower & Fi-

gueroa, Los Angeles, has for

years executed commissions of this

type for some of the most import-

ant sportsmen on the Pacific Coast.

In many instances the boats have

been remodeled under the direction

of the experts in this department.

In such cases the designing stu-

dio first submits drawings and

blue-prints of proposed changes

and finally colored sketches of the

complete interior furnishing

scheme. Thus, the color and furn-

ishing details may be seen before

actual decorating begins. Through
the designing studio, special furni-

ture may be planned expediently

and economically. And through

Barker Bros.' factory connections

this furniture is produced on a very

low cost basis, which in turn is re-

flected in low prices to the client.

Through the tremendous buying

power that this firm enjoys, furni-

ture and furnishings of every cha-

racter are available at low cost.

The scope of Barker Bros.' Ma-
rine Department service is very

broad. From this source every pos-

sible requirement is filled easily,

systematically, and economically.

The furniture, draperies, floor cov-

erings, all kitchen and dining

equipment, linens and bedding—ev-

erything for the complete and beau-
tiful furnishing of a boat of any
type or size—is supplied through
Barker Bros. Thus the execution of

a most complicated commission be-

comes a very simple matter.

Though Barker Bros, have exe-

cuted many notable and interesting

commissions—mention is made of

only a few that presented unusual
problems and that afforded the op-

portunity of striking interior plans.

The remodeling and decorating

of the Joyita, owned by Ronald
West, was completely done by Bar-

ker. Bros. Even the paneling and
flooring were supplied and in-

stalled by them. The built-in pieces

in the dining I'oom were specially

designed and executed. The car-

pets, draperies, specially built

springs and mattresses—every de-

tail of furnishing—was planned as

a unit. Notable indeed was the sa-

lon equisitely executed in modern
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fashion—shell pink, green, and

gold serving as the key colors

around which the interior decora-

tion scheme and the furnishings

were planned.

The Kimiloa, then owned by Cap-

tain Melville, presented a very dif-

ferent problem; and Barker Bros.'

own informal and colorful Monte-

rey furniture was used through-

out. Draperies were of rough tex-

tured fabrics; the floor coverings

and all accessories were planned to

be in harmony with this distinctive

type furniture.

The Radio, a craft that enjoys

the distinction of having gone with

the Macmillan expedition to the

north pole, when acquired by Syl

Spalding was completely remodel-

ed and refurnished through Barker
Bros.' Marine Department. The In-

vader and, later, the Elia owned by
Don Lee were both decorated and
furnished completely.

These and many other craft of

importance are brilliant examples
of the success of an interior decor-

ation commission planned and exe-

cuted by a firm equipped to handle
even the smallest details with effi-

ciency and the greater problems
with skill and dispatch. The dove-

tailing of the various steps facili-

tates the matter of a harmonized
and beautiful ensemble.

An Electrolysis Eliminator

THE phenomenon of electroly-

sis, with its consequent more
or less serious reaction, occurs

wherever there is a difference of

electric potential between two me-
tal surfaces in the presence of an
electrolyte. Since sea water is a

good electrolyte, the danger of elec-

trolysis is always present between
metals of different potentials at

sea. This problem in steel vessels

has for many years been more or

less adequately taken care of by the

use of zinc blocks around the stern

of the ship. As practically all ma-
chinery and other equipment of a

steel vessel, with the exception of

the electric equipment, generators,

and motors, is grounded to the hull,

the electro-positive zinc plates took

the majority of the wasting corro-

sion due to electrolysis upon them-
selves, and their renewal at more
or less frequent intervals would
keep corrosion due to electrolysis

down to a practical minimum.
On wooden vessels, however, par-

ticularly since the introduction of

the internal combustion engine,

electrolysis has been more severe-

ly localized and in some instances
it has produced very destructive

corrosion, particularly in the way
of tail shaft, the stern bearing, the

propeller, the rudder, and the shoe.

Brass, bronze, or copper intake

pipes and outlet pipes for cooling

circulatingwater, together with the

cast iron frame of the engine cyl-

inders, form a fairly good galvanic
battery in connection with sea wa-
ter. The currents generated in this

battery naturally flow in such a

manner as to cause wastage of me-
tal in various parts of the ship.

There has recently been designed

at Everett Marine Ways, Everett,

Washington, a device known as the

Marine Electrolysis Eliminator.

This consists of a brass casting

which is attached to the hull of a

ship at a convenient point. On its

outer face this casting has a recess

in which is held a circular, slightly

concave corrugated disk of a very

Ma

electro-positive alloy. The other side

of the casting has a heavy brass
rod connection running through to

the inside of the ship. From this

brass rod a heavy insulated copper
wire is run to the engine, the stern

bearing, and the stuffing boxes on
the propeller shaft, or any other
source of electrolytic corrosion.

During the past year some 75
wooden vessels in the Puget Sound
region have been equipped with
these eliminators, and it is claimed
that the results in practically all

cases have been complete stoppage
of wasting corrosion from this

.50urce. In fact, in many cases, the

parts of the machinery of these
boats which had formerly been very
rapidly corroding are now actually

being electroplated with the alloy

from the Eliminator.

Application has been made for

patents, and it is planned to mar-
ket this device to shipping through-
cut the world. It is being manufac-
tured by the Marine Electrolysis

Eliminator Company of Everett,

Wash., of which the Northern Cali-

fornia Representative is the Ma-
rine Electric Company of San
Francisco.

A Handy Po rtable Crane

AVERY convenient and effic-

ient lifting device for pier or

warehouse is the Lewis Shep-
ard Company's standard portable

crane manufactured in capacities

from 500 to 2000 pounds for either

hand or motor operation or, where
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required, it can be arranged for

gas engine or air motor drive.

This crane is so designed that

both the boom and the main up-

right may be folded down, enab-
ling the crane to go through any
doorway and still be used to the
full height of rooms. In addition to

the simple, hinged type shown in

the illustration, the line includes a
telescopic type, a revolving, hinged
type, and a revolving, telescoping

type.

The construction is entirely of

structural shapes, welded, and with
open end base. Floor and sheave
bearings are Hyatt roller. Every
point requiring lubrication is fit-

ted with Alemite-Zerk push-type
nipples. The worm is self-locking,

requiring no brake.

Branch Office Opened.—Chas. J.

Henschel & Co., Inc., announces the
opening of a branch office at 1600
Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa. In

charge of this office will be L. D.
Naudain, electrical engineer, form-
erly of New York Shipbuilding
Company and Marine Engineering
Corporation.



American Shipbuilding

lldited by H. C. McKinnon

Three views of the launch of the 632.foot Steamship M.-rioosa at the Fore River
Plant of Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., Ltd., Quincey, Massachusetts.

Oceanic Liner Launched. — The
new steamship Mariposa building
at the Fore River Plant of Bethle-
hem Shipbuilding Corp., Ltd., Quin-
C.V, Massachusetts, for the Oceanic
Steamship Company of San Fran-
cisco, a subsidiary of the Matson
Navigation Company, was success-
fully launched on July 18. Mrs.
Wallace M. Ale.xander, wife of the
vice-president of the Matson Com-
pany, was sponsor. This vessel will
be ready for delivery early in 1932
and will go into the Oceanic-Mat-
son Line service between San Fran-
cisco and Los Angeles harbor and
the ports of Auckland, New Zea-
land, and Sydney, Australia, via
Honolulu, Pago Pago, and Samoa.
The Mariposa is the first of three

fine new passenger and freight
vessels building for the California-
South Seas service of the Matson
Company under the provisions of
the Merchant Marine Act of 1928
and will be one of the finest ves-
sels plying the Pacific. She and
her sister ships will have a length
of 632 feet, beam of 79 feet, draft
of 28 feet. They will be of 26.000
tons displacement and 22.000 tons
gross measurement. The propell-
ing machinery will consist of three
turbines with single reduction
gears and steam will be supplied
by 12 water-tube boilers. A total of
22.000 shaft horsepower will drive
the vessel, by means of twin screws,
at a normal speed of 20' o knots.

This vessel, 6'30 feet long, was
launched into approximately 800
feet of water, the vessel traveling
about 140 feet beyond the end of the
ways. Checking was accomplished
by means of chain drag, appro.xi-
mately 360 tons of chain being
used in six piles graduated in

weight. A few of the outline parti-
culars are as follows:

1. Launching weight of .ship

and cradle 12,200 tons.

2. Average declivity of ground
ways 9/16 of an inch.

3. Width of ground ways 5 ft.

4. Length of cradle 497I2 ft.

5. Initial pressure, tons per sq.
in. 2.55 tons.

6. The lower end of the berth
on which this vessel was construct-
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ed is approximately 2' i feet below

mean low water, the water being

restrained by a portable gate at

the lower end of the berth. The op-

eration of removing the gate com-

menced at approximately (>:00 A.

IVI. on the morning of the launch,

low water being at 8:00 A.M., and

the work then on proceeded in an

orderly manner until about 1 :45

P.M. when the vessel was released

from the triggers, immediately

starting down the ways and coming

to rest at about 140 feet clear of

the end of the ground ways.

Successful launching of this ves-

sel represents another achievement

in the matter of launching large

vessels in restricted water and ver-

ifies the calculations made before

the launching to a rather remark-

able degree.

The accompanying photographs

show pictures of the vessel.

Lighthouse Tender Launched. —
The Lighthouse tender Colum-

bine, building for the United States

Lighthouse Bureau by The Moore
Dry Dock Company, Oakland, Cal-

if., was launched on July 23, spon-

sored by Mrs. H. W. Rhodes, wife of

the superintendent for the Eight-

eenth District at San Francisco.

Keel for the Columbine was laid

April 23. She is 112 ft. 2 in. be-

tween perpendiculars, 25 ft. molded
beam, and is to have diesel-electric

propulsion power, machinery being

supplied by Atlas-Imperial Diesel

Engine Co. and the General Elec-

tric Company.

New School Ship Reconditionin,"?

Bids.^—The U. S. Navy Department,

Washington, D. C, will ask for bids

from Pacifc Coast shipyards about

August 1 for reconditioning the

steamship California State, ex-

Henry County, to be turned over to

the State of California for nautical

school purposes. Bids were opened

about six weeks ago at San Fran-

cisco by the Board of Governors

for the Nautical School, but the

Navy Department decided the re-

conditioning work came under its

province, and new specifications

are being prepared for the work.

On the former bids, the General

Engineering & Drydock Company
submitted low bid of $189,000. The
vessel is now laid up at the Mare
Island Navy Yard.

View showing the beautifully

bow of the Mariposa.

odeled

mail contract over the Gulf-Pacific

Line route from Seattle and other

Pacific Coast ports to Tampico,

Mexico, and other Gulf ports via

the Panama Canal. The Gulf-Paci-

fic Line is operated by Swayne &
Hoyt, Inc., of San Francisco. Con-

struction of at least one new ship

will be required under the mail

contract, should it be granted.

Ocean Mail Bids to be Submitted.

—The United States Post Office

Department, Washington, D.C., will

receive bids August 17 for an ocean

Private Shipyards May Bid on

Destroyers. — According to dis-

patches from Washington, D. C.

private shipyards are to have an

opportunity to bid on the work of

building some of the ten new de-

stroyers for the Navy Department
which will be started during the

present fiscal year. Specifications

will be sent to interested private

yards and to certain navy yards,

including those at Brooklyn, Bos-

ton, Charleston, S. C, Mare Island,

and Bremerton.

Plans for these destroyers, which
are the first post-war destroyers to

be built by the United States Navy,

call for ships of London Treaty

limits capable of making 35 knots.

The estimated cost is $4,700,000

each, and an initial $10,000,000

was appropriated at the last Ses-

sion of The Congress to start this

program. According to reports cur-

rent on the Pacific Coast, an at-

tempt will be made to bring some
of this work to private yards cap-

able of handling the construction

on this Coast. The Union Plant of

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp. at

San Francisco is said to be inter-

ested. George Armes, president and
manager of the General Engineer-

ing & Drydock Company of Oak-

land and of the Los Angeles Ship-

building & Drydock Company,
San Pedro, has indicated that he is

interested, and either of his yards

is capable of handling this type of

ship construction.

Northwest Diesel Findinsj Mar-

kets.—Three sizable orders for the

Johnson-Stroud diesel engines,
built by the Johnson Engineering

Company of Seattle are reported by

Eric Johnson, president of the Com-
pany. One is a 120-horsepower, 2-

cycle, 4-cylinder job for the purse

seiner George A and is equipped

for pilot house control. The second

is for Mrs. Anna Ancich, a replace-

ment job, also a 120-horsepower

model. The latest order is for a 180-

horsepower, 4-cylinder, heavy duty

diesel to turn 360 revolutions per

minute, and for the account of A.

G. Griswold of Seattle for use in

his new 80 by 16 by 6 ft. yacht,

now building on Lake Union.

Supply Vessel to be Built.— H.

C. Hanson, Seattle naval architect,

has completed plans and culled for

bids on a 37 by 10 by 6.7 ft. patrol

ship for the United States Biologi-

cal Survey, Alaska Division, to be

powered with a 100-horsepower

Lathrop engine. The Berg Ship-

building Company of Seattle was
the lowest bidder for the bout.

Tug Converted to Diesel Power.

—

The Atlas-Imperial Diesel Engine
Co. has recently shipped several

engines to the Pacific Northwest.

The converted tug Gwylan, of the

American Towboat Company of Ev-

erett, had a new 200-horsepower,

6-cylinder, direct-reversing Atlas-

Imperial diesel installed in June,

and the tug and fish carrier Rodda
had a 170-horsepower, 3-cylinder

Atlas diesel installed.

Three new seine boats built at the

Barbee Shipbuilding and Drydock
Company, Seattle, for Rudolph
Franalovich of Anacortes, and
Haakon Thompson, each had a 75-

horsepower. Atlas installed, and the

fisher Westland was converted to
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diesel drive with a 4-cylinder, 90-

horsepower Atlas for Emmett Ross.

The seiner, Twin, another conver-
sion job, had a 70-horsepower, 4-

cylinder engine installed.

Building Seiner.—J. M. Martinac
Shipbuilding Company of Tacoma
was awarded the contract June 19
for construction of an 81 by 20 by
9.6 ft. combination sardine fishing
and purse seiner and tuna boat
for a Los Angeles syndicate, to be
powered with a 230-horsepower At-
las-Imperial 6-cylinder diesel. Gear
driven deck machinery will be fit-

ted.

Large Tuna Fisher Completed.

—

The Harbor Boat Building Co., San
Pedro, Calif., recently completed
the construction of the $110,000
diesel powered tuna fishing ves-
sel Olympic for John Zuanich and
Tony Zankichi of San Pedro. The
craft is 125 ft. long and is powered
by a 550 horsepower Western-En-
terprise diesel engine. She is of
the raised deck type and has a re-

frigerated capacity for fish of 200
tons. Two auxiliary diesel engines
furnish motive power for refriger-
ation plant and other auxiliary ma-
chinery. She has a cruising radius
of 8000 miles, almost a necessity
these days when the tuna fisher-

men cruise as far south as Pana-
ma for their catches. The Olympic
is one of the finest vessels of her
type ever turned out of a San Pe-
dro yard.

This yard is also completing an
87-ft. power yacht, the Holiday, for
Arthur Morris of Los Angeles and
has many other jobs on hand for
small pleasure power and sail

craft.

pTwo workboats re-

ccnllv launched e.i

the Pacific Coast.

At the left is the

135-foot tuna fish-

ing vessel Mayflow-
er ready for launch-
ing at the S.an

Diego yard of the

Campbell Machine
Works. This fine

vessel is powered
by Union diesel en-

g'ncs and will be
completely describ-

ed in the Septem-
ber issue.

At right is the

i-iuarantinc boarding
launch for the U.
.S. Public Health
.Service at San
Diego immediately
after launching at

the General Engin-
eering SC Drydock
Co., Oakland.

New Cruisers to be Repaired.

—

Five new cruisers built for the
United States Navy by various
navy yards and private shipyards
have developed defects in the
sternposts and these will have to

be replaced. The work will prob-
ably all be done in eastern yards.

These particular cruisers are al-

so said to roll so sharply in rough
water as to interfere with effec-

tive gunfire, and alterations will

be made to two of them—the Pen-
sacola and Northampton—at the
New York and Norfolk Navy Yards
in an attempt to overcome this roll.

Antirolling tanks and larger bilge

keels will be installed, and the ef-

fectiveness of these changes will

be thoroughly tested before any of

the other cruisers are altered.

Construction experts of the Navy
Department point out that the

short jerky roll is the result of ef-

forts to produce highly stable ships

by placing the center of gravity at

a very low point.

Study of the construction of the

five cruisers whose sternposts have
cracked has not yet revealed

whether the defect is due to a

fault in ship design or to bad cast-

ings.

Yard Reconditions Tanker. —
Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., Bal-

timore, Mai-yland, is rebuilding the

tanker Paco from a bulk oil car-

rier to a combination oil and gen-
eral cargo carrier. The vessel was
recently purchased by Procter &
Gamble, soap manufacturers, from
the Pennsylvania Steamship Com-
pany.

made recently by Rear Admiral S.

M. Robinson, Chief of the Bureau
of Engineering, United States
Navy, the department has been
forced to reject all bids received

from American manufacturers of

diesel engines for experimental en-

gines. These bids were submitted
June 12 by engine manufacturers
under special specifications call-

ing for a light weight, high speed
diesel engine suitable for installa-

tion in a submarine. The idea of

the Navy Department is that an en-

g i n e of domestic manufacture
might be developed suitable for

submarine work. Lack of funds to

carry out the experimental work is

given as the reason for rejecting

bids. It is quite possible that the

Secretary of the Navy will ask an
appropriation of two or three mil-

lion dollars from the next Cong-
ress to carry on research in an at-

tempt to develop a compression-ig-
nition diesel engine of domestic
manufacture which will be suitable

for surface and submarine ves-

sels, and for the purchase of lat-

est design foreign engines for ex-

perimentation.

Rejects Bids on Diesel Engines.
—According to an announcement

Sale Agreement for American
Diamond Line.—Sale by the Unit-
ed States Shipping Board to the
Black Diamond Steamship Corp., of

New York, of the American Dia-
mond Line has been confirmed.
This fleet consists of twelve cargo
vessels—the Ala, Ambridge, City
of Alton, Coahoma County, Innoko,
Sacandaga. Sac City. Saco. Tomal-
va. West Arrow, West Eldara, and
Wytheville. The contract provides
a mail subvention and also requires
the purchasers to make certain

betterments to the fleet, including
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the increase in speed of five of the

freighters from 10 to 13 knots and

the construction of five new 16-

knot vessels over a period of ten

years, the first vessel to be com-

pleted the third year of the con-

tract. The sale price under these

terms is |16.25 a ton. The vessels

are to operate to Antwerp and Rot-

terdam out of New York and other

Atlantic Coast ports. It is estimat-

ed the shipbuilding program will

involve an expenditure of $5,000,-

000 during the next ten years.

Three Self-Propelled Barges for

New York.—According to reports

from New York, Cox & Stevens,

521 Fifth Avenue, have prepared
preliminary plans and specifica-

tions for three self - propelled

sludge vessels to be used by the

Department of Sanitation of the

City of New York. The vessels are

to be 250 ft. long, powered by two
650-horsepower diesel engines oper-

ating twin screws. The contract for

the work will not be awarded for

some time.

Warships to be Steam Engine
Powered.—Steam turbine machin-
ery has been decided upon for in-

stallation in the reconditioned

battleships New Mexico, Idaho, and
Mississippi, and bids were opened
June 16 ranging in price from $1,-

000,420 to $2,128,266. Bids were
submitted by the following com-
panies: Bethlehem Shipbuilding
Corp., Ltd., Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Co., New York
Shipbuilding Co., De Laval Steam
Turbine Co., Capstaff-Hunter Tur-
bine Works, Inc., and General Elec-

tric Company. The New Mexico is

now at the Philadelphia navy yard
and the Mississippi at the Norfolk
navy yard. The Idaho will report

to the latter yard for recondition-

ing about October 1.

Six Liners to be Launched this

Fall.—The six passenger and re-

frigerated freight vessels for the

United Mail Steamship Company
(subsidiary of the United Fruit Co.

of Boston) will be launched this

fall. Three of these vessels are un-
der construction at the Fore River
Plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuild-
ing Corp. They are the Antigua, to

be launched October 25, the Quiri-

gua, to be launched November 14,

and the Veragua, scheduled for

launching December 12. The other
three, building by the Newport
News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co.,

are the Segovia and Talamanca

scheduled for launching August 15,

and the Chiriqui, to be launched
in December of this year.

Three of these vessels are for

the California - Central American
service and three for the New York-
Carribean service of the company.
They are identical in design, being
446 ft. over-all, 60 ft. beam, 24 ft.

loaded draft, 10,940 tons displace-

ment. They will be powered by
turbo-electric propulsion machin-
ery developing 10,500 indicated

horsepower and driving the vessels

at a speed of 17' ^ knots.

Passenger accommodations in

these vessels will be designed and
equipped for comfortable travel in

the tropics—and the introduction

of these fine vessels into their res-

pective services will mark an im-

portant step forward in travel ac-

commodations to Central American
and Carribean ports.

Converted Vessels Enter Atlantic

Trade.—The Baltimore Mail Steam-
ship Company, Baltimore, Mary-
land, has under way a program of

reconditioning five vessels for ser-

vice from Baltimore to German
and French ports, and the first of

these to enter service is the City
of Baltimore, which sailed for

Hamburg and Havre July 2. These
five vessels were purchased from
the Shipping Board and were nam-
ed Independence, Victorius, Archer,
Eclipse, and Invincible. They have
been renamed City of Baltimore,

City of Norfolk, City of Newport
News, City of Havre, and City of

Hamburg.
The work of reconditioning is be-

ing done by the Federal Shipbuild-

ing & Dry Dock Company, Kearny,
N. J. The vessels were lengthened
from 440 ft. I's in. between perpen-
diculars to 486 ft. T^'o in. They are

of 56 ft. molded beam and 24 ft.

draft. A new raked bow and new
stern were fitted and accommoda-
tions for 81 passengers were in-

stalled. New propelling machinery
was installed consisting of a De
Laval compound steam turbine
with double reduction gear devel-

oping normal shaft horsepower of

9500 at 95 revolutions per minute
and driving the vessel at a speed
of 16 knots. Steam is supplied by
four Babcock & Wilcox water-tube
boilers.

Mi

of Engineers for Rivers and Har-
bors of the War Department have
just published their annual volume
on "Port and Terminal Charges at

United States Ports." The wide
scope of the work and the detailed

way in which the subject is treated
make it a standard book of refer-

ence for those in the shipping world
who require authentic information
respecting port dues and charges.

New Radiobeacon Chart.—A new
radiobeacon chart, showing at a
glance the location of every radio-

beacon on the Atlantic and Gulf
coasts, giving the sending period of

each station and its distinguishing
characteristic, has been prepared
by the Lighthouse Service of the
Department of Commerce and is

now ready for distribution. Such
charts are intended for posting in

the pilot houses of vessels using
radiocompasses in navigation. The
new chart, which is a revision of

one issued some time ago, shows
many changes and improvements in

the United States radiobeacon sys-

tem.

The Cooper-Bessemer Corpora-
tion, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, is distribut-

ing a folder which contains illustra-

tions and specifications of the new
stationary Type JT diesel engine.

Bore is 11 '2 inches, stroke 15

inches. Cylinders are 3, 4, 6, or 8 in

number. Rated horsepowers are
150-180; 200-240; 300-360; 400-480
when operating within the speed
range of 300-360 r.p.m., with cast-

iron pistons. Although fuel econ-
omy, trim lines, enclosure, accessi-

bility, and option of built-in acces-

sories are emphasized points — the
most noticeable innovation is the
placing of the spray valves and
driving levers in a position directly

below the cam shaft, easily reached
from the engine platform. Removal
of the engine head can thus be ac-

complished without disturbing the
fuel injection system. Copies of the
folder can be secured by addressing
this magazine.

Trade Literature

Port and Terminal Charges.—
The Bureau of Operations of the

U.S. Shipping Board and the Board

Sturtevant Propeller Fan (Cata-
log No. 385) has just been issued
by the B. F. Sturtevant Company,
Hyde Park, Boston, Mass. This
book covers a new line of propel-
ler fans, which, judging from the
pictures, are remarkably well made.
They are made of pressed steel

throughout with parts welded ; and
motors are of the ball-bearing type.

The catalog gives a complete ex-

planation of the possible uses of

this fan. Copies are available gra-

tis.



Progress of Construction

The following Report Covers the Shipbuildifig Work in Progress at the Leading

Shipyards of the United States as ofJuly i, i^^i

Pacific Coast

ALBINA ENGINE & MACHINE
WORKS,

28 Albina Avenue, Portland, Oregon
L. P. Hosford. hull 34, tunnel-stern, p.is-

scnger and freight motorship for Harkins

Transportation Co., Portland, Ore.: 160

L.B.P.; 30 beam; 15 mi. speed; Atlas-Im-

perial dicscl eng.; keel 2/10/31; launched

5/13/31; delivered 6/20/31.

BERG SHIPBUILDING CO.,
28th Ave., N.W., Seattle, Wn.

Survey vcs.'scl for Hawaii for the U. S.

Army Engineers Office, San Francisco; 65

X 16; 40 tons displ.; Atlas-Imperial diesel.

Not named, wooden hull, passenger and
cargo motorship for U. S. Dept. of Inter-

ior. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Poison Bldg.,

Seattle. Wn., for Alaska Service; 210 L.B.P.;

41 molded beam; 21'6" molded depth; 16

loaded draft; 1200 B.H.P. Mcintosh is' Sey-

mour dicsel cny.; 14 knots speed.

CRAIG SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Long Beach, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: F. W. Philpot.

Velero III, hull 153, twin-screw, all-steel

cruiser for G. Allan Hancock, Los Angeles;
193' L.O.A.; 190' L.W.L.; 30' beam; 11'9"

mean draft; two 6-cyl., 850-S.H.P. Winton
diesel engs.; 15J4 knots speed; 9500 mi.

cruising radius; keel June 16/30, launched

4/2/31; deliver 7/15/31 e.st.

Samona II, hull 154, twin-screw, steel

yacht for W. ]. Hole of Los Angeles; L. E.

Geary. Seattle, designer: 146 ft. long; 23.5

beam; 10.5 draft; two 500 HP. Winton die-

sel engs.; keel 3/15/31; launched 6/25/31;

delivery Aug./31 est.

GENERAL ENGINEERING & DRY
DOCK CO

Oakland, Calif.

Purchasing Agent; A. Wanner.

W. M. Wightman, boarding tug for Quar-

antine Division, Public Health Service, San
Francisco; 60'10" over-all; 15 beam; 7'2"

depth; 120 H.P. Fairbanks-Morse diesel

eng.; launched 6/18/31; deliver 7/1/31 est.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY,
Oakland, Calif.

Columbine, hull 180, lighthouse tender

for U. S. Department of Commerce, Light-

house Bureau; n2'2" L.B.P.; 25 molded
beam; 9|/2 naut. mi. speed; diesel-electric

engs.; keel 4/23/31; launch 7/27/31 est.

San Diego, hull 181, steel screw, double-

end, diesel-electric, automobile ferry for

San Dicgo-Coronado Ferry Co.; 204' 11"

L.O.A.; 43'6" breadth at deck; Atlas-Im-

perial dicsel; keel 5/28/31: launch 8/20/31
est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Bretnerton, Wash.

Astoria. light cruiser CL-34 for Unit-

ed States Navy; 10,000 tons displacement;

keel 9/1 '30; deliver 4/1/33 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Mare Island, Calif.

San Francisco, light cruiser CL-38 for

United States Navy; 10,000 tons displace-

ment.

Repairs, Pacific Coast

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORP., Ltd., Union Plant

Drydock, clean, paint, misc. repairs: stmrs.

La Placentia, Cymeric, La Pcrla. Manulani,

Maui, Admiral Dewey, Sonoma, Admiral

Peary, J. A. Moffett, U.S.A.T. tug Slocum,

m.s. Brunswick, Athelqueen, Zaragosa,

U.S.S. Colorado, tugs Sea Prince. E. P. Rip-

ley, Gov. Markham, yacht Talayha, launches

San Lucas, fireboat Dennis T. Sullivan,

ferry Ramon. Drydock and misc. repairs:

Deroche. Pipe repairs: stmr. Tahcheei. 8

suction pipes: S.P.-Golden Gate Ferries. Dis-

connect and place engine in alignment:

launch Crowley No. 26. One tailshaft; stmr.

Curacao. Misc. repairs: stmrs. Mojave, Oto-
kia, Scottish Heather, Dixie Arrow, Pacific

Fir, Cricket, China Arrow, Maunganui,
Point Gorda, San Jose, President McKinley,
Virginia, Saramacca, President Polk, San
M.iteo, Pennsylvania, m.s. Lio, Trocas. In-

naren, launch Uhuyu Maru,

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY,
Oakland, Calif.

Drydock, clean, paint: stmr. Navesna
(also installed fairing plates on rudder, re-

paired anchor windlass, overhauled deck
telegraph system, misc. boiler repairs, over-

hauled sea valves, repacked stern gland, re-

newed misc. rivets in hull), lowan (caulked
and welded misc. rivets, renewed sections of

port and stbd. bilge keel), dredge A. Mac-

Kenzie (general overhaul), Crowley Barge
No. 2 (caulked soft spots and butts, in-

stalled graving pieces), stmr. Golden Coast

(welded and caulked, engine department
repairs), stmr. Panaman (welded misc.

rivets and seam, installed steel shoe on rud-

der post), Wapama (also unshipped rud-

der, renewed rudder braces and pintles, in-

stalled misc. bra;;ing piece in hull, repacked
stern glands, misc. repairs), yacht Janidore
(renewed zinc plates), tug R. M. Woodward
(renewed shell plating and misc. engine re-

pairs), stmr. American (caulked misc. rivets

and seams in hull, removed propeller, drew
tailshaft, installed spare tailshaft in place

of service shaft, removed and replaced pro-

peller blades, repacked stern gland), tug
A. H. Payson (misc. deck and engine re-

pairs), W. P. Barge No. 2 (renewed fend-

ers and bulwark stanchions), stmr. Maliko
(removed propeller blades, installed and re-

conditioned one spare propeller blade, weld
and caulked misc. rivets in seam and hull,

repacked stern glands and overhauled sea

valves).

PRINCE RUPERT DRYDOCK &:

SHIPYARD,
Prince Rupert, B.C.

Docked, cleaned, paint, six stay tubes
supplied and renewed, misc. other repairs;

Dominion Gov. derrick scow. Docked,
cleaned, painted: John Currie pile driver

scow. Docked, cleaned, painted, misc. car-

penter repairs: dredge Lion. Docked,
cleaned, painted, misc. hull and engine
work: 13 fishing boats. Misc. hull and en-

gine work not requiring docking: 68 fishing

boats. 80 commercial jobs.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Bremerton, Wn.

Misc. repairs and docking: Nevada,
Maryland, Aaron Ward. Misc. repairs:

Louisville. Out of commission—being fit-

ted out as school ship for State of New
York: Procyon. Misc. repairs incident to

operation as district craft: Tatnuck, Maho-
pac. Swallow, Challenge, Pawtucket, Soto-

Atlantic, Lakes, Rivers

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY
Pittsburgh, Penn,

Purchasing Agent: W. G. A. Millar.

Ten coal barges for own account. 175x
26x11 ft.; 5 delivered July/30; 5 delivered

5/31.
Ten barges for Inland Waterways Corp.,

Washington, D.C.; 300 x 48 x 1 1 ft.; deliver

May 14 to Dec. 10, 1931; 9 keels laid;

6 launched.

BATH IRON WORKS
Bath. Maine

Trudione, hull 138, steel yacht, owner
not named; 190 L.O.A. 154 L.W.L.; 26
beam; two 800 B.H.P. Bessemer diesels;

keel 6/10/30; launched 4/10/31.
Caroline, hull 141, twin-screw diesel

yacht, owner not named, 286 ft. length; 3000
H.P. diesel eng.; keel 9/1/30; launch
7/18/31 e.st.: deliver 8/10/31 est.

Seapine, hull 144, twin screw, diesel

yacht for Henry J. Gielow, Inc., 25 West
43rd St., New York; 155'2" L.O.A.; 150
L.VV.L.; 26 beam; 8'6" draft; 2 Bessemer
diesel engs.; 550 B.H.P. ea.; keel 10/6/30;
launched 4/30/31; delivered 6/2/31.

Halonia. hull 146. diescl-elec. yacht

for Chas. E. Thorne, Chicago, 140 L.B.P.
24'10" beam; 8'6" draft; 14 knots speed
two 400-H.P. diesel engs.; keel 1/13/31
launched 5/2/31; sea trials 6/6/31; deliv-

ered 6/15/31.
Felicia, hull 145, twin screw steel

yacht, owner not named; 140 L.B.P.; 24'10"

beam; 8'6" draft; 14 knots speed; two 400
H.P. diesel engs.; keel 3/30/31; launch
8/1/31 est.; deliver 8/16/31 est.

Hull 147. nvin screw, steel patrol boat for

U.S. Coast Guard; 165 ft. long; diesel eng.;

keel 5/1/31; deliver 11/29/31 est.

Hull 148. same as above; keel 5/6/31;
deliver 12/24/31 est.

Hull 149. same as above; keel 5/9/31;
deliver 1/18/32 est.

Hull 150, same as above; keel 5/14/31;
deliver 2/12/32 est.

Hull 151, .same as above; keel 5/20/31;
deliver 3/9/32 est.

Hull 152, same as above; keel 6/15/31
est.: deliver 4/3/32 est.

Hull 153, same as above; keel 9/15/31
est.; deliver 4 2S 3 2 est.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION, FORE

RIVER PLANT,
Quincy, Mass.

Northampton, light cruiser CL-26, fot

United States Navy; 10,000 tons displace-

ment; launch Sept. 7/29 est.

Portland, light cruiser CL-33, same
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as above; deliver 8/15/32 est.

Mariposa, hull 1440, steeel express pas-

senger steamer for Oceanic Steamship Co.

(Matson Nav. Co.) San Francisco; 632'

length; 79' beam; 22,000 gr. tons: 2OI/2

knots; 3 steam turbines; 22,000 S.H.P.; 12

W. T. boilers; launched 7/18/31.

Monterey, hull 1441, sister to above.

Lurlinc, hull 1447, sister to above.

Not named, ferryboat for City of Boston;

172 ft. long; I72'4" over guards; 40'8"

beam; I6'10" depth; 2 comp. steam eng.;

Scotch boilers; 11' dia. x 13'; 150 lbs. work-

ing pressure.

Not named, hull 1444, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail

Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34

depth; 24 loaded draft; 17'/2 knots speed;

10,940 tons displacement; 7200 gr. tons

turbo-electric propulsion; 10,500 I.H.P.

Not named, hull 1445, sister to above.

Not named, hull 1446, sister to above.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,
LTD.,

Baltimore, Md.
Hull 4286, steel barge for Bush Ter-

minal Co.. 792 gr. tons; launched 5/5/31.

Hull 4288, coastwise diesel oil tanker

for Standard Transportation Co.. 262x45x15

ft., Mcintosh 6? Seymour diescls.

CHARLESTON DRYDOCK &
MACHINERY CO.,

Charleston, S.C.

Island Girl, all-welded .steel ferryboat for

the Seaboard Air Line; 65 x 22 ft., 120

H.P. Fairbanks-Morse eng.; keel 3/7/31;

launched 5/20/31; delivered 6/25/31.

One all-welded steel yacht, owner not

named; 50 x 13 ft.; diesel eng.; keel 11/30;

deliver at Savannah 6/15/31 est.

Repairs: Minor repairs: Lighter.

COLLINGWOOD SHIPYARDS, LTD.,
Collingwood, Ontario

Purchasing Agent: E, Podmorc.
Not named, hull 87, hydrographic survey

vessel for Canadian Government: 214
L.B.P.: 36 beam; 12 mi. loaded speed; twin

screw, TE engs.: 1200 I.H.P.; 2 Scotch

boilers, 13'6" diam: keel 8/31 est.

Repairs: New tail shaft: John Ericsson.

DEFOE BOAT & MOTOR WORKS,
Bay Citv. Mich.

Purchasing Agent: W. E. Whitehouse.
Lenore, hull 148, wood yacht, for

S. L. Averv, Chicago: 9r6" LB. P.: 15'9"

beam; 4'6" loaded draft; 85 D.W.T.; 24
mi. per hour speed: 1000 I.H.P. diesel

eng.; keel 4/1/31; launch 7/10/31 est.;

deliver 7/18/31 est.

DRAVO CONTRACTING COMPANY,
Pittsburg, Pa., and Wilmington, Del.

Hulls 995-997 incl., three diesel stern-

wheel towboats for stock; 2 delivered.

Hulls 1086 to 1115, inch, 30 hopper-type

steel coal barges; for stock; 175 x 26 x 11

ft.; 22 delivered.

Hull 1118, steel oil barge for Atlantic

Refining Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; 192x40x
ir9".

Hulls 1119-1128, incl., 10 steel dump
scows for American Dredging Co., Phila-

delphia.

Hulls 1129-1130 incl., two 32-inch steel

suction dredges for U.S. Engineers Office,

Memphis. Tenn.; 214x46x9'5"; two TE
steam engs.: 1200 H.P.

Hulls 1131-1132, two stcci cargo box
barRcs for stock. 1 20x3nxS'6''.

DUBUQUE BOAT & BOILER WORKS,
Dubuque, Iowa

Herbert Hoover, twin tunnel screw river

towboat for U.S. Army Engineers; 215 ft.

long, 42 ft. beam; two Mcintosh ii Sey-

mour diesel engs.; 2600 HP.; launched
7/2/31.

Self-propelled, 16-inch suction, pipe-line

dredge for U. S. Engineers Office, Vicks-

burg, Miss.

FEDERAL SHIPBUILDING a: DRY
DOCK COMPANY

Kearny, N. J.

Purchasing Agent, R. S. Page.

Not named, hull 121, combination pas-

senger and freight steamer for Panama Mail
Steamship Company, San Francisco (W. R.

Grace 6? Co., subsidiary), 484 L.B.P.; 72
beam; 26'1" loaded draft; 18.5 knots loaded
speed; 7150 D.W.T.; 12,600 I.H.P. tur-

bines: 2 boilers: keel 6/22/31.
Not named, hull 122, sister to above.

Not named, hull 123, si.ster to above for

Grace Steamship Co., New York.
Not named, hull 124, sister to above.

GREAT LAKES ENGINEERING
WORKS.

River Rouge, Michigan
Hull 276, self-propelled canal barge for

Ford Motor Co.; 290 x 43 x 10 ft.; 12

knots loaded speed: 2000 D.W.T.: twin

screw, geared turbined 1600 I.H.P.: 2

watertube boilers; keel 3/15/31; launched
5/9/31; deliver 7/15/31 est.

Hull 277, sister to above, keel 3/25/31:
launch 5/16/31; deliver 7/25/31 est.

R. H. Goode, hull 278, tug for Dunbar 6?

Sullivan Dredging Co.; 90 LB. P.; 24'6"

beam; 13 loaded draft: 12 loaded speed:

comp. steam eng. 750 I.H.P.; 1 14-ft.

Scotch boiler; keel 5/23/31: launched 6/
26/31; deliver 7/25/31 est.

HOWARD SHIPYARDS & DOCK
COMPANY,

Jeffersonville, Ind.

Purchasing Agent, W. H. Dickey.

One terminal wharf barge for City of

Peoria, III.; 230 x 45 x 8 ft.; steel deck-
house 205 ft. long: keel 2/9/31; launched
3/21/31; left yard 5/13/31; delivered

6/5/31.
Huckleberry Finn, hull 1691, river tow-

boat for Inland Waterways Corp., Wash-
ington, DC; 196 ft. L.O.A.; 42 molded
beam: 6 molded depth; 1000 H.P. comp.
condensing eng.: keel 4/28/31; launch
7/15/31 est.; dehver 12/21/31 est.

One steel maneuver boat hull for U. S.

Engineers Office, Cincinnati; complete with
derrick; 75 x 24 x 4'6"; keel 6/25/31;
launch 7/23/31 est.: deliver 8/15/31 est.

MARIETTA MANUFACTURING CO..
Point Pleasant, W. Va.

Purchasing Agent: S. C. Wilhelm.
William Dickinson, one twin screw boat

for Marquette Cement Co., Chicago; 124x
26x7'; 750 H.P. diesel eng.

One steel, diesel powered tug for U. S.

Engineering Office, New Orleans: 65'6"x
17'y7'71//'.

Hull 266, dredge for McWilliams Dredg-
ing Co., 136x54x9 ft.

Two steam driven, side-wheel, dredges for

U.S. Engineer Office, Washington, D.C.

MIDLAND BARGE COMPANY
Midland. Ps.

Five barges for Inland Waterways. Corp..

Washington, D.C; 230 x 45 x 11 ft.; 4
keels laid; launched.

Three barges for USA. Engineers, Mo-
bile, Ala.: 100 X 24 X 7 ft.

NASHVILLE BRIDGE COMPANY,
Nashville, Tenn.

Purchasing Agent, R. L. Baldwin.
Hull 248, pile driver for U.S. Engineers,

Memphis; 80 L.B.P.; 27 beam; 4 depth;
1 horizontal type boiler, 46" dia., 28'0"

length: keel 1/12/31; launched 3/5/31.
Hull 249, .same as above; keel 1/17/31;

launched 3/16/31.
Hull 250, dredge for Sternberg Dredging

Co.; 150x50x7'10' depth; keel 3/12/31;
launched 6/3/31.

Not named, hull 25 3, steamboat hull for

Woods Lumber Co.; 110 L.B.P.; 26 beam;
4'8" depth; keel 5/25/31; launched 6/26
/31; delivered 7/2/31.

Hull 254, derrick hull for Woods Lum-
ber Co.; 82 X 28 X 4 ft.; keel 5/5/31;
launched 6/4/31; delivered 7/2/31.

Hull 255, barge for Sternberg Dredging
Co.; 100 X 26 X 6'6"; keel 6/22/31 est.;

launch 7/25/31 est.

Hull 256, oil barge for stock; 140 L.B.P.;

26 beam: 8 depth; keel 6/4/31; launch

7/10/31 est.

Hull 257, .same as above; keel 6/10/31;
launch 7/20/31 est.

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING K
DRYDOCK COMPANY

Newport News, Va.

Purchasing Agent: Jas. Plummer, 90
Broad Street, New York City .

President Hoover, hull 3 39, passenger and
freight liner for Dollar Steamship Co., San
Francisco: 653 L.O.A.; 81 beam; 52 depth;

turbo-electric drive; 20 knots speeed; keel

3/25/30; launched 12/9/30; deliver 7/28
/3I est.

President Coolidge, hull 340, si.ster to

above; keel 4/22/30; launched 2/21/31;

deliver 10/31 est.

Talamanca, hull 344, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail

Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34

depth; 24 loaded draft; VlVi knots speed;

10,940 tons displacement; turbo-electric pro-

pulsion; 10,500 I.H.P.; keel 2/2/31; launch

8/31 est. deliver 1/32 est.

Segovia, hull 345, sister to above: keel

3/9/31; launch 8/31 est.; delivery 4/32 est.

Chiriqui, hull 346, sister to above; keel

4/27/31; launch 12/31 est.; deliver 7/32

est.

Ranger, hull 35 3, Aircraft Carrier No.
4 for U. S. Navy Dept.; keel 12/31 est.;

deliver Mar./34 est.

Not named, hull 3 50, passenger and

freight vessel for Eastern Steamship Lines,

India Wharf, Boston, Mass.; 402'9" L.O.A.;

60 beam; 29'9" depth: 20-22 knots; single

reduction Newport News-Parsons geared

turbines; Babcock iS Wilcox boilers; keel

7/31 est.; deliver 5/32 est.

Not named, hull 351, sister to above;

keel 9/31 est.: deliver 6/32 est.

NEW YORK SHIPBUILDING CO.
Camden, N. J.

Purchasing Agent: ]. W. Meeker.

Excambion, hull 397, passenger and cargo

steamers for Export Steamship Corp., New
York: 450x6r6"x42'3": keel 10/25/30;

launched 5/28/31; deliver 7/22/31 est.

Indianapolis, hull 399. light cruiser No.

3 5 for United States Navy; 10,000 tons

displacement; keel Mar. 31/30.

Not named, hull 405, passenger and cargo

vessel for United States Lines, New York;

666 L.B.P.; 86' beam; 32' loaded draft max.;

20 knots speed; 12,000 D.W.T.; geared tur-

bines, 30,000 S.H.P.; 6 B. y W. boilers;

keel 12/6/30; launch 12/1/31 est.; deliver

6/32 est.

Not named, hull 406, passenger and car-

go vessel, same as above: keel 1/20/31.

Tuscaloosa, hull 407, Scout Cruiser No.

37 for U. S. Navy Department, Washing-

ton, DC; 578 L.BP.: eO'lj/a" molded

beam; 2r7" loaded draft; 10.000 tons

displ.; geared turbines: 107.000 I.H.P.; 8

sectional express boilers: keel 10/31 est.

THE PUSEY a. JONES CORP.,
Wilmington, Del.

Purchasing Agent: James Bradford.

Richmond, hull 1051, steel harbor tug-
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boat for The Chesapeake Ohio Railway Co.;
102'6" L.B.P.; 28 beam; 10'6" loaded draft;

1000 I.H.P. steam engs.; 1 Scotch boiler,

16x12 ft.; 160 lbs. wk. press; keel 2/12/31;
launched 5/5/31; deliver 7/25/31.
Not named, hull 1053, steel hull and

steel superstructure for auto carrying ferry-

boat for Wilson Line, Inc., Wilmington.
Del.; 174'7" L.B.P.; 58 beam; 9'3" loaded
draft; dicsel machinery and other work by
owners; keel 5/26/31; launch 7/30/31 est.

SPEDDEN SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Baltimore, M.iryland

Purchasing Agent: W. J. Collison.

Not named, hull 271, tug for U. S. Public

Health Service; 100 LB. P.; 22 beam: 11 ft.

loaded draft; 2 230-H.P, Fairbanks-Morse
diesel engs.; Westinghouse generators; 400
HP. motor; keel 8/1/31 est.; launch

12/1/31 est.: deliver 7/1/32 est.

SUN SHIPBUILDING & DRY DOCK
COMPANY.
Chester, Perm.

Purchasing Agent: H. W. Scott.

Not named, hull 133. single-screw, dic-

sel tanker for Motor Tanksbip Corp.: 1 3.400

D.W.T.; keel 9/17/30; launch 7/13/31
est.: deliver 8/1/31 est.

Not named, hull 134, sister to above.

Not named, hull 13 5, sister to above.

Not named, hull 136, sister to above.

Daylight, hull 137, single screw dicsel

oil tanker for Standard Transp. Co.; 480 Jt

65'9" 3t 37'; Sun-Doxford dicsel eng.; keel

11/13/30; launched 5/16/31; delivered

6/1/31.
Hull 138. diesel-electric barge for Atlan-

tic Refining Co.; 190x34x12 ft.; keel 2/9/-

31. launch 8/1/31 est., deliver 8/15/31 est.

Hull 139. steel oil-tank towing barge for
Standard Transp. Co.; 225 x 38 x 10 ft.;

keel 3/30/31; launched 6/24/31; delivered

6/25/31.
Hull 140. sister to above; keel 4/2/31;

launched 7/1/31; delivered 7/3/31.
Hulls 141-145 incl., five small barges for

Sun Oil Co.; 70 x 19 ft.

TODD DRY DOCK, ENGINEERING
& REPAIR CORP.,

Brooklyn, N.Y.
Murray Hill, hull 50, stem ferry for De-

partment of Plant y Structure, City of New
York: 151 LB. P.; 53 beam over guards;
8'4'/2" loaded draft: double comp. steam
engs.: 660 LHP.; 2 W.T. boilers: keel

Jan./31, launched 5/27/31; delivered

6/8/31.
Washington Square, hull 51. sister to

above: keel Jan./31: launched 5/27/31.
Not named, hull 52, fircboat for Fire

Dept., City of New York; 123 L.B.P.; 26
beam: 7'6" loaded draft; 18 mi. speed; 2130
LHP. gas-electric engs.; keel 6/23/31 est.

UNITED DRY DOCKS, Inc.

Mariner's Harbor, N.Y.

Purchasing Agent: R. C. Miller.

Cayuga, hull 797. coast guard cutter

for U.S. Coast Guard Service; 250 LO.A.;
42 beam: 16 mi. loaded speed; turbo-elec-

tric; 3200 I.H.P.; 2 W. T. boilers; keel

2/9/31; launch 10/1/31 est.; deliver

2/1/32 est.

Not named, hull 798, ferryboat for New
York. Dept. of Plant and Structure; 267
L.O.A.; 66 beam; 13'9" loaded draft; 12

knots speed: double comp. engs.; 4000
I.H.P.; 4 W.T. boilers; keel 2/9/31;
launched 6/1/31: deliver 10/1/31 est.

A. G. a P. Co. No. 10, truss-weldcd

barge for Atlantic Gulf ii Pacific Co.; 60
LB.P,; 20 beam: 6 depth: keel 5/7/31;
launched 6/24/31; delivered 7/3/31.

A. G. ^ P. Co. No. 11. sister to above;
keel 'yPliV, launch and deliver 7/8/31

August

New Columbia River Ferry

FKRRY travel acro.ss the 8-mile-

wide mouth of the Columbia
River, between Astoria, Oregon,

and Washington points, has under-

gone a remarkable increase during
the past three years, largely due to

the continued opening of new links

in the coastal Roosevelt Highway,
No. 101. The latest addition to the

fleet is the new ferry Tourist No.

3, owned by the North Beach Ferry
Company of Astoria, and built in

the new Port of Astoria yard of the

Astoria Marine Construction Com-
pany.

The new ship is 120 by 36 by
11.6 feet over-all and 7.6 feet draft.

She was designed by Joseph M.
Dyer, Astoria naval architect, who
has produced many interesting Col-

umbia River craft and who also is

president of the Astoria Marine
Construction Company.

The ferry is of unusually heavy
wood construction, with frames of

Port Orford Cedar 6.\12 inches, and
with heavy 20x20-inch Fir engine
bed framing, 65 feet long.

The ferry has capacity for 35

automobiles and 500 passengers
and is luxuriously fitted out for

comfort at all times. There is a

large glass observation room for-

ward, with Presdwood paneling and
mahogany trim, fitted with modern
light fi.xtures, davenports, and easy

chairs. Next aft are a large lobby,

rest rooms (with tile floors and
walls. Standard plumbing fixtures,

running ice water for drinking pur-

poses), and a fully enclosed galley

and lunch counter aft. A promen-

Observation cabin looking aft, o

Ferry Tourist No. 3.

Astoria

ade deck, with teakwood flooring

runs around the entire deckhouse,
while an enclosed upper deck is

also available for passengers. On
this deck are crew's quarters, lob-

by, toilet, and shower facilities, as

well as lifeboat storage. The auto-

mobile deck is enclosed with heavy
glass windows.

An 8-cylinder Washington diesel,

475 horsepower, driving a 78-inch

Johnson 3-bladed propeller will de-

velop a speed of 13' j miles per
hour. A Rix auxiliary air compi-es-

sor and a 15-horsepower Fabco-
Tuxham 1-cylinder diesel driving

an 8-kilowatt generator furnishes
light for the ship and power for

the auxiliaries. An Ideal heating

boiler, oil fired, and a Griscom Rus-
sell Multiwhirl oil cooler is also

provided, as well as a Worthing-
ton 4-cylinder auxiliary generator
for emergency use and small loads.

An Allan Cunningham pneumatic
steering gear is provided as well as

Goodrich Gutless Rubber bearings

for the propeller shaft. A Gould
automatic electric water system is

installed.

w-

View of Tourist No. 3, passenger and .lutomobile ferryboat recently completed fcr

Columbia River service.



Marine Insurance
Edited by James A. Quinby

Too Much Insurance

The Double Insurance Situation on Coastwise Cargo

ARNOULD says

that double insur-

ance takes place

when the assured makes
two or more insurances
on the same subject, the

same risk, and the same
interest. There is noth-
ing illegal about double
insurance unless it is

made fraudulently in

the attempt to collect

twice for a single loss.

The law has jealously

watched all attempts by

the assured to make a

profit from a loss un-

der his policy, and if

two policies are issued

to the same assured, covering the same risks and sub-

ject-matter, the law forbids the collection by the as-

sured of more than his actual loss.

There is a sharp distinction between English and
American practice in the matter of collecting from un-

derwriters in a case of double insurance. The early

English rule provided that where a number of under-

writers had subscribed a risk, and the goods were not

equal in value to the total sums subscribed, the under-

writers should be liable only up to the value of the

goods in the order in which they had subscribed. The
remaining underwriters were absolved from liability

and required to return the premium, deducting Vi per

cent.

This system of chronological priority was discarded
in England after the decision by Lord Mansfield in

Newby vs. Reid, in 1763, and the rateable contribution

theory established by that case is now incorporated in

Sections 32 and 80 of the Marine Insurance Act of

England, and is the modern law of that country as to

double insurance.

The effect of the English rule (which is involved in

cases where policies provide for English law and usage)
is thus summarized by Arnould (Sec. 331).

"In case of over-insurance the different sets of poli-

cies are considered as making but one insurance, and
are good to the extent of the value of the effects put in

risk; the assured can recover on the different policies

no more than their value, but he may sue the under-
writers on any of the policies, and recover from those
he so sues to the full extent of his loss, supposing it to

Seaworthy

The Alice McGlynn was constructed of tin

In the summer of seventy-nine.

So her funnel-stays creaked and her bilges they leaked

—

To the lasting disgrace of the line.

But a Court (whose sea knowledge was garnered at college)

Proclaimed her a seaworthy boat,

And defended his act on the noteworthy fact

That the vessel continued to float.

The Midsummer Night was a dream of delight

From her stem to her cruiser-type stern

And the million she cost was a fortune well lost.

For her owners had money to burn.

But a Judge made decree— (he had read of the sea.

And danced a hornpipe as he laughed)

"It IS plain," said the Court, "that her flagstaff's too short,

She's a grossly unseaworthy craft." J. A. Q.

be covered by the policy

on which he elects to

sue, leaving the under-

writers on that policy

to recover a rateable

sum by way of contrib-

ution from the under-

writers on the other
policy."

American underwrit-

ers have consistently

refused to follow the

later English rule, and
have adopted clauses in

their policies which
bring into effect the

priority theory of the

early English rule. As
to prior insurance, such

clauses usually provide
" if the assured shall have made any other

insurance upon the premises prior in date to this policy,

the assurers shall be answerable only for so much as

the amount of such prior insurance may be deficient."

As to subsequent insurance, the provision custom-

arily reads:

"In case of any subsequent insurance, the insurer

shall, nevertheless, be answerable for the full extent of

the sum subscribed by him without right to claim con-

tribution from subsequent insurers."

The majority of cases of double insurance arise

through duplication of effort by the shipper and con-

signee of goods. Such cases can be easily disposed of

upon reference to the applicable principles laid down
above. In spite of the strict and exclusive provisions

of American policies, many American underwriters

have, as between themselves, agreed to divide the loss

in cases of nonfraudulent double insurance.

Insurance by Carriers

As long as the picture was complicated only by the

shipper and consignee, no serious difficulties arose.

Under stress of competition, and to protect shippers

who would otherwise be uninsured, shipowners began
to provide bill of lading insurance for their patrons.

Such insurance is usually evidenced by an open or con-

tract policy, taken out by the carrier with an insurer,

under which, by means of declarations based upon
notations on the bill of lading, the various shippers

become the actual parties insured. The premium is

added to the freight rate charged the shipper.
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Certain carriers have of late been advertising spe-

cial delivery services which automatically include in-

surance with no specific increase in rate. This is, in

a sense, bill of lading insurance, but is obtained by the

shipper upon his indicating that "Service X" is wanted
and by paying the tariff rate for such service.

One result of this type of insurance-included trans-

portation is an enormous increase in the amount of

double insurance. On the Harvard, which was lost on
Point Arguello in May, numerous instances arose where
certain goods were covered by both shipper and con-

signee. Many instances occurred where, in addition to

shipper's or consignee's insurance, or both, the goods
also moved under bill of lading coverage, or the so-

called "Service X" coverage, or both, which is certainly

too much insurance.

In nine cases out of ten these carriers' policies pro-

vide that they shall not attach if either prior or sub-

sequent policies cover the goods. There is serious doubt
whether a policy bearing such a provision is a com-
pliance with the carrier's promise to furnish insurance
under its bill of lading or "Service X" agreement. In

any case, such contingent insurance has greatly com-
plicated the coastwise marine picture and has led many
observers to believe that M. C. Harrison was right

when he contended that a ship and cargo should be in-

sured under a single pool policy.

Stanley Robert Case Settled

THE famous Stanley Robert case, which has been
more or less of a "cause celebre" in San Francisco
for the past four years, has at last been written

off the books of the numerous shipowners and under-
writers involved.

The case arose from a collision on the Sacramento
River near Pittsburg on July 26, 1927, between a tug
and barges owned by the Harbor Tug & Barge Com-
pany, and the river steamer Sonoma. As a result of the

collision one of the barges dumped her load of heavy
steel pipe into the river where it remained for some
24 hours, forming a dangerous hidden obstruction. The
lights that wei-e placed upon the obstruction failed to

function properly, with the result that the river boat

Stanley Robert, coming down stream the following

midnight, struck the pipe and was wrecked, with a loss

of her 'entire cargo and three members of her crew.

The ensuing litigation was extremely interesting.

The Stanley Robert interests, represented by Messrs.

Derby, Sharp, Quinby & Tweedt, filed a libel against

the Harbor Tug & Barge Company and the Sonoma. The
Harbor Tug & Barge Company, through its attorney,

Irving H. Frank, immediately filed a petition for limi-

tation of liability, under which claims were then filed

by the Stanley Robert interests and by the representa-

tatives of one of the crew members who had lost his

life. At the trial in the District Court it was proved

that the Harbor Tug & Barge Company had undertaken

to place the lights upon the obstruction and that the

company's general manager had been personally active

in the lighting, which later proved inadequate. The
Harbor Tug & Barge Company was accordingly denied

limitation of liability, and held liable for the full

amount of the loss. The owners and underwriters of the

pipe were not parties to the litigation, although the

shipowners involved contended that they should have

been brought into the picture.

The Harbor Tug & Barge Company, in April of this

year, appealed to the Circuit Court of Appeals, and the

case was to have been tried in October. The appellants,

however, apparently preferred to dispose of the mat-

ter without appeal and have recently settled the ap-

peal out of court by paying to the Stanley Robert and
death interests the sum of $46,000, which represents

approximately 90 per cent, of the recoverable damages,
with costs and interest.

The case involves several novel points of law and it

was regrettable that no written opinion was handed
down by the District Court. On one of these points,

however, the Findings of Fact indicate that the bailee

of wrecked cargo is under the same duty to mark it as

is the owner of a wrecked vessel.

J.A.Q.

P &: I Insurer Liable for Legal Expense

AN arbitration award recently handed down in

New York {The Miramar, 1931 A.M.C. 984) holds

a protection and indemnity underwriter liable for

legal costs incurred by the assured in defending actions

against the vessel, even though the asserted liabilit.v

of the vessel exceeds the underwriter's maximum in-

terest.

The Federal Insurance Company issued a policy to

the owner of the yacht Miramar, which was later lost

at sea with all hands. Actions claiming about $950,000

were brought against the owner. The policy was for

$80,000 valued at $80,000 and bore a P & I clause which
contained the following provision:

"We will pay the assured such proportion of such
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sum or .sum.s .'io paid, or which may be required to in-

demnify the assured for such loss as our respective

subscriptions bear to the policy value of the ship here-

by assured. * " * But in no case is this company to be

liable for more than the total amount of this policy in

consequence of any one disaster. And in case the

liability of the assured has been contested with the

consent in writing of two-thirds of the underwriters on

the ship hereby insured in amount, we will also pay a

like proportion of the costs which the insured shall

thereby incur or be compelled to pay."

The liability of the assured was contested with the

assent of the underwriters, and the costs of the con-

test paid by the assured, whose death before judgment
resulted in the abatement of the actions. The under-

writers contended that they should be liable only for

an equitable proportion of the costs of defense, since

the amount sought by claimants exceeded the insured

value. The arbitrator ruled against this contention,

and held the insurers liable for full costs, in the follow-

ing language:
"There is a clear agreement by the insurer to pay

the costs incurred if the liability of the assured is con-

tested with the insurer's consent. The word 'liability,'

from the nature of things, does not mean actual liability

but asserted liability. At the outset, it could not be

detei'mined whether the insured is under any liability,

nor, if any liability exists, what the amount is. If the

defense proves successful, there is never any actual

liability. If the defense proves unsuccessful, the lia-

bility may or may not exceed the amount of the policy.

The contract between the parties cannot be varied as

different situations might develop.

The contention of the insurer really requires the

policy to be interpreted as if it were an agreement to

pay some indeterminate portion of the costs of defense,

depending, perhaps, on the outcome. That is imposing
a qualification on unqualified language.

The agreement of the insurer to pay the costs of

contesting liability was part of the consideration for

which the assured paid a premium. The assured is

entitled to receive the indemnity for which he paid."

Food for Thought
By J. B. Levison, President, Fireman's Fund Insurance

Company

THE recent twenty-fifth anniversary of the San
Francisco disaster suggests a comparison of con
ditions in San Francisco at that time with gen-

eral business conditions to-day. Every man, woman

and child in San Francisco suffered to some extent

from the disaster of 1906. During the present depress-

ed condition a large percentage of the people has suf-

fered. Here, however, the comparison ends.

In San Francisco in 1906 we wasted no time be-

moaning our fate or discussing our misfortunes with

our neighbors. We simply took off our coats, not fig-

uratively but literally speaking, and went to work in

the rehabilitation of our personal affairs and the re-

construction of our city.

To-day too much thought and time are spent in re-

gret that we did not sell our stocks at the peak prices

and that business is now in such deplorable shape. If

all would resolve solemnly to stop this and emulate

what was done in San Francisco in 1906, the improve-

ment so earnestly hoped for would certainly come
sooner than it otherwise will.

We have not reached the end of all things! In this

country, particularly, with its abundance—its over-

abundance—of crops, with one-half the gold supply of

the world in our possession, and the banks actually

bulging with money, conditions are bound to improve

if we ourselves will only do our share.

In short, with courage, energy, self-confidence, com-

mon sense, and aggressive business leadership, a re-

turn to normal conditions is inevitable.

(Fireman's Fund Record, July)

'W-
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I Balfour, Kessler Agencies Inc. \

^ yiarine Insurance DeparUnerit ^
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^ Agenta for g

^ AMERICAN AND FOREIGN UNION OF CANTON
i NORTH CHINA QUEENSLAND YANG-TSZB

SEATTLE
TACOMA

SAN FRANCISCO
OAKLAND

LOS ANGELES

BRITISH AND FOREIGN
PENNSYLVANIA

PORTLAND
VANCOUVER, B. C.
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ToHNSON S'HiGGiNS 67 Wall Street

(ESTABUSHED 1845)

Internationai- Service

New York

Johnson & Higgins
OF CALIFORNIA

311 CALIFORNL\ STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

AverageAdjmters
and

Insurance Brokers

omcbs in all the principal ports ^

Insurance Centers of North Amer

MARINE - FIRE

AUTOMOBILE
LIABILITY
AVIATION

SURETY
LIFE

SWITZERLAND
General Insurance Co., Ltd.

THAMES & MERSEY
Marine Insurance Co., Ltd.

LIVERPOOL &
LONDON & GLOBE

Insurance Co., Ltd.
(Marine Department)

HARTFORD
Fire Insurance Co., Ltd.

(Marine Department)

CANTON
Insurance Office, Ltd.

Louis Rosenthal
General Agent

302 California Street
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I MARSH & McLENNAN |
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% Insurance Brokers and Average Adjusters ^

NEW YORK CHICAGO
VANCOUVER, B. C.
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SAN FRANCISCO
PORTLAND
DETROIT

SEATTLE LOS ANGELES
CLEVELAND BUFFALO

MONTREAL
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ROY C WARD GEO. B. DINSMORE WILFRED PAGE

GEO. E. BILUNGS COMPANY
J08-I2 CAI.IIORNIA SlRl IT. S.\N IRANI ISC tl GArfield 3646

INSURANCE
BROKLRS lOR THi: ASSURED—AVLR.\Gi; ADJfL'STERS

Mixed Cargo

We are glad to congratulate both

the Fireman's Fund Insurance Corn-

pan and Messrs. Frank G. Taylor

of Seattle and W. H. Woodruff of

Los Angeles, whose promotion to

the rank of resident vice-presidents

for their respective territories was
recently announced. Both men
have seen more than twenty years

of service with the company in

executive positions.

According to data compiled by
the Liverpool Underwriters Asso-

ciation, of the 432 marine casual-

ties reported for April 1931, 109

were collisions, 27 due to weather
damage, 99 to stranding, 37 to fire,

56 to machinery damage, and 104

miscellaneous causes.

It still looks as if the old human
error is the element of navigation

that needs attention.

Tommy Green tells me he was up
country the other day and ran
across a prosperous insurance agent
who could neither read nor write.

Greece has passed a law prohibit-

ing the purchase under the Greek
flag of passenger steamers over

twenty years of age. This would
have put a serious crimp in the

ship-owning business of Greece just

after the war, when over-insurance

and scuttling were valuable side

lines.

In accord with the suggestion of

the San Francisco Chamber of Com-

Geo. E. Billings
COMPANY

Pacific Coaat General Agents

Standard Marine Insurance Co.

National Union Fire Ins. Co.

Mercantile Insurance Co.

of America

312 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO - - CALIFORNIA

Telephone GArfield 3646

Seattle Office: Colmao Bldg.

Telephone SEneca 1478

merco, and for the purpose of dis-

tributing the peak load of city and

commuting traffic, the majority of

San Francisco insurance offices are

now opening at 8:30 A. M. and clos-

ing at 4:30 P. M. One of our lead-

ing brokerage firms, in a zealous

effort to be certain that the traffic

would not be congested, has an-

nounced to its employees that their

daily labors will hereafter com-
mence at 8:30 A.M. and continue

till 5:30 P.M.
Now that's really quite humor-

ous—but the employees can't see

anything funny about it.

New Marine Agency

Rolph, Landis & Ellis, General

Insurance Agents at San Francis-

co, with branches at Oakland and

Los Angeles, have announced the

Victor H. Winkel, manager.

Marine Department, Rolph,
Landis, and Ellis.

expansion of their already exten-

sive facilities by the establishment

of a Marine and Inland Marine De-

partment. This rapidly growing of-

fice has just secured the appoint-

ment as general agents for the

State of California, of the First

American Fire Insurance Company
for marine and inland marine lines

and the representation of the Unit-

ed Firemen's Insurance Company
for inland marine and all-risk

lines.

The First American Fire Insur-

ance Company has assets of about

four million dollars with a capital

of one million dollars and a surp-

lus to policy holders in excess of

two and a half million dollars. It

is a member of the America Fore
Group headed by the Continental

and the Fidelity Phenix Fire In-

surance Companies. Its marine op-

erations are handled through the

Marine Office of America, an as-

sociation of a large number of

prominent companies with total as-

sets of over three hundred million

dollars. This connection affords

the general agency unusually large

carrying capacity for the writing

of all lines of marine and inland

marine business, as well as the va-

rious forms of aviation coverages.

The United Firemen's Insurance
Company is well-known as a mem-
ber of the Phoenix of London
Group and has been represented by
the Rolph, Landis & Ellis office for

over ten years.

The general agents also an-

nounce the appointment of Vic-

tor H. Winkel as manager at

San Francisco for their Marine
and Inland Marine Department.
Mr. Winkel is well and favorably
known, having commenced his in-

surance career in the fire branch
of the business some eight or ten

years ago and later going with the

Marine Department of the Insur-

ance Company of North America
as underwriter for marine and in-

land lines at San Francisco. Sub-
sequently he was transferred to

Oakland and in his capacity at that

point as manager of the North Am-
erica's east bay office was highly
successful as a producer of desir-

able business.

As is the case with the other

lines written by the general agen-
cy, no direct business will be hand-
led, but all marine and inland mar-
ine policies will be written through
the usual brokerage and agency
channels.

KOEHLER,

KEMP & KOEHLER

CARGO SURVEYORS AND
APPRAISERS

465 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO



Trade Notes
Rubber Bearinjjs Specified.—Cut-

less Rubber Bearings manufactur-
ed by the B. F. Goodrich Company
are being installed in the following
craft:

Two 7-inch bearings in each of

two new 130-foot fireboats for the
City of New York, now under con-
struction in the Todd Shipyards
Corp., New York.
Four bearings—two 8'';i-inch and

two 8-7 8-inch—are being specified

for the ferryboat San Diego, now
being built by The Moore Dry Dock
Company, Oakland, for the San Di-

ego & Coronado Ferry Company.
Seven 165-foot U. S. Coast Guard

patrol boats being built by the Bath
Iron Works, Bath, Maine, are being
equipped with Gutless Rubber
Bearings. The boats are twin screw
and each boat will have four rub-

ber bearings, two for 7V2-inch
shafts and two for 5-inch shafts.

Marine Agent for Northwest.

—

In order to establish closer rela-

tions with their customers in the

northern Pacific Coast States, L.

W. Ferdinand & Co., of Boston,
have appointed Ralston R. Cunn-
ingham of Seattle, as their repres-

entative. He will have entire charge
of the sale of Jeffery's Marine
Glue and all other Ferdico products
in his territory which are put out
by the L. W. Ferdinand & Co.

The marine trade is already very
well acquainted with Mr. Cunning-
ham and we know that his many
friends will be glad to consult with
him regarding marine glues, seam
fillers, and water-proof adhesives
in general, which constitute the
line he will represent for L. W.
Ferdinand & Co.

Addition to Marine Equipment
Staff.—The Lalor Electric & En-
gineering Company announces that
Richard C. Hawkins has been add-
ed to its San Francisco sales and
service staff. Hawkins is well

known in Pacific Coast shipping
circles, having been associated with
western marine affairs for twenty
years. His previous connections in-

clude the Bethlehem Shipbuilding
Corporation and the old Pacific

Mail Steamship Company, He has
recently been identified with ship-

ping in southern California.

the largest liners afloat and now
under construction either have been
or will be equipped with RCA Pho-
tophone reproducing apparatus.

The White Star Liner Olympic has

a portable e(iuipment in her main
lounge. Similar apparatus is to be

installed on the Homeric, and a

permanent and a portable unit will

be placed on the Majestic. The Brit-

tanic of the same line has had
sound apparatus for nearly a year.

Three new liners for the Matson
Navigation Company of San Fran-

cisco each will have two complete
units of Photophone's newest model
machine, and when the new Dollar

Liner steamship President Hoover
sails from New York for her home
port on August 6 she will carry

Photophone sound equipment.

Staff Changes for I. M. M. Co.—
At a recent meeting of the board
of directors of the International

Mercantile Marine Company, A. P.

Palmer was elected secretary of

the company, to fill the vacancy
left by the resignation of Emerson
E. Parvin on July 1 because of ill

health.

Mr. Palmer has been with the

International Mercantile Marine
Company since its organization in

1901. He became assistant treasur-

er in June, 1917, and from May,
1920, held the post of assistant sec-

retary.

Announcement was made at the

same time of the election of George
W. Cook as comptroller of the com-
pany in charge of accounting at all

its offices, to succeed the late Al-

fred R. Marshall.

With the promotion of Mr. Cook,

Solfest Tomasson who has been an
assistant comptroller with Mr.

Cook since 1922 now becomes sole

assistant comptroller of the com-
pany.

Talkies for Ocean Liners.—Oc-
ean-going travelers will have their

share of sound motion picture en-

tertainment this summer. Seven of

New Works Manager. — The ap-

pointment of J. M. Hippie as gen-

eral works manager for the West-
inghouse Electric and Manufactur-
ing Company has been announced
by J. S. Tritle, vice-president and
general manager. C. H. Champlain.
manager of the Westinghouse
works at Sharon for the last eight

years, succeeds Mr. Hippie as

works manager at East Pittsburgh.

Mr. Hippie has been works man-
ager of the East Pittsburgh works
since September 1, 1927. He is a

native of Jefferson, Ohio, a gradu-

August

ate of Ohio State University, and
in 1898 he joined the Westinghouse
Company.

Mr. Tritle also announced the ap-
pointment of M. L. Fawcett as
woiks manager at Sharon.

A. B. Reynders, in addition to

his present duties as works mana-
ger at East Springfield, Massa-
chusetts, will have supervision
over the operations of the Mans-
field works.

J. E. Barkle will have supervi-
sion over the Newark works, in ad-
dition to his duties as works man-
ager at South Philadelphia.

E. M. Olin, works manager at

Mansfield, and H. E. Miller, works
manager at Newark, retain their

present positions, reporting to Mr.
Reynders and Mr. Barkle respec-
tively.

Westinghouse Official Dies. —
Truman P. Gaylor. 60, vice presi-

dent of the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company, East
Pittsburgh, Pa., died suddenly,
July 5, in Shelby, Michigan, his

boyhood home.
Mr. Gaylord was born in the town

where he died. He attended the Al-

len Academy of Chicago; the Uni-
versity of Michigan, from which he
was graduated with the degree of

electrical engineer; and Armour
Institute of Technology, from which
he secured a degree in 1895, and
entered the employ of the Westing-
house company in 1899.

Fiftieth Anniversary. — Estab-

lished in 1881, the Buda Company,
manufactured railroad supplies in

a modest way at Buda, Illinois, un-

til 1891, when moving to its pres-

ent location at Harvey, a suburb of

Chicago, the business prospered
and all of the large railroads and
most of the small roads in the Uni-
ted States became, and are to-day,

customers, as well as thousands of

industrial concerns.
In 1910 the rapid development in

the automotive industry appealed
to Buda management and this field

was entered with a line of high
fiuality gas and gasoline engines
for heavy automotive, marine, and
industrial application. In 1926 this

line was e.xpanded to include the
famous Buda-M.A.N. diesel engine.

To-day The Buda Company uses
working capital of $7,000,000 and
employs 1500 men in shops cover-
ing 500,000 square feet of floor

space. A substantial e.xport busi-

ness carries its products to 450 cus-

tomei-s in 70 foreign countries.



Pacific Marine Personals
AFLOAT AND ASHORE cr^ BY PAUL FAULKNER
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An association has been formed

in the State of Washington, with
headquarters at Seattle, to be

known as the SHIPPING FEDER
ATION OF WASHINGTON, com-
posed of shipowners, agents, oper-

ators, and charterers from the nine
port districts of the state. Its pur-

pose is to better the shipping in-

dustry, its scope including labor

question, legislation, and other
shipping problems. FRANK P.

FOISIE has been appointed man-
ager. Officers are: HUGH M. DE-
LANTY, president; CAPTAIN
HARRY RAMWELL. vice-presi-

dent; CAPTAIN D. B. WARREN,
treasurer; and DEAN BALLARD,
secretary. The executive commit-
tee is composed of H. A. SHOOK,
A. F. HAINES, GEORGE OSGOOD.
STANLEY GRIFFITHS, and W. H.
PEABODY.

by such well known authors of Al-

aska life as Jack London and Rex
Beach. He is a true pioneer of the

Northland, having gone North with
a pack on his back and mushed in-

to the Yukon over the old Teslin
trail as early as 1874. During the
gold rush of 1898 he was in com-
mand of a steamer plying between
Seattle and Skagway. The famous
skipper is now 83 years old. He was
married 53 years ago in Old St.

Mary's Church, San Francisco and
his wife is still living. It is reported
that Captain O'Brien has written
his biography which will soon be
released by the publishers. He has
been engaged for several years as

a Puget Sound pilot for the Wil-
liams Line, and this news comes
through A. F. ZIPF, vice-president

of the Williams Line at San Fran-
cisco, and a life-long friend.

Friends of CAPTAIN JOHNNY
O'BRIEN, veteran skipper, dean of
Alaska navigators, and one of the
most popular skippers on the Paci-
fic Coast, will be sorry to learn of
his death on August 4 at Seattle.
He had only recently been released
from a Seattle hospital apparently
in good health.

"Dynamite" Johnny, as he is

known, has had his praises sung

BERRY E. DUNN, marine sales

representative, in San Francisco
for the Carrier Engineering Corp.,

Ltd., of which Brunswick-Kroes-
chell Co. is a subsidiary, announces
that the Carrier organization has
taken over the Pacific Ice Machine
Company.

This Pacific Coast firm, former-
ly functioned as representative of

Brunswick-Kroeschell.

//; $nn Iriiiuisio hay. iihriaril

(luptn'in Ci. Allan llancuck's

nciv \95-foot fraiser, I'elero

III. the (Jaliforiiia State \auti-
inl School hoar/I of governors

held its July meeting. " Faeific

Marine Revieiv's" neiis photo-

(jrapher obtained this pieture of
the Board "en repose" in a cozy

haven aboard the cruiser. The
board comprises, port to starh'd:

(Captain (J. If. Saunders, Cap-
tain L. M. Edelman, John C.
Rohlfs. (Captain C Allan Han-

cock, and Vierling Kersey.

1^1
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During July, George C. Ferenz was
chief engineer of the Alatson liner

I\Iatsonia. George is regularly the first

assistant engineer.
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JOHNSON LINEJ^
ii^h Bills of Lading Issued

PACIFIC COAST PORTS TO U.K. AND
SCANDINAVIAN PORTS

M̂ONTHLY SAILINGS
Vessels Call at Antwerp Oiitw,ird

From Europe

M.S. Margaret John:

GRACE LINE
Direct Freight, Passenger and Refrigerator Service to and From

WEST COAST SOUTH AMERICA
Los Angeles—San Francisco—Portland—Puget Sound—British Columbia—Monthly Sailings.

FOR RATES, FREIGHT SPACE AND OTHER INFORMATION APPLY

W. R. GRACE & CO.
General Agents Pacific Coast

332 PINE STREET -:- SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES
6= H. R. McLAURIN. In

618 Cential Bldg.

PORTLAND
LIDELL &? CLARKE. Inc.

Aecnts. Johnson Line

STATES STEAMSHIP CO.
Agents, Grace Line

SEATTLE
W. R. GRACE (^ CO.

Hoge Bldg.

VANCOUVER, B. C.
C GARDNER JOHNSON, Ltd.

G. ECKDAHL &? SON
Gen"l Passenger Agents
Southern California
KM} So. Broadway
LOS ANGELES
lOHNSON LINE

COAST TO COAST SERVICE
PANAMA MAIL LEADS
Clocklike regularity and frequent sailings maintained by a fleet of eight modern vessels
provide shippers with an unsurpassed service between San Francisco, Havana and New
York and a convenient additional local service to Mexico, Central America. Panama and
Colombia. Despatch and efficiency have won for the Panama Mail undisputed leadership
in freight and passenger transportation in intercoastal service.

Eastbonnd
Ship. Leave San Francisco Leave Los Angeles Arrive New York
*S.S. Ecuador July 30 Aug. 1 Aug. 28

;>vM.S. City of San Francisco Aug. 4 Aug. 6
*S.S. Venezuela Aug. 13 Aug. 15 Sept. II

"S.S. Guatemala Aug. 27 Aug. 29 Sept. 2'>

i+M.S. City of Panama Sept. 2 Sept. 4

Westbound
Ship. Leave ^^'^^^ York Leave Cristobal Arrive San Fri

S.S. Guatemala July 25 Aug. 3 Aug. 20
S+M.S. City of San Francisco July 11 Aug. 30
^'S.S. El Salvador Aug. 6 Aug. 17 Sept. 3

*S.S. Colombia Aug. 20 Aug. 31 Sept. 17
*S.S. Venezuela Sept. 17 Sept. 28 Oct. 15

tPorts of call—Man:aniilo. Champcnco, San lose dc Guatemala. Acajutla. La Libcrtad,

L,i Union, Ampala, Corinto, San luan del Sur, Puntarcnas. Balboa, Cristobal, Pt.

Colotnbia, Cartagena (Bucna Ventura via Balboa). JRcfrigcrator Space.

Ports of call—Mazatlan, Champerico. San Jose dc Guatemala, Acajutla, La Libertad.

Corinto. Puntarenas, Costa Rica, Balboa, Cristobal, Puerto Colombia, Cartagena,
(Eastbound only), and New York,

ugh Bills of Lading to east and west coast ports of South America and to European
la New York.

PANAMA MAIL
SlMDiJliip Compuny

San Francisco
Z Pine Street

Los Angeles
S48 S. Spring St.

New York
10 Hanercr Sqaare
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STEAMSHIP PRESIDENT HOO-
VER line-up of officers for her

maiden voyage from New York to

her home port of San Francisco

and thence on her maiden voyajre

transpacific has l)i'en aiindunced

as follows:

She will be commanded l)y CAP-
TAIN FRED E. ANDERSON, form

er master of the Dollar round-the-

world liner President Wilson.

MIKE HANNUS will be chief offi-

cer.

CHIEF ENGINEER FRANK
LITTLEFIELD will be in charge
of the engine room. Chief Little-

field has been standing liy the

President Hoover since long he

fore her launching.

MYRON "JEFF" HOLZER will

be in charge of the purser's depart-

ment. He was lately purser on the

President Jackson.

G. M. GORDON, veterati of Paci-

fic Coast passenger liners, has
been announced as chief steward
of the President Hoover. He form-
erly served on the President Jef

ferson.

DR. WILLIAM M. BROWN has
been chosen as surgeon for the
new liner. He comes from the line)'

President Jefferson and is well

known in shipping circles on both
sides of the Atlantic.

A hoard tlu I'ltsidinl lloavcr on In r

tr'uih: Mrs. .1 . Iliirolil Do/ltir, Cap-

tain Rot/ir 11 Ulianis. vici-pnsidi'n/,

Xiiipor/ Xcics Shil>buildinij o Dry

Dork. Co.: J. Harold Dollar. vu<-

prrsidint. Dollar Lines: Mrs. Kiith

Ferguson (Mrs. Dollar's sis/er) : and

Captain C. A. McAllister, president.

Anicriean Bureau of Shipping.

A shore leave of several months
has been granted CAPTAIN MICH-
AEL M. JENSEN of the American
Mail liner President Lincoln, who
has just rounded out 40 yeai's duty
as a seafarer. Captain Jensen is a

native of Denmark and went to sea
as a boy of 15. His first command,
more than twenty years ago, wa.s

the Bertha operating in the Alaska
trade. He commanded successively
the Portland, Admiral Sampson.
Admiral Evans, Admiral Watson.
Admiral Farragut, and Admiral
Schle.N in Alaska and coastwise
routes, and the Wheatland Mon-
tana, City of Spokane, President
Grant, and President Lincoln in

transpacific routes.

C. H. CARLANDER, general
manager of the Puget Sound
Freight Lines, Inc., was recently
elected president of the Pi-opeller

Club of the United States for the
Port of Seattle. JOHN CORMODE,
assistant to the vice-president of
the American Mail Line, was elect-

ed vice- president, and F. P. FOI-
SIE, industrial engineer, was elect-

er secretary. Members of the Board
of Governors are: J. T. STEEB, C.

B. WARREN. CARL STROUT,
GEORGE R. CAREY, and ED-
WARD CUNNINGHAM.

General Eleetrie Company represi : ,,,, / ; > .,/ ///, ri,M,i,nt

Hoover, June 7-10. off Rockland. Main,.

Left to right {back row) : A. Kennedy. .Ir.. ./. R. Ueinenian. //. /'. ^L Jhide.

L. D. Anscombe, If. L. R. Emmet. J. AL Cratiford. (J. /•'. Scott. Louis Rask.
R. II . ll'iesenuin, //. D. Plenye. If. B. (Jordes, J. T. Breymaier : (front roic) :

/". JL Knoulton. A. B. Saifxers. IL J. Docll. 11'. .V. Landis. D. L. Burkcy. E.

II. Van Brunt. 11'. G. Gardiner. C. O. Dailey. II. C. Re.xtren: (Absent 'from

photo) ; Eskil Bery and B. S. Havens.
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:STHMIAN STEAMSHIP LINES
PACIFIC-UNITED KINGDOM SERVICE

VWOW rACIFlC COAST PORTS TO LONDON, LIVERPOOL,
AVONMOUTH, also GLASGOW, BELFAST, DUBLIN

For Rates and Particulars Apply to

E. C. EVANS &. SONS, Inc.
> General Agents Pacific Coast 9

g 260 California Street, San Francisco. Phone—DAvenport 8040-804 1-S042 ^
B. W. GREER 6? SON, LTD., Agents. Vancouver ^

NORTON, LILLY £sf COMPANY, Agents, Portland, Seattle, Los Angeles and San Diego J

tiiinnnNHnnnniununiununnuuuuunninuuuunnnnuniunnnnnnuunuiunnnnuuniiunntt

pa pa

Fastest Passenger and Freight Service

WITH DIRKCT CONNECTIONS FOR BUROPB

PASSENGER OFFICES:
460 Market St San Francisco
715 West Seventh St Los Angeles
1333 Fourth Ave Seattle

FRFIGHT OFFICES:
Pacific Steamship Company,

311 California St San Francisco
Pacific S.S. Co.'s Terminal Seattle

204 Central BIdg Los Angele

fanama facifieQne
INTERNATIONAL MERCANTILE MARINE CO.

FURNESS LINE l|Ck
"THE UP-TO-DATE REFRIGERATOR SERVICE." \!^^^^^^

Mi.^'^^-r

Express, Freight and Passenger Service

Pacific Coast Ports to United Kingdom

FURNESS [Pacific], Ltd.
Pacific ComM Agcnii

VANCOUVER SEATTLE PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES

Canadian,'Aiistralasian Royal Mail Line
TO

SUVA, FIJI
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

al Passenger Liners

R.M.S. NIAGARA
13,500 Tons Gross
20,000 Tons Dia.

HONOLULU, T.H.
AUCKLAND, N.Z.

By the new palai

R.M.M.S. AORANGI
(Motcrship)

17,500 Tons Gross
23,000 Tons Dis.

Sailing froin VANCOUVER, B.C.
Every 28 days.

CARGO SERVICE
Monthly sailings from Vancouver to main New Zealand ports, also

to Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide, Australia, are maintained by
the following up-to-date cargo steamers:

M.S. HAURAKI S.S. WAIOTAPU
S.S. WAIRUNA S.S. WAIHEMO
For Fares, Rates and Sailings apply to any office of the

CANADIAN PAaFIC RAILWAY CO. and all

RAILWAY AND STEAMSHIP AGENTS, or to

Canadian-Australasian Royal Mail Line
999 West Hastings Street Vancouver, B.C.

HOTEL
SAVOY
SIXTH a GRAND
LOS ANGELES

Convenience,

Comfort, Hospitality

You will appreciate the excellent service
and moderate rates. The city's most
centrally located hotel. One block from
Pershing Square—convenient to all lead-

ing shops, theatres, financial institu-

tions and electric depots for all

resorts. Garage adjoining.

All Outside Rooms • Each with Bath

One Person - - J2.50. $3. $4

Two persons - - . - $4, $S

UnexceUed Food — Friendly Pricet

Frank Simpson. Jr., Directoi

PLEASE MENTION PACmC MARINE REVIEW
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HiiiliUrs' tritds of llic Prisi-

iltnt l/ooT'cr: litre ice sec

(Jd/tttiin Jusepli Kinip, pilot:

(jtiplaiii R y e r II iUinms.

viee-p r e s i d cut. Nnipnrt
N e IV s Shiplntildiiu/ \i Dry
Dock Company: Eskil Bery.

General Electric (lonipany

:

and IF. T. Dimni of Snv-
port Ncirs. {Xfiiiicx read left

to riyht.)

C. E. RHODES, president of the

C. E. Rhodes Company of San
Francisco and Los Angeles, an-

nounces that JACK BURKE is now
a member of the organization.

Through widespread experience

with packing and machinery prob-

lems Burke brings to shipping and
industrial firms of Northern Cali-

fornia highly valuable and helpful

ability as representative of the

Rhodes staff. Burke started at sea

with the famous old Pacific Mail

line, in 1907, under Chief Engineer
PAUL ROSSITER on the Korea.

He spent several years as engineer

Packiny mid mnchincry ex-

pert—our yood friend Jack

Burke of the C. E. Rhodes
Company, San Erancisco

and Los Anyelcs.

with the American-Hawaiian, and
later was under the Matson flag.

He holds papers as unlimited en-

gineer of steam. Ashore, Burke
served as shop foreman and also

was foreman in charge of machin-
ery installation for the Moore
Shipbuilding plant. During the past
fifteen years he has been service

and erecting engineer for Worth-
ington Pump and Machinery Cor-

poration.

Veteran San Francisco shipmast-

er and well known up and down
the Pacific Coast, as wtll as in

many offshore ports, CAPTAIN
IRVING A. DURKEE, was recently

named secretary of the California

State Pilot Commission for the

Port of San Francisco, succeeding

HARRY A. COSGRIFF.

R. F. CULLEN has been appoint-

ed general passenger agent in

charge of the offshore operations

of the Los Angeles Steamship Com-
pany, with headquarters at Los An-
geles. T. M. COLE has been made
general passenger agent in charge
of the LASSCO Line's coastwise

services, with headquarters at San
Francisco.

These two appointments were
made by R. J. CHANDLER, vice-

president and general manager, to

fill the vacancy made by the resig-

nation of ROY V. CROWDER, who
left the firm July 1 to become pas-

senger traffic manager of the Pan-
ama Mail Line with headquarters
in New York.

Of considerable interest to the

Pacific Coast shipping fraternity

interested in the further develop-

ment of travel to and from this

coast is the announcement by the

International Mercantile Marine
Company of the appointment of

WALTER H. JONES as director of

advertising and publicity. Mr.
Jones will be in charge of this

branch of work for the Panama Pa-

cific Line, White Star, Red Star,

and Atlantic Transport lines. He
has been with the company for

three years and had previous ad-

vertising and publicity experience

with the New York Telephone Com-
pany.

tanker Caliche, recently was ap-

pointed assistant keeper of the Los
Angeles Harbor breakwater light

to take the i)lace made vacant by

the death of Joseph Stark. I. D.

CONKLIN is chief lighthouse keep-

er at this station.

"BILL" FALBUSH, assistant hy-

drographer of the United States

Hydrographic Office at San Fran-

cisco, was kept busy July 13 re-

ceiving the congratulations of his

many friends on the rounding out

of 27 years of service with the

same office.

STEPHEN E. HICKS, formerly
chief engineer on the Union Oil

U'i/liam K. "Bill" Ashman's

U'orld-wide reputation as major

donio of cuisine aboard the yrcat

Dollar fleets, is noiv to reach

nnv hciyhts. for "Bill" is ar-

ranyiny still hiyhcr standards

for the 71CU' I i n e r s President

Hoover and President Coolidyc.

By way of relaxiny for his added

responsibilities. Ashman hatted

out 97-27-70 net at Union Lea-

yue Links near San Erancisco,

and thus icon a most spacious

golf bag, which the waterfront

golfing addicts are inspecting

with envy and aice. "li'hat-a-

7nan!" say the ynny.
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FAST
SERVICE

..8 Matson liners

to Haiivaii

1. HERE'S never any waiting when
you want to go to Hawaii. Eight

Matson liners, including the luxuri-

ous Malolo, plow a continuous wake
to and from Honolulu. You can al-

ways find a Matson sailing that suits

you.

Deck sports, movies, dancing, will

enliven your voyage. In your state-

room, you'll find the comforts of

home. You can have a great trip on

one of these Matson liners from San

Francisco's Golden Gate to Honolulu.

All-expense tours are offered in great

variety.

Gateway to the South Seas

From Honolulu it is not far to Sa-

moa. Beyond Samoa lie Fiji, New
Zealand and Australia. You can

book on Matson ships all the way

—

with generous stopovers and every-

thing arranged in advance.

Ride the surf at Waikiki!

Every day in the year, bronzed, happy
visitors ride the surf at Waikiki. The
average temperature of the water is 75 de-
grees—just what it should be for comfort.

MATSON LINE
25 steamers . . fastest service

SOUTH SEAS - NEW ZEALAND - AUSTRALIA
San Francisco Los Angeles

DOLLAR STEAMSHIP LINES
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EXPRESS FREJGHT-PASSENCER/|?Jra|j|TANDREFRICEIlATOR SERVICES

rans-Pacific •^
IIKiy SAILINGS (rem Los Angulcs Harbor and San Francisco
r. lulu; Yokohama, Kobe. Shanghai. Hongkong, Manila. FORTNIGHl
I" Siiii;apnrc. Pinang. Colombo, and round-the-world ports.

)RTNIGHTLY SAILINGS from Manila, Hongkong, Shanghai, Kob
k..li.im.i. .iikI HoiuiIuUj to San Francisco, and Los Angeles Harbor.

tiantic • Far East
IIKIY SAILINGS from New York, FORTNIGHTLY from Boston
n .lulu. Yokohama, Kobe, Shanghai. Hongkong, and Manila.
•K 1 NIGHTLY SAILINGS from Manila, Hongkong. Shanghai, Kob
1. liun.,. Hunohilu to New York and 'Boston.
.,u, lupmenl New York.

editerranean • U. S. A.
IRI NIGHTLY SAILINGS from Alexandria, Naples, Genoa, and Ma
lies u, New York, Boston. Los Angeles Harbor. San Francisco. Car
stincd Oakland, Portland, Seattle or Vancouver subject to San Francis
nshipment.

onnd-the-World
1RTNIGHTLY SAILINGS between Boston, New York, Havana, Colo
Ihoa, Lo.s Angeles Harbor, San Francisco, Honolulu, Kobe, Shangha
ingkong, Manila, Singapore, Penang, Colombo, Suez, Port Said, Ale
dna. Naples. Genoa. Marseilles, thence New York.

rans-Pacific Freight Service
^l-MONTHLY SAILINGS between Los Angeles Harbor, San Francisc

arl Harbor, Guam, Manila, Cavite. Iloilo. Cebu and other ports
Jucement olfers.

terceastal
EEKLY SAILINGS from New York, FORTNIGHTLY from Bostc
L.,5 Angeles Harbor and San Francisco.

IRTNIGHTLY SAILINGS from San Francisco and Los Angeles Harb
New York.
rgo destined or shipped from Oakland, Portland. Seattle or Vancouv
bject to San Francisco transhipment.

Dollar Steamship Lines Inc., Ltd.
>STON Robert DoUu Bids. SBATTl

^SS^ SAN FRANOSCO NEW YOR
i?i?)W^ DA,enpo« 6000 PORTLAND. ORl

» ANGELES WASHINGTON. D.<

Offices and Agencies Throughout the World

E. K.WOOD LUMBER CO.
EXPORT SC DOMESTIC FIR CARGOES

CUT TO ORDER
1 Druinm Street San Francuco, CaL

MILLS AT
Anacortet. Waihington. Hoquiam. Waahington.

YARDS AT
Oakland, Gal. Loi Angclu, Gal. 8>n Pedro, Cil.

STEAMERS:
"EI Capit,an" "Gaicade" "Olirinpic"

"Sitkiyou" "Shaau'*

MOTORSHIP: SCHOONER:
"Laaien" "Vigilant"

Gable Addreaa: "Ekajwood.'**

S.F.BAR PILOTS
S.F. Light Ship

Signal

Four Flashet

Telepho

Pilot Office from 9 1.111.

to 4 p.m.: DAv. 667S-9

Chamber of Commerce
from 4 p.m. to 9 .m.

Sunday* and Holi-
dayt: DAv. 5000,

,.««» „; S/Cf/AlS FOR PILOT: ~ : -., -i- ~,.^-.

ii^..r^>^ IN FOG-BLOW roup WHISTLES : .V'-^-^r^-

WHiN CLEAR-BURN BLUE LiGHT OR JACK AT FOREMASTit,

Portland Seattle And Uy Still

lil a White Light is carried at Mast Head.
) under White; a Flare or Torch is also burned

frequently.



Official News of the

PROPELLER CLUB o/Califomia

THE Propeller Club of Califor-

nia has made an innovation in

its Tuesday luncheon assem-

blies in the California Room of the

Commercial Club at San Francisco.

This is a plan of rotating the chair-

men for the various educational

programs. For instance, the gather-

ing of August 4 found Jim Cronin

piloting the gavel. Jim, as we all

remember, was originator of the

Propeller Club of California which,

in an amazingly brief space of time

has attained recognition throughout

the western range. Here we sum-
marize Propeller Club activities for

June, July, and August.

June 30: Captain Leb Curtis, well

known Pacific Coast shipmaster,

gave us a very interesting talk on
"Ship Salvage."

July 7: Professor W. C. Durand,
Stanford University, addressed on

the subject: "Ship s' Propellers".

Professor Durand has written sev-

eral books on this subject and gave
some very interesting information.

July 14: Wilson Meyer, Chalmers
Graham. Donald Kieffer, and
Walter Dawes of the Marine Com-
mittee of the San Francisco Junior

Chamber of Commerce met with us.

These gentlemen are very active on

their committee and with their as-

sociates are responsible for the

splendid success of the Harbor Day
celebrations which have been held

each August for the past two years.

Mr. Graham gave us a very interest-

ing talk outlining in detail plans

that are being made for the celebra-

tion of 1931 Harbor Day.

July 21 : Jim Hines procured a

motion picture showing side launch-

ing of Captain G. Allan Hancock's
new scientific cruiser Velero III. Al

Becker, an eminent authority on the

subject, gave us his experience with
side launchings, both on the Great
Lakes and also while acting as gen-

eral manager of the Shaw-Batcher
shipyard, San Francisco. Harry
Haviside furnished the projector

and also acted as operator. Through
the co-operation of these three gen-

tlemen a splendid program was en-

joyed by our members.

July 28: Captain Harris, U.S.N.,

delivered an interesting talk on his

experiences in naval activities.

August 4: We had arranged for

Captain J. E. Tomb of the New York
State Schoolship and the Chief En-

gineer of the vessel to be with us on

this date; however, it is with regret

that we have learned that the ves-

sel has been unavoidably delayed at

Puget Sound and will not arrive at

San Francisco in time for these

gentlemen to be our guests at this

luncheon. However, we hope to

meet them during their stay at San
Francisco.

On this day Mr. Edwin H. Walter,

one of our members who divides his

time between acting as a ship

broker and a pilot in the naval air

reserves spoke on the subject:
"Naval Air Fighting Tactics."

—PC-
New Members

:

0. A. Dunkal Frank De Beneditti

S. A. Livingston J. A. Matthews

-PC-
Harbor Day: The Propeller Club

is again conducting the boat races

for Harbor Day, August 26, spon-

sored by the Junior Chamber of

Commerce. The committee is as fol-

lowers: Captain A. T. Hunter, chair-

man, Vernon Showell, Captain J. A.

Rumsey, Harry Haviside, and Stan-

ley Allen. There will be three con-

tests, merchant marine lifeboat

race, sea scout race, and California

Schoolship race. The entries in the

merchant marine boat race include

Matson Navigation Company, Amer-
ican-Hawaiian Steamship Company,
Dollar Steamship Line, Panama
Mail Steamship Company, Panama
Pacific Line, Standard Oil Com-
pany, (Calif.).

—PC—
We are glad to advise that Eddie

Holland, who has been seriously ill,

is now convalescing and will soon be

on deck again.

—PC-
Golf: Please check with Russ

Pratt, SUtter 6750, chairman of the

Golf Committee, for information

relative to our Fall Golf Tourna-
ment.

JOSEPH F. GISLER, well known
marine surveyor and engineer of

San Francisco, has recently be-

come associated with PAUL L.

JOSLYN, in the expansion of lat-

ter's marine survey work. Offices

have been established in the Ex-

change Block, San Francisco, and
will engage in the business of sur-

veys, appraisals of hulls and ma-
chinery, and have made connec-

tions for prompt and efficient sal-

vage service at Monterey, Sacra-

mento River district, as well as the

San Francisco Bay district.

FRANKLIN WILLIAM B I E D-

ERT, veteran chief engineer of the

American - Hawaiian Steamship
Company, will retire from service

when the steamship Mexican
reaches New York harbor on her

present intercoastal run. Chief Bie-

dert completes 38 years of service

in the American merchant marine,

thirty of them with the American-
Hawaiian line, having signed on

board the fleet's original ship Am-
erican sailing from New York, Oc-

tober 30, 1900. He served for ITVo

years on the Texan, and was on
this vessel during the war when,
loaded with nitrate for a Fn;nch
port, she was rammed by her con-

voying cruiser, the Denver, and
had to put back to New York for

repairs. Chief Biedert say.? rhis is

the only serious accident to any
ship of the American-Hawaiian
fleet while he was aboard. He
plans to return to California in Oc-

tober to make his home.

Friends of LEROY E. KUHNS
will be glad to know that he has

recently been appointed United

States Shipping Commissioner at

the Port of Portland, Oregon, and
now has charge of signing on of

crews, enforcement of navigation

laws in relation to seamen, deci-

sions of disputes between masters

and seamen, and other obligations

coming under the head of his new
office. Mr. Kuhns was recently

identified with the Customs Ser-

vice at Portland.
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Book Reviews

SHIP MANAGEMENT & OPERA-
TOR. By Hobart S. Perry. 6x8

inches; 310 pages; 96 illustra-

tions; cloth; Publi.shed by Sim-

nions-Boardnian Publishing Co.,

New York. Price $4.

Hobart S.Perry is assistant pro-

fessor of Commerce and Transpor-

tation, Wharton School of Finance
and Commerce, University of Penn-

sylvania. The book is the "out-

growth of a course" on this sub-

ject "given by the author to stu-

dents majoring in transportation

and foreign trade in his depart-

ment at the University." It is an
excellent textbook, probably the

first of its kind published in Am-
erica. It is recommended for use in

college courses and for all who
desire to begin a specialized study

of modern marine transportation.

NICHOLLS SEAMANSHIP AND
NAUTICAL KNOWLEDGE for

second mates, mates, and mas-
ters' examinations. By Charles

H. Brown, F.R.S.Ci.S. 5x7 inches;

584 pages, profusely illustrated;

cloth. Published by Brown, Son
& Ferguson, Ltd., Glasgow. Price

15 shillings.

This is the Sixteenth Edition of

a standard British book on this

subject. Its author is superinten-

dent of the School of Navigation,

Royal Technical College, Glasgow.
The text is full of useful and up-

to-date nautical lore, the illustra-

tions anc. the explanations are

clear and lucid. An excellent ref-

erence book for the shoreside sail-

or and a good guide for the British

seaman.

OIL TANKERS.By Robert W, Mor-
ell, M.E. 6x8 inches; 375 pages,

79 illustrations, cloth. Published

by Simmons - Boardman, New
York. Price $4.

This second edition of the Am-
erican standard work on oil tank-

ers has been enlarged and brought

up to date, producing a book

worthy of the tremendous growth
in tanker tonnage during the past

few years. Robert W. Morell is a

well qualified authority on tank-

ers. Formerly a naval architect

with the Standard Shipping Com-
pany, and later marine superinten-

dent for the Tide Water Oil Com-
pany, he is now a consulting spe-

cialist on tanker problems.

SCOOP CIRCULATION. By Lieut.-

Comdr. H. A. Gosnell, U.S.N.R.

5x7 inches; 69 pages, 26 illus-

trations. Published by Simmons-
Boardman, New York. Price

$2.50.

Those interested in a compact
handbook describing and illustrat-

ing the standard condenser auxi-

liaries used by the lighter vessels

of the United States Navy will

find this little book well worth
while. Those interested in specific

data and illustrations helpful to

scoop design will be very much
disappointed. The very consider-

able volume of recent research in-

to scoop stream-lining and the im-

provement of scoop circulation

thereby is not even mentioned. In

fact there is not in this book even
one illustration showing any form
of scoop.

"PARSONS' WHITE BRASS MAKES BEARINGS THAT LAST"

THESE LEADING PACIFIC FLEET OPERATORS HAVE
CAPITALIZED THE WEAR-RESISTING QUALITIES OF

PARSONS' WHITE BRASS S.A.
(with name of ship and specific use of this superior bearing metal)

MATSON NAVIGATION CO.
S.S. Matsonia—main journals and connecting rods.

PANAMA MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.
S.S. Ecuador—main journals.

S.S. El Salvador—main journals.

S.S. Columbia—connecting rods.

AMERICAN-HAWAIIAN STEAMSHIP CO.
M.S. Californian—cross head bearings.

DOLLAR STEAMSHIP LINES
S.S. Pres. Monroe—eccentric straps.

STANDARD OIL CO. OF CALIF.
S.S. Storey—eccentric straps.

ASSOCIATED OIL CO.
S.S. Betterton—main journals.

LUCKENBACH STEAMSHIP CO.
S.S. Susan Luckenbach—crank pin bearings.

Additional informalion from C. V. LANE, 1005 Ballour BIdg., San Francisco, marine

representative for the Pacific Coast. Complete stocks are maintained in San Francisco.

CRAMP BRASS 8C IRON
FOUNDRIES CO.

Richmond and Norris St. Philadelphia
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BUYERS' GUIDE AND MARINE DIRECTORY
Acetylene (Dissolved).

CrettOL.K- Company.
Aerating Filters.

CrucomRussell Company.
Air After Cooler*.

Ingcr.oll-Rand Co.
Wc.linghousc Electric d Mfg. Co.
Worthing.on Pump d Machinery

Corporation.

Air Chambers.
Worthington Pump &" Machinery

Corporation

Air and Circulating Pumps.
IngcrsollRand Co.
Wtstinghoust Electric d Mfg. Co.
Worthington Pump &> Machinery

Corporation.

Air and Compressor Pumps.
IngersollRand Co.
Westinghouse Electric Manufac

turing Co.
Worthington Pump (i Machinery

Corporation.

Air Compressors.
General Electric Company.
IngcrsollRand Co.
Worthington Pump tf Machinery

Air Pumps, Vertical

Twin Beam.
Worthington Pump & Machinery

Corporation,

Air Separators.
Griecom-Russell Company.
Western Engineering Company.

Alarms, Low Water.
(:h,is. Cory Corporation
The Lunkcnheimer Company.

Anchors.
Ford V Geirrine. C V. Lane.

Anti-Rust Coatings.
L. W. Ferdinand 6r' Company.
Hill-Hubbell & Co.
International Compositions Co.
The Federal Composition if Paint

In

Arc Searchlights.
General Electric Ci

Ash Ejectors.
Eng

Eng
ring Corporation,
leering Company.

Ash Hoists.
Hyde Windlass Co.
IngersollRand Co.

Average Adjusters.
Johnson &> Higgms.

Babbit Metals.
Cramp Brass (f Iron

John Finn Metal W
Barges, Salvage and Wrecking.

Co.

Ha iide Co
ithRic

Barges, Derricks.
Ha side Con

Bath Heaters.
Davis Engineering Corporation.
Griscom-Russell Company.
Western Engineering Company.

Batteries.
The Electric Storage B.attery Co.
National Battery Company.

Bearings
R W. Rhoades Metaline Co., Inc.

Beds.
The Simmons Company.

Berths.
The Simmons Company.

Bilge Pumps.
Ingersoll-Rancl Co.
The Sperry Gyroscope Co.

Bituminous Primer and
Enamels.

Hill-Hubbell 6? Co,
International Compositions Compan

Blowers.
B. F. Sturtevaot Compaay
Ford y Geirrine, C. V. Lane.
Kearfott Engineering Company.
Westinghouse Electric tf Mfg. Co.

Blowers, Turbine and Motor-
Driven

Boilers.
Almy Water Tube Boiler Co.
Chas. C. Moore If Co., EN-
GINEERS.

Babcock & Wilcoi Co.
Bethlehem S. B. Corp.. Ltd.
Gri»com-Ru.«eII Company.
Todd Prvdock Corporation.

Boiler Flue Cleaners.
Griscom-Ru.-s. II C.iDipir.y

Boiler Feed Water Regulators
The Bahcock ii WiIcoi Co.
Davis Eni^ineering Corporation.
GriscomRus.ell Company.
Vaughn. G E, Witt Co
U'estern Engineering Cximpany.

Boiler Flue Cutters and
Expanders.

Griscom-Russell Company
Boiler Mountings.

The Lunkcnheimer Company.
Boiler Tubes
The Babcock (f WiIcoi Co.
Ford &> Geirrine.

Brass and Bronze Supplies.
The Lunkcnheimer Company.

Brick, Insulation
.•\rmstlon« Cork 6? Insulation Co.

Brokers, Custom & Insurance.
Johnson if Higgins.

Bulk-heads.
Haskelite Mfg. Corporation.
The Pantasote Company, Inc.

Burners.
Babcock 6? Wilcox Co.
Coen Company.
Chas. C. Moore (f Co.. EN-
GINEERS.

Ford a Geirrine, C. V. Lane
W. S. Rav Mfg. Co.
Vaughn. G. E. Witt Co.

Bushings
R. W. Rhoades Metaline Co.. Inc.

Bushings and Bearings, Oilless
R. W. Rhoades Metaline Co.. Inc.

Calcium Carbide.
Fairbanks, Morse (f Company.

Capstans.
Bethlehem
Dake Eng
Ford y Gciri
Hyde Windlass Q
Ingersoll-Rand Co

Capstans, Winches 8C Windlasses
All.in Cunningham Co,
Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., Ltd.
Ford & Geirrine, C. V. Lane
IngersollRand Co.
We_stern Engineering Co.

Castings.
Cramp Brass y Iron Foundries Co.
Griscom-Russell Company.

Caulking Cotton.
George Stratford Oakum Co.

Ceilings.
Haskelite Mfg. Corporation.

Cement (Linoleum)
Armsfronc Cork Company.
L. W. Ferdinand Company,

Cement, Waterproof; Marine,
Gasket, Rubber Tile.

L. W. Ferdin^ind Company
International Compositions Company

Centrifugal Machines.
De Laval Separator Co.
Sharpies Specialty Company.

Chain.

We, Ele.

Blowpipes.
Oiweld Acetyle.

trie 6f M/g. Co.

Company.

Shipbuilding Corp.. Ltd.

Chandlery.
(See Hardware and Ship
Chandlery.)

Chisel Blanks.
Incer.voll-Rand Co.

Chocks.
b.ird c-" G.irtinc, C. V. Lane.

Circulating Pumps.
Inccrsoll-Rand Co.
Worthington Pump 6P Machinery

Corporation.
Westinghouse Eke. bf Mfg. Co.

Clutches—Magnetic.
The Spetry Gyroscope Co.

Coils, Copper Pipe.
Liavis Engineering Corporation.
Western Enijineering Company.

Compasses, Gyroscopic.
Spiiiv i:vn,'..,|H- l,..mpany.

Compound Diesel Engine*.
The Spcrrv (.lyro^cope Co.

Compound Oil Engine
Generating Co.

The Sptrry Gyroscope Co.

Composition, Paints.
The Federal Composition if Paint
Company, Inc.

International Compositions Compan
Compressors, Lubricant.

Associated Oil Company.
Shell Oil Co.
Standard Oil Co.
The Texas Company.
Union Oil Co.

Condensate Pumps.
IngersollRand Co.
Westinghouse Electric (f Mfg. Co.
Worthington Pump (/ Machinery

Condensers.
Davis Engineering Corporation.
American Engineering Company.
Bethlehem S. B. Corp.. Ltd
Ford y Geirrine, C. V, Lane.
Griscom-Russell Company.
Ingcrsoll-Rand Co
Vaughn. G, E. Witt Co.
Western Engineering Company.
Wesringhouse Electric (f Mfg. Co.
WorthinRton Pump if Machinery

Corporation.

Condensation Drainers.
Vaughn. G E. Witt Co.

Condenser Ferrules.

Dies (Rivet Machine).
Geo F Marchant Company.

Diesel Engines.
(See Ingiri,-,. Oil )

Diesel Engines—Lubricant.
Associated Oil Company.
Shell Oil Co.
Standard Oil Co.
The Tezas Company.
Union Oil Co.

Discharge Louver Vent Heads
Westinghouse Electric if Mfg. Co.

Distillers.

Davis Engineering Corporation.
Ford (f Geirrine, C. V. Lane,

ell Company.
ring Company.

rfott Enc Con

Chain Hoists, Blocks and
Cranes.

(See also Cranes and Hoist

Condenser Tubes,
Kearfott Engineering Company

Coolers.
Davis Engineering Corporation.
Frick Company.
Griscom-Russell Company.
Western Engineering Company.

Cordage
(See Rope.)_

Cork Insulation
Armstn.ng Cork 6? Insulati

Cork Pipe Covering
Armstrong Cork 6? Insulati

Cork Tile
Armstrong Cork Company

Cotton Waste
George Stratford Oakum C

Cowls.
(See Ventilator Co

Cranes, Overhead,
The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co

Crank Shafts.
(See Forgings.)

Cylinders, Gas.
American Welding Company.

Cutting and Welding.
" Welding and Cutting.)

Co.

if Machinery

Co.

vis.)

Ele
Cun iingham, Allan.
Dake Engine Company.
Fairbanks, Morse 6? Company.
Ford if Geirrine, C. V. Lane.
The Yale if Towne Mfg. Co.

Chains, Lubricant.
Associated Oil Company.
Shell Oil Co.
Standard Oil Co.
The Texas C, iiipany.

Union Oil Co.

Davits.
Ford if Ge:
Stew.ard Da'

Decking.
Wailes Dov

Dies.
Geo F. M,

C. V. Lai

it if Equipm't Corp.

-Hermiston Ck)rporati<

Jarchant Company.
Die Blocks (for Drop Forg-

ings).
American .Steel Foundries.

Dies (Compression Riveter).
Geo. F. Marchant Cximpany.

Western Engir
.,

Diving Apparatus.
A J Morse if Son.

Dredge Pumps
Westinghouse Electric if Mfg.

Dredging Pumps.
Ing.T.-oll-Rand Co.
Worthington Pump

Drills, Pneumatic.
(See Pneumatic Tools.)

Dry Dock Control Systems.
Bethlehem S. B. Corp.. Ltd

Drydocks and Marine Railways
Bethlehem S, B, Corp., Ltd
Moore Dry Dock Company
Todd Drydock Corporation,

Edison Electric Appliance Co.
Edison Electric Appliance Co
Westinghouse Elec, if Mfg, Co.

Electric Galley Equipment.
Edison Electric Appliance Co.
Westinghouse Elec. if Mfg. Co.

Ejectors.
Davis Engineering Corporation.
Westinghouse Elec. if Mfg. Co.
Western Engineering Company.

Electric Industrial Trucks.
The Yale if Towne Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mechanical
Installation Service.

Ch.is, C.rv C:,,rr,,rati,,n

Chas. J. Henschcl Co.
Lalor Elec, &> Engineering Co., Ltd.
Westinghouse Elec. if Mfg. Co.

Electric Clock System.
General Electric Company.

Electric Fittings.
Lalor Electric if Eng. Co., Ltd.
Chas. J. Henschcl if Co., Inc
Ets-Hokin if Galvan.

Electric Fittings and Supplies.
Chas. Cory Corporation
Chas. J. Henschcl if Co., '--
Lalor Electric if Eng. Co
Ets-Hokin if Galvan.

al Electric Company.

Ltd.

We
i-Rus

tinghouse Elec. if Mfg. Co.

Electric Log.
The Sperry Gyroscope Co.
Thomas Walker 6? Son, Ltd.

Electric Plants.
Chas, K, Dahl if Son Elec. Co.
Ets-Hokin if Galvan
Fairbanks, Morse if Co.
General Electric Company.
Kohler Company.
Westinghouse Elec. if Mfg. Co.

Electric Welders.
Edison Electric Appliance Co.
Westinghouse Elec, if Mfg. Co.

Electric Wiring Devices.
(h.K Curv (:,,rp,,raiiun
Chas. J. Henschcl if Co., Inc
Lalor Electric if Eng. Co., Ltd.
Ets-Hokin if Galvan
General Electric Company.
Westingh»tise Elec. if Mfg. Co.

Engines, Distillate.
Western Machinery Company.
Standard Oil Co.

Engines, Gas.
Kearfott Engineering Co., Inc.
Standard Motor Construction O.
Washington-Estep—W. H. Worden.

Western Machinery Company.
Worthington Pump if Machinery
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Trade Notes

Electric Locomotives for Termin-

al.—The Bush Ti-rminal Company
lias ordered seven 55-ton oil-elec-

tric locomotives from Ingersoll-

Rand Company. They will be used

in switching service at the com-

pany's terminal at the foot of For-

ty-third Street, Brooklyn.

Each of these locomotives is pow-

ered by an Ingersoll-Rand, 300-

horsepower, railroad-type diesel

engine. The General Electric Com-

pany will supply all the electrical

equipment.
During the past five years near-

ly 100 of these locomotives have

been placed in service in the Uni-

ted States by railroads, steel mills,

lumber and mining companies, and

other industrial concerns.

Vice-President Elected.—At a re-

cent meeting of the Board of Di-

rectors of the Westinghouse Elec-

tric and Manufacturing Company.

J. S. Tritle was elected vice-presi-

dent and general manager in

charge of manufacturing, sales,

and engineering operations of the

company, reporting to the president

F. A. Merrick.

Mr. Tritle joined the Westing-

house Company in 1905 as manager

of the Kansas City district. In 1915

the St. Louis and Kansas City of-

fices were consolidated, Mr. Tritle

assuming charge of both. In 1922

he was made manager of the mer-

chandising division of the general

sales department of the company.

In 1925, Mr. Tritle was made gen-

eral manager of the merchandising

department overseeing engineering

c'.nd manufacturing.as well as sales

work, with headquarters in Mans-
field, Ohio, where most of the mer-

chandising products are made.

From Mansfield he was moved to

East Pittsburgh on May 1, 1929, as

vice-president in charge of manu-
facturing operations. In his new
position as vice-president and gen-

eral manager, Mr. Tritle will retain

his headquarters in the Westing-

house Company's main works at

East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Research Laboratory Manager.

—

George B. Karelitz has been ap-

pointed acting manager of the me-

chanics division of the Westing-

house Research Laboratories, to fill

the vacancy caused by the recent

promotion of John M. Lessells to

the South Philadelphia Works of

the company.
Karelitz filled several positions

with Westinghouse since he first

joined the company in 1923, and

was research engineer when he left

last September to accept a place on

the engineering faculty of Colum-

bia University. Karelitz is regarded

as an authority on bearings and

balancing rotors for heavy equip-

ment.

A Farewell Dinner—Thirty-three

executives and department heads of

the Associated Oil Company on

June 10 attended a farewell ban-

quet at the St. Francis Hotel, San
Francisco, in honor of 0. P. Cott-

rell, manufacturing manager for

Associated, who leaves after twelve

years of service with the company
to take over management of the in-

terests in the United States of the

Edeleanu Company, Ltd.

It was with regret that farewell

was said to Cottrell, who is recog-

nized as an outstanding executive,

chemist, and refiner. He was grad-

uated from Columbia University

with the degree of chemical engin-

eer, and entered the petroleum in-

dustry in 1917 as research chemist

for the Tide Water Oil Company,
directing the manufacture of alco-

hol from compression gasoline, the

manufacture of Veedol motor oils

and greases, acid recovery distilla-

tion and other research problems.

Because of the high degree of

perfection to which the Edeleanu
process has been developed by the

Associated Oil Company and the

wonderful results produced under
Cottrell's guidance, his fellow em-
ployees feel that the Edeleanu Com-
pany, Ltd., could not possibly have
made a better selection.

Trade Literature

The Fuller Lehigh Circular Burn-

er is the title of a new bulletin. No.

905. recently issued by the Fuller

Lehigh Company, 85 Liberty Street,

New York.

The Circular Burner, a pulverized

coal burner of the turbulent type,

is widely used for firing pulverized

coal through solid refractory furn-

ace walls with a minimum of altera-

tions. The new bulletin describes the

application, construction, and oper-

ation of the Fuller Lehigh Circular

Burner, and copies of it may be ob-

tained directly from the company.

fle.xible Unit Ventilator may be

used in helping to solve present-

day ventilating problems are fully

set forth and illustrated. The com-
pany has made extensive, scientific

study of the problem of supplying
fresh outdoor air, filtered clean,

and tempered, to indoors and en-

closed spaces; and the booklet gives

a very clear, concise, and well illus-

trated answer to the question

which the problem presents. Copies
may be had free on application.

A Modern Sea-going Power Plant.

—Turbine electric drive today is

called upon to send fast passenger

liners around the world, mighty
battleships on missions for their

country, coast guard cutters on er-

rands of rescue, ferries on their

ceaseless shuttle that extends some
pathway of progress. It is to a dis-

cussion of this modern ship propul-

sion and an exposition of successful

installations that this new publica-

tion, S.P. 1814, Turbine Electric

Ship Propulsion, recently released

by the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, is de-

voted.

Sturtevant Unit Ventilators is

the subject of a 46-page, fully il-

lustrated catalog (No. 377) recent-

ly prepared by the B. F. Sturtevant

Company, Hyde Park, Boston, Mass.

The many ways in which the new

The Nautical Telegraph Code is

the title of a handy sized little

book published by Brown, Son &
Ferguson, Ltd.. The Nautical Press,

52 Darnley Street, Glasgow, Scot-

land. Price 3s 6d. net.

The book is compiled by Captain
D. H. Bernard, late lieutenant-com-

mander in the R.N.R., and is for

use of officers in the merchant ma-
rine and all persons travelling

aboard, including tourists, passen-

gers, and foreign residents.



you Say you WANT PROSPERITY

$1,100,000,000

is paid by American

Citizens each year to

ocean shippers For

passenger Fares and

Freight charges!

New Orleans & South American S. S. Company's Cargo ship "Santa Tecia"

Built by New York Shipbuilding Company

SOMEBODY gets the Lion's Share of this stupendous

sum. America can be this somebody. It is our com-

merce. They are our own people.

To enjoy the privilege requires that Americans promote

the growth of the American Merchant Marine by their

Patronage— that's all.

^Vhy not exercise our good business sense and help to

help ourselves?

NEW YORK SHIPBUILDING COMPANY
Main Office and Works: Camden, N. J. New York Office: 420 Lexington Ave.

Official Orient
PACIFIC American

Steamship Association

^ Of/icud Or^&n
Shipowners Association
of the pacific coast



Confidence
,,, built by years

of honest service

SHIPPING men who time and time again

leave their vessels with Bethlehem for

repair, are in fact repeatedly confirming

their confidence in Bethlehem's ability to do

the work the way they expect it done.

Confidence such as this is built up only by

years of honest, dependable ship-repair serv-

ice; by handling every job, large or small, in

a thorough, painstaking manner, down to

the smallest detail.

The extensive facilities of Bethlehem's Union

Plant yards are, of course, a vital factor in the proper

execution of all ship repair work. These facilities

include drydocks, shops and foundries—everything

needed to make any repairs to the hull, machinery,

or equipment of any vessel.

The service offered to shipowners and operators

by Bethlehem's Union Plant has a two-fold advan-

tage. Complete facilities and experienced personnel

mean thorough work, and prompt service as well.

The ship is laid up the fewest days possible, and the

loss to the ow-ner is minimized in consequence.

BETHLEHEM (UNION PLANT) FACILITIES

SAN FRANCISCO HARBOR
POTRERO WORKS

Two Floating Docks, 6500 and 2000 tons

HUNTER'S POINT WORKS
Two Graving Docks, 1020 and 750 feet

ALAMEDA WORKS
1 Floating Dock, 2500 tons

LOS ANGELES HARBOR
SAN PEDRO WORKS

One Floating Dock, 15,000 tons

On the Atlantic Coast. Bethlehem offers to ship-owners
the modern ship-repair facilities of Simpson Works and
Atlantic Works on Boston Harbor, and of Baltimore
Dry-docks Works and Sparrow's Point Works on Balti-

more Hrrbor.

BETHLEHEM S H 1 I' H II I L D I N G COR P O RATIO X, L T D.

General Offices: QSBSEH Bethlehem. I'a.

General Sales Offices (West Coast):
20TH AND ILLINOIS STS.,

SAN FRANCISCO

General Sales Offices (East Coast):
25 BROADWAY.
NEW YORK CITY

BETHLEHEM
SHIP REPAIRS on the PACIFIC COAST
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Unified Enstineerinsi Service

1 n>;ini-crs who have

lived with Warren
P 11 ni p s and have

w.itilu-d them deliver

at high efficieno' day

after day, year after

year, arc most cnthusi-

.1 s t i c salesmen for

Warren Pumps.

Centrifugal and re-

ciprocating pumps for

every service on board

ship.

Warren Two-Stage, Single Suction, Balanced Type
Centrifugal Pump

STEAM PUMP

COMPANY, INC.

WARREN,

MASSACHUSETTS

lor more than lhiri>

years, Warren Pump^

have served on the

finest ships in every

class . . . have held the

confidence of marine

engineers because of

their steady, depend-

able service under .ill

conditions.

Write for Bulletins

giving specifications

and complete informa-

tion.

The Paracoil

Parade

Prcsidtnl Hoover
President Coolidge
Mnriposa
Monterey
Lurlinc
Ijorinquen
G. H-rriso

Leviathan
Virginia
Cai..,.rnia

Pennsylvan
WaUleale
Hualalai
Montauk
Montana

I Smith

Caracas
George Washington
President Harding
Pacific Sun
President Fillmore
Hendrik Hudson
Alexander Hamilloi
President Cjarfield

Morro Castle
Santa Clara
City of New York

Sebago
Saranac
etc., etc., etc.

The new Dollar Liners, President
Hoover and President Coolidge, will

each have two of these Paracoil 4-Ticr
Improved T>-pe Feed Water Heaters,
the largest ever installed in American,
built merchant ships. Note the extreme
ease in getting at coils for inspection.

This is but one of the many interesting

features of this popular type of feed
water heater.

WRITE FOR CATALOG.

DAVIS
ENGINEERING CORP.

90 WEST STREET
NEW YORK CITY

VXI^XLCOU
MARINE

EQUIPMENT

.... largest commercial electric towing winch
ever constructed, installed aboard Young

Bros, new tug the "MAMO"

CUNNINGHAM
.ilso supplied electric capstan-windlass, electric steering

gear and air whistle

Anchor windlasses Steering gears
Cargo winches Telemotors
Towing machines Capstans

ALLAN CUNNINGHAM
124 West Massachusetts Avenue
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

HICKMAN
Air Separator

to protect
your boilers
from corrosion

Simple as A-B-C !

No moving parts

No maintenance

Just Trouble-free

Protection !

Represented by

The WE9TERM EMOHMEERMMO COMP^miWY
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New Turbo-Electric Express Steamers, Designed and
built for the Dollar Line by Newport News

S. & D. D. Co.

Kearfott Windoivs

on the

President Hoover

and the

President Coolidge

Shelter windows of the sliding type enclose the prome-

nade deck both fore and aft. Thwartships windows for-

ward are fitted with transoms. All windows arc supplied

with bronze raising and lowering mechanism, and are

fitted with %" sashless plate glass.

Deckhouse windows in the de luxe suite, special class

smoking room and soda fountain room are of water-

tight design. These windows have vertically sliding sash-

less lights, with provision for water-tightness by hand

tightening dogs.

Kearfott-Kawneer Casement Windows are installed in

the public rooms and stair lobbies. These windows are

of various sizes and proportion to meet architectural

requirements.

Pivoted Ports covered by Utley patents, installed in

staterooms and dining salons.

Kearfott Engineering Company^ Ine<
117 Lib«*rtv Street IVew York

Represented by BERRY E. DU^N, 832 Folsom St., San Francisco
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Foundry Service Complete
from Rough Sketch to Finished Casting

The UNITED foundries at Staten Island are an example of the complete preparedness which brings the

leading flags of the world back, again and again, to one or other of the five plants and twenty-five dry

docks comprising UNITED facilities.

Chemists, metallurgists, engineers, all contribute to methods that are scientifically exact. UNITED
specializes in Nickel-Chrome castings for Diesel

engine work; iron and special alloy castings up

to 25 tons, in green or dry sand; aluminum cast-

ings up to 4,500 pounds and brass or bronze

castings up to 1,500 pounds.

Conveniently located at Arlington, Staten Island,

fhe foundry has its own railroad sidings and is

handy for shipments by water, truck or train. It

is served by its own Pattern Shop and Storage

Loft and by one of the best-equipped machine
shops in the metropolitan district.

This 20-ton wheel was

cast, machined, bal-

anced and key-seated

in 12 days' time.

Phone Port Richmond 7-2000 for Quick Service

11 Broadway, N. Y.

Digby 4-0500 UNITED DRY DOCKS Morse-Fletcher
Stolen Island

Crone Plants

INCORPORATED



Children's Playroom

S. S. PRESIDENT HOOVER
Interiors Com1>iiie Moderne

and Period Motifs

Detail of Bullcliead, Fireplace, and. Door in Smoking Rooi
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TWO LAIt4iii:ST Tl ltltO-ELECTIIl€ PASSEXGKK VE^iSEKS
EVEIK III'ILT l> A> AMERICAN sniFYAItn

iVeir DoUuf Litters'^

' S. S. PRESIDENT HOOVER"
"S. S. PRESIDENT COOLIDGE"
huhrieated with €'aiot Turbine Oits

STANDARD
" - ^Products - -

Most Parifir Ships

Use Calol

c

Oixteeii million dollars

worth of ships— these two new
round-the-world vessels of the Dol-

lar Steamship Lines exemplify the

faith of another Pacific Coast

Company in the era of Pacific

trade expansion now impending.
Like most Pacific Ships, the "S.S.

President Hoover" and the "S. S.

President Coolidfje" are heinfi luh-

ricated with Calol Industrial Oils.

STANDARD OIL C O M I' A N Y

And it's a real luhricating joh—
gigantic steam turhines, direct-

connected to alternating-current

electric generators spinning at 133
revolutions per minute, develop
twenty-six thousand shaft horse-

power per ship.

^ ou. too, can rely on Calol Oils.

Each is made especially for a par-

ticular luhricating joh, and made
right hy—

OF C A L I F O H N I A

AlOLJubricalmg Oils
CALOL TURBINE OILS . . . CALOL MARINE ENGINE OILS

CALOL CYLINDER OILS . . . CALOL DIESEL ENGINE OILS
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To Relieve Unemployment

Build New Fast Cargo Vessels

% Captain C. A. McAllister

'President, American ^uremi of Shipping

A!N eminent publicist recently

.broadcasted his idea of re-

lief for the unemployment situation in this country.

This was given a great deal of space in the daily press

on the following morning. Briefly his scheme was for

the government to issue five billion dollars worth of

bonds, the money to be used in erecting public buildings,

digging canals, and making new highways. While the

principle of this may be fairly sound, his scheme would
hardly be found satisfactory, even if Congress should

take the matter seriously. The federal government has
already made large appropriations for public buildings

and there are at present new roads building and con-

templated for the current year amounting to one and
one-half billion dollars, to be financed by the federal

and state governments jointly. In the State of Louisi-

ana, alone, authority has been granted to build 3200
miles of new roads. While no one can decry the great

usefulness of the fine highway system which we now
have and hope to better, there are other more urgent
needs for the expenditure of public money which will

be of the greatest assistance to the industries of this

country. Notably among these is the urgent need for

a number of cargo vessels and, after all, ships on the

ocean are but an extension of roads on the land.

The vast fleet built for the Shipping Board during and
after the war has now practically disappeared, as only

200 idle and practically obsolete vessels of over 2600
built during that program remain in the hands of the
government. The best of the fleet has been used in

establishing steamship lines to various ports in the

world, the majority of which are now in private hands.
While the Jones-White Bill has made a splendid start

in providing modern and efficient ships of the com-
bined passenger and freight types, nothing has been
done thus far towards replacing our antiquated cargo
ships with fast modern freighters, which after all must
always form an integral part of a successful merchant
marine. The problem has received the attention of

shipping men and of the maritime branches of the gov-

ernment, but no real solution has yet been reached, al-

though agreements have been arrived at as to the type

desired, and preliminary plans have been drawn up
to meet the general requirements.

In the interests of the farmer and the manufacturer,
there must be provided in a very short time a consid-

erable fleet of these modern freighters to meet the de-

mands of our foreign trade. There are certain seasonal

movements of commodities which must be provided

for, notably grain, cotton, fruits, and sugar. If such a

fleet is not soon built in the United States, we will

once more be dependent on foreign carriers to help us

out of the urgent conditions which arise periodically.

In the highly competitive grain trade of the world, we
cannot afford to rely on foreign ships to market our

surplus wheat and other grains.

There is no branch of industry which has so many
ramifications as the building of ships. It helps the

miner, the steel mill employees, the farmers, and the

manufacturers of almost an infinite number of the

various items which enter into the construction of a

ship. The benefits to be derived by our workmen, skilled

and otherwise, would be widespread, covering prac-

tically every State in the Union.

The eastern shipyards are fairly well provided with

work at the present time, but all the yards on the Paci-

fic Coast which played so important a part in the con-

struction of the war-time fleet are now idle and hun-

dreds of the skilled workmen which they once employed

are out of work. Owing to geographical conditions, it

is impossible to build any large ships on the Great

Lakes at the present time but the same conditions of

unemployment obtain in the great shipyards in that

region. While it would be impracticable to build ships,

then cut them in two and transfer them to the seaboard,

these yards could be given employment in building ma-

chinery and other essential parts of freight vessels.

On the return of prosperity, which we all agree must

before long take place, there will be a pressing demand
for a number of up-to-date cargo vessels. It would

seem, therefore, a matter of good business at the present

time for the government to authorize the construction

of 100 modern cargo ships at a cost of $125,000,000.

They could be built now for much less cost than when
prosperous conditions return and would furnish occu-

pations for thousands of the unemployed during this

present state of depression. The government would not

stand to lose any money eventually on an investment

of this kind, as there would be a ready market for such

freighters when prosperous conditions return, either by

sale or bare-boat charter, to shipping firms.

Incidentally, they would furnish a much needed ad-

dition to the means for national defense. While Cong-

ress and a large portion of the public evidently look
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upon large expenditures for purely fighting ships at

this time as an uneconomic procedure, no such criticism

could be made of a fleet of merchant vessels such as

suggested herein, as the ultimate cost to the taxpayer

would be practically nil. The benefits to be derived on

the other hand would be far-reaching, not alone in tend-

ing to give employment where now greatly needed but

for the ultimate economic needs of the entire country.

If we can spend vast amounts for emergent conditions

during wartime, we should have no qualms about mak-
ing approjiriations of this kind for the emergent con-

ditions of peace.

A Radio Marine
Service of Mercy

RADIO service as picturesque as the

,.sea itself ministers to seafaring men
ill or injured on vessels far from port with no surgeon
on board. The master of a freighter, bending anxiously
to-day over one of his men and wondering how he can
save his life, may be a thousand miles from a hospital,

but he is as close as his radio room to the best of medi-
cal advice. Radio's well organized free medical first aid
service sees to that.

The possibility of using radio to fill a need which
had been felt since men ventured to sea was seen first,

as might be expected, by a veteran of the sea. Captain
Robert Huntington, Principal of the Navigation, Mar-
ine Engineering and Radio School of the Seaman's
Church Institute of New York. In the ten years since
it was established by the Institute and later taken over
by the Radio Corporation of America as a free service to
all navigators it has brought a new and happy ending
to much suffering on shipboard which previously had
been unavoidable.
The big idea came to Captain Huntington in 1921

when messages from ships fog-bound calling for posi-
tion were picked up frequently by radio sets used by
the Seamen's Church Institute of New York in its

Merchant Marine School.

His suggestion of free medical radio service was
given publicity by the Institute, and Henry A. Laughlin
of Philadelphia was so enthusiastic over the possibili-

ties that he gave $5000 to install a powerful radio sta-
tion on the roof of the Institute. Night and day shifts
were kept on this station, KDKF, and calls for first-

aid advice came rolling in. The Public Health Service
cooperated by having physicians under its jurisdiction
prescribe promptly for each case on the basis of the
symptoms as described.

The first year of the service showed it was of such
great value that I recommended to the board of mana-
gers of the Institute that the Radio Corporation of
America be asked if it would take it over. An inter-
view was had with Owen D. Young, now chairman of
the executive committee of the Corporation. He showed
his interest immediately and the next day David Sar-
noff, now president of the Radio Corporation, and I

had an enthusiastic conference.

Within a few days, much to our delight, the Radio
Corporation had made all arrangements to take over
the work, and has been running it ever since. To-day
the service is given by the Corporation to ships of all

flags. Medical aid messages, received without charge
at any of the stations of the Corporation's marine sub-
sidiary, the Radiomarine Corporation of America, are
given precedence over all others, except distress calls.
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The advice of a United States Public Health Service

physician is rushed back within a few minutes to the

ship's master who has requested aid.

Even the fact that calls on the radio medical aid

service have run into the thousands does not give the

true picture until it is considered that nearly every call

is urgent, and many a matter of life and death. For
example this exchange between the steamship Hahira.
somewhere at sea, and the Radiomarine Station at Palm
Beach, Florida:

Our pumpman badly gassed by crude oil fumes.

Has palpitating heart. Seems to stop, then begin,

at intervals.

Master S.S. Hahira 2:10 P.M.

The reply:

Master S.S. Hahira—Artificial respiration in

fresh air necessary. Administer aromatic spirits

of ammonia and apply cold cloths to head. If

possible give hypodermic of amyl nitrate or nitro

glycerine. Please advise progress.

Pittmann, M.D. Delivered at 2:12 P.M.
At 3:48 P.M. this word came by radio to Dr. Pitt-

mann in care of "Medico," the code designation of all

free radio first aid messages

:

Many thanks for medical advice. Applied reme-
dies. Man apparently fully recovered unless he
gets a relapse. He is being watched.

Master S.S. Hahira.
Radio companies serving other parts of the world—

•

Norway, Sweden, the Philippines, Honduras, and trop-

ical districts—have followed the lead of the Radio
Corporation in volunteering their services free of

charge.

[Abstracted from an article in the R.C.A. News by Rev. A. R.
Mansfield. D.D., superintendent. Seamen's Church Institute of

New York ]
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Pacific Foreign

Trade Convention

CUSTOMS barriers, fluctuating tar-

iffs, unstabilized conditions in world
trade, the silver question, the American merchant ma-
rine, pan-pacific communications, foreign credits, and
Pacific Coast shipbuilding are a few of the interesting

subjects included in the agenda of the Eighth Annual
Convention of the Pacific Foreign Trade Council to be
held on September 17 and 18, at Oakland, California.

Each year's progress on the Pacific Coast sees an
increasing interest in world trade, larger attendance,

and better programs at the Pacific Coast Foreign
Trade Council conventions. Yearly the council is more
nearly reaching its aim — "Pacific Coast Unity for

World Trade Expansion." Yearly the convention is re-

ceiving wider recognition from leading business inter-

ests.

Representing directly the vast area included in the
eleven Western States, Western Canada, Alaska, Ha-
waii, and Western Mexico, this convention is the most
important trade meeting held west of the rockies and
is growing rapidly in importance as the commerce of

the Pacific Area develops.

A session of the convention will be devoted to ship-

builders and shipowners, who are invited to work on
a plan "to permit the existing and now idle shipyards
on the Pacific Coast to share equitably in the ship con-

struction made possible through federal aid."
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Shipbuilding on the Pacific Coast

Showing How the Passage of the Carter Bill Will Make it More Possible for

Western Shipyards to Obtain Shipbuilding Contracts

THE importance of the shipbuilding industry to

any nation is universally recognized. It performs

three important functions: first, as an industry;

second, as a factor of National Security; and third,

as a source of supply of vessels for the merchant ma-
rine.

Many of the maritime nations of the world have long

recognized the importance of a large, up-to-date, mer-

chant marine for the promotion of their foreign trade

as well as for the national security, and these nations

have provided various forms of governmental aid to

assist shipowners in the building and operation of their

merchant fleets.

In 1928 the Congress of the United States passed an

amendment to the Merchant Marine Act, which amend-
ment is known as the Jones-White Law. Under the pro-

visions of this Act shipowners may now borrow from
the government at a low rate of interest, a sum of

money equal to three-fourths of the cost of a new ves-

sel, provided said vessel meets with certain require-

ments of the Act. As a result of the passage of this

Act, the shipbuilding industry has taken on new life

in the United States, but up to the present time all of

the activity is concentrated in a small area on the At-
lantic Seaboard. In fact of the more than $140,000,000
thus far loaned by the government for the construc-
tion of vessels under the provisions of the Jones-White
Act, not a single contract has been awarded to a Paci-

fic Coast shipyard.

At the present time there are shipyards on the Pa-
cific Coast prepared to undertake contracts for new
ship construction that are unable to secure such con-
tracts because of the distance from source of supply of

raw materials.

The Congress of the United States long ago recog-
nized the importance of maintaining efficient steel

shipbuilding plants on the Pacific Coast. It also rec-

ognized the fact that shipbuilding plants on the Paci-
fic Coast could not successfully compete with the yards
on the Atlantic Seaboard for reason of location so far
from the source of supply of materials required in

steel ship construction. In consideration of the public
policy of maintaining steel shipbuilding facilities on
the Pacific Coast so far from the basic materials sup-
ply, the United States Congress granted a 4 per cent,

differential to Pacific Coast yards in bidding for na-
val vessels. The new construction work obtained by vir-

tue of this differential enabled the Union Iron Works
of San Francisco to maintain a fine organizatinn,
ready for any emergency repairs, for the building of
several commercial vessels, and for a fair volume of
general engineering work. This plant produced some of
the most noted vessels of the United States Navy. It

kept for fifteen years an average force of 3600 men

profitably employed and distributed during that period

over $47,000,000 in wages. In other words, it was the

direct support of 15,000 population.

Because of continuous employment on new construc-

tion work, the shipyards of the Pacific Coast were able

to build up splendid organizations of highly skilled per-

sonnel which proved their worth to the government in

time of emergency by furnishing the nucleus of the

supervisory forces of all of the West Coast shipyards

that made such splendid records in supplying the ships

so badly needed during the war.

It is more important today than at any previous time

that the shipyards of the West Coast be maintained,

for if some relief is not forthcoming at a very early

date, shipbuilding will become a lost art on the Pacific

Coast.

The United States Navy has recognized the import-

ance of the Pacific Coast by maintaining its largest
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Pacific Coast

Shipyards

Then and Now

Above: photograph of the Un-
ion Iron Works, San Francisco,

twenty years ago showing many
ships in process of construction,

all the ways full. At left, re-

cent photograph of the same
yrrd showing all the ways empty.

At right, a view of the outfitting

dock of the Los Angeles Ship-
building H. Drydock Corpora-
tion in 1919 showing three ships

in the water. At this time there

were four ships under construc-

tion on the ways.

Recent photograph of the Los
Angeles Shipbuilding & Dry-
dock Corporation's plant show-

ing all slips empty.
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fleet in Pacific Waters. Is it not then paramount tliat

the shipyards of the Pacific Coast be maintained in

the highest state of efficiency to care for the needs of

this great fleet in the event of a national emergency?
History has proved that in times of national emer-

gency the navy yards have more than they can do to

maintain the then existing fleet, and the government
has depended entirely upon the commercial yards to

supply ships not only of the merchant type to trans-

port men and supplies, but also for the construction

of naval vessels.

The provisions of the Carter Amendment to the Mer-

chant Marine Act, which was introduced in the Sev-

enty-First Congress, provides for a preferential of one-

half of one per cent, in the rate of interest paid by the

shipowner who builds his vessel in a Pacific Coast

yard. Thus there is no difference in principal sum
loaned by the government and the interest charges are

reduced but one-half of one per cent. If the West Coast

yards are able to obtain new shipbuilding contracts by
virtue of the enactment of this Amendment, thus again

establishing themselves as a vital aid to the national

defense, the proposed amendment should certainly

merit the support of every member of both houses ir-

respective of what section of the country he may rep-

resent.

The Pacific Coast is recognized as the logical center

for expansion of our foreign trade, but from the stand-

point of the national defense it is still more import-

ant that the commercial shipbuilding yards be main-

tained in an up-to-date and efficient manner.
Shipbuilding is an industry that benefits not only

the immediate vicinity of the shipyard wherein new
vessels are being constructed but because more than

one-half of the cost of a vessel is for materials which
are produced outside of the shipyard and these materi-

als are produced in practically every state of the Union
the entire country receives benefits proportionate to

the materials produced in the various states. The Na-
tional Council of American Shipbuilders recently com-
piled an analysis of the classes and quantities of the

several kinds of materials used in a composite ship-

building program, including the construction of pas-

senger vessels, combination passenger and cargo ves-

sels, cargo vessels, oil tankers, and miscellaneous

small craft which constitute the normal character of

the business of the shipbuilding indutsry, which is

graphically illustrated in the accompanying chart "A".

A program of $75,000,000 a year represents approxi-

mately the volume of ship construction necessary in

theUnitedStates to replace the vessels nowin operation

and to continue the same tonnage now actively employ-

ed. The result of the analysis is enlightening and shows
that of the proposed $75,000,000 annual program about

$30,000,000 is spent for labor at the shipyards, more
than $40,000,000 is spent among allied industries for

the purchase of materials and equipment used in build-

ing vessels, of which more than $,30,000,000 is expended
for labor by the industries producing the materials

and equipment. It was found that each state of the

Union participates in the supplying of not only one but

of several commodities. The classification of these

commodities was divided into sixteen main groups in

the order of their value, of which machinery is the

greatest and structural iron and steel is next.

The analysis further discloses that there are coastal.

Great Lakes, and river shipyards in the States which
include 57 per cent, of the area of the United States

and 85 per cent, of its population.

Although the benefits of a revival of shipbuilding in

the United States are nation-wide and the materials

which go into the construction of a modern vessel are

produced in almost every state of the Union, it is only

natural that the benefits to the nation as a whole would
be far greater if new ship construction were distribut-

ed to both coasts of the United States instead of being
concentrated as at the present in a small area of the

North Atlantic.

Prior to the war the shipyards of the Pacific Coast
had built some of tne finest and largest American
naval and merchant vessels and thus by experience
\vere enabled to cope with the national emergency
which arose. Under present conditions the entire na-

tion should awaken to the alarming condition which
now exists in the shipbuilding industry on the Pacific

Coast and see to it that ways and means are provided
for the shipyards of the Pacific Coast to be enabled
to successfully compete with the shipyards of the At-

lantic Coast in obtaining new shipbuilding contracts.

If the need of steel shipyards on the Pacific Coast ex-

isted prior to the war, the need that these yards be

maintained and kept up to date is even greater today.

If Congress in its wise judgment enabled these yards
to build ships and train highly skillful personnel by
virtue of a differential in cost of construction of naval

vessels at that time, ways and means should be pro-

vided at this time to enable these yards to carry on,

and the Carter Bill will go a long ways toward accomp-
lishing this purpose.

The Carter Bill does not provide any direct aid to the

shipbuilders, but by virtue of the one-half of one per
cent, reduction in interest rate it will enable the ship-

owners who may desire to build their ships on the

West Coast to do so, as it will permit the West Coast
shipbuilder to include a portion of the cost of trans-

porting materials from the sources of supply in the

East and Middle West to the Pacific Coast. Recent esti-

mates submitted have proved that the cost of building

ships on the West Coast are no greater than on the

East Coast excepting for the item of transportation of

materials. Labor conditions on the West Coast are good
and at the present time the available supply is plenti-

ful. Weather conditions are ideal; and the only thing

that stands in the way of the West Coast successfully

competing in the present contemplated shipbuilding

program is the cost of transporting materials.

As a serious matter of national defense and in order

that these yards may again be in a position to render
the efficient service that they did to the Nation in the

last great emergency, THE SHIPYARDS OF THE PA-
CIFIC COAST SHOULD BE MAINTAINED.

Merchant Marine Progress

After ten years of effort, devoted largely to pioneer-

ing work in the establishment of American lines in the

essential trade routes, we have succeeded in building

up the American Merchant Marine in the foreign trade

of the United States until now 700 vessels of nearly

4,000,000 gross tons are available, rendering regular

and dependable service to all the principal ports

throughout the world.

—Commissioner S. S. Sandberg, of the U. S.

Shipping Board.



A New Type

Business and Research Cruiser

^y G. Bruce Newby
Naval Architect

VELERO III, recently completed at the yard of

Craig Shipbuilding Company of Long Beach,

California, is a craft that deserves the attention

of shipbuilders and shipowners. This vessel, consid-

ered by the public as a yacht and a pleasure boat, is

not being built for this purpose. Owned and mastered

by Captain G. Allan Hancock, a sportsman and business

man of Los Angeles, the cruiser will be used entirely

for business and scientific research. Captain Hancock
is a scientist and explorer. No ordinary yacht would
fulfill his needs.

Velero HI is a typical cruiser, with the profile ap-

pearance of a Coast Guard cutter or a destroyer. The
owner particularly instructed his naval architect,

G. Bruce Newby of Los Angeles Harbor, that the ap-

pearance and features must follow the new Coast
Guard cutters, recently built on the Pacific Coast, as

closely as possible. The result has proved remarkable.

The pilot house with its eleven Kearfott windows
gives a range of vision unsurpassed by boats many
times her size. Her maneuvering equipment is equal

to the finest passenger boats or naval cruisers. This

equipment consists of Sperry gyro-compass with three

repeaters, a Sperry automatic helmsman, a radio range
finder, a Fathometer, and a Lord Kelvin standard com-
pass. The controls and telegraphs are worked from
both pilot house and flying bridge above. In the pilot

house is arranged a clear vision screen. Communica-
tion with the engine room is primarily by Henschel

G. Bruce Newby

telegraphs, with the addition of voice tubes and phone.

The public spaces, consisting of the dining saloon,

lounge, and connecting corridor, have the steel deck

and beams above exposed and painted. Vehisote

paneled ceiling is fitted from deck up the sides to the

toe of brackets. The effect is austere but pleasing.

Interior decorations (by Miss Marion Mullins, with

materials furnished by Lesher, Whitman and Schu-

macher Co.) are in perfect accord with the simplicity

of this finish. Two-inch cork insulation, installed by
Mundet, is fitted between deck house plating and the

Vehisote finish. The steel deck in public spaces and

guest and owner's quarters is covered with Armstrong
special compressed cork, over which Linotile is laid.

In the crew's quarters, the berths are double-decked.

These berths, together with special mattresses and
Deepsleep pads, were furnished and installed by the

Simmons Company; and it is claimed they are the last

word in sleeping comfort for crew accommodations.

Smartly designed Simmons metal beds, finished in

color and in form to harmonize with the interior dec-

orations of the individual staterooms, were supplied

for the cabins of the owner and his guests. These beds

are furnished with the famous Simmons Ace-Coil

Velero III and her owner. G.
Allan Hancock on the bridge.
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springs and Boautyrest mattresses. Similar equipment
is supplied for the beds and couches of the open-air

lounging and sleeping spaces.

A grand stairway leads to the owner's and guest

quarters below and aft. These quarters are insulated

at shipside with 2 inches of cork. All staterooms are

inclosed by steel divisional bulkheads, insulated with

1 inch of cork. By experiment, a finish has been found
for this cork that requires no further ceiling to make
it pleasing and enduring. The vessel is rat and vermin
proof.
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Three-way staircase on the Velero III. Note neat appearance of

exposed wiring and deck beams.

In finishing the cruiser Velero III, the new DuPont
Du-Lux marine finishes were extensively used. On her

exterior they were applied to the houses, hull, and
masts. On her interior, Du-Lux was used in the cabins

and in the engine room.

These new finishes were selected after careful in-

vestigation. It was found that, in addition to extensive

laboratory and marine exposure tests covering a four-

year period, for two years Du-Lux had been used on

ships in service for all areas above the water line with

complete satisfaction. In comparison with ordinary

paints, Du-Lux is said to have greater durability, great-

er retention of original gloss and color, and greater re-

sistance to cheeking and cracking. These distinctive

characteristics are due to the use of the Du-Lux ve-

hicle, instead of linseed oil or varnishes, as the car-

rier for the pigment. This vehicle, a distinct chemical

compound, is an exclusive development of DuPont Com-
pany and has none of the properties commonly associ-

ated with rosins, gums, and oils ordinarily used in

paints.

The Du-Lux produced a smooth, lustrous surface,

Owner's and guest's staterooms on the Vekrj III.

which will be unaffected by gasoline and oil and which
will be readily kept clean.

Navigation and Safety Equipment

The boat equipment consists of two 24-foot Tregoning
built, motor powered, steel whaleboats, and two 24-foot

Fellows & Stewart-built motor powered, wooden fish-

ing and shore boats. These boats are handled by Welin
mechanical davits and McMillan blocks. In addition

two 16-foot skiffs are handled by ordinary davits. A
life raft is stowed aft on the boat deck. The boats are
hoisted by an Allan Cunningham boat hoist, driven by
a 15-horsepower, water-proof, Westinghouse motor.

The Radio Corporation of American has installed, in

the radio room on boat deck, long and short wave radio

sets which enable Velero III to keep in communication
with the world from the most remote locations. This
radio equipment is supplemented by a standard receiv-

ing and local broadcasting set. The speakers, which
are auditorium type dynamic units, have been fitted in

the after music room bulkhead, in the bulkhead in the
shelter, and in the dining saloon.

The general alarm system having five stations is

controlled from the bridge. A navy standard blinker

light has been installed on top of foremast with key
box arranged for portable operation from the bridge.

Baldt anchors and Baldt forged Di-lok chain are

handled by an Allan Cunningham windlass driven by a
Westinghouse, 20-horsepower, water-proof motor.

A steering arrangement has been fitted which can
quickly be changed over from the Sperry 6-horsepower
eteerer in the engine room to a screw-type hand steer-

ing gear in the lazarette, with phone communication
and a standard compass nearby.

The propellers turn opposite a large aperture, aft of

which an Oertz streamline rudder is fitted. Her stern

assembly under water closely resembles the Bremen in

miniature. A small bulbous bow has enabled the de-

signer to work a fullness in her bow lines that is very
pleasing to the eye, giving good resistance to plunging
and aiding speed.

A very unusual feature of the Velero III is the ar-

rangement for cold and dry stores. These storage
rooms are confined to the forward section- between the

deep tank and forward trim tank and between the
double bottom and lower deck. This space is served by
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Some Interiors of the

Latest Pacific Coast

Seagoing Business Cruiser

The galley is equipped with modern electric cooking apparatus
specially designed for rough service at sea. Above is the Edison

General Electric Appliance Co. range.

At left, the main working plat-

form of the engine room of
Velero III with the two Winton
850-shaft horsepower main pro-
pulsion diesel engines.

Above, one of the two 115-
shaft horsepower Winton diesel
engines driving a 75-kilowatt

Westinghouse generator.



a water-tight trunk leading from a hatch in forecastle

deck four decks down to the cold stores space. To ap-

preciate this arrangement it is necessary to see it.

Those who have visited the vessel do not hesitate to

praise this feature as being unusual. Refrigeration is

furnished by York. The machinery, dual units, is lo-

cated in a space apart from the engine room.

Machinery

The engine room of the Velero III is worthy of a

naval cruiser. This room is 46 feet long with a balcony

at the lower deck level. Gratings are fitted at this

level and at the upper deck. The skylight, of a size giv-

ing ample space to remove any piece of machinery as a

unit excepting the main engines, has been arranged

directly over the center of the machinery space.

The propelling machinery consists of twin Winton

850-shaft horsepower, air-injection, diesel engines, each

directly connected to a propeller shaft. Her lighting,

heating, and all auxiliary power is electrical. Two
115-shaft horsepower, solid-injection, Winton engines,

each driving a 75-kilowatt Westinghouse generator,

are located at the forward end of the machinery space.

In addition to these are two 20-kilowatt generators

driven from the main shaft line. This total of 190

kilowatts drives all pump and refrigerating motors,

heats all public spaces and staterooms, heats water for

all usages, operates the windlass, capstans, and other

deck machinery, ventilates the hull, and supplies illu-

mination.

The 20-kilowatt generators, run by vee-belt drive

from the main shaft lines, are arranged to run parallel.

If the shaft revolutions per minute are slowed to 10

per cent, under, or increased to 10 per cent, above,

cruising revolutions, the generator will cut out and a

bell on the switchboard will give warning. To cut in

again a switch must be thrown. The very latest type

of Westinghouse switchboard has been installed. This

board is dead-front, 11 feet long and 7 feet high.

Seventeen thousand feet of leaded and armored cable

has been run all exposed, no conduit being used. All

lighting fixtures are especially made for this ship by

Schweitzer to fit special requirements.

Exide Iron-clad batteries, of 900-ampere-hour capa-

city, in a special room, are floated on the line and act

as an electrical sponge to absorb surplus juice, give off

the necessary current before generators are started

and, take over the electrical load in emergencies.

The piping deserves special mention. Toncan pip-

ing and Victaulic couplings, furnished by Ducommun,
are used wherever possible. The fuel tanks (sixteen in

number) can be filled through a single filling line from

both port and starboard sides. The filling lines lead to

duplicate manifolds. These manifolds have valves ar-

ranged so that oil can be transferred by duplicate
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Northern rotary pumps from any one tank to any other

tank, to the day tank or overboard. The capacity for

fuel oil is 54,000 gallons, which gives the Velero III a

cruising radius of 9500 miles at 14 knots.

The bilge, ballast, and fire systems are handled

separately by Winton plunger-type pumps, cross-con-

nected. The fire pump delivers 100 gallons per minute

at 100 pounds pressure.

There are two systems for fresh water, one for drink-

ing and cooking only being stored in tanks located be-

tween shaft alleys and raised above the double bottoms

so there can be no contamination. The second system is

for lavatory, shower, and laundry purposes, with water

stored in tanks next the shell. There is no connection

between the systems except by a portable section of

pipe kept under lock and key by the master. The cap-

acity in fresh water is 18,000 gallons, equally divided

between the two systems. Fresh water is circulated by

Westco automatic pumps and pressure tank. The water

for lavatories and showers is heated electrically by
Wesix heaters. The vessel is divided into three zones

for heating water, one heater supplying each zone.

This will prove economical as the crew's system may
be used independently of the owner's and guest system

when the latter are not aboard.

The salt water sanitary system is also circulated by

Westco automatic pump and pressure tank. Soil and
drain lines lead to a sump tank. This tank is automati-

cally pumped out at a certain level by duplicate Byron
Jackson centrifugal pumps.
A 250-gallon Worthington centrifugal pump has been

installed for auxiliary circulating system in the case

of a breakdown of the engine pumps. A general ser-

vice pump has been installed to serve all fresh and

salt water lines.

Two De Laval purifiers are used, one on lubricating

oil and the other on fuel oil for the solid injection

generating engines. Fuel oil for the main propelling

air injection engines will ordinarily not be purified.

However, the purifiers have been piped so that all

fuel oil can be purified if found necessary.

Ventilation System

A modern system of forced ventilation, using Ilg

blowers, has been installed, supplying fresh air to all

guest rooms and crew quarters. All toilets have the

air exhausted. Separate systems are used for each wa-

ter-tight compartment to avoid puncturing water-tight

bulkheads. The galley and pantry, located above the

upper deck, have the air exhausted, making a change

every three minutes. The machinery space and shaft

alleys have air forced in and assisted by natural ven-

tilation. The battery room has a natural supply vent

with air exhausted by blower through a leaded duct

up the forward stack.

(Please turn to Page 396)

Inboard profile of the Velero III.



The Problem of the Screw Propeller

A Nonmathematical Treatment for the Operating Personnel

"By Dr. W. F. Durand*

WHILE the screw propeller is in appearance a

simple enough body, there are, in point of fact,

few problems in engineering which involve a

greater number of factors than those connected with

this simple-appearing body. These factors act and in-

teract among themselves in a most intricate fashion

and thus render the problem of the screw propeller

one of the most complex with which the engineer has

to deal. Without pushing matters to the extreme, we
may readily identify fifteen different and independent

factors upon which the problem of the screw propeller

depends. It will perhaps be a matter of interest to list

these factors and pass rapidly in review the general

character of the influence which they may have on the

performance of the propeller.

Factors of Problem

These fifteen factors fall naturally into three classes

according as they relate to the propeller as a geomet-
rical and physical body, to the medium in which it

works, or to the conditions of operation. We may then
list these factors as follows:

A) Characteristics of the propeller as a geometri-

cal and physical body.

1) The diameter or general determining dimension.

2) The pitch of the helicoidal surface employed for

the driving face. This may have two different

modes of specification; viz.,

a) The single value of the pitch if uniform.

b) The distribution of values if variable,

3) The form of the contour bounding the blade or

helicoidal surface employed.

4) The area of the blade on the driving face.

5) The cross-section or thickness of the blade. This
may have two modes of specification ; viz.,

a) Areas of cross sections and their distribution

radially.

b) Foi-ms of cross sections.

6) The form and dimensions of the hub or central
body carrying the blades.

7) The character and finish of the blade surface.

8) The density of the blade material.

9) The coefficient of elasticity and the ultimate
strength of the blade material.

B) The characteristics of the medium.
10) Density.

11) Viscosity.

12) Compressibility (velocity of sound).
13) Character and extent of turbulence or departure

from homogeneous conditions.

C) The characteristics of operation.

14) Speed of translation or speed of advance.
15) Speed of rotation.

Referring now, briefly, to these various factors, we

*Substance of a talk to the Propeller Club of California at San
Francisco. Dr. W. F. Durand is former Dean of Colleges of
Engineering at Stanford University and Past-President of The
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

note that the diameter is the controlling dimension and
is thus primarily influential in detei-mining the amount
of power which can be absorbed. With other conditions
unchanged, the amount of power will be proportional
to the disk area and hence to the square of the dia-
meter. As such, the diameter has no measurable influ-
ence on the efficiency of the propeller. It may be that
efficiency is in some small degree dependent on abso-
lute dimension, but if so it is too small to be readily
measurable and for practical purposes we may assume
that efficiency is independent of the size as such.

Pitch Ratio

Passing now to the pitch of the propeller, we come
to one of the most influential elements in the perform-
ance of the propeller, both economically and generally.
The influence of the pitch is usually expressed through
its relation to the diameter—the pitch ratio so called.
Other conditions remaining the same, the higher the
pitch ratio the lower the revolutions and vice versa. As
regards the economic performance, the pitch ratio is
the most influential single factor. Beginning with very
low values, less than unity for example, the best effi-
ciency will continually increase with increase of pitch
ratio up to some value far beyond usual practice; so
that it is fair to say that, if other conditions will per-
mit, the higher the pitch ratio the higher the efficiency
which may be reached. It should be noted that the word
here is may and not will. The propeller of higher pitch
ratio will have possibilities of higher efficiency, but in
order to realize this higher value, the conditions of op-
eration, especially as regards diameter, speed, and rev-
olutions, must be such as to give the proper combina-
tion for this higher efficiency. It is there, but the de-
signer must go where it is in order to realize its full
measure.
The reason for this especial influence of pitch ratio

on efficiency may be explained in various wa.vs, but
for present purposes it will perhaps best serve "if it is
put as follows:

The blade of a screw propeller may be considered
as made up of a series of radial elements each of which
may be considered as acting on the water something
as an airfoil acts on the air. Then the summation of the
actions of all these elements represents the action of
the blade as a whole. Now it may be shown, on strict
mechanicalprinciples,thatunder usual conditions of op-
eration those elements ofthe bladewhich make an angle
of a little more than 45 degrees with the fore and aft
direction operatewith the highest individual efficiency.
The ideal would then be, of course, to have the whole
blade at these angles. But that is impossible with a
helicoidal surface and with the shape that the blade
naturally takes. It results, however, that with a pro-
peller of very low pitch ratio, practically none of the
effective working face is at the best angle. It is all

twisted around at an angle beyond this best point. If,

however, the pitch ratio is increased, the angles with
the fore and aft are decreased and some part of the
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blade, perhaps near the root, operates at about this

best angle. With further increase the part of the blade

at about 45 degrees moves out still further from the

hub and, absorbing more and more power, becomes
more and more influential in raising the general result-

ant efficiency. If this is carried too far, the entire

blade will stand at angles less than 45 degrees and the

efficiency will again fall off.

However, it may generally be a.ssumed that with

usual operating conditions the higher the pitch ratio

which can be conveniently employed, the higher the

efficiency which may be attained.

There is another aspect of pitch regarding which a

word should be said. The face of the blade may be a

true helical surface; that is, a face with uniform pitch;

otherwise the pitch may vary over the face in some ar-

bitrary manner—across the blade from leading to fol-

lowing edge or from root to tip or both. All sorts of

combinations have been tried out, and it may perhaps
be assumed that for any one set of operating condi-

tions and with any one ship some mode of pitch varia-

tion would show some advantage as compared with a

blade of uniform pitch. The gain at best, however, is

but small and it can hardly be said that the matter has,

as yet, been put on a sufficiently definite basis to en-

able the designer to make sure of any sensible advan-

tage from variation of pitch over the face. The reali-

zation of high efficiency is dependent in far greater

degree upon other factors than upon some selected

mode of variation of the pitch over the face of the
blade.

Form of Blade

Regarding the form of contour of the blade, we now
know that so long as the form is generally oval or el-

liptical minor variations in contour form have only a

negligible effect on the economic performance. The
early forms with very wide tips and nearly sharp cor-

ners were distinctly poor in economic performance,
but with the general adoption of contour forms rough-
ly elliptical or oval, no further significant improve-
ment in this direction seems probable.

The area of the blade on the driving face is perhaps
the second most influential factor in the performance
of the propeller. The greater the area (within limits)

the greater the power which can be absorbed, but at a

continuous loss in efficiency. The ideal here would be
very narrow blades with resultant small area per blade
and corresponding good efficiency. But here operative
conditions enter. If a given power is to be absorbed,
increase of area will save in diameter, and diameters
are often limited. In some cases, therefore, increase of

area, even at the sacrifice of some efficiency, must be
accepted in order to meet unavoidable conditions of

operation.

Number of Blades

The number of blades has not been listed as a sep-
arate factor in the performance of the propeller, pri-

marily because the number is chiefly instrumental as it

affects the blade area. That is, the amount of power
which can be absorbed and the efficiency which can
be realized are more directly dependent on the total

blade area than upon the number of blades among
which it is divided. Other conditions, as, for example,
the influence of the propeller in producing vibrations
in the ship or, again, the cost of manufacture may
determine the choice of three as against four blades,
but with these aspects of the case we are not for the
moment concerned.
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As generally proportioned, a four-blade propeller,

other things equal, will not show quite as good ef-

ficiency as a three-blade propeller; but this may be as-

sumed to be due rather to the greater area which it

carries than to the fact that it has four blades.

Regarding the increase of the power with increase
of area, this can only be carried to a certain degree, be-

yond which the gain in power absorbed is negligible.

The point is this: the blades of the propeller act on
the water to give it an acceleration aft. Under a given
set of operating conditions, the amount of this added
velocity is fixed and the thrust which can then be de-

veloped and the power which can be absorbed vary
simply with the amount of water which can be acted
on in this manner. But the flow of water through the
disk area of the propeller is the total measure of the

water available for this action and when enough blade
area has been supplied to act effectively on substan-
tially the whole column there is no more to be gained
by adding further area. Such addition can add neither
in making the acceleration of a given water particle

greater nor in adding to the number of particles. The
limit has been reached.

Actually, however, as such a limit is approached the
gain in thrust due to added action becomes less and
less, while the loss due to added friction on the blade
surface continuously increases and the efficiency con-

tinually decreases. It thus results practically that we
must be content with action on something less than the

full column in order to realize an acceptable measure
of efficiency. Here, as elsewhere, the result is a com-
promise between mutually conflicting and irreconcil-

able factors.

Blade Section

Coming now to the question of the form of the cross-

section of the blade, it should be noted that until re-

cent years the usual form was that of a segment of a
circle, or at least a section practically symmetrical
about its mid-width and hence with the maximum thick-

ness at the center of the section. Due to the studies on
airfoils, however, and to the more efficient showing
of sections with the maximum thickness carried for-

ward approximately to one-third the width from the
leading edge, such forms are now recognized as having
some advantage over the symmetrical section.*

The difference is not great, perhaps two or three
points in efficiency, but the possibility of this gain is

well worth the attention of those interested. It may be
remarked in passing that for air propellers, such form
of cross-section has long since been standard; and
from the underlying principles of fluid mechanics we
should reasonably expect the best form for air to be
also the best for water.

The areas of the cross-sections are determined pri-

marily from considerations of strength. The ideal

would be relatively thin sections throughout, but the
propeller blade acts as a cantilever beam under a dis-

tributed face load and is subjected, at the same time,

to the centrifugal force arising from its rotation. These
conditions force the provision of sections thicker and
thicker the nearer the hub. It cannot be expected that

the thick sections near the hub act with high efficien-

cy, but for structural reasons they must be accepted
along with whatever loss in efficiency may result.

The influence of the hub depends chiefly on its size

and on the presence or absence of a fair water body at

*Scc D. W. Taylor, Transactions S.N.A, ii M.E., 1930, p. 277.
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the after end. In the case of propellers with fixed

blades the hub may be small; with detachable blades

it must be relatively large. In any case there should be

some form of after body fairing in the form and re-

ducing the resistance which would result from drag-

ging the flat after face through the water.

The character and finish of the blade surface will be

influential in two directions. A smooth, polished sur-

face with sharp following edges will reduce skin fric-

tion and will be distinctly less favorable to pitting as a

result of cavitation than a rough and irregular sur-

face. Such a surface will exaggerate frictioiial loss

and any little irregularity such as a pit or lump may
serve as a convenient point for the start of pitting in

case the propeller is operating under conditions where
cavitation may occur. In recent years the importance
of these matters has come to be better understood, and
to-day in the highest grade of practice the matter of

surface form and finish receives careful attention.

The density of the blade material enters as a factor

in the centrifugal force to which the blades are subject

in operation. As noted above, a propeller blade acts

as a cantilever beam supported at the hub with a hy-

draulic load distributed over its face and subject to

further load from the centrifugal force developed in

rotation. The condition of stress over the cross-section

is complex and the part played by the centrifugal force

is an important element, especially with high rotative

speeds.

The coefficient of elasticity and the ultimate strength
of blade material may be considered together. The
former is influential as a factor in the yield or distor-

tion of the blade under load and the second as deter-

mining the size of the sections which must be supplied

in order to give to the blade the required strength with
a suitable factor of safety.

Characteristics of Water

Passing now to the characteristics of the medium in

which the propeller works, we have first the density.

This is a direct factor in the forces which act on the
blade or otherwise of the power which can be absorb-

ed. It is this factor which produces the greatest ele-

ment of difference between the air and the water pro-

peller. The density of water is more than 800 times that

of air with consequent far-reaching differences in the

conditions of operation of propellers in the two media.

The water propeller here scores one advantage in that

the density of the medium in which it operates is al-

ways the same, except as we may pass from fresh to

salt water or vice versa, while the density of the air va-

ries in marked degree with altitude and with it the

conditions under which the air propeller must operate.

For the water propeller, therefore, density thus only
enters as between conditions of operation in salt and
fresh water, but since resistance varies also with the

same factor, the force relations between the ship and
the propeller remain substantially the same whether
in fresh water or salt.

Viscosity is the determining factor in the formation
of eddies and turbulence. These represent energy in a

state which can never be recovered in terms of pres-

sure or force acting on a ship or on a propeller blade.

The formation of eddies and turbulence represents,

therefore, a constant drain on the fuel pile, and the

ideal is to reduce the aggregate of such formation to

the lowest minimum possible.

Compressibility of the medium becomes only signifi-

cant as a factor where the tip velocities of the blade

may approach the velocity of sound in the medium.
This item may be of some importance in high speed

air propellers, but the velocity of sound in water
(about 4700 feet per second) is so far beyond any tip

speed of a propeller in water that we may consider this

factor as of no significance for the marine propeller.

The character and extent of the turbulence in which
the propeller works may be linked with viscosity, the

determining factor in causing turbulence. The action

of the blade on any particular particle of water will

depend on the direction of the motion with which it

meets the blade and this will depend on the details of

the turbulent water in which the propeller works. We
have no quantitative measure for such a factor and
must depend simply on experience with actual ships

and with actual propellers as a guide.

Conditions of Operation

Coming now to the last two factors on our list, rep-

resenting the conditions of operation, we have first the

speed of advance and second the speed of rotation.

These are usually joined with the diameter in the form
of a single expression V/nD where V is the velocity in

feet per second, n is the revolutions per second, and D
is the diameter in feet. In this form this fraction gives

a general measure of the operative conditions with spe-

cial reference to the geometry of flow to and through
the propeller. It is related to the angle of attack of the

blades on the water and if two propellers of different

dimensions, of the same pitch ratio and otherwise

similar in geometrical form, are operating at the same
value of V/nD, then we may assume that the angles

of attack for similar blade elements are the same and,

broadly, that the conditions which affect efficiency

are the same throughout and that both propellers

should show the same efficiency.

Before closing it may be of interest to note the way
in which power is related to the three principle char-

acteristics—Diameter, Speed, and Revolutions.

If we have any two or, more generally, any number
of propellers all of the same pitch ratio and similar

geometrically throughout, then, for the same value of

V/nD, the efficiencies will be the same, except for

secondary factors the influence of which is usually not

important; and furthermore the power will be propor-

tional to the square of the diameter multiplied by the

cube of the speed, or again to the cube of the revolu-

tions multiplied by the fifth power of the diameter, or

still again to the fifth power of the speed divided by
the square of the revolutions.

Interaction with Hull

We have thus far been concerned with the propeller

alone and without direct reference to the ship on which
it is to operate. Actually in matters of design the two
must always be considered together. The propeller re-

acts on the ship and the ship on the propeller, and this

interaction must of necessity enter into the problem of

design in order that the propeller characteristics fin-

ally selected shall be not only well adapted to the gen-
eral conditions of operation of the propeller as such,

but also that they shall be adapted as well as possible

to the particular form of the ship upon which it is to

work. This phase of the matter is, however, beyond
the scope of the present article, the purpose of which
has been to discuss very briefly the manner in which
these many factors enter into and contribute, each one
its share, to the complex problem of the screw pro-

peller.



Some New Ships for Pacific Service

Europe Building Many Fast Motorships and Steamers

for Pacific Ocean Routes

"By R. C. W. Courtney

ALTHOUGH European shipping taken as a whole

still appears to be in the throes of depression,

and very few orders for new construction are

being placed, there is, however, one outstanding fact;

namely, that those lines operating direct services to

Pacific Coast ports are prospering and that the future

is undoubtedly full of possibilities. Various instances

can be given, such as the recent order for three high-

class motorships for Westfal Larsen account, the de-

cision of the East Asiatic Co. to order a third vessel of

the Amerika class, and the fact that the Royal Mail

Steam Packet Company's motor liner Lockmonar re-

cently unloaded a record Pacific Coast refrigerated

cargo at Southampton.

Of the new ships recently commissioned for Euro-

pean ownership, the greater percentage of which, in-

cidentally, are diesel driven, the most important is the

Pacific Steam Navigation Co.'s quadruple-screw Reina

del Pacifico, built at Belfast by Harland and Wolff,

which has already completed a highly successful maid-

en voyage and bids fair to revolutionize communica-
tion between the Old World and West Coast ports of

South America via Panama. The most interesting fea-

ture of this vessel, which has dimensions of 550 feet

between perpendiculars by 76 feet by 44 feet, molded,

is, of course, the propelling machinery. This consists

of four trunk piston, 4-cycle, airless-injection engines

of the Harland-Wolf-Burmeister & Wain design which
ai-e notable as comprising the largest of their type so

far fitted in a merchant ship. Each has 12 cylinders,

24.8 inches in diameter by 47.24 inches stroke, and
under the most conservative service conditions is ca-

pable of producing 4500 brake horsepower at 135 rev-

olutions per minute. The combined power of 18,000

brake horsepower enables over 20 knots sea speed to

be maintained with an ample reserve. Continuous su-

percharging on the Buchi system is effected by four

independent e.xhaust turbines each direct connected to

a 2-stage blower. Passenger accommodation is on lux-

urious lines and, following the fashion apparently

first set many years ago by the C.P.R. Empresses, the

ship is painted entirely white.

It is also perhaps as well to record that the new Nor-

wegian express motorship Venus recently completed

for service between Bergen and Great Britain, which

is claimed to be the fastest diesel engined vessel at

present in service, is also equipped with trunk-piston

plant of similar type supplied by Burmeister and Wain
and comprising twin 10-cylinder units collectively de-

veloping 10,000 brake horsepower at 150 revolutions

per minute, with continuous pressure induction.

The delivery of the Compagnie Generale Transat-

lantique cargo liner San Pedro marks the completion

of another important batch of ships specially designed

and built by Harland & Wolff for North Pacific ports

service and particulars of which have already appear-

ed in these pages. The latest vessel of the class, how-

ever, differs from the other five ships in respect to

the propelling machinery, as a Bauer-Wach exhaust
turbine has been incorporated in the 4-cylinder, triple-

expansion engine.

The second East Asiatic ship of the Amerika type,

the Europa, has now been delivered by Burmeister &
Wain for the monthly service between Copenhagen,
Southampton, and California, and on trials attained
16.55 knots in a light condition with the machinery
developing slightly over 7600 brake horsepower. The
power plant is identical to that in the Amerika and
consists of a single 6-cylinder, 2-cycle, double-acting,
Burmeister & Wain diesel having a bore and stroke of

620 millimeters and 1400 millimeters and weighing 360
tons. All the auxiliaries and scavenging blowers are
electrically driven, power being supplied by three
single-acting, 2-stroke, Burmeister & Wain engines
having an output of 600 brake horsepower at 300 revo-

lutions per minute and directly coupled to 365-kilowatt
dynamos. It is understood that the intention of the
East Asiatic Co. is to ultimately operate its Califor-

nian service with three ships of this type, the order
for the thii'd, as previously mentioned, now being
under negotiation, if not already placed; and when
delivery is effected, probably in the spring of next
year, the India will be withdrawn and transferred to

the Eastern service via Suez, for which she was ori-

ginally intended. The Europa is practically identical

to the Amerika with the exception of a few modifica-
tions to the passenger and cargo accommodations and
the adoption of an Oertz-type streamline rudder.

The Westfal Larsen ships have been ordered fi'om

the Netherlands Shipbuilding Co. of Amsterdam and
are to be single-screw vessels with dimensions 456 feet

by 61 feet by 39 feet 10 inches, the deadweight being
9500 tons on 26 feet 10 inches draft. The propelling

units will be of special interest as they are to consist

of 6700 brake horsepower, double-acting, 2-stroke

engines of the A.E.G. Hessleman airless injection type,

built under license in Holland, which will give a ser-

vice speed of 16 knots at full load. Limited passenger
accommodation for 12 persons is to be provided, the
deck equipment is to include 18 electric cargo winches,
and 100,000 cubic feet of insulated space is to be ar-

ranged.

The new passenger motor ship Macdhui for the

Burns Philp service between Australia and the Pacific

Islands, although of moderate dimensions, is note-

worthy in many ways, as extensive passenger accom-
modation is provided in conjunction with a single en-

gine of comparatively high power, which is still further

proof of the increasing faith of shipowners in plants

of this description. Having dimensions of 340 feet by 51

feet by 31 feet 6 inches to shelter deck, the Macdhui
has a deadweight capacity of 3200 tons and carries 138

passengers. The 8-cylinder Kincaid-Burmeister & Wain,
4-stroke, single-acting diesel is pressui-e charged and
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has a rated output of 4700 indicated horsepower for

maintaining a 14 to 15 knot schedule. It is of interest

to note that the owners are in the market for a new
ship which will probably be motor driven to replace

their steamer Makambo and as their other diesel ship,

the Malabar, built in 1925, was recently lost, it is not

unlikely that two orders will be placed.

Another noteworthy ship destined for operating in

Pacific waters, although in the extreme southerly lati-

tudes, is the whaling factory Kosmos II, recently

launched at Belfast by Workman-Clark for Norwegian
owners and partly financed by a loan fi'om the Govei-n-

ment of Northern Ireland. This huge structure, which
is one of the heaviest pieces of work so far turned out
by the builders, has the distinction of being the largest

craft of its kind in the world and has an over-all

length of 600 feet, a beam of 77 feet, and molded depth
of 53 feet. The factory is situated in the upper 'tween
deck which has 15 feet of headroom and includes the

latest flensing and boiling plant capable of dealing
with about 2500 barrels a day. The cargo tanks have
a capacity of 25,000 tons, while the total displacement
is 34,000 tons. The propelling plant maintains IIV2

knots and consists of twin sets of quadruple-expansion
engines taking steam at 250 pounds from five single-

ended, Scotch boilers equipped with oil-firing, super-

heat, and forced draught.

The Orient-Transpacific service will also shortly be

augmented by the addition of two interesting motor
vessels belonging to the Netherlands Steamship Co.

These craft, the Salawati and Saparoera, were ori-

ginally triple-expansion propelled steamers of C700

tons gross and 420 feet in length built in 1920, but

owing to the repowering of the same owner's passenger

liner Pieter Corneliszoon Hooft it was decided to re-

move the steam plant and install one of her original

4000 brake horsepower, 8-cylinder, Sulzer diesels in

each vessel. This has now been accomplished and, as

the power has been increased from .''.(JOO indicated

horsepower to a corresponding rating of 5000 indicated

horsepower, the service speed has risen from 12i/4 to

13',-> knots.

The other large Dutch shipping company trading to

the Orient via Suez, the Rotterdam Lloyd, is also in-

creasing the power of one of its passenger liners the
Indrapoera, and it is understood intends to fit the ori-

ginal machinery in two cargo vessels now building for

service between San Francisco and the Dutch East
Indies.

The turbo-electric coastal liner for the Union Steam-
ship Co. of New Zealand service between Wellington
and Lyttleton, referred to in the April issue of Pacific
Marine Review, has now been launched as the Ranga-
tira. Dimensions are 400 feet by 58 feet by 29 feet, and
the ship will be extremely handsome in appearance,
with a well raked stem and cruiser stern, two stacks,

and two pole masts. Accommodation will be arranged
for 720 first and 236 second-class passengers.

The rapidly increasing size of ships trading to Pa-
cific waters incidentally affects docking facilities, and
one of the most important events in this connection has
been the launch in sections of the new floating dock
for Wellington, New Zealand. This has been built on
the Tyne by Swan Hunter and Wigham Richardson
and has an over-all length and breadth of 584 feet

and 117 feet 6 inches, the inside clear width between
fenders being 88 feet. The lifting capacity is 17,000

tons, and the dock can be lowered to a depth of 26 feet

over the keel blocks. Sinking and lifting operations

will be controlled from a valve house on the starboard

wall amidships by an electro-pneumatic system, and
the equipment includes the latest types of mechanical
bilge blocks and side shores, whilst telescopic sights

are to be installed to accurately measure any possible

deflection.

Editorial Correspondence

Some Condenser Experience

IN
connection with several articles on condenser

problems that have appeared in Pacific Marine Re-

view during recent months, the following communi-
cation from an experienced marine engineer is of con-

siderable interest.

Editor, Pacific Marine Review. Dear Sir:

Please permit me to express some thoughts on con-

denser troubles on shipboard—thoughts inspired by
the reading of several articles that have recently ap-

peared in your excellent journal. I thoroughly agree
with the writer of the series of articles on "Condenser
Problems" in his contention that faulty condenser de-

sign, design of water boxes, and arrangement of cir-

culating water pipe connection, also steam circulation

are responsible for much of the corrosion and tube
splitting difficulties with which marine engineers have
to contend. In fact, I have collaborated with Mr. Graham
Smith in correcting condenser troubles in some of the

vessels that have been in my charge and have found
his advice and assistance uniformly correct and valu-

able. The basic technical ideas underlying the con-

denser cures suggested in these articles will, if intel-

ligently applied, clean up the major difficulties ex-

perienced in many condensers afloat.

I cannot agree, however, with the anonymous article

entitled "A Condenser Tube Experiment" and publish-

ed in your May, 1931, issue. This article records the

Shipping Board experiment of installing tubes expand-
ed into the tube sheet at both ends in the condenser of

the steamer Bakersfield and made tight without pack-

ing. On the first voyage, two tubes had split and on
these being plugged no further troubles (as gauged by
tests for salinity in the condensate) had developed
during the first year.

I have followed for years all the modern ideas with

regard to the rolling or expanding of tube ends to

make a tight fit in the tube sheet. It is an operation

requiring the use of special tools and considerable ex-

perience and skill. Otherwise there will be direct in-

jury to the tube or tube sheet and the setting up of

internal strains in the tubes and tube sheet resulting

in injury later.

Though it states that "the necessary funds were ap-

propriated" to make the change in the Bakersfield's

condenser, I note that the article gives no figures

showing the amount of these funds or of any diffi-
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culties that might have been experienced in the instal-

lation of the tubes. In other words, it would be inter-

esting to know whether or not this was a strictly com-
mercial job, especially in view of the fact that all com-
mercial manufacturers building condensers depending
on expanded tube ends for tightness have always
found it necessary to provide some means of compen-
sating for tube expansion.

As a practical operating man, I was much interested
in the comment in the report of the chief that the two
split tubes had "not been removed from the condenser
due to the necessity of removing the main heads to ac-
complish this work." This brings up one of the many
practical differences between marine and shoreside
power plants. A well designed power plant ashore will

have ample room available for pulling anything that it

may be necessary to pull and ample skilled labor to

make a speedy and efficient job of breaking out and re-

placing.

A commercially well designed power plant afloat,

particularly on a freighter, is usually rather cramped
for space (all possible space being reserved for cargo)
and skilled labor available afloat is limited to the op-
erating crew. Therefore the design of the various units
must be such that emergency repairs are easily effected
while at sea.

In the power plant of which I am chief, a power
plant similar to that of the Bakersfield—quadruple ex-

pansion reciprocating engine and Scotch marine boil-

ers — we are having excellent condenser results
through the use of tubes packed flush at both ends
with John Crane endless ring metallic packing.

Both in Pacific Coast and Atlantic Coast harbors
there is considerable contamination of water at the
docks from sewage and other causes, and I notice that
we have far less trouble at dock since in.stalling John
Crane endless metallic ring flush type packing than
we had in the old days with ferrules and lacing. The
projecting ferrules would often be very badly cor-
roded during a few days in port.

I would like to hear more of the actual experience of
the Bakersfield at sea and in port with this expanded-
tight nonpacked condenser-tube set-up.

Yours sincerely,

(By request we are withholding the name of the writer
and that of his ship.)

Fouling of Ships' Bottoms
Editor. Pacific Marine Review. Dear Sir: Referring

to an article on "The Fouling of Ships' Bottoms" by
E. Perry, may I be allowed to correct a few of the
points to which he refers?

In quoting from the Royal Naval College of Great
Britain, he is evidently dealing with a quotation dat-
ing forty or fifty years back. This report contains the
following sentence:

"As a rule, care is taken to select fairly good
varnishes to resist the action of sea water, and
it may be two or three months before they be-
come sufficiently disintegrated to allow the
sea water to dissolve any of the poison," etc.

and later
—"The poisons in the coating are

locked up in their restraining varnish and
thereby rendered inactive."
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The problem for the manufacturer of compositions
is to manufacture an antifouling paint which will act
at once, and, as a matter of fact, the principal manu-
facturers of this commodity (who stand in the fore-

front of their trade) solved this problem more than
twenty years ago. I am enclosing some photographs
of experiments which I made in Genoa between the
years 1897 and lOOfi, in which I solved this problem.
These were all stationary plates and those which foul-

ed were coated with varnishes which did not allow the
poisons to act, while those which kept clean, and this

Two photographs of experimental plates used in tests at Genoa,
about the year 1900, showing the effect of varnishes which had

then been developed for releasing antifouling poisons.

for a period of several months under very fouling con-

ditions, were made with varnishes which enabled the

poisons to immediately enter into combination with the

sea water and to destroy the germs of barnacles, grass,

etc., in their initial form before they could attach

themselves. You are at liberty to reprint these photo-

graphs, if you like. Before that time different var-

nishes were used which did lock in the poisons, so

that a vessel newly painted and exposed to severe foul-

ing in a tropical port often was covered with barnacles

while loading and returned home foul.

Another point which is also very antiquated, to

which I take exception, is the following:

"In the judgment of naval and marine engin-

eers, no other priming paint in the marine
field has been as successful as a paint of pure

red lead and pure linseed oil."

This has been found to be absurd nonsense. If you put

an antifouling paint over a red lead priming, both the

red lead priming and the antifouling paint disappear

within a few weeks, unless the red lead has had at

(Please turn to Page 375)



Notes on the Electric Drive

An Account of the Development of Electric Gearing for Marine

Steam Turbines in the United States Navy

and Merchant Marine

3^y H. L. Seward

IT
is a curious fact that every available prime mover

lacks a completeness of those characteristics which
make it suitable for the direct driving of a screw

propeller. A screw propeller may be considered as an
axial reaction pump without a casing. Its main func-

tion is to discharge a column of water astern. The ap-

plication of power to a screw propeller involves curious

interactions between speed, thrust, and twisting mo-
ment, depending on conditions external to the pro-

peller.

It is clear that the propeller should be considered as

a form of dynamometer which gives useful propulsive

results depending on rather involved external and in-

ternal conditions.

The reciprocating steam engine and the propeller

were developed together; but the former has, especially

in the larger sizes, felt the heavy hand of obsolescence

due to the perfecting of the steam turbine.

While the steam turbine has the very desirable char-

acteristic of providing a constant turning moment, or

torque, it must run at high speeds to be efficient. Faced
with the need of a device to reconcile the slow speed of

the propeller with the desired high speed of the steam
turbine, the past twenty years have seen some interest-

ing developments in speed reducing devices. These may
be hydraulic, mechanical, or electrical in form. The
former has seen but a limited development, but the

mechanical and electrical types have made very satis-

factory progress in application.

It is not the purpose of this article to discuss me-
chanical reduction gears for their position is so well

established that they provide the one best solution of

the problem in many cases. The double reduction gear
permits of smaller turbines running at higher speeds
and the good records being made by this form of drive

at the present time point to further satisfactory de-

velopment and application of this type. Single reduc-

tion gears in multiple series, such as are being built

for the new 700-foot United States Lines' ships, hold

high records for economy and have the distinct advan-
tage that operating personnel with mechanical ability

feel rather secure in operating or maintaining them.
The mechanical and electrical reduction gears have
both been so well developed that either type could be

used on practically any type of ship. It is necessary, in

any given study, that all costs and efficiencies be con-

sidered.

The electric drive is distinctly an American develop-

ment. The American Bureau of Shipping has classed

more than 180,000 gross tons of American vessels of

this type (2000 gross tons and over) and there are about
85,000 gross tons of American vessels (2000 gross tons

and over) being built with this form of drive today.

The fact that this number includes those ships which
are the optimum of American creation to date calls

particular attention to the position achieved by the elec-

tric drive. It is interesting to note that the American
Bureau of Shipping is the first and only classification

society, as far as known, to prepare rules for the classi-

fication of electric drive machinery. These were pre-

pared several years ago after consultation with ex-

perts and builders of this form of drive.

The United States Navy in 1912 made a distinct con-

tribution to marine engineering when the colliers Jupi-

ter (electric drive), Neptune (mechanical reduction

gears), and Cyclops (reciprocating engines) were de-

signed. It was the satisfactory record made by the

Jupiter, now the airplane carrier Langley (fondly

known in the service as "the covered wagon") that

caused the decision to install electric propulsion ma-
chinery on the six capital ships New Mexico, Maryland,

Colorado, Tennessee, California, and West Virginia, as

well as the two airplane carriers Saratoga and Lexing-

ton. The Jupiter is a twin-screw vessel designed for a

speed of 14 knots with 5500 shaft horsepower at a dis-

placement of 19,230 tons. On her trials she developed

7150 shaft horsepower and made 15 knots. The New
Mexico is a quadruple-screw battleship having a dis-

placement of 32,000 tons at 30-foot draft, commissioned
in 1918. She was designed for a speed of 21 knots but

made 21.31 knots on standardization and developed

31,300 shaft horsepower at 170 revolutions per minute
of propellers and 2070 revolutions per minute of main
generators. The Lexington and Saratoga are 33-knot,

quadruple-screw, airplane carriers of 33,000 tons dis-

placement, 888 feet length over-all, beam 105 feet.

There are four 35,200-kilowatt steam turbine generators

with eight propulsion motors, connected in pairs to the

four propeller shafts which turn at 317 revolutions per

minute for full power. While they are rated at 180,000

shaft horsepower, a substantial increase in this power
was developed on the trials.

This rapid development of the electric drive in the

Navy was, of course, watched with much interest by
those responsible for design and operation of our mer-
chant marine vessels. The navy had the advantage of

the necessary resources, a scheme of training a person-

nel which is ample in number if measured by merchant
marine standards and an argument for maneuverability,

full backing power, subdivision of compartments, and
a unity of purpose in design which places their prob-

lem apart from and beyond the problem of the merchant
ship designers. While the navy's ships are required to

produce full power for but a few hours per year, their



operation established the electric drive as reliable,

flexible, and smooth in operation, although no conclu-

sions as to costs of maintenance and repairs could be

drawn. One interesting by-product has been the accu-

rate and instantaneous measurement of power supplied

or demanded by the propeller under maneuvering condi-

tions. When the rudder is put hard over the changes

in torque demands by the inboard and outboard screws

can now be visualized because of the electrical measure-

ments. Our mechanical measurements of mechanical

power had never been quick enough during those first

few seconds of a sharp change in course. The extra

power demands of a heavy seaway may also be ascer-

tained by the electrical measurements. Motors and
shafting can now be designed with a better knowledge

of the torque demands. One has but to stand in the

engine room and watch the almost instantaneous re-

sponse of the main motors to all signals, regardless of

what the ship itself may be doing, to realize that a new
school of ship-handling for deck officers becomes pos-

sible because of the quick changes in thrust which can

be produced.

The United States Coast Guard has done important

development work on the electric drive. The ships of

this service are small cruising gun-boats about 250 feet

long, making 17 knots with 3000 shaft horsepower. The
storms which keep other vessels in port are often the

cause of the Coast Guard cutters putting to sea in

answer to calls of distress. They go looking for the ice-

bergs which other ships hope to avoid because of the

information faithfully furnished by the cutters. In the

forgotten seas of the North these vessels are the whole
United States Government. They must always keep to

the sea—and keep within limited appropriations not

inflated by war enthusiasm.

In 1920 the first turbo-electric installations in the

Coast Guard were made by the General Electric Com-
pany on the cutters Tampa, Haida, Mojave, and Modoc.
These ships were the first for which a synchronous
motor was adopted to drive the propeller. While their

machinery was in progess of development it was pro-

posed by Captain Newman that some of the auxiliary

machinery be driven by current from the main genera-

tor. It is of interest to note that the contractors for the

machinery refused to develop this idea for two reasons,

which at the time were valid, turbo-electric propulsion
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in as low power as 2600 shaft horsepower had never

been used and the synchronous motor was being em-
ployed for propulsion for the first time. It was con-

sidered inadvisable to allow unrelated problems to in-

fluence the success or failure of the new style of main
machinery.

All of the auxiliary machinery for the four cutters

was therefore of conventional steam driven types,

known to be extravagant, but not even suspected of be-

ing bad enough to have a marked effect on the whole
plant. And so when the four ships of the Tampa class

failed to live up to expectations as to fuel consumption,

it was decided to conduct thorough performance trials

of all machinery separately and then of the plant as a

whole.

The Modoc was selected for the tests and the trials

were run in August 1923. The results were astounding.

At full power 32 per cent, of all the steam produced
was being used by auxiliary machinery, and more at

lower powers. In fairness to the auxiliaries it should

be stated that they were exhausting against eight

pounds back pressure, and that some of the heat in the

exhaust steam was recovered in the feedwater heater

and in the low pressure stages of the main turbine. The
results of the Modoc trials were presented as a paper
before the Society of Naval Architects and Marine En-
gineers in November 1923.

In 1925 the Great Lakes ore ship T. W. Robinson, of

the Bradley Transportation Company, was fitted with a

partial application of the idea that electric auxiliaries

should receive power from the main central power plant

and thus became the pioneer ship with this type of

machinery.
An appropriation in 1926 made possible the signing

of contracts in 1927 with the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company for the machinery of the five

newest Coast Guard cutters, Chelan, Pontchartrain,

Tahoe, Mendota, and Champlain. These vessels re-

semble as much as possible the central power house
idea afloat in that they are electric-drive with as much
of the auxiliary power as is at present possible being
derived from the main turbo-generator. The propelling

machinery of these five Coast Guard cutters consists of

the main turbo-generator, 2500 kilowatts at 3600 revolu-

tions per minute; the synchronous propelling motor
which develops 3000 shaft horsepower at I63I2 revolu-

A firm believer in the turbo-electric drive

is the United States Coast Guard Scr\'ice,

which has standardized on the type o{
cutter shown here with auxiliary electric

power derived from the main turbo-

generator.
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Great Britain has been slow to accept elec-

tric gearing for steam turbines. Here is

shown the Viceroy of India, which has
been in operation for two years so satis-

factorily that two sister ships are now on
order.

tions per minute; and the necessary control panel which
contains the maneuvering switches and speed control.

The auxiliary circuit is tapped off from the high volt-

age terminal of the main generator and is led directly

to a power transformer which reduces the voltage to

230. The circuit is led from the low voltage terminal of

the transformer to a disconnecting switch and a circuit

breaker on the auxiliary switchboard, and from the cir-

cuit breaker to the alternating current motor of one of

the generator sets previously referred to. An auxiliary

steam turbine is connected through a speed reduction

gear to the motor generator set and furnishes powei- to

the generator at all times when the circuit between the

main and auxiliary systems is open.

The acid test of all engineering matters is supplied

by experience and it is still too early for final judg-

ment. The Chelan, the first of the new ships, had her

trials in July 1928 and since then has cruised many
thousands of miles with complete success and with a

marked improvement in fuel consumption as compared
with earlier ships. Elaborate trials were run on the

Pontchartrain, which was the second of the new ships,

and the performance of all her machinery was meas-
ured with a high degree of precision. A complete report
of her trials was presented before the Society of Naval
Architects and Marine Engineers in November 1928,

by Captain Newman.

The two ships are comparable as to size, tonnage,
power, speed, boilers, and propelling machinery. Re-
finements have been made in hull design of the Pont-
chartrain, and she is fitted with a contra-propeller for

rectifying the propeller stream. She operates on steam
at 250 pounds (gauge) pressure and 250 degrees Fah-
renheit, superheat, whereas the iVIodoc has 200 pounds
and 90 degrees. All these are very real improvements
and make for reduced operating costs. But the out-

standing fact of all is that the Pontchartrain auxili-

aries take only 25 per cent, as much steam as those on
the Modoc.

In the comparison of machinery of ships it is custom-
ary to consider fuel consumption for all purposes in

pounds per shaft horsepower per hour referred to the
propeller shaft. This figure for full operation is: Modoc
1.195, Pontchartrain 0.823; for cruising speed Modoc
1.535, Pontchartrain 1.079. At no time has there been
recorded a failure of the machinery of these ships.

Capital investment is always a matter of much con-

cern to ship owners. For the Pontchartrain class of

ships the total cost of machinery and boilers f.o.b. fac-

tory was $173,000 per ship, which included all machin-

ery except windlass capstan, steering gear, and quarters

ventilating fans.

The performance of that fine trio of Panama Pacific

Line ships, the California, Virginia, and Pennsylvania,

has been watched with much interest by all concerned

in merchant ship design and operation. The perform-

ance of the new Morro Castle and Oriente of the Ward
Line is fully as satisfactory. Passengers report a com-
fortable relief from vibration. Economy and upkeep
records have been very satisfactory. A student of the

design of their propelling machines will observe that

experience with plants previously developed has been

incorporated with particular reference to the require-

ments of cargo and passenger vessels. They are twin
screw ships with two turbo-generators so arranged that

each generator may drive its propeller motor, or either

generator may drive both motors for lower powers or

inspection. The adoption of the induction-synchron-
ous motors similar to the Coast Guard type has produced
a simpler control system which is so interlocked as to

be practically foolproof. Electric auxiliaries both in the

engine room and on deck maintain those American
standards of accessibility, neatness, standardization

and better working conditions which are so noticeable

ashore in our power-plants and factories.

Interest is now centered in the new Dollar liners

President Hoover and President Coolidge. These will

be twin-screw, 20-knot ships of 23,000 gross tons, 653
feet length over-all, beam of 81 feet, and a molded depth
of 52 feet. Each motor is rated at 13,250 shaft horse-

power at 133 revolutions per minute. The two main
turbo-generator units are each rated at 10,200 kilovolt

amperes. These ships will be called on to cruise at slow
speeds for a considerable length of time in order to ar-

rive at ports of call at a certain hour or to make satis-

tory connections at points of interest. Turbo-electric
drive is particularly well adapted to this type of service

because of its flexibility in giving one turbine a more
economical load in driving the two motors. The ulti-

mate value of the cost of a passenger or ton-mile can-
not be determined until the ship shall have demon-
strated her length of useful life which is now unpre-
dictable, but it is hoped will be long and economical of

upkeep.



Marine Engineering Management
Some Experiences of the Marine Department of the United Fruit Company in the

Application of Personnel Psychology to Operating Problems

^y H. Harris Robson, Manager

Marine Department, United Fruit Company

ECONOMICAL operation of a Marine Department

depends upon two important factors, mutually de-

pendent upon each other—intelligent management

and scientific engineering. A combination of these uti-

lized by the Marine Department of the United Fruit

Company produced the results indicated in the graphs

illustrating this article.

A careful analysis of these graphs shows that the per-

sonnel is the vital factor in securing the economies

produced. Dealing with the personnel is hence the most

important factor in this administration.

To outline the details of the management that result-

ed in the economies shown, it is necessary that the be-

ginnings of the plan be described. The initial step was

to survey the existing equipment and personnel, fol-

lowing this with periodical surveys. The survey reveal-

ed that before any changes could be made effective it

would be necessary to gain the confidence of the per-
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The above graph illustrates the reduction in fuel oil per mile oper-

ated, including port consumption and fuel for all purposes. It

includes only ships that were in operation during the entire period.

Maintenance and supply, exclusive of fuel, show a reduction of

9 per cent, for the same ships for the same period.

sonnel in the engineering ability of the management
and to obtain the respect of the personnel by fair and

square dealing.

Engineers as a body deal more with facts than with

any other commodity and they probably deal with facts

more than does any other profession. The first test an

engineer applies to his superiors is evidenced when he

asks for a proved fact in answer to an engineering

problem. To gain the confidence of the engineers it

was shown that the management was capable of sup-

plying practical and definite solutions for their prob-

lems. In some instances it was evident that the ques-

tioner knew the answer before he asked the question.

This was the personnel applying the acid test to the

management. However, they had been invited to sub-

mit their problems and the invitation was accepted

with avidity. There were times when we almost wished
we had not been so extravagant in our offer. From en-

gineering problems attention was directed to problems

of organization. The men were informed: "Ability is

the prime factor for promotion. Personal friendship,

politics, or pull are entirely discounted. We are here

to see you give the United Fruit Company a square
deal. We will see that you get a square deal in return."

Much of the confidence and respect gained has been
due to the fact that the management has never suc-

cessfully been crowded, has never been partial to any-

thing but merit, has never made a promise and not ful-

filled it, and at no time has issued an order and not en-

forced it impartially.

A plan for an even flow of maintenance costs that

would not inci'ease expenditure yet would increase the

mechanical efficiency of the equipment was outlined.

To secure from a personnel the successful consum-
mation of a plan requires that one impress clearly,

vividly, and concisely the details one has in mind and
secure recognition of their feasibility. Hence the next

step was to convey the new methods to the personnel,

and by personal interviews to impress upon them the

fact they would participate in any distinction gain-

ed by the effectiveness of proposed methods. It was
further impressed upon them that they were having
placed in their hands the opportunity to establish

themselves as a highly efficient part of the United
Fruit Company organization. We were presenting to

them an ethics of achievement in place of an ethics of

consolation. Bulletins of full operating costs and fuel

consumption of the ships were furnished to each ship.

Period (7)

Speed -13.9 Kcots

PERIOD @
Speea-14.00 Ijiota

Speed - 14.3 Knot!

Speed-14.03 Knots

This diagram illustrates graphically the effect of personnel in steam-

ship operation. The only difference between Period 1 and Period

2 is the switching of the entire personnel from one to the other of

two sister ships. Result: The slow ship became a fast ship with a

tremendous saving of fuel.
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FOOD MEAL COST FEK PERSOll

SOUTHERM SHIPS

This graph represents the improvement in fuel oil consumption of

four sister ships on the same run.

This not only kept each ship's personnel conversant

with the operating cost of their own ship but also re-

vealed to them the conditions on other ships. This cre-

ated a spirit of competition among the ships and among
the divisions.

Gaining the confidence and respect of the personnel

produces a condition that makes possible the enthus-

iasm essential for obtaining the desired results. The

prime essentials, however, are the management's own
enthusiasm and the recognition by the men that this

enthusiasm is insistent and unwavering. To stimulate

the interest of the men necessary to reach the estab-

lished goal, one must determine the limits within which

the men will work with zest, spirit, and pride of ac-

complishment rather than how far they can be driven

to this end. The methods employed in maintaining en-

thusiasm may be briefly indicated. The publication in

the Unifruitco Magazine of the names of the ships

leading in economical operation was one step. An ap-

preciation of the effort of the Marine Department by

the president of the company, published in the Uni-

fruitco Magazine, revived a flagging interest. The rec-

ognition of a good performance led others to desire

to emulate that performance. An improvement in equip-

ment in one division prior to its installation on other

divisions incited that division to take full advantage

of it before others received it. The curiosity of the en-

gineers to know what the next step was to be kept them
on edge. Thus enthusiasm was maintained by linking

up such native interests as imitation, emulation, ac-

quisitiveness, and curiosity with the desire to partici-

pate in an accomplishment.

With the personnel functioning efficiently, the prime
requisites of management enforced, attention was turn-

ed to equipment and methods of use,— in other words
to the factors of scientific engineering. G. W. Grupp,

Transport Consultant and Professor of Economics at

Webb Institute, writes in the "Nautical Gazette" for

January 10, 1931: "As a steamship increases in age its

value transferred into operating efficiency decreases

as evidenced by, one, large repair costs; two, increased

fuel consumption; three, reduction in speed." In the

case of the United Fruit Company none of these occurr-

ed; our repair costs are steady, our fuel consumption
has been reduced, and we have slightly increased our

speed. This contention is not at variance with Profes-

sor Grupp'a contention. His statement is fact. Its ap-

plication to our results reveals that the trend toward

the condition he indicates may be near at hand or far

away according to the conduct of the management. The

results established by the seagoing personnel of the

United Fruit Company are all the more creditable when
it is realized that no major alterations have been made
in the equipment. The same engines, boilers, and re-

frigerating machinery have been maintained through-

out our program. There has been no increase in main-

rUEL oil. IN BM1R£LS PER YIAB

A graph showing how the food costs on seven sister ships were

improved by one year's application of the methods described in

the article.

tenance cost; therefore the fuel economies have not

been paid for by increased maintenance costs. Similar

fuel oil economies could have been arrived at by scrap-

ping the existing equipment and replacing it with more

modern high pressure boilers and turbines. Had this

been done it would have required years of the fuel

economies to pay for the new installation; under pres-

ent conditions we have no increase in maintenance

cost, therefore fuel economies represent money saved.

Above all, we have created an organization that is of

inestimable value to this company and to the American

merchant marine.

Fouling of Ships' Bottoms

(Continued from Page 370)

least six weeks to dry. As a matter of fact, the United

States Navy Department has a standing rule that no

antifouling paint may be put over red lead on ships'

bottoms unless the red lead has dried for at least six

weeks, and this puts red lead out of the running. Un-

fortunately, many marine engineers and naval archi-

tects have not been sufficiently cleared up on this

point and still specify red lead as a first coating on

scaled ships' bottoms, with the almost invariable re-

sult that on redocking all the paint has disappeared.

If they took the advice of the firms who supply the

antifouling paints for the ships, they would save time

and money and obtain better results.

Your very truly,

A. C. HOLZAPFEL



Marine Refrigeration Simplified

A Series of Articles on the Handling oj Perishable Products on

Shipboard from the Ship Operator's Standpoint

Part IX— Packing and Handling

By L. L Westling
(Copyright 1931 by Ja:

SUCCESSFUL transportation of perishables de-

mands not onlyperfection of equipment,but utmost
co-operation of everyone concerned, from the pro-

ducer to the consumer. Oftentimes, the various agen-
cies through whose hands the commodity must pass are
indifferent or their interests are not those of the other
members of the marketing chain, and the result is a

handicap for the rest.

The carrier usually occupies a delicate position in the
movement of perishables. The shipment falls into his

hands while yet fresh from the producer, and any un-
favorable condition existing between harvest or manu-
facture and delivery at the ship's side usually will not
become apparent until after the commodity has been
several days in the refrigerated chamber. Over-ripe
fruits and vegetables are certain of poor delivery for
the reason that refrigeration does not stop the matur-
ing or ripening process but merely retards it. The car-
rier often finds fruits over-ripe and breaking down
after having received them in apparently perfect condi-
tion. Field diseases also are frequently not apparent
until several days after harvesting, and these hasten
the maturing processes.

Rough handling is responsible for excessive losses
of fruits and vegetables. Owners' opinions of what
constitutes "commercial handling" may vary widely
and too often damages result.

The effect of harvesting methods are reflected in
Table 2 of the United States Department of Agriculture
Bulletin No. 601, as follows:

At Withdrawal Three days after

withdrawal
fj, , , Coinmer- Commer-
Treatmcnt of Lettuce Caredilly dally Carefully cially

cut cut cut cut

Nonprecooled:
Heads showing slight drop rot 7.9% 24.2% 11.7% 30.3%
Heads showing medium drop rot 9 16.9 3.3 19.6
Heads showing complete drop rot...0.0 3.4 .3 5.9

Total drop rot 8.8 44.5 15.3 55.8
Precooled:

Heads showing slight drop rot 4.7 20.6 8.5 26.8
Heads showing medium drop rot 4 6.3 1.4 8.3
Heads showing complete drop rot 0.0 .3 0.0 1,6

Total drop rot 5.1 27.2 9.9 36.7

Packing Perishables

The producer makes an effort to deliver his goods to

the jobber in good condition. The packer is anxious to

pack his crates or boxes with good materials. At this

point their responsibilities and interest often cease and
others become involved in the market chain. The packer,
of course, may not know whether the shipment he is
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preparing is intended for immediate local consumption
or whether the commission merchant will export it. If

it is to be exported, proper maturity of the commodity
is an important factor; and the method of packing and
type of crate should also be given intensive study. Cost
of shipping space often prompts too tight packing, to

the detriment of air movement in the commodity while
under refrigeration.

The United States Department of Agriculture has
conducted a research in the packing of celery in the

standard crate, the small crate, and the ventilated

crate. The small crate, ventilated, excelled by far in the

preservation of the plant under refrigeration, as shown
in the following from Bulletin No. 579, Table XI.

Grades (percentage)

Slightly Badly
T>'pe of crate Sound decayed decayed Worthless

.Standard 46.25 42.88 9.0 1.8

Partition 73.10 23.12 2.9 .73

16-inch (for three years only) 74.14 22.10 3.18 .58

14-inch (for three years only) 78.88 18.00 2.28 .70
11 -inch solid head (for two years only) 72.66 21.83 4.75 .86

10-inch (for one year only) 97.00 3.00 — —
For preservation of most commodities, it is neces-

sary that they be so packed that the gases may be
given off and the chilled air find its way to the center

of the crate.

Lettuce Pack

Another example of influence of packing on preser-

vation is found with lettuce. The usual procedure is

to pack the lettuce with approximately thirty pounds of

crushed ice. The melting ice and the deteriorating

effect of excess water has given the carrier much an-
noyance, both relative to physical conditions within the

refrigerated spaces, and with respect to cost of claims.

Lettuce, like a few other vegetables and fruits 'gas'

but little during the ripening processes, consequently
venting is unnecessary. This vegetable has a very high
water content, which, if allowed to evaporate, will cause
a wilting and general drying out. One way to retain

the natural water in the plants is to pack in an air-

tight, moisture-proof, fiberboard box. This builds up a

saturation point within the container that is unaffected
by the drying effect of the coils. Such method requires
precooling before packing and the cost is perhaps
higher than that of ice packing; but for export use the
result more than justifies the cost.

Meats

Meats are carried generally as chill or in a frozen con-

dition. When chilled meat is received at the ship's side,
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it should be closely examined by some one familiar with

this commodity. The wrapping should be examined and

any irregularities, such as the appearance of mould,

should be protested. The meat should be loaded aboard

with greatest dispatch and under no consideration

should it be stowed in a vegetable room, or where the

humidity will likely be high, unless at the shipper's

risk. Chill meats should never be stacked, but sus-

pended from meat rails. Temperatures should be kept

very steady, as variations are conducive to the forma-

tion of mould. When cargo of any description, through

faulty regulation, is allowed to become colder than the

enveloping air, moisture will be precipitated on its sur-

faces or it will "sweat." This is due to the passing of

the "dew point" of the air.

Frozen meats should be watched closely upon de-

livery to the ship. Beef which has been frozen too

rapidly may not be deeply frozen, which condition is de-

tected by a prod, or a spear thermometer. When proved

acceptable, it should be quickly stowed and may be piled

or stacked in tiers, making sure that some circulation

of air is provided about the carcasses. Meats suffer-

ing from alternate freezing and melting will develop

mould readily. This first appears under the ribs, along

the back bone and under the skirt. Each carcass should

be examined and protests made if not satisfactory.

The carrier should never be asked to freeze meats un-

less he is paid accordingly. The specific heat of beef

is 0.77, and the latent-heat of fusion (which must be

absorbed in freezing) is 102 B.T.U., which means that

it requires 4.7 times as much refrigeration to freeze

meat without temperature change than it does to lower
its temperature from 60 to 32 degrees. However, once
the meat is frozen, little or no heat can be removed and
the only refrigeration load is that from heat leakage
through the insulation, which is not more than if the

chamber were empty. It is well to remember in the

settlement of claims for frozen meats that the air tem-
perature indicated on the recording thermometer is not
necessarily the temperature of the cargo and the dif-

ferential has no relative immediate effect upon the

meat. The frozen beef referred to above must loose its

latent heat of fusion before melting or a damaging tem-
perature change can be had within the meat. Of
course, the first and quickest melting takes place on
thin sections of the carcass, such as the skirt.

The responsibility of the ship owner continues until

the consignee has accepted the shipment; hence it be-

hooves the ship's personnel and the agents to see that
consignments of perishables do not lie in an exposed
condition after discharge for any dangerous length of
time. Many claims have been paid by the carrier be-

cause of this condition, which is quite beyond his power
to control.

Collecting Perishable Cargo
In the transportation of perishables from the pro-

ducer to the carrier, many things can happen that
affect keeping qualities. Carelessness of freightmen, of
draymen, of jobber employees, or others may result in

the thawing of frozen goods, wilting of vegetables or
fruits, and, most serious of all, in mechanical damage.
Abrasion of fruits results in rapid ripening of the dam-
aged ones, which, upon breaking down, contaminate the
rest. This damaging effect generally takes sufficient
time so that it is usually discovered on the fruit when
that commodity is in the carrier's hands.
Another but unusual kind of loss is found in late

harvested and frost bitten fruit, which often throws
wrongly directed evidence on the carrier.

Mi

The responsibility of the carrier begins when the re-

ceiving clerks have accepted the consignment and allow
it to rest on the pier. If the pier is not equipped with a

refrigerated compartment, the cargo should be stowed
in the ship's refrigerated spaces without delay.

Stevedores who handle heavy castings one minute
and perishables the next are often careless in their

handling of fruits and vegetables. Oftentimes they are

indifferent; and rough handling, dropping, or piercing
crates with hooks and improper loading of slings will

invariably cause abrasions of the surfaces of perish-

ables. The old proverb of the "one bad apple in the
barrel" is apropos, and poor delivery brings claims
against the carrier. Close supervision of stevedoring
methods is of paramount importance. The Department
of Agriculture has clearly determined the effect of

careful handling in their bulletins, and the results are
astounding. The effect of careful handling of melons
is apparent from Bulletin No. 1145, table 2, as follows:

On unloading Two days later

Commer- Conuncr-
Condilion of melons Carefully cially Carefully cially

handled handled handled handled

Decayed enough to spoil for food.... 0.0% 0.5% 0.4% 6.0%
Molded enough to affect appearance .5 2.4 .3 9.2
Spoiled for food by bruising only * *

3.5 11.7

*not recorded

Home Again

The cruiser yacht Inf.int.i, built for John B.irrymore by
Craig of Long Beach, entering Long Beach harbor

after a two months' cruise.



Marine Equipment
OIL PURIFIERS c^ LIGHT WEIGHT PUMPS

AN ADJUSTABLE WILDCAT ^ ELECTRIC TRUCKS

A Mother Ship for Whalers

Large Battery of De Laval Oil Purifiers Used on Motorship SirJames Clark. Ross

ONE of the most interest-

ing jobs of marine en-

gineering of recent
years is the motorship Sir

James Clark Ross, built for

Hvalfanger Rosshavet, Sand-
efjord, Norway, to mother a
fleet of whaling vessels op-

rated by the owner in the
Antarctic. The vessel has a
deadweight capacity of

slightly over 20,000 tons
which on the outward voy-

age from Norway to the Ant-
arctic is utilized to transport
fuel oil for her own require-

ments and for those of a

fleet of six or seven 120-

foot, steam-driven, oil fired

whalers which she mothers.

As the fuel tanks are gradu-
Above, motorship and whale oil factory Sir

James Clark Ross. At left, the two totally

enclosed vapor-proof De Laval fuel oil puri-

fiers serving the main engines of the Sir

James Clark Ross.

ally emptied during the eleven

months that she is away from home,
they are refilled with whale oil,

so that upon the return voyage she

serves as a transport of this valu-

able commodity.

From the foregoing it is rather

obvious that in point of design, the

Sir James Clark Ros.s closely re-

sembles the conventional oil tanker.

Indeed, in designing her the owner
has borne in mind the possibility

that she may spend the latter part

of her life as a strictly oil carrier

rather than in the service which
she now performs. Yet the vessel

differs radically from other tank-

ers in that her equipment includes

all the apparatus necessary to dis-

sect the sea monsters captured by
the fleet, recover the oil which is

their most valuable product, and
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jiurify it through a battery of sev-

en De Laval oil purifiers.

To facilitate bringing aboard the

whales, which weigh from 70 to 100

tons, the vessel has been built with

a large opening, or skidway, near

the water line at the stern, and the

monsters towed to the parent are

stropped up and hauled aboard
through this opening by means of

two 40-ton steam engines. This en-

tire operation takes only from
eight to ten minutes.

Once aboard the vessel, the

whale quickly ceases to exist as

such and becomes merely so much
oil. A battery of power-driven saws
quickly cuts the carcass into pieces

which can be handled by the ex-

tracting and refining plant. The
residue from this plant is carried

by a conveyor system to either side

of the ship where it is dumped
overboard.

Some idea of the capacity of the

oil refining plant may be obtained

from the fact that, although the

seven De Laval oil purifiers in-

stalled in the ship handle only

such oil as contains more water
than can be removed efficiently by
the refining plant proper, these

seven machines have a rated capa-

city of 5 tons of oil per hour each.

This makes a total oil purification

capacity of 35 tons, or 6250 gal-

lons, an hour.

The Sir James Clark Ross is driv-

en at a maximum speed of nearly

12 knots by two Burmeister and
Wain engines of 1900 brake horse-

power each, while two 150-brake

horsepower engines of the same
make drive a 100-kilowatt generator
each to supply the electrical needs
of the ship. Owing to the necessity
of providing a large amount of

steam for factory operation, much
of the auxiliary equipment is also

steam driven and yet it is arranged
so that when the vessel is under-
way and factory operations are at a
standstill, all auxiliary equipment
may be electrically operated.

The main and auxiliary diesel

engines involve the use of three
De Laval oil purifiers in addition
to those previously mentioned as
being used in the manufacturing
department of the ship. Two of
these are fuel oil purifiers of the
totally enclosed type, while the
other is used to remove impurities
from the lubricating oil.

There are many other interesting
features of this floating oil refin-
ery, including provision for launch-
ing and landing an airplane to as-

f-iJLL

Seven De Laval oil purifiers for removing water from whale oil. Total capacity
35 tons or 6250 gallons per hour.

sist the fleet in sighting whales.
Powei'ful searchlights are fitted on
the wings of the bridge to aid the
fleet in work after darkness, while
a battery of flood lights on the
cleaning deck, where the whole
whales are handled, enables this

work to go on at night as well as
during the day. Radio apparatus
capable of continuously maintain-
ing communication with the home
office in Norway is installed and a
wireless direction finder is provid-
ed.

Again unlike the ordinary tank-
er the Sir James Clark Ross must
provide in her length of 550 feet

accommodations for 225 people.
This includes the ordinary ship's
crew, the factory staff, and the ma-
jor part of the crews of the small
whalers attached to this mother-
ship, since these little vessels are
left in the Antarctic with only
skeleton crews at the end of the
eight-month whaling season.
The success of the De Laval

equipment on the Sir James Clark
Ross is attested to by the fact that
orders have recently been received
for equipping two similar ships
with a total of 26 De Laval oil puri-
fiers.

(De Laval Centrifugal Review)

New Solenoid-Operated Valve

ANEW solenoid-operated valve
for controlling liquids and
gases under pressure has been

announced by the General Electric
Company. Some of the many uses
for which this new valve is design-
ed are for operating steam or air
whistles, for controlling the flow
of brine through cooling pipes in

cold-storage rooms, for remotely or
automatically controlling the sup-
ply of oil or gas to furnaces, for
automatically controlling the flow
of liquids in connection withweigh-
ing machines, and for controlling
the flow of water in cooling jack-
ets on compressors.
The valve body is made of

high-grade castings in two sections
with the upper section fastened to

the lower by bolts. The threads for

the pipe connection are standard
pipe threads. An arrow on the up-
per body casting indicates the di-

rection of flow.

The gland connected to the oper-
ating mechanism is of the rotary
type which reduces the friction

load. The seat and poppet are care-

fully ground to fit and only high-
grade materials, suitable for liquid

or gas that is to be controlled, are
used. The material is distributed
so that a wide seat is obtained, giv-

ing long life and reliable operation.

The valves can be made normally
open or normally closed in the field

by drilling the mounting holes in

the case and transferring the sole-

noid and operating mechanisms to
the opposite side. The valves are of
the unbalanced type and require
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View showing valve mounted on solenoid

case.

little power for operation. A stan-

dard solenoid is used. All of the

coils are designed for continuous

duty and the solenoids are selected

so that there is ample power for

operation. The operating mechan-
ism is so arranged that the sole-

noid plunger is permitted to accel-

erate without load for a fraction

of the stroke, thereby effecting

quick, reliable operation.

A sheet-metal case with a hing-

ed cover encloses the solenoid and
operating mechanism. Suitable
knockouts are provided in the case

for conduit connection.

The following are a number of

the advantages claimed for this de-

vice:

Operating coils are designed for

continuous duty.

Valves are of the unbalanced
type and require little power for

operation.

Valve seats can be ground with-

out removing the valve from the

line.

Rotary-gland design results in

much less wear and friction than
are usual with the reciprocating

type.

Solenoids have more power than
is required to operate the valves.

The operating mechanism is so de-

signed that the solenoid plunger
accelerates without load for a frac-

tion of the stroke, thus effecting

quick and reliable operation.

Minimum number of wearing
jiarts.

Valve seats are wide and design-
ed to provide long life and depend-
able operation.

Solenoids and operating mechan-
isms are supported from the main
section of the valve-body castings.

This sturdy construction removes
all strains from the valve seat and
operating members.

Solenoids and operating mech-
anisms are enclosed in sheet-metal
cases with knockouts suitable for
conduit connection.

Light Weight Propeller Oil Pump
THE rapid advance

in reduction of

space and weight of

essential marine auxil-

iaries is exemplified in

the new vertical 2-stage

marine lubricating oil

pump developed and
manufactured by the
South Phil a d e 1 p h i a

works of the Westing-
house Electric and
Manufacturing Com-
pany. It weighs only
400 pounds as compar-
ed to 4000 pounds for

the conventional screw
pump of equivalent ca-

pacity and is driven by
a direct - connected
single disk turbine op-

erating at 7000 revolu-

tions per minute.
Our illustration

shows, at the right, the

assembled pump ready
to connect on ship-

board. In the same pic-

ture the piece at the right, with the

turbine wheel at the top and the
two-bladed propeller and guide
vanes at the lower end, is the pro-

peller rotating element. The two
smaller pieces in the center consti-

tute the governor rotating element.

The design of the pump affords
unusual accessibility. By simply re-

moving the five through-bolts the
pump can be completely disas-

sembled for cleaning or inspection.

New Electric Tiering Truck
By C. B. Cook

View of case opened showing solenoid and
operating mechanism of the new General-

Electric electrically operated valve.

COMPARATIVELY light but
bulky objects usually require

large areas for storage. This
condition demands the utmost uti-

lization of every inch of floor space

and head room that is available,

with the result that aisles are fre-

quently narrow and congested.

As a result there has been an in-

sistent demand for a medium duty
electric industrial truck to operate,

transport, and tier in very limited

space. To meet this demand, El-

well-Parker has designed a new
model specially suited for opera-
tion in quarters where ordinary
trucks could not be used.

This truck is a three-wheeled ma-
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Truck with elevating rack tilted.

chine, steering with a third wheel,

so that it turns practically within

its own length. Short turning is

further aided by tilting the up-

rights, thereby bringing the load

back over the main portion of the

truck. This inclined position of the

load provides safety for high speed

travel, since the load is retained in

the inclining position. High speed

travel is an important factor in a

truck of this character because the

loads are not e.xtremely heavy, us-

ually weighing from 500 to 2500

pounds. Another very important

feature of this truck is that it will

travel through factory, storage, or

freight car doorways seven feet in

height.

The telescoping feature of the

upright provides for the double e.x-

tension of these uprights, so that

the forks supporting the load can
travel to an upper limit of 96

inches. This feature permits the

Truck leaving pile of tiered merchandise.

stacking of one load on top of two
loads, with the result that all head
room in the warehouse up to the

height of three loads is fully used.

The forks may or may not be pro-

vided with a back rest, depending
upon the character of the goods to

be handled.

All of the usual ElwellParker
standard safety features have been
incorporated in this truck. It is

built of standardized Elwell-Park-

ei' units engineered not only for

this type but for other Elwell-Park-

ers designed for other handling
operations. With this new truck, a

high platform skid is not required,

since the forks need only a 2-inch

clearance beneath the bottom of the

load. A 2x4, or even lighter, cleat

or pallet is all that is required,

which again helps in utilizing all

available head room. One user of

these trucks who tried them out at

the start now has a fleet of twenty-

seven in use, proof of the practi-

cability of the truck in meeting the

demands for which it was designed.

An Adjustable Wildcat for

Saving Wear on Anchor Chains

DEVELOPMENTS in chain

wheels such as wildcats or

chain heads for anchor wind-

lasses—also sprocket wheels for

marine railways and log hauling-

purposes—have now advanced to

the stage of pitch diameter adjust-

ment. On a recently developed chain

wheel made either in the stud-link

or long-link type, the wear of the

chain or wheel may be taken up or

adjusted in a quick and simple

manner to maintain a proper chain

fit so long as the chain is proper

for use. By maintaining a proper

chain fit both the wheel and the

chain last longer.

The old style, solid cast iron

pocketed chain wheels have served

their purpose well until the inside

ends of the chain links become suf-

ficiently worn to ruin the chain

pitch and original fit and then the

chain begins jumping the pockets,

resulting in more quickly ending its

usefulness and hastening its re-

placement.

In the new adjustable pitch

wheel, pitch or fit adjustment can

be made in a few minutes without

removing the wheel from the shaft

or removing the chain from the

wheel, keeping the wheel pitch dia-

meter at the proper ratio to the

chain pitch.

Another advantage in this mod-
ern adjustable wheel is that the

teeth or pocket sections are made
of harder material to better resist

wear, and if necessary can be re-

placed as simply and quickly as

making the adjustment.

The new wheel was developed

and is now manufactured by the

Newhall Chain Forge and Iron

Company of New York.

Book Reviews

LLOYDS REGISTER OF AMERI- by Lloyds Register, New York.

CAN YACHTS. 630 pages and 66 Price $14.00.

lithographed full-page plates of This 29th Annual Edition shows
yacht flags, including 3153 pri- a healthy growth of interest in

vate signals and 554 burgees of yachting, listing 5303 yachts, 518
.vacht clubs. Bound in blue cloth yacht clubs, and 45 yachting asso-

with gold stampings. Published

A fleet of trucks with elevating platfcrir.s at different levels.

381

ciations. During 1930 300 yachts
were added to the list.

An interesting item is Annual
No. 306, Sloop Annie, owned by Dr.

Emmet Ri.xford of San Francisco.

Just entering her 71st year, she is

the oldest American yacht in com-
mission. She was designed and
built by Captain Bob Fish at Pam-
lapo. New Jersey, in 1861, and was
brought to San Francisco on the
deck of the famous sailing ship

Three Brothers.



An Unusual Derrick Barge Feat

Smith-Rice No. j Spots 45 Tons, ijo Feet Above Water

THE photoKTiiphs reproduced on

this pajje illustrate a very un-

usual feat performed recently

at ]\Iare Island Navy Yard by the

Smith Rice derrick barge in lifting

two 43-ton box girders to a height

of 133 feet above the water and
spotting them accurately in place

at that height. These girders are 10

feet wide, 13 feet deep, and 137

feet 6 inches long, and form the

cross member of a traveling crane
that tops the new shipbuilding

ways at the navy yard.

This new ways is to be the build-

ing platform for the new United
States cruiser San Francisco. It is

located adjacent to and parallel

with the existing large ways at the

navy yard.

On one side of the new ways the

tower of the new crane runs on the
same track as the cranes serving
the old ways. On the other side the
tower track is supported by a new
steel structure.

The Judson-Pacific Company
contracted to fabricate and erect

this new steel structure and the
new crane, expecting to use the
huge floating crane at Mare Island
to hoist the members into place. It

was soon apparent that the Mare
Island crane was out of the picture
because, with her deep draft, she
could not get near enough to the
work on account of some under-
water piling in way of the slip.

Charles Rice of the Smith-Rice
Company, Inc., San Francisco, was
then called into consultation and a
method of handling the whole con-
tract was woi-ked out, using the
equipment of Smith-Rice, Inc. This
method retiuired that the boom of
the Smith-Rice derrick barge be
lengthened by 45 feet, making a
steel lattice girder boom 145 feet
long.

The steel legs for supporting the
track truss, the track truss, the
towers, and the cross girders of
the crane were fabricated as units
in the San Francisco plant of the
Judson Pacific Company, trucked to
the waterfront, barged to Mare Is-

land, and erected there by the
help of the derrick barge.

After erection of the new track
truss, the towers, each weighing
approximately 23 tons, were lifted
and braced in position at the out-

Upper illustration shows the Smith-Rice
Derrick Barge No. 3 at the beginning of the
lift. Lower illustration shows 43-ton girder

ready to spot on top of crane towers.

board end of tracks ready to re-

ceive the cross girders. The tops

of these towers in position are 120

feet above the water. It will be
readily realized that some delicate

handling would be required to lift

each 43-ton cross girder and spot it

accurately ready to be riveted in

place on the towers.
The barge was spotted and the

boom set so that the girder when
lifted to the right height would be
as nearly as possible in line. The
barge was held in position by four
anchors and wire cables and two
manila shore lines, each on a se-

parate winch. On a favorable high
tide the girder was lifted and the
barge warped in carefully to spot
the girder.

The operation went through on
schedule, a tribute to the judgment
of Charles Rice, under whose per-
sonal supervision the work was
completed.

These girders were handled by a
seven-part load fall of 1-inch Roeb-
ling 6 by 19, Blue Center steel wire
rope manufactured by John A.
Roebling's Sons Company of Cali-
fornia. Blue Center wire i-ope is

standard equipment in Smith-Rice
derrick barge service.

THE UNITED STATES SHIPPING
BOARD. By Darrell H. Smith
and Paul V. Betters. 6x8 inches;
338 pages; cloth. Published by
Brookings Institution, Washing-
ton, D.C. Price $2.50.

This is No. 63 of a series of ser-

vice monograms of the United
States Government.
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' '-' f ' ' '• - SIGNIFICANT TWIN LAUNCHING

Twin Launching. — On numcr- Gross tonnage (about) 7,200

ous occasions in the history of the
g^..^ ^.p^^.^) .,(. normal draft, knots

Newport News Shipbuilding and (about) 18
Drv Dock Company there have been

twin launchings, probably the out- The vessels have four decks in

standing event of that nature be- t^e hull proper, a combined forc-

ing the launching of the two battle-
castle and bridge, a poop, and

ships Kearsarge and Kentucky on three tiers of steel deck houses

March 24, 1898. If the war-ship- above the bridge deck. They are

building program is excepted, pro- twin screw, have one smoke stack,

bablv the occasions when two sis- »"d ^re built to conform to the re-

ter ships of medium or large size Quirements of the International

have been launched practically sim- Convention for the Safety of Life

ultaneouslv in any of the shipyards at Sea (1929). All spaces available

on either Atlantic or Pacific Coast ^o"" cargo are insulated and are pro-

of the United States are exceed- "^"'dt^d with refrigerated air for the

inglv few, particularly in the last carnage of fruits, particularly ba-

decade. n&n&s.

That is one reason why the twin in the separate compartment aft

launchingof theTalamanca and Se- of the main engine room there is a
govia on August 15. 1931, at New- complete refrigerating plant con-
port News, deserves more than sisting of three sets of carbon di-
passing notice. Another reason is, oxide compressors, etc., which pro-
of course, the fact that they had ^j^e the necessary brine circula-
the honor of being sponsored by ^jon through the air coolers which
Mrs. Herbert Hoover, wife of the

,,,.^ ^-^^^^ -^ ^1^^^^ ^^ ^^^ fourteen
nation s Chief Executive, and chris-

^^.^.^ carrying compartments. Mo-
tened with water collected from ^ j t t-t.^ j •

„ , , . tor driven tans are fitted in con-
various rivers m Central America. • .• -ii. xi. •

i ^„ 4. t iu 1 u- A- junction with these air coolers to
Present at the launching was a dis- • , . -j i, , , .

tinguished gathering of diplomatic
circulate said air through ducts

representatives from all the Central
earned all around each compart-

American countries to which the '"ent. The refrigerating plant is

vessels will trade when they go into capable of maintaining a tempera-

service, ture of 53 degrees Fahrenheit for

The Talamanca and Segovia are fruit and of reducing the tempera-

the first of a fleet of six sister tare of a full cargo of bananas to

ships now under construction for that temperature in approximately

the United Mail Steamship Com- twenty-four hours under tropical

pany of Boston, a subsidiary of the conditions. There is also a separ-

United Fruit Co. Three of the ves- ate ammonia type plant for use with
sels are being built by the Newport a special cargo space which is pro-

News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock vided at the after end of the main
Company, the third to be named deck.

Chiriqui and to be launched the lat- _ . . . , , .
'

J. ,, • Provision is also made for carrv-
ter part of this year. , • n ,

'

The principal dimensions and "^^ f "^J-^l
'^^^/f- fP^'lf^^ 'f^'f!

particulars are as follows:
^^atches being fitted in No 2 hold

,, A.n'i^" to allow railroad iron and large
Length over-all 447 ^.^^_^^^ ^^ machinery to be shipped.
Length on water line 430 Accommodations are provided
Length between perpendiculars.^. for about 115 first-class passengers

'-"

in 61 rooms, and two special suites

Beam 60 containing a sitting room, state-

Depth to upper deck 34'0" room, and private bath. The public

Load draft 24'6" rooms will be quite extensive for

Displacement at load draft, tons. this type of vessel, including large

11,000 entrance lobbies, a library, lounge,
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smoking room, dining room to seat
entire passenger list, and a glass-

enclosed deck ballroom. The design
of all the public spaces and their

appointments and furniture will be
modern Spanish. There is a perman-
ent outdoor swimming pool and
large promenade space. Practically

all the galley equipment will be
electrically operated.

The propulsion n^achinery is tur-

bo-electric, with the main turbo-

generators and two propulsion mo-
tors, one for each of the two shafts.

Steam will be furnished by four
oil-buining Babcock & Wilcox wa-
ter-tube boilers which operate un-
der forced draft and are fitted

with superheaters. The working
pressure is 350 pounds and the su-

perheaters will give about 250 de-

grees superheat. The machinery is

capable of developing 10,500 brake
horsepower. Main turbines, genera-
tors, and motors were supplied by
the General Electric Company,
which firm also supplied the aux-
iliary electric plant which consists
of three 600-kilowatt geared tur-

bine generating sets.

The vessels are being built un-
der the special survey of the Am-
erican Bureau of Shipping for their

highest classification. They will

embody all applicable requirements
of the International Convention
and those of the Shipping Board,
whose loan fund has made their
building possible. The other three
vessels for the United Mail Steam-
ship Company are under construc-
tion at Bethlehem Shipbuilding
Corp., Quincy, Mass. Three of the
six vessels are for operation on the
San Francisco-Central America
run and three are scheduled for the
Atlantic Coast run.

To Repair Fireboats.—According
to a report from Seattle, the City
Council is figuring on extensive

repairs to the fireboats Alki and
Snoqualmie. Repairs to the Alki
are said to be estimated at $60,000.

She is a gasoline-engine powered
120-foot vessel, built in December
1927. The Snoqualmie is an old ves-

sel and in need of general repairs.

The work will be done in a Seattle

yard.
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Keels Laid for Panama - INIail

Vessels. — Keels were laid on June
22 and Au^rust 4 for the first two of
the four twin-screw express liners

for the Panama Mail Steamship
Company, San Francisco, under
contract with the Federal Ship-
building and Urydock Company,
Kearney, New Jersey. The four ves-
sels are for operation between San
Francisco and Los Angeles to New
York via the Panama Canal and
central American ports. The con-
struction has been possible through
the award of a mail contract on tiii^

San Francisco-Central American
route. The company is a subsidiary
of W. R. Grace & Company.

The vessels will be 508 feet long,

72 feet beam, and will be propelled
by two 6000-horsepower General
Electric geared turbines, and aux-
iliaries will be electrified by Gen-
eral Electric equipment.

Each ship will have a loaded
speed of 19 knots. At sea, the sup-
ply of auxiliary electricity will nor-
mally be from two 500-kiiowatt
generators attached to the reduc-
tion gears of the propulsion equip-
ment, but this electricity may also
be obtained from two 500-kiiowatt
turbine generator sets. The latter

two sets will float on the electric

system when the vessel is operating
at the higher speeds, but, when the
speed drops below 70 per cent, of
maximum, the turbine generator
sets will automatically take over
the electric load of the auxiliaries.
In port, electricity will be supplied
from a 200-kilowatt turbine genera-
tor set.

under the appropriation of $200,

000.

School Ship Reconditioning Bids.—Bids were opened at the office of
the Navy Department, Washington,
D.C., on August 20 for recondition-
ing the school ship California
State, now at Mare Island Navy
Yard. The vessel, the former Henry
County, a Lake-type vessel, has
been transferred from the Shipping
Board to the Navy Department, and
will be reconditioned and turned
over to the State of California for
use as a training vessel for mer-
chant marine cadets. The bids were
as follows:

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp..
Ltd., San Francisco, $219,000 and
120 days; General Engineering &
Drydock Co., Oakland, $285,000;
United Engineering Co., San Fran-
cisco, $254,922.

Contract was awarded to Bethle-
hem on the basis of low bid, with
some changes to bring the cost

Large Repair Job — Todd Dry
Docks, Inc.. Seattle, has obtained

a large repair job on the steamship
Bellingham of the Tacoma Oriental

Steamship Company. The Belling-

ham was damaged in collision with
a Japanese steamer while in the
Orient. Repairs will necessitate the

removal of more than 30 plates for

fairing and replacement and the
building of a new stem.

Recondition Yacht for Pilot Ser-
vice. — The San Francisco Bay Pi-

lots are reported to have purchased
the auxiliary yacht Zodiac for

pilot service. The yacht will be
brought to San Francisco from the
Atlantic Coast and reconditioned
for her new service. It is reported
that work will include the installa-

tion of a new engine, changes in

the cabins and crew quarters, deck-
houses, rigging, and hull at an es-

timated cost of $50,000.

Welded Lighter Launched.—The
U.S. Navy Yard, Mare Island, Cali-

fornia, i-ecently completed an all-

welded garbage lighter, YC16, for
service at San Pedro.
The YC16 has been built without

the use of a single rivet. The fab-
rication of the parts of the vessel
was carried out without the use of
assembly bolts, so that no punched
holes were necessary. Little six-

year-old Katherine Riche.v, daugh-
ter of Commander T. B. Richey, of
the production department, was the
sponsor at the launching.

Two High Speed Launches. —
The Crowley Launch & Towboat
Company of San Fi'ancisco is con-
templating the construction of two
50-ft., 150-horsepower launches for
San Francisco Bay use. The laun-
ches will be used principally for
conveying visitors to the battle-
ships from Pier 14 to the fleet when
it is anchored in Battleship Row.
They will each accommodate 100
passengers. The launches will be
powered with Hall-Scott gasoline
engines and will probably be built
by Nunes Brothers, Sausalito.

Police Boat Building.—Anderson
& Cristofani, well known boat
building firm of San Francisco, is

working on the construction of a
66-ft., twin screw, police boat for
the San Francisco Police Depart-
ment. The work is progressing sat-
isfactorily, and the boat will be de-
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livered in September. She has a
beam of 13ft. 9in. and is 6ft. 7in.
deep. She is of the cruiser type with
deck structure containing the pilot
house forward and a main saloon
amidships. A galley equipped with
Flamo natural gas is located for-
ward of the saloon. Below deck are
located two staterooms in the after
cabin with adjoining bath. Offi-
cers' quarters are forward of the
engine room space. The vessel is to
be equipped with hot and cold run-
ning water and electric auxiliaries.
The launch will be powered by

two 175-horsepower Hall-Scott gaso-
line engines operating on two
screws.

This yard is also building, at the
present time, a 32ft. hunting barge
for Herbert Hogrefe, former owner
of the Funrunner. General repairs
to workboats, fishing boats, and
pleasure craft keep this yard busy
and ready for any type of wooden
boat building.

Contract Awarded on Mail Sub-
vention. — Contract was awarded
August 20 by the Post Office De-
partment, W. Irving Glover. Assis-
tant Postmaster-General, Washing-
ton, D.C., for the carriage of United
States mail between Seattle and
Tampico, Mexico, Puerto Colombia,
Colombia, via Kingston, Jamaica,
on a schedule of not less than 12
nor more than 24 trips a year.
The Gulf Pacific Mail Line, Ltd.,

of San Francisco, was low bidder
on a basis of $2.00 for Class 6 ve.s-
sels and $3.50 for Class 5. Lucken-
bach Steamship Company of New
York bid $2.25 for carriage in Class
6 and $3.75 for Class 5.

The contractor for this route will
be required to construct two vessels
capable of maintaining a speed of
13 knots an hour. These vessels
must be placed in service as Class
5 vessels within one year from the
beginning of the contract. One new
vessel of Class 5, capable of main-
taining 13 knots and of a gross ton-
nage of 3200 tons, must be con-
structed and placed in service with-
in three years of the beginning of
the contract.

Bids were opened in the offices
of the Postmaster General W. Irv-
ing Glover August 17 and contract
awarded August 20 for carriage of
mails on the route from New York
to Rotterdam from Baltimore bv
Newport News and Norfolk to Rot-
terdam, and from New York to Ant-
werp, and from Baltimore by New-
port News and Norfolk to Antwerp,
or from Boston or Philadelphia to
Rotterdam or Antwerp. The sched-
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ule provides for not less than 72

nor more than 108 trips a year. The

American Diamond Lines, Inc., New
York, submitted the only bid on

this contract, it being $2.50 per

mile for Class G vessels, $4 per mile

for Class 5, $6 for Class 4, $8 for

Class 3, and $12 for Class 1. This

is the maximum under the Mer-

chant Marine Act of 1928.

The other route for which con-

tract was awarded covers a run

from Mobile or other East Gulf

ports to Havre, Liverpool, Manches-

ter, Glasgow, and Belfast. The Wa-
terman Steamship Corp., Mobile,

made the only bid on this second

route, the maximum bid allowed

under the Merchant Marine Act

being the one submitted.

Ml

Sale Contract Approved. — Ap-
proval of the terms and conditions

of the sales contract covering sale

of the American Diamond Lines to

the Black Diamond Steamship Coi"-

poration of New York was granted

by the Shipping Board July 28. The
sale, which was agreed to under a

resolution dated June 3, 1931, is to

be made in consideration of $1,660,-

181.25 under terms to guarantee

performance of conditions set forth

in a proposed ocean mail contract

covering the route served by this

line.

The price is predicated upon per-

formance by the purchaser of cer-

tain improvements to the line which
will consist in the construction of

five sixteen-knot steamers during a

ten-year period, and the reconstruc-

tion of five of the present steam-

ers to give them speeds of thirteen

knots. In the event these improve-

ments are not effected, the sales

price will be at the rate of $28.65 a

ton instead of $16.25 a ton.

The line consists of twelve typi-

cal 10-knot cargo vessels, having an

aggregate tonnage of 102,165 dead-

weight.

Steamship Sold. — Sale of the

steamship Eastern Sword to Cap-
tain C. Poulacos, on behalf of the

Colonel Steamship Corporation, of

New York, for the sum of $54,000

was approved by the Shipping
Board August 11, with the under-

standing that the vessel be convert-

ed to a bulk cargo carrier at a cost

of not less than $35,000. Payment
for the vessel will be on the basis

of $30,000 cash, with the balance

payable in three equal annual in-

stallments. The ship is to be used

between North Atlantic and Gulf
of Mexico ports of the United
States. The Eastern Sword is a

steel cargo steamer of 5532 dead-

weight tons. She is laid up at Sta-

ten Island, having been inactive

since June, 1924.

Mail Route Certified. — Certifi-

cation of the type, size, and speed

of vessels required for the main-

tenance of a line for the transpor-

tation of railway freight cars be-

tween New Orleans and Havana
was forwarded to the Postmaster-

General by the Shipping Board Au-

gust 11. Frequency of service dur-

ing the first two years of the pro-

posed ocean mail contract will be

50 a year, and thereafter 100 a

year. At the outset, vessels of 6500

deadweight tons capable of 13 knots

sea speed and having capacity for

90 freight cars will be acceptable,

but at the close of the first two

year period the contractor will be

required to add two new vessels of

the same size and capacity, but cap-

able of 14 knot speed.

Big Repair Contract. — The Bur-

rard Drydock Company. North

Vancouver, British Columbia, was
awarded the contract for repairing

the Canadian National passenger

vessel Prince David, which went

ashore near Point Wilson July 31

and was extensively damaged. Bids

were submitted for the work, the

Burrard yard bidding low at $98,-

770. Repairs will consist of remov-

ing and replacing forty plates and

other damaged parts, and will re-

quire 46 days' time.

Battleship Machinery Contract

Awarded. — Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Co. has been

awarded contract for the propulsion

machinery to replace the electric

type propulsion machinery now in-

stalled in the battleships New
Mexico. Order was also placed for

machinery for the battleships Mis-

sissippi and Idaho. The vessels are

to be reconditioned by the Navy at

an approximate cost of $10,000,000

each. While the amount of the

Westinghouse contract has not

been made public, it is doubtless

the largest single contract awarded
for marine machinei-y in at least a

decade.

The present propulsion machin-
eryinstallation in the warships will

be replaced by geared turbines

which will be designed along the

most modern lines and will take

full advantage of the latest usage
of high pressures and superheats.

been tied up in San Francisco Bay
since 1924, has been sold to the

Pacific and Orient Company of

Los Angeles Harbor and has been

towed to Long Beach. It is reported

that the vessel will be recondition-

ed for service between Los Angeles

Harbor and Mexican ports. The
vessel is to be re-engined, diesels

to be employed. She will also be

equipped with a limited amount of

refrigerator space.

Recondition Freighter. — The old

rum-runner Quadra, which has

Bids Submitted for United States

Lines. — Paul W. Chapman, presi-

dent of the United States Lines, has

submitted to the Shipping Board a

special offer under which the Uni-

ted States Lines may be operated

under the present ownership with

the financial assistance and back-

ing of R. Stanley Dollar, San Fran-

cisco and Kenneth D. Dawson, of

Portland, Oregon. Under this pro-

position, sailings of the Leviathan

would be reduced to seven 'round

voyages a year instead of the pres-

ent requirement of seventeen, and

a guarantee of complete construc-

tion of two vessels now being built

for the North Atlantic trade by the

New York Shipbuilding Company.
In addition, the line would continue

to operate the President Harding
and President Roosevelt between

New York and Hamburg on the pre-

sent schedule. The America and the

George Washington would probably

be tied up, and negotiations are

now under way to transfer the

steamship Republic to the United

States Army transport service.

Under original bids for the sale

of the United States Lines opened
August 13, the Roosevelt-Interna-

tional Mercantile Marine Company
bid $12,000,000 to be paid in notes.

For the purpose of operating the

line, a new company would be form-

ed.

Under Chapman's original pro-

posal, as submitted to the Shipping

Board August 13, it was proposed

to turn back to the Shipping Board
the steamers Leviathan, George
Washington, and America, for

which a credit of $8,086,500 would

be received, representing the orig-

inal purchase price of $10,782,000

less 25 per cent. Under such agree-

ment, the United States Lines

would continue to operate the Le-

viathan on a percentage basis.

The terms of the proposal of the

Chapman-Dollar-Dawson interests

were made known to the Roosevelt-

I.M.M. Lines, and the settlement of

the affairs of the United States

Lines were to be discussed further

at Shipping Board meetings.



Progress of Construction
The following Report Covers the Shipbuilding Work in Progress at the Leading

Shipyards of the United States as of August i, igi,i

Pacific Coast

BERG SHIPBUILDING CO.,
28th Ave., N.W., Seattle, Wn.

Survey vessel for Hawaii for tlic U. S.

Army Engineers Office, San Francisco; 65
X 16; 40 tons displ.; Atlas-Imperial diescl.

Not named, wooden hull, passenger and
cargo motorship for U. S. Dept. of Inter-
ior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Poison Bldg.,
Seattle, Wn., for Alaska Service; 210 L.B.P.;
41 molded beam; 2\'b" molded depth; 16
loaded draft; 1200 B.H.P. Mcintosh 6? Sey-
mour diesel eng.; 14 knots speed.

CRAIG SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Long Beach, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: F. W. Philpot.
Velero HI, hull 153, twin-screw, all-steel

cruiser for G. Allan Hancock, Los Angeles-
19J' L.O.A.; 190' L.W.L.; 30' beam; 1 r9"
mean draft; two 6-cyl., 850-S.H.P. Winton
diesel engs.; 153<4 knots speed; 9500 mi.
cruising radius; keel June 16/30, launched
4/2/31; delivered 7/15/31.
Samona II, hull 154, twin-screw, steel

yacht for W. J. Hole of Los Angeles; L. E.
Geary, Seattle, designer; 146 ft. long; 23.5
beam; 10.5 draft; two 500 H.P. Winton die-

sel engs.; keel 3/15/31; launched 6/25/31;
left plant on maiden trip 7/31/31.

GENERAL ENGINEERING & DRY
DOCK CO.

Oakland, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: A. Wanner.

W. M. Wightman, boarding tug for Quar-
antine Division, Public Health Service, San
Francisco; 60'10" over-all; 15 beam; 7'2"

depth; 120 HP. Fairbanks-Morse diesel

eng.; l.iunchcd 6/18/31; deliver 7/1/31 est.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY,
Oakland, Calif.

Columbine, hull 180. lighthouse tender
for U. S. Department of Commerce, Light-

house Bureau; 112'2" L.B.P.; 25 molded
beam; 9J/2 naut. mi. speed; diesel-electric

engs.; keel 4/23/31; launched 7/27/31;
deliver 9/31 est.

San Diego, hull 181, steel screw, double-
end, diesel-electric, automobile ferry for

San Diego-Coronado Ferry Co.; 204'11"

L.O.A.; 43'6" breadth at deck; Atlas-Im-

perial diesel; keel 5/28/31; launch 8/20/31
est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Bremerton, Wash.

Astoria, light cruiser CL-34 fur Unit-

ed States Navy; 10,000 tons displacement;

keel 9/1/30; deliver 4/1/33 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Mare Island, Calif.

San Francisco, light cruiser CL-38 for

United States Navy; 10,000 tons displace-

ment.

Repairs, Pacific Coast
BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,

Ltd., Union Plant

Drydock, clean, paint, misc. repairs:

stmrs. Tascalusa, City of ILos Angeles,
Eureka, Shabonee, Malolo, Horace Lucken-
bach. President Hayes, m.s. Kern, Redline,
Herbjorn. Brunswick, State Dredge No. 3,

Pacific Coast Dredging Co. No. 3, tug
Gov. Irwin, tug F.A. Douty, tug Sea
Witch, launches Olympic, Columbus. 4
sets metallic packing: stmt. Argyll. Pipe
repairs: Tahama. Boiler repairs: stmr. Te-
jon. One tailshaft, one cast iron hub, one
manganese bronze blade: stmr. Deroche.
Misc. repairs: stmr. Point Chico, San
Mateo, Point Palmas. San Jose, Makura,
Suriname. Watsonville, Tejon, Tamaha,
Melville Dollar. Deroche, Pacific Redwood,
m.s. Silveray. Zaragoza, launches Costa
Rica No. 1, Akcbona III, Standard, Daiho
II, Standard II, Cleopatra, Success, New
Monterey No. 2, Ubuyu Maru, Green-
land, whaler Clcmcntc.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY,
Oakland, Calif.

Drydock, clean, paint: W. P. Barge No.
2 (also renewed fenders and bulwark .stan-

chions), tug Payson (misc. deck and en-
gine repairs), R. M. Woodward (also re-

newed shell plating, misc. engine repairs),
stmr. Malikn (also welded in way of stern
frame and boss plates, overhaul sea valves,
repacked stern gland, removed propeller
blades, faired and reset pitch), stmr.
Alaskan (repaired anchor chains, repacked
stern gland, caulked misc. rivets and seam.

other engine and deck repairs), stmr. Gol-

den Tide (renewed shoe on bottom of

transverse frame in afterpeak tank, fitted

angles in oxter shoe, renewed rivets in

afterpeak tank top, caulked and welded
other misc. rivets), Crowley barge No. 3

(also caulked seams and butts), stmr.

Frances (also misc. engine and hull work),
tug A. G. Wells (also caulked and welded
misc. rivets and seam, overhaul sea valves,

lined up tail shaft, renewed .sea strainers),

stmr. Mexican (also caulked and welded
rivets in forepeak tank, installed patch on
deck and other misc. engine and deck re-

pairs), stmr. Sutherland (overhauled sea
valves, repacked stern gland, overhaul gen-
erator engine and circulating pump, re-

newed hatch battens, misc. repairs), stmr.

Jacox (also ranged anchor chains, repair

forepeak and No. 1 tank D.B., repairs to

rudder, overhaul sea valves, other misc. re-

pairs). Bay Cities Barge No. 6, (also

caulked misc. scams and butts), stmr.

Pennsylvanian (also repacked stern gland,

renewed fair water plates on rudder, ranged
anchor chains and repaired same, caulked
misc. rivets and .seam), ferry Golden West
(changed propeller, misc. repairs), stmr.
Dakotan (caulked misc. rivets and seam,
faired tip of one propeller blade), stmr.
Golden Wall (removed wheel, drew tail

shaft, repacked stern gland, caulked misc.

rivets and seam), stmr. Elizabeth (renewed
seating under boiler, repaired boiler, other
misr. engine and deck repairs), Voco (dry-
dock, clean, paint, general overhaul). Kan-
san (also caulked rivets and seam and other
misc. rennirs). .stmr. Oregonian (misc. re-

pairs). Willzipo (misc. repairs). Drvdock
and damage repairs: W. P. Barge No. 1.

Drydock and resecured propeller: stmr.

Liikc Frances.

TODD DRY DOCKS, INC.,
Harbor Island, Seattle

Engine repairs: m.s. Canada. Drydock-
ing, cleaning, painting, misc.: stmr. Char-
cas, stmr. Everett. Voyage repairs, etc.:

stmr. Lena, President Cleveland. Misc.
repairs: stmr. Lena Luckenbach, stmr. San
Bernardino, stmr. San Clementc, stmr. San
Lucas, stmr. Yorkmar.

UNITED STATES NAVY YARD,
Bremerton, Wn.

Drydock and misc. repairs: Maryland,
California, Texas, Louisville. Aaron Ward,
Rathburne. Misc. repairs incidental to op-

eration of district craft: Mahopac. Tatnuck,
Swallow, Challenge, Pawtucket, Sotoyorao.
Fitted out as School Ship for State of New
York: Procyon.

Atlantic, Lakes, Rivers

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY
Pittsburgh, Penn.

Purchasing Agent: W. G. A. Millar.

Ten barges for Inland Waterways Corp.,

Washington, D.C.; 300 x 48 x 1 1 ft.; deliver

May 14 to Dec. 10. 1931: 10 keels laid;

7 launched; 6 delivered.

BATH IRON WORKS
Bath, Maine

Trudione, hull 138. steel yacht, owner
net named; 190 L.OA. 154 L.W.L.; 26
beam; two 800 B.H.P Bessemer diesels:

keel 6/10/30; launched 4/10/31; deliver

11/1/31 est.

Caroline, hull 141, twin-screw diesel

vacht, owner not named, 286 ft. length; 3000
H.P. diesel eng.; keel 9/1/30; launched
7/18/31; deliver 8/15/31 est.

Felicia, hull 145, twin screw steel

yacht, owner not named; 140 L.B.P.; 24'10"

beam: 8'6" draft; 14 knots speed; two 400
H.P. diesel engs.; keel 3/30/31; launched
8/1/31; deliver 8/16/31 est.

Hull 147. ^.vin screw, steel patrol boat for

U.,S. Cfiast Guard: 165 ft. long; diesel eng.;

keel 5/1/31; deliver 11/29/31 est.

Hull 148, same as above; keel 5/6/31;
deliver 12/24/31 est.

Hull 149, same as above; keel 5/9/31;
deliver 1/18/32 est.

Hull 150. same as above; keel 5/14/31;
deliver 2/12/32 est.

Hull 151. same as above; keel 5/20/31;
deliver 3/9/32 est.

Hull 152. .same as above; keel 7/22/31;
deliver 4/3/32 est.

Hull 153, same as above; keel 9/15/31
est.; deliver 4/28/32 est.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION, FORE

RIVER PLANT,
Quincv, Mass.

Northampton, light cruiser CL-26. for

United States Navv: 10.000 tons displace-

ment: launch Sept. 7/29 est.

Portland, light cruiser CL-3 3, same
as above; deliver 8/15/32 est.
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Mariposa, hull 1440, stcccl express pas-

senger steamer for Oceanic Steamship Co.

(Matson Nav. Co.) San Francisco; 632
length; 79' beam; 22,000 gr. tons: lO'/z

knots; 3 steam turbines; 22,000 S.H.P.; 12

W. T. boilers; launched 7/18/31.
Monterey, hull 1441, sister to above.

Lurline, hull 1447. sister to above.

Not named, ferryboat for City of Boston;

172 ft. long; 172'4" over guards; 40'8"

beam; 16'10" depth; 2 comp. steam eng.;

Scotch boilers; 11' dia. x 13'; 150 lbs. work-

ing pressure.

Antigua, hull 1444, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail

Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34

depth; 24 loaded draft; 17'/2 knots speed;

10.940 tons displacement; 7200 gr. tons

turbo-electric propulsion; 10.500 I.H.P.;

launch 10/2 5/31 est.

Quirigua, hull 1445, sister to above;

launch 11/14/31 est.

Veragua, hull 1446, sister to above;
launch 12/12/31 est.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,
LTD..

Baltimore, Md.
Hull 4286, steel barge for Bu«h Ter-

minal Co., 792 gr. tons; launched 5/5/31.
Hull 4288. coastwise diesel oil tanker

for Standard Transportation Co.. 262x45x15
ft., Mcintosh 6? Seymour dicsels.

CHARLESTON DRYDOCK &
MACHINERY CO.,

Charleston, S.C.

One all-welded steel yacht, owner not

named; 50 x 1 3 ft.; diescl eng.; keel 11/30;
deliver at Savannah 6/15/31 est.

COLLINGWOOD SHIPYARDS, LTD.,
Collingwood, Ontario

Purchasing Agent: E. Podmore.
Not named, hull 87. hydrographic survey

vessel for Canadian Government; 214
L.B.P.; 36 beam; 12 mi. loaded speed: twin
screw, TE engs.: 1200 I.H.P.; 2 Scotch
boiler.s. 13'6" diam; keel 8/31 est.

Repairs: Drawing tail shaft for examina-
tion: yacht Vcnetia.

DEFOE BOAT 8C MOTOR WORKS,
Bay City, Mich.

Purchasing Agent: W. E. Whitehouse.
Lenore. hull 148. wood vacht. for

S. L. Averv. Chicago: 9r6" LB. P.: 15'9"

beam; 4'6" loaded draft; 85 D.W.T.; 24
mi. per hour speed: 1000 I.HP. diesel

eng.; keel 4/1/31; launched 7/10/31; de-
livered 7/18/31.

DRAVO CONTRACTING COMPANY,
Pittsburg, Pa., and Wilmington, Del.

Hulls 995-997 incl.. three diesel stern-

wheel towboats for stock; 2 delivered.

Hulls 1086 to 1115, inch, 30 hopper-type
steel coal barges: for stock; 175 x 26 x 11

ft.; 26 delivered.

Hull 1118, steel oil barge for Atlantic
Refining Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; 192x40x
11'9".

Hulls 1119-1128, inch, 10 steel dump
scows for American Dredging Co., Phila-
delphia; delivered.

Hulls 1129-1130 inch, two 32-inch .steel

suction dredges for U.S. Engineers Office,

Memphis. Tenn,: 214x46x9'5"; two TE
steam engs,: 1200 HP.
DUBUQUE BOAT & BOILER WORKS,

Dubuque, Iowa
Herbert Hoover, twin tunnel screw river

towboat for U.S. Army Engineers; 215 ft.

long, 42 ft. beam; two Mcintosh 6? Sey-
mour diesel engs.; 2600 H.P.; launched
7/2/31.

Self-propelled. 16-inch suction, pipe-line

dredge for U. S. Engineers Office, Vicks-
burg. Miss.

The modern Americ.in tr.nikr diin.inds the

same conveniences nfloat as he enjoys

ashore. Here is one of the completely tiled

bathrooms in first class passenger accommo-
dations on the S.S. President Hoover.

FEDERAL SHIPBUILDING & DRY
DOCK COMPANY

Kearny, N. J.

Purchasing Agent, R. S. Page.

Not named, hull 121, combination pas-

senger and freight steamer for Panama Mail
Steamship Company, San Francisco (W. R.

Grace 6? Co., subsidiary), 484 L.B.P.; 72
beam; 26'1" loaded draft; 18.5 knots loaded

speed; 7150 D.W.T.; 12.600 I.H.P. tur-

bines; 2 hollers: keel 6/22/31.
Not named, hull 122, sister to above;

keel 8/4/31.
Not named, hull 123. sister to above for

Grace Steamship Co.. New York.
Not named, hull 124. sister to above.

GREAT LAKES ENGINEERING
WORKS,

River Rouge, Michigan

Hull 276, self-propelled canal barge for

Ford Motor Co.; 290 x 43 x 10 ft.: 12

knots loaded speed; 2000 D.W.T.: twin

screw, geared turbined 1600 I.H.P.; 2

watertube boiler.s; keel 3/15/31; launched
5/9/31: delivered 7/30/31.

Hull 277. sister to above, keel 3/25/31:
launch 5/16/31; delivered 7/30/31.

R. H. Goode. hull 278, tug for Dunbar &
Sullivan Dredging Co.; 90 L.B.P.; 24'6"

beam; 13 loaded draft: 12 loaded speed;

comp. steam eng. 750 I.H.P.; 1 14-ft.

Scotch boiler: keel 5/2 3/31; launched 6/
26/31; delivered 7/23/31.

HOWARD SHIPYARDS & DOCK
COMPANY,

Jeffersonville, Ind.

Purchasing Agent, W. H. Dickey.

Huckleberry Finn, hull 1691, river tow-

boat for Inland Waterwavs Corp., Wash-
ington, D.C.: 196 ft. L.O A.; 42 molded
beam; 6 molded depth; 1000 H.P. comp.
condensing eng.; keel 4/28/31; launch

7/15/31 est.; deliver 12/21/31 est.

One steel maneuver boat hull for U. S.

Engineers Office. Cincinnati; complete with

derrick: 75 x 24 x 4'6"; keel 6/25/31;
launch 7/23/31 est.; deliver 8/15/31 est.

Ml

MARIETTA MANUFACTURING CO..
Point Pleasant, W. Va.

Purchasing Agent: S. C. Wilhclm.
Five cargo barges for Inland Water-

ways Corp.; 230 x 45 x 11 ft.

Captain Meriwether Lewis, dredge, for

U. S. Engineers Office, Washington, D.C.;

260 X 50 X 8'6''.

Captain William Clark, same as above.

MIDLAND BARGE COMPAN*/
Midland, Pa.

Five barges for Inland Waterways, Corp.,

Washington, DC: 230 x 45 x 11 ft.; 4
keels laid: launched.

Three barges for U.S.A. Engineers, Mo-
bile, Ala.; 100 X 24 X 7 ft.

NASHVILLE BRIDGE COMPANY,
Nashville, Tenn.

Purchasing Agent, R. L. Baldwin.
Hull 248. pile driver for U.S. Engineers,

Memphis; 80 L.B.P.; 27 beam; 4 depth;
1 horisontal type boiler, 46" dia., 28'0"

length: keel 1/12/31; launched 3/5/31.
Hull 249, same as above; keel 1/17/31;

launched 3/16/31.
Hull 250, dredge for Sternberg Dredging

Co.; 150x50x7'10" depth; keel 3/12/31;
launched 6/3/31.

Hull 255, barge for Sternberg Dredging
Co.; 100 X 26 x 6'6"; keel 6/22/31 est.;

launch 7/25/31 est.

Hull 256, oil barge for stock; 140 L.B.P.;

26 beam; 8 depth; keel 6/4/31; launch
7/10/31 est.

Hull 257. same as above; keel 6/10/31;
launch 7/20/31 est.

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING &
DRYDOCK COMPANY

Newport News, Va.

Purchasing Agent: Jas. Plummer, 90
Broad Street. New York City .

President Hoover, hull 3 39, passenger and
freight liner for Dollar Steamship Co., San
Francisco: 653 L.O.A.; 81 beam; 52 depth;
turbo-electric drive; 20 knots spcced; keel

3/25/30; launched 12/9/30; delivered
7/11/31.

President Coolidge, hull 340, sister to

above; keel 4/22/30; launched 2/21/31;
deliver 10/31 est.

Talamanca, hull 344, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail
Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34
depth; 24 loaded draft; 17J/2 knots speed;

10.940 tons displacement; turbo-electric pro-

pulsion; 10,500 I.H.P.: keel 2/2/31; launch
8/15/31 est. dehver 1/32 est.

Segovia, hull 345. sister to above; keel

3/9/31; launch 8/15/31 est.; delivery 4/32
est.

Chiriqui, hull 346, sister to above; keel

4/27/31; launch 12/31 est; deliver 7/32
est.

Ranger, hull 353. Aircraft Carrier No.
4 for U. S. Navy Dept.; keel 12/31 est.:

deliver Mar./34 est.

Not named, hull 3 50, passenger and
freight vessel for Eastern Steamship Lines,

India Wharf. Boston. Mass.; 402'9" L.O.A.;
60 beam; 29'9" depth; 20-22 knots; single

reduction Newport News-Parsons geared
turbines: Babcock &? Wilcox boilers; keel

7/21/31; deliver 5/32 est.

Not named, hull 351. sister to above;
keel 9/31 est.; deliver 6/32 est.

NEW YORK SHIPBUILDING CO.
Camden, N. J.

Purchasing Agent: J. W. Meeker.
Excambion. hull 397. passenger and cargo

steamers for Export .Steamship Corp., New
York; 450x61'6"x42'3"; keel 10/25/30;
launched 5/28/31: delivered 8/4/31.

Indianapolis, hull 399. light cruiser No.
3 5 for United States Navy: 10,000 tons
displacement; keel Mar. 31/30.
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Not named, hull 405, passenger and cargo
vessel for United States Lines, New York
666 L.B.P.; 86' beam; 32' loaded draft max •

20 knots speed: 12,000 D.W.T.; geared tur-
bines, 30,000 S.H.P.; 6 B. 6»> W. boilers-
keel 12/6/30; launch 12/1/31 est.- deliver
6/32 est.

Not named, hull 406, passenger and car-
go vessel, same as above; keel 1/20/31.

Tuscaloosa, hull 407, Scout Cruiser No.
37 for U. S. Navy Department, Washing-
ton, D.C: 578 L.B.P.: 60' 1 1/2" molded
beam: 21'7" loaded draft: 10,000 tons
displ.; geared turbines: 107.000 I. HP.; 8
sectional express boilers; keel 10/31 est.

1HE PUSEY & JONES CORP.,
Wilmington, Del.

Purchasing Agent: James Bradford.

Richmond, hull 1051, steel harbor tug-
boat for The Chesapeake Ohio Railway Co
102'6" L.B.P.; 28 beam; 10'6" loaded draft-
1000 I.H.P. steam engs.; 1 Scotch boiler,
16x12 ft.; 160 lbs. wk. press; keel 2/12/31-
launched 5/5/31; deliver 7/25/31; com-
pleted 7/29/31.

Jersey Shore, hull 1053. steel hull and
steel superstructure for auto carrying ferry-
boat for Delaware-New Jersey Ferry Co -

174'7" L.B.P.; 58 beam: 9'3" loaded
draft; diesel machinery and other work by
owners: keel 5/26/31; launched 7/30/31.

SPEDDEN SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Baltimore, Maryland

Purchasing Agent: W. J. Collison.

Not named, hull 271, tug for U. S PuWic
Health Service: 100 L.B.P.; 22 beam- U ft
loaded draft; 2 230-H.P. Fairbanks-Morse
diesel engs.; Westinghouse generators; 400
H.P. motor; keel 8/1/31 est.: launch
12/1/31 est.: deliver 7/1/32 est.

SUN SHIPBUILDING & DRY DOCK
COMPANY.
Chester, Pcnn.

Purchasing Agent: H. W. Scott.
Not named, hull 13 3. smgle-screw. die-

sel tanker for Motor Tankship Corp • 13 400
D.W.T.: keel 9/17/30; launch 10/1/31
est.; deliver 11/1/31 est.

Not named, hull 134, sister to above.
Not named, hull 13 5, sister to above.
Not named, hull 136, sister to above.
Hull 138. diesel-electnc barge for Atlan-

tic Refining Co.: 190x34x12 ft.; keel 2/9/-
31. launch 9/15/31 est., deliver 10/1/31
est.

Hulls 141-145 inch, five small barges for
Sun Oil Co.; 70 x 19 ft.

TODD DRY DOCK, ENGINEERING
&. REPAIR CORP.,

Brooklyn, N.Y.
Murray Hill, hull 50, stem ferry for De-

partment of Plant 6? Structure, City of New
York: 151 LB. P.; 5 3 beam over guards;
8'4!/2" loaded draft; double comp. steam
engs.; 660 I.H.P,; 2 W.T. boilers: keel
Jan./31, launched 5/27/31; delivered
6/13/31.

Washington Square, hull 51, sister to
above: keel Jan./31; launched 5/27/31;
delivered 6/13/31.

Not named, hull 52, fireboat for Fire
Dept., City of New York; 123 LB P.; 26
beam; 7'6" loaded draft; 18 mi. speed: 2130
I.H.P. gas-electnc engs.; keel 6/23/31.

UNITED DRY DOCKS, Inc.

Mariner's Harbor, N.Y.
Purchasing Agent: R. C Miller.
Cayuga, hull 797, coast guard cutter

for U.S. Coast Guard Service; 250 L.O.A.;
42 beam; 16 mi. loaded speed; turbo-elec-
tnc: 3 200 I.H.P.; 2 W. T. boilers; keel
2/9/31; launch 10/1/31 est.; deliver
2/1/32 est.

Knickerbocker, hull 798, ferryboat for
New York Dept. of Plant and Structure:
267 L.O.A.: 66 beam; 13'9" loaded draft;
12 knots -speed; double comp. engs- 4000
I.H.P.; 4 W.T. boilers; keel 2/9/31;
launch 9/1/31 est.; deliver 10/1/31 est.

A. G. 6? P. Co. No. U. sister to above:
keel 5/7/31; launched and delivered 7/
8/31.

Hull 802. float. tru,ss weld, for Jas Stew-
art &? Co., Inc.; 100 L.O.A. X 31 feet- keel
8/4/31; launch 8/28/31 est.: deliver
8/31/31 est.

Trade Literature

FlexArc A-C Welder, manufac-
tured by Westinghou.se Electric &
Manufacturing Co., East Pitts-
burgh, Pa., is described in a leaflet
No. L. 20522 recently published.
This is a portable unit, on wheels,
with short wave arc control.

Harbor Map has recently been
published by the Board of Port
Commissions of the Port of Oak-
land, Calif., and is available for

September

distribution. The map shows the en-
tire port area and all of the new
municipal facilities, as well as ad-
ditions to private terminals which
have been constructed since the last
map was published.

Portland, Oregon, Commis.sion of
Public Docks has ready for distri-
bution the Report for the Year end-
ing November 30, 1930.This is more
than a compilation of statistics. The
port book contains complete data
and some fine illustrations show-
ing the extensive port facilities and
some views of the City of Portland
and the contributing territories. A
number of line-drawings of the va-
rious pier layouts and a line draw-
ing of the port area are inserted.

New Port Studies of Los Angeles
and Long Beach—Part 1 of Port
Series No. 13— has been issued by
the Board of Engineers for Rivers
and Harbors, War Department,
Washington, D. C. This publication
contains much information of va-
lue to American importers, export-
ers, manufacturers, steamship lines,
railroads, port authorities, and com-
mercial organizations interested in
the movement of goods through Am-
erican ports. The report shows in
detail the facilities for handling
traffic, gives information regard-
ing port and harbor conditions, and
their charges and practices in con-
nection with terminal service.
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Port Series Report No. 13, Part 2
(Revised 1930) is a publication by
the Board of Engineers for Rivers
and Harbors, War Department,
Washington, D. C, on the Ports of
San Diego and San Luis Obispo,
California, in cooperation with the
United States Shipping Board.
Contains the same type of informa-
tion for these two ports as is con-
tained in Part 1 with reference to
the Ports of Los Angeles and Long
Beach.

Todd Service is the title of a little

leaflet recently issued by Todd
Shipyards Corporation to set forth
its facilities on the Atlantic, Gulf
and Pacific. Todd facilities for ship
building and ship and engine re-
pairs include 2 graving docks, 24
floating docks, 3 shipbuilding ways,
25 piers, 90 shops, 8 power plants,
and 10 service vessels. It operates
the largest dry-dock in New York
harbor, and the leaflet contains a
description of the various plants
and a table of sizes of the various
docks.



Marine Insurance
Edited by James A. Quinby

English Law and Usage
The Meaning and Scope of a Provision Frequently Found in Marine Policies

IX
many marine policies now

in common use on the Pacific

Coast there is a clause provid-

ing that, for certain purposes,

the contract is to be construed in

accordance with English law.

For example, in the American
Hulls (Pacific) 1923 form, issued

by the Board of Marine Under-

writers of San Francisco and or-

dinarily used as a rider on hull

policies, we find the following

provision:

"Notwithstanding the forego-

ing this policy is . . . (d) War-
ranted to be subject to English
law and usage as to liability for

and settlement of any and all

claims."

In the absence of such a clause,

the policy, under the general rule

of law as to contracts, is gov-

erned by the law of the place where it is made or to

be performed. The reference to English law is inserted

in order that the underwriter may escape the effect of

certain arbitrary decisions and code sections dealing

with constructive total losses under American law.

Constructive Total Loss
In California, for instance, it is provided by the Civil

Code (Sec. 2717):—
"A person insured by a contract of marine insur-

ance may abandon the thing insured, or any particular

portion thereof separately valued by the policy, or oth-

erwise separately insured, and recover for a total loss

thereof, when the cause of the loss is a peril insured

against;

1. If more than half thereof in value is actually lost,

or would have to be expended to recover it from the

peril."

In the present era of high valuations on vessels, it

can readily be seen that an underwriter would scarce-

ly relish paying the face value of his policy in return

for a wreck that was but half depreciated.

The English law on this point is expressed by the

Marine Insurance Act of 1906, Sec. 60 of which reads

in part as follows:

"(1) Subject to any express provision in the policN,

there is a constructive total loss where the subject mat-

ter insured is reasonably abandoned on account of its

actual total loss appearing to be unavoidable, or be-

cause it could not be preserved from actual total loss

without an expenditure which would exceed its value

Phantom Gold

Between the Gate and the Farallons,

Where the whisthng buoy sighs.

Fathoms deep on the channel stones

Guaidinj; her treasure of mouldering bone

The City of Rio lies.

Other graves in scores untold

May rest in the sombre deep;

But never so long as tales are told

By ancient men with a lust for gold

Will the City of Rio sleep.

Her empty strong-room can never assuage

Their ghoulish thirst for gain.

It matters not. The printed page

Repeats the dream of the doddering sage.

—The Rio's found again.

-J. A. Q.

when the expenditure had been

incurred."

The rule thus stated is just and

clear in its intent. In words of

one syllable, it provides that an

assured cannot collect the face

value of his policy unless the

damage arising from the acci-

dent will, in effect, deprive him

of the vessel's value. The Amer-

ican rule, on the other hand, is

rooted in the assumption that, in

any major disaster, an assured

should be allowed to collect the

full amount of his policy and let

the underwriter worry about the

salvage. The American rule has

existed in this country for over

a century and there appears to

be no immediate hope of chang-

ing it. The majority of under-

writers have accordingly includ-

ed the English law provision in their policies, or have

used a specific requirement that the cost of salvage

and repairs must exceed the insured value in order to

justify an abandonment.
A broad provision for English law, however, such as

the one quoted above from the A.H.P. form, entails

other English rules in addition to the one in respect

to constructive total loss. It clearly includes a refer-

ence to the English doctrine as regards the warranty

of seaworthiness.

The Warranty of Seaworthiness

Under American law there is an implied warranty

in all marine policies, not only that the vessel is sea-

worthy at the commencement of the venture but that

she will be kept so upon all successive voyages or

stages of the adventure. The California Civil Code

(Sec. 2681) provides:

"In every marine insurance upon a ship or freight,

or freightage, or upon anything which is the subject

of marine insurance, a warranty is implied that the

ship is seaworthy."
And (Sec. 2683),

"An implied warranty of seawoilhiness is complied

with if the ship be seaworthy at the time of the com-

mencement of the risk, except in the following cases:

One.—When the insurance is made for a specified

length of time, the implied warranty is not complied

with, unless the ship be seaworthy at the commence-

ment of every voyage she may undertake during that

time."
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Thus the implied warranty, under the law in the

United States, imposes an onerous burden on the as-

sured. Even in cai'go policies, the cargo owner, in the

absence of specific agreement in his policy, cannot

recover for a loss due to unseaworthiness of the carry-

ing vessel. Most modern cargo policies, however, pro-

vide that as between the assured and the insurer, the

seaworthiness of the vessel is admitted.

As regards a time policy, the English law is com-

paratively favorable to the assured. The Marine In-

surance Act of 1906, (Sec. 39-(5) ) reads as follows:

"In a time policy there is no implied warranty that

the ship shall be seaworthy at any stage of the ad-

venture, but where, with the privit.v of the assured,

the ship is sent to sea in an unseaworthy state, the

insurer is not liable for any loss attributable to un-

seaworthiness."

To sum up, a provision for English law and usage
in a hull policy gives the underwriter certain advan-
tages in the field of constructive total loss and sub-

jects him to corresponding disadvantages in the mat-
ter of the implied warranty of seaworthiness. From
an equitable viewpoint, we believe the English law on
these two points is more fair and sensible than the

American law. It now remains only for some schem-
ing underwriter to issue a policy expressly providing
for English law as to constructive total loss and Amer-
ican law as to seaworthiness

Watchman Warranty Upheld

AHULL policy containing a warranty that under
certain conditions the vessel shall be in charge
of a watchman has recently been the subject of

litigation in The Minnie R., 1931 A.M.C. 995, (revers-

ing 1930 A.M.C. 68).

The District Court for the Southern District of Te.xas

originally allowed the assured to recover a fii'e loss

under the policy in spite of the fact that the watchman
was absent from the boat from nine to sixteen hours
with the consent of the assured, during which time the

fire occurred. At the time the loss took place the ves-

sel was laid up and out of commission. The policy bore
the following clause:

"Warranted by the assured that the said vessel shall at

all times during the continuance of this policy

shall at all times have a competent watchman on board,

except that when the vessel is laid up and out of com-

mission she shall be in charge of a competent watch-
man."

The District Court's decision was based upon the

two types of warranty involved in this clause and held

that, as the watchman did not have to be actually on

board all the time when the vessel was laid up, the

owner could recover, as the facts showed that the

watchman could reasonably be said to be "in charge."

In reversing the lower court, and holding that there

had been a breach of the warranty, the Circuit Court
of Appeals commented as follows

:

"It is evident that in this case the policy and the two
riders must be construed together to form one con-

tract. The policy issued before the vessel was laid up
but, as a time policy, it was intended to cover the ves-

sel whether laid up or in commission. The watchman
warranty was very material to the risk. In fact, the

presence of a watchman would be more likely to pre-

vent loss by fire when the vessel was laid up than
loss from perils of the waters or fire when the vessel

was in commission and manned b.v a full crew. It is

inconceivable that an insurer would enter into a con-

tract waiving this essential provision. Certainly that

conclusion could not be reached unless clearly shown
by endorsement on the polic.v in some way. The riders

do not expressly waive this warranty and there is noth-

ing in them inconsistent therewith. It may be said that

this was the practical construction given the policy by
appellee by employing a watchman.

This requires the consideration of whether the war-
ranty was breached in this case. Under the warranty
the insured was obliged to employ a competent watch-
man and to keep him in charge of the vessel at all

times within the life of the policy. It was not neces-

sary that the watchman should be actually on board
the vessel. However, within the meaning of the policy,

the tei'm "watchman" clearly implies one who is in a

position to see and that he should be in close proximity

to the vessel in his charge at all times in order, if pos-

sible, to prevent her destruction by the peril insured

against. It may be conceded, for the purpose of ai'gu-

ment, that if a watchman was employed and was habit-

ually in the immediate vicinity of the vessel, an ab-

sence for a short period for a good reason would not

necessarily constitute a breach of the warranty, but

this conclusion would depend upon the facts of the

I)articular case. It would not be a compliance with the

warranty to employ a watchman and then immediately

withdraw him, thereby leaving the property unguarded.
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nor to permit him to so locate himself that the prop-
erty would not be under his observation at all. Absence
for from 9 to 16 hours with permission of the insured
amounts to a withdrawal of the watchman. It would
have been easy for appellee to have arranged to send
the watchman his necessary supplies and clothing or

to have provided a substitute during his absence. In

this case it is reasonable to presume that had the

watchman been at his post he would have discovered
the fire in time to extinguish it with the means at hand
before any considerable damage had occurred. We con-

clude that the warranty was breached in this instance

and that the breach materially contributed to the loss."

Deviation to Land Engineers

WE have heard of deviating for fuel, for repairs,

and for medical assistance, but in Mango &
Co. et al., vs. The Stag Line (XXXVI Commer-

cial Cases 213) The British Court of Appeal has recent-

ly decided for the first time that a vessel is not justifi-

ed in deviating from her course to land engineers who
were temporarily on board to check up on the perfor-

mance of machinery.

The steamer Ixia was chartered to carry a cargo of

coal from Swansea to Constantinople. The vessel was
fitted with a superheater which had given some trouble

on a previous voyage, and certain alterations were
made to it while she was loading at Swansea. When
she left Swansea, the owner's superintendent-engineer

and an engineer representing the makers of the super-

heater were on board. It wa.s their intention to return

with the pilot after testing the superheater.

When the pilot was dropped, however, the engineers

had not finished their tests, so the steamer later altered

her course for St. Ives, which was off her regular

course to Constantinople, and landed them there.

Shortly afterward, as she proceeded along the Cornish
coast to resume her voyage, she stranded and was lost

with her cargo. The cargo owners sued the vessel

owners, and were allowed to recover on the ground
that the deviation was unjustified. We quote an inter-

esting excerpt from the opinion:

"If what was done was not part of the contract voyage
the next question is. Was what happened a justifiable

deviation? Article IV., rule 4, of the Schedule to the
Act of 1924 is as follows: 'Any deviation in saving or
attempting to save life or property at sea, or any reas-

onable deviation, shall not be deemed to be an infringe-

ment or breach of these rules or of the contract of

carriage, and the carrier shall not be liable for any loss

or damage resulting therefrom'. This certainly alters

the previous law in one respect. Previously deviation

to save life was allowed, but not deviation to save

property, unless, as has not been unusual lately, there

was a clause in the bill of lading allowing it. A devia-

tion to save property and earn salvage in which the

cargo owner would not share might cause greatly in-

creased risk and delay, with no benefit to the cargo

owner. The rule, however, now allows a deviation to

save property. The rule proceeds to allow 'any reason-

able deviation'. It gives no indication whose inter-

ests are to be considered. For instance, where the mas-
ter finds a stowaway on board, it may be 'reasonable' if

only the interest of the ship is concerned to get rid of

him by a deviation to some port, even if some distance

away. The delay may be detrimental to the cargo own-
er. I think the interests to be considered must be those

of the parties to the adventure in the contract adven-

ture, which may include consideration of the position

of their underwriters."

Changes in Coast Insurance Firms

THE Home Insurance Company of New York an-

nounces that Clayton E. Roberts has succeeded C.

W. Jones as Pacific Coast Marine Manager, with

headquarters in San Francisco. Mr. Jones, after a vig-

orous and successful term of office, has resigned to ac-

cept the position of resident vice-president of Newhouse
and Sayre and has opened the Pacific Coast offices of

that firm in the Pacific National Bank Building in San
Francisco. Newhouse & Sayre represent the Home in

the all-risk field, and also represent the Halifax Fire

for all inland marine business in the United States.

Mr. Roberts, the Home's new marine manager, is no

stranger to San Francisco, having been with the Com-
mercial Union before the fire of 1906. From 1907 to

1923 he acted as underwriter and chief of the marine

loss department for Louis Rosenthal. As a result of the

experience and reputation gained under such able tute-

lage, Mr. Roberts was selected by the Home in 1923 to

establish a marine department for that company in

New Orleans. His effective work in the southern city

resulted in his recent appointment to hi.s present posi-

tion.
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I Balfour, Kessler Agencies Inc. \

Marine Insurance Departmejit

Agents for

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN UNION OF CANTON
NORTH CHINA QUEENSLAND YANG-TSZB

SEATTLE
TACOMA

SAN FRANCISCO
OAKLAND

LOS ANGELES

BRITISH AND FOREIGN
PENNSYLVANIA

PORTLAND
VANCOUVER, B. C.
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lOHNSON 6" HiGGINS 67 Wall Street New York
(ESTABUSHED 1845)

International Service

Johnson & Higgins
OF CALIFORNIA

311 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

AverageAdjusters

and

Insurance Brokers

Offices in all the Principal Ports i

Insurance Centers op North Aher

MARINE - FIRE
AUTOMOBILE

LIABILITY
AVIATION

SURETY
LIFE

SWITZERLAND
General Insurance Co., Ltd.

THAMES & MERSEY
Marine Insurance Co., Ltd.

LIVERPOOL &
LONDON & GLOBE

Insurance Co., Ltd.
(Marine Department)

HARTFORD
Fire Insurance Co., Ltd.

(Marine Department)

CANTON
Insurance Office, Ltd.

Louis Rosenthal
General Agent

302 California Street
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I MARSH & McLENNAN |

I
J« B. F. DAVIS & SON |

I
Insurance Brokers and Average Adjusters %

NEW YORK CHICAGO
VANCOUVER, B. C.

DULUTH

SAN FRANCISCO
PORTLAND
DETROIT

SEATTLE LOS ANGELES
CLEVELAND BUFFALO

MONTREAL
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ROY C WARD GEO. B. DINSMORE WILFRED PAGE

GEO. E. BILUNGS COMPANY
308- 12 CALIFORNIA STRLl T. SAN I RANCISCO GArlield 3646

INSURANCE
BROKERS FOR THE ASSURED—AVERAGE ADJUSTERS

Rathbone, King & Seeley. Inc.,

San Francisco, general agents,

have opened a branch office in Los

Angeles in charge of Ray Rosen-

dahl. previously a member of the

firm's San Francisco staff.

Rathbone, King & Seeley are gen-

eral agents on the Pacific Coast for

the following important companies:

The Federal Insurance Company,

Marine Insurance Company, Ltd.,

Century, U. S. Guarantee, Colum-

bia Fire Underwriters Agency of

National Fire, Pacific Coast Fire,

and American Reinsurance.

World's Largest Fire Sprinkler

Protects New Orleans' Docks

THE largest automatic fire

sprinkler installation in the

world was recently completed in

New Orleans when the last of 118,-

000 quartz bulb sprinkler heads

was installed for protection of the

city's 9' 2 miles of waterfront prop-

erty. Providing protection for 27

dock units which annually accom-
modate more than one billion dol-

lars in merchandise, this installa-

tion represents one of the most pro-

gressive steps ever taken by a port

city in the interests of its shipping

trade. Over $1,500,000 has been in-

vested by the state of Louisiana in

this gigantic fire protection sys-

tem which ends the hazard of wat-

erfront fires in one of the largest

port cities of the United States, and
substantially reduces the marine
insurance rates for the port.

During the past two decades the

waterfront fire losses in New Or-

leans totalled exactly half the wa-
terfront fire loss for the entire

country. These losses of approxi-

Geo. E. Billings
COMPANY

Pacific Coast Genera] Agents

Standard Marine Insurance Co.

National Union Fire Ins. Co.

Mercantile Insurance Co.

of America

312 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO - - CALIFORNIA

Telephone GArfield 3646

Seattle Office: Caiman BIdg.

TeUphone SEneca 1478

mately $1,000,000 a year have ser-

iously interfered with marine ser-

vice and docking facilities. With
this history in mind, the port au-

thorities decided on a thorough job

of fire protection and called in the

Grinnell Company of Providence,

Rhode Island, who designed, manu-
factured, and installed the equip-

ment.

Complete protection is provided

regardless of the source of the con-

flagration. Not only all storage

buildings, but also all dock struc-

tures have been equipped with

highly sensitive quartz bulb heads,

which function with twice the

speed of the ordinary solder head.

Since the quartz is not affected by

salt air, immunity from corrosion

assures instantaneous action at all

times. In addition to these 118,000

quartz bulb sprinklers, some 2000

open or deluge sprinklers have been

installed. To furnish adequate wa-

ter supply 1,500,000 feet of pipe,

varying in size from % inch to 8

inches, have been used.

An unusual feature of the New
Orleans sprinkler system is that it

provides for putting out fires ori-

ginating under the piers. This ex

tra protection was deemed advis-

able because of the nature of the

city's wharf construction. Several

miles of frame buildings, withwood-
en roofs, plank flooring, creosoted

wood piling, and wooden cross sup-

ports called for special protective

measures.

Included in the installation are

250 separate systems of "wet pipe"

sprinklers, with 250 alarm valves.

and 34 "deluge systems."

Freights, Charters, Sales

THE following steamers have
been fixed with grain to U.K./

Cont. ; British steamer Brad-

fyne, Portland or Puget Sound to

U.K. Cont., 31/-, option Vancouver,

B.C., 20/3, August, Heatley & Co.

The following steamers have

been fixed with grain to the Ori-

ent: British steamers Dalryan and
Innesmoor, Columbia River to

Shanghai, $3, October, Bunge Grain

Co.; British steamer Jedmoor, Brit-

ish Columbia to Shanghai, October,

Bunge Grain Co.; British steamer

Titanian, Columbia River to Shang-
hai, $3.10, October, Bunge Grain

Co.; British steamer Vinemoor, Co-

lumbia River to Shanghai, Septem-

ber, Heatley & Co.; Danish motor-

ship Siam, Vancouver, B.C., to

China, $3.25 (relet), L. Dreyfus &
Co.

The following time charters have

been reported : Swedish motorship

Pajala, 80 cents delivery Gulf, 90

cents delivery Colon, redelivery

U.K. /Cont. via North Pacific, Aug-
ust, Canadian Shipping Co.; Brit-

ish steamer King City, North Pa-

cific to U.K./Cont., time charter or

lump sum, August, Tatham Brom-
mage Co.; Norwegian motorships

Siljestad and Tyr, British Colum-
bia to U.K./Cont. 1 trip, August;
Norwegian motorship Nordvard,
delivery North Pacific, redelivery

Japan and China, one trip, August;
Norwegian motorship Tyr, one to

three months, delivery Newfound-
land, redelivery U.K. Cont., via

North Pacific, $1.05, September,
Canadian Transport Co.

The Japanese steamer Yaye Maru
has been fixed with lumber from
North Pacific to Yokohama, Nag-
asaki Range, $6.25, August, by Al-

len Shipping Co.

PAGE BROS., Brokers

KOEHLER,

KEMP & KOEHLER

CARGO SURVEYORS AND
APPRAISERS

465 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

R. G. JOHNSON
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AMERICA'S LARGEST DIESEL YACHT
^75^

^^s:?

IS

BATH BUILT

CAROLINE, 279-foot Clipper Yacht—the largest

built by an American yard this year.

Bath Iron Works Corporation
BATH, MAINE.

SHIPBUILDERS and ENGINEERS
Yacht Building

A Specialty.

Equipped to Build All Types of

Vessels up to 500 feet.

They Both Chose Cooper-Bessemer Diesels

A FTER all the advantages of a Diesel engine have been considered such as fuel economy,

' * safety, freedom from vibration, manufacturer's reputation for service, and all the others,

the experienced user invariably bases his choice on one characteristic. Will the engine run and

run and keep on running with a minimum of interruptions and expense? Whether for pleasure

boat or cargo boat this is the characteristic that makes a particular Diesel desirable.

It accounts for the fact that you are finding Cooper-Bessemer Diesels on such boats as Eldridge

Johnson's private yacht "Caroline", and the cargo boot MV Ocelot owned by the General

Navigation Company, Vancouver, B. C.

THE COOPER-BESSEMER CORPORATION
GENERAL DIESEL SALES OFFICES: SUITE 301, 25 W. 43rd STREET. NEW YORK CITY
:.. Bo.ton. Ma*i. Hotfar'. Lt'd.. \'antouvcr, B. C. 640 East 61*f Street. Loi AngtUt CaUlomia Tl>e Pacific Marme Supplv Co. StaftU. Wath.

PLANTS: MOUNT VERNON. OHIO GROVE CITY. PENNSYLVANIA

j



Largest American-Built Diesel Yacht

CAROLINE, the 279-foot yacht

built for Eldridge R. Johnson
(if Moorestown, New Jersey, by

the Bath Iron Works, Bath, Maine,

is the largest diesel vessel built in

this country since 1926, and the

largest yacht launched from an Am-
erican yard this year.

The new vessel, designed by

Henry J. Gielow, Inc., is a clipper-

stem, white-hulled boat with a wa-

ter-line length of 235 feet, a beam
of 38 feet, and a draft of 15 feet.

She carries a pair of 1500 horse-

power Cooper-Bessemer diesel en-

gines operating on twin screws and

developing a cruising speed of bet-

ter than sixteen miles an hour.

Her accommodations include

quarters for a crew of 40 men,

rooms for two maids and two val-

ets, and seven guest state rooms.

The owner's quarters are unusually

large and are situated amidships.

The single room extends the full

beam of the yacht and has a depth

of 14 feet, 6 inches. Two baths and
two wardrobes adjoin.

Aft are the guest rooms, with all

starboard and port quarters con-

nected by 7-foot sliding doors so

that any two units may be linked to-

gether as veritable apartments.
Each room has its private bath and
wardrobe.

On the main deck, there is an
exceptionally large living room 36

feet wide and 26 feet deep. The
forward part has a fireplace flank-

ed by bookshelves and the after end
leads out to a semi-sheltered quar-

ter deck. Between the living room
and the smoking room is a small

lobby leading to a passenger eleva-

tor which runs from the owner's
quarters through the main deck to

a laboratory on the upper deck.

Between the smoking room and
the dining saloon there is a dress-

ing and shower room so that the

owner's party may change clothes

after swimming without going di-

rectly to thejr quarters. Accommo-
dations for the chief engineer also

have been arranged on this deck.

The dining room is 29 feet wide
and 26 feet deep, and connects with

a pantry and galley forward. The
maids have a private dining room
on the starboard side.

On the upper deck is a lounge

and observation room. The wireless

room is immediately forward, with

adjoining quarters for the opera-

With her rakish masts aiid stack, her high shear, and clipper bow, Caroline presents a

very graceful appearance.

tors and the captain. A full-view

observation room completes the

foremost part of the upper deck. On
the bridge deck is the chart room

and the pilot house.

Deep in the hold of the yacht will

be one of the largest stabilizers

that the Sperry Gyroscope Company
ever built for a private vessel. It

has a rotor eight feet in diameter

and the whole unit weights 105,000

pounds. The diesel engines used in

the boat weigh more than 300,000

pounds and the whole yacht will be

heated, cooled and ventilated by a

single thermostatic installation.

The boat will carry its own laun-

dry, its own refrigerating plant,

and will have capacity for enough
fuel and oil so that she may cruise

25,000 miles without putting into

port.

Captain Andrew Peterson as-

sumes command of the new yacht.

Technical Evening Classes

New Trade Classes.—New Smith-

Hughes Trade Extension Classes of

the Technical Department of the

Humboldt EveningHigh School, San

Francisco, started during the week

of August 10.

These Free Public Classes are

conducted for the skilled workmen
and apprentices engaged in the en-

gineering and building trades. The
Smith-Hughes Plan of Education

for Adults provides extra financial

aid from the federal and state gov-

ernments to the San Francisco

Board of Education for the main-

tenance of this type of technical

and trade education.

The ti'ade instruction includes

Mechanical and Building Trades

Drafting, Plan Reading, Industrial

Applied Science, Industrial Applied

Mathematics, Estimating, Applied

Mechanics, Applied Electricity,

Diesel Engine Construction and Op-
eration, Practical and Advanced
Surveying, Turbine Construction

and Operation, Power House En-
gineering, Telephone Engineering,

Practical Steel Metallurgy, Con-

crete and Steel Construction, Dec-

orative Painting, Graining, Varn-
ishing, etc., and Oxy-Acetyleno and
Electric Welding.

It is expected that other Trade
Classes will soon be added in com-
pliance with public requirements.
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Above is shown the deadfront Westing-
house switchboard in the engine room of
Velero III with Mark Hollzer, electrical

engineer in charge of switchboard installa-

tion, and Allan Campbell, master mechanic.

Above: the Exide storage battery installati

in the special storage battery room.

At Right: the plans of the general arrange-

ment of machinery in the engine room
spaces.

Velero III i.s claimed by her designer to be nonsink-
able or, rather, a three-compartment boat. Water-tight
compartments extend to the weather deck in all cases.

Water-tight bulkhead doors are manually operated
with indicator in the pilot house showing whether they
are open or closed. All outside doors are weather-
tight. All air and light openings, with the exception of

skylights and pilot house front, are heavy bronze
framed port lights with extra thick glass. All ports

in the hull have cast iron backers. All openings
through lower deck (the deck at the water line) are
closed by water-tight hatches. The vertical sliding

water-tight doors to shaft alley are controlled at upper
deck level. A double bottom extends fore and aft as

far as possible, except through the deep tank. Wing
fuel oil tanks are constructed outboard of the shaft

alleys. In addition to the fresh water and fuel oil tanks,

two trim tanks are arranged forward and one large

trim tank aft. Nothing has been omitted necessary to

contribute to the safety of the vessel. The owner can
at all times and in any weather feel that his guests
and crew are as safe as modern engineering can make
them.

PLAN AT BALCONY

PLAN AT CNONE ROOM FLOOR



Pacific Marine Personals
AFLOAT AND ASHORE ^ BY PAUL FAULKNER

(j\i/>t/iin A. T. Iliintcr of Gciiiriil Slcaiii-

ship (corporation. San Francisco, chairiiian

of the Ilarhor Day merchant ship life boat

races, is explaininc; the proyrain to (hiptain

Angelo Cancha of the Libera liner Califor-

nia, ff'alter Daives of the San Francisco

J unior (A'.aniber of (jonuncrcc, rii/ltt. shoJis

the Italian master the entries.

To the Propeller Club of Califor-

nia was given the management of

the merchant marine life boat race,

a feature of the Harbor Day pro-

gram on San Francisco Bay, Aug-
ust 26.

Six vessels from as many well

known lines entered this contest.

The winning crew was from the

tanker District of Columbia, Stan-
dard Oil Company (Calif.), time
for the mile course: 10:32. Sec-

ond place went to the Panama-Pa-
cific liner crew from the Califor-

nia, time: 11:13. Third, crew of the
Kentuckian, American - Hawaiian
Steamship Company, time: 11:27.
Fourth, Maliko of the Matson Na-
vigation Company. Fifth, crew of
the President Hoover, Dollar Steam-
ship Lines. Sixth, boat from the
Guatemala of the Panama-]\rail
Line.

The victorious Standard Oil
crew received the beautiful cup
presented by Bethlehem Shipbuild-
ing Corporation, Ltd.

Captain A. T. Hunter was chair-
man of the committee-in-charge
and his assistants were Captain J.

A. Rumsey, Captain Stanley Allen,

Harry Haviside, and Vernon Show-
ell. In the absence of Captain Eu-
f'ue' P>lake, Jr.. commandant of

the California Division, U. S. Coast
Guard, Lieutenant-Commander F.

L. Austin of the coast guard offi-

ciated as referee. Captain H. Ott-

zenn was official timer; and Ver-

non Showell was starter.

The ballast committee, for weight
classifying all entry boats, com-
prised Harry Haviside, Captain L.

H. Westdahl, Captain K. H. Dono-
vin, and Merle C. Johnson. Judges
rf the finish were: Geo. Zeh, C. C.

Malloiy, and Thomas Plant. Course
judges were: Hugh Gallagher,

Tom Crowley, and N. R. Harris.

Harry Haviside's derrick and
salvage barge No. 4, was the base
of the racing activity, anchored off

the Marina. The Barge No. 4 was
the weiffhing-in station and official

observation point, as well as the

finish line. A goodly crowd was
there to see the contests and enjoy
the hosDit;ility of No. 4. Ideal wea-
ther conditions made the race the

most successful in the history of

this colorful event.

On August 25, the Marine Com-
mittee of the San Francisco Junior
Chamber of Commerce, held a Ship
Model Contest at which some forty-

five models were exhibited by the

Junior, Intermediate, and Senior
grades of model makers under the

San Francisco Playground Com-
mission.

In the Senior Grade—ages 17 to

20— there were only two exhibits,

Roland Saysette taking first prize

with a beautifully modeled sloop,

and Clarence Gifford, second, with
a model of an American merchant
vessel.

In the Intermediate Grade—ages
13 to 17—there were many credi-

table exhibits and choice was dif-

ficult. The committee of judges
awarded first place to Robert Bail-

ey who exhibited a beautiful model
of a sloop yacht, and second to

Milton Grayson who exhibited a

finely molded, self-propelled speed
boat.

In the Junior Grade—ages to 13

—Frank iHospodarsky drew first

prize with a framed picture with
half-relief model of an American
merchant vessel in harbor, and
Buddy Vetter, second prize, with a

carefully proportioned, nicely mod-
eled small speed boat.

C. V. Lane of San Francisco has
been appointed California sales re-

presentative for the Engineers Sup-
ply Company of New York, manu-
facturers of the telescope tube
blower, an improved type of tube

blower for marine water-tube boil-

ers where space between boilers

prevents use of other types of tube
blowers.
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At JOHNSON LINE
Oirr.-l IVrichl, P.issenccr .md Rcfrii;.r.ilor S.rvi.,- lo ami Irom

PACIFIC COAST PORTS TO U.K. AND
SCANDINAVIAN PORTS

Hambiiri: and Other E
as Ind

ironean Ports
Offer

Through Bills of Lading Issued to

M-
MONTHLY SAILINGS

Vessels Call at Antwerp Out
From Lurope

M.S. Margaret Johnion en route to Europe.

GRACE LINE
Direct Freight, Passenger and Refrigerator Service to and From

WEST COAST SOUTH AMERICA
Los Angeles—San Francisco—Portland—Puget Sound—British Columbia—Monthly Sailings.

FOR RATES, FREIGHT SPACE AND OTHER INFORMATION APPLY

W. R. GRACE & CO.
General Agents Pacific Coast

332 PINE STREET -:- SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES
6? H. R. McLAURIN. Inc

618 Central Bldg.

PORTLAND
LIDELL 6? CLARKE, Inc.

Agents. Johnson Line

STATES STEAMSHIP CO.
Accnts, Grace Line

SEATTLE
W. R. GRACE if CO.

Hoec Bldfi.

VANCOUVER, B C.

C GARDNER JOHNSON, Ltd.

. ECKDAHL £^ SON
jen'l Passenger Agents
Southern California
1043 So. Broadway
LOS ANGELES
lOHNSON LINE

COAST TO COAST SERVICE

San Francisco
X PIna Street

Los Angeles
f4S ••Spring St.

N«w York
10 Baasrar Sqaara
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"I.onij Hop llany" Conncrs, noiv

chief ojjiicr of the Steamship

City of Ilambury of the liiilti-

more Mail Line of the I.M.M.,

formerly first officer on Steam-

ship California. Conners <was

navitjator of the plane Columbia
on fliijht from New York to

Scilly Isles. Now plans trans-

Pacific hop!

Transfer has been announced of

MAJOR JOHN S. BUTLER, U. S.

Corps of Engineers, from Seattle

to the department's offices in Oma-
ha, and he will be succeeded by

MAJOR CLARENCE L. STURDE-
VANT. Major Butler closes a four-

year term in the Pacific Northwest

and has completed reports on two

major engineering projects. These

are the proposed $1,500,000 break-

water to aid commerce in Shilshole

Bay and the Columbia River Basin

Irrigation Project, contemplating

an ultimate expenditure of $300,-

000,000. Major Sturdevant comes

from the Army War College at

Washington, D.C.

After an extensive vacation trip

to his native Scotland, CHIEF EN-
GINEER JOHN CARSTAIRS of

the Panama-Pacific liner Pennsyl-

vania is back on duty again, and

reports a fine trip and some fine

golf. Chief Carstairs reports that

he enjoyed a week of golf at the

famous St. Andrews links—includ-

ing the run of the club house — a

locker of his own—and all the play-

ing he wanted—and all free, which
should be a record of some kind.

The Oceanic-Matson liner Ven-
tura sailed from her home port on a

recent voyage with CAPTAIN AN-
DREW G. TOWNSEND in com-
mand. Captain Townsend was for-

merly commander of the Matson
liner Maui. Captain Townsend re-

lieves CAPTAIN W. R. MEYERS,
who is destined to be master of the

new Oceanic-Matson liner Mari-

posa.

Completion of a million miles at

sea as master of a single ship is

the record made by CAPTAIN
GEORGE W. YARDLEY, command-
er of the Dollar Liner President

Cleveland. It was the end of his

sixty-first crossing of the Pacific.

"The first million miles are the

hardest," said Captain Yardley. in

commenting on this record at Se-

attle. "It was in February, 1921,

that I brought the President Cleve-

land out from Newport News,
where she was built, and we have
been together ever since." Captain
Yardley sailed for many years in

the fleet of the old Pacific Mail
Steamship Company. The President

Cleveland is now on the Seattle-

Orient route. Besides his reputation

as a transpacific navigator, Cap-
tain Yardley holds the golf

championship of the Dollar fleets

as well as the deck tennis cham-
pionship.

•'KiU" Calhcarl, head of Marine
Electric Company, San Francisco,

whose firm now liandles service and
repair for V. S. Electric Tool Com-
pany. IF. D. Sullivan is western

factory representative.

CHIEF ENGINEER FRANK G.

WHITE, who has been with the

California State Board of Harbor
Commissioners for the past twenty

years, fifteen years of which he has

been chief engineer for the Port of

San Francisco, was reappointed last

month at a special meeting of the

Commission. During Chief Engin-

eer White's term of office, the pier

system of San Francisco has un-

dergone almost a complete change
and millions of dollars have been

spent under his supervision. He
ranks high with chief engineers of

ports throughout the country and

has been given high recognition by

various organizations.

OTTO H. EISENBEIS has been
appointed Port Warden for the
Port of Seattle by M:iyor Robert II.

HARLIN, the appointment becom-
ing effective September 1. He will

succeed GEORGE E. HERPICK.
Eisenbeis was selected from a field

of thirty-five candidates. He was
born in Port Townsend in 1887 and
was educated in the public schools

of that city. He entered the em-
ploy of the Northern Pacific and
later entered the fishing business

in the San Juan Islands. He saw
service during the World War, after

which he entered the shipping busi-

ness, rising rapidly in his profes-

sion until he became district man-
ager for the McCormick Steamship
Company. His last position was
manager of the Hayden Dock Com-
pany of Seattle.

O. O. BRITTON has been pro-

moted to the position of purser
aboard the Matson steamer Manoa.
He has been paymaster on the Ma-
lolo for some time. Britton suc-

ceeds D. C. HILLIS, who has been
assigned to a shoreside job in the

Matson company's passenger de-

partment headquarters at San
Francisco.

ALFRED G. CONQUEST, one of

the oldest pursers on the. Pacific in

point of service, has retired. Con-
quest has been with the Oceanic
Steamship Company for twenty-five

years, his last assignment being

the S i e r r a. J. M. FORD, who
has been assistant purser aboard
the Sierra, succeeds Conquest to

the chief position.

//(• may repeat.' L. K. Siversen

who won last year's Propeller

Club of California tjolf cham-
pionship trophy presented by

James S. llines, publisher of

"Pacific Marine Review." Russ

Pratt, chairman for the coming
event, is about ready to announce

the date and place.
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Fastest Passenger and Freight Service

New Yis>i£'K
WITH DIRKCT CONNECTIONS FOR KUROPB

PASSENGER OFFICES:
687 Market St San Francisco
715 West Seventh St. Los Angeles
1333 Fourth Ave Seattle

FRFIGHT OFFICES:
Pacific S.S. Co.'s Terminal Seattle

204 Central Bldg Los Angeles

fanoma facificQne
INTERNATIONAL MERCANTILE MARINE CO.

Trans-PaciEic
WEEKLY SAILINGS from Los Angeles Harb.
Honolulu; Yokohama, Kobe, Shanehai. Hongkong. Manila. FORTNIGHT-
LY to Singapore, Penang, Colombo, and round-the-world ports.

FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS from Manila, Hongkong, Shanghai. Kobe,
Yokohama, and Honolulu to San Francisco, and Los Angeles Harbor.

Atlantic -Far East
WEEKLY SAILINGS from New York. FORTNIGHTLY from Boston to

Honolulu. Yokohama. Kobe. Shanghai. Hongkong, and Manila.
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS from Manila, Hongkong, Shanghai, Kobe,
Yokohama, Honolulu to New York and 'Boston.
•Transhipment New York.

Mediterranean U. S. A.
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS from Alexandria, Naples, Genoa,

rillc:

an'shi,

New York. Bost.

cd Oakland, Portland, Se;

>nd Mar-
io. Cargo
Francisco

:, Havana, Colon,
Kobe. Shanghai,
Port Said, Alei-

nd other ports

Ronnd-the-World
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS between Boston. New Y.
Balboa. Los Angeles Harbor, San Francisco, Honolul
Hongkong, Manila, Singapore, Penang, Colombo, Sue
andria, Naples, Genoa, Marseilles, thence New York.

Trans-Pacific Freight Service
TRIMONTHLY SAILINGS between Los Angeles Ha
Pearl Harbor, Guam, Manila, Cavite, Iloilo, Cebu
u-ducem.nt ,.,l(cr,,

Interceastal
WEEKLY SAILINGS from New York. FORTNIGHTLY from Boston
to Los Angeles Harbor and San Francisco.

FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS from San Francisco and Los Angeles Harbor
to New York.
Cargo destined or shipped from Oakland, Portland, Seattle or Vancouver
subicct to San Francisco transhipment.

Dollar Steamship Lines Inc., Ltd.
BOSTON Rob«R DoIIm Bids. SEATTLE

SI$^£S«) SAN FRANCISCO NFW YORK

5Sk5W^ DAt«.po« 6000 PORTLAND. ORE.

LOS ANGELES WASHINGTON, D.C.

Offices and Agencies Throughout the World

Canadian,'Australasian Royal Mail Line
TO

SUVA, FIJI
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

tial Passenger Liners

R.M.S. NIAGARA
13,500 Tons GroM
20,000 Tons Dis.

HONOLULU, T.H.
AUCKLAND, N.Z.

By the new
1

R.M.M.S. AORANGI
(Motorship)

17,500 Tons Gross
23,000 Tons Dis.

S.iiling from VANCOUVER, B.C.
Every 28 days.

CARGO SERVICE
Monthly sailincs from Vancouver to main New Zealand ports, also

to Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide, Australia, are maintained by
tile following up-to-date cargo steamers:

M.S. HAURAKI S.S. WAIOTAPU
S.S. WAIRUNA S.S. WAIHEMO
For Fare.s, Rates and Sailings apply to any office of the

CANADIAN PAOnC RAILWAY CO. and all

RAILWAY AND STEAMSHIP AGENTS, or to

Canadian-Australasian Royal Mail Line
999 West Hastings Street Vancouver, B.C.

E. K.WOOD LUMBER CO.
EXPORT BC DOMESTIC FIR CARGOES

CUT TO ORDER
1 Drumm Street San Franciaco, CaL

MILLS AT
Anacortes. Washington. Hoquiam, WaihiDgton.

YARDS AT
Oakland. Cal. Los Angeles, CaL 8»D Pedro, Cil.

STEAMERS:
"El Capit^n"

_
"Cucide" "Olfmpic"

"Siskiyou'' "Shasta"

MOTORSHIP: SCHOONER;
"Lisien" "Vigilant"

Cable Address: "Ekaywood."

S.F.BAR PILOTS

And Lay Slill

nl a White Lifiht is car

under Wliite; a Flare <

frequently.

!ed at Mast Mead.

1, Convenience,

^^^ Comfort, Hospitality

w You will appreciate the excellent service

and moderate rates. The city's most
centrally located hotel. One block from
Pershing Square—convenient to all lead-

ing shops, theatres, financial institu-

tions and electric depots for all

resorts. Garage adjoining.

HOTEL All Outside Rooms • Each with Bath

One Person - - S2.50, $3, $4

SAVOY
SIXTH a GRAND
LOS ANGELES

Two persons - - - - $4, $5

UnntttUd Pood - PrUndly Pricet

Frank Simpson, Jr., Dircc/m

PLEASE MENTION PACmC MARINE REVIEW



Official News of the

PROPELLER CLUB o/California

IlIAnorARTERS BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Balfour UiiiUlinK, San Francisco

"ri-siili-nl, Rai.I'II \V. Myers
'iec.-Treas., Stanley E. Ali.ev

J. A. Cronin, Chairman Frank Fox A. T. Hunter
11. J. Anderson Joseph J. Geary G. T. January
John v.. BolRer Harry Havisidc I'retl McLean

Win. Macdonald
John Parker
\'ernon Shnwell

innuninnnnnunnunnniBiuiniunuunninnnnuinnnniunnnuuinninnninuiuinninuinnnnr

OUR recently e.stablished pro-

Kram of rotating the Tuesday
luncheon chairmanships be-

ween the various versatile direc-

ors of the Propeller Club of Cali-

fornia has developed the "turning

ip" of highly creditable attendance

it these popular weekly meetings in

,he California Room of the San
Francisco Commercial Club.

Current features of the Tuesday
gatherings have been received with
mthusiastic interest, and every pro-

gram has had outstanding points of

Interest and educational and en-

tertainment merit.

August 4—Jim Cronin. founder
jf the Propeller Club of California,

A'as chairman of the day. The
speaker was Edwin H. Walter, a

fellow Propeller, who vacations

from his tanker chartering business

3y flying each year with the Uni-

;ed States Naval Air Reserves.

'Ed" opened our eyes in explaining

the efficiency of our flying units,

and his description of the tactics of

fleet plane usage was graphic and
illuminating.

August 11 — Frank Fox took the

wheel. On this day Charles W. Dun-
can described the mighty project

for bridging the Golden Gate. As
this engineering work will soon be
under way, Duncan's address was
timely and comprehensive, because
he accompanied his story with an
exhibition of drawings. As another
feature of Frank Fox Day we en-

joyed the songs of Charles Bulotti,

a San Franciscan who has one of

the world's finest tenor voices.

Miss Marie Hursey was the accom-
panist.

August 18—Joseph Geary of ad-

miralty law fame paced the bridge.

Al Porter, one of our members,
gifted in speech and deep-water ex-

perience, recited the story of Yan-
kee clippers, a subject which can
never grow old. Al Porter reminded
us of the part played by ships of

sail in the building of western
trade and Pacific commerce. He
laid before us the startlingly true

records of famous voyages of sail-

ing vessels in and out of the Gol-

den Gate from the days of gold and
forty-nine.

August 25 — Harry Haviside was
chairman, and his program was as

entertaining as it was entirely uni-

que. For Harry had the San Fran-
cisco Police Department's crack

athletes on deck to display their

prowess in methods of combating
criminal physical attack. An anc-

ient Oriental method of grips and
tactics was demonstrated. If any
Propeller is assaulted with a clea-

ver he now knows exactly what to

do.

August 26 — San Francisco's

Annual Harbor Day found the Pro-

peller Club in charge of the Mer-
chant Marine Life Boat Race, the

California Nautical Schoolship
Race, and the Sea Scout Race. Pro-

peller Club members officiating in

these events were: Captain A. T.

Hunter, Chairman; Captain J. A.

Rumsey, Captain Stanley (Capstan)
Allen, Harry Haviside (and his gi-

gantic derrick barge No. 4), and
Vernon Showell. Elsewhere in this

section are further particulars of

the Propeller Club's participation

in Harbor Day.
Golf—Fall Outing. — Russ Pratt,

chairman of the Golf Committee, is

touring all of Northern California,

scouting for the best possible site

for our fall golf and outing event.

Early in October is about the time,

but exact and complete details will

be available soon. So keep in train-

ing and in touch with Russ Pratt.

His phone is SUtter 6750.

jmnnnnnnnnnnnnnunnnnninnnnnunnnunnnnnnninniuniHiunnnunniinuiuuNminint.

Captain Walter M. McFarland,
manager of the Marine Department
of The Babcock & Wilcox Company,
retires from active service Septem-
ber 1.

The Babcock & Wilcox announce-
ment of this change states that

Captain McFarland, by reason of

ill health asked to be retired from
the service of the company. C. W.
Middleton, vice-presidi'iit of the

company, in commenting upon Cap-
tain McFarland's resignation said,

"The captain has been with us over

twenty-one years and those who
are at all familiar with marine mat-

ters will understand the regret witli

which we see him retire. Although
he has given up his post as man-
ager of the Marine Department, ho

has very kindly consented to give

us, from time to time, the benefit

of the extensive experience that he

has accumulated since his gradua-

tion from the Naval Academy in

1879."

After his graduation Captain Mc-
Farland served on Naval vessels in

various parts of the world and was,

at one time, principal assistant to

Admiral Melville, who was then

Engineer in Chief of the United
States Navy. He held the rank of

Chief Engineer and in 1897 was a

member of the board to reorganize

the personnel of the Navy, which
was presided over by President

Roosevelt, who was at that time.

Assistant Secretary of the Navy.
In 1899 he resigned from the Na-

val service to become vice-president

of Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company, which position

he held until April, 1910. when he

became manager of the Marine De-
partment of The Babcock & Wilcox
Company.
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FAST
SERVICE

..8 Matson liners

to Ha^vaii
I HERE'S never any waiting when
you want to go to Hawaii. Eight

Matson liners, including the luxuri-

ous Malolo, plow a continuous wake
to and from Honolulu. You can al-

ways find a Matson sailing that suits

you.

Deck sports, movies, dancing, will

enliven your voyage. In your state-

room, you'll find the comforts of

home. You can have a great trip on
one of these Matson liners from San
Francisco's Golden Gate to Honolulu.

AU-cxpense tours are offered in great

variety.

Gateway to the South Seas

From Honolulu it is not far to Sa-

moa. Beyond Samoa lie Fiji, New
Zealand and Australia. You can

book on Matson ships all the way

—

with generous stopovers and every-

thing arranged in advance.

Where Parsons' Serves

\Ei

Ride the surf at JVaikiki!

Every day in the year, bronzed, happy
visitors ride the surf at Waikild. The
average temperature of the water is 75 de-
grees—just what it should be for comfort.

MATSON LINE
25 steamers. . fastest service

HAWAII - SOUTH SEAS - NEW ZEALAND - AUSTRALIA
San Francisco Los Angeles

The flags above are readily recognized as they identify

leading operators of merchant ships plying the Pacific

. . . Each have likewise recognized the superior qualities

of PARSONS' WHITE BRASS S.A. as a result of its

unfailing service in connecting rods, eccentric straps,

main journals and other bearings of their ships. Parsons'

White Brass S.A. will greatly reduce bearing mainten-

ance and save those costly trips to the shipyard.

Secure additional information from

C. V. LANE. 1005 Balfour BIdg., S.F.

CRAMP BRASS & IRON
FOUNDRIES CO.

Paschall Station Philadelphia

'"^arsons' White Brass

for Bearings that Last'

Portland Sc.nttle
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R. R. DAVIS, who has directed,

ill the past 21 years, various West-

iiiKhouse advertising activities, has

been appointed apparatus advertis-

ing manager of the Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany, at East Pittsburgh. His ser-

vice with the company started in

1905, immediately following his

graduation as an electrical engin-

eer from the Western University of

Pennsylvania, now the University

of Pittsburgh. In the next five

years he sought experience in en-

gineering, sales and management
and, for this season, following a

course in engineering apprentice

work at East Pittsburgh, went to

Philadelphia as an advisory engin-

eer and salesman. For two years

he also served as electrical super-

intendent of the Megargee Paper

Company.

Ill 1910 he became associated

with the Westinghouse advertising

department and in the ensuing per-

iod had directed the activities and

had executive control of most of its

divisions. In 1925 he was named as-

sistant to manager of the depart-

ment and last year became editor-

in-chief.

Davis had been active in the cre-

Hritii/in<i aiil ihr I'l.stJiiU Cnnlidiji-.

luiJ \lui- III,' ColJiii Cute AV/T. 4//;,

is Cti/ilain K. .1. A lilin. Seven
years agtj, January Sth, to he exact,

C.al^lain .l/itin inauguratrd tlie Dol-

lar rniirhl~l/ii--ii;orld seri'iie with the

President Harrison.

ative as well as the executive side

of every form of advertising, and
its associated media and methods,

that has been used by the Westing-
house Company.

pointed commander of the Ameri-
can Mail liner President Taft, suc-

ceeding CAPTAIN H. A. AHLIN,
who has been assigned to the

steamship President Coolidge. Dur-
ing his career, Captain Nygran has
commanded nineteen different ves-

sels ranging in size and importance
from schooners to his latest com-
mand, the President Madison.

CAPTAIN ANTON W. NYGRAN,
who has just rounded out thirty-

five years at sea, has been ap-

A young Canadian sailor, paraded
before His Majesty, King George V,

last July 28, to receive the gold

medal awarded each year to the

best all-around cadet on the school

ship H.M.S. Conway, maintained on

the Mersey by the Mercantile Mar-
ine Service Association. He was
GEORGE WINRAM ROBERTSON
GRAVES of Vancouver, British Co-

lumbia, the first Canadian to win
the award inaugurated by Queen
Victoria in IgGG, and a grandson of

the late CAPTAIN GEORGE ROB-
ERTSON, who brought the Island-

er around the Horn for the Canad-
ian Pacific Navigation Company
forty years ago.

Young Graves will join the Can-
adian Pacific liner Empress of Can-

ada as cadet officer; one of the four

graduates of the Conway on the

White "Empresses."

y^boavd tlio z.^cftlibur - Sometliiiist Me^vr in

IT WILL PAY YOU IN TANGIBLE RESULTS TO SPECIFY LENOX FIXTURES WHEN YOU ARE PLANNING YOUR NEW
SHIP INTERIORS . . . WHETHER NOVEL OR CONVENTIONAL TYPES ARE INSTALLED YOU WILL BE EMINENTLY

PLEASED WITH LENOX LIGHTING EFFICIENCY AND BEAUTY.

Lenox Electrical Fixtures have been installed on these liners:
H F. ALEXANDER

(Ex Great Northern)
NORTHERN PACIFIC
AMERICAN

(Ex Santa Barbara)

J. M, DANZIGER
CHAS. H. CRAMP
HENRY S. GROVE
DIXIE
LEVI.^THAN

MALOLO
MANCHURIA
REPUBLIC
S.S. GEORGE
WASHINGTON

COAHUILA
SUKOIL
WM. ROCKEFELLER

INC ORPORATED

[OSEPH R PARROTT
EL ORIENTE
ORIZABA
OREGONIAN

(Ex Santa Rosa)

MONTANAN
(Ex Santa Paula)

SANTA ANA
MONGOLIA
SANTA LUISA

KANSAN
(Ex Santa Olivia

SANTA TERESA
SANTA MARTA
CUBA

Manufacturers of J^flOX ChiUa
Trenton > NeYv Jersey

LENOX
Pacific Coast Sales and Service

LALOR ELECTRIC & EXGIIVEERII\G COMPAXY
516 Howard Street, San Francisco, Calif.
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Five Vessels ofthe LuckenbachLine
NoMT Have Increased

Condenser Efficiency,
Eliminated Ferrules,
with

JotiniilCrane
Endless Metallic

Condenser Tube Packing
"John Crane" condenser packing—without fer-
rules—is in service on marine condensers through,
out the world. Employed by the United States and

ding navies and many steamship companies of
all great

Outlet end packed niti

"John Crarie"Endtess

Atttaltic and expansion

rings

countries. It must be beltei

S S. Lewis Luckenbach. the latest vesrel of this line to ado.nt the "John Crane" method ofpacking the mam condenser, eliminating ferrules.

Eight Fundamental Advantages
vpand freely,

unequal stresses on tube sheets.

. Leak-proof tubes—tight condensers

—

hiph vacuum.

. Packing not affected by cooling wa-
ter or heat—outlast old style pack-
ing by many years.

. Eliminates ferrules—quicker and eas-
ier to install.

nrbulence caused by fer-

rules—unimpeded flow lines reduces
rollertion of debris at inflow ends.

5. Prevents deformation of tube ends
caused by extreme ferrule pressure.

y. Tubes bonded to tube sheets, reduc-
ing eIcctroI>-tic disintegration of tube

8-0" cleaning of tube;

Inl.f ,nd hi'lleJ i„lo

fiber buihtng having a

bonding lead insert

Repack your condensers to zain these advantages. Let us
supply recommendations and estimates.

Crane Packing Co., Chicago

Normal Position of RJi

FRANCE
HIGH PRESSURE MARINE PACKING

AVAILABLE AT ALL PRINCIPAL SEAPORTS.
yVPE 255 shows the Hi-Pressure Split Marine

Type Packing with pressure breaker to be used
on the high pressure rod and moderate super-heat.
This is the best type of packing where a split case
must be used.

FRANCE PACKING CO.
Philadelphia.

229-231-233 Clay Street, San Francisco.
Marine Representatives—Southern Califorraa,

Marine Engine«ring Sc Supply Co., Wilmington, CaUfomia.

P-t-^
Type 255

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA
nolli/utooa's most convenient hotel. .
tor Hour atau in Southern Caittornia

DilGHTIn the center of everything to see and doI* next door to famous studios, theatres, cafes, and
shops .

.
near golf courses, bridle paths, and other

amusement places.

The Plaia offers you every modern convenience, unex-
celled seryice,and a unlque,homelllie atmosphere thatmakes ;;ou feel at home at soon as -ou enter its wellknown doonrvay of hospitality." Here, loo, you may
•nloy the company ol Interesting and famous people.
Special low summer rates now in effect—$2 50 up,
sinsle, S3 50 up, double $4.50 up. twin beds Rates
by week or mojth.

Remember the Plaio for on unforsetlabl. May In
Hollywood. Write for free folder.

UOLL\"noOD PLAZA HOTEL ... nOLLYWOOD, CAUF.

MARINE
PHOTOGRAPHS

MORTON 4 CO.
515 MARKET ST.

Successors to

W. W. SWADLEy
formerly «68 Market St.

GARFIELD 4320
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Immediate Uelivery

from .

.
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Pacific Coast Stocks

Recognizing thr importance of prompt deliv-

er) as second only to that of highest quality

metal, provision has been made for maintaining

ample stocks of Parsons' White Brass S.A. on the

Pacific Coast. Whether for a single emergenc\'

hearing replacement or a complete rebabbitting of

a ship's bearing, e\ery ini|\nr\ is gi\en most

prompt and careful attention.

Leading Pacific fleet operators, including Mat-

son, American-Hawaiian. Luckenbach, Panama

Mail, Dollar, Standard Oil and A.s.sociated (^il

have already pro\ed the dependability and utmost

economy of Parsons' White Hrass S.A. Informa-

tion gladly furmshed on request.

Represented on the Pacific Coast by C. V. LANE,
1005 Balfour Building, San Francisco.

CRAMP BRASS & IRON FOUNDRIES CO.
PASCHAI.L STATION PHILADELPHIA

Officiid Or§M
PACIFIC AMERrCAN

Steamship Association
Shipowners Association
OF THE pacific COAST



Matthews 38' Sport Cruiser

The oivnership oj a motor hout. ulUna relaxation, enjoy-

ment and health , . . crounini^ ultimales of good living.

Check the sizes of engines used in stock cruisers.

Check the speed in miles per hour with the

engine and propeller revolutions.

In Matthews cruisers the Sterling Petrel engine,

with its greater piston displacement, turns a

larger propeller at 1900 maximum revolutions, a

safe engine speed. To equal the attained boat

speed, any engine, comparative in price or rated

power, must turn a smaller propeller about 15%
faster. The added 15% is a straining effort,

especially In an unbalanced engine.

Mechanically, the Petrel possesses the advan-

tage of a larger, heavier crankshaft, with 7 main

bearings, counter weighted and dynamically

balanced, a superior clutch and reverse gear and

other important features, more than offsetting

the difference In price.

If you are considering a Matthews boat, may we
send the Petrel catalog and tell you why a

Sterling is the better investment?

12 to 600 horsepower

STERLING
ENGINE COMPANY
BUFFALO • NEW YORK

P E P I T O
celebrated Spanish clown.

Is the owner of a MaHhews
cruiser equipped with a

Sterling Petrel 180-200 H.P.

Pacific coa,t K^H^IO-I^MMOHT COIM[l»/mi%JYRepresentative

SEATTI.B
i)22 H«nrY Biiildint

LOS ANGELES
401 Bradbury Building
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decks are

protected

against CO-R-R-O-SI-O-N
•ifh the decha in the Vetera H's pilot house. Note the Armstrong's inset monogram jrhick git

iiHliridualistic effect to this deck covering of Armstrong's Linoleum,

SAFE from their worst enemies—liriny spray and

ocean air. The steel decks in the pilot house of the

yacht Velero II are covered with Armstrong's Linoleum

—sealed against corrosion.

The exposed deck outside the pilot house is also pro-

tected by Armstrong's Linoleum, chosen because it

"stands the gaff." More than that, Armstrong's Lino-

leum is resilient and comfortable underfoot. It gives the

deck a permanently trim look, because the Accolac-

Processed surface keeps it spotproof and stainproof.

Armstrong also offers otiier types of seaworthy deck

coverings—Linoflor, Linotile, and Cork Tile. Linoflor,

the newest of these, has a water resistant backing of

asphalt-saturated felt. They can all be installed on any

type of deck by Armstrong's newly perfected process

that seals the steel beneath.

There's an ideal Armstrong Floor for any ship.

We'll send you samples of these floors. 'Write also for the

interestingly illustrated books, "Custom-Built Floors

of Cork" and "Public Floors of Enduring Beauty." Arm-
strong Cork Company, Floor Sales Division, Lancas-

ter, Pa. Armstrong branches in these port cities: Armstrongs
• Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, (K\

Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Seattle. Product

Armstrongs
LINOLEUM LINOTILE LINOFLOR
CORKBOARD AND CORK COVERING

ir ireathcr or foul cannoi

her the Armstrong'i

nolcum on this expoxeix

•A% Nor can it harm the

stcc! plates beneath.
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American Wire Rope Stands the Test
Haviside Barge No. 4 equipped exclusively

with American Wire Rope makes the

heaviest lifts with ease and safety

Launching of the Tuna Fisher, City of San Francisco.

The Largest and Heaviest Boat Ever Lifted, Made on the Pacific Coast

110 tons... Length 92'6"...Beam 23'3"... Depth lO'S''

American Steel and KVire Company
SUBSIDIARY OF UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION

Tacific Coast Distributors

COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES PORTLAND SEATTLE SALT LAKE CITY PHOENIX
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A Golden

(?) Jubilee

HIS year might be called the gol'

den anniversary of Steel Ship-

building on the Pacific Coast—if Pacific Coast Ship-

builders had any Golden contracts or prospects over

which they could jubilate. It was in the fall of 1881 that

five men in San Francisco decided to foi'm a new cor-

poration for steel shipbuilding and general engineering

work. These five men were G. W. Prescott, Irving M.
Scott, Henry T. Scott, and J. O. B. Gunn, executives and
principal owners of the old Union Iron Works (a pion-

eer general engineering works of San Francisco), and
George W. Dickie, naval architect and marine engineer.

At that time there were in the United States a few
rather small steel or iron shipbuilding plants all located

on the Atlantic seaboard. How, then, were these five

men to establish and maintain a steel shipbuilding

plant 3000 miles by rail and 10,000 miles by water from
the domestic sources of their raw materials and with no

available body of workmen skilled in the shipbuilding

crafts? That they succeeded in building up a great ship-

yard is a matter of history. During the decade 1891 to

1901 the Union Iron Works of San Francisco was the

best known shipyard in America and one of the world's

greatest.

This success was brought about by the courage, abil-

ity, and vision of the five men named above and of a

host of lesser executives trained under these pioneers or

drawn into association with them by the attraction of

the sheer audacity that marked this whole undertak-

ing. There was, of course, full advantage taken of the

4 per cent, differential granted Pacific Coast navy
yards and private yards in bids for new construction of

naval vessels. There was, too, a practical monopoly of

large steel ship repair jobs and the opportunity of large

general engineering contracts. There was the United

States Navy bonus for extra speed as an incentive for

improvements in marine engineering and naval archi-

tecture. All of these contacting the initiative faculty

of western pioneers resulted in such vessels as the bat-

tleship Oregon and the cruiser Olympia, winners of

the important naval battles of the Spanish-American

War. Of the Olympia it was said by European experts

that she had at the time of her acceptance by the

United States Navy the best balanced steam propulsion

plant that had ever been turned out by any shipyard.

The plant of the Union Iron Works is still intact to a

very large extent, and in many of its features it has

been kept up to date. In the feature of dry-docks, for

example, it is today the foremost privately owned ship-

yard in America. The Hunter's Point Dry Dock of the

Union Plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corpora-

tion, Ltd., has for twenty years been the largest dry-

dock in America operated by a commercial shipbuilding

plant—the only such dock in America capable of dock-

ing any commercial vessel afloat today.

So far as new construction is concerned, the ship-

building ways of this plant and of five other steel ship-

building plants on the Pacific Coast are idle today, and

are very likely to remain idle unless the people of the

Pacific Coast impress upon Congress their desire to see

Pacific Coast shipbuilding maintained as a key indus-

try.

The Carter Bill will be up before Congress in the

coming session. It provides a very slight differential

in favor of Pacific Coast contracts. Not enough to in-

sure profits for Pacific Coast shipbuilders, but enough

to cause every shipowner and the Shipping Board to

consider Pacific Coast yards when calling for bids on

new construction. Write your Congressmen urging sup-

port of the Carter Bill, and you will be doing your bit

to help solve the Pacific Coast unemployment problem

and to reestablish an important Pacific Coast industry.

xiccordlng to survey furnished the Merchant Marine Com-

luittee of Congress , approximately 81 per cent, of the cost

of an American merchant ship goes for labor—labor in ac-

tually building the ship, and the labor of producing and

transporting the numerous materials that go into it.

The Depression

and Shipping

^HERE is no denying but that

we are in the midst, and we

hope the bottom of, the greatest world depression of

modern times. All nations of the world seem to be

affected alike, and as shipping is the principal means

of communication between the various nations, it is

naturally having a very severe period of profitless
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operation; that is, with those ships which are beiiiK

operated. Much of the world tonnage is lying idle. Our
two greatest commercial rivals in the past—England
and Germany—are even in a more depressed condition
than is this country, but that is little consolation for
us, as we sympathize with them. The inter-dependence
of great nations has never been more clearly brought
out than during this colossal slump in business. What
affects one country adversely is almost instantane-
ously reflected in the business with other nations of
the world. Matters cannot continue this way a great
deal longer, for no matter how long other periods of
depression have lasted, better times have come even-
tually. There are already slight signs of improved con-
ditions in shipping affairs in this country, and there
are many ships required to be built under the provi-
sions of the Jones-White law. World trade must neces-
sarily revive and although there is now a great excess
of production over consumption among essential items
of commerce, these conditions must inevitably change
as they always have in the past.

Even depressions of this nature have some advan-
tages from the lessons which people learn in such a
time of adversity. When we look back a decade on
American shipping and consider the woeful waste con-
nected therewith, we may all well be appalled at the
inefficiency which was then displayed in operating
war-built vessels. Few, if any, efforts were made to-
ward economy in the use of fuel or supplies, nor was
any great attention paid to keeping down repairs. The
past two years have been of incalculable benefit in
lowering costs of operation on American ships. Any
new vessels which are now contemplated are given the
most serious thought as to economical fuel consump-
tion. Although both oil and coal are greatly reduced
in cost at the present time, everybody connected with
the shipping industry, both constructors and operators,
gives the greatest attention to minimizing the cost of
power making. The operating personnel give the great-
est attention to reducing the cost of repairs and appear
to have become niggardly in the use of supplies when
compared with the orgies of waste which took place
in the ill-timed post-bellum boom in shipping. As a
fine example of this reform due to these days of de-
pression, an outstanding example is our banner Ameri-
can ship Leviathan. It is safe to say that her operating
costs have been reduced at least a fourth as compared
with the first years of her reconditioning. The person-
nel has been reduced, fuel costs have been greatly les-

sened, and the repair bills are at a minimum; the cost
of food and service has been very measurably decreased
but continues to be of most excellent quality, and the
use of consumable stores has been cut to a minimum;
yet with all these efforts towards greater economy, the
ship today seems in better condition and is better run
than ever before. The same great improvement in op-
eration is shown in nearly all the American ships, so
that when this depression is over (which it must be
before long) the lessons learned during this time of
business stress will be of inestimable value in decreas-
ing the relative costs of operating American ships

when compared with ships of other nations. There is

an old adage (and the old adages which are so often

quoted are filled with wisdom) which says, "In time
of peace, prepare for war." Paraphrasing this, we can
say, "In time of depression, prepare for prosperity,"

and it is a very good sign that this is now being done
in our American Merchant Marine.

(From ihc Bulletin'' of tho American Bureau of Shipping.)

Not Dead
But Slecpeth

^'INCE 1929 the average United
'States citizen has contributed his

share to the mob mania for waking world business pros-

perity now utterly deceased, we continue to be told, for

nearly two years. Since that calamitous autumn when
life the world over was resolved into a series of econ-

omic tragedies, he has become unreasonably jaundiced
on the subject of times which, while patently not so

bright as in the brave days of Coolidge prosperity, are

still, as a matter of strict factual authority, not so bad
as fellow mourners would have him believe. Based on
statistics, world prosperity is not dead but sleepeth;

and while this sleep is troubled it is the night watch
of the United States which lends confidence in an awak-
ening and a recovery. Our citizen, pondering the blight

fallen upon commercial conditions, takes too little

cognizance of the influence being exerted by this coun-
try in reviving commercial well-being all over the
world.

How then, in cold figures, may this power be ana-

lyzed? Thus. The United States, with 6.2 per cent, of the

world's population, normally imports 12 per cent, of

the value of all raw materials, foodstuffs, and manufac-
tures purchased and sold among the nations. Possessing
33 per cent, of the world's railway mileage, 32 per cent,

of its telegraph lines, 60 per cent, of its telephone lines,

38 per cent, of its improved highways, 76 per cent, of

its registered motor vehicles, 70 per cent, of its life

insurance, 21 per cent, of its maritime tonnage, and
15.6 per cent, of its export trade, the' United States at

the same time produces 19 per cent, of the world's

wheat, 63 per cent, of its corn, 60 per cent, of its cotton,

66 per cent, of its refined copper, 47 per cent, of its

steel ingots and castings, and 68 per cent, of its crude
petroleum. Such evidences of economic potency may be
indefinitely amplified, but the essential point is that

during the year just past, a year of depression repeat-

edly emphasized, the United States continued to con-

sume, to possess, and to produce, even if in diminished

volumes, with the result that world prosperity, though
possibly still sleeping, continues nevertheless to

breathe.

(Editorial from Grace Log, May-June, 1931)

"Big Chief"

Makes a Record

ACCORDING to word received

from Honolulu, Captain "Bob"
Purdy of the Young Bros, towboat Mamo (Big Chief)

boasts a record for towing and barge handling that is

worthy of mention. The record runs were made between

Kolo (Island of Molokai) and Honolulu, a distance of

52 miles.

Starting at Kolo, the Mamo towed a barge loaded

with 35,000 cases of pineapples to Honolulu, dropped

it at the harbor entrance, then picked up two empty
barges and returned to Kolo, where each barge was
loaded with 16,000 cases of pineapples, and towed

these barges back to Honolulu. Total time fifteen

hours.

Captain Purdy believes that this is a record of some
kind.
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Present Conditions in

World Shipping

I;
DLE tonnage, according' to

Lloyd's Register, increased by IG

per cent, during the first six months of 1931, resulting

in approximately 9,653,000 gross tons of laid up bot-

toms for July 1, 1931.This figure is 77 per cent, greater

than that given in the same authority for July 1, 1930.

Thirty-nine per cent, of the world tonnage laid up be-

tween January 1 and July 1, 1931, or 592,000 gross, was
British tonnage, 27,000 gross, or 2.3 per cent. United
States flag tonnage.

Judged by full cargo freight rate indices, the rates

9n principal sea routes are practically unchanged as

compared with those for the first half of 1930. As of

July 1, there were in the world's shipyards under con-

struction 1.819,000 gross tons, which is 1,217,000 gross

tons, or approximately 40 per cent., less than the work
in hand July 1, 1930. Great Britain had 553,000 gross

tons under construction, or 835,000 tons less than the

same date last year, and the United States had 299,000

gross tons building, a gain of 70,000 tons. France and
Italy also show substantial gains. Germany and all

other shipbuilding countries record losses.

In steel and iron steam and motor vessels of 100

gross tons or over, the world has available 65,161,000

gross tons. Of this tonnage. Great Britain and her do-

minions own 22,635,000 gross, the United States comes
second with 10,114,000 gross, Germany third with 4,-

219.000 gross, Japan fourth with 4,188,000 and Nor-

way fifth with 4,025,000 gross.

Classifying this total tonnage, we find 8,550,000 gross

tons of tankers which are owned mainly by three coun-

tries, the United States leading with 2,513,000 gross,

followed by Great Britain with 2,353,000 gross, and
Norway with 1,450,000 gross.

Motorships aggregate 9,146,000 gross tons out of this

total. In motor vessels Great Britain and her domin-
ions lead with 2,711,000 gross, followed by Norway
with 1,620,000 gross. The Netherlands with 684,000

gross, and United States with 625,000 gross.

In volume of freight offerings, there has been a de-

cided decline as compared with the first half of 1930,

the volume indices for United States showing a de-

cline of 16 per cent, for imports and 22 per cent, for

exports. Similar indices for United Kingdom ports

show approximately 30 per cent, decline in export vol-

ume and about 5 per cent, decline in imports.

Panama Canal traffic declined by 2,000,000 tons for

the six months period of 1931 as compared with 1930,

and for the first five months of 1931 Suez Canal traffic

declined by 1,115,000 gross tons.

American Seamanship

Prevents Loss of Life

Ti
HE following exchange of telegrams
followed the rescue of the passeng-

ers aboard the Panama Mail liner Colombia, which was
driven ashore in a gale on the island of Santa Mar-
guerita, 670 miles south of San Pedro, California, on
September 13. Both messages reflect justifiable pride
in the morale of the American merchant marine.

Ptaritiwevttw

"Victor M. Cutter, president,

United Fruit Company,
Boston, Mass.

Accept our heartiest thanks for the prompt response

and splendid seamanship with which the United Fruit

steamship San Mateo rescued from the boats all the

passengers and crew of the steamship Colombia strand-

ed off Point Tosca, Lower California, Saturday night.

The prompt establishment of communication, the dis-

embarcation of 114 passengers and 120 officers and

crew into the boats during a severe storm after mid-

night and the rescue of all, without loss of life, or in-

jury, and their subsequent transfer to your steamer

La Perla on which they are now proceeding safely to

their destination in California is, in our opinion, con-

vincing evidence of the efficient seamanship of the

American merchant marine. Please extend to the mast-

ers, officers, and crews of the San Mateo and La Perla

our grateful appreciation,—

•

Edward T. Ford,

President, Panama Mail Steamship Co."

"Edward T. Ford, president,

Panama Mail Steamship Company,
New York, N. Y.

We very much appreciate your message regarding ser-

vices performed by steamships San Mateo and La Perla.

We were very glad indeed to be of assistance in this

situation. I wish to express to you our sympathy in the

loss of the boat but at the same time congratulations

in not losing any lives. All available reports which
have come to us pay high tribute to the magnificent

work of the officers and crew of the Colombia while

abandoning ship. We believe that the launching of life

boats from the Colombia without loss of life or injury

is an outstanding example of American seamanship.

With kindest regards,

V. M. Cutter."

Errata in

Recent Issues

On page 316 of the August issue of Pacific Marine

Review, in the article describing the propulsion machin-

ery of the Steamship President Hoover, the sentence

"Thrust is taken on independent Kingsbury two-collar

type bearings immediately aft of the motors" should

read "Independent Kingsbury two-shoe type bearings."

Kingsbury bearings of single collar multiple shoe con-

struction can handle much heavier loads than ai"e in-

volved in the propulsion of the President Hoover. In

fact, the largest Kingsbury thrust bearings afloat are

all single-collar jobs.

The article "Notes on the Electric Drive," by H. L.

Seward, beginning on Page 371, September issue, Pa-

cific Marine Review, should have been credited to the

"Bulletin" of the American Bureau of Shipping.

On page 375 of the September issue, in the very timely

article by H. Harris Robson on "Marine Engineering
Management," the diagrams were switched, so that they
appeared over the wrong captions. Fortunately the

legend incorporated in each diagram made this error

so apparent that there was no danger of anyone mis-

taking the real meaning of the graphs.
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WorldTrade Conference

A Resume of Some of the More Important

Addresses with Particular Reference to

Pacific Coast Shipping

UNDER the leadership of A. F. Haines of Seattle,

President of the Pacific Foreign Trade Council
and executive vice-president of the American

Mail Line, the Eighth Annual Convention of the Pa-
cific Foreign Trade Council was brought to a very suc-
cessful culmination in Oakland on September 17 and
18. A clear idea of the purpose of this meeting was set

forth by President Haines in his opening address as
follows:

"Ten years ago a small group of men considered it

necessary and desirable to start the organization of
the Pacific Foreign Trade Council. The original pur-
pose of this organization can be summed up in the slo-

gan 'Pacific Coast Unity for World Trade Expansion.'
At that time there was felt a need of getting together
for the exchange of ideas and ideals, an educational
spot for general discussion of the importance of for-

eign trade in order that those interested might ex-

change technical and trade data, also to educate the
public to the necessity of foreign trade as a means of
prosperity.

"It was for these purposes that there was formed a
federation of the maritime commerce and foreign trade
committees of Pacific Coast chambers of commerce
and boards of trade to discuss production and distribu-
tion at home and abroad. To-day our organization
stands as an important and influential business organ-
ization.

"On the surface it may appear that the various ports
and countries along the Pacific Coast of North Amer-
ica are rivals in foreign fields but we are growing to

realize that whatever benefits one benefits all; that
the exchange of views, discussion of methods, and
spreading of information is highly desirable. This,
then, is the duty and aim of the Pacific Foreign Trade
Council."

Mr. Haines, a ship operator of long experience, has
always been a constructive booster for Pacific Coast
products and the Pacific American merchant marine,
so we find him running true to form and closing his
address with the following conclusions:

"Pacific Growth.—In the last twenty-five years the
population of California, Oregon, and Washington has
increased 170 per cent., bringing the present figures
up to six and a half million persons. They manufactur-
ed three and a half billion dollars worth of products
in the last census year, which is GO per cent, of the
value of the total production by these states. Crops

and livestock represent 29 per cent.; and the remainder
is divided between minerals and fisheries.

"Lumber ranks first in the total value of output, and
constitutes nearly one-sixth.

"Petroleum and its products is the second largest in-

dustry and contributed more than one-tenth of the va-

lue of the Pacific Coast products in 1925 (the last

government census).

"The canning industry is the third largest on the

Pacific Coast and had a value of output in 1925 of

over 200 million dollars, or one-third of the total of

the entire country.

"There are 220 establishments in the United States

Pacific Coast region, without Canada, engaged in man-
ufacturing flour and feed, and the aggregate value of

the products of this industry is more than 106 million

dollars. The wheat production of the Pacific slope is

67 million bushels.

"It is veiy interesting to make a comparison of fig-

ures in this regard, which will give us an idea of just

what proportion of the 'world's responsibility' we on
the Pacific carry:

"In 1913 the total world commerce was 41 billions

of dollars. Six billions of this, or 14 per cent., was
handled by the countries of the Pacific area.

"In 1929 the total world commerce was 67 billions,

and the Pacific area countries did 21 per cent., or
nearly 14 billion dollars.

"Measuring the trade of this sixteen-year period in

terms of United States business, we find from 1913
to 1929 a gain for the United States of 125 per cent.

The Atlantic districts gained 96 per cent., the Gulf
district 120 per cent. The Pacific Coast showed a gain
of 306 per cent., or in dollars from $275,752,000 in 1913
to $1,118,558,000 in 1929.

"With an increase of eight billion dollars of world
commerce handled by the countries of the Pacific area
over a period of sixteen years, it is small wonder that

there is a definite need for business men to turn at-

tention to the guidance of these enterprises.

"The total ocean-borne trade of the United States
ports in 1930, both foreign and domestic, inbound and
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outbound combined, exceeded 316,000,000 cargo tons.

Of this total 27 per cent, moved through Pacific Coast

ports. In the outbound traffic of 1930, foreign and

domestic combined, Pacific Coast ports handled 40,000,-

000 cargo tons, or 29 per cent, of the entire outbound

ocean movement. In the inbound ocean traffic of 1930,

foreign and dome.stic combined, Pacific Coast ports

handled approximately 38,500,000 tons, or 24 per cent,

of the total.

"The figures showing that three Pacific Coast states

carry 27 per cent, of the entire country's commerce

and "industry should bring a realization of the import-

ance of the Pacific slope and of the mutual obligations

and responsibilities existing between this section of the

country and the rest of the United States and the inter-

dependence of all countries."

and loss as between shipowner and shipper will be re-

moved."

After this auspicious opening, there followed two

days of excellently programmed meetings featuring a

large number of meaty papers on timely subjects pre-

pared and delivered by experts. From these addresses

we have culled excerpts especially interesting to the

marine fraternity.

Uniform Ocean Bills of Lading. By Ira S. Lillick.—

A very thorough and scholarly paper which outlines

the trends leading up to and the present status of "the

Hague Rules," and concludes with the following per-

suasive plea for the official adoption of the Uniform
Bill of Lading under those rules by the governments

of all maritime nations:

"From the standpoint of the shipowner, conditions

the world over make them dependent upon shippers for

their profits. It would seem that to cooperate with them
would, in the end, be more profitable. No matter what
the legal obligations of the carriers, if only they are

the same, all carriers will be on a competitive equality.

Eventually the cost of conducting the business must be

reflected in the freight rate, and steamship owners can
agree with the cargo owners if only international uni-

formity is secured.

We have only one definite basis upon which to form-

ulate an idea of whether the Rules in practice would
be successful. They have been in force in England
since January 1, 1925. With six years of experience in

the practical operation of the Rules, the British steam-
ship owners are a unit in their support of them. No
cargo leaves an English port to-day without being sub-

ject to a bill of lading in form the same as that re-

quired by the Hague Rules. Since 1925 they have work-
ed exceptionally well. The amount of admiralty litiga-

tion in the British courts under the Hague Rules, as

compared with our litigation here, resulting from the

different forms of bills of lading in use in the United
States, has been truly amazing. During this whole per-

iod of six years there have been perhaps only 15 or 20

litigated cases in England, and here, almost as many
cases as that are commenced in our own District Court

in the Northern District of California in a few months.

Multiply this by the cases commenced in other juris-

dictions in the United States, and the loss to the inter-

ests involved in attorneys' fees and legal costs alone

are staggering.

If, and when, a uniform ocean bill of lading is adopt-

ed internationally, every country will profit equally.

The adjustment of rates as well as risks upon an in-

telligent basis in cargo and P. and I. insurance will

be possible; and many causes of friction, litigation,

Pacific Coast Foodstuffs in International Trade. By

Alonzo E. Taylor (Food Research Institute, Stanford

University)—"Foreign commerce consists of two func-

tions; namely, production of goods available for ex-

port and the trading of these goods into export for dis-

tribution in foreign countries. In the long run each of

these functions must yield a profit to the enterprise

involved, if the service is to endure. We gather that to

a considerable extent producers of agricultural pro-

ducts which have been exported during the past decade

from our Pacific states have not raised them at a pro-

fit. When the producers do their own exporting, the re-

lation of profit or loss in the entire process ought to

be apparent; but when the exporters are a special class,

these relations may not be recognized. A certain dura-

tion of the conduct of business for volume without

profit is possible in modern society; but it would be

wise for exporters and shipowners to realize that dur-

ing the next decade the exports of agricultural pro-

ducts from our Pacific Coast states will tend to decline

unless the products are raised at a profit to farmers.

If one will trace the exports of agricultural products

from our Pacific States to their destinations, one will

be brought to realize the extent to which the countries

of destination have low standards of living. In north-

ern European countries the standard of living, while

below ours, is relatively high. In South and Central

America the standard of living is still lower. In Asia

the standard of living is so low that there is more or

less continuous pressure of population on food supply.

Agriculture in our Pacific States is for the most part

not to be classed as low-cost production. Our endeavors

to stimulate export trade in foodstuffs from our Paci-

fic States thus bring us into the somewhat anomalous

position of endeavoring to sell relatively high-cost

products to countries with low purchasing capacities.

The export of agricultural staples from our Pacific

Coast states must be maintained if widespread con-

traction in acreage is to be avoided. Of this, wheat is

an excellent illustration, and it is not going too far to

say that the growing and milling of wheat on the Pa-

cific Coast were to a large extent established for the

purpose of supplying foreign markets. The internation-

al trade in staples is conducted on a very narrow mar-

gin, and its continuation implies foreseeable rates of

exchange, based on possibly depreciated but at least

standardized currencies. It is thus necessary to empha-

size the importance to our Pacific Coast states of an

enduring stabilization of the relations of gold and sil-

ver in Asia.

Finally, it is to be observed that while the propul-

sive impulse in foreign trade is highly commendable,

it can be exaggerated. Merely to get goods out of the

country is not necessarily and inherently a benefit. In

the long run the dumping of goods is not a benefit.

There is such a thing as modern mercantilism, the

somewhat masked survival of the historically outworn

doctrine that it is indefinitely beneficial to export

goods in exchange for money. The best corrective of

the spirit of mercantilism is active and cooperative

recognition of the doctrine that an enduring export

trade must bring profit to producers as well as to mer-

chants, bankers, and shipowners."

Development of Tourist Travel as an Aid to Com-

merce. By George S. Neil (District Passenger Agent,
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Dollar Steamship Lines at Los Angeles).—"You, who
distribute merchandise to the four corners of the earth,

and we, who book passengers for the far-flung front-

iers of civilization, have a common object in view

—

that of educating the public. By placing American
merchandise on the shelves in China, Java, or India;
by sending American-made transportation equipment
to Japan, Egypt, or Italy; by installing American sani-

tary devices in the hotels of Asia, Africa, and Europe
you have made it easier for us to sell passenger tickets.

By using our best efforts to stimulate travel to all

parts of the world we aid in erecting a market for your
goods abroad, whether it be by the outright purchase
of a small trinket or the payment of a huge hotel bill.

So there can always be but one object for both of us

—

the stimulation of foreign trade and travel."

Steamship Dinner Shippers'

Conference

Many excellent short papers covering various Paci-

fic trade routes and the commodities shipped thereon
were featured at the dinner conference between Paci-

fic ship operators and Pacific shippers. We print the

following abstracts:

Direct European Trade. By H, S. Scott (President,

General Steamship Corporation.—"During the past ten

years we have seen this remarkable development take

place. Large quantities of lumber, wheat, barley, fresh,

dried, and canned fruits, fish, metals, and many other

commodities, never before shipped direct to Europe,

now move in a substantial way from British Columbia,
Washington, Oregon, California, and our inland West-
ern States, to the United Kingdom. Scandinavia, Ger-

many, France, Belgium, Italy, and other parts of Eur-
ope. Exports of dried fruits alone have run far over

200.000 tons in a single year. Europe takes from 85

to 90 per cent, of our export of this commodity. Lum-
ber shipments have exceeded 350,000,000 board feet an-

nually. Shipments of wheat have reached as high as

65,000,000 bushels, and the movement of flour has

equalled 375,000 barrels yearly. Last year the total ex-

poi't movement of fresh apples from Pacific Coast

ports, reached the astounding total of 8,000,000 boxes,

of which Europe took close to 90 per cent. This is a

business that has been entirely created in the brief

period since 1920.

We simply cannot afford to take any chances that

might jeopardize this important trade by experiment-

ing any further with tariffs or other trade barriers.

We already have a situation where the trade is largely

a oneway movement, because we are importing little, if

anything, from Europe to the Pacific Coast. But the

evils of our tariff policy do not cease there. Unfortu-

nately, there is also a growing tendency on the part of

the European nations to enact retaliatory measui-es

against our products. I believe that it is clear that we
on the Pacific Coast have far more to lose than to gain

through any policy that discourages reciprocal trade

with Europe. As for the future—given a reasonable

chance for continued normal development to take its

course— I am confident that we shall also see amazing
strides in the next ten years. Faster ships will race to

Europe, bringing that tremendous market with its great

possibilities closer and closer to our doors."

South America—East Coast. By Ralph W. Bybee
(Foreign Freight Agent, McCormick Steamship Com-
pany).—"The principal cargo carried from this coast to

South America is lumber. The principal cargo home-
bound has been coffee. Lumber has increased from 19

million feet in 1925 to 78 million feet in recent years,

and coffee has increased from 288 thousand bags in

1922 until this year it is conservatively estimated it

will reach approximately 650 thousand bags.

This route when first opened consisted of about five

or six sailings per year. To-day there are approximate-
ly 30 sailings per year in each direction. Before the in-

auguration of this trade route, what little business,

if any, that was done between this coast and the East
Coast of South America was consummated by New
York brokers and all freight from this coast moved via

the Atlantic seaboard. This, of course, was not con-

ducive to the promotion of our own Pacific Coast pro-

ducts and industries. In 1928 refrigerated equipment
was added to this route and to-day there is ample space
to take care of all the requirements. The sale of apples,

for instance, which has always been handled by New
York brokers, is to-day handled by Pacific Coast brok-
ers and forwarded directly from this coast. It is ob-
vious that a trade route cannot be successfully main-
tained without reciprocity. This is especially noticeable
with the Latin American countries. In the Argentine
there is a slogan "Buy From Those Who Buy From Us."
Therefore, some method of developing importations
must be devised."

The Far East. By S. Nakase. (Nippon Yusen Kaisha)—-"There is a great deal of interest for shippers and
foreign traders in the figures on the growth of trans-

pacific trade, particularly between North America and
Japan, since the great World War. While Japan's ex-

ports to the United States and Canada before the war
were $101,000,000. or 34 per cent., of Japan's total ex-

ports and the imports were $49,000,000, or 16 per cent.,

of total imports, to-day Japan's exports to North Amer-
ica amount to $396,000,000, or 43 per cent., of Japan's
total exports and her imports from North America are

$321,000,000, or 32 per cent., of Japan's total imports.

This shows an amazing growth; a fourfold increase in

exports while imports have multiplied seven times in

Japan's trade with the United States and Canada dur-

ing the last decade. To me it is a wonderful thing that

43 per cent. of all exports and 32 per cent, of the total of

imports to Japan are from the United States and Cana-
da constituting the major portion of transpacific for-

eign trade.

The trade of China with the United States in 1929

was $166,000,000 in exports and $124,000,000 in im-

ports. Besides, the trade between Hongkong, the Straits

Settlements, Philippines, and Java with the United

States and Canada are also contributors to the trans-

pacific trade routes.

Thus you will all realize that, while the United States

and Canada are the important supporters of industry

of Japan, China, and other oriental countries on one

hand, those oriental countries on the other hand are

no mean customers of the North American goods.

It is our duty in the steamship business to link these

great commercial fields of the Pacific Ocean. I believe

the record of the transpacific shipping lines is a rec-

ord of progress and achievement. The lines on the Pa-

cific have accepted the challenge of the new world

economic system and are doing their best in placing
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faster and finer ships in the services; always seeking

the cooperation of the industries concerned for greater

accomplishment by all of us."

West Coast of South America. By F. L. Doelker (As-

sistant Vice-President, Grace Lines, Incorporated).

—

"Trade between tne United States and the eountrics lo-

cated along the West Coast of South America has in-

creased tremendously due to the many steamer lines

now giving- regular service between Pacific Coast ports

of North America and the West Coast of South Am-
erica.

The industrial development of our Pacific Coast has
been rapid. Manufacturers are enabled, by reason of

improved steamer services, to export a wider range of

highly manufactured products than formerly moved in

this trade. As the export trade is essential to the con-

tinual pro.sperity of agriculture and industry, the value
and importance of regular steamer service to the great

market of the west coast of South America is so mani-
fest as to require no further comments.

Imports from the West Coast of South America,
namely nitrate of soda, sugar, coffee, cocoa, lead, cop-

per bars, gold, silver, lead, and copper ores, have been
increased and diversified; and it is hoped that the vol-

ume will continue to increase. In order to develop trade

in fresh fruits and other perishable commodities these

steamer lines during the last two years have equipped
their vessels with refrigerated space so that perishable

commodities are now being sent to the West Coast
countries. At the present time the steamer lines have
more cold storage space than the trade warrants, but
with the increased exchange of commerce it is hoped
that in future it will be necessary for the lines to en-

large their refrigei'ated space. In order to handle per-

ishable commodities, cold storage facilities have been
erected at some west coast ports; but in order to in-

crease the volume of fresh fruits and other perishable

commodities it will be necessary that cold storage fa-

cilities be erected at all the principal west coast of

South America ports, and it is hoped that the various
interested countries will give this matter their serious

consideration. In order for the steamer lines to give a

regular and dependable service between the various
countries, it is of utmost importance that vessels be
given prompt dispatch at all west coast ports. It is also

important that government dues, such as lighthouse
and hospital dues, port charges, and other fees, be
kept in mind so that these may remain as low as pos-

sible.

The respective governments should also take the

quarantine restrictions into consideration with a view

of working out more reasonable regulations which
would not work a hardship on the respective steamer
lines."

Exports Dying with Silver. By Senator Key Pitman.

—

"At the present market price of silver, which is less

than twenty-eight cents an ounce, the actual intrinsic

value of the Chinese dollar is only about twenty-two
cents. The Chinaman, therefore, with his silver dol-

lar, can only purchase approximately twenty-two cents

worth of our products. Stated in terms of exchange, the

Chinaman has to exchange four and one-half of his dol-

lars for one of our dollars, with which to pay the pur-

chase price of our products.

In view of the fact that his earnings have not been

Mi

increased by reason of the fall in price of silver, it is

self-evident that he cannot afford to purchase our pro-

ducts upon any such exchange basis. The Chinese,

therefore, have practically ceased to buy our fruits,

grains, flour, lumber, meats, cotton goods, automobiles,

and other manufactured products. In fact, he is buying

from the United States, Great Britain, and other gold

standard countries only those things that necessity de-

mands. This condition is true to a great extent in our

trade relations with all silver money using countries,

whether they be nominally on a gold standard basis or

not.

The far-reaching effect of this deplorable condition

upon our trade and commerce can be estimated when

we realize that over 90 per cent, of the governments

of the world and over half of its people have nothing

with which to purchase property, conduct trade, and

measure wealth, except silver.

Through the artificial depression of the purchasing

power of silver we have isolated from us such silver

money using countries and people and are rapidly forc-

ing them to become independent of our products. China

is rapidly meeting the necessity of doing without our

products or products of other gold standard countries.

She is planting additional large acreage to cotton,

wheat, and tobacco and establishing herds of sheep up-

on the Manchurian hills. Gold is flowing into China

for the purpose of purchasing cheap silver with which

to build factories and to take advantage of the cheap

labor with which to produce those manufactured art-

icles that heretofore we have successfully sold to her

people.

It is not the poor Chinaman who is suffering from

this condition, but the poor American farmer, produc-

er, and business man who sold off his surplus wheat

and cotton and tobacco and lumber and fruits and

meats, manufactured products to the Chinese people.

The Chinaman, in spite of the high taxes, is prosperous

in those parts of China not affected by floods or war
disturbances. I sawno signs of abnormal unemployment

in Shanghai, Hongkong, Tientsin, Peking, Hankow, or

other great cities removed from the catastrophes of

nature and war.

Let it be remembered that China is a country in area

larger than the United States; in fact, almost equal in

size to the United States and Mexico combined. The
present Communist war in China only involves about

three provinces which may be compared to the States

of Nevada, Utah, and Idaho as to area and as to re-

moteness from the great coast cities. There are prob-

ably not over 300,000 men involved in such military

operations out of the four hundred millions of popula-

tion of China.

What is the remedy? An international agreement to

abandon or suspend the policy and practice of govern-

ments of debasing and melting up circulating silver

coins and of throwing the silver on the markets of the

world as bullion. This is the plan approved by the

United States Senate. The Senate by unanimous vote

adopted a resolution, that the President is requested,

if he deem it compatible with the best interests of our

government, to call or obtain an international confer-

ence or conferences for the purpose of obtaining an

agreement among nations, if possible, to abandon the

policy and practice of debasing and melting up silver

coins and selling the silver as bullion on the markets

of the world; and further, to obtain an international

agreement, if possible, as to the future uses and status

of silver as money."



Pacific Coast Shipyards

Have Always Built Good Ships

MUCH interest was developed in the revival of

Pacific Coast Shipbuilding by the session devot-

ed to that subject at the Eighth Annual Conven-

tion of the Pacific Foreign Trade Council. This ses-

sion, under the chairmanship of J. A. H. Kerr, presi-

dent of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, was
held for the purpose of developing some method of ob-

taining for Pacific Coast shipbuilding plants an equit-

able share in the contracts for new construction dev-

eloped under the Merchant Marine Act of 1928.

The set program consisted of four masterly ad-

dresses, as follows: "Advantages of the Pacific Coast
for Ship Construction and Its Relation to Foreign
Trade," by H. J. Anderson, Secretary, Pacific Coast
Dry Dock Association; "Pacific Coast Should Share
Equitably in Ship Construction made Possible by Fed-
eral Aid," by Congressman A. E. Carter of California;

"American Shipping and Shipbuilding," by Congress-
man Arthur Free of California; and "Relationship be-

tween American Merchant Marine and Foreign Trade,"
by Captain S. S. Sandberg, Pacific Coast member, Unit-

ed States Shipping Board.

Mr. Anderson's address struck the keynote of the

session as developed in the following excerpts and re-

sulted in the complete endorsement of the Carter Bill

by resolution of the Pacific Foreign Trade Council.

The benefits of the Jones-White Act, although far

reaching, fall about 3000 miles short of reaching far

enough. They fail to extend to the Western Seaboard,

and the activity in new ship construction occasioned

by the passage of the Act is now all concentrated in

a small area of the North Atlantic Coast.

Viewing this situation from an economic standpoint

as well as from the angle of the National Defense it is

bad public policy to concentrate an industry as vital

to the welfare of the Nation as is shipbuilding into one
small section of the country.

The Congress of the United States long ago recog-

nized that steel shipbuilding could not be profitably

carried on on the Pacific Coast in competition with the
eastern shipyards because of their location so far from
the source of supply of materials necessary for steel

ship construction. Realizing the importance of main-
taining established steel shipbuilding yards on this

coast and the training of men and boys in the ship-

building trades, Congress granted a 4 per cent, differ-

ential to Pacific Coast yards in bidding on naval ves-

sels. This differential enabled the yards of the Pacific

Coast not only to build naval vessels, but because of

the "back log" of naval work it made possible the main-
tenance of the yard organizations which permitted the

Pacific Coast shipyards to successfully bid on mer-

chant work. Since the World War this differential has

been abolished and not a single contract for naval con-

struction has been awarded to a commercial shipyard

on this Coast.

Private shipyards need this "back log" of naval

work, for merchant work alone will not be sufficient to

maintain the shipyards in a normally active state.

Certainly the authors of the Jones-White Act, which
was designed to create new merchant vessels in Amer-
ican yards, had no thought of discrimination when they

framed that legislation. Senator Jones is from the

West Coast, and the shipping and shipbuilding inter-

ests of the West stood solidly behind the measure. The
first thought was a merchant marine built in America
and owned by Americans, and no provisions were made
for the small differential in cost which would enable
the West Coast to participate in the new construction

program. Because of this not one dollar of this ship

construction money has gone to a Pacific Coast ship-

yard.

In order to place the shipyards of the Pacific Coast
in a more equitable position to bid on contemplated
new construction contracts made possible by the pro-

visions of the Jones-White Act, Congressman Albert

E. Carter, after consultation with his colleagues, Mrs.
Kahn, Mr. Welch, Mr. Free, Senator Jones, and mem-
bers of the Shipping Board, introduced an amendment
to the Merchant Marine Act providing for a differen-

tial of one-half of one per cent, in the interest rate on
monies loaned to construct ships under the provisions

of the Jones-White Act providing said ships be con-

structed in Pacific Coast shipyards.

The effect of this legislation might best be explained

in the case of a hypothetical ship the contract price of

which might be $2,000,000. Under the provisions of the

Jones-White Law, the government would lend the ship-

owner 11,500,000 payable in 20 equal installments over
a period of 20 years with interest at three and one-half

per cent. If the Carter Amendment became a law and
the shipowner built in a Pacific Coast shipyard the in-

terest rate would be three per cent, over a like period.

This would mean a total repayment of principal and
interest under the present law of $2,051,250 and under
the proposed Carter Amendment it would mean a total

repayment of principal and interest of $1,972,500, or a
difference in interest payment of $78,750.

This we do not believe sufficient to influence eastern

shipowners to build vessels in West Coast yards; but
provided a shipowner desired to favor a Pacific Coast
yard it would place the bid of a West and East Coast
shipyard on a more equitable basis because the amount
mentioned, $78,750, just about equals the freight

charges on materials for vessels of this size between
the point of origin and an East and West Coast ship-

yard. Thus a Pacific Coast shipyard could be $75,000

higher than an East Coast yard in its original bid, and
should the shipowner desire to build in a West Coast
yard by taking advantage of the Carter Amendment he
could do so without suffering any financial loss at-

tendant to his loyalty to this Coast.

The Carter Bill has received the endorsement of prac-

tically every chamber of commerce on the Pacific

Coast. New ship construction contracts in the yards

of this Coast will mean the distribution of millions of

dollars for labor and materials on this coast, and
the return of prosperity in which practically every in-

dustry and business has a share.



American Ships in World Trade
^y S. S. Sandberg

Commissioner, United States Shipping Board

THE American merchant marine includes a total of

25,000 vessels of five tons and over aggregating
16 million gross tons. This total fleet is made up

of 6100 steam vessels of 12,800,000 gross tons; 12,000
motor vessels of one million tons; 1500 sailing vessels

of 800,000 tons; and 5400 unrigged vessels of 1.400,000

tons. This fleet furnishes employment for 203,000 men.
A segregation by sizes shows that the total fleet con-

tains 14,000 vessels of less than 100 gross tons; 8100
vessels between 100 and 1000 tons; 800 vessels between
1000 and 2000 tons; and 2100 vessels of 2000 gross tons
and over.

Our total fleet is exceeded by only that of Great Brit-

ain and, in the highest class of seagoing steam and
motor vessels of 2000 tons and over, we have 2045 ves-

sels as against 3054 owned by Great Britain. Japan
ranks next with 635 vessels in this class, followed by
Norway with 585, Germany with 575, France with 548,

Italy with 537, and the Netherlands with 477.

Forei.sjn Trade Fleet.

In 1930, our foreign commerce included the services

of nearly 5000 vessels of 24 million gross tons, flying

the flags of 30 countries. Of this great fleet, 4320 ships

of 22 million tons participated in our overseas and
nearby ocean borne foreign trade and 607 vessels of

2,000,000 gross tons were employed in Great Lakes for-

eign trade. In the ocean trades, 1334 American flag

vessels of 6,200,000 tons participated, while vessels of

29 foreign nations also engaged in these trades num-
bered 2986 of 15,800,000 tons. United States vessels

dominated the Lakes trade, having in that service

1,300,000 gross tons.

Vessels engaged in our foreign trade transported

104,700,000 tons of cargo, making 30,000 entrances at

American ports, bringing in 49,800,000 tons, and 30,000

clearances carrying out 54,900,000 tons.

In 1930, our total water borne foreign commerce was
divided into 70 per cent, dry cargo tonnage and 30 per

cent, tanker tonnage. In the overseas trades dry car-

goes constituted 77 per cent, of the total tonnage moved
while 23 per cent, of the overseas traffic was carried in

tankers. In the nearby foreign trade, which, of course,

includes the territories from which we received large

crude oil imports, dry cargoes constituted 44 per cent,

of the total cargo tonnage and tankers carried 56 per
cent, of the total. In the Great Lakes trades nearly 99
per cent, of the tonnage moved was dry cargo and onl.y

a little more than one per cent, was carried in tankers.

American flag vessels made a total of 25,000 or 41
per cent, of the total number of entrances and clear-

ances, and carried 42,100,000 tons or 40 per cent, of
the total amount of freight transported. The remainder
of the entrances and clearances, numbering 35,000, were
made by vessels of 29 other countries which carried 62,-

600,000 tons of freight.

Incoming American vessels made 42 per cent, of the
total number of entrances and brought in 51 per cent,

of the total imports received, while outgoing American
vessels made 41 per cent, of the clearances and carried
31 per cent, of the tonnage exported.

Nearly 66 per cent., or 39,300, of the total entrances
and clearances were made by vessels with cargo, the
remaining 20,700 having entered or cleared in ballast.

The loaded vessels were divided between 19,400 en-
trances, equaling 65 per cent, of the total inbound, and
19,900 clearances, representing 66 per cent, of the out-
bound vessels. Approximately 62 per cent, of the Am-
erican flag entrances and 56 per cent, of the clearances
were with cargo.

Types of Vessels.
The combination passenger and freight vessels made

32 per cent, of the entrances and clearances during
1930, carrying 8,163,000 tons, or 8 per cent, of the total
freight volume. In the overseas trade these vessels made
nearly 21 per cent, of the entrances and clearances and
carried nearly 11 per cent, of the cargo; in the nearby
ocean trade they made 33 per cent, of the entrances
and clearances and carried about 7 per cent, of the
cargo, and in the Great Lakes trade they made 40 per
cent, of the entrances and clearances and carried only
about 1/8 of 1 per cent, of the cargo.
The freighters made 50 per cent, of the total number

of entrances and clearances in 1930 and carried 63,284,-
000 tons of freight or more than 60 per cent, of the
total cargo movement. In the overseas trade this type
of vessel made nearly 61 per cent, of the entrances and
clearances and carried about 66 per cent, of the cargo;
in the nearby ocean trade they made 40 per cent, of
the entrances and clearances and carried 34 per cent,
of the cargo, and in the Great Lakes trade they made
55 per cent, of the entrances and clearances and carried
nearly 95^2 per cent, of the volume.

Tankers, designed for carrying liquid or semi-liquid
cargoes in bulk, such as petroleum products or molas-
ses, made 12 per cent, of the total entrances and clear-
ances in 1930, and carried 31,704,000 tons of cargo, or
more than 30 per cent, of the total water borne foreign
freight movement for the year. Vessels of this type
made 18 per cent, of the entrances and clearances in

the overseas trade and carried 23 per cent, of the cargo.
In the nearby ocean trade they made 16 per cent, of the
entrances and clearances and carried 56 per cent, of
the cargo, and in the Great Lakes trade they made about
% of 1 per cent, of the entrances and clearances and
carried about 1 per cent, of the tanker cargo tonnage.

Sailing vessels engaged in our foreign trade made
about 2 per cent, of the total entrances and clearances
in 1930 and carried 669,000 tons of freight, or less than
1 per cent, of the total movement. In the overseas trade
sailing vessels made only about 3/10 of 1 per cent, of
the entrances and clearances, carrying 86,000 tons of
cargo or less than 2/10 of 1 per cent, of the overseas
cargo movement. In the nearby ocean trade sailing
vessels made about 4 per cent, of the entrances and
clearances and carried 345,200 tons, or a little more
than 1 per cent, of the cargo transported, and in the
Great Lakes trade they made about 1^4 per cent, of the
entrances and clearances and carried 238,000 tons of
freight, or about lU per cent, of the total Great Lakes
movement.
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Pacific Coast Share.

The substantial part taken by the Pacific Coast in

the development of the American merchant marine is

evidenced by the fact that Pacific Coast interests have
established 31 American flag lines in foreign and non-

contiguous trades. These 31 lines operate 261 vessels

of 1,600.000 gross tons. They are employed in services

calling at 29 domestic ports and 277 foreign ports lo-

cated in 61 countries, territories, and islands. In addi-

tion to the vessels already employed. Pacific Coast
companies are building under mail contract require-

ments nine vessels of nearly 140,000 gross tons and
others are contemplated.

The experience of the United States in the last ten

years clearly demonstrates the intimate relation be-

tween shipping and foreign trade. Since we have estab-

lished permanent services in essential trade routes our

commerce has expanded moi'e rapidly than in any simi-

lar period in our history. Our country as a whole has
benefited by this expansion but its results are particu-

larly noticeable on the Pacific Coast. In the ten-year

period 1921-1930 the water-borne foreign trade of the

Pacific Coast has increased more than 157 per cent.,

while during the same period the water-borne foreign

trade of the entire nation has advanced less than

19 per cent. This means that in a total increase dur-

ing the ten year period of 19 per cent., the Pacific

Coast contributed 11 per cent. In this connection, too,

it should be noted that while the Pacific Coast handled

7 per cent, of our water-borne foreign commerce in

1921, in 1930 more than 15% per cent, of all water
borne foreign trade of the United States passed through

Pacific Coast ports.

A resume of the import cargo tonnage handled by

Pacific Coast ports during the decade 1921-1930 proves

that while the total import tonnage arriving in the

United States increased a total of 43 per cent., the im-

port tonnage arriving at Pacific Coast ports advanced
from 1.340,000 tons in 1921 to 2,900,000 tons in 1930—
an increase of over 116 per cent.

A survey of the export traffic of the Pacific Coast is

even more impi-essive for in the decade 1921-1930. the

export tonnage handled by Pacific Coast ports advanced

from 4.400,000 tons to nearly 12,000,000 tons, or 170

per cent.

Our experience in developing routes and services has

demonstrated the need for modern ships to fit the trend

of today, and we in America are meeting that need by

building new tonnage and modernizing existing tonnag(^

with the result that 18 new vessels have been com-

pleted and 23 are under construction, aggregating near

ly one-half million gross tons. In addition, orders have

been placed for 19 vessels of 157,000 gross tons for re-

construction and modernization, of which 13 have been

completed and six are being rebuilt at this time.

To carry on and gain the fruits of our work and in-

dustry one other factor is necessary. It is the most vital

one of all.

To insure the permanence and develop to greater

degree our present merchant marine our exporters, im-

porters, and the traveling public must be liberal in pat-

ronage and support of their own ships.

Trade, shipping and national defense are so closely

interrelated that they cannot be separated. Shipping

is the dominant factor among these three. The princi-

pal maritime nations are cognizant of that fact and

have, accordingly, built and are building ships to

strengthen this trinity.

America must keep pace with the maritime nations

October

of the world by maintaininsj a relatively .strong mer-
chant marine to insure the perpetuity of its economic
and political life.

Abstract of an Address before the Eighth Annual Pacific Coast
Foreign Trade Convention at Oakland, California, September 17-18,
19.M.

New Dollar liner President Hoover transiting Miraflores Locks,

Panama Canal, to take her maiden dip in Pacific Waters.



Pacific Coast

Products in World Trade

Some International News Affecting Exporters

MANY Pacific Coast products are contacting

world-wide markets and many of those markets

are subject to constant change in tariff regula-

tion, in credit situation, and in local demand. While it

is impractical in a monthly periodical to record all of

these changes, it is frequently of advantage to review

the principal trends. Here are a few gathered from
correspondence and from recent United States and
other government publications.

Douglas Fir Maintains Its Position.—Douglas fir has

succeeded in maintaining its position as one of the most

important commercial timbers now being used in the

South Africa Union. A small recession in imports from

the United States was largely counterbalanced by an
increase from Canada. This shifting of the trade has

doubtless been caused by the creation of a direct ship-

ping connection between the Pacific Northwest and
South Africa, and the fact that Canadian lumber is

allowed free entry while that from the United States

must pay a duty of 3 per cent, ad valorem. The good tex-

ture of Douglas fir allows its utilization for interior

trim and general woodworking of all types, while its

large dimensions have made it invaluable for heavy
construction work. There seems to be no indication that

North European lumber can hope to compete with this

species—the reverse actually being true, as Douglas fir

is slowly but steadily being introduced to take the place

of North European lumber whenever considerations of

price and quality permit.

Shipments of Douglas Fir to 15 Leading Markets.

—

The increased European demand for Douglas fir, evi-

dent last year, as a consequence of competitive prices

affording the opportunity to obtain quality lumber
cheaply, has this year been greatly curtailed by the

general dullness of industry requirements for this class

of material. China and Japan, on the contrary, have
lately shown some very slight indications of improve-
ment—an appearance which the smallness of China's

1930 purchases rather over accentuates in the Douglas
fir export figures. Such small and uncertain encour-

United States exports of DougJa-x fir to 15 leading markets
(lumber, saivn timber, and logs), first six months

|M feet)

Country of destination 1930 1931 Country of destination 1930 1931

Japan and Kwantung...
China and Hong Kong..
United Kingdom

194,644
93, 298
75,820
2B,05O
32, 147

20,927
18,029
32,026
15, 433

4.667

172,014
120,220
62,619
13,960
11,434
11,907
6,800
6,259
6,704
6,466

14, 676
16,288
15, 256

7,128
10,308
36, 006

4,838
4,292

Chile 3,274
Mozambique and Brit-

ish South Africa 2,523

Argentina and Uruguay. 2,151
13.928

Total 611,703 437,439

agement, however, as is yet evident from the rest of

the world, is a development of the past 10 or 12 weeks

only, and is not reflected in the figures, given below, of

exports to the 15 chief 1931 markets for the six months.

The total six months' 1931 export was 28 per cent, less

than for January-June of 1930, and 44 per cent, under

that for the 1929 period.

General Import Tariff for Malay States.—An official

memorandum presented to the rulers of the Federated

Malay States by the High Commissioner states that it is

almost certain that it will be necessary to establish a

general import tariff system in order to maintain a

stable revenue, since the present sources are inade-

quate. At the present time the only ai'ticles subject to

import duty are tobacco and tobacco products, liquors,

wines and beverages, matches, cartridges, sugar, kero-

sene, and gasoline. All other imports are duty free.

Argentine Importation of Cottonseed Permitted.

—

An Argentine decree dated July 4, 1931, permits the

importation of cottonseed into Argentina, which had
been prohibited since May 8, 1906. However, only cotton-

seed guaranteed as to soundness and freedom from dis-

ease is permitted entry. The seed must be clean, without

linter, and free of adhering fibers. The only containers

permitted are completely soldered metal containers.

Uruguay Prohibits Imports.—For the declared pur-

pose of improving the financial and economic situation

in Uruguay, the government has passed an emergency
measure, which was promulgated on August 20, 1931,

prohibiting for one month the importation of a wide
range of products, including certain so-called luxury

and nonessential commodities. It is expected that the

National Council will continue this measure from month
to month for at least a year.

The list of products prohibited importation includes

dairy products, fruit in syrup, preserves, canned beans
and peas, beverage syrups, tomato paste and sauces,

wood manufactures, paper and paper products, and
cottonseed and coconut oils. This law applies to all

goods purchased after August 7, 1931, it is subject to

modification by the National Council, and also em-
powers that body to restrict the importation of nonpro-

hibited goods to 70 per cent, of the volume of 1930

imports.

Uruguay has also increased the internal tax on gaso-

line and lubricants.

During the first six months of 1931 the raw cotton ex-

ports from the United States to the Orient increased 17

per cent, as compared with the same period of 1930.

During the same period the Orient and Australasia

absorbed 20 per cent, of the United States exports of

refined mineral oils, which was a loss of 33 per cent,

compared with 1930.

Australia has raised her tariffs on imports of box
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shocks and lumber for box making by approximately 14

per cent. This took effect July 20, 1931.

Imports of Food Products for India.—Imported food

products enjoy a large sale in India. These include

canned fish, fruit, and vegetables; cheese and butter;

cocoa and chocolate; confectionery lard, bacon, hams;
jams and jellies. American food exporters do a large

share in this foodstuffs trade at Bombay. They could

do a much larger trade with a little more study of the

possible markets and more adaptation of their products

and packing to suit the requirements of the ti'ade.

Grains, vegetables, and fruits are the principal items

of diet. The demand for American or European food

products is confined to European and American resi-

dents, Parsees, and the wealthier classes of the native

population. The combined number of these groups is

probably close to 10,000,000, with a very high average
purchase power. The market is well worth a special

effort for its further development.
New Zealand Dumping Duties.—By recent legislation,

the Minister of Customs may, without previous notifica-

tion, impose a dumping duty on any imports, the entry
of which would in his opinion be injurious to New
Zealand industries. The criteria upon which he is to

base opinion are three; namely, if the actual selling

price to the importer is less than the current domestic
value; if the selling price is less than cost of produc-
tion, plus a reasonable profit; or if special concessions
which might be injurious to New Zealand have been
granted by the exporting country.

Lost Romance of the Sea
Verse and Sketches

^y Emil Francke

Queen of the Sea! thou wert—advance of modern days—renamed
thee: "Barge No. 2"

—

Dismantled and dilapidated, beyond mere words—now black with
Must of coal.

'Though sound of timber, no more the graceful sheer renown'd
in clipper-days—long past!

In view of thee—a vision comes to mind which fancies thy former
self—a Whole!

Deeply laden, a finely sheered black painted hull with pyramids of

dazzling canvas

—

On lofty and staunch masts, broad, trimly spars, their gleam re-
splendent in the morning sun,

With lower yards just lifted clear of shrouds—the uppers propor-
tionately braced in,

A spanking breeze—what magic rhythm—send thee through scud-
ding on thy record run?

A perfect ship in all its details: "Sheets home alike on every sail

—halyards well stretched

—

The weather braces taut;" slight heel to starboard from loft's

pressure by the wind's sheer force.
While over weather bow and waist in quick succession brilliant

sprays were dashing.
Creating in bright sun.shine, rainbow hues which glorified thy

steady speed and course!

How white thy towering canvas did appear in contrast to the
azure -blue—above!

Thy wet, black hull, still darker in a deep blue ocean, strewn with
rolling caps of white.

Such charm, such grace was not excelled, in view of those aboard
and those thou speed'ly pass'd

Leaving behind that milky and straight wake by day—phosphor-
ently illumined at night!

Just then thou logged fifteen knots the hour, as dead ahead gray
smoke .appe.'ired

—

And those who strut thy scrupulously clean decks, in eager pursuit
of the gnmely-sight,

Did strain their eyes and marking time, with justly pride regaled
in constant—rapid gain

—

The British tramp abeam! belching forth dense clouds of snioke as
if in shame its name to hide!

Queen passed to leeward, with exchange of colors, left the tramp
clear out of sight *ere dark.

While on she raced, now "Phantom Ship of Night"! Under a bril-

liant starlit dome—sublime!
The Southern Cross above her, Jupiter rising in the East, North-

Star in its reign—afar

—

LOST ROMANCE OF THE SEA! But memoirs of swift sailing
ships that were—no more in our time!

'though mute but docile ever to

vhen fair, or tack in weather

Almost human they appeared,
their Masters' call

In the maneuver, either go about
foul with savage sea.

Gallant skippers, mates, and crews, alert of mind, agile in brawn
and sinew—real sailor-men

—

Pressing their charge beyond endurance often, when near land
watching—in suspense the lee!

And then—while off Cape Horn and going West, held back by fury
of South Western Gales.

Under main lower top sail with heavy sea's the decks awash and
speed retarded to a mile.

Harassed by violent hailsqualls, frozen gear and rigging, they
pitch'd and labor'd heavy!

A sudden change, the wind in favor, sails were unfurled, headway
resumed in clipper style!

Let it be said, in tribute to the men of Maine, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island and

Those other states, where such ships found the cradle of their
birth, where men were raised

—

To man them creditably, who's fame for mettle and resourcefulness
was unsurpassed.

AMio modestly met triumph—and—never knew to shirk, when thera
disaster faced!

A rudder lost—provisionally replaced, sails blown to bits—made
new on board.

Spars carried away—newly shaped from spares, dismasted—some
jury-rig set up aright

—

Then proudly brought their sadly damaged charge, nine times in
ten, to port of refuge or

Through to destination, with long or short delay and the laconic
message—home: "Arrived"!

Progression did replace those ships by steam propulsion or combus-
tion engine drive.

Sail now—in memory only lives—but history kept record of those
days of—yore

With noble, stalwart .sailing ships, the pioneers of commerce

—

winged messengers of peace!
Of a wide world—its elements and oceans their field of action.—

THEN ROMANCE—now no more!



Proposed Minimum
Safety Standards

For Cargo Handling Spaces, ^ear, and Equipment in New Ship Construction,

as Drafted by the San Francisco Port Advisory Safety Rules Committee and

Submitted by the San Francisco Maritime Associations (general Safety Committee

THE Safety work started by the Accident Preven-

tion Department of the San Francisco Maritime

Associations has, during the past five years,

spread to every port on the Pacific Coast and has at-

tracted world-wide notice by its commercial and hu-

manitarian success. Very early in this effort there was
recognition of the need for setting standards as to safe

working conditions, safe rig and equipment, safe con-

struction. At the same time it was realized that to go

after the establishment of such safety standards in

existing ships would in many cases entail reconstruc-

tion and replacements whose cost would be prohibi-

tive. The first move, therefore, was to promulgate
"The Pacific Coast Safety Code for Stevedoring Oper-
ations Aboard Ship (the Gray Book)," which was is-

sued August 2, 1929.

It was agreed however, that if certain reasonable

standards of safety for cargo-handling spaces and
gear were developed they could be installed in ships to

be built in the future, without additional cost.

Accordingly, the following committee, composed of

operating executives, technicians, safety engineers,

and other advisors, met in San Francisco at frequent
intervals over a two year period with Deputy Com-
missioner W. H. Pillsbury of the United States Em-
ployees' Compensation Commission as chairman. Mr.
Pillsbury resigned as chairman late in 1930 and was
succeeded by Captain N. J. Kane.

J. B. Bryan, President, Longshoremen's Association
of San Francisco Bay;

Jas. Bullock, superintending engineer. Dollar Steam-
ship Lines;

S. C. Davis, Assistant Safety Engineer, Accident
Prevention Department;

Captain F. M. Edwards, Assistant Manager of Oper-
ations, Matson Navigation Company;

C. H. Fry, superintendent of safety, California State
Industrial Accident Commission;

F. C. Gregory, safety engineer. United States Em-
ployees' Compensation Commission;

Captain Charles Hansen, port captain. Pacific Steam-
ship Company;

E. H. Harms, assistant to operating manager, Mc-
Cormick Steamship Corporation

;

Captain A. T. Hunter, operating manager. General
Steamship Corporation;

Captain N. J. Kane, marine superintendent, Ameri-
can-Hawaiian Steamship Company;
George Kimball, electrical engineer, California State

Industrial Accident Commission;
Captain J. G. Ludlow, manager, California Stevedor-

ing & Ballast Company;

Captain J. F. Nichols, marine superintendent. Sud-
den & Christenson;

Captain W. J. Petersen, manager. Waterfront Em-
ployers' Union;
W. H. Pillsbury, deputy commissioner, United States

Employees' Compensation Commission;
Captain Tom Smith, port captain, United Fruit

Company;
A. E. Stow, Assistant to the operating manager,

American-Hawaiian Steamship Company;
J. W. Thompson, employment manager, Bethlehem

Shipbuilding Corporation;

B. O. Pickard, safety engineer in charge, Accident
Prevention Department.
The work was divided into sections and assigned to

sub-committees. The reports of these sub-committees
were carefully gone over by the main committee and
only such standards as were agreed upon are incor-

porated in this final draft.

It has been kept in mind that the minimum stan-

ards adopted as the "Gray Book" should control, and
also that under Rule 201 of said "Gray Book" the ves-

sel, its owner, master, and officer in charge should ac-

cept certain responsibilities for providing safe working
places for all operations.

The following minimum safety standards for cargo-
handling spaces and gear apply only to new ships now
under construction or to be built in the future. They
are offered to all steamship companies for voluntary
adoption, it being expressly understood that any device
or standard herein recommended is, as implied, merely
a "minimum" standard, and any device or condition
providing equivalent or better protection or efficiency
shall be acceptable as a substitute. It is recognized
also that all requirements of the society or societies,
in which the vessel is classed, and/or the United States
Steamboat Inspection Service must, if conflicting, nec-
essarily supersede any standards recommended herein.

SECTION 1—DEFINITIONS
See Rules 101 to 141, inclusive, in Gray Book.
(By "Gray Book" is meant Pacific Coast Marine

Safety Code—Stevedoring Operations on Board Ship,
adopted and approved by Pacific Coast, American
Steamship, and Waterfront Employers' Associations
on August 2, 1929.)

SECTION 2—HATCH COVERINGS
Rule 1. Wooden hatch covers shall be considered

satisfactory on account of the present cost of steel
coverings and lack of any satisfactory metal covers.
Rule 2. Hatch covers for all hatches in any one

hatchway shall be interchangeable with a standard
width of 21 to 23 inches according to width of hatch;
hence for any one hatchway the beams shall be equal-



ly spaced. Beams shall have a flange of width of at

least 4 inches for supporting the hatch covers.

Rule 3. When hatch covers are made of two boards,

these shall be fastened by tie-rods riveted to prevent

spreading. Hatch hand-holds shall be independent of

the tie-rods and shall be placed far enough from the

end so as not to weaken the board, but such distance

shall not exceed 12 inches. The hand-grips shall be

set off-center and the hole shall be large enough to

freely admit the hand.
Note: The following method for construction of

double hatch covers is suggested:

Stock to be not less than 3 inches thick, sized both

sides, fastened together with i o-inch iron tie-rods plac-

ed 6 inches from the ends of the cover, and one or more
in the center of the cover if required; rods to be fitted

with washers and riveted on both ends; ends of covers

to be strapped with a strip of No. 22 gauge galvanized

iron 4 inche.s wide starting 1 inch from the end of the

cover; hand-holes A'^ ^ inches in diameter by l-'^i inches

deep, placed not less than 10 inches and not more
than 12 inches center from the end of the cover, and
fitted with a hand-grip of 5/16.Kli/4x7-inch galvanized

half-round iron, to be placed with flat service flush

with and parallel to surface of hatch cover, and se-

cured by two 5/16x21 ^-inch ^jj.g bolts counter-sunk
and riveted; one hand-hold to be placed in each cover

at opposite ends and sides.

Rule 4. See also Gray Book Rules 608 and 609.

SECTION 3—H.\TCH BEAMS OR STRONGBACKS
Rule 1. Hatch beams or strongbacks should be

equipped with sliding bolts (with a positive locking

device) horizontally parallel to them, or equivalent, so

that beams may be secured to coamings when hatch is

being worked in sections. (See also Grav Book Rule
501.)

Rule 2. Hatch beams or strongbacks shall have a

flange or width of at least 4 inches for supporting the
hatch covers.

Rule 3. For any one hatchway the beams shall be
equally spaced.

Rule 4. See also Gray Book Rule 601.

SECTION 4—HATCH COAMINGS
Rule 1. Hatch coamings on main or top decks

should extend at least 3 feet above the deck.

Rule 2. Tween deck hatch coamings should be as
low as classification requirements permit.

SECTION 5—GUARDING TWEEN DECK HATCHES
Rule 1. Tween deck hatch coamings should be

equipped with sockets and stanchions so that safety
lines may be stretched around hatch openings while
or when hatch covers are off and no cargo is being
worked.

SECTION 6—CLEATS AND RING BOLTS
Rule 1. There should be a sufficient number of

cleats and ring bolts on deck at side of vessel to prop-
erly secure boom guys at all times when vessel is using
cargo booms.
Rule 2. See also Gray Book Rules 514 and 602.

SECTION 7—CARGO BOOMS
Rule 1. Cargo booms should be of such length that

when cargo is being worked across the deck excessive
strains on booms, guys, falls, etc., will be avoided.

Rule 2. Cargo booms should be tested and have the
approved safe working load plainly marked in a con-
spicuous manner and place, preferably at the heel of

the boom. (See also Gray Book Rule 005.)

Rule 3. All places where wire topping lifts of cargo
booms are made fast, such as masts, samson posts,

etc., should be provided with two cleats, or equivalent,
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at least 3 feet apart for this purpose. (See also Gray
Book Rule 604.)

Rule 4. Lead blocks at the heel of cargo boom
should be adjustable to prevent block from sagging.

Note; See also American Marine Standards' Approv-
als, No. 26 (June 10, 1927) and No. 50 (February 8,

1929) for Tubular Steel-Cargo Booms for Ships and
Fittings for Same.

SECTION 8—WINCHES
Rule 1. All winch controls should be so placed that

winchmen may have a clear view of hatchway without
resorting to makeshift handles. (See also Gray Book
Rules 422, 424 and 425.)

Rule 2. When vessels are constructed for a trade

which generally requires the carrying of deck loads,

(a) winches should be located upon platforms elevated

to at least the height of the maximum deck load allow-

able or (b) elevated platforms for winch drivers should
be provided, and all control levers and the stem of the

valve in the steam line should be properly extended to

this platform.

Rule 3. There should be a sufficient clear spacing
between winches and hatch coamings to allow men
free access to hatch ladders.

Rule 4. All winches should be provided with neces-

sary guards in compliance with Gray Book Rules 301

to 306, inclusive.

Rule 5. All exhaust steam from winches should be
led back to condenser or funnel. See Rule 515, Gray
Book.

Rule 6. All steam lines should be guarded against

possible contact in an adequate manner.
Rule 7. See also Gray Book Rule 513.

SECTION 9—ACCESS TO HOLDS
Rule 1. Through Hatches in all Ships carrying Gen-

eral Cargo:
(a) Ladders shall be permanently placed and secur-

ed in the open hatchway and be straight, vertical, and
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continuous from the top of coaming to bottom of hold;

each hatch in excess of 15 feet in length shall be equip-

ped with two ladders on opposite sides or ends of

hatchway.
(I)) Such ladders shall be constructed as follows:

Side runners to be 3x6-inch angle iron, with the rungs

fastened near the edge of the G-inch leg of the angle,

and the 3-inch legs to be turned in behind the ladder

to prevent cargo crowding too close to rungs; and that

rungs be of flat steel bars not less than IV2 inches

wide by 3 8 inch thick, and not less than 14 inches

long.

(c) When ladders terminate upon the shaft tunnel,

short ladders of standard construction shall extend
from the top of the shaft tunnel to the bottom of the

hold.

Rule 2. Through Trunked Hatches:
(a) Where a hatch is trunked, two steel ladders of

the above standard construction shall be placed in di-

agonally opposite corners and shall be enclosed in

steel trunks of lattice construction. The sides of these
lattice enclosures should be approximately 2 feet by
2 feet 3 inches and they should extend from the top
to the bottom of the trunked portion; suitable vertical

angles should be fitted at the corners with V2x3-inch
horizontal bars, spaced about 2 feet apart and riveted

to the corner angles; extra wide bars should be fitted

at the upper and lower ends of the enclosure to give
vertical strength. The two open sides of the lattice

enclosure should be covered with V2x2V2-inch steel

bars fitted vertically and spaced about 6 inches centers.

(b) From the bottom of the hatch trunk to the tank
top in way of lower hold the ladder is to be of
standard construction and may be bolted in position

for easy removal. This portion of the ladder is to be
guarded on one side by a similar steel lattice, which
will be removable.

Rule 3. Specially Constructed Hatches for Bulk
Cargo:
Access to each hold specially constructed for bulk

cargo, unless furnished with ladders of types (a) or

(b) above, shall be through 14xl8-inch man-holes on
each side of the hatch and through each deck from the

weather deck to the lower deck and shall be straight,

vertical, and continuous and fitting a steel trunk ap-

proximately 24 inches square around the man-holes
and carried from deck to deck. This trunk is to be en-

closed on three sides but will be left open on the hatch
side; to be made of ',4-inch plate with 2'2x2i'2x5/16-

inch corner angles, upper and lower ends to be riveted

to deck with suitable angles. A steel ladder of the

above standard construction is to be secured to out-

board wall of each access trunk. The man-holes on

each deck are to be fitted with a raised steel coaming
riveted to deck and made water-tight and provided with

a hinge steel cover or door which will have a heavy
eye and hasp for padlock, and, in addition, the man-
hole doors on weather deck are to be provided with
rubber gasket and suitable dogs for water-tightness.

Rule 4. The Bullock "Cat-walk" for Removing Strong-

backs in Trunked Hatchways:
It is recommended that hinged walkways be fitted

around the inside of hatch trunk at deck level, also

that a continuous handrail made of %-inch galvanized

wire rope rove through heavy steel eyes spaced about

three feet apart be fitted. Handrail to be placed about

38 inches above walkway. The handgrip is to consist

of 5/8-inch galvanized iron wire cable secured to hatch

trunk with suitable eye bolts, turn buckles, etc. Each
hinged section will be made up of i/4x5-inch plate, and
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fitted with a piece of lV2xlV2xVt-inch angle iron on
under side of stiffening. There will also be a cast

steel hinge at each end so fitted in recess as to support
walkway when in horizontal i)osition. Hinges to be

riveted to plate and bolted through trunk casing. The
bulkhead in way of hinges to be recessed for the stow-

age of walkway brackets when not in use. When not

in use, these platforms are to be swung up in a vertical

position and held so by means of a cast steel latch

placed at upper edge of plate. Each section to have
one latch fitting.

Rule 5. See also Gray Book Rules 419, 420 and 421.

SECTION 10~H.L11MINATION OF DECKS. HOLDS.
AND CARGO HANDLING GEAR ALOFT

Rule 1. For hold and tween deck lighting portable
units of a type equivalent to the Kane Cargo Light
(described later) should be used; outlets for plugging
in the portable units are to be provided in each end
of the coamings at all tween decks.

Rule 2. For side port tween decks it is recommend-
ed that a combination of permanent and portable fix-

tures be installed. The permanent fixtures should be so
spaced overhead as to avoid shadows and each bulb
should not be less than 100 watt capacity inside-frosted
globe in suitable reflector of the R L M dome or angle
type. These should be supplemented in special working
places and near side port entrances bv the Kane Cargo
Light.

Rule 3. For deck lighting permanent fixtures be
placed on samson posts and masts with proper reflec-

tors to illuminate all deck cargo-handling machinery
and gear, and all deck spaces between hatch coaming
and the rail over which the cargo hook is passed.
Rule 4. For gear aloft it is recommended that eith-

er lights of a portable type with proper reflectors
equivalent to the Kane Cargo Light or floodlights be
so placed on the starboard and port sides of the hous-
ing, both forward and aft, to illuminate all blocks,
shackles, falls, topping-lifts, and other gear which is

being used in cargo-handling operations. It is particu-
larly important that all gear at the end of the booms
should be visible to the winch driver.

Rule 5. Illumination Intensity: (a) For decks and
holds the minimum intensity of illumination should
be two foot-candles.

(b) For Gear aloft, the minimum intensity of illum-
ination should be one-half foot-candle.

(c) For Tween Decks worked through Side Ports, the
minimum intensity of illumination should be three
foot-candles.

Note: Light intensity is expressed in foot-candles.
One foot-candle is the intensity of illumination pro-
duced at a point on a surface, one foot distant from the
light source of one candle power, the surface being at
right angles to the light rays.

Rule 6.—Color of Paint in Holds: It is recommended
that a light CREAM be adopted as a standard color for

painting the holds of ships and other surfaces where
re-reflecting of light is required.

Rule 7. Portable Lights: (a) The Kane Cargo Light
before mentioned as the recommended minimum stand-
ard portable light consists of a standard Benjamin
(No. 5543) commercial reflector, fitted with a special

shock-absorbing lamp socket, and mounted upon a spe-
cial ball and socket bracket which permits the light to
be directed and held in any desired direction with a
minimum of effort. The bracket is built to fit in an in-

expensive cast steel socket of about 4" x 4" over all

dimensions, capable of being riveted, welded or other-
wise permanently or temporarily secured to hatch,



ladders, coamings, beams, stanchions, rails, or similar

places. The ball and socket tension is automatic which,
when the bracket is placed in a socket makes it pos-

sible to turn the light in any direction or plane by use
of one hand only. The reflector is of the symmetrical
angle type, 12" in diameter having a spread of ap-

proximately 65 degrees. The bulb used is of the Mogul
type, which will not fit ordinary electric lighting sock-

ets. The entire assembly is light and easily carried
and/or set in bracket socket with one hand. It is so
constructed that it will withstand rough handling.

(b) Two of the Kane Cargo Lights should be provid-
ed for each hatchway and a sufficient number of
bracket sockets should be placed in convenient places
at the hatch coamings and other convenient places in

each tween deck. In order to minimize glare it is rec-

ommended that white bowl lamps be used; only lamp
units of 300 watt capacity be used; and that the
reflectors be maintained in a clean and polished condi-
tion.

Rule 8.—Permanent Fixtures: The permanent fix-

tures recommended for samson posts and masts should
be of the type that are now commonly used aboard
ships except that all lamps should be from 300 to 500
watt capacity fitted with special shock-absorbing sock-
et. They shall be fitted with suitable guards and a re-

flector of the R L M dome or angle types or equiva-
lent, the shape of the reflector depending on the posi-
tions of the samson posts or masts with relation to the
area to be illuminated.

Rule 9. Vapor Proof Units: Where lighting equip-
ment may be exposed to the weather or to an accumu-
lation of explosive vapor that may escape or be re-
leased from cargo, it is of utmost importance that va-
por proof equipment be installed.

SECTION 11—WIRINCx, OUTLETS, SWITCHES, CON-
DUCTORS, and FITTINGS, WITH SPECIAL REFER-

ENCE TO CARGO SPACES
Rule 1. Wiring: (a) All wiring is to be installed

with Underwriters' approved rubber covered conduc-
tors of the required carrying capacity as shown in Na-
tional Electrical Code Rule 612.

(b) The conductors of all wiring systems in damp
or wet places or where subject to deteriorating agen-
cies (such as sulphuric acid flumes and cocoanut oils-,

or where exposed to inflammable gases or inflam-
mable dust (such as gasoline vapor or any dry highly
carbonaceous dust or other explosive or inflammable
dusts or cargoes), or where exposed to rain or sea
water, shall be leaded and installed in conduit, or ap-
proved marine type armored cable usually referred to
as lead and armored cable. The entire conduit system
in such locations is to be made water-tight and be
equipped with approved moisture proof and vapor
proof fittings.

(c) Wiring in dry locations or where none of the
above hazards exist may be of approved rubber cov-
ered, braided insulation installed in conduit, or ap-
proved marine type armoured cable usually referred
to as lead and armored cable.

(d) All underground conductors shall be protected
from overload by approved automatic cutouts as re-
quired by the National Electrical Code.

(e) Splices in wiring shall be avoided as far as pos-
sible and when necessary they shall be made at junc-
tion boxes, outlets or other fittings. The splices, taps,
or joints shall be made electrically and mechanically
secure and then be soldered and insulated as required
for conductors in that location.
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Kane fixture for sup-

porting cargo lights in

holds on stanchions.

(f) Portable cords and cables shall be of the ap-

proved heavy duty type (Underwriters' "Type S" or

equivalent) and shall be securely fastened into fittings,

plugs or receptacles so that no strain will be brought
on the terminals or connections.

Note: It is recommended that due to the rough
handling and severe service to which portable cords
or cables may be subjected, that no cord be used smal-
ler than No. 14 A. W. G.

Rule 2. Outlets: Approved marine type outlets shall

be provided at all conduit or cable junctions or ter-

minals and at all locations where lamps, switches, plug
receptacles or other devices are to be connected. They
shall be of sufficient size to stow away splices and
connections without crowding the conductors. Outlet
boxes in cargo spaces, or where exposed to weather
shall be water-tight. Outlet boxes shall be in readily

accessible places.

Rule 3. Switches and Fuses: (a) All switches shall

be of the approved enclosed externally operated type.

In switches of the fused type the fuses shall be on the
load side of the switch so that they will be disconnect-
ed from the source of supply when the switch is open-
ed. Fuses shall be of the size required to protect the
conductors of the circuit they supply. Switches and
fuses shall be located in safely and readily accessible
locations where the switch handle or the fuses will be
not more than 6^2 feet above the floor, deck, or perm-
anent platform.

(b) Switches and fuse cabinets in wet locations or
where exposed to the weather shall be of weather proof
or water-tight construction.

(c) Switches and fuses shall not be located where
explosive gases, vapors, dusts or flyings may be pres-
ent in dangerous quantities except as provided in para-
graph (d).

(d) Switches and cutouts having all parts, which
may arc or spark, submerged in oil, may be used in

places where explosive gases, vapors or flyings are
present, if it is impracticable or impossible to locate

them elsewhere. Such equipment should not be permit-
ted except where the equipment will be under compe-
tent maintenance and supervision.

Rule 4. Conductors: (a) All wiring conductors
shall be of Underwriters' approved rubber covered and
braided type and of liberal capacity for the circuit in

which they are to be used. They shall be protected
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from overload, short circuits or grounds by approved

cutouts.

(b) Conductors used where the wiring system may

be exposed to water, excessive moisture, condensation,

oily vapors or other disintegrating agencies, shall be

leaded in addition to being enclosed in water-tight

conduit, or shall be lead and armored cable. Either

(conduit or cable) shall have approved marine fittings.

(c) Care should be exercised to install armored

cable without kinking, flattening or otherwise deform-

ing it.

Rule 5. Conduit and Fittings: (a) Where conduit is

used it shall be of approved type sherardized or gal-

vanized to resist corrosion. Conduit system in wet

places or where exposed to corrosive fumes, vapors, or

steam shall be made water-tight. Threaded marine

type boxes and fittings shall be used and the threads

shall be carefully leaded before connecting. Approved
tools should be used which will not break the protec-

tive coating on the conduit and the entire conduit sys-

tem with its outlet boxes, junction boxes and fittings

unless of composition shall be carefully painted with

at least two coats of good protective paint. The con-

duit system should be regularly inspected and be main-
tained in good condition. In locations where there will

be condensation, or water may be trapped, the conduit
or outlet boxes shall be provided with drains at the

lowest points of the conduit system where the mois-
ture may be trapped.

(b) Fittings shall be of the approved marine type
having threaded connections. Fittings using ordinary
lock-nuts and bushings shall not be approved for ma-
rine work in any location where moisture, deteriorat-

ing agencies, or explosive gases or vapors are present
or liable to be present.

(c) The conduit system shall be mechanically se-

cured in position in a firm and substantial manner iui

dependent of the support afforded by boxes, cabinets
or fittings. As a general rule, the distance between
supports or fastenings should not exceed appi'oximate-
ly 6 feet.

(d) The entire conduit system and 'or the entire

armored cable system shall be permanently and effec-

tively grounded by being bonded to the steel hull of the
ship or to a grounded water piping system.

(e) Where armored cable leads pass through water-
tight bulkheads a water-tight stuffing tube capable of

taking packing should be employed and through non-
water-tight bulkheads, beams, etc., a lead bushing
should be used or the holes otherwise prepared to per-

mit drawing the cable without damage.
(f) Where cables pass through decks they are to be

protected by a pipe extending 18 inches above the deck
with a stuffing tube on the upper and rounded bush-
ing on the lower end.

(g) All cables in bunkers, in way of cargo ports or

hatches and tank tops where particularly liable to

damage, should be specially protected as by metal cov-

erings or angle irons.

(h) Fittings for armored cable shall be of approved
design for use with the type of cable employed, and
where exposed to moisture shall be water-tight.

Note: (A) The National Fire Protection Associa-

tion's Regulations governing Marine Fire Hazards,
1930 edition, in their Appendix—B refer to the Ameri-
can Standard for Electrical Installation on Shipboard,

now in course of preparation by a Sectional Commit-
tee of the American Engineering Standards Commit-
tee. This publication may now be ready for distribu-

tion. It is probable that it will cover some of the fea-
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tures of ship wiring in more detail than this report.

(B) Reference is also made to the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers Standards"Recommended Prac-

tices for Electrical Installation on Shipboard", of Oc-

tober 1930.

(C) Reference is also made to the American Bureau

of Shipping, "Rules for Building and Classing Steel

Vessels".

SECTION 12—GREASING SYSTEM
Rule 1. An alemite or similar high pressure greas-

ing system shall be provided for greasing cargo boom
goosenecks; roller chocks; fair leads; blocks; hatch

rollei's; and similar equipment.

SECTION 13—TESTING
Rule 1. It was recommended that in actual tests or

in re-tests, that equipment be subjected to not more

than one and one-half times the maximum working

load to be recommended.

Accident Prevention in Pacific

Coast Ports

THE Accident Prevention Department of the Paci-

fic American Steamship Association, through

Byron 0. Pickard, Safety Engineer in Charge, in

its report for the first six months of 1931, states that,

the major accident frequency rate, based on the num-
ber of accidents for each 10,000 longshore-hours work-

ed in San Francisco Harbor was 22 '/f less in the first

six months of 1931 than it was for a similar period in

1930. In Los Angeles Harbor the frequency rate was
39% lower. In the Columbia River ports the frequency

rate was lowered 15%.
This i-ecord is accomplished in spite of the fact that

the 1930 rates were considerably lower than for 1929.

During the first six months of 1931, San Francisco

Bay ports reported a total of 247 accidents resulting

in lost-time injuries to longshoremen and one fatility.

This was the first fatal injury to a San Francisco long-

shoreman in fourteen months, the former best record

being nine months between fatal injuries.

Los Angeles Harbor reported a total of 197 acci-

dents resulting in lost-time injuries to longshoremen
and one fatality.

Columbia River ports reported a total of 237 acci-

dents re.sulting in lost-time injuries to longshoremen
and one fatality.

Compact type of light duty Ciirgo winch slu>\>itii; .idrquate gear

guards and good wiring praclin'.



New Sails for "Old Ironsides
yy

American Sail Makers Present a New Suit of Canvas to the

Pride of the Old Navy

MANY hearts and hands made possible the re-

construction and reconditioning of "Old Iron-

sides," one of the most famous ships in Amer-
ican naval annals. When the "Save the Constitution"
Committee undertook the gigantic task of finding
ways and means to restore her exactly as she was a
century ago, American firms who were in a position
to lend a hand proudly did so. Their donations were
supplemented by the school children of the nation who
contributed their "pennies" to her reconstruction. One
of the most important and spectacular contributions to

U. S. Frigate Constitution's restoration was the dona-
tion by Wellington Sears Company of 12,500 square
yards of white oceanic duck for her sails, costing ap-
proximately $7000.

The sails were woven by the West Point Manufac-
turing Company, West Point, Georgia, one of 18 as-
sociate companies. The fabric was converted into sails

by sailmakers in various parts of the country, old at
the game and skilled in their ai-t, in accordance with a
sail plan provided by the United States Navy Depart-
ment. Nine different weights of duck were necessary
for the Constitution's thirty sails, the heaviest weight
being found in the main topsail, fore topsail, and fore-
sail; the lightest in the main royal staysails.

It is interesting that a century of time has seen very
little change in the sailmaker's loft. The new suit of
sails for the Constitution was made under almost iden-
tical conditions and in almost identical fashion as was
her first suit in 1797 when she was launched with all

the upright bearing and dignity of the old Navy.

In the sailmaker's loft of C. R. Daniels, Inc., on
Crosby Street in old New York, was fashioned the port
main topmost studding sail for the gallant old frigate.

Sail makers in the loft of C. R. Daniels, Inc., New York, working
on sail for U. S. frigate Constitution.

New sails being fitted to the U. S. frigate Constitution at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard.

The assignment presented no special problem to men
whose fathers and grandfathers before them had prop-
erly equipped square riggers to meet the winds. On
the floor of the loft the pattern of the sail was mapped
out and the cloth cut, a very critical operation. Every
seam was stitched four times. Then back on the floor

where it was trimmed and re-measured. No machine
has ever been invented to replace the handwork of

sewing on the metal rings and metal eyelets, and of
stitching the heavy rope with sail twine around the
outside of the completed sail. Exactly the right spread
was given, every wrinkle taken out in the broadseam-
ing, and the wind pocket perfectly aligned, so that the
finished sail might be true.

With her suit of 30 new sails, the Constitution is

again ready for any emergency. Her flag that has
never been lowered in defeat again floats over the high
seas on visits to many ports including Bar Harbor and
Portland, Maine, Providence, Newport, New York,
Newark, Wilmington, Philadelphia, Newport News,
Norfolk, and Yorktown.

At the Yorktown Sesquicentennial in celebration of
the surrender of Lord Cornwallis to General Washing-
ton, Old Ironsides will hold "open house" on Sunday,
October 18, in the York River, along with visiting
French and American warships. Fireworks will recall

battle scenes over the York River, and in the center
of international naval maneuvers the adventurous past
of the famous ship will live in the present. Famous men
will be there. President Hoover, General Pershing, and
many governors have accepted the invitation of Gov.
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John Garland Pollard of Virginia to attend the festi-

vities with their military staffs. Descendents of La-

fayette, Rochambeau, and von Steuben are expected

to be there.

This ship, beloved through the years by the nation

which launched her embodies our highest naval tra-

ditions. Her history is filled with victories—as flagship

to the Mediterranean fleet during the Tripoli Block-

ade she broke the power of the Barbary pirates, in 1812

she dealt a decisive blow to British supremacy of the

seas in her memorable battle with the Guerriere, scor-

ing some 19 additional victories before the war ended.

On her decks many dignitaries were entertained. The
names of some of our greatest sailors, Hull, Stewart,

and Bainbridge are one with her name. Following her

triumphs she sailed around the world on a good will

A few of Uncle Sam's modern gobs learning how to furl sails on

the yards of Old Ironsides. These boys are standing on ratlines

100 feet above the deck.

tour of 495 days. In 1878 she made her last voyage to

foreign waters, when she carried American exhibits

to the Universal Exposition in Pai'is. She represented

a young nation destined to become a world power, and
the world paid her homage accordingly.

So it was with genuine grief that those who gather-

ed in Boston to see her "take off" on her present exhi-

bition cruise found her, with sails furled, at the end of

a long tow rope. For some weeks before she was sched-
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Complete original sail plan of U. S. frigate Constitution taken from a drawing traced at the Bureau of Construction and Repair, United

States Navy, from the original drawings by Charles Ware dated 1817.



uled to leave controversy ran high following a state-

ment made in error by Assistant Secretary of the Navy
Jahncke that "the Constitution had only one or two
sails for exhibition purposes." It was pointed out that

she was fully equipped with sails, and immediately a
new controversy was inaugurated as to whether or
not able bodied American seamen could be found to

sail a square rigger. The Navy Department was be-
sieged with protests and offers. Finally Secretary of
the Navy Adams promised that under favorable condi-
tions on her cruise. Old Ironsides will spread her wings
to the breeze. With this promise patriots were forced
to rest their case.

The sailmakers, especially were disappointed to dis-

cover that the old ship was not to be navigated under
her own power. Their disappointment was shared by
the company through whose interest and generosity the
sail cloth had been provided. And yet when she slid

down the channel with whistles shrieking, on both sides
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of the harbor, airplanes circling overhead, and the Navy
convoy following in her wake, even the indignity of a

tug could not and did not dull her majesty.

With canvas for sailing ships in the spotlight of

public opinion, attention is called to an interesting

fact—that the modern liner and the modern battleship

consume more duck than the old time sailing ship. Be-
tween 15,000 and 20,000 square yards are used for deck
coverings, awnings, life boat and equipment covers,

flue covers, paulins, and tarpaulins.

Thus American Cotton sails the high seas in many
guises and in increasing quantities. Meanwhile the
sailmaker plys his needle—to-day as yesterday, stitch-

ing sails to fulfill the demands of adventure and ro-

mance, of commerce and trade. And, engraved on a
tablet mounted on the bulkhead just inside the cap-
tain's cabin on Old Ironsides, are listed for all time
the names of those of their craft who manufactured
her new suit of sails.

A Pioneer Pacific Coast Surveyor
Soyne of the Difficulties, Hardships, and Accomplishments of George Davidson

in Establishing the Coast Survey in i8^g

"By R. R. Lukens

WHEN the discovery of gold in California elec-

trified the world and started hundreds of ships

for the Golden Gate, the United States Coast
Survey had made no surveys whatever on the Pacific

Coast. The demand for charts and hydrographic infor-

mation suddenly became insistent, and in 1849 the
Coast Survey sent the schooner Ewing to San Francisco
to start hydrographic surveys.
Among the first chiefs of parties to be sent out was

George Davidson, a sub-assistant of the service, who
was then 25 years of age, with several years training
in the work of the Survey, which by that time had be-
come well organized and standardized on the Atlantic
Coast. Orders were issued him leaving only six days
to prepare for the undertaking, and Davidson and his

party sailed from New York on May 4, 1850, on one of
the new Aspinwall steamers. Thousands of men were
clamoring for passage to the gold fields, and it was
only through the influence of the Collector of the Port
and other federal officials that Davidson was able to
obtain accommodations for himself and his small party.

Davidson was allotted $9000.00 for a year's work on
the Pacific Coast. This was to include the cost of the
passages out, pay of officers and men, and all other
expenses incurred by the party.

Superintendent Bache evidently realized that this
amount was entirely too small, but there was no more
available, and he felt that he must get men in the field

and show results before he could obtain adequate ap-
propriations from Congress. In a letter to Davidson,
he says: "Do as much as you can for the amount, taking
care to reserve enough to subsist your party to the end
of the year. Your party has agreed on the faith of
gentlemen to stay by you one year from the time of
arriving, at the end of which they may come home or
leave the service or continue as they desire. Do the

best you can in the way of accommodations for them.
Try to select healthy localities for camps."

After an uneventful voyage the party arrived at
Aspinwall (now Colon) and had a busy time getting
the instruments and baggage across the isthmus. The
route was by pulling boats up the Chargres River, and
thence by pack mules over a miserable road to Panama.
Davidson carried his precious chronometer while Rock-
well, his assistant, carried the barometer. They got
them across safely, but several times both had to leap

from their mules when the animals slipped and fell.

From Panama he wrote "Several murders and robberies

have taken place on the route from Cruces and per-

sons now travel several together for mutual protec-

tion—these depredations are committed by Americans
who have become penniless. So far the only danger is

to those returning from California." In the same letter

he advises officers following him to bring a supply

of "franc pieces" as they were passing for the same
as a "quarter."

The party sailed from Panama on the steamship
"Tennessee" and arrived at San Francisco on June 20,

1850. On the voyage Davidson took daily temperature
observations of the sea water and air.

Excitement at San Francisco
Upon arrival at San Francisco, Davidson found four

or five hundred ships in the harbor with about 20

vessels arriving or leaving each day. "The excitement
here," he wrote, "is such that it can not be imagined
•—it has no precedent and scarcely anything but actual

experience will carry conviction. I shall go to Point

Conception because that part of the coast is unknown
and is said to be 20 miles in error in longitude. The
difficulties in transportation there are great and I may
get no aid from any source—so far I have failed

—

people are too anxious for fortunes to think of the
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survey. You wish me to furnish "wants"—I can do it

by spending all the money as necessity demands,
rapidly and in large quantities. California prices must
be paid. I shall economise as much as possible, although

the word is unknown here—it is all "ounces" and
pounds and nothing below a dollar! To ascertain

California prices, multiply Atlantic prices by 6 and 7

and a near approach may be made. I can not urge it

too earnestly and I should consider it a want of duty
and an injustice to my.self were I not to declare that

there is nothing but difficulty and defeat ahead at

the present rate of appropriation. It needs no prophesy
—it is palpable—the handwriting is on the wall

!

"I shall not look back from the plough while the
money lasts, but when it is gone, I must stand still."

Davidson's instructions from Washington were very
broad and Supt. Bache left it to his judgment as to

where he should start the work. At this time the coast

of California was so badly charted that many ship-

masters drew their own charts and others not familiar

with the coast, kept far at sea and wasted much time
bucking the persistent northwest winds. Davidson
ciuickly decided that the first work should be that of

determining the latitude and longitude of all the prin-

cipal capes and headlands of the coast.

Longitude of Conception

Point Conception which he describes as the "Cape
Horn of the Pacific," was selected as the start of the

survey, and here Davidson began his distinguished

work on the Pacific Coast which was to continue for

45 years.

The party left San Francisco on a small trading

schooner July 7 and landed at Point Conception on

July 12, 1850. They set up the observatory and camp
at once and in a letter dated July 18 he writes, "Our
cook is a Californian and well acquainted with this

section of the country and knows all the "Rancheros"
about here; in this respect he is of good service to us

and so we put up with his dirt and primitive cooking

(?). For the exercise of his peculiar genius we pay
him $125.00 per month—more than all three of us get!

(Davidson, Rockwell and Lawson). The people here

seem well disposed to us and to be willing to aid us
as far as their scant means will allow." In other letters

he recites the impossibility of communicating with
Santa Barbara and states that his efforts to engage
the services of local inhabitants to go for mail and
provisions were met with shrugs of the shoulders and
their everlasting "quien sabe."

He was successful in his work here and by means of

moon culminations and occultations, determined ac-

curately the longitude of Point Conception. A small

scheme of triangulation was e.xecuted, and the shore

line of the vicinity was accurately mapped for the first

time. When we compare Davidson's longitude of Point

Conception with known value of today, we find him in

error 1-1/5 minutes of arc, or a little less than 5 sec-

onds in time, to the eastward.

At the end of the season, when his money had all

but given out, Davidson and his party returned to San
Francisco in a small dirty fishing smack.

Lighthouse Locations.

One of the important duties assigned Davidson and
other Coast Survey officers on the coast was the se-

lection of sites for lighthouses, and shortly after his

return to San Francisco, Davidson planned an expedi-

tion to Monterey to determine the latitude and longi-

tude of the locality and to select a site for a light-

house. He and his party sailed in the Coast Survey
schooner Ewing, but when 75 miles south of the Golden
Gate they ran into a terrific gale which left the Ewing
almost a wreck. Two of her three boats were washed
away and her sails were torn into shreds. When the

gale abated, it became calm and the schooner found her-

self drifting toward the bar on which a tremendous
sea was breaking. She was brought up by dropping
both anchors, and when a little wind sprang up new
sails were bent and the best bower was hove in and
the other with 45 fathoms of cable was slipped. She
returned to San Francisco for repairs and Davidson
made arrangements whereby Howland and Aspinwall
agreed to land him and his equipment at Monterey
from one of their Panama steamers.

This time the party reached Monterey, but their

equipment was landed on the deck of a deserted
schooner anchored in the bay. Hands were left on
board to watch the property and that very night the
schooner began to sink. The men gave the alarm and
managed to attract people on shore. They got the only
boat in town and succeeded in getting most of the stuff
ashore—instruments first in accordance with David-
son's orders. When the schooner sank at 1 a.m. it car-

ried with it a considerable amount of Davidson's pri-

vate baggage.

He immediately selected a camping site and went
ahead with his astronomical observations and made a
topographical survey of the vicinity.

While Davidson and his associates on the Pacific
Coast were struggling against great handicaps, Super-
intendent Bache was able to get more and more liberal

appropriations for work on the Western Coast, and
the survey began to make creditable headway.

For four years Davidson continued his work of de-

termining the latitude and longitude of the various
headlands along the coast. This work involved many
hardships and much danger. At Neah Bay he made his

observations behind breastworks with armed men on
guard as a protection against hostile Indians. While
in the Straits of Fuca a mutiny occurred on his

schooner, the men attempting to overthrow their offi-

cers and escape to some new gold fields in British

Columbia. Davidson was warned of approaching
trouble by one of his loyal men and the mutiny was
put down, but not until after one or two men were
killed. The man who warned Davidson, a Portuguese

called "Joe," remained in his employ for many years,

and Dadvidson never forgot the debt of gratitude he

owed him.

In 1889 Davidson's Pacific Coast Pilot was published

as an official document. It contains a detailed descrip-

tion of the coast line and a voluminous mass of infor-

mation gathered by Davidson and his colleagues in 38

years work on the coast. It is now out of print, but

is highly prized by those fortunate enough to possess

one.

From 1868 until his resignation in 1895, Davidson
was in charge of all operations of the Coast and Geo-
detic Survey on the Pacific Coast. During this time he
became a leader in astronomical, geographical and en-

gineering circles and made great contributions to the

science of geodesy and astronomy. For the last 10

years of his life he served as an honorary professor of

Geography in the University of California.

Professor Davidson died in San Francisco December
1, 1911.



Marine Refrigeration Simplified

A Series of Articles on the Handling of Perishable Products on

Shipboard from the Ship Operator's Standpoint

Part X— Stowage

By L. L. Westling
(Copyright 1931 by Jal

THE next step in the development of our discus-

sion of the Marine transportation of refrigerated

shipments brings us to the consideration of stow-

age which is a highly specialized operation requiring
an intimate knowledge of commodity requirements and
of refrigerative and ventilation principles. As has
been previously stated in these articles, the perfection
of equipment and installation can be and often is com-
pletely nullified by improper stowage.
On shore it is usually possible to isolate each single

class of commodity into a room kept at the exact con-
dition best suited to that commodity. At sea this is

practically impossible because of physical limitations

and as a general rule the cargo in any one compart-
ment would consist of numerous varieties of fruit,

vegetables, and manufactured products. The present
day tendency toward more frequent sailings and small-

er consignments greatly aggravates this condition.

Wherever such condition exists, great care must be
exercised to separate the odor-emitting from the odor-
absorbing items of the cargo.

On the great majority of modern trade routes, ves-

sels in genei-al service have many ports of loading
and many ports of discharge and this places a great
handicap on economic operation of refrigeration ma-
chinery and adds greatly to the complexity of the
stowage problem.

For these and other reasons the installation of

smaller compartments in the division of the refriger-

ated cargo space is becoming the general rule in con-

structing new and in reconditioning old vessels.

If all cargo were destined for a single port of call,
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the marine problem would be simplified. With single

port discharge, wet, hardy, and heavily boxed items

could be stowed on the floor and against the coils,

delicate fruits, etc., could be stowed on top and center;

but with numerous ports of call for discharge or load-

ing, the cargo must be stowed to permit a minimum
amount of handling and restowing and to permit of

quickest movement. During these movements of cargo
the doors should be kept closed as much as possible to

prevent the in-rushing of warm, moist air, with the re-

sultant general sweating of cargo. As we have already
stated, whenever the cargo is at a lower temperature
than the air by which it is surrounded, then that air

will drop its moisture on the surface of the cargo, and
the resulting "sweat" may cause great damage to many
items of the cargo and particularly to meats and fruits.

While it must be remembered that air temperature
change is not cargo temperature change, yet the raising

of the air temperature means an immediate demand for

more work on the part of the refrigeration machinery,
and so it behooves the carrier to make the most rapid

movement of cargo that facilities and conditions will

permit. The stowage plan, based upon point of deliv-

ery and upon classification of commodities, must be at

best a compromise that only experts can successfully

negotiate.

General Rules.

The factors influencing the stowage plan are en-

tirely individual and must be determined at the time

of loading, but there are certain general rules that

should be adhered to in all cases.

When physically possible, all packages that are liable

Diagrammatic elevation of refrigerator space with full cargo showing, at left, the incorrect method and, at right, the correct method of tiering.
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Diagrammatic elevation of partially filled refrigerated spaces showing incorrect (left) and correct (right) methods of tiering partial cargo.

to drop moisture, such as ice packed lettuce, should be

stowed on the floor gratings to insure proper drainage.

All hardy and strongly crated items should be stowed

on the floor and the frost resistant articles stowed
against the coil walls.

Delicate fruits, such as plums, berries, etc., and
delicately constructed containers should be stowed at

the top of the pile.

These rules will give margins of safety against me-
chanical damage and against freezing or frosting.

When one has latitude in his stowing plans, the items

that keep best at lower temperature should be stowed
low, and those keeping best at a higher temperature
may be stowed farthest from the coils.

Space aboard ship is at a premium, and there is a

tendency of the operator to overload the refrigerated

chambers. Ample space for air movement through re-

frigerated cargo must be allowed. This space should

be not less than 8 per cent, in freezers loaded with pre-

frozen cargo, and not less than 15 per cent, for chill

or freezer space. Unless the air can readily cover a

path through the cai-go, to the coils and again to and
through the cargo, heat removal cannot be accomplish-

ed. "Pockets" or points of retarted air movement
create risk of having local freezing temperatures.

Likewise, warm pockets can be expected to exist and

will very probably be in the vicinity of the thermo-

meters. The thermometers thus give erroneous indica-

tions, more refrigeration is applied, and the result is

additional injury.

All walls against which no coils are laid, or where
air movement may be impeded by cargo, should have
permanent dunnage strips standing vertically to make
it impossible to stow boxed goods flat against the sur-

face. Flat contact makes the cargo act as an addi-

tional insulation from the outside, and too high tem-

perature at that point is a certainty.

In stowing the cargo there should be no open vertical

passages or spaces where the air currents can by-pass

the cargo. Air streams are analogous to water streams,

and will always follow lines of least resistance, and
these lines should be through, not around, the cargo.

Case or crated goods should, when practical, have dun-
nage between each tier, and never more than every
second tier. Where dunnage separates tiers, the cases

should be stagger piled like bricks, so that the air will

pass completely around the crates, not along one face

of it. Partly filled chambers should have evenly dis-

tributed cargo over the whole floor, not piled at one
end, othei'wise uniform temperatures are difficult to

maintain.

The American ship Henry B. Hyde shortening sail in a heavy breeze.
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Marine Equipment

CENTURY'S PROGRESS
NEW DISTRESS SIGNAL

LARGEST DIESEL TUG
. GYRO-STABILIZERS

A Century of Progress

in Marine Transportation

PLANS for participating in "A
Century of Progress" Exposi-
tion, Chicago's 1933 World's

Fair, are being considered by lead-

ing steamship lines, manufacturers
of marine equipment, supplies and
machinery.

Steamship Hall, occupying the

northwest side of the Travel and
Transport Building already stand-
ing on Chicago's lake front, will

house the exhibits of marine trans-

portation during the 1933 Exposi-
tion.

As a novel feature to attract the
attention of visitors, it is planned
to reproduce a life-sized section of
the exterior of a great ocean liner

in Steamship Hall. Wharves and
docks may give the appearance of
an ocean port and a gangway span-
ning a stretch of water will carry
visitors onto the deck.

Inside this ship exhibition halls

will be installed. It is expected that
there will be three decks. On the
main deck it is planned to present
exhibits of the various steamship
companies. Such exhibits will give
these companies an opportunity to

dramatize to millions of visitors

their travel accommodations and
touring facilities, to tell the story
of their accomplishments in trans-
portation and to trace the history
and improvement in marine trans-

portation in the past hundred
years. The millions of people who
will visit these exhibits at the
World's Fair in 1933 include many
actual and potential travelers and
shippers who may use the vessels

and facilities of these steamship
companies.

Exhibits of marine machinei-y,

engines and equipment, it is ex-

pected, will be shown on the lower

deck, because of the weight of

these machines. Manufacturei's of

marine equipment will be able to

trace the evolution of their mach-

The great dome which adjoins the
main Travel and Transport building

is a unique example of twentieth
century architecture. It has been
reserved for historic exhibits tell-

ing the story of the progress of all

forms of transportation in the last

hundred years, including water,

rail, air and highway.
The roof of the dome is suspend-

Unusual architectural profile is presented by this facade of Steamship Hall, forming the

northwest side of the Travel and Transportation Building, which is to house exhibits

relating to transportation during the great Century of Progress Exposition to be held at

Chicago in 1933.

inery, and portray improvements
which have resulted from the ap-

plication of scientific discoveries

and inventions. On the upper deck
exhibits of marine and shipping
supplies may be shown. A total of

22,435 square feet of exhibit space
will be available for exhibitors of

all types in Steamship Hall.

The Travel and Transport build-

ing is nearly 1,000 feet long and of

striking architectural design.

From one end to the other the

building is windowless. The illumi-

nation effects for exhibits will be

supplied artificially, thus giving

absolute control at all times to the

volume, direction and intensity of

light. A metal sympathetic to a

most dramatic night illumination

scheme covers the structure.

ed by cables attached to huge steel

towers, instead of being supported
by pillars or trussed arches from
below. The dome is 125 feet high
and 200 feet in diameter.

Trade Literature

Plastic Products. The General
Electric Company has recentl.v is-

sued catalog and price list, GEA-
937B, covering plastic products,

textolite laminated, textolite mold-

ed, cetec. Textolite is a synthetic

resin utilized as a binder and is

available in both laminated and
plastic molded forms and in vari-

ous grades. A complete description

is contained in this booklet.
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Gas Engine Driven Tiering Tructractor

ATIERING truck that

steers with all four

wheels, drives from
the rear wheels, and is

powered with a tractor-

type gas engine capable

of twenty-four hours' con-

tinuous operation is an-

nounced by the Clark

Tructractor Company, Bat-

tle Creek, Michigan.
The new method by

which all four wheels
turn in response to the

steering control enables
the truck to get into tight

places with its load and
get away easily. The turn-

ing radius is 94" and the

truck will easily negotiate

the corner of two inter-

secting 64" aisles with
ample clearance on each
side.

The hydraulic lift applies maxi-
mum power to point of service

without drum or other complicated
mechanisms. Besides utilizing all

the advantages of the hydraulic
lift it also cushions the descending
load without shock.

Intelligent use of this tiering

equipment will enable a ship or

warehouse owner to make impor-
tant savings in floor space by util-

izing "air rights." Materials and
equipment on skid platforms or in

tote boxes are quickly moved from
place to place and stacked in tiers.

The "Tiertop" model is especially

recommended for factory and ware-
house use. It tiers a three-ton load

The Tiertop model Clark Tructractor transferring loads

from car to truck.

to 6 feet in 30 seconds. Heavy dies

may be positioned on presses, heavy
units in process may be positioned

on machine tools, material for stor-

age is quickly and compactly tiered.

The "Tiermor" model tiers three

tons to four feet in eighteen sec-

onds, and, due to its low overall

height, is especially adapted to

loading and unloading freight cars.

It enters the car and takes the load

to the far end, spots it where it is

to ride, and comes out of the car

with no .jockeying. Its flexible

mobility and the construction,

which permits the driver to have
clear vision at all times are recited

as important advantages.

New American Diesel

Introduced by Seattle Firm

ANNOUNCEMENT of the Am-
erican Diesel Engine, a new-
comer in the diesel field, and

also a newcomer into the field us-

ually dominated by the small gaso-

line engine—that of sizes from 15

to 100 hoi'sepower—was made re-

cently. The builders, long identi-

fied with the diesel engine indus-

try, have organized the American
Diesel Engine Company of Seattle,

using the fine large Salmon Bay
plant of the old Gulowsen Grei en-

gine works. They are strongly or-

ganized and ready to go into pro-

duction, after nearly three years

of careful experimentation work. L.

F. Duvall is president of the new
company, R. E. White is vice-presi-

dent and chief engineer, and
Charles Pedersen, formerly with
the Gulowsen Grei Company as de-

signer, is general superintendent
and secretary.

The engine is a 2-cycle, 5x8 cross-

head type, supercharging design
and, while capable of much higher
speeds and power, it is rated at

12' 2 horsepower per cylinder at

500 revolutions per minute.
High specific output is obtained

by positive complete scavenging
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and a small degree of supercharg-
ing. The makers claim that they
can show twice the power of a 4-

cycle engine of the same bore and
stroke at the rated revolutions.

The excess air demanded for this

supercharging is obtained by com-
bining the air displacements of the

lower side of the power piston and
the upper side of the cross head.
The outstanding feature of this

construction is the very simple and
direct way by which it is accomp-
lished. The crosshead guide is

merely a detachable liner fitted in-

to a deep section plain crankcase.
The upper end of the liner carries

a diaphragm through which the
piston rod operates and is suitably

ported to give the necessary con-
trol of air flow.

The cylinder is of simple con-
struction carrying the inlet poppet
valve in a detachable head while
the exhaust is through a system of

ports entirely surrounding the cyl-

inder at the end of the piston trav-

el.

The drive of the inlet valve is by
a cam shaft exposed to the oil

spray in the crankcase. The injec-

tion system is a Bosch detachable
unit with manual injection advance
and retard mechanism and is driv-

en from the after end of the cam
shaft. Starting air is controlled by
this same shaft.

The piston is a built-up type in

which the cast iron portion car-
ries the shock load, the heat, and
the rings and is only 3 inches long.
An aluminum alloy skirt affords
the necessary seal over the exhaust
ports when the piston is at upper
center and adds no more than 18
ounces to the weight of the piston.
The top of piston and combustion
space are designed for high turbu-
lence.

The piston rod is of alloy steel

and drilled for lightness. The cast
nickel iron crosshead is of the slip-

per type and carries two scraper
rings to hold down the crankcase
oil splash. The hollow wrist pin is

of very liberal proportions and is

anchored to the crosshead at one
side only.

The connecting rod is a forging
of tubular cross section and is

made of heat-treated alloy steel.

The wrist pin end is bronze bushed,
while the large end is fitted with
bronze backed babbitted shells.

The alloy crankshaft is of very
liberal proportions exceeding
Lloyds specifications for strength

and is counterweighted for smooth
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running. Oil passages are drilled

through the crankshaft to carry oil

to all bearings. A small copper

tube is flared into the hollow con-

necting rod to carry oil to the wrist

pins.

The oiling system is constant

pressure circulating to bearings,

while a force feed lubricator sup-

plies fresh oil to the pistons only.

The engine in a 2-cylinder model
is rated and sold as a 25-horsepow-
er engine upon which the makers
guarantee a 20 per cent, continu-

ous overload. The cylinder size of

5x8 will be available in two, four,

si.x. and eight cylinder models. The
characteristics of the 2-cyIinder

model are:

1. Piston displacement is 320 cu-

bic inches.

2. Piston speed is 665 feet per
minute. Total weight of engine 1800
pounds. Weight per rated horse-
power 76 pounds.

3. 2-cylinder model is 47 inches
high and 66 inches long over all.

4. Total scavenging air displace-

ment is 160 per cent, of power pis-

ton.

5. The engine will not be made
reversible but all models will be
equipped with reverse gear.

Aerial Marine Flares

for Lifeboat and

Ship Signalling

By Dr. Henry B. Faber

THE value of a distress signal is

dependent upon the distance
that it can be seen. Lifeboat

equipment to-day includes hand
distress signaling torches, but the
range of such signals is limited by
the curvature of the earth to less

than five miles, as they function
close to the water line.

At a meeting of the Executive
Committee of the Marine Section of
the National Safety Council held
last May aboard the Eastern Steam-
ship liner New York in New York
harbor the new aerial marine
flares, manufactured by the Inter-
national Flare-Signal Co. of Tip-
pecanoe City, Ohio, were discussed.
As this equipment for lifeboat dis-
tress signaling has been approved
by the United States Steamboat In-
spection Service and adopted as

standard equipment by the United
States Coast Guard, the Executive
Committee expressed a desire to see

a practical test.

On the night of May 24 the pat-

rol boats Reliance and Cuyahoga
took a party out to Ambrose Light-
ship. From this point the two boats
sailed a diverging course that sep-

arated them a mile every six min-
utes. The distress signals were shot
periodically from one ship and were
answered by the other until a dis-

tance of fifteen miles had separat-

ed the two ships. At this point, due
to the late hour, the tests were con-

cluded and the signals were then
clear and distinct.

The equipment consists of a pis-

tol durably constructed of brass
and rust-proofed steel weighing ap-

proximately four pounds, which

Complete equipment for the new Aerial

Marine Flares.

projects a six-ounce shell more
than 200 feet in the air. At its max-
imum altitude the contents of the

shell are expelled through the ac-

tion of a delay fuse, and a para-

chute suspends the brilliantly burn-
ing flare. Red and white flares

were used, red having an intensity

of 30,000 candle power, the white
50,000 candle power. These flares

burn for a period upward of thirty

seconds with undiminished inten-

sity. It is as if a 200-foot high light-

house arises suddenly out of the

sea and projects a 50,000 candle
power beam in every direction.

Seated in a lifeboat, these illum-

inating red distress signals can
be easily and safely fired and
will increase the range of visibility

more than 500 per cent, over the

present equipment. The U. S. Coast
Guard state that "tests show con-
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clusively that the flare can readily

be seen over water a distance of

twenty miles, and if watched for

can be seen up to a distance of

twenty-five miles."

In addition to the signal being an
aerial flare, it can also be used as

a hand torch. The equipment pro-

vides a light hand holder for the
signal and a supply of scratchers
for manual ignition. This unique
feature gives the flare a double
service both as a hand torch and
an aerial parachute flare. The pis-

tol and flares were designed by
ordnance men and are distinctly

ordnance, the signal cartridge be-

ing moisture-proof.

New Mackay

Radio Installations

MACKAY Radio and Telegraph
Company is installing its new
type ship radio equipment and

Kolster radio compasses (direction

finders) on the five new Baltimore
Mail Line ships—City of Baltimore,

City of Norfolk, City of Newport
News, City of Havre, and City of

Hamburg.

These new ship radio telegraph
equipments are of a unique design
combining both short wave and in-

termediate wave operations in one
panel, using one vacuum tube and
one motor generator, in contrast

Mackay Radio combination short wave and
intermediate wave marine wireless equip-

ment.
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with the usual practice of using a

complete separate unit for short

waves. This results in compactness

and a minimum of space require-

ments in radio installations for all

types of ships.

Similar equipment has been in-

stalled on the four new American

Export Line ships which are in di-

rect and continuous touch with

both the United States and Europe

during their entire trip to Mediter-

ranean and Black Sea ports. These

vessels are the Excalibur, Exeter,

Exochorda, and Excambion.
Radio communication on the high

seas is thus keeping pace with rap-

id and dependable communication
demands on shore and over sea.

physical characteristics, and rated

accordingly, the oil showing least

'wear' in service being the superior

product. The numerical rating thus

evolved is divided into the cost, the

result being a factor expressine

'service cost'."

Officials of the Associated Oil

Company are highly elated over the

outstanding performance of Cycol

in this year's tests.

Mario^fpvtem

at the South Philadelphia works of

the Westinghouse Company, and

will be installed and in service this

year.

Million-Gallon

Navy Oil Contract

FOR the second successive year

the Associated Oil company
has been awarded the lubrica-

tion contract for the Pacific fleet

of the United States Navy, and as

a result Cycol motor oil will con-

tinue to be used in all Navy battle-

ships, cruisers, aircraft, submar-
ines, tractors, automobiles and
other equipment for the 1931-32

fiscal year.

Nearly a million gallons of Cycol

is involved in the important con-

tract, according to P. E. Allan, do-

mestic sales manager for Associat-

ed. Allan considers that the Navy's
award on the basis of Cycol's low-

est service cost is a tribute to its

efficiency and economy.
"As last year, when Associated

won the big western Navy lubrica-

tion contract, Cycol this year was
again put to the same rigid tests

evolved by government engineers,

and in competition with leading

brands, both eastern and western,

again proved its economy and effi-

ciency by showing the lowest ser-

vice cost rating," Allan explained.

"The government does not buy

oil on the basis of cost alone. Its

biivinfr is done with infinite care,

with the object of getting the great-

est possible lubrication per dollar.

"The tests are run in a specially

designed bearing machine. Oil is

pumped for 100 hours through a

large Navy bearing running at

high speed and under extremely

high pressure and temperature.

After this gruelling test the oil is

tested for the degree of change

from its original chemical and

19 ^2 -ton rotor being installed in case for

the Sperry gyro-stabilizer for Italian de-

stroyer Pigafetta.

Gyro-Stabilizer for

Italian Destroyer

THE 2000-ton Italian destroyer

leader Pigafetta is soon to be

equipped with a Sperry gyro-

stabilizer which should steady her

sufficiently to make accurate gun-

fire possible in any weather. The

rotor is 91 inches in diameter,

thickness of rim is 22 inches, and

the total weight of the rotating ele-

ment is 38,800 pounds. Maximum
speed is 1350 revolutions per min-

ute giving a peripheral speed of

32,000 feet per minute.

The rotor was so carefully ma-

chined that only 7I/2 ounces of

weight change was made on one

side to assure accurate balance and

smooth operation. An unusual fea-

ture of this rotor is the small dia-

meter as compared to the thickness.

This makes for unusual economy

of space without sacrificing its

roll-quenching power.

This stabilizer was designed by

engineers of the Sperry Gyroscope

Company, Inc., and is now being

completed under their supervision

Book Review

American Forei.ijn Trade in 1931,

the annual report on international

trade of the National Foreign

Trade Council, emphasizes the pa-

ramount need to "stop profitless

merchandising" as the first requi-

site to recovery. The Council calls

attention to the fact that although

wholesale commodity prices in the

United States have been reduced

by an average of 1% per cent per

month during the past two years,

that reduction is now proceeding

at a rate of slightly less than one-

half of one per cent per month,

with the strongly marked indica-

tion that the trend of American
trade may presently return to

stable prices and a resumption of

rising values.

The nineteen sessions of the con-

vention heard 51 addresses on va-

rious phases of the foreign trade

situation, and comprise the most
comprehensive record of the for-

eign trade situation which the

Council has issued in recent years.

A new feature of the convention
was a series of "foreign trade ap-

praisal" luncheons in which nine

first - line industries sent their

leading spokesmen to a "conven-
tion within a convention".

The three-day session was at-

tended by 1,567 delegates from 35

states and territories of the Union
and 24 foreign countries, and was
the largest meeting the Council has
held in the east, excepting that in

Baltimore two years ago.

The report is provided with a 16-

page index for ready reference and
contains a verbatim record of the

group sessions held by advertisers,

credit men, export managers, for-

eign trade bankers, and the Ameri-
can Manufacturers Export Associa-

tion.



Trade Literature

Philadelphia Maritime Exchan,i;e
Annual, 1931, has been received and
is found to be the Fifty-Sixth an-
nual report of the Board of Direc-
tors. Besides containing a list of
the officers, directors, and mem-
bers of the Maritime Exchange, the
book is filled with important port
and harbor data, such as improve-
ments to the harbor and tributary
canals and rivers, facilities for

docking and towage, listings of

piers and other harbor facilities,

etc. The book should be of much in-

terest and benefit to all ship oper-

ators and shippers engaged in busi-

ness with Philadelphia.

IModernize with G-E Controllers

is the title of a very strongly put
argument in picture and print re-

cently issued by the General Elec-

tric Company which is listed under
GES-689. The leaflet is profusely

illustrated with a few of the hun-

dreds of modernization opportuni-

ties offered by new type control-

lers.

General Electric Company has re-

cently issued the following list of

loose-leaf catalog leaves, which we
shall gladly send on request to our

Editorial Department:

GEA-61C—Constant - speed Di-

rect-current Motors, Type CD, 3 to

200 horsepower, 4 and Q poles;

shunt or compound-wound.

GEA-752A—Direct - Current Mo-
tors, Type BD, 1/2-8 horsepower,
constant speed shunt or compound
wound; ^ l.-l horsepower adjustable

speed shunt-wound.

GEA-957B—Mechanical -Drive
Turbines, Type D-52, condensing or

noncondensing, up to 600 horse-

power, up to 6000 R.P.M.

GEA-1296A—CR9517 Brakes for

Direct-current Motors.

GEA-1437—Built-in Speed Reduc-
ers for general-purpose, ball-bear-

ing, General-Electric Induction Mo-
tors.

GEA-1423—Solenoid Operated
Valves. (Described in September is-

sue of this magazine.)

GEA-1418—CR2960 - SY108 and
-SY113 Pole-changing switches for
Multispeed, changeable-pole, 2- or
3-phase motors.

GEA-1419—CR7006-D42 Combin-
ation Magnetic Switch across-the-
line starter for induction motors.

GEA-894—Adjustable - speed Di-
rect-current Motors Type CD, shunt
wound, 115 and 230 volts; speed
2:1, 3:1, and 4:1.

GEA-1393—Centrifugal Air Com-
pressors—Single Stage.

GEA-1335—Turbine - Generator
Sets—Alternating-current, 10 Kw.
to 300 Kw.

GEA-712B—Type BTA motors-
Adjustable speed, alternating cur-
rent, brush shifting, 3 phase, 60
cycles, 220, 440, 550 volts.

GEA-1412—Solid Shaft Vertical
Induction Motors—Type K, U> to 5

horsepower, Types K and KF, 1\2
to 15 horsepower.
GEA-1383—General - Purpose

Squirrel-Cage Induction Motors,
open, horizontal frames, 3 phase,
Type K, two phase.

GEA-528A—C e n t r i f u g a 1 Air
Compressors, small, multistage.

GEA-1326A — Totally enclosed,
Fan-cooled Induction Motors — 3
phase, Type K, 2 phase.

General Electric Soldering Iron
is described in a little leaflet dis-

tributed by the General Electric
Supply Corp., which we shall glad-
ly send you on request. (GEC-34A.)

Marine Generators. Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company
;innounce the completion of a new
publication covering their marine
type SK generators and automatic
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cut-out panels for trawlers, yachts,
tugs, and workboats. This publica-
tion, listed as D.M.F. 5385, includes
information on the application, con-
struction, and operation of this
equipment as well as ordering in-

formation on style numbers.

New Catalogs. Tabulated below is

a list of all new catalogs, bulletins,
etc., released by the Worthington
Pump and Machinery Corporation
during the past month. If desired,
a copy of any of the following will
be sent upon application to the Edi-
torial Department, Pacific Marine
Review.

Steam-Air Ejectors, for station-
ary and marine service. Specifica-
tion Sheet W-205-B1, 12 pages. Su-
persedes BK-1841.

Centrifugal Pumps, Types CA
and CB. Specification Sheet W-310-
S12A, 4 pages. Supersedes W-310-
S12.

Centrifugal Pumps, Type WF;
multi-stage turbine. Specification
Sheet W-319-S3. 4 pages. Super-
sedes W-310-S2A.
Dry Vacuum Pumps, Two-Stage;

Feather Valve; single horizontal;
belt and steam driven. Specifica-
tion Sheet L-711-S3; 4 pages. Su-
persedes L-317 & L-318.

Horizontal Duplex Pot Type, Pis-
ton Pattern Pumps for Oil; Type
P.T.

; 18-inch stroke; maximum
working pressure: Steam end—150
lb.; liquid end—Wompco, 250 lb.,

cast steel, 500 lb.; various capaci-
ties and various liquid piston dia-
meters. Specification Sheet W-112-
S15, 4 pages.

Book Review

CABIN SONGS. The travelers own
song book—"A collection of old
time melodies with up-to-date
words." By Elizabeth J. Steph-
ens. 48 pages in paper cover;
published by Bruce Humphries,
Inc., Boston. Price 50 cents.
This is an excellent collection of

favorite old melodies. Just why the
words should be called up-to-date
does not appear to this reviewer.
Most of the melodies used in this

book were composed to emphasize
the spirit of simple folk lore, negro
spirituals, sailors' chants, or love
ditties. The most that can be said
for the doggerel rhymes fitted to

these tunes in "Cabin Songs" is

that the author has certainly pro-

vided a separate syllable for each
note in the score.



World's Largest and Most

Powerful Diesel Towboat

ON the 25th of August the Du-
buque Boat & Boiler Co. of Du-
bu()ue, Iowa, delivered the tow-

boat Herbert Hoover to the Inland

Waterways Corporation. This tow-

boat, a tunnel-stern, twin-screw,

steel vessel, is the largest and most
powerful diesel driven towboat in

the world. Her principal character-

istics are:

Length over-all 226'4%"

Length, molded 215'0"

Beam, molded 43'6"

Depth, molded lO'O"

Camber 8"

Draft (150 tons of fuel) 6'0"

Sheer forward 2' 3"

Sheer aft 11"

Shaft horsepower 2200

Propeller Diameter 8'0"

Propeller pitch 6'5"

Propeller speed 200 R.P.M.
This vessel was designed and

built for the purpose of moving
freight on barges on the Mississippi

River. Her regular schedule will call

for an up-river average speed of 4

miles an hour, moving 10,000 tons

of freight between New Orleans and
St. Louis. The machinery space

amidships is 53 feet long and 33 feet

wide, the floor being 6 feet below
main deck level. In this space are

installed the propulsion machinery
and auxiliary plants.

Propulsion Machinery
Two Mcintosh & Seymour 4-cycle,

air-injection, directly reversible,

full diesel engines drive the two
propellers. Each of these engines

has eight power cylinders of 20
inches bore and 24 inches stroke

and has a rated normal capacity of

1466 indicated horsepower, 1100
shaft horsepower at 200 revolutions

per minute, with overload capacity
rating of 1300 shaft horsepower at

230 revolutions per minute.

They are of the trunk piston type
built along very compact lines, per-

mitting low weight per horsepower.
Pistons are oil-cooled, the oil being
led to and from the pistons by
swinging joints, cooling oil and lub-

ricating oil using a common sump
tank.

The maneuvering functions of

this engine are controlled by two
handles, one for starting air and
fuel, the other for air rams con-

trolling the position of ahead or
astern cams. These two levers are

so interlocked as to prevent inter-

One of two 4-cycle, air-injection, directly reversible, trunk-piston, Mcintosh 8C Seymour,

1100 brake horsepower diesel engines for the Inland Waterways Corporation towboat

Herbert Hoover.

ference in maneuvering operations.

A Kingsbury thrust bearing is

mounted independently aft of the

engine base.

The propellers are set wide apart

in tunnels under the stern. Conse-

quently the engines are widely

spaced and the three auxiliary gen-

erating sets, the switchboard, and
the auxiliary compressor are in-

stalled between the main engines.

These auxiliary sets are all Atlas-

Imperial-Westinghouse diesel gen-

erating units, two of 75 kilowatts

capacity each and one of 15 kilo-

watts capacity.

The pumps are all Westinghouse
electric motor driven Worthington.
Deck and steering machinery is

American Engineering Company
make. There are four rudders in

pairs. One pair forward of the pro-

pellers, the other pair aft. Each of

these pairs is operated by a separ-

ate hydro-electric steering gear lo-

cated in the engine room and mech-
anically controlled by separate
levers in the pilot house and operat-

ing the rudders through cables and
quadrants. Each pair of rudders
moves as its controlling lever

moves.
There is ample provision for com-

fort of crew, plenty of room and

ventilation, plenty of good food.

There are eight baths, hot and cold

running water in each room, steam
heat, and abundance of electric

light. The galley is equipped with a

Webb oil-fired range, ample steam
table capacity, and many electric

devices. Lai"ge store rooms are kept

refrigerated by a Lipman 2-ton unit.

The towboat Herbert Hoover is

now in operation demonstrating

diesel economy and moving freight

at verv low unit cost.

Trade Note
Special Equipment for New Ves-

sels.—Goodrich Gutless Bearings

will be original equipment on the

lighthouse tender Cherry, now und-

er construction for the U. S. Bu-

reau of Lighthouses at the Leathern

D. Smith Dock Co., Sturgeon Bay,

Wisconsin. The B. F. Goodrich Rub-

ber Company will supply 7-inch

bearing for this vessel.

The Berg Shipbuilding Company,
Seattle, is building a 65-foot survey

boat for the U. S. Engineers, San
Francisco. This vessel will be

equipped with six Goodrich Gutless

Bearings for 3Vi-inch shaft. There
are three bearings for each shaft

of this twin-screw boat.
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Allegheny Metal on Shipboard

THE interior decorators of the

new Dollar Line steamship
President Hoover, now on her

maiden voyage to the Orient, have
secured some interesting and
novel effects by the use of the

chromium nickel alloy, Allegheny
metal. This metal has the color of

silver and is nontarnishing.

One of the most interesting of

these applications is on the four
doors of the main smoking room.
These doors have panels, 26>2 by
60 inches, of satin-finish Alle-

gheny metal over Armorply ply-

W'Ood. The panel is decorated with
lattice work of polished brass to

obtain color contrast, and an orna-
mental glass panel is set in the
center.

The use of plywood as a backing
for the metal is comparatively new.
Its principal advantage in the pres-

ent instance is that it gives light

gauges of the metal the flat surface
and body that ordinarily would be
obtained by the use of a heavy
gauge, thereby making a material
saving in weight. Another advan-
tage claimed for the use of the ply-

wood is the high degree of insula-

tion against both heat and sound.

A second interesting use of the
alloy in this same room is in the
framing of a large terra cotta panel
over the fireplace. This panel,
enameled in bright colors, has a
frame of carved wood, enameled in

the same colors as the panel. The
inner and outer edges of the frame
are bordered with strips of ham-
mered Allegheny metal, with orna-
mental rivet heads. This beaten sur-
face in itself is a novelty in the
treatment of this new alloy. The

Lavish use of Allegheny metal trim pro-
dues a cheerful atmosphere in the steamship

President Hoover's barber shop.

opening of the dark marble fire-

place is bordered with the same
alloy in a satin finish trimmed with
polished brass.

The beauty parlor and barber
shop, adjoining each other, have
white painted walls divided into
panels by narrow strips of polished
Allegheny metal, and two similar
strips of the metal are run around
the top of the side walls near the
ceiling line.

The designers of the interior of
the vessel are A. F. Marten Co. of
San Francisco. The decorative work
was fabricated by the Newport
News Ship Building and Dry Dock
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Company, builders of the vessel.

Quite different from this decora-
tive use of the alloy, but based on
the same qualities of resistance to
salt air corrosion, is its use in the
galley, where it is the material out
of which table and dresser tops and
similar equipment were made.

This chromium nickel ferrous al-

loy, manufactured by the Allegheny
Steel Company, is an ideal material
for many uses on shipboard. Pa-
cific Coast sales manager for Alle-
gheny is J. Allan Armstrong of Los
Angeles, and the metal is handled
in the San Francisco Bay section by
Chas. M. Tuttich of Dunham, Carri-
gan and Hayden.

Trade Literature

New Power Plants for Old Ships.
—The need for increased speed
for older steamships in order to

meet the competition of recently
equipped vessels, as well as the
desire to benefit from mail subsi-

dies, is leading to the recondition-

ing of a number of ships built dur-
ing, or soon after, the war.

An example is the City of Balti-

more, the first of five vessels to

be reconditioned for the transat-
lantic service by the Baltimore
Mail Steamship Company. This ship
was originally equipped with tur-

bine electric drive and had a nor-
mal sea speed of 10^2 knots. After
being reconstructed by the Federal
Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company,
in accordance with plans prepared
by Gibbs & Cox, Inc., and equipped
with a De Laval compound double
reduction geared turbine receiving
steam at 250 pounds per square
inch, with 100 degrees Fahrenheit
superheat, an average speed of
17.77 knots was developed on the
official sea trials, a maximum of

18.01 knots being reached. The fuel

consumption for all purposes work-
ed out as 0.74 pound of bunker oil

per shaft horsepow-er.

The conversion is fully described
and illustrated in a leaflet distri-

buted by the De Laval Steam Tur-
bine Company, Trenton, N. J,,

which company, in addition to

building the propelling unit, also

supplied the turbine-driven forced

draft fans and boiler feed pumps.

^OXIT^
The after bulkhead of the sm. kmp room on the Steamsh-p President H over featuring

the attractive use of Allegheny metal on doors and the grand fireplace.

I
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Moore Yard Launches Ferryboat

and Delivers Lighthouse Tender

THE Moore Dry Dock Company,
Oakland, Calif., recently launch-

ed the diesel ferryboat San
Diego for the San-Diego-Coronado

Ferry Company. This vessel is of

steel construction, double-end, and
will be powered with diesel-electric

propelling plant. She is

204ft. 11 in. over-all and
has a breadth on deck of

43ft. 6in. The vessel is

similar to the Coronado,

built for the same own-
ers several years ago.

The superstructure has

open panel type sides.

The ferry will be able

to carry about 58 auto-

mobiles and will have

At right: Lighthouse
tender Columbine at

the outfitting dock.

Below; Ferryboat San
Diego sliding down the

ways at The Moore
Dry Dock Co.

accommodations on the upper deck

for about 200 passengers.

The power plant will consist of

three 4-cycle, 6-cylinder Atlas-Im-

perial diesel engines of 350 brake

horsepower each at 275 revolutions

per minute. Each engine is to be di-

rect-connected to one 225-kilowatt,

167-volt Westinghouse direct-cur-

rent generator and one 30-kilowatt

exciter. These generators will be

connected through the Ward-Leon-
ai'd control system to two 750-shaft

horsepower, Westinghouse propel-

ling motors.

This yard has also just com-
pleted the 112-ft. lighthouse tender
Columbine for the U.S. Bureau of

Lighthouses, San Francisco. The
craft is a well equipped vessel of

steel construction. She is 111 ft.

8 in. at waterline and has 25 ft.

molded beam and is 9 ft. depth. She
is propelled by diesel-electric mach-
inery supplied by Atlas-Imperial
Diesel Engine Co. and the General
Electric Co., which drives her at a
speed of 9]-> knots.

Destroyer Bids Opened. — Bids
were opened at the office of the

Navy Department, Washington, D.

C, September 16, for the construc-
tion of two destroyers authorized
by Act of August 29, 1916. Tenders
were received for one or two des-

troyers from seven private ship-

yards and estimates were received

from five navy yards. The esti-

mates of the Navy Yards were not
announced. The bids from private

yards were as follows:

Bath Iron Works Corporation,

Bath, Me.: One destroyer, depart-

ment design within 30 months, $2,-

626,000. Two destroyers, depart-

ment design, one within 30 months,
the second within 33 months, $2,-

380,000 each.

One destroyer, builder's design,

within 30 months, $3,166,000; two
destroyers, builder's design, one
within 30 months, the second with-

in 33 months, $2,931,000 each.

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corpor-

ation, Quincy, Mass.: One destro.y-

er, department design, within 24

months, $2,893,000; two destroyers,

department design, the first within

24 months, the second, 26 months,

$2,615,000 each; one destroyer,

builder's design, within 26 months,

$3,044,000; two destroyers, build-

er's design, one within 26 months,

the second, 28 months, $2,738,000

each.
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Maryland Dry Dock Co., Balti-

more: One destroyer, Department
design, within 30 months, $3,804,-

982; two destroyers. Department
desipn, first within 30 months, the

second 33 months, $3,064,433 each;
no bids were offered in the build-

er's specification class.

Newport News Shipbuilding &
Dry Dock Co., Newport News, Va.

:

One destroyer, Department design,

within 27 months. $3,040,000; two
destroyers. Department design, the

first in 27 months, the second,

30 months, $2,660,000 each; one
destroyer, builder's design, within
27 months, $3,080,000; two des-

troyers, builder's design, the first

within 27 months, the second with-

in 30 months, $2,700,000 each.

New York Shipbuilding Co., Cam-
den, N. J.: One destroyer, Depart-
ment design, within 25 months, $2,-

925,000; two destroyers. Depart-
ment design, 25 and 28 months, $2,-

675,000 each.

Pusey & Jones Corporation, Wil-
mington, Del.: One destroyer. De-
partment design, 26 months, $2,-

895,000.

United Dry Docks, Inc., New
York: One destroyer, department
design, 20 months, $2,645,000; two
destroyers, department design, 20

months and 22 months, $2,500,000

each.

Estimates also were submitted

by the Navy Yards at Boston, New
York, Charleston, S. C, Mare Is-

land, Calif., and Bremerton, Wash.
These estimates will be studied, to-

gether with the bids received from
the private builders and the low
bidder announced by the Depart-
ment.

Mobile Oceanic Line to Recondi-
tion Fleet.—Approval of all terms
and conditions of a contract of sale

under which the Mobile Oceanic
Line is to be transferred to the
Waterman Steamship Company, of

Mobile, Alabama, was granted by
the Shipping Board September 9.

The price to be paid for the line is

$1,108,080, payment to be made on
the basis of 25 per cent, down with
the balance payable over a period
of seven and one-half years. Inter-

est on unpaid balances will be at

the rate of 4% per cent.

The line includes fourteen steel

cargo steamers and maintains a
regular service between Mobile
and other East Gulf ports and the
United Kingdom, Ireland, and Con-
tinental European ports from Bor-
deaux north. The contract of sale

anticipates the reconditioning of 10

of the fourteen vessels to give them
speed of 13 knots. The present
speed of the vessels is 10 knots.

Under the terms of the sale, the
Waterman Steamship Company ag-
rees to operate the line over the
present route making not less than
52 outward voyages a year, of
which not less than two shall be
made in each and every month. As
soon as the contract is signed, de-
livery of the vessels will be made
as each vessel completes its cur-
rent voyage.

Cruiser Keel Laying.—On Ad-
mission Day, September 9, Califor-
nia's state holiday, the keel laying
ceremony for the new 10,000-ton
cruiser San Francisco was perform-
ed at the Mare Island Navy Yard
under the direction of Captain W.
P. Druley, manager of the yard.
The cruiser San Francisco is the
fifteenth of her type to be built
under the Limitations of Arma-
ments Washington Treaty of 1922.
She is scheduled for delivery in
February, 1934, and will cost ap-
proximately $9,000,000, exclusive of
armaments.

Overseas Ferry Bids.—Bids were
opened in the office of the Over-
seas Railways, Inc., Hibernia Bank
Bldg., New Orleans, La., and 11
Broadway, New York, on Septem-
ber 8, for the construction of a sea-
going car ferry for operation be-
tween New Orleans and Havana,
Cuba. The vessel is to be similar
to the ferry Seatrain and will be
approximately 455 feet long, 63 ft.

beam, 38 ft. depth, and powered by
double reduction geared turbines to
give a speed of I4V2 knots.

Loan Granted Colombian Line.

—

Loans in aid of building two steel
passenger-cargo steamers for the
Colombian Mail Steamship Corpora-
tion of New York were authorized
by the Shipping Board September
16. The vessels are to cost $2,300,-
000 each and the loans will be for
three-fourths the cost, but in any
case not to exceed $1,725,000. When
completed the vessels will be plac-
ed in service on Ocean Mail Route
No. 19 covering New York to Puer-
to Colombia and/or Cartagena, Col-
ombia, via Port-au-Prince, Haiti,

and Kingston, Jamaica. Repayment
of the loan will be made over a 20-

year period with interest at the
lowest legal rate payable semi-an-
nually.

The vessels are to be built by

Newport News Shipbuilding and
Drydock Company, Newport News,
Va. They will be combination pas-
senger and cargo steamers espec-
ially designed for the service in
which they will be engaged. They
will be 404 feet 3 inches in length,
57 feet 6 inches beam, and 23 feet
6 inches draft, with a total dead-
weight of 4400 tons. They will be
equipped with geared turbine pro-
pelling machinery having a normal
shaft horsepower of 6500 which
will give a speed of 16 knots. A to-

tal of 54,000 cubic feet of refriger-
ated space will be provided for car-
rying fruit and other perishable
cargoes.

Pacific Coast Firm Plans New
Construction. — Following the
granting of contract for the car-
riage of United States Mail be-
tween the Pacific Coast ports, ori-

ginating in Seattle, and ports of
Tampico, Mexico, Puerto Colombia,
Colombia, via Kingston. Jamaica,
the Gulf-Pacific Line (Swayne &
Hoyt, Inc.) with headquarters at 240
Front Street, San Francisco, has
applied to the Shipping Board for
a loan for the construction of two
vessels. These vessels will be built
to comply with the mail contract
and in accordance with the provi-
sion of the Merchant Marine Act,
1928. They will be primarily
freight carriers, and will accom-
modate a limited passenger list. As
soon as assurance of a Shipping
Board loan is given, the company
will draw up plans and specifica-

tions for the construction of the
vessels.

Todd Plant Gets Repair Job.—
One of the biggest repair jobs in

the Pacific Northwest this year
was awarded recently to Todd Dry
Docks, Inc., on the steamship Bell-

ingham of the Tacoma-Oriental
Steamship Company. The work in-

volved the building of a new stem
and the removal for fairing and re-

placement of over 30 plates. The
Bellingham was damaged in colli-

sion with a Japanese vessel while
on a voyage to the Orient.

Survey Vessel Launched. — The
survey vessel Mamala for the Ha-
waiian Service of the U.S.A. En-
gineers Office, San Francisco, was
launched September 1 by the Berg
Shipbuilding Company, Seattle.

The vessel is 65 ft. long, 16 ft.

beam, and of 40 tons displacement.

She will be powered by twin Atlas-

Imperial diesel engines developing
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280 horsepower each and will be

sent to Honolulu under her own
power.

Miss Elizabeth Sturtevant, 15

year old daughter of Major Clar-

ence L. Sturtevant. United States

district engineer at Seattle, was the

sponsor. The launching was attend-

ed also by Col. Thomas M. Robins,

U. S. division engineer with head-

quarters in San Francisco.

rlarme](gvjew

New Yacht Completed. — The
Harbor Boat Building Company at

Terminal Island, San Pedro, recent-

ly completed the diesel yacht Holi-

day for Arthur Morris of Los An-
geles. The yard has considerable

repair work on hand and is build-

ing several bird-type sailing ves-

sels which are showing increasing

popularity in southern California

sporting circles.

Recondition Vessels.—According
to an announcement to the press

by R. Stanley Dollar the entire

fleet of 22 vessels recently pur-

chased from the Transmarine Cor-

poration will be brought to the Pa-
cific Coast, the first two having
sailed last month from Newark.
Part of this fleet will be recondi-

tioned on the Pacific Coast and
placed in service out of Pacific

Coast ports.

Large Repair Order. — General
Engineering & Drydock Co. was
low bidder at $.54,34.5 and 25 days
for repairs to the General Petro-
leum tanker Emidio. The vessel

scraped her bottom off Point Ar-
guello.

President Coolidge Has Speed
Trials.—The newest Dollar Steam-
ship Company liner —• Steamship
President Coolidge — underwent
her sea trials early in September
and gave a very good account of

herself and her machinery showed
very creditable performance. On
the speed tests, she recorded a

speed of 22.9 knots. The required
speed under specifications is 21

knots.

The Steamship President Cool-

idge is equipped with turbo-electric

propulsion plant manufactured by
the Westinghouse Electric & Man-
ufacturing Company. In all other

respects she is like her sister ship,

steamship President Hoover, hav-
ing length over all of 653 feet, 81

ft. beam, 53 ft. depth. She is es-

The above photograph shows the new fishing vessel City of San Francisco being launched

into the waters of the Lagoon at Fishermen's Wharf, San Francisco, by the Haviside

Derrick Barge No. 4. The vessel is 92 ft. long and weighs 110 tons. She was buih at

Fishermen's Wharf by the Genoa Boat Works for Beviazzua & Son, and is to be powered

with Western-Enterprise diesel engines. Ahhough the Haviside No. 4 h.is capacity for

only 100 tons, the fishing boat was lowered without a scratch into the water, with a

leeway of only a few inches on each side.

pecially designed for transpacific

service and will be one of the most
beautiful vessels in the American
merchant marine. Accommodations
will be provided for almost 1000

passengers in four classes; name-
ly, first, special, third, and steer-

age. Delivery date is set for Oct-

ober and she is scheduled to arrive

in San Francisco on her maiden
voyage November 4.

kokuma Shiraishi is general mana-
ger of the fishing company. Charles

L. Houghton, with offices in San
Pedro, is technical adviser for the

firm and anounced that bids for

conversion of the vessel will be

asked shortly.

Largest Fishing Vessel Conver-

sion Job.—The former mystery ship

Chihuahua, which has been laid up
for several years in San Francisco

Bay, has been purchased by the Pa-

cific Deep Sea Fishing Corp. of

Wilmington, California, and towed
to that port, where she will be re-

conditioned for the purpose of

cruising for albacore. According to

preliminary plans announced by the

owners, she will undergo conver-

sion into a 600-ton capacity com-

bination deepsea fisherman "freez-

er" and carrier for the search of

albacore in the southern seas. Hi-

Bids to be Asked Soon on Recon-

ditioning.—With the signing of the

contract September 18 for the sale

of the American Diamond Lines to

the Black Diamond Steamship Corp.

of New York, bids will soon be ask-

ed for the reconditioning of five of

the vessels of the fleet under the

provisions of the terms of the sale.

These vessels are to be recondi-

tioned to increase their speed from

10 to 13 knots. The American Dia-

mond Line fleet consists of twelve

t.ypical 10-knot Hog-Island Ship-

ping Board freighters with dimen-

sions 390 ft. by 58.2 ft. by 27.8 ft.

The provisions of the sale also

call for the construction of four

and possibly five new 16'-knot

freighters during a ten-year period.



Progress of Construction

The follomng Report Covers the Shipbuilding Work in Progress at the Leading

Shipyards of the United States as of September i, ig^i

Pacific Coast

BERG SHIPBUILDING CO..
28th Ave., N.W., Seattle, Wn.

Survey vessel for Hawaii for the U. S.

Army Engineers Office, San Francisco; 65
X 16; 40 tons disp!.; Atlas-Imperial diesel;

launched 9/1/31.
Not named, wooden hull, passenger and

cargo motorship for U. S. Dept. of Inter-

ior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Poison Bldg.,

Seattle, Wn., for Alaska Service; 210 L.B.P.;

41 molded beam; 2r6" molded depth; 16
loaded draft; 1200 B.H.P. Mcintosh S" Sey-

mour dicscl cng.; 14 knots speed.

GENERAL ENGINEERING & DRY
DOCK CO.

Oakland, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: A. Wanner.
W. M. Wightman, boarding tug for Quar-

antine Division, Public Health Service, San
Francisco; 60'10" over-all; 1? beam; 7'2"

depth; 120 HP. Fairbanks-Morse diesel

eng.; launched 6/18/51; delivered.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY,
Oakland, Calif.

Columbine, hull 180, lighthouse tender
for U. S. Department of Commerce, Light-

house Bureau; 112'2" LB. P.; 25 molded
beam; 9'/2 naut. mi. speed: die.sel-elcctric

engs.; keel 4/23/31; launched 7/27/31;
deliver 9/31 est.

San Diego, hull 181, steel screw, double-
end, diesel-electric, automobile ferry for

San Diego-Coronado Ferry Co.; 204'1I"
L.O.A.; 43'6" breadth at deck; Atlas-Im-
perial diesel; keel 5/28/31; launched 9/
14/31.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Bremerton, Wash.

Astoria, light cruiser CL-34 for Unit-
ed States Navy; 10,000 tons displacement;
keel 9/1/30; deliver 4/1/33 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Mare Island, Calif.

San Francisco, light cruiser CL-38 for

United States Navy; 10,000 tons displace-

ment; keel 9/1/31.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORP., LTD.,
Union Plant

General reconditioning; Calif, training

ship California State. Drydocked, cleaned,
painted, misc. repairs: stmr. Tamiahua,
stmr. Cuzco, stmr. Admiral Holstead, ferry

San Pedro, yacht Alma, U.S.A. transport
Cambrai, Shell barge No. 9, General Pet.

barge No. 1, launch Reliance. Drydock and
misc. repairs: stmr. Satanta. Load line as-

signment work and misc. repairs: stmr.

Nora. Calibrate steam pressure gauges: .stmr.

Tejon. Miscellaneous work: stmrs. Mojave,
President Wilson, City of Los Angeles, Ar-
gyll, Stuart Dollar, Empire Arrow, Maun-
ganui, Suriname, President Wilson, Penn-
sylvania, La Perla. Point Chico, Limon, Sara-

macca, motorships Lio, Zaragoza, Otokia,
tug Lebcc. launch Patriotic, launch Hori-
zon, tug Pilot.

CHARLESTON DRYDOCK 3c

MACHINERY CO.,
Charleston, S. C.

Genera! minor repairs to U. S. Lighthouse
tender Cypress.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY,
Oakland, Calif.

Drydocked, cleaned, painted, misc. re-

pair: Willzipo, stmr. Wallingford (also en-

gine and deck dept. repairs), stmr. Golden
Dragon (also caulked misc. rivets), West
Nilus (also overhauled sea valves, repacked
stern gland, ranged anchor chains, caulk

rivets and seams), tug Hercules, stmr. Gold-
en River (also overhauled sea valves), Yar-
raville, Hawaiian (also drew tail shaft, re-

newed stern tube complete, caulked and re-

newed misc. rivets, renewed propeller hub),
m.s. Californian (also caulked misc. rivets

and seam, drew tail shaft for examination,

rewooded outboard bearing). Vanguard
(also unshipped rudder, renewed fender
guards). Golden Bear (also overhauled sea

valves, drew tail shaft for examination, re-

wooded outboard hearing, reset pitch of pro-

peller). Democracy, Chas. R. McCormick
(also overhauled sea valves, repacked stern

gland, caulked and welded misc. rivets and
seam), Dorothy Cahill (also overhauled sea

valves, renewed section (lower) of rudder

stock), Willkena (also drew tail shaft, re-

wooded outboard bearing, caulked misc.

rivets and seam). Drydocked, cleaned,

painted: Ohioan, yacht Janidore. Dry-
docked; cutter Smith. Drydocked for dam-
age repairs: W. P. Barge No. 1.

TODD DRY DOCKS, INC.,

Harbor Island, Seattle, Wn.
Grounding damage repairs: stmr. Admiral

Sebrce. Collision damage repairs: stmr. Bel-

lingham. Drydocked for change of propel-

ler: stmr. Northland. Drydocked, cleaned,

pamted: stmr. S. A. Perkins. Voyage re-

pairs: stmr. President Taft. Misc. repairs:

stmrs. Stuart Dollar, Comanche, Chippewa,
barge Betsey Ross.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Bremerton, Wn.

Drydocked and misc. repairs: California,

New York, Rathburne, Dorsey. Misc. re-

pairs incidental to operation as district craft:

Mahopac, Tatnuck, Swallow, Challenge,

Pawtucket, Sotoyomo.

Atlantic, Lakes, Rivers

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY
Pittsburgh, Penn.

Purchasing Agent: W. G. A. Millar.

Ten barges for Inland Waterways Corp.,

Washington, D.C.; 300 x 48 x 11 ft.; deliver

May 14 to Dec. 10, 1931; 10 keels laid;

8 launched; 7 delivered.

BATH IRON WORKS
Bath, Maine

Trudione, hull 138, steel yacht, owner
net named; 190 L.O.A. 154 L.W.L.; 26
beam; two 800 B.H.P. Be.ssemer diesels;

keel 6/10/30; launched 4/10/31; deliver

11/2/31 est.

Caroline, hull 141, twin-screw diesel

yacht, owner not named, 286 ft. length; 3000
HP. diesel eng.; keel 9/1/30; launched
7/18/31; delivered 9/18/31.

Felicia, hull 145, twin screw steel

yacht, owner not named; 140 L.B.P.; 24'10"

beam; 8'6" draft; 14 knots speed; two 400
HP. dicscl engs.; keel 3/30/31; launched
8/1/31; delivered 9/15/31.

Hull 147, twin screw, steel patrol boat for

U.S. Coast Guard; 165 ft. long: diesel eng.;

keel 5/1/31; launch 11/9/31; deliver

11/29/31 est.

Hull 148, same as above; keel 5/6/31;
deliver 12/24/31 est.

Hull 149, same as above; keel 5/9/31;
deliver 1/18/32 est.

Hull 150, same as above; keel 5/14/31;
deliver 2/12/32 est.

Hull 151, same as above; keel 5/20/31;
deliver 3/9/32 est.

Hull 152, same as above; keel 7/22/31;
deliver 4/3/32 est.

Hull 153, same as above; keel 9/15/31
est.; deliver 4/28/32 est.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION, FORE

RIVER PLANT,
Quincy, Mass.

Northampton, light cruiser CL-26, for

United States Navy; 10,000 tons displace-

ment; launch Sept. 7/29 est.

Portland, light cruiser CL-3 3, same
as above; deliver 8/15/32 est.

Mariposa, hull 1440, steeel express pas-

senger steamer for Oceanic Steamship Co.
(Matson Nav, Co.) San Francisco; 632'

length; 79' beam; 22,000 gr. tons; 20'/2

knots; 3 steam turbines; 22,000 S.H.P.; 12

W. T. boilers; launched 7/18/31.

Monterey, hull 1441, sister to above.

Lurline, hull 1447, sister to above.

Not named, ferryboat for City of Boston;
172 ft. long; I72'4" over guards; 40'8"

beam; 16'10" depth; 2 comp. steam eng.;

Scotch boilers; II' dia. x 13'; 150 lbs. work-
ing pressure.

Antigua, hull 1444, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail
Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A. ; 60 beam; 34
depth; 24 loaded draft; 17'/2 knots speed;

10.940 tons displacement; 7200 gr. tons

turbo-electric propulsion; 10,500 I.H.P.;

launch 10/25/31 est.

Quirigua, hull 1445, sister to above;

launch 11/14/31 est.

Veragua, hull 1 446, sister to above;

launch 12/12/31 est.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,
LTD..

Baltimore, Md.

Hull 4288. coa.stwise dicscl oil tanker

for Standard Transportation Co., 262x45x15
ft., Mcintosh & Seymour diesels.
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Views taken at the I.iunching of the passenj;cr-cargo vessels Taianianca and Segovia,

August 15, at Newport News Shipbuilding ii Drydock Co. These are two of the three

building at this plant for the United Mail Steamship Company, with dimensions 446
L.O.A., 60 beam, 34 depth, 24 loaded draft. They are to be powered with turbo-electric

power plant giving them a speed of \7^-i knots. They are scheduled fcr service between
North and South America

COLLINGWOOD SHIPYARDS, LTD.,
CoUingwood, Ontario

Purchasing Agent: E. Podmore.

Not named, hull 87, hydrographic survey

vessel for Canadian Government; 214
L.B.P.; 36 beam; 12 mi. loaded speed: twin

screw, TE cngs.; 1200 LHP.: 2 Scotch
boilers, XVd" diam.; keel 8/12/31.

DRAVO CONTRACTING COMPANY,
Pittsburg, Pa., and Wilmington, Del.

Hulls 995-997 incl., three dicscl stern-

wheel towboats for stock; 2 delivered.

Hulls 1086 to 1115, incl., 30 hopper-type
steel coal barges; for stock; 17 5 x 26 x 11

ft.: 26 delivered.

Hull 1118, steel oil barge for Atlantic

Refining Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; 192x40x
n'9".

Hulls 1119-1128, incl., 10 steel dump
scows for American Dredging Co., Phila-

delphia: 4 delivered.

Hulls 1129-1130 incl., two 32-inch steel

suction dredges for U.S. Engineers Office,

Memphis, Tenn.; 214x46x9'5"; two TE
steam engs.; 1200 H.P.

Hull 1133, one 15-ton whirler derrick
boat for U. S. Eng. Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Hull 1134. one 24-in. steel suction dredge
for U. S. Eng. Office. St. Louis, Mo.

Hulls 1135-1136, two steel side dump
scows for Contracting Dcpt., Ii;x28x7'6".

DUBUQUE BOAT & BOILER WORKS,
Dubuque, Iowa

Herbert Hoover, twin tunnel screw river

towboat for U.S. Army Engineers; 215 ft.

long, 42 ft. beam; two Mcintosh W Sey
mour diesel engs.; 2600 H.P.; launched
7/2/31; delivered 8/25/31.

Self-propelled, 16-inch suction, pipe-line
dredge for U. S. Engineers Office, Vicks-
b--"-o. Miss.; deliver May/32 est.

FEDERAL SHIPBUILDING & DRY
DOCK COMPANY

Kearny, N. J.

Purchasing Agent, R. S. Page.

Not named, hull 121, combination pas-

senger and freight steamer for Panama Mail
Steamship Company, San Francisco (W. R.

Grace 6? Co., subsidiary), 484 L.B.P.; 72

beam; 26'1" loaded draft; 18.5 knots loaded

speed; 7150 D.W.T.; 12,600 I. H.P. tur-

bines; 2 boilers: keel 6/22/31.
Not named, hull 122, sister to above;

keel 8/4/31.
Not named, hull 123, sister to above for

Grace Steamship Co., New York.
Not named, hull 124, sister to above.

HOWARD SHIPYARDS a: DOCK
COMPANY,

Jeffersonville, Ind.

Purchasing Agent, W. H. Dickey.

Mark Twain, hull 1691, river tow-

boat for Inland Waterways Corp., Wash-
ington, DC; 196 ft. L.O.A.; 42 molded
beam; 6 molded depth; 1000 HP. comp.
condensing eng.; keel 4/28/31; launched
8/29/31; deliver 12/21/31 est.

One steel maneuver boat hull for U. S.

Engineers Office, Cincinnati; complete with

derrick; 75 x 24 x 4'6"; keel 6/25/31;
delivered 8/14/31.

MARIETTA MANUFACTURING CO..
Point Pleasant. W. Va.

Purchasing Agent: S. C. Wilhelm.
Five cargo barges for Inland Water-

ways Corp.: 230 x 45 x 11 ft.; 3 delivered.

Captain Meriwether Lewis, dredge, for

U. S. Engineers Office, Washington, D.C.;
260 X 50 X 8'f",

Captain William Clark, same as above.
One steel derrick boat hull for Federal

Steel Co.; 28 x 65 x 5'9".

MIDLAND BARGE COMPANY
Midland, Pa.

Five barges for Inland Waterways, Corp.,

Washington, D.C.; 230 x 45 x U ft.; 4
keels laid; launched: 3 delivered.

NASHVILLE BRIDGE COMPANY,
Nashville, Tenn.

Purchasing Agent, R. L. Baldwin.
Hull 248, pile driver for U.S. Engineers,

Memphis; 80 L.B.P.; 27 beam; 4 depth;
1 horizontal type boiler, 46" dia., 28'0"

length; keel 1/12/31; launched 3/5/31;
delivered 7/2/31.

Hull 249, same as above: keel 1/17/31;
launched 3/16/31; delivered 7/2/31.

Hull 250, dredge for Sternberg Dredging
Co.: 150 X 50 X 7'10" depth; keel 3/21/31;
launched 6/3/31.

Hull 255, barge for Sternberg Dredging
Co.; 100 X 26 X 6'6"; keel 6/26/31; launch-

ed 8/31/31.
Hull 256, oil barge for stock; 140 LB. P.;

26 beam: 8 depth; keel 6/4/31; launched
7/20/31; delivered 7/25/31.

Hull 257, same as above; keel 6/10/31;
launched 7/23/31; delivered 7/25/31.

Hull 258, deck barge for stock; 100 x
26 X 6'6": keel 8/10/31.

Hull 259, deck barge for stock; 100 x 26
X 6'6": keel 8/18/31,

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING tL

DRYDOCK COMPANY
Newport News, Va.

Purchasing Agent: Jas. Plummer, 90
Broad Street. New York City ,

President Coolidge, hull 340, passenger
and freight liner for Dollar Steamship Co.,

San Francisco: 653 L.O.A.; 81 beam; 52
depth; turbo-electric drive; 20 knots .speed;

keel 4/22/30; launched 2/21/31; deliver

10/31 est.
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Talamanca, hull 344, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail
Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34
depth; 24 loaded draft; 17^ knots speed;
10.940 tons displacement; turbo-electric pro-

pulsion; 10.500 I.H.P.; keel 2/2/31;
launched 8/15/31; deliver 1/32 est.

Segovia, hull 345, sister to above; keel

3/9/31; launched 8/15/31; delivery 4/32
est.

Chiriqui, hull 346, sister to above; keel
4/27/31; launch 12/31 est.; deliver 7/32
est.

Ranger, hull 353, Aircraft Carrier No.
4 for U. S. Navy Dept.; keel 12/31 est.;

deliver Mar./34 est.

Not named, hull 3 50, passenger and
freight vessel for Eastern Steamship Lines,
India Wharf, Boston, Mass.; 402'9" L.O.A.;
60 beam; 29'9" depth; 20-22 knots; single
reduction Newport News-Parsons geared
turbines; Babcock &? Wilcox boilers; keel
7/21/31; deliver 5/32 est.

Not named, hull 351, sister to above;
keel 9/31 est.; deliver 6/32 est.

NEW YORK SHIPBUILDING CO.
Camden, N. J.

Purchasing Agent: J. W. Meeker.
Indianapolis, hull 399. light cruiser No.

35 for United States Navy; 10,000 tons
displacement; keel Mar. 31/30.
Not named, hull 405, passenger and cargo

vessel for United States Lines, New York-
666 L.B.P.; 86' beam; 32' loaded draft max.;
20 knots speed; 12.000 D.W.T.; geared tur-
bines, 30,000 S.H.P.; 6 B. y W. boilers-

keel 12/6/30; launch 12/1/31 est.; deliver
6/32 est.

Not named, hull 406, passenger and car-

go vessel, same as above; keel 1/20/31.
Tuscaloosa, hull 407, Scout Cruiser No.

37 for U. S. Navy Department, Washing-
ton, D.C.; 578 LB. P.; 60'll/2" molded
beam; 2r7" loaded draft: 10,000 tons
displ.; geared turbines; 107,000 I.H.P.; 8
sectional express boilers: keel 10/31 est.

THE PUSEY & JONES CORP.,
Wilmington, Del.

Purchasing Agent: James Bradford.

Jersey Shore, hull 1053, steel hull and
steel superstructure for auto carrying ferry-

boat for Delaware-New Jersey Ferry Co •

174'7" L.B.P.; 58 beam; 9'3" loaded

draft; diesel machinery and other work by
owners; keel 5/26/31; launched 7/30/31;
delivered 8/31/31.

SPEDDEN SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Baltimore, M.iryl.-ind

Purchasing Agent: W. J. Collison.

Not named, hull 271, tug for U. S. Public
Health Service: 100 L.B.P.; 22 beam; 11 ft.

loaded draft: 2 230-H.P. Fairbanks-Morse
diesel cngs.; Westinghouse generators; 400
H.P. motor; keel 8/1/31; kunch 12/1/31
est.: deliver 7/1/32 est.

SUN SHIPBUILDING & DRY DOCK
COMPANY,
Chester, Penn.

Purchasing Agent: H. W. Scott.

Not named, hull 133, single-screw, die-

sel tanker for Motor Tankship Corp.; 13,400
D.W.T.; keel 9/17/30; launch 10/1/31
est.: deliver 11/1/31 est.

Not named, hull 134, sister to above.
Not named, hull 13 5, sister to above.
Not named, hull 136, sister to above.
Hull 138. dicsel-electric barge for Atlan-

tic Refining Co.; 190x34x12 ft.; keel 2/9/-
31. launch 9/15/31 est., deliver 10/1/31
est.

TODD DRY DOCK, ENGINEERING
& REPAIR CORP.,

Brooklyn, N.Y.
Not named, hull 52, fireboat for Fire

Dept., City of New York; 123 L.B.P.; 26
beam; 7'6" loaded draft; 18 mi. speed: 2130
IH.P. gas-clcctric cng^.: keel 6/23/31.

UNITED DRY DOCKS. Inc.

Mariner's Harbor, N.Y.
Purchasing Agent: R. C. Miller.

Cavuga. hull 797, coast guard cutter

for Lis; Coast Guard Service; 250 L.O.A.;
42 beam; 16 mi. loaded speed: turbo-elec-

tric: 3200 I.H.P.; 2 W. T. boilers: keel

2/9/31; launch 10/1/31 est.; deliver

2/1/32 e.st.

Knickerbocker, hull 798, ferryboat for

New York Dept. of Plant and Structure;

267 L.O.A.: 66 beam; 13'9" loaded draft;

12 knots speed: double comp. engs.: 4000
LHP.; 4 W.T. boilers: keel 2/9/31;
lai.n--hpd 9/1/31; deliver 10/1/31 est.

Hull 802. float, truss weld, for Jas. Stew-
prt & Co.. Inc.: 100 L.O A. x 31 feet: keel
8/4/31: Liunch 9/4/31 est.; deliver

8/31/31 est.

News from the Ports

Million Dollar Harbor Job.—The
Columbia Contract Company of
Portland, Oregon, was low bidder
when tenders were opened by the
Portland United States Engineers
Office for repair work to the south
.ietty at the mouth of the Columbia
River. The job includes placing of
about 700,000 tons of rock and con-
struction of a tramway connecting
with the railway at Fort Stevens.
The low bid for the complete job
was $1,204,606.19.

China Has Ten-Year Harbor
Plan.—According to reports from
China, the Ministry -of Industry has
outlined a Ten-Year Plan for the
development of the agricultural,
manufacturing, and commercial in-

dustries of China. The plan is out-

lined to embrace 14 points. The
government feels confident that if

these plans could be successfully
worked out over a ten-year period
a great era of prosperity will open
up for the people of China and for
the stabilization of the government.
The 14 points are:

1. To build harbors, canals, rail-

roads, etc.

2. To open up the vast area of
undeveloped land in the northwest
and generally improve the agricul-

tural and pastoral industries.

3. To develop mines and quar-
ries.

4. To erect smelting works and
mills.

5. To produce iron and steel.

6. To manufacture bricks, ce-

ment, and other building material.

7. To build locomotives and roll-

ing stock.

8. To build merchant ships and
fishing vessels.

9. To manufacture vehicles of
all types.

10. To promote the coal-tar in-

dustry.

11. To establish works for mak-
ing basic chemicals.

12. To develop hydro - electric

schemes and establish central

power stations.

13. To manufacture electrical

machinery.

14. To establish municipal wa-
terworks undertakings.

It is obvious that this program
will call for an enormous supply of

machinery and for much engineei'-

ing and executive talent.

To Erect Radio Beacons.—The
Hydrographic Department of the
Government of Uruguay, South
America, has awarded a contract
to the British Marconi Company for

the erection of three new automatic
wireless beacons. Two will be in-

stalled in lighthouses at Lobos Is-

land and Cape Polonio, and the
third on the English Bank light

vessel. They are scheduled for op-

eration in 1932.

Harbor Construction.—The Board
of State Harbor Commissioners for

San Francisco approved plans re-

cently for the construction of a
steel and concrete transit shed and
dock on the site of Pier 23, to be
830 feet long and 111 feet wide.

Cost is estimated at $150,000. In ad-

dition to this work, five piers, Nos.

14, 16, 18, 20, and 22, between Mis-
sion and Harrison Streets, are be-

ing raised from two to four feet.

The gradual sinking of the artifi-

cial sea-wall upon which the sub-

structures were built made this

work necessary, and it will cost

$200,000.

The Board has held a number of

hearings and has investigated a

number of sites for a proposed new
state-owned, shipside cold storage

plant for the San Francisco Bay
district to provide refrigerated fa-

cilities for the fruits and vege-

tables originating in the San Joa-

quin and Sacramento valleys. Two
sites in San Francisco, one in Oak-
land, and several in Stockton and
Richmond have been proposed.
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Dredgers Required to Signal in Fog

Federal Court Decision Holds Inland Rules Applicable to Dredgers

FOR many years, large clam-

shell dredgers, bearing exca-

vating machinery but without

propelling power of their own,

have operated in widening and

deepening the channels of Pacific

Coast rivers. The failure of such

dredgers to comply with certain

requirements of the Inland Rules

has long been a bone of contention

between their owners and the op-

erators of river craft which are

forced to pass them in tortuous

channels.

On September 4, 1931, Judge A.

F. St. Sure of the Federal District

Court in San Francisco, in the

case of Olympian Dredging Com-
pany vs. Steamer Pride of the

River, handed down a decision

which establishes a precedent of great importance to

the navigators of western rivers. The case arose from
a collision between the Pride of the River and the

dredger Trojan on December 8. 1930, at a point near

Ryde on the Sacramento River. The dredger, which was
about to be used by her owners to complete certain work
under a government contract, was moored for the night

near the eastern bank of the 280-foot river channel. The
place of mooring was selected by the United States En-
gineer in charge of the district; and the crew of the

dredger, after placing proper lights upon the craft,

turned in for the night, leaving no watchman on
duty. A heavy tule fog set in about nightfall, and by
11:15 P.M., when the stern-wheel steamer Pride of the

River came down the river from Sacramento, the visi-

bility was so impaired that the lights on the dredge gave

little or no warning of her presence. The navigators

of the steamer did not know of the location of the

dredge, and in making a bend in the river, with the

dredge on their port hand, struck the dredge and caused

damage which the dredge owners alleged to be in the

neighborhood of $12,000. In the ensuing libel brought

by the Olympian Dredging Company, it was contended

that the steamer was at fault for excessive speed in the

fog and for violation of Article 25 of the Inland Rules,

which Article requires a vessel in a narrow channel to

keep to the right-hand or starboard side of the center

of such channel when it is safe and practicable to do

so. The libelants further contended that the dredge

was properly moored under the direction of a govern-

ment officer and that as she had no motive power

she was not a vessel and was not subject to Ar-
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tide 15 of the Inland Rules, which
requires a vessel, when moored or

at anchor, to ring a bell during

foggy weather.

Dredge Held Solely To Blame.

After a four-day trial, the Court,

in an oral opinion delivered from

the bench, held that the failure of

the dredge to make a sound signal

in the fog was the sole cause of

the collision. In addition to decid-

ing definitely that a dredge is a

vessel and as such is subject to

the requirements of the rules of

navigation, the decision inferen-

tially holds that it is neither safe

nor practicable to require a river

steamer to keep to the right-hand

side of thetwistingnarrowchannel

of the Sacramento River, unless such steamer has warn-

ing of the presence of other craft in the channel.

The Pride of the River was represented in the litiga-

tion by Derby, Sharp, Quinby and Tweedt of San Fran-

cisco, while attorneys for the dredging company were

Messrs. Philip Angell and Carroll Single.

The salient points of Judge St. Sure's decision may

be quoted as follows:

"As illustrating the condition of the weather on the

night of the accident, I refer to the testimony of the

captain of the Delta Queen, who testified that he left

Sacramento before the Pride of the River, and that

when he arrived at Ryde Station about eleven o'clock

the fog was so dense that he had trouble at the bend

after passing the station and collided with the trees on

the right-hand bank, which collision resulted in the

breaking of the windows of his vessel on the starboard

side in front. The captain of the Delta Queen further

testified that he saw the dredge when he passed it,

drifting down the stream, but that he was only able to

distinguish the white light, or a white light upon it,

and he attributed his safe passage down the stream, or

his slight accident that I have mentioned, to good luck;

he said his safe passage was not due to anything he did,

but rather to what nature did in carrying his boat down

the river after he righted her in the channel. The evi-

dence further shows that on the Pride of the River

there was a lookout at the bow of the vessel, that there

was a lookout in the pilot house, and that there were

also in the pilot house the captain and the pilot.

The testimony of the officers of the Pride of the

River shows that she was proceeding down the stream
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at moderate speed, picking her way, one might say, in

the fog, and that suddenly directly in front, the pilot,

the captain, and the lookout in the pilot house noticed

a white light ahead; that immediately the signal was
given to reverse, and the engine was reversed but
the vessel came on slowly and struck the dredge. I do
not think that there is any doubt but that when the

Pride of the River struck the dredge she was moving
very slowly; had she not been moving slowly she would
have destroyed the dredge and probably taken one or

more lives.

I think that Article XV of the Inland Rule applies

to the dredge Trojan ; that article provides, among other

things, that 'in fog, mist, falling snow, or heavy rain-

storms, whether by day or night, the signals described
in this article shall be used as follows; i.e.,

' (d) A vessel when at anchor shall at intervals of

not more than one minute ring a bell rapidly for about
five seconds.' I think, as I have stated, that that rule

applies to dredgers, and I think that the dredger should
have had a warning bell upon it and should have been
sounding that warning bell.

I am not so sure that the dredger had a right to moor
in the channel where she did. It may be, as was sug-
gested in one of the decisions cited by Mr. Derby, that
the dredger was, in a sense, authorized to moor in the
channel, but in this connection we must bear in mind
that the captain of the dredger was not a navigator, and
knew nothing about navigation; that the government
engineer was not a navigator, and knew nothing about
navigation. No one in charge of the dredger was com-
petent to say where the dredger should tie up; that is

to say, they were not competent to say that the place
selected was a safe place in the river to moor the
dredge, and from all of the evidence adduced here it

seems that it was not. The dredge, we will remember,
was in width 70 feet over all, and she was moored
twenty feet from the bank, which shows that she occu-
pied about 100 feet of the channel on the east side
thereof.

I therefore find that the allegations in the libel

charging negligence against the respondents rre un-
true. I further find that the libelant and its dredge,
the Trojan, are solely to blame for the accident that
happened.
So far as the cross-libel of the respondent is concern-

ed, I find that the Pride of the River committed no neg-
ligence in the premises, and that the said collision and
the loss caused thereby was solely due to the careless-

ness, neglect, and fault of cross-respondent, and the

dredge Trojan. I find that the dredge was improperly
moored in position in the navigable channel of the

Sacramento River customarily and necessarily used by
vessels proceeding both up and down said river, and
was an obstruction and menace to navigation. I further
find that although a dense fog prevailed, both before

and at the time of the collision, such dredge was not

then or at all ringing a bell as required by law, or at

all, nor giving or making any warning signal whatever."

The Death of Jerry

We print herewith a letter written by the master of a

Japanese freighter reporting the death of a family

pet entrusted to his care. The writer's difficulty in

expressing himself in a foreign language may strike the

careless reader as ludicrous, but the letter is not re-

produced for the amusement of such readers, but rather

to draw attention to the depth of human sympathy dis-

played by the officers of the vessel. Had the vessel been
of American registry, we fear that the only mention
of the incident would have been a log notation reading

"July 21—Dog died "

"Re: Death of the dog shipped as cargo.

With profound regret, this is to advise you that one

dog named Jerry, shipped at Los Angeles as cargo des-

tined for your port, on this Voyage No. 12 out, died on
the 21st inst. We were always very faithful, in obedi-

ence to the shipper's instructions, to look after the ship-

ment. Notwithstanding, after we left the port of La
Libertad, it went less vigorous and spiritual day by day,

and even the daily twice strolling on board the deck

with crew's attendants seemed not so much delightful

task as used to be. And such inauspicious conditions

of the animal appealed much to the sympathize of the

all on board; truly, the medical treatment of the doctor

on this steamer, therefor, has positively been applied

for a long time since with care, as if it were a human
being, or still more, but in vain.

Thus, to our great disappointment, contrary to the

hope of the improvement, the pretty dog died, but, with-

out pain, to be sure, like to fall in asleep.

As to the above, we cabled from this port as follows:

'Dog Jerry died on account of sickness. Advise con-

signee,' which we beg to confirm and thank you for

your trouble, and further you are informed that the

corpse of the animal were buried at sea on the 22nd,

position at Lat. 16-17, S., Long. 75-54, W., after it was
snaped into camera, which photo copies are enclosed

herewith in the proof of the facts and for your refer-

ence.
Yours faithfully.

Master."
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Repairman's Liability Coverage

Defined

IN
the recent case of the Faith, 1931 A.M.C. 1250, the

Court of Appeals of the State of New York had be-

fore it the interpretation of the policy issued by the

Northwestern Fire and Marine Insurance Company cov-

ering the Marine Basin Company for their liability in

connection with "any vessel or vessels that may be in

charge of the Marine Basin Comnany, especially in their

floating dry-dock and/or their Marine Railway situated

at Brooklyn, N.Y., as below:
"Underwriters to cover only the assured's legal lia-

bility for any and all losses (up to the amount of this

policy) which may occur on vessels injured or damaged
while in the assured's charge being altered and or re-

paired by the Marine Basin Company at their shipyard,

whether in dry dock or on marine railway or not, but

this policy is not liable for any losses which can be col-

lected under other policies of assured, nor under poli-

cies held by owners of vessels unless there is recourse

against assured.

"It is understood that in the event of loss under this

policy the assured can recover from the underwriters

for work without first having recourse to the owners.

"To pay only the excess of $100 each claim.

"Warranted no claim for personal injury to, or death

of, any person or persons under Workmen's Compensa-
tion Acts or otherwise. (Attached to and forming part

of policy No. 4387 of the Northwestern Fire & Marine
Insurance Company)."

The policy further contained the words "with privi-

lege to lay up and make additions, alterations, and
repairs, and to go in drydock."

In June, 1924, the owners of the Faith arranged with

the Marine Basin Company to tie the boat up at one of

the hitter's wharves at a rental of $35 per month. In

October, 1925, the boat was sunk owing to the negli-

gence of the Marine Basin Company in failing to fur-

nish safe dockage. The present action is filed by the

Marine Basin Company to recover under their policy.

In holding the insurance did not cover the Faith, the

Court commented as follows:

"The plaintiff contends that the language used in the

policy means that the insurance was to cover boats 'laid

up' as well as boats laid up for the purpose of making

repairs; also that the boat Faith, at the time it sank,

was 'in charge of the plaintiff 'being altered and/or

repaired,' within the meaning of the words of the pol-

icy. We have reached the conclusion that the plaintiff is

wrong in both contentions.

"Insurance policies 'must be given a fair and reason-

able interpretation to cover the risks which the parties

had reason to anticipate, and had reason to believe

would be met bv the policy' (Underwood vs. Globe In-

demnity Co., 245 N.Y. 111). Guided by that principle,

it must be held that a fair reading of the policy in ques-

tion clearly shows that it was intended to cover 'only'

boats 'while in the assured's charge being altered and/or

repaired.' The boat Faith was not in charge of the

plaintiff and was not being altered or repaired by it.

Its owners had rented dockage space of the plaintiff

at $35 a month rental. The boat had been tied up in the

space rented in charge of a watchman employed by the

owners. From time to time from June, 1924, it had

been taken out by the owners and used and then brought

back and tied up to the dock in charge of their own

watchman. In order to permit a recovery we must hold

that the policy covers all boats tied up at the plaintiff's

tit:thsuraiice AM) hkt insurakce

1989 193''

Insurance PremiumB Reported:

... 667.256,000 $60, 069,000
By American companies

21 477I0OO 19. 754 ,000
Reinsurance (deduct) &v'„q pOO $40 315 000

Total A.-aerican premnjons ^•^>
•

„ ^ • „„<„ .... $30,537,000 825,300,000
By Foreign conpanies. • • • •

15 674 OOP 14,375.000
Peinsurar.ee (deduct) • • a <°^^'^q JTo 426 000

Total Foreign pienuuiis »x'i,D"^,"

Tot.l orl -xnal premun= - American & Foreign 060,442,000 ?50, 740,000

C-^rgo PremiujTis Reported :

. . $41,803,000 $33,468,000
Ey Ai,.erican companies • •

^^^,^ qoq 12.560.000
Reinsurance (deduct)

i;27 132 000 $20 908 000
Total American Cargo Premluns . ,

if<:/,j.J.,uuu * ,

... <„. .... $22,209,000 $16,770,000
By Foreign companies u 122 OOO 9.362.000

Reinsurance. .... . •

4^' 037! 000 $ 7,368,000
Total foreign Cargo premluM «ix,uo-,uw v ,

Total Cargo premiums . . . ;3S,219,000 $28,296,000

Hull Preniuns Reported :

r, . < ,,™r-ie, $25,453,000 $26,601,000
By American companies

g 806.000 7.194.000.
Reinsurance (deduct) .

jiB 647 000 $19,407 000
Total American Hull premiums jiio,u'isuw « , ,

... $ 8,328,000 * 8,5?0,000
Ey Foreign companies v

^> ^^^' ^^^ 5.493.000
Reinsurance '4 5 576 000 5 3.037 000

Total Foreign Hull prenlums » o,s/b,yuu « o,

Total.Hull premiums. . . . 422,223,000 $22,444,000

ora:^ total cargo urn huh. ppams .... *«o.*«.°°°
f°'^*°'SSo

Reinsurance with Foreien Non-Aanltted Co's4 8,696,000 ? 6,538,000

NET PRMimB WITHIN W.'ITED STATE ?51,746,000 $44,202,000

American Marine Insurance Business, 1929 and 1930.
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ROVC WARD or O. B. DINSMORi; WILFRED PAGE

GEO. E. BILUNGS COMPANY 1

j

308-12 CAIIE ORNIA SI Rll I. SAN E RANCISCO

INSURANCE
GArlic d 3646

BROKERS FOR THE ASSURED—AVERAGE ADJUSTERS

dock, ill space rented from the plain-

tiff for the purpose, even though
not in charge of the plaintiff or be-

ing altered or repaired by it. or laid

up in its charge for that purpose.

The evidence does not permit such
a holding."

Mixed Cargo

Advices from Italy indicate that

the new Italian maritime code will

bring that country into line with the

York-Antwerp Rules by providing

that the contributory value of ves-

sels in general average shall be the

actual value at the termination of

the adventure, instead of fifty per
cent, of such value, as required by
the existing Italian law.

The change will meet with the

hearty approval of everyone involv-

ed, save possibly the hull underwrit-
ers on Italian ships. Under the ex-

isting law, Italian adjusters have
been forced to exact extremely high
deposits from cargo owners in gen-

eral average cases, to cover the re-

latively high proportion of contri-

bution expected from cargo due to

the reduced contributory value of

the hull.

Whenever a question arises in-

volving the interpretation of some
obtuse and voluminous insurance
policy, we are reminded of Lonnie
Follansbee's story of the delta land-

owner who wanted insurance
against overflow of the river, but
couldn't understand the lengthy
policy presented for his approval.

Geo. E. Billings
COMPANY

Pacific Coast General Agenti

Standard Marine Insurance Co.

National Union Fire Ins. Co.

Mercantile Insurance Co.

of America

312 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO - - CALIFORNIA

Telephone GAHield 3646

Seattle Office: Colman BIdg.

Telephone SEneca 1478

"I don't want any policy," he said.

"All I want is a chit saying they bet

me 'steen thousand dollars to umpty
thousand that she don't overflow."

Might not be a bad idea, at that.

When the liner Prince David
stranded recently, her owners re-

ceived the following confident epis-

tle from a would-be salvager:

CANADA STIMSHIP CO.
Seattle,

Wash.
Gentleman:

I have read in the Time about

S. S. Prince Davit. I am a stu-

dent of Marin Disasters and my
hop is som day to do what i can

to put a stop to it by making
som improwment I think is

nidet, and you would do mee a
great favor if you would tell me
what you think af the fallowing

regadles what it is.

If I was to to get that boat
back in the water a Dig a

DITCH UNDER and back af

then so then would flot an high
water.

I have a 20 H.P. gas donkey
as I could do it with.

If thes is not the adr. (Can-
adastimship Co.) pleas send it

to the rith parti.

Yours truly."

Harry W. Browne, well known San
Francisco marine underwriter, has
announced his resignation as mar-
ine department manager of Charles
Brown & Sons. Mr. Browne has be-

come affiliated with the marine
general agency firm of H. J.

Knowles, Ltd., of San Francisco.

Freights, Charters, Sales

September 18, 1931

THE Japanese stmr. Cape Town
Maru has been fixed with wheat
from Portland to U.K./Conti-

nent, 22/-, Oct., by Balfour, Guthrie

& Co.

The following steamers have been

fixed with grain to the Orient: A
Steamer, Portland to Shanghai. $3,

Oct., Arnhold & Co.; British stmr.

Madras City, Columbia River to

Shanghai, $3.10, Sept., Wood Bax-
ter & Co. ; A Smith steamer, Port-

land, Puget Sound to Shanghai,

$3.10, Oct.; A Smith steamer, Port-

land, Puget Sound to Shanghai,

$3.10, Nov.; Norwegian m.s. John
Bakke, Columbia River to Shanghai,

$3, Sept., Wood Baxter & Co.; A
Japanese steamer, Vancouver, B.C.,

to Shanghai, $3, Oct.; A Japanese
steamer, Vancouver, B.C., to Shang-
hai, $3, Sept.; British ms. Santa
Clara Valley, Portland to Shanghai,

$3.10, Nov., Yamashita Shipping
Co. ; British stmr. Vernon City,

Portland to Shanghai, $3.10, Oct.,

Yamashita Shipping Co.; Japanese
stmr. Yojin Maru, Portland to

Shanghai, Oct., $3.15, Mitsui & Co.;

Danish ms. Stjerneborg, North Pa-
cific to Shanghai, Oct. (relet).

The following steamers have been
fixed with lumber to the Orient:

British stmr. City of Victoria, Deep
Bay, B.C., and Puget Sound to Yoko-

hama and Osaka, Aug., Canadian

American Shipping Co.; Japanese
stmr. Seisho Maru, Gra.vs Harbor
to Japan, Sept., J. W. Allen, Inc.

The Swedish ms. Pajala has been
fixed with wheat and lumber from
British Columbia to Shanghai and
Japan by Canadian American Ship-
ping Co.

The following steamers have been
fixed with lumber to the Atlantic:
American stmr. Jefferson Myers,
Grays Harbor to United States port
north of Hatteras, Sept., Transcon-
tinental Lumber Co.; American
stmr. Edwin Christenson, Grays
Harbor to United States port north
of Hatteras, Sept., Transcontinen-
tal Lumber Co.; ^American stmr.
San Diego, North Pacific to United
States port north of Hatteras, Sept.,

KOEHLER,
KEMP & KOEHLER
CARGO SURVEYORS AND

APPRAISERS

465 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

R. G. JOHNSON
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A. C. Dutton Lumber Corp.; Ameri-

can stmr. Frieda, Puget Sound to

New York, Sept., A. C. Dutton Lum-
ber Corp.

The following time charters have

been reported: British ms. Bonning-

ton Court, 3 to 5 months, delivery

U.K. Continent, redelivery U.K. -

Continent, via North Pacific, 90

cents, Aug., H. R. MacMillan Export

Co.; American stmr. Mary D, 1 trip

intercoastal, delivery Puget Sound,

Strange & Co.; Danish ms. Tacoma,
Pacific trade, delivery United States

north of Hatteras, 1 North Pacific

round, $L00, Aug.; A motorship, de-

livery North Pacific, redelivery

United States port north of Hat-

teras, 95 cents, Sept.; Swedish mo-
torship Nuolja, 4 to 7 months, de-

livery West Coast, redelivery U.K.,

Sept., Canadian American Shipping

Co.; Danish ms. Indien, 4 to 6

months, delivery and redelivery

U.K./Cont, via North Pacific 87%
cents, Sept., Canadian Transport
Co.; Danish ms. Nordkap, Pacific

Trade delivery North Pacific, rede-

livery North of Hatteras, 9.5 cents,

Sept.; Danish ms. Asia, North Pa-
cific to China, $1.45, Sept., Canadian
American Shipping Co.; Swedish
ms. Sveadrott, British Columbia to

Shanghai, prompt, Canadian Ameri-
can Shipjiing Co.; Danish ms. Aus-
tralien. North Pacific to Shanghai,
lumber and wheat, Oct., Canadian
American Shipping Co.; A ms., 4 to

6 months, delivery Vancouver, B.C./

Portland range, redelivery U.K./
Continent, $L30.

PAGE BROTHERS, Brokers.

Scoville Alcunic a New
Condenser Tubing

ANEW condenser tube alloy,

sold under the trade name Al-

cunic, has been developed by
the Scoville Manufacturing Com-
pany.

Alcunic is an alloy of copper,

nickel, aluminum, and zinc, having
a golden yellow color, remarkable
physical properties at both ordi-

nary and elevated temperatures,

and a very high resistance to gen-

eral corrosion. This combination of

properties, together with its resis-

tance to air impingement attack,

makes it an ideal condenser tube

metal. The approximate composition

of Alcunic is 80 per cent, copper,

2 per cent, aluminum, 1 per cent.

nickel, and 17 per cent. zinc.

Alcunic can be successfully hot

pierced, extruded, and cold-worked.

From the standpoint of greater

strength, low yield point, high

elongation, and its excellent resis^

tance to salt water corrosion and
corrosive solutions met with in ma-
rine service, Alcunic is superior to

other copper-aluminum-zinc alloys

now being marketed for condenser

service.

It is claimed that Alcunic pos-

sesses all the advantages of the

copper-aluminum-zinc alloys devel-

oped in Europe for condenser tub-

ing and eliminates the disadvan-

tages having less tendency to sea-

son crack and no tendency to split

or crack when being rolled into the

sheet.

October

DR. C.E.WINTERMUTE.surgeon
on the Dollar Line steamship Pres-

ident Jackson, died at sea Septem-
ber 2 and was buried in the Pacific

between Balboa and Los Angeles.

He died of heart disease. Dr. Win-
termute was 60 years of age. He is

survived by his widow and child-

ren living in Oakland, California.

Well known for the past quarter

of a century in the marine insur-

ance circles of San Francisco, and
a veteran of California and Mont-
gomery Streets, H. D. "HUGH" AL-
STON, 68 years old, died at his

home 1001 Pine Street, on August
21. Just prior to his death he was
manager of the cargo department
of Johnson & Higgins.

Obituary

BRUCE FORD, 58, inventor and

engineer, died August 10th at his

home. Boxwood, Chestnut Hill, af-

ter a brief illness following several

years of poor health. He was sec-

ond vice president and a director

of The Electric Storage Battery

Company, 19th street and Alleg-

heny avenue, and until recently

general manager of the company.

Mr. Ford was long recognized as

one of the leading engineers in his

field and was at one time regarded

as its outstanding authority. His

inventive faculty was highly devel-

oped, and he obtained more than

eighty patents.

ALBERT W. L A W S O N, well

known marine surveyor, engineer,

and designer, of Seattle and San
Francisco, died in Seattle, Sept-

ember 9, after an illness lasting

several months. Prior to opening

offices ashore, Mr. Lawson served

for many years on various ships,

including vessels of the American-
Hawaiian fleet.

Another old-time ship master has

passed to his reward. CAPTAIN
JOHN E. ANDERSON, who sailed

up and down the Pacific Coast for

forty years, died early in August
at St. Luke's Hospital, San Fran-

cisco, at the age of 76 years. He
left Sweden as a boy in the old

sailing ship days. He is survived

by his widow, Mrs. Anna Anderson.

This exhibit of M.inila cord, Mnnila rope, and Manila S)

and interesting feature in the San Fr.incisco

upercore
Harb

Cable was .1

Day Parade.
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The Simple Arithmetic of an
AMERICAN MERCHANT MARINE

Munson Line Passenger-Cargo Ship "Southern Cross" Built by New York Shipbuilding Company

American Commerce ^"1^" American Ships

American Trade for American Merchants

But fhaf isn't oil . . . You must

Add—the protection American ships and seamen

afford this Country in times of national

emergency.

Add—the benefit derived by American Industry

and Labor in the building of ships. Eighty

percent of the cost of an American ship

goes for labor. Nearly every State in the

Union contributes something in the way

of materials or equipment and almost every

industry will furnish either one or the other.

Add—a fair share of the $750,000,000 which

America now pays annually to foreign flag

ships in freight bills and passage money.

Add—the careersassured many American citizens

in the varied business of the sea.

Add—the stability, independence and reliability

given our foreign shipping by American

control.

Add—the protection and greoterexpansion of our

overseas commerce— trade follows the flag.

The Arithmetic of an American Merchant Marine is simply Figuring Prosperity for America.

To Solve the Equation you must Patronize American- Flag Ships.

NEW YORK SHIPBUILDING COMPANY
Main Office and Works:

Camden, N. J.

New York Office:

420 Lexington Ave.



Economics of Accident Prevention

d^y George F. Prussing

Union Oil Company of California

I
DO not know what the title "Economics of Accident

Prevention" means to the man who invented it, but

to me it suggests that accident prevention is one of

the most profitable ways in which a corporation can

spend its money. If it were only possible in this business

of accident prevention to pick out in advance those in-

juries which would cost large sums of money, and de-

vote one's efforts to preventing these, what a wonder-

ful showing the safety and fire prevention men could

make.
I have in mind a tragedy that occurred at one of our

distributing plants in the far west several years ago,

where every one of the plant employees on duty at the

time was killed in a fire which destroyed practically

the entire plant and threatened destruction to the town

in which it was situated. The fire occurred because a

man replacing an outlet valve on a gasoline tank be-

came impatient at the delay in receiving tank cars into

which the station tank could be emptied. Having waited

a day or so for the tank cars, he decided to wait no

longer. He attempted to close the outlet to the tank by

placing a sheet of rubber over it within the tank, and

also by running four feet of water into the tank so

that the leakage around his improvised closure would

not be dangerous. Unfortunately, his trick device failed

him at the critical moment and the tank emptied itself

of the four feet of water before the valve could be re-

placed. The other employees at the station tried to help

stem the flow with rags and other means, and in the

scramble became saturated with gasoline. Finally the

stream which had run out of the yard and down the

railroad track became ignited from a neighboring

switch lantern and men and station were consumed in

a terrific fire.

Two years later the water draw-off valve on a similar

marketing station tank, also adjoining a main line rail-

road, developed a serious leak. The local mechanic at-

tempted to stop the leak by tightening the valve on its

nipple. The valve cracked under this treatment and a

gasoline leak as big as a man's finger spurted out to-

ward the railroad track. The stage was all set for an-

other disaster, but the actors in the drama had been
given other roles. The men in this particular organiza-

tion had, during the years between these two events,

been given constant training in accident and fire pre-

vention. It is interesting to see the effect that this

instruction had in what followed. A long-distance tele-

phone call reported the event to the nearest district

office. Instructions were given to make no further at-

tempt to work on the valve, but to catch the leakage

and to get it into drums as quickly as possible. A call

to the nearest police station and fire department
brought men out to prevent passersby from getting too

close to the leak. Another call to a producing camp
forty-five miles away started the company's own foam
chemical apparatus toward the scene of the accident.

Two skilled mechanics in a fast car were dispatched

from a nearby job where they had been reached by tele-

phone. Tank trucks and trailers of sufficient capacity

to take the 10,000 gallons of gasoline in the tank were
gotten under way. The railroad was notified and ad-

vised to keep its switch engine off the adjoining track.

Within half an hour after the first call was received,

the two mechanics had arrived on the job, and by the

liberal use of yellow soap and bandages had cut the

leak down to insignificant pi-oportions. Fresh dirt was
thrown over the ground that had become wet with gaso-

line. In another half hour the trucks and trailers ar-

rived, and the emptying of the tank commenced. Soon
the chemical fire apparatus arrived to stand by for the

balance of the night. By midnight the tank was empty.

A new valve soon replaced the one that was damaged.
By morning all was again serene. The gasoline was
back in the tank and the plant was operating as usual.

There had been no fire, no personal injuries, and the

cost of preventing the total destruction of the plant and
the possible death of several men had been less than
$300.

There you have the contrast between the actions of

untrained and trained men in time of emergency. Safety

Consciousness is but the ability to foresee conse-

quences, plus the desire to prevent trouble. It costs

money to instill it into men's minds. But look at the

return on the investment!

We used to have a frequency rate for lost-time acci-

dents in producing operations in this country of about
50 per million man hours. That meant that each year one
man out of eight had a lost-time accident. Now we have
found that we can operate, under normal conditions,

with an accident frequency rate in the field of 30 per

million hours. This rate is given in the figures publish-

ed by the National Safety Council for 1930, which
cover more than 45.000 oil workers in the drilling and
producing fields of this country. The difference be-

tween those two rates represents a direct saving on
lost-time accidents alone for the 45,000 men reporting

to the National Safety Council of more than $500,000.

What the producing division saved by the corresponding

reduction in small injuries, I do not know, but would
safely estimate at another $500,000 per yeai". Nor do I

know what it cost to achieve this saving, but among
the thousand men employed in our field department we
estimate the reduction in accident rate showed a saving

last year of not less than $25,000 over 1926, at a cost

of less than $10,000. Where in this business, and espec-

ially in these times, can you get a greater return on
your investment?

In a recent talk, Mr. Ferguson, pre.sident of the New-
port News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company, stated

that his company had actually earned more than $1,000,-

000 in the past ten years from self-insurance. They have

in those years cut their accident rate some 75 per cent.

Every injury avoided has meant arms and legs to some

man in their employ, and some hundreds of dollars

saved to the company. I can say the same for the com-

pany for which I work. Our saving from accident pre-

vention in those states where we are legally permitted

to self-insure is more than $100,000 per year.

There is no employer so hard-boiled who would not

rather spend his money to prevent an accident than to

compensate one. Give him the opportunity, and show

him the way, and the average employee will support

the movement with his whole heart. It is a short-sighted

policy to estimate the initial expense of protecting men
as a lost cost. Usually it is ultimately a cost savei*.

—California Safety News.



Pacific Marine Personals
AFLOAT AND ASHORE <r^ BY PAUL FAULKNER

(Captain G. B. If'ait. ivho ivent nut on

the Mn/olo, September 19, as cxeeutive

rtffhcr. This is Captain ll'ait's third

Round-Pacific cruise on the Malolo.

CAPTAIN R. C. BRENNAN, sup-

erintendent of the Oceanic Termin-

als at Portland, and Miss Nanomi
Willis of Hood River, Oregon,

were married quietly last month
at the bride's home, but the news
took only a week to leak out, and
Captain Brennan has been receiv-

ing the sincere congratulations and
best wishes of his friends.

The LASSCO coastwise line serv-

ing the Pacific Coast ports of San
Diego, Los Angeles, and San Fran-
cisco, is now operating on the

strenuous service of a sailing six

days a week with only two steam-
ers—the Yale and Iroquois. In ord-

er to give the captains some res-

pite from this hard schedule,

RALPH J. CHANDLER, vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the

line has announced a rotating

schedule for the skippers. CAP-
TAIN GEORGE H. ZEH, CAPTAIN
FRANK A. JOHNSON, and CAP-
TAIN B. W. LEEK will each alter-

nate taking a vessel for two weeks,
spending the third week ashore.

A unique celebration was held in

Seattle the last day of August when
the Nippon Yusen Kaisha held a

dinner on board the motor liner Hi-

kawa Maru, with CAPTAIN G. S.

LAPRAIK of San Francisco as

guest of honor. The dinner was in

celebration of the first N.Y.K. ship

in Seattle, the Miike Maru, com-
manded by Captain Young, of

which Captain Lapraik is the only

surviving officei-. The Miike Maru
established the first Japanese ser-

vice between the Orient and Seattle

in 1896.

CJiicf Engineer Benja/nin Lockett of

the intercoastid passenger vessel El Sal-

vador, (ihicf Lnckett has a very fine

record iis an engineering officer and is

said to lit th( best dancer on the P-AI
engineering staff.

Young men of California who
have graduated from high school,

between 17 and 21 years of age,

and who are ambitious to fit them-
selves for a life career in the mer-
chant marine may take admission
examinations on October 2. The
headquarters of the California

Nautical School are at Tiberon, on
San Francisco Bay. The school is

part of the State Department of

Education.

Friends of W. E. DOOLING, as-

sistant manager of the American-
Hawaiian Steamship Company, at

San Francisco, were grieved to hear
of his injury and the injury and
resulting death of his wife in an
automobile accident on Labor Day.
According to latest reports, Mr.
Dooling was greatly improved.

HOWARD TRUSLOW has been
appointed assistant passenger traf-

fic manager for the Panama Mail
Steamship Company, with head-
tiuarters at San Francisco, accord-
ing to an announcement by W. A.
YOUNG, Jr., general passenger
traffic manager. Mr. Truslow's ef-

forts will be devoted to the develop-

ment of new travel business be-

tween California ports and New
York via Mexico, Central America,
Panama, Colombia, and Havana,
confining his scope to the western
states. He has been engaged in rail-

road and steamship transportation

activities for the past thirty years
and was with the Los Angeles
Steamship Company from 1921 un-
til his present appointment.

O. O. BRITTON, paymaster on
the Matson flagship Malolo for the
last several years, has been pro-

moted to position of purser on the
steamer Manoa of the same line,

according to a recent announce-
ment.

D. C. HILLIS, former purser of

the Manoa, and who also served
aboard the Wilhelmina, has been
assigned to an office job at the San
Francisco headquarters of the

company.

Captain E. R. .Johnson and his coni-

nianil . the Alatson liner II ilhelniina,

make up one of the most popular teams

in the San Francisco-Elonolulu service.
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A^ JOHNSON LINE
Direct Fr,.|«hl, P.is^rnccr nnd Rclrlccrnlor Srri icp To nnd Prom

PACIFIC COAST PORTS TO U.K. AND
SCANDINAVIAN PORTS

Through Bills of Lading Issued to

JSt
MONTHLY SAILINGS

Vessels Call at Antwerp Outv

M.S. Margaret Joh

GRACE LINE
Direct Freight, Passenger and Refrigerator Service to and From

WEST COAST SOUTH AMERICA
Los Angeles—San Francisco—Portland—Puget Sound—British Columbia—Monthly Sailings.

FOR RATES, FREIGHT SPACE AND OTHER INFORMATION APPLY

W. R. GRACE 8C CO.
General Agents Pacific Coast

332 PINE STREET -:- SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES
6= H. R. McLAURIN,
618 Central Bldg.

PORTLAND
LIDELL 6? CLARKE, Inc.

Agents. Johnson Line

STATES STEAMSHIP CO.
Agents, Grace Line

SEATTLE
W. R. GRACE & CO.

Hoge Bldg.

VANCOUVER. B. C.
GARDNER JOHNSON, Ltd.

G. ECKDAHL 6? SON
Gen'l Passenger Agents
Southern California
1043 So. Broadway
LOS ANGELES
JOHNSON LINE

COAST TO COAST SERVICE
PANAMA MAIL LEADS W
York and a convenient add
Colombia. Despatch and
in freight and passenger

ntaincj hy a fleet of six modern vessel

,std service between San Francisco. Havana and Nev
: to Mexico, Central America, Panama an^

for the Panama Mail undisputed leadershij

onal, local

fficiency havi

Eastbound
Leave San Fr.incisco Leave Los AngelesShip.

»S.S. Ecuedor

'S.S. Guatemala......

^'•M.S. City of Panamn

Ship.

''S.S. Guatemala
S.S. El Salvador
*M.S. City of San Francisco..

*S.S. Santa Elisa

tPorts of call—Manzanillo, Acapulco, Champcrico, San Jose de Guatemala. Acajutla
Libertad. La Union. Ampala. Corinto, San Juan del Sur. Puntarcnas, Balboa, Cnstc
Pt. Colombia. Cartagena (Buena Ventura via Balboa). {Refrigerator Space.

Ports of call—Masatlan. San Jose dc Guatemala, Acajutla, La Libertad, Co
Balboa. Cristobal. Cartagena, Puerto Colombia, Havana (East-

und only), and New York.

ugli Bills of Lading lo east and west coast poits of South America and to European

PANAMA MAIL

San Francisco
2 Pin* Streat

Los Angeles
S4S S. Spring St.

Ne^w^ York
10 H«n*T«r Sqaarc



Official News of the

PROPELLER CLUB o/California

IIEADQIARTERS

Balfour Building, San Francisco

I'residfnl, Ralph W. Myers
Sic.-Treas., Stanley E. Allen

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

J. A. Cronin, Cliairman
II. J. Anderson
John E. Bolger

Frank Fox
Joseph J. Geary
Harry Haviside

A. T. Iluincr

G. T. January
Fred McLean

Win. MacdonakI
John Parker
Vernon Showell

^unnnnnnnnunnnnnnnnnnnunnnnnnnniiinnininiiunnnnnuniniiinuunnuiinnunnnnrA

Fall Golf

Championship

THURSDAY, OCT. 15, 1931

at

I
Union League Golf and Country Club

MILLBRAE, CALIFORNIA

Chairman Russ Pratt announces that $4.00 covers green fees, wide open

chances on thirteen valuable and beautiful trophico, and a gala banquet in the

evening.

Louis K. Siversen is the defending champion, but being busier than ever

these days, he is reported slightly off form, thus leaving the gate open.

Jim Cronin has figured out that 18 straight sixes, without pressure, will

be in the winning list. No fives or nines; just even sixes.

Frank Fox, of General fame, is in training. Watch him closely.

Harry Haviside has taken his swing apart, following analysis by his motion

picture department. The reassembly should be a masterpiece.

Bert Anderson has been in a list of important tournaments schooling him-

self for our fall classic.

Eddie Martin, Vernon Showell, Bill Empey, Ralph Myers, Flet Monson,
Frank Depue, Phil Coxon, Ed Egbert, "Dad" Le Count, John Parker, Fred

Kobely, and Millard Hickman are all long shots to finish out in front.

Each of these students of the royal and ancient pastime has been either

taking lessons, practicing at length, or reading text books. One or two of

them have been going all over town watching Bobby Jones' simple remedies on

the screen.

^jnunnunHnnnunnunHUUHnNHnnnnnninniinnunnnniunHuinnuinuunnnnininnHUiuni^
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fanama focificQne
I N T L R N A T I O N A I. M K R C A N T I L E M A R J N F CO.

Fastest Iitiit@i)PC(S)astaiI Seir'Vflc©
DIRliCr CONNLCTIONS FOR fcUROPF:

Sailing's every olher Snturdny from San Francisco. Every other Monday from Los Anpeles. Direct f.ist Freiglit, P-issenjier and Refriperator Service between
NEW YORK and SAN DIEGO, LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO, OAKLAND, ALAMEDA. Tlirouch bills of lading issued to and from Portl.ind,

Seattle, Tacoma and Vancouver, and rapid transhipment to .ind from the Ori?nt, H.iw.-^'i .ind Australia. Tlirouf.'h bills of lading is:ucd and direct connections
ni.'.de at New ^ork with International Mercantile Marine Company Lines.

SAN FRANCISCO—687 Market St. DO uglas 8680

LOS ANGELES—548 So. Spring St. TR inil

PORTLAND—McCormick Terminal. BR oi^dway 886!

ALAMEDA—En
8261

al Ter OAKLAND—Grove St. Terminal. GL cncourt 4817

SAN DIEGO— lOSO 4th Street. Phone 8141

SEATTLE—McCormick Terminal. EL liott 4630

DOLLAR STEAMSHIP LINES

ngh;

Trans-Pacitic
WEEKLY SAILINGS from Los A
Honolulu; Yokohama. Kobe. Shangh,
LY to S.nBaporc, Penang, Colotnbo,
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS from
Yokohama, and Honolulu to San Fn

Atlantic • Far East
WEEKLY SAILINGS frotn Ncv
Honolulu. Yokohama. Kobe. Sh:

FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS f

Yokohama. Honolulu to New York :

•Transhipment New York.

Mediterranean • U. S. A.
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS fro;

scilles to New York. Boston, Lo
destined Oakland. Portland. Scattl

transhipment.

Ronnd-the-World
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS betwi

B.ilboa. Los Angeles Harbor. San Francisco. He
Hongkong, Manila, Singapore, Penang, Colombo
andr.a. Naples. Genoa. Marseilles, thence New York.

Trans-Pacific Freight Service
TRI-MONTHLY SAILINGS between Los Angeles H
Pearl Harbor, Guam, Manila, Cavite. Iloilo, Cebu
r.Jueement ..Ifers.

ngcles Harbor and San Francisco to

11, Hongkong, Manila. FORTNIGHT-
and round-the-world ports.

Manila, Hongkong, Shanghai, Kobe,
ncisco. and Los Angeles Harbor.

rk, FORTNIGHTLY from Boston to

li. Hongkong, and Manila.
Manila, Hongkong, Shanghai, Kobe,
Jnd *Boston.

Angela
Naples, Genoa,
bor, San Franci

ibject to Sa

nd Mar-
J. Cargo

Boston, New York, Havan;
incisco. Honolulu. Kobe, !

Sues, Port Sa)

nd other ports

V York, FORTNIGHTLY from Boston
Francisco.

n San Francisco and Los Angeles Harbor

Oakland, Portland, Seattle or Vancouver

Interceastal
WEEKLY SAILINGS from Ne'
to Los Angeles Harbor and San
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS fro

to New York.
Cargo destined or shipped from
subject to S;in Francisco transhipment.

Dollar Steamship Lines Ind Ltd.
BOSTON Robot DoUu Bld«. SEATTLE

SI$^£S«JD SAN FRANCISCO NEW YORK

5Si5W^ DA,«por, «000 PORTLAND, ORB.

LOS ANGELES WASHINGTON, D.C.

Offices and Agencies Throughout the World

Canadian Australasian Line Limited
TO

SUVA, FIJI
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

al Passenger Liners

R.M.S. NIAGARA
U,500 Tons Gross
20,000 Tons Dis.

HONOLULU, T.H.
AUCKLAND, N.Z.

By the new palal

R.M.M.S. AORANGI
(Motorship)

17,500 Tons Gross
23,000 Tons Dis.

Sailing from VANCOUVER, B.C.
Every 28 days.

CARGO SERVICE
Monthly sailings from Vancouver to main New Zealand ports, also

lo Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide, Australia, are maintained by
the following up-to-date cargo steamers:

M.S. HAURAKI S.S. WAIOTAPU
S.S. WAIRUNA S.S. WAIHEMO
For Fares, Rates and Sailings apply lo any office of the

CANADIAN PAaFIC RAILWAY CO. and all

RAILWAY AND STEAMSFUP AGENTS, or to
_

Canadian Australasian Line Limited
000 West ll.n.tings Street Vancouver, B.C.

E. K.WOOD LUMBER CO.
EXPORT & DOMESTIC FIR CARGOES

CUT TO ORDER
1 Drunun Street San Frondico, CaL

MILLS AT
Anacortej, Washington. Hoquiam, Waihington.

YARDS AT
Oakland, Cal Loi Anjele., Gal. Sao Pedro, CaL

STEAMERS:
El Capit,an" "Caicade" "Olympic"

"Siskiyou" "Shasu"
MOTORSHIP: SCHOONER:

"Laiien" "Vigibnt"

Cable Addreai; "Ekaywood.**

S.F.BAR PILOTS

Office:
North End of Bulldiud

Pier No. 7

Station Inside

S.F. Light Ship

Morse Signal

Four FlaBhea

Telepho

Pilot Office from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m.: DAv. 6678-9

Chamber of Commerca
from 4 p.m. to 9 a.m.

Sundays and Holi-
day.: DAv. 5000.

P^cr . tf - SIGNALS: FOP-PILOT: ~ r^i i"^ ^ >^ Sgf^
Sry^-^'I'H FOG-BLOW FOUR WH ISTLE:S,>-:^^f"^£)

WHi'N CLEAR-BURN BLUE LIGHT OR JACKATFOREMASm

When on Station under
When under Power, a Red <

And Lay Still

lil a White Light is car

: under White; a Flare :

frequently.

HOTEL
SAVOY
SIXTH « GRAND
LOS ANGELES

Convenience,

Comfort, Hospitality

You will appreciate the excellent service

and moderate rates. The city's most
centrally located hotel. One block from
Pershing Square—convenient to all lead-

ing shops, theatres, financial institu-

tions and electric depots for all

resorts. Garage adjoining.

All Outside Rooms - Each with Bath

One Person - - $2.50. $3, $4

Two persona - * . * $4, $5

Unexcelled Pood — Friendly Pricei

Frank Sii^son, Jr., Direttot

PLEASE MENTION PACIHC MARINE REVIEW
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About the busiest man on the

San Francisco waterfront last

month was PERRY OTTESEN,
port steward and purchasing agent

for the Matson Navigation Com-
pany. The occasion was the victual-

ling of the de luxe liner Malolo for

her annual Round-the-Pacific

cruise which is to take the vessel

on a 90-day cruise touching at 19

ports in 14 countries in the Orient

and South Pacific.

As this is a de luxe cruise and as

fresh foods and even fresh water

are uncertain quantities in many
of the ports of call, full provision

for this long voyage must be care-

fully worked out in advance, either

stored in her holds or ordered by
cable at the ports of call. While a

big task, Perry Ottesen and his ef-

ficient staff handled the job most
efficiently, and the Malolo sailed

on her transpacific voyage Septem-
ber 19 and will return December 16.

Fifty-seven hale and husky young
Californians in training as future

officers on the American merchant
marine have been enrolled in the

CALIFORNIA STATE NAUTICAL
SCHOOL and are being given in-

C.liitf Lnytiuir Lrncst I' . Prince, luad

(if the engineering staff of the Htinania-

Paeifie liner J'irginia tinil one of the

nirisl pofiuUir officers in the Intereoasttil

Service.

struction and training at the shore
station while waiting eagerly for

their first cruise on the new
schoolship California State now be-

ing prepared for their use at the

Union Plant of the Bethlehem
Shipbuilding Corp., Ltd.

These cadets are receiving a spe-

cialized education covering mathe-
matics, navigation, seamanship.

ship construction, physics, engin-

eering, electricity, ship economics,
business |)ractice, maritime and ad-
miralty law, business English and
at least one foreign language.

We have had the privilege of

scanning the courses of study and
the examination tests and they are
both practical and thorough. That
the young men have passed these
tests to date with a fairly high av-

erage rating is eloquent testimon-
ial to the competent instruction

they are receiving and to their na-

tive ability.

Friends of FRANK BEW, for

four or five years in charge of the
San Francisco office of Thomas
Cook & Son, bid him farewell with
regrets when he was transferred to

the Vancouver office of the Com-
pany some weeks ago. Mr. Bew ori-

ginally opened the Vancouver of-

fice of the company in 1921 and re-

mained there until about five years

ago when he came to San Francis-
co to take the place of Charles
Stokes, on the retirement of the
latter. Bew is now returning to

Vancouver and is being replaced at

San Francisco by W. J. WILSON
of the New York office.

Rhodes Metallic Packing
RHODES MeUllic Packing—A Resilient Liibric.ited, Self-Sealing Metalli

Packing, which is urcd on rotati

Wate
ids, plungers

id practicallyand for service on Steal

all other liquids or gases, except some acids.

A Truly Universal Packing—which gives maximum service, and which
we believe is fjir superior to any other packing, either fibrous or metallic,

now on the market. It will give satisfactory service for practically every
condition to be met with on shipboard or in the average plant.

Rhodes Metallic Packing is made in sizes from 5/32 to 1', i" inclusive

by sixteenths and can also be supplied in sets of cut rings.

Rhodes \fetallic Packing Co.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

C. E. RHODES CO., 231 Clay Street, San Francisco131 Clay St)

I Also I
1 MARINE ENGR. & SUPPLY CO., Wilmington, Calif. |

Normal Posilion of Ring

FRANCE
HIGH PRESSURE MARINE PACKING

AVAILABLE AT ALL PRINCIPAL SEAPORTS.

TTYPE 255 shows the Hi-Prcssure Split Marine
Type Packing with pressure breaker to be used

on the high pressure rod and moderate super-heat.

This is the best type of packing where a split case

must be used.

FRANCE PACKING CO.
Philadelphia.

C. E. RHODES CO., Agents

229-231-233 Clay Street, San Francisco.



Above is gigantic Haviside Der-

rick Barge No. 4, base of opera-

lions for the exciting races. In-

set shoiis the big tug Sea Ranger
ivith crmvil of officials aboard.

Jo right ivc shon' the icinning

creiv from the Slntidiird Oil

(Jo/iipany ((ja/if.) tanker Dis-

trict of Columbia. In center is

A. (J. Rogers, coxsu'ain; and
port to star'b'd are:.!.R.Suarez.

r. a. Ivanoff. C. J. Dclanev.

/;. J. Pavia. II. R. Kroclzc'h.

W. J. Sattcl. L. II. Fry and
I. C. Tolin.

Propeller Club of

California

in cooperation with the

San Francisco Junior

Chamber of Commerce,

makes Harbor Day

Boat Races Notable

Success



StaIwa

}

'/ a'ew [row

Standard Oil Tauker

-wins lijehoat race.

Ha viside Barge base of

operations off

San Francisco

^JMarina^

At left is the Standard Oil (Jrj/iifiauy (Calif.) tug

Standard .Vo. 1 , ivhich toiced the Haviside Barge

No. 4 //; the llarhor Day parade and stood by during

the racing activities handling judges and officials.

J hove, a fair racing fan gives us an idea of the

size of the spciial amplifiers used in broadcasting

the ivater contests.

Below ice see George Pot-

ter, Jr.. of the Automatic

Amplified Music Com-
pany operating the ultra-

modern sound amplifier.

A hove arc Messrs. Post

and Ctiilty of long-flight

fame, guests of honor
aboard the No. 4. To left

is a viezv of No. 4's deck,

shoiring arrangement of

automatic sound am plificr.
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FAST
SERVICE

..8 Matson liners

to Hawaii
M HERE'S never any waiting when
you want to go to Hawaii. Eight

Matson liners, including the luxuri-

ous Malolo, plow a continuous wake

to and from Honolulu. You can al-

ways find a Matson sailing that suits

you.

Deck sports, movies, dancing, will

enliven your voyage. In your state-

room, you'll find the comforts of

home. You can have a great trip on

one of these Matson liners from San

Francisco's Golden Gate to Honolulu.

All-expense tours are offered in great

variety.

Gateway to the South Seas

From Honolulu it is not far to Sa-

moa. Beyond Samoa lie Fiji, New
Zealand and Australia. You can

book on Matson ships all the way

—

with generous stopovers and every-

thing arranged in advance.

Ride the surf at Waikiki!

Every day in the year, bronzed, happy
visitors ride the surf at Waikiki. The
average temperature of the water is 75 de-
grees—ju5twhat it should be for comfort.

MATSOiX LINE
25 steamers . .fastest service

HAWAII - SOUTH SEAS - NEW ZEALAND - AUSTRALIA
San Francisco Los Angeles

Portland Seattle

//

Hcre*s a Sample

of McCormick*s Modern

Pacific Coastwise Fleet

W HY is McCormick such a leader among

Pacific Coastwise Services? Many modern

ships of which S.S. *'Peter Helms" is typical.

Frequency of sailings between Pacific Coast

Ports.

Sailings each week between San
Francisco Bay and Los Angeles
Harbor.

Sailings each week between Port-

land. Columbia River ports and
California.

Sailings each week both ways be-

tween Puget Sound and Califor-

nia ports.

YOUR NEXT SHIPMENT VIA McCORMICK

[cCORMICK
Sntekmsliip Company
215 Market Street San Francisco

DOuglas 2561
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S. S. PRESIDENT t^D LI DGE
,!:jiiiiiiiiiiiii:;ii:i:j;;;iii;iji:i!ii!ii;j!:;j;ijii;;iiJiii!;:iiJiii:iiiiiiii;i;;iiiia^

INTERIOR PLANS, ARRANGEMENT &
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE DESIGNED

INTERIOR DECORATION, FURNITURE
& FURNISHINGS DESIGNED & MADE

'li;i!lllllllllilllll[lllllllllllllllllllM:

DESIRING TO OFFER THE TRAVELLING PUBLIC

THE UTMOST IN CONVENIENCE. COMFORT AND
BEAUTY THE

DOLLAR S.S. LINES INC.,

Ltd.

AWARDED THE CONTRACT FOR THE PLANNING
& SUPERVISION OF THE ENTIRE INTERIOR AR-

RANGEMENT & ARCHITECTURE

AND THE
DESIGNING & MANUFACTURING OF THE COMPLETE
FURNISHING FOR THIS MAGNIFICENT ADDITION

TO THEIR FLEET TO OUR WELL EQUIPPED AND
EXPERIENCED ORGANIZATION.

THE STEAMSHIP
PRESIDENT COOLIDGE

IS ONE OF MANY SHIPS EQUIPPED

A. F. MARTEN COMPANY
Fl

ICISCO, CALl

liiiiiiiiiiiwiiiiiiiiiir

INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE DECORATION FURNISHINGS FURNITURE MAKERS
1E01 SUTTER STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. PHONE ORdway 4512

iiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiln

OffwisJ Or^^n
^ PAOFJC AWEWrCAN
Steamship Associatiom Of THE R\C1<=''C CCAiVT



New Type 3,000 H.P. 2 cycle Airless Injection Busch-Sulzer Diesel.

Trunk Piston Simpliciti|
LOWEST COST - WEIGHT . HEIGHT

''A greater tonnage of motor vessels than of a'l

other types combined is now being built"—Lloyds

—10-14-31.

During the last five years only 1 ocean going Diesel

passenger-cargo ship has been built in America,

compared with 489 — of 3,700,000 tons— built

abroad.

The latest type of European marine diesel—trimk

piston, two-cycle, airless injection—is fitted in the

new M.S. "Kalundborg." A similar type of Amer-

ican Diesel is illustrated above.

Obsolete, slow, uneconomical cargo steamers may
now be most advantageously replaced with the

least costly, most economical types of Diesel ships.

BUS€H»SULZER
BUSCH-SULZER BROS.-DIESEL ENGINE CO.

ST. LOUIS, U.S.A.
Two Rector Street, New York Rialto Bid"., San Francisco

Pacific M.irim- Review, \'ol. 28, No. 11, Publisliid Montbl) .it 500S.insomc Slr.et. in .S.in I'r.uiciwo. Entered
at the post office of San Francisco under the act of March 3, 1879.

t'cond class matter



The '^N^tional Magazine of Shipping

VOLUME XXVIII NOVEMBER, 1931 NUMBER 11

Contents
Frontispiece—S.S. President Coolidge.

Editorial Comment 439

Electrical Machinery Installation on Steamship

President Coolidge. By H. C. Coleman 440

The Marine Interior Architect 446

Lighting the Dollar Liners. By A. L. Powell 448

Fixtures of modern design and economical
arrangement illuminate passenger accom-
modations of the Steamships President

Hoover and President Coolidge.

Ten Years with the I.M.M 450

A short account of the development of the

decade in America's largest marine opera-

tor.

The National Transportation Problem 452

A digest of the marine phases of replies to

a questionnaire submitted to the principal

Pacific Coast shippers by the Pacific Traf-

fic Association.

Pacific Coast Products in World Trade 454

Notes on Marine Engineering Trends 45 5

Marine Refrigeration Simplified. By L. L.

Westling 456

Part XI—Thermometry.

Janus System Demonstration 458

An interesting te,st of course broadcasting
by whistle control for use in foggy weather.

Marine Equipment:

New Los Angeles Harbor Pilot Boat 460

Elevator, Chisel-Type Truck. By C. B.

Cook 461

Monobloc Pumping Unit 461

New Oil Relief Valve 462

Radio Equipped Lifeboats 462

Dulux Paints and Enamels. By C. F. Rass-

weiler and J. W. Iliff 463

Modernizing Three Battleships 464

Float-Operated Starting Switch 464

New Radio Clock 464

Compact Pumping Unit 465

Handy Floodlight 465

Two Sterling-Powered Pleasure Boats 465

Radio Newspaper Sent to Ships at Sea 459

Portable Paint Sprayer 479
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Marine Insurance 473
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Pacific American
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500 Sansome Street, San Francisco
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the postofficc, San Francisco, under the Act of
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of the Pacific Coast

Paul Faullcner,
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Expert Diesel Service

Exceptional Diesel Facilities

T T

Main Offi<

1 1 Broadwa
New Yorfc UNITED DRY DOCKS Stolen Island

Fletcher, Morse
Crane Plonts

NCORPORATED
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PERMANENT PROTECTION
with Inlernalional

The first painting

of new hulls is the keystone to

future preservation. You cannot

afford to take chances on ships

costing eight million dollars —

that*s why Matson Line speci-

fied International.

Uernaliona/

//

MATSON LINE'S NEW

MARIPOSA//

First o( three luxurious 20,000-ton Matson Liners building

at the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation's Quincy Plan^

International Compositions Company, fnc.

Established 1881

21 WEST STREET, NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

OVER 300 AGENCIES LOCATED IN
EVERY PORT OF MARITIME CONSE-
QUENCE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD



Pacific Marine Review
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Editorial Comment » »

»

Merchant Marine

Combination

ECENT conferences held in

San Francisco discussed a gi-

gantic combination of American shipping interests to

effect "cooperation between Pacific and Atlantic ship-

ping groups for the general strengthening and protec-

tion of the American Merchant Marine in the sea lanes

of the world."
These conferences were between Robert Dollar, Stan-

ley Dollar, and Herbert Fleishhacker of San Francisco;
Kenneth R. Dawson of Portland, Oregon; Paul W.
Chapman, John M. Franklin, Kermit Roosevelt, and
Cletus Keating of New York. The Dollars and Fleish-

hacker represent the Dollar world-wide steamship op-

eration interests; Dawson represents large Portland
shipping and financial interests; Chapman represents
the United States Lines; Franklin and Roosevelt repre-

sent the I.M.M.-Roosevelt interests, Keating being their

attorney.

It will be seen at once that here are the largest At-
lantic Coast intercoastal and foreign trade ship-operat-
ing group and the largest Pacific Coast intercoastal

and foreign trade ship-operating group meeting to try

and arrive at some mutually satisfactory solution to the
problem presented by the present disposal and future
operation of the fleets now managed by the United
States Lines. After considerable discussion, the con-
ference agreed on a tentative program embraced in

the following five essentials:

1. Acquisition by the Dollar - Dawson-Chapman
group, backed by the Fleishhacker interests, of half
ownership in the Roosevelt Steamship Company.

2. Taking over of the United States Lines fleet by
the newly organized United States Lines Company.

3. The United States Lines Company, to be owned
jointly by the Dollar-Dawson-Chapman group and the
Roosevelt Steamship Company interests.

4. Intercoastal services of the Dollar Steamship
Lines and the Panama-Pacific Line to be continued
with non-conflicting schedules to be worked out to

avert overlapping.

5. The fleet of the United States Lines to be kept in

Atlantic waters.

This program is now before the United States Ship-

ping Board and the executives of all the participating

corporations for study.

The interests involved are tremendous. If such a

program becomes an accomplished fact, the resulting

merger will control one of the world's two or three

greatest combinations of cargo and passenger tonnage.

Such a combination could do much to stabilize the rate

structure and rationalize the operation of the marine

transport industry.

The American Merehant Marine, young,

strong, and ambitious, needs for its further de-

velopment more passengers on deck, more cargo

in the hold, and more faith in our ability to han-

dle a reasonable share of our foreign commerce

2cithout the help of any other nation.—
T. V. O'Connor.

Modern Seagoing

Merchant Tonnage

I CURES which relate to vessels

each of 100 gross tons or over own-
ed throughout the world on July 1, 1931, reveals the

fact that out of a total seagoing tonnage of 10,356,-

077 gross tons under American ownership, no less than

9,392,371 gross tons (or 90.7 per cent.) are ten years

old or over.

The United States is far behind every other princi-

pal maritime nation in the construction of modern
tonnage. During the past five-year period only 5.7

per cent, of the United States seagoing tonnage has

been constructed as compared with 33.8 per cent, for

Norway, 22.5 per cent, for Great Britain and Ireland,

20.9 per cent, for Germany, 13.6 per cent, for France,

12.9 per cent, for Japan, and 12.2 per cent, for Italy.

The attached table shows in a striking manner the

small percentage of the United States seagoing ton-

nage which has been constructed within the past ten-

year period.

Percentages Of Seagoing Merchant Tonnage Of Prin-

cipal Maritime Nations Represented By Tonnage
Which Is Less Than Ten Years Old

Germany 50.2 per cent.

Norwav 47.9

Holland 45.3

Great Brit;;un and I re I and 44.6

Denmark 40.4

France 33.2

Sweden 32.4

Italy 29.0

Japan 21.8

United States 9.3
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AiSURVEY was made recently by Otto
.Baedeker & Associates covering rea-

sons for failures, mergers, or discontinuances of busi-
ness among firms or businesses advertising in various
media. As published by The American Trade Council,
this survey discloses a very interesting fact bearing
on the importance of trade journalism. The figures
show that "93.968 per cent, of the passe activities did
not attempt to promote or stimulate their business
through publicity in their particular trades publica-
tions or directories."

The survey included reports from 12,003 separate
businesses covering eighteen months in si.xteen major
lines of merchandise, a spread large enough to in-

dicate general trends in the present economic situa-
tion. Of these 12,003 businesses that failed, 11,279 gave
no support whatever to their trade journals.

It is certainly true that a good trade journal is

worthy of adequate support by the industry which it

represents; and if we may generalize from this survey,
we can safely assert that adequate support of such a
trade journal is profitable for the industry.

/ sijiiii times 'wish I acre i nyai/id in any utlur

ncctifialidn than shiprmnin//. It is ohrionsly a

most fnscinntina occiipatiou. hut iit times the

varifty of problems ivith tvhich it is heset be-

comes so beuildering that I verily believe a ship-

onner needs to knoiv more than any other type

of business man.—
Sir Frederick Leiiis.

Assistance from the

Coast Guard

SHIPOWNERS, Masters, Radio Oper-
ators, and others concerned:

The United States Coast Guard is maintained by the
Government for the purpose of rendering assistance to
vessels in distress and saving life and property at sea
and along our coasts.

The Coast Guard makes no charge for its services to
vessels in disti-ess and will respond promptly to re-

quests for assistance so far as the distribution and
condition of its facilities will permit. However, it is

not the purpose of the Coast Guard to compete with
commercial enterprise in ordinary towing and salvage
operations, but to confine its assistance activities, gen-
erally speaking, to cases of actual or potential distress.

Vessels equipped with i-adio and requiring assistance
may obtain the services of the Coast Guard by trans-
mitting a request on the international distress and
calling frequency, 500 kilocycles (410 kiloc.vcles on the
Great Lakes), to "Any Coast Guard Unit" (Radio call

NCU), or to any shore radio station addressed to
"Coast Guard." Shore radio stations will forward to
the Coast Guard all information regarding vessels re-

quiring assistance unless such information is con-
tained in a message specifically addressed elsewhere.

If the following information is included in the ori-

ginal i-equest for assistance it will place the respon-
sible Coast Guard officer in a position to determine
immediately the types and number of vessels required

to render adequate aid, thus greatly facilitating the
work of the Coast Guard and avoiding any unnecessary
delay in the dispatching of assistance.

1. Name, type, and nationality of vessel.

2. Position, course, and speed (including drift).

3. Nature of trouble and condition of vessel, sea,

and wind.
4. Number of persons on board.

5. State whether or not Coast Guard assistance is

requested.

In cases of extreme emergency, when an "SOS" is

broadcast, it is requested that the following procedure
be followed by the vessel in distress. Approximately
ten minutes after transmission of the original distress

message, transmit slowly, on the distress frequency,
"MO" and own radio call for three minutes. This will

enable Coast Guard vessels and stations in the vicinity

to obtain direction finder bearings and accurately plot

the position of the distressed vessel.

Coast Guard administrative offices are located as

follows

:

Boston, Mass.—Custom House—Hancock 3540.

New London. Conn.—State Pier—New London 5366.

New York, N. Y.—Custom House—Whitehall 4-2717.

Washington, D. C.—Treasury Annex No. 1—National
6400-667.

Norfolk, Va.~Custom House—Norfolk 2-6638.

Fort Lauderdale, Fla.—Sweet Bldg.,—Fort Lauder-
dale 31.

Mobile, Ala.—Custom House—Dexter 5812 or 314.

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.—Post Office Bldg.—Saint
Marie 132 or 602.

Seattle, Wash.—Jos. Vance Bldg.—Main 4464.

San Francisco, Calif.—Custom House—EXbrook 7494.

The telegraphic and radio addresses are "Coast
Guard San Francisco," "Coast Guard Seattle", etc.

F. C. BILLARD,
Rear Admiral, U. S. Coast Guard

Commandant.

The outstandinei lesson nhieh the utir has

driven home to us is the value, both in peace and
in ivar. of a prosperous deep-sea merchant

marine.—
Admiral Gleavcs.

Marine Propulsion

by Diesel Engines

AT the National Oil and Gas Power Meeting of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, held

at Madison, Wisconsin. June 23. A. J. C. Robert-

son, of Fairbanks, Morse and Compan.v, read a very in-

teresting paper on Marine Propulsion by Diesel En-
gines. This paper reviews the present state of screw
propeller design and approaches the problems of the

marine diesel engineer from the over-all propulsive

economy viewpoint. He finds a vicious circle. Engine
speeds must be increased to cut down weights, increas-

ed shaft speed cuts down propeller efficiency. He con-

cludes:

"Until comparatively recently it was easy for the

diesel engineer to accept low pi'opeller efficiencies and
yet have an over-all economy much higher than in

steamers, due to the small amount of fuel used, but
steam engineers have realized the serious com]ietition
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of the (iiesel and have niadf asonishiiiK iniprovemt'iits

in large steam plants above, say, 5000 brake horsepower,

and there is no saying how much further they will go
in impi'ovinp fuel consumption. This new comiK'tition,

the competition of high-pressure, high-temperature
steam, makes it essential for the diesel engineer to seek
propeller efficiencies at least equal to those available

to steam turbine engineers.

Until something better than the screw propeller is

invented, it means using the largest propeller or pro-

pellers that the dimensions of the ship will allow, al-

ways bearing in mind that propeller thrust di-ops very
I'apidly when the blade tips come near the water sur-

face. A depth of water of at least 20 per cent, of the
propeller diameter should exist above the propeller tips

for maximum efficiency and thrust. The revolutionary
speed should be such that pitch ratios exceeding 90 per
cent, should be possible.

There appear to be only two ways to meet this steam
competition; either the development of slow-revolution,

long-stroke diesels especially for marine work, or the

use of some form of gearing with high-speed diesels,

either mechanical or electrical. For heavy freight ships

of low power, the long-stroke diesel is able to show very
good economy, but for vessels of relatively high power
the diesel-electric or mechanically geared diesel is the
logical way of development.

Diesel engines for merchant ships have, in the past,

been heavier than reciprocating steam engines with
their boilers for equal revolutions, and weight is the
biggest limitation which any naval architect has to con-
tend with. It has been stated that one ton added in the
equipment of a ship involves an increase of five tons or
more in the displacement of the completed ship if it is

to perform the same duty. Extra weight means extra

power for propulsion and extra fuel. The extra power
and fuel weight, plus the added weight, necessitate a

larger ship to float them, and this, in its turn, demands
a heavier structure; and so the weights build up in an
almost endless chain. In fact, it is possible sometimes
to make large increases in the power of a ship and yet

obtain a decrease in speed, the resistance increasing
more rapidly than the power, due to machinery and
fuel weight added.

For this reason, any development of diesel engines

(other than increasing revolutions) which produces a

light engine will be welcomed by ship owners every-

where, with this important proviso, that the machinery
must be of the utmost reliability. The security of the

owner's investment and the lives of his employees, as

well as the profitable operation of his ship, depend ab-

solutely upon this reliability, and this accounts for the

well known fact that shipowners are a very conserva-

tive people.

Diesel-electric propulsion is the direction of least re-

sistance for the engine builder of today, because he is

doubtless already building his engines for the electrical

production of power. Direct gearing, which has proved
to be so successful for steam turbines, is also available

for diesels, and with a 3 to 1 or 4 to 1 speed reduction
the weight should be much less. With recently acquir-

ed knowledge of torsional vibrations it should now be

quite possible to develop gears to meet any require-

ments, and these might even be built into marine diesel

engines, as has already been done with gasoline engines.

Unless diesel engineers are prepared to do further pion-

eering for the marine trade, they may wake up to find

the splendid progress already made in the ship-propul-

sion business slipping away from them again.

I'/idc Sdiii's ovcr.uds iiitii/ .urvire Iransftortcd 90,497,840
/xjiiiitli of h Iters in 1930, and 44,000,000 f,oii/i,ls of parcel

post.

Notes on

Naval Art'hitt'clure

Welding in Marine Construction.—Occasional, small,

completely welded, rivetless barges and other classes

of craft, and the inci'easing use of welding in certain

parts of large vessel construction, have led to much
speculation and some engineering analysis on the pos-

sibility or desirability of completely welded large

vessels. It has been shown mathematically that, given
a good run of steady construction, the shipbuilder

could substantially reduce costs by a complete welding
operation. The great difficulty lies in adequate inspec-

tion of finished weld. This difficulty will pi'obably be

solved by the introduction of an inexpensive ami handy
method of X-ray inspection.

Several large industries are now using completely

equipped X-ray laboratories for the examination of

castings, welds, and assembled machinery; and these

laboratories are proving very profitable investments.

The perfection of a method for inexpensively trans-

ferring such laboratory inspection to work on the way
in shipyards, in the field, or in small industrial plants

is receiving considerable attention and will, no doubt,

soon be accomplished.

Model Testing.—In connection with the design of

the several super-liners for transatlantic service, con-

siderable study is being given to the design of super-

structures and upper hulls in regard to stream-lining

for the elimination of wind resistance. Since the Na-

tional Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has recent-

ly installed, at Langley Field, Virginia, a towing basin

one-half mile long, equipped with a towing carriage

for speeds up to sixty miles an hour, American naval

architects should be able to get adequate windage tests

of superstructure designs for fast liners.

Increasing the Draft of Cargo Liners.—Sir John

Biles, a noted British naval architect who can always

be depended upon to bring out some startling idea, ran

true to form at the recent Paris meeting of the Insti-

tute of Naval Architects when he predicted cargo car-

riers with 60-foot draft. Sir John, figuring from the

standpoint of the ship, itself, as a unit, shows that the

costs of transportation at sea are a minimum with cer-

tain drafts and speeds for given lengths, and he shows

that a 1000-foot long, 20-knot ship with 60-foot draft

is far more economical than a shorter shallower slower

vessel.

There are, of course, very few harbors in the

world ready to take a vessel of 60-foot draft ; and

it would be a matter of great interest to know whether

there is any one trade route that could profitably as-

semble and distribute at each end of the route the car-

goes necessary to make such ships profitable. Profits in

such case to be figured after taking care of harbor

dues, stevedoring charges, and due proportion of capi-

tal charges for preparing the harbors.

Iff can have a strong American Merchant Marine only

by nsiny .hncrican flag ships.

—Harvey Firestone, President,

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.



Electric

Machinery Installation on

Steamship President Coolidge iJ

^y H, C. Coleman'^'

THE steamship President Coolidge is exactly the

same as the steamship President Hoover in re-

jrard to tonnage, dimensions, and cargo and pas-

senger carrying capacity. The only difference of any
consequence between the two vessels is in the machin-
ery installation. The new Dollar liner is driven by
Westinghouse turbine electric machinery, and the elec-

tric auxiliary generating sets and motors for auxil-

iary power applications were also furnished by West-
inghouse.

The propulsion plant consists of: two 13,250-horse-

power synchronous motors, each coupled directly to

one of the twin propeller shafts; two 15,000-horsepow-
er steam turbines, each direct-connected to one of the

two alternating current generators; and a control

unit for these machines. Auxiliary power is sup-
plied by four 500 - kilowatt, direct - current, geared
turbine generator sets. This machinery is all located

in one engine room amidship. This engine room has
two levels. The propelling motors, main and auxiliar.v

condensers with their pumps and other auxiliary pumps
are located on the lower level; the main and auxiliary

turbine generator sets and the propulsion control unit

are located on the upper level.

Main Turbine Construction

The main turbines are of the usual Westinghouse
combined impulse and reaction type. The turbine and
generator are connected by means of a solid coupling,
thus forming a three-bearing unit with two bearings
on the turbine and one on the generator. Each part of
the set rests directly on the foundation built into the
ship structure.

On the turbine rotor, a solid annealed carbon steel

forging, are mounted two rows of impulse blades and
29 rows of stainless steel reaction blades. These blades
are all secured to the rotor by means of specially shap-
ed shanks fitting in grooves and by wedges. The re-

action blades are lashed together in small groups. The
impulse blades in the second row are held together in

groups by a strip peened and silver soldered into a
groove machined in the blade ends. This construction
makes an extremely rigid rotor.

The turbine cylinder is split horizontally and verti-

cally, the high pressure section being made of cast

steel and the low pressure section of cast iron. This
cylinder carries one row of impulse blading and 29
rows of reaction blading held in place in grooves by
soft brass offset keys and by steel packing pieces, the

blades being lashed together as on the rotor.

The turbine is supported at three points, thus de-

*Manager Marine Engineering, Westinghouse Electric i^ Manu-
facturing Company.

Captain J. A. Ahlin on the

bridge of the Steamship
President Coolidge.

termining its position in a single plane and eliminat-

ing possible distortion of the cylinder. A foot is cast

integral with the cylinder base on either side of the
exhaust, these feet resting on the foundation. The high
pressure end of the cylinder base is supported on a

short I-beam section, placed in a transverse direction.

The web of this I-beam furnishes the necessary flexi-

bility to allow for any longitudinal movement due to

expansion and contraction of the cylinder. The exhaust
opening is in the bottom of the cylinder, the main con-

denser being mounted directly beneath. Two openings
are provided in the c.vlinder base for bleeding steam
for feed water heating.

There are four nozzle blocks of Everbrite metal,

each containing a number of nozzles. One block is

located in the cylinder base and the other three in the
cylinder cover. Suitable chambers are cast in the cyl-

inder to provide passages to direct the steam to each
of the nozzle blocks separately. Rotor shaft glands are

of the combined steam- and water-sealed type. Steam
sealing is used in starting only, the water sealing be-

ing effective at all speeds above one-quarter speed on
the tui'bine.

Sensitive Hydraulic Type Governor

The steam chest is of the 4-valve, automatic type.

The valves themselves are of the double seated poppet
type mounted in parallel with the chest. These valves

are connected to the governor operating pistons by
means of a linkage. The secondary, tertiary, and quat-

ernary valve operating levers are provided with a ten-

sion spring which holds its adjacent valve closed until

the preceding valve has been fully opened. The gover-

nor is of the oil operated type. Steam inlet valve open-

ing is inversely proportional to oil pressure, and oil

pressure is directly proportional to turbine speed.

Thus constant speed is maintained for any particular

governor setting. This makes a very sensitive and
quick acting governing system.

In the governor lay-out there is provided an oil-pres-

sure relay which is connected through a small pipe to

a control valve on the main control board. From this

control valve a drain pipe is led to the oil reservoir.

By changing the opening of this valve in the relay line

the pressure on top of the relay may be adjusted, which
means that the turbine can be set for operation at



Above, the operating platform of the engine room of the Steamship President

Coolidge, featuring two 15,000-horsepower Westinghouse turbo-generating sets

and the control stand. Below, the lower platform, featuring the starboard Westing-

house 13,250-horsepower propulsion motor.
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any speed from oiU'-iiuaiter to full speed ami still !)<

under the control of tlie governor at all times. Thus,
the only connection required between the turbine gov-

ernor and the main control board for changing the

turbine speed is a small oil i)ipe.

At the high pressure end of the turbine is mounted an
automatic stop governor arranged so that it will close

the throttle valve and shut down the turbine in case of

excessive speed or in case of failure of the thrust

bearing resulting in axial movement of the spindle.

The throttle valve is held open against a spring by oil

pressure so that any failure in oil supply automati-
cally shuts off the steam.

The oil for operation of the governor and throttle

valve and for complete lubrication of the turbine gen-
erator sets is supplied by one of two turbine-driven,
vertical, centrifugal type, lubricating oil pumps. These
pumps are on the lower engine room level, submerged
in the oil reservoir. From the pump discharge a part
of the oil is led directly to the governor operating cyl-

inders, another part to the throttle valve operating
mechanisms, and the rest to a cooler. From the cooler,

part of the oil is led to the oil impeller suction on the
turbines and the remainder is led to the gravity feed
tank in the engine room trunk. This gravity tank sup-
plies the main bearings of the turbines and generators.
The oil impeller on the turbine shaft operates the gov-
ernor relays and lubricates the turbine thrust bear-
ings. Drains are provided from all points back to the
reservoir. Either main lubricating oil pump has capa-
city to supply the normal needs of both main units.

With one pump running, if pressure drops to a pre-
determined value, the other pump will be automatical-
ly started. A De Laval No. 302, motor-driven, centri-
fugal separator insures clean lubricating oil for the
turbines and the propulsion motors.

Main Generators Develop 10,200-kilowatts Each
Each main generator is rated at 10,200-kilowatts,

4000 volts, 2660 revolutions per minute, and is of the
3-phase, 2-pole type. In the frame construction, struc-
tural steel shapes are welded into form to give a very
rigid frame of minimum weight. An unusual arrange-
ment has been provided in that an outlet can be opened
at the top of the frame to permit cooling air to dis-

charge directly into the engine room in case the water
cooler in the closed ventilating system should become
inoperative.

The stator core is made up of the best grade of seg-
mentary steel laminations, there being six segments
per circle. Each segment has two anchor notches that
fit over the punching support I'ods mounted in and
welded to the frame. Throughout the core, H-shaped
spacers are used approximately every two inches to
provide passages for ventilating air. Layers of paper
punchings are placed at intervals throughout the core
to reduce circulating current in the laminations.
Twelve through studs pass through the punchings and
end plates, thus providing support for the end plates
and giving a very compact lamination assembly. These
bolts are insulated both from the laminations and the
end plates. The coil slots are of the open type and the
coils are held in place by micarta wedges.

The best grade of mica insulation is used on the sta-

tor coils. In addition to special insulation of the indi-
vidual strands of the coils, the completed coil is insu-
lated from the slot portion with a black bond mica fol-

ium wrapiier. This material was developed primarily
for use on high voltage machines. Coil end connections
are securely supported and braced by triangular shap-
ed pieces of micarta and the coils are rigidly braced
to one another by means of treated hardwood blocks.

Each end of the generator is provided with two end
bells made from sheet steel, welded. The inner end
bells enclose the stator end windings, while the outer
bell provides the air space for directing the ventilat-

ing ai)-. Labyrinth sealing glands are provided in the
outer end bells to prevent leakage of the ventilating
air. Fans mounted on the generator rotor circulate air

through machine and through coolers mounted just be-

low the generator foundation, thereby eliminating large

ventilating ducts and reducing to a minimum the noise

which usually results from air circulation in a high
speed rotor. Water for the air coolers is taken from a

connection on the discharge pipe between the main
condenser circulating pump and the condenser intake.

The generator I'otor is a solid steel forging, machin-
ed with radial slots to receive the field winding of

strap copper insulated in molded mica cells. Grooves
cut below the coil slots and holes drilled through the

rotor teeth form ventilating air passages.
For convenient measurement of stator temperatures,

nine resistance coils are embedded in the armature
winding and located so as to give the highest tempera-
ture obtained in operation. The instruments for meas-
uring the temperatures are mounted on the main con-

trol board.
For fire protection, sprinkler pipes installed in the

end bells, opposite the air gap are connected up to a

fresh water system with valves arranged for emer-
gency use. Electric heaters are installed underneath
the stator end windings to prevent moisture from col-

lecting during idle periods. There are two 7-50-watt

heaters at each end of the machine.

First Completely Fabricated Synchronous
Propulsion Motors

The propelling motors are of the synchronous type,

each rated 13,250 horsepower. They have 40 field poles,

thus giving a speed reduction ratio of 20 to 1 between
the main turbine and the propeller shaft. Thus the nor-

mal motor speed at full power is 133 revolutions per
minute. Of the self-contained. 2-bearing, bracket type,

these motors are entirely fabricated from steel plates

and shapes by welding, the only castings used being
the bearing housings and shells. The design of spider
worked out for this installation resulted in an extreme-
ly strong construction with uniform stress distribu-

tion and with minimum weight. Each motor is separ-
ately ventilated by means of a motor-driven, propeller-

type blower which is mounted directly in the air pas-

sage duct in the engine room trunk. This blower is

arranged so that it forms a part of the duct, thus
eliminating foundation, requiring minimum space, and
providing a very efficient blower. The driving motor is

of the vertical type and mounted just below the blower
unit. Ventilating air for the motors is taken out of the

engine room and exhausted through the after funnel.

The motor stator frame is of the rigid bo.x section

type, welded from steel plates with an opening at the
top for dischai'ging the ventilating air. The stator

core is built up of steel laminations of the best grade,

there being 20 segments for a complete circle of

punchings. Vent spacers are provided every two inches
through the core width. The stator coils are complete-
ly formed, molded, and insulated with Class A mater-
ial and mica. The coils are held in the slots by fiber

wedges. The coil ends are lashed to insulating steel

supporting rings. The brackets are made from heavy
steel plate, forged into a dome shape with reinforcing

radial arms and rings welded inside the plate. Six cir-

cular screened openings are provided in each bracket
for entrance of the ventilating air. Bearings are of the
sleeve, oil-ring type having two rings per bearing de-
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signed to permit operation with perniaiu'iit inclination

at 15 degrees laterally or longitudinally. These bear-

ings are also supplied with forced-feed lubrication

from the gravity tank, and are provided with illumin-

ated side flow indicators and thermometers in the dis-

charge oil line.

The field poles are arranged with slots in the pole

head for the bars which form the squirrel cage man-
euvering winding. This squirrel cage winding is con-
nected between poles by means of heavy bolts held
by lock washers. The field coils are made of copper
strap wound on edge and provided with mica and as-

bestos insulation. The brass alloy collector rings and
brush rigging are mounted at the forward end of the
motor inside the bracket.

The propelling motors are provided with fresh water
fire protection arrangement and heaters in the lower
part of the motor frame for use when the machine is

idle. The heater capacity at each end of the motor is

two kilowatts.

Main Control in Two Units
The propulsion control equipment is mounted at the

after end of the upper engine room level and is housed
in two compartments surrounded by a protecting metal
screen. In the after compartment are mounted the
1500-ampere, 4000-volt. manually operated air break
switches in the circuits between the propelling motors
and generator stators. These switches are used for re-

versing two phases of the primary circuits to effect re-

versal of the propelling motors. This compartment also

contains the necessary current and potential trans-

formers and the change-over switch, which is used to

make proper connections for operating both motors
from either generator alone. The access door to this

compartment is provided with an interlock connected

Till' dyn.inio fl.it <^l the Sti-amship

President Coolid>;e. On this flat .-re

mounted four 500-lcilowatt Westing-

house geared turbine, 240-volt, 1200-

R.P.M. electric generating sets to take

care of auxiliary electric power, excita-

tii-n load, and lighting load.

in the trip circuit of the generator field circuit break-

er, so that opening the door removes voltage from the

generator.
In the low voltage compartment are mounted the

switch groups carrying the manually operated con-

tactors for making the necessary motor and generator

field connections.

These field and reversing switches are operated from

levers mounted in a control desk which is made a part

of the front panel of the control assembly. This desk

carries seven levers, two for adjusting the speed of the

two turbines, two for operating the port and starboard

field switches, two for operating the corresponding

reversing switches, and one in the center for operat-

ing the change-over switch. With the ship operating

on both main units, the control levers on both sides

can be brought to the "off" position, which will allow

the change-over lever to be thrown to either the port

or starboard generator, after which the motors can

again be started, taking power from the single gener-

ator. This complete change-over in set-up connections

can be made in less than one minute's time.

Both the main generator and propelling motor field

rheostats for one side of the ship are incorporated in

a single frame with face plate contact arms geared to

one operating hand-wheel on the control board. The
design of these rheostats was very carefully worked
out in conjunction with the test data taken on the ma-
chines in such a way as to provide practically 100 per

cent, power factor for any setting of the rheostat hand
wheel. Furthermore, for single generator operation,

the port and starboard generator and motor field rheo-

stats are clutched together by a simple device mounted
above the control levers so that both sets of rheostats

are operated from one hand wheel on the side of the

The steering gear of the Steamship
President Coolidge. In the foreground
is featured a 75-horsepower Westing-
house motor driving a Waterbury hy-
draulic pump. Two of these units are

installed, each capable of providing
hydraulic power to operate the hy-
draulic rams of the steering gear. This
gear and its control is furnished by the

American Engineering Company.
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board which is buiiiK used in siii^rle generator opera-

tion. Under this condition, also, the power factor is

maintained between 99 and 100 per cent, for any set-

ting of the rlieostats. The control levers are ingeniously

interlocked to insure correct sequence of operation.

The panel above the control desk carries all the

necessary electrical instruments as well as steam pres-

sure and vacuum gauges for the complete record of

the operation of the propulsion plant. This panel also

carries the phase balance relays used to protect the

generators and motors against unbalanced conditions,

such as would be caused by a ground. In this case,

these relays function to open the generator field break-

er. The control panel also carries temperature indica-

tors to measure the temperature of the generator ro-

tors and the nine temperature indicating coils in each

main generator stator and corresponding six coils in

each motor stator. On each side there is also a triplex

ground detector voltmeter to indicate grounds on any
phase.
The propulsion motors turn outboard for driving the

vessel ahead, the starboard propeller being a right-

hand screw and the port propeller a left-hand screw.

Thrust is taken on independent Kingsbury two-shoe

type bearings immediately aft of the motors. Propel-

lers are of the built-up type with three manganese
bronze blades and semi-steel hub. Blade sections are of

the standard ogival shape.

Auxiliary Turbine Generators

Steamship President Coolidge has four 500-kilowatt,

geared-turbine generator sets to supply direct-current

for auxiliary electrical power load, excitation load, and
lighting load. Under normal conditions, two of these

generating sets will supply sufficient power for all

purposes. Under peak load conditions, such as at meal
time and when operating in the tropics and with a

large refrigeration load, three generating sets will be

in operation. This alw'ays leaves one unit as a spare.

The turbines driving the auxiliary generators are of

the combined impulse and reaction type. The forged ro-

tor spindle carries two rows of impulse blading and
18 rows of reaction blading. The cylinder carries one

row of impulse blades and 18 rows of reaction blades.

The gear end of the turbine casing is supported by the

gear case and the exhaust end by a plate which is bolt-

ed to the cylinder and the structural steel bedplate.

This plate forms a flexible member which allows free

expansion of the turbine cylinder. The turbine rotor

is carried in two bearings and is provided with a Kings-
bury thrust bearing. Glands of the labyrinth and water
sealed type are provided at both ends of the casing.

The auxiliary generators are compound-wound and
each is rated at 500 kilowatts, 240 volts, 1200 revolu-

tions per minute. They are limited 3-wire machines
providing 120-volt power for normal excitation of the
I)ropulsion generator fields. Balance coils are used to

obtain the 120 volts between the neutral and positive

or negative leads. These coils are of the oil-cooled, ma-
rine type mounted in welded sheet steel tanks, with
radiation tubes on the sides of the tank.

The generators are of the rugged marine type with
rolled steel frames and are of the completely welded
type, resulting in a very compact machine with mini-
mum weight and uniform magnetic circuit.

The four auxiliary generating units, with the aux-
iliary switchbard, are located on a flat on the port side
of the upper engine room level. This switchboard car-

ries the control apparatus for the generating sets, the
necessary feeder switches for the ship's auxiliaries,

and the control for two 300-ampere balancer sets which
supply 115-volt power for the lighting circuits. Each
balancer set consists of two compound-wound, direct-

current, 120-volt machines coupled together and mount-
ed on a bedplate.

Steam Generating Plant

Steam for these main and auxiliary turbines is gen-
erated at 300 pounds pressure and 200 degrees Fahren-
heit superheat in 12 water-tube boilers of the well
known Babcock & Wilcox interdeck, superheater, ma-
rine type. These boilers are located in two boiler

rooms, six boilers in each room arranged three abreast
with drums athwartship. The forward stack takes the
flues from all boilers, the after stack being used solely

for engine room ventilation. Steam drums of the three

forward and three after boilers are fitted with de-

superheating coils for furnishing steam to the sat-

urated steam auxiliaries. The total heating surface of

the 12 boilers is 57,600 square feet, and the total sup-

One of the fircrooms of the

Steamship President Cool-
idge, showing the very neat

installation of steam piping

and featuring the furnace

fronts of four of the twelve

Babcock & Wilcox interdeck,

superheat type, marine, water-

tube boilers. The high pres-

sure steam pipes are covered
with 85 per cent. Magnesia
and with Johns-Manville Su-

per-Ex insulation material.

Fuel oil for these boilers is

measured by Empire oil

meters.
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erheatinjr surfact- is 5700 stiuare fci't. Each boiler is

fitted with four Babcock & Wilcox Cuyama-type burn-
ers for burning fuel oil under cold forced draft. Dia-
mond soot blowers and Babcock & Wilcox automatic
feed regulators are fitted.

All high pressure steam pipes are insulated with 85
]ier cent. Magnesia and with Johns-Manville Supei'-Ex

pipe coverings. For low pressure steam pipe insulation

and for insulating bulkheads and partitions, large
quantities of Johns-Manville impi'oved Asbestocel are
used.

In each boiler room are installed three Griscom-
Russell fuel oil heaters, two of which have sufficient

capacity to take care of the full load demand for six

boilers. One Quimby horizontal motor-driven fuel oil

pump in each fireroom supplies all 24 burners, and
two Warren steam-driven vertical simplex oil pumps
are installed as stand-by. Air is delivered to the burn-
er fronts through ducts on the open fireroom system
by four motor-driven Sturtevant Silentvane blowers.

Feed Heating System
The condensate is drawn from the main condensers

by the condensate pump which discharges through the
air ejector condensers to the feed tank. All the latent
heat of ejector steam is thus conserved, no raw water
pass being fitted. There are two Warren 3-stage centri-

fugal main feed pumps, each driven by a Terry tur-

bine. Each main feed pump has sufficient capacity to

supply all the boilers at full power. There are also
three Warren independent steam-driven vertical sim-
plex auxiliary feed pumps, one in the engine room and
one in each fire room. The feed pumps draw from the
feed tank and discharge through two Davis Engineer-
ing Company's heaters arranged in series and having,
sufficient capacity to heat the feed water to 300 de-

grees Fahrenheit. The first stage heater utilizes the
exhaust from the steam-driven noncondensing auxi-

liaries, augmented by steam bled from the eighth
stage of the main turbines. Steam for the second stage
heater is bled from the third stage of the main tur-

bines.

Main Condensing Plant
Each main generator turbine is served by a 14,000-

square foot, 2-pass, surface condenser located imme-
diately below the turbine. The condensers are support-
ed on flexible beams so designed as to insure protec-

tion for the turbines from undue stresses due to the
weight or vertical expansion of the condensers. Cir-

culating water is supplied to each condenser by two-

Westinylious iiuiiors driving the winches for handling the Welin
lifeboats on Welin-MacLauchlin davits.

motor-driven Warren single-stage centrifugal pumps
each having a capacity of 10,000 gallons per minute.
Each condenser is served by two 2-stage sets of West-
inghouse air ejectors mounted on a combined inter-

and-after condenser.

All electrically operated auxiliaries on the Steam-
ship President Coolidge are equipped with Westing-
house motors, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company supplied also the electrical heaters for state-
rooms and all bracket fans for staterooms and public
rooms.
On both of the new Dollar liners, the wire rope for

rigging and for all hoists was supplied by the Wick-
wire Spancer Steel Co., a total of 20,795 feet going to
each vessel. On both vessels the refrigeration spaces
are insulated with Armstrong corkboard and the cold
pipe lines with Armstrong cork covering. More than
half a million board feet of corkboard were used. The
hulls of both vessels are protected from the elements
and are assured of a clean under-water surface by Am-

erican Marine Paints.

In all details, with the ex-

ception of the machinery instal-

lation as herein described, the
steamship President Coolidge is

an exact duplicate of the steam-
ship President Hoover, which
was described in great detail in

the August. 1931, issue of Pa-
cific Marine Review.

The sun deck on the Steamship Presi-

dent Coolidge featuring Westinghouse
motors driving Sturtevant Silentvane

blowers for the exhaust and supply
ventilating systems.



The Marine Interior Architect

A New Term added to Shipbuilding Technology in Connection with the Design

and Con^ruction of Passenger Accommodations on the New Dollar Liners

WHEN a new ocean liner has been needed in

the past, the usual procedure has been for the

naval architect to design the arrangement and

spacing of the passenger accommodations along with

the rest of the vessel. Then, working from the general

arrangement and details provided by the naval archi-

tect, complete working details would be made up by

the draftsman at the shipyard and the ship would be

completed as a structural unit. Then an interior dec-

orator would be put on the job to make the interiors

as beautiful as possible under the circumstances. With

a few outstanding exceptions, this method has resulted

in a stereotyped arrangement of staterooms and a

rather slavish following of the palace or hotel modes
of interior decoration.

Some years back, the Dollar Steamship Lines, Ltd.,

Inc., began remodeling and enlarging the passenger

accommodations of its round-the-world liners. In this

connection, although much of the structural work was
done in Atlantic Coast shipyards, the Dollar Line

sought the advice and experience of A. F. Marten Co.

of San Francisco, interior decorators and furniture

builders with a well rounded organization. This firm

successfully developed satisfactory designs for several

of these vessels, built the furniture, selected the drap-

eries and color schemes, and supervised the installa-

tions at the Atlantic Coast yard.

When the Dollar organization, in conjunction with

the naval architects of the Newport News Shipbuild-

ing & Dry Dock Company, had completed acceptable

preliminary plans for the new "President" liners, this

satisfactory experience was still a fresh memory. It

was therefore a natural step that the A. F. Marten Co.

should be asked to prepare and submit proposals for

arrangement, decoration, and furnishings of the state-

rooms and public rooms on these vessels.

The A. F. Marten Co. not only submitted their pro-

posals, but they immediately built two full size model

staterooms, one for communicating bath and the other

for private bath. These rooms were equipped with every

detail that was to go into the corresponding space

aboard ship. After very serious consideration of these

proposals, the Dollar Steamship Lines decided to accept

them and the contract for interior architecture and
decoration was given to the A. F. Marten Co. of San
Francisco..

This is the first instance of which we have any
knowledge where a firm of interior decorators has ac-

tually designed the arrangement and the structural de-

tails of the interiors of passenger accommodations on
a passenger liner before the keel was laid in the ship-

yard. The results are most colorful and pleasing in-

terior decorative effects, with practical stateroom ar-

rangement, and with some new structural details that

add greatly to economy of installation and maintenance

and at the same time enhance the attractiveness of

the interior finish.

Ceilins Construction

The orthodo-X method of applying Vehisote or other

plyboard material to ceilings is to secure panels in

place by the use of battens over the panel joints. These
battens for fine work are mortised into the cornice
moldings at the top of side and end walls. When such
panels had to be removed to get at leaky pipes, it fre-

quently meant that the entire ceiling of a room would
be ruined. For the liners President Hoover and Presi-

dent Coolidge, a new method was evolved. On these
vessels, 2x4 pine timbers, surfaced, are built into a

grid to furr out the ceilings. The plyboard panels are
fastened to these timbers with brads or screws, and a

wide groove is left between the panels exposing the

surfaced pine timber. Painted in white or tints to suit

the decorative color scheme, this construction makes a

very pleasing grooved panel ceiling; and each panel is

easily removable to get at wiring, piping, or ventilat-

ing ducts.

Wall paneling in all staterooms was designed in con-

nection with the width of set pieces of furniture and
the shape, size, and location of electric fixtures by the
same organization that designed and built the furni-

ture and designed the electric fixtures. To this feature
credit is due for much of the beauty of detail and the
harmony of the general arrangement. Bathrooms are

tiled and all plumbing is concealed. Here, again, the
practical side of ship operation and maintenance is

fully considered. Plumbing is located so that it can be
made accessible from outside the bathroom, and wher-
ever necessary the wall panels are easily removable
for getting at plumbing connections. Noncorrosive ma-
terials were, of course, specified for all metal fittings.

Stateroom Arrangement

Doors of 30-inch width were specified and installed

instead of the usual 27-inch width. In the rooms having
communicating baths, the arrangement of the space is

ideal. Entering the 30-inch door from the passageway,
we find ourselves in a vestibule from which an arched
opening at its further end leads into the bedroom. On
one side of this vestibule another arched opening leads

into a dressing room, which, in turn, opens into the

bathroom. In the dressing room two full size wardrobe
closets are fitted on one wall and on the other two
wash basins, each of which is equipped with a full

complement of fittings in chromium plate. Mounted on
the wall over each basin is a monel metal cabinet with

plate-glass mirror mounted on the door and with rub-

ijer-mounted plate-glass shelves. The bathroom is a

modern tiled apartment in colors, fitted with molded

porcelain tub and highest quality concealed plumbing.

The stateroom is large and, as it contains only the

beds, dresser, lounge, and chairs, it becomes a comfort-

able combination bed and sitting room.
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This idfa of combining utility with beauty ami com-

fort is carried out in the design, construction, and dec-

oration of all public places. All paneling whether it be

of plyboard, Vehisote. or hardwood is installed in such

fashion that wherever necessary it may easily be re-

moved without injury to get at piping, wiring, or ven-

tilating ducts for any needed adjustment or repairs.

Special Materials and Equipment

I\Iuch study was given to the best, most economical

materials that could be used to produce the most beau-

tiful effects. For example, there is lavish use of stain-

less, noncorrosive ferrous alloys like Allegheny Metal

instead of nickel or silver plate in the decorative treat-

ment of certain spaces and features.

Large ceiling panels are of Vehisote, and this ma-

leiial is also used largely in wall paneling.

In making up hardwood veneer and hardwood slab

panels, the most effective and most beautifully grained

hardwoods of the world were pressed into service.

Much study was given to the problem of artificial il-

lumination, and many special fixtures, designed by the

A. F. Marten Co. of San Francisco, were built espec-

ially for these two vessels by Cox, Nostrand & Gunni-

son of New York.

Adequate natural illumination of public spaces is

insured by a liberal use of Kearfott casement-type

windows built by the Kearfott Engineering Company
of New York. Kearfott frameless windows are used

too, on the enclosed portion of the promenade deck.

The modern Schlage Marine Lock is used on all state-

room doors.

In first class and special class staterooms, the beds

are of metal in the full size twin style. All of these

beds were specially built for the two ships by the Rome
Company of San Francisco who furnished also the de

luxe type coil springs in special noncorrosive steel.

Mattresses for these beds were all built for the job

by the Simon Mattress Manufacturing Company of San
Francisco. They are of the Simon Pure inner-spring

type, with springs of noncorrosive material specially

heat-treated and retempered after coiling. The ticking

is of extra quality, tufted by the Sanatuf process and
fitted with special rustproof metal ventilators. Filling

is of the finest quality hair. Simon Pure spring covers

and President Pillows were also supplied by this firm.

Especially woven pui-e woolen blankets for all first-

class staterooms w^ere supplied by the Oregon City

Woolen Mills of Oregon City, Oregon. The top blanket

is ocean blue on the face and gold on the reverse, with

an attractive scroll design and the words "Dollar Lines

'31" woven in at each end of the blanket. The make-up

blanket is in an attractive, all-gold modernistic weave

designed exclusively for these ships.

Controlling Motif

Eveiy department of architectural art has its own
traditions, its peculiar forms, and its unique adapta-

tions. Naval architecture is no exception. In fact, it

may be said to be more individual in these respects

than any other branch of the art. In the development

of great passenger liners, the naval architect has pro-

gressed along the hull lines best adapted to structural

strength and to propulsive efficiency. This progression

presents a problem to the interior decorator, for he

finds himself confonted with a public room space in

which there is a progressive difference in form

throughout. During the past three or four decades of

maritime progress, there had developed in the mind of

the interior decorator an idea that he must, in properly

decorating the public spaces aboad ship, produce the

atmosphere of a shore-side hotel or mansion or palace;

and so we find ships described in those terms. This

idea has led to a vogue for hiding entirely the ship

structure forms and thereby in many instances pro-

ducing spaces that lose much in spaciousness both of

lateral and vertical dimensions.

Having the opportunity of cooperating with the naval

architect from the beginning, the A. F. Marten Co. de-

termined to carry out their decorative scheme along

rather original lines and, so far as practicable, to in-

corporate the structural features of the hull with the

decorative treatment. Their desire therefore was to

create a distinctive jiassenger liner atmosphere, sugges-

tive not so much of the stationary hotel or mansion as

of the spirit of world-wide modern marine transporta-

tion.

Wherever such construction was found practicable,

the interiors of the steamship President Hoover and
the steamship President Coolldge not only incorporated

the structural features of the hull, but in several

spaces emphasized these features. For example, ceiling

of the smoking room, every deck beam is enclosed in

hardw'ood and the beam spaces are beautifully cored

in hardwood paneling, thus adding apparent height to

the ceiling and providing ideal recesses for some very
original and effective lighting fixtures. Another in-

stance is the boxing of the fore and aft girders to form
a very effective beamed ceiling in the lobbies and main
entrance foyer. A third example is the treatment of

the port lights in the dining room space, where the re-

cess in the wall treatment boldly emphasizes and beau-
tifully decorates the actual ship structure in the way
of the ports.

The Ship's Bathroom

On the other hand, in the treatment of bathrooms,
conventional marine interior decorators have clung
to paint on the steel work and open plumbing with til-

ing on the floor only. About seven years back a few
bold spirits began to demand color tile treatment of

ship's baths. So far as we know, the first instance of

complete tiling of bathrooms afloat was in the rebuild-

ing of the passenger accommodations on the steamship
City of Honolulu at the Los Angeles Shipbuilding &
Dry Dock Company's yard in 1927. All bathroom spaces

on the new Dollar liners are either completely or par-

tially tiled on floors and partitions. All plumbing is

completely concealed and yet, as already explained, all

plumbing connections are easily accessible without dis-

turbing any of the tiling.

The unusual color schemes and the bold, unique com-
binations of certain architectural features are so con-

trolled and tempered in the governing motif of the

complete design that the resultant impact on passenger
or visitor is one of peculiar pleasure and approval.

One feels that here is a distinctly different treatment
than one expects to find aboard ship and is immediate-

ly brought to the realization that it is very beautifully

different.

For many years the marine world has known that the

Pacific Coast shipyards could build hulls and produce

propulsion machinery that would measure up to the

best. Now the world will be shown that Pacific Coast

Marine Interior Architects and Decorators have pro-

duced passenger liner interiors which can proudly

challenge comparison.



Lighting the Dollar Liners

*Managcr, Eastern Office, Ncla Park Engineering Department,
General Electric Company.

Fixtures of Modern Design and Economical Arrangement Illuminate Passenger

Accommodations of the Steamships President Hoover and President Coolidge

% A. L Powell*

IN
discussing the lighting of the steamship Excali-

bur in the March, 1931, issue of Pacific Marine
Review, the writer pointed out that American pas-

senger ships must take a lead from foreign practice
and become more up-to-date in their decorations and
appointments if the.v are to meet the present severe
competition. It was indeed a pleasure to inspect the
new steamship President Hoover and see how success-
fully the designers and decorators, A. F. Marten Co.
of San Francisco, in cooperation with the Newport
News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co. had accomplished
their work. One had the feeling that they had kept in

mind some of the best features of the recent French
and German boats, had eliminated the freakish ele-

ments, and developed something more rational and
better suited to the American taste. The result is what
might be ternied an original American conception of

the modern spirit in decoration. They have taken ad-

vantage of the decorative possibilities of various rare

Bedroom of one of the French suites featuring ceiling fixture, wall

brackets, bed lamps, and dressing table lamps.

woods and have combined these with colorful modern
treatment of fabrics.

Lighting has been by no means neglected; and the
accompanying illustrations show many unique devel-

opments. In general, the lighting is most satisfactory.

There is no monotony of system. Direct, semi-indirect,

and totally indirect lighting are all applied to various
areas. The fixtures themselves are pleasing unlighted
and, as a whole, well designed for their illuminating

properties. Built-in lighting has been applied where
suitable, and touches of light for decoration are in

evidence.

It is hard to realize what an advance has taken place

within the last few years, and no better illustration

of the growing appreciation of the art of lighting can
be obtained than by comparing this installation with
one which represents standard practice a decade ago.

The illustrations show a few representative areas of

the ship. The furniture throughout was designed and
constructed by the A. F. Marten Co. in their San Fran-
cisco factory and shipped East. The lighting fixtures

were made by Cox, Nostrand & Gunnison from designs

developed by the decorators.

Space will not permit a detailed description of the

many interesting public areas, yet it seems desirable

to analyze in some detail the decorations and furnish-

ings of the continental lounge or grand salon, which
is more or less typical of, although different from, the

other important rooms. The room as a whole is 60 by
70 feet with a ceiling of 121l> feet in the outer portion

with a central light-well. This is covered by a leaded

art glass skylight of dome shape rising to a height of

One end of first class lounge, featuring illuminated console and 22 feet. White, light amber, and light flesh tones of

indirect ceiling luminaires. glass are used in this. Several feet above the art glass
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The smoking room of the Dol-
lar liners is finished in dark Bu-
binga paneling. Adequate illum-

ination is secured by the use of

unusually large ceiling fixtures

in cylindrical form nested in the

coved ceiling.

window is a protecting roof with a number of circular

ports through which daylight enters. A series of shal-

low reflectors with 40-watt Mazda lamps are mounted
in the spaces between these ports to illuminate the
area at night. The side walls around the light-well

curve inward slightly and are finished in white with
gold decorations. A number of decorative ventilator

grilles, which also conceal loud speakers, are inserted.

This whole surface is lighted from a cove, the edge of
which forms an interesting ornamental motif, and 25-

watt Mazda lamps on 8-inch centers are used. The cen-
tral floor area has a removable rug and is used for

dancing.

A moving pictuie screen on a roller is hidden in the
alcove ceiling for use when desired. In our view of
the opposite end of the room are several large mirrors

so constructed that the upper sections may be lowered

to permit projection of sound movies from the booth

behind this wall. Between the mirrors is an interest-

ing Fifteenth Century Sumatran hanging, below which
will be noted a luminous console table. This is made of

1-inch thick glass carved and etched with a decorative

design. It is mounted in a frame of mahogany and a

number of small lamps are placed at the sides and
across the bottom.

For general lighting, twelve totally indirect ceiling

luminaires of brass of unique contour are used. On the

ceiling directly above each fixture is a raised design in

gold which seems to tie the fixture in with the decora-

tive scheme most effectively. On the sides of the room
are single wall units which consist of short frosted

glass cylinders.
[The Magazine of Light]

The first class dining saloon has
a central well, lined with mirrors.

A scheme of indirect and semi-

indirect ceiling illumination is

used in this part of the space.

The wing spaces are illuminated

by wall and ceiling fixtures of

the semi-indirect type.



Ten Years with I. M. M.
A Short Account of the Developments of the Decade in

Americas Largest Marine Operator

assigned to special work in the Atlantic. This service,

and post-war occupations, occupied so many years that

the decade now under consideration was well advanced
before the ships could be returned to the Intercoastal

route. This was done in October, 1923, and it is from
that date that the present chronicle of the Panama Pa-

cific Line has principally to deal.

Attracting a New Clientele

By maintaining transatlantic standards in catering

to the comfort of its passengers, with a skill that had
come from half a century of experience, the Panama
Pacific Line established itself in the new field on a

foundation of service so firm it could not be shaken.

Its traveling public was unlike that in the transatlan-

tic trade, being largely made up of home folk, who
could not be termed "regular travelers." To this type

of passenger the novelty of a voyage on a great ship,

with a varied table, international in character and with
stewards long trained in bestowing flattering personal

attention on travelers, opened a door to new and allur-

ing prospects in ocean travel.

As a result, the public flocked to the Panama Pacific

Line. The same may be said of shippers, for the line

presented the hitherto unattainable service of coast to

coast delivery of freight on regular, fast passenger
schedules. The line prospered from the start in its

freight carrying, as in its passenger business.

In less than five years after resumption of the Pan-
ama Pacific sailings, business warranted the construc-

tion of new and larger ships. Here the experience of

years was drawn upon, and three vessels were designed
—the California, Virginia, and Pennsylvania, electric

liners, at that time the only ones of their kind, and
then the three largest merchant vessels built under the
American flag.

The Panama Pacific Line is still the only line operat-

ing an express passenger and freight service exclusive-

ly between New York and Pacific Coast ports; the only
line with a complete fleet of electric-drive ships, and
the only intercoastal line with docks in New York City.

Creating the "White Collar Business"

No review of the past ten years in the company's his-

tory would be complete without consideration of its

leadership in the creation of the now popular and im-

portant "white collar" element in tourist travel across
the Atlantic.

Ten years ago the whole world was in a ferment of

national complexes. The war had given men and na-

tions new ways of thinking. Whereas before 1914, the
United States welcomed the alien, found him a home,
and guided him on the road to citizenship, in 1921 sen-

timent was crystallizing against a liberal policy in im-

migration, and laws had been enacted, or were in con-

templation, making drastic cuts in the flow of emi-
grant travel from Europe—the old-time third class bus-

iness that was the backbone of most of the important
transatlantic lines.

This was a blow to these shipping interests somewhat

vast proportions, and the Finland and Kroonland were akin to that dealt the great breweries of the United
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THE September-October issue of "The Ocean Fer-

ry," travel magazine published by the Interna-

tional Mercantile Marine Company, marks the

tenth anniversary of that publication and contains a

very interesting article by P. V. G. Mitchell, vice-presi-

dent of the I.M.M., reviewing these ten years of mer-

chant marine progress. This article is an abstract of

Mr. Mitchell's review.

It has been a kaleidoscopic decade, begun in the re-

ceding tide of a feverish post-war prosperity and con-

tinuing through a long period of inevitable readjust-

ment, apparently now happily drawing toward its close.

In those years the world's chief shipping companies,

as well as those of less importance, have felt the effects

of profound and fundamental changes that have been

in progress. The International Mercantile Marine Com-
pany is no exception, but through all the altered condi-

tions of the time, it has maintained its position, while

achieving certain outstanding results that seem destin-

ed to have a far-reaching, beneficial effect on the Am-
erican merchant marine and on world travel.

Nationalism, stimulated by the war, has been the

mainspring of world shipping in the past ten years.

Each of the maritime nations of Europe has sought to

increase its volume of tonnage and its sea-borne trade.

The United States of America has done the same. The
achievement of this country in putting on the seas in

the war period a vast, specially-built merchant fleet,

in time to affect the outcome of the great struggle be-

tween the nations, had a logical reaction in the minds
of Americans, expressed in an earnest desire to see

their flag carried by a prosperous merchant marine on

the world's principal trade routes. This desire resulted

in much needed legislation under which it became pos-

sible to build large American ships and keep them em-

ployed, with a reasonable prospect of fair return for the

money invested.

Creating a Great Line

Under these conditions it was possible for the Inter-

national Mercantile Marine Company to develop the

Panama Pacific Line, operating between New York and
California ports by way of the Panama Canal.

The rise of the Panama Pacific Line must be given

a leading place in the history of modern American ship-

ping. Founded in the year the Panama Canal was open-

ed to commercial traffic, 1915, the line was the first to

operate passenger ships between New York and Cali-

fornia ports by the Canal route, which as we know, re-

duced the old Cape Horn voyage of 13,135 miles by a

matter of 7873 miles. It is a matter of official record

that the Kroonland, the first ship dispatched in the

new service, was the first ocean-going passenger ves-

sel to make the transit of the Canal from the Atlantic

to the Pacific. The date was February 2, 1915. The Fin-

land followed.

Enough voyages had been made to show the import-

ance of the route when earth slides blocked the Canal

and brought the service to what seemed a temporary

halt. But by this time the world war was growing to
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States as a result of the Eighteenth Amendment. A
very large portion of the investment in transatlantic

liners had been made with a view to handling normal
third class business as it existed before the war. Chang-
ed laws, cutting immigration to a third and later to less

than a quarter of its former limits, made much less va-

luable the extensive plants aboard ship for taking care

of that special business.

Readjustment, therefore, was called for on a drastic

scale. What was to be done with the vacant third class

((uarters on transatlantic ships? It was a question long

pondered before an answer was found, and it is an un-

questioned fact that the answer came from the Inter-

national Mercantile Marine Company, which originated

the plan of making "white collar" business take the

place of third class—to induce the average American to

travel in the idle space, improved for his occupancy.

How this was accomplished is a matter of record.

The first party of white collar tourists traveling in the

improved third class quarters—soon to be known as

Tourist Third and now known as Tourist Class—travel-

ed on an International Mercantile Marine Company
ship, the Regina, out of Montreal for England. The date
of her sailing was June 21, 1924. This was followed by
the Minnekahda from New York, July 3.

Here was the beginning of one of the great funda-
mental changes of the decade in transatlantic travel.

The development ofthewhite collar tourist trade is so

recent that no extended review of its progress is need-

ed here. Suffice it to say that in 1930 the total move-
ment of tourist third cabin business across the Atlantic

was as follows: Ea.stward 127,418; Westward 138,345.

As a matter of course, the International Mercantile Ma-
rine Company lines led in this new type of business,,

carrying a total of 60,522 tourist passengers in 1930.

The I. M. M. lines have held the record for these car-

ryings for six years past.

Adding Value to Travel Dollars

Paralleling the development of the "white collar"

tourist trade, was a general grading up of values in ac-

commodation for all travelers who count their travel

cash. The process which has extended throughout be-

gan with the appearance of the Minnekahda of the At-

lantic Transport Line—another International Mercan-
tile Marine Company ship—as the first liner devoted
exclusively to tourist traffic.

In 1924, a new classification in transatlantic ships

was created, for there had been no "Tourist" liner be-

fore the Minnekahda.
In keeping with the trend of the times toward dem-

ocracy as well as moderate rates, second class on a
number of the company's leading liners was converted
into tourist—thus removing a barrier to American pat-

ronage—for Americans are not fond of the term sec-

ond class—while at the same time making further
available superior quarters at very moderate rates.

The marking up of travel dollar's purchasing power
was extended by the International Mercantile Marine
Company with equal success to what may be termed the
medium class ships. Vessels that had made their repu-
tation in carrying first class, as well as other classes,

were assigned to the cabin class group. The beautiful

Lapland of the Red Star Line was an outstanding ex-

ample. The White Star Line's "Big Four" to Liverpool
long noted for the club-like quality of their first class

service, became cabin ships. This change and the con-

version of the Lapland emphasized to a marked degree
the radical change that was going on toward increasing
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the quality of medium class accommodation. Quarters
formerly bracketed as first class became obtainable at

rates about one-half those prevailing in first class on
the monster ships.

This grading down of price and grading up of qua-
lity given for the dollar, was never more strikingly em-
phasized than with the appearance, in 1929, of the
White Star liner Britannic. Built as a cabin liner, this

mammoth ship, of 27,000 tons gross measurement, out-
classed in her appointments the express liners of a few
years before. She was the largest British motor vessel,

and the world's lai-gest cabin liner. She and her sister

ship, the Georgic, scheduled for service in 1932, easily
stand at the head of the cabin liners, a position they
seem destined to hold for a long time to come.

One gratifying feature of the decade has been the
steadiness with which the three great express ships of
the White Star Line—the Magnificent Trio, Majestic,
Olympic, and Homeric—have maintained their sched-
ules between NewYork and English Channel ports. This
regularity has been a boon to travelers. It also consti-
tutes a tribute to the business ability of the men res-
ponsible for the operation of those great ships.

Adding to the Company's Fleet

Some of the constructive changes in the Internation-
al Mercantile Marine Company in the past ten years,
besides those already noted, may be mentioned here to
complete the record.

In 1928 the company, following a policy of reducing
its foreign flag tonnage, while increasing its American
holdings, sold the White Star Line to British capita-
lists, though retaining general management of the line's

affairs in the United States.

In 1930, in pursuance of its fixed policy to take every
possible step in the direction of developing its Ameri-
can-flag interests, the company effected a merger with
the Roosevelt Steamship Company, thereby adding to
its fleet 17 American-flag vessels.

Steps were taken under the new arrangement toward
further expansion of the company's affiliations with
American-flag interests, by the founding of the Balti-
more Mail Line, to operate in the transatlantic trade
between Baltimore and Norflok and Hamburg, which
calls at Havre. Five ships, obtained from the U. S. Ship-
ping Board, were rebuilt for the new line, of which the
I. M. M. Co. became general agent. The first sailing of
the new line, from Baltimore, July 2, 1931, was hailed
with acclaim by its home port and opened a new chap-
ter in the development of trade between Baltimore and
Europe.
In the decade the I. M. M. Co. has opened new offices

at Pacific Coast ports, with new general headquarters
for the Coast at San Francisco; has taken over from
agency management the handling of the freight busi-
ness of the Panama Pacific Line on the Pacific Coast
and has kept intact and strengthened its nation-wide
organization for the handling of its passenger and
freight business.

At the present writing the company numbers in its

official family, afloat and ashore, no less than 14.036
employes, including sea-going staffs of its allied lines.

This is exclusive of nearly 7000 passenger and freight
agents who serve it as occasion arises. The company's
fleet now numbers 45 vessels, of 418,320 gross tons; the
vessels which it manages, as owner or agent, inclusive

of the Baltimore Mail Fleet and the ships of the White
Star Line, number 63 with an aggregate measurement
of 796,494 gross tons.



The National Transportation Problem

A Digest of the Marine Phases of Replies to a Questionnaire Submitted to the

Principal Pacific Coast Shippers by the Pacific Traffic Association

THE Pacific Traffic Association, membership in

which is almost equally divided into three groups
—railroad men, steamship men, and commercial

or industrial traffic men (with a small but adequate
group of motor truck, airway, and express transporta-

tion men), is carrying on a series of educational meet-

ings in San Francisco to discuss various phases of the

"National Traffic Problem." These meetings are part

of a national program, the purpose of which is "to

bring about a more general knowledge of all phases of

this subject."

The first meeting was held July 28; and in opening
this meeting. President Wilkens of the Pacific Traffic

Association described the purpose as follows:

There has always been, from the various carriers,

a demand that the public express opinions on transpor-

tation matters and it was felt in this connection that

the objects of this program might be best reached by
having industrial traffic men and the representatives

of commercial organizations and firms undertake to

present at the first meeting their views on present-

day conditions, their comments on the past, their sug-

gestions for the future, and, in general, describe to us

how the National Ti'ansportation Problem looks to men
who, though users of and interested in transportation,

are not employed by any carrier nor influenced in

their opinions by an immediate personal concern in

any of those problems which affect a carrier without
affecting the public at large."

In order to achieve this purpose, the committee in

charge had prepared a questionnaire and mailed it to

150 traffic managers, none of whom were in any way
connected with any common carrier.

William C. Hubner, traffic manager of the A. M.
Castle Company, then prepared a paper presenting a

digest of these replies to this questionnaire, and this pa-

per was read and discussed at the meeting.

Regulation of Carriers

The third and fourth sections of the questionnaire
were directed toward ascertaining the opinion of ship-

pers on present and future governmental regulation of

transportation agencies and on taxation. Much of the

material developed by these sections is of vital inter-

est to steamship operators as reflecting the opinion of

their shippers concerning one of their major operating
problems. We therefore present an abstract of Mr.
Hubner's papers covering these sections, as follows:

"Our third question attempted to ascertain the opin-

ion of shippers toward present and future delivery
regulations of transportation agencies. In our ques-
tion, 'What is your attitude toward the existing regu-

latory acts as applied to rail transportation?' we in-

cluded the ([uestion.s, 'Is it too severe to meet modern
transportation requirements?' 'Does it allow suffici-

ent flexibility?' 'Are you in favor of less regulation

of rail carriers?' The replies to these questions were,

in most instances, both lengthy and complete and indi-

cated that the industrial traffic men of our association

have already given no little thought to these questions.

Approximately 90 per cent, of the replies stated

specifically that the present regulatory acts are not

too severe to meet modern transportation requirements
and most of them indicated that the writers had in

mind the evils existing before the existence of the

present statutes and the potential danger to the pub-

lic if there were not such complete and stringent reg-

ulations as now exist. Many shippers coupled with
their statements that the existing regulations for rail

carriers are not too severe, the statement that such
regulations are sufficient and necessary in and of

themselves but are too severe in comparison with the

regulations under which competing carriers operate.

On this subject we quote literally pai't of one of the

answers

:

'Existing regulations covering rail lines are not too

severe, nor do they unnecessarily restrict rail carriers

in and of themselves, but they are too severe in com-
parison with the regulations governing other carriers.

In theory all common carriers are the same, are creat-

ed for the same purpose and in the same manner, do
the same work; therefore, they should all be governed
by the same set of regulations amended so as to cover
the individual peculiarities inherent in the nature of
their business. I believe that all should be governed
by regulations exactly the same, in many respects, and
that a general code of laws should cover all of them.
Exceptions could and should be provided in such a
code at the time it wa.s published and further excep-
tions and amendments made as they appeared neces-
sary. For example, all could be governed by a uniform
code referring to the publication and maintenance of

transportation rates, but it would be obviously im-
proper to enforce on motor truck and steamship car-

riers the safety appliance regulations designed for
railroads.

'Generally speaking, we do not believe the existing

regulatory acts as applied to rail transportation are
too severe, in and of themselves. However, they are
too severe to allow sufficient flexibility in the matter
of meeting unregulated carrier competition. We do not
favor less regulation of rail carriers but, on the other

hand, we believe in the regulation of unregulated car-

riers.'

The following statement on this point introduces an-

other view:

'If the railroads were not subject to government
regulations they could perhaps fight each other like

the steamship lines do and cut rates here and there

and be worse off than they are today. Sometimes I feel

that they should be permitted to meet truck competi-

tion and every other competition in the way that seems
best suited to them, just as private business can do.

However, when it comes to making money, it strikes

the writer as being doubtful as to just what the in-
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creased net revenue would be if rail rates were slashi'd

to take in the business now hauled by trucks.'

Section 15-A. I.C.A.

Three of those replies to our questionnaire were most

complete, indicated that while the existing regulatory

acts are in the main satisfactory and not too severe

there should be an immediate amendment or repeal

of Section 15-A of the Interstate Commerce Act. The
arguments employed on this topic are familiar to most
of us and need not be repeated. We simply mention

this point to indicate that Section 15-A is objection-

able to some of our industrial traffic managers and
business men, even as it is to the carriers who believe

that they suffer through it. The writers of those state-

ments indicated that they believed Section 15-A, car-

ried to a conclusion, has the effect of bringing about

some of the objectionable conditions now confronting

our rail carriers. We might continue at great length

on this topic, since our replies were both numerous and
lengthy, but they are summarized in the statement
made above to the effect that it is believed that the

regulations are correct and not too severe, in and of

themselves, but are too severe and objectionable only

when compared with the regulation or lack of regula-

tion under which competing forms of transportation

operate. There were many lengthy and well reasoned
opinions indicating that if other transportation agen-

cies could not be regulated to some degree in accord-

ance with the rail line regulations, then rail line regu-
lations should be amended in many respects so as to

make them less stringent and more flexible.

Regulation of Steamship Lines

The next question asked was, "Do you believe that

regulation of steamship transportation is desirable?
If so, to what extent?" Coupled with this question was
the question, "Do you believe that regulation of steam-
ship transportation is practical?" A majority of the

answers indicated that the writers believe some form
of regulation of steamship transportation to be both
necessary and desirable. There was, however, a great
diversity of opinion as to what authority would make
and enforce such I'egulations and what subjects and
points such regulations should cover. There was a gen-

eral agreement on the fact that under existing laws
adequate regulation of steamship carriers is almost
impossible. Parts of some of the minority opinions on
this point are quoted literally.

'Regulation of steamship transportation is desirable

to the extent that it will remove any doubt as to the
service in the transportation of like commodities. Reg-
ulation of steamships for the purpose of restricting

service or maintaining rates at higher levels as a

means of holding certain traffic to the rail carriers

is undesirable. I see no reason why moderate regula-

tion of steamship transportation would not be practi-

cal.'

'As to the steamship lines, I believe it unfair to per-

mit them to operate completely untrammeled, but in

view of the different character of their service as

compared with that of the rail lines, in my opinion
their regulation should not be exactly the same.'

'From the shipper's standpoint and that of the rail

carrier, we believe the steamship lines should be reg-

ulated to an extent comparable with rail regulation,

and we believe it would be practical to do so. This
applies to intercoastal, coastal, and waterway lines.'

'We know of no demand on the part of our people
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for regulation of steamship lines, such as led to the

adoption of the Interstate Commerce Act. However,

such regulation would be practical.'

'I do not believe that governmental regulation of

steamship transportation is at all desirable. Certainly

there is no public demand therefor and the only advo-

cates of such regulation are the railroads and a minoi--

ity of the steamship companies. Whether or not the

regulations of steamship transportation companies is

practical is a question that may only be decided by a

system of trial and error. It is obvious that regulation

and consequent compliance with requirements of regu-

latory bodies must result in increased expense to the

steamship companies, and that said expense must be

reflected in their charges for transportation.

'Regulation has been divided by the courts into two

phases: One having to do with the physical operation

of the utility and the other directed to the financial

return of the utility, both phases being regulated only

in the interest of the public. When this is applied to

steamship transportation we have little criticism of

the manner in which a steamship is operated, so regu-

lation is not needed for the first phase. If it can be

shown that rates being charged by a steamship com-

pany are unreasonably discriminatory or preferential

to such an extent as to injure the public, public interest

demands that they be changed. Approximately 100 per

cent, of the steamship business is competitive with the

railroads and only a very small amount of the total

freight moved by the railroads and their connections

is in direct competition with the steamships. We be-

lieve the present policy announced by Congress to

foster and preserve both steamship and rail transpor-

tation can be carried out under the present act with-

out additional legislation in behalf of the steamship

lines. Regulation of steamship companies as common
carriers is predicated upon their being, in fact, com-

mon carriers. The majority of the steamship lines of

the past and many of the present have been and are

industrial carriers; that is, not operating in public

interest but in the interest of a proprietary company.
In order to regulate such lines as common carriers it

will be necessary to divorce their proprietary interests

as private carriers and make them common carriers.'

Panama Canal Question

One question asked the opinion of members with re-

spect to the law which prohibits steamers owned by
rail lines to operate through the Panama Canal. We
find general agreement in the theory that such a law
is in the interests of a majority of the public. There is

some expression indicating a belief that this law, while

sound and necessary when made, may have to some
degree outlived its usefulness. The proponents of that

theory suggest that this rule was intended to prevent

the transcontinental railroad companies from restrict-

ing the steamship lines in an effort to compete for the

vast tonnage moving between our Atlantic and Pacific

Coast States. They point out that the situation today

is that the steamship companies have made it impos-

sible for the railroad companies to handle the same
transcontinental tonnage; that the law, while designed

to bring about an equality of opportunity, has in effect

penalized the rail lines too severely and aided the

steamship lines too much. The majority opinion, how-

ever, is clear on the point that the law should be con-

tinued in force. The allegation is made that the case

with respect to this Panama Canal rule typifies the

statement that existing rail regulation has not kept up

(Please turn to Page 478)



Pacific Coast

Products in World Trade
Some International News Affecting Exporters

Tanker Tonnage Ihrough Panama Canal.—4,884.113

tons of tanker cargo originating in the Pacific Area
transited the Panama Canal during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1931. Of this total, mineral oils and
their distillates accounted for approximately 98 per

cent., or 4,761,135 tons, approximately 81 per cent, of

which originated in California and 19 per cent, in Peru
and Ecuador. This oil tonnage was destined as fol-

lows: 63.6 per cent, to the United States; 24.1 per cent,

to Europe; 7.7 per cent, to Canada; and the balance,

4.6 per cent., to the West Indies, Cristobal, and South
America.

Of the mineral oils carried in tankers through the

Canal during the fiscal year 1931, approximately 70
per cent, was gasoline, benzine, or naphtha; 15 per
cent, crude oil; 13 per cent, gas and fuel oils; and the

remaining 2 per cent, lubricating oils or kerosene.

The balance of the oil cargo tonnage was made up
of 45,911 tons of coconut oil and 12,652 tons of molasses
from the Philippine Islands to the United States; 30,-

815 tons of molasses from the Hawaiian Islands to

Europe; and 19,000 tons of whale oil from Australasia
to the United States.

Vancouver-Sydney Service,—The steamship Niagara
and the motorship Aorangi, two passenger and cargo
liners operating under the Canadian Australasian Roy-
al Mail Line between Vancouver, Australia, and New
Zealand, have been taken over by a new company in-

corporated under the name Canadian Australasian
Line, Ltd., and will continue operation on regular
schedule. The new line will be jointly owned by the
Union Steamship Company of New Zealand and the
Canadian Pacific Railway.

Shanghai Lumber Market Better.—According to U.
S. Commerce Reports, approximately 111,000,000 feet
of lumber, consisting principally of Douglas fir and
hemlock, arrived in Shanghai from American Pacific
Coast ports during the first six months of 1931, with
an additional 4,500,000 feet from the Philippine Is-

lands finding its way into the market, according to

figures obtained from the Chinese Maritime Customs.
This represents a substantial increase over imports
for the same period in 1930, which totaled approxi-
mately 85,000,000 feet, of which 5,500,000 feet were
from the Philippine Islands. In 1929—a record year for
impoi-ts of lumber into Shanghai—130,000,000 feet were
imported during the first six months, or only slightly

more than during the present season. Stocks on hand
at the end of 1930 were estimated at approximately 60,-

000,000 feet, while present stocks are estimated at from
70,000,000 to 75,000,000 feet, which indicates that al-

most the entire amount imported has been consumed.

FisoJ year ended June 30—
Conmodity.

1929 1930. 1931.

ionj/on.. Loajlon.. lontloaj.
ManufactuTM of iron and Bted 1.8S5.532 2,349,566 2.128.712 1.320.091
Mineral oiJa 717,080 806,744 682.742 485.520

Coilon 2S9.225 331.652 248.345 298.877

Cement 280.(S2 379.968 412,347 206.4S3

Sulphur 207.257 238.231 215.831 190,690
Machinery 188,442 180.805 139,928
CoaJandcoke 2S2.740 227.883 224.439 122.179
Tobacco. 78,943 129,433 118,322 116,946
Automobilea [exclusive of accessories) 124.5S3 250,688 203,089 104,002

87.136 121.472 120,373 100.311
Textiles 124. e68 137.886 120,750 94.254
Sugar . .. . 44.951 150,402 101,150 87.436
Ammonia

, , . 91.776 108.862 153.437 79.100
Railroad material 188,561 239.074 194.578 77,838
Scrap metal 48,168 83,829 196.676 46,904
Allolber , 3,208,489 3.371,045 3.184.439 2.470.176

Total 8,310,134 9.882.520 9.475.725 6.680.429

Commodities transiting Panama Canal Atlantic to the Pacific.

Fiscal year ended June 30—

4.824,338
2,747,485
1,862.147

Nitrate .• SN.i'.'.r.' .•'.•,.•4 --..
1 ,;: :. 1.375.450

1,033,013
Canned goods (fish, trjil, vegetables, etc.) 771.793 921.217 806, SDj 876.644
Metals, various 557,498
Food products in cold storage "... . . 288,952 315.675 335,061 384.526
Fruit, fresh . . 93,457 211.854 144. 8oO 286.049
Fnijt. driH 272.644 304.956 206.384 282.791
Barley . ,

. 237.262 260,142 275.064 235.364
Beans 127.168 154.782 112.679 171.335
Wool 167.931 150,712 145,071 157.129
CoScc 132,862 136.369 102.646 149.215
Flout 112,191 110.183 103.486 146.640
Rice . . 113,606 89.795 116,330
Paper 101.422 114.301
Copra 119,586 109.172 113.587
Pulp 108.861 109.163

95.724 109,825 103.408 95.622
Another 1,125.990 1.189.978 1.348.993 1.326.952

Total 21.320.575 20.780,486 20.554.507 18.402.371

' Does not include fresh fruit

Commodities transiting Panama Canal Pacific to Atlantic.

The fact that building construction in Shanghai has
been proceeding on an unprecedentedly extensive basis

during the past six months accounts in lai'ge measure
for the increased imports during this period. The sub-

stantial drop in ocean freight rates also operated to

hasten shipments on forward bookings during this

period.

Canadian Valuation on Grape Imports.—On and
after September 12, imports of grapes may not be in-

voiced at less than 5 cents a pound, if in bulk, or 7

cents a pound if in baskets or other packages. These
values apply at production point, and grape imports

will be subject to dumping duties if invoiced at lower

values. Canadian duties against Pacific Coast fresh

pears and apples are practically prohibitive.

Two Hopeful Signs.—As of September 15, Japanese
idle tonnage totaled 271 vessels of approximately 203,-

000 gross tons, showing a slight improvement as
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against 219,000 gross tons in June last.

A wireless dispatch from London, published recently

in the New York Times, announces that the Blue Star

Line has recommissioned seven of its laid up liners.

Four of these entered service early in September, the

other three during October.

Hea\T Sugar Crop in Hawaii.—The 1931-1932 sugar

crop of Hawaii is now estimated to exceed 1,000,000

tons. The canned pineapple output will be about 13,-

000,000 cases.

Mi

made by the German Government, the question was
considered by the International Labor Conference in

1928 and again in the following year when, in spite of

certain opposition from the employer's representatives,

the Conference adopted the present convention.

The main operative provision requires that any pack-

age of one metric ton or more, consigned within the

territory of any country which ratifies the Convention,

for transport by sea or inland waterways, shall have

its gross weight plainly marked on it before it is loaded

on a vessel.

China Showinsr Improvements.—The United States

trade commissioners from several Chinese centers re-

port increased activity in trade. Silk sales to both Eu-

rope and America have improved somewhat and ap-

proximately 60 per cent, of Shanghai's filatures are

now in operation with a good cocoon crop promised

for this fall. During September, 75 American automo-

biles were sold to a new hire-car service in Shanghai.

August exports of beans, bean products, and kaoliang

at Dairen are much heavier than for the same period

last year.

World Maritime Conference Called for 1933.—The
International Labor Office at Geneva, which has al-

ready promulgated six international conventions deal-

ing with maritime affairs, has announced that it has

been found inadvisable, if not materially impossible,

to convene its proposed world-wide conference on mari-

time questions wherein labor plays an important part.

Originally planned for a twelve weeks consecutive

session in 1932, the conference would have clashed in

point of time and interests involved with the World
Disarmament Conference to be held at the League of

Nations in Switzerland beginning February next. The
governing body of the Labor Office has decided there-

fore to postpone the Maritime Conference from 1932

to 1933.

The six international agreements concerning mari-

time matters which have been drafted by the Labor
Office to date are

(1) Minimum Age at Sea, with 22 ratifications

(2) Employment of Seamen, with 19 ratifications

(3) Minimum Age (Stokers), with 25 ratifications

(4) Seamen's Articles, with 13 ratifications

(5) Repatriation of Seamen, with 12 ratifications

(6) Prevention Dockers' Accidents, with 3 ratifica-

tions.

International Convention for Weight Marking of

Heavy Package Freight.—Within a few weeks there

will enter into force the International Convention re-

specting the obligatory marking of gross weights on
sea shipments of heavy package freight. The figures

will refer specifically either to pounds or kilogrammes.

The International Labor Office at Geneva announces
that with the receipt of the Japanese Government's ad-

hesion, the agreement will be registered inmmediately

and included in the Treaty Series of the League of Na-

tions.

It is a matter of moment, worth noting in passing,

that the United States, though not a member state,

registers all treaties, accords, and agreements with

foreign countries at the League depository.

The object of the Weight-Marking Convention is to

protect dock-workers against accidents due to over-

loading of cranes and other mechanical appliances

used for lifting and lowering goods in the loading or

unloading of vessels. As the result of a suggestion

Notes on Marine Engineering

Trends
High Pres.sure Steam Generators.—Constant im-

provement is being made both in America and in Europe
in the design of high pressure, water-tube boilers, the

tendency being toward the flash type. A Benson flash

type experimental boiler installation was fitted about

a year ago on a Hamburg-American cargo-passenger

liner operating out of Hamburg to the River Plate.

This steamer had four German water-tube boilers op-

erating at 400 pounds pressure. The new boiler was
put in the place of one of the old boilers. It generates

steam at 3200 pounds, the critical pressure at which

steam generated occupies the same volume as water.

This steam is used in the turbine at 600 pounds pres-

sure. It is claimed that for seven months operation this

one experimental installation supplied all the steam

necessary for the operation of the vessel.

On the basis of this and other experimental work,

American and European marine engineers can see the

day approaching when a flash-type boiler will sur-

round the turbine to which it is supplying steam. The

boiler and turbine being designed as a unit, mounted

on the condenser and connected to the propeller shaft

by either mechanical or electrical speed reduction

equipment.

Testing Marine Engines.—Shop tests of marine en-

gines—steam i-eciprocating, steam turbine, and diesel

—

have generally throughout the world been carried out

on massive test blocks of very solid construction. A re-

cent article on "The Navy's attitude toward American

Diesels" by L. H. Morrison, published in the July 7

issue of "Power," makes the novel suggestion that ma-

rine engines should, like automobile engines, be tested

on a shop block simulating as nearly as possible the

more or less flexible and moving foundation upon which

they are to operate in the ship.

Naval Fuel Economy Record.—The new British de-

stroyer Acheron is equipped with high pressure steam

boilers and geared turbines. On this vessel the boilers

are of the Thornycroft, small tube, 3-drum, British Ad-

miralty type redesigned for 500 pounds steam pressure

and for superheating to 750 degrees Fahrenheit steam

temperature. The turbines are 4-stage, single reduction

gear Parsons, two units driving twin screws. On the

full power trial, the fuel consumption was 0.608 pound

of oil per shaft horsepower hour for all purposes on

a water rate of 7.77 pounds per shaft horsepower, with

the furnaces burning 0.785 pound of oil per square foot

of total heating surface and with the turbines develop-

ing 34,000 shaft horsepower.

Acheron has a displacement of 1330 tons, a length of

312 feet, and a speed of 35 knots.
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Refrigeration Simplified

A Series of Articles on the Handling of Perishable Products on

Shipboard from the Ship Operator's Standpoint

YEARS of research have shown that each perish-

able article or product has its own best preserv-
ing temperature. But here again the marine car-

rier must make a compromise in providing cold storage
space, for he may have a refrigerated cargo composed
of fifty or more materials, each having a different
"best" temperature, and with only two, three, or maybe
four cold storage rooms in which to carry it. Hence he
must skilfully classify as "cooler" 45 degrees Fahren-
heit and above; "chill" 33 to 45 degrees Fahrenheit;
"freezer" 24 to 32 degrees Fahrenheit; and "sharp
freezer" 24 degrees Fahrenheit and below. The follow-
ing table represents the best temperature for the more
common items carried under refrigeration.

Best Cold Storage Temperatures

Degrees
Fahrenheit

Hams 35-40
Lamb 30-32
Lard 36-40

Lemons 36-40

Lettuce 38
Milk 32-36
Milk, condensed 36-40

Mutton 30-32

Oleomai'garine 25-30

Oranges 32-35

Oysters, tub . . 30-34

Peaches 35-38

Pears 35-38

Peas 36-40

Pineapples ... 50

Pork 34-38

Poultry, frozen 15-20

Sausages 36-40

Strawberries 36-40

Watermelons 34-38

Yeast 28

Some items, such as bananas, may be carried for
many days without refrigeration, but they must have
a well directed movement of air. Bananas require two
cubic feet of air removal for every three cubic feet of
space so ventilated.

Temperature Meters
If a mercury thermometer is used it should be hung

in the center of the cold storage space at half height,

if possible. Should there be any suspicion as to the exis-

tence of stagnant pockets, the thermometer should be
located accordingly. In chill or cooler rooms the ther-

mometers should be placed in the suspected cold pock-
et, and in the freezer room in the suspected warm pock-

et.

Recording thermometers are indispensable. The re-

cording mechanism of the instrument should be located

outside of the refrigerated space, near the control

Degrees
Fahrenheit

Apples . 32-36

Apricots . . . . . 40-45

Beef, chill . . . . . . 34-36

Beef.frozen . . . 28
Bananas .... . 50-55
Berries . 36-40
Butter . 20-35
Cabbage .... . 34
Cantaloupes . . 34-38

Carrots 34-38

Cherries .... . 36-40

Cheese 32-36

Cream 32-36

Currants .... 34-38

Eggs . 33
Fish, fresh . , 25-30

Fish, frozen . 12-15

Game, frozen 15-20

Grapes 34-38

Grapefruit . . 35-40

Part XI— Thermometry

By L. L Westling
(Copyright 1931 by Jai

Ship
hold
thcrmo
meter.

(P)

5
valves, and should be well protected from mechanical
damage. The bulb should be located near the warmest
or the most representative location inside the refriger-

ated space. Preferably, it should be located against the

deckhead at the center of the room. The bulb connec-
tion should be extended in hangers to clear the insu-

lation by not less than one inch and should be protect-

ed from the cargo by a heavy, perforated metal casing.

In large spaces, two or more thermometers may be

used.

The operating personnel should make note of the

differences between the recorder temperatures and the

ship's hold thermometers and should indicate the cor-

A well known type of recording thermometer.
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A recording thermometer with cover open, showing mechanism.

rection on the chart after removal from the instru-

ment. Adjustment of the recorder should not be made
by operators. Recorders should be frequently checked
against calibrated thermometers at higher atmospheric
temperature and by placing the bulb in an ice bath for

the lower temperatures. Recording thermometers are

particularly valuable in noting temperature changes
in the space during the voyage, and all variations

should be explained on the chart as to their cause. The
chart is of great value to claim agents in establishing

responsibility in case of cargo loss or damage. Writ-

ten charts are a waste of ink and attendant's time.

Precautions on Delivery

Upon delivery of cargo, the carrier must insist on
an early acceptance of refrigerated cargo. Certain per-

ishables under refrigeration for extended periods fre-

quently deteriorate rapidly after removal from the

ship. It is the carrier's business to make certain that

conditions do not arise at the port of delivery that may
reflect unfavorably upon him. When entire contents
of one chamber is destined for one point of delivery,

it is often possible or advisable to regulate or shut off

the refrigeration when approaching destination to per-

mit a gradual temperature rise within the enclosed
space, and thus minimize "sweating" of the cargo
either on the ship or ashore. This requires careful con-

trol, and all fresh air inlets should be closed tightly.

It is to the carrier's interest to require inspection of

cargo immediately upon being placed ashore and to

state a maximum period of time during which claims
may be made against the carrier.

New Refrigeration Developments

There are now appearing some new developments in

refrigeration which will later seriously affect methods
of transportation of perishables. Most important of

these are the several rapid freezing processes by
which the perishable fruit, vegetable, or meat is frozen
so rapidly that the cellular structure is not ruptured
or in any other way injured and upon thawing the ma-
turing and ageing processes are resumed where they
were stopped upon freezing.

Ordinary chill refrigeration only retards maturing
processes, while the new methods apparently arrest

Marmtgffvtev

all changes. Under such conditions, the life of perish-
able foodstuffs as "fresh" material is endless if re-

tained at proper storage temperatures. Perishables so
treated are usually prepared ready for use in cooking
or table consumption and are packed for shipment
without waste materials, such as the pods on peas and
the bones in meat.

These methods will obviously concentrate the food
value of items which now carry large volume in

waste materials, and the stowage space requirements
will be reduced in proportion. However, the over-all

consumption will increase and the ship operator will

ultimately be benefited by this concentration.

The greatest effect upon ship equipment will be that

lower temperatures, say from zero to five degrees Fah-
renheit, will be a common requirement. This range of

temperatures is lowerthan most ships are now equipped
to provide. Refrigerated spaces should have not less

than six inches, preferrably eight inches, of corkboard
insulation or its equivalent to efficiently operate when
carrying near zero temperatures.

Additional room coils will be necessary in most
cases and, with the lower brine or gas temperature
and the resulting low suction pressure, the capacity of

the compressor and its associated units will be greatly

reduced. This will require a reduction of most ships'

refrigerated spaces, or additional capacity in the ma-
chinery end.

Errata.—On Page 419, October issue, fifth line from
bottom of left-hand column, should read, "or 'cooler'

space."

Indicating station for electric thermometers.



Janus System Demonstration
An Interesting Test ofCourse Broadcasting by Whistle Control for Use in Foggy Weather

Ax interesting demonstration
of the practical use of the
Janus System of broadcasting

a ship's course in foggy weather
to prevent collisions was held at
San Francisco on the morning of
October 3.

Investigations show that nearly
100 per cent, of collisions in fog
are caused by one factor; that is.

that when the captain of one ves-
sel hears the fog signal of another
vessel, he knows the approximate
bearing of that vessel, but he does
not know her course. A knowledge
of both the bearing of the other
ship and the course she is steering
are essential.

Janus System, Inc. of Seattle,
equipped two vessels operating in
the San Francisco Bay area to dem-
onstrate the practical use of this
system before marine men of the
port. The vessels equipped are the
Slocum and El Aquario of the Army
Transport Service. Through the
courtesy of the general superinten-
dent of the Army Transport Ser-
vice at Fort Mason, Colonel Ben-
nett, a number of representatives
from local steamship companies
had been invited to attend. As a
result, experts were present from
the Standard Oil Co. (of Calif.),
Dollar Line, American-Hawaiian
Line, United Fruit Company, Navy
Department, and Army Transport
Service.

This test was conducted in an
area north of California City, the
boats operating on various courses
along the sides of a square and di-
agonally across the square. The
distance between the boats was
from one to two miles. The test, be-
ing conducted in clear weather,
gave the observers an opportunity
to see the maneuvers of the boats
and presented a visual demonstra-
tion of the employment of the
Janus System in fog. The results of
this test, as shown in the tables
herewith, prove conclusively that
the Janus System can effectively
broadcast the course of the ship
upon which it is installed.

The apparatus consists of three
parts, a pilot house control panel
with four dials, a telegraph similar
to an engine room telegraph which
is used to broadcast regulation or
towing signals according to the po-

The Janus whisde, control valve, and receiving and transmitting
mechanism.

sition of the handle and hand con-

trol signals as well, and the special

Janus whistle in the conventional
position on the stack.

The control panel is similar to a

telechron time movement: the in-

tervals are timed by a small motor
which is driven by the ship's elec-

tric current. The fluctuations of

the current are compensated for by
a sensitive governor. There is also

an adjustment for retarding or
speeding up the motor, which can
be timed as accurately as a chrono-
meter. When entering fog, the navi-

gator of the ship can check the

speed of the motor and adjust it if

necessary. However, in practice it

has been found that once the speed
of the motor has been carefully ad-

justed by the installation men, no
readjustment is necessary for a
considerable time.

One of the most interesting fea-

tures of the equipment is the Janus
two-tone whistle, the sound being
produced by a high speed rotor

driven by a %-horsepower motor.

It is more economical on steam

consumption than the bell type
whistle and has better penetrating
qualities.

The Janus System uses a special
two-tone whistle in order to distin-

guish a ship broadcasting her
course in fog from a ship blowing
her whistle according to the old
method. As demonstrated during
the test, mariners will have no dif-

ficulty recognizing a Janus whistle
in fog when they hear it.

One of the most important fea-

tures of this whistle equipment is

the automatic towing signals built

into the machine. The advantage
of having towing vessels broad-
casting their course in fog, thereby
indicating in which direction the
towline is pointing behind the tow-
ing vessel, is obvious. This should
improve traffic conditions in fog
to a considerable extent. In order
to start the towing signals, it is

only necessary to place the handle
of the Janus telegraph at the mark
indicated as TOW, and course
broadcasting then proceeds in the

usual manner.
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CoorB«a broadcasted
t, SlOOOB on tho !1 Aciuarl

iTOd Couraea br
by El Aqaa

10.05 a.m.
to

10.10 •.m.
S3E. SS ty S. SS bj 3. S3S.

10.04 a.m.
to

10.13 a.m.

10.11 a.m.

10.18 a.m.
sra. !ra bj 2. ai3. ira by E.

10.14 a.m.
to

10.20 a.m.

10.20 a.m.
to

10.28 a.o.
mm. ;;:n(. ::.'.t. ::;r». :::».

10.22 a.m.
to

10.80 a.m.

10.29 a.m.
to

10.36 a.m.
n tj sj s. '.ran. W3W. W3W.

10.31 a.m
to

10.37 a.m

10.37 a.m.

10.44 a.m.
3S3. SS by 3. SE by 3. S3S.

10.39 a.m

10.45 a.m

10.45 a.m.
to

10.52 a.m.
mra. DIE. IIE by E. E1I3.

10.46 a.m
to

10.52 a.m

10.63 a.m.
to

10.57 a.m.
mm. mm, mw. 10.63 a.m

to
11.00 a.m

11.00 a.m.

11.11 a.m.
\TSW. ^ by B. S» by n. HSU. 11.02 a.m

to
11.11 a.m

!l by W. B by «. B by «.

ItSW. 3» by ».

33E. 3 by K. 33S. S3E.

H by W. HHW.

w by 3.

33E. 33K, 33B, 3 by K. 35"

aiE. :re by E t s. ene.

m by «. im by ». TOW.

Record of courses broadcasted and received by the vessels Slocum and El Aquario of

the United States Army Transport Service during a recent test of the Janus Whistle
System on San Francisco Bay.

For those not yet familiar with

the way the intervals between
whistle blasts are spaced, it is only

necessary to explain that by the

United States Inland Rule, which
will be generally used, the inter-

vals fall between 30 seconds and
60 seconds. These intervals are al-

ways one-half of those of the In-

ternational Rule. Thus, a South
course by International Rule would
be 90 seconds, by Inland Rule 45

seconds. East by International Rule
would be 75 seconds, by United
States Inland Rule 37' 2 seconds,

and so on.

Janus System officials explained

that for all purposes of practical

navigation when in close quarters

in fog, it is only necessary to know
a ship's course within limits of

some fifteen degrees, taking into

consideration the fact that in clear

weather a navigator cannot tell the

course of another vessel within

such limits, unless directly ahead
or astern of the other vessel in a

direct fore and aft position. For

timing the intervals, an ordinary

stopwatch can be used, with a

movement adjusted to 30 seconds

for the United States Inland Rule.

Thus, if one ship is equipped with

the Janus device and the other is

not, the ship not equipped can read-

ily determine the course of the

Janus equipped vessel through use

of a stopwatch as above described.

From observations during the

test it appears that very little prac-

tice is necessary to time the inter-

vals correctly when receiving a

course from another vessel. A
slight personal error the navigator

may make in using the stopwatch is

of little consequence.

Officials of the Janus System ex-

plained that they prescribe the

broadcasting of magnetic courses

on their machines on account of

the fact that the great majority of

all types of vessels still employ the

magnetic compass, although many
ships are now also equipped with

gyro-compasses.

Radio Newspaper Sent to Ships at Sea

A DAILY newspaper, especially

prepared for radio facsimile

transmission by the Schenect-

ady Union Star, has been sent daily

from General Electric's short wave
station since July 30. This news-

paper, printed in 10-point type on

sheets 8Yz by 9 inches, is compiled

late in the afternoon and contains

the latest news of the day. It is

transmitted between 9 and 11

o'clock at night over apparatus de-

veloped by Dr. E. F. W. Alexander-

son.

Reception of this radio newspap-
er is limited at present. Receivers

have been installed by the Radio-

marine Corporation on two trans-

atlantic liners, the steamship Am-
erica and the steamship Minnekah-
da, and another is being operated

in Dr. Alexanderson's department

in General Electric's research lab-

oratory here, located about three

miles from the transmitter.

The receivers are known as the

carbon facsimile recorders, devel-

oped a year or two ago by Charles

J. Young, son of Owen D. Young,
while he was an engineer connect-

ed with the company's radio depart-

ment here. The receiver is no larg-

er in size than the ordinary suit

case. It prints an exact copy of the

page sent on a roll of paper which

automatically moves through the

machine at the rate of about an
inch a minute. It prints by carbon,

an advantage over earlier facsimile

machines where photographic devel-

oping of the page was required be-

fore it could be read.

The facsimile transmitter, used

in sending the page, was developed

in the company's radio laboratory

at Schenectady, New York, by Dr.

E. F. W. Alexanderson. It is located

in the company's short wave radio

station at South Schenectady. An
Alexanderson directional antenna

is used, such as was developed for

the company's radio broadcasts to

Admiral Byrd when he was at

Little America. This increases the

transmitted signal strength about

twenty fold.

Trade Literature

Radiobeacon Navigation, — The
application of radiobeacon signals

to the safe navigation of passenger

and cai'go vessels is described in a

new pamphlet just issued by the

Lighthouse Service, of the Depart-

ment of Commerce. Outlining its

system of radiobeacons, covering

all coasts of the United States, and
explaining the manner in which
such signals are broadcast, the

Lighthouse Service goes on to il-

lustrate the many applications of

such signals to navigation. Origin-

ally designed to aid vessels in time

of fog, radiobeacons have now come

to be recognized as all-weather

aids to navigation and also as hav-

ing special significance in rescue

and other emergency work.

The new radiobeacon pamphlet is

being issued on the tenth anniver-

sary of the first placing in regular

service of radio beacons. Developed

just prior to the World War, these

signals were first applied in a prac-

tical way off the entrance to New
York Harbor, in 1921. In this ten-

year period, the system under the

control of the Lighthouse Service

has been expanded until there are

now more than ninety stations pro-

tecting the waters of the Atlantic

and Pacific coasts, the Great Lakes,

Hawaii, and the Panama Canal.



Marine Equipment

ELEVATOR TRUCKS c^ PUMPING UNITS
LIFE BOAT RADIOS c^ PAINTS and ENAMELS

New Los Angeles Harbor

Pilot Boat

BUILT by Al Larsen of Termin-
al Island, Los Angeles Harbor,
and fitted with complete pro-

pulsion and auxiliary power plant
by Fairbanks Morse, the Helen C.

Porter, new boat for the Los An-
geles Harbor Pilots, was delivered
October 1st after successful tests

of hull and machinery.

The Helen C. Porter is of sturdy
Oregon pine construction with deck
house of teak. She has four steel

bulkheads, located at frame num-
bers 10, 23, 29, and 35, dividing the
hull into five watertight compart-
ments. Her principal characteris-
tics are:

Length over all .... 64 ft. IV ^ ins.

Length on water line 60 ft.

Beam over all 16 ft. 534 ins.

Beam on water line . . 14 ft. 6 ins.

Beam molded 14 ft. IQi-. ins.

Depth molded 6 ft. lOU ins.

Draft, mean to bottom keel..

6 ft. 61 2 ins.

Displacement 61 tons

The engine room space is 19 feet

6 inches long, and as all fuel, fuel

service, air, lubricating oil, and
fresh water tanks are located in a
separate tank compartment aft of
the engine room, there is ample
room to make a good lay out of
machinery with all working parts
fully accessible.

The propulsion unit is a six-cy-

linder 10" X 121/2 '' fully reversible
new type open head combustion
Fairbanks Morse diesel with crank
case scavenging and with integral

circulating and bilge pumps. This
engine delivers 210 brake horse-

power at 260 revolutions per min-

The Helen C. Porter on her trials in Los Angeles Harbor.
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ute and drives the hull easily at 12
miles an hour sea speed.

The engine is at all times under
complete pilot house control by the

Fairbanks Morse mechanical sys-

tem.

The auxiliary power unit is a one
cylinder 5" x 6I/4" Fairbanks Morse
diesel combination unit with an
F.M. 10 cubic foot two-stage air

compressor on one end and an F.M.
5 k.w. direct current generator on
the other end.

This electric generator is supple-
mented by a 110-volt, 138-ampere
hour Exide Iron Clad storage bat-

tery. The wiring and electrical in-

stallation, including switchboard,
was by Ets Hokin and Galvan of

San Francisco and Wilmington.

Helen C. Porter has to be at sea
in any kind of weather, and special

care was therefore taken to insure
dry bilges in all compartments.

The bilge pump on the main en-

gine drains the bilges of each com-
partment through separate suction

leads. In addition there is installed

a 114 inch Fairbanks Morse centri-

fugal fire and bilge pump driven by
a three horsepower motor. This
pump draws from a suction mani-
fold which in turn is connected by
separate suction to each compart-
ment and to the sea. The discharge
is either overboard or to fire hy-
drant outlets on deck.

The after end of the deck house
is fitted up for comfortable accom-
modation of the pilots with a se-

parate compartment at the forward
end fitted as a lavatory. Fresh
water is circulated by a Fairbanks
Morse 210 gallon Home automatic
electric water plant which keeps
the pressure at 35 lbs.

Altogether Helen C. Porter is a
well-found, seaworthy craft with
ample engine power, and will be a

very useful piece of equipment in

the outer harbor of Los Angeles.
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Elevator, Chisel-Type Truck
By C. B. Cook

FOLLOWING the early applica-

tion of a pair of forks to the

front end of an electric lift

truck platform, the demand has de-

veloped for ever increasing capa-

city. Elwell-Parker has recently de-

veloped a 6000-pound capacity ma-

chine for this purpose.

This truck is built to accommo-
date either a battery or gas-electric

unit for power purposes, all oper-

jiting safety features being retain-

ed in the gas-electric and the elec-

tric controller avoiding the use of

either clutch or transmission, eli-

minating much wear and tear on

the equipment with a consequent

assurance of continuous operation.

The truck is driven by motor

through worm and gear; all power
transmission parts between motor
and wheel are heat-treated alloy

steel except the phosphor bronze

worm wheel. The drive wheels are

the largest used on electric indus-

trial trucks, 22 inches in diameter.

The power plant is three-point

supported to accommodate it to un-

even runways.

The trail axle is of the knuckle

type and its 15 by 7 inch wheels

steer as do those on the drive axle,

so that the truck may be maneuv-
ered in congested quarters by

means of the hand wheel steer.

This axle is centrally pivoted so

that the load forks in front of it

are level even though the wheels

are not on level floors.

The forks are made in various

lengths and with varying spreads

to accommodate any material from
bundled sheets, cased automobiles,

and boxed machinery to loaded

skids or skipboards, barrels, bales,

and slings. After the forks are

thrust under the load, it may be

tilted back 30 degrees in a suffici-

ently inclined position to carry

safely to destination where load may
be elevated five feet for tiering.

When higher tiering is necessary.

Marinej^view

the uprights are made longer so

that the fork carriage which tra-

vels between them may rise to

greater heights. Where headroom is

restricted as in cars or through

doorways and it is desired to tier

loads to great heights telescoping

uprights will be furnished.

The tilt and hoist features are

accomplished by one unit. The lift

is by cable while the positive tilt is

by rack and pinion drive. This rack

type provides for a positive for-

ward tilt of uprights of several de-

grees. Automatic limit switches are

used throughout.

This machine is the ninth of \

series of fork trucks. In addition to

having 6000-pound capacity, it re-

tains all the flexibility of the 1000-

pound type.

Monobloc Pumping Unit

THERE long has been a need in

all industry for a centrifugal

pump of good efficiency, low
initial cost, and low maintenance
expense, the design and construc-

tion of which is such as to insure

good service with but little care and
attention. This need now is met by
the Monobloc (Type D) centrifugal

unit recently placed on the market

by the Worthington Pump and Ma-
chinery Corporation.

The pump, simple and rugged, is

The new Elwell-Parker 6000 pounds capacity elevator chisel truck.

bolted to the extended motor frame
and the impeller is mounted on the
end of the continuous motor shaft.

The bronze impeller incorporates
the shaft sleeve as an integral part,

this construction being one of

Worthington's latest shaft protec-

tion developments. The special

cadmium-plated steel locking device

for the impeller, the forged bronze

packing gland, and the arrange-

ment of shaft water-throwers are

other important features of this

pump. Commercial capacity ranges

from 10 gallons per minute at 15

foot head to 140 gallons per min-

ute at 85 foot head.

The ball bearing Masterbilt mo-

tor, designed especially for Worth-
ngton, incorporates standard elec-

trical construction. Combined with

the pump, it affords a high-class,

moderate-priced pumping unit for

the services for which it is inten-

ded. Motors on commercial size

pumps range from 1/2 to 5 horse-

power. The applications of this new
unit cover all uses on shipboard

within the listed capacity ratings.

The simplicity and thoroughness

of the design of this new unit is

the result of Worthington's many
years of experience in Monobloc
construction in the higher price

field. All the important features

found necessary in units of this

type have been incorporated to per-

fect a smoothly running and reli-

able electric pump.
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New Oil Relief Valve
ANEW non-chattering piston

type oil relief valve, or by-
pass, is being manufactured

and marketed by Fulflo Specialties
Company.
This valve is made in pipe sizes

from 3/8 to II4 inches and is suit-
able for pressures from 20 to 120
pounds. Adjustment can be made
byremovingcap and turning adjust-
ment screw at top of valve. The cyl-
indrical piston seat closes off the
port in a shearing manner and does
not seat abruptly against the body
of the valve, thereby relieving the
pounding or chattering noise ordi-
narily caused by standard valves
using a disc seat.

An important use of this valve is
in connection with oil hydraulic
pumping units where a specific
pressure is desired to be maintain-
ed such as on marine oil burning
equipment.

They are constructed either of
cast iron with brass piston or in all
bronze construction.

These valves require no atten-
tion when once installed and set
for the desired pressure.

Radio Equipped Lifeboats

WHEN the palatial new Mat-
son-Oceanic liner Mariposa,
which is now under construc-

tion sails on her maiden vo.vage
early next year she will be equip-
ped with radio facilities as com-
plete as any steamship has ever
possessed. She will have powerful
radio telegraph apparatus ofworld-
wide range and a centralized radio
system for the convenience of re-
producing radio broadcast pro-
grams at various locations in the
vessel.

One of the modern innovations
will be the radio equipment for life-
boats, as developed by the Radio-
marine Corporation of America.
The design and construction of this
new equipment is considered an
engineering achievement not only
because such apparatus must rep-
resent the utmost in reliabilitv but
also because its service must be
accomplished under difficult con-
ditions and with limitations not us-
ually encountered in other appli-
cations of radio. As outlined by C.
J. Pannill, executive vice-president
of the Radiomarine Corporation of
America, the newly developed ap-
paratus for this purpose will in-
clude the following features.

This new equipment had to be

designed for minimum space and
to be of the least possible weight.
It had to be completely protected
from water and the corrosive ac-
tion of salt air. It must have flex-
ibility of operation on short waves
as well as the intermediate band
and a reliable transmitting range
of at least a hundred miles.
Storage batteries provide power

for operation; and the radio equip-
ment of every lifeboat so furnish-
ed will consist of three units;
namely, the transmitter and re-
ceiver containing the vacuum tubes
and the tuning apparatus, a charg-
ing panel by means of which pow-
er is controlled, and a motor-alter-
nator for the production of high
voltages necessary to the operation
of the vacuum tubes. All of these
units are proof enough against
weather and water that they may
even be completely submerged for
a time without damage to the ap-
paratus.

The receiver employs 2 tubes for
head-phone operation. It is simple
in circuit design, with a minimum
number of component parts for
compact sturdiness, yet its range
is more than adequate for the pur-
pose of its application. Two tubes
in all are used in the transmitter,
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which i.s rated at about 15 watts.
On the intermediate frequency
band the transmitting range will
be in the neighborhood of 50 miles
and on the short wave or high fre-
quency band it should not be dif-
ficult to establish reliable com-
munication over distances of 100 to
200 miles, and even much further
under certain conditions.

The control panel serves a mul-
tiplicity of functions. It provides
means of connecting the storage
batteries with the ship's lines to
keep them fully charged when the
lifeboat is in its normal location
in the davits. When the lifeboat is
afloat it provides means for
turning on the power for the radio,
for controlling illumination within
the boat, and for the control of a
searchlight with which the boat is
equipped. The facilities of this
switchboard also make it possible
to connect the radio telegraph key
with a light on the boat for visual
signalling by means of the tele-
graph code.

One of the features of this equip-
ment which makes for its compact-
ness is the use of the same tubes
and apparatus for operation on the
two widely separated frequency
bands. It is only comparatively re-
cently that marine apparatus has
been produced that would incorp-
orate this convenience and economy
and yet meet the extremelv rigid
requirements which are imposed
for great reliability of operation.
The advent of this apparatus makes
possible the design of lifeboat ra-
dio equipment of such compactness
and efficiency.

Trade Literature

How to Speed Cargo Handling is
the title of booklet just published
by The Elwell-Parker Electric Com-
pany of Cleveland. Illustrated with
over 50 photographs of cargo hand-
ling in ports all over the world,
this booklet contains many valu-
able suggestions to the marine offi-
cial who must see that cargoes are
loaded and unloaded most efficient-
ly. The importance of modern hand-
ling methods is discused with ways
and means suggested for using
modern electric industrial trucks
at docks as well as on cargo ships
themselves. Copies of this valuable
little booklet may be obtained from
the builders of E-P electric trucks
or from the Editorial Department
of this magazine.
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Dulux Paints and Enamels

Bv C. F. Rassweiler and J. W. Iliff f

WHILE the paint, or finish, in-

dustry is one of the oldest

and its beginnings may be

traced back for many centuries,

it has in recent years been shown

that this important industry is pe-

culiarly susceptible to development.

Progress along the lines of dis-

tinctly different finishing mater-

ials is among the most significant

advances made in the diversified

chemical manufacturing field.

Rather recently there has been

made available a radically new

type of finish which possesses re-

markable durability and flexibility.

This really revolutionary product,

called Dulux, has been developed

through years of experimentation

and trial by the du Pont Company.

Its marked departure from the

finishes hitherto used lies in the

fact that it contains a synthetic ve-

hicle which replaces the linseed oil

commonly used in high grade

paints.

Interest in Dulux in the marine

field is evident from reports re-

ceived on the performance of Du-

lux as a finish for the hulls of

ships and for painting the exter-

iors of superstructures, as well as

for all interior finishing. Likewise,

the holds of a number of ships have

been painted with Dulux.

There are two factors which con-

tribute to the quality of any finish-

ing material: first, the pigment,

which gives color, hiding power
and body; and, second, the vehicle,

which holds the pigment particles

in place and forms a continuous ad-

herent film. Past experience, based

on large numbers of exposure tests,

has shown that the vehicle of a

paint, varnish, or enamel is the

first of these two components to

disintegrate. Yet far greater at-

tention has generally been given to

the selection of pigments and pig-

ment combinations than to the ve-

hicle, with the result that the dur-

ability of ordinary finishes has al-

ways been definitely limited by the

lack of durability in the commonly
available vehicles.

While our chemists have spent

many years in pigment develop-

ment, they have studied, too, the

*Central Technical Laboratories, E. L du
Pont de Nemours 6? Co.

other half of the problem involved

in improving finishing materials,

with the result that new vehicles

of radically different characteris-

tics and greatly increased durabil-

ity have been developed. These ve-

hicles hold the pigment in place

without disintegration for a much
longer time than was possible with

the materials formerly used.

For interior and exterior enamel-

ing, Dulux gum vehicle is used,

while Dulux oil vehicle is employed
for interior and exterior painting.

Neither form is like the oils, gums,

and brittle synthetic resins gener-

ally utilized in paint manufacture.

They are distinct chemical com-

pounds, the result of scientific

chemical processes and can be man-
ipulated to meet application and
durability reciuirements for almost

any purpose.

The Dulux vehicles are not var-

nishes. The oil vehicle, although

oil-like in nature, dries faster than

the natural oils, and on actual ex-

posure without pigment has shown
much greater durability than form-

er paint vehicles. The gum vehicle

shows much greater retention of

flexibility than ordinary enamel ve-

hicles and on exposure without pig-

ment is more durable than either

oil or varnish.

When combined with pigments,

these new vehicles naturally result

in finishes of outstanding durabil-

ity. Finishes based on Dulux oil

are used in places where linseed

oil or chinawood oil paints are now
commonly used and in general

wherever resistance to weathering

and corrosion are desired combin-

ed with retention of original ap-

pearance. Finishes based on Dulux
gum are designed for use in places

where durability must be combined

with faster drying and greater

hardness and where finishes of

enamel-like appearance are desired.

Exposure tests have shown that

Dulux finishes seldom check or

crack but fail gradually by slow

chalking, which starts at a later

date and proceeds slowly. Exhaus-

tive tests indicate probable protec-

tion of the surface from 50 to 100

per cent, longer than that obtained

with present day high grade pro-

ducts, provided the previous coats

of other materials have not disin-

tegrated so far as to prevent prop-

er adhesion.

Dulux finishes have remarkable
retention of color and gloss and so

hold their initial appearance for an
unusually long time. They .nre ex-

tremely resistant to gases, fumes,

salt air, and other deteriorating

agencies encountered in marine
painting. The finish is very resis-

tant to the passage of moisture,

and this, combined with resistance

to checking and cracking, makes it

an excellent finish for preventing
the corrosion of metal surfaces.

Ease of application is always a

point of interest. When used in a

spray gun, Dulux atomizes freely

but still has enough body to ad-

here to vertical surfaces without
sagging, breaking, or running. It is

also practical for brush application.

When a deep, enamel-like luster

of exceptional hardness is required,

together with quicker drying, Du-
lux vehicle in gum form is used.

This differs radically from the us-

ual rosins, fossil gums, and com-
mon synthetic resins. It is elastic

and pliable, almost "rubbery," and
imparts to the finished product un-

usual elasticity and adhesion in a

finish that is exceedingly difficult

to mar.

The quality of the film obtained

with the gum vehicle is unique in

finishing materials. It resembles

ivory closely in feel and hardness
and retains its gloss over a long

period of time. Because they are so

exceptionally hard, these finishes

do not readily scratch or mar. The
surface has unusually smooth,

silky texture and can be produced
in any degree of gloss.

Even though the gum vehicle

gives a hard surface, it is flexible

when first applied and remains so

to an unusual degree. Consequently

it does not crack or chip after long

periods of aging.

Dulux for enameling is readily

adaptable to spray or brush appli-

cation, and for small objects the

dipping method can be satisfactor-

ily employed. It brushes out easily

and flows out on the work without

leaving marks. A full bodied, high

gloss finish can be obtained in two
coats.

For a colored finish, Dulux is

extremely resistant to heat. It has

been used on machinery continual-

ly subjected to temperatures up to

300 degrees Fahrenheit. Its reten-

tion of color, elasticity, and adhe-

sion under these strenuous heat

conditions is remarkable.
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Modernizing Three

Battleships

ACONTRACT for new jreared

turbine propelling machinery
for the three battleships, New

Mexico, Mississippi, and Idaho has

been awarded recently to the West-
inghouse Electric and Manufactur-
ing Company by the United States

Navy Department at a price of $1.-

395,632.

The propelling equipment for

each battleship consists of four

10,000 shaft horsepower, cross-

compound, impulse reaction tur-

bines with single reduction gears

designed for a propeller shaft speed

of 250 revolutions per minute.

Each of the four 5100 square

feet, single pass, all welded steel

underneath type surface conden-

sers with welded steel shell and

cast iron water boxes serves as a

foundation for one main turbine.

Eight 2-stage, vertical, propel-

ler-type lubricating oil pumps,

each with a capacity of 450 gallons

per minute, supply oil to all bear-

ings when the propelling machin-

ery is operating below 12 knots,

while the ejector system is used

for lubrication when operating at

all speeds above 12 knots. The lub-

ricating oil is properly cooled by

eight 400 square feet welded steel,

single pass, lubricating oil coolers.

In addition, there are eight 2-

stage air ejectors, each mounted
on a common inter- and after-con-

denser, and four main turbine-

driven propeller-type circulating
pumps, each with a capacity of 12,-

500 gallons per minute, mounted
in the condenser water boxes. Each
of the main condensers is served
by a turbine-driven condensate
pump of 300 gallons per minute ca-

pacity and a motor driven conden-

sate pump of 50 gallons per minute
capacity. The turbine-driven con-

densate pumps are used when the

ship is operated at full speed, and
the motor-driven condensate pumps
are operated at all speeds below
full speed.

The Navy Department's decision

to install geared turbines of the

same design and manufacture in

all three ships is expected to re-

sult in a saving of approximately
$300,000. This power plant contract

is only one item in the moderniza-

tion of the three battleships which
was authorized at the last session

of Congress, at an estimated total

cost of $30,000,000.

The New Mexico is at the Phila-

delphia Navy Yard and the Missis-

sippi is at the Norfolk Navy Yard
for modernization.

The Idaho arrived at the Norfolk

Navy Yard October 1 for modern-
ization. Most of the equipment
which is to be furnished by West-
inghouse will be built at the South
Philadelphia Turbine Works.

Float-Operated Starting

Switch

FOR small alternating current

and direct current motors on
bilge pumps, tank service, and

similar application, the new float-

operated motor starting switch an-

nounced by Cutler-Hammer, Inc.,

The new Cutler-Hammer float-operated

motor starter.

provides across-the-line starting,

thermal overload protection, and is

small in size. For larger motors,
this same device can be provided
without overload protection so it

can be used as a master switch in

the control circuit of a separate
automatic starter. It can also be

furnished without the float acces-

sories for use as a lever operated

master switch.

This is a single-pole starter with

double break, silver contacts to as-

sure continuous current carrying

capacity. Contact mechanism is

quick make and break. The operat-

ing lever and shaft are reversible

in the case, and the operating lever

can be shifted to any angular posi-

tion of the shaft, so either tank or

sump operation can be obtained

with the starter mounted in any
position.

The thermal overload relay pro-

tects the motor from burn-out and
prevents unnecessary blowing of
fuses. It is free tripping; the switch
cannot be held closed on an over-

load. When the overload trips, it is

necessary for someone to go to the
switch and return the operating
lever to the full "off" position to

reset the overload. This means the
operator will also check the cause
of the overload and clear the
trouble before restarting the motor.

Maximum ratings for this float-

operated motor starter are alternat-

ing current, ^^ horsepower, 110 or

220 volts, single phase; direct cur-

rent, 16 horsepower, 115 volts.

New Radio Clock

MARINE radio now has its own
type of clock, developed ac-

cording to the requirements
of the radio room on shipboard. It

is described by Charles J. Pannill,

vice-president and general manager
of the Radiomarine Corporation of

America.

"A large second hand passing
over certain colored areas of the

clock's face enables the operator
accurately to subdivide minutes in-

to four-second intervals," said Mr.
Pannill. "This is to assist in send-

ing out signals of exactly four sec-

onds duration in emergency. Such
signals, separated by silent inter-

vals of one second, will operate
automatic devices in ships within
range and call radio operators to

their posts if they should not be
on watch. Another colored section

of the clock's face marks off three
minutes following the quarter
hour and three minutes following

the three quarter hour. This serves

as a reminder that operators are

required by law to devote these

stated intervals of time to listen-

ing only, on the 600 meter distress

wave length, in order to pick up
any emergency calls which may be
transmitted from ships in distress.

"Simple as the new device may
seem from this description," con-

tinued Mr. Pannill. "it is really a

distinct contribution to the accur-

ate transmission of signals wliich

operate automatic alarms on other

vessels. It is much easier to meas-
ure a four-second interval by a

sweep second hand than by one
which measures the seconds on a

small dial."
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Compact Pumping Unit

SINCE the merger of the Kim-
ball-Krogh Pump Company with
the Victor Welding Equipment

Co., the joint engineering staffs

have devoted their entire time and
effort towards the perfection of ai-

re a dy existing Kimball - Krogh
pumps and the creation of addi-

tional pumps for the ever increas-

ing pump requirements in the ma-
rine field or wherever the conven-
tional, direct-connected pump and
motor have previously been used.

The small compact Kimballectric

pumps with capacities from 60 to

400 gallons per minute have prov-

ed so efficient that a large demand
has been developed for similarly

constructed pumps of large capa-

city. This demand has now been
met by the development of the

"large" Kimballectric pump.

Model L.K.E. of this type is now
available in sizes from 2I2 inches

to 8 inches, inclusive, with capa-
;ities from 200 to 2500 gallons per

ninute, and for heads from 10 to

150 feet. The motors driving these

pumps were built for 60- or 50-

cycle alternating cun-ent service

and will operate at nominal speeds

This cut shows the

compact design of

the new Kimballec-
tric pumps for ca-

pacities up to 400
gallons per minute.

of 1700 and 1160 revolutions per

minute on 60 cycles, and of 1460

and 960 revolutions per minute on
50 cycles.

Theparticular advantages ofthese

new "large" Kimballectric pumps
lie in the fact that they establish

a saving of 20 per cent, in initial

cost, require 50 per cent, less floor

space than the split shell horizon-

tal pump, need no flexible coup-

ling, practically no lubrication,

and every working part is instantly

accessible.
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TWO STERLING CRAFT.

The upper illustration shows
the Fellowship a smart cruiser

designed and built by Fellows

& Stewart of Wilmington, Cali-

fornia, for James G. Rossback
of Hollywood. 30ft. 9in. by 7ft.

by 1ft. 3in. draft, her Sterling

"Petrel" drives the hull at 30
miles an hour.

The lower illustration features

Yawin, a 63ft. schooner yacht
built by the Burger Boat Com-
pany for E. M. Murphy, of

Greenbay, Wisconsin. For aux-

iliary power she has a Sterling

"Petrel" reduction gear engine.

Handy Floodlight

ANEW and larger handy flood-

light, the "Senior," designed

for general-utility floodlight-

ing and employing a 200-watt in-

candescent lamp, has been an-

nounced by the General Electric

Company. Offered as a supplement
to the 100-watt handy floodlight

projector, the new "Senior," small-

er and less expensive than the stan-

dard floodlighting projectors, is ex-

pected to find new uses on wharves,
piers, and shipboard where light

requirements do not necessitate the

larger, standard floodlighting un-

its. Giving double the amount of

light obtained from the smaller

100-watt handy, it will fulfill re-

quirements where a higher inten-

sity of illumination is desired.

The new "Senior" weighs approxi-

mately six pounds, measures less

than 15 inches in height with its

supporting stand, and has a depth
of 12Vi; inches from the center of

the lens to the tip of the lamp
holder. The diameter of the spe-

cial heat resisting lens measures
10 inches. A 200-watt inside-frost-

ed general - service incandescent
lamp with a 6-inch light center and
medium screw base is used.

The new unit is composed of a

sheet aluminum combination cas-

ing and I'eflector, pressed together

with a separately drawn socket-sup-

porting cap over a supporting ring.

The casing is polished inside, form-
ing the specular surface for re-

flecting purposes.

A rubber-covered twin-conduct-

or lamp cord is woven through a

rubber bushing affixed to the sock-

et-supporting cap to prevent en-

trance of moisture and abrasion of

the cord.
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Trade Notes

Active Marine Equipment Agen-
cy.—Roland E. McCune, presidont
of the firm bearing his name, which
is one of the fastest growing ma-
rine equipment and engineering
supply houses on the West Coast,

announces that the Roland E. Mc-
Cune Company has been appoint-
ed representative for the E. J. Wil-
lis Company of New York. The Wil-
lis line is marine hardware, motor-
boat, and yacht specialties.

Roland E. McCune, established

his business in San Francisco one
year ago, after having served
twelve years as assistant purchas-
ing agent for the Bethlehem Ship-

building Corporation, Ltd. In the
brief space of time he has expand-
ed his marine equipment and supply
business over the entire Pacific

Coast, and his list of products in-

clude the Bridgeport Screw Com-
pany; Matthiessen & Hegeler Zinc
Company; Rostand Manufacturing
Company, makers of brass airports;

the Caldwell Manufacturing Com-
pany, marine sash balances; the
Star Compass Company, marine and
aeronautical compasses; Rochester
Can Company; and the Klein Logan
Company. The McCune organiza-
tion is also distributor fi'om local

warehouse stock of wire hull

brushes and drydock paint and var-
nish brushes.

Los Angeles offices of the house
are located at 1026 Bank of Amer-
ica building, in charge of L. B.

Morris, formerly sales manager of
Bethlehem Steel Company. The Se-
attle branch is in charge of Walter
B. Jones and is situated in the
Smith Tower.

Industrial Fordson in Marine
Field.—The Tynan-Alexander Mo-
tors, Ltd., of San Francisco has re-

cently been appointed Industrial
Fordson representative in the San
Francisco Bay district.

The Fordson tractor, as applied
to materials handling in industries,

in warehouses, in shipyards, and
on piers, is a very compact, effi-

cient, low-cost unit for which many
accessories and fittings have been
carefully designed to make it es-

pecially applicable to specific

tasks. These fittings include crane
attachments for lifting, transport-
ing, or tiering heavy pieces, and
special industrial front and rear
plate bumpers for use in shunting
and shoving trailers, spotting rail-

road cars.

The large users of the Industrial
Fordson on the piers of San Fran-

Fordson industrial tractor.

Cisco Bay include the Luckenbach
Steamship Company, the California
Stevedore and Ballast Co., the
Charles Nelson Co., Captain Free-
mont R. Nash, Shirmer Stevedoring
Co.

Repeat orders from these firms
attest the satisfactory service giv-

en bv Fordson tractors.

Equipment Firm Moves West.

—

In order to render closer and more
complete service to the Pacific

Coast shipping and oil industries,

Fred. S. Renauld, president of the
firm bearing his name, is now per-

fecting arrangements to move his

entire plant and organization to the
Pacific Coast. The Fred. S. Renauld
& Company line, heretofore manu-
factured in New Orleans, will lo-

cate in the Los Angeles territory.

The products are power auxiliaries

and specialties for the marine, in-

dustrial and domestic fields. In San
Francisco the representatives are
the C. E. Rhodes Company, and in

Southern California the Marine En-
gineering & Supply Company of
Wilmington, are agents. Northwest-
ern representatives are to be ap-
pointed at a later date.

Firm Carries Line of Packing.

—

R. W. Giddings Supply Co. of San
Francisco,distributor of Johns-Man-
ville materials for a number of
years, announces that this firm is

now stocking Johns-Manville Sea
Ring telemotor packing. This pack-
ing has been on the market for some
time and has proved itself efficient
wherever it has been installed.

Sea Ring telemotor packing is of

unique design, automatic in action,

and is said to generally outlast any
other packing. Depending on the na-

ture of the service. Sea Ring pack-
ing is made of asbestos fabric or
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duck, or of a combination of the
two, impregnated with heat and
other service resisting materials se-
lected to meet the specific condi-
tions.

In addition to this telemotor
packing, the R. W. Giddings Supply
Co. handles the following Johns-
Manville products:

Rod and Plunger packings.
Piston packings
Flax and jute packings
Sheet packings
Gaskets
Asbestos rope
Asbestos wick
Asbestos cord
Pump valves

New Chairman of Board.—The
Board of Directors of Worthington
Pump and Machinery Corporation
has announced the election of La-
Monte J. Belnap as chairman of
the executive committee of that
corporation. Mr. Belnap is succeed-
ed as president by Harry C. Beaver,
formerly vice-president.

As chairman of the executive
committee, Mr. Belnap maintains
his active part in directing the man-
ufacturing, sales, and financial ac-
tivities of Worthington. President
also of the Consolidated Paper Cor-
poration, Ltd. LaMonte J. Belnap
has an international reputation as
an industrialist and financial or-
ganizer.

In the selection of the new presi-
dent, Mr. Beaver, Worthington is

equally fortunate. Mr. Beaver has
been associated with Mr. Belnap in
various enterprises for the past 25
years.

Engineering Departments Merge.—The Marine Engineering Group,
General Engineering Department
of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, has been
merged with the Steam Engineer-
ing Department at the South Phila-
delphia Works. This group will re-
main at the East Pittsburgh plant
and will continue under the direc-
tion of H. C. Coleman, who has
been appointed section engineer.

Executive Changes Job.—It has
been announced by Westinghouse
that Carl J. Lamb has resigned as
manager of the Marine (Steam)
Apparatus Sales Department of
the Westinghouse Electric «& Mfg.
Co. to accept an executive po.iition

with the Sharpies Specialty Com-
pany of Philadelphia, manufactur-
ers of Super-Centrifuges for land
and marine applications.
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Maiden Voyage of Talamanca
Scheduled. — The steamer Tala-

manca, first of six vessels building

for the United Mail Steamship Line

of Boston, subsidiary of the United

Fruit Company, is scheduled for

operation on the Pacific Coast and

will arrive in San Francisco on her

maiden voyage on January 14. The

vessel is nearing completion at

Newport News Shipbuilding &
Drydock Company and is scheduled

to "sail from New York on Decem-

ber 23. A special passenger cruise

is being arranged to include stops

at the ports of Miami, Havana,

Kingston, Panama Canal, Los An-

geles Harbor, and her West Coast

base at San Francisco. The advent

of the vessel is causing quite a

stir of interest at California ports,

as the new fleet of three vessels

for the Pacific Service of the Unit-

ed Fruit Company will mark a great

improvement in this class of pas-

senger travel, as well as refriger-

ated cargo transport to and from
Central and South American ports.

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp.,

Ltd., Fore River Plant, Quincy,

Mass., has been awarded contract

for the construction of one destroy-

er, on a bid of $3,034,500, which is

the lowest bid submitted by a pri-

vate shipyard in accordance with

the bidder's design. Delivery is

scheduled for 26 months.
Contracts for one destroyer each

have been awarded to the Boston
Navy Yard, and the Bremerton
Navy Yard.

The above four awards, together

with the destroyer ah'eady under
construction at the New York Navy
Yard, bring the total up to five.

There is a balance of seven de-

stroyers authorized by Act of Aug-
ust 29, 1916, for which there are

no funds available at the present

time for their construction.

Destroyer Contracts Awarded. —
The Bath Iron Works. Bath, Maine,

has been awarded contract for one

destroyer for the United States

Navy on its bid of $2,626,000 and
delivery in 30 months. This was the

lowest bidder for the building of a

destroyer by a private shipyard in

accordance with the Navy Depart-

ment's design.

Repairs to Freighter.—The St.

Helens Shipbuilding Co., Portland,

Oregon, was awarded contract last

month for collision damage repairs

to the steamship Ernest H. Meyer,

which collided with the German
steamer Schwaben. The work con-

sisted largely in replacing plates

on the port bow.

To Alter Algonquin for Salvage
Work.—The Foss Co., Inc., of Se-

attle and Tacoma, leading towboat
and salvage firm of Puget Sound,
has purchased the famous U. S.

Coast Guard cutter Algonquin and
brought her to Seattle, where the
company plans to equip the vessel
for salvage work. The equipment
to be installed will be pumps, tow-
ing machine, and other salvage
equipment, and new navigating
equipment. Wedell O. Foss, presi-
dent of the company, stated that he
plans to make her the most power-
ful American salvage tug on the
Pacific Coast with sufficient cruis-
ing radius to take her to the Ha-
waiian or Aleutian Islands.

Bids Asked On Large Pleasure
Craft.—A 125-foot pleasure craft
for a Pacific Coast owner has been
designed by G. Bruce Newby, naval
architect, at 524 West Sixth Street,

San Pedro, California, and bids are
being requested from Pacific Coast
builders for construction of the
craft.

Mississippi River Barges to be
Ordered.—The Mississippi Valley
Barge Line Company, 1003 Cotton
Belt Bldg., St. Louis, Mo., is report-
ed to be contemplating the award
of contract for the construction of
from ten to forty steel barges for
river service.

New Lighthouse Tender Planned.
—The Bureau of Lighthouses, De-
partment of Commerce, Washing-
ton, D. C, is said to be preparing

Above are shown two views of the launching of the Matson-Oc2anic liner Monterey at the Fore River Plant of the Bethlehem

Shipbuilding Corp. which took place October 12. At right the Monterey is seen sliding off the ways. At left is a view of

the bow of the vessel at the outfitting wharf. At the extreme left is her sister ship, the Mariposa, which will be ready for service

about January 1.



plans for the construction of a

lighthouse tender of the Aster class

for service in the coastal waters

of Texas and Louisiana. The ves-

sel will be 92 feet long, powered
with twin diesel engines, and will

cost about $125,000.

Repairs to Bait Boat.—The Har-
bor Boat Building Company, San
Pedro, Calif., is performing repairs

to the bait boat Neskleetia which
will cost about $1.5.000. The boat

went ashore at Magdalena Bay on

September 11, and the repair work
consists of a new keel, ten strakes

up the port side, a tearing down of

the engine, which had lain in salt

water, and replacement of consid-

erable electrical equipment.

Repair Fireboat. — The Marine
Construction Company, West Wat-
erway, Seattle, was awarded con-

tract recently for repairs to the Se-

attle fireboat Snoqualmie to cost

about 12500.

Dollar Line Calls Reconditioning
Bids.—The California and Portland
Steamship Company, a subsidiary

of the Dollar Steamship Company
of San Francisco, has opened bids

at San Francisco for repairs and
alterations to the two former
Transmarine Line steamers Surail-

co and Sunugentco. These two ves-

sels are from a fleet of 22 which
were purchased by the Dollar sub-

sidiary from the Transmarine Line;

and are the first of the fleet to be

chosen for actual service.

Pilot Boat Alterations.-The San
Francisco Bay Pilot Commission,
with headquarters at Pier 7, have
purchased the power yacht Zodiac
on the East Coast and brought her
to San Francisco for use as a pilot

boat to replace the Gracie S. and
Adventuress, which will be used as

relief boats. New engines are to be
installed in the vessel and she is to

be put into suitable shape to ac-

commodate the pilots who are sta-

tioned at the entrance to San Fran-
cisco Bay.

Diesel-Electric Dred.ge for Miss-
issippi.—The Sternberg Dredging
Company of St. Louis is the latest

inland shipowner to apply electric

drive to its vessels. A 150-foot,

combination hydraulic and clam-
shell dredge of the tunnel stern

propeller type, has just been com-
pleted for that company by the

Nashville Bridge Company of Nash-
ville, Tennessee, and the new dredge
will be self-propelled by diesel-

electric drive. Electric equipment

for both propulsion and auxiliaries

was built by the General Electric

Company.
The power plant consists of two

Busch-Sulzer diesel engines each
driving a 1000-kilowatt, alternat-

ing current generator rated 2300
volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles, with di-

rect-connected exciters. The two
propellers are driven by 300-horse-

power, 600-revolutions per minute
motors through belt drive. The
main dredging pump is driven by a

IGOO - horsepower, 360 - revolutions

per minute, 2200-volt, adjustable-

speed, wound-rotor motor; the cut-

ter is driven by a 300-horsepower,
900-revolutions per minute motor
of the same type and mounted on
dredge ladder; and the clamshell

is powered by the following mot-
ors : one 200-horsepower, series-

wound hoist motor, one 100-horse-

power shunt-wound swing motor,

both direct-current, and a 50-horse-

power tagline motor. The swing
motor will also be used for swing-
ing the dredge when operating hy-

draulically. Direct current for the
direct-current motors is supplied
by a 400-horsepower motor gener-
ator set with individual generators
for the hoist and swing motions, to

give variable-voltage control and
special drooping characteristics

similar to those of electric shovels
on land.

There are also two forward and
two aft motor-driven spud hoists,

and the usual other auxiliaries and
lighting equipment.

The clamshell machinery was
furnished by the Marion Steam
Shovel Company, and the hydraulic
machinery by the Bucyrus-Erie
Company.

New Diesel-Electric Yacht.—Fe-
licia, a new diesel-electric propel-

led yacht, was delivered September
16 from the shipyards of the Bath
Iron Works, Bath, Maine, to Sen-
ator Jesse H. Metcalf of Provi-

dence, R. I. Henry J. Gielow, Inc.,

were designers of the vessel.

The yacht is 148 feet long, with
a beam of 25 ft. and a draft of 9

ft. 6 in. It will carry a crew of 17

men, and have a speed of 17 knots,

and a cruising radius of 4000
miles.

The diesel-electric propulsion

equii)ment on this new yacht con-

sists of two 400-horsepower Cooper-
Bessmer diesel engines direct-con-

nected to two Westinghouse gener-

ators each of 270 kilowatts, 250
volts, direct-current, shunt-wound,
40 degrees Centigrade, 600-revolu-

tions per minute rating which sup-

ply power to two Westinghouse
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330-horsepower, 250-volt, direct-

current, shunt-wound, 300-revolu-
tions per minute propulsion mot-
ors. Two 27-kilowatt, 125-volt, di-

rect-current, compound-wound, 600-

revolutions per minute Westing-
house generators furnish excita-

tion for the main genei'ators and
power for auxiliary purposes. Com-
plete switching and control equip-
ment for the electrical apparatus
was furnished also by the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing
Company.

RECENT CONTRACTS
Nashville Bridge Co., Nashville,

Tenn., is building a dredge for

stock to be 140 by 36 by 9 ft. di-

mensions. Keel is scheduled to

be laid November 16.

KEEL LAYINGS
Keel of the third combination

passenger and freight liner for the
Panama Mail Steamship Companv
was laid at the plant of the Feder-
al Shipbuilding & Drydock Co.,

Kearny, N. J., September 28.

Keel for the Aircraft Carrier
Ranger. (No. 4) for the United
States Navy was laid at the New-
port News Shipbuilding & Drydock
Co., Sept. 26.

Keel for the Arcadia, second of
the order for two passenger and
freight vessels for the Eastern
Steamship Lines of Boston, was laid

August 31 by Newport News Ship-
building & Drydock Co.

Tuscaloosa, Scout Cruiser No. 37
for the Navy Department, was
started with the keel laying Sep-
tember 3 at the Camden plant of

the New York Shipbuilding Co.

DELIVERIES
Survey vessel for the U. S. Army

Engineers office at San Francisco
was delivered at Honolulu early in

October by the Berg Shipbuilding
Co. The vessel is 65 ft. long and
made Honolulu from Seattle under
her own power.

Two barges were delivered to the
Inland Waterways Corp. by the
American Bridge Co. during Sep-
tember.

Diesel-powered dredge for Stern-
berg Dredging Co. was delivered

October 7 by the Nashville Bridge
Co. This plant also delivered a 100-

ft. barge to the same owner.
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This plant also launched two deck

barges of 100-ft. length on Septem-

ber 5 and 7 for stock. They were
delivered to purchasers on Septem-

ber 9.

President Coolidge, second of thi'

de luxe liners for the Dollar

Steamship Line of San Francisco,

was delivered at New York, Octo-

ber 1 by the Newport News Ship-

building & Drydock Co.

Diesel-electric barge for the At-

lantic Refining Co. was delivered

hv the Sun Shipbuilding & Dry
Dock Co., Sept. 9.

One truss-weld dredge was de-

livered by the United Dry Docks,

(nc, Staten Island, N. Y., to Pierco

J. McAuliffe on September 16. This:

yard also delivered a truss-weld

barge to Furness-Withy Co. on Oct.

9. A truss-weld float for Jas. Stew-

art & Co., Inc., was launched and
delivered September 14.

Shipyard Issues Annual Report.

—The American Ship Building

Company of Cleveland, Ohio, re-

cently made public its annual re-

port as of June 30, 1931. In the

president's annual letter to the

stockholders, their attention is call-

ed to the lack of business in the

shipyards due to the fact that dur-

ing "the fiscal year 1930-1931 less

than fifty percent, of the Great
Lakes fleets were in employment as

a result of insufficient tonnage be-

ing offered in the iron ore, grain,

and coal trades. This has resulted

in a great lack of repair work to

the yard and an almost total lack

of new construction.

During the fiscal year the com-
pany completed the reconstruction

of a large bulk freighter to a self-

unloading sand and gravel carrier,

equipped with turbo-electric drive.

A carfloat, a large lake tug, and a

dump scow comprised the new con-

struction. Several fair sized con-

tracts for cargo hold reconstruction

were completed, and six engines for

use in shallow draft river vessels

were completed and delivered.

The president reports that the

company is on a sound financial

basis and that it is in fine condi-

tion to take advantage of new work
and repairs when business condi-

tions pick up. He indicates as his

opinion that the raising of the level

of the water in the Great Lakes,
which is expected to be completed
by the fall of 1932, will stimulate

new ship construction in this area;

besides which there are a number
of Lakes vessels which will be re-

built or reconditioned when condi-

tions warrant the expenditure.

Tlic Todd Drydock. Engineering & Repair Corp. of Brooklyn, launched the New York

City fireboat, the John J.
Harvey, 99 per cent, complete. Her engines and pumping

plant started operating immediately on the launching of the vessel into the water.

New York's New Fireboat.—The
Tebo Plant of the Todd Shipyards

Corporation, Brooklyn, N.Y., launch-

ed the fireboat John J. Harvey on

October 6. The boat was 99 per

cent, complete as she slid down the

ways and her pumps were immedi-

ately put into operation and she

pumped streams of water from her

own eight hose mounts and sur-

rounded herself with a sheet of wa-
ter ejected from a perforated pipe

that completely encircles the bul-

warks.

The fireboat John J. Harvey, de-

signed by Henry J. Gielow, Inc., of

New York, is the largest and most
powerfulyetbuilt.She is 130 ft. long

over-all, 123 ft. between perpendi-

culars, 26 ft. beam, 7 ft. 6 in. load-

ed draft. She is of all steel con-

struction with twin screws, and
with gasoline-electric power plant.

The vessel has been fitted with
five 550-horsepower Sterling Vik-

ing gasoline engines developing a

total of 2750 horsepower for a

speed of 18 miles an hour. When
in action at a fire, four of the main
engines will be switched to supply
pumping power for the 8 nozzles to

pour 16,000 gallons per minute of

water. The fifth engine will oper-

ate an electric motor connected
with the propellers to offset the

force of the pumps and so as to

keep the vessel in position. Under
way, the main engines operate on
two electric motors developing a

total of 1165 horsepower.
The vessel has ample accommo-

dations for crew and is equipped
with special fire protection de-

vices around storage tanks. The
fireproof Plymetl is used for parti-

tions. Carbon dioxide chambers
surround the fuel to smother any
possible flame The fuel capacity

is sufficient to keep the boat in op-

eration 24 hours. Each engine will

use 50 gallons of gasoline per hour.

Important Reconditioning.— The
ferryboat Chippewa of the Black

Ball Ferry Line, operated between

Seattle and Bremerton by the Pu-

get Sound Navigation Company of

Seattle, is to undergo complete

modernization and alteration. The
announcement was made by Cap-

tain Alex Peabody, president of the

company; and contract has been

awarded to the Winslow Marine
Railroad Co., Seattle, for altera-

tions and to Busch-Sulzer Bros.-

Diesel Engine Co. for main and
auxiliary engines.

The ferryboat is to have a new
diesel engine of 2200 horsepower,

single unit, to give a speed of 16'2

knots. Other work will include the

complete remodeling of all passen-

ger cabins space and a thorough
overhaul of both hull and fittings.

George Washington to be Replac-

ed.—The Shipping Board Oct. 6

granted permission to the United
States Lines to substitute the form-

er United States Army Transport
Somme for the Steamship George
Washington in the New York-Ham-
burg service of the American Mer-
chant Lines, beginning with the

sailing scheduled for October 21.

The George Washington will be

taken out of service and placed in

lay-up at the conclusion of her

present voyage. The Board also

granted permission to change the

name of the former army vessel to

American Importer. The vessel is

of the same type as the American
Merchant and other ships in the

American Merchant Lines.



Progress of Construction

The following Report Covers the Shipbuilding Work in Progress at the Leading

Shipyards of the United States as of October i, ig^i

Pacific Coast

BERG SHIPBUILDING CO.,

28th Ave, N.W., Seattle, Wn.

Survey vessel for Hawaii for the U. S.

Army Engineers Office, San Francisco; 65
X 16; 40 tons displ.; Atlas-Imperial diescl;

launched 9/1/31; left yard 9/29/31 for
delivery at Honolulu.

Not named, wooden hull, passenger and
cargo motorship for U. S. Dept. of Inter-
ior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Poison Bldg.,
Seattle, Wn., for Alaska Service; 210 L.B.P.;
41 molded beam; 2r6" molded depth; 16
loaded draft; 1200 B.H.P. Mcintosh &? Sey-
mour dicsel eng.; 14 knots speed.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY,
Oakland, Calif.

Columbine, hull 180, lighthouse tender
for U. S. Department of Commerce, Light-
house Bureau; 112'2" LB. P.; 25 molded
beam; 9'/2 naut. mi. speed; diesel-electric

engs.; keel 4/23/31; launched 7/27/31;
deliver 10/3/31 est.

San Diego, hull 181, steel screw, double-
end, diesel-electric, automobile ferry for
San Diego-Coronado Ferry Co.; 204'H"
L.O.A.; 43'6" breadth at deck; Atlas-Im-
perial diesel; keel 5/28/31; launched 9/
14/31; deliver 11/1/31 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Bremerton, Wash.

Astoria, light cruiser CL-34 for Unit-
ed States Navy; 10,000 tons displacement;
keel 9/1/30; deliver 4/1/33 est.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Mare Island, Calif.

San Francisco, light cruiser CL-38 for
United States Navy; 10,000 tons displace-
ment; keel 9/1/31.

Pacific Coast Repairs
BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,

Ltd., Union Plant

Drydock, clean, paint, misc. repairs: m.s,
Ethel M. Sterling, stmr. Ruth Kellogg,
stmr. W. S. Miller, stmr. Hamlin F. Mc-
Cormick, m.s. Molokai, m.s. Lio, s.s. Presi-
dent Jackson, m.s. Beulah, ms. Carriso, stmr.
Vacuoline, m.s. Piru, stmr. Ventura,
launches San Lucas, Asama, tug Restless.
Shell Barge No. 9, launch Olympic. Make
and furnish 4 piston rings for H. P. cylin-
der: stmr. Jacob Luckenbach. Repair steeer-
ing engine: stmr. Scopas. Engine and deck
repairs: m.s. Silvcrhazel. Make 2 bushings
to sketch: stmr. Tejon. Install 12 soot blow-
ers: .stmr. La Perla. One cast iron propel-
ler: tug F. A. Douty. Parts for turbine:
stmr. President Madison. Furnish and install

new heads in condenser: stmts. Saramanca
and Surinamc. Misc. repairs: m.s. Bruns-
wick, m.s. Capella, tug Pilot, tug Cape Scott,
launch Progress, stmr. San Mateo, stmr. Vir-
ginia, stmr. Surinamc, stmr. Point Gorda,
stmr. President Pierce, stmr. La Perla, stmr.

Above is a progress of construction picture

of the ferryboat S.in Diego at The Moore
Dry Dock Company, Oiikland, Calif. Be-

low is pictured Samuel E. Mason, general

manager for the San Diego flC Coronado
Ferry Co. and his f.imily. His daughter was

sponsor at the launching.

President McKinley, stmr. President Gar-

field.

CRAIG SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Long Beach. Calif.

Repairs to the yacht Minonah. to Union
Oil Barge, to yacht Mochingome, to fishing

barge Mendinoa, to yacht Gloria Dalton.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY,
Oakland, Calif.

Drydock, clean, paint: Democracy (also

changed Plimsol marks for new load line,

caulked misc. rivets and scam in shell and
engine dept. repairs), stmr. Golden Sun
(also drew tail .shaft, rewooded stern bear-

ing, overhauled sea valves, repaired rudder),

stmr. Dorothy Cahill (also made new rud-

der main piece, remetalled and rehored rud-

der gudgeons, caulked and renewed misc.

rivets, misc. engine dept. repairs), Virgin-

ian (also ranged anchor chains, repaired

rudder pintles and welded rudder), Lawrel

( also overhauled sea valves, repaired piston,

caulked rivets and seam), Santa Fe Barge No.
S, .stmr. Hawaiian (also removed wheel, drew
tail shaft, renewed stern tube, relined line

shaft, overhauled rudders, renewed oxter

plates, caulked mi.sc. rivets and seam,

ranged anchor chains, other misc. repairs),

Santa Fe Barge No. 7, stmr. Trinidad (over-

hauled rudder), American Dredging pile

driver (also renewed steel plates on forward

end, caulked hull), Elizabeth, Capt. Greg-

ory Barrett, City of San Francisco (also

rudder repairs), Bcnicia (also drew tail

shaft rewooded bearing, ciulked and welded

misc. rivets), Hollywood (also overhauled

sea valves, repacked stern gland), ferry

Golden Age (also caulked soft spots, re-

moved wheel, turned stern bearing).
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PRINCE RUPERT DRY DOCK
& SHIPYARD,

Prince Rupert, B.C.

Docked, cleaned, painted; tug Nora Jane

(also tailshaft drawn, hull cemented),

barge Pioneer (also hull repairs), launch

Lillian D (also machine work). Docked:

C.G.s. Newington. Docked, cleaned, paint-

ed, misc. machine work: 1 fishing boat.

Misc. hull and engine work: 22 fishing

boats.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Bremerton, Wn.

Misc. repairs and docking: New York,

Lexington, Saratoga, Dorscy, Litchfield.

Misc. repairs incidental to operation as dis-

trict craft: Mahopac, Tatnuck, Swallow,

Challenge. Pawtucket, Sotoyomo.

Atlantic, Lakes, Rivers

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY
Pilttburgh, Penn.

Purchasing Agent: W. G. A. Millar.

Ten barges for Inland Waterways Corp.,

Washington, D.C.; 300 x 48 x 11 ft.; deliver

May 14 to Dec. 10, 1931; 10 keels laid;

9 launched; 9 delivered.

BATH IRON WORKS
Bath, Maine

Trudione, hull 138, steel yacht, owner
not named; 190 L O.A. 154 L.W.L.; 26
beam; two 800 B.H.P, Bessemer dicsels;

keel 6/10/30; launched 4/10/31; deliver

11/2/31 est.

Hull 147, t^'in screw, steel patrol boat for

U.S. Coast Guard; 165 ft. long; diesel eng.;

keel 5/1/31; launch 11/9/31; deliver

11/29/31 est.

Hull 148, same as above; keel 5/6/31
deliver 12/24/31 est.

Hull 149, same as above; keel 5/9/31
deliver 1/18/32 est.

Hull 150, same as above; keel 5/14/31
deliver 2/12/32 est.

Hull 151, same as above; keel 5/20/31
deliver 3/9/32 est.

Hull 152, same as above; keel 7/22/31
deliver 4/3/32 est.

Hull 153, same as above; keel 9/15/31
est.; deliver 4/2S/32 esit.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION, FORE

RTVER PLANT,
Quincy, Mass.

Northampton, light cruiser CL-26, fof
United States Navy; 10,000 tons displace-
ment; launch Sept. 7/29 est.

Portland, light cruiser CL-33, same
as above; deliver 8/15/32 est.

Mariposa, hull 1440, stceel express pas'
senger steamer for Oceanic Steamship Co.
(Matson Nav. Co.) San Francisco; 632'
length; 79' beam; 22,000 gr. tons; IQ'/z
knots; 3 steam turbines; 22.000 S.H.P.; 12
W. T. boilers; launched 7/18/31.

Monterey, hull 1441, sister to above;
launched 10/12/31.

Lurline, hull 1447, sister to above.

Not named, ferryboat for City of Boston;
172 ft. long; 172'4" over guards; 40'8"

beam; 16'10" depth; 2 comp. steam eng.;

Scotch boilers; U' dia. x 13'; 150 lbs. work-
ing pressure.

Antigua, hull 1444, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail
Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34
depth; 24 loaded draft; 17^2 knots speed;
10,940 tons displacement; 7200 gr. tons
turbo-electric propulsion; 10,500 I.H.P.;
launch 10/25/31 est.

Construction progress picture showing the

new patrol boat under construction at the

San Francisco yard of Anderson 8C Cristo-

fani for the San Francisco Police Depart-

ment. The completed vessel will be a fine

example of the boat builder's handicraft.

Quirigua, hull 1445, sister to above;

launch 11/14/31 est.

Veragua. hull 1446, sister to above;

launch 12/12/31 est.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,
LTD.,

Baltimore, Md.
Hull 4288. coastwise diesel oil tanker

for Standard Transportation Co.. 262x45x15
ft., Mcintosh y Seymour diescls.

COLLINGWOOD SHIPYARDS, LTD.,
Collingwood, Ontario

Purchasing Agent: E. Podmorc.
Not named, hull 87, hydrographic survey

vessel for Canadian Government; 214
L.B.P.; 36 beam; 12 mi. loaded speed; twin
screw, TE engs.; 1200 I.H.P.; 2 Scotch
boilers, 13'6" diam.: keel 8/12/31.

DRAVO CONTRACTING COMPANY,
Pittsburg, Pa., and Wilmington, Del.
Hulls 995-997 inch, three diesel stern-

wheel towboats for stock; 2 delivered.

Hulls 1086 to 1115, inch, 30 hopper-type
steel coal barges; for stock; 175 x 26 x 11

ft.: 28 delivered.

Hull 1118, steel oil barge for Atlantic

Refining Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; 192x40x
ir9".

Hulls 1119-1128, incl., 10 steel dump
scows for American Dredging Co., Phila-

delphia: 7 delivered.

Hulls 1129-1130 incl., two 32-inch steel

suction dredges for U.S. Engineers Office,

Memphis, Tenn.: 2I4x46x9'5"; two TE
steam engs.; 1200 H.P.

Hull 1133, one 15-ton whirler derrick

boat for U. S. Eng. Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Hull 1 134, one 24-in. steel suction dredge
for U. S. Eng. Office, St. Louis, Mo.

Hulls 1135-1136, two steel side dump
scows for Contracting Dept., 115x28x7'6".

DUBUQUE BOAT & BOILER WORKS,
DubuqUe, Iowa

Self-propelled. 16-inch suction, pipe-line

dredge for U. S. Engineers Office, Vicks-
burg, Mi^s,: deliver May/32 est.

FEDERAL SHIPBUILDING 8C DRY
DOCK COMPANY

Kearny, N. J.

Purchasing Agent, R. S. Page.

Not named, hull 121, combination pas-

senger and freight steamer for Panama Mail
Steamship Company, San Francisco (W. R.
Grace 6? Co., subsidiary), 484 L.B.P.; 72
beam; 26'1" loaded draft; 18.5 knots loaded
speed; 7150 D.W.T.; 12,600 I.H.P. tur-

bines; 2 boilers; keel 6/22/31.
Not named, hull 122, sister to above;

keel 8/4/31.
Not named, hull 123, sister to above for

Grace Steamship Co., New York; keel
9/28/31.
Not named, hull 124, sister to above.

HOWARD SHIPYARDS & DOCK
COMPANY,

Jeffersonville, Ind.

Purchasing Agent, W. H. Dickey.

Mark Twain, hull 1691, river tow-
boat for Inland Waterways Corp., Wash-
ington, D.C.; 196 ft. L.O.A.; 42 molded
beam; 6 molded depth; 1000 H.P. comp.
condensing eng.; keel 4/28/31; launched
8/29/31, deliver 12/21/31 est.

MARIETTA MANUFACTURING CO..
Point Pleasant, W. Va.

Purchasing Agent: S. C. Wilhelm.
Five cargo barges for Inland Water-

ways Corp.: 230 x 45 x 11 ft.; 3 delivered.
Captain Meriwether Lewis, dredge, for

U. S. Engineers Office, Washington, D.C.;
260 x 50 x 8'(5".

Captain William Clark, same as above.
One steel derrick boat hull for Federal

Steel Co.; 28 x 65 x 5'9".

NASHVILLE BRIDGE COMPANY,
Nashville, Tenn.

Purchasing Agent, R. L. Baldwin.

Hull 250, dredge for Sternberg Dredging
Co.; 150 x 50 x 7'10" depth; keel 3/21/31;
launched 6/3/31; delivered 10/7/31.

Hull 255, barge for Sternberg Dredging
Co.; 100 X 26 X 6'6": keel 6/26/31; launch-
ed 8/31/31; delivered 10/7/31.

Hull 258, deck barge for stock; 100 x
26 X 6'6"; keel 8/10/31; launched 9/5/31;
delivered 9/9/31.

Hull 259, deck barge for stock; 100 x 26
X 6'6"; keel 8/18/31; launched 9/7/31;
delivered 9/9/31.

Hull 260. dredge for stock; 140 x 36 x
9'; keel 11/16/31 e.st. launch l/l 1/32 est.

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING «£

DRYDOCK COMPANY
Newport News, Va.

Purchasing Agent: Jas. Plummer, 90
Broad Street. New York City .

President Coolidge, hull 340, passenger
and freight liner for Dollar Steamship (5o.,

San Francisco: 653 L.O.A. ; 81 beam; 52
depth; turbo-electric drive: 20 knots speed;
keel 4/22/30; launched 2/21/31; delivered

10/1/31.

Talamanca, hull 344, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail
Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34
depth; 24 loaded draft; 17'/2 knots speed;

10.940 tons displacement: turbo-electric pro-

pulsion; 10,500 I.H.P.; keel 2/2/31;
launched 8/15/31; deliver 1/32 est.

Segovia, hull 345, sister to above; keel

3/9/31; launched 8/15/31; delivery 4/32
est.

Chiriqui, hull 346, sister to above; keel

4/27/31; launch 11/31 est.; deliver 7/32
est.

Ranger, hull 3 53, Aircraft Carrier No.
4 for U. S. Navy Dept.; keel 9/26/31;
deliver Mar./34 est.

Saint John, hull 3 50. passenger and
freight vessel for Eastern Steamship Lines,

India Wharf, Boston, Mass.; 402'9" L.O.A.;
60 beam; 29'9" depth; 20-22 knots; single

reduction Newport News-Parsons geared
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turbines; Babcock 6^ Wilcox boilers; keel
7/21/31; launch 1/32 est.; deliver 5/32 est.

Arcadia, hull 351. sister to above; keel
8/31/31; launch 2/32 est.; deliver 6/32 est.

NEW YORK SHIPBUILDING CO.
Camden, N. J.

Purchasing Agent: J. \V. Meeker.
Indianapolis, hull 399, light cruiser No.

35 lor United States Navy; 10,000 torn
displacement; keel Mar. 31/30.

M.inhatt.in, hull 405. p.isscngcr and cargo
vessel for United States Lines, New York-
666 L.B.P.: 86' beam; 32' loaded draft max •

20 knots speed; 12,000 D.W.T.; geared tur-
bines, 30,000 S.H.P.; 6 B. fe? W. boilers-
keel 12/6/30; launch 12/5/31 est- deliver
6/32 est.

Not named, hull 406, passenger and car-
go vessel, same as above; keel 1/20/31.

Tuscaloosa, hull 407, Scout Cruiser No.
37 for U. S. Navy Department, Washing-
ton, D.C: 578 L.B.P.: eo'lj/j" molded
beam; 21'7" loaded draft: 10.000 tons
displ.; geared turbines: 107,000 I.H.P.; 8
.section express boilers: keel 9/3/31.

SPEDDEN SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Baltimore, Maryland

Purchasing Agent: W. J. Collison.

Not named, hull 271, tug for U. S. PuMic
Health Service: 100 L.B.P.; 22 beam- 11 ft
loaded draft; 2 230-H.P. Fairbanks-Morse
diesel engs.; Westinghouse generators; 400
H.P. motor; keel 8/1/31; launch 11/1/31
est.; deliver 4/1/32 est.

SUN SHIPBUILDING & DRY DOCK
COMPANY,
Chester, Penn.

Purchasing Agent: H. W. Scott.
Not named, hull 133, single-screw, die-

sel tanker for Motor Tankship Corp ; 1 3 400
D.W.T.; keel 9/17/30; deliver 11/1/31
est.

Not named, hull 134, sister to above.
Not named, hull 13 5, sister to above.
Not named, hull 136, sister to above.
Hull 138, diesel-electric barge for Atlan-

tic Refining Co.; 190x34x12 ft.; keel 2/9/-
31; delivered 9/17/31.

TODD DRY DOCK, ENGINEERING
& REPAIR CORP.,

Brooklyn, N.Y.
John J. Harvey, hull 52, fireboat for Fire

Dept., City of New York; 123 LB. P.; 26
beam; 7'6" loaded draft; 18 mi. speed; 2130
I. H.P. gas-electric engs.; keel 6/23/31-
launched 10/6/31.

UNITED DRY DOCKS, Inc.
Mariner's Harbor, N.Y.

Purchasing Agent: R. C. Miller.

Cayuga, hull 797, coast guard cutter
for U.S. Coast Guard Service; 250 L.O.A.;
42 beam; 16 mi. loaded speed; turbo-elec-
tric; 3200 I.H.P.; 2 W. T. boilers; keel
2/9/31; launched 10/7/31; deliver 2/1/32
est.

Knickerbocker, hull 798, ferryboat for
New York Dept. of Plant and Structure;
267 L.O.A.; 66 beam; 13'9" loaded draft;
12 knots speed; double comp. engs.; 4000
I.H.P.; 4 W.T. boilers; keel 2/9/31-
launched 9/1/31; deliver 11/30/31 est.

Hull 802, float, truss weld, for Jas. Stew-
art &> Co., Inc.; 100 L.O.A. x 31 feet; keel
8/4/31; launched and delivered 9/14/31.

T w"'l ?']'• '^ss-wcld dredge for Pierce
J. McAuhfk: 31x7x3 ft.: keel 8/31/31;
launched and delivered 9/16/31.

Hull 803, tni v.'cld barge for Furness-
Withy Co.; 73x34vS ft.; keel 9/21/31;
launched and delivered 10/9/31.
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Trade Literature

The Type H Stirling Boiler is the
title of a new bulletin issued by
The Babcock & Wilcox Company.
It describes a new boiler, which,
the coniiiany .states, has unusual
steaming capacity for the low head-
room and floor space required. The
booklet contains full descriptions
and setting plans showing instal-
lations of the boiler in widely di-

versified industries, using many
different types of firing. Complete
construction details and the many
advantages of this boiler are clear-
ly described and illustrated by
sketches.

Copies of this publication may be
had by addressing The Babcock &
Wilcox Company, 85 Liberty Street,
New York, N. Y., or the Editorial
Department of this magazine.

Diesel Bulletin. — Two recent
work-boat types of Cooper-Besse-
mer diesel engines, with built-in
reverse gear of standard design,
are shown and explained in a new
8-page bulletin which is being dis-
tributed by the builders. Aside
from the fact that the Type FP,
marine-gear engine is larger than
the Type EP, there is no essential
difference in design. The applica-
tion of both types is to fish boats,
towboats, and other commercial
craft. The engines are fully en-
closed, with all accessories built
in. Twenty-six general specifica-
tions are listed and explained in
the bulletin. In addition to photo-
graphs, there is a detailed dimen-
sion drawing of each engine.

Copies of this "marine gear" bul-
letin are obtainable, upon request,
from the Cooper-Bessemer Corpor-
ation at 25 W. 43rd St., New York
City; at Mt. Vernon, Ohio, or from
the Editorial Department of this
magazine.

Modern Steam is the subject of
a new bulletin issued by The Bab-
cock & Wilcox Company. It out-
lines the evolution of marine steam
propulsion from low pressure
plants to the present economical
use of Modern Steam. The bulletin
also deals with the economies of
steam propulsion from the stand-
point of fuel consumption, cost of
fuel, lubricating oil costs, flexibil-
ity of operation, and other import-
ant factors. It is written in non-
technical style and clearly explains
the economic fundamentals of ship
propulsion. It is profusely illustrat-
ed with photographs of modern ma-
rine installations.

Copies of this publication may
be had by addressing the Babcock
& Wilcox Company, 85 Liberty St.,

New York, N. Y., or the Editorial
Department of this magazine.

A four-page illustrated leaflet,
entitled Marine Generators and Au-
tomatic Cut-Out Panels for Traw-
lers, Yachts, Tugs, and Workboats,
has recently been announced by
the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company. Copies of
this publication (D.M.F. 5385)
may be obtained from the nearest
district office or direct from the
Advertising Department, Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing
Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., or
from the Editorial Department of
this magazine.

Nickel — (Literature and Patent
References to) is the title of an
Index to the general subject of
Nickel compiled by J. S. Negru and
published by the International
Nickel Company, Inc., 67 Wall St.,

New York. Copies of this booklet
may be obtained from the above ad-
dress or by application to the Edi-
torial Department of this magazine.

Plastic Products.—This is a des-
criptive booklet, beautifully printed
and illustrated, published by the
Plastics Department of the General
Electric Company, Schenectady. It
portrays in very interesting style
the increasing use of products bas-
ed on synthetic resins and other
binders of various t.vpes. It is ob-
tainable either through the com-
pany or by application to the Edi-
torial Department of this maga-
zine.

Arc Welding in Industry and Arc
Welders are two recent booklets
published by the General Electric
Company which go hand-in-hand.
The former is a beautifully illust-
rated and printed booklet portray-
ing the rapid progress that arc
welding has made in its applica-
tion to the industrial and building
trades. The latter booklet is a cata-
log describing and illustrating
G E Arc Welders in a wide range
of capacities. Both these booklets
are new and are Nos. GEA-005B
and GEA-1440, respectively, and
are obtainable either from the va-
rious offices of the General Elec-
tric Company or on application to
the Editorial Department of this
magazine.



Marine Insurance
Edited by James A. Quinby

Losses Under Hull Policies

Is a Sea Peril Necessary Where the Policy Contains no Warranty of Seaworthiness?

WITH but few exceptions,

modern marine hull poli-

cies contain no express or

implied warranty of seaworthi-

ness. Many of our hull policies

contain a provision for English

Law and Usage, which brings in-

to operation Section 39 (5) of the

Marine Insurance Act of 1906,

reading as follows:

"In a time policy there is no
implied warranty that the ship

shall be seaworthy at any stage of

the adventure, but where, with the

privity of the assured, the ship is

sent to sea in an unseaworthy
state, the insurer is not liable for

any loss attributable to unseawor-
thiness."

As practically all hull policies are time policies, and
as it is extremely difficult to show the pi'oximate cause

of a loss and the privity of an owner thereto, the prac-

tical result of this provision is to nullify any require-

ment that the insured vessel be seaworthy.

While the law as to the warranty of seaworthiness
is not clear in the United States, being somewhat ob-

scured by conflicting state statutes and by the tendency
of one or two jurisdictions to follow the English rule,

it may be said that the weight of American authority
requires no absolute warranty of seaworthiness in a
time hull policy, but does require that the vessel be sea-

worthy when the policy attaches, if the vessel is in

port at that time. In other words, if the underwriter
can show that any given loss is due to a specific ele-

ment of unseaworthiness which existed at the time
the policy was taken out, and that the vessel was in

port at such time and her owner might have corrected
the defect, then the underwriter may escape liability

under his policy. If you think all these things are easy
to prove, just try your hand at it some time. To all

intents and purposes, then, the hull underwriter must
realize that under both English and American law there
is practically no chance of avoiding a claim on the
ground that the vessel was unseaworthy.

Cause of Loss Must Be Fortuitous.

In any text-book discussion of perils in.sured against
by marine policies, we find the axiomatic statement
that a loss, to be recoverable, must be caused by some
fortuitous, accidental casualty—something which may,
not something which must, happen. An unexpected
result of the operation of wind and wave, as opposed

Lament

I'm a good insurance broker

That I know is very true.

But my business comes from relatives-

A fact you may construe

As a slur upon my efforts.

But no matter what I do,

I find my other prospects

All have aunts and uncles who.

As the gods of chance arrange it,

Are insurance brokers, too.

-J. A. Q.

to gradual, natural deterioration.

This statement is usually accom-
panied by its inevitable corrollary

to the effect that an underwriter
is not liable for the inherent vice

or pre-existing defect of the thing
insured. In cases of hull policies,

then, we are led to the following
conclusions:

1. The vessel, in general, does

not have to be seaworthy.
2. A loss, to be recoverable,

must be caused by a peril insured

against.

While these conclusions are not

squarely contradictory, they are

certainly divergent. Given a case

of a vessel suffering structural

damage on an ordinary voyage,

the underwriter will loudly chant the second state-

ment, while the owner or his canny broker will point

with pride to the first. Are the two theories reconcil-

able?

Inherent Vice Must Be Clearly Proved.

In spite of legalistic bombast to the effect that the

assured has the burden of proof in establishing his

claim, the attitude of our courts and juries has placed

a tremendous handicap upon the underwriter who seeks

to escape liability by alleging that a loss is due to in-

herent vice rather than a peril of the sea. Every ef-

fort is made to establish—nay, even to bolster up—

a

given incident until it assumes the proportions of the

necessary sea peril so requisite for the owner's recov-

ery. The same courts lean over backward to deny the

existence of a sea peril asserted by a shipowner who
is claiming the protection of the Harter Act in escap-

ing liability for cargo damage under his bill of lading.

The holdings are not inconsistent. They are colored

by the strict interpretation of a statute in the one case,

and by a feeling that in the other case an underwriter
who drew a policy is seeking to escape from its pro-

visions. In addition to these somewhat justifiable ele-

ments of motivation, we are always faced with the

great American jury, that noble institution upon whose
crest is blazoned the unanswerable query, "What did

they get the premium for?"

As a consequence of these purely practical consid-

erations, the lack of a requirement of a warranty of

seaworthiness assumes the proportions of an impreg-

nable bulwark of defense to the assured, while the re-

quirement of a peril of the sea, originally a protection
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to the underwriter, has been so eaten away by gradual

attacks and judicial erosion that the idle slapping of

waves echoes down through the loud-speaker of legal

precedent as the howling of a gale.

For example, in the case of Olympia Canning Co. vs.

Union Marine Insurance Co., 10 Fed. (2d) 72, the over-

loading of a vessel at an intermediate port was held to

be a fortuitous act constituting a sea peril, even though
the vessel sank in ordinary weather. Underwriters who
insured river or harbor craft for sea voyages have been
held liable for loss caused by ordinary ocean weather,

on the theory that as to such craft, ordinary ocean
weather constitutes a sea peril (The Tornado, 1925

A.M.C. 199; Lighter 176, 1928 A.M.C. 554; The Wash
Gray, 1928 A.M.C. 923.)

In all these cases, however, there has been some evi-

dence of the operation of an outside natural force up-

on the fabric of the vessel, in contrast to the silent,

gradual decay of the vessel from within. Where there

is a semblance of an external force, or where there is

no explanation of the loss, the courts are fond of say-

ing that the vessel is presumed to be seaworthy, thus

avoiding the real question of the existence of a sea

peril. (The Roanoke, 1924 A.M.C. 790; Farmer's Feed
Co. vs. Insurance Co. of North America, 166 Fed. 111.)

The Inchmaree Clause.

In addition to facing the ever-present peril of the

sea, the modern hull underwriter must contend with the

possibility that the shipowner can show that the proxi-

mate cause of the loss was a latent defect or the negli-

gence of a master or engineer, which are separate in-

sured perils under the terms of the Inchmaree clause

now incorporated in almost every hull policy. If a

vessel sinks at her moorings on a calm day, the owner
is usually able to show that some negligent act of those

in charge of her is really responsible for her loss. Of
course, if there is no evidence of prior care and upkeep
to rebut the clear showing that the hull gradually rot-

ted away, an entirely different picture is presented. If

an aged vessel merely comes to the end of her rope,

the implication of inherent vice is strong enough to ex-

onerate the hull insurer, even where the policy agrees

to pay damage caused by sinking and the vessel ac-

tually sinks. (Wadsworth Lighterage Co. v. Sea Insur-

ance Co., 35 Com. Cas. 1.)

We are faced with the inevitable conclusion that the

modern hull underwriter with the Inchmaree Clause in

his policy, in nine cases out of ten must pay hull losse.;,

even though such losses can reasonably be traceci to

unseaworthiness. The only losses which he can success-

fully resist are those due solely to gradual deteriora-

tion.

Chartered Vessel Liable for Fuel

THE United States Circuit Court of Appeals for

the Ninth Circuit, sitting at San Francisco, has
recently affirmed a judgment handed down in

January of this year by the District Court at Los An-
geles in the case of the Associated Cil Company vs. the
Norwegian steamer Golden Gate, owned by Knut
Knutsen. The vessel was operated by the Southern Al-
berta Lumber and Supply Company under a charter re-

quiring the charterer and not the owner to pay for fuel

and supplies. In upholding the right of the seller of

fuel to rely upon the credit of the vessel rather than
the credit of the charter, in spite of the provision of the
charter-party. Judge Curtis D. Wilbur said, in part:

"Appellants rely strongly on the case of United
States vs. Carver, 260 U.S. 482. in which the Supreme
Court held that no lien arises for supplies furnished a
chartered vessel where the charter forbids it, and
where the material man, by reasonably diligent investi-

gation, could have ascertained there was a charter and
gained knowledge of its terms. In that case there was
an express provision in the charter party that the char-
terers 'will not suffer nor permit to be continued any
lien,' and this provision was held to deny the right of
the charterer to create a lien. In the instant case the
charter part.v contains a provision requiring the char-
terer to provide and pay for all fuel oil, but contains
no express provision denying the right of the charterer
to bind the ship for supplies furnished. It provides
'that the charterers shall provide and pay for all the
coals and fuel oil except as otherwise agreed. . . .'

The decision of the Superme Court in The South
Coast, 251 U.S. 519, deals with a charter in which the
charterer agreed to pay for fuel and supplies furnished
the vessel, but did not prohibit the incurring of liens

therefor, and hold that under such a charter the master
could create a lien therefor. This decision is controlling

here

In view of the fact that in the instant case the char-

ter did not prohibit the charterer from creating liens,

it is immaterial as to whether or not the libelant knew
or should have known its terms. . . .

Furthermore, the contract of sale between the char-

terer and the libelant contained the following jiro-

vision

:

'It is agreed between the parties hereto that seller

sells said fuel oil on the credit of the several \essels

to which deliveries may be made hereunder, as well as

on the promise of buyer to pay therefor.'
"

The Associated Oil Company was represented in the

litigation by Derby. Sharp, Quinby & Tweedt and Dan-
iel Hone of San Francisco, and Ray Howard of Los
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Angeles. Counsel for the Golden Gate were Messrs.
Young, Lillick, Olson, Graham and Kelly of Los An-
geles. It is understood that the vessel owner will at-

tempt to obtain a writ of certiorari to the Supreme
Court of the United States.

Tug Owner Denied Limitation

THE case of The Edward, 1931 A.M.C. 1541, illus-

trates the inclination shown by modern courts to

grant limitation of liability only in cases where
the owner has been shown to be clearly without fault.

Some of the earlier cases allowed the owner to lim'L

liability to the value of the wreck solely upon a show-
ing that he was not personally involved in the unsea-
worthiness or other cause of damage. That this ten-

dency resulted in an unwarranted delegation of duties

by the shipowner and a consequent miscarriage of

justice is the opinion of many present-day writers anri

experts on maritime law.

In The Edward case, the owner had allowed an em-
ploye to equip and fit a previously discarded gas tow-

boat for a trip with a tow in the Gulf of Mexico. Al-

though the owner himself did not actually recondition

the vessel, he was aware that the work had been done,

and on December 19, 1929, while a heavy storm was
blowing, he instructed the employe, one Newport, to

take the tug out and complete the tow.

The tug went out into the storm and came ashore
with all hands frozen to death. In denying limitation

of liability upon actions to recover for the death of

the crew, the Court held in part as follows:

"As to equipment and crew, petitioner seeks to sus-

tain the burden by proof that he had authorized and
directed Newport, who on the fatal trip went as master,
to take the tug Edward and put her in first-class con-
dition as to her equipment and provide a suitable crew.
That while he had not of course himself installed, su-

pervised, or inspected the equipment put upon the boat
or engaged the crew, he had given Newport orders that
everything proper should be done, and that if any-
thing was left undone that ought to have been done,
or done that ought not to have been done, this was
not his fault, but the fault of Newport, the master.
As to leaving port in bitterly freezing weather in the

wake of a storm, he declares that if this was an error

of judgment, it was the fault of his agent Sweeney and
of the master in charge of the boat, and not of himself,

since on the day the Edward battled her way out into

the Gulf he was not in the port of Galveston.

Claimants urge against these contentions that this

case could in no event be one for limitation of dam-

ages. That it is indeed a case which in its very nature

defeats and rebuts such relief.

I agree entirely with claimants. I think the slight-

est consideration of the purpose and the language of

the Act in the light of the facts which this record dis-

closes makes it plain that petitioner had wholly failed

to make proof from which it could be at all fairly found

that the conditions which brought about the 'death of

the crew were without his privity or fault."

"In addition to the unseaworthiness in the equip-

ment and furnishings of this vessel, I think it perfectly

plain that petitioner is responsible for having the ship

put out to sea in the face of the inclement weather rul-

ing on that day. He had arranged for the trip; he had
emphasized the urgency of the department which had
been delayed because of the repairs making on the

barge. He was in Galveston when the storm warnings
were put out. He talked to Newport the day before in

Galveston about the voyage, knowing he was to leave

next day; he had given strict orders for him to

leave as soon as the barge was ready, and knowing that

he was to leave, talking with him on the day before he

left, petitioner left Galveston leaving no orders, as he

should have done in view of the condition of the boat,

directing Newport to wait until the storm had subsided.

Under these facts the case stands as though he were in

Galveston on the morning that she sailed, and fully re-

sponsible for the sailing. (Texas and Gulf Steamship

Co. vs. Clarence Parker, 263 Fed. 864.)"

Marine Study Class Opens Term
The marine insurance study class sponsored by the

Association of Marine Underwriters of San Francisco

opened its eleventh annual term on October 19, the

feature of the initial meeting being an address by Car-

roll Single, admiralty attorney, on "The Present Trend
in the Field of Limitation of Liability." As vessel-

owners, shippers, and underwriters in cases like the

San Juan and Harvard are vitally interested in the

shipowner's statutory right to limit his liability to the

value of the vessel after an accident, the subject of the

opening meeting drew a large attendance.

The class will continue its meetings during the win-

ter and early spring months. Sessions are held twice

monthly on alternate Monday evenings in the assembly

room of the Board of Fire Underwriters, Room 906,

Merchants Exchange Building, at 6:30 P.M. Attend-

ance is free of charge to members of the marine fra-

ternity desirous of broadening their knowledge of mari-

time matters.
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Freights, Charters, Sales

October 14, 1931.

THE following steamers have
been fixed with grain to the

Orient: Danish motorship Aus-
tralien, Portland to Shanghai, $3,

L. Dreyfus & Co., Norwegian motor-

ship Samuel Bakke. North Pacific

to Shanghai, October, Canadian
Transport Co.; Norwegian motor-

ship Danwood, Portland to Shang-
hai, October, |2.85, W. L. Comyn &
Co.

The following steamers have been
fixed with lumber to the Orient:

British motorship Cape Horn, Col-

umbia River to Japan, October,

Canadian American Shipping Co.;

British steamer Melmay, Coos Bay
and Columbia River to Japan, Oct-

ober, Canadian American Shipping
Co.

The Japanese steamer Yoshida
Maru No. 1 has been fixed with
lumber from British Columbia to

Melbourne and Sydney, $10, Sep-

tember, by American Trading Co.

The American steamer Missoula
has been fixed with lumber from
Eureka and Columbia River to U.

S. 7\.tlantic Port, October, by Ham-
mond Lumber Co.

The following sales have been
reported: American steamer Rob-
ert Johnson, U. S. Marshall to Pet-

er Shafer, $47,000; American steam-

er C. D. Johnson III, U. S. Marshall
to Thos. Thatcher, $32,500.

PAGE BROS., Brokers.

Trade Literature

Kingsbury Bulletin HV. This
catalog, just released by the Kings-
bury Machine Works, Frankford,
Philadelphia, Pa., is the first of a

new series and combines in one
booklet complete description and
analysis of Vertical and Horizontal
Thrust Bearings whose parts are to

a large extent interchangeable.
Only standard self-aligning, equal-
izing, thrust bearings are covered
in this catalog. Capacities, weights
and principal dimensions are given
for the usual forms of these bear-
ings.

The bulletin describes and illus-

trates the variety of standard

mountings available for enclosing

the HV thrust bearings, making it

an easy matter for users to apply
these bearings to their machines.
Most of these mountings include an
adjacent journal bearing and auto-

matic lubrication of the unit.

The bulletin may be obtained
from the headquarters of the com-
pany, from the Western Engineer-
ing Company in San Francisco, or

from the Editorial Department of

this magazine.

Geo. E. Billings
COMPANY

Pacific Coast General Agents

Standard Marine Insurance Co.

National Union Fire Ins. Co.

Mercantile Insurance Co.

of America

312 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO . - CALIFORNIA

Telephone GArfield 3646

Seattle OKice: Colman BIdg.

Telephone SEofca 1478

Paracoil Evaporator is described
in a recent folder released by its

builder, the Davis Engineering
Company of New York. This Para-
coil product provides a supply of
absolutely pure, distilled water for
boiler feed, drinking, culinary, or

other purposes as required on ship-

board and on land. The product is

described and illustrated in detail,

with charts and diagrams. It is

ready for free distribution on ap-

plication to the manufacturer of

Paracoil products or to the Editor-
ial Department of this magazine.

Burmeister & Wain, engineers
and shipbuilders of Copenhagen,
Denmark, have just published their

annual catalog entitled "The Ship-

yards—1931." This is a 120-page
book, with paper cover, published
in English and it is almost entire-
ly made up of full-page photo-
graphs of the shipyards and of
some typical motor vessels built
and engined at the Copenhagen
works. Copies may be obtained by
application to Burmeister & Wain
or to the Editorial Department of
this magazine.

General Electric Company has
the following loose-leaf catalog
sheets ready for distribution

:

GEA-708-B—G-E "7600 Series"
Synchronous Motors.
GEA-1420—Time Meters.
GEA-1184-A—CR700G-D30B Mag-

netic switch.

GEA - 1909 - A — Switchgear for
Merchant Ships.

Portable Paint Sprayer

AN improved small portable
spray-painting outfit, easily

operated and carried by one
person, has recentlybeen announce-
ed by The DeVilbiss Company, man-
ufacturers of spray-painting and
spray-finishing equipment.

This low priced outfit, known as

the DeVilbiss NC-607, is recom-
mended for use by master painters,

decorators, contractors, builders,

and others as supplemental equip-
ment for touch up work on small
sized painting or refinishing jobs.

It is a dependable unit of great
adaptability and usefulness, de-
signed for small maintenance
painting. This outfit is electrically

driven and operates economically on
any light socket. The compressor
and motor are compactly and se-

curely mounted on a rubber-footed
metal base. N.C.-607 will be found
very useful and economical for

painting and touching up in many
locations on shipboard.

KOEHLER,
KEMP & KOEHLER

CARGO SURVEYORS AND
APPRAISERS

465 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
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Transportation Problems

(Continued from Page 453)

with the growth of business and with changing condi-
tions in our national affairs. It is contended that the
existing law might be amended to some degree so as
to permit the rail lines more freedom than they now
enjoy, but in only one reply has it been suggested that
this law be entirely abrogated. The reply from one mem-
ber is deserving of literal repetition:

'The regulation which prohibits steamers owned by
rail lines to operate through the Canal is in the best
interest of a majority of the public. Aside from the
question as to whether carriers should be allowed to
engage in more than one form of transportation, it is

a fact that only a very limited number of the rail lines
could profitably engage in this service, which would
give those so favorably situated a considerable advan-
tage over their less fortunate competitors. Such an ad-
vantage .-lould result in upsetting the entire relation-

ship of our national transportation system as now
maintained, and the resulting confusion would be det-
rimental to the best interests of the majority of ship-
pers.'

Railroads Operating Steamships

Our next question asked. "Do you believe that rail-
road companies should be permitted to engage in other
types of transportation—such as motor truck, bus, air,
or steamer—regardless of whether they supplement or
compete with their existing rails?" The majority opin-
ion on this question is clearly to the effect that rail
lines should be, to some degree, restricted from and
permitted to engage in the other forms of transporta-
tion. One lengthy statement proceeds on the theory
that throughout history those engaged in a business
which was changed and supplanted in the course of
modern progress and invention have always been free
to engage in the activity which supplemented their
old business. It is specifically pointed out that the
sailing ship owner could go into the steamship busi-
ness; that the stage coach operator could build a rail-
road; that the brewery could become a ginger ale or
malted milk plant; and that the wagon and carriage
factory could become an automobile plant. In accord-
ance with those examples it is held that in every walk
of life and in every division of human progress, those
who have had their money invested in an industry
which was substantially changed or supplanted by in-
vention and development have been free and unhamp-
ered, other than by limitations of their own abilities,
to engage in the new businesses which came with time
and progress. It is held that we must in fairness af-
ford as nearly as possible the same opportunities to the
railroads; to the vast billions of dollars invested in
them, and to the hundreds of thousands of men who
have for many years engaged in their employment.
They have given us for years service which has been
in every respect essential and important and they
should now be free to engage in providing us with the
forms of transportation which have removed from the
railroad business to some extent the stamp of neces-
sity.

Taxation

In view of the constant agitation in certain circles,
urging increases in taxation of some of the agencies
of transportation, we asked the following question:

November

•*l)o you believe it is sound to equalize the opportun-
ities of transportation agencies by the use of taxation?
If so, to what extent should taxation be used in this
manner?" This is one question to which we found a
uniform reply and on which the dissenting opinions
were few and without reason. Our members are in com-
plete agreement in the theory that taxation must not
be u.sed as a lever or weapon to accomplish any pur-
pose in favor of or in opposition to the conduct of busi-
ness. It IS recognized that taxation should be employed
only as a means of raising those revenues which our
state and federal governments must have in order to
conduct the public's business. We quote brief parts of a
few of the replies on this question:

'It is not economically sound to attempt to equalize
the opportunities of transportation agencies by the use
of taxation. Such a method must result in retarding
modern ideas applied to transportation; and while I
believe in equitable taxation for all instrumentalities
ot taxation I do not believe that the taxation of one
should in any way be based upon the disabilities of
others. This may be the proper place to state my opin-
ion that the present rate of taxation as applied to
steam railroads is too high. This is particularlv true in
California and it has been a surprising thing to me
that the steam railroads do not more seriously attempt
to secure a reduction in their tax rate.'

On the question, "Should highway carriers pav for
the cost and maintenance of the highwavs through
taxes.

,
we find a general sentiment to the effect that

those who use the highways, and particularlv thosewho use the highways for the purpose of conducting
their business, should pay for the building and upkeep
of the highways. There is throughout the answers,
however, a strong under-current indicating a belief
that those who use the highways alreadv pay a fair
share of the expense which they should bear.' In line
with the foregoing, questions were asked as to whether
steamship lines should pay for the cost of maintain-
ing safe harbors, lighthouses, and so forth and wheth-
er air transport lines should pay for the maintenance
ot air beacons, lighted airways, weather reports, and
so forth. It might have been assumed in advance that
those who felt that the highway carriers should pav
tor the highways would at the same time feel that the
other two forms of transportation should pay for the
facilities which they use. Such, however, is not the
case. We find an almost uniform sentiment indicating
that the steamship lines should not pav for the main-
tenance or building of safe harbors, lighthouses, docks
and so forth and that air transport lines should not
pay for the various facilities which they use. Varied
arguments were employed to illustrate the views of our
members on these subjects, but without exception all
pointed to the same conclusion. It was suggested that
the facilities required in this connection bv steamship
operators are universally furnished bv governments
and are essentially available for the people and
ships of all nations; that their creation and mainten-
ance is everywhere regarded as an activity and burden
of government and that those using them can not and
should not be asked to contribute to their upkeep. It
is pointed out in this connection that water transpor-
tation is essentially a venture and that risks and perils
are connected with it not felt in any other form of
transportation. Those risks and perils are always in
some manner assumed and borne by the shipper and the
public and not by the ship operator except to the de-
gree to which he protects his own interests.
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SERVING SHIPS OF THE SEVEN SEAS

rVi Fi •]
MARINE OUTFITTERS AT THE PORT OF SAN FRANCISCO

California Representatives for

The
Edwin H. Fitler

Company
Philadelphia Cordage Works

Look for the

Blue and Yellow
Trade Mark

HAVISIDE COMPANY
Largest Commercial Heavy-lifting and Salvage Barges

on the Pacific Coast.

Four Derrick Barges ' - Capacity up to 100 tons

Submarine Diving

SHIP CHANDLERS
Specialists: Yacht Sails and Yacht Rigging

Complete stock of yacht and motorboat supplies

Agents for:

American Steel & Wire Co. American Marine Paint Co.

Stratford's Best Oakum Jeffrey's Marine Glues

56-62 STEUART ST., SAN FRANCISCO
Phone—EXbrook 0064

Postal Announces Executive Ap-
pointments.—At the regular annual
meeting of the board of directors of

the Postal Telegraph-Cable Com-
pany, Clarence H.Mackay was elect-

ed chairman of the board, Major-
General George S. Gibbs was elected

president of the company, A. H.
Griswold executive vice-president,

and William J. Ueegan vice-presi-

dent and comptroller.

General Gibbs, the new president
of the company, has been identified

with the Postal organization since

July 1 last, when he retired from
the post of chief signal officer of
the United States Army and head of
the Signal Corps, to become vice-

president of the International Tele-

phone and Telegraph Corporation
in charge of its telegraph, cable,

and radio communications compan-
ies.

STAT^^'^^NT OF TH" OWNTOSfrTP MAN-
AGEMENT, CIRCXJLATION, ETC., REQUIRED
BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUG. 24. 1912
of PACIFIC MARINH RlA'li;\\'. pnM.~hrd
monll.ly, j. Sin fii^ia-.u, CI, I.. U.r (Kt-.bi.r

I. ly.ll, State of Calilornia, County of San
Francisco— ss.

Before me. a Noury Public in and for the
State and County aforesaid. personally ap'
peared Bernard N. DeRocfiie, who having been
duly sworn according to law, deposes and says
th.it he is the Business Manager of the Pacific
Marine Review, and that the following is, to
the best of his knowledge and belief, a true state'

mcnt of the ownership, manaKement (and if a
daily paper, the circulation), etc.. of the afore-
said publication for the date shown in the abo»c
caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912,
embodied in section 411. Postal Laws and Renu-
lations, printed on the reverse of this form, tu

1. That the names and addresses of the pub*
lisher, editor, managing editor, and busineas man'
agers are:

Publisher: Jas. S. Hines, 500 Sansome Street.
San Francisco. Calif.

Editor, Alex J. Dickie, 1036 Mariposa Ave..
Berkeley, Calif.

Managing Editor: None.
Business Manager: Bernard N. DeRochie, 737

Contra Costa Avenue, Berkeley. Calif.

2. That the owner is: (If owned by a corpora-
tion, its name and address must be stated and
also immediately thereunder the names and ad-
dresses of stockholders owning or holding one per
cent or more of total amount of stock. If not
owned by a corporation, the names and addresses
of the individual owners must be given. If owned
by a firm, company, or other unincorporated con-
cern. Its name and address, as well as those of
each individual member, must be given.)

James S. Hines. owner.
3. Th.at the known bondholders, mortgagees,

and other security holders owning or holding 1

per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mort-
gages, or other securities are: None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and i^ecur.

ity holders, if any. contain not only the list of
stockholders and security holders as they appear
upon the books of the company, but also, in easel
where the stockholder or security holder appears
upon the books of the company as trustee or in
any other fiduciary relation, the name of the per-
son or corporation for whom such trustee it act-
ing, is given; also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affianr's full knowl-
edge and belief as to the circumstances and con-
ditions under which stockholders and security
holders who do not appear upon the bn.iks of the
company as trustees, hold stock and securities in a
capacity other than that of a bonafide owner;
and this affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation has any
interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds,
or other securities than as so stated by h'm.

(Circulation information is required from daily
publications only.)

BERNARD N. DeROCHIE.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 18th day

<if September. 1931.

(Seal) EDITH GOEWEY
ary r^ublic, in and for the City and County

of .San Fr;

(My
State of Califo
cxpii No 1932.)



Marine Transportation Museum
THE Museum of Science and In-

dustry, founded by Julius Ros-
enwald in Chicago, has recog-

nized the importance of water
transportation as an agent of civili-

zation by providing approximately
22,000 square feet of its floor space
for depicting the developments of
shipbuilding and navigation. This
space is being divided into twelve
sections, as follows:

1. Primitive craft.

2. Evolution of the sail ship.

3. Evolution of the merchant
steamer.

4. Development of lake and
ocean freighters.

5. Inland water transportation.

6. Shipbuilding.

7. Development of ship propul-
sion.

8. Ship interiors and interior

equipment.
9. Deck and miscellaneous equipment.
10. Navigation.
11. Marine industries.

12. Pleasure craft, yachts, and other small craft.

In the presentation of over 225 models which will

comprise the various exhibits, modern ideas in museum
setting will be carried out to the fullest extent. This
will be no storehouse of ship models lacking in ele-

ments of interest to the visitor. On the contrary, each
model will be placed in a setting which will give it an
atmosphere of life and realism akin to the time and
type it represents.

Many of the exhibits will be so arranged that they
may be operated by the visitor. For instance, a beau-
tiful model of the six-masted schooner William L.

A close-up of the details of rigging and deck equipment of the model shown below.

Douglas will be mounted on a marine railway which
will travel back and forth so that the visitor may see
just how vessels are hauled out on such railways for
under-water repairs. Likewise, a floating dr.v-dock will

rise and lift its burden of steamship out of the water
or lower it to floating position.

Models of various life-saving devices will likewise

be operated by the visitor and numerous dioramas will

educate him in the differences between the methods of

towing on the Mississippi River and the deep-water

towing along the Atlantic Coast.

There will be a full-sized replica of a small sailing

ship on which the visitor may go aboard and see for

himself how the sailor lives surrounded by the various

equipment to be found in the forecastle. Likewise,

there will be a pilot house in

which the visitor may simulate

the steering of a ship by turn-

ing the steering wheel which
will cause reactions similar to

those of a ship responding to

the helm.
The marine section of the Mu-

seum of Science and Industry

is under the curatorship of Ma-
jor Carlos de Zafra, formerly
consulting naval architect with
the late Charles L. Seabury,

who has had considerable ex-

perience in maritime displays,

and who has secured a leave of

absence from the Engineering
Department of the New York
University to give his entire

time to the planning of this

section of the Museum.

A beautiful inodel of the four-masted

steel bark Pamir, constructed with all

details on a scale of one-quarter inch to

the foot, in the shops of the Museum
of Science and Industry, Chicago.



Pacific Marine Personals
AFLOAT AND ASHORE «r>K, BY PAUL FAULKNER

FiVf sons ill till Aiiur'uan iiurclutnl iiiiirbie—
(ind all uff'iccrs—is the proud boast of Mrs. Marie

C'liidsirk of Seattle. Photograph at right shoics

the five brothers on the oeeasion of a reeent reunion

at Seattl( . their hirthplaee. They are:

Upper—/(// to right: Captain Harold G. Gaid-

siek, first offieer of the States Line freighter Texas:

Gaptain Fred C. Gaidsiek of the Williams Line

freighter If'illkeno; Captain Charles T. Gaidsiek,

first offieer of the Admiral Line crack liner H . F.

Alexander. Loner—left to right : Captain Joseph

A. Gaidsiek. of the A meriean-Haivaiian freighter

Panamaii : and Captain Iloivard If. Gaidsiek. chief

offieer of the Admiral Line steamship Admiral

Evans.

At the 1931 Annual Meeting of

members of the SHIPOWNERS'
ASSOCIATION OF THE PACIFIC
COAST, held at San Francisco,

September 24, the following direc-

tors were elected:

The purser of a Panama Mail

liner is a busy man—uith stops at

many ports in Central and South

America — and passengers and

freight for all of them. Above is

a picture of the famous smile of

Harry Berg, purser on the S.S.

Guatemala.

F. J. O'Connor, of the Donovan
Lumber Co., R. W. Myers of Hobbs,

Wall & Co., James Tyson of The
Chas. Nelson Co., S. M. Hauptman
of McCormick Steamship Co., L. C.

Hammond of Hammond Lumber
Co., Otis R. Johnson of National

Steamship Co., L. C. Stewart of

Sudden & Christensoii, S. D. Free-

man of S. S. Freeman & Co., H. F.

Vincent of E. K. Wood Lumber Co.,

W. R. Chamberlin of W. R. Cham-
berlin & Co., John L. Reed of J. R.

Hanify & Co., and J. C. McCabe of

A. F. Mahony Co.

At the organization meeting of

the newly elected directors held im-

mediately after the membership
meeting, the present officers of the

association were re-elected, name-

ly, F. J. O'Connor, president (this

will represent Mr. O'Connor's tenth

term) ; R. W. Myers, vice-president;

and Nat Levin, secretary-treasurer.

The entire official personnel of

the Panama Mail Line steamship

Venezuela, which switched service

with the Santa Teresa in the inter-

coastal service, has been transfer-

red to the latter vessel. The men
transferred are: CAPTAIN WAL-
TER PRENGLE, in command;
Chief Officer, PATRICK H. GAL-
LAGHER; Chief Engineer, WIL-
LIAM W. BOWERS; Purser, WIL-
LIAM A. McLEAN; Assistant Pur-

ser, GEORGE A. CLEGHOIIN;
Surgeon, Dr. FREDERICK M. ROS-
SITER; Chief Steward, ERNEST
SONNEFLETH.

A recent visitor to San Francisco

was CAPTAIN D. M. McLAREN,
Panama Canal pilot. Captain Mc-

Laren reported that the Govern-

ment of Panama is preparing to

make a strong bid to interest Arn-

erican tourists, especially from Cali-

fornia. Roads are being built into

the jungles where the naturalist,

photographer, and sportsman may
find a virgin country of unusual

beauty and interest; a number of

the ancient ruins are being cleared

of their underbrush; and sanitary

accommodations are being prepared

for visitors.
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JOHNSON LINE
JSt

Inducements

I'hrouph Billj of Lading Issued to

Dirocl Froichi, I>.issci.c<r nn<l Rpfricor.ilor Serviic To .ind Irom

PACIFIC COAST PORTS TO U.K. AND
SCANDINAVIAN PORTS

M̂ONTHLY SAILINGS
Vessels Call at Antwerp Outu

From Europe

M.S. Margaret Johtiaon

GRACE LINE
Direct Freight, Passenger and Refrigerator Service to and From

WEST COAST SOUTH AMERICA
Los Angeles—San Francisco—Portland—Puget Sound—British Columbia—Monthly Sailings.

FOR RATES, FREIGHT SPACE AND OTHER INFORMATION APPLY

W. R. GRACE & CO.
General Agenta Pacific Coast

332 PINE STREET -:- SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES
f H. R. McLAURIN. Inc

618 Central Bldg.

PORTLAND
LIDELL 6? CLARKE. Inc.

Agents. Johnson Line

STATES STEAMSHIP CO.
Agents, Grace Line

SEATTLE
W. R. GRACE 6? CO.

Hoge BIdg.

VANCOUVER. B. C.
GARDNER JOHNSON, Ltd.

G. ECKDAHL 6? SON
Gen'I Passenger Agents
Southern California
1043 So. Broadway
LOS ANGELES
JOHNSON LINE

San Francisco
Z Pin* Street

Los Angeles
548 S. Spring St.

New York
lO HanoTer Sqaare
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After sixty years at sea, CAP-
TAIN WILLIAM LYONS, commo-
dore of the American-Hawaiian
fleet, has decided to retire from
active sea life. Captain Lyons start-

ed his sea career as a boy of 13,

when he went to sea with a Nova
Scotia fishing fleet. In 1883 he

sailed in the first four-masted

schooner ever built in the United
States, and from that time has serv-

ed under the American flag in sail,

steam, and motor vessels. In 1901

Captain Lyons commanded the Cali-

fornia, the first steamer built by
the American-Hawaiian for the

Straits of Magellan trade. When
the Panama Canal was opened in

1914, he made the company's first

westbound transit with the Mis-

sourian. He was in command of this

vessel during the war when she

was torpedoed and sunk. In 1922

Captain Lyons was given the com-
mand of the company's first motor-
ship, also named the Californian,

and he remained as master of this

vessel until his retirement.

CAPTAIN E. L. SMITH, former-

ly master of the Minnesotan, suc-

ceeds Captain Lyons as captain of

the Californian.

The skipper of the rescue ship

San Mateo, CAPTAIN E. L. COL-
BURN, was the recipient of sincere

congratulations from veterans of

the San Francisco waterfront on
the arrival of the vessel from the

East Coast last month. This was
the first arrival in port of this ves-

sel since her officers and seamen
so successfully cooperated with the

officers of the steamship Colombia
in picking up the passengers of that

ill-fated vessel off the Lower Cali-

fornia coast in September. The San
Mateo is operating in the banana
trade for the United Fruit Com-
pany and was southbound at the
time. The rescued passengers were
transferred to the La Perla, an-
other vessel of the United Fruit
fleet, which carried the passengers
north.

m.^
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Commodore of ili< .limri-

can-ilaivailan fleet, Captain

lliHiain Lyons has retired

from active sea duty. Sixty

years is his record, and the

molorship Californian his

coinnuuid since 1922.

The silver wedding anniversary
of CAPTAIN H. L. JACKSON and
his wife was celebrated last month
in Seattle. Captain Jackson is mas-
ter of the Weyerhauser steamer He-
gira. The vessel was undergoing re-

pairs at the Todd plant, which en-

abled the entire officer personnel
of the vessel to attend an informal
dinner in honor of the occasion.

Captain Jackson is the son of Cap-
tain Henry Jackson and the grand-

son of Captain D. R. Jackson, both
prominently associated with the

pioneer history of Puget Sound.

WALTER B. ALLEN, head of the

Los Angeles Board of Harbor Com-
missioners, was elected president

of the American Association of

Port Authorities at its recent an-

nual convention held at Philadel-

phia. This is the second term as

president for Mr. Allen within five

years. He succeeds Martin Oet-

terhagan of Chicago. Other Pacific

Coast members who are on the exe-

cutive staff are F. C. MARREN of

Seattle, treasurer, and FRANK G.

WHITE of San Francisco, who
serves on the board of directors.

CAPTAIN J. H. TRASK, who
commanded the Oceanic liner Sierra
for many years, has been chosen
by the Matson Navigation Comininy
to be captain of the new South Pa-
cific liner Mariposa which is near-

ing completion at the Fore River
plant of the Bethlehem Shipbuild-
ing Corp. After a short vacation to

his boyhood home in Nova Scotia,

Captain Trask will report to duty
on the Mariposa to be present dur-
ing the trial trip and during her
maiden voyage to San Francisco and
the special round - the-Pacific

cruise.

Succeeding Captain Trask on the

bridge of the Sierra is CAPTAIN
R. J. (Reg) MELANPHY, who has
been chief officer of the vessel for

the past two years.

It is reported that CAPTAIN W.
R. MEYER, former commander of

the Ventura, will be the Mariposa's
executive officer.

Captain Trask is a picturesque
figure among Pacific skippers. A
year ago he celebrated his 300th
crossing of the equator, having
traveled somewhat over 2,000,000

miles between San Francisco and
Australia.

PORTLAND SHIPPING CLUB
has announced the date for its An-
nual Steamship Dinner for Decem-
ber 12. The place is the Grand Ball-

room of the Multnomah Hotel, Port-

land, Oregon.
The affair, known among ship-

ping men as the Annual Cruise,

has consisted in the past of a ban-
quet, followed by stage, musical,
and other forms of entertainment,
with room decoration in true ma-
rine fashion. Attendance at the an-
nual party is not limited to mem-
bers of the club and invitations

are extended to all shipping men
and their friends.

In charge of the dinner and party
preparations is STANLEY
SEMPLE, chairman of the enter-

tainment committee for the club.

"Good luck." exclaims Coiiiinrjdore J. If. Trask, upon lurniny

over his old command , the Alatson South Seas, Neu' Zealand, and

Australian liner Sierra, to Captain R. J. Melanphy, October 15.

Captain Melanphy has been chief officer of the Sierra for the last

two years. He joined the Matson Line in 1917 as a quartermaster

on the Lurline. Comtnodore Trask is noiv visiting at his old home
in Nova Scotia before taking command of the neiv $8,000,000 Matson
liner Mariposa, luhich will leave New York January 16 and San
Francisco February 2, 07t her maiden voyage, the South Seas and
Oriental cruise, to Hawaii, Samoa, Fiji, New Zealand, Australia,

and the Orient.
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PROPELLER CLUB OF
UNION LEAGUE COURSE,

I—T. Dave Andrews
J. F. McCone
Will Crockelt
Paul Faulkner

2—Jim Rodfier, left, tied for

championship; and T o i

Mun
?—Lou Lev

George Kaufnia
Harvey Huff

4—L. li. Heller
Frank Fox
Col. C. R. Bel

E. A. Piercy
5—Louis Siversin

George Schirmi
Niel Judd
Chas. Engle

6—Ed. Efibert

John Greany
Millard Hickman

7—Dr. L. M. Kile

Jack Matthews
D. C. Young
Ralph Sullivan

8—George Swett
Chas. Johnson

9—A. J. Glcsener
F. D. Benedetti
Trev. Smith
Capt. Fred Lemon

10—Flc- Moiv..>n

J. O. McDonald
Ray Higgiiu
O. A. Dunkel

What Happened . .

.

Low net for the tournament, also Class B,

Class C, and the two guest flights, all ended
in two or three entries being tied for low net,

indicating A-l handicapping. Three scores

under par and six pars, net score for the

course. Winners in ties drew for awards.

There were 69 entries.



FORNIA ^OLF <LAttl<
IHCISCO, OCTOBER 15, 1931

Results
II—J. F. McConc

T. D. Andrews
Phil Coxon
Ralph Newell

12—H. Bennett 17—L.K.Siversen, 1930 winner
Low Net (Ptrptl jal Pacitic Marine Re b'iew Flight "C" Russ Pratt, chairman lied and won shake-off fo

Cup) (ako winner 1930) \\\ E. Martin 95-24-71 Winn er Sid Livingstone 1951 trophy.

L. K. Sivcrsca 82.H.68 WInnc T. D. Andrew 93-22-71 Runner up Byron Haviside 1»—Joe Jones

J. B. Rodger 82-U-68 Runne Flight "D" 1 3—Vernon Showell Harry Haviside
Low Gross H..rrv Havisidc 99-2S-73 Winn cr C. M. "Dad" Lc Count A. W. Hughes
Capt. Fred Lemon 78 los. Geary 105-27-78

Guest Flight—Clars "A"
Runner up 14—Wallace LeFrcnz

Fred Ritchie
I-m Cronin

19—Charles Rebertson, time-

David Youne 90-18-72 Winner Tom Foster keeper and fergt.-at-arms.

Frank DeBencdctti 8r-10-7l Winnc [ Dr. R. F. Kile 83-11-72 Runn Wm. Humphries 20—Russ Pratt, our chairman
D. H. Duncanson 86-U-72 Runne Guest Flitzht—Class '*B" 15—H. J. Anderson Note "Tote" Haviside al

Flight "B"
Capt. C, S. McDowell 96-22-74 Winncr D. H. Duncanson armed by the screamer!

Ralph Newell 96-22-74 Runn E. C. Jurs 21—Dave Miller
F. D. Ritchie 88-17.71 Winnc J Arthur Forster 99-25-74 William C. Empey Gene Essner
1. F. McConc 87-l(;.7I Riinnc Beginners' Flight 16—Ralph Myers, president Frank "ShooI-5" Depue
V. S. Showell 89-18-71 Thos. Munro 151-30-101 Winncr George Zeh Tom Munro
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fanama facifieQne
INTERNATIONAL MliRCANTILE MARINE CO.

Fastest l£iit®i]^€(S)astaIl S@ifvlc@
DIRFCT CONNECTIONS FOR EUROPE

S.iilinps every ollu-r S.iturJ.iv from S.in Friineisco. Every other Monday from Log Angeles. Direct fast Freiglil, P.issenger and Refrigerator Service between

NEW YORK and SAN DIEGO, LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO, OAKLAND, ALAMEDA. Througli bills of lading issued to and from Portland,

Seattle, Tiicorn,! and Vancouver, and rapitl transhipment to and from the Orii-nt, Hawaii and Austrajia. Through bills of lading issued and direct connectit

SAN FRANCISCO—687 Market St. DO uglas 8680 ALAMEDA—Encinal

LOS ANGELES—548 So. Spring St. TR inily 8261

PORTLAND—McCorniick Terminal. BR oadway 886}

[lie Marine Company Lines.

OAKLAND—Grove St.

SAN DIEGO— 1030 4th Street. Phone 8141

SEATTLE—McCormick Terminal. EL lio

A Ship is no better

than Its Bearings

Additional information from C. V.

LANE, 1005 Balfour Building, San

Francisco, marine representative for

the Pacific Coast. Complete stocks

maintained in San Francisco.

. and by the same analysis a ship's bearing is no better

than the metal placed within it to withstand the pressure of

weight and .strain while plowing through heavy seas at full

speed ahead. The best bearing metal obtainable at any price

is by far the most economical if it will forestall a trip to the

shipyard as it adds assurance to mechanical performance on
each trip. PARSONS' WHITE BRASS S.A. has a higher

elastic limit under compression and a higher melting point

than any other babbitt. Its anti-frictional qualities are un-

surpassed.

CRAMP BRASS & IRON
FOUNDRIES CO,

Philadelphia

^^

Canadian Australasian Line Limited
TO

SUVA, FIJI
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

al Passenger Liners

R.M.S. NIAGARA
13,500 Tons Gross
20,000 Tons Dis.

HONOLULU, T.H.
AUCKLAND, N.Z.

By the new palai

R.M.M.S. AORANGI
(Motorsl)ip)

17,500 Tons Gross
23,000 Tons Dis.

Sailing from VANCOUVER, B.C.
livery 28 days.

CARGO SERVICE
Monthly sailings from Vancouver to main Nev
to Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide, Australif

the following up'to-date cargo steamers:

MS. HAURAKI S.S. WAIOTAPU
S.S. WAIRUNA S.S. WAIHEMO
For Fares, Rates and Sailings apply to any office of the

CANADIAN PAOUC RAILWAY CO. and all

RAILWAY AND STEAMSHIP AGENTS, or to
_

Canadian Australasian Line Limited
OOO West Hastings Street Vancouv

S.F.BAR PILOTS

Office:
North End of Bulkhead

Radio KFS

AnJ 1 .u .Still

When on Station under Sail a Wlule Light is c

Wlien under Power, a Red one under White; a Flar

frequently.
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Mr. Semple is president of the

Portland Steamship Operators and
president of the Portland Merch-
ants Exchange. Officers of the

Portland Shipping Club are SHEL-
BY WIGGINS, president; ARTHUR
KINNEY, vice-president, PHIL
THURMOND, secretary ; and
FLOYD ROBERTS, treasurer.

H. E. PIPPIN was recently ap-

pointed passenger traffic manager
for the MATSON LINE in Austra-
lia and New Zealand. For the past
three years Pippin has been, gen-
eral eastern agent for the Matson
Line with headquarters at New
York City. Following his promotion
to the Australia and New Zealand
territory, with headquarters at

Sydney, Pippin's post at New York
went to EARL D. WALKER, pro-

moted from the office of general
agent at Chicago. J. B. HURD, Pip-
pin's assistant in New York, was
put in charge of the Chicago of-

fice, replacing Walker.
Though still a young man. Pippin

is a veteran in the ti'avel industry.

A native of Oregon, he began his

career twenty years ago as a mes-
senger for the American Express
Company in his home state. He ad-
vanced through various posts until

1926, when he left the company to

become associated with the Matson
Line. His success in developing
travel business in the east for his

company has been outstanding, and
chiefly on the merits of this work
he was selected for the important
post at Sydney, where he will have
the responsibility of developing

business for the three new 25,000-

ton Matson liner.s—Mariposa, Mon-
terey, and Lurline.

The first of these new ships, the

Mariposa, will sail from New York
January 16 on her maiden voyage,
arriving at San Francisco January
30. On February 2, the Mariposa
will start her first voyage to the

Antipodes as part of a special

South Seas and Oriental cruise, a

24,000-mile sweep around the Pa-
cific that will terminate at San
Francisco, April 28. Soon thereafter

the Mariposa will go into regular
service between California and Aus-
tralia.

The Sixth Annual Golf Tourna-
ment of the PACIFIC COAST DRY
DOCK ASSOCIATION was held on

Thursday, September 24, 1931, at

the San Francisco Golf and Coun-
try Club.

Twenty executives and officials

of the member firms of the Associ-

ation participated in the golf tour-

nament and the dinner which fol-

lowed at the club house.

The well trapped course of the

San Francisco Golf and Country
Club proved quite a trial for the

dry-docking divetei-s, and high

scores were the feature of the day.

The day was a Field Day for the

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., as

the boys from Bethlehem walked
home with all the handsome tro-

phies which were presented for the

occasion. The winners and their

scores follow:

Low Net:—Arnold Foster (95-18-

77) Winner of tournament and
handsome silver vase presented by
the Pacific Coast Dry Dock Asso-

pi^LLixa FUR rr.E

GOLDEN aATE.'"

I fere ive have a modern style of

(irtuork carried in the neics/xiper

published aboard the U.S.A.r.
('.(imhrni. The subjert depicted is

one of San Francisco's best friends

and boosters—none other than El-

iiood H'illiams, chief engineer of

the famous transport. Chief (Wil-

liams' host of friends at San Fran-
cisco, every one of them, uant El-

uood to forever have San Francisco

as a homeport base! "Firouldn't be

the same jvithoul him!

ciation.

Runner up:—John T. Greany (99-

19-80) Winner of silver vase pre-

sented by J. J. Tynan.
Low Gross:—"r. Scott Clingan

(93) Winner of silver comport pre-

sented by J. A. Moore.
Low Net, Class "A":—E. F. Ess-

ner (102-20-82) Winner of desk
fountain pen set presented by
George A. Armes.
Low Net Class "B":—Fred C.

Kobely (104-24-80) Winner of tele-

chron clock presented by A. S.

Gunn.

//; May of ]^>M CiijUun: i . L. ^.'::,,ii ',

///(• U.S. Army Transport service com

pletes 30 years of activity. Our photo

i/rapher snapped Captain Smith and hi

grandson. C. S. Smith Jr., at San Fran

cisco aboard the U.S.A.T. tug Slocuni

The third member of the group is "Piz

zano," mascot of the Slocum.
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Rkodes Metallic Packing

FAST
SERVICE

..8 Matson liners

to Hawaii
m. HliRE'S never any waiting when
you want to go to Hawaii. Eight

Matson liners, including the luxuri-

ous Malolo, plow a continuous wake
to and from Honolulu. You can al-

ways find a Matson sailing that suits

you.

Deck sports, movies, dancing, will

enliven your voyage. In your state-

room, you'll find the comforts of

home. You can have a great trip on

one of these Matson liners from San

Francisco's Golden Gate to Honolulu.

All-expense tours are offered in great

variety.

Gateway to the South Seas

From Honolulu it is not far to Sa-

moa. Beyond Samoa lie Fiji, New
Zealand and Australia. You can

book on Matson ships all the way

—

with generous stopovers and every-

thing arranged in advance.

Ride the surf at Waikiki!

Every day in the year, bronzed, happy
visitors ride the surf at Waikiki. The
average temperature of the water is 75 de-
grees—just what it should be for comfort.

MATSON LINE
25 steamers, .fastest service

HAWAII - SOUTH SEAS - NEW ZEALAND - AUSTRALIA
San Francisco Los Angeles

RHODES Met.illic Packinp—A R^

Packing, which is uced on ro

nd for service on S
all other liquids or gases, except

A Truly Universal Packing—which giv

we believe is far superior to any other packing
It will give satisfactory

condition to be mtt with on shipboard or in thi

Rliodes Metallic Packing is made in

by sixteenths and can also be supplied

d. Self-Sealing Metallic

ds, plungers
Air. Water, Oil and practically

and which
ither fibrous or metallic,

for practically every
verage plant.

5/32 to 114" inclusive

ut rings.

i Rhodes M^etallic Packing Co.
I

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
i C. E. RHODES CO., 231 Clay Street, San Francisco

I MARINE ENGR. Sc SUPPLY CO., Wilmington, Calif.

^'^2^

( %
%:^

Portland Seattle

Type 255

FRANCE
HIGH PRESSURE MARINE PACKING

AVAILABLE AT ALL PRINCIPAL SEAPORTS.

'
I ' YPE 255 shows the Hi-Pressure Split Marine
Type Packing with pressure breaker to be used

on the high pressure rod and moderate super-heat.

This is the best type of packing where a split case

must be used.

FRANCE PACKING CO.
PliiUdelphia.

C. E. RHODES CO., Agents

229-231-233 Clay Street, San Francisco.



OUR facilities em-

brace five dry
di>cks, the larg-

est of which has ca-

pacity for lifting a ves-

sel up to 20,000 tons

displacement . . . these

dry docks are located

within the plant adja-

cent to the machine

shop, boiler shop and

other departments,
thereby saving expense

and avoiding delay in

repairs.

SunJcrland, Oakland

The MOORE DRY DOCK CO.
SAN FRANCISCO » OAKLAND

"The Erie Basin ol the West"

D.W.T. BUILT IN THIS YARD DURING TUF WORLD WAR
75 VESSELS OF 7,50,00

wmsmsam



THE OPEN SESAME • A MOTOR CRUISER

yU-SE-AL II— Owned by Alberl Schumacher of Syrocuse, N. Y. 62 ft. long, 1 5 fl. 6 in. beam, 44 in. draff. Designed and
built by the Wheeler Shipyard and powered with two Sterling Petrel 6 cylinder engines which give it a speed of 1 5 M.P.H.

^tetUtaj

The magic charm JhaJ conveys you swiftly south, avoiding the cold dreary months of city winter— a

motor cruiser. Sun-tanned health accompanies buoyant Freedom on an active ocean. Picturesque, unkempt

woodlands and undulating pastoral scenery, parallel canaliied rivers and lakes on the inland Florida cruise.

Cities of interest, alive with jewelled lights and nightly gaiety, beckon you.

Let a Sterling engine convey you there; solicitously a faithful genie, making possible the enjoyment of

wonderful water ways. See the engines in Buffalo,- or in dealers salons in New York, Boston, New Orleans, and

other major cities, where informed personnel is available. Masterful simplicity characterizes the exterior of these

engines. Internally, scientific design assures desirable performance.

STERLING ENGINE COMPANY BUFFALO, N. Y, U. S. A.

Pacific Ciiast

Kcpreienlalin

SEArrLE
3322 Henry Buildini:

CI]mi€^-ICMH€»H'H' C€»lt»»/%mi^'
SAN FRANCISCO
601 Bnlbo.1 Building
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jMesl/merlcari built Jailkm of

Siandjcurd Oil Co.. of TlewOerseu

20,000 ton tankers "G. Harmon Smith"and "W. S. Parish" built 1930, by Federal Shipbuilding and D)-) Dock Company

Results Couiitl These Tan/(ers^ embodying the very

latest improvements in steam propulsion .

.

. high effi-

ciency geared turbines^ with water tube boi/ers^ have

demonstrated in a years service that considering all

costs ^ includingcapitalchargesandmaintenance^ they

are the most economical under the Americanflag.

FEDERAL SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS: LINCOLN HIGHWAY, KEARNY, NEW JERSEY

SUBSIDIARY OF UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION
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13,500 Ton M.S. Victoria, 23 knots, 21,000 Diesel Horsepower, Quadruple Screw, Italian Sulzer Diesels. Built by
The Canticri Riuniti dell 'Adriatico.

America Needs Diesel Ships
6000 to 20yOOOTon Steamers and Motorships Under Construction

in the World September 30, 1931 [Lloifds]

Country Steamers Motorships

GREAT BRITAIN .
'.

'. '. '. '. '. 3 15

GERMANY 9

DENMARK 6

HOLLAND 10

NORWAY 2

SWEDEN 15

FRANCE 1 4
ITALY 3

SPAIN 6

JAPAN 1 2

5 72

UNITED STATES 10 1

The Situalton in American Shipping Revealed by these Figures is Analogous to our Former Failure

to Keep Pace with Great Britain in the Transition from Sail to Steam

BUSCH-SULZER
BUSCH-SULZER BROS.-DIESEL ENGINE CO.

ST. LOUIS, U.S.A.
Two Rector Street, New York Rialto Bldg., San Francisco
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The Port of Oakland

Developments Projected on the East Shore of San Francisco Bay Show Great

Faith in the Future of Pacific Coast Commerce

OF large area and very peculiar shape, the terri-

tory under the jurisdiction of the Board of Port

Commissioners of the Port of Oakland, Cali-

fornia, extends along the north side of the Oakland

Estuary, following the meanderings of that waterway

in a narrow and irregular strip which widens out at

each end, on the east to embrace the Oakland Municipal

Airport and on the west to include the large tidal flats

and extended water areas of the Middle. Outer, and

North Harbors. This strip is over 13 miles long and

varies in width from 1000 feet to 3^2 miles. Within this

area there are at the present time approximately 10,000

linear feet of berthing space owned and operated by the

Port of Oakland and approximately 20,000 linear feet

of berthing space operated by transcontinental rail-

road systems and by private interests.

The object of this article is to discuss the present

facilities operated by the Port Commission of the City

of Oakland and some of the plans of that commission

for the future development of the port.

At present there are nine marine terminals owned

and operated by the commission. These fall naturally

into four units or groups.

First, the small wharf at the airport at the lower end

of San Leandro Bay, whose chief function is to provide

a water landing for a speed boat service for airplane

passengers and for supplies to the airport.

Second, the group of these terminals on Brooklyn

Basin, where the estuary widens out to encircle Gov-

ernment Island, comprising the Ninth Avenue Pier for

general cargo and lumber and the two lumber piers

Dunnison Street and Livingston Street.

Third, the fine group of three piers, Webster, Grove,

and Market Streets, strategically located near the cen-

ter of the inner harbor. These three piers have a berth-

ing space of approximately 4000 feet and a floor area

in the sheds of approximately six acres (254,000 square

feet). Piers and sheds are of the most modern con-

struction, and the shore end of the big pier shed on the

Grove Street pier houses a fine suite of offices for the

executive, operating, and engineering departments of

the Port Commission.
Fourth, the great terminal and transit warehouse at

the Outer Harbor. This terminal has 2268 feet of berth-

ing space with a possible future extension of approxi-

mately 1800 feet. The transit sheds at this terminal

have a floor area of approximately five acres. Built of

reinforced concrete and of the most modern and ap-

proved concrete construction, the warehouse unit at the

Outer Harbor has a floor area of 123,660 square feet

designed mainly with the idea of assembling cargoes of

California cotton.

It will be noted from this brief summary of the com-

mission-operated facilities that large portions of the

Oakland waterfront are not as yet touched by Commis-

sion improvements and activities. Among these, the

most notable is the Middle Harbor, which lies between

the Southern Pacific Mole and the Western Pacific

Mole. On the north side of this basin there is a large

bulkheaded, filled area under lease or franchise to the

Southern Pacific Company. Three piers have been built

here and are operated by the railroad. Each of these

piers has 1650 feet of berthing space. There is room

for seven more piers of this size on the waterfront of

this filled area. The south side of Middle Harbor is not

improved, and that portion which has been reclaimed

is under lease to the Western Pacific Railroad Com-

pany.
The North Harbor is to be the scene of an immense

future development by the Port Commission, which will

be described later.

In August 1931, these municipal terminals of the Port

of Oakland handled 46,986 tons, against 3744 tons, or

approximately 9 per cent, as compared with the tonnage

for August 1930. Of interest also are the gains made

at the airport, where the figures are as follows:

Transport passengers handled: August 1931, 844;

August 1930, 600; this represents a gain of 244 passen-

gers. Transient passengers: August 1931, 482; Augu.st

1930, 333; gain, 149 passengers. Sight-seeing passen-

gers, August 1931, 1635; August 1930, 1854; loss, 219

passengers. Students enrolled at Oakland Airport fly-

ing schools—August 1931, 387; August 1930, 338; gain,

49 students. Permanent planes in hangars on the last

day of the month—August 1931, 68; August 1930, 28;

gain, 40 planes.

These gains are typical of recent growth in the busi-

ness of the Port of Oakland. During the first fifteen

days of October, the municipal terminal at the outer

harbor alone received by rail, truck, and river steamer

27,334 tons of cargo and shipped out by sea 20,556 tons,

over 12,000 tons of this going into foreign trade.

This outer terminal, as will be noted in the illustra-

tion, is of quay type, with large transit sheds parallel

to the face of the quay and with large level areas of

reclaimed tidal flats back of the sheds. As the pic-

tures show, there are three large warehouses and in-

dustrial buildings back of the sheds. These are Ware-
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(Photos by Clyde Sunderland, Oakland.)

Ilwct Min s iliowing present and future developments of the Port of Oakland. Upper: the interior of the Grove
Street Terminal: renter: airplane view of the central portion of Oakland's Inner Harbor showing the Moore Dry
Dock Company and the Grove Street and Market Street Terminals of the Port of Oiikland; lower: an airplane view of
the Outer and North Harbors of Oakland's port, showing, at the left, the projected development for the North Har-
bor basin. The roadway at the left of the Key System ferry pier is the projected San Francisco Bay bridge.
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house A, leased by Rosenberg Bros.; Warehouse B, leas-

ed by Libby, McNeil & Libby; and Warehouse C, oper-

ated by the Port Commission. Both of these private

firms are very large shippers of canned and dried

fruits, and their shipments are going out over this ter-

minal in constantly increasing volume. These ware-
houses are for transit purposes and for repacking, pack-
aging for export, etc. Warehouse C is solely a transit

warehouse to relieve congestion in the transit sheds.

At present it is mainly used for California cotton. In

that connection there was recently effected between the

Fresno Warehouse and Compress Company and the

Oakland Port Commission an agreement for the routing
of San Joaquin Valley cotton shipments through the

Port of Oakland Outer Harbor Terminal. It is esti-

mated that these shipments will presently be 60,000

bales a year, with prospects of considerable increase

annually.

The channel of Oakland's outer harbor is now main-
tained at a width of 800 feet with a depth of 34 feet on
mean low water. This enables any vessel regularly call-

ing at San Francisco Bay to make stops at Oakland's
Outer Harbor Terminal with safety and without delay.

This terminal can now offer to shippers and to ships

first class service and excellent dispatch. Twelve inter-

coastal lines on regular schedules provide 28 sailings

a month in Atlantic Coast range and six sailings a

month in the Gulf Coast range of the intercoastal trade.

In direct European trade there are 14 lines offering a

total of 32 sailings a month and covering direct trans-

port in freight and passengers to practically every Im-
portant European port, including Liverpool, Glasgow,
Southampton, London, Hull, Newcastle, Manchester,
Cardiff, Belfast, Dublin, and Avonmouth in the United
Kingdom; Gothenberg and other Scandinavian ports;

Rotterdam in Holland; Antwerp in Belgium; Hamburg
and Bremen in Germany; Havre, Dunkirk, Bordeaux,
and Marseilles in France; Barcelona in Spain; Genoa,
Leghorn, Naples, Venice, and Trieste in Italy.

In the coastwise services, the Outer Harbor Terminal
accommodates eleven lines, giving a combined schedule
of 36 sailings weekly and covering every port on the

Pacific from San Diego to Juneau.

From this brief outline of the activities at the Outer
Terminal, it will be readily seen that this terminal is

(juite busy. Because of this activity and looking for-

ward to large increases in future business, the Board
of Port Commissioners of the Port of Oakland have
prepared very comprehensive plans for the develop-

ment of the North Harbor. It was with these plans in

mind that the Commission insisted on adequate verti-

cal and horizontal clearances in the channel span of

the proposed San Francisco-Oakland bridge, for which
preliminar.v work is now under way. The proposed
route for this bridge, east of Yerba Buena Island, di-

vides the Oakland Outer Harbor from the North Har-
bor. The Oakland Port Commission proposes for the

North Harbor development a huge basin flanked by
large piers providing an aggregate berthing space for

90 ocean-going freighters. Each pier will have a cent-

ral three-story transit wai-ehouse flanked on sides and
outboard end by one-story transit sheds.

This plan, as in all the terminals built by the Port of

Oakland, pi-ovides for complete circulation of truck

service through the sheds and will be thoroughly fire-

proof in construction and provided with sprinkler sys-

tems to protect the commodities in storage against fire.

In all of its work with shippers and with steamship

(Phulo by SimJ^.'l.inJ, OAland)

Webster Street Pier, Oakland Inner Harbor. This pier is especially

fitted to service the immense San Francisco Bay and Sacramento
River inland waterways commerce.

lines, the Port of Oakland endeavors to cooperate in a

spirit of helpfulness to expedite dispatch of shipping.

A recent instance of this drew warm praise from a di-

rect European service, The Interocean Line, as fol-

lows:

"We would like to take this occasion to thank your
organization for the splendid dispatch given the Hard-
anger during loading at the Outer Harbor on Septem-
ber 24 and 25. In particular, we wish to refer to seven

cars of dry fruits which arrived late for loading and
which you discharged to the dock commencing at 1 A.

M., September 25, completing the work of unloading to

the dock, strapping, and e.xamination by the Dried

Fruit Association so that we could start loading the

vessel at 8:30 A.M. the same morning. This enabled us

to dispatch the vessel in proper time, and it is this

kind of cooperation which assists in our final results."

The engineering organization of the port of Oakland
has been working along sound, conservative lines of

design and construction. The plans of all of the transit

sheds on piers are laid out with the growth of automo-

bile truck traffic well in mind. Trucks using these piers

find that there is no congestion because the complete

circulation of that type of traffic through the pier has

been adequately provided for by the designing engin-

eer. The fact, together with the large areas directly

under the control of the Port and open for industrial

development, enables the Port of Oakland to offer pro-

spective shipping a very high grade of industrial loca-

tion and traffic service at low cost.

With this type of service and this character of en-

gineering, the Port of Oakland will draw to itself for

transshipment much of the produce of its rich fertile

hinterland and an increasing variety and volume of

manufactured items from its local and neighboring in-

dustrial plants; and so will become an ever more use-

ful and more rapidly growing factor in Pacific Coast

Commerce.
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Diesel-Electric

Automobile Ferry

THE Moore Dry Dock Company of Oakland, Cali-

fornia, early in November delivered a new diesel-

electric automobile and passenger ferry to the San
Diego and Coronado Ferry Company. This vessel is a
larger sister of the ferry Coronado delivered by the
Moore Dry Dock Company two years ago to the same
owners.

The San Diego was built of steel to classifications
A-1 and A.M.S. (Ferry Service) of the American Bu-
reau of Shipping. Her principal characteristics are:

Length over-all 204' 7H'
Length between perpendiculars 190' 8"

Beam extreme 59' l\V->'

Beam molded 43' 6
Depth molded 14' 11
Draft light 10' 2^i
Displacement, light, tons 756
Registered gross tonnage 556
Fuel oil capacity, tons 23
Automobile capacity 58
Passenger capacity, upper deck 200

The open panel top sides between main and upper
deck and the well proportioned stack give this ferry a
pleasing and shipshape profile. The automobile deck
is laid in vertical grain Oregon pine decking. The up-
per deck carries a very nicely fitted up cabin, equip-
ped with comfortable seating accommodations and
with modern lavatories. The enclosed portion of this
deck is covered with linoleum.

End view of the San Diego showing narrow engine room casing.

leaving wide deck available for vehicles.

Characteristic of the woi-k of this yard, the hull is

a very neat job of ship fitting, fabrication, and as-

sembly. Below the main deck she is divided into five

water-tight compartments. The forward and the aft

compartments house the steering gear; adjacent to

these are the two propulsion motor rooms; and the
central compartment houses the generating sets.

Machinery

San Diego's power plant consists of three diesel-

electric generating sets. The engines are 6-cylinder, 4-

cycle, mechanical injection, 12'2-inch stroke by 16-

inch bore, Atlas-Imperial diesels, each rated to develop
350-brake horsepower at 275 revolutions a minute.
Each of these engines drives a 225-kilowatt, 165-volt,

The engine room of the diesel-electric auto-
mobile ferry San Diego showing the port
6-cylinder, Atlas-Imperial 350-brake horse-
power diesel directly connected to a West-
inghouse 225-kilowatt generator and a

Wcstinghouse 30-kilowatt exciter. Two of
these units furnish power for the 750 brake

horsepower Westinghouse propulsion
motors.
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The diesel-electric auto ferry San Diego presents a graceful picture and thr

(Photo hy Oahricl Moulir

s an artistic reflection.

direct-current, shunt-wound Westinghouse generator
and a 30-kilowatt, 125-voIt, direct-current Westing-
house exciter.

A propulsion motor is directly connected to the pro-

peller shaft at each end of this ferry. These motors
are Westinghouse, 750-shaft horsepower, 500-volt,

single armature, shuntwound, and rated at 150 to 180

revolutions per minute. Each drives a 4-bladed solid

cast iron propeller, 7 feet 6 inches diameter and 9

feet pitch. The motors are connected through Ward
Leonard control system to the generators.

The schedule of this boat calls for a four-minute
run over a distance of 2900 feet between slips. Parti-

cular attention was therefore given to designing of

hull lines and propeller blades, and to motor, gener-

ator, and engine characteristics so as to get maximum
acceleration and deceleration.

Rix compressors, motor driven, supply starting and
maneuvering air. The auxiliary generating .set was
supplied by the Jenison Machinery Company. Pure
lubricating oil is assured by a Sharpies motor-driven

centrifuge. Warren pumps are used on the circulating

general service and sanitary systems. Triblox chain

tackles are used in the engine room.

Allan Cunningham of Seattle supplied the double

electric steering gear, the electric tell-tale helm angle

indicator, the hand steering gear, and the pneumatic

whistle. This steering gear has direct electrical con-

trol from either pilot house. Each pilot house is equip-

ped with Lietz compass, Cory engine telegraph, Cory

running light switchboard, and a small searchlight

mounted on the deck above with hand control inside.

The tail shafts are fitted with Sandusky liners,

and the outboard tube bearing at each end is the Good-

rich cutless rubber. Each propulsion motor is fitted

with Kingsbury thrust bearings. Deck capstans are by
the Hyde Windlass Company.
The San Diego was built under the supervision of

Cordes Brothers of San Francisco. On trial tests on

San Francisco Bay she made better than 1.3 knots speed

and performed satisfactorily in maneuvering and in

pick-up and reversing tests. Immediately after her

trials she was sent down to San Diego under her own
power and is now in regular service functioning 100

per cent.

The Diesel-^Electric Lighthouse

Tender Columbine

AVERY trim, neat lighthouse tender, the Colum-

bine, was recently delivered to the United States

Lighthouse Service at San Francisco by The
Moore Dry Dock Company of Oakland. The Columbine
is a steel, single-screw, diesel-electric propelled vessel

of the following designed characteristics:

Length over-all 12r4"

Length at water-line lll'S"

Beam molded 2.5'0"

Depth molded 9'0"

Draft, loaded 6'9'

Displacement, loaded, tons 323

Propulsion motor, horsepower 240

Speed on trials, knots 10.35

The hull space below the main deck is divided into

seven compartments by six water-tight bulkheads.

From bow to stern these compartments are—the fore-

peak, containing a trimming tank and the chain locker;

a hold; crew's quarters; generator room; motor room;
quarters for galley crew; and afterpeak containing

stern tube and trimming tank, storage space, and lazar-

ette. The generator room is subdivided by water- and
oil-tight bulkheads to form water and fuel-oil tanks.

In the steel deckhouse on the main deck are arrang-

ed the officers' quarters, officer's and crew's wash
rooms, upper portions of generator and motor rooms,

galley stores, the galley, and messrooms. These quart-

ers are very nicely fitted out with linoleum floors in
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Five views of the machinery on the

Columbine. Upper left: The Al-
lan Cunningham winch and con-
trol forward of the pilot house on
the main deck. Upper right: the
Almy water-tube steam boiler with
Ray oil burner and the outboard
side of the Hill diesel auxiliary gen-
erating set. Center left: The Hill-

Electro Dynamic auxiliary generat-
ing set. Center right: switchboards
and control stand on the upper
grating of engine room. At right:

general view of ngine room show-
ing Atlas-Generai Tlectric diesel-

electric main propulsion imit.

(Photos hy M.julm*
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The Columbine on her trials and her sponsor and party at the launching. Harry W. Rhodes, superintendent of the Eighteenth Lighthouse
District (at right), his wife, daughter, and grandchild, and Jos. A. Moore, president. The Moore Dry Dock Co.

staterooms and mess room, vitreous white tile in the

wash rooms, and a grooved tile in the galley. As will

be noted from the illustrations, the galley is very
commodious for a vessel of this size. It is fitted with
the famous Ingle oil-burning range, built in San Diego,
and with a large Frigidaire cabinet, with the refriger-

ating machinery below in the motor room. Plumbing
fixtures are by Sands of Philadelphia. All quarters are

steam-heated, steam being supplied by an Almy water-
tube boiler from Providence, Rhode Island, equipped
with a Ray rotary oil burner built in San Francisco.

The main propulsion plant of the Columbine con-

sists of two 100-kilowatt, 250-volt, diesel-electric gen-

erating sets and a double armature 240-horsepower
500-volt electric motor with a rated speed of 350 revo-

lutions per minute.

These main engines are 6-cylinder, 200-horsepower,

4-cycle, solid injection Atlas-Imperial diesels, built in

Oakland, California. The generators and the motor are

General-Electric, built in Schenectady, N. Y. General-

Electric supplied also the controls, the switchboards,

and the majority of the auxiliary motors.

The generator room is protected against fire by a

6-cylinder Lux installation, with main deck control,

IHPH r» '
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The galley of thi- ( featuring the Ingle range and
L^ cabinet.

supplied by Walter Kidde & Company, New York. Aux-
iliary power and current for lights is provided by a
Hill diesel from Lansing, Michigan, driving an Elec-
tro-Dynamic generator from Bayonne, New Jersey. In
order that current from the main propulsion circuits

may be used for certain auxiliaries while under way, a
Westinghouse rotary converter from Pittsburgh, Penn-
sylvania, is part of the equipment.

Allan Cunningham of Seattle, Washington, supplied
the electric windlass, the large electric winch, and the
hand-steering gear. Henschel engine I'oom telegraphs
from Amesbury, Massachusetts, —Fairbanks-Morse
fire and bilge pumps from Chicago.—Yale chain blocks
from Stamford, Connecticut,—Pyrene fire extinguish-

ers from Newark, New Jersey,—Fry Marvel pumps
from Rochester, New York,—Square D controllers

from Milwaukee, Wisconsin,—and Lyons metal lockers

from Aurora, Illinois,—all testify to the spread of a

shipbuilding contract. Ample starting air is insured by
a motor-driven Rix air compressor built in San Fran-
cisco.

This widely spaced geographic spread of equipment
sources is very apparent throughout the vessel and il-

lustrates how universal are the benefits of even a

small shipbuilding contract.

The generator and motor rooms are well ventilated

and arrangement of machinei'y allows easy access to

all mechanisms for lubrication, cleaning, and over-

haul. An unusual feature of the generator room ar-

rangement is the location of the switchboards and the

banks of resistors above the upper grating. This saves

room below and gets the resistors into a well ventilat-

ed location where there is no danger of overheating

and where examination, adjustment, and repairs or re-

placements are easily effected.

Boston and Lockport blocks fitted with Metalline

bushings are standard equipment on the lifting gear

for handling buoys and other lighthouse service equip-

ment.
The Columbine is certainly a big little ship, well

built and well found. Her construction was supervised
by Superintending Inspector M. F. Fernald. She is now
actively in operation with Captain W. K. Bodie in the

Pilot House and Chief Eiigineei- H. Wylie in the

generator i-oom, and is proving herself a very useful

addition to the floating equipment of District No. 18

under the capable management of Harry W. Rhodes,

District Superintendent at San Francisco.
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New Type

Busch-Sulzer

Trunk-Piston

Diesel Engine

Above: a close-up of the control gear and
fuel pump.

At left: the ten throw crank shaft being
lowered into its bearings in the bed plate.

Below: the 10-cyIinder, 3000-horsepower,
mechanical injection, 2-cycIe. trunk-piston

Busch-Sulzer diesel assembled for test at the

St. Louis shop.



New Type

American Diesel

Chosen for

Conversion Program

IN
the April 1931 issue of Pacific Marine Review ap-

peared an article wherein was described a 10-cylin-

der, 3000-brake horsepower unit of the new type 2-

cycle mechanical injection Busch-Sulzer diesel engine

building for the village of Freeport, New York. The
illustrations herewith show this engine on the test

stand at St. Louis, and we are glad to announce that a

marine engine of this type is now building for installa-

tion in the Puget Sound ferry Chippewa. This engine.

which will drive a direct-connected screw propeller, will

have eight cylinders (19i2x27 inches), and will deliver

2200 brake horsepower at 210 revolutions a minute.

This new type engine is of remarkably compact, sim-

ple, and efficient design, enabling large power to be

installed in small space with comparatively low head-

room.

Several novel features are incorporated, a number
of which have been patented by Busch-Sulzer or are

the subjects of pending patent applications.

The bedplate and cylinder block are each in two
lengths. The intermediate frames are of modified "A"
frame design. Tie rods from the top of the cylinder

block to the underside of the bearing bridges in the

bedplate bind the structure into a rigid unit. The ar-

rangement of the doors or covers of the frame make a

light and convenient assembly. The doors are of steel

plate, made tight at their tops and sides by return
angles resting against soft packing strips in grooves
cast into the frame. The bottom edges of the doors rest

against the interior sides of upwardly projecting

flanges along the top of the bedplate; which flanges
are machined on their interior faces and serve also to

locate the intermediate frames and hold them rigidly

in the transverse dii-ection.

Busch-Sulzer automatic blade valves control the up-

per tier of scavenging ports. These ports are shaped
and spaced along the lines developed by A.E.G.

The cylindrical surface of the piston-skirt is not
punctured by holes for the wristpin;and the entire skirt

is a plain symmetrical body without heavy bosses such
as are required for the usual method of mounting the

wristpin in the piston. The wrist-pin, of case-hardened
steel, is attached to the connecting-rod and takes its

bearing in an internal housing over the whole length of

the upper half of the pin, the unit bearing pressure

being about one-half of that usually obtained with the

conventional construction. The wear of this bearing,

which is pressure-lubricated, is substantially nil. The

absence of holes through the wall of the skirt also

PISTON VISIBILITY—Close-up of the new Busch-Sulzer diesel

with crank case cover removed, showing accessibility of piston and

rod. Note the inspection holes in the so-called sludge chamber

through which the piston surface is open to observation at all times.

avoids leakage of lubricating oil to the outside of the

skirt, which leakage occurs in the ordinary construc-

tion, no matter how tightly the wristpin is fitted in

the bosses.

Between the bottom end of the cylinder liner proper

and the interior of the crank-case is a so-called "sludge
chamber," through which the piston passes. This cham-
ber is provided with wiper rings above and below, and
is open to the atmosphere. The upper wiper ring strips

off the lubricating oil that is carried down by the pis-

ton, and the lower wiper ring strips off that which is

carried up from the crankcase. There is no possibility

of gases or flame from the cylinder entering the crank-

case, or lubricating oil from the crankcase passing up
into the cylinder, and the piston is visible from the out-

side, so that its condition and lubrication may be ob-

served at all times.

The fuel injection system and combustion chambers
are of the A. E. G.-Hesselman type. There is a separate

fuel pump for each cylinder, all pumps being combined
in a common housing, with a single drive. The fuel

lead is constant for all loads; the (juantity is regulated

by the governor control of the point of opening of the

spill valve. The arrangement of the fuel pump and con-

trol mechanism is such that the starting, stopping, re-

versing, and fuel-control adjustments are performed by
means of a single-handwheel.

The performance of this new type of engine in the

Chippewa will be watched with great interest by the

American merchant marine operators and engineers,

and it bids fair to be the forerunner of a long line of

installations for speeding up America's cargo vessels.



The Fibreboard Case Afloat

A Series of Articles Describing a Recent Pacific Coast Development in Shipper Service

Part I.—Simplifying Stowage Problems

MODERN transportation systems on land and
soa have developed the spirit and the tech-

nique of "shipper service" to a very high de-

gree. The idea now uppermost in the mind of the in-

telligent transportation operator is no longer formu-

lated in the question "What is the cheapest method
by which I can move this shipment from Terminal A
to Terminal B?" but rather "How can I best handle
this shipment from terminal to terminal so that the

consignee will have the greatest satisfaction and will

remain a friendly customer to the shipper and a boost-

er for my transportation system?"

Actuated by the motives involved in Ihis formula-

tion of his problem, the opei'ator becomes an advisor

to his shippers as to many problems involved, among
which by no means the least is the factor of proper
packing of the commodities shipped.

This article is the first of a series to be pulished in

Pacific Marine Review for the purpose of calling the
attention of shipowners and ship operators tn a ncent

The first shipment of Pacific Coast raisins in fibreboard cases

entering the warehouse at Fishmongers Hall Wharf, London.

Pacific Coast canned goods in fibreboard cases going aboard ship.

Pacific Coast development which already has been of
great assistance in solving this problem for certain
commodities and which offers great promise of aid-

ing its solution for many general cargo shipments.
This development is the Export Fibreboard Case As-
sociation, formed to service fibreboard case shipments
and to carry on research work and practical experi-
ment for producing the best fibreboard case for any
given purpose.

For over two years canned food products of the Pa-
cific Coast and raisins in cartons and in bulk have
been going out to the markets of the world in ever in-

creasing volume, packed in the approved export case
of the Export Fibreboard Case Association. This ex-
port case is followed almost everywhere by the ser-

vice of the Association which is now practically world
wide. This Association is composed of leading manu-
facturers of fibreboard cases, and member manufac-
turers of cases are licensed to use the Association's
trade mark on shipping cases which meet the standards
of merit set up through export experience in actual
world-wide commerce. Headquarters are at San Fran-
cisco. Including in its membership mills and factories
on the Pacific Coast, in Hawaii, on the Atlantic Coast,
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on the (lulf Coast, in England, and in Au.stralia, and
with service representatives in many of the principal

ports, the Association is educating shippers and ship-

owners the world around in the advantage of using
fibreboard cases.

In the mechanical handling of fibreboard cases, the
modern platform sling, with proper spreaders, is al-

most a necessity; and the Export Fibreboard Case As-
sociation's world-wide service is introducing that Pa-
cific Coast labor-saving and damage-minimizing equip-
ment into many ports where its advantages have hith-

erto been unknown. This service alone will prove of
tremendous economic value to the world's ship opera-
tors.

From the viewpoint of the ship operator, possibly
the most important phase of the use of the fibreboard
case in export shipping lies in the fact that the advan-
tages to the shipper and consignee are obtained along
with a positive increase in ship operation economy.

This economy is derived from two main factors;

first, the reduction of space and weight reciuirements
for stowage; second, the minimizing of damage claims.

These tw-o factors, together with the more thorough
and more careful stevedoring and stowage technique
developed in connection with the use of fibreboard
cases, are enabling the ship operator to offer superior
service at less operating cost. The increased use of the
Association's approved export fibreboard case is fully

justifying the service maintained by the Association.

The standard export case now in use is approved for

export shipments of canned goods and for raisins,

either in bulk or cartons. For these commodities it has

been demonstrated that, in comparison with wooden
boxes, strapped for export, the fibreboard case makes
possible a saving of 7 to 8 per cent, in the gross weight

ot the package and a saving of approximately 15 per

cent, in the space occupied by the package. With any
considerable volume of tonnage moving, it is obvious

that these savings mean considerable in added freight

revenues for the ship.

In order to take full advantage of these favorable

stowage factors, it is necessary to provide a level, even
base for the stowage of the fibreboard case. The stow-

age is then built up from the bottom with the cases in

each tier staggered as in the building of a brick wall.

No intermediate flooring is necessaiy. The tiers can
be built to the full height of the ship's hold if the

foundation is right. The export fibreboard case, being
machine made and die cut, is a uniform and standard
dimension package and fits into stowage of this na-

ture much more readily and accurately than any other

type of case. It therefore requires less dunnage and
when proper and level resting is provided no leveling

strips are required between tiers.

Shipowners and ship operators will appreciate the

advantage of a package which simplifies stowage
problems and at the same time saves valuable space
and deadweight.
In the January, 1932, issue of Pacific Marine Review%

we shall continue this discussion, showing how the

Export Fibreboard Case helps to deliver commodities
in good condition and so minimizes damage claims.

The Tuna Cruiser

City ofSan Francisco

GBAVIAQUA & SON, of the Genoa Boat Works,
Fishermen's Wharf, San Francisco, have recent-

,ly completed the hull construction of the billet-

headed tuna cruiser City of San Francisco, claimed to

be the largest tuna cruiser ever built in San Francisco.

The work of installing machinery and equipment
is now practically complete, and as this vessel presents

several unique features, the following description

should be of interest.

The City of San Francisco was built for Nick Colla

and Tom Cresci. She is 92 feet long by 25 feet beam,

very sturdily framed and planked in Oregon pine. On
the main deck aft are two large removable live bait

tanks measuring 16 by 22 feet and having a 12-ton

capacity. Under the raised deck forward, the space on

the main deck is divided as follows: Sleeping quarters

for six men, equipped with individual lockers, writing

desk, and other conveniences; storage chambers; lava-

tories; and a spacious galley equipped with Ingle oil

burning range, and with a large refrigerator cabinet.

The deckhouse on the raised deck provides a fine roomy
pilot house, a chart room, a radio room, and officers'

quarters with bunks for six. A protected lookout stand

is arranged on the top of this deckhouse.

Machinery Installation

Tbe rain propulsion plant consists of one 300-brake

The City of San Francisco at the outfitting dock.

horsepower, 6-cylinder, 4-cycle, directly reversible, me-
chanical injection, Western-Enterprise diesel engin'-,

direct-connected to a 64-inch diameter, 54-inch pitch

Western-Enterprise propeller. For auxiliary power and
electric light there are installed two 32-kilowatt West-
inghouse generators, one driven by belt off the main
propulsion engine, one directly connected to a 53-horse-
power 2-cylinder Western-Enterprise diesel engine.

Two 6-inch Fairbanks-Morse centrifugal pumps, each
direct-connected to a 15-horsepower Westinghouse mo-
tor are installed to take care of the circulation of salt

water in the bait tanks. Each of these units is capable
of supplying the two tanks.
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A 6-ton capacity Cyclops refrigeration unit takes care

of the ship's stores, the bait tanks, and the fish hold.

Practically the entire inner surface of the hold is lined

with refrigerant coils. Over 2500 feet of IVi-inch pijie

was used for this purpose and, with the exception of

valves, all joints in this piping ard welded, resulting in

a particularly neat installation. These coils are covered

with removable gratings, protecting the fish, provid-

ing cold air circulation, and facilitating rapid cleaning.

An additional 700 feet of welded pipe coils are installed

in the bait boxes to insure proper temperatures in

tropic waters. The compressor taking care of this sys-

tem is belt-driven by a 10-horsepower Westinghouse
motor.

As a safety valve on this electric system and to take

care of i-adio and emergency light and power, the City

of San Francisco carries an Exide "Ironclad" battery of

56 cells, giving 110-volt current. This battery, together

with the switchboard, the carbon dioxide fire extin-

guishing ec|uipment, and the wiring was installed by
Ets-Hokin & Galvan.

There are three welded steel fuel tanks in the en-

gine room, with a total capacity of 8000 gallons; and
two 625-gallon fresh water tanks are built into the

stern. All piping is welded and galvanized after weld-

ing. Mechanical remote control of the main engine is

arranged from the pilot house and from the lookout

station on top of the pilothouse. Sounding tubes, con-

sisting of a deck plug with a 2-inch brass tube extend-
ing almost to the floors, are installed in the main fish

holds.

This boat was built at the back of the Genoa Boat

Auxiliary unit on the City of San Francisco, a 53-horsepower

Western-Enterprise diesel direct-connected to a 32-kiIowatt

Westinghouse generator.

Works plant so as to leave the marine ways free for
repair jobs; and when she was ready to launch, the big
Haviside Derrick Barge No. 4 was warped into position
and her big hook, with its falls of American Steel &
Wire Company rope, picked up the City of San Fran-
cisco and swung her over and gently dropped her into
the waters of fishermen's lagoon.

At left: The main propulsion unit of the

City of San Francisco, a 6-cylinder. 4-cycle.

mechanical injection, direct- reversible
Western-Enterprise, 300-brake horsepower
diesel engine. Below: A carload of diesel

and electric machinery for the City of San
Francisco leaving the Western-Enterprise

shops in Los Angeles.



Artist's conception of the new United States liner Manhattan, as she will appear when finished.

Largest American-Built Liner
Steamship Manhattan of the United States Lines Ready for Launching

at the Camden Yards of the New York Shipbuilding Company

NAMED Steamship Manhattan, and ready to be Her principal chai-acteristics are:

christened and launched, the first of the United Length over-all 705 feet
States Lines' 30,000-ton liners for the North Length on water line .................... . 685 feet

Atlantic service will take her maiden dip into the length between perpendiculars 666 feet
waters of the Delaware River from the New York Ship- ^^^^ ^^,^^^ gg ^^^^
building Company s yard at Camden on Saturday, De-

j^^ ^^ promenade deck 79 feet
cember 5. She will be christened with a special blend ^ .* i j i ^-^ oo * ..t„,. ., J e if„ u f ti. f ,.t,. Light load draft oZ leet
of liquid composed of water from each of the loily- ^ . ^ , on nnn
eight states of the Union. In each state the Governor G^'o^/

'-^^^jf
"^ tonnage 30,000

selected some river, lake, or spring well known for Deadweight capacity, tons 12,000

its historical significance and sent some of the water Shaft horsepower, normal 30,000

from this source to the office of the United States Shatt horsepower, maximum 34,500

Lines. These waters were all mixed and the christen- Normal cruising speed, knots 20

ing bottle filled from this mixture. Guaranteed fuel consumption (oil per shaft

The Steamship Manhattan is not only the largest horsepower hour), pounds 0.65

merchant vessel launched to date from an American Steamship Manhattan has a raked stem and cruiser

shipyard, but she is the first transatlantic liner built stern. She will have eleven water-tight bulkheads,

in America for thirty-three years. making twelve water-tight compartments. The mach-

The interiors of the public

rooms of the Ste.imship M.in-

hattan will follow period
styles. Here we have the de-

lightful library in English

Tudor.
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The dining saloon of the

Steamship Manhattan will be
decorated and furnished in a

very pleasing adaptation of

Louis XVT period.

inery spaces are arranged with an auxiliary engine
room between the two boiler rooms. This engine room
has double skin to a point well above the water line.

Each engine room and each fireroom is a self-contain-

ed unit. With the exception of the machinery spaces,

there is no door in any water-tight bulkhead below the

deep load water line. There is inner-bottom construc-

tion for the entire length of the hull.

The vessel is designed to have a positive metacen-
tric height of 6 inches under light load conditions, and
of 4.4 feet under full load condition.

Steel water-tight hatch covers will be installed. Life-

boat capacity for all passengers and crew will be car-

ried on the latest Welin-McLachlan gravity type davits.

Passenger Accommodations
Thirteen hundred passengers in three classes will

be accommodated on the Steamship Manhattan. The
first class public rooms will reflect period architec-

ture, decoration, and furnishings. They include a
grand lounge in the Georgian style, a smoking room
in early American Indian and Aztec, a Palm Court in

Chinese Chippendale, a Pompeian verandah cafe, a

library in Tudor, a modernized Sherarton writing room,
cabin foyers in Italian Renaissance, and a Louis XVI
dining salon. Decorations and design of these rooms
were created by the Walter M. Ballard Company of
New York and Washington. A lavish use of rare hard-

wood paneling is being made a feature of the first

class staterooms under the woi'kmanship of Henry
Klein & Company, cabinet makers of New York.

Machinery
The Manhattan is a twin screw job and will be pow-

ered with two triple-expansion. Parsons-type, single-

reduction gear steam turbines capable of pi'oducing

34,500 shaft horsepower at full nozzle opening and
30,000 shaft horsepower at 85 per cent, nozzle opening.
The guaranteed speed at the latter power is 20 knots,

and the guaranteed fuel consumption under these con-
ditions is 0.65 pound of fuel oil per shaft horsepower
hour. Steam will be generated in large three-drum
water-tube boilers at 400 pounds per square inch
throttle pressure.

With the addition of the Manhattan in the summer
of 1932 and of her sister vessel in the fall of the same
year, the new United States Lines, under the joint own-
ership and operation of the Dollar-Chapman-Dawson,
Roosevelt-I.M.M. groups, will have twelve transatlan-

tic liners operating as follows: Leviathan, President
Harding, President Roosevelt, Manhattan, her sister

ship (not yet named). American Banker, American
Merchant, American Trader, American Shipper, Am-
erican Farmer, American Exporter, and American Im-
porter. These twelve ships total approximately 200,000

gross tons.

The first class smoking room
of the Steamship Manhattan
is in somewhat mixed motif,

with American Indian and
Aztec pictures and colors

predomin.iting.

__^ j
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Illuminating Art

as Applied to

Merchant Vessels

Siy Samuel G. Hibben'^

THE art of illumination on ship or ashore often

finds itself overlooked and disregarded; men are

slow in admitting and realizing its tremendous
possibilities. Perhaps the possibilities are known to

some, but the ready means to achieve the desired ends
seem hard to seize upon,—the tools limited, or compli-

cated. Yet simple materials are at hand and ready!

From floodlighting its lofty funnels to distributing

light evenly in the very bowels of its throbbing engine

rooms, this art of illumination can perform wonders
on any ship.

In the present day and generation, two general prin-

ciples are slowly but surely making themselves felt.

First, decorations and lighting should be given thor-

ough consideration along with the structural plans of

the vessel and carried beyond the bare utilitarian

needs. Second, lighting and decorations should have
a character and a distinction all their own. No design-

er, owner, or architect should plan a passenger ves-

sel to look like a rooming house. Hotels are fine things

in their place, but people do not want floating hotels.

The average man who boards a ship has seen his share

of hotels; he wants to see something new, something
different from the dull, the conservative, the prosaic.

If on the ocean, perhaps for the first time, he wants
something refreshing, stimulating, original, like the

"Manager, Commercial EiiKinecnng Dept., NX'estinghousc L,i

Company.

Flood-lighted funnels on Italian steamship Conte Grand—artistic,

identifying, a good advertisement, and producing sufficient illumina-

tion for the top deck.

wind on the sea at night.

Blending with the Interior Decorations

One of the most important reasons why lighting

should be planned before the interior trim is placed is

because then, and only then, is it possible to have the

lighting blend with, and tie in with, the design and
spirit of the room. If this is not done the room will be

planned, perhaps even constructed, before any thought
is given to the illumination.

But the old order changethl In one of the smaller

smoking rooms of the He de France, the designs on
the ceiling are in graceful curves. The lighting engin-

LCXDKING UP AT CEILING

SECTIONAL VIEW

GRAND SALON S.S. ILE-DE -FRANCE

Ceiling lighting in the grand salon of the French liner He de France is produced from ceiling coves located in three large panels, those

in the central panel being arranged as .shown in the plan and section.
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Interesting

Examples

of Ship

Lighting

Deceml)ur

Above, an interesting application of
long trough lighting units, which,

combined with color changes, produce
artistic lighting effects in the Night

Club of the Steamship Leviathan.

At left, the first class foyer of the mo-
torship Kungsholm is illuminated by
an interesting use of cove lighting

from a large, single source.

A beautiful effect is produced by the luminous ceiling over the

ng pool of the motorship Kungsholm. At left, a large illum-

inated sign identifies the Bremen.
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t'cr, daring to tie in with these designs, constructed
luminous panels following these same graceful curves.
In a de luxe suite, the central oval panel gave the ef-

fect of sunlight, changed to moonlight by the touch of
the switch button. These are merely random examples
of the many ways a ship's individuality may be ex-
pressed.

Consider the typical stateroom on a boat. It is the
condensed version of four or five rooms; namely, mi-
lady's boudoir, the gentleman's dressing room, a bed-
room, reading room, and sometimes a "hospital." All
this should be given careful thought and consideration
and the lighting adornment should be planned along
with the structural details of the vessel. Hardly suf-
ficient, it seems, to provide the minimum requirement
of one 25-watt lamp, or even the wattage minimums of
the A.I.E.E., which are as follows:

Watts per Cubic Foot
Semi-

Direct direct Indirect

L.iv.itories and baths 0.100 0.187 0.25
Staterooms, cabins, public rooms 0.1 0.15 0.2

Passenger entrances 0.1 0.15 0.2

Passages 0.075 0.125 0.15

Outside passages 0.8

Crew's quarters O.I

Officers' quarters 0.1 0.15 0.2

Engine rooms and entrances thereto 0.1

Boiler rooms, entrances thereto, gratings

and fiddley hatches 0.08

Steering gear room and windlass en-

closure 0.0"'5

Cargo spaces if permanently lighted 0.05

Cargo spaces lighted by portables 0.1

Low Ceilings a Problem
Lighting from the low ceilings of practically all

rooms aboard ship constitutes one of the major prob-

lems to be solved. Add to this the low ceiling beams.
metal work and conduit, and Grover Cleveland's state-

ment that "It is a condition and not a theory that con-

fronts us," holds true. It has been solved in one way by
encasing the lights on either side of the beam. If the

lights are spaced close together (25 watt lamps some
6 to 8 inches apart) behind the proper diffusing glass,

the result is a glowing, luminous beam pattern. An-
other way is to imbed lights in the under side of the

ceiling surface itself, as in shallow boxes. This will,

of course, be some 30 per cent, less efficient than open
reflectors, but it provides an interesting and novel ef-

fect. If the space is deep enough, a remarkably uni-

form illumination results. The essentials are good glass,

proper ratio between spacing and depth, and a diffuse-

ly reflected background, preferrably curved.

Sometimes the complaint is made that "modern"
lighting and its novel and interesting effects is all

very well and good, but that it is too costly, it is im-

practical, and it is perhaps all right for the large sup-

er-liners but is out of question entirely for anything
else. This is a valid and serious objection, and anyone
who ignores it will probably come to grief.

Lighting equipment need not be ugly to be efficient!

The ideal is scientific and decorative lighting at rea-

sonable cost. Like a successful drama or story, good il-

lumination depends on a good idea. The good idea is

seldom costly. It is the fumbled and bungling idea that

is costly. It mean.s poor distribution of light, glaring

units, insufficient intensity, and fixtures that are in-

harmonious in design and too expensive to maintain
over a period of years.

Wall Lighting Luminaires

The wall typo of lighting is a valuable aid for low
ceilings. It has been severe; it can be made very elab-

orate. Large luminous wall panels etched or molded

JVa/iut/ffviem
with artistic designs take the place of pictures. These
designs can be very charming and beautiful and at the

same time fulfill the very practical purpose of giving

glareless light. Luminous wall panels can be large or

small, depending a great deal upon the size of the

i-ooms, the spacings of the windows or posts, and the

supporting ribs. Various devices can be developed for

wall lighting purposes. On the Bremen, a huge ther-

monu'ter-like unit, the upper part of which is entirely

luminous, constitutes an example of one trend to wall

lighting. Fixtures of translucent glass being quite

near the ceiling and wide laterally, but distributing

the light evenly, form a pleasing effect, particularly

in the long, low hallways or portions of salons. The
most satisfactory moderate wall treatment in state-

rooms is the use of translucent porcelain, such as the

Lenox china sconces and pockets, that direct most of

the light upward but transmit a mild creamy light.

The separately attached luminous panel—perhaps a

better name is applique lighting—can be used any-

where. It can be long and thin, fat and round, or

square and small. It can be of artistic design by an
eminent artist or merely "homespun" and simple.

Standard shapes and sizes are available, all self-con-

tained.

One luminous box equipped with the proper reflec-

ing background and efficient glass is sufficient for a

small bedroom. A rough rule is to use two watts per

square foot of floor area, or roughly equivalent to 0.25

watt per cubic feet. A number of boxes, each equipped

with a high wattage lamp and spaced symmetrically on

the upper side walls and ceiling, give a splendid light

for a large social hall or dining room. Some of the more
artistic lighting installations disclose the fact that the

basic idea behind much of the "modern" is the ceiling

box or wall panel in some shape or form.

Period Lighting Adds Variety

Harry B. Etter in a paper "The Interior Decoration

of the Passenger Liner" has this to say:

"America is far too cosmopolitan in its make-up to

have a large transatlantic liner decorated throughout
in the modern, simply because some previous ships

built for foreign flag lines, are of modern design. So
the fact remains that a liner for the American flag

service could well adopt a number of styles, the sym-
bol of the many nations, without having a grand mix-

up, especially where the spaces are isolated enough.

To have a strong American feeling made up as Am-
erica is of most of the great nations of the world, it

would seem interesting, say, to have an important
room in Colonial, another in French, one in Italian, a

Spanish room, English room, Dutch room, etc., all

pure to some good period of decoration of the several

nations whose sons have done so much toward forming
the United States of America."

If this suggestion is followed, which within reason

has and is taking place, more features of the illumin-

ating engineer's "white" art will be brought to the

fore. He can make a lamp bulb look like a candle

flame, or a rod, or a tinted sphere from the size of a

pea to the size of a basketball, and he can design a

fixture to follow any period. If he cannot find a "fix-

ture" to copy that will be historically correct, he can
light your period room from concealed sources, for

soft sunshine or moonlight is a proper background for

all styles.

Period lighting produces a charming atmosphere.

The same fixtures that helped to light the smiles of

the fair ladies in the courts of old Europe may be dili-

gently copied and these sconces and lanterns that once

(Please turn to Page 518)
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The Conte di Savoia on the stocks ready for launching at Trieste. Italy.

First Gyro-Stabilized Passenger Liner

The New ^8,ooo-Ton Lloyd Sabaudo Liner Conte di Savoia, Italy's Largest

Passenger Liner, to Have Three Sperry Gyro-Stabilizer Units

WHEN the new 48,000-ton Lloyd Sabaudo liner,

Conte di Savoia, slipped off her stocks at
Trieste on October 28, the Italian shipbuild-

ing industry took a progressive step that challenged
the interest of the entire maritime world. Boasting
several other innovations, the Conte di Savoia is the
first passenger ship in the world to be equipped with a
gyro-stabilizer plant for the elimination of rolling.

When she enters the New York-Mediterranean ser-

vice in 1932 she will be equipped with a three-unit
Sperry Gyroscope Stabilizer system of sufficient power
to counteract the effects of the roughest seas. This
plant is standard Sperry equipment which, up to the
present, has been used exclusively in private yachts
and warships. It is three times larger than any at
present in use.

The equipment consists of three separate gyro-
scopes, each with a rotor 13 feet in diameter and
weighing 100 tons or 300 tons in all. The gyroscopes
are electrically operated; each has its own automatic
control device; and the units can be used separately
or in tandem, according to weather conditions.

Stream-line construction of hull and superstructure
to reduce wind and sea resistance and the arrange-
ment of the funnels to provide maximum sun deck
space for sports are two other features which will
make the Conte di Savoia distinctive in appearance, in

passenger appeal, and in economy of propulsion.
In addition to the usual tank tests of the first mod-

els of the new liner's hull and superstructure, the
science of aero-dynamics was introduced when the
models were tested in wind-tunnels used for testing of
aeroplane models. Her unusual lines, the 120,000-
horsepower geared turbines, and quadruple screws
promise to make the Conte di Savoia one of the fastest

One of the 13-foot diameter, 100-ton Sperry gyro-stabilizers for the

Steamship Conte di Savoia.
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An artist's conceptii of the appearance of the Steamship Conte di Savoia when finished, showing the unique position of funnels, per-

mitting the largest free open sports deck space on any ship afloat.

ships afloat. Her g'uaranteed .speed is more than 27

knots.

The rakish yacht-like appearance of this vessel will

be accentuated by the unusual location of her two fun-

nels. These are set well forward so that the base of

the forward stack is just aft of the bridge. The re-

sult of this arrangement is a smooth stretch of open
deck space aft of the second funnel, providing the

largest sun-deck on any ship. This deck will provide

space for an unusual number of sports and will house
a large outdoor swimming pool which in the winter
months will be enclosed with a sun-glass roof.

The Conte di Savoia will have eleven decks, an over-

all length of 811 feet 9 inches, and a beam of 95 feet

10 inches; and she will accommodate 1900 passengers.

When launched she was 4000 tons heavier than the

Re.x, recently launched, and is the heaviest ship ever

launched in Italy. The elapsed time of 12 months 25

days between the laying of her keel and the launching
constituted a new record in big-ship construction, beat-

ing by more than a month the record formerly held

by the Bremen.

Other features of the new ship are a thiity-car gar-

age, electrical mechanism throughout, eighteen water-

tight compartments, double bottom and air-tight cells,

safety, radio-equipped lifeboats. Lloyd Sabaudo. in

the construction of this super-ship, has given the ship-

ping industry a new mark at which to aim, and has

given its competitors a challenge with the world's fii-st

Sperry-stabilized passenger ship.

Switzerland's Access to the Sea

The Port of Basle at the Head of Navigation on the

Rhine Shows Remarkable Development

ALTHOUGH 1930 was not very favorable to navi-

gation on the Rhine in general, the traffic of the

majority of ports having diminished, the termi-

nus ports of Strasburg and Basle, on the contrary, re-

ported a considerable increase of activity. For ex-

ample, the traffic of the port of Basle shows a 78 per

cent, increase as compared with the preceding year.

At any rate 1930 will go down as an important date

in the history of Swiss Rhine navigation. For it was in

1930 that the international convention for the regula-

tion of the Rhine was enforced and the same year wit-

nessed the beginning of the important transformations

provided for by the above-mentioned agreement. It

also was in 19-30 that the port of Basle registered a

new record, having attained approximately 1,100,000

tons, against 618,000 in 1929.

Owing to the favorable meteorological conditions,

the Rhine was open to traffic from the end of April

until the middle of December. The traffic was so in-

tense that the installation of port and railway termi-

nals, although of recent construction, were often bare-

Iv sufficient to meet the demand. During July, in

which 182,000 tons were transshipped, there was an

average of 151 tons per meter of wharf. This consti-

tutes a coefficient of utilization which leaves far be-

hind those of all other Rhine ports. In order to cope

with the affluence of merchandise, several private

companies built additional new gasoline and bitumen
tanks on the Klybeck wharf. The construction of the

second dock of Klein-Huningen is to be undertaken
very shoi'tly. The tonnage of the fleet registered to-

day for the port of Basle amounts to 87,000 gross.

The importance of river navigation to Basle has
been duly recognized by all Swiss economic circles.

The fact is stressed that it is thus possible to bring

into Switzerland, under particularly favorable condi-

tions, the many raw materials necessary to cover the

country's industrial needs. In well informed circles, it

is believed that, owing to the combined effects of the

new Kembs canal and the work of regulation of the

river itself, the record achieved in 1930 is the begin-

ning of a new development of activity, which will jus-

tify the confidence in the work accomplished and the

expenses connected therewith.



II ;irilst\ eono piuin of the finished appearance of the Steamship Champlain, 28,600 gross-ton liner, launched
August 1 5 for the North Atlantic service of the Compagnie Generale Transatlantique.

French Liner Construction
Some Notes on Outstanding Vessels Now on the Stocks in French Shipyards

% R. C. W. Courtney

ALTHOUGH the French mercantile marine is, iri

common with those of other countries, experi-
encing its full share of the present world-wide

trade depression, several important high class liner

contracts are in process of completion, whilst delivery
has recently been effected of the 40,000-ton L'Atlan-
tique, the second largest ship to be completed during
the present year.

The most outstanding vessel at present on the
stocks in France is, of course, the Compagnie
Generale Transatlantique's mammoth liner for the
Havre-New York service, on which work is proceeding
apace at the Penhoet shipyard of the Chantiers et Ate-
liers de Saint Nazaire. According to details recently
released, the Super He de France, as she is provision-
ally named, will run very close to the Cunarder as re-

gards size, although the power of 160.000 shaft horse-
power will be below that of the British ship which, ac-
cording to the latest reports, is to have upwards of 200,-

000 shaft horsepower. The over-all length will be about
1017 feet (310 meters), and the beam 115 feet (35 me-
ters), the provisional figure for the displacement being
70,000 tons. As regards the machinery installation, the
most interesting feature is the adoption of turbo-elec-
tric drive; so that the plant will easily be the largest
of its kind yet fitted in a merchant vessel. The boilers
are to be of the hi^h pressure water-tube type of a de-
sign developed by thf hull builders and which it is

understood have given excellent results in various

French naval craft. In common with some of the lat-

est liners flying the tricolor, the new ship will depart

somewhat from the orthodox as regards external ap-

pearance; and a preliminary silhouette shows a long

overhanging bow, loft.v superstructure, with three

widely spaced smoke stacks of varying heights, the

foremost being the highest. Completion apparently will

not be effected until the early part of 1934, whilst con-

siderable harbor extensions and dredging have to be

carried out contemporary to the construction.

Steamship Champlain

A smaller but very distinctive ship for the Compag-
nie Generale Transatlantique's North Atlantic service

was launched by the St. Nazaire builders on August 15,

last. This is the 28,600-ton steamship Champlain. This
vessel is of similar type to the diesel-driven Lafayette
commissioned last year but has been equipped with

high pressure geared turbines and water-tube boilers.

The over-all length is 640 feet 6 inches, with a beam
and depth of 83 feet and 50 feet 6 inches, and a loaded

draft of 30 feet 6 inches. Accommodation is provided

for 645 cabin, 185 tourists, and 131 third class passen-

gers, together with a crew of 559. The power plant

comprises two sets of Parsons 3-casing-type turbines,

each operating a shaft through single reduction gear-

ing and having a normal rating of 25.500 shaft horse-
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power at 127 revolutions per minute for maintaining
20 knots in service. Steam will be generated at 400
pounds pressure and 662 degrees Fahrenheit, final

temperature by six Penhoet water-tube boilers in two
compartments, four being located in the forward and
two in the after boiler room. Two Scotch boilers of 180
pounds pressure for auxiliary and hotel services will

also be installed aft, whilst oil-firing on the builder's

system is to be used throughout. As will be seen from
the accompanying illustration, the appearance of the
ship is extremely unorthodox and will no doubt invoke
considerable discussion in shipping circles. The main
features are the development of the raked plate stem,

lofty superstructure, disposition of the masts, and un-
usual stack equipped with a French naval pattern
smoke deflector.

Steamship L'Atlantique

Reverting to L'Atlantique, this fine liner has also

been built and engined at the St. Nazaire yard, but is

for the South American service of the Compagnie de
Navigation Sud Atlantique operating between Bor-
deaux, Rio de Janerio, Montevideo, and Buenos Aires.

The over-all length is 733 feet, the beam 92 feet, depth
67 feet 3 inches, and displacement is 40,000 tons, the
draft of 26 feet 3 inches being restricted for navigat-
ing the River Plate. The design in this case is more on
orthodox lines, with a straight stem, cruiser stern,

three widely spaced stacks of normal shape and two
masts. There are nine decks devoted to passenger ac-

commodation, five of which are continuous right fore

and aft and the cargo space measures 126,000 cubic
feet. The hull is built to Bureau Veritas survey, with
an extensive adoption of special high tensile steel for

the topside plating, tank tops, strength decks, and
stringers. Compensating web frames and girders are
fitted in the large public rooms, whilst two expansion
joints have been arranged in the superstructure. 1238
passengers are carried in four classes, with 663 in the

crew, and, as is usual on the South American service,

the accommodation is on luxurious lines with the gen-
eral style of decoration conforming to Modern French
ideas.

The power plant consists of four sets of Parsons
turbines, each comprising a high, intermediate, and
two low pressure units operating a single propeller

shaft through gearing and being the first instance

where four turbines have been arranged to drive one
shaft. For astern running, blading has been incorpor-

ated in the intermediate and low pressure turbines.

Steam is provided at 227 pounds pressure by 16 double-

ended Scotch boilers in two compartments, eight being
of the 8-furnace and eight of the 6-furnace type, the

respective diameters being 17.7 feet and 16.25 feet.

Each boiler has two superheaters to maintain a final

temperature of 644 degrees Fahrenheit, and oil fuel

is exclusively burned on the Wallsend-Howden sys-

tem. Following the practice of some of the larger Ger-

man-built liners, such as the Leviathan and Bremen,
the uptakes from the boilers have been divided to al-

low of a central through way connecting the various

public rooms.
An interesting feature of the purchase of auxiliary

equipment is that a fairly extensive use has been made
of the Dawes Plan of reparations in kind from Ger-

many, and included amongst the fittings of this na-

ture are the electric-hydraulic steering gear, the cargo
winches, lifeboats and gravity davits, and various sani-

tary appliances. The designed speed is 21 knots with
the propelling plant registering 45,000 shaft horse-

power, but it is understood that both of these figures

were easily exceeded on trials.

Mi

Messageries Maritimes' Motorships

In addition to augmenting the North and S(juth At-

lantic services, P^rench shipowners are also building

high class tonnage for improving communications with

the Oriental, African, and West Indian colonies of

which a few of the most important examples may be

briefly described. Mention should first be given to the

constructional program of the Messageries Maritimes

of Marseilles consisting of a series of motor liners

ranging between 12,000 and 16,000 tons gross, four of

which have been commissioned or launched during the

past twelve months. The latest is the Aramis, launched
in June by the Forges et Chantiers de la Mediterraiiee,

with dimensions 564 feet by 69 feet 9 inches by 47 feet

and a gross tonnage of 15,000. Accommodation is pro-

vided for 185 first, 133 second, and 650 steerage

passengers, whilst 10,200 tons of cargo are carried.

The machinery consists of two 10-cylinder, Sulzer, 2-

cycle, single-acting diesels developing a total of 11,600

brake horsepower for propulsion and five Sulzer-type,

400-kilowatt generating sets, the whole plant having
been built in France under license. The service speed is

17^2 knots, and a noticeable feature of these Messag-
eries Maritimes motorships has been ihe provision of

large exhaust funnels or stacks of rectangular section

but which so far do not appear to luive been adopted

by any other concern.

Steamship Colombic

For the Carribean service of the Compagnie Gener-

ale Transallantique, a noteworthy ship of its type has
recently been delivered in the Colombie, recently con-

.structed at Dunkirk by the Ateliers et Chantier.s de

France. The over-all length in this case is 498 feet,

with a breadth and depth of 66.3 feet and 46.2 feet,

the total displacement on 23 feet being 13,900 tons,

and the gross tonnage 10,600. Provision is made for

494 passengers and a crew of 251, whilst the carrying

capacity will be 4800 tons inclusive of large insulated

spaces for the carriage of bananas.
Twin sets of single reduction geared turbines devel-

oping 8000 shaft horsepower at 120 revolutions per

minute for 16.75 knots and taking steam from seven
single-ended Scotch boilers at 227 pounds pressure are

installed. An interesting feature is the provision of

two independently fired superheaters each capable of

raising 44,000 pounds of steam per hour at 598 degrees

Fahrenheit.

Steamship Djenne

A typical example of the smaller type of French pas-

senger liner for the short distance African service

may be given in the Djenne built by the Forges et

Chantiers de la Mediteranee for the Compagnie Pa-

quet's service from Marseilles to Morocco and Sene-

gal. Having dimensions of 444 feet overall by 58.4 feet

by 36.9 feet to the upper deck, the ship is of 8790 tons

gross and displaces 10,800 tons on 23.5 feet. Accommo-
dation is provided for 453 passengers in three classes,

in addition to 17 special suites arranged on the prom-
enade deck, whilst the deadweight capacity is 5000

tons. The propelling machinery of the Djenne is also

of the twin-screw, single-reduction, geared-turbine

type and gives 8000 shaft horsepower at 125 revolu-

tions per minute for maintaining 18 knots, the trial

speed being \%^'-2. knots with 8919 shaft horsepower.

The steam generating plant is of special interest as it

consists of six boilers of the semi-cylindrical, semiwa-
ter-tube Prudhon Capus type with superheaters and
oil firing on the Todd system, the working pressure be-

ing 227 pounds and the final temperature 662 degrees

Fahrenheit.



Marine Refrigeration Simplified

A Series of Articles on the Handling of Perishable Products on

Shipboard from the Ship Operator's Standpoint

Part Xll— Construction ofRefrigerated Rooms Aboard Ship

% L. L. Westlin^
(Copyright 1931 by Jnnifs S. Hincs

THERE are ais many methods of building refrig-

erated spaces as there are men to design them.
There are unlimited combinations of materials

that may be used, and many methods of construction,
some of which are patented.
To outline the more generally used materials and

methods, there follows a group of specification clauses
from which may be assembled a complete specifica-

tion for the construction of a cold storage plant aboard
ship. These clauses are written for installation in ex-

isting ships, but with slight alteration they can be
applied to new construction.

In subsequent chapters there will appear specifica-

tions covering the installation of the machinery and
mechanical part of the plant, and there will also ap-

pear an assumed problem which will outline the cal-

culations which usually precede the writing of speci-

fications.

Specifications for the Installation of a Cargo Cold
Storage Plant Aboard the Steamship

(General and legal clauses omitted)
1. General

The builder shall provide all labor and materials
for the complete installation of the refrigerated spaces
and for all mechanical equipment specified herein.
The arrangement shall be as shown on the contract
plans. There shall be chambers, located on the

deck between frames and , on the
side of the vessel. These spaces to be used for

cargo.

The net stowage space shall be approximately....
cubic feet and shall be refrigerated by the Sys-
tem. *'"

The installation shall be in accordance with the re-

quirements of the classification societies and the
United States Steamboat Inspection Service.

2. Preparation of Space
(a) All steel work in way of the refrigerator rooms

shall be sand-blasted to remove all scale, paint, and
rust, and all refuse shall be removed from the ship.

(a,) All steel work shall be chipped and wire
brushed, and all refuse removed from the ship.

(b) All holes in the deck shall be closed off wa-
ter-tight in an approved manner, and all drain piping
in way of the insulation shall be overhauled and made

"As cooler, chill, freezer, sharp freezer, or as convertible cooler
or freezer, etc.

"Ammonia-direct-expansion, ammonia-brine, carbon-dioxidc-brine,
etc.

'It is sometimes necessary to run each telegraph wire through a

1-inch pipe buried in the insulation.

tight. All other piping, mechanical telegraph sys-

tems*'"-, etc., shall be relocated to clear insulated

spaces in an approved manner.
(c) All steel work except the deck and deck-head

shall be given one heavy coat of bituminous solution

and one coat of bituminous enamel not less than one-

eighth inch in thickness. The deck and deck-head to

have two coats of solution only.

3. Construction Materials
(Because of the general usage of cork, these speci-

fications will not embrace many meritorious insula-

tors available on the market. The designer can readily

substitute his choice of material to suit his require-

ments.)

(a) All woodwork shall be of No. 1 grade Oregon
pine, and all concealed lumber shall be water-proofed
after being cut to fit.

(b) All granulated cork shall be pure and clean,

and free from hard bark or adulterations.

(c) All corkboard shall be made of pure granu-
lated cork with natural resin binder, baked and hy-

draulically pressed. It shall have a weight of . .pounds
per board foot.

(Cj) All corkboard shall be of granulated cork,

with an approved artificial binder.

(d) Asphaltic cement shall have a minimum melt-

ing temperature of 200 degrees Fahrenheit.

(e) Water-proof paper shall be ...-ply, of approv-
ed manufacture.

(f) All nails, fastenings, hardware, steel work,
piping, etc., are to be galvanized.

4. Insulation of Ship's Side (and Stiffened Bulkheads)

(a) On the flange face of channel frames and
against knee brackets a 2-inch thick furring strip

shall be bolted. On the inboard face of these shall be
laid two layers of water-proof paper and one layer of

1^'4-inch tongue and groove pine. The space between
the shell and the sheathing shall be filled with granu-
lated cork, tightly packed. The inboard face of the
brackets shall be insulated with 2-inch corkboard to

insure insulation should the granulated cork settle.

(a,) Against the web of the frames and extending
one inch inboard from the face of the frame flange,

a furring strip 2 inches thick shall be bolted and in-

sulated as in (a).

(a,) Against the web of the frame and flush with
the flange shall be bolted a 2-inch thick furring strip,

over which shall be laid one course of 7, 8-inch tongue
and groove pine. Over this sheathing a studding of

corkboard thickness shall be nailed, spaced to cork-

board length. The studding shall not be laid over a
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frame flange or furring strip. Over the sheathing and
studding shall l)e laid two thicknesses of water-proof
paper. Between the studs shall be laid ... .-inch cork-

board with the edges dipped in hot asphalt; and over
the cork two layers of water-proof paper. Over the

studs, cork, and paper shall be laid one thickness of

7/8-inch tongue and groove pine, one layer of paper,

and a second layer of tongue and groove pine to be

at right angles to the first course of tongue and
groove.

(a.,) Over the face of the frames erect a sheathing
of 3/16-inch steel plate, which may be bolted or tack-

welded to frames and at the plate edges. Over the

steel, lay two layers of corkboard with total thickness
of .... inches and with broken joints, the cork to be

secured in place with an approved bituminous cement
whose melting point is not less than 200 degrees Fah-
renheit. Over the corkboard lay a coating of bituminous
filling not less than .... of an inch in thickness and
troweled smooth.

'

(*Thcrc .Trc many such materials on the market, and the manu-
facturers" recommended methods should be specified.)

.1. Insulation of Deck-Head

(a) All protruding steel structure shall have not

less than 2 inches of corkboard insulation. Between-
beam spaces shall be insulated after the same man-
ner as the ship's side with granulated cork after the

meat rail hangers have been installed. Tongue and
groove sheathings shall be laid in short lengths in the

way of concealed piping to facilitate repairs. All open-
ings in the way of the angle rail hangers shall be
sealed with a plastic cement.

(a^) Against beams, bolt furring strips flush with
the beam flanges, over which lay one course of IV4-

inch tongue and groove pine; the between-beam spaces
shall be tightly packed with granulated cork, with
wood stoppers every four feet*. Against the sheath-

ing lay carlines of corkboard thickness spaced to cork-

board lengths. No carlines shall be laid over beam
flanges or furring strips on beams. Over sheathing
and carlines lay one layer of water-proof paper, one
course of . . . .-inch corkboard with the edges dipped

in hot asphalt, two layers of water-proof paper, and
one layer of 7/8-inch tongue and groove pine.

(a.,) To the beams weld a 3/16-inch steel plate as

at ship's side and fill between-beam spaces w-ith gran-

Ml

ulated cork. Secure two layei's of ccjrkljoard lo the

steel sheathing with bituminous cement, and lay one
coat of bituminous coating not less than .... of an
inch in thicktiess, the same to be troweled smooth.

(•The last opening of the sheathing may be effectively tilled by
forcing in a burlap sacK filled with granulated cork.)

6. Partitions or Refrigerator Bulkheads

(a) Rabbetted sills shall be bolted to the deck, im-

bedded in an approved cement, the bolt heads to be

welded to the steel deck and spaced approximately
two frame spaces. Similar plates shall be secured to

the deck head, and between the sill and plate shall be

installed studding of corkboard thickness staggered

on centers of one-half corkboard lengths. Between
studs lay two layers of . . . .-inch corkboard with edges

dipped in hot asphalt, thus making a cork wall of ....

inches thickness. Over the two faces of the cork, lay

two layers of water-proof paper, one layer of 7 8-inch

tongue and groove pine, one layer paper, and a second

layer of tongue and groove pine at right angles to the

first course.

(On partitions or bulkheads adjacent to dry cargo

spaces the exposed face shall have one layer of 1'-;-

inch tongue and groove pine only. On bulkheads along

cargo hatches exposed to cargo damage there should

be 4x4-inch spars spaced approximately one frame
space to protect the sheathing).

The exposed corners of insulation in dry cargo

spaces shall be sheathed 6 inches on each face with

galvanized steel plate 1/8-inch thick.

(b) All partitions and deck-heads shall be made
rat-proof by laying one layer of i^-inth mesh. No. 18

wire, galvanized iron mesh within the insulation.

(c) Between decks raise a 3/16-inch steel plate

bulkhead, the edges of which shall be flanged 2 inches.

For partitions between refrigerator spaces, the flang-

ing shall be on opposite faces (Z-shaped) and spaced
to one length of corkboard. On bulkheads between re-

frigerator and dry cargo spaces, the 2-inch flanges

shall be on the refrigerator face only, the flange on
each plate (L-shaped) spaced to corkboard lengths.

Between flanges, lay... -inch corkboard in approved
cement, the refrigerator faces to receive one coat of

bituminous filling not less than ...inch in thickness

and troweled smooth.

(Please turn to Page 518)

The Furness Pacific Coast-turopc cargo liner P.icific Shipper is an excellent c.vaniplc of the modern frei^jhtcr equipped with large rc-

friger.ited and cooled cargo space.



Dieselization of Transportation
One of the New Industries of the Next Prosperity Era

^y Edward B. Pollister*

IN
this readjustment period we must first scale

down our ideas of prosperity from the peak of 1929
to a normal year, with most of our workers gain-

fully employed and most of our industrial capital profi-
tably invested to supply the demands of our 122,000,-
000 people. Then, there must be sought and developed
those new industries which will mark the progress of
civilization during the next prosperity era. One of
these will be the dieselization of American transpor-
tation—air, highway, rail, river, and ocean.

In the short period of twenty years, transportation
has come to mean more than railroads. It now em-
braces the new airways, the thousands of miles of
hard surfaced highwa.vs, the common carrier pipe lines,
powered with efficient diesel engines, and—because of
our export trade—the time has come when low cost
river and ocean handling of bulk freight from the in-
terior of our country all the way to foreign markets
must be included in one general system of American
transportation.

Airways
Looking into the future, large transport planes, car-

rying as many passengers as a railroad Pullman, at a
speed of 200 miles per hour, will demand power plants
of several thousand horsepower. The compression-ig-
nition diesel for air service is being developed to as-
sure fuel economy, minimum fuel load, low fuel cost,
increased radius of operation, and safetv of passeng-
ers against explosion and fire in forced landings.
Development of the larger air diesel will be away

from the single crank rotary engine toward the "V"
or straight line, multicrank, fluid cooled, single act-
ing motor. For dirigibles, a central diesel electric pow-
er plant, with most advantageously placed motor driv-
en propellers, offers advantages of flexibility in con-
trol, security of suspension and reduction in operating
personnel.

Highways
Highways have always been feeders to railroads It

follows that improved highwa.vs should have become
improved feeders to railroads, not competitive means
of transportation. National hard surfaced highways
bring remote towns and villages nearer to main rail-
road trunk lines and offer attractive possibilities of
regular bus and truck connections with through fast
railroad trains, for both passenger lines and express
ireight service.

The coming of the automobile truck made possible
the advantageous handling of less than carload freight
by the railroads from door to door, shipping point to
destination. This is a step forward in transportation
service. Abroad, diesel power has been adopted for
buses and trucks to give low cost service.

Railroads
Use of the diesel-electric locomotive will be fostered

by the great electrical interests, both electrical manu-
facturing and electric power producing companies The
electric locomotive of the future, except for limited
.service on all electric runs, will be fitted with its own
diesel-electric generating plant, operating as an elec-
tric locomotive on electrified portions of a railroad
system and instantly changing to diesel-electric oper-

*PrcsTdcnt, Busch-Suher Bros Diesel Engine Co.

ation beyond the zone of electrification. The diesel lo-
comotive will carry in its tender sufficient fuel oil for
a day's run or more and will require no addition to its
cooling water supply for such a period. It will operate
with a minimum of servicing equipment and person-
nel to man relatively few division service stations.

Inland Waterways
Normal development of the vast interior of the

country demands lowest cost transportation. The cour-
ageous pioneer railroad-building into the interior of
the country alone permitted its early development; and
now the prosperity of these same railroads is menaced
by the new forms of transportation.

It is the province of a midwestern transportation
system to seek to best serve the farmer of the interior
by combining short rail haul to the nearest waterway
with inexpensive Mississippi River transportation to
the Gulf, utilizing fully this great natural downhill
water highway to serve agriculture with minimum
transportation costs on export products that must com-
pete in delivered price in foreign markets with more
favorably located seaboard farm products of other na-
tions.

In Germany, bulk freights are floated down the
Rhine, Elbe, and Weser rivers in huge convoys of
barges to the ports of Rotterdam, Hamburg, and Brem-
en. Diesel engines are already extensively employed on
such inland waterway transportation systems of Eur-
ope, since they require minimum fuel, small operating
crews, and low stand-by expense.

Ocean Transportation
The extent to which diesel-propelled vessels are be-

ing now utilized by the various foreign countries in
their ocean trade is disclosed bv a report of the Bu-
reau of Research of the United States Shipping Board,
which shows that on January 1, 1931, Great Britain had
327 diesel ships, Japan 49, France 1.5, Italy 57, The
Netherlands 59, Norway 238, Germanv 75, Sweden 77
and Denmark 60.

With recent naval treaties limiting our warships, the
increased value and importance of merchant ships
used as naval auxilaries is apparent in our plans for
national defense.
With our scarcity of foreign naval bases, we need

longer radius ships; and many of these foreign fast
diesel merchant ships can go around the world with-
out refueling.

It is safe to conclude that, during the next ten years,
between 500 and 1000 modern fast economically pro-
pelled cargo ships must be built to replace obsolete
tonnage, maintain the economic position of our Amer-
ican merchant marine on the high seas in time of
peace, and safeguard the parity of our combined war-
ship and merchant ship fleets in time of war.
During the next prosperity era, among other new

industries, the dieselization of American transporta-
tion will provide work, advance aviation, curb destruc-
tive highway competition of the railroads, and stimu-
late all lines of business affected, including manufac-
turers of electric and railroad machinery, machine
tool and allied equipment, ship building, the oil indus-
try, and some fifty diesel engine builders.

[Manufacturer's Record]



Marine Equipment
NEW ALLOY STEEL c^ ELECTRIC TROLLEY HOISTS

NICKEL-CLAD PLATE <^ STEAM PURIFIERS

The Atlantic Works of Bethlehem

EAST Boston was a name to reck-

on with in early American ship-

building circles. Here in 1853

there were twenty-two shipbuild-

ing plants, and here were built

some of the most famous of the

American clipper ships. Here, in

1847, was founded the East Boston
Dry Dock Company to operate docks
and marine railways; and in 1853
the Atlantic Works was incorporat-

ed to build engines and boilers. The
Atlantic Works soon got into busi-

ness of applying iron in ship con-

struction; and during the Civil

War built two monitors and the

turrets and power plants for a

large number of those interesting

craft. In 1902 the Atlantic Works
absorbed the East Boston Dry
Docks, and in 1926 the consolidat-

ed plant of these two firms was ac-

quired by the Bethlehem Shipbuild-
ing Corporation and immediately
plans were prepared for the mod-
ernization of the plant.

The alterations and additions
contemplated in these plans have
recently been completed, and now

The entrance to the Atlantic Works of Bcthlclieni Shipbuilding Corporation at

East Boston.

the Atlantic Works presents the

layout and facilities of a thorough-
lymodern repair plant for the hulls

and the power plants of small and
medium sized vessels up to 450
feet in length.

Part of tin interior of machine shop at the .Atlantic Works, l;.ist Boston.
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These works cover a ground area
of approximately fourteen acres,

and the actual floor space in the

shops is approximately 60,000

square feet. There are 1990 feet of

outfitting pier available with mean
low water depth of 25 feet, served

by a 15-ton traveling jib crane, a

10-ton caterpillar crane, and a 100-

ton shear legs; and equipped with
air lines, electric outlets, and fresh

and salt water lines.

The docking facilities consist of

two floating docks of 360 tons and
5500 tons capacity, and three ma-
rine railways of 500 tons to 2000
tons capacity. All shop equipment
is electrically operated by direct

drive, there is abundant provision

of power outlets for portable elec-

tric tools, and unusually good light-

ing facilities on docks, piers, and
in the shops.

Shops include: The finest marine
machine shop in New England; a

pipe shop equipped with six thread-

ing machines to take pipe from 2

to 12 inches in diameter; a fully
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equippiii copper shop; a boiler

shop including in its equipment
such items as a 57-ton and a 70-

ton hydraulic flanging press and
rolls for l>4-inch plate and well

outfitted to cari\v on any black-

smithing, sheet metal or fabricat-

ing work; a carpenter and joiner

shop; a welding department; a

mold loft; a pattern shop; a rig-

ging shop; a paint shop; and an
electric shop.

Auxiliary equipment includes

three gasoline workboats. one 75-

ton scow, eight automobile trucks.

four automobiles, and a barge

equiijped with the Wheeler system
of cleaning tanks and bilges.

In addition to the Atlantic Works
at East Boston, Bethlehem Ship-

building Corporation owns and op-

erates the Simpson Works nearby.

This plant is equipped to take care

of the repairs of larger vessels and

much of its equipment is available

when needed for woi"k at the At-

lantic Works. Not far off also is

the famous Bethlehem Fore River

Plant especially designed and

equipped to build any type of sea-

going craft.

of these alloys are described in de-

tail in a 12-page technical bulletin

on "Cromansil Steels" issued by
the Electrical Metallurgical Com-
pany.

An Alloy Steel for Use as Rolled

ONE of the great disadvantages
attending the widespread use

of alloy steels has been the

necessity of treating these mater-
ials in order to develop their po-

tential worth. Such practice fre-

quently calls for expensive heat-

treating and pickling operations,

and extreme care must be main-
tained to insure keeping the steel

in this heat-treated condition so

that its valuable properties will

not be impaired.

This problem has been greatly
simplified by the recent develop-
ment of a series of low-alloy steels

containing chromium, manganese,
and silicon. These new alloys have
been introduced under the name of
cromansil steels, a general term
used to designate not one special
steel, but all steels whose compo-
sition comes within the recom-
mended range of alloy content.

The most useful forms of crom-
ansil steel contain from 0.4 to 0.6

per cent, chromium, 1.1 to 1.4 per
cent, manganese, and 0.7 and 0.8

per cent, silicon, with a carbon con-
tent ranging from less than 0.10 to
0.6.5 per cent., depending upon the
Iiarticular use to which the steel is

to be put. The presence of these
three elements in combination re-
sults in high ultimate strength,
great ductility, high fatigue limit,

high impact strength, and ready
machinability. Another important
effect is the increase in latitude of
allowable finishing temperature of
rolling. This property alone is of
great aid in producing a "fool-
proof" steel.

Easily manufactured by the open
hearth process, these steels can be
used as rolled, or in the heat-treat-
ed condition. By selection of appro-
priate alloy percentages it is gen-
erally possible to obtain the desir-
ed physical properties without any

heat-treatment or with a simple

normalizing, with or without sub-

sequent tempering. Greater

strength and ductility than any
form of plain carbon steel can be

obtained in the as rolled condition.

Cromansil steels can be made by
any skilled steel maker without ad-

ditional experience or training, and
can be produced in the open hearth

at a slight increase in cost. They
can easily be rolled into billets,

plates, bars, and any shapes ordi-

narily fabricated from carbon
steel, forging, and piercing and
drawing into seamless tubing can
also be accomplished according to

the usual practice. All fabrication

operations such as punching and
drifting can be carried out with
comparatively little additional

trouble or expense.

Welding is performed according
to the usual procedure control for

ordinary carbon steel of the same
shape. Except for plates over one
inch in thickness or steels having
a high carbon content, no subse-
quent heat treatment is necessary.

Normalizing is all that is required
in any case to bring the strength of

the weld up to that of the base
metal.

A few of the applications in

which this type of steel is espe-
cially advantageous are ship plates

and naval structural parts, bridges
and buildings where a high
strength-weight ratio is valuable,

chimneys, penstocks, pressure ves-

sels, tanks, boilers, staybolts, and
high-strength seamless tubing such
as oil well casings. The improved
physical properties or cromansil
steel meets the requirements of
such applications and at the same
time remove to a great extent the
need for heat treatment to develop
desirable characteristics.

The jiroperties and aiiplications

An Improved Line of

Welding Sets

THE General Electric Company
announces a new line of single-

operator welding sets in which
are incorporated many improve-
ments over past designs. This has
been designated the WD-20 line as

the types are numbered WD-21, 22,

23, 24, and 26, covering the 100-,

200-, 200-, 400-, and 600-ampere rat-

ings, respectively.

It includes both portable and sta-

tionary sets, the basic form being
stationary with but a slight change
needed to make it portable. Types
include those for operation on eith-

er alternating or direct current at

all standard voltages and, in the
case of alternating current, stand-
ard frequencies and 2 and 3 phase
gasoline-engine-driven sets will also

be available.

A typical alternating current set

consists of a generator with an
overhung driving motor mounted on
a simple base to which is attached a

strong sheet-metal control cabinet

enclosing the generator control de-

vices, meters, and motor starting

equipment. A specially designed
transformer-reactor is mounted in

the base under the generator. Base
supports are arranged to be bolted

to the floor or to have axles and
wheels readily attached. The whole
assembly occupies a minimum of

space, a typical 300-ampere, alter-

nating current set standing 36
inches high and 50 inches long by
23 inches wide. The weight of such
a set is 1865 pounds.

Among the many improvements
are the following:

1. Practically instantaneous volt-

age recovery from short circuit to

nearly full open circuit voltage,

thus giving a quickly responsive
arc.

2. Duplex voltage control by the
operator over a wide range with the
particular provision of a surplus
voltage which can be used when it

is necessary to use very long weld-
ing leads.

3. Simplicity of operation, a met-

hod of control being adopted for

which the majority of welding op-

erators have shown a preference.
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An Improved Temperature Recorder

AN improved potentio-

meter pyrometer, Mie-
romax, which was re-

cently announced, is an
instrument that is worthy
of investigation on the

part of pyrometer users.

Micromax achieves a new
hiKh level of accuracy, re-

liability, and strictly auto-

matic operation. This im-

jn-oved i n st r u m e n t re-

([uires no manual adjust-

ments. It needs no daily

attention. It eliminates

the "human element" in

operation. The instrument
circuit is standardized au-

ti)matically, every 45 min-

utes or less, giving a clos-

er adjustment. Manual ad-

justment of the stepping action is

no longer necessary. Micromax is,

in every detail, a fully automatic
potentiometer pyrometer.

By virtue of its microscopically

sensitive balancing device, Micro-

max can detect and record deflec-

tions of the galvanometer pointer

amounting to 1/lOOOth of an inch.

This sensitivity makes the recorder

action responsive and speedy, send-

ing the pen or print wheel across

the chart paper in steps that are

much more accurately proportion-

ate to the temperature change. If

necessai'y, the recording pen or

print wheel can step across the en-

tire chart in less than 22 seconds,

the size of each step being closely

related to the e.xtent of galvano-

meter pointer deflection. It is evi-

dent, especially in automatic con-

trol and where more than one tem-

perature is being measured, that

Micromax, rhe improved Leeds SC Northrup
potentiometer pyrometer.

this rapid recording feature is a

long desired advance in industrial

temperature control.

Micromax is put forward by its

makers as a basic contribution to

the advancement of industrial py-

rometry. Micrometer sensitivity,

automatic standardization, and ra-

pid recording are now combined
with the established accuracy and
reliability of the potentiometer cir-

cuit.

All models of Micromax have
been in full production for several

weeks. All models are available in

the usual schedule of deliveries. A
new catalog No. 87, describing the

instruments in detail, has been is-

sued by the manufacturers, Leeds

and Northrup Company of Phila-

delphia.

Radiomarine Lifeboat Radio Put

to Practical Test

SUCCESSFUL practical tests
were made by the Radioma-

rine Corporation of America
of its new, especially designed ra-

dio equipment for lifeboats, when
a completely equipped lifeboat put

out under power of her own gaso-

line motor from the yards of the

Welin Davit & Boat Corporation at

Long Island City for a test run in

the East River.

The Radiomarine Corporation's

station at New London, Connecti-

cut, had no difficulty in picking up
the boat's signal on 600 meters.

which is the channel usually em-
ployed for emergency communica-
tion. This demonstrated that the

equipment will maintain communi-
cation on the distress frequency
over at least 100 miles.

One of the features of this life-

boat radio equipment, which will

become a part of the Matson Liner

Mariposa now under construction,

is that it is capable of transmitting

in the short wave band. Tests were
made on 54 meters and signals

were picked up by New London
and other points along the coast.

Mi

So clearly did these signals carry

that they were heard and reported

as very strong by the Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania, airport radio station,

which had no previous knowledge
that the experiments were to be

conducted. "This shows that these

lifeboats would be able to keep in

communication on the short wave
length at distances of several hun-

dred miles.

An Efficient

Steam Purifier

for Marine Boilers

THE Centrifix Corporation of

Cleveland, Ohio, have develop-

ed a highly efficient steam
purifier for boilers which delivers

clean, dry steam, permanent sep-

arating efficiency, prevents prim-
ing, is self-cleaning, requires no
maintenance, and is easily install-

ed, going through any standard
manhole.

The purifier is simple in con-

struction and consists of three

parts—an upper race casting, tuy-

ere blade assembly, and lower race
casting. There are no I'oti'ting

parts. A whirling motion is im-

parted to the steam as it ei ters

the fixture through the tang :nti-

ally arranged blades, throwing off

the heavier particles—both watt-r

and solids—allowing only clean,

dry steam to pass on into the line.

The purifier is provided with two
races or collecting chambers. The
lower race is designed for hand-
ling slugs in case of priming, and
as much as the usual entrainment
cannot be supported by the steam
in its upward travel ; the upper
race at the outlet removes the bal-

ance of entrained water and solids

carried along with the flow of the

steam. Two eject pipes, each of

which is fitted with a "valveless

check," discharge the water from
the races into the boiler.

Actual tests on marine boilers

have shown 99.94 per cent, steam
quality with less than three tenths

of a pound pressure drop. Fuel sav-

ings have been as high as 7 per
cent.

Cordes Bros., 200 Davis Street,

San Francisco and 524 Avalon
Boulevard, Wilmington, California,

are the marine representatives on
the Pacific Coast for products of

the Centrifix Corporation. They
will be glad to furnish you with
descriptive matter and further de-

tails.
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Nickel-Clad Steel Plate

THE Lukens Steel Company has

recently announced that its lat-

est product—a nickel-clad steel

plate—is now available in all

thicknesses of plate from 3/16-inch

up and in two grades, namely:

Grade A with the solid nickel 10

per cent, of the plate thickness, and

Grade B with the solid nickel 20

per cent, of the plate thickness.

This product is a hot rolled plate

made up of a layer of pure, solid

nickel and a heavier layer of high-

grade flange steel. The plate has

all the advantages of pure solid

nickel and the strength of steel. It

makes practical many heavy plate

constructions where both corrosion

resistance and non-contamination

are essential.

Methods of welding and of rivet-

ing have been developed with this

new plate that have already prov-

ed highly satisfactory in maintain-

ing a continuous inner surface

of nickel in such construction as

tank cars, evaporator shells, tanks.

and mixer bodies. It is indicated

that nickel-clad steel plate may
prove highly desirable for conden-

sei", evaporator, and distiller shells

in marine engine rooms, and for

cei-tain tank and piping require-

ments aboard ship.

Nickel-clad steel plate is avail-

able in all types of dished and
flanged heads and in other forms.

The product is handled on the Pa-

cific Coast by the Pacific Metals

Company, Ltd., of San Francisco

and Los Angeles, and by the Eagle

Brass Foundry Company of Seattle.

Cisco with the speedy liner Malolo.

will again feature the winter travel

movement to Hawaii.

Under the unique schedule, made
possible by the cooperation of five

from New York to Honolulu is nar-

rowed down to eight days (seven

days from Chicago) and the only

change of accommodation is from
train to ship at San Francisco.

The first Malolo boat train

major railway systems, the trip

leaves New York on Tuesday, Jan-
uaiy 19, to connect with the sailing

of January 23. The second boat

train leaves New York, February

2, connecting with the Malolo sail-

ing of Saturday, February 6.

Trade Notes
Westinghouse Appoints Karelitz.

—Dr. George B. Karelitz, formerly

manager of the mechanics division

of the Westinghouse research lab-

oratory in East Pittsburgh, has

been appointed division engineer in

charge of transportation at the

South Philadelphia works of the

Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company. His duties will

include supervision of the manufac-
ture of marine apparatus, diesel oil

engines, and other equipment.

Dr. Karelitz was born in Petro-

grad, now Leningrad, Russia, in

1895, and graduated in naval archi-

tecture and mechanical engineering

from the Petrograd Polytechnical

Institute. He saw service in the Rus-

sian navy during the World War.
spent a few years in China, Japan,

Korea, and Norway, and came to

the United States and Westing-

house in 1922.

R. E. Peterson, research engin-

eer, has been named to succeed Dr.

Karelitz as manager of the mechan-
ics division of research.

Boat Trains for Malolo.—Two
fast transcontinental boat ti-ains,

operating without change of cars

direct from the Atlantic to the Pa-

cific Coast to connect at San Fran-

This four-foot model of the Sti uiislilp I'rcsidint lioovcr. m<idc in Hawaiian cane sugar

by Alfred Gfroerer, chef of the Altx.mdir Young Hotel, Honolulu, was presented to

Captain Fred E. Anderson of the liner by M.inagcr Fred R. Goodall of the hotel at a

luncheon given by the Honolulu Chamber of Commerce in honor of the Steamship
President Hoover's maiden appearance at that Port.
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Eledric Trolley Hoists

THE new line of Wright electric

trolley hoists is complete in ev-

ery respect, consisting of plain,

geared, and motor-driven trolley

types. The bearings of the trolley

wheels are designed to absorb both
radial and thrust loads, thus re-

ducing to a minimum the effort to

move the trolley along the I-beam.

In the motor-driven trolleys, the

wheels are driven on each side of

the I-beam insuring smooth opera-

tion, and are equipped with a safe-

ty stop. Controllers for single speed,

two speed, or variable speed can be
furnished.

These hoists can be mounted
either parallel or at right angles to

the runwav beam. While the stan-

dard lift is 18 feet, lifts of 9 or 36

feet can be furnished.

Features of these hoists include

full size drums for long cable life,

push button or pendant rope con-

trol, Tru-Lay preformed cable.

Safety type limit switch, positive

braking, and weather proof motors.
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The Kolster Radio Compass

THE Kolster Radio Comi)ass is

the original compass or direc-

tion finder. It was invented and
perfected by Dr. Frederick A. Kols-

ter, who still takes an active part

in its manufacture.

The Kolster Radio Compass is a

compact unit which has been con-

structed to operate efficiently un-

der all conditions encountered on
sea-going vessels. The rotating

loop, or antenna, of the compass
which is outside the pilot house, is

enclosed in a non-conducting com-
position housing which thoroughly
protects it from the weather and
from spray. The receiver and bat-

teries supplying current to the vac
uum tubes are enclosed in an at-

tractive cast aluminum cabinet,

which harmonizes nicely with pres-

ent-day navigating instruments.
The panel of the receiver is set in

a small recess to avoid damage to

the controls. The operation of the

receiver is by single dial control.

The handwheel for rotating the
loop is placed at a convenient
height, which facilitates operation
of the unit.

The automatic compensator
gives the correct readings of the
direction of the received signal,

eliminating the possibility of error
which is present in applying cali-

bration corrections necessai'y with
compasses not equipped with this

automatic device.

There are many uses on board
ship for a radio compass, the most
common being the one applied in

every day navigation in obtaining
bearings on radio beacon stations

established at lighthouses, on light

vessels, and at harbor entrances
during thick or foggy weather. Ra-
dio waves are not affected by rainy
or foggy weather at distances that

are useful to navigation, and the
range of the radio compass far ex-

ceeds that of visual or the strong-
est diaphone signals. Masters com-
ing in fi'om deep water trips often
check their positions in clear

weather by means of the radio

compass while the ship is still fif-

ty or a hundred miles offshore.

Radio compass bearings can
also be used to locate vessels in

distress. A recent illustration is

the case of the steamship Munleon,
which grounded at Point Reyes.
The Coast Guard cutter Shawnee
requested the wireless operator of
the Munleon to transmit signals,

and the stricken vessel was located

by means of the cutter's radio com-
pass. When vessels are in danger-

The latest type Kolster radio compass as

now being installed on many American
merchant vessels.

ous proximity during fog, masters
can obtain the bearings of the ap-

proaching vessel by requesting
that radio beacon signals be sent

by each vessel and bearings taken
by each vessel's radio compass.

Bearings obtained by radio com-
pass are very accurate, and mast-
ers and navigating officers can
determine their distance from bea-

con stations by applying the same
methods to compass bearings as
are used in navigating by visual or

sight bearings. Besides this, the

Bureau of Lighthouses has develop-

ed a system of synchronized dia-

phone and radio beacon signals

whereby a vessel's distance from
beacon stations can be computed at

any angle within range of diaphone
signal.

The radio compass is a great

time saver in shipping. It enables
the master to navigate his vessel

in foggy weather, assured of his po-

sition. This prevents delays when
navigating in dangerous places and
increases the safety factor of the

vessel.
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A recent and interesting example
of this occurred when on approach-
ing San Francisco on her maiden
voyage, the palatial new Dollar
liner President Coolidge encounter-
fog and thick weather opposite
Point Sur, and from that point to
the entrance of the harbor the ves-
sel was navigated almost entirely
by use of the Kolster Radio Com-
pass. With the coast line. Farallon
Islands, and the San Francisco
light vessel completely obscured by
fog, it was a case of "blind-navi-
gating," which might well be com-
pared to "blind-flying" of airplanes
solely by use of modern scientific
instruments.

The radio compass has long been
lecognized as a highly scientific
nautical instrument and is now
considered as essential to naviga-
tion as the sextant and pelorus.
That the U. S. Government is cog-
nizant of this fact is proved by the
increase in the number of radio
beacon stations along the coasts of
the United States. From eleven bea-
con stations operating in 1921 the
number has been increased to 90
beacon stations working in 1931. Up
to the present time there has been
no legislation in any country com-
pelling the use of radio compass or
direction finder. However, initial

steps towards international agree-
ment in this matter were taken in

the 1929 International Conference
for Safety of Life at Sea.

Approximately 400 Kolster Radio
Compasses, including all types,
have been installed on vessels of
the American merchant marine.
This number represents nearly half
of the total of all makes of radio
compasses or direction finders now
installed on American ships.

The entire Dollar line fleet of

passenger vessels, including the
new liners President Hoover and
President Coolidge, is equipped
with Kolster Radio Compasses ex-

clusively, as are also all the vessels

owned and operated by the Ameri-
can Hawaiian Steamship Company,
and many others.

To enable future officers of the
merchant marine to enter the serv-

ice with a competent knowledge of

the latest developments, one of the
latest model Kolster Radio Com-
passes fully equipped with a Sper-
ry Repeater will be installed on the
California Nautical School Ship,

California State.

The Kolster Radio Compass is

manufactured, installed, and servic-

ed by the Mackay Radio and Tele-

graph Company. H. E. Coyle is the
marine superintendent for this

firm on the Pacific Coast.
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American Sailing Ships

AMERICAN MERCHANT SHIPS,
1850-1900. Series II. By Freder-
ick C. Matthews. Large 8 Vo.

(7x10); 370 pages; 69 illustra-

tions. Printed by the Southwark
Press, Portland, Maine. Publica-

tion No. 23 of the Marine Re-
search Society of Salem. Price

$7.50 postpaid.

Frederick C. Matthews of San
Francisco needs no introduction to

I'eaders of Pacific Marine Review.
His series of Clipper Ship histories,

published in this magazine, his two
volumes of "American Clipper

Ships," published by the Marine
Research Society in 1926-1927 and
already out of print, and his "Amer-
ican Merchant Ships" by the same
publisher in 1930 have all combined
to recommend this author to sea

lovers as a reliable, painstaking
chronicler of ships and ship mas-
ters.

Like all of his former work, the

present volume is an alphabetically

arranged series of short, terse his-

tories of the ships and their mas-
ters, and it includes the accounts of

171 ships in its 370 pages. Mr.
Matthews has a very readable, al-

beit conservative, style. He has
spent much of his leisure time for

over fifty years collecting, compar-
ing, correcting, and compiling data
on sailing ships, and in our hum-
ble judgment is, today, America's,

and perhaps the world's best

authority on this subject. His sole

reason for publishing these books

is to get his data and information

into permanent form as reference

for lovers and students of the sail-

ing ship.

Here the reader will find no
glowing rhapsodies over the "glor-

ious days of sail when the American
flag was first in the ports of the

world and on the seven seas." This

book is a record of fact, set forth

with all the reserve of true scien-

tist or engineer making an official

report. Within its covers, however,
there is almost inexhaustible basic

material for sea fiction, material

that forms a splendid testimonial to

the intrinsic worth of America's
master mariners and America's
merchant marine.

Copies of this volume may be ob-

tained through the editorial offices

of Pacific Marine Review.

THE STARS IN THEIR COURSES.
By Sir James Jeans. Profusely

illustrated. Published by The
MacMillan Company. Price $2.50.

Sir James Jeans' latest book is

really the gathering together in one
volume the radio talks which he

gave in England covering the entire

family of the universe. His descrip-

tions are made easily understand-

able to the average reader because
of the simplieit.v of his language,

free from technical terms and for-

mulas. In short, he takes the reader
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on a visit to the moon, to the sun,

—and describes and places in time
and space the familiar (and unfa-
miliar) neighbors which we see
about us in the heavens, but which
very few of us can even place by
name.

The book is well illustrated with
maps of the heavens, and with some
very fine photographs of stars,

planets, and comets taken by some
of the greatest astronomers in the
world.

Trade Note

New United States Lines Man-
agement.—According to word re-

ceived from the New York offices
of the International Mercantile
Marine Company, the newly org-
anized United States Lines Com-
pany, Inc., has designated the
Roosevelt Steamship Company as
its manager and operator, with
headquarters at No. 1 Broadway,
New York, and with all the branch
offices of the I.M.M. acting as
agencies.

The United States Lines Com-
pany is jointly controlled by the
Roosevelt Steamship Company, the

Dollar Steamship Company, and
Kenneth Dawson, president of the

States Steamship Company of

Portland. Oregon. The new organi-

zation includes the ownership and
control of the United States Lines
and the American Merchant Lines,

operating in the north Atlantic

passenger and cargo trade.

Above is a view of the lumber and freight carrier San Bernardino, part of the Quaker Line fleet operating in the intercoastal
trade. On the East Coast Quaker Line vessels regularly serve the ports of New York, .Albany. Boston, and Philadelphia, with

calls at Providence and other ports as cargoes offer.
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Reconstruction Job for Pacific Coast

The Gulf Pacific Mail Line, Ltd.

(Swayne & Hoyt, Ltd., San Fran-

cisco) have now about concluded

their plans for the construction pro-

Kram required under contract with

the Post Office Department over

Foreign Ocean Mail Route No. 55

from Pacific Coast ports to the

North Coast of South America,

West Indies, and East Coast of

Mexico.

The first vessel which will be re-

built for the service is the steamer

Point Ancha.

This vessel, a well deck freighter,

was built by the Todd Shipbuilding

Corpn. at Tacoma, and her present

particulars are:

Length — 395' 0"

Beam — 53' 0"

Draft — 23' 8"

Displacement at this draft, tons,

10,465

Sea speed, knots, 10.

Extensive tests have just been
completed at the United States

Navy's Model Basin at Washington,
D.C., on which power curves were
developed for the ship under her
present condition, and an additional

set of power curves for the ship

with 15 feet of length added to the

stern, with a corresponding im-

provement to the after lines. It is

planned to cut the ship away at No.

5 hold and build a completely new
stern with a new propeller and rud-

der of the stream-line type. It is

planned to provide additional power
through the installation of an ex-

haust turbine.

The vessel when completed will

have a length of 410 feet, a cruising

sea speed of above 13 knots, and a

reserve speed estimated in the

neighborhood of 14 knots. The mid-

ship house will be redesigned and
constructed to provide for consid-

erable additional space which will

be used to provide first-class ac-

commodations for 16 passengers.

These rooms will be of good size

and will be fitted out to provide

facilities for comfort and conveni-

ence which will compare favorably

with regular passenger liners.

It is expected that the work on

this ship will commence early next

year and that the ship will be ready
to go into service about May of next

year. The Point Ancha will be fol-

lowed by an identical sister ship a

few months later.

Plans for the new vessel to be

constructed are also taking shape,

and it is estimated that bids may
be called sometime towards the mid-

dle of next year. This vessel will be
similar in general dimensions to the

two above described and will have
the most modern type of geared tur-

bine propulsion, and most modern
and comfortable passenger quar-

ters.

The Gulf Pacific Mail Line gives

at present regular monthly sailings

from Seattle, Portland, San Fran-

cisco, and Los Angeles, to Puerto
Colombia, Kingston, Port au Prince,

Havana, and Tampico. Irregular

service as cargo offers is also offer-

ed to practically all other West In-

dies destinations. Provisions have
been made for materially increasing

this service as trade conditions re-

turn to normal.

The management has announced

that the rebuilding of the Point An-

cha which will definitely be done in

a Pacific Coast shipyard, and will

be the first construction work un-

der the Jones-White Act to be per-

formed on the Pacific Coast.

Seattle Yard Gets Repair Con-

tract.—Lake Washington Ship-

yards, Houghton. Wash., have re-

ceived the order from the Puget

Sound Transportation Co., Seattle,

for reconditioning the ferry steam-

er Chippewa and conversion of the

boat to diesel drive. The Chippewa

is to have a new type Busch-Sulzer

2-cycle mechanical injection, trunk

piston diesel engine, developing

2200 horsepower and giving an op-

erating speed of 16' j knots. This

speed will enable the ferryboat to

make the Seattle-Bremerton run

(for which she is slated) in 50 min-

utes. The structure of the hull and
the accommodations will be consid-

erably altered to accommodate the

new engine and to modernize the

facilities to customers.

Captain Alexander Peabody is

president of the company. The
work entailed by this recondition-

ing will cost about $150,000.

Steamship Point Ancha, the first of the freighters owned and operated by The Gulf

Pacific Mail Line, Ltd., to be scheduled for reconditioning.

Scientific Ship for University—
Plans and specifications are being

prepared by the firm of Rowlands
& Strickland, naval architects of

Seattle, Wash., for a floating, sea-

going oceanographical laboratory



l,.!- the Univii-sity of WashiiiKton,

siluiited at Seattle. The Rockefeller

Foundation, which donated $200,000

for the new oceanography labora-

tories for the University, stipulated

that $50,000 of the amount be used

in the construction of the vessel.

The boat will be named the Cata-

lyst. She will be 75 feet long, 19 feet

beam, and powered with a 140-

horsepower Washington diesel en-

gine, manufactured by the Wash-

ington Iron Works of Seattle. Ac-

commodations will be provided for

a crew of four and for twelve mem-

bers of the scientific staff. Her

laboratory will be equipped wMth all

the latest scientific instruments

needed in the studies of Oceano-

graphy. Bids will be opened in the

near future.

Large Tuna B.iat Building.—The

Lake Union Drydock & Machine

Works, Seattle, Wn.. has a contract

for the construction of a 12(3-ft.

tuna fishing schooner for Portu-

guese fishermen of San Pedro,

which is to be similar to the tuna

fishing schooner Northwestern,

built recently in Tacoma. The new
vessel will be powered with a West-

ern-Enterprise diesel engine.

New Towboats. — The Inland

Waterways Corp., 1016 Munitions

Building, Washington, D.C., is plan-

ning the construction of two tow-

boats to cost about $400,000. Gen-

eral T. Q. Ashburn is chairman in

charge. The boats are to be diesel

powered with twin screws and will

be named Huck Finn and Tom ."law-

yer.

Mail Contract Awarded.—The
U.S. Postoffice Department, on Oc-

tober 31, awarded contract to The
Seatrain Lines, Inc., of New Or-

leans and New York for the carry

ing of mails by water from New Or-

leans to Havana. The contract runs
for a period of ten years, and is to

start not earlier than January 1,

1932, nor later than one year from
the date of the contract. The com-
pany's bid was as follows: Vessels

of Class 6, $2.50 per nautical mile;

Class 5, $4 per mile; Class 4, $6 per
mile; Class 3, $8 per mile.

Contract Signed for Colombian
Liners.—Newport News Shipbuild-
ing and Drydock Company has been
formally awarded the contract for

the construction of two combination
passenger and freight vessels for

the Colombian Mail Steamship Com

pany of New York. These vessels

are "to be 404 ft. 3 in. over-all ; 57 ft.

6 in. beam; 31 ft. 6 in. depth to up-

per deck; 5200 gross tons, and 9490

tons displacement. They are each to

be powered by Newport News im-

pulse-type turbines designed to de-

velop 7500 shaft horsepower and

give a speed of 161,2 knots through

single screw. They are to have re-

frigerated cargo space of 54,000 cu-

bic feet.

The vessels will be equipped to

carry 139 passengers in first class

and 24 in tourist class, with a crew

of about 98. The keel of the first

vessel is to be laid next February

and of the second next April. Each

vessel is to cost about $4,800,000.

They are being built under the fa-

vorable conditions of the Merchant

Marine Act of 1928, and the com-

pany has a mail carrying contract

between the ports of New York and

Puerto Colombia.

Second Naval Airship Authoriz-

ed.—The Navy Department has ap-

proved a contract for the building

of the ZRS-5, sister ship of the

giant airship Akron, fi'om the Good-

year Zeppelin Corporation, delivery

time to be about 15 months. The

ZRA-5 is to cost about $2,450,000,

which is about half as much as her

sister ship. The difference was pro-

vided to safeguard the Goodyear-

Zeppelin Corporation's tremendous

plant investment in the event that

the second airship should not be or-

dered by the Navy Department.

Calls for Bids for Construction of

New Vessel.—Bids for the construc-

tion of a steel, twin-screw, light-

house tender, for service in the wat-

ers of the Gulf of Mexico, have been

called for by the Lighthouse Service

of the Department of Commerce,

and were opened on November 24.

This vessel is to be 93 feet long,

of 23 foot beam, and will draw about

5 feet of water. It will be propelled

by two diesel engines of about 55

shaft horsepower each. The Myrtle,

as this new vessel is to be called,

has been designed for buoy and bea-

con work in the inside waters of the

Eighth Lighthouse district, which

extends from the Suwannee River

in Florida to the Texas-Mexican

border.

To Recondition Fleet.—George G.

Sharp, naval architect and marine
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engineer, 30 Church Street, New
York, has been authorized by Moore
& McCormack Company, Inc., 5

Broadway, New York, to prepare
plans and specifications for the re-

conditioning of the 11 vessels of the

American Scantic Line fleet. The
work will consist of building addi-

tional passenger accommodations
into the vessels, subject to the ap-

proval of the Shipping Board.

Dredge and Towboat for Engin-

eers.—The United States Engineers

Office, War Department, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., is reported to be plan-

ning the construction of the dred-

ger to be 100 ft. long and with a

bucket capacity of one cubic yard,

and a river towboat.

Navy Yard Inventory.—After a

recent inventory taken by Navy
officers at the Mare Island Navy
Yard on San Francisco Bay, the pre-

sent value of the plant investment

is placed at $34,107,000. The dis-

bursement for wages and salaries

during the fiscal year ending June

30, 1931, was $7,000,000, and for

material issued nearly $18,500,000.

New construction now under way
at the yard includes only work on

the Light Cruiser San Francisco,

which is scheduled for delivery in

Februarv, 1934.

Towboats and Barges for the

Mississippi.—Eads Johnson, naval

architect and engineer. 115 Broad-

way, New York, has completed

plans for the construction of two

diesel-powered shallow draft river

towboats for the Louisiana-Texas

Waterways Corp., Maritime Build-

ing, New Orleans, La. The towboats

will be 100 ft. long, 24 ft. beam, 4

ft. draft, and powered by 400 horse-

power diesel engines. It is reported

that the construction work may be

done by the Camulette Shipbuilding

Co., Inc., Slidell, La. This Company
plans to have built also ten steel

barges 120 by 30 by 7 feet.

To Recondition Ferryboat. — The
Canadian Pacific Railway, Victoria,

British Columbia, will spend $30,-

000 rebuilding the steamship Prin-

cess Adelaide, tied up at Victoria

for two years, according to a re-

port from Victoria. She will be pre-

pared for service out of Vancouver

on the Powell River run, replacing

the steamship Princess Royal, which

is to be retired.
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Reconditioning Contract Placed.

—The Moore Dry Dock Co., Oak-

land, Calif., has been awarded con-

tract for reconditioning of the

schooner Zodiac for the San Fran-

cisco Bay Pilots at a cost of $16,-

000. The schooner was purchased on

the Atlantic Coast and brought to

San Francisco. The work will in-

clude reconstructing the cabin ar-

rangements and enlarging the en-

gine room. Auxiliary diesel propul-

sion plant has been ordered from
the Atlas-Imperial Diesel Engine
Co. of Oakland.

Coast Guard Cutter for Great

Lakes.—The United States Coast

Guard, Washington, D.C., opened
bids October 30 for the construc-

tion of a single-screw, geared-tur-

bine powered cutter (No. 55), for

service on the Great Lakes. The ves-

sel is to be 165 ft. long, 36 ft. mol-

ded beam, 21 ft. molded depth. 13 ft.

draft, and of 1500 shaft horse-

power.

First Diesel-Electric Tugboat for

U. S. Navy.—The United States

Navy will soon have its first diesel-

electric tugboat. The Charleston

Navy Yard at Boston, Mass., is now
building a 100-ft. craft for harbor

service on the Atlantic Coast, which

will be equipped with this type of

drive. It is expected to go in opera-

tion early next summer.
The power plant will consist of

two Mcintosh & Seymour 400-horse-

power diesel engines driving two
260-kilowatt, 250-volt, 300-r.p.m.,

electric generators for propulsion

power, and driving two 35-kilowatt,

125-volt, 300-r.p.m. electric genera-
tors for auxiliary power.

The single propeller will be

driven by a 640-horsepower, 500-

volt, 125-r.p.m., double-unit motor.

The electric propulsion equipment
will be manufactured by the Gen-

eral Electric Company. Control will

be the variable-voltage type with

stations in the pilot house and en-

gine room. Auxiliaries aggregating

approximately 20 horsepower will

also be electrified.

United Fruit Launches Another
Liner.—At noon on Saturday, No-

vember 4, the steamship Chiriqui,

last in the series of throe ships

building for the United Fruit Com-
pany, will be launched with appro-

priate ceremony by the Newport
News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
Company. The Talamanca and the

Segovia were launched on August
15 from the same yards. Mrs. H.

SURVEY BOAT FOR HAWAII
We illustrate herewith a survey ves-

sel, the Mamala, recently completed
in Seattle by the Berg Shipbuilding

Company for service in Hawaiian
waters for the United States En-
gineers Office, Honolulu. The
craft was designed by and con-

structed under the supervision of
the Division Engineers Office, Pa-

cific Division, San Francisco. The
boat is especially designed for sur-

vey and inspection work in the

Hawaiian IsLinds. She has dimen-
sions 65 ft. length by 16 ft. beam,
and 40 tons displacement. She is

powered by twin 80-horsepower
diesel engines, giving a speed of 10
knots. The vessel made the trip

from Seattle to Honolulu in 125^2

days under her own power and un-
der the command of Captain C. T.
Larsen. The cuts herewith show the

Mamala in Honolulu Harbor—and
some interior views of the engine

room, pilot house, and cabin.

tj



Harris Robson, wife of the Marine
Superintendent of the United Fruit

Company, was sponsor.

Work has been rushed on the

Talanianca and she is scheduled to

sail from New York on December
23 for a cruise through the Panama
Canal to San Francisco, stopping at

Havana and Kingston.

There are three additional ships

building at the Fore River yards of

the Bethlehem Ship Building Cor-
poration at Quincy, Mass. The first,

the Antigua, is to go down the ways
on December 12 with state, munici-
pal, and civic organizations of Mas-
sachusetts attending. The launch-
ing dates for the Quirigua and the
Veragua have not been set, but will

be some time after the first of the
year. It is the intention of the Unit-
ed Fruit Company to use three of
the new ships on the West Coast
run between the Isthmus, Los Ange-
les and San Francisco; and three
will be employed on the East Coast
between New York and the Latin
American ports.

Todd Shipyards Corporation Con-
tributes to Unemployment Relief.

—

The Todd Shipyards Corporation
has announced that the company
and its Brooklyn subsidiaries, the
Robins Dry Dock & Repair Co. and
Todd Dry Dock Engineering & Re-
pair Corp., along with their respec-
tive officers and employees, have
voluntarily pledged support to the
Brooklyn campaign to relieve the
extraordinary unemployment situa-
tion. It is planned to contribute 2
per cent, of the weekly earnings for
a period of twenty weeks.

Coast Guard Cutter Launched.

United Dry Docks, Inc., launched
the United States Coast Guard cut-

ter Cayuga at its Staten Island

plant on October 7. The vessel has

a length over-all of 250 ft., beam
42 ft., depth 26 ft. 10 in., and is of

2000 tons displacement on 1.5 ft.

draft.

She is powered by Westinghouse
standard Coast Guard turbo-electric

drive of the synchronous motor
type, designed and constructed by

the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Co. Steam is supplied by
two Babcock & Wilcox water-tube

boilers, interdeck superheater, mar-
ine type, having a total evaporating
surface of 6336 square feet and a

total superheating surface of 696

square feet. Working pressure is

26,5 pounds per square inch, with

175 degrees of superheat. The boil-

ers are equipped with Diamond soot

blowers and Babcock & Wilcox feed

water regulators, draft being fur-

nished by Sturtevant multivane
blowers.

The main turbine generator set

drives a 3-phase, 60-cycle 2-pole

generator through a solid coupling,

with an output of 2600 kilowatts at

2600 revolutions per minute. The
propulsion motor, rated 3200 horse-

power, 3 phase, 60 cycle, is con-

nected to a line shaft with Kings-
bury thrust bearing. The propeller

shaft is covered with Sandusky cen-

trifugally cast bronze liner. The
cutter is equipped with a Cramp 4-

blade right-hand solid manganese
bx-onze propeller. All motors for

auxiliaries, such as the Warren
pumps, are Westinghouse manufac-
ture. The deck auxiliaries were sup-
plied by the American Engineering
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Company.
The vessel has complete navigat-

ing equipment, including Sperry gy-
ro-compass, two high intensity

searchlights with pilot house con-
trol ; Lietz compasses ; Kearfott
windows in the pilot house; Chas.
Cory Corporation communication
equipment; Thos. Walker & Sons,
Ltd., Trident electric ship log;

R.C.A. radio direction finder, with
Sperry radio repeater. General
Electric Company supplied the
wireless apparatus. The Welin
North sheath screw davits are used
in connection with power launches
equipped with Kermath gasoline en-
gines.

Unusual view—U.S.C.G. cutter Cayuga being I.ui.u hni ll.iobcr 7, l'>31. .11 tin I

Island Plant of the United Dry Docks. Inc. Sli. is tlu first cutter built in the

of New York.

Nelseco Engine in New Dredge.

—

A new diesel-powered hydraulic
dredge will be built for the McWil-
liams Dredging Company, of Chic-

ago, 111., and New Orleans, La.

Jean M. Allen & Comjiany, naval ar-

chitect and consulting engineers, 75

East Wacker Drive, Chicago, are

preparing the designs.

One Nelseco, Type 6 MI 53, 1200-

horsepower, 300-revolutions per

minute, engine will be installed, di-

rect-connected, through a Nelseco-

Vulcan hydraulic coupling to a 20

to 30-inch dredging pump. The ex-

act size of the pump will depend
upon the type of dredging to be per-

formed, the 20-inch runner being

used for discharging through one

mile of discharge pipe, and a 30-

inch runner being used for shorter

distances and greater volumes.

A new and interesting feature of

the installation is the use of the

Vulcan Hydraulic coupling, the

principle of which is similar to the

ordinary water brake. This coupling

will serve to transmit the engine

power to the pump and, aside from
eliminating vibration, will absorb
severe shocks which may be created

under operating conditions by a

stoppage of the pump due to clog-

ging. Slippage of this Vulcan coup-

ling, according to the manufactur-
ers, ranges from zero to 100 per

cent. The mechanical efficiency loss

is said to be about 3 per cent.

In addition to the 1200-horse-

power Nelseco engine for the main
pump drive, the McWilliams Dredg-
ing Company also purchased a 500-

horsepower, 250-revolutions per
minute Nelseco Type 6 JII 22 engine
which will be direct-connected to a

generator and service auxiliary

power requirements, such as ladder,

si)ud. winding, and other motors.

SHIPBUILDING—"PROGRESS OF CONSTRUCTION"— (Continued on Page 519)



Marine Insurance
Edited by James A. Quinby

Another Barge Held Unseaworthy
Appellate Court Condemns Improper Porthole Covering

THE case of California and

Hawaiian Sugar Refining

Corporation et al.vs.Rideout

et al., recently decided by the Cii"

cuit Court of Appeals for the

Ninth Circuit (San Francisco), in

addition to affirming the well es-

tablished principle that a carrying

vessel must be seaworthy for her

trade, even in the face of heavy
weather, dealt with a rather uni-

que insurance point.

The facts upon which the case

arose were as follows: On or

about May 25, 1929, the California

and Hawaiian Sugar Refining Cor-

poration requested the Bay Trans-
port Company, their regular car-

riers, to transport 4500 bags of re

fined sugar from Crockett to San
Francisco. As no Bay Transport
vessel was available, the Bay
Transport Company asked E. V.

Rideout to carry the cargo with
his tug and barge. The Bay Trans-
port Company, however, issued bills of lading on the

shipment, by which they agreed to carry the goods for

the sugar company.

The Rideout Barge No. 7, after picking up a small

shipment of flour at Vallejo for the Sperry Flour Com-
pany, loaded the 4500 sacks of sugar at Crockett and
proceeded on her way to San Francisco. As pointed out
by the appellate court, a "succinct and probably accur-
ate account" of the voyage is found in the written re-

port prepared by Captain Beggs of the Rideout tug
Elaine, which runs as follows:

"On leaving the California and Hawaiian Sugar Re-
fining Co., Crockett, on our regular trip to San Fran-
cisco, 3:30 a.m., May 26, 1929, with Barges E.V.R. No. 4
and No. 7, the weather was calm and mild and no swell,

all was well until a mile below Oleum Wharf, a fresh
N.W. breeze came up and continued to increase until it

reached a force of about 6 (Beaufort) with rising sea,

we continued on our course. (Captain Beggs interpreted

Beaufort 6 to be 36 miles an hour, but the Beaufort
Scale itself, in the record as Libelants' Exhibit 7, gives
'6' as being from 26 to 31 miles an hour).

The barges were making good weather, and in no ap-

parent danger until abreast of Lt. By. No. 1, San Pablo
Bay. We noticed Barge No. 7 taking a list to port. We
immediately sounded the danger signal and ordered
the crew of Barge No. 7 aboard Barge No. 4, which was

Overland

'I thought we'd passed the headland,
"

said the mate,

"And then I heard the breakers, and I saw

It was too late."

The navy ships at Honda won't maneuver

her bones away on
any more.

The Harvard ru

Arguello's shor
The Colombia and the Munlcon are knock-

in' at the door.

"Steady t'll we pass the point." . . . "Aye
Aye." the helmsman said,

"Juft hold her as she is. my lad. Full

speed— full speed ahead."

"If you're lookin" for the skipper you can

find him in his bed."

"I'm sorry," said the mate, "It was a navi-

gatin" error.

We up and turned the corner and the

corner wasn't there."
- J. A. Q.

in tow astern of Barge No. 7, this

being at 5:45 a.m., and at 5:55

a.m. the barge gradually turned
over, as we could not control the

barge in the condition she was in,

we cut her adrift at 6:03 a.m. At
6:10 a.m. we picked up Barge No. 4

and continued our voyage to Pier

19, San Francisco, where we noti-

fied the owner. Barge No. 7 con-

tained 4500 bags sugar, consigned
to California & Hawaiian Sugar
Refining Co., San Francisco, in ad-

dition to other miscellaneous
freight."

For the total loss of the cargo of

the No. 7, the sugar company sued
Rideout and the Bay Transport
Company, and the Sperry Flour
Company sued Rideout alone. The
respondent relied generally upon
the defense of heavy weather, and
the Bay Transport Company inter-

posed a special defense based upon
an alleged waiver by the cargo in-

surer of his right of subrogation.

The Question of Seaworthiness

Although testimony was introduced at the trial in the

District Court to show that the barge had an improperly
covered porthole close to the water line, which might
well have caused her to capsize in ordinary weather, the

trial court held that the weather encountered, and not
the defective condition of the barge, was the proximate
cause of the loss. The lower court was undoubtedly in-

fluenced in his decision b.v the fact that there had been
a sharp squall on the bay on the day of the accident,

which had blown two other vessels ashore. Discussion
of the insurance point in the lower court was thus un-
necessary, and the libels were ordered dismissed.

Upon appeal, the Circuit Court of Appeals, on Novem-
ber 2, 1931, reversed the District Court and held the re-

spondents liable for the loss. The appellate court
pointed out that proof of due diligence to make a vessel

seaworthy must be shown by a vessel owner before he
can take advantage of the benefits conferred by the
third section of the Harter Act, which section exempts
a shipowner from loss caused—among other things—b.v

dangers of the seas. The court then pi'oceeds to find

that the No. 7 was grossly unseaworthy as to the port-

hole covering. The following testimony of Andrade, the
bargeman, and the comments upon it, are quoted from
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the opinion of the appellate court:

"I put a doubled-up sack against the hole. . . Then I

put a board, that was what I call the plug, against the

porthole . . I put wedges on . . up and down, two up and
two down . . . between the plank and the sheathing."

"Asked why he used wedges instead of nails, And-
rade replied that nails 'are liable to come out, and the

wedges never come out.' Yet the barge foreman previ-

ously had testified that he 'could not tell how many
times' he had tightened the 'plug' in the two and one-

half years that he had been on the barge. He declared

that the plug took 'a little over a year to get loose.'

As a matter of fact, the adequacy of such a 'plug'

would appear, even to a landlubber, quite indefensible.

Captain Joe W. Jory, a navigator of impressive sea-

manly qualifications, outlined the proper manner in

which the porthole should have been closed:

Q. How do you think that hole should be closed?
A. It should have been planked from the outside

and water-tight battans or canvas nailed over, and
planked, or else the planking on this particular section
renewed and that hole done away with.

From ancient times the men who have had to go
down to the sea in ships have held themselves to high
accountability for care in making their craft fit to
cope with the capricious elements. Though, as we have
seen, the shipowner's liability has been limited by sta-
tute, such limitation in his favor is to be strictly con-
strued against him, if he fails to prove his own dili-

gence in making the vessel seaworthy.

The good sailor is the careful sailor. If he is negli-
gent in the respects set forth in the Harter Act in
guarding the goods and the lives entrusted to his care,
he or his employer must pay. It is the law of the sea."

The Insurance Point

As the vessel was held to be unseaworthy, it became
necessary to decide the validity of respondent's sec-
ond, or special, defense predicated upon the cargo un-
derwriter's alleged waiver of his right of subrogation
against the Bay Transport Company.

It appeared that the owners of the sugar had been
paid for their loss by their cargo underwriter. In the
cargo policy, a provision was inserted by which the in-

surer waived "all claims that it might have in law and
equity against the Bay Transport Company for reim-
bursement of any losses paid to the assured." The
waiver applied only to "shipments by steamers or
barges the property of the Bay Transport Company."

The court rules against this special defense in the

following language:

"The special defense of the Bay Transport Company
may be disposed of readily. In the first place, the in-

surance policy containing the rider relied upon was
excluded from the record, and no cross-appeal com-
plaining of such exclusion has been filed by the appel-

lee. Secondly, the rider itself specifically provides, as

we have seen, that it shall apply to shipments by ves-

sels that are 'the property of the Bay Transport Com-
pany. To hold that the Rideout barge was the property
of the Bay Transport Company, even so far as the Cali-

fornia & Hawaiian Company's shipment, would not

only be doing violence to both the legal and the popu-
lar acceptation of the term 'property,' but also would
be ignoring the holding of the court and the state-

ments of the appellees themselves.

As a matter of fact, found by the lower court and
not excepted to by the appellee, the Bay Transport
Company was a party to the contract of affreightment,

and in turn employed Rideout to transport the ship-

ment to San Francisco. The court also found that the

barge was the property of Rideout, notwithstanding
certain vague language used by the trial judge during
the discussion of the insurance policy during the argu-
ment. The appellee is foreclosed from now denying this

basic fact, and claiming ownership of the barge and
the tug."

The appellant cargo interests were represented in the
litigation by Derby, Sharp, Quinby & Tweedt. Messrs.
Lillick, Olson & Graham appeared for E. V. Rideout,

and Messrs. Gregory, Hunt and Melvin for the Bay
Transport Company.

San Juan Case Closed

THE final act in one of the Pacific Coast's great-

est dramas of the sea took place last month when
United States Commissioner E. E. Williams

handed down his report fixing the damages due pas-

sengers, members of the crew, and owners of cargo on
the San Juan as a result of the loss of that vessel fol-

lowing her collision with the Standard Oil tanker S.

C.T.Dodd on the night of August 29, 1929.

After numerous suits had been filed against both

the vessels, and each vessel owner had filed a petition

to limit liability, the S.C.T. Dodd was sold under the

order of the Federal Court and realized $425,000. If

limitation was available to the ownei's of the respect-
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ive vessels, this sum represented the only source out
of which claims could be settled, since the San Juan
was a total loss. An amicable agreement was reached
between the owners of the S.C.T. Dodd on the one hand
and the claimants for cargo, death, and personal in-

jury on the other hand, whereby the Standard Oil

Company was allowed to withdraw $125,000 from the
fund, leaving the remaining $300,000 to be distributed

among the various claimants. Under the terms of this

agreement, which was embodied in a decree by the
Federal Court, it was admitted that both vessels were
responsible for the collision and that each might tech-

nically have the benefit of limiting its liability.

Commissioner Williams' report allows a valuation
of the claims in the amount of $320,697.69, appro.xi-

mately $100,000 of which represents the value of the
San Juan's cargo which was insured largely by San
Francisco underwriters.

The Original Dog-Barking Skipper

Now that several of our best known Pacific
steamers have passed to the limbo of departed
ships by the time-honored method of hugging

the coast line once too often, we are tempted to recall

once more the words of Matt Peasley in Peter B.
Kyne's original "Cappy Ricks." In a passage between
Matt and Cappy's daughter, the former is discussing
Ricks' requirement of two years as mate in steam as a
prerequisite to command.

"He says," complains Matt, "I'd better learn the Pa-
cific Coast like he knows his front lawn, or some foggy
night I'll walk my vessel overland and the inspectors
will set me down for a couple of years."

"Well, that sounds reasonable. Matt."

"Yes, I'll admit there's some justice in his conten-
tion, so I'm going to do it to please him, although I

hate to have him think I'm a dog-barking navigator."
"Why, what's that?" Florry demanded.
"A dog-barking navigator is a coastwise blockhead

that gets lost if he loses sight of land. He steers a

course from headland to headland, and every little

while on dark nights he stands in close and listens.

Pretty soon he hears a dog barking alongshore. 'AH
right,' he says to the mate, 'We're off Point Montara.

I know that Newfoundland dog's barking. He's the only

one on the coast. Haul hei- off and hold her before

the wind for four hours and then stand in again. When
you pick up the bark of a foxhound you'll be off Pigeon

Point.'
"

Jurisdiction Denied in Foreign Seaman

Injury Case

FOREIGN shipowners and their liability under-

writers will be interested in a recent ruling of

Judge Kerrigan of the Federal District Court in

San Francisco in the case of Vroege vs. Rotterdamsche

Lloyd, et al.

W. Vroege, a Dutch petty officer on the Dutch

steamer Modjokerto, received injuries on the vessel

while in San Francisco Bay, which injuries were

claimed to have been due to the unseaworthiness of

the vessel. Vroege filed a libel against the ship in the

local federal court, which the shipowners moved to

dismiss on the grounds that the controversy was be-

tween Dutch subjects, that the ship's articles con-

tained a provision incorporating the Dutch "High Seas

Accident Law," and that both libelant and ship had

returned to Holland.

The Hon. H. A. van C. Torchiana, Consul General

for the Netherlands, intervened in support of the

ship's motion to dismiss the libel. The libelant, with

considerable authority, contended that the court

should retain jurisdiction on the ground that the ac-

cident happened in American waters, and that such an

accident is governed by the lex loci delicti.

Judge Kerrigan granted the motion to dismiss, thus

supporting the contention of the shipowner and the

Consul General. The decision is similar to an earlier

ruling by Judge Thacher in Ulric vs. North German

Lloyd, 1929 A.M.C. 109.

Insurance Class Opens Term

THE Marine Insurance Study Class, sponsored by

the Association of Marine Underwriters of San
Francisco, began its eleventh term on the even-

ing of Monday, October 19, under most auspicious cir-

cumstances. 'The large and representative group of

marine underwriters, shipping men, and admiralty

attorneys were favored by an address on the present

trend of limitation proceedings by Carroll Single, well

known admiralty attorney of San Francisco.

Mr. Single, late of the firm of Single & Single of

New York, delivered a well rounded talk, first out-

lining the provisions of the statute which enables a

shipowner to limit his liability to the value of his ves-
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sel and pending freight after an
accident unless the owner has
been personally guilty of fault

or privity because of the damage.
He then traced a brief history of

the statute and similar enactments
in other countries, pointing out

that the purpose of such legisla-

tion was to encourage the owner-

ship and operation of vessels, and
that the limitation statute is pure-

ly paternalistic in nature.

Mr. Single then proceeded to de-

scribe certain cases applying the

statute in the past ten years, with
particular reference to the Vestris,

the Linseed King, and the Suduff-
co decisions.

Freights, Charters, Sales

November 16, 1931

THE following steamers have
been fixed with grain to the

United Kingdom: Japanese
steamer Hofuku Maru, Vancouver,
B. C, to U.K. Cont.. 22 -, October,
Strauss & Co.; British motorship
Innesmoor, British Columbia to U.
K./ Cont., 23 -, October, Kerr, Gif-

ford & Co.; British motorship Vine-
moor, Vancouver, B.C., to U.K./
Cont., Bordeaux 'Hamburg range,

23 6, December, L. Dreyfus & Co.;

British steamer Madras City, Van-
couver, B.C., to U.K./Cont., 24 -,

November/December, Strauss &
Co.; Norwegian motorship Hoey-
anger, Vancouver, B.C., to U.K./
Cont., spot loading, Kerr, Gifford
& Co.; Norw^egian motorship John
Bakke, British Columbia to U.K./
Cont., wheat and merchandise,
November. Canadian Transport
Co. ; British steamer Swiftpool,

Vancouver, B.C., to U.K./Cont.,
24'-, December, L. Dreyfus & Co.;

Japanese steamer Liverpool Maru,
Vancouver, B.C., to U.K. Cont.,

22/-, November; British steamer
Orient City, Vancouver, B.C. to

U.K./Cont., 24 3, November, Wm.

Geo. E. Billings
COMPANY

Pacific Coa« Genera] Ageota
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H. Pirn, Jr., Co.; Norwegian motor-
ship Samuel Bakke, British Colum-
bia and Puget Sound to U.K./Cont.,

wheat and merchandise, December,
Canadian Transport Co.; British

steamer Masunda, Vancouver, B.C.,

to London, December, Canadian
American Shipping Co.

The following steamers have
been fixed with grain to the Ori-

ent: Noi-wegian steamer Childar,

British steamers City of Vancouv-
er and City of Victoria, Columbia
River to Shanghai, October, $2.85,

W. L. Comyn & Sons; American
steamer Everett, Puget Sound to

Shanghai, October, W. L. Comyn &
Sons; Danish motorship Lundby,
Columbia River and Puget Sound
to Shanghai, October November,
flour $3.25, W. L. Comyn & Sons:
British motorship Santa Clara Val-

ley, Columbia River to Shanghai
(relet), November, W. L. Comyn &
Sons; Norwegian steamer Somer-
ville, Columbia River and Puget
Sound to Shanghai, November.
$2.85, W. L. Comyn & Sons; Nor-
wegian motorships Borgestad,
Brand, Danwood, and Nordfarer,
Portland or Puget Sound to Shang-
hai, option up river ports, Novemb-
er, W. L. Comyn & Sons; three

steamers, Vancouver, B.C., to Shang-
hai, December, (Canadian Curren-

cy) $3, Canadian Cooperative

Wheat Producers Assn.; British

motorship Cressington Court, Brit-

ish steamers Tilsington Court and
Sinnington Court, Columbia River

to Shanghai, wheat $2.85, flour

$3.25, October/November, W. L.

Comyn & Sons; Danish motorship

Asia, Columbia River or Puget
Sound to Shanghai, wheat $2.85,

flour $3.25, December, W. L. Com-
yn & Sons; British motorship
Larchbank, Columbia River or Pu-

get Sound to Shanghai, wheat
$2.85, flour $3.25, December, W. L.

Comyn & Sons ; British steamer
Uffington Court, Vancouver, B.C.,

to Shanghai, December, Canadian
American Shipping Company; a

Court steamer, Columbia River or

Puget Sound to Shanghai, wheat
$2.85. flour $3.25, November Dec-
ember, W. L. Comyn & Sons; Brit-

ish steamer Wellington Court, Col-

umbia River or Puget Sound to

Shanghai, wheat $2.85, flour $3.25,

January, W. L. Comyn & Sons.

The Norwegian motorship Bor-

gestad has been fixed with lumber
from British Columbia to Port Pi-

rie, November, by H. R. MacMillan
Export Co.

The following time charters have
been reported : Norwegian motor-
ship Heina, 5 to 9 months, delivery

Montreal, redelivery China and Ja-

pan or U.K., via North Pacific, 4/

7' 2, Canadian Transport Co.; Swe-
dish motorship Sveadrott, 1 trip,

delivery Vancouver, B.C., redeliv-

ery China $1.45, October/Novemb-
er, Canadian American Shipping
Co.; Norwegian motorship Nyhorn,
1 trip, delivery, San Francisco 7/6,

option delivery Portland 7/7^2, re-

delivery U.K. / Cont., November,
Canadian Transport Co.; Danish
motorships Nordbo and Nordcap,

3 to 5 months, delivery Columbia
River or Puget Sound, redelivery

China or U. S., $1, November/De-
cember, W. L. Comyn & Sons.

The following sales have been re-

ported: American steamer Hum-
boldt, Los Angeles and San Fran-

cisco Navigation Co. to Cooper Ir-

on Metal Co.; American steamer

Cottoneva, South Redwood to C. W.
Goodyear; American steamer Ne-

canicum, A. F. Mahoney to C. W.
Goodyear; British steamer Cana-

dian Seigneur, Canadian National

Steamships to Japanese parties.

PAGE BROS., Brokers

KOEHLER,

KEMP & KOEHLER
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Marine Refrigeration
(Continued IV..m Page 501)

7. Decking

The steel deck, after being thoroughly cleaned and

dried, shall be given two coats of bituminous solu-

tion, as specified under "Preparation of Space." and

flooded with bituminous enamel*, into which lay . .
.-

inch corkboards dipped in the same material. Then
lay a second course, after flooding the first course,

the joints of the courses being broken. Over the sec-

ond course of cork and enamel and at the base of

bulkheads, lay 8-pound lead flashing, six inches over

the cork and si.\ inches against the bulkhead with

wiped joints. The flashing shall be secured to the

bulkhead with galvanized tacks closely spaced, and
the upper edge shall be imbedded in white lead putty.

(b) Where interior surfaces are covered with bit-

uminous filling, the same shall bond with the floor

covering to make a monolithic surface over the whole
room.

(c) The cork deck covering shall then be covered
with a mastic floor covering*, not less than 1^, 2 inches
thick, and so laid as to drain all surfaces to the scup-
per drains.

(*Thc flooding enamel of the cork flooring shall have a boiling

point equal to, or above, the temperature of the mastic flooring

as laid, to prevent blistering when applied.)

8. Doors

All doors shall be 4 feet by ... feet clear opening
and have not less than . . inches of insulation. The
hardware, spring hinges, latches, hasps shall be of

manufacture, or equal. The tread and the
jambs of the doors shall be sheathed with 1/8-inch
galvanized sheet iron for protection from cargo hand-
ling. The doors shall be double-gasketed.

9. Hatches

Hatches (if any) shall be made of heavy construc-
tion, with not less than .... thickness of corkboard.
They shall be of portable size, the joints to be metal-
sheathed and gasketed.

10. Drains

Each compartment shall have . . . drains of ...

inches and fitted with galvanized water-sealed scup-
per fittings. They shall be designed to facilitate quick
cleaning, and the drain piping shall have clean-out
fittings.

1 1. Gratings

All floor gratings shall be of portable size, with 2-

inch X 3-inch bearers, laid at right angles to the coil

walls. The slats shall be 1-inch x 2^i;-inch finished

size, with li/4-inch opening between.

12. Coil Baffles

The coils shall be enclosed behind a solid baffle,

constructed of two layers of 7/8-inch tongue and
groove pine, with two layers of paper between. They
shall clear the deck and deck-head by ten inches and
the coils by not less than two inches. They shall be

made of portable-sized sections and will enclose the

coils at the ends, except at corners formed by two coil-

covered walls.

13. Meat Rails

Meat rails shall be hung in rooms Nos and
shall be of H-inch x 2-inch flat bar, suspended from
2- X 2- X '/i-inch angle bar hangers, and galvanized

after machining. The hangers shall have two bolts in

every second btam, with wood insulators between the

beam and the hanger. The rails shall be carried close

to the bulkheads or baffles at their ends. The rails

shall be hung on 20-inch thwartship centers and shall

clear the deck-head by six inches.

14. Painting

(a) All interior surfaces shall have two coats of

orange shellac after all stains shall have been sanded
off. Exterior surfaces will be painted with owner's
standard hold colors.

(a,) All interior surfaces shall have one coat of
shellac and one coat of aluminum paint with bitumin-
ous vehicle.

(b) Gratings and room faces of baffles shall be
painted as above, the coil faces to be water-proofed.

1.5. Electric Lighting
All spaces shall be adequately lighted with

vapor-tight fixtures in each room. The cables shall be
run in conduit (or of lead and armoured cable) and the
water-tight switches and tell-tale lights shall be in-

stalled at the door outside of the chamber.

Ships Lighting
(Continued from Page 495)

held candles and delicate oil flames will now hold the
very modern Mazda lamp. Let it be stated, neverthe-
less, that these lamps are different—far brighter

—

than old sconces, and deserve new and modern hous-
ings. A drawback is that sometimes period lighting, in

spite of all its delicate charm and beauty, does not
produce sufficient illumination. Again we can resort

to lighting from concealed sources.

A very fine ship-lighting effect can be obtained by
concealing light sources in urns, oversize flower pots
and pedestals. If the ceiling and upper sidewalls are
painted in colors such as white or cream, which have
high reflecting factors, and the lamps used are of suf-

ficiently high intensity and equipped with the proper
reflectors, the light will be directed upward to flood

the ceiling and then be reflected downward to fill the
room with a soft glow of light. Such concealed lighting

can be used with equal propriety in period rooms or in

the modern style of room.

Cove Lighting Growing in Popularity

Cove lighting or lighting from concealed sources is

rapidly becoming one of the most popular forms. It

can be used by itself or as a supplement to other forms
of lighting. It satisfies practically all the requirements

except of cheapest initial installation. It is fixtureless,

takes very little space, and makes glare practically im-

possible. It can be made suitable for almost any room
and is used today in dining rooms, grand salons, and
in de luxe suites, though it really shows to best ad-

vantage in the larger public rooms with high ceilings.

Innovations in Ship Lighting

A huge electric sign on the Europa, housing 100 40-

watt lamps in each letter, can be seen on the ocean at

a distance of five miles. A recently completed flood-

lighting installation on the steamship Conde Grand
brings forth two illuminated funnels, standing out ma-

jestically in the surrounding darkness of the night.

The ship is a fertile field for originality, initiative,

and daring in the lighting effects. Here men have con-

ceived and constructed luminous glass floors and have

arranged lamps in windows to imitate and supplement

sunlight itself. The architect has a few restrictions,

and in the larger liners has done some remarkable

things.



Progress of Construction

The follomng Report Covers the Shipbuilding Work in Progress at the Leading

Shipyards of the United States as of November i, 1^3/

Pacific Coast

BERG SHIPBUILDING CO.,

28th Ave., N.W., Seattle, Wn.
Not named, wooden hull, passenger and

cargo motorship for U. S. Dept. of Inter-

ior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Poison BIdg.,

Seattle, Wn., for Alaska Service; 210 L.B.P.;

41 molded beam; iVb" molded depth; 16

loaded draft; 1200 B.H.P. Mcintosh fe? Sey-

mour diesel eng.; 14 knots speed.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY,
Oakland, Calif.

Columbine, hull 180, lighthouse tender

for U. S. Department of Commerce, Light-

house Bureau; 112'2" L.B.P.; 25 molded
beam; 9Yi naut. mi. speed; diescl-electric

engs.; keel 4/23/31; launched 7/27/31;
delivered 10/23/31.

San Diego, hull 181, steel screw, double-

end, diesel-elcctric. automobile ferry for

San Diego-Coronado Ferry Co.; 204'11"

L.O.A.; 43'6" breadth at deck; Atlas-Im-

perial diesel; keel 5/28/31; launched 9/
14/31; delivered 11/6/31.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Bremerton, Wash.

Astoria, light cruiser CL-34 for Unit-

ed States Navy; 10,000 tons displacement;

keel 9/1/30; deliver 4/1/33 est.

Worden, D.D. 352, torpedo boat destroy-

er for U. S. Navy; 340 ft. long, 3 5 knots

speed.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Mare Island, Calif.

San Francisco, light cruiser CL-38 for

United States Navy; 10,000 tons displace-

ment; keel 9/1/31.

Pacific Coast Repairs

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORP., LTD.,

Union Plant

Drydock, clean, paint, misc. repairs: s.s.

Cathwood, str. Santa Maria, str. Topila,

str. D. G. Scofield, str. President Grant,
s.s. EI Segundo, s.s. Sierra, s.s. Sun'name,
s.s. President Lincoln, s.s. Wilhelmina, s.s.

Point Palmas, s.s. Richmond, U.S. cutter

Inspector, whaling steamers Clemente, Co-
lumbus, m.s. Capclla, Hcaly Tibbitts Barge
No. 4. Line crankshaft and place in vessel:

launch Progress. Repairs to ME. throttle:

Gothic Star. Make and install one forged
•steel tailshaft: s.s. Tamaha. Caulked rivets

and seams: s.s. Margaret Dollar. Drydock,
misc. repairs: barge Lahaina. Cement pro-
peller blades: s.s. Tahchec. Install 12 soot

blowers: s.s. San Mateo. One propeller

shaft: ferry Ramon, Furnish and install one
new piston rod L.P. main engine: s.s. Char-
cas. Misc. repairs: s.s. Dixie Arrow, Satanta,

Nora, Tecumseh, Saramacca, San Mateo,
President Polk, La Perla, Makura, Limon
m.s. Cuborc, Otokia, Lio, launches Patriotic,

Linde, Cleop.atra, Success No. 3, Standard,
Daiho, U.S.A.T. Ludington.

GENERAL ENGINEERING i DRY
DOCK CO.,

Oakland, Calif.

Purchasing Agent: A, Wanner.

Drydock, clean, paint: oil yacht Zaca
(also engine and deck repairs), U. S. En-
gineers dredge San Joaquin (also general

repairs), stmt. Makawao (also engine and
deck repairs), U.S. harbor boat Gen'l Frank
M. Coxe (also engine and deck repairs), str.

Chilkat (also minor repairs), gas tanker
Delta Standard (also deck repairs), str.

Emidio (also engine and deck repairs). Ma-
chine shop work: str. Voca. Drydock and
misc. repairs: dredge San Pedro. Boiler and
deck repairs: ferry City of Sacramento. Dry-
dock, engine and deck repairs: U. S. patrol

boat 256. Misc. repairs: str. Jane Christcn-

son.

THE MOORE DRY DOCK COMPANY,
Oakland, Calif.

Drydocked, cleaned, painted: m.s. Pat-

terson, str. Trinidad (also unshipped rud-

der, renewed same, renewed section of keel

and stern and rudder post), str. Tiverton
(also misc. repairs), ferry Hayward (a'so

misc. repairs), str. Golden Peak ^al-o

caulked misc. rivets in shell, repaired rudder,

overhauled sea valves), str, Willpolo (.lUo

ranged anchor chains and repaired sane,

caulked misc. rivets and seams in *hell),

str. Monoa (also ranged anchor chai',-.

caulked misc. rivets and seams, drew t-iil

shaft, overhauled sea valves), m.s. Benicia

(also caulked and welded rnisc. rivets),

str. Missoula (also overhauled double bot-

tom tanks, drew tail shaft, and other misc.

repairs), str. Texan (also misc. repairs),

str. Willfaro (also caulked misc rivets, over-

hauled sea valves, misc. repai'-s), str. Tul-

sagas (also ranged anchor chains and other

misc. repairs), str. Absaroka (iilso drew tail

siiaft for examination, caulked and welded
misc. rivets in shell and nrhcr repairs).

Drydocked for survey: tug Penquin, West.
Pacific Barge No. 1. Drydoc'r.cd for in-

stallation of structural steel for spu^^: .'^iciiis

Helmer Co. barge.

PRINCE RUPERT DRY DOCK
& SHIPYARD

Prince Rupert, B.C.

Drydocked, cleaned, painted, annual over-

haul: C.G.s. Newington. Drydocked,
cleaned, rudder repairs: tug Master. Dry-

dock, cleaned, painted: tug Salvage Prin-

cess. Docked, cleaned, painted, misc. hull

and machinery repairs: 5 fishing boats.

Misc. hull and machinery repairs: 13 fish-

ing boats.

TODD DRY DOCKS. INC.,

Harbor Island, Seattle, Wn.

Drydocked, cleaned, painted, misc. re-

pairs: str. Condor, ,str. President Jefferson,

President Taft. Drydocked and misc. re-

pairs: str. Point Gorda. Misc. repairs: str.

Ballard, Commander, Everett, Hegira, Pet-

roleum II.

U. S. NAVY YARD,
Bremerton, Wn.

Misc. repairs and docking: New York
West Virginia, Dorsey, Litchfield. Misc.
repairs incidental to operation as district

craft: Mahopac, Tatnuck, Swallow, Chal-

lenge, Pawtucket, Sotoyomo.

Atlantic, Lakes, Rivers

BATH IRON WORKS
Bath, Maine

Aletcs, hull 138, steel yacht, owner
not named; 190 L.O.A. 154 L.W.L.; 26
beam; two 800 B.H.P. Bessemer diesels;

keel 6/10/30; launched 4/10/31; deliver

1/15/32 est.

Hull 147, twin screw, steel patrol boat for

U.S. Coast Guard; 165 ft. long; diesel eng.;

keel 5/1/31; launch 11/9/31; deliver

11/29/31 est.

Hull 148, same as above; keel 5/6/31;
launch 11/28/31 est.; deliver 12/24/31
est.

Hull 149, same as above; keel 5/9/31;
deliver 1/18/32 est.

Hull 150, same as above; keel 5/14/31;
deliver 2/12/32 est.

Hull 151, same as above; keel 5/20/31;
deliver 3/9/32 est.

Hull 152. .same as above; keel 7/22/31;
deliver 4/3/32 est.

Hull 153. same as above; keel 9 '15/31;
deliver 4/28/32 est.

Dewey, U. S. Torpedo Boat Destroyer
No. 349 for U. S. Navy; 340 ft. long; 35
knots speed.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION, FORE

RIVER PLANT,
Quincy, Mass.

Northampton, hght cruiser CL-26, for

United States Navy; 10,000 tons displace*

ment; launch Sept. 7/29 est.

Portland, light cruiser CL-33, same
as above; deliver 8/15/32 est.

Mariposa, hull 1440, steeel express pas-

senger steamer for Oceanic Steamship Co.
(Matson Nav. Co.) San Francisco; 632'

length; 79' beam; 22,000 gr. tons; 201/2

knots; 3 steam turbines; 22,000 S.H.P.; 12

W. T. boilers; launched 7/18/31.
Monterey, hull 1441, sister to above;

launched 10/12/31.
Lurline, hull 1447, sister to above.

Not named, ferryboat for City of Boston:
172 ft. long; 172'4" over guards; 40'8"

beam; 16'10" depth; 2 comp. steam eng.;

Scotch boilers; 11' dia. x 13'; 150 lbs. work-
ing pressure.

Antigua, hull 1444, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail
Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34
depth; 24 loaded draft: 171/2 knots speed:

10,940 tons displacement: '7200 gr. tons

turbo-electric propulsion; 10,500 I.H.P.;

launch 10/25/31 est.

Quirigua, hull 1445, sister to above;
launch 11/14/31 est.

Veragua, hull 1446, sister to above;
launch 12/12/31 est.



1 an i(;ut toipcdo boat destroyer No. 348.

for U. S.'Navy: 340 ft. long; J^" knot<

,«pecd.

BETHLEHEM SHIPBUILDING CORP.,
LTD.,

Baltimore, Md.

Hull 4288, coastwise dicsel oil tanker

for Standard Transportation Co. 262x45x1 5

ft Mcintosh if Seymour diesels.

COLLINGWOOD SHIPYARDS, LTD..

Collingwood, Ontano

Purchasing Agent: E. Podmore

Not named, hull 87, hydrographic survey

vessel for Canadian Government; 214

L B P • 36 beam: 12 mi. loaded speed; twin

screw. TE cngs.; 1200 I.H.P.; 2 Scotch

ijoilcrs, 13'6" diam.: keel 8/12/31.

Repairs: Docked to make temporary rc'

pairs to bottom damage, S.S. Donald Stew-

art.

DEFOE BOAT 3C MOTOR WORKS
Bay City, Michigan

Purchasing Agent; W. E. Whitehouse.

Not named, hull 149, cutter for U. b.

Coast Guard: 165 L.B.P.: 36 beam; 13 load-

ed draft; 15 M.P.H.; 960 D.W.T.; geared

turbine: 1500 S.H.P.; 2 W-T boilers; keel

12/15/31 est.; launch 4/15/32 est.: deliver

lO/l '5; c«t.

DRAVO CONTRACTING COMPANY,
Pittsburgh. Pa., and Wilmington, Del.

Hulls 995-997 incl., three diesel stern-

wheel towboats for stock; 2 delivered.

Hulls 1086 to 1115, incl., 30 hopper-type

steel coal barges; for stock; 175 x 26 x 11

ft.; 29 delivered.

Hulls 1129-1130 incl., two 32-inch steel

suction dredges for U.S. Engineers Office,

Memphis, Tenn.: 214x46x9'5"; two TE
steam engs.; 1200 HP.

Hull 1134. one 24-in. steel suction dredge

for U. S. Eng. Office. St. Louis, Mo.

Hulls 1135-1136. two steel side dump
scows for Contracting Dept.. 115x28x7'6".

Hull 1137, one steel deck barge for U. S.

Engineers, Office, Norfolk Va.; lOOx

30x8'6".

DUBUQUE BOAT & BOILER WORKS,
Dubuque. Iowa

Self-propelled. 16-inch suction, pipe-line

dredge for U. S. Engineers Office, Vicks-

tiurg. Miss.; deliver May/32 est.

FEDERAL SHIPBUILDING & DRY
DOCK COMPANY

Kearny. N. J.

Purchasing Agent, R. S. Page.

Sant.-i Roa. Iiull 111. comhination pas-

senger and freight steamer for Panama Mai.

Steamship Company, San Francisco (W. R
Grace ii Co., subsidiary), 484 L.B.P.; 72

beam; 26'1" loaded draft; 18.5 knots loaded

speed; 7150 D.W.T.; 12,600 LHP. tur-

bines; 2 boilers; keel 6/22/31; launch Feb./

32 est.

Santa Paula, hull 122, sister to above;

keel 8/4/31: launch Apr./32 est.

Santa Lucia, hull 123, sister to above for

Grace Steamship Co.. New York; keel

9/28/31; launch June/32 est.

Santa Elena, hull 124. sister to above:

keel Feb./3 2 est.

HOWARD SHIPYARDS & DOCK
COMPANY.

Jeffersonville, Ind.

Purchasing Agent, W. H. Dickey.

Mark Twain, hull 1691, river tow-

boat for Inland Waterways Corp.. Wash-
ington, D.C.; 196 ft. L.O.A.; 42 molded

beam; 6 molded depth; 1000 HP. comp.

condensing eng.; keel 4/28/31; launched

8/29/31. deliver 12/21/31 est.

MARIETTA MANUFACTURING CO.,
Point Pleasant, W. Va.

Purchasing Agent: S. C. Wilhelm.

Five cargo barges for Inland Water-

ways Corp.; 230 x 45 x 11 ft.; 3 delivered.

Captain Meriwether Lewis, dredge, for

U. S. Engineers Office, Washington, D.C.;

260 X 50 x 8'6".

Captain William Clark, same as above.

One steel derrick boat hull for Federal

Steel Co.; 28 x 65 x 5'9".

MIDLAND BARGE COMPANY,
Midland, Penn.

Eight floating steel caissons for Founda-
tion Co.

NASHVILLE BRIDGE COMPANY,
Nashville, Tenn.

Purchasing Agent, R. L. Baldwin.

Hull 260, dredge for stock; 140 x 36 x
<)': keel n/16''M est. launch 1/11/32 c~t

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING Sl

DRYDOCK COMPANY
Newport News, Va.

Purchasing Agent: Jas. Plummet, 90
Broad Street, New York City .

Talamanca, hull 344, passenger and re-

frigerated cargo vessel for United Mail
Steamship Co.; 446 L.O.A.; 60 beam; 34
depth; 24 loaded draft; 17'/2 knots speed;

10.940 tons displacement; turbo-electric pro-

pulsion; 10,500 I.H.P.; keel 2/2/31;
launched 8/15/31; deliver 12/31 est.

Segovia, hull 345, sister to above; keel

3/9/31; launched S/15/31; delivery 1/32
est.

Chiriqui, hull 346, sister to above; keel

4/27/31; launched 11/14/31; deliver 7/32
est.

Not named, hull 347, passenger and
freight vessel for Colombian Mail Steam-
.ship Corp.; New York; 404'3" L.O.A.;
57'6" beam: 3r6" depth; 16 knots speed:

steam turbine drive; 5200 gr. tons; keel

2/32 est.; launch 8/32 est.; deliver 12/1/32
est.

Not named, hull 348, sister to above;

keel 4/32 est.; launch 7/32 est.; deliver

12 15/32 est.

Saint John, hull 3 50, passenger and
freight vessel for Eastern Steamship Lines,

India Wharf. Boston. Mass.; 402'9" L.O.A,;

60 beam; 29'9" depth; 20-22 knots; single

reduction Newport News-Parsons geared

turbines; Babcock ii Wilcox boilers; keel

7/21/31; launch 1/32 est.; deliver 5/32 est.

Arcadia, hull 3 51, sister to above; keel

8/31/31: Liunch 2/32 est.; dehver 6/32 est.

Ranger, hull 353, Aircraft Carrier No.
4 for U. S. Navy Dept.; keel 9/26 '31;

deliver Mar./34 est.

NEW YORK SHIPBUILDING CO.
Camden, N. J.

Purchasing Agent: J. W. Meeker.

Indianapolis, hull 399. light cruiser No.
35 for United States Navy; 10,000 tons

displacement; keel Mar. 31/30.

Manhattan, hull 405. passenger and cargo

vessel for United States Lines, New York;
666 LB. P.; 86' beam; 32' loaded draft max.;

20 knots speed; 12,000 D.W.T.; geared tur-

bines, 30,000 S.H.P.; 6 B. &? W. boilers;

keel 12/6/30: haunch 12/5/31 est.; deliver

6/32 est.

Not named, hull 406, passenger and car-

go vessel, same as above; keel 1/20/31.

Tuscaloosa, hull 407, Scout Cruiser No.
37 for U. S. Navy Department, Washing-
ton, D.C.; 578 L.B.P.; tO'V/i" molded
beam; 2r7" loaded draft; 10.000 tons

displ.; geared turbines; 107,000 I.H.P.; 8

section express boilers; keel 9/3/31.

Decemher

SPEDDEN SHIPBUILDING CO.,
Baltimore, Maryland

Purchasing Agent: W. J. Collison.

Not named, hull 271, tug for U. S. Public

Health Service; 100 LB P.; 22 beam; 11 ft.

loaded draft; 2 230-H.P. Fairbanks-Morse
diesel engs.; Westinghouse generators; 400
H.P. motor; keel 8/1/31; launch 11/5/31
est.; deliver 4/1/32 est.

SUN SHIPBUILDING & DRY DOCK
COMPANY,
Chester, Penn.

Purchasing Agent: H. W. Scott.

Not named, hull 13 3, single-screw, die-

sel tanker for Motor Tankship Corp.; 13,400
D.W.T.; keel 9/17/30; deliver 12/15/31
est.

Not named, hull 134, sister to above.

Not named, hull 13 5, sister to above.

Not named, hull 136, sister to above.

UNITED DRY DOCKS. Inc.

Mariner's Harbor, N.Y.

Purchasing Agent; R. C. Miller.

Cayuga, hull 797, coast guard cutter

for U.S. Coast Guard Service; 250 L.O.A.;
42 beam; 16 mi. loaded speed; turbo-elec-

tric; 3200 I.H.P.; 2 W. T. boilers; keel

2/9/31; launched 10/7/31; deliver 2/1/32
est.

Knickerbocker, hull 798, ferryboat for

New York Dept. of Plant and Structure;

267 L.O.A.; 66 beam; 13'9" loaded draft;

12 knots speed; double comp. engs.; 4000
I.HP.; 4 W.T. boilers; keel 2/9/31;
launched 9/1/31: d-livercd 10/31/31.

Trade Notes

Oil Purifiers for Eastern Steam-
ships.—Each of the two new East-
ern Steamship Company ships now
under construction at Newport
News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co.

will be equipped with a Sharpies
Centrifugal Oil Purifier to purify

the turbine lubricating oil.

A Lumber Disinfectant.—A new
disinfectant developed by E. I. du
Pont de Nemours & Company and
now used in more than a hundred
lumber mills has been proved effi-

cient in preventing sap stain or

"blue stain" and mold in pine, sap
gum, black gum, yellow poplar,

magnolia, and other hardwoods.
The lumber is treated with a cold

solution by either dipping or spray-
ing. Lumber treated by the new
method retains its bright clean ap-
pearance.

Cutless Rubber Bearings.—Two
dredges operated by the Arundel
Corp. of Baltimore, recently were
equipped with Goodrich cutless

bearings manufactured by The B.

F. Goodrich Rubber Company, Ak-
ron, Ohio.

The dredge Hallandale bearing
fits a 7-inch shaft, and the bearing
on the dredge General is 8-7/8

inches in diameter.
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SERVING SHIPS OF THE SEVEN SEAS

rVi Fi •]
MARINE OUTFITTERS AT THE PORT OF SAN FRANCISCO

California Representatives for

The
Edwin H. Fitter

Company
Philadelphia Cordage Works

Look for the

Blue and Yellow
Trnde Mark

HAVISIDE COMPANY
Largest Commercial Heavy-lifting and Salvage Barges

on the Pacific Coast.

Four Derrick Barges - - Capacity up to 100 tons

Submarine Diving

SHIP CH ANDLE RS
Specialists: Yacht Sails and Yacht Rigging

Complete stock of yacht and motorboat supplies

American Steel & Wire Co. American Marine Paint Co.

Stratford's Best Oakum Jeffrey's Marine Glues

56-62 STEUART ST., SAN FRANCISCO
Phone—EXbrook 0064

Trade Notes

New Floor Grating.—Robert H.
Irons, president of the Central
Iron and Steel Company, Harris-
burg, Pennsylvania, announced
that his company has developed
and placed on the market an im-

lirovement over the ordinary fab-

ricated floor grating, designating
it their Slotted Floor Plate.

The new Slotted Floor Plate is

nonskid and proof against slipping

in any direction. Because of its

basic design, it requires no deep
recess or rabbet in which to set. It

can be furnished in almost any
gauge and in sizes up to 72 by 240
inches. Because of these large

sizes, complicated and expensive
supporting structures are not re-

quired with the Central Slotted

Floor Plate.

In addition to being absolutely

nonskid, this new plate has all the

desirable characteristics of the

best in gratings. It allows free ven-

tilation, free drainage, passage of

light, and reduced weight. These
qualities obviouslv commend its

use for ships' engine rooms, ships'

boiler rooms, and for many appli-

cations in shipyards, on dry docks,

outfitting docks, and marine ter-

minals.

New Service to Mexico. — The
Mexican Steamship Line will oper-

ate the steamship Guerrero be-

tween the ports of San Francisco
and Los Angeles and the Mexican
ports of Ensenada, San Jose del

Cabo, Mazatlan, Acapulco, and
Port Angel. The vessel has been

purchased by L. P. Harrison of the

agency firm of C. G. Krueger Co.,

Inc., of Los Angeles. Joseph Oro-

pesa, with offices at Pier 25, will

be the San Francisco manager.

School of Trade.—Golden Gate
College, operated by the Y.M.C.A.

at 220 Golden Gate Avenue. San
Francisco, offers evening courses

for men employed in Freight Traf-

fic. The course started November
16 and covers Tariffs and Rates.

Transportation Law, and Indust-

rial Traffic, with a number of well

qualified lecturers.

Elected to Executive Committee.

—At the meeting of the Board of

Directors of the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany held October 28, W. L. Mel-

lon was elected a member of the

Executive Committee to succeed

the late Harrison Nesbit.
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Trade Notes
motor. The FlyinK Cloud has two 8-

inch pumps, and the Trojan has two
8-inch pumps.

American - Hawaiian Releases

Sound Film.—Highly jrratified at

the success of its two-year cam-

paign of using motion pictures to

show shippers and consignees how
cargo is handled from receipt to

discharge, the American-Hawaiian
Steamship Company, largest and

oldest of the intercoastal carriers,

has just announced the completion

of a new talking motion picture,

"Intercoastal Cargo." Hitherto, the

company's pictures have been si-

lent presentations, but "Intercoast-

al Cargo" is a sound picture with

musical accompaniment.

Besides showing many interest-

ing details of cargo handling, in-

cluding the loading of a heavy-lift

weighing 70,000 pounds, the new
film incorporates views of New-

York harbor and skyline; Philadel-

phia Harbor; Boston Harbor and

the famous Boston Fish Pier;

close-ups of the old fighting fri-

gate Constitution; Bunker Hill

Monument; Old North Church

Steeple of Paul Revere fame; num-

erous shots of the Panama Canal,

including locks in operation, Ga-

tun Lake and Dam, and the elec-

tric "mules" that pull the ships

through; and a thrilling life boat

drill at sea.

The new film will be shown free

of charge to any interested organi-

zation or group, and bookings will

be made by any company agent or

representative.

New Westinghouse Advertising

Manager.—Ralph Leavenworth has

been appointed general advertising

manager of the Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany, according to an announce-

ment by J. S. Tritle, vice-president

and general manager. He will have

charge of all advertising and pub-

licity activities of the company, in-

cluding the advertising division of

the merchandising department,

now centered in Mansfield, Ohio.

New Director of Manufacturing.
—A. W. Thompson, who for the

past five years has been Pacific

Coast manager in charge of sales

for Fairbanks, Morse & Co., has

been appointed vice-president in

charge of manufacturing.

That Mr. Thompson is excep-

tionally well qualified for the po-

sition is evident from his past ex-

perience. He was graduated with

an engineering degree from the

Rennselaer Polytc-i hnic Institute

A. W. Thompson, vice-presi-

dent in charge of manufacturing.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co.

in 1907. In 1910 he made a con-

nection with the General Electi'ic

Co. and remained there for ten

years, during which time he was in

charge of the design and develop-

ment of the Erie Works of that

company. In 1920 Mr. Thompson
joined the Fairbanks-Morse organ-

ization as general manager of the

Indianapolis plant, and in 1926 he

was transferred to San Francisco

as Pacific Coast Manager in

charge of sales. In 1928 he was
made a vice-president.

Tuna Bait Pumps.—Byron Jack-

son horizontal centrifugal pumps
are coming into great favor as cir-

culators for the fresh bait tanks on

the fleets of new tuna "clipper"

boats operating out of southern

California ports. These pumps are

arranged either for electric motor
or diesel engine drive.

Among the vessels equipped w'ith

Byron Jackson pumps for this serv-

ice is the Magellan, a 102-foot "bil-

let" headed tuna fisher. She has

two 8 by 20-inch V.A. bronze im-

peller monel metal shaft pumps
with 1600 gallons per minute ca-

pacity at 500 revolutions per min-

ute, connected through flexible

coupling to the after end of a diesel

engine which drives also a genera-

tor at its forward end. With these

pumps there is always a positive

head on the stuffing box which pre-

vents any air from getting into the

pump, a very desirable feature for

bait pumps.

The new 117-foot Europa has two
6-inch V.A. pumps, each driven by

a 7',-;-horsepower Westinghouse

Improved Oil Burners.— A new
catalog has just been published by
Enterprise Oil Burner Co., featur-

ing a number of improved types of

oil burners. The catalog contains
32 pages, presenting complete il-

lustrations and details of the burn-
ers, with specifications and data
on fuel consumption and vital

heating statistics of interest to

those using or specifying burners.
It includes burners for application

in power plants, where boilers are
used, all types of industrial build-

ings, office buildings, homes, and
for marine service. The catalog in-

cludes description of a new small
oil burner known as AAA, adapt-
able to all types of heating units

requiring a limited amount of com-
bustion. A number of accessories
manufactured by the firm are also

included. Copies of the catalog may-

be procured by addressing the
company, 2902 19th Street, San
Francisco, or this magazine.

Manufacturing Pumps. — The
Victor Welding Equipment Co., 844
Folsom Street, San Francisco, is

now- engaged in the manufacture
of Kimballectric pumps. The Kim-
bell-Krogh Pump Co. was recently

taken over by the Victor company
in a merger.

Consulting Marine Engineer.

—

Announcement has been received
that Arthur M. Tode has estab-

lished offices at 17 Battery Place.

New York, Suite 1011, and will

carry on the work of consulting
marine engineer. Mr. Tode has
been some years with the engin-

eering department of The Texas
Company as diesel engineer. He
has been actively interested in

Safety Engineering; and as Gen-
eral Chairman of the Marine Sec-

tion of the National Safety Coun-
cil has done very good work in the

promoting of safety w-ork in the

operation of merchant vessels. We
w-ish Arthur Tode the greatest suc-

cess in his work as consulting ma-
rine engineer.

New Offices.—The Mundet Cork
Corporation has moved its New
York office from 461 Eighth Av-
enue to new and larger quarters at

450 Seventh Avenue, occupying the

twenty-ninth floor of the Nelson
Tower.



Pacific Marine Personals
AFLOAT AND ASHORE <r^ BY PAUL FAULKNER

JAMES TYSON. Jr. has been

named a vice president of the Nel-

son Steamship Company of San

Francisco. He is a son of James T.v-

son, president of the company, and

has been identified with the com-

pany at the San Francisco office

for a number of years. He has been

transferred to the Seattle office, lo-

cated at Pier D.

The Matson Line management
has announced that COMMODORE
J. H. TRASK, who for nearly thirty

years has been in command of the

South Seas and Australian liner

Sierra, would be given command of

the company's new $8,000,000 liner

Mariposa, which sails from New
York January 16 on her maiden voy-

age.

Coincident with Commodore
Trask's promotion, it was announc-

ed that CAPTAIN W. R. MEYER,
hero of the Tahiti rescue in 1930.

and for years master of the liner

Ventura, would be given command
of the company's second new liner,

the Monterey.

Commodore Trask is in New York
where he will familiarize himself

with his new command. Captain

Meyer is at the shipyard watching

the construction of the new liners.

He will come around from New
York to the west coast as executive

officer to Commodore Trask and

will then return to New York to

take command of the Monterey.

Captain Meyer distinguished him-

self on August 17, 1930, by speediiiK

his ship across unchtu'ted seas to

the rescue of the foundering Tahiti,

arriving just as the lifeboats had

been lowered into the water and

only a couple of hours before the

Tahiti plunged beneath the waves.

Commodore Trask has been going

to sea for more than half a cen-

tury, and has sailed more than two
and a half million miles between

San Francisco and Sydney as com-

mander of the Sierra.

The commodore will take the new
Mariposa on her South Seas and
Oriental Cruise, sailing from San

litre's (Jliiif Engineer J. T.

Anderson of the Matson
Navigation (^oinfiany's pas-

senger and freight liner

Matsonia.

Francisco February 2. 1932, and

February 3 from Los Angeles Har-

bor. Ports of call will include Hono-

lulu, Pago Pago. Suva, Auckland.

Sydney, Port Moresby, Thursday Is-

land, Macassar, Batavia, Singapore,

Bangkok, Manila, Hongkong, Shang-

hai, Chinwangtao, Miyajima, Kobe.

Yokohama, and home via Honolulu

and Hilo.

/\'-„, ; /). I.,il'h,ini returns to

San Franeisio. home port of

the A nieriean-l Iauaiian fleet

.

of ichieh he is president. Air.

Laphani has been on an ex-

tended Eastern tour.

M. C. O'HEARN, vice president

of the United Fruit Company, with

supervision over the Pacific Divis

i(jn, paid a visit to San F'raticisco

last month for conference with J.

SCOTT RIDER, manager, Pacific

Division, in relation to the new ser-

vices that will be introduced with

the arrival at San Francisco, Janu-
ary 16. 1932, of the Talamanca. first

of the three new turbo-electric pas-

senger and cargo vessels now build-

ing for the United Mail Steamship
Company at Newport News Ship-

building & Drydock Company.

CAPTAIN ROBERT DOLLAR
has been honored by the Marine
Society of New York. This society

elected him an honorary member al

its October meeting. In notifying

Captain Dollar of his election, CAP-
TAIN RALPH B. DRISKO, presi-

dent of the Marine Society, stated

.... "This honor has been con-
ferred upon you in appreciation of

your efforts in the field of Ameri-
can shipping. . .

."

The Marine Society was formed
in 1769, its objects being the relief

of distressed shipmasters and their

widows and children, and the pro-

motion of maritime knowledge. Its

list of members contains the names
of many famous American shipmas-

ters, and it has included among its

honorary members the names of

George Washington. Alexander

Hamilton, Robert R. Livington.

Charles Evans Hughes, Calvin Cool-

idge, and J. Barstow Smull. Cai)-

tain Robert Richard Randall, the

founder of Sailors' Snug Harbor,

was a member of the Marine Socie-

ty; and the president and first vice-

president of the Society are trus-

tees of that institution. Sailors'

Snug Harbor is. and alwa.vs has

been, according to Captain Dri.sko.

self-supporting, and today is furn-

ishing a home for nearly 900 aged

seamen. Captain Randall's father.

Captain Thomas Randall, was one

of the founders of the Marine

Society.
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At
The Pioneer Refrigeralor Line lo

Scandin.i%-ia

Hjmhurf: and Other European Ports
0.1 Inducemcnlii Offer

ThroiiKh Bills of Lading Issued to

JOHNSON LINE
Dir.-rt I r.iul.I. P.issciiu.r nnd R.fric.rator Sorvu.- To and Trom

PACIFIC COAST PORTS TO U.K. AND
SCANDINAVIAN PORTS

M̂ONTHLY SAILINGS
els Call at Antwerp Outv

From Europe

M.S. Mdrg.irct Johnsoi

GRACE LINE
Direct freight. Passenger and Refrigerator Service to and From

WEST COAST SOUTH AMERICA
Los Angeles—San Francisco—Portland—Puget Sound—British Columbia—Monthly Sailings.

FOR RATES, FREIGHT SPACE AND OTHER INFORMATION APPLY

W. R. GRACE & CO.
General Agents Pacific Coast

332 PINE STREET -:- SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES
a H. R. McLAURlN. Inc

618 Ccniral Bldg.

PORTLAND
LIDELL tf CLARKE, Inc.

Agents. Johnson Line

STATES STEAMSHIP CO.
Agents, Grace Line

SEATTLE
W R GRACE (f CO.

Hogc Bldg.

VANCOUVER. B C.
GARDNER JOHNSON, Ltd.

G. ECKDAHL y SON
Gen'I Passenger Agents
Southern California
104} So. Broadway
LOS ANGELES
lOHNSON LINE

COAST TO COAST SERVICE
3^ \^

PANAMA MAIL LEADS ^%

San Francisco
X Pine Stree

Los Angeles
S48 S. Spring St.

New York
lO HanoTer Sqaare



Official News ofthe

PROPELLERCLUB o/Califomia

EXCELLENT attendance a n d

programs of merit and wide-
spread interest have been the

result of the weekly Tuesday lunch-

eon gatherings in the attractive

California Room of the San Fran-
cisco Commercial Club. A range of

timely topics have been presented
by our various directors on rotating

chairmanship days. The November
meetings brought forth the variety
and talent as follows:

November 3.—Presiding Officer:

Captain G. T. January. Speaker: Dr.

Arthur A. O'Neil, a member.
Dr. O'Neil has been connected

with the shipping fraternity for

many years and is one of its most
loved and respected members. He
was former surgeon of the ill-fated

steamship Rio Janeiro. Dr. O'Neil

recently returned from a vacation

spent on the Farallon Islands and a

cruise on the pilot boat, and related

many interesting incidents.

November 10.— Presiding Offi-

cer: Herbert J. Anderson. Guest
Speaker: "Professor" Max Horwin-
ski.

On this occasion "Bert" provided
a program that was not only a sur-

prise but was both interesting and
humorous. Many of the members
had difficulty in suppressing their

laughter until they realized that the
widely heralded "professor" was
not a professor at all, but just a

regular fellow like the rest of us.

It was indeed a treat to hear "pro-

fessor" Max Horwinski, whose in-

imitable presentations in German
character have delighted thousands.

November 17. — Presiding Offi-

cer: Stanley Allen. Speaker: Cap-
tain Emile Topp, a member.

Captain Topp is commander of

the California Nautical School Ship
California State, and he gave a very
interesting talk in which he out-

lined the progress of the State
Nautical School to date. The school
is now operating with 120 young
cadets at its base at California City,

and hopes to have its first cruise on

December 9th!

Our Third Annual

Christmas Jinks

and Banquet!

On Wednesday. December 9,

/lie Third Annual Christmas

Jinks and Banquet of the Pro-

peller Club of California ivill be

held at the Elks Club in San

Franiisio.

llic entertainment committee

is concocting an Athletic Carni-

val with cotnical and classical di-

versions throtin in that should

delight all hands.

The committee announces that

this year as. in the past, the Pro-

peller Club will furnish enter-

tainment for the inmates of the

Marine Hospital at San Fran-

cisco at Christmas and in addition

will provide Christmas presents

for their less fortunate shipmates

ivho are spending the holidays in

the hospital. All moneys derived

from the Christmas Jinks and

Banquet irill he used for this

worthy cause.

Formerly the steamship oivn-

ers financed the purchase of

(Airistmas gifts for the boys in

the Marine Hospital, but this

year they have their hands full

feeding many hundreds of idle

seafaring men so the Propeller

Club has taken oz'cr the entire

matter of proviiling Christmas

Cheer for the hoys in the Marine
Hospital.

the steamship California State be-

fore long. Captain Topp and the

School Ship Board are to be con-

gratulated on the progress made.
We also had the pleasure of hav-

ing with us on this occasion Chief
Engineer Dwyer and Executive Of-

ficer Grossman of the Schoolship.

Another honored guest was Captain
Coburn of the freighter San Mateo,

who recently won fame for his res-

cue of 240 people from the steamer
Colombia, wrecked off the Coast of

Lower California. Still another

guest was Father Rockcliffe of

Liverpool, graduate of the school-

ship Conway, former shipmaster,

and fine old gentleman.

Vocal selections by Miss Maria
Vogel of the San Francisco Opera
Company furnished a rare treat.

November 24. — Presiding Offi-

cer: Joseph F. Dolan, past presi-

dent. Guest Speaker: M. J. Buckley.

One of the most educational and
interesting talks of the current ser-

ies was presented by Mr. Buckley,

who, as freight traffic manager of

the Dollar Steamship Lines, is one

of the foremost authorities on
world-wide trade conditions. Mr.

Buckley gave us the amazing his-

tory of the development of trade

with the Orient and pointed out

that Asia holds a vast future trade

for American Pacific ports.

Our good shipmates in the Bilge

Club at San Pedro, through Pete

Ha)'ding. have presented us with

the ship's bell from the steamer Co-

lombia. The bell is now being

mounted in a teakwood base by
Propeller Tom Forster, and a foi--

mal acceptance will take place in

the near future. The bell will be

tolled at all of our banquets in the

future.

It was thoughtful of our friends

in the Southland, and we appreciate

the courtesy.

New Members: Frank H. Evers,

American Bureau of Shipping; and
David Miller, Lloyds Register of

Shipping.
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Where Parsons' Serves

m 'Tacific

Fleet

Owners

|£\
The flags above are readily recognized as they identify

leading operators of merchant ships plying the Pacific

. . . Each have likewise recognized the superior qualities

of PARSONS' WHITE BRASS S.A. as a resuh of its

unfailing service in connecting rods, eccentric straps,

main journals and other bearings of their ships. Parsons'

White Brass S.A. will greatly reduce bearing mainten-

ance and save those costly trips to the shipyard.

Secure additional information from

C V. LANE, 1005 Balfour Bldg., S.F.

CRAMP BRASS & IRON
FOUNDRIES CO.

Paschall Station Philadelphia

'"^Parsons' White Brass

for Bearings that Last

UP THE RIVER OR
ACROSS THE SEA

The Cathrine D. desianed.
Nashville Bridge Company
rouipppd with a Model "DP

. . . MODERN
SHIPPING RELIES ON
KOHLER ELECTRIC PLANTS
This all-steel sternwheel Diesel towboat uses a 1300-

watt marine type model Kohler Plant to jienerate its

electrieity. The plant is one of many Kohler units in

eonstant use on boats plyinj; the Ohio, the Mississippi,

and other rivers.

W liether for regular service as on the Cathrine D.

or for auxiliary and emergency light and radio power,
as on lake steamers and ocean-going ships, Kohler
Electric Plants assure an automatic, immediate source
of electricity. There are marine units ranging all the

way from the 1500-watt Model D to Kohler's latest

addition, the 2.'> K.W. Model 25 Al now being installed

on several new mail liners.

Kohler Electric Plants are portable and compact.
I'hey take up little space and can be easily installed.

They are designed to function at acute angles and
therefore can be depended on in the roughest weather.

They generate standard electric current at 110 or 220

volts A.C. or D.C Gasoline serves as fuel.

For small boats, Kohler F^lectric Plants provide an
economical source of regular current. For large ships,

they furnish emergency light and power vital for the

safety of ship, passengers, and crews. In port and with
the main generators idle, Koliler Plants pro\ide in-

expensive current for lighting passageways and oper-

ating electric appliances. Clip the coupon for further

information about models designed for marine use.

Kohler Co. Founded 1873. Kohler. Wis.

—

Shipping
Hoiitt, Sheboygan, AX is.

—

liraiirhes iti principal cities.

. . . Alaniifaetiirers of Kohler Plumbing Fixtures.

KOHLER OF KOHLER pl'aTtI
KOHLER CO., Kohler, Wisconsin

Gentlemen: Please send catalog describing Kohler
F^lectric Plants.

i/f>ir/v in thf 2S K. W. Plant_
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JOHN W. CHAPMAN, who iv

cently resiKned from thr Dinicm

Steamship Corpoiation, has been

made a Vice-President in Chai'Ke of

Intercoastal Cargo Operations with

Grace Lines, Inc.. with headquar-
ters at Hanover Square, New York.

This appointment is maih- in line

with the company's policy to in-

crease its freight l)usincss in con

nection with the new liners which
are under construction and which
will be delivered starting: next year.

These four vessels will be operated
in a fast passenger and freight ser-

vice between ports on the West
Coast of the United States. Mexico.
Central America, and Panama and
ports of South America on the Car-
ribbean and Havana and New Yoi-k.

Mr. Chapman has had considerable
experience in the intercoastal trade
and has always been considered a

very able man in the (l(>velopmcnt

of this business.

GUY E. BUCK remains freiKht

traffic manager at San Francisco,
specializing in the Latin American
service. Mr. Buck recently returned
to San Francisco from an extended
trip to Central America. Havana,
New York, and Chicago in the in

terests of his company.

HARRISON J. HART, of the

Paget Sound Tug and Barge Com-
pany, was elected president of the

Maritime Association of Seattle at

its recent election. CAPTAIN
LOUIS J. HALL, assistant manager
of Alexander & Baldwin, was elect-

ed first vice-president; JOHN
CARMODE. American Mail Line,

was chosen secretarv-treasurer.

H. L. STILLWELL. managing di-

rector of the Export Fibreboard
Case Association, who recently re-

turned from a five months business

trip through England. Scotland.

Wales, Ireland, France, and Ger
many, is optimistic on the future

market for Pacific Coast food pro-

ducts in Western Europe.

Mr. Stillwell declares that pres-

ent conditions have not changed the

need of these peoples for such prod

ucts as canned fruits, canned ve;.''c

tables, and raisins in luilk or car-

tons. Such foods are going expoit to

Western Europe in rapidly increas-

ing quantities and will continue to

be imported by that section of the

world.

While on this trip. Mi'. Stillwell

.hjliii II . (^h/ipiii/iii . iioa vui-

l>r<sidi lit in ihart/c of Interrnastiil

<<iri/<i I'll' the fast-grouing Grace

Lines.

established for the Export Fibre-

board Case Association a traffic

service office in London and engag-

ed traffic service representatives in

all the principal ports. These mcMi

will service cargoes and make vain

able suggestions for the physicai

handling thereof. Every effort will

be made to lower shipping costs and
minimize damage claims. The E. F.

C. A. service work is making defin-

ite improvements in cargo handling

in and out of ships and in ware-

houses at home and abroad. Ex-

ports in fibreboard cases have

shown great increase during this

year.

HUGH GALLAGHER, operating

manager for the Matson Navigation

Company, is back in action again

after a lay-up of about a month as

a result of a fall and serious injury

to his left knee while inspecting the

steamer Sierra on sailing day. Gal-

lagher was given a hearty welcome
when he appeared on the floor of

the Merchants Exchange after his

long absence.

ORUS A, A N D E R S O N, San
Francisco manager of The Ander-
son-Mattoon Company, Ltd.. has an-

nounced the appointment of his

company as Pacific Coast agent for

the Mississippi Valley Barge Line
('ompany. This is the largest pri-

vately owned line in the country
operating on the inland waterways,
equipment including 50 barges at

the present time, with the company
planning on the construction of 40

additional barges. The firm oper-

ates river barges between the ports

of New Orleans and St. Louis, also

between New Orleans and Ohio
i-iver points, as far as Cincinnati.

FRED L. NASON. San Francisco
manager for the Canadian Pacific

Railway, repoi'ts that the company's
beautiful new liner Emjjress of

Britain is scheduled to call at the

Pacific Coast ports next March on
her first round-the-world cruise.

This will be the largest commercial
vessel ever to enter the Golden Gate
—and as she is one of the finest

passenger liners in the world, her
advent is causing considerable in-

terest in maritime circles.

The Insurance Institute of Am-
erica at the closing session of its

annual conference, which was re-

cently held in New York City,

elected CHARLES R. PAGE, vice-

president Fireman's Fund group of

fire and casualty companies, a

member of the Board of Governors.

The term of Mr. Page's office is for

three vears.

Riiiiarkdhic i/ifiutli of Siofi/I

iiffiiiis on /In- Pacific Coast is at-

Irihiitalilc largely to George D.
i.ii(/U. sales /ii/inai/ir for the

llrst.

FREDERICK B. McBRIDE has

been appointed Assistant Manager
of the Atlantic Marine Department
of the Fireman's Fund Group where
he will be in charge of Ocean Ma-
rine underwriting for those com-
panies. Mr. McBride who is widely

and favorably known as an experi-

enced and capable underwriter has

been associated w-ith the Insurance

Company of North America in its

New York Office.
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fanama facificQne
INTERNATIONAL MERCANTILE MARINE CO.

Fastest Imit@irc(S)astaIl S@rvSe@
UIRi;CT CONNLCTIONS FOR LUROPC

Siiilin>!9 fverv olli.r S.ilurd.iy (roin S.m Frinilsco. Ivfry other Monday (rom Los Angeles. Direct fast I reielil, PassenRer and Relriceralor Service between

NEW YORK and SAN DIEGO, LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO, OAKLAND, ALAMEDA. Through bills of lading issued to and from Portland,

Seattle, Tacoma and Vancouver, and rapid transhipment to and from the Orioiil, Hawari and Australia. Tlirough bills of ladmg iuued and direct connections

nii.de at New York with International Mercantile Marine Company Lines.

SAN FRANCISCO—«87 Market St. DO uglas 8680 ALAMEDA—Enciiial Ten

LOS ANGELES—548 So. Spring St. TR inity 8261

PORTLAND—McCormick Terminal. BR oadway 8863

OAKLAND—Grove St. Terminal. GL <

SAN DIEGO—1030 4th Street. Phone 8141

SEATTLE-McCormick Terminal. EL li.

DOLLAR STEAMSHIP LINES

Aneeles Harbor and San Francisc

ghai. Hongkong. Manila. FORTNIGHT-
bo. and round-the-world ports,

m Manila. Hongkong. Shanghai. Kobe.
Francisco, and Los Angeles Harbor.

EXPRESS FREJGHT-PASSEhKJERf^A^SgAND REFRIGERATOR SERVICES

Trans-Pacilic
UEEKLV SAILINGS I

Honolulu; Yokohama. Kobe. Sh:

LY to Smcapore. PcnanK. Colo.

FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS fi

Yokohama, and Honolulu to Sal

Atlantic • Far East
WEEKLY SAILINGS from Nev
Honolulu. Yokohama. Kobe. Sh:

FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS fi

Yokohama. Honolulu to New Y
•Tran-lupmcnt New York.

Mediterranean • U. S. A.
I'i IMCHTLY SAILINGS from Alexa

ih. \'. New York. Boston. Los Angel.

di-stmcd Oakland. Portland, Seattle or Vi
transhipment.

Rennd-the-World
FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS between Boston, New York, Hav;
Balboa. Los Angeles Harbor, San Francisco. Honolulu. Kobe. Shanghai,

Hongkong, Manila, Singapore, Pcnang. Colombo, Suez, Port Said, Alex-

andria. Naples, Genoa. Marseilles, thence New York.

Trans-Pacitic Freight Service
TRI-MONTHLY SAILINGS between Los Angeles Harbor, San Francisco,

Pearl Harbor, Guam. Manila, Cavite, Iloilo, Cebu and other ports as

ii,aii.,nniu ..Her,-.

Interceastal
WEEKLY SAILINGS from New York. FORTNIGHTLY from Boston
to Los Angeles Harbor and San Francisco.

FORTNIGHTLY SAILINGS from San Francisco and Los Angeles Harbor
to New York.
Cargo destined or shipped from Oakland. Portland, Seattle or Vancouver
M.bi.ct to San Franc.-co transhipment.

Dollar Steamship Lines Inc., Ltd.

York, FORTNIGHTLY from B
nghai, Hongkong, and Manila,
om Manila, Hongkong, Shanghai

)rk and *Boston.

jria, Naples, Genoa,
Harbor, San Franci;

couver subject to Sar

Kobe

d Mar-
, Cargo

Colon,

BOSTON
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
DFTROrr
LOS ANGELES

Robert Dollar BIdg.

SAN FRANCISCO
DAvenport 6000

SEATTLE
NEW YORK

PORTLAND, ORB.
WASHINGTON, D.C.

he World

HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA

U'hrre thr "Famous Dnoruiiy of

Hosiiilalily" tirrels Ion

MOST convenient location in Hollywood,
Next to motion picture studios, thea-

tres, cafes, and shops . . . only ten minutes
from golf courses, bridle paths, and other
amusement places.

The Plaza Hotel Is quiet, luxuriously
furnished, with deep, restful beds, glisten-
ing tile baths and showers, excellent
service and cuisine, convenient pari<ing

—

every modern convenience for your com-
fort.

European plan. $2.50 up. single. $3.50 up,
double. $4.50. twin bed. Special weekly and
monthly rates. Look for the "Doorway of
Hospitality."

N inc Si. ill llolK woihI Itlvd. - ] loll vwood. ( lulifornia

E. K.WOOD LUMBER CO.
EXPORT & DOMESTIC FIR CARGOES

CUT TO ORDER
1 Drumm Street San Francisco, Cal.

MILLS AT
.•\nacortes. Washington Hoquiam, Washington

YARDS AT
(l.ikland. Cal. Los Angeles, CaL San Pedro, Cal.

STEAMERS
"El Capitan" "Cascade" "Olympic"

"Siskiyou" "Shasta"

Canadian Australasian Line Limited
TO

SUVA, FIJI
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

al Passenger Liners

R.M.S. NIAGARA
13,500 Tons Gross
20,000 Tons Dis.

HONOLULU, T.H.
AUCKLAND, N.Z.

By the new palai

R.M.M.S. AORANGI
(Motorship)

17,500 Tons Gross
23,000 Tons Dis.

Sailing from VANCOUVER, B.C.
Every 28 days.

CARGO SERVICE
onthly sailings from Vancouver to main New Zealand ports, also

Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide, Australia, are maintained by
the following up-to-date cargo steamers:

M.S. HAURAKI S.S. WAIOTAPU
S.S. WAIRUNA S.S. WAIHEMO
For Fares, Rates and Sailings apply to any office of the

CANADIAN PAOnC RAILWAY CO. and all

RAILWAY AND STEAMSHIP AGENTS, or to
_

Canadian Australasian Line Limited
> West Hastings Street

S.F.BAR PILOTS Station Inside

S.F. Light Ship
Morse Sigtial

Four Flashes

Telepho

Pilot Office from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m.: DAv. 6678-9
Chamber of Commerce
from 4 p.m. to 9 a.m.

Sundays and HoU-
djys: DAv. 5000.

And Lay StJII

under Sail a Wliite Light i

a Red one under White; a

fretjuently.
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SECRETARY H. P. BLANCH-
ARD, after a term of 42 years of

continuous service with the Fire-

man's Fund Insurance Company, is

retiring from active duty on Decem-
ber 1, 1931. under the company's
retirement plan.

Mr. Blanchard joined the Com-
pany in July, 1890. and. passing

through the various utulerwriting

desks at the Head Office, was
made Special Agent, January, 1900,

covering the Northcoast Counties

in California. In 1903 he was trans-

ferred to Spokane, Washington,
having under his jurisdiction as a

field man. Eastern Washington
and Eastern Oregon and the en-

tire states of Idaho and Montana.
On May 15, 1907, he was elected

assistant secretary and called into

the head office, and in September,
1918, he was elected secretary,

which position he has filled ever

since. He has also been secretary

of the Home Fire and Marine In-

surance Company and Occidental
Insurance Company since their or-

ganization.

Mr. Blanchard is fortunate in

having a diversity of interests in

many fields outside the insurance

business. He is a lover of the out-

of-doors and the beauties of na-

ture, and greatly appreciates the
privilege and joy of being able to

lay down the reins of business un-
der such favorable conditions and
enjoy other things in life for which
he has a great liking.

Injured in an automobile accident
recently, HARRY FOWDEN, Fire-

man's Fund Insurance Company
head office employee, who has
been in the service of the company

J. M. Lalor. president of the Ltilor

Electric Si Engineering (company of

San Eraneisco. icha has returned to his

home port after a tour of inspection of

(ill manufacturing plants represented

hy his organization. If rlcome hack.

Jerry!

for thirty-nine years, received an

expression of regard from fellow

"old timers" in the form of a bou-

quet of chrysanthemums and a

fountain pen. The card which ac-

companied the remembrance was
signed by twenty one officers and

employees, all of whom have been

with the company prior to 1906.

Among the signatures, appeared

those of J. B. Levison, president;

Thomas M. Gardiner, treasurer; H.

P. Blanchard, secretary; A. W.
FoUansbee, Jr., marine secretary;

John S. French, assistant secre-

tary; Leslie J. Haefner, assistant

marine secretary; and Thomas F.

Rvan, assistant secretary.

Obituary

LEWIS TAYLOR ROBINSON,
engineer in charge of the general
engineering laboratory of the Gen-
eral Electric Company, died sud-

denly from a heart attack at his

home in Schenectady, November 3.

He was 63 years old.

Dr. Robinson was a veteran elec-

trical technician, one of the widest
known electrical engineers in the

profession, and for twelve years
was the head of one of the principal

laboratories of General Electric. He
was born at Springfield, Massachu-
setts, October 20, 1868. and was
educated in the public school of

Lynn and Reading. When 17 years

of age he started to work at the

newly organized electrical plant es-

tablished at Lynn by the Thomas-
Houston Electric Company, and

soon came under the eye of Profes-

sor Thomson and became his office

assistant. Under the tutelage of

Thomson, he at once became greatly

interested in things scientific and
electrical, and his aptitude and

progress were such that within a

short time he was placed in charge

of the company's standardizing la-

boi-atory. In 1891 Robinson foi-ni

ed a partnership with (ieorge A.

VVhitmore for the establishment of

a laboratory for electrical testing

and calibration of instruments. In

1893 he joined the old Schuyler

Electric Company which has been

acquired by the newly formed Gen-

eral Electric Company, a year later

going to the Central Electric and

Foundry Company. In 1896 he went

to Schenectady to take charge of the

standardizing laboratory of the

General Electric Company remain-

ing with the firm until his death.

Dr. Robinson had about thirty

patents in this countiy and was
widely honored during his life as

inventor, engineer, and musician.

Music was his principal hobby. He
was a member of many technical

and engineering societies and serv-

ed on many committees in connec-

tion with his work as head of the

General Engineering Laboratory of

the company.

CAPTAIN CHARLES F. RODIN
of San Francisco died last month at

the age of 72. He was born at sea
in 1859, and retired from a mari-
ner's life in 1906 to conduct a hotel

in San Francisco. Captain Rodin
had invented a safety device for

ocean liners, which consisted of an
air-tight compartment, equipped
with radio and supplies which
could be released as a life-raft

when needed.

The death of CAPTAIN HARRY
JOHNSON last month in San Fran-

cisco, at the age of 60 years, mark-

ed the passing of one of the best

known of the old "watermen" of

San Francisco; he was operator in

the old days of a Whitehall boat.

Captain Johnson was born in Hol-

land and went to sea as apprentice

boy at 11 years of age. After serv-

ing some time in windjammers he

came ashore at New York as an able

seaman, where he pulled a boat for

Teddy Oxford, a famous boarding

house master of those days. He
came to San Francisco in the ship

Abner Coburn, a shipmate being

Captain Albert Bartlett, and sailed

for some years out of San Fran-

cisco. He entered the launch busi-

ness many years ago and was still

active when he was seized with a

sudden illness which caused his

death. Captain Johnson figured in

many exploits of rescue and adven-

ture on San Francisco Bay and in

many other ports on the Pacific,

and he was greatly beloved by all

the old timers on the waterfront.
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FAST
SERVICE

..8 Matson liners

to IIai% aii

HERE'S never any waiting when
you want to go to Hawaii. Eight

Matson liners, including the luxuri-

ous Malolo, plow a continuous wake
to and from Honolulu. You can al-

ways find a Matson sailing that suits

you.

Deck sfwrts, movies, dancing, will

enliven your voyage. In your state-

room, you'll find the comforts of

home. You can have a great trip on

one of these Matson liners from San
Francisco's Golden Gate to Honolulu.

All-expense tours are offered in great

variety.

Gateway to the South Seas

From Honolulu it is not far to Sa-

moa. Beyond Samoa lie Fiji, New
Zealand and Australia. You can

book on Matson ships all the way

—

with generous stopovers and every-

thing arranged in advance.

Ride the surf at Waikiki!

Every day in the year, bronzed, happy
visitors ride the surf at Waikiki. The
average temperature of the water is 75 de-
grees—just what it should be for comfort.

MATSON LINE
25 steamers . .fastest service

HAWAII . SOUTH SEAS - NEW ZEALAND - AUSTRALIA
San Francisco Los AngelesFran

Portland Seattle

Rhodes Metallic Packing
RHODHS Metallic Packing—A Resilient Lubricated, Self-Sealing Metallic

Packing, which is used on rotating or recinrocating rods, plungers
or rams, and for icr\'ice on Steam, Air, Water, Oil and practically

all other liquids or gases, except some acids.

A Truly Uni\ersal P.icking—which gives maximum service, and which
we believe is far superior to any other packing, either fibrous or metaltic,

now on the market. It will gi\'e satisfactory service for practically every
condition to be met with on shipboard or in the average plant.

Rhodes Metallic Packing is made in sizes from 5/32 to XW" inclusive

by sixteenths and can also be supplied in sets of cut rings.

Rbodies \IetaIIic Packing Co.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

C. E. RHODES CO., 231 Clay Street, San I

MARINE ENGR. Sc SUPPLY CO., Wilmingtc

Normal Position of Ring Typ« 255

FRANCE
HIGH PRESSURE MARINE PACKING

AVAILABLE AT ALL PRINCIPAL SEAPORTS.

'T'YPE 255 shows the Hi-Pressure Split Marine
Type Packing with pressure breaker to be used

on the high pressure rod and moderate super-heat.

This is the best type of packing where a split case

uiust be used.

FRANCE PACKING CO.
Philadelphia.

C. E. RHODES CO.. Agents

229-231-233 Clay Street, San Francisco.
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riu- surrounding border illustrates some representative items of our com
pictc line of

.IOIXh:iK IIAIMIWAItE
The following list indicates some of the vessels built in the past few year

which were equipped with

liKTTY €H ALITY IIAIIUWAIKi:
PASSHNGER VESSELS

M.ilolo Sinla Clara Quirigua
^.nnsylvalliJ L)i\ie Exeter
V ircinia t;\.>chorda City of New 'iork
Borinquen hxcalibur Yarmouth
California bxcambion Evangeline

(under consti'iKtiun) Antiqua
Veragua

II. S. tiETTY & i O. Ine.
Manufacturers of Quality Marine Hardware

California Representative: Philadelphia, Pa.

GEORGE S. LACY
16 California Street San Francisco, Calif.

VAcins
Corsair Paragon Siele
Caroline PUcida Zaca
Savarona Bidou

Sylvia Helen
Hi-Esmaro Trudione
Black Douglass Comot
Delecta

3348 N. Tenth Street

New. fireproo
and Hotel roo

in California's

onta
(APAR:rMENT HOTEL

finest seaside resort. Sui
nvites all sorts of dive
ng. riding or hiking.

the beaches
imer all the
sion: Golf.

A pa r t I

Guest Ro
Guest Ro

1 t »: From ^50.00 to )!250.00 per month.
Single: From J2.50 to #5.00 per day.
Double: From $3.50 to J8.00 per day.

For information

C. Bulger, Gen. Mgr., Ph.

iddress:

La JolU 2181

LA TOLLA" o r- IN. i e>w

^"Iht jeyyttof

V the Pacific'
Scout Cruisers "Concord" an.l

"Richmond"; Dredge "Clacka-
mas". Portland, Ore.; S. S. "Lev-
iathan"; and Japanese Fishing
Boat "Yuki Mam" all equipped

-.filh Frick Machines.

Stock points at principal lake and

seaports throughout th

THEY ALL USE

.^fKivr^

Ueirii^ordliOfi

And find it both ef-

ficient and depend-

able. Nearly 50 years

refrigerating experi-

ence is built into Frick

installations. M.ichines

of all types and sizes

—

ammonia and carbon

dioxide—-with steam or

water drive.

£dMZI±

ral SC M.irine Office, 12W Shoreh.un BIdg., \S .ishington, D. C.
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Quips TKaf Pass in
file IVi^Kf

Impossible

First Stranger (at the party):

-Very dull. Isn't It?'

Second: "Yes, very."

"Let's go home."
"I can't. I'm the host."

More than His Share
Rastus: "Sambo these .sho' am hard

times."

Sambo: "Boy, you certainly says

somethin'. The wolf am acoming to

mah door."
Rastus: "Wolf a-coming? Why

man, the wolf done had puppies

right on mah doorstep."

A Legal Answer I

He: "Would you marry a spend-

thrift?"

She: "How much has he got to

spend?''

The dear old lady entered a drug
store and looked doubtfully at the

jouthful clerk behind the counter.

"I suppose," she began, "that you
are a properly qualified druggist?"

"Yes, madam."
"You have passed all the examina-

tions?"

"Certainly."

"Never poisoned anybody by mis-
take?"

"Not to my knowledge."
"Very well, then," she replied,

heaving a sigh of relief, and laying
a coin on the counter, "you may
give me a nickel's worth of cough
drops."

Why Is It?

The agent drives it 400 miles while
demonstrating and it's still a new car.

Then you drive it home and it's a
used car, worth $800 less.

Married Bliss

Crabflakes—Do you act toward
your wife as you did before you mar-
ried her?

Codpiece—Exactly. I remember
just how I used to stand across the
street and gaze at her shadow on the
curtain, afraid to go in. And I act
the same way now.

They carefully approached a rail-

road crossing. As usual he stopped,
looked and listened. As usual, all he
heard was the car behind him crash-
ing into his gas tank.

Fish Diet
Willie: "Maw, if tho baby was to

eat tadpoles, would it give him a big
bass voice like a frog?"

Mother: "Good gracious no. They'd
kill him."

Willie: "Well they didn't, Maw."

A Whole Menagerie
Dickey: "My Dad is an Elk, a Lion,

an Eagle and a Moose."
Mickey: "How much does it cost to

see him?"

"Does your mother allow you to have
two pieces of pie when you are at
home, Willie?" asked his hostess.

"No, ma'am."
"Well, do you think she would like

you to have two pieces here?"
"Oh, she wouldn't care," said Wil-

lie, confidently. "This isn't her pie."

Sad but True
Office Manager: "I'm afraid you

are ignoring our efficiency system,
Jones."

Jones: "Perhaps so, sir, but some-
body has to get the work done."

Frightened Into It

"How long have you been working
for this company?"

"Ever since they threatened to fire

me."

All Balled Up
Counsel: Are you sure this is the

man who stole your car?
Plaintiff: I was until the cross-ex-

amination. Now I don't know if I ever
possessed a car.

A Dirty Dig
"Mommer, what becomes of an au-

tomobile when it gets too old to run
any more?"

"Why, somebody sells it to your
Pa, dearie, for a used car as good as
new."

A .Sophisticated Ju.stice
Justice: "How did the accident hap-

pen?"
Stremic: "Why, I dimmed my

lights and was hugging a curve."
Justice: "Yeah, that's how most ac-

cidents happen."

Wife—"Isn't it strange my best
ideas come when I'm washing my
hands?"
Husband—"Why don't you take a

bath?"

You Bet!

A real executive is a man who can
hand back a letter for a third retyp-
ing to a red headed stenographer.

ring address, shouted: "Stand up all

those who want to go to Heaven!"
A quiet little man remained seated,

and the preacher shouted at him:
"Don't you want to go to heaven?"

In a thin voice the little one re-

plied: "Not immediately."

Patron: "May I have some station-

ery?"

Hotel Clerk (haughtily): "Are you
a guest of the house?"

Patron: "Heck, no, I'm paying $20
a day."

In Scotland a dead-end street is a
street with a toll bridge at the end of

Xo Soup

The imperative colonel, while in-

specting the army kitchen, stopped
two soldiers who were carrying a
soup kettle.

"Here you," he growled, "give me
a taste of that."

The colonel was used to being obey-
ed and so he received the desired
taste without question or explanation.
Then he spat and sputtered.

"Good heavens, man! You don't
call that stuff soup, do you?"

"No, sir," replied the soldier meek-
ly, "It's dishwater we was emptyin',
sir."

Xot Anxious
The preacher, at the end of a stir-

Hot Stuff

Two moonshiners were discussing
the merits and strength of their prod-
ucts. "Ah makes ma licker so strong,"
declared one, "dat when you drink it,

yo can done smell de cornfield whar
de corn was grown."
"Humph, Nigger, dat ain't nothin',"

was the contemptuous comeback. "Ah
spilled a few drops of ma licker on
ma wife's pansy patch an dem pansies
turned to tiger lilies, yas, sah."

Xo Sale

The druggist was awakened long
after midnight by the violent ringing
of his doorbell. On looking out his

window, he saw a young miss in ev-

ening clothes.

"What's the matter?" he cried, as
he pulled on his dressing gown,
"Somebody ill?'

"Oh no," she cried gayly, "but I'm
at a dance close by and I've mislaid

my rouge."
"Really?" asked the druggist soft-

ly, "Well, I'm sorry, but I never keep
enough rouge in stock to cover a
cheek like yours!"
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